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^Go to WAUCHOPE'S^
9, SHOE LANE,The Motor

Man

"^t =.T ST., LONDON.

I

He wil! Satisfy you and

please you. He deals success-

fully for fair exchanges—he

is very unique. 1910 models

from stock, fair price for your

mount. Wauchope's won't

worry you.

ii IVIILLFORDl'siDlicAR^.
" With my ' Triumph ' "Molor Cycle and ' Millford ' Sidecar I can take a passenger

of 11 stone to Brighton and back on less than five quarts of petrol ( it takes tour

for the cycle alone). Do you know of any other combination that will take two
persons 100 miles for fifteen pence ?

"

So writes Mr. W. M. Sinclair, of Heme Hill, on Dec. 13th.

PRICES TO SUIT ALL POCKETS.
last free from all Motor Cycle Depots or the makers :

IVIII.I.S-FUI.FORD, OOVENTRY.
Manufacturers to the General Post Office. On War Office List.

London Agents : THE SEIIYICE CO , Lt«l., -iO^. High Holboru.
WaUCHOPES 9. Shoe Lane, Flett Street.
EAGLES A Co . V:75, Hipli ttrpet. Acton. W.
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J .HtTM'S STORES, 104. Newgate Street, E.G.
%\-, ^ % %
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\
° j^.^" ?,,• * 1 '^'P^VlLON &,MOORE. 12, Mortimer Street, W.

r

Three Sidecar Improvements.

These excited universal approval at the Stanley, viz.

1, lanroved spring wheel, on iii-»or car lines, and pivmg a smooth
free action without jsi.

2, Improved springing under fool of chair, totally eUoalnating vibra-

tion from the passpngers eet.

3, Instant attafhment of back support to seat bo't or motor cvcie.

Save time and langujs;e. Above are all orovisionahy patented.

W. HOMTGOMfiRY & CO., ."^"fiSSS COVENTRY.

r

The Photographic Journal for Motor Cyclists.

EVERY TUESDAY. ONE PENWY^ .

On Sale Everywhere. Of

JOIK

^'J!iilo€ycle Union
The representative Body, for Motor Cyclists only,

Club-rooms tor Members at 112, Piccadilly, London, W.

For particulars of Insurance and other privileges apply

The Secretary, 1 8, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

CLINCHER
MOTOR CYCLE

continue to lead the way. The huge increase

in their sale is the best possible proof of their

great popularity.

RELIABLE. SPEEDY. SAFE.
Catalogues free on request.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.. Ltd.. Castle Mills,

EDINBURGH.

MOTORCYCLISTS "t^ZXl FREE LEGAL DEFENCl
I, Allmnarle Street,

Lntidon, II'.

Subscription will be raised to all those joining after February next.

Join now for 1910 and secure unequalled benefits. Extra io,6 secures Insurance Policy.

TeU-f-yains
" S/>eed'jfM
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What we don't make ia TANF

The Machines now without Davison Petrol and Oil Gauges are hardly worth mentioning.

a posecard for particulars. A. C.DAVISON, 12a, Pleasant Row, High Street, Camden Town, LONDON, N

THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR
FOR MOTOR CYCLES, WITH OR WITHOUT SPRING FORKS.

BRITISH MADE
AND GUARANTEED
AGAINST REPAIR

CHARGES FOR
12 MONTHS,

Note the clear, open
dial (iictual size) which
is attached to the
handle-bar, and can be
read at a glance. •

,

With so many speeitl

limits in force a reliable
indicator is a necessity.

The COWEY is gear
driven throughout, ami
is therefore reliable
always.

The hand is perfectly
steady at ail speeds, a
featnre whicli is abso-
lutely impossible in any

other indicator.

CAN BE FITTED TO
ANY TYPE OF
SPRING FORK AND
TO THE RIGHT OR
LEFT HAND SIDE
OF WHEEL AS

DESIRED,,

PRICE COMPLETE

£4 4s.
Registering to Go Miles

Per Hour WITH MILE-

ACE RECORDl-R. as

illustrated.

Call or write for a copy
of our Cycle Indicator
Bookie t.whlch will inter-

est you.

NOT CENTRIFUGAL-NOT MAGNETIC-BUT POSITIVE.

COWEY ENGINEERING CO., LIMITED,
1, ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

Telegrams

:

MOTOR CYCLISTS, BE SAFE, novooc B,™...a.
Telephone

:

5446 Central.

The Automatic Lock Nut
C»»atent)

WILL SECURE YOU FROM ALL THE DANGERS OF LOOSE NUTS.
This nut is screwed on as an ordinary nut, and locked in any position.

NO LOOSE PARTS. NO FITTING. NO TROUBLE. CAN BE TAKEN OFF WITH EASE.

1 doz. Assorted Standard Sizes from Jin. to Jin., 3/- post free.
3 doz. „ „ „ „ „ „ 7/6 „ „

THE AUTOMATIC LOCK NUT CO., LTD.,
28, HIGH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Ill aii-iwering thesa a.dvi'7'fi<rmL'nts it is destrabh to vienlion " Tin Motor Cycle.'
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Quarterly Trials Regulations.

ONE of the clauses in the A.C.U. Quarterly

Trials regulations will have probabl)' caused

as much wonderment to many of our readers'

as it has to ourselves, and its wisdom is

certainly open to much question. We refer

to the regulation which states :
" A participant may

not stop under any circumstances except at the bottom

of Dashwood Hill and Rectory Hill, Amersham."
As is well known, these two ascents are the ones on
which competitors are ob.served and marks awarded
for the hill-climbing capabilities of their machines.

Consequently it is the more surprising that they are

permitted to halt at the foot of these test hills and
cool the englnen. The object of stopping the riders

is to enable the officials to send them up the hill

singly and at fairly long intervals, so that, should

traffic be prevalent or should a competitor find

he was obliged to o\ertake and pass another

on the gradient, he cannot compfain that he
was hindered or otherwise hampered in his. ascent.

This is alf very well, but -the same effect could be

obtained in various other ways, such as by stopping

the participants tw"0 miles from the foot of the liill,

restarting them at intervals with instructions to

proceed at legal limit speed, and forbidding a com-
petitor to overtake the rider in front under penalty of

disqualification. But to stop competitors in a 1910
motor cycle trial at the foot of two such comparatively

easy gradients as Dashwood and Amersham, and then

despatch them with cool engines, and call it a test of

hill-climbing, is surely a mild form of slight to the

Illustrations

^ a^y.

wonderful hill-climbing abilitie.?- of prc'sent day

motor cycles. If in touring, motor cyclists were

content to dismount and allow their engines to cool

before climbing hills of the calibre of Dashwood and

Amersham one would have less cause for criticism,

but the hills are little above the ordinary, and any

machine which cannot surmount them with a hot

engine—that is, after a non-stop run of several miles

—

is hardly deserving of the designation " present day

motor bicycle." After all, motor cyclists particularly

want to know if a machine is a good hill-climber when
the engine is hot, as it is not every engine that will

keep cool and continue to pull on a long gradient.

If the quarterly trials are to serve the u.seful pur-

pose for. which they were started, they must weed out

the weaklings. At present the full distance of th<:

dav's run is but 125 miles, and how many genuiiR-

toiu'ists are there who are satisfied with such a run,

\vhi(.-h represents six hours' riding at legal limit speed?

And how many prospecti\-e buyers would order a

motor bicycle on the strength of a single perfornianci-

in one of these trials? Some of the competitors have

to traA'el o\'er double the distance to compete in the

trial. No, the conditions generally are much too

easy at this advanced stage of the pastime, and unless

the trial is made more dilhcult by compelling com-
petitors to commence the two climbs with hot engines

we fail to see how manufacturers can regard a first-

class certificate as much of a feather in their caps.

We are entirely in accord with the new methoil of

awarding a maximum of 200 marks, and are convinced
that the classification under the different headings
will be productive of -much good.
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IT
is generally supposed that phenomenal perform-

ances obtained on twin-cylinder machines are

due to illicit treatment, if I may term it such

—

for example, speciall)'-constructed engines, special

fuels, the use of picric acid, etc. This may have been

the case, but it is undoubtedly possible to obtain a very

much higher efficiency from a twin cylinder than is

usually the case with the majority of such engines as

normally fitted to motor cycles.

I propose to point out how this high efficiency can
be obtained, and results achieved almost on a parallel

with those obtained in the important hill climbs. A
great many of the following remarks are applicable

to single-cylinder engines, and the tuning up of petro!

engines generally, but they apply more particularly

to twin-cylinder engines.
" Tuning up '

' in the eyes of many consists merely
in the grinding in of the exhaust valves, trimming up
of the contacts and cleaning the carburetter. True
these are the most important items in tuning up, but

they can be done in different ways, some of which are

right, but many are wrong.
Dealing first with the mechanical parts of the

machine, it is necessary to see that the road wheels
revolve perfectly ' free, that they " track,

'

' and that

the brakes do not rub. If the machine is fitted with

a band brake or a hub brdke, it must be adjusted until

the wheel will revolve freely. These simple parts are

frequently overlooked.

Removing Carbon Deposits.
The cylinder or cylinders should then be taken off,

the piston head scraped of all deposit, and polished

as far as possible, as the deposit will not adhere so

readily to a polished surface as to a rough one. The
carbon deposit should be removed from the cylinder

heads at the same time. For this purpose a screw-

driver is probably as useful as anything. Some
chemicals will remove it, but I have not tried them.
If the deposit has set hard it will come away easily

if it is first soaked with oil. For the piston head I

find a knife is as good as anything. The deposit

should be removed not only from the combustion
chamber, but also from the valve chamber, and the

whole left as clean as when new. Now the cylinder

is off, the piston rings should be examined. If they

are not bright all round, or nearly so, they should be
removed and new ones inserted. There should not be
much shake vertically of each ring in its groove, and it

should be sufficiently elastic to exert a pressure on the

cylinder wall. It should be noted that the ends of the
ring, when it is compressed to fit the cylinder, should
have a.bout -^ of an inch gap, the amount varies

with the size of the piston, but if there is not some clear-

ance the ring will bind when . engine gets hot. - The
rings should then he spaced out sc that their cuts are

as far apart as possible.

"T 7-

Whilst the cylinder is removed both valves should
be ground in, this work being much easier with the

cylinder off the machine than on. In grinding in a
valve it is advisable to use an excess of oil -ox paraffin

rather than an excess of emery, and the pressure should
be but moderate. Nothing is gained by excess of pres-

sure or any excess of emery. The result generally is

to score the face of the valve. Personally, I use a

carpenter's brace and screwdriver bit. Underneath the

head of the exhaust valve I place a spring, which just

lifts the valve clear of its seat when the pressure is

released, but allows it to be pressed down on to

the seat. .
After spinning around the valve, or oscil-

lating it, the pressure should be removed, allowing

'

the valve to come off its seat. The valve should then
be turned through a small angle and the grinding
resumed. This allows the emery and oil to continue
spreading over the faces, as of course under pressure
they are forced out.

The Much Neglected Inlet Valve.
The grinding should be continued until the faces

show clean all round, and this applies to- the much-

.. __ ' neglected inlet valve as well as

the exhaust valve. The inlet valve
rarely requires grinding, but is

generally neglected, and on
examination it is often found to

be in a state that would account
for considerable loss of power.

Before replacing the valves, the
stems at the points where they

pass through their guides should
be rubbed with block blacklead

so as to lubricate this part.

Before the cylinder is replaced

the crank chamber should be
washed out with paraffin and re-

filled with oil to the right extent,

and the cylinder, the piston rings,

and cylinder walls should be
lubricated.

The cylinders can now be replaced, and the clear-

ance between the valve stems and tappets should be
noted. The space should be as little as possible. If

there be no clearance, the valve, when heated, will

expand, and be held off its seat slightly at times when
it should be seated, and thus the cylinder will lose

compression. If there is too little clearance, the

remedy is naturally to file a little from the valve stem.

If there is too great clearance,_either a new valve can
be used, or a hole can be drilled and tapped in the

end of the valve stem and a small screw inserted in the

end, as shown in fig. i. This screw can either be
brazed or not, though personally I have found screwing
in quite satisfactory. The head of this screw should

then be filed down as required.

Fig. I.—A simple method
of lengthening a valve

. stem.
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With automatic inlet valves it is essential to see

that the springs of the two valves are at the same
tension. The method of doing this is shown in- fig. 2.

By holding the valve seats in the fingers and bringing

the stems together, the two vahes will be forced off

their seats, that with the weaker spring being forced

further open and opening sooner than that with the

stronger spring. In the drawing the valve on the right

is shown with the weaker spring to demonstrate this.

If the engine is required to develop high power at low

speeds the valve spring should be relatively weak, but

a weak valve spring will not allow the engine to run at

its maximum number of revolutions. If a high speed is

e.xpected from the engine, then strong valve springs

should be used, and only a small opening.

The exhaust -valve springs should be sufficiently

strong to close the valve' quickly, and should exert

suiScient tension when the valve is shut to prevent the

valve being sucked open when the engine is throttled

down. very much. Some springs are just sufficiently

strong to seat the valves, but as they are compressed

a few thousand times a minute for some months they

naturally shrink slightly, and only hold the valve gently

on its seat, and the valve is liable to be sucked open.

Exhaust valve springs are cheap, and it is very im-

portant that new ones should be fitted when the engine

is being tuned up at the beginning of each season, or

before an important event.

In addition to the above the carburetter and silencers

should be removed, which generallv is an essential in

order to take down the cylinders. The carburetter

should be thoroughly cleaned, and any gauzes used

should be cleared. If the carburetter is of the Longue-
mare type, it should be examined to ascertain the petrol

level. The carburetter should be placed in position on

the machine at the level, at which it is normally fixed.

The jet should be unscrewed, and the petrol turnei.l on.

The petrol will be seen to rise in the jet orifice, and will

stop as soon as cut off by the fkiat. Very often this

point of cut-off is below the flared mouth of the tube.

The petrol level should always be just on the flared

or conical portion, otherwise capillary attraction will

not take place, and difficult starting will be the result.

To raise the level, a washer can be placed upon the

float. If no advantage is derived from this, tlie washer

can, of course, be easily removed. I state this because

many carburetters, under vibration, have a higher

level when running than when standing.

In the case of single jet carburetters it is advisable

to obtain a dummy jet to check the level of the petrol.

This dummy jet is the same height as the ordinary

one, but larger in diameter, and bored out at the top

to tiie full width of the tube.

An Important Point.

Now we come to the important subject of the size

of jet in relation to the air passage past it, and this is

one of the most important considerations, and is

generally neglected by the ordinary user.

It is generally understood that the petrol is sucked

from the jet by the air passing it. Normally, the

quicker the air passes, tlie more petrol is taken up. To
obtain more petrol, one can either make the jet bigger

or the air passage smaller. By making it small, we
increase the velocity of the air passing the jet, and
increase the " suction," causing more petrol to be

drawn out. It is advisable to use as large a choke

tube or air passage as possible, and adapt the jet to
it. The majority of Longuemare carburetters on the
niarket are limited in the size of their choke tube, but
in some cases the recess, into which the choke tube
fits, can be bored out to take a larger one, and a larger
jet can be correspondingly fitted. In any case, it is

important that the air passage should be as large as
possible compatible with ease of starting. I therefore
suggest the fitting of the largest choke tube supplied
with the carburetter, and, if the machine will not start
easily or run slowly without flooding, fit a larger jet.

If the largest jet supplied will not give the desired
result,, an extra cut can be made in the jet with the
tip of a knife blade, if the blade is sufficiently pointed.
The rider should then run his machine at the highest
speed possible, opening up his air, and if at some speed
short of the maximum, it will take all the extra air

supplied with the throttle fully open, the extra air

inlet should be enlarged, or an additional air inlet

between the throttle and the carburetter be fitted.

The possibility of supplying sufficient air at high speeds
is very important in obtaining maximum efficiency, and
to prevent what 'is called " overheating."

Fig. 2.—A method of testing the strength of in!et valve springs.

The silencer before being replaced should be taken
down and cleared. This has to be done by a brush,
as there is no solution known that will remove soot.

Scouring the silencer will assist in preventing the
deposit, but will not prevent it altogether.

Testing the Ignition.

Assuming the machine to be now assembled, it is

necessary to test the ignition and tune it up. If the
contact-breaker is of the wipe type, it should be
cleared of all oil and lubricant. As a rule, the current
has to find its way from the metal segment or segments
of the contact-breaker to the " earth " through some
moving part. If a wire can be fitted to conduct the
current, a great advantage will be noticed at high
speeds. If the contact-breaker is of the make and
break type, as it should be to obtain the best reslilts, a
.vire led from one contact blade screw to the crank
chamber will effect this. I advocate a plain make and
break contact-breaker, because the points are renew-
able, and because a non-trembler coil can be used.

As twin-cylinder engines and most motor cycle engines
are required to run over 2,000 revolutions per minute,

it is essential to eliminate an3'thing that causes any
delay or uncertainty in firing. Most coil tremblers do
delay or are uncertain at high speeds. Personally, I

use a non-trembler coil and plaiii make and break, and
have naturally found that the engine will run faster with

this and fire better at high speeds than with a trembler
coil. The contacts should be. filed flat, and should be

removed to do this, to see that the rivets are quite

tight. A rivet that is slightly slack in a spring or blade
will cause erratic firing, which is extremely difficult to

locate.

Now comes the most important part—that of syn-

chronising. For this purpose I use the implement
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shown in fig. 3, which I call a tuning fork. It con-

sists of ;i wooden handle with a metal fork let into it.

The sides of this fork are of unequal length for con-

venience in handling. An ordinary screwdriver will

effect the purpose, but the tuning fork shown is easier

to use.

The engine should be run slowly on the stand and
the tuning fork held with one prong on the insulated

terminal of the sparking plug and the other on the

cylinder. This short circuits that particular cylinder,

and the current travels from the insulated terminal of

the sparking plug, along the tuning fork, and to

earth via the cylinder. Care should be taken to hold

the fork firmly against the sparking plug and the

cylinder, as any joggling may cause the short circuited

plug to cut in lemporarily.

Fig. 3.—A tuning fork for testing the synchronisation of the firing,

The^ engine now run? on one cylinder, and its speed

can be roughly estimated by the beats of the exhaust.

When the engine has had time to settle down to a

steady speed, and this speed is noted, the tuning fork

should be moved quickly over to the other cylinder

so as to cut out the other plug. The second cylinder

now runs alone, and its speed can be noted. In all

probability it will be found that one cylinder will not

run at all at low speeds, or, if it does, it will run

slower than its fellow. The platinum contacts on this

cylinder must, therefore, be adjusted to operate earlier

or later, as the case may be. To speed up any cylinder

that runs slowly the contacts should be slacked off if

a non-trembler coil is used, and adjusted closer

together with a trembler coil.

Perhaps one comes to the end, of one's adjustment
without effecting the desired result, and, of course, the

reverse operation should be performed on the contact

for the other cylinder. By carefully adjusting these

contacts the cylinders will be found to fire quite evenly.

They should be tested at varying speeds, and, if

possible, on the road-. The tuning fork enables this

to be done quite easily, as one can bend down and
cut out either plug with the engine under load, which
gives a better result than a standing test. There are

also special sparking plug switches for effecting this.

Immediate Perfection Must Not be Expected.
1 have purposely mentioned the synchronising last,

and it should be carried out after everything else has
been done, and the cylinders should be tested again

for even firing after running about fifty miles. As
the valves have been ground in, the engine will not,

as a rule, give its normal compression till it has run

some little distance, and as the compression may be
better in one cylinder than the other, it will affect the

synchronisation. By keeping the synchronisation till

last it compensates for any differences between the two
cylinders.

The above remarks apply to machines fitted with

accumulator ignition. With magnoto ignition the

necessity for this electrical adjustment does not arise,

as the firing of the t;wo cylinders is set correctly in

the magneto, and seldom gets out of order, say, in

less than twelve months' continual use. Even then the

only renewals required are new contacts and perhaps

new c-ams. It is necessary, however, for the magneto
to receive attention, and J:his will be described in con-

nection with a Bosch D.A.V. machine.

Adjusting and Timing the Magneto.
The contact breaker should be remo\'ed by removing

the central screw which holds it to the armature

spiqdle. When removed the contacts can be thoroughly

examined and if necessary trimmed. The contact

breaker can then be replaced, care being taken to see

that the spring contact or brush at the back of the base

plate is in place, and that the central screw is screwed

up tight. The bearings -should be oiled and the high

tension brushes removed, examined, and wiped. -It

will generally be found that even this small amount
of attention is not necessary, as these magnetos peiiorm

continuous service with hardly any attention at all.

It is, however, important to see that the timing of the

magneto is correct, and particulars of this can be

obtained from the handbooks issued by the makers of

the particular magneto fitted. A little experimental

adjusting of the magneto timing one way or the other

will be beneficial. For this purpose a reliable speed

indicator is of considerable service in order to ascer-

tain the effect of slight changes in the timing.

It is hardly within the scope for an article with this

title to refer to gear, but I may be pardoned for doing

so. It is generally the case that a machine is geared

too high for hill-climbing, usually because the engine

will not run above, say, 1,800 or 2,000 revolutions

per minute. If tuned up as I suggest, and fitted vrith

a good make and break contact with plenty of advance
or a magneto, the engine can be run up to and well

over 2,000 revolutions per minute, enabling a lower

The first 7 h.p. twin-cylinder Indian to arrive In this country. We referred

to it last week as having been seen at BrooklantU. As will be observed. It is

a larger replica of the now famous 5 h.p, modeL

gear to be fitted and better work to be got out of the

engine all round. On the steep parts' of a hill the

engine speed does not fall below i,8oo, whilst on the

easier portions it will be running at its maximum
speed, enabling practically full power to be got out

of the machine on all gradients.

The machines used in many of the important hill-

climbs may, in some cases, have been "faked" in

various ways, but it is astonishing what a lot can be
done by a general tuning up pn the lines suggested.

Eric W. Walford.
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The
Trusty

Silver Cup presented to Mr. I\-an B.

Hart Davies by the Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd.,- in recognition of his magnilicent

End-to-end Record on a Triumph.

^._.

owever powerful, how-

ever speedy, however

cornfortaUe a motor may

be, but lacking reliability, is of little

pleasure to the rider.

Weaknesses are for ever being revealed,

faults develop in the most unlikely

places, cmd at_ most unfortunate times,

so that no reliance can be placed on

the motor for any ride

of average length.

The Best is Cheapest

—for whatever little

extra you pay in the

first instance for relia-

bility is quickly repaid by the smallness

of your repairs bill.

The Triumph Motor has this trinity

of virtues—Speed, Power, and Com-

fort—and under the severest tests in

our own and private owners' hands

has revealed iis absolute reliability.

It has proved over and over again its

quality, its worth, and the reason why
it is always " on top."

Jiay we send you our prfliminary list, pending

the publication oi" complete catalogue, post Iree.

TRIUMPH CYCLE Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
London: 4-5, Holborn V-iaduct, E.C. Glasgow :

loi, Mitchell Street. Manchester: 160, Deans-
gate. Leeds : 4, King Edward Street. Dublin :

(wholesale only), 62, William Street.

The " Jarrott Cup," won by Mr.

F. G. Smith for the M.C.C. 48

hours' ride from London to Land's

End and back on a Triumph.

=^
In answerinr/ l/iis adverthement it is desirable (0 mention " The Motor Cycle." A13
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Ai4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Mo/w Cycle,"
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Motor Bicycle
Engines.

ON reading the above title many motor cyclists

will scout the idea that water cooling is

necessary or even desirable on motor bicycles.

But on further consideration, when so many
complaints are heard of valve troubles, overheating

troubles, the rapidity with which working parts- wear,

and last, but not least, the frequenc)* with which it

becomes necessary to clean the cylinder heads and
pistons of some engines, any means which will either

totally prevent or even mitigate all or any of the above

troubles calls for careful thought.

In many cases the dismounting of a cylinder is -n<i

small matter, and, even if it is a comparatively simpf-

job, it is an extremely dirty one, and, moreover, a

task which should not be necessary oftener than once

a year.

Early Experiments.
Unfortunately, not very much has been done, in

public at any rate, regarding experiments in this

direction. Rather over six years ago a French
importation known as the Iris was sold at a small shop
in Brixton, made in two models, single and twin, to

both of which, water-cooled cylinders were fitted. The
water compartment was carried separately from the

fuel and oil tanks, and had tubes running through it,

which acted as a sort of radiator. But the firm

exploiting the machine closed its doors before much
more was heard of it than the usual technical desnip-

tion in Tlie Motor Cycle. Later a well-known
firm of accessory factors imported also from France
an experimental chain-driveii, water-cooled motor
bicycle known as the Bruneau, which I rode for some
time. It was rather better made than the Iris, was
a marvellous hill-climber for its size, more efficient

by far than the average motor bicycle, and totally

devoid of knock.

Next there came under my notice a machine built

to the order of a private owner fitted with an engine

possessing a water cooled head—none other than the

famous White and Poppe, a few of which were turned
out so constructed about five years ago for light

tricars. The amateur in question was enthusiastic to

a degree about his mount, and declared that no air-

cooled engine of equal size could live with it. He
carried out the circulation system very carefully, and
never experienced trouble either from the water boil-

ing or from leaky connections.

Green's Patent Water JacRet.
Following on this my attention was called to Green's

\vater jacket and radiator combined—a most ingenious

device invented by Mr. Green, of Bexhill. ^The device
consisted of a copper water compartment, provided

with pipes running through it to ensure good cooling,

which fitted over a finless cylinder, and to the bottom

of which a rubber joint was supplied to make the

whole watertight. It was first fitted to a few Rex
engines, and was entered for one of the A.C.U. hill-

climbs at Birdlip, but did not compete. It was tried

by a Avell-known firm of motor cycle manufacturers,

who did not adopt it. However, I still
_
hope

to hear more of it, as an adaptation of the idea is now
embodied in the Aster aeronautical engine now made
under Mr. Green's patents.

Lastly, we have the famous Scott" motor bicycle,

which is at present the only machine actually on the

market which is water cooled. In the days of the

popularity of the motor tricycle a water-cooled head

was used with remarkable success by the makers of

the De Dion tricycle, also the makers of the Ariel

tric\^cle. Mr. C. A. Smith, treasurer of the Auto
Cycle Union, still uses two of these splendid old

stagers. One has a

water-cooled head,

and the other is

only air cooled. Of
the two Mr. Smith
reports that the

water-cooled engine

is the more powerful

and the more reliable

of the two. From
these accounts it may
be fairly accurately

deduced that, size

for size, the water-

cooled engine" is de-

cidedly more power-
ful, but it must be^

borne in mind that

greater weight is

unavoidable. I also

seem to hear some-

one say, " Greater

complication also!"

But surely a compli-
cation which gives no trouble neither deserves the name
nor even can be said to exist as such. All improvements
may be called complications until they are tried, but
when they are tried and their presence does not make
itself known the opprobrious term falls into oblivion.

All depends upon the way in which the cooling arrange-
ments are carried out, and if the waterways are of

suflicient size, the cooling surface of the radiator is

ample, and the joints are properly made, there should
be no trouble.

A15

Outlet pipe from

cylinder.

B. Gilled radiators.

C. Inlet pipe to cylinder.

D.D. Water tan'is.
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Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.

—

Water-cooling is, of course, only suitable for heavy

and mediumly heavy touring machines of 3j4 h.p. and

over. The lightweight will always remain air-cooled;

but I am confident that sooner or later many machines

will be born which will be water-cooled, and that

successfully, and without adding greatly to the weight.

Should this ever come to pass—and it is quite possible

—the slide valve engine will be vii fait accomijli, and
a new era will dawn upon the motor cycling world.

The one and only cooling system suitable for motor

cycles is the thermo-syphon, which novice readers may
care to have explained. The principle is this : It is

well known that hot water is lighter than cold water.

Consequently, as the \vater surrounding the cylinder

is heated by the explosions, and has always the weight
of the cold water in tank and radiator bearing upon
it, it rises and passes through the delivery pipe A. It

then has access to the radiator B, consisting of

numerous gilled tubes which," offering a large surface

area to the air, rapidly cool the water. The moment
the hot water begins to rise through A it is replaced

by the cooler water in tank and radiators which enters

the cylinder jacket through the return pipe C. In a

correctly arranged system some portion of the tank

and radiators is always above the highest point of the

water-jacket, and the pipe A where it enters the tank

should always be covered with water. For that jreason

it is made to enter the tank at a prearranged distance

from the top. The sketch on previous page shows-

a system that has been used on se^eral different tricars,

notably the Rex Litette and Singer. In this system

the outlet pipe 'from cylinder is made to enter

at bottom of top tank. Thermo-syphon cooling

is simple and reliable, and the only two neces-

sary conditions are large pipes and an ample radiator.

Naturally, to render success a certainty the best work-

manship is necessary. In these days of two-speed gears

and the ever-growing popularity of passenger attach-

ments, it seems that greater attention should be paid

to water-cooling. The Scott has been the first machine
to lead the way in a serious manner. Who will be the

next to follow ?

AlLETTE.

^—•••

THE TRANSMISSION QUESTION.
THERE are few things on a modern motor bicycle

which can be so readily criticised or about

which there is such diversity of opinion as the

transmission of power from the engine to the

back wheel. It appears that the choice between what
may be termed flexible and rigid transmissions is still,

and probably will remain for a considerable time, a

matter of personal sentiment. When one hears

experienced riders say that they would on no account

ride a machine on which the power of the motor is

directly conveyed by gear or chain to the rear wheel

it can only be supposed that the prejudice is shared

by less experienced riders.

Ignoring chain and gear transmissions unprovided
with some form of clutch or slipping medium between
engine and road wheel, we come next to the most
usual form of transmission on motor cycles, which is,

of course, the belt.

Smoothness of DriTe.

Now, considering the fact that no belt is capable

of extending and contracting to the amount necessary

to give a flexible drive, it is obvious that the so-called

flexibility or smoothness of transmission is due to a

momentary slip of the belt over the smaller pulley.

This slip occurs at each explosion or sudden impulse
Df the engine, and is very hard on the belt, tending

to shorten its life and stretch it unduly. We have
therefore to strengthen the belt to withstand great

tensile forces, yet at the same time its fibres when in

tension must be capable of easy curvature to enable
it to follow the circumference of the pulley without
offering much resistance or without taking up too

much power in bendmg. What is required is a com-
bination of the flexibility of a chain with the adhesive
qualities of a leather or rubber belt.

I only know of one belt which combines these

qualities in an efficient manner, and that is the Whittle
link grip belt. Now I am not in the least interested

in the firm who makes the belt except that I have
purchased a belt, and since the date of that transac-

Al6

tion I have had no more trouble with transmission.

Previously I tried all kinds of belts—^plain leather,

leather strips built up in various ways, and, of course,

our old friend the rubber and canvas belt. The great

popularity of the last-named type seems to be due to

two causes :

(i) The resemblance of the majority of motor
cyclists to a flock of sheep.

(2) The ignorance on their part of anything better.

I used to have no end of trouble with slip, breakages,

fasteners, and the like, not to mention a large bill for

belts at the end of the year. At one time I never

\-entured on a long journey without a spare; now
I have no need for such a thing.

I was repeatedly warned by other motor cyclists

not to have a Whittle. They said it was heavy
and expensive, would wear out the pulleys, would
need constantly cleaning, scraping and dressing, was
messy, and so on. In face of this opposition I

decided to try one, and have used it on a Triumph
machine which has been ridden in the worst storms

and over the vilest roads it has ever been my lot

to see.

One night after returning from an unusually bad
ride even for these northern latitudes (N.E. of Scot-

land) a man came into my garage to see the machine
that had braved such elements. What was the make ?

Triumph. What were the tyres that did not skid

even on those roads? S.E. studded. And what
was the belt ? Whittle. That belt had been running

for 4,000 miles, and looked like doing a similar

distance again. It gets cleaned and a little dressing

smeared into it about every six weeks. But wait

;

perhaps the pulleys are worn to the bone. No, they

seem untouched. Perhaps the power taken up in.

turning such a belt is appreciable. No, I have never
found that, and forty-seven miles per hour by stop

watch in touring trim does not confirm the idea.

Its opponents must think of some other disadvantage

before they shake my faith in it.

Civil Enotneer.
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178, GREAT
PORTLAND
ST., LONDON

W

, . Teleptone: . .

. 1749 Mayfair. .

. . Telegrams : . .

"Hendian, London."

I DO ASSURE YOU
that—if you will let me— I will take you through 1910 with

more ease, more comfort, more economy, more pleasure,

and, withal, more victoriously than any motor cycle has taken

you hitherto. Will you let me send you the catalogue ?

THE SILENT MOTOCYCLE

By Far the Safest

plan—especially now that the roads are

so greasy and treacherous—is to fit

Nonskids

Then you can be certain that your

wheels will grip ; and \^0u need not tear

sideslip. A Michelin Nonskid is practic-

ally unpuncturable, and is always efficient

as a nonskid until worn out.

Your Agent can supply you.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Send us your name tor the BROOKS
BOOK—now printing

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,

(Dept. B45 BIRMINGHAM.

BROOKS B104 Anti-Vibratorv Motor Cycle Saddle

In aTiswertng thin advertisement it is desirable to mcntton "Tlie. Motor CycleJ"
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MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS, 1909.
Specially contipiled for "The Motor Cycle," by J. Sinclair.

For years past it has been our custom to publish a list of motor cycle records at the close of the old year,

and this, the first issue of the New Year, contains a list of British and Continental Records existing on December 31st

last. It is the most complete list in existence. In a subsequent issue a list of American records as officially

recognised by the Federation of American Motor Cyclists will appear. It is obviously impossible to publish in this issue a

complete list as standing at the end of 1909, but the authentic list from the F.A.M. is now on its way to us and

may arrive in time to be published next week.

MOTOR cycle record-breakers at home have been

fairly busy during the past year, as, with the

exception of the hour, all the middle and long-

distance figures have been altered, H. V.

Colver and H. A. Collier being responsible for the

principal changes. The decision of the Auto Cycle

Union to recognise class records has resulted in many
new names figurmg in the record sheets, and there is

not the slightest dQubt that the innovation has proved

a success, as, apart from affording owners of various

powered machines a chance of distinguishing them-

selves against the watch, the respective speed merits

of all classes of motor cycles on the market can be

officially tested. Class C, for engines not exceeding

500 c.c. capacity, has found several new aspirants to

record fame, G. Lee Evans having appeared very pro-

minently, but late in 1909 O. C. Godfrey annexed the

heur and fifty miles records in- this particular class.

On the Continent the cracks have been particularly

quiet, the only rider to be successful being Jean Olies-

lagers, who did some extraordinary times at Antwerp,
covering one lap on a small wooden track at a rate of

']2%. m.p.h.

In America all records have been swept by the board
at the new Springfield Stadium. F. Huyck was
successful in establishing new figures up to the hour,
while Charles Spencer and Charles Gustafson put up
new figures up to twenty-four hours.

1910 promises remarkably well, as already several

well-known record-breakers have announced their inten-

tions of setting up some sensational times and dis-

tances, particularly in view of the fact that the

Americans are now well in the field as regards record-
breaking. Thanks to the large track at Brooklands,
and "the exceptional facilities granted by the popular
Major Lindsay Lloyd, British motor cyclists have now
an excellent opportunity of distinguishing themselves
against the watch. During the past year some very

1909 BRITISH RECORDS. 1909 CONTINENTAL RECORDS.

Dis- Dis- EngUsli •

tance Time. Holder. Track. Date. tance Equivalent Time. Holder. Track. Date.

kilo-s. h. m. 3. kilos. mis. yds. m. s.

Ifs. 23

1

H. Cissao Blackpool July 27, '05 Ifs. 10931 25f J. Giuppone Ostend Julv 14. 'OG

Iss. 35 »» »» " 5fs.

lOfs.

3 1881

6 376|
2 45i-
5 49f

Salon Road
Pare des Princes

Sept. 18, 'Oli

Sept. 2, 'OH

nils. Isa. 1093f 33J J. Olieslagers Antwerp June 24, '09

Ifs. 46i H. Rignold Brighton July 20, '05 2ss. 1 427.1 1 6| »> ,,

Ifs. 475 W. E. Cook Brooklands June 16, '09 3sS. 1 1521 1 41

»

,, „
5ts. 4 58f G. A. Barnes Canning Town Julv 14; '00 4S3. 2 8o4f 2 17 „ „
Iss. m\ H. Cissac Blackpool July 27, '05 5ss. 3 188^ 2 52:J „

2 2 '5f C. R. Collier Canning Town June 4, '06 lOss. 6 376f 5 34f J. Giu)ipone Pare des Princes Deo. "9. '05

3 3 5 ^^ ^, fi 20ss. 12 753]- 11 21?
,, ,,

4 4 8| >» April 16, '06 30ss. 18 1130 17 14'
„ ,,

,5 5 12 ^^ „ ' 40ss. 24 15061 23 -8f ,, ,.

10 10 2(5| t. May 28, '08 50ss. 31 123

i

29 If „ ,,

20 21 16f ,, Oct. 11, '06 60ss. 37 500 34 57t „ ,.

30 31 54f „ „ „ 70ss. 43 876| 40 54J „ ,,

10 42 37i ^, „ SOss. 49 1253J 46 5l| )» „
50 48 25? H.V. Colver Broolilands Oct. 9, '09 90S3. 55 1630 52 45

1

„
CO 1 11 28f H. A. Collier Canning Town June 27, '06 lOOss. 62 246| 58 38^ „ „
70 1 23 12§ „ „
80 1 34 56| „ „ ,, mis. kils. metre

90 1 50 59f ,^ ,, „ Ifs. 1 609 56

1

A. Anzani Vel. d'Hiver Deo. 23, '06

100 1 39 4i H.V. Colver Brooklands Oct. 9, '09 Iss. 1 609 63i H. Cissac Dourdan Oct. 8, '05

150 2 58 56 H. Martin Canning Town Feb. 15. '09 -

2f!0 4 5 54| „ „ „
300 6 6 28 H. A. Collier " May 5-6, '09

hrs. mis. yds. hrs. nils. yds. kils. m.

1 68 1380 C. R. Collier Brooklands Oct. 8, '08 1 63 1078 102 368 J. Giuppone Paris Deo, 9, '05

2 118 719 Ta. V. Colver Oct. 9, '09 2. 77 754 124 600 A. Anzani ,, .July J 3. '03

3 165 9.36 H. Martin Nov. 22. '09 3 114 1326 184 666 ,, „
4 194 1,320 „ Canning Town Feb. 15, "09 4 146 1364 236 200 ,, jj

5 245 640 H. A. CoUier „ May 5-6, '09 5 184 636 296 666 ,, „
6 294 800 „ „ 6 220 529 354 430 ,, „
12 471 784 „

A." 12 434 425 698 900 ,, „
IS nil .330

-
)> )'

*1 56 1685 91 665 R. Thomas Mar. 10, '06

24 '
77-i 1340 .> tl 59 801 94 73 A. Pernette ,,

Pending agre3ment betweei1 A.C.U. and F. \.M., all work 's lec ords in abe ^anoe. *Third of a litre. tUnd 3r 1 10 lbs.
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Motor Cycle Records, 1909.
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good performances have been accomplished at Brook-

lands, but owing to the odd distance of a circuit

(2.71767 miles) intermediate mile times cannot be

tal:en.

1909 BRITISH CLASS RECORDS.

Class A. (Maximum Capacity, 275 cc.)

Distance and Time.

1 kilo.

1 mile Ira.

48.641s.

19.213s.

Holder.

G. L. Fletcher

Track and
Date.

Brooklands,
June 16, '09

Class B. (Maximum Capacity.

1 hour 34 mis. 542 yds.

2 hours 78 mis. 132 yds.

50 miles Ih. 23m. 54s.

Class C. Masimun,

Ikilo. fs. 34.403s.

1 mile fs. 56.002s.

50 miles ss. 49m 59fs.
1 00 miles ss. Ih. 50m 241-s.

1 horn- ss. 59 mis. 1350 yds.

2 houi's ss. 108 mis. 1367 yds.

L. Fletcher

W. DavreU

344 CO.)

Brooklands,
Oct. 9, '09

Ci.ASS E. (Maximum Capacity, 1,000 cc.)

Track and
Distance and Time. Holder. Date.

Brooklands,

1 kilo fs. 29.4658. W. E. Cook June 16, '09

1 mile fs. 47.578. jj ,,

50 miles S8. 48m. 25Js. H. V. Colver Oct. 9, '09

100 miles ss. Ih. 39m. 4^9. ,, ,^

1 hour ss. 59 mis. 291 yds. ^j

2 hours ss. 118 mis. 719 yds. „

H. H. Bowen

0. C. Godfrey
G. L. Evans
0. C. Godfrey
G. L. Evans

Brooklands,
June 16, '09

xn'ov. 24, '09

Nov. 13, '09

Nov. 24, '09

Nov. 13, '09

Class D. (Maximum Capacity, 750 cc.)

Brooklands,

Ikilo. fs. 34.569s. G. L. Evans June 16, '09

1 mile fs. 55.64s. „
50 miles ss. Ih. 4m. 28^8. W. Krause Oct. 9, '09

1 hour ss. 46 mis. 816 yds. J,

2 hours ss. 95 mis. 694 yds. L. W. BeUinger ,,

British Records for Motor Bicycles with a bore and stroke

of 76x 76 mm., or equivalent.

Dis-

tance Time. Holder. Track. Date.

mis. m. 8.

Ifs. 1 2 C. R. Collier Canning Town Aug. 10, '07

2 2 17^ J. Perkins ., July 14, '06

3 3 27i „ ,, »>

4 4 37J ,, „ „
5 5 m C. R. Collier ,, July 13, '07

Iss. 1 16i 0. E. Bennett ,, Aug. 10, '07

5 5 40i ,j ,, jj

9 10 Uf H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08

10 11 24f C. E. Bennett Canning Town Aug. 10, '07

15 16 59f H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08

20 22 58 C. E. Bennett Canning Town Aug. 10, '07

24 27 9 • H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08

30 33 58§ „ „ Aug. 22, '08--

40 47 12* C. R. CoIUer Canning Town July 13, '07

45 50 56J H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08

50 58 31

1

e. R. Collier Canning Town July 13, '07

61 57 48 H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08

hi. mis. yds.

1 52 1650 H. V. Colver Stadium Aug. 22, '08

A USEFUL MOTOR TRICYCLE.

IN
The Motor Cycle of December 20th, our con-

tributor " Ixion " made the following remarks in

his comments: " Personally I don't favour the two
front wheel steering type of motor tricycle ; minus

a good heavy weight over the front axle it is about as

miserable to sit as anything I know.'' "Ixion" has

evidently not tried the 2% h.p. two-speed F.N., on
which we enjoyed a run the other day over the vilest

and heaviest of London roads. Owing to its short

wheelbase, the low position of the engine, and the care-

ful distribution of the weight, the machine is particu-

larly well balanced, and though it would appear to the

casual observer to be li&ely to be uncomfortable on very

rough roads, we can assure our readers that this is not

the case. No better testing ground than Portland
Place exists on which to test a machine for comfort,

as its surface is covered with holes large enough to

bury a small football. Yet despite its small tyres

and light construction the little F.N. three-wheeler

rode those bumps splendidly. Moreover the steering

was perfectly steady, and though direct practically

irreversible. It is true that to one unaccustomed to

use it a tricycle feels somewhat strange, but we can
quite understand that such a feeling would pass off in

a very short time. We have already referred briefly

to the running of the 2 ^i h.p. F.N. motor bicycle,

and we were particularly pleased to make further

acquaintance with it with its tricvcle attachment.

The particular tricycle in question was fitted wdth a

separate Bowden lever for controlling the clutch—

a

real and genuine improvement which works admirably.

With it the machine mav he comfortablv started from

standstill, and the excellent clutch allows the drive to

be taken up with the greatest smoothness. Either by
declutching or by raising the exhaust valve the gears

engage with absolute ease and silence. Two small

points, however, call for criticism. Firstly, the present

arrangement of the brakes is capable of improvement.

On the tricycle under consideration, there was a back
pedalling band brake and a hand operated horseshoe

brake. The former we understand will be worked by

a pedal. This will be a step in the right direction,

but inasmuch as two brakes will still be operating on

the same wheel, we venture to suggest that good, well-

compensated front wheel brakes would be desirable,

and each set of brakes should be worked by pedals

placed on either side of the well sprung footrests.

Secondly, since it is somewhat difficult to make the

engine run slowly when in neutral, a magneto spark

advance would be a desirable fitment. In our opinion

these two items would tend to render the F.N. tricycle

as near perfection as the mind of man can conceive.

The articles in The Motor Cycl& on multi-point

ignition have excited extraordinary interest in this

important question, so much so that Lodge Bros, and
Co., Birmingham, request _us to give prominence to

the fact that they cannot accept any more orders for

Lodge Double Pole plugs at present^ as their stock

has been entirely exhausted. By the way, we may
inform our readers that these double pole plugs will

not fit all makes of engines until the valve caps are

altered, on account of the fact that the electrodes pro-

ject about I in. into the cylinder.
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Coaster Hubs and a tIecKler.

I have often felt sorry for political notabilities, wlien

some ingenious heckler unearths contradictor)' extracts

from speeches they have made at \-arying intervals, ami
exhibits them as, for instance, cursing Tariff Reform
in 1906 and adoring it in 1909. I am now in the same
boat, for a correspondent convicts me of slanging

coaster hubs for motor cycle work not so \ery long

ago, and then belauding them in a recent issue. 1 plead

guilty. I am not ashamed to change minor opinions

when due cause is sho\vn. M}' o«"n experiences w ith

coaster hubs date a long wa_\' back, when these hubs
were not a hundredth part as good as they are now;
but of late years the experience of others, coupled witli

examination of the splendidly made hubs now marketed,

has led me to revise ancient prejudices. I still prefer

the- foolproof belt rim shoe, but on chain-driven

machines this brake is often impracticable ; and, failing

the belt rim shoe, I doubt if there is a better substitute

than a first-rate modern coaster hub, which, after all,

is only a miniature replica of the internal expanding
brake in use on most modern cars,

Bravo the A'.C.U.

The A.C. L'. has at last adopted an ancient suggestion

of mine, and fixed up the dates of its principal trials

fine and earlv. This is as it ought alwa} s to have been.

But is it ungenerous of me to wonder why the principal

e^'ent of all, the 1,000 miles trial, is always held in

July ? I admit that month secures a good entry, and is

probably the best suited to the trade element. But I

thought we had agreed on the principle that trials are

to be amateurised as far as possible, and undoubtedly

Augu,st is the normal amateur's holiday time. I have

met lots of riders who bemoaned the July trial, beirause

they could not ride in that month, and it might not be

a bad plan to see what entries would be recei\-ed if the

date were August.

The Twisted Belt on Light-weights.

I see Mr. De Lissa takes lycception to my remarks
on the round twisted leather belt, and says that if

riiJers would only give these belts as much attention as

they give their boots, all would be well. But my
standpoint is that I object to giving a belt anything

like the attention I give my boots. My boots have to

be cleaned ever^' dav. and sometimes twice a day ; they

have to be very carefully dried and scraped and greased

whene^'er they get muddy anrl sodden. If I could
get a pair of boots that I could walk in from 1,500 to

2,000 miles with no other attention than the waste of

a few' minutes three times or so in that distance. I

should not wear the sort of boots I wear now.
Returning to the sphere of belts, there actually are

belts in existence which ran be relied upon to proyjel

a motor bicycle for 1.500 to 2.000 miles with no other

attention than two or three shortenings, and this is

why I and some others I- know are not enamoured of

the twisted leather varietv ; though, in fairness to Mr.

Dp Lissa, I must admit these belts give less trouble

on the Motosacoche than on any other motor bicvcle

past, present, or—possibly—^to come, thanks to its low

power and light weight-

The 1910 Six Days' Trial.
The new regulations for the Six Days' Trial are of

exceptional interest. The End-to-end course is not
considered se\'ere enough to eliminate the duds among
modern motor cycles. It is not possible to construct
artificial gradients, and so the trial is to be stiffened

b\ lengthening the daily runs to such a degree that the
riders will reach the far north in about five days, and
on the sixth day return a decent distance south again
for the conclusion of the trial. If thev encounter such
wind and weather as greeted them up north two years
ago. the trial will be stiff enough in all conscience. I

should like to suggest a big open hill-climb on Amulree
on the following Monday or Tuesdax , which I feel

sure would be extremely popular.. In fact, as the classic

course possesses only a sentimental interest, and loses

that interest when riders are not out for record, I should
like to see the trials make a detour and include
Amulree in the official route. A motor cycle that can
climb Amulree can climb anything, and what a chance
for the variable speeders to show what thev can do
in the way of negotiating steep ascents and bad
corners.

A Hiil=climb Suggestion.
Xow that hill-climbs are so common, the noveltv of

the spectacle they provide has largelv ,\'anished, and it

no longer thrills us to see a crouching rider of a motor
cycle flit past in a cloud of dust and glorv. Hills with

difficult and dangerous bends still stir the ner\'es of the

most blase, but as spectacles hill-climbs ha\'e lost a lot

A 1910 model Rex. This mount has a 3' h.p. single cyhnder engine,

spring seat and spring forks, and a multiple plate clutch neatly disposed In

the rear hub, and operated by a Bowden lever on the handle-bar. The loot

brake actuates on the dummy belt rim.

of their interest. One of the pro\'incial clubs made an

interesting departure last summer in the interests of the

spectators by selecting a straight, broad road of

moderately easy gradient, and sending the riders up

in pairs.. I think this method merits a wider applica-

tion. It might be added to a programme as the last

event of the day, riders being handicapped on their

previous solo performances, and thc-n to conclude the

event bv riding again.st each other in pairs on the

knock-out principle, each recei\'ing a start of so many

seconds determined by the speed of his earlier ascent.

.\n ideal N'enue for a trial of this sort would consist of

a hill resembling. Dashwood, on some lonely road,

supposing such a hill exists.
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INDIA, the home of the ox-waggon, or, as it is

termed in the vevnacuhir, " bile-gharri,'" is

scarreh an ideal ('ountr\ for a motor cvcle, never-

theless it is possible to obtain both pleasure and
excitement from the possession and use <if one. It must
be recognised that this is not a country of perfect roads,

even in the large cities. The constant traffic of the

"bile-gharries," laden with cotton, wears out and
renders the best ma(ie rciads more like ploughed fields

than good motor cycling roads. Then add to this the

monsoon weather, and vou have the most lo\'eIy

examples of mud rivulets that vou can imagine, even

,
if vou ha\e had occasion to ride on an English road

made sodden \i\ a thaw after a heav\ fall of snow.

Outside the bounds of cities, fluring the be.st weather,

some of the roads are not bad, but here and there one
finds patches which would call forth sulphurous

epithets from a sweet-tempered angel.

I am about to tell you of a little week-end trip whirh

a friend anil 1 planned and eventually carried out, but

if anv of the incidents I relate do not strike you as

bi'ing exactly " according to the book," please accept

m\ apologies for " needs must when the devil drives.'

The Start.

My friend and I left Bombay one Friday morning
during tht' dr\ season. ha\"ing as our destination

(gatpuri, a snail to vn about 105 miles awa\ . on the

main road to Nasik, a place of great repute among
Brahmins. He wa^ mounted on a 354 h.p. Rex of

s>)mewhat earlv build, and I on mv newlv imported

1909 Triumph. Laden with a good supplv of spares

and enough wearing apparel for necessary changes, we
felt (luitf happv as we tCMjtled <.)ut cjf Bombay on to the

Thana road. 'J'his we nf-gotia.ted satisfactorily until

we reached Kurla. a village boa.sting of a couple of

silk mills, lint whose roads were more like dust heaps

than billiard tables. Here we crossed th.e m.ain line

of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, and after

passing two small \i II ages turned to the right, and

safelv reached Thana, where a halt was called at the

dak-bungalow lor breakfast. What is a dak-bimgalovv ?

I hear someone as.k.

In a DaR=bungalo^v.
Well, it is a kind of public hostel unoer Govern-

ment control. It is more like a two-roomed hovel,

whitewashed inside, with a verandah running round the

outside. Here one can get meals of a kind and at a

price, and, if desired, sleep on a bed in the same
room. Our speedometers at this point registered

twentv-seven miles. Getting awav from Thana. we
again crossed the railway line, and, increasing speed,

we had safelv crnerefl a couple of miles when the first

mishap took place. My friend when< traxelling at

thirty-five miles an hour, badly punctured his back
tvre, and so great was the \-elocitv and so serious the

puncture that the rim was badly dt;nted. Dismounting,

we found it necessary to detach the back wheel and
hammer out the rim. This done and the tyre repaired,

after a delay of two and a half hours we restarted, and
met with a stretch of road practically impassable on
account of the depth of dust, but after slight delay we
reached Kalyan, our chosen resting place for tifTm

(lunch). Sto far we had travelled forty-two miles only.

After light refreshment, of which we felt sorely in

need after our exertions in repairing the tyre, we
remounted, and, proceeding about one mile, we reached

a spot where the sea has forced its way inland, forming

a creek of no mean size.

Here it w^as necessary to enlist the aid of a boatman,

and so one by one we ^crossed the -water, each looking

after his own machine during the passage. Safely wc

reached the further bank, but' not without somt'

trepidation, as the boat was in some danger of cap-

sizing on account of the unequal weight of the machine.

Away once again, we encountered a piece of road

which agitated our " innards " very considerably, for the

past monsoon had swept acjoss the road, washing it

awa\ , until it had the appearance of a dried-up river

bed. To prevent total extinction of the road, square

stones ha.d been laid down without mathematical pre-

cision ; the result was that our bicycles bounded along

rather than ran. Hereabouts a further slight mishap

ov'ertook m\ friend, for with continually raising the

exhaust the lifter wdre broke, necessitating another

dela\ ; but. finding we could not repair this, we pro-

ceeded under difficulties.

The Result of Riding with a BroKen Lifter.

For some miles we were fa\'oured wdth a good road,

and merrily "sailed" along, until we came to several

sharp turns, which, trying to negotiate with a broken

exhaust wire, mv friend found most difficult, am!
e\entually, skidding in a heap of dust, his machine
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turned a complete somersault. i^icking himself up,
we proceeded onwards, arri\-ing at the foot of tne

"ghauts" (hills) outside Igatpuri. Here we werr
temporarily beaten, for it was growing dark, and mv
friend on examination found that the spill had
robbed him of his lamp and toolbag,

and in addition we were parched with
thirst. To alleviate our_ thirst we
opened my acetylene lamp and drank
what water there was in it. Fearing
to climb the ghauts in the darkness
withotit a valve lifter, my friend

decidetl to remain while I went f'jr-

ward for help.

Reachiiig Igatpuri, I called at the
Co-operative Stores for a bottle of

I'ilsener beer, which quicklv dis-

appeared. Obtaining possession of a

bottle of soda water. I turned back
to assist my friend, but after riding
a back trail for ten miles I failed to

find him. a.-.J decided to return to
Igatpuri. Avhere I discovered that he
had arrived by a short cut over the
lields. leaving his marhine behind on
the roadside. Proceeding to the dak-
bungalnw. we were lucky to obtain a
room juKt vacated, and after obtain-
ing much needed refre.shment

t3Si«h!iZ*s>„<_ iae.

speedily sought the nocturnal couch
and to our weary bodies sweet sleep swiftly came as
relief.

A Native Blacksmith's Repair.
Rising betimes in the morning, our first attention was

to satiate the demands of " Little Mary." This con-

cluded, we decided to seek my friend's bicycle, which
bad been left overnight by the roadside. While m\-

friend proc^eeded in a tonga (a small covered pon\
\-ehicle) I mounted m\- bic^cle, and together we reached

Interested natives examining the Rex machine
outside tile blacitsmitii's sliop at Igatpuri.

the spot, to fnid the bicycle quite safe and untouched.
Returning to the village,we sought out a native black-
smith, and managed to get the exhaust wire repaired.
The accompanying photograph shows the machine at

the blacksmith's shop—an object of wonder and
delight to the dark-skinned onlookers. We spent the

day alternately exploring the sur-

roundings of the \'illage and resiing

in the dak-bungalow, where we
chatted over our journey with its

excitements and mishaps. The follow-

ing morning we were to return to

Bombay, and at 8.30 we were over-

looking our machines preparatory to

starting, when, much to my friend's

annoyance, he found that the fool of

a blacksmith had left the exhaust wire

too short to give free play to the

movement of the handle-bars. On
discovering this, he decided to return

b)- rail, and so it remained to me per-

force to_ return alone. Leaving at

once, I made a splendid run to the
creek, previously mentioned. Obtain-
ing a boatman with a small boat to

ferry me across, I discovered, much
to my discomfort, that the only mone)-
1 had was a Rs. 100 note (value

;£6 13s. 4d.), but on further seach
1 discovered four one anna stamps
(value 4d.). which satisfied the boat-

man. Ha\ing crossed the water, not without a certain

amount of danger, I remounted and reached Thana al

midday. Here I rested, and later, after partaking of

tea, I proceeded on my journey, reaching Bomba\
without any mishap after an excellent ride, in the cool

of the e\'ening. My friend reached home safelv, his

return trip being accomplished under safer, albeit

less exciting, conditions.

G. H. Wilson.

A Tip for Users of

MAXY readers of The Motor Cycle are owners of

machines fitted with the Mabon multiple disc

clutch, and, like other owners of good things,

they olten abuse the clutch. I do not propose

to tell readers how to keep their clutches iit proper

order, but rather to call their attention to one tip worth
knowing in connection with the operating lever. My
remarks apply particularly to machines which have
an inverted lexer on the left side of the handle-bar

for operating \ah-e lifter or brake, ^^'ith this lever

in its usual position the Bowden lever Operating the

Mabon clutch has, of necessity, to be set more or less

horizontally and practically in a line with the handle-

bar. In this position one's finge-rs liecome cramped
when the clutch is continually in use—when drixing

in congested traffic, for instance. To- render the

manipulation' of the clutch lever a matter of greater

ease J moved the inverted lever on my machine
further inwards towards the stem, drilling and tapping

a fresh hole in the sleeve which fits inside the end of

the handle-bar, and using the saine screw to fix it.

The Bowden operating lever ran now bs set so that

it comes almost immediately under the handle-bar

grip and practically in the same position previously

the Mabon Clutch.
occupied by the inverted lever. So placed one
can operate the clutch for a long time without cramp-
ing the fingers of the left hand. The alteration

occurred to me while practising slow riding for the

M.C.C. "tortoise"' race held at Brooklands last

October, and the e.xtra comfort and increased delicacy

of control with- the lever in its new positioii astonished

me. At first I thought of using the in\erted le\er

for operating the clutch and fitting a small thumb
lever for operating the exhaust vah'e lifter, but the

small catch on the thunrb lex<'r would possibly be

awkward to operate quickly whilst riding, even if it

were strong enough to hold up the lexer.

H. G. Bell.

When purchasing Rich detachable air tulx's riders

are advised to see that they get the special lubricant

for smearing on the jointed ends as well as an

instruction card with every tube, xvhether fitted

to the machine or not. The manufacturers inform us

that the tubes are often condemned through these

omissions. It is also essential to see that the proper

size tube is supplied, as a tube which is tf^o large for

the cover can seldom be inarle airtight.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Gradient of Westerham HilL

Having read of tests with

?' I

motor cycles being made on
Westerham Hill, Kent, I

-^ should like to know the
gradients of this hill.

—

T>. T.

(Blackpool).
Westerham Hill, Kent, is 1,764;^ yards
long, lift 392.79 feet, steepest gradient
{at the corner) 1 in 7.8, average
gradient 1 in 13.44.

Licence for Use of Coupling Attachment.

Please be kind enough to in-

form me if the Inland Revenue
tax will cost me any . more if

I attach a pedal bicycle to

my motor bicycle by means of

one of the coupling.? on the market.^
W. Black (Gloucester).

In many districts the authorities insist

iipon the payment of the two-guinea
. tax. - They consider that a bicycle and
motor bicycle when coupled constitute
a four-wheeled motor-propelled vehicle.

Other authorities are content if a 15s.
trailer licence ia taken out.

Turning Oil Groove on Engine-shaft.

Would you tell me whether
a right or left hand groove
should be cut on the shaft of

ail ovitside flywheel motor to

prevent oil oozing out of the
long bearing? Jlotor revolves in a

clockwise direction.—L.L. , Perth.
The correct way to cut the spiral groov'e
referred to is the reverse to the n'ay in
which the axle revolves.

One Guinea or fifteen Shillings Licence.

I purchased a motor cycle
tlnee weeks ago. Am I com-
pelled to pay 7s. 6d. licence

for it this ye;u'? I have not
taken it on the ruad yet, but

have received a notice calling my
attention to the fact that I have not
yet taken out a licence for it. Also
am I compelled to ])av £1 Is. or
15s.—A. D. (Krigbaston).

The Inland Revenue Authorities in

their list of exemptions say that a
motor bicycle which is kept but not
u.sed in any one year is not liable to
licence duty. Now, however, there
seems to be a little doubt about this
(see Tlif Motor Cyclr, October 13th.
1909). We should advise you to repu-
diate the liability, and if "the authori-
ties are still persistent, either place
the matter in the hands of a solicitor,

or communicate with the Legal Depart-
ments of the Auto Cycle Union. 18.
Down Street, Piccadilly. W.. and the
.Motor Union, Caxton ' House, West-
mivster, \\'

. The licence payable at
present is 15s., and we advise you to
apply for it at once.

Gear Ratio for Sidecar Use.

The makers of the P. and M.
fit t^vo different gear ratios to

their standard machines, viz..

for solo rk 4i to 1 and 8
to 1, for passenger work 5 to 1

and 9 to 1. I want a machine that

will travel fast for long distance

journeys as a solo machine, but .«hall

want to use the same occasionally for

a sidecar, and I am in doubt which
set of gear ratios to order. Would
the 4i to 1 ar be too high for a

sidecar on ordinary roads when I

should have the lower gear of 8 to 1

to fall back upon?

—

Chain Drive.
You cannot have a high gear ratio for

travelling fast when the rhachine is

used as a solo machine, and a low
gear ratio for sidecar work unless you
are willing to alter the chain sprockets
every time you use the machine for

one purpose or the other. You will

have to be content with the low geai-

ratio for passenger work, and wili

Ijrobably find that with 5 to 1 you will

obtain a fair average .speed. The gear
of

4-i to 1 would be too high for side-
car work oh ordinary roads, as though
you have the lower gear to fall back
upon yon would probably require to
use it too often, and would find it irk-

some. That is the reason the makers
fit a moderately high top gear ratio.

The Care of Belts. Loss of Compression.
Lubrication.

(1.) A few weeks ago I got

?' I

a |in. Whittle belt for my
3i h.p. 1908 Tourist Rex (wdiich

I—
I has covered 6,000 miles). The

first day out I ran about ten
miles in a downpour with inches of
mud and slush on the road, and the
belt never slipped. The next two
days it slipped badly, although
the roads were fairly dry, I am
told now that I should have steeped
the belt in castor oil before using it,

but the makers told me I needed no
oil. I put, however, a smearing of

engine oil along the upper side c*
belt before putting it on, for that
wet run, and I'm just wondering
now whether that is the reason the
belt seemed to be very greasy along
its sides and picked up a lot of grit,

I have now got a tin of special
dressing from the makers. I have
to ride every day and in all weathers.
(2.) Jly engine will hold my weight
(eleven stones) on compression only
abont seven or eight seconds. I

fitted new piston rings only a few
days ago and ground in valves and
fitted new washers. Do you think it

would be advisable for me to get my

cylinder reground or rebored? (3.)

Do you think I could use Price's C
(water-cooled) oil for winter work?
(4. ) Do you think the amount of oil

supplied to. engine could affect the
noise of exhaust if I use a super-

fluity of oil? My engine runs almost
silently. The less oil there is in

crankcase the noisier becomes the
exhaust.—D. Patkick.

(1.) After using your belt you should
have wiped it or scraped it, removing
all grit.- Afterwards it would have
been advisable to have dressed it \vith

i

the maker's dres.sing or collan oil.

I Possibly the cause of the trouble is

I

that the grit on the belt caused the
surfaces of the leather links of the
latter to become shiny, and that you
dressed this with oil of an unsuitable
nature without previously removing
the grit. (2.) If you only fitted

new piston rings a few days ago
you must allow a short time for

these to become properly run in.

Probably after you have done.; 300 or

400 miles the compression will return.

(3.) The oil would be quite suitable.

,(4.) Yes, certainly an excess of oil will

make the engine run quietly, but it

tends to foul. the engine. The makers
of your engine now fit an automatic
lubricator which you could doubtless
obtain.

Fitting a Free Engine Clutch,

(1.) Could a Mabon, L.:\1.C.,

or other free engine clutch be
fitted to a 1909 machine which
has no provision for a, clutch?

(2.) Will a clutch allow one to

?tart the machine from a standstill?

(3.) Could I fit it myself? (4.)Isit
injurious to the engine to inject

, large quantities of petrol through
compression tap? Will a clutch

allow one to start the machine on a

fairly steep gradient with single gear?

—D." G. A. (Newca.stle-on-Tyne).

(1.) ilost. 1909 machines are suitable

for the ilabon, L.^F.C. or other clutcii

fitting on engine-shaft. A clutch in

the back hub might entail some
ftructural alterations. (2.) If carefully

manipulated a clutch would allow you
to start from a standstill. (3.) Not
unless you are a fairly experienced

amateur mechanic. (4.) Certainly, it

is injurious if overdone, as it tends

to .wash away the lubricant from the

piston rings. Paraffin or petrol can be
recommended, but there is no necessity

to use a large quantity. (5.) If the

machine is geared low, with careful

manipulation it is possible to start on
a fairly steep gradient.
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ZENITH-GRADUA
Mr. B. H. Davies' Opinion—

" The igio Zenith will be as great a terror on hills as its 1909 prototype, and, in addition,
is transformed into one of the prettiest mounts on the road. HATS OFF TO A GENTTINE
ALL-WEATHER TOURIST MACHINE."

Zenette

Spring

Frame
(Patent),

6 Gns.

extra.

OI^IIVOHE^R
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

These famous Tyres are made in
four patterns but the

eUHGHER RUBBER-STUDDED TYRE
OR THE

DREADNOUGHT CLINCHER
are particularly recommended for
their remarkable non-slipping and
good wearing qualities, making
them

THE IDEAL TYRES"' WINTER WORK
Write for unique Catalogue which will

give you all particulars.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd., 'mT.^' EDINBURGH.

RESILIENT SAFE.

i.'i an$werini/ these advertiseintnU it is desirable to ,, ei.t'wn ^' The Mutur Cijch:
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If you knew
as much about the comfort of the ROC system as users do, you would never be

without it.

ROC (hand-starting) clutch two-speed gear con-

versions are being made daily. If you will send

your machine to us now, we will undertake to

return it converted in a very few days from receipt.

It should be remembered the ROC two-speed

(live axle pnnciple) has the largest sale. Its

adoption by other leading houses is tribute to its

worth.

For winter riding, ROC means comfort and
safety.

Inclusive cost of conversion, fitted, 12 Guineas.

For particulars, write to tlie Sole Patentees and Manufacturers:

A. W. WALL, Lt<» . Roc Works, Birmingham
Makers of the famous ROC motor cycles:

4 h.p. single, 45 Gns. , 5-6 h.p. twin, 55 Gns.
Early New Year deliveries.

'

Lists on application.

h.p. Twin N.S.U.

This machine will be very popular
next season—more popular even than in 1909. which is saying a good deal.

It has 75 X 90 mm. cyl.. Bosch magneto, gear driven, divided rear mudguard, handle-bar control, internal

expanding brake operated from handle-bar, belt rim foot brake, and can be fitted with two-speed gear and free

engine apparatus in the rear hub. Have you the N.S.U. new list ?

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, Limited.
Offices and Showrooms': Goods aad Repairs

:

186, GREAT PORTLAND ST.. LONDON, W. 83-85, BOLSOVER ST., W.

la answering these advertisements it is dpxirabJc fo mention " The Motor Oi/fle.''
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Speed Against the Wind.

The questions below refer to

Phelon and JLoere 2^- U.p. 125

ibs. two-speed lightweight. (1.)

What is the length of Nether-

hall Gardens and the griwiieiitsV

(2.) What speed ought an eleven

atone rider to get out of above

machine on an ideal day and 'On a

windy day?' (3.) What gradients

could an eleven stone rider climb on

the above-mentioned days? The P.

and M. people say that it will climb

Netherhall Gardens and do a fipeed

of thirty-five miles per hour, but

what is the weight of rider, etc., for

such a performance?—H.H.

(1.) The total length of Netherhall

Gardens is 993 yards, and the prin-

cipal rise occupies about 602 yards.

The steepest portion is 1 in 7.2,

followed by gradients of 1 in 10, 1 in

15, then level, and then slightly down-

hill. ;2.) There would be a difference

of about three miles an hour on a

windy day from what there would be

on a calm day. (3.) Ou the low gear it

would not make much difference. You
can probably rely upon climbing 1 in

7 rmder practically all conditions pro-

vided your weight, does not exceed

eleven stones. The maker's e.stimate

is about right if the rider weighs

about eleven stones.

Misfiring and Running in Jerks.

Please advise me as to what

Sis wrong with my 3 h.p.

N.S.U. The machine has coil

and accumulator ignition, and

is running badly, missing tire

and running in jerks, and refuses to

get up any speed or develop any

power when on the road. If I run

it on the stand, with the rod

operating the inlet valve discon-

nected, i.e., with the mlet valve

working automatically, it runs well

;

but if I try it on the road with

automatic inlet valve it runs badly,

and on the road or on the stand with

valve' working mechanically it also

runs badly. There is a distinct blow

back into" the carburetter. At first T

thought that the inlet valve was not

shuttmg properly, but I examined U,

and as far as I can see it is all

• right. The ignition is in good

order. I can see no solution to the

trouble, which seems to me to lie

either in the valve or the carburetter.

Could the timing gear be wrong by

any chance ?

—

^Tuath Mumhan.

W^e should recommend you to dismount

the inlet valve, its seating, and operat-

ing mechanism, and examine all the

parts very carefully, as some defect in

this is almost certain to be the cause

of the trouble. Probably, we should

imagine, the spring is too weak, and

a stronger spring may be necessary.

The blow back to the carDuretter seems

to point to the inlet valve opening

too much. Note that there is only suffi-

cient clearance between the tappet and

valve stem to insert a visiting card, and

see that the ojiening occurs at the

proper time. Excessive wear in the

cams and tappets or any defect in the

timing gear would account for the

symptoms you describe. The amount
o[ valve lift is adjustable.

Touring Abroad.

I am starting in a week's
?time for a three weeks' tour to

the South of France. Is it

-^ necessary to have my machine
" examined " and to "' declare

"

it before the otticials at Calais where
I stai't? Will it be necessary to get

new registration numbers, or will the
English number be sufficient? Is a
driver's licence needed? If needed
how can it be obtauied without
delay? Is motor cycling practicable

in Greece, Egypt, India, and the
East Coast of China? I shall be
going to these countries and wish to
take my motor bicycle with me if

petrol can be had on the main roads,

and if these roads are fair.—B.J.H.

First of all it would be advisable for

you to join one of the motoring
organisations, either the Auto Cycle
Union or the Motor Union. You will

find that it will simplify matters for

you to an extraordinary extent, ilem-
bership allows' you to get a vast amount
of information regarding touring abroad
free of charge, and you may purchase
your tickets beforehand and have your
route mapped out; also get a Customs
ticKet wnicn will admit your machine
into the country free of duty. It will

be necessary 'm register the machine in

France, which will cost about sixty

centimes, but you may if you like

carry your English numbers. The
bodies in question will also tell you if

motor cycling is practicable in Greece.

In Egypt, India, and in parts of China
it is possible. It may be necessary to

obtain a driving licence in some of the
countries named, but not in France for

a short stay.

Increasing Power and Silencer Explosions,

(1.) Can I get more power
for hill-climbing with sidecar

out of my 3i h.p. Muierva by
making extra holes in jet of

Longuemare carburetter ? (2.

)

How can I stop the banging or loud

explosions in the silencer every time
I lift the exhaust valve? I have put
new valves in the engine, and it is

now worse. It is a very objection-

able noise when there is much traffic.

—F. C.

(1.) You can get more power by
enlarging the jet of your carburetter,

but if the carburetter is apparently
adjusted satisfactorily at present and
the machine runs well and keeps cool,

it is wise not to interfere with it. A
larger jet will necessitate enlarging the
extra air supply or fitting a "larger

choke tube. If j'on oveulo the size of

the jet the engine will quickly overheat.

(2.) You can stop the explosions in the

silencer by fitting a switch and switch-

ing off before you raise tlie exliaust

valve. Also make sure Uiat your
exhaust valve lifter is working
properly. If you do not desiie to fit a
switch, try controlling speed by the

throttle lever, and always close the

throttle before raising the exhaust
valve.

Of lawn tennis tame. Mr. G. W. Hillyard, of Thorpe Satchville, Melton Mowbray. His mount is a tree

engine Triumph.
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ON more than one occasion the amateur motor
cyclist has rightly been called the most enthu-

siastic of all motorists, and consequently he iS

extremely critical about the way the machines
in which he is so deeply interested are displayed at

ilifferent exhibitions. When he visits the annual show
at which his beloved motor bic\cle may only be seen,

he is annoyed by having complete pedal bicycles, and
numberless stands of pedal cycle accessories, manv of

which are for the trade only, meeting him at every

turn. It has been said the pedal cyclist is the man
who fills the ranks of motor cyclists, and in a sense

this is true, but it is doubtful if many converts are

obtained among the class of man who belongs to the

type of cycling club whose members take up the best

part of the highway near our large cities on a Sunday
morning. This class of man, who usually predominates
among the throng at the cycle show on Saturday even-

ings, has generally neither the money nor the inclination

to buy a motor bicycle, and it is doubtful if from this

type many motor cyclists are gained. No, it is

from the slightly wealthier classes that most recruits

come—men who love their steeds, who are devotees of

the mechanical, and when once won over are the most
enthusiastic of enthusiasts. Naturally these people
were once owners of pedal bicycles (and many still

own them and use them for short town journeys), but
they mei'ely rode them while they awaited the

coming of some better means of locomotion, or a con-

genial motor cyclist to convince them of the advan-
tages of the motor cycle. These seventy odd thousand
motor cycle users, many of whose letters pour in their

hundreds to the Editor weekly, want something different

in the way of shows than they. have had in the past.

A Purely Motor Cycle Sho-w.
Indications are clearly seen that what they desire

most, and for which they clamour, is a purely motor
cycle show, or a thoroughly representative motor cycle

section of a motor show, and they are not anxious to

go to a second-rate district of London to see it. Now
I will ask the kind permission of the Editor to enquire
of the reader-s of The Motor Cycle, through the corre-

spondence columns, if they as motor cyclists would
rather wade through avenues of pedal-propelled
machines and rows of pedal cycle accessory stands, or

see their .motor cycles and the many interesting acces-

sories appertaining to them ranged together, say, at

the Aeroplane Show of the Society of Motor Manufac-
turers and Traders. There would be room there for an
excellent display, and they would be by no means out"

of place. Again, the complete set of shows could be
held simultaneously—motor car, motor cycle, aero-

nautical, and lastly pedal cycle, in various buildings
a few yards apart at the White Cit\.

Though this idea is not original on the part

of the writer, he thinks it is worthy of consideration.

This suggestion would, at any rate, come very near
to the ideal, as it would necessitate all the shows being

held together in one week, which would be of enormous
advantage to provincial visitors, both amateur and
trade. It might also be possible to use the- spacious

grounds of the White City for trial runs, which were
so much appre -lated at the Crystal Palace \ears ago.

A certain section of the motor cycle industry, namely,
those who form the committee of the newly-founded
Association of Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders,
expressed it to be their firm opinion that a purely
motor cycle show was necessary.

A Knotty Problem.
Now my article is intended to appeal to the amateur

only, and it is his opinion that I want to get. Never-

theless, though the industry must be considered, it

must be left to find out Its own solution of the problem.
The problem is this : The Stanley Show want to cater

for the motor cyclists, and intend to hold another

show this year ; the Association of Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers and Traders (and undoubtedly all amateur
riders agree with them) want to see a show for

motor cycles only ; the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders want to run a motor cycle section, and
would probably establish a motor cycle show in Con-

junction with their Aeronautical and Motor Boat Show,
as suggested above ; and the Cycle and Motor Trades'
Association want to organise a mixed motor cycle and
cycle show at Olympia. Here is a pretty tangle. One
show and one show only must be supported, but the

motor cyclist, whose numbers are increasing, wants the

motor cycle industry to be properly and adequately

represented.

It has been suggested that an exhibition of motor
cycles only could well be held .in such a compact
and easily accessible place as the Horticultural Hall,

Westminster, which would probably accommodate the

trade in its present state, and this the writer would
gladly welcome, but it must be borne in mind that

the industry, though vigorous, is young, and to those

firms who build motor cars, motor cycles, and pedal

bicycles, three separate shows would impose a heavy

tax on their resources. If the amateur is at all clear

as to what he wants, he can use his influence to get it

by writing to the Editor of this journal, who has given

me permission to say that amateur motor cyclists'

suggestions regarding the show question will be

willingly inserted as space permits in these columns. In

a few months from now things will begin to hum once

more, and it is time for action noiu. Therefore let

everyone concerned put his whole energy into this

important question.
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Any make of machine supplied and prompt
delivery given.

Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.

Sole London and district

Agents for SCOTTS
and WANDERERS.

If you require

a second-
hand machine
send for our
latest list.

All well-

known makes
in stock at

prices to suit

ajl pockets.

Extended pay-
ments if desiied,

'Phone op
2 Central, or

telegraph
'•'Admittedly.'

of every description in stock.

May we send you our latest " Motor Cyclists'

Enquire Within ? " Post free

to any part of the world.

All accessories and fitments

lie reliable and of the best

quality.

Save money
and ensure

freedom
from trouble

by dealing

with us.

The address is :

292-293, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

We know your
exact require-
ments anil cater

for them.

Prampt replies
to all enquiries.

Foot on pedal «_
and up you go.

Quite simple—just like mounting a bicycle.

Another point—the

Moto-Velo

Write for descriptive

leaflet.

is as economical to drive as it is easy to mount. It is

a ij h.p. machine and will, carry you 140 miles on a

single gallon of petrol, at any speed up to 30 miles an

hour. If you want to, you can detach the engine—five

minutes' work.

A Bosch High Tension Magneto is fitted, and the

machine complete weighs only 84 lbs.

Singer & Co. (1909), Ltd., Coventry. London Depots 17, Holfaofn Viaduct, E.C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention, "The Motor Cycle. AI7
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THE
SPRING FRAME

AND FORKS.

THE MOST COMFORTABLE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE WORLD.
FITTED WITH

SPRING FRAME. The rider being suspended on springs no vibration can possibly reach him, no power is lost in trans-

mission, a rigid connection being maintained between engine and back wheel. A perfect sitting posture, natural and
untiring—as fitted for the past eight years.

SPRING FORKS. IVlounted on ball bearings, overcoming all obstacles in an even and vibrationless manner—as fitted for

the past five years.

J.A.P. ENGINES. The acknowledged perfectly designed and finished engine, and proved fastest and most powerful

—

as fitted for the past five years.

AUTOMATIC LUBStlCATION. Perfect in action and always to be relied upon. Its requirements are a perfectly fitted

crank case to exert the necessary suction (which it has in the J.A.P., and therefore needs no auxiliary oiler). We have
fitted this exclusively for the past four years.

MAGNETO IGNITION. Bosch ball bearing magneto, fitted in tank, protected from all wet and dirt: driven by bevel gears'

mounted upon a vertical shaft. A simple and efficient drive, easily adjusted and seldom requiring to be lubricated (the

gears running in grease boxes). No complicated drive or inaccessibility. As fitted for the past four years.

All machines sent oui thoroughly tested, and complete with petrol gauge, stands, large strong luggage carrier with tool box
~

(accessible without disturbing luggage), tools, pump, and clips.

3J-4 h.p. Single-cylinder.

THE BAT
5-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder. 7-8 h.p. Twin-cylinder.

MOTOR MANFG.
LONDON, S.E.

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ORDER NOW TO ENSURE EASTER DELIVERY.

SPECIAL POINTS.

No. IV.

SPEED.
"At the same time it will reach a
very high speed, if one is bold
enough to let it. I am satisfied

with 25 miles per hour.
"M.R.C.S., M.R.C.P."

AUTO-CARRIERS, LTD.,

Martell Road, West Norwood, S.E.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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The Editor does not hold himself responaible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tndor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's (nil name and address.

Amulree Hill-climb.

[4473.]—Replying to ilr. Cameron's letter, published
on December 13th, he admits that Mr. Campbell McGregor's
machine—a T.T. Matchless model—was allowed to compete
in the touring class. Why then was Mr. J. Adamson de-

barred with his 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph? The two macliines

are the same in detail, allowing for each maker's ideas, with
the exception that the 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph is 10 lbs. heavier
and the rider 3 stones heavier. An explanation will oblige.

FAIRPLAY.

English V. French Heasuiements.
[4474.]—In support of Mr. Scott's contentions with

regard to the conf u.sion resulting from the use of millimetres

for cylinder dimensions, a very striking example occurs in

the article by Mr. Norton on "Bore-stroke .Ratio and
Efficiency." 'The writer after launching forth in millimetres

finds it convenient suddenly to convert his square centimetres

to square inches in or^er to find the load in lbs. on the bear-

ings of the engine.

If it is necessary to give the cylinder pressures in lbs. per

square inch, why give cylinder areas in cubic centimetres?
FRANK PHILIPP.

Does an Engine Run Better at Night?
- [4475.]—Some time ago Mr. E. L. Ovington, of ~ New
York, raised a discussion in your columns on the "abnormal
running" of a high speed air-cooled engine.

There is another abnormal condition resulting in an engine
turning over unusually fast and pulling harder, and this

generally occurs as night comes on, but occasionally before

dusk. For a long time past I have watched this singular

condition in. a single-cylinder Indian, and also with two
other- American makes. Some I'iders say here that one only

imagines one is travelling faster at night, but this is not so,

for I have watched the behaviour of the engine day and night

on familiar hills.

Rainy or damp days do not seem to produce a mixture
having a greater expanding force. T would be pleased to

hear if any English riders have noticed this kind of abnormal
running, and what explanation they have adopted for it, if

any? Wishing Tlia Motor Oyde every success in the New
Year,

'

EDWARD 0. DUNKLEY.
Rhode Island, U.S.

A Friendly Match.
[4476,]—With reference to _ Mr. H. C. Tromp van

Diggelen's letter in the issue of December 20th. As this

gentleman still persists in challenging his Wanderer machine
against a British machine of higher power, l^ for one, should

very much like to see the discussion ended, and I .should

be sorry to think that your readers were gulled into imagin-

ing tha"t this new aii'ival of 2^ h.p. was equivalent to our

British machines of 35 h.p-

According to Mr. Diggelen's statement in his letterj the

distance he raced the merhbers of the Western District M.C.
was not sufliciently long to give his engine a chance,

and so I would like to accommodate him by racing for the

distance he suggests, viz., 100 miles, the loser to, pay track

expenses. My machine is a 3^ h.p. Brough standard touring

model (which" can be proved in a tortoise race afterwards).

Mr. van Diggelen also says in his letter that he has no

interest whatever in the Wanderer firm. If this is so, why
was be, on the occasion of the M.C.C. meet at Brooklands,

showing photographs of the various models made by this

firm, and informing people that he had introduced the

Wanderer into England? GEO. BROUGH.

Wired v. Beaded Edge Tyres.

[4477.]—I have read with interest the letters on wireo

t>. beaded edge tyres, and I think that the greatest pull that

the beaded edge has over the wired has not been mentioned.

I mean that of friction between cover and rim, which has

caused me endless trouble with wired edge covers, but I have
not had a single instance with beaded edge. Also I find

that the beaded edge keeps out the water much better than
the wired, and the air tube does not deteriorate with rust

from the rim {inside cover) as does the wired edge. I have
had ten years' experience of wired edge, and do not want
another. G. LOBB.

Two-speed Gears.
[4478.]—It may interest the patentees of the two-speed

gear (patent No. 24,729, 1908) illustrated under recent

patents, page 1018, December 20th, 1909, to know that
I took out a provisional specification for the same idea some
years ago, but owing to there having been prior use on the

public highway it' was useless my obtaining a complete speci-

fication. The details and description of this .gear were illus-

trated and described in this journal on June 20th, 1904, pages
583 and £89. I have had it in operation on my tricycle some
four or five years with complete success, it having run some
10,000 miles, during which time I have had not a single thing

go wrong with it.

I write this because it may save the patentees time and
money, as I was bitten by the same thing.

LEONARD R. JONES.

Cold Fingers.

[4479.]—As an •all-weather-200-mile-peT-week-every-week
motor cyclist (in the course of my professional duties as a road
surveyor and lecturer at evening classes in various centres in

different parts of Cheshire), I am naturally very interested

in the correspondence re cold fingers which appeared recently

in The Motor Cycle. I have tried practically all forms of

covering, and find that a good pair of loose fitting woollen
gloves covered over with a pair, of large (size 9) leather
hunting gloves makes as effectual a protection as anything.
The chief point, to my mind, is that wool should be fairly

loose—I mean not tight fitting—^to allow free circulation. I'

am never troubled with cold now, although I am out riding

some four nights per week and every day during the winter.

F, J. K. C,

Possibilities of a Modern Tricycle.

[4480,]—Having read " Ixion's " comment regarding the
probabilities of a modern tricycle, and having myself experi-
enced the itistinct to balance and steer with the front wheel
of the tricycle, I think the trouble might be done away
with by having wheel steering fitted, and perhaps a bucket
seat. These (especially the former attachment) should, 1

think, remove the difficulty, as they give you the idea of

being on a non-balancing machine, such as a car. I should
like to know what " Ixion " thinks of the idea?

R. OVERMAN.

[4481.]—In the issue of December 20th the "Possi-
bilities of a Modern Tricycle" forms the text of some re-

marks by your usually prescient writer " Ixion." I have
read the article carefully through, and fail to find any possi-

bilities described, save that of the certainty of accident, and
the dogmatic opinion that when the tricycle is so arranged
that two wheals are steering in front and the third is driving

Al9
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behind, then it is very miserable to sit upon, Having given

much attention to the problem oi constructing a satistactoiy

motor tricycle, and having ridden one for the past three

\-ears, in Which I steered with the two front wheels and

sat over the driving wheel at the rear, and found the same

very satisfactory, especially from the point of perfect and

iilmcst unconscious steering and general comfort in riding. I

feel constrained, if you will allow me, to correct the very

false predictions in "the article alluded to.

The first thing to note is that a tricycle is steered and not

balanced, and that the arrangement of two front wheels with

Ackermann axles (the ordinary motor car method) gives far

more steering power than can be obtained if there be only one

wheel in front. As most of the weight is behind the front

axis, there is a real tendency for its inertia to find- support

and bearing on the front wheels, which gives a sense of

security, especially at fast speeds. This is not present with

a single front steering wheel, which is liable to be deflected

by ruts in the road.

A very essential thing in a tricycle is to keep down the

weight.
'

It leads to less first cost, to economy in tyr.es,

handiness, a long mileage to the gallon of petrol, and to all-

round efficiency Now the weight is very materially reduced

'yrs^ipwsrK&ra^s^r-^i :

Familiar faces on tlie Sevenoaks Road at weeli-ends—Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Leader

on their 5 li.p. twin-ovlinder Kerry with Liberty sidecar. The sum total of stops,

beyond trivial adjustments, on the above combination during 1909, were one

puncture to sidecar tyre, and one stop due to mishap with the timing gear. The

machine has now run 3,770 miles with 23 i stones up. Mr. Leader speaks well of

. tlie Peter Union bands on the tyres.

by having to drive only one wheel. To ijrive two wheels

through a differential and to have at the same time a two-

speed gear makes a difference of at least £0 lbs. in weight
and £20 extra in cost.

The great bugbear in all motor cycle touring is where is

the luggage to go. The difficulty is .solved with the two
front wheels, for, as " Ixion " remarks, weight placed over

the front axle adds to the stability.

It is a universal experience with tricycles, motor and
ctherwise, that in turning corners one must go slowly.

Sitting over the back wheel there is more space and greater

freedom to lean the weight of the body inside the curve one

may be turning, by standing on the inside pedal. This
action, I may say, becomes almost automatic and unconscious
with experience.

I think a two-speed gear absolutely essential to a motor
tricycle, and I look forward in the near future, now thst manv
excellent engines of quite moderate power with smooth and
quiet working two-speed gears have been evolved, to. see

motor tricycles again upon the road, providing a most com-
fortable mount to those of the older brigade who have passed
through and beyond the joys of the single track machine,

BERTRAM CHATTERTON.

Motor Cycle Tyres.

[4482.]—Motor cycles are becoming almo.^l too reliable

—

and complicated. What we really want is simplicity, yet

that seems just the last aim of the modern manufacturer.

And what a time we still have with tyres ! Year after year

tyres become more expensive and go to pieces quicker. Oiie

make goes at the bead, another in the centre of the tread,

and on a third the canvas parts company with the rubber
all the way round the tyre. And the tyre companies behave
so peculiarly. One friend of mine sent a tyre, through an
agent, to a well-known firm to be retreaded. They replied

that the tyre was not worth it. Since then he has been tryirig

ineffectively for three mouths to get his tyre back. Anothei
company had a pair of faulty tyres returned to them, re-

paired one under guarantee, but refused to repair the other,

though both were of the same age and suffering from the
same fault, and w'hat is. still more remarkable, they remove<l
their trademarks, from both tyres. What wa« their idea in

this? What we want in Scotland is a tyre that will last on
our roads. Such a tyre, apparently, is non-existent. When
will all tyre companies fit a valve to their inner tubes that
will hold air without having to be pumped board hard?.

TYRED.

The A.C.U. and Provincial Clubs.

[4483.]—I have been very interested in the two letters

which have appeared in Tlw Motor C'ljde re the A.C.U. and
provincial clubs. I should be very sorry indeed to see a

split in the governing body, but I am_very much afraid that
unless the A.C.U. alters its tactics and caters for the pro-

vincial clubs a little better there is bound to be one.

I fully agree with JMessrs. Brook and Smith that the
'

council meetings should be held consecutively in. different

towns, although instead of Gloucester, as Mr. Brook_ sug-

gests, I should certainly say Birmingham or Coventry.
I think No. 5 proposal in !Mr. Brooks's letter is a very

good one. It is simply ridiculous that two or three clubs
cannot have a friendly competition without having to pay
for a special permit.
And whj' should every competitor in such an event have

to pay 2s. 6d. for a racing licence?
I am sure some of the quarterly trials and long-distance

competitions (I don't say all, but just one or two of them)
ought to start and finish in the provinces. It seems to me

"

that the provincial members are the "mugs" who help -to

provide the- nec'essary for the metropolitan members to buy
cups, etc., for the Ijoudoners to compete for.

I hope that some arrangement will soon be arrived at
which will bring the provincial members oil level terms with
the metropolitan members.

HOWARD R. LANE.
Hpn. Sec. Sutton Coldfield Automobile Club.

Belts on lightweights.
[4484.]

—"Ex-lightweight's" remarks re belts on light-

weights seem to me to be the outcomeot gross misuse of the
. belt in question. 'My Motosacoche 1 oimd twisted belt, as

supplied by makers, has given me no trouble wdiatsoever.

Mr. De Lissa's remarks .-ire quite in accordance with facts.

My advice to lightweight riders who use round. twi,sted

belts is :

1. Get a good one (,a double pl.y).

2. Keep it as slack as possible without slipping when
running.

6. Don't use it when dirty, but clean it.

4. Use it alternately with a spare, so that when it has
been running some time it can have A rest.

My own practice is to keep three belts, using them every
alternate week, thus each belt gets a fortniglit's rest, which
seems to restore its elasticity, and there is no undue wear.
Mv oldest belt has been running eighteen mouths in this

fashion, and see.ns good for mnny miles yet. Naturally, it

is rather thin, but when well dressed it pulls as well as ever.

A V belt on a lightweight under 2 h.p. is "unnecessary, and
absorbs too much power in transmission, and is not nearly so

satisfactory as a round one with jockey pulley, as proper

tension is a .??;;/> qiut /ion.

"I.xion's" remarks are useless and misleading, as they
only apply to the old " cr.ick days." Let him ride a Motosa-
coche with a round twisted belt of best quality and then his

criticisms may possiblv be of some value.
G. E. CASE MORRIS.
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Bore-stroke Ratio and EfSciency.
[4485.]—I was very interested in Mr. J. L. Norton's

article on "Bore-stroke Ratio and EfHciency," but on care-
fully looking into the figures given there appear to be several
serious discrepancies wliicli render absurd and modify some
of his arguments in favour of long stroke engines.

First of all, iir considering heat losses through the area
exposed to gases, Mr. Norton finds that, with the exhaust
valve opening at 85% of ..the downward stroke the short
stroke engine has 23 square centimetres more area exposed
than the long stroke.
On checking over the calculations, I find the total area

exposed in the case of the short stroke is 377 square centi-
metres, and in the case of the long stroke 376.6 square centi-
metres. The difference in areas is therefore negligible, and
the only thermal efficiency argument rendered futile.
Another point which is not quite clear is the statement

that, "considering the valve pockets, a long stroke engine
sho^vs a higher thermal efficiency than a short stroke engine."
Again, on considering the stress on bearings, the area of

the small diameter piston is given as 7.5 square inches, which
under a load of 150 lbs. per square inch gives a total load
on the connecting rod bearing at dead centre of 1,100 lbs.
Then, for comparison, the area of the large piston is given as
19 square inches 1 the total load in this case being quoted
as 2.8O0 lbs. In reality, this would be 12 square inches and
the load 1,800 lbs.

Also considering stress on bearings, it is stated that to
obtain equal power from both engines it will be necessary to
run the short stroke engine at aliigher speed. At the com-
mencement of the article, power is said to be governed by
piston displacement (compressions being equal), and also
that the two engines under consideration are of equal piston
displacement, therefore, it follows that both engines to give
the same power must, obviously, run at the same number of
revolutions per minute.
With this in mind, the short stroke engine does not suffer

from the thermal and frictional disadvantages that the author
would have us believe; in fact, the number of strokes per
minute, being of necessity the same in both engines for the
same ppwer, the long stroke engine is labouring under the
same difficulties of induction and exhaust (dealt with at some
length by Mr. Norton) as the short stroke engine.

I am pleased to see tliat Mr. Norton graciously admits
that the short stroke engine gives greater power per unit of
engine weight than the long stroke—a very desirable feature
in motor cycle engines. j. T. CLAEKE.
[A copy of the above letter was submitted to our contributor,
Mr. J. L. Norton, whose reply. is repiinted below.—En.]

[4486.]--I thank your correspondent for calling attention
to the discrepancies in ' figures in my article, due to my
having been given a misreading of the slide-rule. The
difl:erence in total area exposed should be .4 square '

centi-
metre, and not 23 ; but I cannot agree with his assumption
that the correction of figures disposes of the matter of the
higher efficiency of the long stroke.

Total area was Unally considered for the sake of brevity,
but when your correspondent says that "the only thermal
efficiency argument is rendered futile," and later " the short
stroke engine does not suffer from the thermal . . . disadvan-
tages the author would have us believe," I must with all

courtesy suggest that he has not read the article with sufficient
care or thouglit to prevent his overlooking consideration of
factors of vital importance to the question. As a matter of
fact, the disadvantages are very considerably greater than
even tlie surplus figures tended to show ; and I would call his
attention to the area and shape of combustion" chamber, and,
further, to the following factors affecting thermal efficiency

:

(1.) Heat loss depends upon temperature difference.
• (2.) Period of greatest thermal loss is the period of

greatest pressure or heat.

(3.) Conductivity of gas increases rapidly vidth tempera-
ture, and makes heat-loss at high temperatures much greater
than in simple proportion to temperature.

(4.) Heat loss varies as the ratio of surface to volume.

(5.) The most important losses are those during ignition,

as they affect the whole of the stroke, lowering mean
pressure.

(6.) Surface of the combustion chamber and valve
pocket area exposed during the whole time occupied by the
stroke, the" stroke walls being exposed during part of the
stroke only, and to comparatively lower temperature.

(7.) Shape of combustion chamber materially affects

efficiency, a compact form tending to higher mean pressure,
greater economy, and therefore also higher thermal efficiency.

Bearing above paragraphs in mind, a little consideration
will show the superiority in point of thermal efficiency of

the long over the short stroke, which latter presents approxi-
mately twenty-five per cent, more cooling area to the gases
when their temperature and conductivity is highest, and
at a period when loss affects the whole of the subsequent
stroke.

I need not dilate further upon this.

Your correspondent says another point not quite clear is

the statement that " considering the valve pockets, a long
stroke engine shows a higher thermal efficiency than a short
stroke."

,

My statement was based on the assumption , that valve
dimensions are proportionate to piston area. Larger valves

require -larger pockets, with necessarily increased area

exposed (see paragraphs 2, 4, and 6 above).

Considering stress on bearings, apart from thermal losses,

your correspondent is correct in giving the area as 12 square

inches, and load 1,800 and not 2,800. This was a typist's

error in transcribing from hastily pencilled notes. The per-

centage of difference in load is 63.5 against the short stroke

—

not an inconsiderable item, remembering that a variation of

the load (load increasing with decrease of stroke) also

affects friction.

It is a generally understood fact that a short stroke engine

under practically all circumstances suffers from greater

mechanical disadvantages than the long stroke.

To deal with that portion of your correspondent's letter

commencing "Also considering stress" and ending with the

paragraph previous to " The long stroke engine is labouring,"

I should have to rewrite a portion, of the article, and
emphasise more clearly the matter of efficient burning, etc.,

which he has overlooked. May I recommend further perusal

of the earlier portion of . the article, and also refer him to

his figures showing 700 lbs. greater stress on the short

stroke bearings?
His statement that a long stroke engine is labouring under

the same difficulty of induction and exhaust requires con-

sideration, and does not entirely agree with my deductions.

I should be pleased to receive proofs of the correctness of

his views.
The matter of bore-stroke ratio and weight is an interest-

ing one, and at first glance appears to open up glorious possi-

bilities to the motor cyclist. It is,_ however, unfortunate,

and must not be overlooked that he cannot with the usual

type of engine avail liimself of the full advantage of the

possibilities of weight saving the short stroke offers him, as

may be done in the case of a car engine, and whilst, as youi

correspondent implies, a light engine is a very desirable

feature, it is queptionable if it is not better for the mofcoi

cyclist to carry a little, a very little, additional weight low

down, and ensure efficiency, flexibility, a strongly pulling

engine for hill work, and economy, or to take the weight
from the engine, place it high up in the tank, with the loss

of above advantages, and pay, pay, pay for it.

I looic forward with interest to the article by Mr. A. A.
Scott, and derive pleasure from the fact that the object of

my article is likely to be realised, i.e., profitable discussion,

which will tend to the improvement and greater efficiency

of the motor cycle engine.
JAS. L. NORTON.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" K. K. K." (Bristol) would like readers' experiences with

benzine as a fuel.
" C. B. A." (Watton) would like readers' experiences of the

Hobart Bird Handy lightweight.
"B.L." (Switzerland) would like experiences with A.C.

tandem tricars, especially as to rough roade, steadiness of

springing, and sufficieincy of brake control.
" FC 424 " (Bromley) would like private owners' experi-

ences with the Zenith C4radua (4 h.p. J. A. P.), particularly

as regards petrol consumption and wear of belt.

"Minerva" (East Ham) desires readers' experiences of a

push bicycle coupled to a motor bicycle, especially as regards

(1) safety, (2) vibration, (3) negotiating corners, and (4) how*
and where to fix couplings.

" Opal " (E.xmouth.) would like readers' experiences of

Lomax, Phrax, and Gripstein belting, particularly on 2| h.p.
twins; also the Service Co.'s mirror lens acetylene search-
light.

A2I
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The Motor Cycle in

A CRITICISM.

JANUARY 3rd, jgio

the United States.

By " TRANSATLANTIC."

(A friend possessing an inside knowledge of the motor cycle industry has just returned from a lengthy visit to the
States, and has given me the following impressions of motor cycles across the herring pond.)

*W'
'"HAT do you think of Yankee machines? '

was my first question.
" Well, barring the Indian, which you

all know, and which is easily the most

popular mount in the States, they are, frankly speak-

ing, a disappointing lot—^very much where English

machines were four or five years ago. Gaudy coloured

enamels and ungainly tank and frame outlines are,

of course, mere matters of taste, but both in construc-

tional details and general specification they are as a

class vastly inferior to British types."

Magnetos Not Standard.
" Very i^w makers have yet adopted the magneto as

standard, though many are ready to fit it as an extra.

The automatic inlet valve is still retained on most

engines. Luggage carriers are conspicuous by their

absence, perhaps owing to the small amount of

genuine touring work possible in most localities. Very

often no stand is provided, and some of the few stands

I saw were worse than useless. No attempt is made
to shield the rider from bad weather; even a front

mudflap seldom figures on a standard mount.
" The frames almost without exception exhibit

marked crudity' in design. Bent tubes chiefly pre-

dominate, the English plan of reaching a maximum
combination of strength and lightness by using straight

tubes -with struts being almost unknown. The engine

is often attached by a light, flimsy clip,- and in par-

ticular the steering heads are often short and not set

nt the best steering angle."

American Motor Cycle Engines.
" This is biting criticism indeed. What did you

think of their engines?
"

" Generally speaking, they are totally devoid of that

smart aspect to which we are accustomed in England.

They are stuck on the frames rather than built into

them, and the exhaust piping is long, thin, and full

of bends. ;Mechanica1 inlet valves are far from being

standard. The carburetter is fitted anywhere—on

some machines it is m front of the cylinder, where it

gets frozen itself and screens the engine ; on others it

is at the back, coupled up by a long meandering pipe.

" The control is almost universally by twisting grips

with rod or linkshaft connections, and struck me as

considerably inferior to our flexible wires, because

of the number of joints necessitated in such a system

and the rattle arid backlash which time is bound to

produce in them. Of course, the majority of

American makers have never had to cater- for reli-

ability in the same sense that our makers regard it, for

A22

most of their customers only use their machines lur

short excursions to suburban resorts, the country roads

being so unspeakably vile, while in addition the' towns

are tremendous distances apart, and intermediate

supplies are not obtainable." -

The Popularity of Chain Transmission.
" Did you form any opinion about the popularity of

the chain drive ?
"

" It is certainly an easy winner over the belt, but

that is simply due to the shoddy nature of most
Yankee belts. Many riders told me it was absolutely

impossible to obtain a decent belt of American manu-
facture. I was shown many which \vere quite worn out

after too miles, and they cost as much as ours. They
are often good for nothing after two or. three days'

use. Hence the wdde popularity of the chain. . Many
of the chain drives are also very flimsy. Chicagd
appeared to be the centre of the motor' cycle manufac-
ture, many firms havuig their factories either in thd

cit)' or in what they would term ' the immediate neigh^

bourhood,' i.e., somewhere within a radius of 400 miles..

The suburban roads round Chicago are excellent, but

the main street is—with the exception of Montreal—thd

worst I have ever seen. At the corner of State Street

and Jackson Avenue-^corresponding, say, to Piccadilly

Circus in London—I measured one hole fourteen inched

deep. Along such streets as this motor cars run a^ ^

far as possible on the tram track. Shock absorbers are!

both universal and indispensable, while ninety per'

cent, of the cars I saw were run with open exhaust."

Catching Up Quickly.
" Do you think there are any prospects of a generaj

improvement in American motor cycles ?

"

" Undoubtedly. The)" are catching up fast, and vd,

two or three years will most probably be as good as

;

ours. Several makers have bought samples of our bes^

machiires, and are copying their strong points. - I found
many makers quite candid in admitting that we wer^

streets ahead of them, and they are beginning to work
on our lines. When they have all got hold of magnetci

ignition, mechanical inlet valves, proper engine attach-'

ments. straight tube frames, and reliable belts, which-

might occur within two years, they will not be far

behind. But at present, thanks to their magnificent]

waterways and execrable roads, the motor boat is coi

siderably more popular than the motor cycle. Th<
American riders are obviously very fine riders, for, in'

spite of being so handicapped by the majority of their

machines, they put up startling performances on the

racing track, and the percentage of non-stops in theii

reliability trials is exceedingly good."

hi
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
two lines. Name and address must be counted.
Thus—

Two lines (i6 words or less) costs i/O
Three lines (24 words or lessi costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/'

In the ease of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittanea, and bs addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20. Tudor Street, B.C.), on
Tuesday morning previous to the date of issue.

When possible advertisements received at

Coventry on the Wednesday will be inserted.

All letters relating to advertisement shoi-ld

state distinctly under what heading and in what
"isue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the conveaieace of purchasers of second-haid

motor cycles, the advertisements are ciassified into dis

tricts, as many readers like
i
to know what machines are

for sale m their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION r.

.Noriiiumberland, Cumberland, Durham, a: d
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincohi, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge. Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worccitcr, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester. Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hani>
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey. Kent, and Sussex.
SECTION IX.

Somersetl Devon, Dorset, and Cnrnwall,

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
[r^lT- ind UleofMaoi

No. 1926. 3^h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto,
Truffault forks; Peugeot engine

; guaranteed . . £25
No. 1924. 8 h.p. J.A.P., M.O.V. low No. 6

Chater-Lea frame, 1909 model, Palmer Cord
tyres, drip feed, and force pump lubrication

;

fast as new, too powerful for solo
; guaranteed. . £38

No. 1922. 4^ h.p. TWIN iMINERVA, powerful
M.O.V. engine

;
guaranteed. Fir=t cheque. . . . £15

No. 1923. MONTGOMERY SIDECAR, cane seat,

flexible ; as new £6 10
No. 1921. MILLFORD CASTOR WHEEL SIDE-

CAR, wicker seat ; nice condition ; complete
with apron, guaranteed £6 10

No. 1920. 4 h.p. N.S.U., 1909 model, spring forks,
and magneto ; complete witli Cantor Wheel Side-
car (or can be sold separate) ; guaranteed £32 10

No. 1917. 3^ h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Palmer Cord
tyres, condition like new

;
guaran. Lowest price £35

Two li h.p, MOTOSACOCHES, low frame models,
magneto ignition, late 1909 machines, condition
as new ; guaranteed ; . each £23 10

Three ij h.p. Lightweight F.N,, complete with
magneto and spring forks ; up to date ; all

guaranteed from £15
Eight 1909 3^ h.p. Standard REX Tourist models,

brand new, complr-te with stand, carrier, tools,

no plates ; ready izr the road ; usual price £42.
To clear each £35

No. 1887. 3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring
forks, Birmingham make, smart, and good
sound roadster

; guaranteed .' £17 10
2% h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, new last May, in excellent

condition
;

guaranteed. Lowest price £25
Six li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight Motor

Cycles ; ail guaranteed from £12 10
Two 3^ h.p, HUMBERS, t^vo speeds, 1909 models,

magnetos, and spring forks from, each £28 10
No. i8g8. si h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, condition

better than new, guaranteed at \\'auchope's , . £32
No. 1894 & 1895. 9 h.p. BAT, and sidecar Offers

No. 1896. 9 h.p. RILEY Tricar, nice condition,
side doors, three speeds & reverse, guaranteed £35

No. 1881. 3i h.p. QUADRANT, niisgncto, low
fram,e, splendid machine, guaranteed 19 Gns.

No. 1853. 4* h.p. HUMBER Tricar, water-cooled,
coach-built front seat, first cash . 10 Gns,

No. 1874. i| h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1907 model,
in nice condition ; guaranteed £15 15

No. 1873. 2 h.p. 1908 "mOTO-REVE, grey finish,

smart machine
; guaranteed 21 Gns.

No. 1S67. 3^ h.p. ARNO, two-speed gear and free-

engine clutch, up-to-date machine, in new con-

dition
;
guaranteed £32 10

No. 1861. 3i h.p. BAT, sound machine, fit for the

road
;
guaranteed ,. £12 10

No. 1855. li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, perfect order,

ready for the road ; guaranteed 15 Gns
No. 1847. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE, twin-cylinder

engine, spring forks, magneto ignition, splendid
condition, direct V belt drive ;

guaranteed . . 19 Gns.
No. 1845. 3i h.D. brand new PHELON & MOORE.

1909 model, two-speed gear and free, engine. Offers.

No. 1842. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks, 1906
model, nice condition throughout: guaranteed £16 10

No. 1837. %h h.p. 1907 MINERVA, smart machine
;

guaranteed £13 10
No. 1836. 2.? h-P- MINERVA, 1907 machine, nice

condition ; guaranteed £12 10
No.^ 1835. ii h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, mag. ignition,

'09 model, spring forks, as new
;
guaranteed . . £23- 10

No. 1834. 3J-h.p. TRIUMPH, 1909 model, mag-
nificent machine ; smaranteed .'. £35

No. 1829. 3 h.p. SCOTT-.TOWETT Two-stroke £25
No. 1828. 3^ h.p. if)og TRIUMPH, ail accessories,

magnificriit machine
;
guaranteed £35

No. 1S26. Sidecar, rigid tvpe, second-hand .... £4 4
No. 1814. 3I h.p. MATCHLESS, magneto in tank,

Druid spring forks, nice machine
;
guaranteed 20 Gns.

No. 1813. 3^ h.p. FAFNIR, nice condition, ac-

cumulator ignition, sound machine
;
.gviaranteed 9 Gns.

No. 1810. 3J h.p. PEUGEOT in No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame, low frame, torpedo copper tank, good,
sound machine

;
guaranteed 17 Gns.

No. iSoi. 2^ h.p. 1908 Featherweight REX, nice

condition, magneto ignition
;

guaranteed .... £17
No. 1764. 5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., igo8 model,

good, sound condition ; guaranteed. Price . . £25 0-

Second-hand and New Bargains quoted in this column
are offered for sale by WAUCHOPE'S. Dozens of bargains
besides those quoted can be inspected on the prertiises

at 9, SHOE LANE.. Inspection is cordially invited.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street

(off Ludgate Circus),

I.ONDON, B.C.
Telephone, 5777 Holbom. Telegrams, " Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES^ ;^
For the convenience of advertisers, ktters mav 1

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycie " Offifl

When this is desired, 2d, will be charged for registratio

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be se
for forwarding replies- Only the number will appear"
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "H
000, c/o * The Motor Cycle," Coventry "

; or it
" London

is added to the address, then to the number given, c,

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^W
Persons who hesitate to send money -to unknown persoi

may dfa! in perfect safety by availing themselves of 01

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "
"t^

Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of tiiis receipt, at

upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance of fl

goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is.
(

registration. The time allowed for a decision after rec«t

of the goods is three days, and if no sale is effected, eaj

party to the transaction pays carriage one way. Ion
transaciions exceeding ,rio in value, a deposit fee

2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit matters are dealt wi

at Coventry, an i cheaues and money orders should
made payable to lUffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard t

silence as an indication that the goods advertised ha

already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive
:'iany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to ea

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
Westmoreland,

F.N". 4ih.p- 4-cyJ. Motor CycTe, with the latest typg,
frame, footrests, and many additions and spaj

first otter of £26. very cheap.—Eae, Thornton St-,

Hartlepool.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

10 Ariel. Douglas, Bradbury, Norton, F-N-. In^
I'remier. N-S-U-—Gourlay, Fallowfield-

N.. 2h.p.. first-class condition, new back tyre, spa

£5 10s.—Lister, Burnedge, Whitworth- K.ochd{j

WERNER 23h.p. Twin Lightweight, spring fq

good order; trial; bargain, ;E10.—Stanley Pa^
Roebuck Hotel, Bolton.

BRAND New 1909 Triumph. Dunlops. complete

H

—Cross, Triuiui)h agent. Eclneriiam.

1 009 Brown, 3ih.p.. Uruid forks. B. and B., handli
J-t7 control, fine order; £29.—Cross, Triumph a|
Rotherhaui. j_

1009 Triumph. B-O-M. tyres, fine order, headfl
Xtl horn, tools, numbers; £Z6- — Cross, Tiiif

a^'piit. Eotherham- .

31.h.p. Minerva, spring forkB and seat, hanflle-baii
2 trol ; £12.—Houg:hton, fishmonger, Eotherhan

3ih.p. Spring Bat. good condition ; reason for selfi

2 £8—Ni^wsiigeut,. -2240, Eeufiington St-, Giq
ton, Bradford-

3ih.p. Brown. £10; 3^h.p. Fafnir, £10; 3^h.p.
2 ber,- with forecar attachment, £12.-20. B

uewton Lane, Leeds.
,

"I Q09 Special Show ilodel 5h.p. Twin Res, con^
Xt/ and appearance like' new; bargain, £35.—Par
lar.s given on application. Hartley, 47, Walnut St., S^

port-

19

F

IVBEPOOL Motorists sliould, to protect theii

ti-^iests, buv Trimnph, Douglas, Scott, and
- ....... . .g

L
motors only from the responsible official agents,

ings. Ltd-, 74, Bold St-, who alone can substa:

the maker.s' gntirEintees, and also supply sirare parts
stock.

TEIUMPHS.-Hitehings, Ltd- [the official

several second-hand machines for sale at low p]

1-907. 1908. and 1909 modrl,-^ ; all guaranteed; in

tiou invited-—Hitehiiigri. Ltd-, 74, Bold St.. Liver

SCOTT 2-stroke 2-speed Water-cooled Motor Cyclei

which Hitehing.s. Ltd.-, are the sole Liverpool
district agents) shonld be ordered now to ensure
delivery: send for desoriptive eatalogue-—Hitchings,
74, Bold St-, Liverpcol-

LIGHTWEIGHT Douglas and P-N. motors, ]|

modfil.sJn stock at 74. Bold St., Liverpool.-
ings, Ltd., are the sole agents, and inrite ennuiric

MINEEVA and Eex.—We carry the largest stocj
spare ports in the provinces for these maeh

ran deliver new machines from stocli at low pr^
oash. exchange or gradual payments; charged acq
lators fo hire, 1^. per week. — Cookson Bros.,

Chester Ed.. Old Traflord.

A24' In an.nrerivg these advertisevients it is dcsirohle to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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ROTARY VALVE ENGINES.
££ "I 'HE use of the rotary valve for internal com-

I bustion engines is far older than seems to

* be supposed, and, considering that the

existing conditions are much the same as

they were some years ago, when these vah'es were not

successful, it will be matter for surprise if they should

succeed now. A combined rotary inlet and exhaust

valve operating between twin-cylinders was used by a

firm in Cleveland, Ohio, as far back as 1902, but was

abandoned by reason of its rapid deterioration through

wear.
" The valve and seating were both ground by an

expensive Brown and Sharpe grinder, and made as

perfect as could be. The valve also ran in an oil bath.

Despite these precautions it soon became leaky. The
old Dawson rotary piston engine was about the best.

It was at once a rotary valve and piston sleeve, and,

so far as this function is concerned, was satisfactory.''

So writes our valued contributor "Incandescent,"

but we think that he is unaware of, or has forgotten,

the Butler rotar}' valve, which was the invention of

Mr. Edward Butler, one of the pioneers of the British

motor industr)', who exhibited a motor tricycle at the

In\-entories Exhibition in 1884, which was known as

the Butler petrol cycle. Later he invented the conical

rotary valve, and this was fitted to a large number of

Clark-Chapman gas engines, and it is still in regular

use on these engines. Mr. Butler also applied the

rotary valve to the engine of a Bollee tricycle as early

as 1899, so that it will be seen he long ante-dated the

American inventors. These Butler rotary valves ha\e

been quite satisfactory, but the objection to them from

the motorist's point of view is that they must always

be lifted from their seats when stopping ; otherwise

the unequal expansion of the metals of which the

valves and their seatings are made results in binding

and even seizure of the two surfaces. On the other

hand we do' not know that the Butler rotary valve has

been found to possess any special advantages over the

poppet type. It undoubtedly had advantages of its

own for the purpose for which it was originally intro-

duced, as each valve could be arranged to serve two

cylinders. From the motor cyclist's point of view the

great attraction of the Butler conical rota'ry valve

would be the fact that it would never require grinding,

as it performs that operation automatically in the

course of its ordinary working. A similar rotary \'alve

to the Butler was described and illustrated in The
Motor Cycle of April 7th, 1909. This was patented by
Mr. A. H. Williams, Chester, and a contributor's

experiences with it were published in the same year on

page 322, May 15th. The rotary valve on this engine

had to be copiously oiled, and the cylinder was pro-

vided mth an auxiliary exhaust release.

A.C.U. AND AFFILIATED CLUBS.
On December 31st last forty-eight motor cycle clubs

were affiliated to the Auto Cycle Union, the number

of riders represented, including the membership of

the A.C.U., being 2.674. The corresponding figures

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.
Below will be found the fijrture list for 1910. Encouraged

by the large number of entries for the races and gymkhana
events at Brooklands in the late autumn, the M.C.C. has

engaged the Brooklands track for Saturday, June 4th, 1910.

It is proposed to nm a sporting club programme on similar

lines to the last series, namely, races for cycles and cars,

and gymkhana events. It is also hoped to include an invita-

tion match for crack top speed merchants.

Mar. 12th.—Opening run to Brighton.

At Easter. Easter tour. Jarrott cup competition.

Apr. 30th.—Members' hill-climb.

May 13th, j4th. 16th.—London -Edinburgh and London-Edin-
burgh and back runs.

,, 28th.—Car competition for Albert Brown trophy.

June 4th.—Raca meeting and gymkhana at Brooklands for

cars and motor cycles.

„ 18th.—Inter-team trials for Tlit Motor Cycle cup.

,, 25th.—Petrol consumption trial.

July 23rd.—Twelve hours' trial.

Sept. 10th.—Members' hill-climb.

„ 28th.—Brooklands A.E.G. Easter Meeting.

of T908 were thirty-six organisations representing a

membership of 2,253. It will thus be seen that in

twelve months twelve new clubs, with a total of 421

members, have thrown in their lot with the A.C.U.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Jan. 6th.—Essex M.C. Paper on "Magnetos," by Mr. A.

Bennett, Great Eastern Hotel, Liverpool
Street, E.G.

-Western District M.G. Annual General Meeting.
-A.C.U. "The Problem of the Private Owner."

A paper to be read by Mr. P. W. Bischoff.

-Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.
-A.C.U. annual dinner. Waldorf Hotel, H.S.H.

Prince Francis of Teck. G.C.V.O., D.S.O.,
presiding.

-A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, Uxbridge to Banbury
and Back.

-Birmingham M.C.C. Annual Dinner.
to Keb. 5th.—Scottish Cycle and Motor Cycle

Show, Promenade Hall, Edinburgh ilar.'na

Gardens.
-Royal A.C. and Associated Clubs' Second

Annual Dinner.
-M.C.C. Opening Run.

..—General Meeting of Northern Motor Cycle Clubs
at Richmond, Yorks.

7th.-

13th.-

15th.-

20th.-

29th.

29th.-

29th

Feb.

Mar. 12th.-

25th.-

I^" V^ -/^
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The New Year.

A happy and piosperous New Year to

all our readers !

The Editor wishes to thank numerous
readers who have sent Christmas and
New Year greeting cards.

Eighth Year of "The Motor Cycle."

1 Ills is.iue commences a new volume
—No. 8—of Thi Motor Cycle.

Lamp Lighting Times.

The times to li^ht lamps for this

week are :

Jan. 3rd 5.1 p.m.

5th ... 5.3 p.m.
7th 5.6 p.m.
10;h 5.10 p.m.

America Claims World's Speed Record.

Mr. E. L. Uvington (iorn.eilj' presi-

dent of the F.A.M., and at present a
member of the F.A.M. Competitions
Committee), who is now in this country,

claims for Fred Huyck (one of the

most successful Aii.erican riders) the

fastest speed ever accomplished on a

motor bicycle. When he made his mar-
vellous record of a full mile in 42?s.,

•i.e., 84^ miles per hour, on a 7 li.p.

Indian, on a three-lap track, Huvck
covered the second lap in IS-jS., equal

to a speed of 90.91 miles an hour.
These figures have been specially pointed
out to us to prove that it is not necessary
to have a " freak monster " in order to

capture world's records for a motor
bicycle. Tlie same remarks apply to

racing motor cars ; the veliicle witli the
biggest engine is not necessarily the

faste.t.

A New Convert.

Mr. J. D. Rockeleller.

jun., son of the multi-

millionaire, has been
won over by the motor
bicycle. He was seen

recently riding through
Tarrytown, N.Y'., at-

tired in a khaki suit,

with a sweater under
his coat. He was not
exceeding the speed
limit !

Motor Cycle Repairers.

The A.C.U. Touring
Department is now
appointing motor cycle

repairers tliroughout the
country. Tlie first to

be appointed was that
well-known racing man,
Dudlej' H. Clarke, of the New Century
ilotor Co., St. Allians. Complaints iiaving

been received as to the want of attention
on the part of some general repairers
when dealing with motor cyclists, a letter

has been sent to the firms in question
warning them that, unless the same
attention is given to a motor cyclist as

to a car owner, the appointment will be
withdrawn.

Two Clubs Amalgamate.

The St. Albans and District M.C.C.
is now formally amalgamated with the
Hertfordshire County A.C., and the
result is a very strong motor cycle sec-

tion of the latter body. Some open com-

f etitiois are on the tapis for 1910.

The ubiquitous motor cycle in Nyassaland. At one time tlie natives scampered for the nearest place of retreat

at the sound of a motor cycle, but judging by their intent gaze on the Fairy motor bicycle in the illustration,

they have now mastered their former- fears. Incidentally, the machine (which is owned by Mr. Norman, of

Blantyre, Nyassaland) has been running since 1908 quite satisfactorily, although the roads are by no means
of the best.

Licences for Motor Cycles.

It is not generally known that
for motor vehicles need not
be taken out in the county in w!
owner resides. Consequently iji

legitimate and perfectly re;

course for automobilists and motor
who have been subjected to unni

persecution and expense, not
the payment of fines

which a fair-minded

bench would never
inflict, but also in the

wear of tyres on roads
purposely neglected

for the object of

keeping motorists
away, to take out

their licences in un-

prejudiced counties.

Some county councils,

recognising that a

good deal of their

revenue may possibly

be lost by motorists
taking out t h e i r

licences in difirerent

counties, issued
notices last week,
marked " Important,"
urging licencees to
take out their licences

at post offices within
their respective coun-
ties, and pointing out
that the produce of
these licences is

handed over to county
councils for the bene-
fit of the county rates.
Readers in Warwickshire, Stii

Buckinghamshire have sent us-
the notices they have receivei
can Warwickshire, Bucks, an
fairly ask for the licences to
out in their counties when se\
of direct persecution have coi

the notice of our readers?
words, they now ask for con
vvhen they have given motoris;
sideration at all—that is, of
sort 1 For that reason, we
motor cyclists who reside i

counties to be guided by \

knowledge and feelings in takt
15s. licence. It is certain-

numerous motor cyclists wlio

jil

M.
numorc
raoUiitd

Indian,

are caii

tiiil

tnoiaj'

ir

-Jer

»T,T.|

''atroi

»ilU
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Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle
Engines.

Tuning Up.

A Week-end Trip ir

Motor Cycle Records, 1909.

Indii

stly fined in certain notorious

ties will go far away to renew tlieir

ces, and this may bring the benches to
• senses, for each year these licences

to many thousands of pounds,
egards car owners, wliose licence per

I'aries from £2 2s. upwards, a list of

an " counties in England and Wales
published in Saturday's issue of The

Autocar, and motor-
ists were recom-
mended to renew
their licences in the
counties named.

A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

Those members and
aflSliated members of

the Auto Cycle Union
who intend to be

J
'resent at the annual
dinner at the Waldorf
Hotel on Tliursday,
January 20th, should
notify the secretary
immediately. An ex-
cellent musical pro-
gramme is to be
given during the
evening, and the
speeches will be few,
but doubtless inter-
esting, as usual. The
A.C.U. president.
Prince Francis of
Teck, G.C.V.O.,
D.S.O., will be in
the chair.

I, one at our
tates. He is

chain- driven
t no numbers On the Warpath.

No less than six
'ins have been entered for the Inter-
)nal Tourist Trophy Race. As has

I reported, two entries have been
'ved from W. H. Wells, with, in
tion, three from the Hendee Mfg.
who are sending over American

:rs (probably P. Huyck, Derosier, and
Goerke), and one from W. 0. Bentley.
•r virtue of his win in the last race,
fi-. Collier is entitled to start first
he T.T. Race this year.

Jarrott Cup Competition.

ais year the M.C.C. long-distance
I for the Jarrott Cup will be held at
i^er, and it is expected that more
f'ies will result.

The Friendly Match.

In The Malor Ci/rle.

lasl week, Mr. F. il.

Miillett offeied to ride
his Tiiumph against
Mr. H. C. Tromp van
Diggelen's Wanderer at

i,rooklands or the
Stadium for any dis-

tance Mr. Diggelen
liked to name, the
challer.ge being the out-

come ot the latter's con-

tention that in the

last race he had not
sutticient distance in

which to attain his best

speed. Alter going to

—— - —) press V ith our corre-

spondence pages, we
received the following

ic;lLer ; " I have read

Mr. MuUett's letter in the last issue of

The Motor Cycle. To settle all paper
arguments I will agree to meet Mr.
Mullett as well as any other private

rider of a 3^ h.p. standard touring

machine on the Brooklands track, the

distance to be not less than fifty miles,

with a standing start. The race to take
place during March or April. (Signed)

H. C. Tromp van Diggei.rn."

Will the Wanderer W'm?

Writing from Odessa, ilr. A. H. King
(who owns two motor cycles) says : "'I

see Mr. Tromp Van Diggelen lost his

race, but I believe he will still make the

challenge good. Certainly a Wanderer
can show a clean pair of heels to any-

thing here."

New Speed Limits.

The following ten-mile Ihnits recently

came into foice : Sawbridgeworth, Herl.s.

main London to Cambridge road, fron.

lioestock Lane to a point ten yards
north of the junction with Barker's
Lane ; East Grinstead, Sussex, n.aii.

London to Lewes road, troni tiie middle
of the bridge over the Tunbridge Wells
and Three Bridges Railway to a point
twenty yards east of the junction with
College Lane.

Alteration of Date of Stanley Show.

Since we announced the date of the
1910 Stanley Show, the directors, after

careful consideration, liave decided to
advance the dates slightly. ISovember
11th to 19th, both dates inclusive, have
now been decided upon, the change being
consequent upon the proposed alteration

in the date of the Olynipia .Motor vSliow,

it having been the practice of the

Stanley Show to arrange a date so that

counti-y and foreign visitors could
attend both shows at one visit.

Ball Bearing Crankshafts.

Respecting the influence of the design

of motor bicycles on motor car con-

struction, Mr. S. F. Edge writes to

The Autocar that there is one point

in comparing the use of ball bearings

en the crankshaft of motor bicycles and
motor cars which has not been dealt

with, and that is the reason why he
con.'siders that the ball bearing crankshaft

has not been very successful with motor
cars, viz., the fact that it has a tendency

to make a noisy engine.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" IN THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BUS.J.

Leonard Bentley (brother ot the three enthusiastic amateur motor cyclists, A. W., H. M., and W.O.)

He has written on the back ol the photograph : " Tlie Motor Cycle is a boundary rider's comfort

l)ack in the N.E. or never never country. South Australia."

J^
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Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

On the 12th inst., at tiie Corporation Hotel, Middles-
brough, Mr. J. Bellerby will read a paper entitled "Benzol

—

Its Constitution and Best Methods of Using." Members are
invited to take tlieir friends to the lecture, which com-
mences at 7.45 p.m.

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.

Tile annual dinner of the above club will take pla<:e on
Saturday next, the 8th inst., when it is hoped that a goodly
number of members and friends will attend. The Mayor
(Coiuicillor T. H. Cartwright) has kindly promised to preside,

and the Mayoress has gra-ciously consented to present the

prizes won during the past season. Messrs. J. W. Orde and
H. Gillard Cove have also promised to attend.

As arrangements will shortly be made for calling the
general meeting of the club, the hon. secretary. Mr. M. R.
Lane, will be glad to hear from motorists (both car and
cycle owners) iji the district who are desirous of joining.

His address is The Beeches, Anchorage Road, Sutton
Coldlield.

Western District M.C. (London).

The committee sincerely hope that every member of the

club will endeavour to be present at the annual general

meeting, to be held at the Milford Hotel, London Road,
Spring Grove, Isleworth, on Friday next, the 7th inst.,

at 8 p.m.
Tnere are several important questions to decide, and it is

sery desirable that all the members should meet together in

Jrder to voice theii' views on matters relating to the club, and
take part in the election of officers and committee for the

ensuing year.

Copies of the agenda may be obtained from the hon.

secretarv, Mr, F. H. Mullett, 53, Kingsley Avenue, West
Ealing, W.

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

A well attended smoking concert was held at the Grand
Hotel, Sunderland, Major Vaus, D.S.O., presiding, when
the successful competitors in the various competitions vvere

awarded the prizes as follows : Speed-judging competition,

held on May 12th, distance 12 miles—E. J. Tiffin. One
hundred miles non-stop run for the Vaux Challenge Shield, in

-June last—F. Turvey, jun., 1; E. J. Tiffin, 2. Reliability

run to Wakefield and back, on Julv 17th, for the Turvey
Challenge Shield—J. Jack, 1; E. J. Tiffin, 2; F. Turvey,

jun., 3; and Q. Nichol, 4. Speed-judging competition over

twenty miles circular course—E, J. Tiffin. 1 ; F. Turvey,

jun.. 2. In a run held in conjunction with the North-Eastern

Automobile Association and the Newcastle Motor Cycle Club,

three first prizes were secured by members of the club, the

successful competitors being F. Turvey, J. Jack, and E. J.

Tiffin.

Hertfordshire County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

.Members are asked to please note that the headquarters

of the club are. the Red Lion Hotel, St. Albans.

A club ro<3m comfortably furnished and replete with papers,

writing accommodation, etc., for the convenience of members
and their friends, will be ready for use in the course of a few

weeks. A special tariff has also been arranged with the

proprietor of the hotel, particulars of vphich will appear in

the handbook.
The committee elected by the members at the annual

general meeting on December 17th is a very representative

one, and all are enthusiastic amateur motor cyclists.

The club is now in a vei-y strong position, and the number
•of prospective new members, who are to be elected at the

next committee meeting, promises well for the future success

of this organisation.

A novel feature of this year's programme will be a series

of inter-county team competitions in various parts of the

•country.

Readers desiring further information respecting the club

fhould apnly to the hon. sec, Mr. C. C. Cooke, North
]Mimms, Hatfield, Herts.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting has been fixed for January
19th. Arrangements are being made to have a lantern
lecture on " Magnetos " after the annual dinner, which latter

event has been fixed for February 2nd.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

The foirrth annual dinner will be held at the Carlton Hotel,
Edinburgh, on Friday, January 21st, 1910, at 7.30 p.m. The
price of the tickets is 4s. ilembers requiring extra tickets

can obtain them from the hon. sec, Mr. G. J. Ewen-Watson,
53, Queen Street, Edinburgh.

Essex M.C.

The second of the series of papers included in the winter
progi'amme will be given on Thursday, the 6th inst., when
ilr. A. Bennett will give a lecture on the high tension magneto.
Lantern views will be used to illustrate the lecture, which
will take place at the Great Eastern Hotel, the chair tn be
taken by Mr. F. J. Jenkins at 8 p.m.

North-west London M.C.C. „

The third annual dinner at the Criterion Restaurant, with
the president, Mr. W. Pidgeon, in the chair, was an unquali-

fied success, a large number of members and friends (includ-

ing ladies) being present. Both the chairman and Mr.
Williams reviewed the work and progress of the club during
the past twelve months, pointing to the satisfactory growth
of membership and increase in the entries received for the
various competitions. Mr. Straight represented the Auto
Cycle Union, and ilessrs. Brighton. Eowdetij and Middleton
also spoke. Jliss ^luriel Hind gave away the numerous
prizes with as much ease and charm as if she were doing
fastest time in a hill-climb.

The members received a grievous shock when ^Ir. A.
Stanley Phillips announced his intention of resigning the
captaincy, owing to pressure of business. Mr. Phillips has
been captain-since the inception of the club, and its success

is in a great measure due to his untiring energy.

->—•»•—<-
An Address Wanted.

Can any reader furnish us with the address of the makers
of the Givaudan engines, or an address where spare parts

can be obtained?

The Tourist Trophy Race.

Entries for the T.T. Race now total eleven, the latest

entries to be received being one from C. B. Franklin, and
three from the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

The New T.T. Capacity Limit.

The decision of the A.C.U. to limit twin-cylinder engines

in its competitions to 670 c.c. has led to the Re.x Motor
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., issuing a notice to the effect that
motor cyclists requiring engines of 570 c.c. capacity instead

of the standard Rex type (which is 750 c.c.) can be supplied

with same without extra charge.

Motor Cyclist v. Roller Skater.

An interesting race was arranged to take place on Satur-

day evening at the Dragoon Roller Skating Rink, Harrogate,
between H. D. Anslow on roller skates and Fred Maokay on
a 2-J h.p. Rex motor bicycle. Mr. Mackay is one of the most
consistent riders of a motor cycle in the North. It was not
anticipated that high speeds would be attained as the rink

is only eighteen laps to the mile.

A Warning.
Readers are warned against sending cash, post-dated

cheques or money orders to advertisers of well-known
machines when such machines are offered at ridiculously low
prices somewhere in the neighbourhood of less than half

their market value. We have had proof within the last week
or two that several readers have been victimised in this

manner, and we would again urge the necessity of adopting
our deposit system, which was purposely inaugurated to pre-

vent fraudulent dealing.

J^ ^
Iliffe <t Sons Ltd., London and Covfnlry.
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The Show Question.

WHATEVER the decision of the bulk of the

motor cycle industry with regard to the show
question, the rider and purchaser, of motor
cycles is chiefly interested in how the

machines he rides will be displayed and
where they will be housed. In trade circles the ques-

tion of the hour is. Will there be two shows for cvcles

and motor cycles this year or only one ? The amateur
motor cyclist, to whom this journal particularly

appeals, is not interested in trade discussions as to

how long, this or that exhibition has existed and which
ought to have the support of the industry, but he wants
to know where the exhibition is to be held, and more
particularly he desires to impress on all concerned
that he wishes a voice in the method of organising the

show. The rider and buyer is, in our opinion, not
sufficiently considered in these matters. He cannot, of

course, expect to be directly represented on a com-
mittee of management having the organisation of the
exhibition under its control ; but his grievances should
be listened to, and if he desires a certain arrangement
of the exhibits, or a change in the situation or date of

the show, he should not be ignored. After all, who
enables the show to be held? Is it the agent and
dealer who goes to the show to talk about next year's

trade and to see what changes have been made in

design, and perhaps to place an order, or is it the
rider ? Doubtless the answer is " both," but without
the rider there would be no necessity for the dealer
and agent ; and if the management of a show was
assured from the commencement that riders would not

I i.^-iy

attend, it is improbable that the show would be held

for the trade alone. For that reason the rider should

receive rather more consideration than he does at pre-

sent. One of the first things is to separate pedal cycle

and motor cycle exhibits-; this action would be appre-

ciated by both pedal and motor cyclists. The next is

to advertise the motor cycle side of the show more,

and give motor c}'clists a better chance of knowing

that the show, wherever it is held and whoever are the

promoters, is essentially a motor cycle exhibition, and
not a pedal cycle show with motor cycles as a side-line.

The date of the exhibition should also receive the most

careful attention of all concerned. At present the date

is one selected as the most convenient for the manufac-

turer. The busy season is over and new designs are

practically settled ; he can therefore show the new
models, and any point which receives adverse criticism

can be altered before the time of heavy and urgent

deliveries is upon him. It is very questionable, how-

ever, if the date is a good one for private purchasers,

and a show a little later would probably suit the trade

as well, and result in far more business being done
with the actual riders of the machines and users of the

various accessories. At present the Stanley Show and
the Cycle and Motor Trades Association may both

hold a show in 1910, but the projected combined
show of motor cycles and pedal cycles, which
the Cycle and Motor Trades Association wished

the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders

to hold at Olympia, will not take place, because

at the general meeting of members of the latter

liody, a sufficient majority was not in favour of

altering the articles of association to render it possible.

AS
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THERE may be many English motor cyclists

who wQuld gladly ride across the Cheviots and
explore the land of the Scots, but who are

iJeterred from so doing either by the thought

of the mountainous nature of the country, or the time

required to reach the Border from the Metropolis.

The latter is often a deterrent, particularly when the

vacation happens to be a short one. Anyone, however,

wishing to make acquaintance with some of the finest

scenery in _ Great Britain may be interested in the

following description of a short tour undertaken on a
low-powered tricar. The route followed is easily

within the abilities

of an)- low-powered
machine. be it

bicycle, tricar, or

sidecar. Over the

whole distance an

old-pattern ^,}4 h.p.

Rex with detachable
forecarriage carried

rav wife and myself,

and I cannot re-

member one hill on

which it' was neces-

sary for my pas-

senger to dismount.

We crossed the

Border separating

England from Scot-

land at the histori-

cal town of Berwick-

on-Tweed, by the

old stone bridge, from
fine view both seaward

The Border Bridge, Beiwick-on-Tveed.

our lamps, and after torrential rain, but I imagine

it must be delightfully pretty. At this point our enjoy-

ment was somewhat marred by the slipping of the belt

owing to the wet ; it was a leather belt, and a little

earth from the roadside rubbed on to the sides helped

it to grip, but, I fear, did not improve the surface of

the pulley groove.

B)' the aid of illegible signposts, the meaning of

whose names we vainly strove to decipher hi the light

of a detached lamp, we pressed on, or rather groped

our way, towards St. Boswells. Dropping into the

valley, we ploughed our way through flooded roads

and under dripping

trees towards the

far-off lights of Mel-
rose. .

It was 11.30 p.m.

when we rode into

the town ; all was
silent, deserted, and
dark, and the music
of the exhaust

echoed and re-

echoed among the

walls and houses.

We pulled up in the

Market Square, but

there was not a

sound or sign of

life, and, although
we had previously

engaged rooms, we
had no idea where

which is obtained such a
'

and landward ; then made
our way. through two or three narrow streets and up
the long hill that runs through the heart of Berwick,

and so on under the span of its ancient walls.

As soon as the town is left behind it is well to leave

the motor and walk across the fields on the left-hand

side of the road as far as the edge of the bluff. From
this vantage point a fine view is obtained of the Border
Bridge, with its twenty-eight arches spannii:g the

famous Tweed.

Sir Walter Scott's School.
Firom Berwick to Kelso the road is good, and in

five miles we touch land made sacred by the memory
of Sir Walter Scott ; in a house adjoining Kelso Abbey
the famous poet and novelist passed his schooldays.
Dusk was giving place to darkness when we filled

up the tank with petrol at Kelso and rode onwards
for Melrose. Owing to the darkness we only saw the

scenery bordering this road by the aid of the light of

a6

to find them. Then out of the darkness there emerged
the solitary figure of a man, who proved to be our

salvation and the provider of all our needs. His
was the shed wherein we stowed our steed, his were
the steps that guided us to our abode, and

.
his

the hand that bore the burden of our luggage ; and
—were he not a Scot I might say " wonderful to relate

"

—he would take nothing for his pains

!

Our hostess, giving up all hope of seeing us that

night— it was now well past midnight—had extin-

guished the light in her house and retired for the

night. All was dark and silent. Repeated knocks at

length had their desired effect, and the door was
opened. Were we met wdth muttered oaths? No!
but with a Scotch welcome—kindly and unfeigned.

She made us hot coffee, and rested not till

we were comfortable for the night. May it be that

our first two acquaintances across the Border will be
such as my readers will ever find when they seek the
hospitality of Melrose.
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Across the Border.

—

Much time may be spent at Melrose. There is

its abbey to be inspected, the Eihion Hills to be

climbed, and Dryburgh Abbey, nigh at hand, should

The Forth Bridge, looking south. -

certainly not be missed, while' Abbotsford stands

imperatively upon the programme.
I do not know a finer section of road in the king-

dom than than between Melrose and Galashiels.

The latter town is scarcely touched, and the road

bends north toward Edinburgh.

At Galashiels a tappet broke, and we spent an hour

in the hot sunlight replacing it by a spare one, a

damaged tappet which had been discarded once; but

it carried us many miles, and I still rari7 it as an

emergency stand-by.

Our road now ran through charming scenery. The
River Gala was on our left, and the road was shaded

by trees for mile after mile. Delightful

quarries, silent and deserted among the

trees, make ideal spots for a waysii.le

lunch.

We now commenced-the long, gradual rise

up to Heriot ; but at no part is the

gradient severe. Through Stow, with its

pretty bridges, we passed, and thence on-

ward to the bleaker -country on the hill

tops. From Heriot a long and mostly

dowTihill run took us into the crowded
streets of Edinburgh, thence on to Queens-

ferry and the shore of the Firth of Forth.

We were ferried across the Forth by

steamer, and from' its decks obtained a

splendid view of the Titantic ?orth Bridge,

that mighty engineering feat which
everyone who \ isits Edinburgh goes to see

if he can reasonably spare the time. In

fact, it is one of the sights of Edinburgh ;

although not in the city, it Is in, very close

proximity to it.

Having landed and climbed the hill beyond the

Forth, at a bend in the road we had a fine backward
view of the bridge, stretching like a mighty centipede

across the waters of the Forth.

For the next hour or so the journey was over the

least interesting portion of the whole route, Loch
Leven on our right alone calling for attention.

The monotony of the ride to Kinross was broken

for us by the only accident we have ever had. We
were mounting a fairly steep bill at a smart pace
when we met a large herd of cows descending. They
divided into two columns, and left the whole road

clear ; but somehow as we neared the
middle of the herd they closed in suddenly
and unexpectedly from the left, and charged
directly across our path. We missed the
first cow, just grazed the second somewhat
severely, and charged the third broadside
on with considerable force. The whole
affair occupied so short a time that I had
scarcely thought to apply the brakes before
we came to an involiintary stop.

My wife disentangled herself from the
cow, which rejoined its companions, and,
luckily for us, we escaped without personal
damage. The poor tricar, however,
suffered a broken bolt and a much-distorted
frame. The bolt w-as replaced at Kinross,
but the distortion cost me two new outei

covers before we reached home, owing tc

faulty alignment of the front w'heels.

Beyond Kinross we again entered lonely country,

and the ride through Glen Farg will always be a
memorable one for 'us. Perth was bathed in the light

of a golden sunset as we entered through its " Inches,"
and early morning saw us again on our way, this time
en route for Dunkeld and Burnham, and thus to

Aberfeldy.

Aberfeldy lies in the very centre of a paradise of

excursions. We had time for none, but a. day or two
might very enjoyably be spent in the locality, and the

Falls are worthy of a visit if all else be missed.

By the time we reached Loch Tay rain was falling

heavily, and a strong head wind was blowing. A

Holyrood Palace, Edinburgh.

gale from the west was sweeping over the loch, raising

waves which rolled wildly towards the shore and broke

in spray on the stony beach. O^er rough and. swamped
roads we reached Lawers' Hotel, but did not stay.

It w'as a drenching ride and hard, for the shrieking

wind beat the blinding rain unmercifully in our faces,

and it was dusk when we reached Killin. Even in

that driving mi.st and cold wind we could not fail to

A 7
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Across the Border.—
admire the beauty of the loch, dark under those heavy

storm clouds, and the frowning mountain partly hidden
in the mist.

Hemmed in by Beauty Spots.

Killin itself is simply hemmed in by beauty spots

—

the Glen of Lochay, the Forest of Mamlorn, and the

la Glen Farg.

Mistv Glen among others. In fine weather Killin

would make a tourist centre hard to beat, and the

accommodation is excellent.

The following morning in falling rain we passed

over the pretty River Dochart, and along the i'ery

passable mountain road, through exquisite scenery cf

mountain, lake, foaming river and sombre pine, ro

Crianlarich. In sunlight, the whole of this route must
be a paradise of loveliness.

At Crianlarich the rain ceased and the hot sun
streamed through the steaming air. We threw off our
mackintoshes,, and, delighting in the freedom, regaled
ourselves with a wayside meal, with the inimitable'

vista of hill and vale and receding storm cloud spread-
ing out before us.

In spite of rain and heavy roads, our little Rex

ran magnificently all the way, causing no anxiety arid,

little thought. It was at this spot that we turned
south towards Loch Lomond. The country here

is very black. One feels the weirdness of mountain
loneliness and moorland solitude, but there is a
glorious inspiration in the very desolation of the

place.

The River Falloch runs beside the road, murmuring
over the stones or roaring like distant thunder as it

pours heavily over a shelving ledge into the deep pool
beneath. Lovers of the beautiful will do well to

dismount once or twice and cross the grass to the

water's edge to appreciate the charming bits of

scenery all along the river's course.

A Tempting Section of Road.
The run from Crianlarich to Ardlui is downhill, and

so easy going that one is tempted to hasten. It seems
a shame to check speed on such a gloriously easy

road, but either exhilaration of speed or enjoyment
of the beauties of nature must be sacrificed. It is

a matter of personal choice.

Soon the road dips down into the verdure of the

trees, and the scenery at the head of Loch Lomond
and along Glen Falloch is worthy of full admiration.

But there is better yet to come. At Ardlui we
come upon "the shining levels of the lake," and now

Bridge at Aberfeldy.

a8

Loch Lomond, at Ardlui.

for nearly twenty miles the road wound along the
margin, with fern-clad rocks and. trees on our right

and the silent lake below us oil the left.

At Tarbet, halfway along the loch, steamer may
be taken across to Inversnaid for the Trossachs, but
motors are not allowed on the Trossachs roads. We
continued south through Luss, then round the southern
end of the lake through Balloch.
Near Luss we experienced an act of kindness which

I trust will always be characteristic of motorists. An
outer cover of one of the front wheels burst, and
while we were seeking to remedy the defect a chauffeur
from a neighbouring estate, seeing our difficulty,

escorted us into his master's garage, and thoroughly
repaired the damage ; nor would he accept any pay-
ment for his trouble, but sent us forth with best wishes
for our journey.

We reached Gartocharn as night closed down over
us, and Avere compelled, very much against our will.
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to put up at what appeared to be the only hotel.

Our previous houses of call were not hotels, and it

Falls of Falloch, near Loch Lomond.

has always been my experience that good accommoda-
tion is to be had outside hotels, if you only know
where to go.

->-•••.

A SIMPLE PROCESS FOR
that it was
Lately, how-

FOR a long time it was supposed
impossible to solder aluminium,
ever, one or two methods have been evolved

which have been satisfactory, but among
amateur repairers we do not know of any which has
become popular. A new aluminium solder, however,

has been, brought out by the Standard Alloys, Ltd.,

Carpenters Road, Stratford, E., which is quite easy to

work. The solder is sold in sticks, and to apply it

to the two pieces of aluminium to be soldered it Is

only necessary first of all to clean the two pieces and
to heat them in a blow flame, taking care to let the
flame play upon the surfaces to be joined instead- of

the solder. When the correct temperature has' been
reached it is necessary to rub the solder on the parts,

over which it -will flow evenly, tinning them in an effec-

tual manner. When the solder has run properly it

should be brushed over once or twice with a metal brush.

In the morning we passed through Drymen, and then
on to the Stirling Road. This is a magnificent road

—

long, straight, and level, and, I think, devoid of
police traps, or else we were fortunate. The tempta-
tion to scorch was irresistible, especially with a strong
wind behind !

At Sth-ling I fitted a new cover, and thence we
journeye'd through Falkirk and Linlithgow to Edin-
burgh.

The Home-ward Journey.

The journey from Loch Lomond to the Border may
be varied in many ways. We followed the route indi-

cated, owdng- to special circumstances. The di.stance

from Benvick to Edinburgh by this route is about
seventy-five miles, and the round from Edinburgh to

Crianlarich and back about 200 miles. This route
gives one a very fine idea of Scottish scenery—moun-
tain, loch, and forest land, as well as touching some
of the most important l<i\viis, and most interesting

archaeological centres beyoml the Border.

Hotel accommodation is excellent, and we found
private apartments comfortable, reasonable, and easy

to obtain.

Only once did we fail to find shelter for our tricar,

and all one stormy night we left it in a yard, uncovered
and open to the road on the wilds of the Lammermuir
Hills, near Heriot, guarded bv four faithful dogs.

<

SOLDERING ALUMINIUM.
Each part should be tinned in the same way, and when
it is required to join them together it is only necessary

to heat them to such a temperature that the solder is

melted, and then press the two parts to be joined

firmly together, when in -a few minutes they will be
cool and an exceedingly firm joint will be made. We
were shown two pieces of aluminium tube joined

together end to end so strongly that a powerful man
could not separate them. In most cases it is desirable

to use clamps to hold the two surfaces together.

Motorists who try this solder should bear in mind that

aluminium retains heat, and it is necessary to take

precautions to prevent burns which might easily

result. Readers will be interested to know that on the

occasion of the A.L. solder being demonstrated at

these offices one of our staff made a very fair job of

soldering two pieces of aluminium together at the

first attempt.

The Tourist Trophy model illustrated is a 3^2 h.p.

Trump-J.A.P., made by the Liphook Motor Engineer-

ing Works, of which F. A. McNab, the well-known
rider, is the proprietor. The 85 x 85 mm. engine

has ball bearings to main shaft and big ends. The
carburetter is a J. A. P. automatic, handle-bar con-

trolled, and the ignition by Hellesen dry battery and
Hellesen plain coil. The weight of machine as illus- -

tjrated is 130 lbs., and any of them are said to be
capable of 60 m.p.h. on Brooklands when delivered

to customers. The machine is finished French grey.

Michelin or R.O.M. 26in. x 2in. wired on tyres are

supplied to order. The hubs and fittings are Chater-

Lea. A standard touring model is built on exactly

the same lines, but fitted vnth bigger tyres, Druid
spring forks, Bosch magneto, and ordinary plain bear-

ings to the enginp.
A semi-racins model 85 x 85 mm. Trump-J.A.P. Note the extra stays from
rear axle to the base of crank chamber, giving greater rigidity to the engine.

A9
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Rigid Transmissions.
1 see Mr. Wharton Metcalfe is appealing for more

exactness in wording descriptions of so-called " rigid
"

transmissions. To be perfectly exact, there are only

one or two motor vehicles in the world which can
strictly be said to own "rigid " transmissions. There
are one or two cars on which the clutch is mechanically
locked when a gear is "in," and there are also, I

believe, one or two four-cylinder motor cycles on
which the transmission forms an absolutely rigid con-

nection between engine and rear wheel all the time.

In ordinary practice the term " rigid
'

' is employed
to distinguish transmissions possessing one or two
points at which slip may take place from other trans-

missions which allow of slip throughout. Thus for

most people a car Avith cone clutch and gear drive

would possess a "rigid" transmission; so would a

chain-driven motor cycle with a " spring sprocket
'

'

or a "friction sprocket," while all belt-driven motor
cycles would rank as " non-rigid."

In the case of motor bicycles the objection to a com-
pletely rigid or partially rigid transmission is that if

any mishap locks the back wheel or jams the engine

a spill is almost bound to result, as for all practical

punposes the transmission is " rigid,
'

' and cannot
yield under the strain. I believe this applies to ever}'

existing motor cycle transmission with the sole excep-
tion of the belt. A "spring sprocket " becomes rigid

when its spring is fully compressed. A friction held
sprocket that is tight enough to take the drive up a

steep hill will similarly lock up into rigidity if either

the engine or ip.e back wheel jams. Against this

defect we must, of course, set the compensating advan-
tage of superior weatherproof qualities, at least in the

case of the gear drive. It is, however, interesting

to read in a recent issue of an American journal that

amongst other 1910 tendencies in the States "belt
drive is ousting chain drive in most quarters, though
many firms still make transmission optional. The
V belt will be more popular than ever." American
development is obviously profiting by English experi-

ence, and I have little doubt that as the Americans
learn to make better belts we shall hear less and less

of the chain drive in the States. Still, we must not

forget that the most popular and best of all the Ameri-
can machines is still driven by chains.

Bach-reat* for Motor Cyclists.

Some of the younger generation of motor cyclists

possibly do not know what the ". fin de siecle
'

' disease
("motor cyclist's back") is like. We oldfr ones
who have done our 300 and' 400 miles in a day on the
obsolete camel-backed 2^4! h.p. machines know onlv
loo well, and so we can understand why invontors
continue to place back-rests on the market. II a

rider's position is wrong or if he is out of training a

run of two or three hundred miles sometimes induces

an ache across the small of the back not at all unlike

a mild attack of lumbago. Such effects are much
rarer nowadays, in tliis age of low saddles and up-

swept handle-bars, but some riders are still subject to

the pain in the back, shoulders, or neck after exception-

ally long runs. When we come to the question of a cure

I am strongly in favour of a very low saddle and very

high handle-bars. I have ridden 300 miles absolutely

untrained on a machine with a very low spring mounted
saddle and extremely upswept steering bar grips, and

felt no backache at all. If others demand a back-

rest, I should advise inventors to make the disappear-

ance of the rest automatic. It is all very well to

say that the modern machine is so low that the rider

need never dismount by jumping off, but may simply

apply the brake and drop his feet on the ground.

Occasional emergencies still render a leap out of the

saddle essential for safety, and these are just the occa-

sions when a rider may not have the presence of mind
to quickly operate some button or lever to release an

obstructive back-rest. But every hurried disraou:.;

begins with a removal of the rider's weight from the

saddle ; he either throws it on to the handle-bars,

or the footrests, or a pedal. Personally, as an ex-

gymnast, I throw it on to the handle-bars. Very
well. If a back-rest were so designed that it fell

back as soon as the rider's weight quits the saddle

there would be no danger or awkwardness about it,

and this would be a feature full of attraction to those

riders who want back-rests.

Ease of Starting.

I am glad to see that the A.C.U. is awarding a

premium for ease of starting in the Quarterly Trials,

though five marks are none too many for so desirable

a feature. I assert with some confidence that the

frequent public spectacle of less capable riders

struggling to get their marhuies started has done more
to hamper the progress of tlie pastime than most
things, and I should like to see the A.C.U. apply
this principle to the Six Days Trials. If we take

our stand in the courtyard of the official hotel on any
morning of the Six Days Trials we shall see the riders,

almost without exception, injecting petrol or paraffin,

pedalling hard, ^Avinding away Avith handles, etc.,

running their engines on the stand for two or three

minutes before entering the roadway and making their

official start. Even then a percentage fail to get

away cleanly and promptly. We can pardon a

machine for being difficult to start on Brooklands,
what with a high compression and an enormous gear

rati:i, and it is, perhaps, excusable in extremely cold

weal her; but a machine entered as a tourist mount
in a road trial ought to start from cold at any rate

without preliminary warming up. I think more
attention should be paid to this matter of easy starting

in the 1910 Six Days Trials.
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MACHINES FOR THE COLONIES.
By "IXION

SEVERAL years of motor cycling journalism have
provided me with a very lengthy roll of colonial

correspondents, and their comments on the

progress of the sport and industry at home are

always interesting, and often sulphurous. I am able

to estimate from previous letters what many colonial

riders will be thinking of our 1910 machines, and it

may interest prospective emigrants to hear a few sug-

gestions. I always think, too, that our traders should
pay considerably more attention to colonial require-

ments than they do, and think no trouble and expense
given to "nursing" the tirst customer or two in any
colony ill-spent. Probably for many years to come
travellers in our colonies will have colossal distances

to cover, and roads will annually improve a little, while
railway extension will be slow. In twenty-five years it

is possible that the English trade in motor cycles might
only be a bagatelle compared to the colonial exports

;

and the question of catering for the colonies is not
complicated by a call for a radically diverse specifica-

tion. A machine that will suit the colonial rough rider

will also suit the all weather, go anywhere home tourist

;

it is probably only in the height of the frame that the
home machine need differ from the colonial.

The Firat Essential.

As far as I can make out, the first essential in a
colonial machine is that it must be "fall-proof." I

have often insisted tTiat this feature is overlooked in

the home market. Practically every motor bicycle in

the country suffers at least one tumble annually ; either

it skids, or it is dropped when being -wheeled, or the

excited owner fails to prop it securely after a dismount.
In the colonies frequent riding spills must be added
to the list of falls we are liable to at home. When a
man has to motor along i8in. bush bridle paths, iriter-

spersed with tree stumps and water troughs ; when he
has to push his mount out of nullahs and drifts; when
he has to negotiate tracks made of undressed logs laid

athwart his direction of travel, with here and there a
log missing or rotted into powder, it is evident that an
occasional tumble, and that a heavy one is inevitable.

Few machines on our home market are proof against

this sort of experience. On some a low magneto
bracket is the vulnerable point; on others the crank
case (fancy a split crank case ruining your lubrication

1 00 miles from anywhere!); on many others the foot

brake (with down grades of i in 3 ahead Of you !)

;

on almost all the foot-rests or foot plates .(steel rods,

a blow on which may twist the frame or rip. the crank
case

;
plates attached by light strip steel , ties, which

crumple up and compel you to wave one leg in the air

for forty miles ; aluminium plates, which crack in half,

and so on) ; on some few machines the crankshaft or
the variable gear is the vulnerable feature.

>

A NEW TRICAR

For home riding a machijie that is "fall-proof " is

certainly desirable; for colonial riding across huge
tracks of lonely country bestrewn with grave difficulties,

it is absolutely essential. Therefore the magneto
should be placed in the safest position on the machine.
Two sets of foot-rests should be provided, one pair

of which should be so designed as to protect vital

parts of the mechanism, without being so rigidly

attached that damage to them means damage to the

frame or engine.

The next prime essential is a sound variable gear.

For home riding a machine may be teiTned a " good
hill-climber " if it can rush a short length of i in 6

grade on a good surface under favourable conditions.

Extremely bad hills are uncommon in England, and
when the weather is bad we can usually make a detour.

In some of our colonies grades of i in 3 are by no
means uncommon when water courses have to be
crossed, and, if short, they have to be negotiated from
a standing start, over the worst of surfaces, and some-
times under a broiling sun. On plain main road hills

grades of i in 5 and i in 6 are by no means rarities,

and are combined with atrocious surfaces—loose sand,

rough stones, and log roads, designed to avoid wash-
outs in tonential rains. It maj' not be necessary that

the machine should carry its rider up such phenomenal
ascents ; but I think it is necessary that the machine
should be able to ascend a iew yards of this combina-
tion of surface and gradient with the rider walking

alongside; and few, if any, machines could accomplish
even this without a change speed gear of some sort.

Districts w^here Repair Shops are UnKncwn.
Reliability of the highest order goes without saying

in districts where repair shops are almost unknown,
where spares have to be procured from thousands of

miles away after delays of weeks, and where trains are

infrequent and inaccessible. I think the next important

special requirement of the colonial motor cyclist is

better springing. It is by no means difficult to steer

a motor bicycle over rough surfaces or along a narrow
track. Eight years ago the road over the Grampians
was in patches as bad a road as any living rider

could keep in the saddle over; but, owing to its width,

it was by no means impossible to cross it without a
dismount. In the colonics riders occasionally strike

several miles of road worse than the Grampian road

has ever i;:en, and only a foot or two in width, edged
in maybe by trees or prickly plants. On such a road
the standard English machine would bounce and buck
like a frightened kangaroo, and the strongest combina-
tion of pluck and steel wrists would scarcely be able

to hold it on the road. Imperfect spring forks and
rigid saddle mountings can be of no service here, and
possibly a comjjletely sprung frame is an essential.

AN acetylene lamp specially made for use on
tricars has been introduced by the makers of

the F.R.S. lamps and generators, Messrs. S.

Hall and Sons, Ltd., 18-20, Swinton Row,
Edinburgh. The body of this lamp is made of heavy
gauge brass, it is 6in. in diameter over all, and has
a Mangin lens of the finest quality, and, it is said,

LAMP.
will illuminate tl»e road for a distance of about
1,000 feet. Its -weight is 6 lbs. The side sockets

are brazed on from the under side of the body of the

lamp as well as being riveted, and the catch for the

door is of the invisible type as fitted to the motor
bicycle lamp. The burner is adjustable as to height,

angularity, and focus.

A
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A REJUVENATED TRICAR.
As will be gathered from the annexed illustration,

the bubject of this article is a tricar which was

first seen on the road in August, 1904. It is

equipped with a _^% h.p. (85 x 85 mm.) water-

cooled M.M.C. engine, vvhi-oh by means of a chain

drives a Bonier two-speed epicyclic gear fitted on a

counter-shaft behind the engine, a

second chain taking the drive from the -, =

gear box to the back wheel. The
radiator is slung underneath the front

axle, with the water tank behind it, a

centrifugal pump being empioye4 to

assist in circulating the water. The
brakes are powerful _ band brakes of

large diameter, and the whole machine

is verv substantial. The ignition is by

trembler coil and wipe contact.

Since the machine came into my
hands, I have renewed tlie bushes in

the engine bearings, and with the cylin-

der rebored and a new piston, timing

wheels rekej'ed, etc., the engine is in

thorough order and running very well

indeed. The tyres have been renewed,

and a large tool box has been placed

on the left side of the footboards, and
a box containing accumulators and coil

on the right.

Not the least impro^-ements are the

bucket seat in place of a saddle, and
the long handle-bars. A steel frame

has been fixed over the back wheel, and
the seat is supported on it by four coil

springs working on guide rods. The
back of the seat is niade of sheet tin

to a wooden frame/ the whole finished

Festiniog to Bala. !i think that if the A.C.U. Six

Days' Trials competitors had taken this road they

w^ould not have accomplished it too easily, and my
passenger, a rider of a Triumph, agrees with me in

this.) I have also been over- the road from Denbigh
to Pentre Voelas (highest point 1,550 feet above sea

A rejuvenated diamond Irarae tricar, Urst seen on the road six years ago.

built on

off with

brass bands, and upholstered in American cloth. The
seat gives a low position, and, with the springing, is

very comfortable after a saddle. I may mention that

anyone who owns a similar tricar could make the seat

or have it made, and it is also suitable for a motor
bicycle if the latter were provided with a two-speed
gear and clutch. The whole is enamelled the colour
of the machine, which is now French grey.

To lighten the machine, which was originally too
heavy for the power of the engine, a wicker forecarriage

has been substituted for a. very heavy coach-built one.

On the road the machine has proved very reliable,

and I have had some very good runs on it. As regardj

climbing, I have been over the mountain road fro—

i

MIXING THE
SOME expert riders consider that one great defect

of the average short inlet pipe and standard

carburetter is that the petrol and air which form
the explosive mixture do not get thoroughly

mixed. If we could analyse the gas fed into the

ordinary engine, we should probably find it is like badly

made porridge—there are, as it were, lumps of crude

petrol vapour floating in a thin stratum of neat nir.

One or two inventors have been at work for years on

miniature fans, which are designed to be moimted
horizontally over the jet, and to be revolved at a great

rate by the engine suction. It sounds a simple matter

to design such a fan, but if it is made lightly enough

A ',1

level). It'is true I had to drop my passenger in one

or two places, and also dismount myself in one place,

but these were short stretches only, and I think the

performance good for a 3^ h.p. engine, which did not

overheat or show any sign of it on either of these

excursions. My usual touring load is 22 stones, plus

a portpianteau and some tools, the gear ratios being

7 to I and about 12 '^''2' to i. The top gear is rather

low, but with a fast running engine I find itquite high

enough for r.iv purpose.
With the abo\'e load the engine will run up to very

high speeds on a favourable road, and there is no
vibration from it whatever at its highest number of

revolution's per minute. "All out," the pace must be

very nearly thirty miles per hour, but twenty miles an
hour is my usual touring speed. R. H. C.

^ < ^

MIXTURE.
to work fast and well, it either soon wears out, or gets

sucked up into the valve box by the fierce rush

engendered by the piston at high speeds. Consequently
most carburetter makers are content to fit a spraying

cone, Avith milled surfaces, or else some other form of

obstruction to the flow of the gases, which helps to mix
up the petrol and air vapour more homogeneously.
Here is a very simple makeshift, which I have found

of distinct benefit. It consists merely of slipping into

the inlet pipe a long spiral spring, the coils of which
act as baffle plates to the rush of vapour, and, as

shown by actual road results in timed sprint events,

serve to stir up the vapour thoroughly. Melange.
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TKll IDILIMT
"Some Good Points in Design."

By B. H. DAVIES.

"The Indian is abnormally powerful (I mean in point of dura-

bility just now) in proportion to its weighL . . . Chain drive

an^ low weight are already all to the good Then the

compound leverage of the valve gear is a good point It

does its work with an irreducible minimum of friction, and yet

the timing can be correct to a hair. .... The moving parts

of the engine are also exceptionally light—the most casual

observer must note the compact neatness and ethereal propor-

tions of the power unit, yet its prolonged speed in long distance

records shows that the material is right. .... English makers
abandoned 2 Sin. wheels a few years ago, sacrificing some small

amount of comfort and tyre longevity for a low saddle position.

The Indian reminds us that it is possible to com-
bine all three desiderata. . . . Seen and heard

on the road, the almost silent exhaust and chain

swish add to the impression of graceful motion.

Wells, as usual, has got a good thing."

The Motor Cycle. 13/12/09.

HENDEE MANFG.CO.,

184, Great Portland St^

IA'^-'^'--^Wi LONDON, W.

"Mayfair, 1749."

" Hendian, London."

BOSOH
MAGNETO ELECTRIC IGNITION

FOR ALL KINDS OF MOTOR CARS,
MOTOR CYCLES & STATIONARY ENGINES.

SPARKING
PLUGS.
Sole representative for South Africa

:

F. HOPPERT,
Electric Engineer and Instrument MaKer.

JlSce, Showrooms and Workshop ; No. 3, Ginsbersr Chambers—P.O. Box 3603, ofl Mam and

SlmmoDd Street—Johannesburg.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oycle." A13
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Send us your name for the BROOKS
BOOK—now printing

J. B. BfiOOKS & CO.. LTD.,

(Dept B45.) BIRMINGHAM.

BROOKS B104 Anti-Vibratory Motor Cycle Saddi'

m6 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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WATER COOLING ON MOTOR BICYCLE ENGINES.
By "ROTATOR."

T one time I scorned the idea of

water cooling on motor bicycle

engines, regarding the cooling

apparatus as unnecessary com-
plication, but, although I have

ridden a score of different

makes of motor cycles dur-

ing the last seven or eight

years, I am gradually inclin-

ing to the 'opinion that a water-

cooled engine is the most effi-

cient and satisfactory type.

Realising the many draw-

backs, and difficulties in the way of water cooling a

motor bicycle engine, I have seldom dared to venture

the above opinion, so I was agreeably surprised to

read in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle the

article, "Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines,"

and am interested to know that " Ailette
'

' shares the

same opinion as myself. I do not say that water

cooliiig is bound to be adopted, or that it will be

adopted in the near future, but .unless some improve-

ments are discovered in connection with air-cooled

engines I feel convinced that the use of water jackets

on motor bicycle engines will increase. ^ Maybe a

water-cooled cylinder head will be found sufficient.

I have proved to my own satisfaction, and I think it

is generally admitted, that a water-'cooled engine

retains its power more constantly than an air-cooled

engine of the same size and design.

Obstacles in the Way of Water Cooling.

Recent converts may wonder why anyone can agitate

for a water-cooled engine when air-cooled engines are

so satisfactory. Unsightly radiators and water pipe

connections, increased weight, and reduced petrol and
oil capacity do not appeal to them. Of course, these

are big obstacles to the use of water cooling, but,

admitted that an air-cooled engine is. extremely satis-

factory, seasoned riders must agree that it has many
shortcomings, and its chief defect, to my mind, is

in the matter of wear. At one time it was said (and

I believed it explicitly) that this abnormal wear of

motor cycle engines was due to the fact that the

workmanship and materials were not so good as in the

case of cars. Of late 'years I have proved this state-

ment to be entirely incorrect, for our best motor
bicycle engines are every bit as carefully made of

the best materials as the best car engine. Conse-.

quently we are left with the only deduction that this

abnormal wear of motor cycle cylinders, pistons and
piston rings, valves, etc., is due to an inherent defect

of air cooling—that is, the great heat generated in

a motor cycle engine. Fan cooling does not seem
to have received the amount of attention and con-

sideration it deserves, and there seems to be room for

improvement in the casting of the radiating fins on
seventy-five per cent, of present day engines. The
.combustion head is always the hottest part, but only.

on one or two engines are there an increased number
of fins to radiate the excessive heat. I consider that

large vertical fins with a clear passage for air currents

to be absolutely necessary. Probably our makers have
got a lot to learn yet in the selection of suitable

metals for the great heat attained by air-cooled engines,

and the excessive wear may shortly be counteracted.

But there are other points in which an air-cooled

engine falls short of the water-cooled type.

The Formation of Carbon.
Motor bicycle engines accumulate so much carbon

deposit on the pistons and cylinder heads in less than

a thousand miles that knocking manifests itself, and
yet the best car engines are frequently untouched
for four or five thousand miles. This constant

removal of the cylinder is really a nuisance with motor

cycle engines; it is not due to common oil, for the

same thing happens with the very best oils, but is

due to some extent to burning of the thick oil, high

compression, and the fact that motor bicycle car-

buretters are placed in a much more exposed position

than those on cars, resulting in road dust being sucked

into the engine. But the trouble, again, seems

to be chiefly due to the great heat motor cycle tngines

attain and wear of rings allovring the oil to leak past.

The high temperature of motor cycle engines also

accounts to a very large extent for the frequent breakage

of exhaust valves and pitting of valve seatings, caus-

ing loss of compression. How often do valves of

water-cooled engines break ? Probably - '»ot one

quarter so often as valves of air-coolei engines.

Engine stiffness and ' sluggish starting are common
complaints with some present day motor bicycle

engines, but water-cooled engines hardly ever gum up,

and in the majority of cases are ready to start at

the first pull over with the handle even when cold.

No motor bicycle seems to be up to date without a

paraffin injection can to facilitate starting.

Of course, water cooling. has its own particular dis-

advantages. There is the trouble of keeping the

water in the tank at the right level (a hard working

engine would soon cause the water in a thermo-syphon
system to evaporate unless the water capacity was
liberally arranged), the possibility of a cracked cylin-

der in frosty weather, leaky radiators, increased weight,

etc. But the advent of water-cooled cylinders or

combustion heads on motor bicycles woul3, in my
opinion, sound the death knell of our four main
troubles, viz., (i) overheating, (2) knocking, (3)

excessive carbon deposits, and (4) valve breakages.

Improvement Still Needed.
My remarks, based on actual experience mth both

cars and motor cycles, prove that there is still room for

improvement in design. Maybe the two-stroke engine

Vvill solve many of the difficulties, and I also think that

some better method of releasing the exhaust gases of

. the four-stroke type could be found which would
tend to keep the engine at a much lower temperature.

Auxiliary exhaust release holes have been used for

years with great success on track racing machines.
The same idea on touring engines, but with a valve

to open only on the exhaust stroke to keep the oil

from escaping, is worth trying. I believe I am
right in saying that a Coventry firm is building an
engine on these lines for experimental purposes.

For fear my deductions may be misunderstood, I

may add that I own and ride air-cooled machines, and
I hope to continue to do so. I pen these few lines in

the hope that designers may cudgel their fertile brains

for the best means of artificial cooling.
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A sebction of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

At Least 31 h.p. tor Sidecar Work.

I am about to invest in a

?' I
3 or 3i h.p. single-cylinder

N.S.U. Do you think it

-^ would be powerful enough for

sidecar work, weight just over

20 stones all told? I should be quite

satisfied with 12 to 15 m.p.h. and to

help with the pedals uphill.—J. S. M
A 3^ h.p. with two-speed gear would
be advisable for sidecar work. If jou
relied on one gear only you would fre-

quently be called upon to assist with
the pedals, and even then you could not
climb steep hills.

Black Enamel (or AJI Weathers.

I have ordered a new
Triumph motor bicycle, but
am very undecided whether to

have it enamelled black all

over including hubs, handle-

bars, wheels, spokes, etc., instead of

plating. Do you think the enamel
would wear as well as the nickel?—
h.w.h:

It is entirely a matter for your personal

choice. You would find enamel, if

properly stoved, to last as long as

plating. J All-black machines are gain-

ing favour on account of the difficulty

of keeping the numerous plated parts

of a motor bicycle bright.

Car.uretter Flooding.

Can you tell me it there is

anything unusual in the work-

nig of the carburetter on my
four-cylinder. F.N.? When
the engine is running every-

thing seems quite normal, but after

stopping the engine the petrol over-

flows from the jet chamber at the

junction of the auxiliary air-pipe, and
continues for about fifteen seconds.

I have had it overhauled by the

makers, but the flooding continues as

before. The needle valve fits accu-

rately, and completely stops the flood-

ing when the float has sunk to a

certain point. Does this increase

petrol- corsumption, and will it have
any sffect on the running of the

engine?— ;^. K.
If the carbu.etter only floods for about
fifteen .seconas we should recommend you
to leav? matters as they are. A very
minutp quantity of petrol is lost, and
if you touch the carburetter you may
upset ;ts adjustment. After stopping,

-take the needle between the first finger

and thumb and twist it round, pressing

it down at the same time. This will

probably stop the flooding. If not,

carefully read the article "Adjusting
and Testing Carburetters" iathisissue.
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Swilling tiie Crank Case with Paraffin.

As I am taking the pedals
off my machine, is it likely

to harm the valve seatings or

engine if, when I want to clean

cylmder and- crank case, I

flood the latter with paraffin and
run it on its own power a few
hundred yards, reptating the process

two or three times? Of course I

should empty the crank case and
refill each time.—R. W.

Jso, we should say that it is not advis-

able to run the engine on its own power
when flooded with paraffin, especially if

the bearings are at all a good fit, as

seizure might possibly occur. If, how-
ever, you can start the engine by
jacking up and pulling over the back
wheel, you may run it for abuut five

seconds, which is quite enough to

cleanse the engine thoroughly.

A Two-speed Machine lor Sidecar.

Please give me your un-

?' biased opinion as to the suit-

ability of the 1910 Phelon and
-^ Moore to take a sidecar. My-

self and two friends have
ordered them, two to be with side-

cars. In chocising a machine I have
had to have regard to the fact that

I shall ride it a lot without the side-

car, and I therefore want something
easily controllable in trafiic and
grease, as I am rather nervous of

sideslip. My weight in riding clothes

is fifteen stones. (1.) Will the

Phelon and Jloore take me alone up
any hill such as Porlock or Lynton
hills in Devonshire? (2.) Would it

take a sidecarriage empty up these

two hills with myself driving? (3.)

Would it take an eight stone pas-

senger up Rectory Hill, Amersham?
(4.) Would it take me alone up Eec-
tory Hill on top gear, and a sidecar

with pas.oenger up Barnet Hill on
top gear? I may say I have ordered

the standard sidecar gears of 5 and
9 to 1.—S.L.E.

We have had no experience with the
1910 P. and M., but we should say
'hat (1) The machine, if in good order,

would take you up the hills mentioned
in your letter ; of course, on the low
gear. (2.) It would probably need a

lower gear than standard with a side-

carriage, as your weight is above the
ordinary. (3.) It should take a pas-
senger up Rectory Hill, Amersham,
easily. (4.) It certainly ought to take
you up alone on top gear. If pulling
really well, it might just take two up
Barnet Hill on top gear. This hill is

steeper than it looks near the top.

?

Cause ol Engine Knocking.

(1.) Where can I get spare

parts for 3 h.p. Clyde (Simms
engine low tension), also (2)

what is the cause of excessive

knocking when encountering

gradients? I use an Amac carbu-

retter. Engine quite clean.

—

H.P.S.

(1.) You can get spare parts f_om '.

Messrs. G. H. Wait and Co., Clyde
Motor Wcrks. Leicester, or perhaps,

from the Simras ilagneto Co., Ltd.,

Welbeck Works, Kimberley Road,
Willesden Lane, Kilburn, N.W. (2.)

We suggest the following likely causey
of tlie knocking : (1.) Possibly the

engine may be over-geared. (2.) Some
small part may be loose from wear.

(3.) Through pre-ignition owing to the

engine not having been cleaned inter-

nally for some time. (4.) Tlirough pre-

ignition owing to some derangement of

the magneto timing mechanism. 1

A Difficulty in Starting.

I have just fitted a new
magneto to my machine, but
I cannot run it fast enough to

get a proper spark to fire.

The timing or setting is—
the piston at the top of compression
stroke, the advance lever retarded,

and the points in the act of break-

ing. The engine and carburetter are

all right, as they worked well with
the accumulator. I can get a splen-

did and regular spark by turning
the sprocket wheel smartly, when
the driving chain is removed. 1

have no pedals or I might manage to

rotate the magneto fast enough if on
a stand. t)o you think the magnets
need remagnetising so as to give a
good spark at slow speed?—J. B.

The fact that you can get a good
spark when turning the armature with
the fingers seems to . show that the

magneto is all right, and a spark is

almost bound to occur when you wheel

the machine along. Consequently, we
ishould say that the refusal of the

engine to fir© is due to an imperfect

mixture. It would be well to study

previous hints in these columns on car-

buretter adjustment, and especiallly

test whether too much air is entering

via' the main air intake. In cold

weather the main air supply should be
reduced, to effect easy starting. The
timing seems to be about right. If

you still experience difficulty, consult

the vendors of your magneto. The
magnets should not need to be re-

magnetised if the magneto is a new
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Timing a Twin.

Kindly advise me where the
trouble lays in the tiniing of

my 5 h.p. twin, Simms-Bosch
magneto? I have timed the
cylinders to tire just at the
ot firing stroke. The engine

fires perfectly in this position wiHi
spark fully advanced, but when re-

tarded over on© notch it ceases to
fire. I have taken plugs out, and
find that they spark from advance
to the retard, have also taken engine

' down and thoroughly overhauled it,

regrinding valves, etc., and every-
thing appears to be in perfect work-
ing order.—L.S.

As far as we can make out, the trouble

with the timing is that the magneto is

too much retarded. This is a sure
sign if it ceases to fire when the lever

is retarded. Try advancing the timing
a very little at a time, and you will

probably find that you will then get a

*u!l range of advance and retard.
•'

Operating Pedals in the Dark.

I ride a 1909 Humber with
footboards and foot levers. I

find when riding in the dark
that it is difficult, nay, impos
sible, to see the foot levers as

one would desire. A small oil lamp
fixed just behind the footboards (with

a red rear glass) would throw a light

on the levers of the machine gener-

ally. I should like to know if any-
one has tried this, and his experience
with it ; also where such a lamp and
fittings could be obtained. An ordi-

nary cycle lamp would do, but that
possesses no rear light.—N. W. D.

You could well rig up a lamp which
would easily suit your purpose. It

would be best to have an electric one.

A small tricar or small car tail lamp
would do. You could probably easily

arrange to carry a small accumu-
lator strapped to some convenient por
tion of the frame. Such a lamp or

accumulator could be obtained from
almost anyone dealing in acce.'^sories.

Drip Feed Lubricators.

I should be much obliged if

\n\ y*'^' would tell me if a drip

I ^1 feed lubricator would be suit-

L^ able to use with air-cooled

oil on my 1909 Triumph. I

have been told that during the cold

weather the oil would not drip at

all.—R. E. W.
If you refer to a drip feed or vaLUuni
feed lubricator similar to the J.A.P or
Rex, thick "air-cooled oil will feed to

the engine properly, but as oil is much
thicker in winter than in summer, you
would require to adjust the needle
valve so that the oil flowed more readily

to the crankcase. The two lubricators
mentioned depend uj^on the vacuum
created in the crankcase for feeding.

That on the F.N. lightweight is placed
below the level of the oil tank so that
the oil merely runs into the crankcase
.in"d the lubricator, and the rate of
Ifeed is adjustable by a tap over the
.glass gauge. If. you experience diffi-

culty in getting the oil to flow pro-
perly, bear" in mind that it is^ not
necessary to use thick oil in winter

;

in fact, the makers of your engine re-

commend water-cooled oil for winter
use.

Damage caused by Broken Rings.

If a piston ring breaks in

?'
the cylinder will it cause any
damage to the cylinder if the

<—
I engine is kept running? How

can I tell when a ring is

broken without removing the cylin

der?—T. H. (Birkenliead).

A broken piston ring does not usually
cause any damage to the cylinder unless
a very small part breaks off, jams, and
bcores the cylinder. Loss of compres-
sion is the usual sign that a ring is

broken, but it is not unusual when
dismantling the engine to find a broken
ring- even when the engine has been
previously running well. It is practi-
cally impo.'sible to tell when a ring
is broken without removing the
cylinder.

The Effect ol fitting a .New Piston.

I recently had fitted to a^ 2J h.p. Humber engine (1904
^ pattern) a domed top piston
-^ with two rings—one at top and

one at bottom. The engine
does not run at all well, and 1

cannot get any speed out of it, and
I am of opinion that this is caused
by imperfect lubrication. Will boring
holes in the sides of the piston im-
prove matters, as I think the top
ring does not get enough oil ? I
give the engine plenty of oil (Price's

Jlotorine A). The domed top has
increased the compression (it was
formerly a low-compression engine).

Do you think the higher compression
advisable, or would a metal washer
between cylinder and crank case be
better? I find my machine will not
climb hills as well as it ought to,

considering I have a P. and M. two-
speed gear 5| and 9^ to 1. Tliis

district is extremely hilly, and I

fancy, with the engine in good order
and these gears, I ought to be able
to climb anything. The bearings are
all right, the engine having recently
been re-bushed ; flywheels revolve
freely, and do not rub against the
crank case. The new piston is

heavier than the old one, and I fancy
the balance of the engine has been
disturbed thereby. If the boring of

holes as suggested is feasible, it

would, I think, improve lubrication
and balance of engine.—F. A. 0.

Certainly you may try holes in the
piston. This would reduce weight,
improve lubrication, and possibly
restore correct balance, but you would
destroy the effect of the bottom ring,
i.e., you would be relying un the top
ring only for compiession. Perhaps the
extra weight of the piston accounts for
the sluggishness. Failing this, ive

should reconnne'iid you to fit a sUuidard
type of piston. Probably this will be
the best -svay nut of the difliculty, as
the increased compres.sion does" not
appear to be satisfactory with your
machine.

^
However, if you do not care

to do this, try the metal washer and
reduce the compression by this means.
With a two-speed gear you certainly
ought to be able to climb most hills,

especially if the engine is properly
adjusted and tuned up. An important
point with old engines is to note that
the exhaust valve lifts the full distance.
Worn cams and weak valve springs
account for loss of power. '

2g

Interchangealiility ol Tyres. Detachable Com-
bustion Heads,

(1.) Please say if 26in. by
2iin. tyres will do for a riiti

which is made for 26in. by 2iin.

tyres? (2.) I want a two-speed
twin for sidecar work, and

notice that the Indian engine has
detachable combustion heads. . Are
these better than the cylinder and
head cast in one piece?—A.J.C.,

Grold Coast.

(1.) We know of no 2iin. cover which
will fit a 2iin. rim. (2.) Detachable
combustion heads are a great advant-

age provided the joint between the

head and cylinder can be made abso-

lutely gastight. The chief advantages
are that it is easy to bore the cylinder

perfectly true, and to remove the coin-

bustion heads so that the carbon deposit

may be readily removed.

Irregular Running.

After returning from a run
and resting my machine for a

few hours I tried to start it

again on the stand (N.S.U.

3^ h.p., m.o.i.v., two-speed,

1906). After a good deal of pedal-

ling, I got the engine to start, but

it stopped in about two minutes, and
after several injections and vigorous

pedalling it would give a few explo-

sions, and then stop. After repeating

this several times, I- began to test

the different parts, and found the

spark all right, the carburetter

seemed all right, but the tappet on
the inlet valve seemed to have a lot

of play. I took the parts down, but

all appeared in order. Can you please

give me any advice? I have ridden

a motor cycle six months, so am not
very much experienced.—H.L.E.

You omit to mention the most impor-

tant part, viz., the type of ignition.

Your trouble sounds very much like a

run down accumulator or a defect in

the spark, as, if the machine came to a
standstill with the engine running all

right in the first instance nothing could
derange itself while the machine was
standing. Examine all the vriring care-

fully, also the switch handle and spark-
ing plug points. If these prove to be
in order, we should be inclined to think
that the petrol pipe is choked up. Are
you quite sure that the jet and petrol

pips are free? Y"ou can possibly tell if

the irregular rimning is due to the
petrol supply being impeded by holding
up the needle valve when the engine is

running. This causes a great deal more
petrol to reach the jet. Finally, make
sure that the inlet valve is opening and
closing properly.

The Express Rubber Co., 19, Great
Eastern Street, E.C., have lately placed
on the market an excellent motor cycle
suit, which, though it is well made and
guaranteed for two years, is sold at a
very moderate price. After examining
this suit, which consists of a jacket and
leg overalls, we have come to the
conclusion that it is wonderfully good
value. A capital waterproof coat and
numerous other mackintosh articles of
apparel are also sold, while, if desired,
goods may be made to order. During
this month the Express Rubber Co.
are holding a sale, during which prices
are substantially reduced.
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The Use of the Carrier.

[4487.]—May I have the privilege of drawing attention,

through the columns of your paper, to the danger of carry-

ing a passenger on the carrier of some motor cycles. The
makers of mjj machine informed me (at the Stanley Show)
that the one they fitted was made of sufficient strength for

this purpose, but I should like to warn my " colleagues of

the wheel " that this has not proved to be the case with the
machine supplied to me. Only this week a friend of mine
was precipitated in the roadsvay owing to -the two small

rivets pulling out of the struts connecting the carrier witli

the back stays. Since the accident he has been compelled
to remain at home owing to his face not being presentable,
notwithstanding the fact that I was only driving at 12-14

m.jJ.h., and he only weighs just over nine stones. I am
sure you will agree with me that this is a weak point to

which attention shoul'd be drawn.
W. .J. T. CREWE.

A Friendly Match.

B.]—I am quite willing to meet Mr. van Diggelen at
the Krooklands Track if he particularly wishes the contest
to be decided there. I should, however, be glad if he would
agree to the event taking place at the Stadium, as the latter

is quite safe for speeds up to sixty miles an hour, and is

very accessible and sporting from the point of view of

probable spectators. On Whit-Monday last the Western
District M.C. (London), of which I am hon. secretary, held
a meeting at the Stadium, and if, as I hope, a similar fixture

is arranged this year, it would be very convenient and inter-

esting if the challenge could be run off in conjunction. I

agree to the dis1;ance of fifty miles, if so required by Mr.
van Diggelen, though it seems to me unnecessarily long.

Mr. Geo. Brough, in letter 4476, is, I notice, also taking
up the challenge. Perhaps, if that gentleman will communi-
cate either with Mr. van Diggelen or witli me, care of the
Editor, the three of us could come to some definite arrange-
ment. F. H. MULLETT.

Improvements in Detail.

[4489.]—Regarding Mr. Lester's remarks under above head-
ing in tie issue of December 20th, I should like to say that

it is an exaggeration to write that the valves of a Triumph
often want grinding. I rode a 1909 model over 3,000 miles
last year, and I am a heavyweight and rode up various test

hills and never touched either valve, I can now stand on
the pedal against compression for five minutes (perhaps more).
After saying this, and also mentioning I have just ordered
another machine of the same make, I may perhaps be per-

mitted to offer a few criticisms on the new model.

(1.) The carrier is so shaped that the saddle cannot be
put further back, therefore it has to be bent to allow such
adjustment.

(2.) The footrests are rather too high, i.e., near the seat.

Both 1 and 2 only trouble a tall rider. 1 is easily obviated,
the other is not, but does not much signify if the seat is

further back. .
.

(3.) The new toolbags are in an awkward position, but the
company will supply the old style, so no "grumble" is fair

on this score.

(4.) The inverted levers for exhaust and brake would be
better replaced with ordinary pull-up ones.

These are all small points, and as an amateur rider I
should like to add my humble praise to what I consider a
prattically perfect mount. FRED STUART.

The A.C.U. and Provincial Clubs.

[4490.]—I notice Mr. Pickering is at it again, and I

would like to ask him how many of his merry men have

supported the A.C.U. trials?

I remember a scheme connected with military work also

put forward by Mr. Pickering ; how much have he and his

merrv men done tov^-alds lliis movement?
I remember he and his fellow committeemen passing a rule

not to admit the trade to their club, the Worcestershire

M.C.C. I should like to know how this has worked down
his way. Xo doubt this accounts for the great gap bet-ween

the 3,000 and 75,000.

I also see he is the hon. secretary of the A.C.U. Midland

Centre, and I should like to know how much work he has

done in his particular district.

I am asking these questions, because Mr. Pickering seems

delighted in keeping the ball rolling at headquarters, and

it' all seems to end in smoke. HAD SOilE.

Road Dangers at Night.

[4491,.]_Letter 4466 of the 20th ult., signed A. P.

Board, appears to me to call for a little comment. Is it not

impossible to expect a farmer to keep his herds at all times

from straying one inch beyond the crown of the. road?

I confess I do not understand how Mr. Board "inclined

down hill," but I take it that on turning a corner he rnet

some bullocks and charged them. Had the collision

occurred a little later possibly the three ladies would have

suffered instead of the bullocks. In a case of this descrip-

tion how would a lantern prevent a collision? The fault

apparently lay with Mr. Board, in going too fast, either for

his nerves or else for his stopping powers.

It also seems a trifle mean to impose on the good nature of

people possessing more grit "by sitting down and awaiting

a good Samaritan," although unhurt.

Given a suitable mount, one should hold his own in pace

and still use discretion whenever there is not a clear view
ahead. Some day, we may take to farming ourselves, and
only then Avill some of us see such matters from both sides.

I' RANK HALFORD.

Increase o{ Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4492.]—Does it not seem probable that the instantane-

ously created and enormous pressure caused by the explosion
of the petrol vapour is not entirely relieved by the temporary
D'pening of the exhaust valve? If this be the case when, in

the ordinary course of events in the petrol engine, the

exhaust valve closes, probably the pressure is not complet.-ly

relieved. Therefore the next stroke (i.e., the compression
stroke) st^irts with some compression already existing, 'thus

when the exhaust valve is kept slightly raised—that is to

.say, when a continual escape of pressure is allowed—the

result is an increase of power, temporarily at any rate.

The explanation would appear to be that, although a cert<un

amount of power is lost through a periodical partial loss

of pressure, the total gain is greater than the loss when
the forward pressure is not completely relieved. In a
generalisation of this kind details are impossible. The solu-

tion would appear to be an increase in the size of the
exhaust in proportion to the inlet valve, or a lengthening^
of the period of exhaust escape. The former seems to be
the practical solution of the problem. Keeping the exhaust
valve lifted is a practice which must lead to so much labour
and damage to the engine in the way of grinding-in the
valve that it cannot be recommended from any point of

view except of those wiio make engines for people with-
unlimited incomes. CHARLES WALKER, M.Sc.
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Amerlean Records.

[4493.]—In reply to letter No. 4454, "American
Records," it is quite good to note that the writer, Mr. S.

Lacy Crolius, is so well pleased with The Motor Cycle.

With regard to records, however, and more particularly

those of American origin, I beg to state that the Britisher

has had eome, thank you.

Has Mr. S.Lacy Crolius ever heard of a certain Dr. Cook
who climbed Mount JMcKinley? (I don't think) ; and who
also reached, the North Pole? (Perhaps.) Those are Ameri-
can records, I presume.

I have a friend who owns a small four year old 6i h.p.

four-seater which was recently timed through a police trap

of a quarter of a mile at the record speed of 42 m.p.h. There
is a record for you, and timed by expert police who cannot

err, of course, with 8s, lid. stop watches guaranteed abso-

lutely correct, of course. How is that for a record, Ameri-
can or otherwise?
We Britishers will be as glad as Mr. S. Lacy Crolius to

see that big 7 h.p. racing motor cycle on our tracks and
competing against our machines, and we Britishers promise
not to swank until the race is run and the numbers are up.

COLONIAL.

Sidecars v. Tricais.

£4494.]—I have read the letter signed Henry Grafton in

The Motor Cycle of December 27th, " Sidecars v. Tricars,"

and cannot say I can uphold the arguments in favour of

the sidecar. Now I have driven a tricar for two years, and
the only drawback I find is its nnsociableness, which I do
not count much when the benefits are taken into consideration.

It is not very much better on a sidecar with pillbox silencers.

The sidecar has many drawbacks : (1) Belt - troubles (of

course, if you have chain transmission with a 6 h.p. twin
engine this takes you over seventy guineas) ; (2) driving

round sharp corners dangerous ; (3) transmission not evenly

distributed
; (4) uncomfort^ible riding position and steering,

compared with nice comfortable sprung bucket seat and
wheel steering

; (5) bad for riding in traffic w-itliout a clutch,

which, if fitted, would mean an increased price; (6) two
wheels between forks instead of only one, causing more
trouble in mending, punctures; (7) tyre on driving wheel

much too light for the work, causing endless trouble; (8)

no saving in petrol consumption ; (9) smallness of petrol tank

for size of engine, generally only holding one and a quarter

gallons instead of at least two gallons ; (10) greater liability

of a broken frame oM'ing to extra driving strain.

ill. A. TOMBLIN.

Lightweights V, Heavyweights.

[4495.]—j\Ir.- B. G. Durkin's views on this subject make
amusing but rather pathetic reading. One could have
hoped that a six years' devotee to the hobby of motor
cycling, as he professes lumself to be, would have grown a

little less narrow-minded. His little bit of bombast, too,

about his "young, strong, nerved, and active" self, "revel-

ling " in the' speed and power of his twin, is typical of the

Bort of person one can imagine opening his throttle when lie

passes a broken-down motor cycle, to show how Ae can go. The
spectacle of this gentleman sprinting about among the fat,

middle-aged Benedicts' who appear to form one section of

his lightweight riding acquaintances must be extremely

edifying, onl.y, indeed, to be surpassed when he takes a day

out with his' other friends, the " weak, nerve-shattered, and
aged" crowd that appears to "tremble" at the mere thought

of bestriding his heavyweight.
Tlie only point in his letter with which one can agree is

that in which he says, " Diii'erent types of machine are

intended for and used by absolutely different men." The
fact is that the whole question of " Lightweights v. Heavy-
weights" is being looked upon from a wrong standpoint. It

should not be the one versus the other. Each is used for

its own peculiar adaptability to its own particular job, not

necessarily its own particular man. For long-distance riding

and. touring few will deny that the heavy single or twin is

the more suitable, while for dodging about from one village

to another, with frequent stops, it is utterly unfitted. The
"nei'vy" i\Ir. Durkin says "upholds" the heavyweight.
Let him accompany a doctor on his round for one day, let

him stop it and start it from tlie cold twenty times in the
morning, and wheel it through narrow gateways and passages,

and in and out of its own shed as often, and he will find
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he has as much "upholding" to do as even he can manage.
In fact, there would be more " upholding " than he bargained
for. It would be all " upholdmg," and by the end of a
week he would wish he liad two other " young, strong,

active" men, and a boy, to help him "uphold" it, and
would sigh for a light or medium weight machine to replace
his speed king.

I speak from experience, having graduated . from the

3i h.p. heavyweight, through the 5 h.p. extra heavyweight
twin, and tricar, to the 2| h.p. medium weight. I am
neither fat, forty, nor married. I cannot place myself under
the heading of weak, nerve-shattered, or aged, and yet I

confess that, as a doctor, 1 find none of the first three come
anywhere near the 1910 Douglas I got at the Stanley a few
weeks ago. It is early yet to talk about reliability, but it

does not take long to find out its handiness. I have so far

gone about three hundred miles in all weathers, and find it

a distinct success. With the Editor's leave, I will in a few
months' time describe my experiences with it, including
expenditure and upkeep. (Dr.) H. S. GASKELL.

[4496.]—In answer to Mr. W. L. T. Rhys's letter [No.

4464] in the issue of December 27th, in which he replies to

Mr. Morris's letter, if he wants to talk about six days trials

we will have a word to say here. He mentions the competi-
tion up Birdlip Hill during these trials, so we will take
Birdlip first. Out of forty-nine competitors sixteen dis-

mounted and five pedalled (all these were machines of 3^ h.p.

downwards), and ono surmounted this hill so well (though
it was pedal-assisted) as to have "excellent" put after it.

This was the H h.p. Motosacoche, which we do not claim to

climb precipices without pedal assistance.

Now let us take Dinas Mawddwy. Thirty-two riders

dismounted, a rider of a 7 h.p. machine iiicluded ; eight

machines were pedalled, the Motosacoche amongst them,
again being marked "excellent." These figures are taken
from the issue of The Motor Cycle of July 21st, 1909, page
542, and we think speak for themselves. Nobody in his

sane senses would ever state that a 1^ h.p. machine could
travel as fast as a 3i h.p. machine or upwards, nor did Mr.
Case Morris infer such in his letter, we are sure, but what
we say is that a Motosacoche will climb hills of 1 in 10 un-
aided, and with pedal assistance will go up hills which
much more powerful motor cycles don't always surmount,
and where a lot of them won't, even with pedal assistance.

I think this was proved in the above trials, and we do not
think Mr. Ehys could dispute this assertion after carefully

considering it.

The other correspondent in the same issue, Mr. B. G.
Durkin, hardly requires an answer, as he does not like light-

weights on account, perhaps, of his being so young, as he
says in his letter of the same date. Probably when he gets

older he will begin to realise that people who ride light-

weights are not so silly as he thinks they are.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.,
0. L. DE LiSSA.

[4497.]—;\Iay I ask for a little space in your correspond-
ence columns to explain the part of Mr. Karslake's lettier

[No. 4455] which refers to , weights of Douglas machines
taking part in the M.C.C. Consumption Trial last September.
The two machines ridden by Messrs. W. W. Douglas and

Eli Clark weighed respectively, as stated, 122 and 124 lbs.,

these figures representing the weight of the machine, plus a
very complete touring kit, lamp, and generator, spare cloth-

ing, etc.

The other two machines, weighing 145 and 150 lbs., were
ridden by Mr. G. L. Fletcher and myself respectively, and
were weighted up, carrying 40 and 45 lbs. dead weight, in

order to benefit by a better petrol allowance, and, incident-

all.y, making onr performance better on formula.
It is noteworthy that the weighted machines secured second

and third prizes (Mr. Fletcher's covering 133 miles to the
gallon), despite this added weight and the adverse climatic

conditions, rain falling the whole of the time, and the roads
being in a very heavy condition, circumstances which are not
propitious to low petrol consumption.
We are indebted to Mr. Karslake for giving us the oppor-

tunity of drawing attention to the very fine performance of

lightweight machines carrying riders weighing over 11 stones

plus 3 to 3j stones of dead weight, and yet be capable of the
performances recorded.
As Mr. Karslake was one of the officials presiding at the

- - - :\. . . .. :.i'V33
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soaks on the occasion of the M.C.C. trial, and it was patent

to all present that the machines were carrying extra weight,

it would tend to show that Mr. Karslake rushes into print

without giving his subject very much consideration. A little

reflection would have saved him making the very obvious

error of assuming the weight of the Douglas to be 150 lbs.

For DOUGLAS BEOS.,
J. V. EoBiNSON, London Manager.

The Novel Piston Ring.

[4493.]—In reply to " S. T." [4457,], December 27th, 1909,

I am not aware that my invention has been in use for years,

and "S.T." must have a greater knowledge than I have to

make such a statement. A ring on similar lines was patented

in 1903 (No. 20,258) ; if this is the one he refers to I quite

agree with him that it would wear the cylinder unduly. The
rings in above speciiication supported the piston ; in fact, the

rings carried the whole weight of the piston, which in my
case would be entirely different. My patent agent, Mr.
Samuel Hey, Keighley, made a search of over 1,500 specifi-

cations, and this specification (No. 20,258) was the only one

touching upon my idea at all. Years ago how often was a

cylinder lubricated? There were no pumps to feed the cylin-

der with oil as now. Any ring will wear the walls of a

cylinder if it is not properly lubricated, but those that I have

had running up to the present time are giving every satisfac-

tion, and the wear so far as I can tell is no more than the

ordinary ring.

I shall be pleased to hear from " S.T." on what engines

he has seen my ring in use, as if he is basing his opinion

of- it from patent No. 20,258, and will study it and mine side

by side, I think he will come to the conclusion that he hjis

niade a mistake. I thank "S.T." for his opinion and criti-

cism, which I am very pleased to see, and hope next time

he will sign his name in full. JOHN THOMAS.

1910 pattern single-cylinder Moto-Keve lightweight. Th3 engine, which
is rated at 11 h.p., measures 60x85 mm. The screened, yet accessible,

positions of the carburetter and magneto will be noted. Transmission may
be by round or V belt.

Belts on Lightweights.

[4499.]—I cannot refrain from making a few remarks on
this subject, the recent correspondence has been so interest-

ing and in some respects so irresistibly funny. I believe I

have before stated that I am the owner of a 1907 Moto-

"Engineer" [letter No. 4458] will, I think, find his

trouble vanish to a great extent if he will get 4in. mudguards
fitted, a hole being cut in the rear guard to allow the belt

to travel through it. He will also find that 4in. mudguards
keep the mud off more efficiently. But I heartily agree with

him when he says there is not sufficient clearance, because

the slack of th'e belt constantly hits the back tyre, as

evidenced by the mark it leaves. He also says "belt

unravelled at the ends." Ah, yes ! so did mine in the old

days. Let " Engineer " get 4in. mudguards, fit a 3i-4in.

engine pulley, and apply a Watawata V' belt, and he will

be nearly happy !

In conclusion, Jlr. de Lissa's assertion seems to have been

expressed to more than one person at the Stanley Show. It

is funny, but he told me about the "makers having brains."

In fact, he gently hinted that others, like my humble self,

had no right to claim the possession of any contents within

our cranium. FRANCIS J. GEOGHEGAN, M.D.
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Two-speed Gears.

[4500.]_In reply to letter 4478 of January 3rd, we, as

proprietors of the several patents of the gear in question

(Griffin-Simplex), thank Mr. Jones for his kind intention,

but would draw his attention particularly to the friction

clutches in combination with the compound gearing, which
are entirely new, and the most important feature of the gear.

A change-speed gear without an efficient friction clutch

would not meet modern requirements, and we claim with
our friction clutclies as much slip as desired up to a posi-

tive lock, a unique method of control and change of speed

combined in a very light and simple form.
Our latest design for 1910 as exhibited at the Stanley Show

is a vast improvement on that illustrated on page 1018, Dec.
20th, 1909. Pinions are used instead of chains, there is no
counter-shaft, the drive is entirely compensated, so no extra

sti'aiu whatever is put on the engine-shaft, and the whole
mechanism is enc'osed in a small gearbox.
These additional features are fully covered in England

and abroad, and are without doubt quite distinct from that
illustrated on June 20th, 1904, which has not, however, come
under our notice.

THE PATENT GEAR AND MOTOR CO.

Notification o! Change of Ownership.

[4501.]—Acting on the advice given by you in your issue

of December 27tl), page 1030, regarding notification of change
of ownership, I wrote the Middlesex County Council in

reference to a Rex machine, which in 1908 the Service Co.
took from me in part exchange for another machine. The
Service Co. sold the Rex to another party after removing
the numbers.

I was advised by those friends with whom I discusseil

the matter, subsequent to your publication of the advice, not
to communicate with the authorities for fear of awakening
a matter which otherwise might be allowed to lie dormant.
However, - 1 decided to risk it, and the enclosed is their

reply. I believe there may be a large number of motor
cyclists all over the country who are fearing to communicate
with the authorities, and you would, I am sure, be doing a
further good service by exhorting them to delay no longer.

I have ascertained that the prosecutions are meant in real

earnest. CHAS. S. LAKE.
[Copy.]

" Office of the Clerk of the County Council,
" Guildhall, Westminster, S.W.

"January 3rd, 1910.
" Thk Motoe. Cak Act, 1903. The Motor Car (Registra-

tion AN'B Licensing) Order, 1903.
" Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 1st inst.,

as regards motor cycles H 3594 and H 4220.

"As regards H 3594, this registration is still standing in

your name, no application having been received from you
for the -cancellation of the registration.

" I therefore enclose a form of application in order that

you may apply for the cancellation of the registration.
" Yours respectfully,

" \V-\i,ter Geobgb Austin,
" Clerk of the County Council.

" C. Lake, Esq.,
"5, Falkland Avenue,

" Church End, Finchley, N."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"S.K." (Warwick) would like readers' experiences with

the Stewart speedometer on a motor cycle.
" Victor " (Knaresborough) would like readers' experiences

with the Motosacoche, stating advantages and disadvantages.
" Rosamond " (Poulton-le-Fylde) would like readers' ex

periences with the 1| h.p. F.N., especially as regards hill

climbing, average speed, and behaviour of reducing gear.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Bejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope Is enclosed for the purpose.
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Morgan's Internal Combustion Turbine.
SOME FURTHER CRITICISMS.

A great deal of interest has been created by the description and drawings of the Internal Combustion Turbine

published on December 13th. The general opmion seems to be that there are great difficulties to overcome
before this type of engine could be made to run properly and develop power. The patentee is, however, to be com-
plimented on the manner in which he has worked out the idea, and although his design—if he decides to make it

—

may not be successful, it has aroused a considerable amount of criticism and comment of the greatest interest to

mechanically-minded motor cyclists
; comment which will assist others who may be conducting experiments in the

same direction. Below we publish two further criticisms on this most interesting problem of the internal combustion
turbine.

INCANDESCENT writes:
" I have been interested by tlie explosion tur-

bine described and illustrated in the issue of

December 13th, and wish to present a criticism

and some remarks in the same spirit in which you
present the design.

" The real vital objection to the principle is that

there is no free escape for the products of combustion
after the first reaction of the issuing jet is spent.

Now if the outer bucket ring rotated and the buckets
were made of reflex form there would be a true

reaction, as in the Delavelle and Parsons turbines,

and additional rings of revolving buckets could be
added to make use of the expansion of the explosion
charge.

" It will be seen that the only power available in the
present design is that obtained from the impact of the
issuing streams of mi.xture against the \-anes of the

stationary bucket ring, and that pressure existing in

the space L (see drawings December 13th) can Tiave
no effect, as the pressure of this issuing stream from
the burners cannot exceed that set up by the com-
pressing piston.

,
It is therefore clear that the machine

would not run.
" If combustion took place in the space K at a

moment when full compression was reached a far more
violent impact upon the stationary vanes would result,

but without some means of retaining the mixture in

the space K until the moment of explosion the mix-
ture would simply escape through the orifice of the jet

or burner.

Mechanical Objections.
"Mechanically there are objections quite as vital.

First, to be efficient the rotating portion would have
to revolve several thousand turns per minute, necessi-
tating a worm reducing gear. This high speed of

rotation would completely upset the action of all the
valves, as if the springs were weak enough to allow
of their opening at slow speeds and when starting,

they would allow the valves to open when the centri-

fugal force reached a certain value equal to the
^ strength of the springs. Then, considering the heat
and speed, the friction against the packing ring U
would quickly put it out of business, and lubrication
would be practically useless. The eccentric looks
very nice in position shown between rollers, but when
its major axis was vertical there would be a lot of

slackness, and it would strike the opposite roller a
hammer blow. In my opinion the speed of the
revolving portion would completely upset the flow of

petrol, as the centrifugal force would vary with the

speed. Lastly, what position is the high-tension com-
mutator to occupy? Jt will surely be required to

carry the current to the sparking plugs.

"Any motor cyclist who is sufficiently interested in

the problem of the turbine can gain a very great deal

of useful information by spending a few hours in the

South - Kensington - Patent Model Museum, where
sectional models of the various reaction engines and
turbines can be seen, many of them in actual

operation. There is an enormous mass of difficulties,

both operative and mechanical, to be overcome before

an internal combustion turbine can be made to run and
develop power, not the least of which is caused by

the rapid loss of heat caused by expansion and con-

duction in the case of an explosive rnixture as com-
pared with steam.

" Probably the first .success will be scored by a com-
bination of the two forces by causing the intense heat

of the explosions to take up water, which mil thus be
converted instantly into superheated steam, which will

in turn act upon the buckets of the turbine. When
one considers the enormous effect of the slightest

leak in valves or piston of the reciprocating engine,

together with the fact that in the turbine the surfaces

of the vessels which contain the expanding gas can-

not be allowed to come in contact, the difficulty of the

proposition may be grasped by even the layman."

Another Criticism.

V. Grunwell says :

"With regard to the article on Morgan's internal

combustion turbine in the issue of December 13th,

I should like to point out what appear to me vital

faults. I wish to state at the outset that I am
not influenced by any wish to discourage either the

inventor or others Who feel disposed to test the idea

by actual experiment.
" I cannot see how motion is to be obtained from

the flame at the burners. The space in front of the

latter is roughly triangular, and if we imagine the

-petrol and compressed air issuing from the burner,

it is clear that when the mixture is fired it will expand
in all directions, instead of being concentrated against

the vanes.
" Turbines are simply means of utilising the

momentum of moving gases or liquids by opposing a

surface at an angle to the direction of motion, and
which the moving body by its law of following a

straight line endeavours to push or twist out of its

path. It follows, then, that the moving body must
have its motion directed in a stiaight line before

meeting the vanes, and, further, that every effort

should be made to raise the velocity to the highest

point in that given direction. In- the case of a

turbine of this character the <.i,mbustion must there-

fore take place before the gases -reach the nozzle,

otherwise all control over the direction of motion is

lost.

A25
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Morgan's Internal Combustion Turbine.—

" The foregoing is to niy mind quite a sufficient

reason why the turbine would not operate without

taking into account the destruction of the parts near

the burners, the difficulties of adequate cooling (which

would be very much greater than the inventor seems

to imagine), and the apparent absence of control of

petrol supply (which would be necessitated by the

action of centrifugal force).
" It is, I believe, admitted that the great obstacle

to the production of a successful internal combustion

turbine is that of keeping the heat of the parts within

working limits, Theoretically, -heat is simply so

much energy, and any dissipation of it is waste of

power. The ordinary petrol or gas engine is by
no means ideal in this respect, owing to the loss by

radiation and by e.xhaust, but a compromise has had
to be effected " to get a practical machine. The
steam^ engine approaches nearer to the ideal, as no
radiation is necessary (the reverse is the case), the

temperature of the steam not being so high as to

exercise a destructive effect on the materials of which

the parts of the engine are constructed.
" In case I ' should be accused of destructive

criticism I will shortly forward the outline of an idea

for meeting the various difficulties referred to above,

which perhaps you may be disposed to insert in your

valuable paper." .

A Reply from the Patentee.

Mr, R. E. Morgan writes:
' 1 have read with great interest ' Engineer's ' able

criticism of my internal-combustion turbine, and would
like to answer some of his objections. Perfect balance

of the rotor may be obtained by having twin cylinders,

side^ by side, for pumping, a cam for each, on the

same shaft, the two cams being opposed. (I have

shown this in the drawing of the- same turbine designed

for cars.) The two holes of the drum are cast from
the same pattern, and the pistons would be similar

also, so that the drum or rotor itself is easily balanced.

The rim of the drum is a good fit on the vanes of the

>—•••

A PUZZLIN
DURING one of the pleasant periods of last summer,

after having covered several hundred miles in

the early part of the week with almost

monotonous reliability, I arrived home in South

Lancashire on the Wednesday evening with rather a

good opinion of the "irresistible combination," con-

sisting of myself and a 1907 Triumph, fitted witli

several 1908 improvements.

Having the rest of the week to spare, suggestions

for a good two days tour in North Wales, emanating

from a pedal cycling brother, decided me upon a nm.

for the Friday and Saturday.

Friday morning broke beautifully fine, and soon the

"combination" was hopping along the Manchester-

Warrington road. Now, on the previous Wednesday's

run home mentioned above, I had, knowing that the

route selected was an easy one, carefully burred over

the jet of the B. and B. carburetter until a pin point

would only enter about -^m., and as a result the con-

sumption of petrol for 140 miles had worked out at

about one gallon, but, of course, the engine would

take very little air, and hills had to be taken fast
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stator only, for a short , distance on, each side of the

combustion chamber, the rest of the rim being relieved.

The drum would be made a good tight fit in the outer

shell (stator), and then 'run in' under its own power
at the normal turbine speed till the vanes were a
perfectly gastight fit without causing friction. Then
they should not wear any further. The vanes, being
thin, and inclined in the direction of rotation, pre-

sumably made of cast-iron, would spring to a certain

extent, which spring would be aided by the pressure

of the gases.
" ' Engineer ' says ;

' It would be necessary always
to use the sparking plugs to give the correct time .of

firing.' The delivery of the charge is continuous, and
even with a single-cylinder pump the delivery of the

charge would only be jerky at very low speeds. He
imagines there to be a succession of charges. at very

short intervals instead of a continuous jet of com-
bustible gas.

" The cooling water is sprayed, not into the com-
bustion chamber, but on to the vanes, immediately
after they have done their work, so I do not see how
the sparking plugs can be affected. The plugs are

made accessible by an inspection cover, which is

placed on the side plate on the exhaust side. I did
not show this in my drawings published in The 'Motor
Cycle for fear of confusing the main idea with unneces-

sary details.

" With regard to the valves in the piston, the one
valve acts against the other, so that the net result of

the centrifugal force on the valves themselves is ml.
The valve stems could be guided by lugs cast on the

piston walls. A careful study of the action of the

piston has made apparent to me that, if the valves

were set rigidly on the same stem a certain distance

apart, so that when one was fully shut the other was
fully open, the mo\'ement of the valve seatings in the

piston ends to and from the camshaft, and the inertia

or momentum of the valve heads, would cau,se a per-

fectly timed automatic opening and closing of the

valves. Thus a spring to hold them on their seatings

is optional."

G CASE.
with a well-opened. throttle. As far as Warrington the

"combination" did great things, and as the engine

purred along I theorised complacently on the subject

of perfect proportion of jet to choke tube, etc.

My Path was Barred by a Gate.

Outside Warrington the path across the " silvery

stream " that leads to Manchester was barred by a

gate, and as I waited alongside a little single-cylinder

car that snuffled and gurgled, a feeling of pity for
" those people who know nothing about ignition

'

'

almost ox'erwhelmed me. There was no doubt the

engine of this little car was missing rather badly.

As the bridge swung back and tlie gate opened, " Old
Misfire

'

' and the " combination '

' started out over the

undulating road to Chester. Here I came to the first

hill of any note, so opening the throttle w'ell the

machine took the first half splendidly, when without

any warning a feeling occurred as though someone had
applied the brakes hard, or a bearing had seized, and
almost before I could move a finger to do anything a

terrific backfire sent the engine backwards and brought
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A Puzzling Case.

—

the machine to a sudden stop. Overheating.

Perish the thought. I felt at the cylinder and found
it no hotter than usual. Slipped magneto pinion.

Now just at tliat moment the noise of a misfiring engine

resounded in my ears. Never would I be caught by

that little car. So with a heave and a run the exhaust

valve was dropped. And, wonder of wonders, the
" combination '

' finished the rest of the hill in fine

style. As I rode quietly along theorising upon the

effect of a very fine jet upon ignition, a brilliant thought

struck me. All that had been done to cause this stop

was a wide opening of the throttle. So waiting for a

straight piece of road, the throttle was re-opened wide,

the machine leaped forward, and was gaining speed

rapidly when again the feeling occurred of brakes being

applied, and before the throttle could be closed another

backfire fetched me off all standing.

Finding that. the central wire of the Oleo plug was
loose, I soon had it out, and replaced it with an old

spare of the same make. "Old Misfirer " having

loomed in sight, I quickly stuffed the hot plug into

my pocket, and was soon running into Chester.

A Beautiful Run into Llangollen.

Through Wrexham and Ruabon the pace was kept

down by poor roads, but as the beautiful run mto
Llaiii^ulien v.as entered on the throttle was more
generously opened and the pace increased. Suddenly

the feeling of a brake being steadily applied and

an alarming slowing down of, the machine caused me
to close the throttle, and the braking effect died away,

the speed of the machine increasing again.

As I rode slowly into Llangollen a' vow was registered

that the cylinder and piston should be cleajied on

arrival at Barmouth.
We will draw a veil o\cr the run through Coiwen,

past the beautiful Bala Lake^ and the wild road to

Dolgelly. Suffice it to say that the trouble steadily

grew worse, and 'that between Dolgelly and Bar-

mouth the back-fire occurred about fifteen , times,

stopping me every time the throttle was opened more

than about one-quarter.

After a hurried tea the cylinder was dismounted and
examined carefully for any signs of a projecting piece

of carbon deposit,' but without any satisfaction. So
after cleaning the piston and cylinder and carefully

scraping the points of the plug I set out for a short

run to test the result. In the first mile at each open-

ing of the throttle back-fires stopped the machine
dead, and in a very subdued frame of mind I rode

slowly back into Barmouth. A cart blocking the

way in the main street, I jerked the throttle open a

bit to dart past. The next instant I found myself

stopped suddenly with the carburetter on fire. That
evening was spent in such a pre-occupied state of

mind that after addressing four or five pictiu'c post-

cards to a friend I posted them at a pillar box, and
then remembered there were no stamps on. Next

collection, 6 a.m.

Six o'clock next morning saw me hanging sus-

piciously round that pillar box to waylay the collector.

After squaring this matter up the problem was agaii.

tackled as to how I was to do 170 miles that day over
hilly roads on a machine that jibbed at every mile-

j>ost on the road.

The garage was tackled for a new plug, but had no

suitable ones. However, the proprietor kindly took
a sparking plug out of one of his cars for me to try.

A run of a few miles along the Dolgelly Road proved
that this had entirely cured the trouble. Returning,
I tried to buy that plug, but Avithout success, so,

making the best of a bad job, I carefully repacked
the old plug and reduced the engine gear ratio to

about 5 to I with an idea of climbing the hills with
the throttle partly closed.

Proceeding quietly along the coast road to Harlech,
I began to find that the engine would now stand the

throttle well open on the hills, and turning sharply to

the right at Portmadoc, the machine climbed the

hill through the village splendidly, despite a very

strong head wind. A short stop on the bridge at

Aberglaslyn to admire the beautiful view proved to

me that I had a stiff ride to tackle, for the wind was
fairly lifting stones out of the road, and the rise is 700
feet in three miles to the Penygwrhyd Hotel. Without
a falter the machine landed me at the hotel door, and
here a short stop was made for refreshments, and the
gear put back to 4ji; to i.

A fast downhill run through Bethesda to Bangor
proved a grand change to the performance of the day
before, and I entered joyfully on the long pull against

the wind through Conway, Colwyn Bay, and St.

Asaph. After mistaking the route, and arriving in

Denbigh when I was expecting to reach Mold, I got

along finely and ran into Chester about five o'clock.

To my sorrow it proved to be Chester Cup day, and
a push of half a mile through the crowd took a bit of

the gilt off the gingerbread.

Home was re:ii_iu-d about seven o'clock in the even-
ing, the day's run having proved one of the best I

have ever undertaken.

The Sequel.

Now comes the sequel. On Monday morning, having
a journey of about four miles to make, I started off,

and on the first long hill the back fire occurred no less

than four times, stopping the machine each time. I

had taken the precaution of carrying a new plug, and
on putting this in, the trouble ceased, 'and has never
occurred again.

In this yarn I have tried to describe- as well as

possible the whole of the trouble, and it would be
interesting to hear some other readers' ideas on what
was the real cause of it.

Of course, we know it was the plug at fault, but
where? Both plugs had done over one thousand miles,

and were of a very reliable make, as I have run a

similar plug five, thousand miles without trouble.

I have satisfied myself of the cause, and should like

to know if my opinion coincides with others of the

fraternity. F. Lucas.

Messrs. Priest and Co., 66, Bishop Street, Birming-
ham, inform us that they expect to place on the market
\'e'ry shortly a pocket flash lamp with two-volt woven
glass accumulator, Osram metallic filament lamp,
bull's-eye lens with adjustable focus and switch with
metal cap to protect it. The production of this lamp
has been inspired by a paragraph by " Road Rider " in

The Motor Cycle, who recently wrote respecting the

usefulness of an electric pocket flash-lamp. The size

of the new lamp will be 4J4!in. x i^in. x ^in., and the

weight a little over four ounces.

A29
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HOW often do we see in the questions and replies

columns of The Motor Cycle, " Test the level of

the petrol in the jet," etc., but how many riders

know for certain to what height the level of the

spirit rises in the majority of carburetters when in situ,

for the very simple reason that the jet is inaccessible

when in position on the machine. A casual glance

at most machines will confirm this, and all intelligent

riders will agree that the adjustment of tlie carburetter

has a great deal to

do with the satis-

factory running of

the engine. The
accompanying draw-
ings show a set of

tools which will

enable any intelli-

gent reader to test

the adjustment of

the carburetter, also to

alterations if not correct,

type of spray carburetter

Referring to the drawings,

r and 2—Ordinary jet tube.
3—Dummy or test tube.

carry out the necessary

I refer to the predominant
as used on motor cycles.

I shows a jet tube, 2 is

the jet tube in section, and 3 is what is known as a
dummy or testing jet tube. The latter is an
ordinary jet tube as used in the carburetter, but drilled

out as shown, so that one can readily see the level of
the petrol spirit as it stands in the tube. It is obvious
that it is impossible to see the level of the spirit in a
standard jet by reason of the small size of the spray-
ing hole in the top.

Altering the Collar on the Needle.

Drawing 4 is the usual type of needle valve, and to

alter the level of the petrol in the jet tube we move
the collar shown on the needle nearer to the point for a

higher level, and away from the point for a
lower level. Most riders know this, but mov-
ing the collar without, injury to the fine point
of the needle by bending it is a difficult

matter for an amateur 4o perform, but such
can be accomplished quite easily Avith the aid
of the simple tools shown.
Obtain a short length of copper
or steel tube, 2in. long by, say,
'54^in., and file the ends quite

7
4

Needle valve and special tools cmptoyed for moving collar on needle valve.
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true and square (5). A similar piece of tube 6 is

partly filled with lead, the space occupied by the lead

being shown black.

Now, supposing we wish to reduce the level of the

petrol in the jet tube, we place the needle in the tube

5 (as shown in sketch 7), and by tapping the top of

the needle the point is caused to move away from the

collar. When the float and needle are reassembled; in

the carburetter it will be found that the petrol is cut off

earlier, and therefore does not mount to the same height

in the jet tube as before. If it is desired to raise the

level in the jet tube, we place the blunt end of the

needle in tube 5, and the tube 6 over the end of the

point (see sketch 8), and by tapping the end of tube 6

we move the point nearer the collar, thus raising the

level of the petrol in the jet tube.

A Special Tool for the Needle.

The lead filled tube 6 can easily be made by plugging
one end of the tube with a rivet or screw, heating the
tube in a gas jet, and
allowing a small

stick of solder to

melt and flow down
the tube to the re-

quired depth. The
tube should be first

cleaned inside and a
flux used to ensure

all the solder adher-
ing to the tube all

over.^ After being
filled with solder, a

drill of the" same
diameter as the in-

side size of the tube
should be run down
the tube, so making
a coned recess in the solder which ensures the needle
point being kept central with the tube. Then when
a blow is delivered on the top of the tube the needle
point will bear e^'enly.on the solder and prevent the

needle springing a .d bending.

Now comes the question. How is it possible to fix

the carburetter in an easily accessible position, so that

we can see the petrol in the test tube ? Some carbu-
retters can be turned at right angles to the usual'

position and held vertical while the petrol is turned
on, but in cases where it cannot be so held we. shall

require a short piece of pipe and two unions the^ same
size as those on the petrol pipe of the machine. The
carburetter can then be fitted on the pipe as shown
in the drawing No. 9, having the float chamber in an
accessible position.

It is essential that the machine be supported verti-

cally while these tests are being made, and that the
float chamber is in the same vertical plane as the

No. 9—^The float chamber and jet tube
connected to a special short petrol pipe
ready for testing the level of the spirit
in the jet tube.
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LOOK OUT FOR NEXT WEEK ! !

!

The 1910 ZENITH-GRADUA
with 85 m/n\ x 88 m/m Zenith Engine and Gradua Gear. ^

An absolutely Standard Model,

Is SToingr -For a. BROOKLANDS^RECORD.^
WILL THE 1910 MODEL DO IT?

The Gradua Gear being infinitely variable between the high and low limits, renders it easy for

the rider to suit his gear to any condition of road, hill or treiffic, thus scoring immensely over

any form of Two-speed Gear.

GRADUA GEAR FOR TRIUMPHS. 12 Gns.

85 X 88 N.S.U. engine,
double row ball bear-
ings to engine shaft.

Bosch Magneto, gear
driven. Spring Forks.

Weight 165 lbs.
Extra large fly-

wheel, M. O. I.

Valv^. Carburet-
ter, hanc!l=;-bar

coitr.I.

N.S.U.
3i h.p. Model de Luxe.

Low frame, rear half of back
mudguard detachable. Exhaust
Cut-out. Internal expanding
brake, andbelt rim foot brake.
Tool Case with tools Tank
capacity: 1i gals, petrol, lJ

qts. oil. Two-speed gear and
free engine pulley at extra cost.

This is the most satis-

factory 3o h.p. model
on the market.

Gol t"ie I\'.:.U. List.

Offices and Showrooms:
186, Great Portland St., London, W.

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LIMITED.
Goods and Repairs:

83.85, Bolsover St., London. W.

Tn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oi/cle.'
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S- E. Tyres start the year 1910
with the flattering testimonial of many competitors by having been copied in design.

S.E. Tyres are still the heaviest ^
'

and most reliable Non-Skids,

and give the best

satisfaction.

(ha I HAl)
DONT MIND ALL TALK

about just as srood, "or better," even thougrh it comes
-from us, BUT

COME and see the MOTOSACOCHE
HAVE atKaonthe MOTOSACOCH

E

SEEING IS BELIEVING.
TRYING IS CONVINCING

You will find that what we say about the

MOTOSACOCHE

quite' TRUE.
V Belt with direct drive, or round twisted belt and jockey pulley is optional.

65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.
A3^ In, answering Ihese advertisements it is desirable to mention 'The Motar Cyclic'-'-
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Adjusting and Testing Carburetters.—

engine on the machine; the macliine should test on a

IcA'el floor, and not be supported on the stand. The
pipe supports the ilpat cliamber, which must be kept

in an absolutely vertical position, which is easily

obtained by bending the pipe. The drawing will show
the method adopted. A represents the float chamber,
B the test jet, and C the special pipe. Of course, the

shape of the pipe will depend on the position of the

petrol tap in the tank, but the one shown, ,a simple

b-shaped pipe, will suit most machines.

Before testing the carburetter, clean it out thoroughly

and grind in the needle valve; also see that the

balance weighted levers are free and working correctly,

and that the float is not punctured.

When testing, turn on the petrol and allow it to run

!-ito the float chamber, but do not touch the needle ;

note the level of the petrol in the jet tube, then turn oft

petrol and drain the float chamber. Proceed as before,

and see if the petrol rises to the same level twice in

succession ; if it does it is safe to assume that the float

chamber is working satisfactorily, and that the spirit

is cut off at the right time. If petrol drips from the

carburetter it is usually an indication that the level

is adjusted too high or the point of the needle requires

regrinding. A little time and patience spent in testing

the carburetter are well worth the extra trouble

entailed, but if the job is a hurried one it often results

in a false level, and consequent difficulty in starting

from cold and loss of power on hills.

With the simple tools described in this article,

testing carburetters will be rendered quite a simple
job, and will also be very interesting to the rider who
likes to know his machine. Pilsi.

THE
ALTHOUGH advocates of chain transmission, and

transmission by means of chain belts, have be-

come more numerous lately, the ordinary V belt,

especially of the rubber and canvas variety, has

not been ousted by any means yet. Even for heavy

passenger work belts are found quite satisfactory. The
opinion of Mr. Vivian Olsson, the erstwhile holder of the

End-to-end sidecar record, is interesting. It may be

remembered that he used only one belt (a ij-^in.

Shamrock-Gloria) on his End-to-end trip, and since

TRANSMISSION QUESTION.
then he has run well over another 1,000 miles with the

same belt on his 7 h.p. twin V.S. and sidecar. He
says: "The S.G. belt is still in good condition and
certainly good for at least a further 500 miles. When
one can get belts that will take a heavy and powerful
machine like mine plus sidecar for, say, 2,500 miles,

those who advocate chains because they say belts are

not strong enough seem to be a bit out. In every other

respect, such as silence, smoothness of drive, etc.,

belts are already admitted to be superior to chains.'
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Hints and Tips for Motor
SUARP.BDeED EANUPE.BAR FIT-

TINGS.
52*7, I often wonder how nnich

longer motor cyclists will- put up with
the spiky fitments attached to most
handle-bars, especially on the clip of

the exhaust valve lifting lever, and to

a less degree on certain types of carbu-

retter control. Many of these clips

simply bristle with sharp edges and
angles, and as a motor cycle is very
frequently ridden with gloveless hands,
these sharp edges abrade the skin of

the fingers, and even rip the glove
when gloves are worn. There is no
really neat and presentable method of

padding them either.

HAD ACCELERATION ON THE
THROTTLE.

528. There are two main causes
of an engine's seriously failing to

respond when the throttle is opened.
The first occurs only with a.o.i.v., and
is due to the springs being weak or

dirty. The second is bad mixture,
which may result from using the
wrong sizes of jet and air hole, so that
there is an excess of petrol vapour
when the throttle is slammed open ; or

may equally result from a long inlet

pipe, or a pockety inlet pipe, full of

bends and corners, in either of which
pipes liquid petrol is apt to accumulate
and cause a rush of rich mixture when
the engine is accelerated.

I'OPPING BACK.
529, This is the name given to

the sputtering puffs often heard in a

badly adjusted carburetter, the back
rush of which may be felt if the hand
is laid over the extra air intake, and
which often set a carburetter on fire

(in this case turn off the petrol tap at

once, and beat the flames out with your
cap). The causes of this popping back
are twofold. In rare instances the

popping is due to wrong timing of the
inlet valves, due to wrong meshing
of the cog wheels, or to very weak
springs, or a binding valve stem, each

0/ which may allow the inlet valve to

remain open during a part at least

of the explosion stroke. The commoner
cause is too weak a mixture. A weak
mixture bums slowly, and is conse-

quently still in a flaming condition
when the properly timed inlet valve

opens. Its flames ignite the fresh

charge, which thereupon explodes pre-

maturely, and blows back into the
carburetter, so producing the popping
noise described.

STARVING OF THE CARBURBT-TER.
330. Occasionally an engine will

start off beautifully, but within a few
yards begin to sputter, and quickly
stop. If this behaviour is due to the
carburetter, it is due to one of two
things. Either freezing is in process

;

in this case it is probaoly necessary to

warm the air supply, or to hot-air

jacket the carburetter, but in some
cases the removal of any gauze par-
titions in the inlet pipe may suffice, as
freezing covers them with a film of

snow. Or the supply of petrol is in-

sufficient for the engine speed, owing to

too small a jet, or obstructions in the

*-34

By Road Rider.

petrol pipe, carburetter, or petrol

filter. Reamering out the jet or clean-

ing the supply parts will effect a

ready cure.

THE AMAC CARBURETTER.
3131. A few of these carburetters

appear to have been sent out with
throttle springs which are not quite
strong enough to keep the throttle

valve down on its seat against the

fierce suction of a good engine, with
the result that the engine cannot be run
slowly, nor stopped by pulling back
the throttle lever. The makers will

supply proper springs gratis. Some
owners of these carburetters are
ignorant how to adjust the petrol
level. This is very simply done, as the

needle valve spindle slides tightly in a
brass tube of narrow bore, and its

length may be alteredby tapping it up
and down in this brass tube. The
adjustment of the lift of the two
valves on these carburetters requu'es to

be carefully done, and can only be
verified with the racing type by testing

the behaviour of the engine in actual
running, though with the touring type
the lift of the throttle valve can be
seen when the inlet pipe union is

detached. It should be remembered
that adjustments are performed by
the Bowden adjusting collars at the
handle-bar en3s of the wires. Screw-
ing these collars out from the bracket
increases the lift of the valves, and
vice versd.

TWINS STARTING ON ONE CYLIN-
DER ONLT.

332.' If once in a way a twin-
cylinder engine starts on one cylinder
only, the other chipping in after a few
yards, the explanation may be any kind
of temporary defect in the reluctant

cylinder. But if as a general rule the
engine starts on one cylinder only, the
most probable reason is that the spring
of one of the automatic inlet valves
is stronger than the other pv the valve
sticks on its seat. The two inlet valves
should be taken out, and the ends of

the stems pressed together ; the valve
which opens first has the weaker
spring, and its spring should be
increased to the strength of the
stronger one. If both springs are too
strong, the engine will be very difficult

to start. A strong spring may be
reduced by cutting off a coil, by filing

off some of the depth of the cotter, or
by holding the sprmg compressed in a
vice or spanner for a few hours.

BADLT SOLDERED PETROL UNIONS.
333, One of the most awkward

mishaps to put right by the roadside
is a coned petr-ol union which has
corae unsoldered from it& pipe. Direc-
tions have been previously given for
patching up a makeshift union
with string wrapping and soap or
seccotine, but such a makeshift joint
camiot last long, and the rider's best
plan is to make sure that the unions
are properly soldered. Before a long
trial the vrriter invariably disconnects
the petrol unions, and remakes them,
and, except on a few first-class makes,
he often finds the joint is only held by

JANUARY joth, igio.

Cyclists.

a "wire" of solder. The end of th«
pipe butts into a socket on the coned
union, wlrich is a good iin. in depth,
and the coat of solder should be the
full depth of tliis socket. This ideal
can probably only be attained by thinly
coating the end of the pipe for iin. all

round with solder, heating the coned
socket, thrusting the pipe in carefully
and centrally (so as not to squeeze on
the soft solder on to the rim of the
union), and finally by repeated appli-
cations of heat, flux, and solder, run-
ning the joint full up with solder. If
such a joint has to be remade, and
the rider cannot do it himself, he
should insist on standing over the
mechanic, and assuring himself that
pipe and union are soldered for the
whole of the iin. by which they over-
lap. Otherwise trouble is probable.

CONVERTING OBSOLETE MACHINES.
SS'*. Owners of prehistoric

machines, fitted with such sound engines
as the M.M.C., Buchet, De Dion,
Excelsior, etc., should realise that the
obsolete high frame is probably the
worst portion of the riiachme, as the
lofty position of the rider makes the
machine liable to skid. Now, a frame
is the cheapest item "among the main
components of a^ motor bicycle, and a
brand new low frame, such as the
Chater Lea No. 6, is quite inexpensive,
while from sales of bankrupt stock and
the like a complete low frame can often
be picked up for an old song. If the
engine and fittings of the old machine
be reassembled on such a frame, the
machine will be infinitely pleasanter to
ride. Other desirable details, such as
a modern carburetter and a pair of
spring fork attachments and a belt rim
brake, may similarly be obtained by the
astute buyer for very small sums.
They often figure in the miscellaneous
advertisement columns of T?ie Motor
Cycle at quite nominal prices. In
particular the new frame will make it

possible to use a large diameter belt-
rim of correct angle with an adjustable
pulley, and the fitting of a |in. or |in.
belt will reduce trouble considerably.
No doubt what the owners of ancient
machines chiefly desire is a high-ten-
sion magneto, but these are neither
cheap to buy nor easy to fit. 1 should
rather recommend a first-rate single-
cylinder make and break contact
breaker of large dimensions, with sub-
stantial adjustments, to be substituted
for the small and flimsy pear-shaped
device previously employed. These are
almost as reliable as the magneto con-
tact breaker. The accumulator box
may then be lined with sheet rubber
seccotined in place, and all the holes
by which wires emerge from the tank
carefully lined with rubber. For £5
or so a 1903 machine may thus be
transformed into a far more reliable
and comfortable mount, and when it is

desired to dispose of it, the new mount
will command a proportionately higher
figure. The great point is not to hurry
one's detail piu'chases, but to wait
until the parts required are advertised
at a bargain price.
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^%^ PATENT NONoSKID ^
"The eJternate steel and rubber studded Tyre, fi

SCOTT
TWO STROKE.

TWO SPEEDS.

TWO-CYLINDER.

FREE ENGINE.

CHAIN DRIVE.

iF.LF-STARTER.

"The Car," Oct. 6th, 1909, in commenting upon the Tourist Trophy Race, says
:

" A point which

probably appealed more to the public than anything else was the sensational start of the Scott

machine, with t-wo-speed gear and clutch, which enabled it to move off the mark with great

celerity, and without effort on the part of the driven-."

The Scott Two-speed Gear and Free Engine
Is the only chain-driven, two-speed machine on th^^ market fitted with a frictioniess gear, .'here

are no- phosphor bronze or wearing materiaLs embodied in its construction, and the whole

mechanism being of high grade, case-hardened steel, the gears may be slipped and changed as

frequently as desired withoL-.." any wear or renewal of parts at any time. Remember—there are

no gear wheels—simply two expanding clutches, and it is the only gear fitted with a central drive.

Further, it has no overhung bearings.

The ASi-weather, Go-anywhere Machine.

The Scott Engineering Co., Ltd.. ^'^^^i^ADFORi?*'''®'
Sole London Agents: Tlie Service Co., Ltd., High Holborn.

an^vPTt n,i these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A35
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—9d. per line at S words ; minimum,
two lines. Name and address must be counted.
Tims-

Two lines {16 words or less) costs i/O
Thrre lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines [32 words or less) costs 3/-

In the case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

Aii advertise nents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofTices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion etters should be posted in

time to reach th? ofllces of " The IVIotor Cycle,'-

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), on
Tuesday morning previous to the date of issue.

When possible advertisements received at

Coventry on the Wednesday will be inserted.

All letters relating to advertisement should
state distinctly under what heading and In what
issue tne announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycle?, the adveitisements are classified into dis
tricts, 35 many reader; like to know what machines axe
for sale in th=ir immediate neiglmourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

K orthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York mid Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carna-.vun, Deribish, Flint, Cheshire, Derby. Staffor i

Shrops'nire. Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottins;bam, Lincoln, Leictster, Rutland, Nortliamptun,
Warwick,

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridj^e. lluntingdoa, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Herefor I, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan. Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham. Berks, Wilts and Hants
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex. Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.
SECTION IX.

Somerset! Devon. Dorset, anti (^mwall.
SECTION X.

Scotlandi
SECTION XI.

Icfliniiaod IsleoiMaDt

Wauchope's Brilliant Lead-off for 1910.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.>
is a house where you can deal with perfect confidence
You can at all times rely upon Wauchope's treating your
interests identically as they would their own, ana
experience has taught you that you cannot quite say
the same of everybody.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C^
do not merely supply new motor cycles of the leading and
most reliable makes in the market, but they supply these

constan tly in the course of their business. This house does
not gain your trust to-day, and lose it to-morrow. Why ?

Because they lend their name and reputation to such
things only as will enhance esteem on the part of their

friends, and convince them that at WAUCHOPE*t
honesty is before halfpence !

\VAUCHOP£*S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.,
have a special reputation attaching itself to that part of

their busuiess which is so favourably and popularly
known as their exchange system. By this splendidly
useful method of dealing, on the part of this housCj
there is really no such thing as a worthless machine.
Every machine possesses in itself a certain cash value, so
that yoin: old machine becomes an asset towards the part
payment of your new one. The wisdom and fairness of

this style of trading is beyond all praise.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9y Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.,
never curtail their customers on the point of selection.

The fact of the matter is that at WAUCHOPE'S you find

a range of choice which you cannot discover elsewhere.
These goods are no mere " decoy ducks," but are really

excellent machines, all ready for the road, and guaranteed
to the purchaser. When you get WAU CHOPE'S Guarantee
over a transaction, you find that such a warranty is a
guarantee hi fact and deed; not a mere verbiage of words
which are meant to be meaningless. If you have dealt
at tn/AUCHOPfi*b, you loiow this already.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, fleet Street, London, E.C.
have some genuine specimens of art and utility in second-
hand Triumph Motor Cycles, free engine, and direct drive
models. They are also showing others on two-speed gear
principle at prices ranging from £12 IDs. We will feel

sorry if circumstances prevent your honouring us with a
personal inspection of these magnificent goods ; but if

such a call really cannot be managed, we sincerely re-

quest that, in yoiu" own interests, you will write us, and
thus afford us an opportunity of sending you full par-
ticulars by post, with our characteristic promptitude.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.,
are showing some bargains really worth looking at in

1909 BRAND NEW MOTOR CYCLES. This, to " the
man in the street," is one of the chances of a Ufetime,
and Ufe is too short to omit such an opportunity. These
motor cycles emanate from the leading manufacturiuE,
houses, and the reputation of the makers is more than a
guarantee for their excellence. Please note that
WAUCHOPE'S are offering them at sacrificial prices,

and w<? are confident that if you miss seeing these, or
getting to know all about them, you mil miss a value very
hard to recoup, and equally rarely obtauiable !

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, fleet Street, London, E.G.,
would very specially invite the practical attention of all

competent judges to their admirably finished Second-
hand Roadsters, ranging from £B IDs. and upwards. To
all on the outlook for machines whei'c style, workman-
ship, and condition are paramount features, thesc-

machines possess a very special value. They ar(

thoroughly sound and perfect, and are of such a character
as to do hard work, and to do it thoroughly. They may
be at all times implicitly relied upon on the road to per-

form their part of the work, with unswerving accuracy
and faultless satisfaction. This is a line which will

quickly disappear from a purchaser's opportunity, and
accorchngly reason dictates that the sooner the oppor-
tunity is seen to and adopted, the better will it be all

round for the purchasers themselves.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.,
are never " cribbed, cabined, and confined," in the

selections which they offer ; and in this year of grace 1910
Wauchope's are, in this important aspect and feature oi
their enterprise, in a better position than ever. This is

saying much, but a visit and inspection of the lines ex-

posed for sale will, we confidently state, more than fully

justify the assertion, tliere being on hand at the present
date a stock of no fewer than 200 NEW AND SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES on submission for the selection

of buyers who know and appreciate what genuine worth
and merit really mean !

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.,
in the ordinary conduct of their business take care that
every machine carries its own guarantee of fitness and
excellence. This has ever been the principle of

WAUCHOPE'S during the years which arc gone, and it

will cont nue to be throughout the time to come ; and
that all their patrons, new and old, may enjoy a thoroughly
happy and prosperous season is the sincere wish of
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desirable to mention

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, let'.'-rs mav be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " OflSce.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged lor registration,

a!id three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

fir forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.

100, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or it

" London *'

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" Tlie Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

lar DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^<E
Persons who hesitate to send money to uiiK-iown persons

nay deal in perfect safety by availi -g ihomscives of our

>cposit Syste ". If the money be deposited with "The
*lotor Cycle," both parties are advisej ot this receipt, and
pon intimation of the .arrival and accci tance of the

^oods, the money is forwarded less n ri ..,.» o rs. for

registration. The time allowed for 3 drcision after receipt

I the ijonds i?; three da\s, and if no sale is eRected, each

party to the transaction pays carriage one way. 1-or all-

raua.icLiuiis vAi,ecain iiu in \aiuu. a deposit fee of

23. 6d. i- chnigea. All deposit matters are dealt with

it Coventry, an cheques and money orders should be

uadc payable to Hifte and Sons riniiied.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive i\o

answer to tbeir enquiries are req lesled to regard the

silence as an indication that the Eoods advertised have

iiready been disposed of. Ativenisers otten receive so

..any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each

jne by post. '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION 1.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, anil

Westmoreland.
Twin Rex. magnpto,5ihp. Twin Eex. magnpto, sprint

2 Hble pulley, rubber siadded tyres.

ana seat; £25—Cros.s Tri-

forks. new adjust-
eQnal lunv,

pring cantilever seat, BlOO saddle, Koc free eu^'iue

Intxjh, handle starting, twin back tyres, absclufe non-

kid, acetylene lamp; bargain. £24,-4, Ihorburn St..

FulwelL Sunderland.

SECTION n.

York and Lancashire.

CROSS for Triumphs in Rotherham, 1910 model in

stock; order early; £48 15s.

1 Q08 Minerva Twin. Bosch magneto. Brown and Bar-
XI/ low. spring forks

~-
.-

™

umph Agent, Eotnerham-

10 Ariel. Douglas. Bradbury, Norton. F-N., Indian.

Premier. N-S U.—Gourlay, I'allowfield.

1 Q 09 Rex, guaranteed perfect, only minus pedal ;
oilers

JLt/ —Uoates, lillerton, Richmond, Yorks.

0.3h.p. De Dion. Chater-Lea, 26in. wheels, good con.

ril4, dition; £7 lOs-—Simpkin, 5, Link St., Longsight

p. Humber, chain drive, .splendid condition, new
tyre back, frort good.—Tinsley, FuWord, York-

magneto, twin Truilault iorks- per-
""

or offer.— 39. Bell Hall Terrace,

aalilax-

09 Triumph, fine condition, little used. Mabon
clutch, new re-treaded back; JE39.—Walker. Church

Lane. Liverpool.

3J,h.p. Ariel Lightweight, good running condition, ac-

2 cuinulator; cheap. £9. — Botterill, St. James's
Chambers. Harrogate.

19^

2h.i

5h.p..\riNDEC.
V feet order; £23,

19°

1909 Triumph. 5kh p-. standard model, brand new
as unp-iL-lted ; £'6S ca.sh.—Moldgreen Engineering
Huddersfleld-

1 O08 N-S-tr., 3ih.p., mag^neto, 1910 Mabon free engine
Xt/ clutch, ridden 200 miles; owner's health cause of

selling; reasonable offer—Write, Alwyn, 29, Malsir Kd-.

Keighlpy. _

09 Tritimph, guaranteed. grand
-Ly "

"used'"searchhghr lamp.' too!d_and Epares^ snlendid

linibeii
Mexbnrongh

new August; £38.-White. 60,

condition, little

i. snlendid
Bank St..

3ih.p.. tourist model, immediate delivery

ith all latest improve
F. O. Jones and Co., 3, Redoross^

-Ly from stock, with _all_ latest improvements; ex-

..han;,'e3 entertained.
St.. Liverpool.

BIG&"EST Bargain ever oflered-—3ih.p- Quadrant,
good running order, complete with belt, coil, ao

tool.btig. number plates; £4 19s. 9d.

In answering these advertisements it is

emulator, horn
—Booth's Motories, Halifax-

TRIUMPH, late 1909. Cowej-, Lucas headlight, Premo'
shock absorber, spares, not drne 2,000. a.? new; £42,

or near ofier ; seen by appointment ; no exchange ; owhei^

buying car.—Heywood, 86. Clyde Rd-, TV- Didsbury

09 i'-E. Triumph, only been run 2,000 miles, good
condition. Glare headlight, Cowey speedometer^;

nearly new iJunlop non-skids; best oti'ei: accepted for im-

mediate sale-—Samter, 55. Palatine Bd-, TVithingtou,
Manehester-

The Motor Cycle.'' <

1^'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LEPHANT Motor Mart.-5h.p. 1907 Twin Rps.
£11; 5b-p. twin Uertley, £12 lOs.; 2^U.p- Ornuaidt

; 2J!-ii. iVUnGTVa. £3; Singer trifiir. miiy:nt'to. £7 ; ^\v

: sell, ox exchange luotorB and soods; state wants-

LEPHANT.—Sole London Agents for 1910 Coventrv
Aiuo; £45; delivery from stock; liberal exchanges
and 12. Elephant Rd., linden.

d.p. M.M.C.. Ciiater - Lea No. 6 frame, DaTisou's
tank, petrol gautje. Palmer cord, lootboards; £16.

hange lower power and cash-—H-S-, 33. St. Stephen's
.. Bow, E.

EEKY (Sarolea) . 2ih.p., Chater frame. Brooks
b saddle, Dunlop tyre. £5; Whittle belt, 9a. 6d.

:

nel belt. 7s- 6d. ; Moseley cover (new), lOs. 6d.— 1?0
xton Ed., S.W.

lb. p. N-S-U- Twin Lightweight, new last September,
2 lamp, horn, handle-bar mirror, watch, spare

er and belt; £34.—Crook. 38. Ashchnrch Park Villas,

ipheid's Busn.

[INERVA. 1908, 3ih.p-, magneto, spring forks, non-
skids, adjustable pulley, splendid condition.; £20.—

Kenmure Rd., Mare St., Hackney. London. tJreat bar-

D; must sell-

' OC Clutch and two-speed geared 3ih-p. motor cycle

f spring forks. H.B. control, low, just overhauled

7 reliable; £16, must sell.-619. Lea Bridge Rd
rton. London.

Ih.p. Vindec Special Bosch magneto, B. and B., H-B
a control, Truffault forks, JJermatine, adjustable

ley, low, in good condition ; £17.—E. Mawer, 104
sham Rd.. Putney.

-N-, 5-6hp-. done one season, perfect conditioD
handle-bar contul. footrests, practically new tyres,

ra MiLlieliii non-skid. Brooks bags, spares, etc.; £35-
enton. Rickmansworth.

I ARGAIN.—3Ah-p- Stevens, overhead mechanical
\ valves, guaranteed new condition throughout

;

|}D for debt; no use to owner; £12 lOs-—Boot Shop
. High St., Putney. S.W.

ISVIN Res. November, 1909, not been 50 mili??
,

\ spares, lamp. horn, two belts; oilers; exchani:'

h.p. 2-cyl. tricar.—Box No- L884, The Motor Cycu
Hies, 20. Tudor St., E-C
l|08 22h.p. Magneto Rex Lightweight, Brown and
I* Barlow carburetter, handle-bar control, every-

B,g absclutolv as new, pu;ir:mtepd; £17. or neare;!
"—55 Aiuagtuu ild.. Surbifon.

.h.p. Rex. liue cnnditinti. Lni'^iismaie. good climber
tyras goud, nnijun ~ .,eii ba-1- RlOO saddle, lov

ition, comfoitabic; sacrifice £tJ , iippuiutujent.—E. E-
fkei, 241, High St-. Brentford-

,

|N., 5-6h.p., 1909 model, perfect condition, tyres
tools, accessories, etc.- complete; on view 106. Gt

[;land St-; £35—Preston. St. George's House, Eust-

ip. Owner leaving for Australia.

,h.p. Twin Peugeot, 1908 model, had very little u?c
t original tyres, also everything in fi-rst-rate order;
t have room; sacrifice £15—Owner, 4, Weitbuii
lens. Hanger Lane, Ealing, W.

G. FENN'S Speed King Rex, 1909 machine. 1910
twin engine, new condition, latest improvements:

rtfl invited: sacrifice £28 for quick sale.—Apply
Mortimer Market. Tottenham Court Rd., W.

h.p. Minerva, 1909, not ridden 400 miles, Mabon
clutch, variable pulley, splendid machine, as new-

iJ pares;" £25, cash bargain; sidecarriage, Mills- up
loered. Bates band. £4, perfect-— S, Blenkarn, 58.
hiwell Rd.j Beckenbam-

2iNT0N'S Bradbury, 1909. winner several gol"
-• lueJaU. equal to new, specially tuned up. unpunt

-

ttl ROM- tyres; take £30. with lamp, tools, spares.
ic> srrie?, finest machine on road.— 619, Lea Bridge Ed
j«on. Ljndon.

^3.U., 1908. 3h.p., magneto, M O-V-. fine hill-climber
fast, reliable as clock; £15, to clear.—Stanton

)eF-

J^
YL. F.X-, 4ih-p., and nearly new Chater-Lea sidecar

* all spares and accessories, absolutely perfect con-
iilo: take £26 to clear—Stanton, 619, Lea Biidg.
Jc Loyton, London.

I:e Bargain of the week (£9).—2;h-p. Peugeot (just

b'.-cu rebusbed), vertical engine. 26in. wheels, new
ifcelin back cover, long handle-bars, low saddU-
JOiion, fast, powerful, horn, toolbag. stand, two new
<pii Continental tube?— 12. Market Sq-, Horsham

BARGAIN, £20.—4;h.p. Roc. two-speed gear. Rot
JErlut-ii. magneto ii:niTion. spring loili, jiunkp tyK^;^

Wi fitted with iron studded band, very powerful lua-
lui, take any hill with sidecar; also Millford sidecar,
rO( rnmlition. £5.—Write, S-R-, 46, Regent St., Lon-
loiW.

I'
09 Chater No. 6 Frame. 5h.p. twin Res, magneto

I

Amac carburetter, handle-bar control, latest
tfiiin free engine clutch, adjustable pulley, lin-
Title, foot brake, accessories, mitfor headlight,
itL;icu.; sp-ues. fitted Chater sidecar, headlight, pur-
ee £28—Letters, 28, Siddons Rd.. Tottenham, N.

nEARANOE.—23h.p. Kerry, £8 10s. ; 6h.p. twin An-W toine. £17 10s.; 2ih.p. Brown, £8 lO-s- ; 21h.p
Imant. £4 lOs- ; 2ih.p. J.A-P-, £8 10s. : 23h.p. Phrt-
itXmaffiiPtn two speeds, £14 lOs-; Rex de Luxe, clutch
naeto, twin. £20: ditto. £25- cxc'\Tn2:P-! : please call
't rite; trials—128, High Ed-, Tottenham. 'Phone,
9'. Tottenham.

The Halifax Motor Exchange;

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection."

BARGAINS IN
1909 REXES. 190e

1909 3* h.p. Tourist REX £38

1909 34 h.p: REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £48

1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £60
Compare these with 1910 prices.

1910 REXES. Liberal Exchanger

Deliveries (rom stock.

SIDECAR IVIACHINES.
1909 5 h.p. TWIN REX, nearly new
igo8 Twin Tourist REX, magneto
1908-9 foiu-'cyl. F.N., fine condition

lgo5 REX DE LUXE, magneto
1907 Twin Ma^eto RKX, spring forks

^907 5i h.p. 'i win REX, spring forks
) h.p. Twin N.S.U.. m-igneto, 2-speeds

7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U. Sidecar,

very smart lot

fwin WERNER Lightweight, spring, forks

ij h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, extra good
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks, spray

£32 10
fan 10
£25 1(1

i32 10

tiO
£16 16
£24 10

£29 G

£12 10

£25 10

£18 11)

£» lb

^
SPECIAL BARGAIN.

5^ h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26in: wheels, and
brand new Art Laiit sidecar. Trial Given. 20 Guineas.

BRAND NEW 1909

51 h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with hoi',
lamps, tools, and spires.

£60 e£l.cK. Magneto ignition £5 e.vtra.

• t POPUI-ARS."
?J h.p. Magneto Triumph, brand new £43 10

1909 3* h.p. Magneto REX, 'ike new £32 10

1909 3* h.p. REX SppLd Kirg, as neiv £35
1909 3* h.p. two-speed HUMBER £36
rgoS 3 J h.p. Magneto REX. spring forks £24 10
no8 3* h.p. 2-spepd REX DE LUXE £30
1908 3? li.D. N.S.U., spring forks, as new £26 10

V h.D. ROC m gneto clntrh, gcid £24
110S 3.1 h.D. Mag.. N.S.U., spring forks £19 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18

i h.p. Magneto SIMMS, sjin. Palmers £16 10

3 h.p. SINGER, V hell H.T. magiu to £16 10

1907 3J h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £17 10
it,o7 3i H.^. KRADl^URY, 2fnn. wheels £13 JO

3 h.p. ZEDEL, vertical, 26in. wheels £13

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10

3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
1906 3I h.p. REX. soring forks, M.O.V £15 10

t
h.p.'STEVENS, H.T3. control, handbrake £13 10

^ h.p. CL^'^E. magneto ignition £15
2} h.p. KERRY. Leht and low. spray £9 10
I h.p. REX 32 fame, re-enamelled £7 10
- h.n. BEESTON-HUMBER, spray £9 10

3! h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
!i h.p. Light ARIEL, low bui'd £8 15

2} h.p I. l-OYDS, vertical spray £6
2 h.p. F.N. SAROLEA. untested £4 5

5 h.p. Twin REX with MiUs-Fulford Forecar,
spot csh bargain £11 10

Monster list on application. Cash offers considered.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 C|08 Triumph (late), equal to now. Cower speed-X «/ omcter Lucaa SOs. lamp, spare belt and tyre
'quite new), watch, three toolbags full tools, spare valves,
plugs, etc., overalls, and 459. coat, perfect in every way,
lot cost over £60. will take £35: seen by Jippointment
only.—E- G. Glcribournc, Ridgeway, Enfield, N.

"J
Q09 VS.. 5h.p., V-S. two speeds and free engine,

J-*' niUL'iifto. spring forks, handle-bar control, adjust-
able pulley. 26 by 21 new Palmer cards, and tube t-n

back, Peter-Union on front, both unpunctiircd. lamps,
seaerator, watch, al.'^o rigid sidecar, enamelled French
i,'rey. to match machine, 4-note horn. Continental tyres,
aj-ron, beautiful combination, absolutely in perfect ord< r.

with spare; £45. or offer; owner bnuglit car--E. Monty.
8, Stephen St., Tottenham Court Ed-, W.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

Oih.p. Rex. 1910 Amac. climb anything, very ia^l.
2 £25; ofiers considered; buying racing machine.

46, Park Rd-, Glasgow.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Finn.-Rex. V S-.

Indian, Moto-Reve, Phelon and Moore, Zenitb.
JJonglas. Eoc. Griffon; we stock all these- aud can supply
any other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, LotniaL
Rd-, Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
23h.p. Humber. perfect order, chain drive, studded
4 tyre, accumulator ignition, also new Continental

cover. 870 by 90. not unpacked; what offers?—William
Greene. Enniscorthy-

TRICARS FOR SALE.
6h-p. Quadrant Carette, as new; coat £100; coach-built.

wheel steering; £22.-20. Potternewton Lane. Leeds.

6h.p. Quadrant Carette. two speeds, tyres new, perfect
condition; £20; photo; any trial-—Harris, Eoydon-

Esscx-

6 h.p. Twin, air-cooled, open frame, coach seats, three
speeds, wheel steering ; bargain, £17.—E. J. Git-

tins, Oswestry.

TRICAB. 8h.p.. three-speed, reverse ; £40. oi exchange
small car or cycle--E- Porter, 54. St- John's Rd-

Clapham Junction-

5 h.p. Bradbury, water-cooled, two speeds, clutch, coach-
built in pood condition; £18—Page, 74, East

Hill. Dartford Kent-

TRICAR, 4h-p-. Humber, chain driven, free engine,
handle starting, clutch, etc-, perfect, condition as

new; must sell; bargain, £17-—Sharpe, Mildenhall.

TRICAR. Fafnir, two speeds, free, chains^ H-B. con-
trol, rubbered footboards, foot brakes, tyres very

good; trial up 1 in 8 ; nearest to £14.—Seen at Nye's.
Loather Lane-

BARGAIN-—Genuine Chater-Lea tricar, perfect. 4j
h-p., water-cooled, two-speed and free, handle start-

ing. Palmer tyres; £18 10s., or offers.-Green, motcrist,
Uerby St, Bolton-

4 ih.p- Tricar, tw."> speeds, wheel pteerinfj. water-cooled
2 eni:ine, in tirst-rate condition, plating, painting.

ind upholstering as new, new RG-M- tyre on driving
wheel.—Richards, 9. Fairview Rd-, Cheltenham.

5 h.p. Twin Bex Triette, Bosch magneto, two speeds,
Roc clutch, handle starting, cane forecairiage, foot-

l^oards, adjustable pulley, liin. belt. Brocks saddle f^cat,

specially built; £40.—W-Q.. 33, Meriden St-. Coventry-

9 h-p. Singer Tricar. Riley three-speed and reverse
gearbox and eni^iue. medal winner, Loudon. Ply-

nonth. and back. 1909. many alterations and improve-
uents; cost £135, accept £60; Triumph part exchange.
Phone. 7646 AValL—W ocd, 33. CornhilL London.

7 h-p- Wolfe. 2-cyl. Stevens water-cooled engine, tl.ree

speeds, wheel stneriug. in magnificent condition
throughout, ideal machine for winter riding, seats two
in front, car tyres on all wheels, new R-O.M- combina-
tion non-skid. 700 by 85 back tyre, two spare covers
and three tiibes. two ficetylene side lamps, all tcols. etc-.

the machine ha^ seen very little mileage and is particu-
larly silent besides powerful and fast; any trial and ex-
pert examination; £37 10s-, or good motor cycle part-—
A- Browne. 43, Southbrook Rd-, Lee. S-E.

CARS AND TRIOARS.
Any reasonable exchange considered.

Room vifanted.

8-IO b.p. two-cylinder FORD car £33 10
io-i2h p. tvvo-ryiinHer HRUSH car £89 10
li^h.p. w.c BRADBURY tricar, M.O.V £35
^l h p. PHCENIX trinio, magneto £25

1AAA IQ08-9 Magneto Machines • \vanted for
jjUvv spot cash. Full trade value given.

M
SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ONTGOMERY Sidecar, nearly new. beautifully up-
holstered "green ; £4.—M- Foy. Wokingham-

SIDECARS. £4 173.; baskets, springs, fittings; trade
siipplipd--Middleton and Co., Watson St.. Newing-

tnn Greeu. Loudon, N-

"DIGID Sidecar left, 26in. by 2iin. wheel, art cane
-iLl; body, uphol.^ered green; £3 17h. 6d—Lewis. 23.
Arden Rd.. Hand^worth-

GOOD Sidecar, green upholstered, complete witli

cushion, apron. Dunlop, 26 by 2i; accept quick
-ale £3—Short, Spread Eagle Yard, Chesterfield-

LATEST 12 Guinea Sidecar, brand new, and buiU
throughout with genuine Chater-Lea fittings, £6

83. ; wanted. Sunbeam cycle-—H Bert,, 9, Gaskell St Lon
don, S-W-

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, condition aa new, lit »rv
machine; £3--Mncer, 20. -Pajk St.. Peterborour .

SIDECAR, new. Moseley tyie. specially nrhol>t' rtd

;

UL-arot £4; must seU--G., 37, St- QuintiD Av-,

W.

In answering this advertisement it is da^irableto mention *^TJie Motor Cycle. A39
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Stocktaking Bargains.
First Cozne, First Served.

To make room f:)r new 1910 machines we ofEer the

follow ng clearance lines

:

2* h.p. Humber £3 77 6
3 h.p. Rex S4. 17 6
31 h.p. Excelsior £4 17 6
3g h.p. Dux £4 17 6
2i h.p. Stevens S4 5
2 h.p. Rex S3 5

All guaranteed in running order and tested.

CARRIAGE FREE. 1-or S/- extra we will de.iver

any of the abo\e carri-ge free to your own door.

Lamp, horn, and tooib g are inc.uded in thejibove.

fk llnuun SECURES ANY OF THESE.
*" UUWJI BALANCE 5/- per WEEK.

3.V h.p. Clarendon .. £9
1

3-A h.p. Humber .. £9

si h.p. Res £9 . 3"i h.p. Rex, M.O.V. £11

3^ Centaur. M.O'.V. £9 4 h.p. King .... £9

6 ONLY.
BRAND NEW 1909

51 h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with
hood, lamps, tools, and spares.

£60 ea.ch. Magneto ignition £5 extra.

CASH, CREDIT, OR "XCHAnGE.
1910 3j h.p. REX, new, offers wanted
l909~3l"h!prREX7R.O.M. tyres £30

1909 3I h.p. HUMiJER, two-speed model . . £35

1910 3j h.p. Twin PREMER 50 Gns.

1909 6 h.p. Twin REX, quite new £36

6 h.p. Twin REX, bosch magneto, very smart £20

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magnet,. £17

3^ h.p. 190a' iKlLl.MPtl, magneto ignition.. £29

One ditto, htted Roc two-speed gear .... £35
:90s 6 h.p. i.'GC, two-speed and clutch .. £30

5 h.p. i\'in N.5.U., magneto, very low.-.. £21

1908 KEX DE luxe, clutch, etc £28 O"

190a Twin REX, magneto, very low £25

3I VINDEC, magneto, Nala two speeds . . £19 u
"

1908 F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto.... £17 Q

3? h.p. GRlTZNHR,i9o8. martncto ignition £17
^908 Magneto Xi:^.\. fine condition £18

5n^.P- ' '''^-^ RE.v e.mv J.I6 10

;t h.p. RE.K. M.O.V. , spny £10 I Q

3i h.p. 1907 RE.X. lovely goer £15 15

3^ h.p. low REX, H.B. control, M.O.V. . . £1 1

6 h.p. Twin REX, and sidecar £20

5^ h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, fine machine £24

FARRAR S

HALIFAX .^^^^m^:

SIDECARS

FA RRAR'S
MOTOR works"

£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres. Guaran-
teed 12 months. An ideal winter attachment,
quite rigid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. No
sideslip. Beautifully srrung on double C spring.

Approval anywhere. Send for descriptive circular.

Don't buy till you have seen ours.

^DO (4A -cOAIfSlS.
Forecar attachment, 26in. wheels £4
z\ h.p. Monarque engine 35/-
Montgomer>' s dec:jr £3 15
Brown and Barlow igio Carburetters, H.B.

control 28 /-

Amac Carburetters, H.B. control 19/6
Old carburetter accepted in part payment.

Premier High-tension M->gneto, new 59/6
Bosch ditto, ditto, twin-cylinder, new £3 10
Motor cycle frame, complete with wheels,

tyres, and tank, very smart 49/-
Get my Price List. Pounds saved.

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting,

E. RARRAR,
Albion Works, Saustre Rd., HAUFAX.

Telephone 919.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
OTJK Sidecars Tali. — Now, with Michelin tyre (not

new oleurauce), £5 5s.; perfectly eatislactory ; one
second-hand, £3.-128, High Bd-, Tottenham. 1982. Tot-
tenham-

ABINGDON Forecar Attaclmient, complete, foot

brakes,. 26 by 2i Dreadnoiights. KotJischild's ahi-

minium bodv. npliolt=tered maroon, run three months

;

£8; take castor i=idecar part—157, Pilbert St.,

Leicester.

SIDECARS, best value in England. Fit all motor
cvcles; prices £4 15s. and £5 10s., fitting free;

second-hands from £3 15s.; send for list from actual
maker; established 1882.—C A- Edgar, 123, HoUoway
Ed-. London. N.

J.
DAVIS. Automobile Engineer, Barnebniy Grove,

N., begs to inform readers that he is the inventor

and sole builder of the protected double-seated sidecar.

illustrated recently in Tlit Motor Cycle. This sidecar.

with tiller steering, is the last -word in comfortablii

motor cycling. Particulars and prices on application.

QUADCARS.
33.h.p- Royal Enfield Quad. De Dion engine, Longu-

-

4 mare carburetter, coach-built front seat, in g-cd
order; £8 10s-—D. Jones. 73, Calverle Rd., Tunbridge
Wells.

8 h.p. PhtKuix Quadcar, twin, water-cooled Fafnlr; Pxo
.speeds and reverse, splendid condition; £37 10?--—

1

128, High Rd-. Tottenham- '

ARIEL Quad, two speeds, in splendid condition, Amac
carburetter, H-B- control, car tyres- reliable

;

trial; £25—Samson, 77, Upper Clapton Rd-,. N-E-

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER— 16-20h-p. Mutel Landaulet, open or clus. d

body- side entrance, grand car; £100-

PALMER.—l&-20h-p. Mors, clo.sed body, pressed steel

frame, fine hire car; bargain, £100.

PALMER.— 241i.r- F-X-A-T- Burlington bodjv hood.
screen, side curtain:?, full equipment; £175.

PALMER.— 16-20h-p. Corre tonneau. hood, screen,

head lamp, full equipment, spare tyre; £75.

PALMER.— 12-16h-p. Aries, tonneau, genuine Asti:T

engine, fast, reliable, and light car; £75.

P.iLMER—16-2411. p. De Dietiidi. side entrance lar

hood, screen, magneto ignctfon; any trial; £75-

PALMER-—15h.p- Darracq. S-seater, hood, screcu,

push pedals, tyres like new. perfect; £95-

PALMER.—15-20ii.p- Paniiard Chassis, with lorry

body, 4-cyl., good mnniog order; £55-

PALMER-—12-1 4h-B, Humber, tonneaif. Moseley per-

fect tyres, very smart e^ti; £65-

PALMER.—16-22h-p. Gladiator, side eritrance, long
chassis, disc clutch, roomy body; £125.

PALMER.—9h-p- Jackson, 2-seater, bucket body, gen-
eral condition like new; £85-

PALMER.— 12b. p. M-M-C, tunueau, 2-cyl., good run-
ning order; clearance pric«\ £35.

PAIiMER.—24h.p. Slass, 2-5eater, racer, electric

lamps, steel cha.ssi3; £150.

PALMER—16-24h.p. Dp Dietrich Chassis, late type.
M-0-V-, pressed ste<^I frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER—In stock at Tooting, one monoplane, 30ft.
span, ready to receive engine; £75.

PALMER.—All above seen at L. ]S". Pahnei's, 9a.

Trevelyan Rd., Tooting- Garage one minute Merton
Rd- tram terminus. Tooting- 'Phone. 208, Streatham.
Photos, details. Ea.sy terms. Exchanges.

ECLIPSE.—14-16h.p. Darracq. the 1910 speciality:

immediate delivery; 225 guineas; old car part

payment.

ECLIPSE—14h.p. Star, 4-cyl.. M-O-V-. side entrance,

excellent order; £85.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., M-O-V.. side en-

trance, new condition ; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Pritehett and Gold, 4-cyl-. steel

frame, hood, excellent order; £72 10s-

EOLIPSE-—12h-p. JP.. 2<t1-. long chassis, side en-

trance, hood, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE—9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyI., M-O-V- tonneau.

a thoroughly -reliable car; bargain, £55.

ECLIPSE— 10-1 2h.p. Gnome landaulet, four seats.

splendid order; £87 10s.

ECLIPSE— 6h. p. Siddeley, 2-seater, steel frame, re-

liable and good; £42.

ECLIPSE.— 6h-p- Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, hood, per-

fect order; £38.

ECLIPSE.—6h.p. Yauxhall. 2-3eater, three speeds, very
- good order; £14 lOs. -j,

ECLIPSE-—8h.p. Mayfair Dogcart. 2-cyl., good order;
£21.

EOtlPSE.—10-12h.p- Star bos delivery van, very good
order; £60-

ECLIPSE.—8]i-p. De Dion, genuine, two speeds, ton-
neau, in pink of condition; £72 10s.

ECLIPSE-—9h.p. Rex. tonneau, good order; £18—
Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfield

Ed-, Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

A GOOD CHANCE
to get a good Motor Cycle Cheap

WRITJE COLLIER'S.
REAL JAM.

1909 3^ h.p. two-speed REX, new. What offers.

i.-)Oil Twin REX L)E LUXE, SOILED £49 10

1909 HUMiJER, a clipper £35

ii h.p. N.a.U., two-speed, a BEAUT Y £27

4 h.p. ROC, 1907, magneto, H.D. control . . £23

.\10iO-KKVE, Uruid iorks, magneto, V belt £25 I)

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 £22 111

I'KiUMPH, 1906, lilce new £20

3^ h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, good tyres £18

3I^fGER, 3 h.p., late model, BELT DRIVE £18 u

ANTOINE, 4 h.p., magneto £18

3^ h.p. QUADRANT, a gem £17 10

3J h.p. ARIEL, ..LO.V., 26m. wheels £15 15

REX, 3i 1906, spring forks, MsO.V £14.10

ALLDAYS, 2^. 26in. wheels, spring forks £11

FAITHFUL SLAVES.
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks. Palmers .

.

£9 19

REX, ^i, J ohn-o -v^ro.it s muac-i. 22in. irame £9 10

3 h.p. HUiMBER, spray, clutch £7 10

z h.p. i-iUivIj-li^K, good value ...... .^.. .. £6 10

iUlu.MFri. :: h.p. .Uincrva engine, spray .. £9 U

KERRY, long bars, low seat £8 IQ

UU.-^Dl^-^^ f, • h.p., low. 26in. wiieels £8 10

KeX. 3 h.p.. long bars, dropped seat £f 10

RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical £/ 5

REX. 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine . . £5 19

I J h.p. MINERVA, splendid value £5 18

I'RlUMPH-MINERVA, good order £5 19

" RlRDLIP" BEATERS.

rfioq Twin REX DE LU.KE, NEW fSl

1909 ^h h.p. REX Speed King £37 10

;E-v R.\CER. 24:n. wheel. 60 M.P.H £30

5^ u.p. I'win RiiX, spring forks £16 16

7-8""h.p. MINERVA, 1908, suit sidecar. . . . £37 10

F.N. 4-cyl. 4J- h.p., ptlis like a kitten £26

WE SEND THESE ON APPRO.
The "COLYTE" MIRROR LENS HEAD-
LIGHT, 6-hour generator. Plated 19/6

T argest size THREE-NOTE HORNS 8/6
New and Second-hand .\ccessory List on receipt of

postcard. GET THIS—IT'LL PAY VOU

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL
CARBURETTERS.

1909 Models B. & B., complete 25/-
rg09 Models Amac ,, 19/6

5/- for sotmd carburetters in eschange.
LargeStock of iqro ihodels. 10% discount for cash

LIST TYRES- FREE.
ALL NEW, PERFECT, AND BEST M«KEo.

=4X 2^ 13/6; 2Cx2ji8'e; other si-e= 13 'e each.
WIRED, 28 X 2, 13/6 ; 28 X 2I. 14/6.
SPECIAL LIME. 26 x 2t TUBES, 4/6.

DEPOSIT, and balance 5/- weekly
for any machine up to jCr2 value.
OTHERS, terms on application.

WINTER RIDING
made safe and pleasant by using one of OUR

SIDECARS
See PRICE and SPECIFICATION.

COMPLETE, with 2jin. tyre,

well made and elegant art cane*

body, wide mudguard, 3-boU
fastening (MY SPECIALITY).

THEY'RE WORTH DOUBLE.
Most easily detached sidecar on the market.

APPROVAL WILLINGLY.

's

37, Park Cross Street, LEEDS.
(Facing Town Hall.)

Ill, nii.^u-erifig /7i!.^ a-cJvertisement it is rlr.<'irahh tn motlioii "T}ie Motor Cif!''

Mtii
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THE

f CHEMICO " CARBIDE
CAFtFtlER,

le safest, neatest, and best method of

kjiveying a spare charge or two of car-

He yet introduced. Carries a i lb. tin of

(iemico Carbide—is of neat design,

Ijlndsomely but strongly finished ; made
of the very best leather.

•ice. Carrier only.. .. 1/9 ea.
fitted with J lb. Tin Chemico
Carbide -. .. .. 2/- ea.

CHEMICO " ""•"gn.
^"^^

mid be tried by every motor cyclist who
ieves in giving the engine a fair chance,

eal friend to the engine. Tom Peck
id this oil on his famous ' End-to-end

'

e, and found his engine free from heat
the end of his remarkable journey.

Quart Tins, 1/8 each.

CHEMICO " CARBIDE.
ited, cleansed, and dust free. A strong,

ady flow of gas from start to finish.

Best for motor cycles.

lb. Tins, <d. i lb. Tins, 4d. ea.

IE COUNTY CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM.
FNDON : 43, Gt Eastern Street
SvNCHESTER : 235. Deansgate.
CA.SGOW: 128. Renfield Street
C BLIN : Golden Lane.

rasjiis:,:!

, 1 !lsii'|il''F. Manufacturers' ,' ™!i!

|il|:OUNTyCHEMICiitC .

:{II||j,jifacturin9 Chemists iOil'RefinSi,

jSlilllitChemico Works,' ,:.'|:|
1

J llliiJRMINGHAJyiil:!

8h.i.. A;
ivort

10

CARS FOR SALE.
riL'l, 2-cyI.. seats four, pretty little car; £35,

10

121i-p. Sandringham, 5-seater; offers invited, or 2-

seater and cash.—28, Grove Lane, Stamford Hill-

9-llh.p. Star, tonneau, three speeds and reverse, equal
wheels, complete equipment ; £60 ; very good con-

dition ; trial.—Below.

4ili.p. ]Je Dion Phaeton, two speeds, perfect condi-
2 tion; £18 10s., or exchange.—128, High Ed-

Tottenham-

1 /\-12hp. Speedwell. 2-cyI. [Monoblorj, medium si/.r',

JL" 4-seater, modem design, smart appearance; £55.
—Below.

12h.p. Jliuerva. 2-cyl.. fast, useful 2-seater, hood.
and screen, large detachable bos at rear; £37

lus.—Below.

9h.p. I 'e Dion-Speedwell, very latest type of this ^well-

known firm, 2-seater> hood and screen, very power-
ful, handsome ear; £68.—Below.

1 A-12h.p. Feugect, 6-seater, canopy and screen, dual
JLvF i^^nition. exceptional condition; £55. or reason-
able offer.—Below-

ALL above are high srade cars, well maintained.—Sully,

10, Old Town, Clapham. 'I'lione, -1781 Battersea.

8h-p. Jackson-De Dion, handy littli^ runabout. -2-seater,

smart conmtion ; £32 lOs.-J., 1, Beafcrd Rd-.
Clapham.

Mh.p. Prunel. £65; lOh-p. Mercedes. 2-seater, £55;
both 4 cyls-; exchange-—20, l^tternewion Lane,

Leeds.

5ih.p. Pieper Ca.-, 2-3eater, belt drive, fast and coiii-

2 fcrtaole; trial; £15.—Stimpson, \i ellesbourne,
Wariricksiiire.

"•

1 /\-12h-p. Century. 2-Gyl., exei^edingly comfortable and
XVf reliable car, mechanism "eareiuUy overhauled; £35.
-334, Clapham Kd.

6h-p- Starling Car, bought new. driven only by present
owner, very little Uf^ed. suit doctor; any trial here;

lowest* £45. bargain-—King. Alfreton-

/*h.pi De Dion-Hurtu Car, three speeds, in good condi-^ tion; exchange for powerful twin and sidecar; sell

£18.—jaurs. 47, Highbridge St-, "Waltham Abbey-

1 /\-12h-p. Wolseley Car, 2-cyl. engine, tonneau body,
-L\J fauopy, siae curtains, screen, lamps, etc. splen-

did order; £33.—Claude, 16, Avenue Crescent, Acton,
\V.

5h.p. Vauxhall Car, seats two. water-cooled, two speeds,
etc., good - condition, take good motor cycle ex-

change; room wanted-—B lackmore, Essex Bridge.
2xeter-

1 A-12h.p. Pick, three and reverse, new tyres. 870 byXv 90, two cylinders, seats five; take twin cycle part,
or, sell £30 cash; just the car for election purposes —
Hewlett, Upton-on-yevern.

NEW Orleans, splendid 8-llh.p. 2-cy]. car, three speeds
and reverse, very powerful and fast, excellent order

tiiroughout ; £55, well wcrth £60, bargain; good motor
cycle part payment--28. Woodbridge Ed., Ipswich.

9h.p. Darracq Car, detachable tonneau body, three
speeds and re/erse. fast, and reliable, in splendid

cjndition throughout ; a genuine bargain. £40 ; good
motor bicycle taken in, part-— 1, Walsingham Garde
South Ealing, W. .

8h.p- De Dion. 2-spater, three speeds, hood- lamps.
Stepney wheel, eto.. capital condition. excepiTonahy

reliable car; £115. cr allCAV good price for Trimnph
motor cycle (no ether) in part payment--Heybomrn.
Motors. Maidenhead.

61.h.p. Genuine De Dion-Eegal, modern 2-seater, small
2 ca^, cardan, artillerys. "Dunlops, two speeds, re-

verse, buckets, screen, etc.. splendid ccndition. £36 10s.;
also latest model Eexette tricar, side lever- change speeds,
torpedo rear, separate gear box, luxuriously fitted, cost
£110. £32; no dealers.—D-, 59. Minet Av., Willesden-

6hp- Chatcr-Lea Carette, in thoroughly sound condi-
tion and good going order, engine, magneto, and

all wearing parts lately overhauled, complete with double
twist horn and tail lamp, two complete inlet and ex-
haust valves, two Whittle belts, and numerous spares,
tyres in good order, rubber studded Excelsior tread, and
650 by 65 Dunlcps. excellent . hill-climber, and quite
free from sideOip; £50-—Nelson, Holme House. Holme-
next-the-Sea, King's Lynn.

1 /\-12h-p. Minerva 2-cyl- Handsome 2-seated Car. sideX" doors, sloping back, containing large toolbox.
County wind screen, three speeds and reverse, automatic
lubrication to engine and all parts of machine, tyres
practically new, non-skids on back, car is enamelled dark
green, and in perfect condition throughout, large brass
acetylene headlight, two side paraffin and tail lamps, spare
tyre, tools, etc; £70; would accept good motor cycle
part pajTuent ; open to expert examination ; trial by
appointment-—G. Stanley. 43, Southbrook Ed.. Lee. S.E.

ENGINES,
ENGINES.—Eoe, 4h.p., single-cyl., new 1910 type;

early deliveries-—A. W. Wall. Ltd., Birmingham.

3h.p. Minerva pattern, air-cooled engine, running order;
price 25s.—Barker. Bishop St-, Loughborough.

FOE Sale, nearly new 5h-p- petrol engine, suit boat
or stationary; £7 lOs.—Grinhaf, Barton St-, Glos-

M.M-C. Engine. 80 by 80. M-OV., almost new; £4
10s.—Simpkin. 5, Link St.. Longsight, Man-

che5t?r.

epa:
TO ALL MAKES OF s

CELL AS RECEIVED BY US.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK, AND
SPECIALLY CATER FOR THIS CLASS OF TRADE.
NO LBATTERY NEED BE THROWN AWAY AS

USELESS OR BEYOND REPAIR.

JUST SEND IT ALONG TO US. WE WILL QUOTE
YOU BY RETURN, OR MAKE YOU AN ALLOW-

ANCE IN EXCHANGE FOR A NEW CELL.

CELL WHEN REPAIRED

THE"ABOVE ARE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOS,

BEFORE AND AFTER REPAIRS, OF AN AC-

CUMULATOR SENT UP BY A CLIENT, AND ARE

NOT SPECIALLY FAKED UP FOR ADVERTISING.

Our new List, containing 40 pages, sent

post free on request.

Dept.
A.R., RIGHFORD

on (Accumulator
Specialists),

153, Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C.

In answering fJi^ese advei^fiscmpvfs if ?*.'' de-^irahJe to mi'ntion '^Tlie Afotor Cycle. A4I
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ENGINES.
TJ AEGAIN.—3ih.p- De Dion Euginc^water-cooledheail,

IJep

£5
iJeptfcrd-

Excellent condition, 31i.ii- Falnir engine, carbur-
etter, silencer, spares, complete-—Oagoodr Red-

land Rd.. Bristol.

23.li.p. Peugeot Engine, -complete,- in running order; £4
4 15s.; any examination—Porrett. 9. Grosvenor Rd-,

Eirkdale, Southport-

h.p. MTiite and Poppe. complete, as new, platen,

bolt^. iiew Humber footboards, with oil tank and
pump, and m,aj,'neto .=tnnd ; £6 10s-—Powell, Park, Lhin-

S¥-'-

As a chain is only as strong

as its weakest link, a belt is only

as efficient as its least considered

essential.

The essential links in motor

belting construction—Maximum

effective pulling surface; Elimina-

tion of stretch ; Tensile strength
;

Flexibility; Centring of core;

Prevention of twisting, ends

breaking, and surface cracking

—

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

experience, ensure a perfect whole.

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest possible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

{" r r 1' iF
i?i 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6

per
foot.

F. REDDAWAY &. CO.. LTD.,
Works :16, Great, Eastern St.,

LONDON.

3/6
Nell.

Manchester.

White anO Poppu, in x^erfect order, complete
with Longuemare larburetter. .silencer, engint:

plates, adjustable pnlley; £8, or offer.—Ellis, 23, Wool-
wich Common. S-E-

HAT Ofier?-31h.p. M.O.V. White and Poppe en-
gine, also lih.p. Minerva and a lih'.p. steam

engine and boiler, also a Kex suxiace carburetter and
liiiings-—A- Moyse, Kessingland.

MADISON Dynamo Company, Littleoyer. — Practical
model water-cooled and" air-cooled ih.p. petrol

motors, cylinders, valves, crank cases, machined, 9s, 9d-

:

adaptable for aeroplane and boat : neatest motor madi
combining practicability for all purposes; catalogue, 50
sizes. 4d-—Ab^ve-

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IT is a fact—Pure platinum is best for contact tips -

Mereditli, G-0-M-, Summer Lane, Birminglium-

TREMBLERS for all makes of eut,'ines, Teith Bo!:.l

pure platinum tips. Is. 3d. each. — Meredith,
G.O.M., Birming-.am.

JEBRON, Registered 291 - 289. vastly superior to
platinum, cures misfiring; best contacts for blades

Qcrews, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal.

JEBRON, 29. 6d. each rivet fitted ; Jebron trimmer;^
9d..: Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2, DAV

contact breakers 5a. 5b. 5c, 5s- 6d- pair; old screws Jeb-
ronised,^ 2s- 6d- each- Over 10,000 fitted- Try it.

JEBRON fitted return post free-—Froih the inventor
Jebron. 38. Herbert Rd-, Plums-tead.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messrs. Collier BrOP-
Colver. and Martin ,iu making their recent worlds

records

-

IKXDrUM Champion Contacts- — Any parts fitted "re-

turned same day, Is. 3d. each, warranted pure.
special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted,
Is. 3d. each.—Williams. 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

K A Magnetoa. high tension, best make; your coil and
*J" aceimiulatur tak

' >....--..
Halifax.

in exchange-—Booth's Motorie.'^,

FULLERS Accumulators, large stock, all .sizes; old
accumulators taken in exchange; magnetos, 59s'

6d-—Booth's Motorics. Halifax-

Kfifi Fuller's Midget Plain Coils, lOs. 6d- ; 20O
tJ\J\J Fuller Midget trembler cils. 17s. 6d- : liberal
allowance for old coil in part payment-—Booth's Motories.
Halifax.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired, any make

;

accumulators repaired and charged ; best' workman-
ship, moderate charges-
tricians, Coventry.

Tel. ; 453.—Glover Bros.. Elec-

DE BEERS Patent Cycle Petrol' Ecouomiserg have
_
proved themselves successful beyond doubt ; testi-

monials received state they reduce petrol consumption,
give power, flexibility, save pedalling up hills. Special
price for one month only to enable cyclists to try it,

5s. 6d-—Petrol Economisers. Ltd-, 92, Avenue Chambers,
So\ithampton Row. London.

TYRES.
KEMPSHALL Heavy 26 by 2i Cover, month old, been

20 miles, uncut
; oflers—Bigfs, Wrington. Som.

RETBEADING with rubber studs, 12s. 6d. ; new
studded covers, 21s.; why pay niore?—Foi. Suiloll;

.St.. Birmingham.

20 by 2i Dunlop wired covers, new. lis. 6d.: 24 bv
t3 21- new Clipper covers. 13s. 6d—Booth'.<

Motories. Halifax.

T IMITED Quantity Dunlop and Clincher tyres. 17s

6d. each; Clincher tubes, as. lid.; all new.—
Bjoth's Motorics. Halifax.

O*'
,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payment

for new Continentals. R.O.M.. Palmers, Sham-

Practical nolcs on Belling and Belt
Driving. Fourth edition.

_ratitving allowances:
Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

right place for tyres.-

I II a /I .'<ivf'nn <j fh is ad verf'i-sement

MAGNETO Covers, made of special high-class rubber,
warranted not to tear; wet, mud, and oil resist-

ing; 2s. 6d. each; post Id.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Special Heavy Inner Tubes, made of be-^t

red rubber, will stand speed and the roughest of
handling.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes ar^ made for the motor cyclist
who wants no trouble.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes are the result of a prartical hard
rider of all weathers: the absolutely best obtainable

QLTIRIDGB*S Tubes, 26in. by 2ia\., 13s.; 26in. bv
y^ 2iin.. 13s. 6d. ; money returned with pleasure if

not approved; best quality.— 58. George St., Camberwell,
i London.

PUBLIC LEHER

OF APOLOGY.

Jan. 10th, 1910.

Lancashire Motor Exchange,

Euston Road,

Morecambe.

Dear Reader,

I feel called upon to publicly apol-

ogize for delay in answering, and at the

same time thank the very kind people
who have written me this Xmas wishing
me success in the coming year, and stat-

ing that I am filling a long felt want,
also making remarks of a very personal

ol:aracter against the trade as carried on
by some dealers. With whom, by the

by, I have no connections.

Then again, 1 wish to publicly

thank the riders who competed for the

Lincoln Elk, and beg to state that 1 hope
by now to have got off the much
delayed presents. This, by the by,

has been .caused by the ex.tra rush in

getting off the Xmas orcfers for Moto-
Reves and other machines,,also by the

heavy consignments of new 1910 models

1 have received. I must not forget the

extra heavy Mail Bag each post has

brought, which in itself is an enormous
strain on my clerical staff. However, in

the coming year I shall be able to deal

more effectively with the correspondence,

as I have engaged another first-class

typewriter and shorthand clerk. Before

closing, let me press upon you the fact

that I am at all times pleased to hear

from you ; even if you have written

once and for any reason our deal fell

through, write again ! 1 will repeat what
one secretary of a cycling club wrote

:

Members of our club are seeking a firm

who are prepared to deal square and who
can supply a reliable article at a reason-

able price, and are not buyers of the

cheap rubbish on the market. 1 hope

1 shall fill that want, as cheap rubbish

I will not touch. I wii. wish you all a

prosperous New Ysar, and hope your
kind wishes to me will come true.

Don't forget new Bargain List, also

Moto-Reve specifications now ready. See

my advts. in " Motor Cycling."

Yours respectfully,

C. H. HITCHEN.

KITCHEN'S
Lancashire Motor Exchange,

Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.
Telephone 112. Tele&l-ains : "Motor, Morecambe.'

it is de.'hahh to vwntion " The Moinr Ci/cle
"
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rhe New JONES
lOTOR CYCLE

SPEEDOMETER
At 3 Guineas?

ith Trip Mileage in

addition 4 guineas

Dd with maximum
Speed Hand also.. 5 guineas.

THE NEW

^YEEDER'
MOTOR CYCLE

TRIP

CYCLOMETER.

Specially designed.

»rice ^B»i Note—Large and

2/6 Wl substantial case

" " construction.

ronger mechanism, larger and stronger

tar wheel, cranked adjustable bracket

to suit clearance, etc.

iVrite for literature.

ARKT& CO. (London), Ltd.,

6, City Road, Finsbury,

LONDON, E.C.

TYRES.
BASTONE.—New rubber studded motor cycle covers.

26 by 2, wired edge, 17s- 6d. ; beaded edge, 26 bv
2, 19a, 6d.; 26 by 2i, 205,; 26 by 2i, 21s,: 28 by 2.
203. 6d.

BASTONE.—New motor cycle eOTers, ribbed pattern,
wired edge, 26 by 2, 2i, lis, 6d. ; 26 by 2'., 28 bv

2. 2i, 12s. 6d. ; beaded edge, 2s. extra.

BASTONE.—Genuine Clincher A Won motor cycli'

covers, 28 by 2i, B.E. only; ISs. each.

BASTONE. - Tubes, with valves, best quality, and
guaranteed, 26 by 2, 6s. 9d.; 26 by 2i, 7b.; 26 by

2^ 7s. 6d- ; 28 by 2. 7s.; approval against cash; subject
to being unsold,—Bastoue, 215 and 217, Pentonville
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.

STOCKTAKING Clearance Barsains.-AU 26 bv 2-[.

Tluec rubber .studded Clinchers, new, 28s, each;
two Matadors, heavy, ribbed (car shape}, new. 20s. each

;

three rubber studded Avons, new, 21s. each ; four ribbed
tread covers, new. 16s. 6d. each; 24 guaranteed heavy.,
tubes, new, 4s. 6d. each : approval ; subject being un-
sold; don't wait.—Fox. Suflolk St.. Eirmiiigham.' Also'
many others in different sizes. '

REPAIRERS.
TUIlEiMIEIl Motor Company. LtmiTed, for all repairs.

PEEMIEE Motor Company, Limited, for Autoine
parts.—Aston Rd., Birmiiigham,

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, etc.
; prompt delivery.-

I'reiuier Aiotor Company. Limited. Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham.

CI OMPRBSSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
' fitted; 24s : oldest engines restored to highest

vitality.—Premier Motor Company, Limited. Birmingliaiii.

Ltd., for repairs.— 64, Grosvenor fid., Hanwell,
Tel.: 43 3 P.O., Baling.

ACER,
W.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinders ground to .OOlin.
guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer. Ltd.

pNGINE Repairs in all branches-—Overhauling,
bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

APID DeliTexy and reasonable charges.
Acer. Ltd.

Lists free.-

rWISTED or Bent Frames and Forks, etc, should be
sent to Middleton's, Watson St-, Newington Green,

London- N-

T> ELIABLE Eepairs-—Cylinders re-bored, pistons fitted,
•mAj step-cut rings, to SOnim., 16s.; rings 6d., pistons
7s. 6d-—Gas Engine and Motor Works, Forest Hill, S-E.

REPAIRS, engine or frame, new parts to pattern or
drawing ; cylinders ground, new piston.s ; low prices,

prompt attention ; oldest firm in this line.—Baines Bros.,
Gainsborough.

ACCUMTJLATOES. Magnetos, and Coils repaired; re-
magnetising, rewinding, replatinising; repairs to

trade; catalogue.-The High Tension Co.. ±irownlow
Wks.. la. Guilford St.. London. 1409 i-iolborn-

CCCCCCCCC. " Compression meanq power; cyl. re-

bored and new pistons fitted ; guaranteed fit

4-l.OOOin.. bears 13 stcne on pedal; write for list.-
Gradior Machine Co., "Compression Specialists, Stafford.

MOTOR Cj-clists obtain best possible results here, "^"c

are comprpssion specialists- Cylinders re-bored,
ground dead smooth, and new pi.^tons titted from 12s.
6d. ; despatched in tbipp davs--Tennaut Engineering Co-.
120, Per.shore St-, Birmingham.

DE BEERS Patent Cycle Petrol Economisers have
proved thc_iiseivp,s successful" Veyond doubt ; testi-

monials received state they reduce petrol consumption,
give power, tiexibility. save pedalling up hills- Special
price for one month only to enable cyclists to try it-

5r- 6d.—Petrol Ecouniui.^cTs. Ltd-, 92. Avenue Chambers.
Southampton Row. Loudon-

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; per-

sonal 5s., inclusire 18s, 6d. per annum.-Bass, in-
^urance broker, Ongar.

INSURE Tour Motor Cycle with Hugh J. Boswell.
insurance broker, Norwich, at greatly reduced

premiums; fire 2s. 6d. ; accidents to cycle 14s. 6d.,

third party 7s., theft 98. 6d., iiiclusive policy IBs.-Please
write for particulars.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Quadrant motor cycle for push and cash.

-Stewart, Parnell St.. Wexford-
EXCHANGE good second-hand beaded Pahner. 26 by

2i. for 26 by 2.-69. Gibbon Rd., Kingston.

EXCHANGE Billiard-dining Table and two-speed cycle

for motor cycle— 28. Grove Lane, Stamford Hill.

UPRIGHT Grand Piano, as new, ccst £45, for latest

Humber, or Triiunph-—74, Bridgford Rd-, Notting-
ham.

CASH and S^h.p. two-speed Hiimber tricar, for mag-
neto motor cycle.—Izak, jeweller. XJpperhead Row,

Leeds.

EXCHANGE Angelus Piano Player, cost £50, for 1909
Phelon and Moore motor cycle-—Factors, Ltd-, Lei-

cester.

MODERN Motor Cycle; exchange genuine Broadwood
horizontal grand rosewood piauM. splendid instru-

ment : sell £30. lowest.—Bert. 14, Bushey Rd.. Hiuling-
ton. Middle.sex-

. Its SOVEREIGN^
LIGHT.

Handsome in looks, reliable in

action.

ALL BRITISH.
In other words

—

Powell & Hanmer
LAMPS.

JWhy pay more ?
Powell «S Hanmer, Ltd.,

Worlls : Birmingham.

HERE IT IS ! .v-:~x
The Improved

CLYNO ^«^^_^
ADJUSTABLE

PULLEY has

No Projections,

No.^crew
Threads,

Double Cam
Adiustment,

Nothing to

Stick,

Nothing to

Fail.

Is instant-

aneously adjustea and c<

12/e PLATED.
Immediate Delivers

THE CLYNO ENG. CO.,
THRAPSTON.

CYLINDER and

other CASTINGS.
NEW LISTS

Ready.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,

BIRMINGHAM.

In cinswering this adverfhemcnt it is {b-.^'irnblt In mention

Old parts duplicated. Lowest Prices.

! Best Work. Sceadvt. under heading "Repairers."

Thr Motor Ci/rh'." A41
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 6h.p. twin Rex motor cycle, eplendid

condition; £19. lor good make tricar-— 136. Lam-
beth \\alk.

TRICAR, 4h.p., Aster, two-speed, Chater, light, low;
gramophone, 70 disc records, bite, and cash offers-—

JiiiTis, Hertford-

6ih.p. Gladiator, 9h-j). Darraoq, lOh.p. Argyll, £35
2 each: part exojhange; wflith double-—20. Pottei-

uowton Lane. Leeds- !\

O K and 3h-p- Bradhury, reliable condition, £12, for^^ magneto motor cycle; offers—97, Commercial
St., Eothivell, Leeds- "

NEW Bell Organ, listed at 26 guineas, would exchange
' for decent motor cycle, magneto preferred, low,

etc-—Ri'jeley. Harrold. Beds-

EXCIJANGE new Gakleigh sidecar, 26 by 24 wheel.
left side, with cash, for Mills-Fulford, Miller, or

similar sidecar--Grimwade. Bank, Fakenham, Norfolk-

5h-p. Twin Res. French grey, footboards, perfect condi-
tion, for Rex Triette, or similar design, or sell--

Darby, iliddleton Hall Rd-, King's Norton, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE 1908 magneto lightweight Rex. nice
condition, and £16 cash for 1909 Triumph, or

I'helon and Mocre. or sell £16 lOs--T- Rankin, Baden-
heath. Condorrat, near Glasgow.

EXCHANGE unridden two-speed Premier cycle, Edison
.-tandard phonograph, with 42in._ brass_ horn, 160

records, 4 cell Fuller's battery, for powerful twin, tricar,
or small car--Tovey, Warrington Rd-, Whiston, Lanca-
shire-

EXCHANGE, Ssh.p. Kerry, 1909 machine, in grand
,

condition, ' 26iu. wheels, handle starting, handle-
bar toutrol. carburetter, and ignition, long handle-bars.
low .saddle position, long footboards, toolbag, horn,
stand, spare belt and valves, very fast, fine sidecar ma-
chine, for lower power and cash adjustment, or sell
£14.-12, Market Sq-. Horsham, Sussex-

SMART 2-Seater Humber Car, perfect condition- fully
'guaranteed, good "hill-climber, fast," silent, and re-

liable, four new Dunlop tubes, Dunlop and Continental
covers, electric governor. ,drip feed luhrir-ator, and oth*^r
improvements, lamps and spares, exchange for 1909
sood_ magieto motor cycle and £10.—Millard. I3raper,
Chesterfield--

SITUATIONS WANTED.
GENTLEMAN, young, well-known expert, successful.

rider, open for engagement, would manage London
or other depot, thoroughly experienced motor cycle and
car trade, keen business ability-—Box No- 3,325. Tft-e
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
PREMIUM Pupil in motor cyclp exchange, TUifler

expert repairer, every make of machine. flne,i;t ex-
perience; part premium allon-ed in wages

i only worker?
need apply. —^Hitchens. Lancashire Motor Exchange,
Euston Rd., ilorecambe-

*M

W

WANTED.
OTOR Cycle," Nos- 1 to 52, bound or loose.—19.
Lessar Av-, Clapham. London-

TRICAR wanted, in good running order; cheap for
cosh— S.. 13, Hemberton Rd., Clapham, S-W-

PARSONS Non-skid Chain, to fit 710 by 90 wire
" wnffl-—Engineer, 65, Hilden St., Bolton-

ENCLOSE!), or other cooling fan. also air-cooled twin
engine of good make.—R- Crawshay. Sevenoaka.

WANTED, Minerva. 3ih.p., 1909. must be in good
order.—Bernard Gilbert, Billinghay, Lincoln.

TRICAR wanted, seat three. S-lOh-p-, first-class condi-
tion.—Ritchie, 4, Firpark St., Shettleston, Glasgow-

ANTED, cycles, tricars, cars, etc.; cheap for c^sh-
112. Hamlet Court Rd., Westclitf-on-Sea, Essex.

Y^HATER No. 6 and No. 8 lightweight frames, cheap
^^ for cash, wanted.—Knight. Maypole House. Bexley.

3JLh.p. Rex 1908-9. or similar make; lowest price.-
2 Write. Turner, 72, George St., Baker St., Lon-

don.

WANTED, a motor bicycle, with little cash, for 4-

seated car, in good order.—Gilbert Spirer, Leam-
ington.

EXCHANGES for Moto-Reves wanted. Triumphs, side-
car twins, magneto-—Hitchen. Euston Rd , More-

cambe.

WICKER Sidecar, to fit Phelon-Moore, castor wheel,
26 by 2i. beaded tyre—Crow, Nottingham Rd.,

Croydon.

BACK Numbers of " The Motor Cycle " required, Nos.
3, 4, 10. 14, 20, 35.-R.. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

WANTED. Lightweight, for cash, up to £15; full
particulars; photo—Leigh. 13. tost Oilice Ar.,

Southport.

WANTED. 1909 Phefon and Moore or two-speed
cycle, with or without sidecar ; will receive ex-

pert examination.-C. H. Dalby, 39, Burlington St,
Manchester.

WANTED, Douglas; will give in part Raglan Majestic.
three-speed, oil bath, nearly new, and 12 bore

centr-^ fire gun and cash to v;tlue—J. White, The Warren.
Guildford-,

, , . ;,
,

;i ,
-,

1910
GOOD POINTS

about the

BRADBURY

NtlOB CVCLES.

The IVOotor is lig'hter.

Adjustable and detach-
able bottom bracket.

.

improved mag'neto
with dustproof cover.

Improved tank.

Improved pulley.

Druid forks (built at
our works under license).

Greater accessibility to
engfine.

Tubular carrier and
back mudgfuard hingfed
and readily detached.

JW We have a few 1909 Pattern
3i h.p. BRADBURYS which we
are offering at reduced rates.

Write for particulars

BRADBURY & CD. Ltd.

OLDHAM.

WANTED. <.

IWANTED, Phelon and Moore, 1909 motor bioyel I

cheap for cash.—Flintofl, 253, Hunuhester R ;

Bradford.

WANTED, sidecar, Ohater-Lea, or Milliord prelene
(jheap for cash.—Cowley, 335, Edgware Rd., L

don, W-
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, 28in. wheel; cheap forca

—Nve's, 69, Leather I^ane. London. Telepiio:

6299 Holborn.

WANTED. Xl'all spring forks, 4h.p- Antoine or otl

eng^ine. gramophone, high-class piano-—Boot
Motorics, Halifax.

£1,000 -waiting for magneto motor cycles; good pii.

given; vanted, several good engines. — Boot:

Motories, Halifax.

SMART Cane Seat, for two passengers, also twin
-ine and magneto--68, Seymonr Grove. Old Tr

ford. Manchester.

SMALL Light Tricar or forecariiage, reliable; le

London only.—Wilklns Bros-, 191e, Ifsbridge S
Shepherd's Bush.

MILLS-FULFORD Castor Wheel Sidecar, to fit 1

nmph, must be good condition ; cheap-—Kiti
Carfax, Horsham-

TRIUMPH. two speeds, and castor wheel sidecar;

L-hanpe 1908 Triimaph and ^10.—Adams, chem
Cape, Smethwick-

9 h.p. Water-cooled Y Twin Engine. J.A.P. prefeni

about £12.—Particulars to M-, 5, Honeybrook i

Clapham Park, S.W.

WANTED, 1909 Triumph, all accessories, cheap.

cash.-Full particuara to No. 3,824. The

flCycle Offices, Coventry.

ENGINE, twin, a.c., complete with plates, for Ohi

No- 6. J.A.P. or Peugeot preferred—West
" Imperial," Lyudhurst.

WANTED. 1909 Millford sidecar, no rutbish—I
ticulars and t>^e and lowest cash price, W. Ja;

210, Martin St., Leicester.

WANTED, Air-eoo'ed Cyl., ahout EJin. bore, ai

mafic inlet; lowest for cash—E. J. Atkini

P.^ta Led.^?, Padgate, Warrington.

GOOD motor cycle, with magneto. Triumph pref«iA|
Fulk-<t p.irticulars, with lowest price, to-:i^

\

iVebber. Oraufnrdrise, Maidenhead- -<^-

WANTED, a two-speed gear, in good order, to

single cylinder motor cycle engine; clieap;

rubbish.-3.804, The Motor Cycle Oiflces, Coicntry.

WANTED, known make motor cycle, 3 to Sih.p., n

neto, out of order not objected to ;
cheap

cash..-FT., 14. Harriet Mews. Sloan St., London, W.

MAGNETO Motosacoche. and other lightweighte,

exchanges re Mrto-Seves and sidecar machili

largest stock to select from—Hitchen, Euston Ed., II.

cambe.

TEIUMPH, Humber, or Quadrant, good motor or

state lowest price, and full particulars as to i

etc. ; no fancy prices-—By letter. L., 14. Boundary 1

*\"ood Green.

WANTED, immediately, a new Wilkinson wl

stec-rin.; T-A-O- machine, latest pattern,

lowest price tor cash.—3.826. The Motor Cycle Offl

20, Tudor St., E.C-WANTED, Bosch DA2 magneto, Xl'all spring fo

lin- Whittle belt, foot brake, in exchange

Columbia .sound magnifying graphophone, good as l

cost £16 16s-—40, Waterloo Ed-. Hunslet, Leeds^

WE have a number of clients requiring secOnd-h

machines of a", descriptions. If selUng. pli

send to us to be sold on commission, or bought for ca

utmost value obtaiueu; no sale, no charge.—B.
"

man and Bros., Motor Engineers, London Ed.,

London-

WANTBD.—All motor cyclists will be pleased i

De Beers patent cycle petrol economisers. wl

have proved themselves successful beyond doubt ;
ti

monials received state they reduce petrol consumpt

give pjwer, flexibility, save pedalling up hills- bie

price for one month only to enable cyclists to try

5s- 6d.—Petrol Economisers. Ltd-. 92, Avenue Chanit

Southampton Eow, London.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HOLDTITE Patches, Holdtite Patches, HoW

Patches the patch, the patch, the patch.

HOLDTITE Patches, either rubber or canvas bK
will not come ofl.

HOLDTITE Patches, the patch that will not c

off, no matter heat or speed of tyre-

HOLDTITE Solution, the most reliable; tubes,

9d. ; Jib- tins, Is-

SUEEIDGE, the motorist friend in need, 58, Gei

St., Camberwell, London. Send for booklet fie

03.h-p. De Dion Engine, Longuemare carburel
WA silencer; £Z 10s—Below-
GENCriNE Chater-Lea Tricar Frame, wheels, ^i

wing mudguards, footboards, brakes ; £5--^t

'

13. Angus St.. New Cross,

MOTOE Cycle Frames ' cut down ; winter prices

6d—Butterworth, 174, Stamford St.. Stalybridgi

WHIPCOKD CycUng Breeches, latest cut; lOs.

write for patterns.—Booth, tailor, Longton, St.'

M. I

Norb'

A4^4 Tn'annveruiq flie!;e advertisements it is ch'sirahle to mention " Tlie Sfotor Cijcle.'
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A MOTOR CYCLIST'S VIEWS FROM THE STATES.

MR. EARLE L. OVINGTON, a well-kno-vra

American motor cyclist whose name is not un-

familiar to our readers, has lately been spend-

ing some time in Europe. On the occasion

-of a chatr with him the other day he gave us a good
deal of information about motor cycling in the United

States. First of all, the conversation dealt with the

amateur question. T. K. Hastings, it will be

Temembered, was made a professional last year

. by the Federation of American Motor Cyclists be-

cause in the 1908 Land's End to John-o'-Groat's trial

he competed against English trade riders. This at

first sounds strange, but it must be remembered that the

American amateur definition is different from ours.

-It must be understood, then, that the F.A.M. recog-

nises three classes of riders: (i) The professional,

who is employed exclusively in riding motor cycles

for money or for the purpose of winning money.

(2) The trade rider, a' man not wholly occupied in

motor cycling, though undoubtedly an expert exponent

of the- pastime, who may be occupied in another busi-

ness, and yet receives machines or- parts either free of

: charge or at reduced terms, or who has a machine

rioaned to him by a maker. (3) The amateur who
-rides purely for pleasure, and who receives no outside

.assistance from the trade in any shape or form.

These, then, are the three classes of riders recog-

nised by the F.A.M. , and very rigidly is the rule

in which these classes occur observed. No man who
transgresses the amateur rule either in the spirit or

the letter is considered an amateur by any other

sporting body. Mr. Ovington, who would clearly

like to compete in our End-to-end trial, fears that by

so doing he would be disqualified by the Amateur
Athletic Union, and be prevented from taking part

in competitions as an amateur were he to be proved
otherwise by the F.A.M.

At present it is impossible to say whether the

British governing body of motor cycling will take up
the same attitude as the American one, but in the

meantime it is hard that its restrictions prevent their

countrymen from taking part in British competitions

;

in any case the difficulty does not seem to be an
insuperable one. Surely at its next ' annual general

meeting the F.A.M. could pass a rule rendering
American competitors subservient to the motor cycle

laws of the country in which thev compete.
We next tackled IVIr. 0\-ington on the question of

American records being recognised in this country.

He was certainly somewhat sore at the attitude the
English motor cycling community takes up in this

direction, as he assured us that in all cases the timing
was most carefully carried out. On the Florida
Beach, for instance, he positively refused to admit the
possibility of error, as in this case the times "ivere

recorded electrically. However, he agreed tliat

there should be a special committee to appoint official

timekeepers provided with .approved chronometers,
^vhich should periodically be tested by the Government.

Mr. Ovington is a very keen motor cyclist and a
thorough sportsman, and he is most anxious that

American motor cyclists should meet their English
confreres on their own ground, and he has returned to

the States with the object of doing his best to persuade
the principal manufacturers to send a team to compete
with our best riders at Brooklands.

A7
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The

AUTO CYCLE UNION
Its formation and htetor}^
a-i"i'iiiniiini iii.iiiiiiiinihiiiniiiiimii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii nihil 111 i nrrnr

IS
1903, when the number of motor cyclists was

rapidly increasing, and there was every indication

that the pastime of motor cycling would not only

live but prosper, there was no ruling body to

govern the sport. Early, however, in that year—in

January, in fact—^there was formed an Advisory Com-
mittee of the Automobile Club of Great Britain and

Ireland (now the Royal Automobile Club), consisting

of Mr. Roger AV. Wallace, K.C., - Messrs. M. C.

Duncan, Basil H. Joy, J.

Rennell, E. R. Shipton, C.

A. Smith, Robert Todd,
Mervyn O'Gorman, Dr.

Whitehall . Cooke, Charles

Jarrott, and the Re\'. Arun-
del Whatton. Soon after-

wards, Mr.- Arthur Candler,
now the hon. secretary of the

Motor Cycling Club, was
sleeted a membt- r. This com-
mittee then advised the Royal
Automobile Club on any
natter appertaining to motor
cycling, but in April of the

same year the committee
founded the Auto C)cle
Club, which took over the

:ontrol of the pastime from
the Automobile Club.

An Important Meeting.

In the first year of its exist-

ence the Club did excellent

work. One of its first deeds
was to put b 'fore the Govern-
ment the status of the motor
cycle, and for this purpose
the Auto Cycle Club invited

to a meeting representatives

of the National Cyclists'

Union and the Cvclists'

Touring Club, with a view
to making suggestions to the
Local Government Board.

R.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck
[Photograph by W,

The secretary. Mr. F."

Straight, had several satisfactory interviews with the
Local Government Board officials, who adopted prac-
tically the whole of the suggestions made, among
which, we may mention, was one to provide motor
cycles with specially small number plates. Another
result of this interview was to fix the weight of a motor
cycle for the purpose of registration at 3 cwts.

unladen.

From time to time, the Inland Revenue tax has
attracted the attention of the Club, and in the first

aS

year of its existence it fought a case which was of

great importance. The Recorder at Bristol had dis-

missed a summons against a motor cyclist for not pay-

ing the 15s. Inland Revenue tax, holding that a motor

cycle was riot a carriage within the meaning of the

Act. The Inland Revenue authorities appealed, and

the matter was referred to the King's Bench. Though
the Club, with the assistance of Mr. Robert Todd
(chairman), engaged counsel to fight the case, it

found, unfortunately, that,

owing to the terms in which
the magistrates had stated

this particular case, it -was

impossible to proceed.

Another important case

fought by the A.C.C. was that

of a motor cyclist summoned
for riding a motor bicycle

without ex^hibiting a lear

light. Mt. Todd again took

up the cudgels for the Club,

and was successful in getting

the case dismissed. Attempts
were also made to mitigate

the dangerous practice of

tramway companies exces-

sively watering their tracks.

Motor Cycle Racing.

Prior to the formation of

the Auto Cycle Club motor
cycle racing had not been

organised, but on the forma-

tion of the Club, when the

National Cyclists' Union hail

handed over the control of

the sport to the Automobile
Club and the Automobile

Club had passed over the

control to the Auto Cycle

Club, the last named body
undertook the registration of

racing motor cyclists, and
280 certificates were issued during the Club's first

year. Without these certificates it was impos-

sible for a motor cyclist to compete in any open
competition in England, and it is interesting to note

that the certificate was, and is, recognised by the Irish

Cyclists' Union and the Scottish Cyclists' Union, and, 1

in consequence, any rider suspended by the Auto Cycle

Union is ineligible to take part in any race hekl 3
throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

The Club also issued permits to various bodies to

hold motor cvcle races in different parts of the country.

, K.C.V.O., D.S.O., the president.

S. Stuarl, Richmond.)
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the object of which was to -see that these races were

properly carried out, and that the performances made
therein would be official'.

The Gordon Benaett Race Week.

The first competitions to be carried out by the Club

were races at Phcenix Park, Dublin, and Castlewellan,

during the week in which the Gordon-Bennett Race was

held in Ireland, and in addition a successful meeting

was held at the Crystal Palace, when a race was held

for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. This was won

by J. F. Crundall, on a 2 h.p. 70 x 70 mm. Humber,
' and two other cups competed for were won by riders .

on machines with engines limited to 76 x 76 mm.
The result of this meeting was that for all ordinary

'tracks the larger limit -was

esta'blished and for inferior

grass tracks the smaller limit

was imposed.
In 1903, also, the first

1,000 Miles Trial for motqr
cycles ever held- in' this

•country took place under the

auspices of the Auto Cycle

Club, starting from the

Crystal Palace. Motor cycles

were also first used for mili-

tary purposes, when the Club
'Was asked by Lieut. -Colonel

Mayhew to obtain the ser-

vices of a number of motor
cyclists for tl"»e army man-
oeuvres. In the same year,

interesting papers were also

instituted, and among these

we may mention " Improve-
ments in the Motor Cycle

"

by Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman,
and " The Care of Acoumu-
lators " by Mr. D. Elyard
Brown. Later in the year it

was announced that the Club
had instituted an affiliation

scheme, by which motor cycle

clubs tfiroughout the country

could have a voice in the

control of the sport and assi^l

in any movement for the bene-

fit of the pastime. «'• RofeTt T,M, chairman

In the next year of its existence, viz., 1904, the

Club promoted a Side-slip Trial, in which various

interesting devices were tested, and later on carried

out a, Hill-climbing Competition, followed in August
.by a most successful 1,000 Miles Trial. This year,

instead of starting from a centre, the trial took the

form of a tour.

The International Motor Cycle Cup Race.

At very short notice the Club sent a team of riders

to represent England in the International Cup Race,
held in France near Dourdan. France, Germany,
Austria, and Denmark were represented. Unfortu-
nately, owing to nails having been maliciously placed
upon, the course on one side of the road, the English
competitors stood no chance, and as a result of the

action taken by the Club, the Automobile Club of

l^rance offered five hundred francs for the discovery

of the offenders. The Club held its first Consumption
Trial in October, and later on in the season held the

first Tricar Trial for machines designed to carry two
passengers and fitted with a variable speed gear. The
Club elected witnesses to give evidence before the

Local Government Board as to the suggested speed
limits in the City of London, and also at Kingston
(Surrey), and in each case the proposition was success-

ful, while through the Hon. J. Scott Montagu, now
Lord Montagu, the Club approached the Chancellor
of the Exchequer and urged the inclusion of a clause

in the nexi; Finance Bill excluding motor cycles from
the category of taxable carriages.

An arrangement was also entered into with the Motor
Union whereby the Auto Cycle Club was affiliated to

the Motor Union on advan-

tageous terms. At the end
of 1904 the membership was
nearly doubled, and on com-
pletion of the scheme several

clubs became affiliated.

In the third year of its

existence (1905) the A.C.U.
entered into a new scheme
with the Motor Union where-

by all clubs affiliated to the

former body were also affili-

ated to the Motor Union. In

the same year the Club be-

came affiliated to the Federa-

tion Internationale des Clubs

Moto Cyclistes, now defunct.

Race in the Isle of Man.

In connection with the In-

ternational Cup Race, an

Eliminating Trial was held in

tjie Isle of Man, while the

actual race was held in

France. It is interesting to

note that the British team was
the only complete team to

finish the course.

The affiliation scheme con-

tinued to prosper, and a

further number of cliibs

joined.

A most successful hill-
and a vice-president. climb was carried out in the;

grounds of the late Sir F. S. Phillipson Stow, near

Haslemere, and in August the Six Days Trial was held

in the form of a tour through the West and South of

England. It is interesting to note that in the 1904
trial forty-five machines started and nineteen finished,

and in the following year thirty-one machines started

and twenty-two finished. Two Members' Penalty Runs
were promoted during the active riding season, one in

May and the other in September, the latter being

exceedingly well supported. A Consumption Trial was
also held.

The last reliability trial of the year was a Tricar

t'rial, a most successful affair, which took place over

the Uxbridge-Banbury-Uxbridge route, now adopted
for the Quarterly Trials. During this year arrange-

ments were made with the French Customs authorities

whereby members of t^"" Club could, on -presentation

A9
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Mr. H. P. E. Harding.

of their membership ticket, take their

machines into France without pay-

ment of duty.

The Land's End to John=o'=
Groat's Trial.

In 1906 the Club continued to

'prosper, and many private members
and members of affiliated clubs took

ad\antage of the numerous touring

facilities offered, while clubs to the Mr. j. w. c. Brooker.

number of twenty-five helped to swell its ranks",

and its total membership reached 1,620. The
first great trial from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
took place this year, and for it an entry of ninety-three

was recei\'ed ; se\'enty started, and thirty-six competi-
tors reached John-o'-Groat's. The Penalty Run
proved to be very successful and intensely popular.

This year the Eliminating Trials for the Interna-
tional Cup Race were held, by kind permission of

Lord Derby, on' his estate at Knowsley Park, Lanca-
shire, and in the actual race, which was held in

\

Austria. C. R. Collier, the Enghsh rider, finished

third. The race, however, was not all that could' be
desired, since the Austrian competitors had men riding
round the course carrying spare tyres and parts. As
this was a breach of the rules, a protest was lodged
by the English delegates on the conclusion of the
race, and this was the last occasion on which the
International Cup Race was run.

Birdlip Hill^climbing Competition.
A most successful hill-climb was held in September

up the well-known acclivity known as Birdlip Hill,

seventy-five entries being received. The last competi-
tion of the vear was a combined Passenger and Con-

sumption Trial, held in conjunction with the Quarterly

Trial in October, the first of these popular events

being run in April, 1906. In this year a new Club
badge was designed to fix to the handle-bars of a

machine, and it was decided, in order to bring pro-

vincial members in closer contact with headquarters,

that it would be useful to appoint honorary repre-

sentatives in each district. A permit was granted to

the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club to enable
it to promote motor cycle events.

In February, 1907, the Club held a series of

Silencer Trials at the Clement-Talbot Works, and
some interesting results were obtained. In May in that

year the first Tourist Trophy Race under a fuel con
sumption limit was held in the Isle of Man for a
handsome trophy presented by the Marquis de Mouzilly

St. Mars. A Penalty Run was also held in provincial

centres for affiliated clubs, but in most centres it had
to be abandoned through lack of support, and finally

it was decided to discontinue it. A council meeting
was held at Lincoln in September, at which it was
decided to recommend that the Auto Cycle Club should

itself do the work then carried out by

the Motor Union. At the end of this

year the working arrangement entered

into with the Motor Union in January,

1905, came to an end, and at the be-

ginning of the -following year the

Motor Union seceded from the Royal
Automobile Club. It was at the

meeting at Lincoln that it was decided

to call the Auto Cycle Club in future

the Auto Cycle Union.

Mr. H. Gillarii Cove.
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The question of again appealing to the Chancellor

of the Exchequer for reduction in the Inland Revenue
tax for motor cyclists was the subject of some corre-

spondence with Lord Montagu of

Beaulieu, who, however, did not
hold out much hope of success.

However, a deputation of repre-

sentati\es of the Royal Automo-
bile Club, among whom was Mr.
Robert Todd representing the

Auto Cycle Union, consulted with
the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
with the result that the tax on
motor bicycles was kept down to

the lowest possible limit.

The Lightweight Question.

During the historj- of the

A.C.U., Mr. A. J. Wilson con-
sistently endeavoured to impro\"e

the lightweight motor bicycle by
presenting medals, etc., for com-
petition, and in 3907 this type
of machine had so far justified

itself that several further prizes were offered
for its development. In 1907 the Six Days' Trial took
the form of a tour. In the same year, the Automobile
Club of Great Britain and Ireland, by a special warrant
from the King, became the
Royal Automobile Club, and
was fortunate in obtaining as

its chairman H.S.H. Prince
Francis of Teck, K.C.V.O.,
D.S.O., and the Auto Cycle
Union was sufficiently lucky

to secure his services as its

president. No less than
forty clubs became affiliated,

and the total membership
reached 2,231. In 1908 the

Land's End to John-o'-

Groat's run was held for the

second time; fifty-eight en-

trants started and forty-eight

reached John-o'-Groat's with-

in maximum time ; while in

May the Annual Hill-climb

was held at Sutton Bank, so

as to give north-country

riders a charice of competing.

The Tourist Trophy Race
was held in September, and
the speed was limited as be-

fore by petrol consumption.

Arrangements were , made
Avhereby members of the Auto
Cycle Union could insure

•their machines at a very low

premium. Several attempts

were made to reduce toll

charges in various parts of

the country. The Touring

and Legal' Departments were also largely patronised

-by members. During this year the committee adopted

a scheme for the establishment of local centres of the

Union throughout the country,

Wr. F. Straight, secretary of the A.C.U. since its

inception.

Mr. A. George Reynolds, an energetic worker.

Military Motor CycllAts.

At the council meeting preceding the annual dinjiei

it was proposed that the Union should form a scheme
for placing a number of motor cyclists at the disposal

of the nation in the event of a

national danger, which ultimately

resulted in the founding of the

Auto Cycle Legion.

During the year which has just

past, the A.C.U. continued its

useful Work, and when the Bud-
get proposals were made public

it was represented by Mr. Todd,
who headed a deputation to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer.

The 1,000 Miles Trial was held,

starting from a centre, Shrews-

bury being chosen, from which

daily runs were made into Wales
and the country round Shrews-

bury. The trial was of a very

se\ere nature, but the machines

entered behaved in a highly

satisfactory manner.
The centre scheme prospered,

and various centres were established and maintained in

workuig order. The Tourist. Trophy Race was held

in the Isle of Man in September, and for the first time

the petrol limit was abandoned and machines competed
on cubical capacity alone.

On the occasion of the

manoeuvres the Army Council

requested the Auto Cycle

Legion to furnish a detach-

ment of motor cyclists, who
carried out their work so

efficiently that a special letter

of thanks Avas afterwards

received from Sir Edward
Ward.

Who's Who in the A.C.U.
The photographs which

are used to illustrate this

article show a few of the

moving spirits of the A.C.U.,
Prince Francis of Teck, the

president, who is known all

over the kingdom for the ex-

cellent way in which he has

worked for the automobile

movement; Mr. Robert

Todd, the chairman, whose
diplomacy has -won for him
an enviable reputation ; Mr.

Brooker. and Mr. Archibald

Sharp, who are the backbone

of the technical side of the

Union's work; Mr. Rey-

nolds, whose splendid

powers of organisation have

helped to make the Union

the success it is ; Mr. Cove,

at competitionswho works untiringly Mr. Harding,

who attends with great regularit}' all committee meet-

ings ; Mr. C. A. Smith, the hard-working and astute

treasurer ; and Mr. Straight, the indefatigable secretary.

All

1
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CARBURETTER
A VARIABLE PETROL LEVEL.

ADJUSTMENTS
UNIQUE DESIGN OF JET.

SIMPLIFIED.
THE USE OF GAUZES.

IT
is generally known that the level of the petrol in

the carburetter jet has an important bearing on

the running of an engine. Successful competi-

tion riders know that a high le\el is necessary for

fast hill-climbing and easy starting, whereas a low

level reduces the consumption but renders starting

more difficult. But varying the petrol level is easier

said than done, and to the average motor cyclist it

means a tedious and delicate operation. It is not

every rider who knows that, within limits, varying

the level of the petrol in the case of carburetters with

toggle levers fixed inside the float chamber cover is

the simplest operation imaginable. The Brown and
Barlow, F.N., Triumph, and N.S.U. carburetters

have the toggle levers and needle attached to the

underside of the float chamber cover, and as the latter

usually has a number of threads it will be obvious that by
screwing the cover further into the chamber the lower

will be the petrol level as the needle point is moved
closer to the coned seating, and by leaving the cover

,
partially unscrewed the level of the spirit is raised.

This tip should be a lesson to novices to remember
always to' screw the cover well

home after dismantling the

carburetter, othenvise the for- -

mer satisfactrirx le\'p| raav he

Enlarged sketch o( jet fitted to the

Condor carburetter. The special cup shaped
end is to prevent flooding when a high
level is used. Observe the gauze fitted

immediately over the top of the jet. The
advantages of this are mentioned in the
articl e.

upset, with possible bad effects

on the running of the engine.

Naturally it is not prudent to

overdo the screwing and un-

screwing of the float chamber
cover, as this method of altering the level is but a make-
shift at its best, and if carried too far might result in

the cover coming loose and being lost. A recently

patented carburetter called the Condor possesses this

feature of a variable petrol level by means of adjusting

the float chamber coxier. It is an improvement over

the tip described above, as by the aid of an indicator

and a graduated float chamber cap the operator is

able to note the adjustment made, and, should it

become upset from any cause, the readjustmeiit is

instantly effected. A stop is provided to prevent the

cover coming adrift. It must be admitted that this

arrangement will greatly simplify tuning up opera-

tions, as one has a guide to the particular level giving

the best results for certain specified work, such as

speed, hill-climbing, and low consumption. IVlore-

over, think of the saving of time in arriving at the

most satisfactory level, which in the ordinary course
means many miles of experimenting. In the case of

varying the level with the standard type of cap minus
an indicator, one is working more or less in the dark.

A Special Cup°shaped Jet.

The Condor patent carburetter- previously referred

to possesses two other interesting features—one in

connection with the special design of jet, and the
other the wire gauze covering situated immediately
over the jet to atomise the petrol effectively. These
two parts are illustrated on this page. The unique
design of jet is adopted to render possible consider-
able variation of the level by means of the graduated
cover already referred to. As will be seen, 'the jet

terminates in a cup
_
or funnel-shaped formation "at

its spraying end. The wall of the cup projecting
above the, jet has the effect of preventing the petrol

o\'erflowing when a high level is used. The inventor

of the Condor carburetter Mr.
E. Sidwell, Coventry, asserts

that he has proved that varying

the petrol le^-el at the jet gives

Section of a float chamber of sfandjid type

in which the toggle levers are aHixed to the

cover. By varying the depth to which the

cover is screwed into the chamber, the petrol

level may be altered.

A patent graduated float chamber cover
and indicator. This is a reliable guide {or
varying the level of the petrol in (he jet, and
the simplest possible means of effecting what
is usually a delicate adjustment.

precisely the same results as
varying the jet area, this being
assisted by the tapered formation
of the jet.

Some Advantages of a Gauze over the Jet.

The gauze covering for the jet would jDrobably result

in a general improvement in running if fitted to exist-

ing carburetters. It is common knowledge that some
carburetters do not effectively atomise the petrol, but
pass a column of spirit in a more or less compact
mass until it reaches the engine. The wire gauze
is provided to atomise the petrol effectively, which
results in more economical running. Gauzes have
been frequently used in induction pipes, and manv
contend that no difference in the running is notice-

able with a single gauze fitted or not. Two reasons
have been ascribed, for this contention. Firstly, thel
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gauze was placed at such a distance from the jet
that the velocity of the fuel had fallen to low values

;

secondly, air impregnated with road dust, etc., was
drawn tlu'ough the gauze at the same time, the latter
making an effective trap for most of the dust and
foreign matter, with the result that the supply of mix-
ture was quickly choked. In the case of the Condor
carburetter the gauze cap is placed immediately over
the jet, and through which only petrol passes. By
this arrangement it is claimed that a finely sprayed
mixture is obtained, such as would be given by a large

I number of tiny jets, but without the tendency these
latter have of becoming choked with foreign matter.

45

The gauze cap is readily detachable, being pressed

on to the jet tube and held securely in position by the

pressure of its own spring sides.

The advent of a properly graduated float chamber
cover to vary the level of the spirit marks another

definite improvement in carburetters, for in combina-
tion with an adjustable main air intake such as we
have illustrated and dilated upon from time to time

an experienced motor cyclist with a knowledge of the

principles of carburation would have complete control

over the vital adjastments of the carburetter from the.

owtside, and would be able to make a well-tuned

engine far more flexible than is possible with any fixed

proportions of main au- and petrol.

THE PROBLEM OF THE PRIVATE OWNER.
Summary of a Paper read before the members of the Auto Cycle Union by the Rev. P. W. Bischoff.

;

ON Thursday last, the 13th inst., at 112, Picca-
dilly, the Rev. P. W. Bischoff mtroduced the
problem of the private owner of a motor cycle

in his paper read to the members of the

A.C-U. Below we give a summary :

The subject of this paper is by no means confined to
': motor cyclists, but is a feature in the conduct of every

j

sport in which amateurs and professionals engage in friendly
rivalry. There is nothing in the problem unpleasant or
unnatural : it is the legitimate offspring of enthusiasm and
emulation. The governing body of every sport has bad to
face it and deal with it in a way conducive to the encourage-
ment and purity of the sport.

Hitherto, however, the question has been left severely
alone, perhaps because no one has been found of suflicient

temerity to bring it forward. But I cannot see why there
should be anything invidious in this distinction between
the amateur and the professional. In fact, I cannot allow that
any aspersion is cast on anyone, be he amateur or pro-
fessional, by dwelling on this distinction between them,
but rather the reverse. In short, my great desire is to put
aside all question of personal conflict, and to regard the
subject in the light of what it really is—one of the vital

factors in the problem of pure sport.

A Survey of Other Sports.
What is this distinction between the amateur and the

professional, and why should there be one? The reply is

best met by a survey of the situation in other sports. In

all these there are found taking' part those who do so for

sheer recreation and those who do so as a commercial under-
taking, or, rather, on the strict etymology of the two words,
the amateur who does it foi- tlie "love of the thing and
the professional who " publicly avows " that it is his

livelihood.

When they compete against each other, two facts become
manifest—one that between the experts (the men in - the
first flight of each, class) there is practically nothing to

choose, though the professional shows a slight superiority

;

the other that amongst the rank and file this superiority of

the professional is quite pronounced. This is perfectly

natural, and not at all surprising: there is nothing in it

derogatory to the amateur ot suggestive of sharp practice on
the part of the professional. It foEows as a matter of course
that the man wuo spends his whole time on any particular

occupation, trained up to it by. a tedious apprenticeship,
and kept np to it by the incentive of modern competition,
will be better at his own job than one who takes it up
comparatively late in life as a means of pleasantly occupying
his spare moments.

But;—and here comes the crux of the whole matter—the

man in the trade may give his whole heart to the produc-
tion and perfection of his goods, but it will be in vain unless

he can command a big lay market. This leads us to the
obvious deduction, so often overlooked, that each class is

the complement of the other. If they pull together each gets

what he wants : if they rub each other the wrong way
both equally will suffer- for it.- -So. the' professional cannot

afford to crush the life and aspirations out of the amateur
by getting all the plums, or he will find his market gone

:

nor can the amateur afford to snub and depreciate , the pro-

fessional, or he will discover that his sport is at a stand-

still or on the down grade.

To Safeguard the Interests of the Amateur.
Therefore we have a governing body for each sport. Tlie

object of these bodies is not to impose certain arbitrary

restrictions on the conduct of competitions and to rake in

the resultant fees. Their true aim is to foster and encourage
sport. With this intent they certainly do promote meetings
and consequently issue rules for their conduct, and, of course,

require the necessary lubrication to keep their machinery in

running order. But a prolonged investigation of the policies

of all such bodies of wnich I have been able to obtain any
information has pointed out to me one salient feature—that

their prime object has invariably led them to safeguard the

interests of the amateur. Now please notice this expression,

as it is of paramount importance in the investigation which
we have in hand. ' I do not say to coddle or bolster up the

amateur and persuade him into thinking that he is a very

fine fellow, but to " safeguard his interests," to enablo him
to win competitions on his merits, and by his abilities to

create for himself an honourable position in the eyes of his

fellow men. This is at once a confirmation and an illustra-

tion of my contention, which no one can seriously dispute

—

that the amateur and the professional are the complement
of each other, and that, if either suffers, both the trade and
the sport will inevitably decline.

~A reference to the discussion which followed the

above interesting lecture will be found in the four-

page supplement included with this issue.

A SIMPLE PETROL FILTER.
The subject of the annexed illustration is

a simple form of petrol filter, which is

screwed into the petrol tap bush under the

tank by the thread A. The filter consists

of a pipe B, lined with fine copper wire gauzes

C, and is provided with two long slits running

nearly the whole- length of the pipe. The
petrol is free to flow tlu-ough these slits, but

any foreign matter which would be likely to

choke the jet is arrested by the gauze, and

as the pipe stands upright in the tank, it is

kept clean by the wash of the petrol. The
nut D is threaded internally to take the petrol

tap and union combined, to which the petrol

pipe is attached for feeding the carburetter.

It has been protected by. a motor cyclist

named Conrad New, and is being marketed by J. and
R. Oldfield, Refulgent Lamp Works, Warwick Street,

Birmingham.

At5
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Land's End to John=o*=Groat*s Trial,

THE idea of extending the route to bring the

competitors back either to Edinburgh or to

some other point on the homeward journey

has been abandoned, as this would have resulted

merely in unduly lengthening the course without

making it any more severe. Instead, the route has

been altered so as to include the Kenmore side of

Amulree Hill and to bring the competitors into the

finest scenery the Highlands can afford. The journey

will be continued as before to Moffat, the competitors

leaving here on the Thursday morning. Lunch will

be at Stirling, as before, and thence a new route will

be followed through Thornhill, Callander, along the

shores of Loch Tay to Loch Tayhead, where the men
will turn to the right and ascend the steepest side of

the famous Amulree Hill—a climb which will

certainly thin out the weaklings and call for the

greatest skill on the part of the riders. The route

then passes by the Amulree Hotel, and continues along

the better known road to Aberfeldy, and thence to Augustus

Ballinluig and on to Pitlochry, where Thursday night

will be spent. Leaving Pitlochry on the Friday
morning, the route extends over the Drummochter
Pass to Ne\vtonmore, where it turns sharp left and
proceeds along the- shores of Loch Laggan to Spean
Bridge, where a turn to the right is made. At this

point there is a magnificent view of Ben Nevis. The
route continues along the banks of Loch Oich to Fort
Augustus, where probably lunch will await the com-
petitors. After a detour in the Western Highlands
Beauly will be reached, and finally Inverness, where
the Friday night will be spent. The competitors

will find Inverness a far more pleasant place to stop

in than Tain. On the Saturday the usual route to

John-o'-Groat's house will be followed, except that

lunch will be provided at Dornoch. This altera-

tion of the route, which not only makes the trial much
more severe, avoids stopping at one town where the

accommodation has not been all that has been
desired, and embraces some of the finest Scotch
mountain scenery, should prove to be a great attrac-

tion, while, in addition, it brings the mileage approxi-

mately to 1,000.

The accompanying map shows the amended route

which the competitors will follow in Scotland, the

dotted portions indicating the old course in 1908.
>—•••-<

THE MOTOR CYCLING CLUB ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

1910.

THE Motor Cycliag Club annual general meeting was
held at the Inns of Court Hotel, at 8 p.m., on
Wednesday last, under the able chairmanship of the
club's president, Mr. Charles Jarrott. Some thirty-

one members were present.

The first business on the agenda was the election of officers.

Mr, Jarrott was re-elected president amid acclamations, while
the following were re-elected vice-presidents : Messrs. A.
Brown, S. F. Edge, J. van Hooydonk, E. Perman, S. J.

Sewell, and J. A. Jackson ; captain, jlr. E. B. Dickson

;

hon. sec, Mr. A. Candler; hon. treas., Mr. E. C. Davis.

Mr. R. C. Davis then proposed several alterations in the

club's rules, which dealt principally with the following points,

and were finally adopted : {1.) That candidates for member-
ship should pay their fees in advance. (2.)' That any
member of not less than ten years' standing may become a

life member on payment of five guineas ; or that any member
who has served the club signally may be made an honorary

life member without payment of fee. (3.) That a member,
if his conduct shall justify it, may be compelled to resign if

in the opinion of the committee or of any twenty members

A16 ;
'

'

his conduct shall be injurious to the character or interests

of the club. (4.) The abolition of voting by proxy.

During the election of the executive committee, for which
Messrs. S. J. Sewell and A. F. Ilsley acted as scrutineers,

the secretary asked the meeting for views on_ the club's

programme, and especially the trial for the Jarrott Cup,
which it was proposed to run oft at Easter. Mr. Karslake
suggested another twenty-four hours run, and did not fully

agree with holding the twenty-four hours run, London to
Land's End and bacl^, at Easter. Mr. Head then explained
that it was necessary io hold this competition during the
Easter holiday, as late in wlie year the jiien v.'ent through so

many trials of a similar nature tliat tliey lost interest to

some extent. Mr. Boiiean renj'nded the meeting that Easter
would fall a good deal earlier this year tlian usual, and if wet
and cold were experienced they were a combination not par-

ticularly desired on a twenty-four hours run.

The election of the 1910 committee wa^ then announced. It

consists of Messrs. R. H. Head, S. H, Fry, E. Gwynne, .J.

van Hooydonk, C. J. Seed, C. G-ibbons. F. .t. Jenkins, L. A.
Baddeley, H. G. Bell, T. Pears, W.-H. Wells, and L. Vedy.

A
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Sore-StrokeRatio&£feiciency.
A REPLY TO JAMES L. NORTON.

By A. A. SCOTT.

'F replj'ing to the contention that an increase of

stroke witliout an increase of capacit}' gives greater

power per revolution, it is necessary first of all to

agree as to the limits of long and short stroke

itios. Taking the figures given in The Motor Cycle

buyers' Guide for February 17th, 1909, it will be

umd that the mean dimensions of 160 different single

nd twin-cylinder motor bicycles areas follows: Aver-

ge bore, 74.743 mm. =. 2
.

94in. ;. average stroke,

1. J 69 mm. = 3.i9in. Hence the stroke of the- aver-

ge motor bicycle engine is vei7 nearly i.i times the

ore, consequently we can classify engines as short or

\mg stroke, according to their variation from this pro-

ortion. An engine gin. x gin. should be therefore

jgarded as a short stroke engine, althougb of equal

ore and stroke. This is a favourite proportion, and

iking this as a standard type it can be definitely stated

lat if while retaining the same capacity w-e either

ngthen or shorten the stroke, we shall not gain any

jicrease in power per revolution, although we may find

iss overheating with the longer stroke, and a higher

'Deed attainable with the shorter stroke.

Extreme Comparisons.
[ As I have pointed out above, the normal engine has

J stroke i.r times the bore, therefore, in my opinion,

^'le extreme coniparison selected by Mr. Norton for

lustration is only useful to point cut the disad\'antages

f extremes, and as such abnoiunally short stroke

igines are not in common use, it is better for the

urposes of a fair comparison to consider ordinary

'pes used in daily practice on the road.

For a practical illastration I prefer to consider the

istinctive features of two engines having a similar

opacity of approximately i^i-^ cubic inches—^a long

foke ain. x 4in. and a short stroke aS^in. x 2^in.

The climensions are given in inches for the simple

;ason that in our investigation it is preferable to give

le cylinder pressures in lbs. per square inch rather

lan in grammes per square centimetre, aiid also

ecause of the greater simplicity of the figures we
;quire to use.

Before proceeding to note the peculiarities of each
"igine, it will assist us in our investigation to imder-

land exactly what happens in the cylinder of either

ngine. Now there appears to be a general impression

mong both riders and makers that the cylinder com-
ression reaches 100 lbs. per square inch,-

Actual Compressions.
The results from actual diagrams obtained by the

5e of a high speed indicator from^ se-\'eral of the latest

makes of air-cooled motor cycle . engines show r

maximum cylinder compression of 55 lbs. per square
inch, and 60 to 65 lbs. per square inch in high com-
pression T.T. models. The practice of attempting to

gauge the compression by fixing anj ordinary dial

recording pressure gauge—or other similar device—to

the sparking plug hole has probably led to this

exaggeration, for in this case the" reading is entirely

unreliable since the pressure shown on the dial depends
largely on the speed of the engine and the inertia of the

needle harid.

Mr. Norton assume.?: a pressure of 73.5 lbs. isother-

mal, and- goes on to say that the absolute pressure

would be higher—probably over 100 lbs.

In the first place, the expression " absolute pressure
"

should be confined to its proper use—to define pres-
.

sures,_ including the pressure of the atmosphere, as

opposed to gauge pressure. Secondly, isothermal

compression does not take place in the cycle of an
ordinary motor bicycle engine, and could only be
obtained by maintaining an equal temperature through-
out the stroke, by injection of water, etc., as in air

compressers. As a

matter of fact, the

compression, as well

as the expansion
curves, show a very

near approach to

the adiabatic, and
without going fully

into this very in-

teresting subject, it

is enough to state

that while the well

known expression
PVi-41 = constant,

holds good for the

compression of air,

different results are

obtained from the

compression of carburetted mixtures, and from the

expansion of their products of combustion, so that a

partial adiabatic curve is shown on the diagram (see

fig. r). This leads to the curious fact that when the

engine is drawing in pure air only there is actually a

higher cylinder compression than when inducing its

usual mixture from the carburetter, assuming, of course,

that the charges are not ignited, so that the tempera-

tures are on an equal basis.

Now an engine is never the perfect machine it is

assumed to be theoretically, and if we wish to arrive

M.E.P. Mean Efleefive Pressure.
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at a practical working index of compression, we must
analyse the curves shown by these indicator diagrams
and find out exactly what happens under -working

conditions.

The writer has found that by takuig the mean result

from actual working diagrams obtained from different

types of small petrol motors, the index for the com-
pression curve is 1.26, and 1.36 for the expansion of

the prodv'-ts.

Applying ihis to Mr. Norton's sample engine having

a compression spkce equalling 25% of the piston dis-

Total volume
placement, we have = 5, and

Compression space
since PVi'^e = PjVj'^'^b, the ultimate pressure Pj is

easilv found as follows

:

P, = P (-)
log Pi = log P + 1.26 log (5)

Hence Pi = 112 lbs. absolute or 98.3 lbs. per sq. in.

It has already been show'n that such high compres-
sion is not found in air-cooled engines, and seldom
in water-cooled engines, so that we can more fairly

base our calculations upon a maximum compression of
62 lbs. per sq. in., and for this a combustion space of

g-.|g- the total volume is required.

Loss of Heat Confined to Combustion Chamber
Fig. I shows graphically the gradual increase of

pressure during the compression stroke, the almost

2" V 2 Hi"

fi/f//rf/'fffi

o

SURFACE

r

wji//j//vrm

l T7

instantaneous rise re-

sulting from explo-

sion, and the rapid

fall during the be-

- ginning of the ex-

pansion stroke, and
it will be seen at a

glance that an ex-

treme pressure (with

corresponding tem-

perature) occurs
almost momentarily
at the beginning of

the power stroke

;

the fall of pressure

being so rapid that
Fig. 2.-Diagrams A and B. Q^ly y^g internal

surfaces of the combustion chamber are exposed to this

extreme temperature, consequently, since by far the

most serious loss of heat occurs at this period, we can,

for the purpose of comparison, confine our account of

the loss of heat through the cylinder walls to the sur-

faces of the combustion chamber, although heat is

still being lost in a minor degree throughout the

expansion stroke.

The diagrams A and B (fig. 2) show side by side

the types of cylinder selected for comparison. The
volumes are equal. The shaded areas represent the

compression spaces, and the pistons are shown at the

bottom of the stroke.

The short stroke B has three square inches more
surface exposed to the explosion temperature than A,
so it must be admitted that, comparatively, the short

stroke exposes more combustion surface than the

long stroke engine.

JANUARY lylh. igio.

Now the comparati\e effect of this extra three square

inches of surface will be to make the expansion curve

fall more rapidly, causing the area of the diagram to

be reduced, so that here we have a definite loss o:'

power in the short stroke engine, and the obvious waj
to compensate for the extra surface exposed is to

2" X 4'

SURFACE. = 18-7
Fig. 3.—Diagram C.
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reduce the time of exposure by the higher rate o;

revolutions attainable A\'ith the

shorter stroke. The effect of

this higher rate of revolutions

ofi the induction stroke we
shall consider later.

Assuming equal revolutions

per minute, does this extra

surface cause an appreciable

loss of power in the short

stroke ? In diagrams A and
B the combustion chambers
are entirely circular, without

valve chests, so that the neces-

sary vah'es would require to

be placed in the head, open-
ing directly into the combus-
tion space. Now if we make
the combustion chamber of the

long stroke engine in the

ordinary way with the usual valve chest (see fig. 3), a,

practice adopted on the most successful and eflficienta

motor cycle engines of to-day, we shall lose the advan-

tage of less surface, for although the volume remains

the same, the surface exposed to the explosion tempera

ture will now be increased by three square inches, and
consequently the overhead valve short stroke engind

will be as thermally efficient as the ordinary build of

long stroke engine. The question therefore arises-

this extra surface has any appreciable effect on the

power of 'high speed motor cycle engines, how is it that

the standard side valve chest type of engine is so

efficient compared with the overhead valve type ?

It will be admitted that the same advantage is;

gained by adopting the overhead valve type, as by

increasing the stroke ratio, and in this connection it

might be observed that the valveless, two-stroke engine

has this advantage without the mechanical objections

of overhead \'alves.

Our investigation of the long and short stroke types

has so far led us to agree with Mr. J. L. Norton
that the short stroke shows comparatively greater area

exposed to the hot gases, but on turning to the com-
parison of mechanical efficiency we shall find a counter-

balancing effect in favour of the short stroke.

Fortunately, it is admitted that friction is indepen-

dent of surface, and is in proportion to the load, so

that we have no difficulty on. this point in proving that

the short stroke engine shows an appreciable gain in

mechanical efficiency.

Frictional Losa Caused by Piston Rings.

Alhough Mr. Norton gives figures to show the inJ
creased load on the bearings of the short strok^
engine, the most serious frictional loss in the engindf
is passed over. Now it has been proved by experirS

raents conducted by some of the well-known makers"
of high speed steam engines that the friction of the"

bearings is quite negligible compared with the friction

caused in a high speed engine by the piston rings, and
although the rings of the short stroke engine are larger

jk
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in diameter, we are agreed that the extra surface of
this larger ring has no effect in causing friction. It

is obvious, therefore, that the pressure of the ring
against the walls of the cylinder will not be much
greater, and could be made the same as in the smaller
diameter, but on turning to fig. 2, diagrams A and B,
it will be seen thut the piston of the long stroke A has
to travel nearly twice as far as B, so that for one power
impulse we find that the piston of A travels i6iu.,

while the short stroke B travels only 8^in., so that
the long stroke type has the extra friction of moving
its piston rings through a further distance of 7^in.
That is to say, for the same power impulse the long

stroke engine has to develop an extra amount of power
to compensate for a frictional resistance equivalent to

nearly four strokes of the short stroke piston.

There is also the friction of the piston against the
cylinder wall, but if long connecting rods are fitted this

is scarcely worth taking into account, compared with

the severe frictional losses caused by the rapid motion
of the piston rings. Here vie have a distinct gain in

mechanical efficiency to set off against, any thermal
loss. As for the extra load on the short. stroke piston,

:his can be met by proportionately designed bearings,

and since in the case of motor cycle engines baH
bearings are coiwmonly used, no important frictional

loss need occur from this cause.

Load on Bearings Momentarily Applied.
, It can also be shown that the extra load is only
nomentarily applied to the main bearings at the dead
centre, and that when the piston is iir mid position the

cad on the main bearings of the long stroke engine is

ncreased by the leverage of the longer crank, since we
ire assuming the same rate of revolutions, and con-

iequently the same gearing.

P"or instance, from our mdicated diagram we find

hat with the piston in mid position the M.E.P. is

ibout 60 lbs. per

square inch, so that

the load on the

piston of A = 188

'bs. ; B = 355 lbs.

Assuming a belt

pulley with pitch

fcircle = 4in. dia-

taeter, the load on
the main bearings

pf A will be twice

that on the piston

376 lbs., but,

^wing to the effect

if the shorter crank

3f B, the load on the

pain bearings is only

'approximately 1J2
itimes the piston load,

so that instead of

710 lbs. we have the

reduced load of

'530 lbs. on these

bearings, while in

jboth cases the pull on the belt is the same—^approxi-

rfmately 188 lbs. (see fig. 4).
li We have yet to consider the effect of high speed,
ifor by an uicreased rate' of "revolutions the period
'during which the extra surface of the short stroke is

=<IHB

A
Is'suisLUAD

B
355145 LOAD

SSlssBELTPULL-"
Fig. 4.—Diagrams A and B.
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exposed to the gases can be redtaeed, so that its thermal
efficiency is equal to the long stroke. Since the revo-

lutions per minute are limited by the piston speed, the

short stroke B can be run at a greater number of

re^'olutions than the long stroke A.

The Effect of the Inertia of Reciprocating Parts.

Another practical Limit to high speed is the effect of

the inertia of the reciprocating parts. Now a large

diameter piston can he made lighter in proportion to

its size than a small diameter piston, and if the correct

length of connecting rod (2.5 times the stroke) be used

in both types, the long stroke, will have a heavy rod
with loin.. centres, while the short stroke will have a.

rod which, owing to its shorter length of 5. sin. centres,

can be made less than half the weight. .

For comparison it can therefore be fairly assumed
that the piston of A =. i lb., and rod = r'^' lbs., while

piston of B = 2 lbs. and rod 3-^ lbs., so that the

. reciprocating mass of A = 2 1^ lbs. and that of B =
2 3,4 lbs.

Now it is easily found that at 2,000 revolutions per

minute the resistance to retardation at the top of the

stroke of A = 679.2 lbs. ; B = 398.4 lbs.

.Hence B must make 2,610 revolutions per minute

to show equal inertia, so that we find a direct contra-

diction to Mr. Norton's statement that there is a con-

siderably higher limit of safe piston speed in the long
than in the short stroke. We have given the same
proportion of connecting rod length in both cases, but
in order to reduce the excessive overall dimensions of

the long stroke a short rod is generally used. If then
a rod only twice the stroke be used, the inertia of A
(at top of stroke) = 707.7 lbs.

Now the shorter the rod the greater the pressure

thrown on the cylinder wall during the power stroke,

and, since it is de-

cided that friction ^ij

is in proportion to H stpoke

the pressure, this

means additional

frictional losses in

the long stroke

engine.

In some designs

the crankshaft is

"
Mective Pressure.

off-set, in order to reduce the angularity of the rod

on the power stroke, and since this arrangement requires

extra clearance for the rod, it is more practicable on
short stroke engines owing to increased diameter of

the piston.

The Speed of the Gases.

When we come to consider the effect of speed on
the four strokes of the Otto cycle, we shall, no doubt,

at first glance he intimidated by the symptoms so

graphically described by Mr. Norton. If during the
one-fifty-fourth part of a second we have vacuums
aching for a full charge, with hesitating inlets, etc.,

imagine the profound distress of the gases in a two-
stroke engine where they have to hustle about the same
business in one-hundredth part of a second

!

Imagination is not a reliable guide for a correct

estimation of the behaviour and speed of gases, and,
provided the valves of the' engine are large enough to

permit of a mean speed of Soft, per second, there
"ought to, be UQ complaints on the part of either the
incoming charge or exhaust. What actually can be

A23
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done ill this direction with properly proportioned areas

of discharge is shown in iig. 5, diagrams i and 2.

^ These are actual indicator diagrams taken from a

4in. X 4in. two-stroke water-cooled engine at 900

revolutions per minute, and the almost vertical drop

from 30 lbs. pressure to the atmospheric line sliows

convincingly that here at least there is no hesitation

on the part of the exhaust in getting out of doors.

Now the inertia of the exhaust gases must be greater

than the inertia of the fresh charge, owing to their

greater weight, so if we can detect no trace of hesita-

tion, or rebounds, etc.. in this summary eviction of

the exhaust, we are nut justified in suspecting the in-

coming gases of irregular behaviour in the seclusion of

the inlet pipe. So in considering the effect of high

speed on the power stroke we cannot take it for granted

that the compression is lowered to any appreciable

extent.

Howe\-er, even if the effect of this diigher rate of

revolutions is to cause a slower ignition of the cliarge,

accompanied by after burning, it does not follow that

ihere is any actual loss of power, since diagram 2, in

which these syrhptoms occur, shows an actually higher

mean effective pressure than diagram i, where the

ignition is alrnost instantaneous.

High Speed and Valve Timing.
The general effect of high speed on the valve timing

is, no doubt, to reduce the efiSciency, but in these days

of piston _ valves, rotary vah'es, sliding sleeves, and
last, but not least, two-stroke engines, this becomes
less felt, and can be minimised by good design.

We can therefore fairly allow the short stroke the

advantage of a proportionally higher speed, and if

we view the matter from the practical standpoint of

power m relation to weight, as well as efficiency, the

verdict must be in favour of the short stroke engine.

Adopting Mr. Norton's definition of flexibilitv, as

representing the difference between the maximum and
minimum number of strokes per minute, we have

>-«

already found that, assuming-that mechanical losses

A compensate for the thermal losses of B, the sho|

stroke is more flexible, since it has a greater range'

i

effective strokes.

It cannot therefore be held that the long stroke wifl

do more real work with a lower gear, or that

accelerates more rapidly.

My contention is that the short stroke gives : {i

Equal efficiency and equal power per cubic inGl

capacity. (2) Greater range of speed. (3) Lesj
vibration at equal speeds. (4) Less weight per horse-

power. (5) Greater convenience for motor cycle
^

design.

The seven conditions affecting thermal efficiency

given by Mr. Norton in his letter of January 3rd are

all to a limited extent agreed upon in the foregoing,

but we have shown that the practical effect of this

thermal loss on the power of the engine cannot be

considerable in view of the undoubted efficiency of the

standard vahe chest type of engine.

The assumption that valve dimensions are pro-

portionate to piston area can easily_ be proved to be

wrong by referring to the speed of the gases. Since

at equal revolutions per minute we require to draw

into the cylinder the same volume of fresh charge, or

to expel the same amount of exhaust gases, it is evident

that the valve areas must be proportionate to the piston

displacements, and, as these are equal, the valves are

also of equal size.

Having shown that equal volumes are induced

and discharged through equal valve areas, the speed

of the gases must be the same in both types, and con-

sequentlv both engines will be subjected in the same

degree to the throttling effect cau.sed by high speed.

The short stroke is particularlv adapted lor

the construction of a motor bicycle wdth the engine

weight low down, but with the usual \ertical t\!)e of

engine the increased height of the long stroke cylinder

gives a raised centre of gravity, while.it has not lieen

proved that it compensates for this disad^-antage by

increased efficiencv. flexibilitv, and economy.

»-<

WATER=COOLING ON MOTOR BICYCLE ENGINES.
ANENT the discussion on water-cooled engines

for motor bicycles, it is interesting to read two
well-known aviators' opinions with regard to

air ('. water-cooled engines. Of course the con-

ditions on a motor bic)cle and aeroplane are somewhat
differeat, but.the same object is borne in mind by

designers, viz.. utmost power and efficiency for weight

carried. ^

.' Mr. Wilbur Wright in the course of an interview

said .he did not . lielieve in air-cooled . engines. He
had used them on the engine of his- aeroplane, but

afterwards replaced the .
cylinders with water-cooled

ones, as he found that" w-ith continuous running there

was a tendency so to heat the motor that what might

be saved- in weight by not having the water and a

radiator was more than compensated by the fact that

the motor did not give as much power. His brother's

experience was the same.

Glenn H. -Curtiss, who. as we have already stated

in these coluinns, is not only one of the leading

aviators, but a motor cycle manufacturer also, is said

to be a strenuous advocate of air-cooled motors, but

it is worthx of notice that he is supplying his com-

mercial aeroplanes with water-cooled motors, and also

used a water-cooled engine of racing type when making
his record fiights at Rlieims.

However, the leading French aero engines, including

the seven-cvlinder rotary Gnome, Anzani, Renault, etc,

are air-cooled, so that opinions are divideiJ in the

aero world as well as among motor cvclists.

The 1 910 catalogue of Rex motor cycles is to hand.

It contains descriptions of the various models and

engines, illustrated by photographs and drawings. It

is interesting to note that purchasers of these machines

have the option of the Rex valveless two-stroke engine

to any model without extra charge. Parts such as

the patent automatic lubricator for engine, plate

clutch hub, and two-speed gear and clutch made
under Roc patents have been specially illustrated and

described. For igro the Continental rubber non-

skid tyres have been 'adopted as standard, 2^|in. tyres

being fitted to the Tourist machines and zMm. to the

de Luxe models. The catalogue can be obtained from

the Rex Motor Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Co\entrv.

A24
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I

SHOULD like to add my experience and views to

the otliers which have been appearing on the

highly interesting topic of tricycles. The two

illustrations are of a tricycle I put together last

March, and during the intervening period .1 ha\'e

covered 6,304 miles, including twenty-five runs ex-

ceeding 100 miles, some of them being over 200 miles.

The districts traversed W'ere East Anglia, South C'oasl,

London and district, Devonslilre, South Wales, etc.,

under all conditions of weather, and sometimes pulHng

a trailer with 8 and 10 stone passengers.

Specifical toot of the Tricycle.

As regards the specification of machine, it has a

1908 (,)uadrant a.o.i.v. engine set, cylinder 81 x

88 mm; bore and stroke, Bosch magneto (situated at

the rear of the cylinder), l.onguemare carburetter,

Chater-Lea frame with Slillford forecar attachment

but minus the chair. I remo\ed the pedalling gear,

and fitted long footboards in its stead. There is a

luggage carrier provided over the front axle. Other

extra fittings are a Mabon clutch, Cowey speedometer

and mHometer, XL-All spring seat-pill_ar, handle-bar

mirror (a valuable accessory), i6\u. x 2ia. Clincher

A Won front tyres, 26m. x J '4 in. Clincher A W^on

back tyre, Stanley Dermatine "sin. belt. There is only

one brake—a Chater Lea band brake—on back wdieel.

Its Performances.

The machine has proved most reliable, and a fine

hill-climber, but for hilly country a two-speed gear

would be a great ad\'antage. 1 use a gear of 4?4 to 1,

and it easily takes me up Star Hill, Sevenoaks, and

hardly troubles about Ri\-erhill. The machine has

touched 45 m.p.h. on Brooklands Track, and will do

40 m.p.h. on any good road. It is very easy to stee'-,

corners may be taken at high speed and with perfect

safety if the rider leans well over on the inside,

but it is not advisable to exceed 12 to 15 m.p.h. round

a right angle corner. INIy machine. has always been

easy to start. In regard to brakes, the one fitted will

lock the wheel on any gradient, but never stops the

machine with a shock like some push-bicycle brakes.
^

I consider that front wheel brakes are a disad\antage

on a three-whe^eler such as mine, as they put a strain

on the frame, and are almost impossible tn keep jivo-

perly adjusted.

C] 3t of Runnla*.
One tank full of petrol (about i^ gallons) will last

for about loo' miles. The tyres referred to will stand

about 7,000 miles wear on front wheels and 2,500 on
back. Belts are good for well over 2,000. My record
for a Stanley-Uermatine belt, purchased in two pieces

(^a cheap line) at 8s., is 2,804 miles, while a well-

known foreign make which cost 158. wore out in 658
miles when the machine was in use as a bicycle.

The Virtues of a Powerful Lamp.
I purposely omitted any reference to the lamp in

the specification, as I wanted to make special mention
of this important acces.sory. This w^as the one, 1

believe, referred to^ in TIw Motnr Ci/ch under " Current

Chat " of November 8th. The paragraph was headed
"Over-doing It." Well, I don't agree. This large

car lamp has pro\ed inxaluable on long journeys in

strange parts, as it lights up objects a long way ahead,
no't only in tlii- centre of the road but the whole width,

including the iiouses cm either side. Another point in

its fa\-our is -that one is enabled to read finger posts

while going slowly past, instead of having to stop and
ilirect the beam on to the post, wdiich is the only thing

to do with the usual motor cycle lamp. The make 1

use is a Willocq-Bottin, with o\'al plain glass and bur-

nished metal interior. The generator is an ordinary

drip feed. The heavy lamp necessitated a strong sup-

port, so I had a special bracket made by the Valiant

Works, Riverhead, Sevenoaks, and it keeps the lamp
rigid.

In conclusion, I can with confidence urge any reader

who does not care to risk a side-slip by riding a motor

bicvcle in mu<l, tramlines, and grease, to try this type

of combination. Of course, having three tracks it gives

one a shaking on bad roads ; neither is it so fast as a

motor bicycle, but it is surely more sensible to use

a tricycle than lay up a bicycle for the winter.

No mud or grease will make it side-slip more than

a few inches, but it is advisable to switch off the engine

when the back wheel is crossing wet tramlines, as it

will shoot off very suddenly, and should it strike any

object raised above the surface of the road it might

cause the machine to overturn.

The slight discomfort on bad roads may be o\-er

come very largely l.iy having the front axle sprung.

Raymond V. E. de B. Crawshav.

f • .:. KflBBHI

-Ai-k*.
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Threeqiiarter views of Mr. Raymond V. E. de B. Crawsbay's tricycle, his experiences with which are published above.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "

The Future of the Tricycle.

I see I managed to tread heavily upon sundry toes

when I wrote my notes on the future of the motor
tricycle as a solo mount. I am neither surprised nor

annoyed about that ; no publicist can altogether avoid

occasional mishaps of that kind. But I plead guilty

to feeling a certain impatience when the owner of the

crushed toes talks as if I dared to speak without experi-

ence. I can claim some years' experience of the

solo motor tricycle, implying as big a mileage as most
three-wheel enthusiasts, and my mature opinion is

that if there is a sound solo three-wheeler on the road

it is one of the 1910 patterns, which I have yet to

sample. Facts are surely on my side.

Ever since the. motor bicycle was invented two draw-

backs have scared would-be votaries : one is its liability

to skid, the other is the fact that a stoppage necessi-

tates a dismount, and in winter a dismount into rnud.

Dozens of designers and inventors have attempted to

evade these inherent defects of the two-wheeler by

producing tricyeles of all sizes and sorts and shapes

;

but the great mass of motor cyclists remain faithful

to the two-wheeler or prefer dropping their hobby in

winter. E7-go, poor old much-maligned " Ixion
"

is not a purblind, prejudiced juggins when he doubts

whether the solo tricycle possesses a brilliant future.

The Twisted Leather Belt.

Something of the same despair possesses me when
I read my critics on the subject of the twisted round
leather belt as a motor cycle transmission. Of all

motor cycle transmissions it was the first. It remains

the cheapest and the simplest to adjust. Yet only

two or three makes of machines retain it, and they

stand alone in a special class. Yet when I meekly
venture to suggest that these facts prove it to embody
certain inherent drawbacks, rendering an alternative

transmission desirable, it takes an unlimited voca-

bulary to paint my character in its true colours.

Reforms in Big Trials.

While the silly season lasts, will some kind friend

think out a sound plan of checking riders' times in

an entry of sixty competitors or so, and present it

to the A.C.U. ? Friends who have a big experience

of long trials tell me that the anxiety of getting their

checks right quite spoils the fun.

To start with, even if there are no secret checks

dimly shadowed forth in the rules, there is at any rate

the bother of carrying two watches (in case one stops,

as it often will on a motor cycle), and of keeping these

two watches synchronised with the official turnip.

Having successfully surmounted these initial diffi-

culties, you have next to find your way—easier in an

A.C.U. trial than at any other time, but not always

easy even then. You have then to keep your motor
running and climbing—^easiest with a [No free adver-

tisements, please !

—

Ed.]. Finally, conqueror of these

colossal obstacles, you arrive at some measly little

one-horse village or market town. The schedule

allows you one hour for the next twenty miles after

being timed through this check, and you are punctual

here. But ere you can proceed you have to get a

fill of , petrol and sign the cbecking sheet. You
attempt to sign the checking sheet. A youth, who
A26
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has been doing nothing all day, and is rather con-

ceited because he has a bit of coloured ribbon in his

buttonhole, is muddling things finely, and as forty or

fifty men are all trying to sign the sheet in due order,

he is getting raggy, and making more and more of a

muddle. There is ten minutes margin between mini-

mum and maximum time, and, thanks to the inexperi-

ence of the checker and the crowd he has to deal

with, this is all gone before you get a chance to sign.

He books you as outside maximum time, but a judge

arrives, you explain, and he antedates your signature.!

Thank goodness.

You now have twenty miles to do in sixty minutes, i

Nice time for a smoke and a look round, you think.'

Not a bit of it. You need some more petrol. You
join an infuriated mob round a small ironmonger's

shop. Fifty riders are struggling for one funnel,

the supply of petrol is all but exhausted, and finally

when you get away you have just got threequarters of

an hour to do the distance in. This scene is repeated

at intervals all day long. Sometimes the checker

is what the villagers sweetly call a "natural," as was
the case in one Welsh village last year, where the
" official " let each rider book any time he fancied to

his name, and where one . rider humorously over-

reached himself by booking his time as half an hour
earlier than it really was, not discovering till he got

on the road again that he had thereby docked himself

of half an hour for the next stage.

Sometimes the checker is a club—a little band ofi

practical riders from the local club—^who get their

work through without muddle or swank. But, oh
dear ! fifty per cent, of the checks in a six days trial

are almost enough to spoil the whole pleasure of the

trip. I often wonder why two official cars are not

sent on ahead of the competitors with automatic

time recorders on board, such as are used for register-

ing men's time at a factory. Three or four of these

clocks, slightly modified for the special purpose, would
facilitate the checking of the big trials past believing,

and would ensure real accuracy.

Petrol Consumption Compared.
The editor has an article of mine in the press

relating to petrol consumption, which suggests a

technical reason for believing that motor bicycles

are very extravagant in the way of petrol consumption.
To pave the way for a sympathetic perusal of the article

in question, may I contrast a certain car with a

certain cycle? A two-seated 8 h.p. car belonging to

an acquaintance of mine, weighing 15 cwts., loaded
with two passengers, hood, and screen, does nearer

fifty than forty miles per gallon of petrol at legal limit.

A certain 3^ h.p. motor bicycle in my own posses-

sion, weighing 3 cwts., together with rider, does one

hundred miles per gallon. If the consumption of

the cycle were equal in efficiency to that of the car

(considering weight alone, without taking thought of

wind resistance, which acts in favour of the cycle, and
ought to give it a lower consumption pro rata), the

bicycle should do nearly two hundred and fifty miles

per gallon—a figure which no motor bicycle of that

power can touch in a fair and square consumption
trial.

,
Therefore my motox bicyple is in this respect

hideously inefficient as compared with the car. Why ?
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street, E.C, and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

The Amulree Hill-climb.

[4502.]—lu reply to the letter of " Fair Play " in your
issue of January 3rd, Jlr. Adamson's Triunipli was debarred
from 'the touring class because it did not comply with the
rules, as has been already stated.

" Fair Play's " remarks anent the weights of the macliines
are without authority, as neither of the machines in question
was weighed.

"

JOHN CAMERON.
[This correspondence must now close.—En.]

Licences for Motor Cycles.

[4503.]—I wish to endorse your suggestion re taking out of
licences in counties where consideration is shown to motorists.
I should like to suggest Staffordshire as being one of these.
The Chief Constable is a gentleman and the son of a peer,
but what is of ranch more importance he is a gentleman in
his conduct. I believe until recently such a thing as a
police trap was unknown, and would have remained eo but
for the recklessness of a few car drivers. Anyone sending
his 15s. to any post office in this county (not, of course, to a
county borough) and enclosing his filled up declaration form
and a stamped addressed envelope will be assisting the
Staffordshire ratepayers. POSTMASTER.

Does an Engine Run Better at Night?
[4504.]—I noticed in The Motor Ci/cle of January 5rd

that Mr. Edward 0. Dunkley, of Pihode Island, U.S., states
that motor cycles run better at night than in the daytime.
I have noticed this for a long time, not only with motor
cycles but also witli cars. I believe that at night the air is

more solvent, and therefore more capable of containing petrol
vapour, so that a given quantity of air at night or in cold
weather is capable of containing more petrol vapour than
the same quantity of air in the daytime, or at any time when
the atmosphere is charged with 'water vapour. I shall be
very pleased to hear a satisfactory explanation from one of
your readers. W. R. B. ANNESLEY.

A Suggested Toolbox and Carrier.
[4505.]—Nowadays, when almost every motor cycle has

a fixed luggage cairier, I have often wondered why makers
do not utilise the space between the carrier of the rear
mudguard as a toolbox or carrying receptacle. It would be
inexpensive, out of the way, the rear end of the box would
carry the number plate, and the box itself would never be

/CARRIER STRAP STAPLES

'HINGES

-MUDGUARD

found superfluous. It might be made of aluuiiniuui and
lined to match the petrol tank, or sheet iron enamelled to
match the frame. If made the same width as the carrier
(say 9in.), the lid would have staples fitted for strapping
luggage on, and the lid could be opened without taking off

the luggage. The accompanying sketch will explain my
meaning.

"

NORRIS W. DENT.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4506.]—I notice there is some correspondence taking
place on the above subject in TJie Motor Cycle. In my
opinion the increased speed is due to the compression of

the engine being too high, and when the exhaust valve is

slightly raised it relieves a little of it. Thus not so, much
energy is wasted in compressing the mixture, and also we
get a better explosion. Petrol engines are more efficient

and more economical with a low compression than with a

high compression. I cannot see what effect slightly raising

the exhaust valve has on making the belt grip.

J. G. RICHARDS.

The End-to-end Record.
[4507.]—I have lately 'been reading the accounts of the

push bicycle records over the End-to-end route, and was
surprised to note that the official distance was given, as 840

miles when the ferries at Granton (near Edinburgh) and
Kessock (near Inverness) are used. I understand that Mr.
T. Peck intended to make use of the ferries on his last

.

attempt to break the motor cycle record standing to the

credit of Mr._ Hart-Davies, who, I believe, did not use the

ferries. I should be glad, therefore, to learn what route

Mr. Peck followed, as it is obvious that a saving of prac-

tically fifty miles is an enormous gain, not only from the

point of distance involved, but it also enables the rider to

obtain a complete rest and make lengthy adjustments to his

machine whilst on the ferries, the Granton ferry, I believe,

taking nearly an hour to cross.

CLAUDE E. WALLIS.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4508.]—In reply to Dr. Gaskell's letter [No. 4495] I

should like to point out that never on any occasion have 1

ridden past a broken-down motor cycle, but have always
stopped to enquire if I could assist the rider in any way,
and am only too pleased when I am able to do so. On more
than one occasion have I towed broken-down motor cycles

to the nearest railway station—a thing which a lightweight
machine could not do.

I should also like to mention that I am a corn merchant,
and have a lot of farm to farm travelling to do. On one of

my rounds I have as many as twenty-eight places to call at

in one morning. If I am in any place long enough to allow
my engine to get cold a little petrol injected in the cylin-

ders will start it as easily as if hot. I have a few times
done my rounds on lightweights, but have got tired with
the persistent pedalling necessary on anything like a hill,

and I can assure him this vigorous pedalling to get to the
top of the hills took far more out of me than starting my
heavyweight machine twenty-nine times in one morning.
.And I still "uphold" the heavyweight without the assist-

ance of two other strong young men and a boy.
B. G. DURKIN.

[4509.]—Perhaps my experience of a lightweight motor
cycle will be of use to your readers who contemplate having
one, and are either past tte "hop, skip, and a jump" age,
or have a -defective gear—in my case, " heart." My medical
man told me to give up pedal cycling, but as I have a widely
scattered business connection, suggested a lightweight motor
cycle, but barred the running to mount business. I bought
a Motosacoche, having in view probable breakdowns and its

easy conversion to a- pedal cycle. This is the second year
it has been running, and the mileage, which I noted this
year, is over 4.500 miles, and never a breakdown. Weather

A29
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has made no difference, and my appointments have always
been kept. Speed averages eighteen miles per hour, and
after returning from a journey I attend t9 the machine.
About every 500 miles I scrape piston and cylinder head,

and grind valves when necessary. Ignition is accumulator,
and has never failed me, and notwithstanding experts' advice
to the contrary I shall stick to it.

Three belts have been used, and two are still in use,

though getting thin. Tyres are Continental, non-skid back
and plain front. I have had one puncture only, and the
tyres seem good for another 3,000 miles, which is about what
they have done. A sovereign would cover the cost of

necessary renewals this year excepting tyres and belts.

The result of having machine is 25% increase in business,

and a save of half the time wasted in travelling. Now after

a sixty miles run I can slip into my work, which formerly
was impossible, and feel all the better for the ride.

To sum the machine up, for reliability, lightness, ease of
handling, and cost of running, it is the ideal machine for a
business man of limited means and of limited strength.

HAEEY SHAEPE.

The 1910 Six Days' Trials.

[4510.]—Now that the A.C.U. is beginning to consider
the regulations for the 1910 Six Da,ys' Trials, I hope it wiJl

go the whole hog and stop all overhauling in controls. The
work in controls should be limited to lubrication of magnetos,
etc., replenishing tanks, and packing luggage. On no account
sliould the continuous noise from 7 to 8 a.m. be allowed,
resulting from starting up engines. A definite limit of, say,
fifteen minutes might be allowed at each control. This
might be ma-de shorter it the competitors were made aware
of the exact position of the control. Finally, though I am
afraid I sliall be laughed at, I strongly object (for it is bound
to do the motor cycle movement a deal of harm) to seeing
men or macliines travelling from one end of the country to
the other wrapped up with spare tubes. Abolish spare tubes
and bring tyres into account, then we may hope for intelli-

gence and improvement in that department.
F. C. MUSTARD.

P.S.—I hope the A.C.U. will not put its officials behind
tlie hedges .for surprise controls. Anyone who has ridden in
a 200 mile non-stop trial at twenty miles an hour will know
W'hat to expect when there is a week of twenty miles per
hour awaiting him.

The 1910 T.T. Race.
[4511.]—As a prospective competitor in the above race,

now that the provi'sional regulations have been published,
I should like to make a few remarks and suggestions.

I sincerely hope that practising will be allowed on more
than seven days previous to the race. The course selected
is well known to be a very "tricky "one, and with practising
only permitted from daybreak to eight o'clock each morning,
it is extremely doubtful if any rider who is new to the cour.se

could accustom himself to riding up to the necessary safe
limit of speed in so short a time. May I suggest that either
a fortnight's practising be arranged for, or that competitors
be allowed to ride round the course all day if they wish,
provided they do not exceed the legal limit after 8 a.m.
It is well known to all who irave taken part in the previous
races that the inhabitants of the island, including the press,
are very keenly interested in these events, and no unnecessary
or hampering restrictions are imposed.

I should like to propose also that the A.C.U. again
promotes a hill-clirabing competition in the island, and hope
it will not be necessary to have two, especially on the same
day. It would be much better for the competitors if the
climb were held before instead of after the Tourist Trophy
Race, as it would then be unnecessary to have to set to work
to " tune up " immediately after the big event is over.

FRED C- BAGSHAW.

Ease of Starting.

[4512.]—I think that " Ixion " is a little bit "oft the

line " when he says that paraffin injections before starting

mark an imperfect machine, at least I so read his para-

graph "Ease of Startmg." As he knows veiy well, it is

only necessary to ease the piston rings (a) when the piston

is a good fit in cylinder, or (b) when using thick oil in cold

weather. Now, "as an accurately fitting piston means free-

dom from knocking, good compression and full efficiency, it

Aig
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follows that it must be everybody's desideratum. Therefore,
it cannot be a defect. In my opinion, a new machine that
does not require a dose of paraffin or petrol before starting,

to free the rings, indicates that the maker did not know
his business.

My machine now suffers from a loose piston, resulting in

a permanent knock and loss of efficiency. No paraffin in-

jection is consequently necessary, though it was for the first

5,000 miles. Yet I am going to spend £3 to get back a good
fitting piston and cylinder, and with it the need for a paraffin

injection before starting from cold. If " Ixion's " argament
means anything at all, it means that I am simply frittering

money away to secure an undesirable state of affairs, which
is not the case.

Noi "Ixion"; it was because the machines in the Six
Days' Trials were new that they required paraffin injections.

It is not a defect. Why they did not start easily afterwards
is more than I can say, however. B. M. OLIVER.

Anottier Rejuvenated Triear.

[4513.]—There has been considerable interest of late in
tricars, and especially of the type nearest approaching the
light car for comfort and sociability, and X therefore venture
to send you a photograph of a tricar I have been using for

some time with success. It is of small power, 4^ h.p. Auto-
moto engine with two speeds, and, as you will see by the
photograph, the three seats are built tne same height, and

Home-made tricar referred to in Mr. G. F. Sentance's letter.

are all set on strong spiral springs. It is exceptionally

comfortable to both passengers and c&iver, and, being seated

in this way, there is scarcely any wind resistance.

- I can travel from eighteen to twenty-four mUes per- hour
with three persons up, and have not as yet been, stopped by
any hill, the low gear being very reliable.

I may say the tricar was rebuilt to my own idea, and I

had considerable trouble in getting it done, as the local firm

at first said it would not be safe. Now they have nothing

but praise for it. G. P. SENTANCK.

Tlie Transmission Question.

[4514.]— I have read with usual interest " Occasional

Comments " by " Ixion " in last week's issue of ZVi.s Motor
Oi/cle, and would like to take the liberty of making a few

comments on the matter of transmission. ' I cannot help

thinking that there is a tendency on the part of some English

motor cyclists who are not thoroughly familiar with the

advantages of chain drive to cry in favour of the belt drive,

and until they—like myself—have a chance of riding a

machine equipped with a scientifically applied chain drive, I

can quite understand their feelings. Until this last year I

was greatly in favour of the belt drive, but after I had given

the Indian chain-driven machine a thorough trial and fourid

for myself what a comfortable and practical drive the chain

gave, I had no further use for the belt. I can assure motor

cyclists in this country that my opinion was not changed

because I decided to sell Indians in this country, as it must
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be very well known that the Heiidee Manufiicturing Co. did
supply a belt-driven model in 1909.
This machine was fitted with Slmmrock-Gloria belt and

j>he standard Eaiglish belt rim on the rear wheel. To the
engine was fitted one of the best designed belt pulleys I have
ever seen, and it was quite optional to me whether I sold
these machines with tlie belt or chain drive. " Ixion " says :

" I have little doubt that as the Americans learn to make
better belts we shall hear less and less of the chain drive in

the States." Possibly this may be the case ; if so, it can be
put down to two reasons. Firstly, because there are at the
most only one or two leading manufacturers who understand
how properly to apply a chain drive to a motor cycle ; and,

secondly, and undoubtedly the principal reason, is that the

belt drive is very much cheaper to manufacture. On the
other hand, I maintain that the chain drive is far chei-fper

for the rider. In the first place a chain will outlast two or

three canvas and rubber belts of the best makes ; secondly,

a chain sprocket on the engine will last as long as a belt

pulley, and when renewed costs about one-third as much.
:i
The sprockets on the counter-shaft and rear wheel, as well as

the longer chain, will last many thousands of miles, and
when a new one is required it costs no more per foot than a

first-class belt.

As for the rigidness of the chain drive, I can only say
that, when the clutch is properly adjusted, there is no ap-

parent slip when running at a steady pace, yet it is very
1 ; apparent that there is a slip in starting and after switching
on and off, which is proved by the fact that rubber-studded
tyres will last as long as, if not longer than, on a chain-

driven Indian than on belt-driven machines of other makes.
It is interesting to hear indirect!}' that some of the largest

motor cycle manufacturers in England are experimenting
with chain drive, and the possibilities are that we shall see

other machines than the Scott, P. and M., and Indian, fitted

with chain drive in this vear's T.T. Race.
W. H. WELLS.

[4515.]—We have read_ with much interest the paragraph
in the isfiue of Tlie Motor Cycle, January 10th, under the

above heading, but we feel that the writer is speaking with-

out knowledge of a chain drive. He states that a belt which
lasts 2,500 miles seems to be a most unusual thing, but we
can assure the writer that if he used the chain drive. 10.000

miles would be a very small distance, and with regard to

smoothness of drive, etc., we are willing to demonstrate to

Jlr. Olsson, o; ^ny other person interested, that with a 5i h.p.

machine and a sidecar with 12-15 stone passenger we can
start from a standstill, just as Mr. S. E. Edge would do
mth a six-cylinder car and plate clutch, which, w-e think,

should satisfy anybody. We are glad to note that J\Ir.

Olsson admits that advocates of chain transmission are be-

coming more numerous lately, and we quite agree with him.
Surely this is because chain drive proves itself more efficient

and reliable than belt drive.

PHELON AND MOORE, LTD.,
W. Peatt, London manager.

Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.

[4516.]—Your contributor, "Ailette," has written an
interesting and convincing article on the subject of water-

cooling for motor cycle engines. May I remind him of the

Mototri-Contal 2J, h.p. tricar, which flitted before our notice

for a brief week in the summer of 1905. This had a really

comfortable coach-built front seat, and it was fitted with an
•engine that would not be considered large on a present-day

lightweight. It had a hub epicyclic gear giving two speeds,

about 8 to 1 and 20 to 1, but no reverse. The water-cooling

on tiie thermo-syphon system was the life and soul of this

diminutive motor. It went through the A.C.U. Six Days'
Trial, in which I wiis an oflicial, and several times I was
the passenger. The driver was a real heavyweight, yet it

climbed Birdlip on the last day without shedding the
passenger. It never faltered, and it never once knocked.
Of course, it boiled like a steam car on long climbs, up which
it plugged steadily at about five to eight miles an hour ; but
it never appeared distressed. It averaged ten to fifteeii

miles an hour over undulating country—wonderfully good for

two people on 2-J:
h.p.

Water-cooling was the secret of its success, and I think
this method might with advantage be more widely adopted.

J. W. a. BROOKEU.
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Cost of Running a Small Car.

[4517.]—I have been running a 5^ h.p. O.T.A.V. four-
wheeler for about ten months^ and as the details of ths
expenses may interest some of your readers I enclose them,
with one or two remarks.
The little car has a single-cylinder engine 100 X 110 mm.,

accumulator ignition. It is air-cooled by a fan and air
jacket, and has two speeds forward. Drive is by a chain
from engine to a counter-shaft (parallel to the back axle), on
which is carried a two-speed epicyclic gear box. and thence
to the driving wheels by ordinar-y motor cycle belts, |in. wide
by 7ft. 6in. long. There is no differential, belt-slip being
sufficient to allow one wheel to over-run the other. J\Iy car
was not new, having been used in trials by the agents, .and

its total cost with accessories was £98 9s. 6d.

Running Co.^t. £ s d
Petrol (58 gallons) 3 66
Lubricant ... ... ... ... ... 50
Tyres (two Clincher Dreadnought, 26 x 2-i,

and slight repairs) 4 13 6
Repairs 11 11
Licences, registration, and tax 3 7
Insurance ... ... ... ... ... 4 10
Garage fees ... 1 19
Miscellaneous 19

Total

.

...£30 12

Mileage, 1,125 ; mites per gallon petrol 19.4 (large waste) ;

running cost per mile, G^d.

Remark.s.

(1.) Petrol.—Much was wasted through experimenting and
a leak in the tank that could never be stopped for long.

Running consumption, I reckon, about thirty-five miles per
gallon (gear, 7 to 1 on top),

(2.) Tyres.—I have not had a puncture yet. The rear
tubes are filled with Miraculum.

(3.) Belts.-—Give a good deal of trouble, being too shoit
and too small. Turning corners, too, is vory hard on them
as they are made to slip. . One occasionally breaks or

comes off, and is lost without being discovered in time.

(4.) Speed.— I can average about 18 or 19 m.p.h. over a
riui of, say, fifty miles under ordinary conditions. Gear is

low, and the car can take hills up to 1 in 16 or 17 on top
with two up.

(5.) Sejjairs.—These include a new epicyclic brake drum
which cracked ; new pulleys, one having dropped off and
was lost ; a new chain, and sundry minor items. The prices
charged for replacements are, in my opinion, high. In spite
of all this, when all the weak points have been eliminated,
the car is very satisfactory and economical to run. It weighs
about 450 lbs., and the engine is a very good one, having
l-|in. valves to its 4in. bore, and an a.o.i.v.

I have not done a vei"y big mileage, because I ride a
motor bicycle for solo work. SILEMA.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
Osmond Hill writes in strong praise of the Lincoln Elk

motor bicycle. The machine was purchased last May, and
with the exception of one broken exhaust valve has given i:o

trouble.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Stamps should be sent for forwariSing Replies to

Queries under this heading.

"K 2305" (Liverpool) would like readers' experiences of

A.C. tandem tricars, particularly as to reliability and good
material.

" R. li." (Plymouth) desires users' experiences of the
Triumph plate clutch model, particularly as regards starting

on hills.

" G. J. H." (lienley-on-Thames) would like experiences of

the Zenith Gradua gear used with and without a sidecar.

Also of a Triumph fitted with Gradua gear and used with and
without a sidecar.

"A.E.L." (Heavitree) would like users' opinions of the
two-stroke Scott as to suitability for sidecar work in hilly

country, and also if there is trouble by reason of the charge
of gas firing in the crankcase.

A33
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street; E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Small Water-cooled Engines.

I want to procure a small
water-cooled petrol engine to

drive a lathe. Please saj'

where one would be lilcely to
obtain a 3 to 4 h.p. engine,

water-cooled.—J. G. P.
Small water-cooled engines of the size

you require can be obtained from
the Stevens Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Wolverhampton ; White and Poppe,
Ltd., Coventry; and Aster, Ltd.,
\Vembley Park, Middlesex.

Worn Tappets.

^^ The sliafts of my valve geax

?' (1907 machine) are loose. As
the parts are, of course.

-^ hardened, could a local motor
mechanic put this right? If

so, kindly tell me the proper tiling

to do. The tappets are consider-
ably worn, but ' the pinions and
cams are little the worse for wear.

—

H. A. B.
It enth'ely depends upon the skill of

your local mechanic. If he is a really
skilful repairer, and used to repairing
motor bicycles, he will probably caiTy
out the work effectively. You do not
say where or how the shafts are loose.

We should recomiiiend you to obtain
any spare parts required from the makers
of your engine, as they would fit better
and could be obtained from stock.

How to Prevent Knocking on Hills.

I should be glad if you would
tell me what to do when engine
of my motor cycle starts knock-
ing on hills. It is a free

engine Humber. I cannot
pedal, as you advise another querist,

but I have tried retarding the mag-
neto spark lever, opened and closed

throttle and air, and still the engine
knocks.—J. H. E. (Liverpool).

First of all check over the timing and
see if the spark is too much advanced,
and, secondly, dismount the cylinder,

and remove all the carbon deposit on
cylinder and piston heads. If the"

engine still knocks or pounds, you do
not manipulate the levers properly, or

there is a loose or vorn bearing in the
engine. The correct way to drive

when climbing a Mil is to increase

speed on approaching the rise by open-
ing the thi-ottle and adjusting the air

lever to suit. As soon as the engine
shows the slightest falling off in speed,

close the air lever gradually to enrich
the mixture, and open the throttle fully

if the gradient demands it. The^ mag-
neto spark lever should not be retarded
unless the engine continues to fall off

in speed after the air lever is closed.

Local Taxation Licence.

(1.) In the official form sent
to be filled up this year 1

notice a paragraph which I

have never seen before, stating
that the registered number of

the car or cycle must be given. I

suppose the authorities do not mean
from this that the licence i« not
transferable? What I mean is that
I expect in a few days to sell my old
machine and buy a new one. As 1
shall take care not to have two
machines at the same time, I presume
one 15s. licence will be sufficient.

Please let me know if this is so. (2.)

With reference^ to the registered
numbers. I am expecting to sell a
1908 Triumph motor cycle and buy a
1910 model of the same make, and
there would thus be absolutely no
change in the particulars registered.
In these circumstances could I merely
transfer my number from the old
machine to the new one?—V.G.M.

(1.) As stated last week, we are advised
that there is no legal obligation to fur-

nish the particulars referred to.

Certainly the carriage licence is trans-
ferable, as it allows you to keep any
one motor cycle, consequently one
licence will be sufficient for several
machines in. one year, provided, of
course, you do not own more than one
at the same time. (2.) You must take
out a fresh registration for the new
machine, though if you wish to retain
the old numbers you may probably do
so if you ask leave of the authorities.

Easy Starting. Oiling Clutch. Tight Belt.

My motor bicycle is fitted

with a Mabon clutch and
handle-bar control carburetter.

(1.) Would White's econoinisei

be an improvement as regards
(a) power, (b) easy starting, (c) slow
running in traffic (I live in London),
and (d) petrol consumption? (2.)

Would my 3i h.p. machine take a

sidecar, and if so with what gear? I

do not mind occasionally assisting the

engine with the pedals. (3.) Can
one give too. much oil to the clutch ?

(4.) What is the result of having the
belt too tight except risk of break-

age?—W.S.H.
(1.) First of all, try stopping up one of

the main air holes, and if an improve-
ment is noticeable, an adjustable main -

air intake, such as the device in ques-

tion, will help' you considerably as re-

gards power at slow speeds and ease of

starting. (c.) 'Also slow rrmning in

tr'affie. . (d.) We -are, however, -doubtful

-

if it would improve the petrol con-

sumption, except that it would enable

a smaller jet to be used. (2.) Your
machine would take a sidecar on fairly

level roads with a 5J to 1 gear. (3.)

You can, of course, give too much oil

to this clutch, as an excess would leak

out and make a mess, and probably get

on to the belt. Frequent lubrication

in small quantities is best. (4.) If you

have the belt too tight you wear the

engine bearing to an excessive extent,

and probably tear out the fastener.

Inland Revenue Tax Exemptions.

I use my motor bicycle for

attending markets, fairs, sales,

etc., in connection with my
business, and use it for business

alone. I held a licence in 1909,

but do not intend to take out one

for 1910 if I am not legally required

to do so. Kindly advise.—N. D.

We are afraid you will not be_exempted

from paying the Inland Revenue licence,

as your machine is not specially con-

structed for the transport of mer-

chandise.

Loss of Power. Replacing Carburetter.

I do not seem to get the

power I ought to out of a new
y h.p. lightweight. The
engine is quite new, but I have

got a very old pattern carbu-

retter fitted. It has no float cham-

ber, the petrol runs direct to the

needle, and it seems to me that some-

times the engine gets too much
petrol, at other times not enough,

and then it misfires. I am told by

a local maker that by fitting an up-

to-date carhuretter I shall get double

the power. At present it will not

climb any of the little hills about

North London. I can also hear a

little hiss of wind past the inlet

valve. Would this cause a noticeable

loES of power? It is very difficult

to make a good joint, as the whole

of the inlet valve screws into the

head just over 'the exhaust valve.

How can I make a good joint of

such a valve?—W.C.B.
We quite agree that the new carbu-

retter would improve the power im-

mensely, and we would recommend' you
to have one fitted without delay. 'The •

hissing is due to a leakage and a loss
;

of compression. So long as tliis exist.^

you cannot expect the engine to. give
;

full power. It is not good practice to •

screw the valve seat into the head. To
make a good air-tight joint, see that .,

the surfaces are perfectly ffat^ and clean ,

[

then fit a soft copper and asbestos p

. washer, and paint the joint with" fish I,

glue obtainable from most marine stores. [.

i
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
909 Triumph, not been ridden 200 miles. Polkey

lamp and pfuerntor. trinute horn, new In^T

^ipust; price £37.—Wilson, 19, Wellingtou St-. Brnd-
Td. Manchester.

ilGGEST Bargain ever oflered—Sih-p. Quadrant, in
trood rnuuing order, complete mth belt, coil, ac-

niulator. horn, tool bag. uuniber plates; £4 ISs- 9d-
Booth's Motorics. Halifax.

|[3.h-p. Minerva magneto, spring forks. footrcst>
\'4i h.b.c-. lamp. horn, watch, spares, tyres good
iat^wata belt, new cylinder; £18, offers.—Pearson,
l^far, B(xlale. Yorks-

tKX. Sihp., twin Ees. spring forks, separate gener-
ator lamp. horn, stand, and new spare tube, suit

1
ar; £16 163-: exchanges considered.—Motor V.x-

\n-v. Westgate, Halifax-

! .1. Hirmber. chain driven, free engine cluteh. Louguo-
[iijire earburettf.T. iJnniops. non-sldd on back wheel,

M rondition throughout; £8--Bate. 23, Park Rd.,
|Pi'norne. Newton-le-WiUows-

\ KADY for Delivery.-1910 Premier. 3:ih.p.. twin,

V Quite the coining s^lcee<l^. and undonbtedly thi

.'st little jiggers on the market; 50 guineas; excnauge.-
tcrtained ; send tor list — Hardnian. Stockton Heath-

h.p. 1906-7 Norton, in new condition, and good going
order, guaranteed, recently overhauled. Palmer front.

neher back, coaster. H-E- switch, registered; ready
''- road; £9. near offer.-Moore. 19. Ccwley Hill, St.

leus-

ITERPOOL Motorists should, to protect their in-
I t crests, buy Triumph. ] )ouglas, Scott, and F-N
tor.s only from the responsible official agents. Hitch-
-. Ltd-. 74, Bold- St-, who alone can substantiate

„' makers' guarantees, and also supply spare parts from
>|ck. _ .

- - .

ijiRIUMPHS.—Hitchings. Ltd- (the ofBcial agents), have
s'-'veral second-hand machines for sale at low price.';

"i~
.
1908. and 1909 models: all guaranteed; inspec-

m invited.—Hitchings. ltd. 74, Bold St., Liverpool

COTT 2-stroke 2-speed Water-cooled Motor Cycles {for
l| which Hitchings. Ltd-, are the sole Liverpool and
iitrict agents} should be ordered now to ensure early
tjivery; send for descriptive catalog ue-—Hitchings. Ltd-.
' Bold St-. Liverpool.

1909^1909^19091

(IGHTWEIGHT Douglas
niudt.^l>.in stock .it 74.

- Ltd-, are the sole asent;

and F.N. motors, latest

Bold St-' Liverpool—Hitoli-
, and iuTite enquiries.

lip. Twin V.S.. Tinft.mlt (orks. magneto, Clinchei
' stnddPd butted tube* (unpunctured), Whittle belt

ijting and euamel uusiTatehed, absolutely new condi-
i\h with 1909 Ohater-Lea li^-id .sideear, complete; £29
] ; separate or exeUanKe.— 7. River >'iew. Asliton-on-

I SECTION III.

Urnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cliesliire, Derby,
'ttafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
iilerioneth.

1^09 Triumph, used ten weeks:
-i7 £40; must pell; complete--

10 Triumphs; delivery frjm stock.—Altrincliam (jar-

age, 1, Church St.. Alrrincham.

iwner going abroad;
-H Marston. Rock

"OTO-REVE. new August. 1909. Drnids. Watuwata.
adjastab'.' pnlley; £22 lO-^-—-V- Oobson. 68. Rad-

ii rne St., Derby.

h\"IN Rex de Luxe, magneto- cantilever, twin tyres.
i spring forks, Roc clutch ; offers. -68. Wellington

North. Stockport.

J. p. Minerva, vertical. M-O-V- 2^in. wheels, perfect,
and sound condition; £6 lOs-. bargain.—Meredith.

rster Rd-, Over Wiusford-

ARGAIN of a ^lifetimi-.-19C9 3ihp. Res. beautiful
machine, complete: £34; buying car.—3,879, The

jT|:or Cycle Offices. Coventry.

gi.h-p- Raleigli, chain driven: cost 50 guineas; little

^2 used with new covers: price £15-—P. Robinson.
Hill, Egginton. near Derby.

(Ih-p. Brown, magneto, new December, run 100 miles
«2 spring forks, variable pulley, all accessories; £54
i\ tiuick sale-— Hensiiaw. wheelwright. Stockport-

"1^09 Triumph, enamel and plating as new. machine
-ju' and engine guaranteed perfect throughout, search-
V\t lamp, horn, etc ; £37--Browne. Beaconsfield, Oxton.
Ekenhead-

nfilUMrH, 1907. H.B. control, splendid condition and
I

appearance, accessories, and spares; any examiua-
ti here; £24, lowest; no offers-- Gregory, Sir John
Vrrcn Hotel, Ilkeston.

ARGAIN.—3ih.p. Quadrant. 1907, like new. low, fast,
rehable. spring forks, stand, Brooks BlOO saddle,

.; Shamrock studded tyies. etc, etc-: accept £15.—
tibbs. Mill Hill, Sandbach. Cheshire.

;li.p. Roe. magneto, two speeds, free engine, handle

J
startmg. non-skid device, absolntelv impossible to

tn machine ov^r, will take sidecar anywhere, in prac-
1 illy new condition thronghont : saermce £32. — R.

' Leawood, near Matlock.

Just received from makers, a lew

1909^ HUIVIBERS
brand new. These you can hardly tell from loio models,
being fitted with improved pattern silencers, spring forks
larger pulleys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, H. B. control
registered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

pump opcrat';d by toot, stand and oarrier, toolbiig with
all tools fitted to handle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£42 IDs., or exchange, or (.redit.

Sp£ci.a.l Discount for Cash.

1909', SINGLE SPEED MODELS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IV.

Nottiugbam, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

31h.p- Birmintiham Quadrant, 1910 Auiac, ball bear-
2 ing. nnigneto; also

3hp- Birmingham Quadrant, liandle-bar control, car-
buretter, both guaranteed : cash offers-—Reg. Sam-

snn. Ladywood Rd-. Birmingham.

npRlUMPH, 1909. scarcely soiled
lawney. King l::dward Rd.,

offers wanted--
Coventry-

3ih.p. 1907 Triumph, magneto, spring forks, thmnb
2 switch, splendid condition; nearest offer to £24-

— Below.

Sh"'-
1907 Model TriiimpJi. new June. 1908. equal

to new tlirnu^rhoiit vers' little used; £28. or
ne.are.st offer.—Fntiik. J-Iiill, Trimnph Agent. Biouffhton
A=itley-

KBEEY. 2ib.p., fi

loni: bars, esee
Sleaford.

:iLst- rijliable.'low frame, 26ih. wheels,
excellent order; £8 10s—67. Sonthgata.

21b.p
2 banled: bargain,

Minerva. Dunlops, Whittles, jnst been over-
nled: bargain, £8, or offer.—W. Locli. Heeler

Bournbrook.

NUMBER
Brand luw. fitted with latest pattern silencers, spring

forks, ma^ietos, pedalling gear, stand, carrier, toolbag.
tools, number plates,

£37 15s., exchange or credit.

Cash offers wanted. Why buy second-hand machines
when brand new, up-to-date, fully gu,Tranteed machines
can be had at these prices. Remember number is lim'ited

Credit or Exchange. Send for List.
',.V h.p. gU.-VDRANT. rgo.-„ Roc two-.-speed £35 10
l'. h.p. MINERVA, m.igneto, French grev £22 10
jj h.p. .-VRN'O, magneto, H.B. control, new. . . . £32 10
ii h.p. ARNO, magneto, new, non-skid £32 15
35 h.p. ARNO, m.]gncto. new. Palmer's ...... £33 10
3i h.p. HUMBER, new, rgog model £39 10
3^ h.p. RE.X, rgog Tourist, soiled only £32 10
3 h.p. rgog DOUGLAS, like new £32 10
5 h.p. RE.K, rgog model, like new £32 10
5 h.p. Twin BROWN, rgoS, magneto, free engine £28 10
3J h.p. BAT. magneto, spring frame, two speeds. . £24 10
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, igog,- nearly new £35 c
3ih.p. TRIUMPH. rgo8, good order £30
3i h.p. HUMBER. rgog. two speeds, non-skids . . £37 10
3j h.p. MINERV.^, magneto, 2j tyres £18 15
aj h.p. LLOVDS. vertical engine, 2r)in. wheels .. £8 15
3i h.p. 1909 HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2}in. tyres, long har-s . . £22 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, ino8, smart £17 10
3 h.p. REX, 190S, magneto, h,b. control .'. £17 10
35 li.p. REX. roog. nearly new £32
5* h.p. REX DE LU.XE Roc clutch, m.agneto . £25 10
4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10

h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low built £16 10
35 h.p. RE.X. spring fr.rks. trembler coi": ;. £10 10
3i h.p. RE.X, 26in. wheels. M.O.V. h.b. conuol. . £3 15

Sentl for List of 200 machines.

iB4. 17s.
CORONET
SIDECARS.

edt.

spring back and front detached m three mmutes,
Several other advantages. Descriptive circular post free.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET, ipff Square.Rokd,

Jphonc 1062. HALIFAX. ^"'""'KLr*"':!

MOTOSACOCHE, complete, spares, spring torks, new
back tyre, good condition; £13-—Daw^. 35. Tennj'-

;on St.. Leicester.

31h.p. Res. 28iu- wheels, non-skid B-O-jVI.. trembler,
4 two acenmulators. spares: f7.—Gibbin.s, Barnt

Green. Biriuin;4ham-

1 Q05 Sih-p- Rex Motor Cycle, splendid condition;
J-«-' will Tu\\^ 50 miles to a huyer; ov. iipr going
abroad; offers-—George Rice, 116, Sanvey Gi. Leicester.

3ih.p. Triumph, late 1908, and brand new 1910
2 Chater-Lea eoaeh-built sidecar, cycle in perfect

condition. Palmer cord tyres, Michelin bntted tubec one
^pare; £35 lO.s., or sell separately.—3,887, Thi; Mutor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

IVAjS^ B. HART DAVIES wishes to sell his End-to-
end Triumph. 85 by 88 engine, two gallon tank,

special handle-bars, spare butt-ended tube. . all tools and
spares, lamp, horn, etc. run 2,000 miles, as good as new;
£40 cash—Apply, L B. Hart-Davies, Bank St-. Rugby-

3 ih-p. Hnmber, two-speed and tree engine, new last
2 June. Rince o.erhauled bv makers and fitted with

1910 improvements, including Druid spring forks, plain
conueeting rod bearing, new footboards and control, large
belt pulleys, complete with lamp and tools. Dnnlop tyres
unpunctured}; £34. or nearest; bargain. — Q-S., 37.
yorthumberland Rd Coventry.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3ih.p. Rex. spring forks, sprins .seat-pillar, long handle-
2 bars, new Continental fyre : £7, or exchange with

cash twin or triear.-^Dyball. Eayuham, NorJjlk-

5-6h.p. Twin Rex. magneto, two-speed, new, onlr run
100 miles ; extraordinar.r bargain. £35. t r" near

offer—Maun. Egerton. and Co.. Ltd., Norwich.

Sih.p. Matchless (cyl. 85 by 85). late 1908. flrst-dass
2 order, had very little use; owner u.sin^ car

principally: magneto in tank, E.C/.M. steel studded tyres
both wheels, Brooks latest padded saddle. Mtiteli'less
spring- forks and stand ; £20—Mayor. Eggiugton. Leigh-
ton rfnzzard.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, I^adnor, Breck-
nock, Moamoiith, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

MINERVA Lightweight, i:;hp : exchange 'for push
bike, or sell cheap—Devey, Wassell GroYc, near

Stourbridge.

"j Q08 N.S-V., 3^h.p., magneto. B. and B. handle-bar
-L*J control, spring forks, condition and running
order perfect; £22—Ault, Usk, Mon.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

3.h.p. Minerva, raey pattern, nearly new engine; £8
4 10s.—Smith, Luther Cottage, Odd Down, Bath-

TRIUMPHS. 1910 models in stock; order at once for
early deliveries.—Sole Agent, Longman, FLsherlon,

Salisbury.

1 Q09 Triumph, seven months old, run 1,500 miles, new
M.*J tyre back wheel, perfect condition ; £32-— G- Lath-
bury. HM-S. Britannia. Portsmouth.

DOUGLAS. 1909, spares, etc.. guaranteed first-class
condition ; any trial ; approval ; £28.—" Auclien-

cairn," AVortcster St-. Gloucester.

31.h-p. Motor Cycle, Hnmber engine, belt fliiven; wilt
2 take £15 cash; a bargain--Write, further [i.ir-

tienlars. Radford. Pareham. Hants.

BARGAIN" !-5ih.p. N-S-TJ.. two-speed, spring fork8>
Montgomery sidecar, hardly used, all spares;

nearest cash offer £35; esrhnn^e Tri.umph eutertained-
—Rcty "Walker, Pangbourne. Berts.

2

In answerinq l/icsc cKlvei-tisemcnta it is dnirable to mention "The Mutni- C'l/ch." A.^7
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3-3iIi.p. Kelecom, engine vertical, Clinchers. Stanley-

Dc-rmatiue. footboards, accumulator, in running
order; £5 IQs-. or exchange furniture-—Beadings,
Wokiugham Ed-, BTachnell, Berks-

3JLh.p. Motor Cycle. Pafnir engine, built in B.S.A-
2 frame, Dunlop tyre, 28 by 2i, front rim and belt

rim brakes, stand and carrier, two accumulators, in per-
fect condition; price ilO lOs-—W- Breeze, 103, Victoria
E,a.. AldersUot-

1 Q09 Triumph, in excellent condition, detachable
XfJ footboards. Autoclipse lamp, generator, horn,
mirror, spare belt and case, three butt-ended tubes, all

spares and tools; must sell: best offer over £31.-3.886,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

Xfi Guinea Magneto 1909 5-6h-p. P-N-, condition per-
*J
"

" feet, including spares, footrests, extra brake, hot
done 2,500 miles; Motosacoehe, bought April. 1909, ac-
cumulator. £5 spares and extras, not done 800 miles-
condition as new; new Cowey speed indicator, cost £4 4s-

;

one new R-O-M- non-skid. 26 by 2i, cost £2 16s. 6d-

;

Continental, 26 by 2iin-, not unpacked; excellent 19s-
oil heating stove ; all guaranteed ; buying car-—JDr- Alder-
son, Winche.-rter Ed-, Southampton-

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

"DAEGAIN Motor Cycles-

Oih-p. Minerva; £15 15s.

Oit-P- Kerry; £8 10s.

Qili-P- Minerva; £8 10s.

'yWO-SPEED Tricar; £12 10s-

JkTUMEEOUS Others.

"DrNTING. Wealdstone.

"I
QOg Twin Eex de Luxe, only done 1,500 miles; lowestAt/ £35.-28. Lavender Ed., Enfleld.

TRIUMPH, 1907 model, in grand condition, and fulh
eauippcd; £25—Bunting, Wealdstone-

PHELON and Moore. 3ih.p.. 1909, as new, and sidf-
car-; £48--Ayrite, 85. Kingsgate Rd-. Kilbnru-

J -A-P-MATCHLESS, 3ih.p-. being thoroughly over-
liauled; £25—8. Earls Terrace, Kensington.

SALE or exchange 13h-p Clement-Garrard, new belt.
brass tank; £5 IDs— 172. Ardgowan Ed-, Catford

8h-p. Twin Minerva, magneto, latest type, spring forks,
ai new. very fast; £35.-128. High Ed-, Tottenham-

Sole Yorkshire Agents for the T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe.
Sole London Agents for the NORTON.
Sole Halifax Agents for TRIUMPHS, DOUGLAS, PHELON

MOORES, BRADBURYS, etc., etc.

Every 1910 model we sell or offer for sale
carries the maKers* full guarantee regardless

of whether sold for cash or exchange.

-A-M-—5h.p. 1906 Twin Ees, cantilever seat, spring
forks, excellent condition and^ running order; £16-G

G.A.M.— 2ili.p. N-S.TJ.. t-ffO-speed gear, magneto, per-
fect running order, and flrst-elass condition; £15

G-A.M.—3L.p. Quadrant, spray carburetter, spring
forks, eseellent running order; a bargain, £5.

G.A.M.--6h.p. Eex Litette. 1908. twin tyres, all ii

good condition. macliinG in perfect running order,

G.A.II.—3h.p. Magneto Lincoln Elk, 1909, nearly
upw; fl8 1 s.

G.A.M.—5h.p Eex de iuie. two-speed gear, 1909
model, nearly new; sacrifice £36- -

GODFREY. Applebee. and Micldewood, Tie Broad-
way. Muswell Hill. N. >piione, 933 Hornsey.

Large stock of second-hand machines.

1 Q08 Triumph, pertect. guaranteed; £30.—Snrridge.Xt/ 69, Loughborough Park, Brixton, S.W.

3ih.p. Rex. splendid condition; accept £15. or offer.
2 —Apply. P. Matthias. 76, Battersea Rise, Lon-

don. S.W.

WHY do Nye's sell so many machines? They give
satisfaction. Try them— 69. Leather Lane, Hol-

born.

N.S-TJ. Lightweight. late 1908. magneto, excellent con-
dition ; a bargain. £12.—Pearce, 70, Lysia St., Ful-

ham, S.W.

3ib.p. Motor Bicycle, also forecar for same, splendid
2 condition; £9 99. — Phillip.?, 86, South End,

Croydon.

MINEEVA, 3!h.p., £13 ; Pafnir, 3h.p., £11 ; both low.
good condition.—Pike, Barossa Terrace, Church St..

Chelsea.

23.h.p. F.^'.. Vindee Special, excellent condition; £12.
4 or nearest offer.—Alexander, 67. Mnirkirk Ed-.

Catford.

,>^~-

1910 TRIUMPH
Standard model £48 15
Tourist Trophy model , . . , £50

Free engine, £6 6s. extra. Earliest deliveries.

NORTON.
3^ h.p. single cylinder

4I h.p. single cylinder

s'h.p twin cylinder

Jradbury 5^ H.
ig 10 Standard model £46 0"

Delivery from Stock.

31h.p.. Chatei-Lea. Continentals, only had road trial;
2 £16. bargain.—Motor, 94, Markhouse Rd., Wal-

thamstow, N.E.

VriNDEC Special, 1908. 5h.p., iBosch. TruSanlts, Boc
' two-speed, hijudle starting j *28.—41. Ashford Ed.,

Cricklewcod. N-W.

IQIO Triumphs and 1910 Enmbeis in stocij yourJ-f prese.at machine and cash for one.—128, High i

Kd.. Tottenham.
I

T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Lu.xe.

Standard model 60 gns.

Wheel-steering 63 „
Wheel-steering de Luxe . . . . 70 „

Discoun t to cash buyers.

HUMBER
rgro 3J li.p. two-speed .. .. £50
rgro 3I h.p. Standard ., .. £45

Twin Premier 3'^ h.p., maker's price 50 gns. Our jjrice £48

LISTS POST FREE FROMMAUDES' MOTOR MART,
Powell Street, HALIFAX.

'Phone : 433. Telegrams : " Petrol, Halifax.

136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
'PhDne: 552. Ma^fair.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
VOTE for Wauehope's for fair dealing.s, eschani-'i -, etc.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fldet St.. LoadoD
E-C oS Ludgate Circus.

EAGLES— 3ih. p. N-S-TJ., low built, spring forks, mac
neto ignition, excellent condition; £18 10=.; ai

proval-

EAGLES—Triumph. 1908, in perfect conditL
Clincher rubber studded, Autoclipse lamp, alfi

eessories; £31 lOs-; approval.

EAGLES—N-S-U- 2ih.p. Twin Lightweight (19091
Bosch magneto. M-O-LV., spring forks, undt-

geared pulley, as new; £30.

EAGLES-—3Jh.p- N-S-U., 1908, magneto ipoition
spring forks, lin- Shamrock belt, excellent condi-

tion; £23; approval.

EAGLES—N-S.tr. 6h-p. Twin, new last M^, 1908, '

specification. Bosch magneto, spring forks. Hii,. ,

Shamrock belt. 26 by 2i Palmer tyres, two-speed gea:
and free engine, with Millford sidecar, perfect - utui

tion; £46; any trial; this combination has been.i' ..i

two certificates in A-C-U. Quarterly Trials-

EAGLES and Co.. High St., Acton. West 1

District Agency for N.S-TJ.'a, 1910 mo-l
stock, two-speed gears, spare parts; liberal allowuu' .

machines in part payment. Telephone. 556 Chi-Ki.

KERRT, 2ib.p., new E..O-M. tyres, new belt, two m-
accumulators, splendid condition; £9- — Fee;

Bridge, Kent-

3ih-p. Fafnir. very low. splendid coniiition. sprii.

2 forks; nearest ofier over £12.-15, Connaneli:
Rd-, Leytonstone-

3ih-p. Roc, with clutch, magneto, handle-bar fjonti'

2 and exhaust cut-out, near new, £20; sideoi;

£3 extras-—Green. Reginald Rd-. Eexhill-

23.h.p. Kerry, light, low. perfect, nearly new; £7 10>

4 —German, 3, Coleraine Cottages. Fortis Green

E. Finchley, N-

4h-p. Stevens, Osmonda four-speed, complete witi

coach-built sidecar; £20.-16, The Triangle

Bishop's Rd-, Fulham.

3ih.p. Minerva, good climber, smart appearance, splen

2 did condition
;

genuine bargain, £10-- Georj^

grocer, Luton, Chatham.

1Q09 Twin Rex de Luxe, with sidecar, new t^i.

J-U Whittle belt, free ^engine; £52, or ofler.—Spam'"
6, King St-, Cheapside, E-C ^

"I Q09 5h.p- Special Twin Rex, enamelled grey, comli

JL«? tion perfect, with spares; private owner; bargain

£30—16, Haverstock Hill.

SCOUT. 2ih-p.. light, powerful, "splendid little m^

chine; must clear; great sacrifice, £5 10s- — 613

Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton.

MOTOSACOCHE, had little -wear, low frame. JiiU:

1908: £18 10s., or exchange--Htunphrey, 2:

Brighton Kd-, Horsham-

Y?12, or nearest c'fler-—Midget Bicar, in good conditioi^ 3h-p. Fafnir. two good accumulators--Back, 2'.

lloresby Rd-, Upper Clapton.

N.S-U., 1908, 3h.p., magneto, M-O-T-, fine hi

climber, fast, reliable as clock; £15 to clear.-

Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Rd-, Leyton, London-

1 Q08 N.S.U-, 3ih-p-, two-speed gear, magneto, rulti!'

-l-«^ back. Continental front tyres; £22, or near uilf-r-

Legge, 48, Bromar Rd., Deimiark Park, S-E-

LIGHTWEIGHT Magneto Rex, 2ih.p., in splendid c-;

dition ; any engineer's opinion; £16; owner bougl

tricar.—Mathews, 71, Beekenham Rd-, Beekenham.

3h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame, in perfect coEditirii

several spares; £13, or near offer-—W. WLi.a!, 1.

WycliSe Rd-, Lavender Hill, S-W.

ROC Clutch and Two-speed Geared 3ih-p- Motor Cyci

spring forks, H-B. control, low, just overhaiile*

must sell: £16—619, Lea Bridge Rd., Lej-ton. Loadd

T.T. Triumph. 1909 model, as new. Michelin i)'V

very fast machine, complete; 36 guineas. — 8i

below-

5 h.p. Vindee Special. Trufliult forks. Peter-Unic

studded tyres, two-gallon tank, fast, reliabl-^' m
'hine; £25, a bargain.—See below.

1 008 Triumpli, very fast and powerful. Clinch- r tyr"

Ji*y rubber studded on rear; £28.—See below.

"I Q08 5h.p. Twin Tindec Special, Tiuflault fork

-1-t/ B. and B. carburetter, haadle-bar control, sm
ded tyres on both wheels; a bargain at £25-— St-c belc

LAURTN-KLEMENT. 4h.p-.^ twin, magneto, ^pri"

forks. 26in- by 2iin.
erful machine; 13

Continental tyres, fa^^t.

guineas.—See below.

5 h.p. Vindee Special. light model, Truffault fort

fast and powerful machine; 18 guineas. — »-

below-

GENTJINE 3h-p- Quadrant, excellent condition. ?i>ni

forks, B. and B. carbuietter. Whittle belt;

guineas.—Sec below-

~f OlO Triumphs in stock; delivery at once; no ™
J-*J intr; £48 15.s—Pond. 349. West End Lan

Hampstead-

TWIjSr Vindee, gold medal machine. End-to-end, mn

nfto; £25; been re-enamelled and plated, ete^

57. Park Rd., West DulwicU-

DOUGLAS, 23h-p.. 1909 model, as new. including i

spares; £20, no oiSers. — Write, A. Zerenner,

Laurence Poimtney Hill E-C-

A3 8-.
. Tn answer'ing these adrertisemcnU- if is d'-fu-ahle to mention J^ The Motor Cycle.'
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iltjrOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
' ''rTLES—I'.N., 6-6Ji.li-- latest type, 4-i.-yl-. mag-

w fii. H-B. control, spring ibiks. practically new.
Ip-d; saerifli-e £32 10s.

I iTbES-—F-N-. 4ali-p-. late model, 4 cyls., mag-!
- I-). spring forks, new R-O-M. tyre, excellent
liriip. £25. \

I

The Halifax Motor Exchange

i'TLES.—Eex. 5-6h.p., latest twin, dr Luxe,
i-iuiK^to, Eoo clutch, twin -wheel, bUiek flni.sh,

\s : £26.

IJCTLES—Triixiuph, Sih.p., late 1,907. magneto.
L,B. control, spring tijrfes, all accessories, like

I'-.!:aiu, £25-

I ''.I'LES.—Minerva, 31i.p.. £7 15s.; also 2ih.p.
Im.Tva, ±16 15w.—Wnittles Motor Exchange,
1- 'Phone, 711 Post. Wimbledon.

I I "Want Biirtrain-s in second-hand motor cycles
I ;iii i^et them at Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane.

. lAudon (just oft Ludg-att) Circus).

\l»'K. Brown and Barlow carburetter, adjnstabli'

i

iili'.'v. Clincher tyres, nearly new, new belt; £12.
i 4. White Horse Lane, Stepney.

\I-;P,-LEA Frnme, M-M-C-, S^h p., handle-bar
. tnil. lirst-rliis-^ rondition. fast, up-to-date; £18-
11 ,. The Briar;^, Winclimore ±±ill.

Wlute and Poppe. magneto, Amac handle-bar
iutrol, excellent condition : £16 10s-—A.

:. .i.^ues. 92, Southhill Park, Hampstead.

.. I Want bargains in second-hand motor cycles
;iii get the at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

,
1 , London, E-C-, just ofl Ludgate Circus.

. ili.p. Llightweight, magneto, spring torks, foot-
sts and brake, geared puUev, in excellent eon-

: 15.-Pagc., 74, East Hill, Dartford, Kent.

N -vVA, 5!.h.p., excellent condition, will take side-
r. all accet^sories ; £10, or near offer; call any
,
Jioscombe Rd-. Shepherd's Bush, London.

I . 3:h.p-, Palmer tyres, Brown-Barlow carbur-
i

f- -splendid condition, very iast, £13 10s. ; also
lorecar. £3 53—20a, Lodge Rd.. Sutton,

' s'j'EAD for great bargains, new and second-
uij, gradual payments taken on any machine,
— Only address, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

: s P.O.

\.Ji:|STEAD - [£15).—1909 Model Motosacoche.
ring forks, splendid condition; 1909 Triumph,

i-i Ution, only £33, bargain-

-:TEAD-—2?h-p. Douglas, magneto, and spring
splendid condition; £28. with accessories;

.vU.; £13.

^MSTEAD, (£25). -P.N., 4-cyI.. 4Ah.p.. splendid
i'O'ition. with all accessories, late model-

-MSTEA]^.—Sole London and district agents for
y ro\n Elks, all models in stock; special price

i-Ui^TEAD.—Are now showing all the leading 1910
lu: lines : exchanges entertained ; deliyery from

, i: waiting.

INSTEAD.—a?riumphs, 1910, in stock; Rexes.
Ut -las, Moto-Eeves. l-'-N-'s, no waiting

; gradual
;» taken.

.MiiTEAD.—Triumph, 1907. new tyres, splendid
edition; £27; Triumph, 1909, new condition,
!i,L,^h-is, 1909, £27.

>J^TEAD.-5-6h.p. KN-. 1909, splendid condi-
.1 :l11 accessories, £30; 3ih-p. Fafuir, Chatsr-Lea

16,
'Ph.

Largest Rex Dealers,

Westgate, HALIFAX.
one, 766. Teles ' Perfection.'

BARGAINS IN
1909 REXES. 1909

igog 3^ h.p. Tourist REX £38
1909 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE, z-speed £48
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-specd £50

Compare these with 1910 prices.

1S10 REXES. Liberal Exchanges.

Deliveries from stock.

SIDEOAR IV1ACHINES.
iQog 3 h.p. TWIN REX, nearly nrw £32 10
igoS Twin Tourist REX, mai?ncfo £26 10
1908-9 four-cyi. F.N., fine condition £25 10
igoS REX DE LUXE, magneto £33 10
1907 Twin Magneto REX, spring forks £20
1907 5^ h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 16

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
fpHE Eastern Garaso Company, 418, Eomiord Ed.
J. I'orest Gate, arc agpiits for all leadinK niaken o)
motor c-ycle.1, 1910 TrinrnplK, Eex. P. and' M-. DongIa»
Kerry-Abinsdons in stock- Second-hand machines takenm part payment. The I'ollo-vi-ing selection are excellcul
value;

1 Q09 Ee.K Tourist. Sih.p., new. .T.A.P.
L*.' latest improvements; £35 Bi-low.

with all accessories; £29

6 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, 2-spceds
7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U. Sidci

very sm<irt lot

Twin WERNER Lightweight, spring, forks- .

Sl- h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch ....
6" h.p. Twin ANTOINE, extra good .........
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks, spra>-

£24 10

£29
£12 10
£25 10
£18 10
£9 14

" F>OF>ULiARS."
3.J h.p. Magneto Triumph, brand new £43 10
igog 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, nearly new £33 10
igog 3.^ h.p. REX Speed King, as ni-w £35
igog 3I h.p. two-speed HUMBER £32 10
igo8 3* h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10
igoS 3! h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE £30
igoS 3J h.p. N.S.U. , spring forks, as new £26 10
4. h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch, good £24
I'ioS ^J. h.p. Mag., N.S.U., spring forks £21

4 h p. ,\NTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
3 h.p. Magneto SIMiMS, 2jin. Palmers £16 10
3 h.p7 SINGER, V belt. H.T. magneto .... £16 10
igo7 3! h.p. QUADR.\NT, spring forks £17 10

'

£13

lubricator.
;a&— iji.jow.

1 Q09 Tourist Ee.xes, Sih-p,.
J-«.' each—Below.

"1 Q06 Ees, 3;h.p., spring forks, in t-naranteed condi-Xt* tion; f 12.—Below.

"j Q09 Triumphs, with first-class aucessories; £35 eai-h-it» -Below-

1 Q08 Triumph, Brooks padded saddle, guarautp.riJ-O perfect; £29.-Below.

"IQ07 Triiucph, tyres and bolt as new. perfect order:Atf £22.-Below.

1909 J-A.P., 4h.p.. M.O-I.V-. J.A.P. adjustable pul-
ley, Bosch maKueto. Chater frame and spring

forks. Palmer tyres, H-B. control, not done 300 miles,
mcludmg accessories; £32.—Belo-w.

1 QO8 J-A-P., 4h.p.. Bosch magneto, Cliatcr frame,
J-*-' Druid sprinf,' forks, footboards, studded tvrcs,
Autochpse lamp, etc.; £26—Below.

1009 P-N.
-Li/ E.O-M,
car; £35,

]_909

4-cyl., F.N. foofrcsts. H.E. ecutr.jl.
combination tyre, with nearly new side-

-Below.

Peugeot, 51i,p.. Chater, adjustable pulley.
R-OM. and Palmer cord corers. Davison's
and fillers. F-E-S- lamp; £20—Below-

control. perfect

h.p. ZEDEL, vertical,

SPECIAL
6in. wheels

BARGAINS.

.M^TEAD—3}h,p.
1'9 Lincoln Elk,

1909 mayueto Minerva. £28;
magneto, new condition, £20.

.
M iTEAD, Sb.p. twin Peugeot, Chater frame, new
t—^, N-S-, very low; bargain. £18.

.i^iTBAD.-Minerva. 2h.p.,- good order. £4 ISs.

;

Jjimber, 2h.p.. £4 lOs. ; Humber, 2Jh.p., £5 10^.
28!, P,0-

>t'iL-ueto Lightweight, cost £34. perfect condi-
,il'pearance; cash offers; give cash for Tri-

-niiill 2-seater (modern)-—30. Smith's Terrace,
- ,-. S.W,

'.6Ii,p., 1909 model, perfect condition, tyres,
toe accessories, -etc., complete: on view 106, Gt.
iiici-;;t.

;
£35, ^Preston, St. George's House, East-

li-ner leaving for Australia.

p Motor Cycle, just tlioroughly overhauled, foot-
nds, brass tank, French grey, smart, lowest

' iiiiumg, guaranteed: .saeriflce £9 15s—Myers,
'I Hi Terrace. Victoria Park, London.

)9 ipecial Tw-in Eex dc Luxe, two speeds, ridden
Wjut 1,200 miles, numerous improvements, in-

-g plO tmiing gear, splendidly tvred, E-O-M. back,
Oftiim throughout; £38, no oilers considered.—
io.M Lambeth Ed.. Lond;.n, S-W-
NIVA. 1908, 3ih.p.. magneto, spring forks, non-

.-(Is. adjustable pulley, .splendid condition; £20.
.Kjuinre Ed., Mare St., Haeknev, London. Great
in-liMust -sell.

win Eex, grand machine for sidecar, £16,
'; t i:ash ; 2-ili.p. racer, still holds four ret-ords.
-1;^ up racing—0. E. Bcuuett. 3, Morgan St.,
u^-.owu, London, E.

i.pjStevens, Chater, torpedo brass tank, perfect
iidrtion, -tyres as new, just been thoroughly"

, re-enamelled ; bargain, £20. or near offer.—
' l-:-fcmgton Ed-, Strea-tham-

3 h.p. HUMBER, sprar. free engine £10 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
igo6 3i h.p. REX, spring forks. M.O.V. £15 10

4 h.p.'STEVENS, H.B. control, bandbral;-- .... £13 10
1 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition £14 10

-J h.p. KERRY, light and low, sprav £9 10

3I h.p. REX, 32 frame, re-enamelled £7 10
3 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, sprav, chain drive , . £9 10

3i h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
2-5- h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15

2j h.p. L LOYDS. vertical, spray £6
2 h.p. F.N. SAROLEA. untested £4 5

3 h.p. Twm REX. with Mills-Fulford Forccar,
spot cash bargain £11 10

Monster list on application. . Cash offers considered.

Five 5^ h.p. Twin Rexes, spring forks, long bars,

low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in. wheels,
£16 lOs.

Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES.

5/-
EASY PAYIVIENTS.

weekly and reasonable deposit secures any of
these nraehines. .\il tested and ready for thcroid

"1Q06 Minerva. 2Sh.p-, Bowden H.B.
--«-' order, guarauteed; £12.—Below-.

1 QO-7 De Dion. 25h.p., spring forks, rubber studdedLkf tyre, liglrt low machine, splendid condition,
spares; £12.—Below.

IN adlitiou to the above the Eastern Garage Co- have
a number of machines at prices ranging from £7.

Please favour us with a visit at 418. Romford Ed.,
Forest Gate, or telephone. Stratford 10. Telegrams-
Egaraeo. London.

1Q09 Triumph., spring seat-pilar, lamp. horn, earner,
A-*J tools and spares as supplied, also two new Rich's
tubes, belt, and Duuhill's motor clothing: inelusivr
price £42 10s—Lieutenant Leslie. It.N. College, Gri.fc-
wieh.

Sih.p. Ees. footboards, spring forks.
2 tubes, engine re-bushed, new b

ELEPHANT Motor Mart, sole
All-British Coventry Arne.

2i h.p. Bradbury .

.

£10
3 h.p. Clyde £15
3 h.p. Ariel £10
3 h.p. Humber .

.

£10
3} h.p. Rex £10 10
2* h.p. Lloyd's £7 10
3X h.p. Rover £14

h.p. Kerry ,

2I- h.p. Ariel . .

2} h.p. Werner .

,

3i h.p. Werner
2; h.p. M.M.C.

h.p. Humber

£9 10
£9 13
£8 10

£13 10
£9 10
£8 10

3 h.p. Bradbnry £10 1q

CARS AND TRICARS.
Any reasonable exchange considered. Room wanted.

Brand new O.T.A.V. voiturette, cost 102 guineas,

hood, lamp, etc
.' £60

8-roh.p. two-cylinder FORD car £32 lo
ro-t2 h.p. two-cylinder BRUSH car £39 10
4i h.p. BRADBURY w.c. tricar £35
5! h.p. w.c. two-speed REXETTE £24 10
I h.p. Twin Rex, MILLFORD Forecar £14 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
New B.&B. carburetter, H.B. control

New AM.-\.C „ „
New large size LY'CETT'S motor saddle
TRIU.MPH adjustable pullev
MABON clutch, fits Triumph
Cycle coupler £0 10
N.S.U. 2-speed and free engine £2 15
New spring forks, fit rgog or rgio Rex £1 9 6
MILLFORD sidecar, 26 x 2i £3 10
MONTGOMERY, seats two, nearly new £4 5

- DE LUXE sidecar, special fittings £5 17 6

£15
£0 19 6
£0 9 6
£0 7 6
£1 19 6

MOTOSACOCHE. 1908. aeemnulator model, with all
access ries, splendid condition; £16.—Ou view at

British Electric PJquipment Co., 61, London Ed-. Twi'k-
euhani.

H.B. control, nw-
belt. new i-vline. r,

lamp, horn, stand, excellent machine: £15.—Latter . 1

Baldock.

NEW Trafalgar. 5h.p. Peugeot," 2i Palmer tyres, with
special sidecar, will take a lady and child side by

.side ; a bargain. £24.—Harding. 3. York Mews South.
B;iker St-. W.
3h-p. Humber, powerful, fast hill-climber, chain. 1 w.

long bars, splendid condition throughout, w-ith side-
ear, £10; separate, £7 15s. and £3 5s-—45. Charles St-.
Stepney.

O IT.—Quadrant, 2h.p,, surface carburetter, tyres in
cW • first-rate c.ndition, spring footrests, Iug:;;i;^e
carrier, stand, and toolbag. ready for tlie road: no efl'.rs.

— Heathcote, Chapman's Chemical Works, Silv.rtewu E.

London agents for the
from stock at £45;

motor bikes, tricars, accessories, at low prices ; exchanges

;

fair dealing—10 and 12, Elephant Ed-, London.

F-N-, 4-eyl-, 4.'h-p., with Mauning tricycle attacliment,
perfect enuditiou, niagnet(.i,. Palmer cords, hunp.

horn, tools, ,spares; cost £62, take £27. offer.-A. Pert.
53, Hallam St-. Portland Place. W.
INSPECT the large.st selection of all kinds of motor

cycles ever witnessed ; reasonable terms, cash, or ex-
change ; splendid bargains from £8 10s. ; uoiv is tbi-

time to buy.—"Wauchope's, 9,, Shoe Lane, -Fleet St., Lou-
don, B-0.

MATCHLESS. 3;h.p., masne-to. late 1908, .JA-P, en-
gine and autoinatii- ciirlturetter, Druid spring ft rks,

Cowey speed:>meter. E-O-M, tyres, tools, and spares, splen-
did condition: £29, cr nearest offer; going abroad,—
Chaplin, 76, Brixton Ed-. S-W. ^

3h-p. Triumph, coil and accumulator, good condition,
recently overhauled and re-bushed throughout, lan--

fullv used, guaranteed in perfect ruiiniug order. E 0-M.
back, spares; £17, lowest-Edward Cox, 164, High St-.
Guildford.

5-6h.p. Ohater-Sarolea, 26in. Palmer cord, spare tube,
leggings, coat, valves, lamp. horn, guaranteed i>er-

tect, little used, £25, close ofiler : 2}h,p. Chater-Minirva.
tyres and belt new-, splendid condition. £10 ; 3-|h-p. mag-
neto Eex. handle-bar control, £12.—Dr. Warren. Enfield
Highway-

February ; must sell-—3i
ptember, 1907, first-class

condition throughout, nearly new accumulators, spring'
forks. Price's stand, usual accessories: £12.—Day. 2.

Hill St-, Eiohmond, Surrey-

Eex, Brown and Barlow carburetter, handl(--bar
control, new R.O-M. combination non-skid b;u.-k.

two spare tubes. Advance adjustable pulley, all accessories
and spares, guaranteed fierfect running order ; offers

;

seen any time— S. L.ambert. 14, Tite St... OheLsea. S-JT-

BAEGAIN; going Ehodesi
h.p. standard Minerva,

S¥-'-

Til answer'iriii thi'.-'e ddv^erthements it if tlrsirnhlr lo nirntion "The Motor Cijrle." A30
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CLEARANCE— 2Sll.p. Kerry. fS 10s.; 61i.p. twin An-

toine, £n 10s. ; 2Jh.p. Brown. £8 10s- ; 2ill.p.

Quadrant, £4 lOs- ; Zjli-p. J-A.P-. £S lOa. ; 2ih.p. Ph<e-

nix, magneto, two speeds, fl4 lOs. ; exchanges; please

call, or write ; trials—128, High Ed., Tottenham. 'Phone

1982, Tottenham.

1 Q08 Triumph (August), with 1909 Mab.on free en-

X*J gine clutch, Cowey speedometer, two belts, two

toolbags, with full set tools and spares. Clincher tyres

bacli. one studded, gooji condition, three-note horn, appear-

ance ol machine very good; £38—3,885, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

kOS Zenith-Gradua, perfect condition, J-A.P. en-

^J gine, identical machine whicjr won Coventry and

Uarnsley Hill-climbs, new tyres, spare handle-bar, rigid.

and spring forks; also Zenith Gradua frame, two forks,

all complete, less engine, same won four prizes Coventry

Hill-climb; also Zenette Gradua, 3h.p.' iafnir, perfect

condition, new tyres, magneto, all guaranteed, perfect

condition; trial given willingly.-Exshaw, Pyrford

Lodge, Pyrford. Surrey.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

TWIN Vindec, two-speed gear, free engine, Minford

rigid sidecar, both in perfect order; cash oflers

;

together or separate.—Dan Guy, 'Weytnouth.

SECTION X.

Scotland.

1 fk 08 Triumph Motor Cycle, in perfect condition, as

XU new,—McDougall, Harviestoun Kennels, Dollar.

NB.

F.N„ IJhp., in first-class condition, gone only 1,600

miles; £23. - Dr. Hotchkis, Dykebar Asylum,

Paisley.

MATCHLESS, 3ih.p., Stanley Show model, complete,

automatic hub, unridden, exoelleut reason for

sale; £44.—Tolfree, 47, Falcon Av., Edinburgh.

MOTOR Bicycle. 3ih,p., long handle-bars, low seat,

handle-bar control (new tyres and belt), accessories,

first-class order; £18; trial—Tweeddale, jun.. Rockville.

North Berwick.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm.-Eex V.S..

Indian, Moto-Reve, Phelon and Moore, Zenith.

D lUglas, Roc, Griffon ; we stock all these, and can supplj

any other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian

Ed-, Edinburgh.

RELIABLE Bargains at Alexander's!— Slh-p. Min-
erva, £8; 3h.p. Clyde, £10; Sih.p. Wolf, £13; 25

h.p. Griffon, £14; 3h.p. Triumph, £15; 5h.p. Rex, al-

most new, £33; 3.;h.p. Rex, this machine proved the

best hill-climber in Scotland, £29; 5h.p. Vindec. £29;
5h.p. G.B., £23; Sh.p. Griffon. £25; sidecars, forecars.

and tttfars, also 20 more motor bikes at bargain prices;

send for list-—Alexaider's Motor Exchange, 110. Lothian
Ed, Edinburgh. Tel. ; No. 5020.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

T-9h.p. Peugeot Tricar; sell, or exchange motor cycle—
61, Hartfleld Ed., Wimbledon.

Sh.p. Mototricontal, two speeds, free, coach-built voi-

turette, tyres as new, fast, powerful ; £26.—Marks.
Crynant. Glam.

6h.p. Twin, air-cooled, open frame, coach seats, three

speeds, wheel steering; bargain, £17—E. J- Git-

tins, Oswestry.

X»EXETTE, 1907, lOh.p., 2-cyl., 3-seater, live frame,
XX faultless; £35, motor bike part.—48, Walton Rd.,

J^ast Molesey.

31-4h.p. Phelon and Moore Tricar, new condition, ill-

2 health reason for disposal ; offers-—Jackson, 39,

Warwick Ed., Batley.

4h.p. Pho3nix Tricar, two-speed, perfect ; exchange for

1908 or 1909 Triumph, or sell £30-—Lea, 6. Liv-

ingstone View. Tynemouth-

TEICAR, complete, less engine and tyres, wheel steer-

ing, open frame, two-speed, cl-ain drive, going very
cheap-—39, Cecil Rd-, Norwich.

Sh.p- Tricar, twin engine, S?irolea, genuine ;
giving up

riding; sacrifice at £15—Matthews, stationer. Lower
Mortlake Rd-, Richmond, Surrey.

4h-p- Antoine Tricar, open frame, chain drive, wheel
steering, two accumulators, tyres new, excellent run-

ning order; sacrifice £18-— 147, High Rd-, Wood Green.

4ih-p- Rover Water-cooled Tricar, two speeds, free en-
2 gine. clutch, upholstered forecar. splendid condi-

tion; sacrifice £15 ISs.-Phillips. 86, South End, Croy-
don.

9h-p. Riley Tricar de Luxe, latest type; ih perfect con-
dition, lamps, and all accessories; 50 guineas;

guaranteed perfect--H-, 6, Queen Anne Mews, Cavendish
Sii-, W-
5]i-p. Abingdon Tricar, two speeds, not done 200 miles-

faultless ; £38, or magneto motor cycle part ex-
change; sound reason for selling-—Camery. Doynton,
Bristol.

1 A-12h-p- Lagonda Tricar, water-cooled, three speeds
-*-" and reverse. S-seater, wheel steering, Sin. heavy
car tyres, lamps, and. spares, perfect condition ; oflers

;

examination and trial—W. Toms. Heath View, Banstead
Ed-, Caterham- „ ,

Brand New 1909

3i h-p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with
hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60 each.

Magneto ignition, £5 extra.

CASH, CREDIT, or EHCHANGE,
1909 s h.p. Twin REX, fine machine £32 10

1910 6 h.p. CLYNO, brand new, offers wanted.

f h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, veryjow. , £23

1910 3I h.p. REX, new, offers wanted

1909 3^ h.p. REX, R.Q.M. tyres £30 Q

1909 3^ h.p. HUMBER, two-speed model . . £32 10

1910 3i h.p. Twin PREMIER 50 Gds.

1909 6 h.p. Twin REX, quite new . . .

.

. . £36

6 h.p. Twin REX, Bosch magneto, very smart £20

1968 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneJo £17

3^ h.p. 1908 IRIUMPH, magneto ignition. £29
One ditro, fitted Roc two-speed gear £35

1908 6 h.p. ROC, two-speed and clutch £30

5 h.p. i\^in N.S.U. , magneto, very low.... £21

1908 REX DE LUXE, clutch, etc. .... £28

1908 Twin REX, magneto, vary low £25

3 j- VINDEC, magneto, Nala two speeds . . £19

3|h.p. GRITZNER, 1908, magneto ignition £17

tQoS Magneto REX, fine condition . . £18

q^h.p. TWIN RE-v. a beauty £16 10

U h.p. REX. M.O.V., spray £10 10

3^ h.p. 1907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

3Jr h.p. low REX, H.B. control, M.O.V. . . £11
6 h.p. Twin REX, and sidecar £20

5* h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, fine machine £24

6 h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar, magneto £27

^ARRAR'S "HALIFAX" SIDECARS.
£4 17s. 6d. complete witli best tyn-'S. Guaran-
teed 12 months. -An ideal winter attachment, quite
rigid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. No side-

slip. Beautifully sprung on double c spring.

Approval anywhere. Send for descriptive circular.

Don't buy until you have seen ours.

STOCKTAKING BARGAINS. First Come First Served.

To make room for new 1910 machines we offer the
following clearance lines;

2i h.p. Humber fi3 17 6
3 h.p. Rex £4 17 6
3* h.p. Excelsior £4 17 6
3g h.p. Dux £4 17 6
2i h.p. Stevens £4 5
2 h.p. Rex S3 5
All guaranteed in running order and tested.

CARRIAGE FREE. For 5/- extra we will deliver
any of the above carriage free to your own door.
Lamp, horn, and tnolbag are included in the above.

£fl flnWtl SECURES ANY OF THESE,
7J y } BALANCE 5/- per WEEK.
3J h.p. Clarendon . . £9

|

3-^ h.p. Humber . . £9
3i h.p. Rex £9 I 3J h.p. Rex, M.O.V. £11
3i Centaur. M.O.V. £9 4 h.p. King £9
ACCESSORIES, Etc. Get my List. POUNDS SAVED.

S. D.
28 X 2 or 2} Dimlop Wired Covers 11 6
Lycett's B Tool Bags, shop soiled, each .... 4 6
'Smaller Motor Cycle Bags, shop soiled, each . . 2 6
"Hella" Gas Lamps with separate generator 14 6
" Premier" Gas Lampswith separate generator 12 6
"Camel " V Belting, ^in. or lin., per foot. ... 1 3
Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5 6
Enamelled Mudguards, with stays, etc., pair 2 11
Three-note "Fanfare" Horns, verypenetrating 7 6
Clincher Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2iin., each,
29/-. Clincher Tubes, all sizes, with valves, 4/11
each. New Loop Frames for vertical engine, 30/-
each. 1909 Amac Carburetters, h.b. control, 19/6
each. 1910 Brown & Barlow, ditto, 28/- each.
Large Motor Cycle Saddles, to clear, 5/- each. Fore-
car Attachment, 26in. wheels, £4. 2} h.p. Mon-
arque Engme. 35/-. Montgomery Sidecar, £3 15s.
Premier High-tension Magneto, new, 59/6. Bosch
ditto, ditto, twin-cylinder, new, £3 10s. Motor
Cycle Frame, complete with wheels, tyres, and tank,
very smart, £2 9s.

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waitings

E. P-ARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd., HALIFAX.

Telephone 919.

II

A40 1)1 answering tJtese cudvertisements it is desirabU fo mention "The Motor Cycle."

TRICARS FOR SALE.
RILEY, 9h.p.. three speeds, reverse, water-tool ed, | j

spare«. side doors, very powerful, grand coudltiffl

cost £150 1908, guaranteed; cash d370, bargain.—Biol I

head, Ilkley.
j

ROOM wanted, muat sell; 8-lOh.p. Eex tricar, a-aeap

coach-built, wheel steering, two-speed, chain difi

splendid condition ; £38, 01 nearest offer.—38, Westra)
Mansfield.

^
GODFREY, Applebee, and Micklewood—8-lOh.p.

;

ette. perfect order throughout, two speeds,

three; £27 lOa-—The Broadway, Muflwell Hill- 'Ph(

933, Hornsey.

4ih.p- Himiber, coach-built, water-cooled trja
2 speed gear, handle starting, excellent hill^

new Bates tyres, acetylene lamps, etc.; £27.-
46. High St-, Paisley.

RESETTE, Sih.p., in sound order, painted coaS
lined red a month ago, like new ; any tri^

or exchange twin motor cycle and sidecar.

motorist. Peases W'eet. Crook.

9 h-p- -Singer Coach-built Tricar, water-cooled', „
speeds forward and reverse, wheel steering:, hfa

car tyres, condition as new; seen by appointnuflt; £{

—W.p:S-, 15, Alpha Rd-, New Cross, London-

6 -Sh.p. Water-cooled twin Stevens engine, opi-n n;i[i

wheel steering, coach-built, three speedn niiti

Verse, Chater-Lea fittings and gear box, R.() M -

tact, new non-skid car tyre on back, condition :
•
—

£45-—F- Dunham, Studley Rd-, Luton-

Mh.p. Etna Trica^. twin engine, De Dion par^dll rj

cooled. Chater-Lea, three speeds and reve^^T
chain transmission, prize wiritoer of hill-elimbix
petitions ; seen at Wauchope's, where machine is I

£35.—Apply, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St-. London,
"

HANDSOME 9h.p. Singer Tricar, painted i

grey, three speeds and reverse. Smith's e_

and clock, every plated part of the machine nici

run 500 miles, steel stud on back wheel, spare '

tube, three headlights, and electric tail lamp ; cog
will sell for £100. a bargain-—Powell, 14, El^
Crouch End.

5 h-p. Twin-cyl. Light Tricar (Rex Triette), Bofl
neto. two-speed gear, in rear hub, ~RQqf

handle starting, cane forecarriage, footboaidsS
liin- Watawata belt, adjustable pulley, BrookT
seat on Res spring seat-pillar, complete with law

and spares, retristered ; can be seen in Midlands
£40.—No. 3,885, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventf

SIDECARS AND FORECAG
MILLFORD Sidecar, 28in. Tvheel. runs eitherj

castor, estra wide basket—Dr. Warren,]|
Hislnvay.

RIGID Sidecar, good condition: must sell; a 1

£2 15s., or best ofler.-172a, Earlsfl^
Wandswortla.

OUE Sidecars Talk. — New, with Micbelin
new clearance}. £5 5s. ; perfectly satisfact(3

second-hand, £3—128, High Ed., Xottenliam. 1^
tenham-

NEW Eigia Sidecar, large comfortable body.'

Dreadnought tyre, fit any machine; £6 10^
Barracks, Derby.

SIDBOAE, 1909 Montgomery flexible, with a'M
non-skid attaclunent, 26 wheels, cane bodyj

Aldenham, \Vatford-

SIDECARS, £4 17s. T ba,'!tets. springs, flttingi

supplied.—Midtjleton and Co., Watson Sii
j

ton Green, liondon, N".

CHATEE Forecar, 26 by 2. new Continentals,

condition; £3.—Williams, 313c. Guinnesi
ings, Pages Walk, S.E.

LIGHT Eigid Sidecar, left side, splendid oi_,

£2 10s.— fferihan, 3, Coleraine Cottages,.

Green, E. Tinchley, N.

LIGHT Forecar Attachment, splendid conditioni

brakes, side stays, footboards, electric side lami

Clinchers ; £5.—Jennings, 4, Woodbine Terrace, Olun ;^

Place. Hackney.

J.
DAVIS, Automobile Engineer, Bamsbttry 01

N.. begs to inform readers that he is the InTei

and sole builder of the protected double-seated m^^

illustrated recently in The Motor Ovde. This slan

with tiller steering, is the last word in comtoio

motor cycling. Particulars and prices on auphca™

OWING to -the enormous success in the pastj

sidecars, we have been obliged to make a"
oompany to take over the manufacture of Oakle

oars only, and will be known as Oakleigh Sideoal

65a, Koscndale Ed.. West Dulwich. Price £5. 'i

week only we are fitting Clincher A Won 26 by

and, remember, genuine Chater-Lea fittings oi

in all OUT models.

DID Tou Visit the recent Stanley Show?—If
you have seen with admiration'and heard tl

of unaniraoiis approval of our new patent Honiegl

sidecar, which, together with the cycle, stand, ana

be wheeled about without detaching in the space M i *

26iin. Your own old sidecar converted into a m
'

«

garaged one for £1 17s. 6d.. Send us yours
:

no e

required.-Bramson and Co., 5, Farleigh Ed., Stolie

ington, N.
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EXCHANGES
WEUCOWIEO.

itNY 1910 MAKE SUPPLIED.

REAL JAM.
I
3-^ h.p. twn-5pi--cd REX, new. What offers.

I Twill RE.\ DE LU.XE, SOILED .. £49 10
' IC109 TRIUMPH. Mabon clutch £*7 10

HUMBER, a clipper £35

Stp. N.S. U., two-speed, a BEAUT Y. .

.

,p. ROC, 1907, magneto, H.B. con trol ,

£27

£23

,li 0-REVL, Druid forks, magneto, V belt £24
^ 'OSACOCHE, 1908 £22 10

I -MFH, 1906, vertical, like pew £20

. N.S.U., m.tgneto, good tyres £18

1 R. 3 h.p., late model. BELT DRIVE £18

*IXE, 4 h.p., magneto £18

QUADRANT, a gem £17 10

. .\RItL, iVl.O.V., 26m. wmiels

vV. 1906. spring forks, M.O.V.
£15 15

£1410
VJ.D.WS. 2I. 26in. wheels, spring lorks i,ll U

FAITHFUL SLAVES.
CLEMENT, spring forks. Palmers . £9 19

\i, John'O'-Groat smodel. 22[n. Iramc £9 10

i

)

). HUMBER, spray, clutch £710
~li, HUM liER. good value ~

£6 10
. THOMAS, a real good'un £7 10

i .V, long bars, low seat .., , £9~i0^
M. UR.AJs 1, .: h.p.. low. 26in. \. heels .

.

. . £8 10
R^.EIGH, 2 h.p., vertical ~

£/ 5

}.p. MINERVA, splendid value £5 18
nUMPH-HINKRVA. good order £5 19

"BIRDLIP" BEATERS.
Twin REX DE LUXE, NEW £51

^ 3^ h.p. REX Speed King £37 10

p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 16

C RACER, 24in. wheel, 60 M.P.H. £30

.p. MINERV.A., rgoS, suit sidecar. £27 10

4-cyl. 4i h.p.. purs like a kitten £28

E SEND THESE ON APPRO.
'COLYTE- MIRROR LENS HEAD-
HT. 6-hour generator, Plated . . .- 19/6

lest size THREE-NOTE HORNS 8/6
and Second-h.Tnd ..^ccesson' List on receipt of

ostcard. GET THIS—IT'LL P.\Y YOU.

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL
CARBURETTERS.

Models P. & B.. complete 25/-
Models .Amic ,. 19/6
5/- for sound carburetters in e.\ch;'nge.

e Stock of 1910 models. io''n discount for cash

IST TYRES. FREE.
LLNEW, PERFECT, AND BEST MAKES/

-4 :l13/6i 26X2JI8/6; other sizes 13 '6 each.
VIRED, 28 x 2. 13/6 ; 28 X 2j, 14/6.
SPECIAL LINE. 26 : 2t TUBES. 4/6.

1^ a^ DEPOSIT, and balance 5/- weekly
5J ».^ fnr ^ny machine up to f12 value.^^ ^^ OTHERS, terms on application.

WINTER RIDING
c safe and pleasant by using one of OUR

SIDECARS.
See PRICE and SPECIFICATION.

complete with apron. 2jin. tyre,
well made and elegant' art cane
body, wide mudguard, 3-bolt
fastening (MY SPECIALITY").
THEY'RE WORTH DOUBLE.

lost easily detached sidecar on the market.
APPROVAL WILLINGLY.

£6
s

QUADCARS.
8h-p- I'ha'iiix Quadciir, twin water-cooled Fiifnir. twci

spei'tls (ind rnvcrso, siileudid conditiou ; £37 10s.—
128, HiKh Rd-, T.ittHuIiaui.

PHCGNIX Quad. 2 cyls., .-iciit two. iimyueto iyiiitirm,

ill iK'w (jouditiou. wlieel steering;;, paiutt'd Frenrii
erfy, dptauhoble frout sent, with bouiiet to r-iilarf;

client lenving the country: cost £12?: to il'-ar, £45.—
Apply. Turvey and Co-, Garuse, Sunderland-

TRAILERS.
TRAILER for sale, good condition tneeds new tyre?)

;

30s.—A., p. Starkey, Kyton, near Coventry.

TRAILER. Perry's, art eane body, upholstered preen.
eusbion. apron. Uunlops. i)erfect ; bargain, 50s.—

19. Albemarle Rd-, ^"ille-sborough, Kent-

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMFR-— 16-20b.p. Mutel Landaulet. open oi^ closed

body, side entrance, grand car; £100.

PALMER.—40-50h-p. De Dietrich, side entrance car,

latest model, fitted hood, screen; £325.

PALMER— 16-20h-p. De Dietrich. 5-seatcr. ma-neto.
just repainted, and ready to go anywhere; £75.

PALMER. -24h-p. l-M-A-T., Burlington body. bond,
screen. ,sido curtains, full equipment; £175-

PALMER.— 16-20h-p- Corro tonneau, hood, screen,
bead lamp, full eauipment. spare tyre; £75.

PALMER-— 12-1 6h. p. Aries, tonneau. genuine Aster
engine, fast, reliable, and light car; £75.

PALMER —15h-p. DanacQ. 5-seater, buod. screen,
push pedals, -tyrea like new, perfect ; £95.

PALMER— 15-20h.p. Panhard Chassis, with lorry
body, 4-cyl., good running order; £55.

PALMER.— 12-14h-p. Humber. tonneau. Moseley per-
fect tyres, very smart car; £65.

PALMER.— 16-22h-p- Gladiator, side entrance, long
chassis, disc clutch, roomy body; £125.

PALMER.— 9h. p. Jackson, 2-seater. bucket body, gen-
eral condition like ncT,'; £85.

PALMER— 12Ii.p. MJtl.C tonneau, 2-cyl.. good run-
ning order; clearance price, £35.

XHEAVlCg
iRisfoppii*

!*iS!V» dpplied .*-';";;'

gOUE ii.<«...icanTURESLl

^WORKS.BlRljlN^
lla!i!!!l!!iii;i'.iiii|[iiiii[|iiiiiiiiiii,nn[iiil

WE
WANT
TO
SAVE
YOU

MONEY.
IT

CAN
BE

DONE.

racer, electricPALMER.-24h.p. Ma^s. 2-5eater.
lamps, steel chassis; £150.

PALMEIl.-I6-24h.p. De Dietrich Chassis, late type,
M.O.V-. pressed steel frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER.—In stock at Tooting, one monoplaus, 30ft.
span, ready to receive engine; £75.

PALMER.—All abore seen at L. N. Palmer's. 9a.

Trevelyau Ed.. Tcotini:- Gsirajre one minute Merton
Ed. tram terminu.s. Tootm^'- 'Phone, 208. Streatham.
Photos, details. Easy terms. Exchanges. ^
ECLIPSE. -14-16h-p. Darracq. the 1910 spceialitr:

immediate delivery ; 225 guineas : old car part
payment.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Star. 4-cyl.. M-O.V.. side entrance,
excellent order ; £85. .

'

ECLn'SE.-14h.p. Forman, 4-eyl.. M.O-T.. side en-
trance. ue^y condition ; bargain. £105.

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Pritchett and Gold. 4-. yl.. steel

frame, hood, excellent order; £72 10s.

IJ^CLIPSE.— 12h.p. J.P.. 2-ryl.. long ch;is.<is. side en-
-^ trance, hood, perfect order : £80.

ECLIPSE—10-12h-p. Gnome landaulet. four seats,

splendid order; £37 10s.

ECLIPSE— 6h.p. Siddiley. 2-seater, steel frame, re-

liable and gcod; £42.

ECLIl'SE.— 6h.p. Swift-I)e Dion. 2-seater, hood, per-

fect order; £38.

st:ir box delivery van. very goodECLIPSE.-10-1 2h. p.

order; £80.

ECLIPSE— 8ll-p. Do Dion, genuine, two speeds, ton-
neau. in pink of condition ; £72 IDs.

ECLIPSE.-
£22.

ECLIPSE.-eh.p
speeds: £20.

6J.h-p Darraeq, 2-seater, reliable little car;

Quadrant Carette. coach-built, two

seater. very fast, ex-

.3, Park Cross Street, LEEDS,
(Paciner Town Ha.ll,> I

In anf!}rerLiig thesi

I^CLirSE—8-lOh.p. Rex.-tt^. 3-

-^ cellent condition; £29.

ECLIPSE-— 3ih.p- Raleighettp tricar, two speeds, water-
cooled, splendid order ; £20.

ECLIPSE— 5ih.p. Rex Triette. 2-(yl., very fine ma-
chine ; £20.—Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co..

255, Earlsfield Rd-, "Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 J'utney.

8 h.p. Ariel. 2-cyl., seats four, prettv little car; £35.
worth double—27. Kinssbury Rd.. Dalston.

8 h.p. Jackson-De ].)ion. handv little runabout, 2-seater.
smart condition; £32 10s—J., 1. Bedford Ed-

Clapham.

1 A h.p. Coventry Progress, lire axle, nice little 4-seated
-i-" Mulliner body, recently re-painted, perfect; £38-

1 /i-12h.p. Century. 2-cyl.X" rt'liuble car. mechanism carefully overhauled
-334. Clapham Rd.

adrcrfis-eTnents it

exceedingly comfortable and
" £35.

But for the introduction of the

"CHEMICO
TYRE STOPPING
many a cycle and motor cycle cover
which is now rendering its owner
good and useful service would have
been scrapped, and the cost .of new

covers incurred.

((

CHEMICO
ti

TYRE STOPPING
is a plastic material which, placed
in the cut or gash, quickly
amalgamates with the material, to

which added, making a perfect repair.

Easy to_ use, is not a liquid, cannot
fall out, quickly sets, and makes a

permanent repair.

Hundreds of apparently' hopeless
cases have been saved ; if you have
a cover badly cut or gashed, do not
scrap it until you have given this

preparation a trial.

THE RESULT WILL
ASTONISH YOU.

SIXPENCE PER TIN.

THE

County Chemical Co.,
LTD.,

Chemico Works, BIRMINGHAM.

London ; 43, Gt. Eastern St.

M-\NCHESTER : 235, Deansgate.
Gl.^sgow : 128, Renfield St.

Dublin : Golden Lane.

ALL CYCLE AND MOTOR
DEALERS STOCK IT.

7'.? (h'^'i rahlr to mPDtioti ''TJip Motor Gyclft.
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EP.Ani
4.1 01 TO ALL MAKES OF 5

CELL AS RECEIVED BY US.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK, AND
SPECIALLY CATER FOR THIS CLASS OF TRADE.
HO BATTERY NEED BE THROWN AWAY AS

USELESS OR BEYOND REPAIR.

JDST SEND IT ALONG TO US. WE WILL QUOTE
YOU BY RETURN, OR MAKE YOU AN ALLOW-

ANCE IN EXCHANGE FOR A NEW CELL.

CELL WHEN REPAIRED.

THE ABOVE ARE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOS,
BEFORE AND AFTER REPAIRS, OF AN AC-
CUMULATOR SENT UP BY A CLIENT, AND ARE
HOT SPECIALLY FAKED UP FOR ADVERTISING

Our new List, containing 40 pages, sent

post free on request.

Dopt.
A.R.. M (Accumulator

Specialists),RIGHFORD

153, Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C.

MiHiM

10

10

CARS FOR SALE.
121i.p. Speedivell, 2-cyl. (Monobloc), medium size.

4-.-;eater, modern design, smart appearance; £55.
Eflow-

-12h-p. !MineiTa, 2-cyl.. fast, useful 2-seater, hood,
and seieen, large detachable bos at rear; £37

10s.—Below.

91i.p. Be Dion-Speedwell, very latest type of tbie well-

known firm. 2-3eater, liood and screen, very power-
ful . handsome car ; £ 68.—Below-

ALL above are high prade cars, well maintained.— Sully,

10, Old Town, Claphain. 'Phone, 1781 Battereea-

M.M-C.. 8h.p., 2-seater, three speeds, reverse, runs
well; £22 lOs- ; t-xchange motor cycle- — 406,

Garratt Lane. Wandsworth-

4ih.p. i;te Dion-Progress. 2-seater car. tyres unscratched,
2 new (.ylinder; £35; exchange 1910 motor cycle-—

Richardson, Lea Brooks, Alfreton.

O60-— 10-12h-p. Laachester, water-cooled, 5-seater. new^ tyres, re-iiainted. perfect order, many spares--3,847.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

4JLh.p. De Dion Phaeton, two speeds, perfect condi-
2 tion; £18 10s., or exchange.—128. High Ed..

Tottenham-

9-llh-p- Star, tonneau, three speeds, reverse, equal
wheels, complete equipment; £60; very good con-

dition; trial— AboTC.

CAE, 9h-p. Eex, seats four, three speeds and reverse.
in splendid condition ; exchange for motor cycle

and cash, or sell £75--83b, High St-, Sutton, Surrey- -

LIGHT 2-seater Car, good gear box, three speeds and
reverse, with or without 4ih.p. De Dion engine, in

cai)ital order; price £19, or £15-—Hitchcock, Rattlesden,
Suffolk-

1 /\-12h.p. Tony-Huber, 4-seater, splendid condition.Xv three speeds. . reverse, excellent tyres, hood. Step-
nev M'heel ; £58; consider smaller car part-—4, Frances
St., Woolwich-

61.h.p. Genuine De Dion Modern 2-Seater (buckets).
2 Dunlops, artillerys, two speeds, reverse, cardan

drive, screen, lamps, smart, reliable; £37*-D-. 59,
Minet Av-, Willesden.

1 A-12h.p. Pick 4-seated Car. 2-cyl. engine, been stand-
J-Vf ing in coach-house over a year; must sell: £20,
or exchange motor cycle-—Apply in first place, Turvey
and Co.. Garage. Sunderland-

DARBACQ. 15h.p.. in good condition. County screen.
Cape hood, detachable back, forming 2-sea1:er

;

£115; good modern motor cycle taken in part exchange.
—Heybourn . Motors, Maidenhead. ^~

1 /\-12h.p. M-M-C, Daimler 2-cyl engine, roomy ton-
JL" neau body, make a splendid van up to one ton

;

must clear: £35. or exchange Triumph motor cycle- —
Turvey and Co.. Motor v\ ks-, Sunderland.

PANHARD Car, 6h-p-, 2-seater, water-cooled, three
speeds, reverse, electric ignition, artillery wheels

pneumatic tyres, wheel steering, gtiod running order;
trial given; £12 10s-— Siackleton. Livingstone Houst-.
Bolton "U'cods, Bradford, Torks.

ENGINES.
*QJLh-p- Vertical Engine, complete, air-cooled; £1

—

/^ 2 Weeden, 35, Bow Lane. Poplar, E.

GAS Enfe-ine, ali-p-. and Crypto enclosed dynamo.—Full
particulars, 119, Gordon Kd.. Ealing.

ENGINES.—Eoc, 41i.p., single^iyl., new 1910 type;
early deliveries.—A. ^Y. Wall, Ltd., Birmingham.

3h.p. Antomoto Engine, cylinder damaged, Acetyphotc.
PN. and Longnemare carburetters; £5 or offer.—

Lee. Woodton, Bungay,

FAFXIR Engines;^ your old engine taken part pay-

ment for 1910 model, 80 by 90.—Gsnn, Motor
Engineer. Wimbledon.

QUADEANT Engine, 31i.p., genuine Birmingham
works built, complete, brand new; oSers, — Eeg.

Samson, Ladywood Ed., Birmingham, y

QtJADEANT Engine, 2.ih.p., also tank and smfacc
carburetter, new. never used ; M 4s., or near offers.

-Apply, Box L903, The Motor Cycle OfBces, 20, Tudcr
St., E.C.

AERIAL Model Motors.—Model practical ait or wativ

cooled ,'.li.p. petrol motors. 9s. 9d., machined; pro-

fusely illustrated list. 80 sizes. 4d.—Littleoyer Aeri;il

Dynamo Works. Derby.

41hp. Bradbury Engine, two-speed gear box, clutch.

2 carburetter, in lirst-class condition : can be seen

running on tricar by appointment: £11, or nearest offer.

-Strickson. 91. St- Stephen's Ed., Upton Park.

3h.p. Fafnir Engine, complete, carburetter, silencer

fitted with cut-out. recently re-bored, dome top pi.s

ton fitted, guaranteed in good condition ; can be tried

price £4 15s.; buying 4ih.r. Pafnir.—71, Aram Ed-
Alitcham Kd-, Tooting.

CLEAHANCE Bargains.—Chater-Lea two-speed geai

wants rew pinion, £2 10s.; Collier silencer, large

6s.; two Peugeot 5h.p. ditto, 4s. each; coil, large. Nil

melior trembler, 15s. : Chater-Lea tank, 21in. long Biin.

deep. 15s.; Minerva ditto, 24 by 8. 10s.; De Dion car

coil, non-trembler, 25s. : 4ih.p. De Dion water - cooled

cylinder, 20s-—Genn, Motor Engineer, Wimbledon-

As a chain is only as strong

as its weakest link, a belt is only

as efficient as its least considered

essential.
;

The essential links in motor

belting construction—Maximum
effective'pulling surface: Elimina-

tion of stretch ; Tensile strength
;

Flexibility ; Centring of core

:

Prevention of . twisting, ends

breaking, and surface cracking

—

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

experience, ensure a perfect whole .

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and .sold

as being the nearest possible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

¥ r ir
1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6

per
foot.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,

16, Great, Eastern St., Works :

LONDON. Manchester.

3/6
Nell.

5d.

Post.

Practical noU-s ott Beliing aitd Belt

jMfl^ Vnving. Fourth edition.

A42 In answering these advurfisevicnts it is dtstrah/ti to mention The Motor Cydc.
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The 1910 Competition Programme.

EXT Saturday, the motor cycle competition
ball will be set rolling with the A.C.U.
Quarterly Trial, and what a formidable list

the 1 9 10 fixtures make! The numerous
competitions indicate in no uncertain fashion

the growing activity in the pastime, but it is likely

•_ that the present year will witness the weeding out of

.; superfluous trials. At present some of the projected
- trials are mere repetitions of other events which have
already achieved fame and importance. Consequently

, it is hardly likely that manufacturers will spend money
by entering their riders in the lesser known events, as

already the expenses incumbent upon demonstrating
to the public the capabilities of the modern motor

- cycle form a heavy year's total. Moreover, it Avill be
generally admitted that half a dozen really important

^ and well supported events are likely tO' do far more
" good than an abundance of unrepresentative and
poorly supported trials. Vse. are not here referring to

closed -events organised by provincial clubs. The
more of these trfels the better, as we realise that they

; are good for the pastime, ar.J^ do much to stimulate

and sustain local interest in motor cycles. We were

, recently asked by a new firm of manufacturers to

.: enumerate the^ most important of the events already

decided upon. On scanning the list we could not

help but be struck with the similarity of some of
' the competitions, and it does seem a pity that manu-
facturers should be called upon to support two events

' of a practically similar nature, when one really big

event would not only halve the expenses but most

probably be productive of more real good. This is'

no doubt the opinion of a number of firms.

Taxation Exemptions.
DURIXG the last three or four months we have

made frequent references to the question of

the local taxation licence and the exemptions
which \vere granted by the Inland Revenue
authorities prior to the time the duty of

collecting the tax was handed over to the various
borough and county councils. One exemption in

particular which was invariably granted by the Inland
Revenue Department (the clause is still printed on all

the declaration forms which we have seen in circula-

tion) refers to motors laid by and not used at any time
durmg the year. This exemption clause has been
in operation during the last twenty years, but recent

correspondence has sh(_)wn that in some cases the

local officials have insisted uporL payment of the dutv
Avhether the motor was used on not. Tliis seems
farcical, and we should say that payment of the duty

could not be enforced by any officer in the case of a

motor kept but not used. We have had personal

proof during the last few weeks that all local officials

do not insist upon payment of the duty under the cir-

cumstances enumerated. Consequently our advice to

anv reader who has a motor cycle which he does not

intend to use at any time during the year is to address
a courteously worded letter to the clerk to the borough
or county council in whose district he resides explain-

ing that he does not intend to use the machine for a

time, and that immediately it is put on the road the

necessary licence will be taken out within the stipulated

twenty-one days. In nine cases out of ten we feel cer-

tain that the reply will be to the effect that payment
foT a licence will not be enforced until the motor is

actuallv used.
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Devonshire Street and Market Place, Penrith.

IF
this history is iieitlier strange nor eventful it is

veracious, and although- many men may have
accomplished a bigger mileage in sixteen days
than I did, yet I feel that I may look back on my

trip with pleasure and perhaps a little pardonable
pride.

The story opens in a suburb of Glasgow on Wednes-
day, Jiily 28th, 1909, and there at 6.30 p.m. the

writer is awaiting the arrival of two fellow clubmen
who have offered to see him safely off the premises.

At 6.45 p.m. No. 1 arrives on a 1909 Trium[)h ; a

4J2 h.p. Minerva is a bad second,
turning up at 7 p.m. I ha\-e dis-

cussed my route with No. i, and
we both talk it over with No. 2, and
having wheeled out my 7-9 h.p.

Baddeley, with Peugeot engine an',

other component parts (some of

which will be referred to later), we
start away through East Kilbride to

Haniihon, where 1 fill up with
petrol, and my friends decide to

return as rain has commenced. 1

push on southwards, and at Lark-
hall an umbrella coat which has
accompanied me through five Lon-
don-Edinburgh jaunts is unstrappcJ
and put into commission, for the

rain is now coming down in sheets.

The front plug has been in-

dustriously sooting itself up meanwhile, and at

Lesmahagow I decide to clean it. This done
we run well over Douglas Moor to Abington, where
an A. A. scout advised caution. The water is starting

to run down my neck and blow past my wind cuffs,

so, traps or no traps, I open up a bit and soon reach
Elvanfoot. Here the front plug indicates in the usual
manner that it has managed to get sooted up, so again
it comes out and is cleaned, and then at an increased
pace we. travel to Nethercleugh.
By this time the rain has found its way down my

neck, up my arms, and into my shoes, but the 7-9 h.p.

s -

Tlie Autlior on his 7-9 h.p. Baddeley-Peugeot

does not complain, and after lighting up we soon

reach Lockerbie, then Ecclefechan, Gretna Green, and

over the Solway Firth into good old England. It is

light work now to Carlisle, and at n p.m. I arrive

at the County Hotel, and have a hot bath while my
clothes are drying.

Pouring with rain on Thursday, but I start at 9 a.m.,

running through Penrith and so on to Shap. On tl.is

hill I run into an especially moist cloud about four

miles from the top, and the rain runs off my face and
down mv neck, which is not pleasant. Prospects

improve at Kendal, through Kirkby
I-onsdale and Clapham to Settle. At
Hellifield my front wheel drops into

a huge pothole full of water, which
splashes on the high-tension ter-

minal of the magneto and causes

misfiring in the back cylinder. Soon
Skipton is reached, and then follows

the string of big towns, with bad
going and many delays. At Leeds

I refill (man and machine), then

on through Wakefield, Barnsley,

Sheffield, and Derby, to Leice.ster.

Here I fill up again (petrol only

this time), and raise my gear from

33,4 to 1 to 3 J^ to I. At Market
Harborough a belt-fastener breaks,

so L replace it and close up the

adjustable pulley t still further,

reached in due course, then Dun-
stop for a ctip of Bovril, and

still higher rather than shorten

Dunstable to St. Albans seems

Northampton is

stable ; here ' I

raise my gear

the belt. From
to take no time at all, and thence I dodge across

country through Enfield to Chingford, arriving there

at 10 p.m. Two days, 438 miles, mostly over wet

roads. [Unless, as in the writer's case, it is desired

to call at Leeds for the purpose of visiting, friends,

there is a much better road for motor cyclists journey-

ing from almost any part of central Yorkshire to

London. After Skipt.on all signposts pointing to Leeds
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should be studiously ignored, and, proceeding through

llkley and Otley, the rider finds himself at Harewood,
then Collingham, and in about a couple of miles the

Great North Road or Leeming Lane is reached. It

is then a direct run south

through Aberford, Doncaster,

and Grantham, to London.-

Ed.].

The M.C.C. London=Land's
£nd-London Run.

Next day (Friday) I get all

cleaned up, change the tyres,

and with my brother ride over,

in the evening, to Hounslow

,

where we put up for the night.

Saturday (July 31st) sees u.;

up at an unearthly hour, and at

4.14 a.m. we start on the first

stage of the Afotor Cycling

Club's London to Land's End
and back ride. Of the journey

down I will say but little. The
machine ran like a clock; all

the hills were taken on less

than half throttle with a 3^2 to

I gear. But so.iiething went

wrong W'ith my internal

economy, and I atoned for my
past life, or at least some part

of it, on two sodas and milk,

which constituted my entire

jersonal consumption during the run to Land's End and
thence to Penzance. On Sunday the M.C.C. party go

jver to Land's End in a 4 h.p. brake. On Monday I try

the machine at 4.43 a.m., and it fires splendidly in

•both cylinders. At 5.2 a.m. Timekeeper Bidlake gives

me the word to go on the return journe)', and I arri\'e

p.t Redruth in front of mv schedule, so wait a short

Lyme Kegis from the Copse.

time. 'Three miles further on I lose the way, and
waste much precious time before getting on to the

right road. I am endeavouring to make up lost time

when the engine stops suddenly. ^ I suspect the

ma'gneto, examine it. see nothing amiss, and try again.

No go ! Hugh Gibson comes
along, stays as long as possible

and does his besf, but not a

single explosion rewards us. I

take the magneto down, clean

well widi petrol, and re-time

it, but nothing happens. So
there is nothing for it but to

wait till a friendly car conies

along, and I get a tow into

Truro. I suppose it was
necessary for that car to go
along at thirty miles an hour,

and of course the fact that my
poor arm was pulling o\er

300 lbs. of dead weight did

not matter, except to me. Off

came the magneto, and by noon
it was on its way to Lon-
don, while I went back to Pen-

zance to wait for it. The
trouble was traced to the con-

denser, and it was cold com-
fort for me to realise later that

1 might have been able to

finish had I thought of cutting

the condenser out altogether.

A piece of indiarubber under

the spring that holds the contact breaker cover on

would have done the trick.

A'w^aiting the Magneto.

I filled in two and a half days very well, visiting the

Scilly Isles one day and Falmouth the next by sea.

On Wednesday, August 4th, the magneto arrived, and

King's Parade, Dawlish.

A9
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on Thursday I trained back to Truro, fitted it on, and

at 2 p.m. struck out for St. Austell, Liskeard, Saltash,

and Devonport. Here I was confronted with a steep

hill on leaving the ferry, and found a difficulty in stait-

ing, but I managed to get going

up a side turning, and' rode

through Plymouth without a

stop—only to find I had taken

the \vrong road. However, I

had plenty of time, so why

should I worry ? I went on to

Tavistock, Prince Town, Two
Bridges, and to Postbridge. At
Moreton Hampstead I struck

a hill which demonstrated one

aih'antage of a high powered

twin. The gradient was severe

and the corners awful : I found

I could climb well enough with

a fairly rich mixture and spark

fully, retarded, the engine pull-

ing comfortably at slow speed ,;

at the bends I had to nearly

shut the throttle, but once

round I could slam the spark

forward, the engine would
begin to race, and the belt, of

course, to slip on the engirie

pulley. Then by gradually re-

tarding the spark the slower

engine speed caused belt to

grip, and so to the next corner.

At P'arrant's Hill my back tyre

went down, and while repair-

ing I chatted with a local

farmer, who advised me to turn_ and go to

Torc|uay. I went, but it meant climbing Doccombe,
which has bits of i in 9, i in 8, and i in 11. Here-
abouts I struck a flock of sheep on a long hill, and
this meant riding back down the hill, a long wait, and

Cam Brea, Redruth,

then another dash for it. My gear was still 3^2 to i.

Just before reaching Moreton Hampstead on my return

journey I turned off sharp to the left, making for

Bovey Tracey. At Newton Abbot I filled up with

petrol, lit the lamp, and reached Torquay in good

time for supper and a walk

round the town. The roads

were splendid on this day's

run, but very hilly. Troubles

(apart . from magneto), one

puncture and one inner tube

chafed through at the butted

end.

Under a Blazing Sun.
On Friday morning, August

6th, I start away from I'or-

quay at eleven o'clock, and
make for Teignmouth and

Dawlish under a blazing -sun,

which tempts me to leave the

machine at the side of the

road while I indulge in a sw'im.

Then alongside the River Exe
and across to Topsham. At
one o'clock I arrive at Ex-

mouth and have another swim,

in the sea this time, after that

lunch, and then Sidmouth is

my next place of call. Now
the collar work begins, and
before riding up through

White Cross, Newton Popple-

ton, and Sidford I had to open
out the adjustable pulley, so

that T. couliJ race the engine

round the bends, and retard

the magneto in order to enal>le the belt to grip

on the level. I ran down into Colyford, and thence

to Heathfield Cross and Lyme Regis, the engine pull-

ing splendidly, although the heat was scorching. On
to Bridport, Dorchester (where I bought petrol), and

Tropical Torquay from Waldon Hill.
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to Bere Regis. In the churchyard here Tess, the

herome of Hardy's famous novel, is supposed to have

set up the family four-poster and put her young

lirotliers and sisters to bed. Tlience by Wimborne
Minster and Ringwood to Southampton, where 1

stayed tlie night.

. On Saturday I started at 9.30 for home, tra\elling

by Winchester, Alton, Farnham, Bagshot, Staines,

West Drayton, Pinner, Barnet, Enfield to Chingford,

arriving at 3.30 p.m. No troubles beyond those already

recorded ; and I had not touched belt or \\ilves.

On Friday I start on my journey north at 2.30,

and by evening reach Newark, where I stay the night.

Saturday's journey is to Doncaster, Leeds, and over

the route by Avhich I came south. In Leeds I stayed

with frienrls for four hours, and I finished up for the

night at Kendal. Next day (Sunday) took me through
Kendal, Windermere, Ambleside, Derwentwater, Kes-
wick, Penrith, and Carlisle, and back to (jlasgow—in

all a total of 1,705 miles. Except for the magneto
failure, which is quite an unusual occurrence, the only

trouble was as stated—one puncture and one chafed

butted tube.

Private Owners, Trade Riders, and Professionals in America.

THE following extracts from the rules of the

Federation of American Motor Cyclists, which

were founded on the A.C.U. Competition Rules,

mav interest our reaciers

:

"Three <'basses of competitors ^shall be recognised

—

private owners, trade riders, and professionals.

"A private owner is an amateur who. since the

adoption of these rules, has never eirgaged in motor

cycle competition or exhibition as a trade rider ;
who

actually owns the motor cycle used in competition

;

who is not connected in any way, either directly or

indirectly, with anv person or firm that rnanufactures.

iissembJes, sells, or repairs motor cycles, motor
vehicles, or internal-combustion engines, or who
operates them as a trade or profession ; who has never

received, either directlv or indirectly, any compensa-
ion whatsoever for engaging in motor c)cle competi-

ion or exhibition ; who has never knowingly competed
III any sport against a professional ; or who has never

sold or otherwise realised pecuniary benefit from a

prize.

"A trade rider is an amateur who is connected,

•ither directly or indirectly, with a person or firm that

manufactures, assembles, sells, or repairs motor cycles,

motor vehicles, or internal-cnmliustion entrines. or who

operates them as a trade or profession : who has never

competed for cash^ either in the form of prizes, wagers,

gate receipts, or appearance money ; who has never

knowingly competed in any sport against a profes-

sional ; who has never sold or otherwise realised

pecuniary benefit from a prize ; or who for any other

reason is not eligible as a private owner.

"A jircifessional is one who has compt-ted for cash,

or who has otherwise violated the above rules applying

to a private owiur nr a trade rider.-

"A trade rider wlio has se\-ered all connection with

the trade, and who for six months previous to his

application for reinstatement has had no connection,

either directb' or indirectly, with the trade, may be

placed in the private owner class by unanimous vote

of the Competition Committee."

Easter falling earlier this year, it behoves readers

who already -possess motor cycles and require theni

overhauled before the holidays to lose no time iii

placing them in the hands of the, makers. There_ is

usually a l;ig rush during the four weeks preceding

Easter, so that now is the time to have repairs promptly

and efificientlv executed. The foregoing is the gist of^

a reminder to hand from the N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd. I

All
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Riding in Spectacles.
Dr. Mevan, of Blaina, Mon., has forwarded to me

samples of a special goggle he has patented for ust
by spectacled motorists. The miseries of a spectacled
driver face to face with a long journey on a wet night
can obviously be better imagined than described. The
patent goggle has no glasses, and consists simply of
two short tubes of clear celluloid fitting in a frame
which lies closely against the wearer's face. It acts
in two ways. The depth of the tubes (3in. measured
on the side near the ear) makes them act as miniature
weather screens with regard to the optical spectacles,

worn underneath them, so that in any case very little
'

rain or snow could be blown on to the lenses.

Secondly, if the goggle is padded to fit closely to the

face, a cushion of air is interposed between the eyes
and the tubes, and protects both eyes and spectacles
from draughts and rain.

The 1910 End=ito=end Trial.

I have just received a long letter from a well-

known medal winner in the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials,

who hopes that hill-climbing will receive greater

prominence than in previous End-to-end runs, and
that marks will be awarded as last year. In 1909 the

riders were observed (in my opinion rather imperfectly)
on three or four stated hills, for climbing which marks
were allotted. Riders who failed to obtain a high
percentage of marks on the official hills were thereby
disqualified from obtaining a gold medal, no matter
how regular their running on the flat might be. This
is a splendid system, but the End-to-end course does
not contain a single ascent to compare with Wenlock,
Festiniog, Dinas Mavi'ddwy, and Birdlip. Redhill is

nothing, Shap is nothing, and the northward side of

Berriedale is merely awkward without being really

steep. The 1909 system of hill-climbing marks as

applied to the original End-to-end course would be a

delusion and a sham, and would simply lead to a

few riders losing marks on Berriedale because they

had never seen it before. It is a fluke ascent at

the first time of asking. I am therefore very glad to

say that the r9io End-to-end is to supply a real

criterion of hill-climbing powers. The riders are

required to make the ascent of Amulree—one of the
most difficult climbs I know, which no badly handled
machine can ever manage, and it is beyond the com-
pass of any engine that has lost tune. It is of -great

length, cannot be rushed, owing to awkward turns,

has a poorish surface, and is exposed to gales. When
man and machine are growing a trifle weary of it they

have to negotiate an Infamous double hairpin bend,

and above the bend are some 600 yards of sufficiently

exacting gradient. This climb will hall mark the

good machines in the trial. Stiff as it is, it is not

in my opinion one whit too severe a task. If a new
engine driven by an expert cannot climb AnuiliL-e, a

A12

well-worn duplic'ajte is no fit mount for a touring

amateur. The prelirninary announcement states that

the competitors are to tackle the northern side of

Amulree. I sincerely hope this is a clerical error.

The southern side, approached from Sma' Glen, is

more suitable.

Silencers in the T.T. Race.
The original regulation that silencers should be

dispensed with in the actual T.T. race, though not in

practice, was sound, because it is almost impossible

to enforce a uniform standard of silence. , At the same
time I am very glad that silencers are to be enforced,

because several riders are often close on each other's

heels near some of the difficult corners, and if by
reason of the noise made by an open exhaust each
rider is deaf to the proximity of others, accidents are

e.xtremely likely to result. Last year I saw several

episodes both at BaHacraine, Glen Helen, and the

Devil's Elbow, which confirm this opinion. As
silencers are compulsory, some means might be taken

for reducing them to a common denomination of sil-

ence or its absence. Is it too much to hope that some
public-spirited technical expert would volunteer to

make tests before the race ? If a gentleman with the

requisite qualifications could be found, it would be
very simple to make each entrant send in the silencer

he proposes to use a month before the race. The
technician could test these silencers on a bench engine,

and fake them towards a tolerable uniformity. They
could then be served out on the morning of the race,

and substituted for the silencers used in 'practice,

under the eye of official observers. Perhaps the ruling

does not deserve so much trouble; but as a matter
of fact we are all rather in the dark as to exactly

how much efficiency is gained by using a very make-
shift silencer. It would be interesting if some fully

qualified technical expert would take a standard
silencer off some well-known machine, and see what
percentage of efficiency he could obtain by removing its

entrails and drilling out its end plates. Some T.T.
silencers 4ast year w^ere like the Irishman's coat—

a

mass of holes held together bv stitches.

The pocket electric flash lamp which was mentioned
in The Motor Cycle of the loth inst. is now ready for

delivery, and the makers. Priest and Co., 66, Bishop
Street, Birmingham, ha-s-e kindly sent us one of

the first of these lamps, which is an extremely neat
production. The lamp and accumulator battery are

enclosed in a nickel-plated case, the switch being
so constructed that the light can be left on continuously
if desired. Either .8 or .4 amp. Osram lamps are

fitted, but although the .8 amp lamps give greater

light the makers prefer to fit the smaller capacity bulb,
which enables the accumulator to retain its charge
for a longer period.; '. i

J
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BENZOL AS A FUEL.
The Origin of Benzol, its Constitution and Use.

BY J. BELLERBY.

WHEN the general public are offered something
which is claimed to be \ery much better—and
yet cheaper—than a standard article, they

are apt to be dubious and exclaim, " No
thanks. I've heard that tale before !

" The motoring

section of the public are no exceptions to the general

rule, and at one time could riot belie^•e when offered

baizol at a low price that it was at all likely to ever

equal or supersede petrol.

Now benzol is not a patent medicine, or e^'en a

patent fuel, but, on the other hand, is the basis of a

very large industry, viz., the making of dyes, explo-

sives, medicines, disinfectants, and perfumes, to men-
tion a few of its uses, and for years the supply was
not equal to the demand from the dye trade alone.'

When petrol engines were first introduced the users

could not afford the price for benzol (which was 15s.

per gallon at that time), and in their search for a sub-

stitute found a valuable fuel in petrol, which prior to

that time was a drug on the market.

, However, during the intervening period, a greatly

.increased supply of benzol and a smaller demand from
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the dye trade have created a surplus which has been

placed at the disposal of motorists at_ a very much
lower price than petrol.

When coal is heated strongly and the air excluded,

coke, gas, and a little tar are obtained, and this is

done on a very large scale in gasworks and coke

ovens. In gasworks practice, the main object is the

making of gas for lighting purposes, so no benzol is

available from that source, except the small percentage

in the tar. In coke oven practice, coke is the principal

product, and the gas is used to heat the ovens, but

C-H

C-H

before being used for this purpose it is washed with,

firstly water which extracts ammonia, and then with oil,

which absorbs the benzol present in the gas. This oil

is next heated, when the benzol distils off and is

collected and very carefully refined with chemicals and
then redistilled and frac-

tionated into the various

commercial fractions, the

first fraction being ben- U~Q
zol.

Benzol is a compound '

of carbon and hydrogen
of the formula CgHg re- H~C'
presented graphically as

a hexagon in which all

the carbon atoms are

bonded together, making
a closed ring.

Its specific gravity is .884, and boiling point 80° C.

Commercial 90% benzol contains another body called

toluol C^Hg, that is a

combination of benzol and
marsh gas, CH4. Its

i_i specific gravity is .875,
"3 and boils at iio>^°^ C.

Commercial benzol (i.e.,

90%) has specific gravity

.882, boils at 8^° C,
and shows 90% at 100°

C, dry at 110° C. ; its

calorific value is 10,000

KT Petrol consists of a

number of hydrocarbons of another series, in which the

molecules are represented as chain :

—

of which Hexane C^a^i, Heptane CyH^e)'

Octane C8H-^8 are the principal bodies

found in petrol. Its specific gravity is .700

(approximately), and it boils at 60-70° C,
and shows 65-70% at 100° C, and dry

about 150° C. .;
its calorific value is

1 1,200 K.
As a modern engine is essentially a heat

engine, the calorific value is a good index

as to the value of a fuel, and, comparing benzol with

petrol, we find one gallon of benzol contains 8.8 x

10,000 = 88,000 K. ; one gallon of petrol contains

7 X 11,200 = 78,400 K.—an advantage in favour of

benzol of 9,600 K. As benzol contains 1.8 lbs. more

to the gallon than petrol, this is at an equal price ;-

but when we compare them at to-day's price we have:

88,000
Benzol = 12,555 K- for id.

H
H-O-H

I

H-C-H

H-O-H
I

H-C-H
I

H-C-H
IH

7

78,400
Petrol = 5,226 K.

IS
. ,

Which speaks for itself.

for id.
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Benzol as a FueL—
As will be seen from the boiling points, benzol has

really a lower average volatility than petrol, and is

therefore more easily gasified completely than petrol,

and so perfect combustion is more easily obtained.

From this it follows that deposits on the piston head,

cylinder, and valves should be of less frequency with,

benzol than with petrol, always, of course, taking inii

consideration that deposits are mainly caused by the

lubricating oil being charred.

In using benzol for car and motor cycle engines two

things must be watched in particular, namely, that

plenty of air is admitted (or, in other words, less

benzol sprayed than petrol would be normally), and,

if necessary, to weight the float with a blob of solder

or a washer slipped over the needle, as) having such

a greater gravity than petrol, the" float ri.ses higher

in the liquid, and so the needle valve closes earlier,

and the height of fuel in the jet is below the normal.

A low level makes starting difficult and slow running

impossible. Some carburetters, such as the B.B. and

Triumph, do not require any alteration whatever when

using benzol, and all that is needful with these is to

open the extra air inlet more than when using petrol.

THE PROBLEM OF THE PRIVATE OWNER.
Summary of the Discussion on a Paper read by the Rev,

IN
opening the discussion the chairman, Mr. Harry

J. Swindley, said they were grateful to Mr. Bisthotf

for his interesting and painftaking paper, which wso

open for discussion, and Mr. Bischoff would like a vote

taken upon the scheme as a whole.

The lecturer's proposed solution of the prohlem was briefly

that the definition of an amateur be as follows :

1. An amateur is one who is not engaged for pecuniary

gain, directly or indirectly, in the motor or aliied trades,

nor in this or in any other sport.

2. Who is not assisted financially or otherwise,

directly or indirectly, by any person engaged in the

motor or allied trades.

3. Who has not competed for a declared wager cr

staked bet, nor, except in track races for special racirg

machines, for a money prize.

4. Who has not taken part in any competition held

not under the Amateur Code of the Auto Cycle Union.

That an intermediate class be formed, to be known
as " expert competitors," who are assisted by the trade, but

do not engage in this or any other sport for pecuniary gain,

and in all other respects conform to the definition of an
amateur.
Tint those competitors who do not conform to either

of thes= definitions be called professionals.

Mr. .W. H. Wells said he was afraid, unless the A.C.U. was
able to a:lopt a very strong attitude a.s regards amateurs,

they would have the same thing in connection with motor
cycling as had been experienced in connection with cycling.

Manufacturers were far more desirous of having events

won by amateurs than by the professional or trade rider,

and m?de special efforts to secure such wins. He was in the

trade and liked to compete occasionally, but he objected

very much to be classed as a professional. If there were a

trade riders' class as in America it would enable him to

enter, but not as a professional. He was strongly in favour

of giving cash prizes to professionals only.

Mr. W. Pratt said so far as he was concerned the paper
was somewhat disappointing. It certainly wanted very
careful considei-ation. Mr. Bischoff suggested that there was
a falling off in the amateur' entries, but looking back at some
of the big trials they found the amateur or private owner
class well represented. (Hear, hear.) Those were competi-

tions in which the amateur did like to compete with profes-

sionals cr people engaged in the trade. The pure amateur
was a very difficult man to find in the motor cycling wor'd.

The definition of the A.C.U. seemed to cover all that was
wantet r.s far as the private owner was concerned.

Mr. F. A. Hardy thanked Mr. Bischoff for having had the

pluck to bring the question up. He" thought amateurs should
have more safeguard offered by the Auto Cycle
Union, particularly in the matter of issuing riding licences

to those taking part in open competitions. As it would do
no harjn to have the scheme considered by a body of experts

he would move as an amendment *' That the A.C.U. Com-
mittee be instructed to consider the present position of par-

ticipants in motor cycle competitions with a view of defining

them in two classes, viz., private owners and expert com-
petitors."

Mr. V. Hart said this was the first lecture that he had .

attended at which the lecturer proposed to take a vote. He
asked whether the procedure was in order.

The Chairman, replying to Mr. Hart, said that a vote at

Al6

P. W. Bischoff before the A.C.U. (see page 45 last weeK.

that meeting did not bind anyone. If the meeting chose to

vote it could do so, and that would stand merely as an ex-

pression of opinion of those present.

Mr. H. G. Cove said if Mr. Bischoff's scheme were
adopted the only real amateur would be the 'Varsity man
with indulgent parents. (Laughter). If manufacturers liked

amateurs to win events, was not that an incentive to get

young men into the ranks and do the best they could. If a

man were supplied with an ordinary stock machine there was
no advertisement, but if he were given a picked machine,
then he became subsidised, lie was against the scheme.
Mr. Hart thought the question lay in a nutshell, and Mr.

Cove had put it accurately. The average owner who paid
for his machine could not afford to keep a second machine
for racing. They all had the greatest respect for ilr.

Bischoff, but he could see no reason why they should open
the ranks of the A.C.U. to a continuous form of agitation

in respect of the amateur or profeEsional when they had gone
on quite comfortably up to the present.

Mr. Greisbach said he was always pleased to compete with
a trade man. He did not know that the trade man, cr the
group of well-known riders, had a great advantage over the
private owner, provided the private owner had enough in-

telligence to tune his machine up to the extent of doing it*^

best. He thought that he stood juft the same chance in

every v^ay. The sham amateur was not of any great value,
and he did not see any objection to competing with him.

Mr. J. W. G. Brooker thought it was utterly impractic-

able to define the amateur on the lines put forward. That
^vas }iis experience, and he believed everyone present would
be of the same opinion. With ilr. Havt, he did not think
there was any call at the present time for the' proposed
definition of the amateur.
The Rev. P. W. Bischoff, in reply, said a great deal of

pressure had been brought upon him to write anotlier

paper, and he had said that one thing had impressed him.
and that he would be prepared to deal with it. He knew in

taking up the question at all that he laid himself open to
criticism. It was, of com: e. a difficult problem. It had
been said that he had adopted a wrong line of suggestion.

As a member of the A.C.U. Council and of the Iixecutive

Committee, he wished to say that in all things he
identified himself with that body. He did not suggest that
that meeting could adopt the suggestions with any force

;

it had no executive authority, but its opinion had weight
everywhere. Air. Pratt said there was no falling oft in
entries for the big events; he had never said there was,
but in the local clubs (and he had been all over England) hi'

lieard the same story—local secretaries cut down the classes

because they could not be filled up. Mr. Cove objected to

the subsidised amateur ; so did he, but the thing existed.

His answer to ilr. Hart's suggestion to let well alone was
that things are not well; and he would ranch rather see
things better.

The Chairman intimated that Mr. Bischoff would not press
his resolutions.

Mr. Bischoff said he would have liked a show of hands.
The following amendment, in addition to that moved by

Mr. Hardy, was handed -up by Mr. Hart, seconded by Mr.
Pratt: " That this meeting refuses to vote upon matters
upon which no prior information has been offered." This
amendment upon being put to the meeting was declared
carried, and the other motions accordingly dropped.
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THE WINTER OVERHAUL.
By B. H. DAVIES.

I

FROM now onwards motor cycling may become in-

creasingly enjoyable, as the days lengthen out,

and the temperature fitfully aspires towards a

summer which meteorologists tell us is going

to be another Diamond Jubilee. Consequently the

rider who is not to be blessed with a new mount for

1 910 should seize on the first warm day or the nearest

warm shed to overhaul his old jigger as tluucughly

as possible. No doubt the goldbugs will give a lordly

order to the local garage to send up for the machine

and return it within two days fit for a record break-

ing spin on Brooklands ; but the needy ^owner who
has to do his own dirty work need not envy his pluto-

cratic brethren. For one thing his overhaul will be

the better of the two, since in this vale of tears " he

worketh best who worketh for himself," and also he

will gain such a novel insight into the whimsies of his

machine that roadside troubles will be shorn of half

their terrors for the honourable -spell of roadwork that

' lies ahead.

The Engine.
The engine is at once the most important and the

most difficult item to tune. It need not be removed
from the frame,, but the cylinder and timing gear

.should be removed. Test the cylinder for wear with
-. a pair of callipers—^wear is most pronounced towards
the top of the piston stroke. If the wear be exces-

sive, send the entire engine to a good firm who make
a -.speciality of reboring. Otherwise merely fit new
ripgs supposing the compression is weakish with the

old ones. " Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists " gives

very full details re overhauling the rings. Remove
both valves, test the stems for truth, inspect the ex-

haust velve's neck for threats of breakage, and grind

in both valves. Scrap the old valve springs, and fit

new ones, also new cotters to the valves, and file any
burred edges off the cotter slots. Scrape the surface

of the joints between cylinder head and valve-caps
quite clean, and fit new washers, as also to the com-
pression tap. Remove every trace of carbon deposit

from piston and cylinder heads—a long job, but quite

simple with a long bladed screwdriver, and worth
doing well. Next look for wear in other vital parts

—

all bearings and the valve cams. The -least token of

. wear in the valve cams or rockers makes new parts

advisable and they do not cost -much. If the vahe
gear is of the cheap order, cams and pinions being
assembled with pins or keys and nuts, instead of be-

-ing machined from the solid, examine these fasten-

ings very jealously indeed ; nothing is more likely to

give serious trouble in the second year of use. Wear
in the connecting rod and crankshaft bearings is not
really very serious until it makes itself audible, and a
second season machine will seldom require attention

here, unless it has been very badly used. The bushes
of the timing gear bearings are more likely to be worn,
and any garage will replace them quite cheaply, especi-

ally if the assembling, etc., be done by the owner.
New bushes, including fitting, only cost a shilling or

two ; and these can usually be supplied by a local

engineering shop. The crankcase should be thoroughly
I'leaned out 'with paraffin, to remove oil sediment,
especially from the narrow oilways, if there are any. I

first drain my crankcase of all lubricant, then let it

soak in paraffin for a few hours, and finally reassemble
the engine, and get rid of the paraffin by pedalling

with the drain tap open; to conclude, inject two or

three charges of fresh oil, and pedal this well into

the engine on the stand, before allowing the engine

to run under its own power.

The Ignition.

If the ignition be coil and accumulator, a new brass

for the contact breaker bearing, new platina for the

contacts, and a new spring contact blade, are the

most probable replacements which caution will advise.

The wiring should be thoroughly overhauled, any

wires showing excessive flexibility or worn covering

being renewed. The insulation and packing of the

accumulator box may be made sound and workman-
like by seccotining rubber sheets on its sides, and all

sharp orifices through which wires pass should be
similarly protected Avith rubber, or, better still, if

ebonite bushes can be procured to fit the holes , they

will prevent all chafing. If the ignition is by magneto,

the instrument may be carefully overhauled according

to directions in the makers' handbook ; but if it is sus-

pected that the magneto has seriously lost efficiency, it

should be returned to the makers, who will overhaul

and test it for a few shillings, apart from the cost of

large replacements. As a rule, it is ample to clean

out the oil reservoirs, polish and adjust the contacts,

test the cam for wear, verify and adjust the timing,

after which the magneto should be just as efficient as

when it was new.

Carburetter.

Probably a good adjustment of the jet, air adapter,

and air intakes has been arrived at during the previous

year, affording moderate economy of fuel and high

efficiency. If so, it will be enough to clean the entire

device thoroughly, examine the wires to the handle-bar

control for threats of breakage, test the petrol level,

and see that the cut off needle valve is petrol tight.

The petrol pipe should also be examined for clean-

liness and signs of leakage.

The Cycle Frame.
I make it a rule, when my machines are stripped

for overhauling, to take a short run by night, using

the stripped frame as a pedal cycle, using either

the crankcase (empty) or a stout wood block as a

connecting link for the gap left by the removal of

the engine. Under these conditions I often discover

little things amiss with the cycle part. If an owner

does not care to face so much trouble, he should at

least remove the front fork from the steering head
and overhaul the bearings very carefully indeed, as

owing to various cau.ses, among which is insufficient

provision for regular oiling, this particular bearing is

very apt to wear faster than is desirable.

In addition he should remove and examine the

cones from both hub spindles. If the cones are chipped

or worn they should be replaced ; in re-as.sembling

the bearings, if any difficulty is experienced the balls

are easily held in place with the aid of motor grease

or va.seline, while the cones or cups are screwed up.

All these cycle frame bearings should be filled witli
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thick oil or thin grease, and carefully readjusted, the
adjustments being scrupulously locked up afterwards
at a quarter of a turn less than dead tight. A good
guide to correct adjustment of wheel bearings is that

when revolved slowly the wheel should always stop
with tyre valve at the lowest fioint of the re^'olution,

without the bearing showing any sign of play when
wheel is held by the rim and shaken sideways. The
brakes must not be forgotten, examination of all joints,

whether at wire nipples or by bolt, nut, and split pin,

being particularly thorough, and the shoes receiving
attention in addition. The free-wheel should not be
meddled with by an unskilled owner. If it has given
no .serious trouble previously, it will be sufficient to

swill it out very freely Avith paraffin, make sure that
all the pawls are acting with strength and' certainty,

and then refill it with good cycle bearing oil. The
pedalling chain will want thoroughly cleansing, and
if desired it may be removed, slightly heated, and
plunged into a bath of melted tallow. It is. unlikely

to require renewing unless it has been fitted to a
machine which required constant pedal assistance.

The Tyres.
The tyres will probably -be content with a single

renewal, namely, fresh valve rubbers to both valves.

But apart from renewals, the tyres and rims are likely

to require very close attention. The inside of the
rims will have to be enamelled. The tubes will have
to be tested for retaining air; some riders leave tiny

gradual leaks over till summer comes, but it is an
awful nuisance to waste fine weather in overhauling
tyres, and the best plan is to take both wheels out of

the forks, carry them up to an attic, and get them
into perfect order in comfort and indoors. I begin

by removing both tyres, and painting the inside of the

rims with black enamel, pushing the brush well under
the beaded edges; while the enamel is drying I go
over the tubes, and generally find a dubious patch or

two ; these are half pulled off, half melted off with

naphtha, and remade. When both tubes are so

thoroughly airtight that they will remain fully inflated

for several days at least, the inside of the covers next

receive attention. Generally a broken thread or two
has been left sticking up out of the fabric where small

nail punctures have occurred. These will chafe the

tube in time, and besides they mark the presence
_

of

small holes by which water enters. The projecting

thread is cut off, and a very smooth rubbered canvas

patch with rounded corners solutioned over the hole.

The tyres then go back on the rims, and are blown up
board hard, after which a search for cuts commences.
Dozens of tiny cuts are quickly found, but I do

not trouble myself about small cuts which have not

gone right down to the fabric; it no doubt pays to

doctor them with tyre stopping, but it is a wearying

job, and they are not immediately dangerous. Big

cuts are carefully cleaned and filled, a process which

is never satisfactory when conducted in a hurry, but

which prolongs the life of a cover considerably, when
the filling is given several days to dry. I find that if

the cut is thoroughly clean, and the stopping is

jammed well in wdth a wood match, it will be almost

an integral part of the cover seven days afterwards.

Details.

Some riders are very fond of re-enamelling their

frames during the winter. I am not a great believer

in the idea. It is astonishingly difficult to produce a

good surface by brushwork, particularly if the frame

is not stoved afterwards; and very few amateurs have

a dustless room to work in. Very fair results may be

obtained wdth some enamels if the old enamel is

scrupulously scraped off before applying the new^, but

if the machine is disgracefully shabby, and the owner
has a little money to spare, it is well worth while to

strip the frame and send it to a professional enameller.

The work of overhauling may be completed by improv-

ing the attachment of any accessories which were apt

previously to 'work loose, and by relentlessly scrap-

ping all worn nuts and bolts, including the retapping

or screwing of any threads which have worn or partially

stripped. When the overhauled machine is taken on
the road for the first time, it will seldom prove to be
perfect. If the compressioft is disappointing, do not

trouble until the engine has run about a hundred
miles ; but if other details are faulty, a very few
minutes spent on readjustments of timing, ignition, or

carburetter, will generally make the rider feel

extremely pleased that he elected to perform his own
overhaul.

DOUBLE POLE SPARKING PLUGS.

IN
a recent issue of The Motor Ci/de we pointed out

that Lodge double pole plugs will not fit all makes

of engines until the valve caps are altered, owing

to the fact that the electrodes project too far

into the valve chamber, and the valve heads are likely

Showing the alteration to valve caps
required to render them suitable for

Lodge Double Pole Spark.ng Plu^s.

The arrow indicates the additional

washer.

to foul the plugs, with, of course, disastrous results.

Lodge Bros, and Co., Birmingham, informecl us that

the alteration to the valve caps meant fitting a washer

to the cap which prevented the electrodes projecting

too far. To enable us to make the alteration quite

clear to our readers, we reproduce herewith two
sketches, one showing the Lodge plug fitted to an
ordinary valve cap and the other the same plug
screwed into a valve cap with packing washer to reduce
the reach of the points... At first sight one would be
inclined to think that the introduction of washers to

the .valve caps would lower the compression appreci-
ably, but such is not the case. The slight clearance
around the sparking points tends to enlarge the com-
pression space a little, but this is balanced by the

volume of the plug projecting into the cylinder, thus
leaving the compression the same. When these
double pole plugs are fitted to an ordinary single-

c) Under motor cycle engine with side by side mechani-
cally operated valves it is usual to fit one plug over
the inlet and one over the exhaust valve. With auto
matic inlet valves an extra plug. hole must be mndp.
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THE NEW BALL=BEARING BOSCH MAGNETO.

f-:

FREQUENT references have been made to the
new ball bearing Bosch magneto, but hitherto
no illustration and particuhirs of it have ap-

peared. The DA2 ball bearing pattern is now being
delivered to buyers of new
models, consequently readers
would like to know wherein the
new magneto differs from last

year's type. It is only in de'tail

that alteration is noticeable, the

main features remain as before,

and, indeed, it would be difficult

to improve upon such a wonder-
fully reliable piece of ignition

apparatus. The outward ap-
~ pearance of the contact ireaker

end has been changed, the spring holding the cover
in position swinging from the side, this being on-

account of the condenser (17) having been moved from
over the armature to immediately behind the .contact

breaker. The condenser now revolves with the armature.

How to Time the Magneto Spark.

The dust cover plate (18) over the armature
readily r<j:movable on the new model, and
this greatly facilitates the timing of the

engine, as the armature is exposed, and its

position can be noted. It is well known
_that the current generated in the winding of

the rotating armature reaches a maximum
twice during each ., revolution, only one of

which is used for effecting a spark in the

ease of a single-cylinder engine. To time
the magneto the makers recommend the

following method : Bring the piston

exactly to the top of compression stroke

—

that is, with the exhaust valve closed—and
mark this position on the engine pulley,

making a corresponding mark on the crank
case. Now give the engine One complete
turn forward, bringing the two marks
together again, when the piston will be in

the required position. Remove dust co\-er

18, but care should be taken not to damage
carbon 3 ; then bring the armature by hand in posi-

tion as sho^vn in the sketch, seen from the driving

end rotating to the right or left. The distance

Various improvements have been made recently

in regard to the Dall belt fastener. Among these are

the following : The nut for the screw is provided with

a square which fits into a square hole in the top plate,

so preventing the nut from turning. Indentations have

marked a on the sketch should be 5 mm. Finally,

tighten the chain wheel on the cone, care being taken
not to move the armature.
The switch terminal on the new Bo?ch is placed

in a more con-

venient position,

and improved
oiling arrange-

ments are pro-

vided. A new
type of h.t. ter-

minal which is

unaffected by wet
is being supplied
with the later

models. The
steel segment is

r;'tained as well
as adjustable contacts, so that the only part likely to

require renewal, and that after several thousand miles,
is the fibre insertion at the end of the bell crank lever.

The timing lever on the new model is air complete,
consisting of brass ring and arm, short circuit clamp,
and segment for make and break. It permits of a

1. Contact plate.

2. Slip ring with distributer
scgement.

3. Carbon.
4. Carbon holder.

5. Contact breaker disc.

6. Bell crank lever.

7. Bell crank ever spring.

8. Contact piece.

9. Fastening screw for con-
tact breaker.

10. Timing lever.

11. Steel segment.
12. Short-circuiting screw,

13. Flat spring for timing
lever.

I.J. Brass end cap.

15.-F at spring.

16. Bolt for spring 15.

17. Condenser.
18. Dust cover.
19. Short platinum screw.
20. Long platinum screw.

variation in the advance of 25° measured on the arma-
ture spindle. This is equal to 50" on, the crank-

shaft, as the armature rotates at camshaft speed.

been made in the top and bottom plate to enable them
to sink into the leather or rubber of which the belt is

composed when the jaws are pinched together. The
bottom plate is turned downwards to prevent it cutting

the belt when the leather passes over the small diameter

engine pulley. To vary the length of the belt when
using an adjustable pulley, the Dall connecting link

will be found useful. It will be noticed that this

link enables a short section of the V belting to be
fitted in the centre by means of the single screw pro-

vided. The patentee has certainly devoted much
thought to make his ingenious fastener handy and
readily adjustable as to length.

Paragraph No. 33 1 in " Hints and Tip for Motor
Cyclists," published on the loth inst., mentioned that

a few of the Amac carburetters appear to have been

sent out with throttle springs that are not quite strong

enough to keep the throttle valve down on its seat

against the fierce suction of a good engine. Will

readers kindly note that this paragraph only refers to

the 1909 pattern of carburetter?

A23
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Sending Aocumulators by Rail.

^_^ 1 wish to send some accu-
Iq mu ators a long railway

I

*^ journey. They are in use at
l—J present. Kindly tell me how

I should pack them? Should
the acid be emptied out, or will thi.s

injure them in any way?—W.A.W.
The best thing to do will be to empty
all the acid out of the accumulators,
let them dry, and then send them
packed in a box to their destination.
When they arrive they should be re-

filled with acid, and would then be
ready for use again after being placed
on charge for a short time.

Calculating Gear Ratio. Fitting an AdjustaMe
I Pulley.

Please tell me (1) How to
calculate the gear of a belt-

driven motor cycle, and (2)

if you think a novice (like

myself) could fit an adjustable
pulley?—H.S.

(1.) To calculate the gear is a simple
mattei. Mark both pulleys, put on
the belt, raise the exhaust lifter, and
count how many times the engine

pulley revolves to one revolution of the
rear pulley. (2.) It would be better
for you to get an experienced man to
fit the pulley, as unless you have ha-d

some experience in engineering it

would be difficult to cut the keyways,
fit the key, etc.

Using the Spark Lever tor Controlling Speed.

On my old accumulator cycle

I used to cut down the ga-'.

settin.g the air to match, as

much as possible, and regulate

my speed by means of advanc-
ing and retarding the spark. I am
getting a jiew magneto motor cycle,

and am told that I shall have to drive
by the throttle and air only, and
must not regulate speed by advancing
or retarding the spark. Kindly
explain this, and tell me whv it is?

—

R. C. S.

The advice given to you is quite
correct. The range of advance and
retard of the magneto is less than is

the case with a machine fitted with
-accumulator ignition ; consequently it

is best to keep the spark lever well
forward, and to regulate speed by the

?

Postman Hadlow with his mail carrier tricar, which he drives twice daily, depositing and collecting
mails, between Sittingbourne (Kent) and Frinstsd. (See Current Chat pages.)

throttle and air levers. The magneto
spark has the advantage of advancing
and retarding itself automatically, since

it increases in intensity m proportion to

the speed of the engine.

Motor Cycle v. Racehorse.

Kindly give me yuur opinion

with regard to a match against

a racehorse imder the follow-

ing conditions : The race to be

run on Epsom racecourse.

Metropolitan course 2\ miles, the

motor cyclist receiving a flying

start. I shall be riding a 1909 3^

h.p. T.T. Triumph.
^
The gentleman

riding the horse weighs about thir-

teen stones. The match to be for

£100 aside; Conditions—weather

favourable and turf holding. I

should be interested to see the com-

ments of your readers.—L. E.

Skeiitchlt.
The race would certainly be an inter-

esting one, and no doubt hundreds of

our readers would ' like to have
^
an

opportunity of seeing it. Provided
the ground is firm, the motor bicycle

should easily beat the horse with a

flying start. Your m.achine should bo

capable of nearly a mile a minute on a

track, whereas the fastest racehorse

has not exceeded thirty-five miles per

hour for a mile.

Multi or Single-point Sparking Plugs.

For isome considerable time^ my 1909 Triumph" has been

% very refractory at slow speeds,

-^ misfirmg setting in below

about ten miles per hour.

The carburetter received every atten-

tion, as also did the contact breaker,

the ]X)ints of which I set to give

various breaks, but all with no

better results. During my trials to

find the cause I used two new multi-

point plugs of different Avell-knowii

makes, bnt various spark gaps made
no difference. I was contemplating

having the magneto terted. but on

the verge of so doing I came ii|joii an

old single point plug of good niiMui-

facture, and inserting it into the

cylinder, started up with the ino.-<l'

excellent results. Jly machine iimv

starts easier, seems more economiral.

and lastly runs with the greatest

fle.-cibility. Is not this experience

opposed' to accepted theo'-y?

—

R.W.C.S.
The experience you have gone througli

with your machine is quite interesting.

It certainly seems to favour a single

point plug, though personally we hnve
not been able to detect any difference

in the running with either type.

A2t
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Improving Engine Speed.

I luivc a 2i h.p. lightweight

)!ex witli Bosch magneto and
Amac carburetter whicli runs
quite well slowly, but I am
anxious to improve speed.

Compression is good. I can make
i^ngiue misfire if air is fully open. If

I advance spark too far it will knolk.

JExhaust valve has -^in. lift and inlet

automatic has ^in, It does not run

any faster on the stand than on the

road. It climbs hills very well.

What governs the speed of an
engine?—A.J.R.

The exact cause of the trouble is not at

once apparent to us. Th« timing of

Ihe magneto seems to be at fault, as

the engine should not knock even when
the lever is advanced to the full. It

may be that the chain wheel on the

cone of the armature shaft has come
loose. In any case the timing of the

spark should receive attention first of

all. Knocking is usually due to an
excess of carbon deposit. We should
recommend you to dismount the cylinder

and see if this is your trouble. Engine
speed has many governing factors, and
if any one important part is- wrongly
adjusted, the engine speed would
suffer. We refer you to " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them " for

a complete answer to your last query.

Respecting Sidecars and Cbange Speed Gears.

I am about to purchase a^ 7 h.p. Matchless, and I want a

^ sidecar, as well as a good,
-iJ cheap, reliable two-speed gear

for it. I suppose I could climb

most hills without a two-speed gear,

but starting and traffic driving

would be unpleasant without one,

especially with a 12 stone passenger.

(1.) Kindly give your opinion ot

the Millennium two-speed engine-

shaft gear. I do not fancy the gears

working in the back hub. They
seem inaccessible, and put all the

weight on the back tyre, and I tlmik

it wUl have enough with our weight

—

about 24 stones. (2.) How does a

castor wheel sidecar behave in

grease? Rigid sidecars, I suppose, are

the best in that respect? (3.) Is it

possible to use a motor bicycle with
rigid sidecar when the latter is

empty? If not, which is the best

type of sidecar? I want one that

would not skid.—C. W.

You should certainly climb most hills

if a clear straiglit run were alwaj's

possible, but, of course, a .. two-speed
gear, would be desirable, and practi-

cally indispensable on certain occa-

sions. Starting on the low gear would
be quite easy. (1.) Engine-shaft gears

throw some considerable amount uf

strain on the engine bearings, which
they are not always capable of with-

standing. Personally, we should prefer

the same make of luib gear with the

plate clutch incorporated. This gear is

exceedingly well designed, and permits
of starting the engine witli the pedals,

with the back wheel resting on the

grovmd. There is also the gear fitted

by the makers of the machine you
have selected, which has the same
feature, (2.) Not so well as a rigid

sidecar ; there is nothing apparently to

stop it skidding. (3.) Yes, quite pos-

sible if care is taken on cambered roads

and in rounding corners. It is also

possible to sit in the sidecar and drive

the bicycle if a clutch and two-speed
gear are fitted.

Greater Flexibility Desired.

I recently purchased a motor
cycle (85 x 85 mm., twin-

cylinder), and I find that it

has a rooted objection to

going at less than about four-

teen miles per hour. It is fitted wdth

J. A. P. automatic carburetter, and, of

course, magneto ignition. I have
made all. the usual adjustments, \a.,

set the plug pohits close, raised the

level of the petrol in the jet, etc.,

but the machine is still not sufficiently

flexible, I now propose to fit a

clutch, and shall be glad to have
your advice on this matter, I should

also like to hear from any of your
readers who have had experience
with the Mabon or other disc

clutches on jjowerful machines.

—

J.E.W.

Your -trouble seems to be purely one
of incorrect carburetter adjustment, as

one of the beauties of a well-balanced
twui-cylinder engine is its ability to run
slowly, and evenly. It is ciuite possible

that the barrel of the throttle may
have slipped round, causing a jet or

two too many to be uncovered. We
should therefore recommend you to

examine this portion ot the carburetter
carefully. Next try some device for

restricting the amount of the main air

opening, and examine the steel balls

which govern the amount of additional
air supplied. You could quite well fit

a clutch, or, better still, a two speed

A Motor Cycle (or Business Purposes.

I have a considerable amount
of travelling about to do in

the counties ot Warwickshire,
Worcestershire, Staffordshire,

and Nottinghamshu-e. At
present I have to go by rail, which,

as you well know, is not the most
pleasant or least expensive means of

transit. I contenqjlate buying . a

motor cycle, and should like to know
whether you consider I could get a

reliable second-hand machine for

£20? If so, how about a medium
weight machine, say, of 2-^- h.p. ?

Would such a machine take me about
in all weathers at a much lower cost

of upkeep than the heavier 3^ h.p.

machine? Kindly give me an idea
of the upkeep of the type of

machine you recommend.—W. A.,

Birmingham.
You should be able to get quite a

good second-hand motor bicycle foi'

£20, probably fitted with magneto
ignition. Do not purchase a second-
hand machine before trying it or seeing

it ridden up a fairly steep hill, -Yes,
a 2^. h.p. machine, if you are not a
heavyweight rider, would suit your pui'-

pose admirably, but the cost of

runniirg would not be ijiuch lower than
that of a 3^ h.p, Y'ou may reckon
that the machine will cost about 7s, 6d.

per week in upkeep for distances of

about 200 miles. The bare running
cost, that is, petrol and oil, would not
exceed Is, 9d. per 100 miles.

READERS' REPLIES.
Silencer Explosions

I notice in the issue of January 3rd
" F. ,C." wants to know how to pre-

vent popping in the silencer. My
Minerva was very bad in that way, but
now I have cured it, and at the same
time made it one of the most silent

machines on the road. All that he
needs to do is to fit a larger outer casing

to the silencer. I made mine in the

following manner : The outer casing

consists of a piece of sheet iron rolled

into the form of a sleeve \yith the ends
flanged outwards, and two end plates

riveted on. As the bend in the extiaust

pipe is so close to the crankcase the

holes where the pipe fits in the end
plates cannot be in the centre, but must
be slightly eccentric, but that will not
interfere with efficiency. I enclose a
sketch to illustrate my meaning.—H.
CVUDWELL.

A recently discovered Egyptian mural carving, time of Barneses II,, inscribed in Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic.

Ihoth the Ibis-headed God oi Time, is evidently supervising an ancient equivalent to a 1910 police trap.
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FIND myself in keen opposition to those contri-

butors who have recently pressed for experiments

witli water-cooling on motor bicycle engines, with

a view to its ultimate adoption as a standard detail

of our specifications.

A Plausible Case.
At first sight it must be admitted that they have

made out a very plausible case in favour of water-

c^oolmg. Good as the modern motor bicycle engine

undoubtedly is, it certainly suffers from several plain

defects, which may be tabulated as follows, even if

an absolutely first-class engine be the subject of con-

sideration : (i) Carbonisation of cylinder and piston;

(2) breakage of exhaust valves
; (3) rapid pitting of

exhaust valves ; (4) rapid wear of piston rings ; (5)

liability to knock; (6) liability to overheat; (7) diffi-

culty in starting from cold without petrol or paraffin

injections. These defects, I may premise, only mani-

fest themselves after several thousand miles of running

(except, of course. No. 7). The advocates of water-

cooling 'Contrast bicycle engines with car engines in

these seven respects. They prove that these troubles

are either wholly absent from car engines, or manifest

themselves after a much longer mileage. The car

engine is water-cooled ; the cycle engine is air-cooled.

Water-cool the engine of the motor bicycle and vmla
tout!

A Reminder.
" Rotator " and " Ailette " appear to have forgotten

certain experiences which I frequently remember with

a stab of pathos. I have already owned two motor
bicycle engines which in each of the above seven details

were equal to a good motor car engine, and yet were

air-cooled. One of them was a 2% h.p. M.M.C., the

other a 2 ^ h.p. De Dion. Neither of these engines ever

dreamt of breaking a valve. I ran them both well on

into a five figure mileage without ever touching the

piston rings. Neither of them ever overheated or

knocked till the day I sold it. Neither of them nor^

mally required any injection to make it start on the

stand or road, if I may except a few occasions in ver\

cold weather when I had been using very thick oils.

Neither of them ever dreamt of getting badly carbonised

in 2,000 miles, for the simple reason that they were

fitted with surface carburetters, which sucked in their

air supply at a point where little dust was encountered,

and also because a lower compression and less tightly

fitting pistons and a lower rate of revolution enabled

them to run with far less generous lubrication than the

modern engine requires. It is therefore obvious that it

is possible to bring the cycle engine to the level of the

car engine in these seven respects without resorting to a

cumbrous, costly, and possibly troublesome water-cool-

ing system.

Why, may the novice not unnaturally enquire, have

these seven valuable items been discarded from the tem-

perament of the modern engine ? Well, these ancient
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engines weighed considerably more than the 45 lbs. or

55 lbs. of their up-to-date compeers. The total machine

scaled a couple of hundredweights, as against the

160 lbs. of the modern 31^ h.p. type. An engine of the

size I am speaking about seldom ran up to more than

1,800 r.p.m. when fitted with a standard gear, and to a

motor bicycle ; whereas some m'oderli engines touch

3,000 r.p.m. as an ordinary thing. The modern com-

pression is far higher, and a greater b.h.p. is extracted

from the same dimensions. If modern demands allowed

a designer to fit a \exy much heavier engine, develop-

ing only 2^ h.p. from a bore and stroke of 84 mm. or

so, none of the se^-en charges detailed could be brought

against the engines of to-day.

Popular Preference.

There is no doubt which of these engines is the more
desirable. If I put a new make of motor bicycle on

the market, complying with modern practice in every

detail except the engine, and fitted with one of these

old De Dion or M.M.C. engines, I should not sell half

a dozen in a year. The public demand with no un-

certain voice a light and highly efficient machine, and
to obtain this they are willing to put up with other

things as described.

The Remedy.
Water-cooling is suggested as the best remedv for per-

fecting existing patterns. It is necessarily costly ; it is

simply bound to add a few sovereigns to the selling

price. The only standard motor bicycle with water-

cooled engine now sold costs ;£$$, in spite of the sim-

plicity, of its engine, as against the ;£48. to ^50 of air-

cpoled machines of equal power. Water-cooling ' is

bound to introduce a new source of trouble. Well made,
it will be reliable for a certain period, probably a long

period ; but in the end the radiators and piping of the

most costly car give trouble, and very often accidents

intervene and give trouble before natural derangement
has set in. On the other hand, it is easy to see that

troubles Nos. i to 7 will in time disappear without any

such harsh measures as a complete remodelling of de-

sign. In fact, they are already disappearing, and have
been very greatly modified within the last two or three

years. A better understanding of metallurgy will give

us valves which do not break, and rings which will

wear longer. A very slight modification of carburetter

design will prevent dust entering the cylinder via the

carburetter. The hinged petrol drain tap has already

reduced the starting trouble to inconsiderable dimen-
sions. Lower compression is also minimising knocking
and overheating. Better design of piston rings, coupled
with refinements of lubrication, are reducing wear of

the cylinder bore. In conclusion, I look confident!)

forward to the near future when I shall buy an air-

cooled motor bicycle of light weight and extreme effi

ciency, which will not be marred in use by any of the

seven troubles included in my list.
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A Cure for Puncture Troubles.

[4518.]—One still hears a lot about puncture tro^ibles on
tours and in competition.s, but a preparation called Miraculum
does not seem very well l^nown. I put a tube of this in eacli

tyre of my motor cycle over a year ago, and the only trouble
I have had is to pull out the nail, thorn, or gla.ss, pnmp up,
and ride off—time three minutes.
T iiave motor cycled a good deal on these Spanish roads

without talcing a spare tube or outfit, picking up many nails,

glass, etc., in the back tyre, but the front still has Coventry
air in it. I have no inteiest in the makers of this prepara-
.tion save that of a ^ati.efied user.
" Gibraltar. L. M. BAENES._

A Suggested Aid to Valve Removing.
[45J9.]—I often wonder whether the commercial valve

I'emover has a ready sale, as it always struck me as being
such a clumsy tool to carry with one (and it is usele.?s

possessing one if it is not always in the toolbag).- I thought
perhaps an equally efficient and more convenient substitute
would be of interest. This simply consists of a Avooden
plug or disc which will fit loosely on the valve head, and of
such a height that when the valve cap is screwed down a few'

threads the plug is pressed down on to the valve. With this

in position the raising of the spring by leverage with a
screwdriver against a radiator fin is extremely easy, and the
cotter can then be removed with pliers, or even the fingers.

It will answer on alnlopt any maeliine with side bv side
m.o.v.

'

PJAjG.

Ease ot Start ng.

[4520.]—;May I say how cordially I agree with the
writer of the par;,graph on the above subject in a recent
issue. I believe there is notlring that will promote the use
of the motor cycle so much as a fitment that would
make it as easy to mount and start as a pedal bicycle.
Take my own case, and I have no doubt there are thousands
of similar ones, I should certainly have got a motor cycle
several years since but for the trouble of starting. When I

saw younger men having to run by the side of their machines
to get up steam and then to mount while the machine was
in motion, I knew it was no use my investing in a mount
which required a feat of gymnastics every' time before it

could be ridden, for I am neither young nor active. I am
still waiting for a motor cycle to be 'marketed that will be as
easy to ttiouilt and ride away as a pedal bicvcle.

'H. ALLEN.

Inerea-.e of Speed on Slightly Raising Exhaust Valine.

[4521.]—This question has struck me as being easily
explained. The exhaust valve of all motor cycle engines has
a strong spring which closes the valve sharply like striking
a blow with a hammer. When striking a blow with a hammei
on a piece of solid iron the hammer will rebound. I think
this is what happens to our exhaust valve. Instead of it

closing as we think it does it drops on the seat and bounces
up again, and eo allows a portion of the explosion to get
past. By partially lifting the valve as we think we simply
" take the weight " of the valve and let it gently down on the
seat, so stopping the rebound. This is the reason, I think,
of the increase of speed obtained when the engine is running
fast. No doubt we should obtain the same result by fitting
another spring to act in the opposite direction and so break
the force of the blow and form a cushion.

W. G. DARGIE.

Improvements in Detail.

[4522.]—ilr. Fred Stuart evidently misunderstood some
remarks of mine in a recent letter to The Motor Cycle, the

tail end of wliiclr was, I confess, rather carelessly expressed.

My point wan not that the valves on my Triumph need

specivUy frequent grinding in (which is certainly not the

case), but that, whenever it becomes necessary from any

caufe [e.g., when scraping deposit off cylinder) to remove
a valve, it is more convenient to have a proper valve ex-

tractor for the purpose than to run the ris',^ of breaking one

of the radiating fins of the cylinder by using a screwdriver

or spanner as a lever, which is, I believe, the clumsy re-

source of a good many riders.

If only this most courteous but busiest of all firms woald
give me a bayonet-joint fitting for the tops of the gas and
air pistons, I would ask notlring more. In conclusion,

might I suggest to jNIr. Stuart that one of liis piston rings

is either too tight a fit or else is broken and has jammed,
and that if he will unship the cylinder he will probably dis-

cover the leason for the suspiciously good compression of

his engine after 3,000 miles work. My weight is seventeen
stones. AUSTIN LESTER.

Coupling Attachments.
[4523.]—Having noticed in The Motor Cycle, which 1

have taken regularly for three years, that several readers have
asked for experiences with a pedal bicycle coupled to a

motor bicycle, I beg to say that my wife and I have had
some very delightful rides so coupled My coupler is the

Unito. The steering

is like an ordinary
motor bicycle—after

the first mile the
passenger attachment
IS not noticed. Our
first ride was thirty
miles; no troub'e
whatever. With long
spindles in the front
and back wheels of
the pedal cycle to en-

able lock nuts to be
fitted the coupling is

perfectly safe ; of

course, we do not take
corners at twenty
miles an hour. I
have taken my wife
from East Grinstead
to Pevensey Bay,
starting on a rise from
home and then
through Ashdown
Forest to Hailsham,
plenty of coi-iiers

from there to the
Bay, and she has

not had to pedal a stroke on her machine. _ My motor is a

3i h.p. Kerry, 1904 pattern. The vibration to'
',
assenger is

not great. I have not been a passenger, but my \,ife and a
male friend both say the-y do not notice any 'to speak of,
unless the road is very rough ; even then spring forks and
a spring seat-pillar would no doubt absorb a good deal of it.

The makers' instructions must be carefully followed when
fitting, and the measurements noted ; after ' that the attach-
ment may be uncoupled and the fittings carried on either
machine when used for solo riding. ._ W. J. AVERY.
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Mr. and Mrs. Avery, who usr a Unite
coup ing attachment, their experiences with
which are reated in the accompanying letter.
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Road Dangers at Night.

[4524.]—I have read with interest the letters in your
valuable paper on road dangers at night, and should like to

tell you what befell me about three weeks ago.

I was coming home from one of my country journeys. It

was pitch dark and raining fast, when suddenly I struck

something, and when I had picked myself up I discerned tliat

I was in the midst of a dozen or so cows.

I sprained my wrist badly ; the lamp and handle-bars were
emasaed, also the footrests. The repairs cost me 34s., and
I had a narrow escape of being very seriously injured. Of
course, the drover had no light at all. It is a disgrace that

no law compels drovers to carry a coloured light.

F. JOLLIFFE.

A Puzzling Case.

[4525.]—With reference to Mr.- Lucas's article, "A
Puzzlrng Case," in the issue of January 10th, I have had
exactly the same experience with my 1909 3^ h.p. Humber.
Every time I opened the throttle wide the engine would come
to an absolute stop, but would start again quite easily just

afterwards. This occurred on about twenty occasions, and
I managed to find out the cause just before I read Mr.
Lucas's article. A new Oleo plug entirely cured the trouble,

and I have not had it occut since. I have examined the old
(Oleo) plug, which has been over 3,000 miles, and find the
points have been fused.. Used in this condition the plug
retains the heat, and after running the engine fast for some
time the points get very hot. On opening the throttle wide
the increased heat from stronger explosions causes the points
to get white hot, thus exploding the niixture too early.

Using a plug in this condition causes the engine to overheat
considerably, as the spark does not occur so quickly with
an old fused plug as with a new one, consequently more gas
has to be given to do the work.

Mr. Lucas mentions that both plugs had been ove,r 1,003
miles, but of course some will last much longer than others.
Thanking Mr. Lucas for his straightforward article,

A. C. BOBBINS.

The Transmission Question.
[4526.]—" Civil Engineer" rather oversteps the mark in

saying that motor cyclists resemble a flock of sheep. A more
shrewd class of men does not exi.st. He lauds tlie Whittle
belt and criticises the rubber belts. Jly experience has been
entirely different with regard to rubber beltsr My last belt—a Shamrock-Gloria—ran seven months (all weathers) with-
out being shortened, and I cannot remember removing the
belt from the pulleys during that period. I was not troubled
with slipping or fasteners breaking, and I am using the
same Stanley hook fastener in a new belt.

Sly machine is a 5i h.p. and fast. Bad weather does not
stoo me, nor greasy roads, not even in darltness or fog.
" Civil Engineer " must be wrong in saying the belt does
not wear tlie pulleys. I find a rubber belt wears my pulleys
con.siderably. He also forgets that if he gets more mile-
age with a Whittle he lose.? it in the pulley bearing by extra
weai- of that part. Perhaps he has not noticed how the old
chain-driven machines threw the oil from the sprocket side
bearing all over the rider and machine, due to nothing but the
rigid drive and no slipping medium, thus wearing the bearing.

Surely he does not compare a Whittle belt with rubber and
canvas for flexibility. If the Whittle fits the pulleys perfectly
it can only be compared with a chain. With a rubber belt
apply the brake to the rear wheel with the engine running
on the stand, and watch the belt give without slipping,
which must lengthen the life of the bearings a great deal,
besides putting no strain on the engine.
Although I have had such satisfactory results with belts,

my next mount will be a shaft-driven one, as the belt throws
mud all over the machine—mv on!y objection to it.

PONY.

Beaded-edge v. Wired-on Tyres.
[4527.]—I would like to add my experiences to the present

little controversy in yo"r columns, "Beaded-edge or Wired-
on Tyres." Up to'l907 I always had a standard pattern
motor cycle with beaded-edge tyi'es. In that year the T.T.
model was born, and I ran a 1907 standard with beaded-edge
tyres alongside, so to speak, a T.T. with wired-on. I had
ridden some 6,000 miles when the T.T. came on the scene,
and before long it required a very great effort on my part to
leave the T.T. in tlie shed and go out on the standard. I
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tried all sorts of dodges, changing over wheels, engines, etc.,

at various times, and came to the conclusion that the wiced-
on tyre was faster, and enabled the machine to pick up more
quickly, and it gave an increased flexibility (incidentally, I

lost my taste for the standard frame with pedals). As far as

reliability goes, I think I cannot do better than state what
happened to my tyres (2in. x 26in. wired-on Dunlops) in ea -h

of the last Six Days" Trials.

In 1907 I had 'seven punctures (due to seven nails), but
although these tyres are reputed to be hard to detach, they
came off and went back rapidly enough to prevent any loss of

marks.
In 1908 I had one thin wire nail through the back cover.;

In 1909 I again had one puncture (a nail). My tyres in

1908-9 were in splendid condition at the finish ; in fact, in.

1908 I called the judges' notice to the state of the treads, for,

there was not a single scratch visible, and that after crossing
the Grampians.

In 1907 I wore out the same number of covers on each
machine in approximately the same mileage, roughly, one
cover every 2,000 miles on the back and every 3,000 on the^

front. Once a tyre begins to go I scrap it.

F. C. MUSTARD,
i

Experiences w^th a 3i h.p. ard Sidecar.
[4528.]—As the performances of motor cycles with side-

cars seem to be evoking considerable interest, the following
may interest those of your readers who contemplate sidecaring
during this year.

I bought my Phelon and Moore and sidecar in August last,'

and since then have done about 2,000 miles. I find that
the combination will not average more than seventeen and
a half miles per hour over give and take roads, but it will
cUmb practically anything on the low gear ; I have only had>
to shed passenger once. If the gear is kept clean, i.e., free:

from excess of grease, the machine without sidecar will take
absolutely anything on top gear solo, and it is a real treat in
traffic or on grease, once tlie rider has become thoroughly at^

Mr. W. We.ford and his 3; h.p. two-speed P and m. and sidecar.

(See accompanying letter.)

home with the gear manipulation in conjunction with the
throttle and half compression levers.

The accompanying photograph was taken at the Blackpool
Aviation Meeting last October, the run back being made
rid Preston. Clitheroe. Skipton, and Boston Spa; a long
detour involving something like 160 miles was done in

pouring rain and without the slightest trouble.
In conclusion, if one is content to travel at a comfortable

jog-trot pace of sixteen to seventeeii^ iuile£ per hour, one
need not have any qualms with regard to sidecaring with a
P. and M.

"

W. WELFORD.
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Water-cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.

[4529.]— I was very glad, when opening my copy of T/u-

Motor Cjicle of January 3rd, to read " Ailette's " article on
water-cooling of motor bicycle engmes, and lo find his opinion

bacl-ced np on January 10th by "Rotator." Wliilst both
these writers are agreed as to the many advantages w-liirh

water-coding would have over air-cooling, both appear to

think (especially the latter) that there are a good, many.

j

obstacles still in the way.

: Among some of the drawbacks mentioned are unsightly

radiators and Avater pipe connections, increased weight, and
reduced petrol ajid oil capacity. I am glad to be able to

be in a position to tell your contributors ai^d all others

j interested in the subject that these drawbacks do not exist

Jin the machine I am using. "
, ^

1 I was fortunate enough to get hold of one of t';e !rv.'

sGrei?n's water-cooled engines referred to by

!" Ailette " about three years ago, and any
doubts I may have had as to its many merits
were quickly shunted directly I had the oppor-
tunity of comparing it with my previous mounts.

1; My machine has no unsightly pipes and con-

[Inections, neither is the weight increased beyond
ithe very small quantity of water required (about

[;3i lbs. only), and the tank capacity is not re-

i'duced. Jly valves I never look at for manj
[months together, the cylinder and piston remain
so free from carbonisation I don't know what
'premature firing means, and engine starts from
cold at any time without having to tinker with

I

a paraffin squirt. The greatly increased power
lover any air-cooled engine of the same size and
|its flexibility were a revelation to me, as it is

jjto all my friends.

!
I may here luention one little incident which

occurred last. autumn : Whilst out with a friend
ieach with a sidecar and carrying full average
(weight passengers, my -friend's motor failed him,
fand I was obliged to take him in tow—sidecar,
passenger, and all—and except for the stiffest

hills neither of them had to dismount for the
twenty miles we had to do to get home. This
happened when we were in the neighbourhood
|of Wadhurst, not far from Tunbridge Wells,
which will be appreciated by all those familiar
with this district.

Since I have had the machine I have driven
many thousands of miles over all kinds of roads
and in all weathers, both alone and with side-
car and passenger, and have never required to
;Use the pedals—in fact, I have not got any—
and, generally speaking, I have been free from
many little troubles I used to have with my air-

cooled machines.
Lastly, I must not forget to mention economy

of running. The saving in this respect is con-
siderable, especially as regards lubricating oil.

The consumption of this is ridiculously small.
In conclusion, I can only hope that these few remarks by

one who has had the opportunity of putting a new idea to
a practical test for a considerable period may prove of some
little interest to your readers. "

C. CATT.

to be 150 lbs. I only gave the published weights. Whe 1

Mr. Robinson says that I rushed into print he is entirely

wrong, as it was onlj' after some weeks' consideration of this

matter that I decided to refer to it in a letter. Personally.
I do not think the general public cares a brass button whether
a lightweight will do 133 or 233 miles to the gallon so lorg

as it will wear well and is reasonably comfor*table for the
purposes for which it is intended.

ilay I repeat that I have nothing but admiration for thj
Douglas machine and its performances, but that I fail to see

how . a machine weighing 120 lbs. in riding trim can be
termed a lightweight. Rather would it be better at once to

acknowledge it as a medium weight machine.
HAROLD KARSLAKE.

[4531.}—I canot let Mr. B. G. Durkin's letter in the

issue of December 27th gp unanswered, as T am neither

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

j

[4530.]—I notice irr Mr. Robinson's letter [4497] his

I

explanation of the weights of the Douglas machines in the
jM.C.C. petrol consumption trial last September. The fact
that it was necessary to weigh up the machines in order to

,

benefit by the 30% extra allowance of petrol (which was
really inte/ided for heavyweight machines) .shows in my
[opinion that the makers had not much faith in their standard

I

machine winning on petrol consumption.
I With all due respect, I would liRe to remind ^Ir. Eobin-
json ancT your readers that all machines, lightweights in-

eluded, were hopelessly beaten in this trial by a heavy-

j

weight machine, namely, Mr. R. C. Davis's 5^ h'.p. Griffon,
which did many more miles per gallon than any other motor
cycle. The fact that I was an assistant at the scales
does not prevent my referring to the weights publifhed in
your paper. If Mr. Robinson~will read my letter [4455] again
he will see it is not I who assume the weight of the Douglas

C£ course, the motor cyc'e is playing a part in the e'ection. The photograph shows Mr. W.
Gibbons using his two-strolte bcott motor bicyc.e and sidecar to convey a voter to the po.ing
station. It is said that the above combination had a great deal to do with Mr. W. Hayes
Fisher's success at Fu.ham !

" over forty and married," nor are my " nerves in such a

state that I avi^id all tow-us.". On the contrary, I am
younger and in quite the same condition as he describes

himself to be, and yet I prefer a lightweight for all the

year riding to a heavyweight. My experience is considerably

longer than his, and on machines from 1-| h.p. to 6 h.p. My
present machint—a 2\ h.p. Moto-Reve—as the easiest

machine imaginable in traffic, as it will run so beautifully

slowly. I grant hini that the maximum available speed is

lower, but then I can always average well over the legal

limit for hours at a stretch. Because he finds more pleasure

in a high-powered heavyweight it is no reason for him to

run down all others. I should like Mr. Durkin to drive

his machine every day, say, from Clapham to Highgate for

a week, and then do the same with a lightweight, and say

which he prefers. G. L. ANDREWS.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"H. B. R." (Jlonkstown) would like readers' experiences

with the A.S.L. motor bicvcle.

"Enquirer" (Hampstead) would like readers' experiences

with the A.C. sociable tricar, particularly with- regard to

reliability, silence, hill climbing, cost, and comfort.
" Secondyear " (Wakefield) would like readers' experiences

of a 1909 Humber two-speed model.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE IN
By EARLE L

I

WAS \'ery much surprised, as well as somewhat
grieved, to read in the issue of January 3rd the

article by " Transatlazitic," entitled "The Motor
Cycle in the United States." As one who is

thoroughly acquainted with motor cycle conditions

—

not only in the States, but in Great Britain as well

—

I am, perhaps, qualified to criticise this article.

If the friend mentioned by the author of the article

had not actually visited the States I should have con-

cluded that he had been misinformed with regard to

the actual conditions of affairs. However, I can only

assume that in examining American motor cycles he

^\^SLS unfortunate enough to come in contact only with

old models ; and even if this were the case some of

the statements are not correct.

Taking the article as a whole ij: is entirely mis-

leading, and contains many statements that are abso-

lutely false.

Different Countries have Different Ideas.

To be specific, it is to be expected that motor
cyclists on this siiJe of the water have certain ideas

which, it is not surprising to learn, differ materially

from those held by enthusiasts of the motor C}cle in

the States. If we prefer a certain type of tank, a

certain frame outline, and, perhaps, rather brilliant

enamels, it seems to me we have a perfect right to use

these, and it is a little unfair for motor_ cycle enthu-

siasts outside the States to criticise our tastes, much
less to say that they do not follow good engineering

practice. There are certain fundamental principles,

however, involved in motor cycle design, and in what-

ever country the motor cycle is made these should be
followed. As far as mechanical construction and
efficiency are concerned, we motor c}clists of the United
States welcome the criticism, of our English cousins;

but as far as the appearance of the machine is con-

cerned, that is something which we must decide for

ourselves, and which is governed by our own tastes.

" Transatlantic's " friend states :
" Very few makers

have yet adopted the magneto as standard, though
many are ready to fit it as an extra." That was the

state of affairs about two years ago. Last year practi-

cally every prominent maker marketed a magneto
machine as standard, and this year I do not know of

a single exception where this is not the case.
" Some of the few stands I saw were worse than

useless-." If this is the case, all I can say is that the

stand, which is practically a regular equipment on
all the prominent makes, was a direct copy of the

stand used on the Vindec, which is the identical type

used on most of the English machines. We have
found it very efficient indeed j in fact, as far as I have
been able to observe, it leaves nothing to be desired.

Frame Design.
As to the advantage of using the loop type of frame

with the engine bolted to clips, or what " Trans-

atlantic's " friend calls a straight tube frame, where
the engine is clamped to the frame and the crank case

serves as a part of the frame structure itself * here again

opinions differ. Looking at it from a strictly engineer-

ing standpoint, I believe that the loop type of frame is,

if anythijig, stronger than the straight tube type, and I

believe it is an error when he states that the latter type

of frame is lighter than the former. In one case we

THE UNITED STATES.
OVINGTON.
have a firm mechanically-correct frame, and in the

other we have tube members of the frame divided in

order to introduce the crank case of the engine. Again

this is a matter of appearance, for I think there is little

to choose between the two types from an engineering'

standpoint.

There is one very good criticism of American machines

which says that the exhaust piping is often long, thin.

and full of bends. Americans attach a good deal "i

importance to appearances, and the type of tubinu

described is often necessary in order to place tin

silencer behind the bottom bracket and just clear ni

the rear wheel. The very fact that American engines

give the service they do with such an exhaust pipe,

and that we have so little trouble with our exhaust

valves, seems to me to speak volumes in favour >!

American engine design.

Reliability Contests.

The paragraph wliich reads, " Of pourse the majority

of American makers have never had to cater for

reliability in the same sense that our makers regard it,

for most of their customers only use their machines-

for short excursions to suburban resorts, the country

roads being so unspeakably vile," is, I am afraid, the^

opinion of one who does not read our motor cycle

,

periodicals, nor does he follow very closely reliability

runs in the United States. British reliability contests

usually extend over a greater time than ours, but as

far as strenuous riding is concerned I do not think

British riders really know what it is. On our endur-

ance runs we often strike sand six or eight' inches deep

for many miles at a time, hills several miles in length

with a very rough road surface, and it is not at all

;

unusual for a motor c\clist to be throwai violently

:

from his machine by Ijeing forced to ride o\'er a rock

larger than his head.

At the conclusion of the article it is acknowledgeif

that a large percentage of our riders get througli

:

these endurance trials with credit; that is not because

such contests are not made difficult enough, but because

many of our riders are expert in driving a motor

;

c\Tle over very rough roads with locomotive-like

regularity.

The Transmission Question.

The statement that the chain drive is an easy winner

over the belt, that it is simply due to the shoddy
nature of most Yankee belts, and that it is impossible .

to obtain a decent belt of American manufacture, is

quite erroneous. It may be of interest to " Trans-

atlantic " and readers of The Motor Gijcle when I state

that from my positive knowledge there is not a single

prominent American manufacturer of belt-driven

machines who does not use a foreign belt, and in e-\'ery

case—with one exception—the belt is the Shamrock-
Gloria canvas and rubber belt, used so universally in

England. The one maker who is the exception uses

}'our own leather Watawata belt.

Taken as a whole, therefore, the article by " Trans-
atlantic " does a great injustice to the American motor
cycle industry ; and from the statements made " Trans-
atlantic " has shown that he is in one of "two positions

—either he is not as well informed as he would lead

us to believe by his article, or else he is wilfully trying

to mislead the motor "cyclists of England.
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QUALITY.
^6 have thT'largest stock of High-class Machines.

4St received trom makers, a few

1909^ HUMBERS
nd new. These you can hardly tell from igio models,
g fitted with improved paticrn silencers, spring forks.

ar pulleys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, H. B. control
itered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

ip operated by foot, stand and carrie:, toolbag with
ools fitted to handle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£43 10s., or exchange, or credit.
Special Discount for Cash.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
FOR Sale, two 1908 Triumphs, in flrst-cIaBs condi-

tion.—For particulars, apply J. L- Balmforth.
Ormskirk, Lanes.

3Xh.p- Ariel. Moseley's non-skid, perfect and powerful,
2 il2; riffid reversible sidecar. £3.—Rawclitte,

Billiugtuii. Whalley, Lancashire.

09i SINGLE SPEED HUMBERS.
rand new, fitted with latest pattern silencers, spring
>, magnetos, pedalling gear, stand, carrier, toolbag.
;, nimiber plates,

£37 15s., exchange or credit.

I^sh offers wanted, Why buy second-hand machines
^n brand new, up-to-date, fully guaranteed machines
be had at these prices. Remember number is limited.

NEW 1909 ARMOS.
/e have a few Brand New sh h.p. Models, fitted with
[netos, h.-b. control, complete with tools, etc.

1st price, ;f45. Our price, £32 10s. Or exchange,
Cash offers wanted.

IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

i.p. REX DE LUXES, magnetos, Roc clutch, hnndlc
starting, spring forks, spring Seat.

ipletc with sidecar, £27 15s. Or exchange.
Cash offers wanted.

edit or Exchange. Send for List.
i.p. QUADRANT, 1909, Roc two-speed .... £32 IQ
p. MINERVA, magneto, French grev £li2 10

[i.p. ARNO, magneto, H.B. control, new .... £33 10
b.p. ARNO, magneto, new, non-skid £32 15
ti.p. ARNO, magneto, new, Palmer's £33 10
li.p. HUM13ER, new, igog model £39 10
h.p. REX, igog "fnurist. s )iled only £32 10
b.p. igog DOUGLAS, like new £32 tO
a.p. REX, igog model, like new. £32 10
h.p. Twin BRUVVN, igoS, magneto, fir'i engine £28 10
I.p. BAT magneto, spring frame, two Si.,c;eds . . £24 10
I.p. TRIUMPH, tgog, ne:irly new £35
I.p. TRIUMPH, igoS, good order £30 Q
I.p. HUMBER. T909, two speeds, non-skids .. £37 10
I.p. MINERVA, magneto, 2^ tyres £18 15
I.p. LLOYDS, vfrlical engine, 26in. wheels .

.

£8 15
I.p. igog HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
I.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2}in. tjTcs, long bars .. £22 10
I.p. N.S.U., magneto, 1908, smart £17 10
ji.p. REX, igo8, magneto, h.b. control £17 10
n.p. REX, 1909, nearly new £32
I.p. REX DE LUXE Roc clutch, magneto .

.

£25 10
I.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
I.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low built .... £16 10
I.p. RE.X, spring forks, trembler coii £10 10
I.p. REX, 26in. wheels, M.O.V.. h.b. control.. £8 15
I.p. QUADRANT, igoS, magneto, M.O.V. .

.

£25 10
end for list of 200 machines. Cash buyers receive
:ial quotations.

THIS WEEK'S SPICV BARGAIN.
h.p._ QUADRANT, in good running order, complete

ti coil, belt, accumulator, number-plates, etc.
£« 19s. 9d. £4 19s. 9d. £4 19s. Sd.

A'e will reserve machine upon receipt of £r deposit, and
L-pt balance 5/- weekly.

I linn ^vaiUiig for good magneto m.nchmes.
<I,UUU have ymi tn ""

"

'^ell ?

What

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET, off Square, Road,

'

HALIFAX.

h.p. Fafuir, Chater-Lea frame. H.B. control, tyres
nearly now. ivith Liberty sidecar, cood order; £17

., oUers.—Day. Brick Co-, Selby. Yofks.

6hp. Vindec, Peugeot engine. Bosch, handle-bar
control. B. and B., pulley, silencers, complete, per-

t crderr £13,—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

ih.p. Triumph, 1907, magneto; £17 just been spent
2 on same, everything renewed, perfect conditicn;
' —Bennett, 34, Dicconson St., Wigan.^.

"I
Q09 Triumph, free engine model, condition as new.

J-tf spares, horn, etc., run 900 miles, guaranteed; £44
cash.—Hardman. jun-, 3, Bro'mwich St-, Bolton.

LIGHTWEIGHT Douglas and F.N. motors, latest

models.in stock at 74, Bold St-, Liverpool.—Hitch-
iiig,s, Ltd-, are the solo agents, and invite enquiries-

3 h.p. Humber Cycle, free engine, 26 wheels, very low.

£12, honestly ivorth £20: quad back axle and front.

with wheel, new tyres, cheap-—Luiub, Lord St.. Rochdale

l Q08 (October) 6h-p. Twin Peugeot, magneto, H-B-
Jt-U controls, all refinements; £27 10s-. or exchange
,';ins;le cr lightweitrht and cash-- 13. Sun St., Pitsmocr.
Sheffield.

5-6h.p. Twin Res, spring forks, cantilever seat-pillar,

new tyres; a bargain; will accept 13 guineas--Tay-
lor. 21, Eentley Grove, Meanwood, Leeds- Seen by ap-
pointment.

1 Q09 Triumph, not been ridden 200 miles, Polkey
J-aJ lamp and generator, trinote horn, new last

August; price £37.—Wilson, 19, Wellingtjn St-, Brad-
ford, Manchester.

TRIUMPH 1910 Motor Cycle, delivery from works in
ten days; would make small sacrifice, having bought

car--Letters only, Thwaites, 14, Baldovan Place, Round-
hay Rd.. Leeds-

5 h.p. Twin Rex (1908). spring forks, magneto ignition,
enamelling and plating in flrat-class condition, tyreS'

as new, automatic adjustable pulley; £26, or offer.—28.
Dock St., Leeds.

PHELON and Moore, 2Jh-p., accumulator, bought end
1907. registered June. 1908. handle-bar control,

spare valves, etc.; £25; owner bought 1910-—Hardman,
Yeadon, Yorkshire.

1 Q09 Triumph, perfect order, £32; 1907 Triumph,
Xt/ £26; 3ih.p. Quadrant. £17 lOs- ; 2ih.p- Clyde,
low tension magneto, £5; 25h-p. Hmnber, chain drive. £6
lOs—Carr, Fleet St., Bury.

MOTO-REVE, twin-cyl., lightweight, 2h.p-, latest 1909
model magneto, Druid pprmg forks, not ridden

200 miles, pplendid hill-r-limber ; cost £40. accept £26.—
Hancock. ^A"estb^ook Mill, Sheffield.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery, come and see me
before purchasing your 1910 mount, any make

supplied; second-hanu Trinniphs taken in part payment-
—Triumph Agent, 53. Trafl'ord Ed.. Salford.

READY for Delivery.—1910 Premier. 54h.p., twin,
quite the coming success, and undoubtedly the

finest little jiggers on the market ; 50 guineas ; exchanges
entertained; send for list.-Hardman. Stockton Heath.

N.S-U-. Ssh.p., magneto, perfect order, Amac, padded
sad'l';. Lucas Kins of the Road headlight, separate

generator, full kit of tools, spare belt, valves, tube, etc-

;

best offers taken-—J. Whitehead, 34, Clyde St., Oldhara-

31h.p. Fafuir; Whittle, Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, ad-
2 justable pulley, swan-neck saddle, enamelled grey,

footboards, very fast- and nearly new camera, accessories;
cost £10. exchange for modern twin motor cycle.—Short,
Rljread Eagle Yard, Chesterfield.

POWERFUL 3!.h-p, Rex, accumulator, with Mont-
gomery flexible sidecar; £17; sell together or separ-

ately, or excbanse magneto lightweight, cash adjustments.
-Griffiths. 51, Downing St., Ardwick, Manchester.

1 Q07 Triumph, new 1908, excellent condition, sound.
XtF real beauty, new special non-skid tyre and tube
ro'^t 4.^'i.. new belt, larjre horn, lamp, and two-way gener-
ator, H-B. control, spare tyre, valves, etc.; complete for
£26.-8, Roscoe St-, Middlesbrough.

SCOTT 2-strDke 2-speed Water-coolea Motor Cycles [for

which Hitchings. Ltd-, are the sole Liverpool and
district agents), should be ordered now to ensure early

delivery; send for descriptive catalogue--Hitchings, Ltd-,

74, Bold St.. Liverpool.

ABSOLUTELY a Gift—3-3ih.p., vertical engine. 26in.
wheels, tyres fair condition, low frame, spring

forks, Minerva carburetter, stand, etc-, only fault frame
wants slight repair, best offer above £4 10s.—53, Traf-
ford Bd., Salford.

7 h.p- Matchless-J-A.P.. 1909. perfect condition, new
Shamrock 2iin- tyre, J.A.P. automatic carburetter,

adjustable pulley, two extra tube.?, lamp, horn, watch,
tools, spares; complete, £37; splendid machine for side-

car; ride 50 miles.—Rinomer. 58a. Btandishgate, Wigan-

LIVERPOOL Motorists should, to protect their in-

terests, buy Triumph, Douglas, Scott, and F-N-
motors only from the re.sponsible official agents, Hitcli-

ings. Ltd-, 74. Bold St., who alone can substantiate

the makers' guarantees, and also supply spare parts from
stock-

£4 17s. Gd
CORONET
SIDECARS

BOOTH'S MOTORIES
SRECIAUITIES.

Before buying a Sidecar, send for illustrated circular

explainmg the advantages of " CORONET " Sidecars over
other makes. Delivery from stock to suit Minervas,
Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and any other make. Attached
in three minutes.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held

in any position by a simple

yet ingenious contrivance.
Gear can be altered with-

out the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand.
Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear yoinr machine suitable

for hill-climbing.
Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending.old pulley foi

pattern. Discount to trade.

*'GRIPSKiN" BELTING.

' O O O- O O
O' O;.. o O o o

In answering these advertisements U is desirable i-o mention

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on tbe market. Longer lite

than rubber.

Sin., lOd. ; ^^in., lid. ; |in., 1/1; iin.,1/2.
Special terms to the trade.

TYRES- XY«ES. TYRES,
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

NEW DUNLOP AND CLINCHER COVERS.
24 or 26 or 28 X 2in 17 /-

24 or 26 or 28 X 2i 17/6
24 or 26 or 28 X 2iin 18 '-

Clincher Tubes, all sizes each 4/1

1

28 X 2 or 2iin. Dunlop Wired Covers ,, 11/6
24 X 2jin. cupper-Reflex Beaded Covers „ 14/6

Large stock of Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sham-
rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from 59/6.

Your old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-

bar control. We keep a large stoclc of carburetters. Be
up to date. Price reasonable.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mudguards and Stays sin., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 3 h.p 3,3
Long handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6 6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17 6
200 Fuller Plain Coils fyour old coil taken in exchange) 10^6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9

50 Pairs New X'lall Spring Forks, latest 15/-

Longuemarc, Minerva, F.N, carburetters .... each 5/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, fit Rex 35/-

Albion Free Engine Clutch, fit Rex 29/-

Mabon Free Engine Clutch, fit Triumph 39/-

New Oppermann Three-speed Gear-box, cost £11.. £5
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.

Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 10s.

ENGINES.
3 h.p. Motor Boat Engine, two flywheels, fitted

with propeller, pump, carburetter, and silencer £8 10
4-i h.p. Coronet, M.O.V., water-cooled, new £7 15

3I h.p. De Dion, water-cooled £5 15

4 h.p. Twin Standard, wants overhaulmg £2 5
EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.

BOOTH'S nnOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET (off Square Road), HALIFAX.

Telephone 1062.

'The. Motor Cycle." A3
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BRADBURY, 24h.p.. 1907. good condition and run-

ning' order. Clinchers; good, actiunulutor, just over-
linnlcd by makers; wliat ofier.s?—nmcliclifile. Upper
r.ri-l-e, Holmfirth.

TEIUMPHS—Hitchings, Ltd. (the official agents), have
several second-hand machines for sale at low prices.

1907, 1908. and 1909 models; all guaranteed; inspec-
tion invited.—Hitehings, Ltd.. 74. Bold St-, Liverpool-

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

23.h.p- Kern% just le-bushed. long bars, good tvn-'s : 1

4 bargain, £6.—Adams, Wilfred St., IJerby.
|

TRIUMPH. 1909. liltle used, excellent condition, back !

wheel fitted with three-gtiinea non-skid, guaran-
'

tned: £36.—Moss, Wem.

MINERVA Lightweight, 1-Jh.p.. new back tyre and
j

belt, good conanion; £7 10,-.—Atkins, Ketley
Bank. Oakengates, Salop.

1 Q08 Triumph, little used, splendid condition, com-

j

JiU pletely titted. every spare; £33.—Pemberton, 8. I

Linon Grove, Hale. Cheshire.

MIDGET Bicai. Fafnir. M.O-LV., nearly new Hutchiu-

!

son engine, perfect. 1910 B. and B-. new Simms
'

magneto; £24-—Call at any time, Soden-Brown, Lichfield
St., Wolverhampton-

F.N-, 5-6h.p., 1909 model, perfect, new tyres. E.O-M-
back, Continental rubber non-skid front, complete,

watch, reflector. Autoclipse lamp, spare tube, horn; £32;
owner obtained post Navy.—Apply, The Triplex Co.,
Wrexham.

5 -eh. p. Twin Res. and Duplex steering, Millford side-

car, good condition throughout, reliable, all spares;
30 mile trial to purchaser in sidecar; combination £20.
without sidecar, £15 10s-; Rex pulleys- 4in. and 5in..

Is. each—Smith, Ro-e Cottngf. Wednesfield-

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

3Xh.p- Yindec, magneto, thoroughlv sound order, long
2 lumdJe-bars ; £17--E. J. Hill. Holbeach. Lines-

FOR Sale. Bradbury, Si-hp., handle-bar control, new
last July; £28.—Apply, 60 Richmond Rd-, Lincoln-

REX, spring forks, up to date, and genuine tyres, as
new ; offers-—Smith, Hart? Garage. Moor St., Bir-

mingham.

Iili.p- Motosacoche, accumulator ignition, excellent con-
4 dition, very reliable; £12—205. Broomfield Rd-,

Covi;'ntrj'.

3h.p. F-N-, perfect, Continental belt, studded tyres, long
bars, spares, overhauled ; £9—B. Smith, Wood-

thorpe. Notts.

MOTOSACOCHE, complete.' square, spring forks, new
back tyre, gcod condition; £13.—Daws. 35, Tenny-

,-on St.. Leicester-

CHASE, Sih-p., magneto, li-b- control. Palmer tyres,
low. just overhauled, re-enamelled; £20-—34, Wel-

lington Rd-, Smethwick.

1 Q09 Triamiph. Clincher tyres, S-G. belt, splendid con-
-i-^ dition, climb anything ; a bargain, £35.—Palmer.
Jiutcher Row. Coventry-

4h-p. Twin. Peugeot engine. 21in- frame, 26in- wheels.
fast and reliable; photo; bargain; 14 guineas- —

Morris, photographer. Bourne.

TRIUMPH. late 1908. splendid condition, new Palmer
cord tyres, spares; £32, no offers--C- W- Blythe,

17, Market Place, Coventry-

THE Largest Stock of Motor Cvcles and tricars in the'
Midlands is at the CC.R. Motor Works, Ford St.,

St. Ann's Well Rd-. Nottingham-

1 Q09 Free Engine Triumph, overhaizled Xmas. perffct
J-*J condition. £5 worth spares; £40-—Box No. 3,936
T7te Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

3ih-p. Rex, low, and fast. BlOO, 26in. Peter Unicns.
2 B. and B-, splendid order, spring forks; £14.—

Billiard, 47, Church Gate, Loughborough.

IQOg Humber Two-speed Motor Cycle. Druid forks.
-I- *Lf Dunkip studded, scarcely soiled ; accept £34.
complete-— 358. Stratford Rd-, Birmingham.

Qh.p. Clyde, magneto, brass torpedo tank, h-b. con-
^^ trol. spring forks, low, accessories; £12; can be
ndden away.—Perkin =

. 9a, St- Mary's St-, Stamford-

^ih.p- Minerva, Chater fittings, Ideal fan, front wheel^E4 to convert, two accumulators, spares, Matchless
'.'xhaust. Grose back, just overhauled; £16—Owen. Bid-
ford, Warwickshire.

31.h.p. Quadrant, little used, surface, coil and accu-
^ mulator, new spring forks, 20th Century lamp,

horn, belt. etc. excellent condition throughout; owner
bought tricar; £12 lOs-—No. 3.928, TU~ Motor Cycle
Offices. Coventry.

Qlh.p. Phelon-Moore and Mills-Fulford castor sidecar.
^-^ ^ new September, ideal combination, two lam^ps.
two horns, and many spares, including tube, etc ; cost
nearly £70. take 46 guineas; expert examination invited.
-\\plford. 251, Mansfield Rd., Nottingham.

Sole Yorkshire Agenis for the T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe.
[Sole London Agents for the NORTON.
iSoIs Halifax Agents for TRIUMPHS, DOUGLAS, PHELON
I

MOORES, BRADBURYS. etc., etc.

Every 1910 model we sell or offer for sale
carries the maKers' full guarantee regardless

of whether sold for cash or exchange.

1910 TRIUMPH.
Stan.k^rJ model £48 15
-Tourist Trophy model . . . . £50

Free engine, £6 6s, extra. Earliest deliveries.

NORTON.
3J h.p. single cylinder
4i- h.p. single cylinder

5 h.p. twin cylinder

f- itrftdbury 31 H.!
1910 Standard model £46

Delivery from Stock.

A ^8

T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe.
Standard model 60 gns,

j
Wheel-steering

. . 63 „

;

Wheel-steering de Luxe . . . . 70 „
Discount to cash buyers.

• HDMBER
I

igio 3jb.p. two-speed .. .. £50
rgio 3* h.p. Standard . . . . £45

Twin Premier 3J h.p., m3.ker's price 50 gns. Our price £48

,

See " Motor Cyc'ing" for list of second-hand machines.
!

LISTS POST FREE FROMnilAUDES' MOTOR MART,
Powell Street, HALIFAX. l

'Phone: 433. Telegrams; " Petrol. Halifax."
|

136. Great Portland Street. LONDON. W.
Phone: 552,Ma5fair. Tele^ams : "Abdicate, London.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TVAN B. HAET DAVIES wishes to sell hi- Kaifc,
-L end Triumph. 85 by 88 engine, two gallon tank
special handle-bars, spare butt-ended tube, all tools m
-pares, lamp. horn. etc-, run 2.000 miles, as good aa noir
£40 cash—Apply, I- B- Hart-Davies, Bank St., Rngu

3ih.p- Humber. two-:-pr?ed and free engine, new
2 June. Rince o.erhauled by makers and fitted i^

1910 improvements, iacludinp Druid spring forks, pi

onnecting rod bearing, new footboards and control, i,i

lielt pulleys, complete with lamp and tools, Dunlopir
(unpunctured) ; £34, or nearest ; bargain- — G-S..
Northumberland Rd Coventry.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Kiintingdon,

and Bedford.

-0 3.h.p. Minerva, spring furk.s, perfect; barpaiii, iii
'^4. Neal. 11. ililford St^ Cambridge.

5-6h-p. Twin Rex. mag-neto, two-speed, new, odIv rut

100 mile.-^ ; extraordinary bargain, £35, or neu
offer.—Mann, Egerton, and Co., Ltd., Norwich-

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1 Q09 Triumph, new April, perfect, recently ov ihuni.

Xt/ Triumph work.?, studded Climliers, butt-r-n.!

Lucas guinea horn, spare belt, two valx'^es ; £35, or

change twin, 1909. 5-6h-p. F-N-; approval williiis-

-Tregasldfe. TaSs Well, Glam.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

3.h-p- Minervii Motor Cycle, good condition; £8,
/V4 nearest offer—H- Cook, 28, Audley St.. R.:^a.li;

Berks.

TRIUMPHS. 1910 models in ^^tock; order at ouch

early deliveries-—Sole Agent, Longman, Fi^iieri-

Salisbury.

4-CYL- F-N-, 5-6h.p., in good order, what oftir^-. m
ih.p- dynamo, £3-—Hutton. Willow Cottagi;, Mapl(

durwell, Basingstoke.
^

MINERVA, fast, reliable, splendid couditi'ii, ^

tank. Dermatiue belt, stand, spares ; approval

;

guineas.—RodwelL Osford-

"J
007 Sih.p. Minerva, spring forks, footrests. h.V

Xtf adjustable pulley, low frame, tyres exc^-li' nt

dition; £13.—Apply, Hardy, New College, Oxtnid.

"I Q09 Triumph, new in November, bad litTl'

X*-' Lu'jas lamp and generator, spare belt ami Im

other spares, horn, etc-; £40-—Below-

1 Q09 3ih.p. Speed King Rex, excellent concbtion .ii.

Xt/ running order; £35-—Below-

1 Q09 Triumph, Lucas lamp and generator. Cti^,

X %f speedometer, horn, spare belt and tube larrj-

lot ol other spare?; £38-—Below-

1 QIO Triumph, not been ridden 400 miles, perfpof
Xt7 dition, horn, etc-, had very careful use; £46
Below--

rtlLL Particulars of the above machines, with se(

hand list, on application to Morris, Garage. Oil I

2 h.p. P-N". Motor Cvcle. £8; also S^^b.p- Humber, 1

spped. free engine, £9 IDs- ; both in good wofl^l

Older—Nanukieville. 137. High St.. Eton, Bucks-

GRIFFON, 2Jh.p.. M-O-V., Zedel, vertical, low. i

Hellesen coil, battery, new h-b.c B. and B., 2! I

wheels, 3in. Shamrock, smart machine; trial: £10--

11. High St., Maidenhead.

3 h.p. Fafnir, 2h.p. Brown, Duco 'headlight, sepi

,

generator, plain coil, large horn, voltmeter, i

I mulator, one motor frame; £16 lOs- lot. or separ^i
nearest offers.—Priest. Market Sq- Chesham, Bucks

REX, 3ih.p., magneto, 1908^ steel studdf.l h'A<

Amac carburetter, beautiful condition, litt 1

accessories- stand, carrier, etc.-, spar-e belt and Coiinsj'iii

cover; £27 10s.. offer—No- 3.830, The Mot"- ''

Offices, Coventry.

5 h.p. Two-speed "V-S-, new non-skid tyres, h-b _ -i'

tube, Clair silenceT, numerous aeeessorie^, Hon

pomery, almost new flexible non-skid sidecar; £40; tal

perfect late 1908 Triumph part pajanent--N-M., l"

,

Banbury Rd-, Oxford.

I

SECTION vin.

I
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kea

1 and Sussex.

Iih.p. Motosacoche, perfect order; £15 lOs-— 1^

4 let Court Rd., Westelifl-on-Sea.

WAUCHOPE'S will help you in exchange,
address, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St-, Loudon.

23,h.p. Kerry, in good order: must sell; £10.-

4 - aker. Green Street Green. Orpington-

F.N-, 2Jh-p-, in good condition; no reasonable!
refn,sed—E. Hunnisett. Forest Row, Sussex.

SPECIAL-—Triumph, unused; first cheque £42^
Romford Rd.. Stratford- Tel-: Stratford 2*

In annuer'wg these adverfisements it 7.5 chsirahle to mention " Thr Motor Cyrlo
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>TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Fafnir. low Chiiter-Lea frauio. lout' bars, little

icd; i:i2.—R. SiKirkcd, I'lorist. rnptbn, Sussex.

GLAS. 1909, equal to ne\v ; sell T\-ith srnre.s £50;
jeuuiuu baigain.— Davey, 16, High St.. Brentwood.

LiglitM'eisbt, in splendid running order, new frcmt
re; £7.-12, ^\cll Wiueli Ed., bittingbourue. Kent.

EtSIOE. 3;h.p. M.M.C. engine, very comfortable,
,enuia eouuxl.on ; £10.-136. Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.

EHEEMED 3;h.p. Kerry. £10; 4h.p. Zedel. .^20;
!09 Iriompii, £30.—Mattliew^, pawnbroker. Crjy-

£ do Nye's sell bo many machnies? T. v yive
satisfaetiou. Try tnem-— 09, Lcatner Lan,.', Hal-

DION. 2Jli.p., h.b. eontrol. new aiemuulatcr and
res, spring lorks. \^atalv,lta ; £11.— G;rase, Sca-

De Ui.-n Type Twin. Trimnpli style, tank, low
built, Sine goer; £15 10s—128, lligu Ed,, Tct-

. Eex, splendid condition; aeeept £15. or offer.
-Apply, F. Mattbias, 76, li.uiersea Else, Lon-

, Minerva, good condition, Obater low frame, tyres
as new; £7,—l''airnead, builder. Melville Ed-, Wal-

T
IlRYA. 2^11-1)., low, fast, tcrpedo tauk. just v\ct-
LUleu; £V; lootooards.— 4, ^^avel Mews, Killniru,

Minerva, CLater-Lea. ut'w Duulop tubes, cover,
less aucumulatcr, pexieLt order; £5—23, Haj'ter
ixton-

Escelsicr, perfect, just been -overhauled, Longur-
mare earbuietier; £12.—Creigliton, 54, Conytr-;
reatbam-

Minerva, in firt-class condition ; can be seen
.unnins at any time ; £14.—B., 69, Three Mill
Jromley, E.

The Halifax Motor Exchange
Largest Rex Dealers,

16. Westgfate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams :

*' Perfection."BRAND NEW 1909

aeeuniulator, tyres
near offer.—Wade.

„ Ecx, 28iu. wheels, new
neariy new; £10 10s., or
fi Bognor.

Triumphs and 1910 Humbers in stock; vnnr
present machine and cash for one 128, Hi-^lj
Bttenham.

TTLBS.-P.N.. 5-6hp., 4-cyl., latest model, mag-
neto. H.B. control, spring roiks, nearly new, nn-
:d; sacrifice £32 10s.

TTLES.-F.N.. 4;h.p. 4-cyl.. magneto, spring-
forks, new E.O.M. tyre, beautiful condition:
heap; offers.

TTLES.-itimerva, 3h.p.. £7 15s.; also 2JL.I,
Minerva. £o Ibs.-Wnittles luotor Exchange,
Id, \vandswortn, Exenanges entertained.

Triumph, in perfect crder, complete with acces-
iories

;
nearest offer £40— Spring, Latchmero Ed,.

n-on-Thames.

BY (Saiolea), 2;h.p.. Chater frame, Brooks siiddle,
Uanlciis and .-pares; sacrifice £4 15s.— Merlvn,
ixton Ed., S.W.

• De Dion, Cbater-lca frame, spring forks, H B.
::onif(.i, vitii ligi,t sidecar, comii.cte; £14.-29
ly B"\-lpy Heath.

M.M.C. spring frame Bat, £10; 4h.p. M.M.C.
...e^'c, £3 lOs.

: De Dion carburetter. 12s, 6d.—
nfiSl Ed., Broekley.

Eex. B. and B. handle-bar control, long bars,
low .sent, racy; £10.-f. Jermy. Leighton Holme,
utreen, Surreyv

Spring Frame Bat, new tj-res, butt-ended tubes,
new belt, guaranteed perfect; £13.-7, Lansdowue
Lfppi'r N^orwood, S-E.

JMPH. 1909, splendid, condition, Autoclipse lamp.
Id .spares

: £33 ; seen any time ; no offers.—44.
Id St.. Wandsworth, S,W.

3EE definitely deciding, call or write Wauchope's

;

.tention at all times.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane,
It., London, B.C. Off Ludgate Circus.

I. 1908 T.T. Triumph, tyres unc\it. very low and
ifast, mirror lamp, spare valves, belt, cover, and
p27,-229, Burdctt Ed., London, K.

bu Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
!ou can get tbem at Wauelrjic's, 9, Shoe Lane
;t„ Lrndon (just off Ludgate Circus).

^J^JFv 1^°^' "' perfect condition. Clincher
studded tyres, Autoci'pse lamp, all accessories;
liprovab-Eagles and Co.. High St., Acton.
fMPH. 1908. Mabon clutch, perfect condition,
inolier studded, Autoclipse, accessories
y time— 12, Sutherland Ed,, W, Ealing,
i. Motor Cycle, perfect condition Bosch mainieto,
ISin. trame ana .spares: seen after eight; £18.-
Id. 86, Prebend St„ Islington, Londra.

I
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

I Qlb.p. N.S.tJ.. magnet.-i, M.O.V.. Mabon clutch. Druiil^2 f(,iks, P, and H, lamp, and spares, sph.'iidid eoii-
'dition; .i25,— 518, Caledonian Ed„ Holloway, N,

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at WaueLopc's, 9, Shoe Lane,

! fleet St,, London, E-C, just off Ludgate Circus.

f>illi.p. Kerry, in good order; must sell; £10 Whit-'Vi 5-6h.p. twin Antoine. £16 lO.s. ; 3h.p. Pebok, £12.
-liodiree's, 124, Eomford Ed., Stratford, E. 'I'houe.
Stratford 243.

i
lQ09^Eex. 5-6U.p . twin, condition as new. not ridden

l-l-tf 200 miles. B. and B. carburetter, 2J Dunlops,
I

many rcitinements
bury Crescent, N,

£31,—E,F,, 1, Fieldsway House, High-

-VTYE'S!-
-L> forks.

-VTYE'S !-

i'l and

51 h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with hood,
lamps, tools, and spares, £60. Exch:inges considered.

ia09 REXES. 1909
Bnnd new and fully guaranteed.

1909 3J h.p. Tourist REX £38
toog 3S h.p. RE.X DE LUXE, c-speed S.ii

19095 h.p. REX DELUXE, 2-speed £50
1S10 REXes. From £42 Liberal Exchanges.

Doliverie3 from s'ock.
SIDi=''CAR n/IACHINES.

rooQ =; h.n. TWIN REX, ncarlv new £32 10
igoB Twin Tourist REX. magneto £26 10
190.S-0 fo-.ir-cvl. F.N., iiue condition £25 10
rgoS Two-s^eed REX DE LUXE, new £40
lgo8_ REX DE LUXE, mag.ieto • £32 10
1907 Twin Mai^neto REX, spring forks £20
1907 3* h.p. twin REX, spring forks £16 16
6 h.p. Twi-i N.S.U.. mTsneto, 2-speeds SSi 10
7-8 h,p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U. Sidecar £29
Twin WERNER Lightweight, spri-g. forks £12 10
si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £25 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, exira good £18 10
Twin CLEMENT s-i-in'j f-rks, soray £9 14

" IF» DF>Ul.ARS."
3l h.p. IVIagEc to Ti'imph, brand new £43 10
1909 i\ h.p. Magneto REX, ne.-vrlvnew £32 10)

1909 si h.p. REX Sp-'id Kiig, .".s new £35 OiLtd-. We.vbridge

1909 ll h.p. two-soerd HUMBER £32 10
1908 3* h.p. Magneto REX. spring forks £24 10

Q 3h.p. N.S.U,, 1908, magneto, spring forks, lin. Shnm-"* rock belt, 26 by 2i tyres, two-speed gear, and free
engine, perfect condition, suitable for. sidecar ; £26 lOs-

;

approval.-'-Eaeles and Co., N.S.TT. Agency, Acton.

"VTYE'S !—Part exchange business a speciality. Agents
-L' for all new mac'hincs. Many testimoni;ils. Exact
delivery stated.-e9. Leather Lane. Holborn, London.
'Phone, 6299 Ilolbrirn.

N.S ti

kiim .
:

a;;ncto.

.£13 5s
Continentals. inNYE'S :-?:h.i.

Uail', 11,-11 v.i

NYE'S 1-1909 Sh.p. V.S.. as new, two .-jieeds. Cowey
speedometer, etc. ; offers.

1909 3ih.p, Minerva, Continentals, spring
as new and guaranteed; £26,

NYE'S!— 2}h.p. Kerry. 26in. wheels, non-skid tyre,
long handle-bars, guaranteed; offers over £6-

2ih.p. 1908 Magneto Eex. condition as nc
naranteed; £15.

pring forks, good tyres
; to clear.NYE'S !— 3;h-p- Eex,

offers ever £8.

NYE'S !— Special notice. We fit free of charge mirror
lens lamp, horn. etc.. to any machine purchased

from us.-69. Leather Lane. Holborn, London.

ZENITH Gradua, 1909 .J.A-P. engine, the machine used
by Mr. Barnes in all the hill-climbing competitions,

also winner at Erocklands in Oxford-Cambridge races;
clearance price £36.—Below.

TEIUMPH-Gradua, 1908, in excellent condition; £33;
good tyres and belt,—Below.

SHOP-SOILED Zenettes. Zenith Bicar, all new, at
clearance prices; great reductions.—Zenith Meters.

no8 3i h.p. 5-sperd REX DE LUXE £30
1908 3? h.p. N.S.U;, spr ng f rk--, as new £26 10

J h.p. ROC. ni -gneto clutch, go d £24
rooS 3!- h,D. Mag., N.S.U., spring forks £21

4 h.p. ANTOINE. high tension magneto £18 18

3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, ciin. Palmers £16 10

3 h.p. SINCER, V bcU. H.T. magneto .

1907 3J h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks . . .

3 h.p. ZEDEL, vrticol, 2Ci i..wh™-l; ...

SPE'^IAL. BARGAINS. , _, „ , ,

3 h.p. HUMBER. spray, free engine £10 lO' Qb-p. tinadraut,

3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low "" "' " earur,

rgoe 31 h.p. REX, soring forks, M.O.V. . . .

h.p."STEVENS. H.B. control, handbrake

3Jlh.p. N.S.U.. low built, magneto igniiion. ^priiiK
i forks, excellent condition; £18 10s.; appn val-—

Eagles and Co,.. High St.. Acton.

OQ,—3h.p. Eeynard, low. fast long handle-bars and^ t/ pillar, handle-bax control, new engine, good eou-
dition ; must dispose of.—Blundell, The Barons. Twicken-
i.a-U.

f^R ml Oih.p. Minerva. Chater-Lea. low. new carburetter, belt

t<7 in '^* ^'^'l I'ullev, rebuilt last year, perfect order ; £7 lOs".,

«io n h^r exchange tricar frame—Meuear, 75, Oakflcld Ed..
lid « Penge.

low, fast, hill-climber. powcrfuU side-

long bars. 2 belt, splenchd condition through-
ories ; trial; bargain, £9 lOs., offers.- 17, Ford£10

£15 10
£13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition £14 10
2? h.p. KERRY, I'ghtandlow, spnv £9 10

3|h,p. REX 22 f-a-ne. r"-enanc Ihd £7 10

3 h,p. BEESTON-HUMBER spra-;, chain chive . . £9 10

3t h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
2l h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £3.15
2j h.p. Lr,OYDS:ve-tical, spray £6
2 h.p. F.N. SAROLEA. untest"d £4 5

h.p. Twin REX with Mills-Fulford Forcear £11 10
Monster list on application. Cash offers considered.^

Five 5! h.p. Twin Rexes, soring " forks, long hars"

low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26ln, wheels.

Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES or EASY PAYMENTS

£33;

5/-
2.^ h.p. Br 'dbnrv
3 h.p. Clyde ..'.

3 h.p. Ariel ...

3 h.p. Hnmbcr
3} h.p. Rex . . . .

2^ h.p. Lloyd's . .

3^ h.p. Ro^er

EASV PAYBWle^-" Si
wi-ckly and reasonable deposit secures any of

these machines. .\11 tested and ready for the ro-d
£10
£15
£10
£10
£10 10
£7 10
£14

h.p. Kerry
z\ h.p. Ariel .

2^ h.p. Werner .

3 1 h.p, ^^'c^nc^

2I h.p. M.M.C.
2 h.p. Humbcr

£9 10
£9 13
£8 10

£13 10
£9 10

out. ac
Sq.. E.

1 Q07 5ih.p. Twin-cyl. Eex. twin rear tyres, free en-
XU gine. very fast, in perfect condition : any trial

d cxi.ui,iation ; a bargain, £25,— Weatherley's, 295,
High St„ Lewisham, 'Phone. 561 Deptford,

FN., 23h.p., magneto, h.b. control, spring forks, £15;
F.N. (electric ignition!, 2Jh.p.. £10 • 2Jh-p. chain

Humber. free* engine ; 4i-5h.p. twin Antoine. with side-
' c.r, £20; many etl-ers: write for list.—Pullman Bros.,

London Ed.. Norbury.

3Jlh.p. Lagonda. perfect condition, everything com-
2 pletc: £9; reascn for selling, no accommodation;

seen any evening —Barden. 39, Ambler Ed,, Finsbury
Park, N,

BARGAIN —4h,p, twin Werner, complete, spares and
tools ; owner going abroad ; overhauled October

;

"Plendid working order; £16,-41, North End Ed.. West
Kensington.

3Jlh.p. Minerva, spring forks, Dneo non-skid, battery

2 ignition, adjustable pulley, iin. Dermatine. ready

for road; £10 10s., or offers,-Westlake, Western Hos-
pital, Seagrave Ed.. Fulham.

afnir, splendid condition Ihroughont, excellent

limber, h,b. control ; have bought twin and
3h,p, Fafi

hill-e
£8 lOlsijecnr; £11 10s„ or near offer —Ben-Hur, 69, Green-

3 h, p. Bradbury £10 Ip side Eii. West Croydon,

CA*»S A^^O TRIC«»RS. Qih.p. Minerva, spring forks, new condition, including
Any reasonable exchant^e eo'isidired. Room wanted.

I 02 tyres, two accumulators. Shainr.'ck belt. B. and B.
8-10 h.p. two-cylinder FORD car £32 lOl handle-bar control, .searchlight, spares. Clair silencer;

in-l2h.p. tu-n-cyiin-'er BRUSH car £39 10 £20.-21. High St., Bognor.

4*h.n. BRADRI'RY W.C tricar Jl? .5 1 Q09 Trimuph. with spring wheel sidecar, complete.

5i h.p. W.C. two-speed REXETTE ..- £24 10; J_t/ accessories, pair searchlights, handle-bar mirror,

5i h.p. Twin Rex, MILLFORD Forecar £14 10
, „ateh, hooter, natty combination; £40.-G„ 53, Bar-

mouth Ed., Wandsworth Common. S W.
Centaur. 2Jh.r., good fur

MISCELLAN "^OUS.
Clutch and Two-speed Gear, 3ih,p, (about! motor ^"^^ B.XB. carburetter, H.B. control SI 5 " ATOTOE Cycle for sale. , ." -_,..-,-

. jit
(,.pgji|^^]gij . New AMAC ..

„ £0 19 6; irl sidecar, nearly new tyres, all, in very good running^le. spring forriii;re™troi,'lo^rSWtove^^^^^^^^ „ ,
- -

.ly must sen, £16,-Eoc, 17, Kenmure Bd„ Mare New Prge size LYCETT'S motor saddle £0 9 6; order; cost £55, will sacrifice for 14 guinea:
ctney.

,

MABON clutch, fits Triumph nearly new e..c ,>,.,..„ „..„ ,,„^„, w,.„,.., 13.1 wi„,hi=,i,

'AUE. 4h.p., M.O.Y.. ihain drive, Mabon clutch, Ji?' ™™'? '°'^'"' ''' "J°'' "" "-"° '^'^ '

)-c„ handle starting, 26in, wheels, ;ind Mont- MtlUJC^D sidecar, 26x2}
flexible sidecar, new; £16.-48. Walton Ed., MONTGOMERY, seats tw-o. nearly new

_ . ^ or near

£1 15 Oicifler—Parr, dairy. Worple Ed.. Wimblcd^on.

^i ^? S' A Ih.p. Minerva. 1908. I'almer cords. B. and B.. winner
£3 10 0'4t2 .larrott and M.C.C. challenge cups, perfect eon-

£4 5 Ojijition. £26; G. and A. carburetter, new^ 7,s. 6d. ;
EO M.

Ti, niiiori-fiiK/

|NewD E LUXE sidecar, special fittmgs £5 17 6| sj'-nohronised contact. 15s.— 66, London Ed„ Twiikenham

thi-se advertisement!! it U ,1 shrfhh. to mcnfion " TJie Motor Ci/rlr." a.^q
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for great bargains, new and second-

hand, gradual payments taken on any machine,
exchange*- — Only address. 5, Heath St., Hampstead.
Tel.: 2678 P.O.

HAMPSTEAD-—2ih-p. Douglas, magneto, and spring
forks, splendid condition ; £28, with accessories

;

5:h.p. N.S.U., £13.

HAMPSTEAD (£35). — F.N., 4-cyl., 4ih.p., splendid
condition, vdih all accessories, late model-

HAAIP.STEAD.—Sole London and district agents for

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; special price
trade.

HAMPSTEAD.—Are now showing all the leading 1910
machines : exchanges entertained ; deliveiy " from

stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAJD.—Triumphs, 1910, in stock ; Rexes,
Douglas, Moto-Reves, F-N-'s. no waiting

; gradual
iiayments taken-

HAMPSTEAD.—Trinmph, 1907, new tyres, splendid
condition: £27; Triumph. 1909, new condition.

£33; Douglas, 1909. £2.7-

HAMPSTEAD.-5-6h.p.. F.N-, 1909, splendid condi-
tion, all accessories, £30 ; 3jhp. Fafnii, Chater-Lea

fittings, £13.

HAMPSTEAD.—3ih.p. 1909 magneto jVIinerva, £28;
1909 Lincoln Elk, magneto, new condition, £20,

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Minerva, 2h.p.. good order, £4* 15s.;
Humber, 2h.p., £4 IO3.; Minerva, S^h.p., £10.—

Tel-: 2678, P.Q.

THE Eastern Garage Company, 418. Romford Rd-,
Porest Gate, are agents for all leading makes of

motor cycles- 1910 Triumphs, Eex, P. and M-. Douglas,
Kerry-Abingdous in stock. Second-hand machines taken
in part payment. The following selection are excellent
value-

"I Q09 Rex Tourist, Sih.p-, new, J.A.p. lubricator and
-L*/ latest ioipiovemeutt; £35.—Below.

1Q09 Touiist Rexes, 3ih.p., with all accessories; £29
JL *J eacn-—jLtelow-

"1006 Rex, 3^h-p-. spring forks, in guaranteed condi-
Xt/ tion; £12.—Below.

|O09 Triimaphs, with first-olass accessories; £35 each-JiV -Below.

1 Q 08 Triumph. Brooks padded saddle, guaranteedLU perfect; £29.—Below.

|Q07 Trixmiph. tyres and belt as new. perfect order

;

XV £22.-Below.

"IQ09 J.A-P-. 4h.p.. M-O-I-V., J-A.p. adjustable pul-
L*J ley, Bosch magneto. Chater frame and spring
forks, Palmer tyres, H.B. control, not done 300 miles,
including accessories ; £32.—Below.

1 Q08 J-A.p., 4h.p.. Bosch magneto. Chater frame.
-L</ Druid spring forks, footboards, studded tvres,
Autoclipse lamp, etc-; £26.—Below.

1 Q09 F-N-. 4-cyl., F-N- footrests, HX- control. R.O-M.
L*J combination tyre, with nearly new sidecar; £35.
—Below-

"I
Q09 Peugeot, 5h.p.. Chater. adjustable pulley, R.O-M.

Xt/ and Palmer cord covers. Davison's gauges and
tillers. F,R.S. lamp; £20—Below-

1Q06 Minerva, ?^h.p., Bowden h-b- control, in per-X*/ feL-t order, guaranteed; £12.~Below.

*|Q07 De Dion, 2Jh..p., spring forks, rubber studded
Xt/ tyre light low machine, splendid condition, spares;
£12.-Below.

IN Addition to the above the Eastern Garage Co. have
a number of machines at prices ranging from £7.

Please favour us with a visit at 418. Romford Rd-.
Forest Gate, or telephone, Stratford. 10- Telegrams,
Egaraco, London-

4h-p- Roc, two speeds, handle starting, magneto igni-
tion, tyres in perfect order, handle-bar control, new

rim, new non-skid on back, £28; one 10 ampere ammeter,
in round brass ease, lOs-—A. M. Barton, Rayne Rd-.
Eraintree.

3JLh.p. Oracle, late 1908, long^. low, Chater-Lea. dome
2 topped piston. B- and B. carburetter, non-skids,

accessories, reliable, and powerful, splendid winter ma-
chine: £15 15s., or nearest offer; owner going abroad-—
Hatch. Buckhurst Hill.

•JO 09 T-T- Triumph, new Jnly, R-O-M. combinationX t/ back tjTe. new November, Cowey speedometer.
standard or T-T. handle-bars, new lamp, spares, etc-

;

£38; o'mier going abroad.—Nugent Peacock, 2, West-
bourne Crescent. L;indon. W-
TRIUMPH, 1907, best condition, h-b- control, just

.veruauied by Triumph Co-, new parts fitted, mag-
neto and free-wheel covers, spare belt, lamp, generator,
good horn, R.O-M. tyre and others, unpunctured; £24, or
near offer —Goddard. 67, Palace Rd-. Sfreatham Hill, S-V,'.

CLEARANCE.— 23h.p. Kerry, £8 10s. ; 6h.p. twin An-
toine, £17 10s-; 2-Jii.p. Brown, £8 10s-; 2ih.p.

Quadrant. £4 IO3.; 2ih.p. J.A-P-. £8 10s-; 2|h.p. Phce-
nis. magneto, two speeds, £14 10s. ;, exchanges; please
call, or write; trials.—128, High Rd-, Tottenham. 'Phone
1982. Tottenham-

INSPECT OUT magnificent stock of second-hand shop-
soiled and new motor cycles, the finest show ever

witnessed
; prices to suit all, whether tariff reformers or

free traders ; all are welcome to inspect our splendid
bargains, from £8 lOs. ; buy now. from Wauehape's, 9.

Shoe Lane, Fleet St-, London, EC

/and a decent push bike

^ secures cither of these

:

2* h.p. HUMBER
I 2^ h.p. CLARENDON

2i h.p. STEVENS
I

2 h.p. REX
All guaranteed in running order and tested.

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE.
1909 si- h.p. REX Speed King j!32 10

1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, fine macliine £32 10

1910 6 h.p. CLYNO, brand new, offers wanted.

6 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition , very low . . £33

1 910 3 ^ h.p. REX, new, offers wan led

7909 silTp. RKX, R.O.M. tyres £30

1909 3^ h.p. riUMjJl::K, two-speed model . . £32 10

1910 3^ h.p. Twin PREMIER 50 Gns .

1909 6 h.p. Twin REX, quite new £36

6 h.p. Twin REX, Boschmagneto, very smart £20

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, m.-'.gnetj £17~~0

3J,-h.p. iQott iRlUMPII, magneto ignition. . £29

One diuo, fitted Roc two-speed gear £35

rgoS 6 h.p. Iv'OC, two-speed and clutch . . £3

5 h.p. lA'in N.S.U. , magneto, very low..,. £21

1908 KEX DE LUXE, clutch, etc £28

190b Twin REX, magneto, very low £25

3^ VINDEC, magneto, Nala two speeds .

.

£19

3^ h.p. GRITZNER, r9o8. nidgnctQ ignition £17

Q08 Magneto 'li^X, fine condition £18

^\ li.o. win KL, ,. ;. u niv jLlQ 10

^^h.p. Ki:.X. rtl.O.V., pprny £iU IQ

3^ h.p. r907 RE.X. lovely goer £15 15

3t h.p. low REX, H.B. control. MX).V. .

,

£11

6 h.p. Twin REX, and sidecar £20

5^ h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, fine machine £24

6 h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar, magneto £27

5 only. *.-ir£Lr«cl '^ew 19u9
3^ h.p. O.T,A.V. VOrrURETTES, complete with

hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60 each.
Magneto ignition. £5 extra.

FARRAR'S
,j^B_,,,

HALIFAX] --''""" ''^'

SIDECARS,

FARRARS
MOTOR WORKS'"

£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres. Guaran-
teed 12 months. An ideal winter attachment, quite
rigid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. No side-

slip. Beautifully sprimg on double c spring.
Approval anywhere. Send for descriptive circular.

Don't buy until you have seen ours.

IMPORTANT.—For a few days, we will accept your
old sidecar or t-ailer in nart p-ymen''. ___^^_
•C^ HnUfn S^CURiES ANY OF T ESE.*« UWWII BALA 'MCE 5/- per WEEK.
3^ h.p. Clarendon . . £9

|
3^ h.p. Himaber . . £9

3} h.p. Rex £9 3I h.p. Rex, M.O.V. £11
3J- Cent^u-. M.O.V. £9 4 h-P- '^^'"ng f9
ACCESSORIES, Etc. Gel my List. i-OuNus SrtVc-u.

S. D.

if h.p. Minerva engine 25
22 h.p. Monarch engine 35
28 X 2 or 2} Dunlop Wired Covers 11 6
Lycett's B Tool Bags, shop soiled, each .... 4 6
Smaller Motor Cycle Bags, shop soiled, each . . 2 6
*'H'''la" Gas Lamps with separate generator 14 6
" Premier" Gas Lamps with separate generator 12 6
*' Camel " V Belting, -;in. or rm., per foot. ... 1 3
Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5 6
Enamelled Mudguards, with stays, etc., pair 2 11
Three-note "Fanfare" Horns, very penetratmg 7 6
CUncher Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2jin., each,

29/-. Clincher Tubes, all sizes, with valves, 4/11
each. New Loop Fram.es for vertical engine, 30/-
each. 1909 Amac Carburetters, h.b. control, 19/6
each. igro Bro^vn & Barlow, ditto, 28/- each.

Large Motor Cycle Saddles, to clear, 5/- each. Fore-
car Attachment, 26in. wheels, £4. Montgomery
Sidecar, £3 15s. Premier High-tension Magneto,
new, 59/6. Bosch ditto, ditto, twin-cylinder, new,
£3 10s. Motor Cycle Frame, complete with wheels,

tyres, and tank, very smart, £2 9s.

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

C. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Squ£Lre Rd., HALIFAX,

Telephone 919,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL)
DOUGLAS, May, 1909, run 2.000 milos, B

rords, Michelin butt-euders. B105 padded m
Luuas Maiigin Wns headlight. Miller bai'k, mu(k
extra strong back wheel, uew Watawata, excellent
dition, including spare tube, rubber and leather
all tools: £50; approval; deposit.—J. A. I^tti
Woodville. Parnham. Surrey.

STEVENS, 4Jh.p., Ohater-Lea. Phelon and Moon
.speed gear, Longuemare. Ruthaidt magneto

accumulator ignition. 26 by 21 tyres, large comfoi
footboards, and "detachable mud screens, silent exl
handle-bar controls, Chater coach-built sidecar, ail

cost over £70, and used only one month; bought
first rea.5onable offer secures.—Seen. 19a, Carfyle
King's Bd., Chelsea-

TWO Bargains-—22h.p. Minerva, Dunlop tyie«

ivhccls, -E-N. carburetter, almost new belt, B!

ten's anti-vibration saddle, mechanical valves, Jael.

reliable, carrier, horn, bag, spare belt, lamp, new
looof gauntlets, sacrifice £6 15s. ; 22h.p. Peugeot
wheels, new Michelin cover, long handle-bars, row poe
Brooks saddle, Longuemare carburetter, large new
mulator, fast, and powerful, horu. carrier-stand,

lamp, two spare new Continental tubes; sacrjfic

10s.—12, Market Sq., Horsham, Sussex.

SECTION IX.

-jomerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

TRIUMPH and Motosacoche, 1910 models in i

cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Dan
Weymouth-

TEIITMPH, 1909, free engine, model new July.

cbers. tyres ana engine perfect; £57. or ofl

Dan Guy, "Ueymouth.

TWIN Vindec, Trufiault, spring: forks, magneto
speed gear, free engine, 21 by 2 tyres, stafl,

carrier, tyres, tubes, and engine perfect, with rigid

ford .sidecar, 2i tyre; £37, or offer.-Dan Gay,

moi;th.

REX, 3ih.p., long handle-bars, 26in. wheels, lot

tio.i. spring forks, handle-bar control, new I
cover rear wheel. Continental front, thorough go04

dition. 20 amp. Fuller accumulator, thorough goc

ditijn : any trial here ; £12, no offers.-Salway, 81

Beauchamp, Ilminster.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

EXCEPTIONAL Ofler.—1910 standard Triunii,

livery in a fortnight; spare exhaust valve

cheque £48 10s. ; carriage paid. — Lunan, 13.

Guildry St., Elgin.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm.-Eex.
Indian, Mcto-Eeve, Phelon and Moore, 2

Douglas. Boo, Griffon; we stock all these, and can |.

any other moke —Alexander's Motor Exchange. L
Bd., Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

SJLh.p. Bceston Htimber Motor Cycle, only wants_

2 up, all perfect; what oflers?—A. W. P

Church Place, Lurgan, Ireland.

FN.. 4-cyl.. 4ih.p., 1908, perfect order, new m
(never used), new Dunlop studded tyre, spare

nickel plating as new:-£25, or nearest offer.-A- m

low. Church Place, Lurgan; Ireland.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
9 h.p. Singer. Pakner cords, 5^ back; £60. — <

Ingleby, Eadlett, Herts.

4ih.p. Eiley Coachbuilt Tricar, free engine,

2 cooled; oflers; by appointment— 2, Harve

Hornsey.

RILET. 5-6h.p., light coach-built, just thoroughl

hauled makers, Coventry, where seen, tyres

Lomax, 98, Greenfield Ed., Harborne-

CHATEE-LEA Upholstered Light Tricar, 4fll.ll

vens. 26 by 24 wheels, lamps, Wiittle belt, rx

price £15 15s.—Marsh. Lumley Ed.. Horley.

QUADBANT (Oarette), 6h.p.. two engines, two

wheel steering, coach-built, good runumg
f30—D. Park, c/o Baines, Aberdeen Ed., Clifton. 1

4 h.p. Antoine Tricar, open frame, chain drive,

steering, two accumulators, tyres new, excellei

ning order; sacrifice £18.-147, High Ed., Wood

5 h.p. Chater-Lea Tricar, water-cooled, three speed

box, foot clutch, nearly new; genuine M
seen any day after 2 ; £25, or near oHer--254, 1

Ed.. Bast Ham.
9 h.p. Riley Tricar de Luxe, latest type, in peijol

dition, lamps, and all accessories; 50 •"

guaranteed perfect.—H., 6. Queen Anne Mews, (

Sq.. W. -^

ZENITH Tricar, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, three-spaai

chain drive, coach-built, climb anything, Mi
shop-soiled; 40 per cent, reduction.—Zenith Motaifi

Weybridge. -^

QTJADEANT, twin engine. 5h.p., bucket aeSm
Wolf. 4Ah-p-. water-cooletl. coach-built, £IBJ^

6Jh.p., water-cooled, coach-built, wheel steering, ^1
all two-speed.—Pullman Bros., London Ed., NorquI'

9 h.p. Singer Coach-built Tricar, water-oooleft'

speeds forward and reverse, wheel steering-'

car t^Tes, condition as new ; seen by appointraf*

•W.P.S.. 15, Alpha Ed., New Cross, Louden-

A40 III answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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lollier's Motories,
fifark Cross Street, LEEDS.

(Facing: Town Hall.)

A h.p. tvvQ-spccd REX new. What offers.

Kli-X UK LUXE, SOILEU... £<t9 10

1909 TRIUMPH £43 10

lit MoliK, .\ clipper £35
i. N.S.U., two-spccd

, a BEAUT Y.

.

1. ROC, T007, magneto, li.li. control

£27

>l<liVli, Uruid forks
_ £23

magneto, V belt' £24
JjALOCllE, 1908 i,i,Z 10

:ili-
, 1906, vertical, like new S^20

ER. 3 h. p., late model, BELT DRIVE £18

biME, 4 h.p., magneto £18~0
h. QUADRANT, a gear £17 lO'

.AKlLL, A.O.V., 26in. Wilects ,

i^, 1906, spring forks, HLO.V.
_tl5 15

£14 10

^V-K^'S, 2^, 26.a. waceis, sprms lorks .,11

p. H.ASKARD, special value £10~rO"

CLEMENT, spriag forks, l-'almeri £9 19

^i, Joha-o -^roat s model. 22in. irani^ i.y I'J

10. HUMBER, spriy, clulclr . £/

p. THOMAS, a real gcod'un £7~T0
,RY, long bars, low seat £9~10~

Ha l u"

i/ 5

DR.AN'T, A h.p., low. 26in. wneeis

EiGH, 2 h.p., vertical ,

,n. WNTJRVA.SDlendid v.^ £5 18

MIRROR LENS

Extra

Large

Generator.

HEADLIGHT (PLATED).

TRIU.Mi=H, brand new £45
iwin-i<i_.i. uii i_UAL, i-Jl^w' £ji

lj RliX Speed Kiirr, greioed lightniii'? £S7 10
^ KACER. 24,n. wneel, 60 M.P.H iJJ
p. Twin 1\EX, spring torus i-l(i j6

.0. MINERVA, 1908, suit sidecar £37 10
4-cyi. 4 J h.p., purs like a kitten £26

SUNDRIES.
3TE HORNS, the latest 8/6
CONVERSION SET . . . ; £8

U. FREE ENGINE PULLEY £1 10
:ETT'S large SADDLE, new 12/-

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL
CARBURETTERS.

I Mod?ls n. & B„ complete, n iw 25/-
(
Models Amac „ I9/6
for sound carburetters in exchange, for 19 10

discount for cash without exchange.els.

ST TYRES._ FREE.
LL NEW, PERFECT, AND BEST MAKES.
2} 13/6 : 2Sx2ii8/6 ; other si:;es 13 '6 each.
VIRED, 28 X 2, 13/6; 28 X 2*, 14/6.

tUBBER-STUDDED CLINCHERS, 29/-
SPECIAL LINE, 26 x 2} TUBES, 4/6.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
6 h.p. Twiu Air-eoolcd Triwir, upvn fiuiii'', Cliiiter-.L('a.

inclined wheel steeriuK (liko rucint; r*ar), three sjimis,
ivra engine, bucket seats, racy and very smart: abMiliiliiv

must sell; take £16 (worth £25).-l7. Kcnmure Kd-, Maie
St.. Hackney.

.successful London-
iu splendid condition, engine rebushed

10 mouths ago, also new gears and chains, tyres perfect,
many spares; cost £130, price £32, worth double; to
be seen at Finchley Kd. Garage, adjoining L.N.W. Sta-

tion-—Write, E- W. Brewerton, 84, Wimpole St., W.

Twin-cyl- Light Tricar (Rex Triotte), Bosch mag-
neto, two-speed gear, iu rear huh, . lioc clutch,

handle starting, cane forccarriage, footboards, special

liin- Watawata belt, adjustable pulley. . Brocks saddle

seat on Rex spring seat-pillar, couiplcte with- lamp, horn,
and spares, registered : can be -seen in Midlands

; price
£40.—No. 3,883. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1 O^'^' ^"(^''^iiti^ Tricar, three times
-M." Edinburgh.

5h.i,.

SIDECARS AND
IVTE'S !-Cliater-_Lea sidei-nrs

FORECAHS.
arc goofU Try une.

LIGHT Forecar,
basket ; 55s.-

26 whfcls.
Kenworthy.

ciiiiiun, M'irke
Wisbech.

QIDECARS, £4 17

ion Green, London. IS"-

C HATER-LEA Upholstered Sideei
£4, or exchange euginc, 2ih.p.

;

Lavender Rd-, Wallington.

OXTGOMERY Sidecar, flexible
body, not upholstcrei

;

I'ickersleigh Rd.. Alalvern-

ba.^ki.'ts. spi iiii,"^. fittings; trade

r- pood condition

;

my (.vcuiug-—Hnle

M^ nint.

olfc!

nearly n

BRAND New' 1909 Montgomery, flexible,

up::clytereJ - green . non-skid . apron

.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, almost new. 26 by 2V tyre.

£5; also nearly new sneedoineter, Cjwev. £3 10s-
—Duxbury, 40. Blackburn Rd., Uarwen-

OUR Sidecars Talk. — New. with Michclin tyre (not
uew clearance). £5 Gs. ; perfectly satisfactory; one

?econd-hand, £3-—128. High Rd., Toiteuham. 1982, Tot-
tenliaji-

LATEST 12 guinea sidecar, brand new. and built
tl.rcugbout Y.-itn genuine Chater-Lea fittings ; £C

3',.; wanted, Smibeam cycle—H. Bert, 9, Gaskell St..

Clapham, London, S-W.

wicker chair,
26in. wheel,

never used; cost £10 10s.: lowest cash £6 ISs— W'allis,

grocer. Hills Rd-, Cambridge.

J.
DAVIS, Automobile Engineer, Barnsbtiry Grove,
N., begs to inform -readers that he is the inventor

and sole builder of the protected double-seated sidecar,

illustrated recently in The Motor Cycle. This sidecar,

with tiller steering, is the last word in comfortable
-uotor cycling. Particulars and prices on acpUcation.

DID You Visit the recent Stanley Show?—If you did.

you have seen with admiration and heard the chorus
of unanimous approval of OTir new, patent Homegaraged
lidecar. which, together with the cycle, stand, and can
bo wheeted about without detaching in the space cf 23-

ZQ'Jn. Your own eld sidecar converted into a Home-
garaged cne for £1 17a. 6d. Send us yours; no crate

required.—Bramson and Co., 5. Farleigh Rd-. Stoke Ncw-
ington, N.

QUADCARS.
FOR Sale. Phcenix quad, very good condition

cflcr £30 has it—Webb, 37. Ut. St. Helens, Itishop

;cate, E-C
Phcenix Quadear- twin v.;itii-L>i i led

pliiidid I indilirai

128. High Rd., T.ttcnhaui-

ARIEL Quad, two speeds. Aiti;<>' t ;,rl.invtt.T. h.b. fon-

trol. ecr tvres, ,-plcndid MuiditK^n. nli;,b!r; £20--
77, IJiiper Clapton Rd-, N-E.

PHCENIX Quad. 2 cyls-, scat two, magneto ignition,

in new condition, wheel steering, painted Frcncli
grey, detachable front seat, with bcnnet to replace;

client leaving the country; cost £137. to clear. £45.—
Apply. Turvey and Co.. Garage, Sunderland.

CARS FOR SALE.
9-llh.p- Clement Car. 4-seater, £70; another at 'M8

:

Swift single-cyl- 2-seater, £45.—Carr's Motors. Bury.

7-9h.p. Star, three speeds and reverse. 2 or 4-seater,

810 by 90 wheels, perfect; trial; £47 10s.—Below.

8 h.p.
speeds and rcvc

rest

Fai'nir. iwo
£37 10,5--

De Dion Phaeton, tw.o speeds,

n; £18 lOs-, or i "

Tottenham

4ih.p. ._- . - . . .

2 tion; £18 lOs-, or exchange.— 128, High
perfect condi-
- — - Rd..

8-lOh.p. Deschamps.
steering; £35, c

Rd., Fulham.

"TJARRACQ,

boro'

9h.p-
re'

2-sea tor.

cxchanj
racing type body, raked

:e.— 16. Triangla Bishcpi

9h.p., siugle-cyl-. three -speeds and reverse,

4-seater. solid tyres new; £35.—T. Church, Wors-
Dale, Earnsley-

Darracq, detachable tonucau. hood, three speeds.

reverse, cardan; £45; part exchange.—20, Potter-
newton Lane, Leeds-

SMALL 2-seater, 5h-p.. two speeds, engine under bon-
net, splendid throughout, tyros included; £20.-30,

London Rd-. Elaclcburn-

Tri ansu-erinrr fhesf

O.T.A.V..
lamps

;

in"i-iit; b;jrgi

acl ciTfUnni'iif-

-smart 2-scatcr, complete with hood and
£35 ; photo ; good motor cycle part pnv-

in.-28, Wondbridgc Rd., Ijiswich-

A [ )VHRTISEMENTS. 25

iipfiemieill

[Ste Manufacture'-'"

jlPUNTyCHEMIll
MiTtLiringChernistsXQi!!!!!

tljlnChemico Works '!!

lj:RMINGHr^

WHEN

* ALL'S WELL"
wth the engine all's well with the

motor bike. If you would have
" all well " with the engine give

CNEMICO
KOTOR BIKE OIL
a fair practical tes^, you'll ^vant

no other.

TOM PECK who used it on his

End-to-end ride, wrote of it

—

" I found it everything one

could 'wish. I had no trouble

from over-heating as my engine

was running as well and as

sweetly when I reached John-

o'-Groat's as when left

Land's End."

Can yo'a say as much for the oil you are

now usin? ? Ask for Grade A, specially

prepared for general winter use.

Quart Tins, 1/8 each,
of all motor men.

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.,

Chemico Works,

BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON : 43, Gt. Eastern Street.

MANCHESTER : 235. Deansgate.

GLASGOW: 128, Renfield Street.

DUBLIN : Golden Lane.

it U fh-^irahlr to ninition "77/" Muhw Ci/i'Ir/' •MI
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TO ALL MAKES OF

CELL AS RECEIVED BY US.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK, AND
SPECIALLY CATER FOR THIS CLASa OF TRADE.
NO BATTERY NEED BE THROWN AWAY AS

USELESS OR BEYOND REPAIR.
JUST SEND IT ALONG TO US. WE WILL QUOTE
YOU BY RETURN, OR MAKE YOU AN ALLOW-

ANCE IN EXCHANGE FOR A NEW CELL.

CELL WHEN REPAIRED.

THE ABOVE ARE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOS,
BEFORE AND AFTER REPAIRS, OF AN AC-
CUMULATOR SENT UP BY A CLIENT, AND ARE
NOT SPECIALLY FAKED UP FOR ADVERTKING.

Our new List, containing 40 pages, sent

post free on request.

^^r:. RICHFORD & CO. ^X^^^l
153, Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMFB— 16-20h.p. JIutel I^andaulet open or elostd

b0<3y. side entrance, grand car; flOO.

PALMER.—40-50h-p. De Dietrich, aide entrance cur.

latest model, fitted hood, screen; £325.

PALMER—16-20h.p. De Dietrich, S-seater, magneto,
just re-painted, and ready to go anywhere; £75-

PALMER—24h.p- F-I-A-T.. Burlington body, hood
screen, side curtains, full eQuiproent; £175-

PALMER—16-20h.p. Corre tonneau, hood, screen,
head lamp, full eauipment, spare tyre; £75. -

PALMER-— 12-1 6h.p. Aries, tonneau, genuine Aster
engine, fast, reliable, and light car; £75.

PALMER— 15h.p. Darracq, 5-seater, hood, screen,
puah pedals, tyres like new, perfect; £95.

PALMER— 15-20h.p. Panhard Chassis, with lorry
body, 4-cyl., good running order; £55-

PALMER.— 12-14h.p. Huiuber, tonneau, Moseley per-
fect tyres, very smart car; £65.

PALMER.—16-2211. p. Gladiator, side entrance, long
chassis, disc clutch, roomy body; £125.

PALMER.—9h-p. Jackson, 2-seater/ .bucket body, gen-
eral condition like new; £85-

PALMER—12h.p. M-M-C-, tonneau. 2-cyl-. good run-
ning order; clearance price, £35.

PALMER.—9h-p. taxicab, latest style. landaulet body,
seating four inside, very smart; £150.

PALMER.—8h. p. Bnchet chassis, late type, long stroke,
fast running engine; £75.

PALMER— 16-24b.p. De Dietrich Chassis, late type,
M.O.V., pressed steel frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER.—In stock at Tooting, one monoplane. 30ft.
?:pan, ready to receive engine; £75-

PALMER.—All above seen at L. N. Palmer's, 9a.
Trevelyau Rd-, Tooting. Garage one minute Merton

Ed. tram terminus. Tooting. 'Phone. 208, Streatham.
Photos, details. Easy terms. Exchanges-

ECLIPSE.—18h. p. Siddeley. side entrance, hood, screen,
dual ignition; a gift, £115-

ECLIPSE.-14-16h.p. Darracq, the 1910 speciality;
immediate delivery; 225 guineas; old car part

payment.

ECLIPS?.-14h.p. Star. 4-cyl., U-OY-. side entrance,
excellent order; £85.

ECLIPSE— 14h.p. Forman. 4-eyl.. M-O-V"., " side en-
trance, new condition ; bargain. £105.

ECLIPSE—14h-p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cyl.. eteel
frame, hood, excellent order; £72 10s.

ECLIPSE—12h.p. J.P.. 2-cyl.. long chassia." side en-
trance, hood, perfect order; £80-

ECLIPSE—10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet. four \8eats.
splendid order; £87 lOg.

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. Siddeley. 2-seater. steel frame, re-
liable and good; £42.

ECLIPSE.-Sh.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, hood, per- :

feet order; £38.
|

ECLIPSE.—10-12h.p. Star bos delivery van, very gocd
order: £60.

I

ECLIPSE.— 8h.p. De Dion, genuine, two speeds, ton-
neau, in pink of condition; £72 lOs-

j

ECLIPSE.-6ih.p. Darracq, 2-seater, reliable little car;
£22.

Quadrant Carette, coach-built, two

I^CLIPSE— 8-lOh.p. Rexette, S-seater, very fast, ex-
-J cellent condition ; £29.

ECLIPSE.—3sh.p. Raleighette tricar, two speeds, water-
cooled, splendid order ; £20.

ECLIPSE—5ih.p. Rex Triette, 2-cyl., very fine ma-
chine ; £20-—Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co-,

255, Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

9h.p- Darracq Car, three speeds and reverse. 2-seater.
wants two new front covers; must sellj £29.—

Ayden, 17, Blackstock Rd., Pinsbury Park, N.

2-cyl-, four speeds and reverse, 4-seateT, tyre^
good order ; must sell ; offers invited, or ex-

change 2-seater and cash--Paterson, Croxley Green.

FOR Sale, S-lOh-p. Wolseley motor car, new June.
1906. two owners only, Siddeley radiator, engini-

and coaehwork excellent, tvres 1909; £65-—B-. 4, Park-
hill Rd.. Hampstead, N.W-

1 Oh.p. 2-cyl. M-MC, side entrance, canopy top, glass
J-'^ screen, tj-res good, excellent car for hire; £36,
worth double, or exchange.—Atherton, 7, Lansdownp
Place, Upper jSTorwood, S.E.

1 /\-12h.p. Pick 4-seated Car, 2-cyl. engine, been stand-
Xvf ing iu ecach-hou.se over a year: must sell; £20,
or exchange motor cycle-—Apply in first place. Turvey
and Co-, Garage. Sunderland.

"|A-12h--p. M-M.C, Daimler 2-cyl engine, roomy ton-
J-" nean body, make a splendid van up to one ton:
must'clear; £35, or exchange Triumph motor cycle. —
Turvey and Co., Motor wks-. Sunderland.

As a chain is only as stronf i

as its weakest link, a belt is onl.] !

as efficient as Its least considered

essential.

The essential links in motOK

belting construction—Maximun'

effective pulling surface: Elimina .

tion of stretch ; Tensile strength;

Flexibility ; Centring of core

Prevention of twisting, " ehdiJ

breaking, and surface cracking-

when evenly considered and sup
[

ported by suitable materials an^

experience, ensure a perfect whole '

Camel Belting, owing to i-fct

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest possible t< t

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents."^

ECLIPSE— 6h.p.
speeds; £20-

IG'^'

r U"
1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6 Sloot)

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTDJ
16, Great, Eastern St., Works

:

LONDON. Manchester..

3/6
NeU.

ijSife.

id.
Post.

Practical notes on Betting and Belt

Driiing. Fourth edition.

A42 In atuwering these atJvei-iise-tnents if. is dr.<!rrn.h/e tj mention Curie.
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The Association of Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders.

A MEETING of representatives of the motor cycle

trade, held by the Association of Motor Cycle

Manufacturers and Traders, took place at the

Holborn Restaurant on Wednesday afternoon.

Mr. J. R. Xisbet was in the chair. In opening the

meeting, the Chairman recounted the doings of the

Association since its formation at the last Stanley

Show, and mentioned that the Society of Motor Manu-
facturers and Traders and the Cycle and Motor Trades'

Association had been invited to send delegates to point

out the advantages offered by their bodies. It had

been suggested that this Association should join forces

with the C. and M.T.A. The meeting had not been

called solely to deal with the show question, but other

business was to consider whether a separate associa-

tion should be definitely formed or the present Asso-

ciation should join forces with the C. and M.T.A. In

the event of an alliance there would be formed a

special motor cycle section, which would enjoy the

•same advantages as if a separate body were formed,

and, in addition, it would have a separate title, offices,

and secretary.

Mr. Bednell (secretary C. and M.T.A.) stated that

about thirty manufacturers of cycles and motor cycles,

including all the principal ones, and thirty makers of

proprietary articles formed the membership. As
regards a title, it had been already suggested that in

the event of an agreement between the two bodies the

name of the Association would be the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Trades' Association. The idea that a combined
show at Olympia would be held had every prospect

of being revived.

Mr. Mann (the Service Co.) asked if agents would
be allowed to join, to which Mr. Bednell replied that

only manufacturers or manufacturers' representatives

would be admitted at present.

Mr. Harry Smith (the Rover Co.) said if the manu-
facturers were unanimous it would be quite possible

to hold a good show of motor cycles and pedal cycles

at Olympia, which could be rented from the Society.

The proposal that the Association of Motor Cycle
Manufacturers and Traders should join forces with
the Cycle and Motor Trades' Association was then

put to the meeting and carried nem. con. The meeting,
which was well attended, concluded with the usual
vote of thanks to the chairman.

British Motor Cycle Racing Club Fixtures.

EIGHT meetings have been arranged at Brook-

lands by the go-ahead B.M.C.R.C. for iqio as

follows : Wednesday,
March i6th; Wednes-

day, April 13th ; Wednes-

day, May 4th ; Wednesday,

June 22nd ; Wednesday,

Julv 20th ; Wednesday, Au-

gust 17th; Wednesday.
September 21st; and Wed-
nesday, October 19th.

The programmes have

not, of course, yet been

settled in detail, but riders

of all degrees of experience

will be catered for by the

inclusion of the followina;

:

Three one-hour T.T.

races before the Tourist

Trophy Race is run in the

Isle of Man.
A one and a two-hour

race for all classes.

A five-lap racing speed
judging contest.

The time trials for both
miles and kilometres per

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, hon. sec. pro tern.

he wfis the successful exponent of a four-

hour rates,_ and with both flying and standing starts.

A five-mile time trial.

Team races.

Handicap races, based
on previous performances
made the same day.
The annual general meet-

ing of the club will be held
at 7.30 p.m. on Thursday,
the 27th inst., at the offices

of the Brooklands Auto-
mobile Racing Club, Carl-
ton House, Regent Street,

London, W.
Mr. T. W. Lough-

borough, Ashleigh House,
Erith, Kent, has been ap-
pointed hon. secretary pro
tern, of the B.M.C.R.C, in

the absence of Mr. A. G.
iReynolds, who has not yet
quite recovered from his

sierious illness. Mr. Lough-
borough, it will be remem-
bered, has been an exceed-
ingly keen member of the
B.M.C.R.C.

of the B.M.C.R.C. Last year
cylinder F.N. on Brooklands.

I^' ^ 7^
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^ Lamp Lighting Times,

The times lo light lamps this week are :

Mon., Jan. 24 5.31 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 26 5.55 p.m.
Fri,, Jan. 28 5.39 p.m.

Mon., Jan. 31 5.44 p.m.

Racehorse v. Motor Cycle.

A novel race is on the tapis. Mr.
Lionel E. Skertchly is to ride his 1E09
T.T. Triumph against a 13 stone gentle-

man mounted on a racehorse. The match
to be for £100 a side. Mr. Skertchly
invites our readers' co^mments on the

conditions. See Questions and Replies

paxes.

T.T. Race Entries.

JintneB for the Tourist Trophy Race
in the Isle of Man on Jlay 25tli are as

foHow£ : H. A. Collier (1 machine), W.
H. Wells (2), Hendee Mfg. Co. (3), W.
0. Beutley (1), Triumph Cycle Co. (3),

G. B. Franklin (1), Noel E. Drury (1),

H. Collier and Sons (2), Quadrant ^lotor
Co. (1), Re.x Motor Mfg. Co. (3), Scott

: Engineering Co. (1), W. H. Bashall (1),

and J. T. Bashall (1).

The Projected Motor Cycle Show at

Olympia.

The Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders have decided not to hold a
motor cycle section at the Aero Sliow
in the spring, as the replies to the cir-

cular from motor cycle manufacturers
gave but little support. It has also been
resolved, subject to Olympia owners'
Sermission, to sublet the hall to the
ycle and Motor Trades Association for

extended time in November next, and to
give the association the benefit of all

arrangements possible for the holding of

a cycle and motor cycle exhibition that
month

.

"The Motor Cycle" Bujors' Guide, 1910.

We have in course of preparation the
1910 "Buyers' Guide," which has been
an annual feature of this journal since
1905 It will contain a complete list of
British and foreign motor cycles at pre-
sent on the market, together with a full

specification of the different models and
their list prices. The guide will be
found invaluable to prospective buyers
for ref-.;rence purposes.
Manufacturers who have not received

a form for filling in purposes should
apply to us immediately.

Anything and Everything for a Motor
Cycle.

The variety of articles offered in ex-
change for second-hand motor cycles is

really amusing. Among the articles which
were offered in the miscellaneous and
exchange columns in our last two issues
were a diam.ond pin and stud, joiner's
tools, push cycles, motor cars, furniture,
pianos and organs, diamond ring, oak
bureau, phonographs, gramophone and
records, typewriter, breech loading gun,
flat of furniture, billiard table, and a
piano player. The frequency of these
advertisejnents shows a great keenness
in the pastime and the large number of
readers desiring to possess a motor
bicvrle

To Race at Brooklands.

Mr. A. Baker White, the
well-known driver of high-

powered racing cars, has re-

turned to his first love—the
motor cycle. Mr. Baker
White last year possessed,

quite a atud of racmg cars,

and he was a regular com-
petitor in Brooklands events.

He is just as much at home
driving a 60 h.p. Napier racer
as a small touring car. Be-
fore he took to car driving he
owned . several single and
twin-cylinder motor cycles, of varying
horse-powers. He lias just placed an
order for a 3^ h.p. Trump-J.A.P. for
racing at Brooklands, similar to the
one illustrated in The Motor Cycle a
fortnight ago.

American Records.

A list of " accepted motor cycle
records" published in an American
journal, and compiled by F. L. Valiant,
shows that every amateur record has
been created in America. The majority
of the professional distance records are
also credited to American riders. Ciesac
(2 records), H. Martin (1), and H. A.
Collier (2), alone appearing on the list.

All professional time records from one
to twenty-four hours are "accepted" as
belonging to British motor cyclists.

Next Saturday's Quarterly Trial.

The following entries have been re-

ceived for the first quarterly trials of
1910 : .

BlOTCLE AND TkIOTCIB ClASS.
W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury).
E. Leighton (3^ Triumph).
Phelon and Moore (2| P. and M.).
W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas).
P. Phillips (2f Douglas).
G. Lee Evans (5 Indian).

W. 0. Bentley (5 Indian).
J. S. Harwood (3^ P. .and M.).
A. R. Abbott, jun. {8 Matchless).
H. G. Bell (2i F.N. tricycle).

F. A. Applebee (3^ Eex).
W. A. Lockwood (3+ P. and M.)
B. A. Hill (2J Douglas).
G. T. Gray (3i N.S.U.).
Quadrant Motor Co. (3^ Quadrant).
A. T. Stanton (3i Bradbury).
F. W. Applebee (5 Rex).
J. Gibson (5 Indian).

E. Kickham (2J Douglas).
Douglas Bros. (2| Douglas).
F. A. McNab (3^ Trump).
J. H. Slaughter (3i Ariel).

Motosacoche, Ltd. (1^ Motosacoche).
S. A. M. Wittam (3i Triumph).
Premier Cycle Co. (one 3^, and two 3|

Premier).
Bayliss, Thpmas, and Co. (two 3i

Excelsiors).

F. Thomas (6-7 G.O.K.).
A. L. Ommany (3i Rex).

Passbngbk Class.
J. Tassel (8 Matchless and sidecar).
V.S. Cycle and Motor (7 V.S. and

iidecar).

A. G. Fenn (5 A.C. tricar sociable).
Patent Gear and Motor Co. (3^

and sidecar)."

J. Portwine (5 A.C. tricar sociable).

G. N. Higgs (5 A.C. tricar).

BENZOL AS A FUEL. THE V

Engine Features Criticises)

Glenn H. Curtiss, the we-
aviator and motor cycle manu.i
has designed a new pattern
cylinder engine, the chief fei

which is its off-set cylinder,
French term it, desaze cranksh,:

Bictjcling World of America in

ing the engine makes the followii

ment : "Although this princ
been applied to advantage in aun
engines, and also in certain ell

steam engines, Curtiss is the fili

neer to use it in a motor cycle (

But the writer is a long way bh
his facts. The credit belongs
English designer in the person ol

A. Scott, the champion of the tw
engine movement, and it is w<
note that all the two-stroke Scott I

have possessed the feature of an

cylinder. The new Curtiss engj

the way, has two overhead valval

stems being inclined at an angle 0(

A new sport wUob is quite tssi

vagaries ot on

M'-
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1,700 MILES ON A 7h.p. TWIN.

leach other, and open direct into

tinder. British motor cyclists are
iove with this type of engine, as,

a valve break, there is nothing to

it being jammed throngh the top
iston. Curtiss has provided for

earing connecting rod, and it will

active to observe how long it is

i. It is a significant fact that
rominent British firms have tried
bearing connecting rod of late

iUt in each case there was trouble,
have returned to the plain bear-
This is the more noteworthy, as

motor cycle manufacturers
the lead and popularised ball

crankshafts.

Prices lor Motor Cycles in South
Australia.

ader mentions in a letter that a
hand motor bicycle in Brisbane
!50. New machines of first-class

manufacture cost from £70 to

« onlookers ! Unlortnnately die
maoh prsctlce.

A Tricar for Rural Postal

Work.
A chain-driven tricar

propelled by a J.A.P.
engine has recently been
pressed into service by
the Sittingbourne Post
Office authorities for local

collection and delivery of

mails. The tricar, which
has had the front seat re-

placed with a large mail
basket, runs between
Sittingbourne and Frin-
Eted, a distance of nine

miles, linking up several villages and
hamlets en route. There will be a

couple of deliveries and collections daily.

Time after time we have drawn atten-

tion to the utility of motor cycles for
postal delivery work, ilotor cycles are
easily the cheapest and speediest vehicles
for covering scattered areas.

THE AUTO CYCLE UNION SEVENTH
ANNUAL DINNER.

The A.C.U. dinner was held at the
Waldorf Hotel on Thursday evening last,

H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck,
K.C.V.O., D.S.O., president, occupying
the chair. This excellent dinner was
well attended, but not many provincial
members were present. After the royal
toasts the Chairman rose to propose the
Auto Cycle Union." In these days,
he said, when there were so many
unions, he was pleased to regard the
A.C.U. as one of the most successful and
go-ahead. It was full of activity and
initiative, and carried out its duties in
a manner deserving of respect. He then
referred to the Six Days' Trial and the
T.T. Race, the blue ribbon of motor
cycling sport, and congratulated H. A.
Co'lier on his success. There was in this

race, he continued, an event which
especially commended itself to him, and
that was the pluck and tenacity of A.
J. Sproston, who rode throughout the
competition with a broken ankle, suffer-

ing great agony, and this greatly excited
his admiration. His great regret was
that he (the speaker) had not been pre-

sent to congratulate him after the race.

He then referred to the racing. legal,

and other work done by the Union, and
reminded those present to remember the
good work done by the Auto Cycle
Legion, and the way that work had been
appreciated by Sir Edward Ward. The
thanks of the members were due to the
secretary and the whole staff. With the
toast he coupled the name of Mr. Robert
Todd.

Friendly Relations with Other Bodies.

Mr. Todd, to the amusement of the
Chairman, said he was glad to be able

to say, as was said in higher circles,

that their relations with other bodies
were friendly. He was pleased to note
that the local centres were in working
order. Members from the country came
up and said they wanted the Union to

be doing something; this, he. said, was
a good way of getting it done. These
centres could do much good work. Pro-
vincial members, while they should recol-

lect that the Londoners did not want

entirely to rule the roast, must not b'e

forgetful of the fact that London is
not altogether an unimportant place,
and sometimes people were glad to
have an excuse for coming up.
Touching the cattle on the highway
question, he was glad to rote something
was being done, as people must get
used to the new fast traffic, and not
exclusively consider the traffic tliat was
not fast, except fast asleep. However,
the agriculturist had to be considered.
While they could not compel eveiybody
and everything to carry a light" a.ter
dark, something would doubtless be
done soon, but they must move slowly.
He concluded by saying how pleased he
was to see the Chairman there, and also
Mr. J. W. Orde {secretary of the
R.A.C.), the tried and trusted friend of
the A.C.U.

Colonel H. C. L. Holden, R.A
F.R.S., then proposed the toast of " The
Affiliated Clubs," and stated that the
Union should feel proud and honoured to
be associated with the R.A.C. He con-
cluded by referring to the success of the
R.A.C. affiliation scheme, and coupled
with the toast of the R.A.C. and the
affiliated clubs the name of Mr. Orde

A Good Friend to the Union.

Mr. Orde, in reply, mentioned that
though the Auto Cycle Union was one
of the most important bodies affiliated

to the Royal Automobile Club, it did not
make the best of the advantages offered
by the

,

parent body. Mr. Todd was a
good friend to the Union, but he hoped
to be even a better, and the R.A.C.
would be only too pleased to help the
A.C.U. members. He then went on to
refer to the splendid exhibition of pluck
he had seen in the Isle of Man dur-
ing the T.T. Race. In 1908 the
membership of the R.A.C. and its
associates was 10,000 ; now it is 17,000.
He hoped the A.C.U. would progress
with equal rapidity. Every member
should get two or three people to join,
and every club should increase its
membership, and thus strive to swell
the ranks.

Captain Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.,
R.N., in proposing "The Chairman,"
made a wholly irrelevant, altogether
delightful, and really brilliant speech.
Eulogising the Chairman briefly m his
usual breezy manner, he talked of cut-
outs, how foolish it was to seal them
and then allow people to enlarge the
holes ; of the amateur question ; of the
lighting of cattle on the highway, men-
tioning that in Hong Kong every China-
man had to carry a light and a number ;

after dark (could not a leaf be taken out ';

of their book ?j ; and, lastly, of the
Navy. On this subject the gallant
Captain let himself go, and told the
members not only the importance of a

large and efficient Navy for the safety
of our shores and those of our colonies,

but the best way to get one, and, more-
over, what would certainly happen if we
did not get one.

After the Chairman liad replied in a

few well-chosen words, he distributed

the prizes, and at the conclusion of a
very excellent entertainment the pro-

ceedings came to an end.

=nr
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Norwich and District M.C.C.

A general meeting will be held at headquarters to-morrow

(Tuesday) at S.20 p.m. to discuss programme for 1909. All

members are earnestly requested to attend.

Middlesbrougli and District M.C.C.

On Wedne.sday evening, at the Corporation Hotel, Middles-

brough, at 7.45 p.m., Mr. A. Lauriston (the club's hon.

solicitor) will read a lecture " The Law and its Relation to

Motor Cycliste and Car Owners."

North-west London M.C.C.

At the recent annual general meeting Mr. G. Kowden was
elected to the captaincy. Mr. T. G. Blundell resigning the

position of vice-captain, Mr. H. V. Bate wae elected in his

place. Messrs. C. A. Stern and G. H. Hollis retain the

positions of hon. secretary and hon. treasurer respectively.

Western District M.C.

At the annual general meeting the following amendments
were made to the existing rules

:

1. That an entrance fee of 2s. 6d.

be now charged.
2. The headquarters of the club are

now rejnoved to the Green Man Hotel,

Uxbridge Road, West Ealine.

3. The question of reaffiliation to

the A.C.U. was left to the new com-
mittee, who are approaching the
A.O.TJ. on a question which the

majority of the members would like to

have settled before deciding on affilia-

tion.

4. Mr. T. A. Williams was elected a

life member of the club in considera-

tion of his past services.

The following are the officers and sjg

committee for the present year : Presi- ^t-g

dent, Edward Smart ; chairman. P.
Snelling ; vice-chairman, N. Hall

;

captain, H. E. Vowler; sub-captain,

D. Steevcs ; auditor, W. F. Ritchie

;

committee. Messrs. Tweedie, Moss,
Eagles, Butler, Dobson, Buckmaster,
Thomas, Holloway, Caudwell, Arm-
strong, and L. Holloway; sports secre-

tary, H. J. M. Hughes ; hon. secretary and treasurer, I.

.J. G. Babbage.
A committee meeting is fixed for Friday, the 4th prox.,

at the new headquarters. The secretaries will be glad to

hear from members who have suggestions for competitions

and runs.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held at headquarters on

the 19th inst., when it was decided to again affiliate to the

Autd Cycle Union. The subscription was raised to 7s. 5d.,

which includes affiliation. The following are the officers and
committee for the present year ; President, A. R. Batten

;

chairman, S. Groom ; vice-chairman, F. Taylor ;
joint

secretaries, J. Foster, 34, All Saints' Street, Bolton,

and J. Fishwick, 9, Georgina Street, Moses Gate

;

tvea.'urer, J. Peters; captain, J. Fishwick; vice-captain,

A. Horrocks ; committee, Messrs. A. Richards, Nuttall.

Yates, Woodall, Street, Orrell, Smith, and Green. Subscrip-

tions are now due. Readers wishing to join should communi-
cate with J. Foster, 34, All Saints' Street, Bolton.

X FUTURE EVENTS. "f
"/t^ Jan. 29—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, Uxbridge to 5^S

Banbury and Back.

'^i,~
.. 29—Birmingham M.C.C Annual Dinner.

".j^ Feb. 18-26—Manchester Motor Cycle Show.

jjg Mar. 12—M.C.C. Opening Run.
25—General Meeting of Northern Motor

Cycle Clubs at Richmond. Yorks.
25—M.C.C. Easter Tour. Jarrott Cup

Competition.

28—Brooklands A.R C. Easter Meeting
30 to April 2—Exhibition of Motor Cycles

at Leicester, Association Hall.

3^S Apl. 20—A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

„ 27-28—Brooklands A.R C. Meetings.

„ 30—M.C.C. Members' HiU-climb.
May 13, 14, and 16 (Whitsun)—M.C.C. London-

Edinburgh and London-Edinburgh
and Back Runs.

„ 26 (Thursday)—International Motor Cycle
Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle

of Man.
„ 28—A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

South Manchester M.C.C.

The first annual meeting of this club was held at head-

quarters, the Denmark Hotel. Greenheys, on the 19th inst.

The baiance-sheet for 1909 was adopted, and considered

very satisfactory. (Officers for the year were appointed, anJ

a good programme of competitions and runs was mapped
out. It was decided to affiliate with the A.C.U., and the

annual subscription was raised to 10b. in order to cover the

cost of affiliation.

Mr. R. Fisher was unanimously elected president of the

club, and he kindly offered a trophy to be competed for

during the year.

It "is hoped that the energetic programme and facilitiis

offered by the club will draw a large number of new
members, and an invitation is held out to all motor cyclists

in the district to communicate with the hon. secretary, Mr.

F. Doodson. 15, Eileen Grove, Rusholme, who will be glad

to supply any information as to membership.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The seventh annual dinner will be held at the Imperial

Hotel, Temple Street, on Saturday
next, the 29th inst. This is a special

occasion, as it marks the club's attain-

ment to a membership of 100. I,adies

are cordially invited. A musical pro-

gramme is being arranged.

'J<

Lelth M.C.

The annual general meeting will be
held in the Commercial Hotel, Commer-
cial Street, Leith, on the evening of

the 28th inst. at eight o'clock, when it

is lioped there will be a large attend-

ance of members and prospective

members.

The Newcastle M.C.

On Wednesday next a whist drive
will be held at the Royal Arcade
Assembly Roms. It is hoped that a
large number of members will attend
and help to make this social event a
success and a credit to the club.

Tickets are Is. 5d., including refresh-
ments. The club .isecretary, Mr. A. G.

Robson, 51, High Bridge vStreet, Newcastle-'on-Tyne, will

supply tickets.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The annual dinner has been postponed to early in February,
permission not having yet been obtained for the use of St.

Mary's Hall.

Members who have changed their addresses are requested
to notify the secretary, Mr. E. W. Walford, as several
circulars respecting the club have been returned to him
undelivered to the addressee.

Ayr and District M.C.

The annual dinner was held in the Hotel Dalblair on
Wednesday evening last, and was attended by a large and
representative number of members and friends.

Mr. John Houston, the president, occupied the chair, Mr.
Alf. Sommerville fulfilled the duties of croupier, and the
prizes for last year's events were presented by Mr. W. G.
Wallace. An excellent musical programme was provided, and
the evening proved most successful.

I^' ^^
Iliffe Jk SoTis Ltd., Tjondon aaiit uovtfntrf.aUoventrw.
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Club Life.

A
NORTHERN clubman wrote last week asking

us to obtain the opinions of readers regarding

the formation of clubs in large cities and
towns solely for middle-aged riders, or, as he

puts it, men between forty and fifty years of

age. His complaint is that the majority of clubs are

formed of active young men mostly bent on speed,

and he instances a club which he joined last year,

thinking that he was going to obtain pleasant com-
panionship during his rides, and assistance in the way
of touring and other matters appertaining to the use

of the motor cycle. Whilst we are not of the opinion

that clubs are needed with a membership confined to

riders ot any particular age, it might be advantageous for

the executives of clubs which devote a very large portion

of the year to competition work to consider whether

they would not increase their membership by the

inauguration of a touring section, with a sub-committee

to deal with the branch of the pastime which par-

ticularly appeals to such as our correspondent.

The fact has always been before us that the chief

supporters of the pastime are young men, but middle-

aged and elderly men are taking up motor cycling in

greater numbers every year, and the young enthusiasts

of five years ago and to-day will in a few years time

be on the qiei vive for just the kind of easy-going

club that our Northern friend is anxious to establish.

We do not suggest that ordinary club runs are likely

to fascinate even the middle-aged rider, because riding

in close company is to be avoided for many reasons,

the chief one being the nuisance created by dust ; but

there are many ways in which a club could be of the

greatest assistance to middle-aged riders. By specially

catering for them the present clubs could doubtless

increase their ranks, but our correspondent thinks that

there is room for a club in each large city and town
which will be specially devoted to the interests of

middle-aged riders who do not want to compete in

hill-climbs, races, and other events, but require the

companionship of other riders, and assistance and
advice in touring matters.

Various Uses of a Motor Cycle.

WE think it is possible that there are some
of our readers who would like to discuss this

question, and if there is a desire for separa.te

clubs on the lines suggested, we shall be glad

to assist in their organisation by publishing

in our Club News columns the names and addresses

of those who are prepared to take the necessary steps

towards their formation. Every motor cyclist regards

the pastime from a different viewpoint. Some ride a

motor cycle because it takes them over ground which
they have not been able to reach previously on a

pedal cycle in the duration of a short ride ; others

combine motor cycling with another pastime, such as

riding to golf, tennis, fishing, or boating; but the greater

number undoubtedly prefer some form of motor cycle

sporting competition. A club is useful to all, and it

remains to be seen if there are sufficient riders to

support our correspondent's suggestion.

In connection with touring and legal advice, etc.,

readers should bear in mind that such bodies as the Auto
Cycle Union and the Motor Union have special depart-

ments to deal with these matters, and are always pre

pared to assist their members, but they do not cater

for local companionship, which our correspondent

appears to desire most.

A7
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aY'ixiON"
A Clear Silencer.

Most motor cyclists are aware in thieory tliat a choked
silencer has very detrimental results upon the running

of an engine, but I suspect few know by experience

^vhat a colossal braking power the back pressure due
to choked exhaust orifices can exert. I own an engine

which is fitted with a particularly efficient silencer,

and for some weeks I was troubled with a gradually

increasing loss of power which I could not trace to its

origin. Everything was apparently in good order, and
yet the engine would not develop any ^ace. At last

thing-, suddenly got so bad that with the levers set for

thirty miles an hour the machine was only travelling

at the merest crawl. Dismounting I happened to

notice a jet of smoke issuing from the silencer in a

constant stream though the engine was stepped. I

had the silencer to pieces in a trice, and found that

the holes in the baffle pieces were ridiculously small,

and that the majority of theme were sooted up. Before
replacing the exhaust box I had parts of it on the

lathe, and drilled out the aforesaid holes. Oddly
enough, the machine is still as silent as ever it was
when throttled down—as silent as when the holes were
clogged, even; but, naturally, the bark is somewhat
louder when the engine is speeded up.

When the Plug Soots.

I met one rider who had been over-lubricating, and
had endeavoured to cope with the trouble by merely
changing his sparking plug, until all his spare plugs
were so sooty that none of them would fire. Need-
less to say, this is a very makeshift method of deal-

ing with a trouble which is rather apt to occur when
a slipping belt or prolonged driving on a low gear has
compelled the driver to use overmuch oil. If the

cylinder is simply swimming with oil, the surplus
should be got rid of before fitting a fresh plug. In
winter time, when I am none too warm, I should remove
the plugs and open the drain tap of the crank case,

and then get rid of the oil by five minutes' pedalling
on the stand, which would serve the additional pur-
pose of restoring my circulation. In summer I should
assist the process by a liberal injection of paraffin,

but it is merely silly to soot up a clean plug without
removing the cause of the trouble.

Skidding.
I wish I could persuade some of the fair weather

brigade to put their fears in their pockets and attempt
a little winter riding. There are thousands of motor
cyclisits who only ride when the roads are good, and
they would be astounded if they essayed a little mud-
plugging. AVith a modern machine and a good non-
slipping tyre .tread skidding is practically non-existent.

Looking through my road book I find I ha\-e only had
two real skids in the last three years, and both of these

occurred in summer. Admitting that some care is

required in traffic, and especially over tramlines, the

side-slip bogey is vastly overdone. To my mind the

only real problems of all weather riding are how to

keep clean and how to keen warm, 'the Inttcr licing far

a8

and away the more diffrcult. I have been out on the

roads the last week or two in all weathers by day "and

night, and I have met very few motor cyclists ; I made
a point of conversing with those I met, and they

laughed at the idea of road surface dangers—none of

them had tumbled this winter. One of them was \-ery

well fitted out for the cold weather with handle-bar

mufifs, three jackets, wading boots, and a cap with

earholes guarded by rolls in front of the ears ; another

had a celluloid wind screen mounted on his handle-

bars, and so hinged that it could be folded down when
there was no wind ; he said it kept him as cosy as if

he were on board a car. Several of these machines

were fitted with special Avinter guards of the Miller

and Cameron types, and all the riders looked in the

pink of health and condition.

The One Dangerous Surface.

There is one surface on which I should advise the

most expert and enthusiastic of riders not to risk his

neck. I speak feelingly, for I was recently trapped

by a change in the weather on a long ride,- and had

a most fearsome time. It is when a gentle thaw suc-

ceeds a layer of snow which has covered the roads for

several days. The four or five inches of snow first

gef trampled hard by a few days of traffic, and the

nightly frosts solidify the surface into a coating of hard

ice. Then the thaw comes and moistens the surface.

If any rider has found tyres which can grip such a sur-

face I shall be glad to hear of them, for I have not.

It is true that I did not hurt myself, for I rode at the

edge of the road, Avhere the snow was comparatively

untrodden until I neared a tomi, and here my machine

turned at right angles, and took me down a side road

in which I took not one atom of interest. Deterred

by this incident, I got off and walked to the railway

station. Rubber studs proved as bad as steel studs

were on the last occasion when I was faced by such

conditions, and the machine was practically unsteerable.

Tyres in Winter.

I believe the fear of punctures is one of the main
deferents tO-ardent riding in winter, and I must confess

there is no more heartrending situation than to be

stranded on a lonely road with a tyre to mend when
the thermometer is down towards zero. But why
risk such a situation? Personally, I always see that

my covers are a nice easy fit before I go out in bad
weather. If a new cover is to be used I work it on

and off the rims several times at home in the warmth
of a fire before ever I take it on the road, till at last

it can be detached without tools if desired. Then,
though I may go out in summer without any butt-

enders, I never dream of venturing forth in winter

without at least a couple of these invaluable acces-

sories. If a puncture befall me amid the snow or

when a bleak east wind howls over the frozen roads I

know I can slip a new tube into place within five

minutes, and there are no terrors about this opera-

tion. Pumping up the new tube will destroy any
chilliness incurred in fitting.
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Sore-StrokeRatio&Eeficiency.
A REPLY TO A. A. SCOTT'S CRITICISM.

By JAMES L. NORTON, A.M.I.A.E.

I
HAVE read with some pleasure Mr. Scott's criticism

of my article on " Bore-stroke Ratio and Effi-

ciency," and must confess I am not surprised that

the criticism makes out anything but a strong

case for the short-stroke engine. In fact, I think it

strengthens the case for the long stroke rather than

otherwise.

I will consider consecutively the several points of

the criticism, the earlier portions of which, however,

have no bearing upon the question at issue. Neverthe-

less, as they tend to place my arguments in a somewhat
false light, I think it well to call attention to one or

two of them.

Exception is taken to what Mr. Scott terms my
extreme comparison. Now the engines I gave for

illustration were one 100 mm. bore by 64 mm. stroke,

and one of 80 mm. bore and loo mm. stroke. In the

first case the bore is thirty-six per cent, greater than the

stroke length, and in the second case the bore equals

eighty per cent, of the stroke.

Mr. Scott gives as his illustration engines of 2^ in.

bore by 2)4in. stroke and 2in. bore by 4in. stroke. In

the first case the bore is slightly less than thirty per

cent, greater than the stroke, and in the second case

the bore only equals fifty per cent, of the stroke—the

stroke being double the bore diameter. Between my
two engines there is a stroke difference of thirty-six per

cent Between Mr. Scott's two engines there is a stroke

'

difference of forty-six per cent.—a ten per cent, greater

extreme of comparison than mine, to which he takes

exception.

Actual and Isothertnal Pressures.

Again, Mr. Scott takes me to task for using the word
"absolute," but omits to mention that I coupled with

it the words " actual pressure," making it clear that

the word " absolute " was used in its ordinary collo-

quial sense. Perhaps it would have been better to

have relied upon the word " actual " only. My use

of the word " isothermal " is also misconstrued. Surely

Mr. Scott does not suggest that the pressure first

mentioned is other than isothermal. He says that
" isothermal compression does not take place in an
ordinary motor cycle engine." I did not say or imply
that it did. My use of the word requires no explana-

tion. Mr. Scott's remarks are evidence that he under-

stands fully the use of tlie term, yet he implies error

on my part, and then by his own calculations proves
my statements as to pressures to be correct.

Such criticism as this helps no one, and surely

implies lack of sound argument.

It is with reluctance that I write this, but I feel

compelled, in justice to myself and to the question at

issue, to draw attention to what may, by casual readers,

be mistaken for sound reasoning against the long-stroke

engine.

Upon the matter of thermal efficiency, it is agreed

between us that the long stroke is superior, and that

it is necessary to run the short stroke at a higher rate

of revolution to give equal power.

Mr. Scott says that " the same advantage is gained

by adopting the overhead valve type as by increasing

the stroke ratio." He appears to be digressing here

from the subject matter.

It is hardly germane to this discussion to state that

the short-stroke engine with overhead valves is as

efficient as a long stroke with side valves. If the short-

stroke engine needs the overhead type of valve to

equal the long stroke with side valves, what happens
if we adopt the overhead type to the" long stroke ?

I do not propose to follow my critic in his dis-

sertation on the two-stroke engine, to which my article

had no reference.

Frictional Loss caused by Piston Rings.

The argument under the heading " Frictional loss

caused by piston rings " is misleading. It is acknow-

ledged that the piston ring of large diameter gives

greater pressure and friction than the small ring, but

it is claimed that the large ring could be made to

exert the same pressure and friction as the small one.

This assumes that the small one could not or would
not be improved, but it stands to reason that if the

large ring can be improved, so also could the smaller

one in the same proportion.

A similarly misleading argument is brought to bear

in regard to piston load. It is said, " As for the extra

load on the short-stroke piston, this could be met by
proportionately designed bearings." My critic omits

to mention that the same applies to both engines, and
the fact remains that, whether plain or ball bearings

are used, those of the short stroke have to sustain the

heavier load, and the long-stroke engine retains the

advantage.

To return to the friction of piston rings. It is said
" the long stroke has the extra friction of moving its

rings through a further distance of y%m. for every

four strokes," but the fact is overlooked that the total

frictional and thermal losses of the short stroke are

multiplied by the necessity for a higher speed of

revolution. The statement that "the long-stroke engine
has to develop an extra amount of power" to com-

A9
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Bore-stroke Ratio and Efficiency.

—

pensate for extra friction is therefore incorrect, as is

also that which reads " the friction of the piston against

the cylinder vvalls is scarcely worth taking into account

if long connecting rods are used." Ihis is not a

negligible friction, and is much greater in the short

stroke, with its 355 lbs. piston load and 5-3in. con-

necting rod, than in tlie long stroke, with its 188 lbs.

load and loin. connecting rod, even though the

angularity of thrust be the same ; therefore the alleged
" distinct gain in mechanical efficiency " of the short

stroke fails to materialise. My critic's conclusions on

these points appear to have been arrived at from an

entirely assumed set of conditions.

Load on Bearings.
Further, in an attempt to belittle the detrimental

effects of the heavier load on short-stroke bearings, it

is said "the extra load is only momentarily applied at

dead centre." Quite so, but it is at this moment of

first application that the effect of friction and conse-

quent loss thereby is greatest. The criticism main-

tains that " the load on main bearings of the. long-stroke

engine is increased by the leverage of the longer crank."

I cannot agree with this, the contrary being the fact.

My critic's own figures and diagram (fig. 4, page 49)

show that the actual load on the long-stroke engine is

376 lbs., whilst that on the short stroke is 543 lbs.

(355 lbs. piston load x 188 lbs. belt pull)—a differ-

ence of 167 lbs. in favour of the long stroke. In other

words, he proves the load on the latter is less than

seventy per cent, of that on the short-stroke bearings.

In fact, in this connection he turns the guns on his

own ranks, and the arguments and figures presented

to champion the short stroke favour the long stroke.

Again, the belt pull is assumed to increase the main

bearing load. On this matter the argument also

appears to be based on assumed and not actual con-

ditions, since -he combined piston load and belt pull

could only be applied (as in his diagram fig. 4) if the

engine were horizontal and at equal height, or approxi-

mately so, with the upper edge of rear belt rim, or

placed head downwards at somewhere near the angle

of forty-five degrees if the engine pulley were in the

usual position. As a matter of fact, the usual angle

of belt pull is such as to decrease the m?.in bearing

load due to piston thrust, and this to a much greater

proportion in the long stroke. This, in my opinion,

is another argument against the short stroke.

It is said that, " since revolutions per minute are

limited by piston speed, the short stroke can be run

ANOTHER REINFORCED

JANUARY 31st, 1910. -

at a greater number of revolutions than the long stroke."

This statement appears to be generally accepted, but

I think it is scarcely correct. I am of opinion that

piston speed is limited by strength of materials and
power of impulse, and that piston speeds are attainable

far in excess of what are required to reach the limit

of speed at which a motor cycle can be safely driven.

Factors which limit the number of revolutions are

:

(1) Ingress and egress of the gases, and (i) speed of

combustion and expansion, rather than piston inertia.

If this be so, then either type of engine may be run

at equal revolutions until the limit speed of induction,

expansion, etc., is reached.

Under the heading " Inertia of -Parts," it is stated

that " a large diameter piston can be made lighter in

j)roportion to its size than a small diameter piston."

I would ask for an explanation of this assertion. It

appears to me to be incorrect. A smaller piston can
safely be made with proportionately thinner top and
walls and be of equivalent strength to a larger one, and
since it is smaller, shorter, and thinner, the converse

of my critic's statement' must be correct.

Length and Weight of Connecting Rods.
Concerning length and weight of connecting rod

—

here again assumed conditions form the basis of

argument. Even if, for argument sake, the connecting
rod for the long-stroke engine is double the length of

that of the short stroke, it is by no means necessary

that it should be double the weight, for, as has already

been shown on both sides, the load on the longer

rod is little more than half that on the shorter one.

I feel I must protest once more against my critic's

method of- reply. On the point of safe piston speed
and pressure on cylinder walls, he states, " We have
given the same proportion of connecting rod length in

both cases "—and just previously he had been criticis-

ing the weight of a connecting rod of loin., but now,
in attempting to score a point concerning the pressures,

he calmly shortens this rod in order to demonstrate
"the additional frictional losses in the long-stroke

engine." Now if this shortened rod be considered,

then his previous figures concerning the effect of weight
on inertia stresses cannot apply. Alternatively, if he
were to shorten in the same proportion his 5. 3in. con-

necting rod, would not the additional frictional losses

likewise increase in the short-stroke engine?
I have now dealt with the principal points of Mr.

Scott's criticism, and shown that his arguments are not
favourable to the short-stroke engine, but really serve

to strengthen my original case for the long stroke.

THE accompanying illustration is that of a section

of a reinforced air tube for motor cycles which

has been invented by Mr. F. H. Hall, of the

Electric Ignition Co., Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Birmingham. It differs from other types of

reinforced tubes b}' ^,._ ,iul8"J..'."'J. . ; . --^^

having the ' fabric

carried right round

the sectional circum

ference of the tube,

and having at the

base a moulded rub-

ber portion provided

with a cored hole to

reduce weight. The function of the rubber ridge is to

INNER TUBE.
partially pleat the fabric, so that when the tube is fully

inflated the effect is to compress or stretch the rubber
portion, and 'dlow the tube to expand to the required

extent, the limit of stretch being at a point beyond
that at which the outer cover is completely filled by
the air tube.

It is claimed for this tube that small punctures are

sealed automatically, owing to the rubber being in a

state of compression when fully inflated; also that the

walls of the tube are of the same strength throughout,
owing to the fabric completely encircling the cir-

cumference of the section. The tubes, it is said, will

stand a pressure of 200 lbs. without bursting when
inflated out of the cover. There is therefore no
possibility of a burst if the outer cover gets cut.
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MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS ACCEPTED IN THE U.S.A.
BELOW is a list of motor cycle records accepted

by the Federation of American Motor Cyclists

(the governing body of the pastime in America),
revised and corrected to January ist, 1910, by

F. L. Valiant. It will be noticed that our Ameri-
can cousins have a separate list of " amateur records,"
but we may explain that the American amateur
definition is very different from the English one. A
trade rider is an amateur in America, provided he has
never competed for a cash prize. For detailed defini-

tion see page 61 last week. We are assured by Dr.

J. P. Thomley (chairman of the F.A.M. Competition

Committee) that " the records have been made with

the greatest care and under the strictest supervision."

He adds :
" There are no records in the world which

have been more carefully gotten up, and every possible

factor of error eliminated. It gives me great pleasure

to forward this list to you, and the Federation of

American Motor Cyclists will greatly appreciate your

publishing these records in vour valuable journal "
:

AMATEUR RECORDS.
Distance. Holder. Where made. Date. Time. Distance. Holder. 1 Where made. Date. Time.

1909. h. m. s.

1

1 1908. h. m. s.

1 kilo C. Spencer .

.

Springfield, Mass Oct. 23 28f 90 miles R. Stubbs . . Birmingham, Ala Nov. 24 1 36 3
*1 kilo C. Gustafson Springfield, Mass. Oct. 23 39 95 miles R. Stubbs . . : Birmingham, Ala Nov. 24 1 42 ^
*1 mile C. Spencer .

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 23 55i 1009.

1 mile Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 • 42f 100 miles M. J. Graves Los An=;eles, Gal. July 18 1 27 49
2 mUes Fred Huyck Springfield, Jlass. July 31 1 27f 200 miles C. Spencer. . Springfield, Mass Oct. 1 3 55 20
3 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 2 12 300 miles C. Gustafson S jringfield. Mass Oct. 1 5 48 55
4 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 2 551 400 miles C. Gustafson Springfield, Mass Oct. 1 8* 12 36
5 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 3 40J- 500 miles C. Spencer. . Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 10 22 36
6 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 4 38| 600 miles C. Spencer. . Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 13 15 16
7 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 5 24f . 700 miles G. Spencer. . Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 15 25 26
8 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 6 9f 800 miles C. Spencer. . Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 17 37 31
9 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. July 31 6 551- 900 miles C. Spencer. . ! Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 19 46
10 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 7 42| 1000 miles C. Spencer. .1 Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2. 22 20 59
11 miles Fred Huyck

Fred Huyck
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.

Sept. 6

Sept. 6

8 29-1

9 lof12 miles Time. Holder. Where made. Date. Distance.
13 milpq Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 10 2|.V " F ' r * "^

14 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 10 50J 1909. mis. yds.

15 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 ll 36f 1 hour Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 71 620
16 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 12 23

1

2 hours M. J. Graves Los Angeles, Gal. July 18 134 880
17 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 13 12| 3 houi-s C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 145 587
18 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 13 58s 4 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 204 587
19 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 14 44r|- 5 hours C. Gustafson Springfield, Mass. Oct. 246 1174
20 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 15 31i 6 hours 0. Gustafson] Springfield, Mass. Oct. 300 1174
21 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 16 17| 7 hours C. Gustafson Springfield, Mass. Oct. 333 1174
22 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 17 4| 8 hours C. Gustafson Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 388 1174
23 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 19 3 9 hours C. Gustafson' Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 441 —
24 miles Fred Huyck Spiingfield, Mass. Sept. 6 19 53 10 hours C. Spencer. . Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 482 —
25 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 20 54 11 hours C. Spencer. . Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 512 —
30 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 25 14f 12 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 559 587
35 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 29 20f 13 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 585 —
40 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 33 225- 14 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 641 587
45 miles Fred Huyck Springfield. Mass. Sept. 6 37 39 15 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 677 587
50 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 41 49

1

16 hours G. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 730 —
55 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 46 10 J 17 hour's C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 767 587
60 mUes Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 50 243 18 hours G. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 812 587
65 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 6 54 321 19 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 862 587
70 miles Fred Huyck Springfield, Mass. Sept. 58 48

1

20 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 911 —
1908. 21 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 945 587
75 mUes R. Stubbs .

.

Birmingham, Ala. Nov. 24 1 20 OJ 22 hours G. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 986 1174
80 miles R. Stubbs .

.

Birmingham. Ala. Nov. 24 1 25 19f 23 hours C. Spencer.

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 1035 1174
85 miles R. Stubbs .

.

Birmingham, Ala. Nov. 24 1 30 37 24 hours C. Spencer .

.

Springfield, Mass. Oct. 2 1093 1151

PROFESSIONAL RECORDS.
Distance.

1 kilo

*1 kilo

*1 mile

1 mUe
2 miles

3 mUes
4 miles

5 miles

6 miles

7 miles

Holder.

H. Cissac .

H. Cissac .

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

Where made.

Blackpool, Eng.
Blackpool, Eng.

Clifton, N.J.

Springfield, Mass.

Springfield, Mass.

Springfield, Mass.

Springfield, Mass.

Springfield, Mass,

Springfield, Mass.

Springfield, Mass.

Date.

1905.

July 27.

July 27
1908.

July 26
1908.

July 31

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept, 18

Sept. 18

July 31

Time.

h. m. s.

25|
35

1 2

43;-

32
20

7f
55f
45
34

Distance.

8 miles

9 mile

5

10 miles

11 miles

12 miles

13 miles

. 14 miles

15 miles

16 miles

17 miles

18 miles

19 miles

Holder.

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

J. Derosier

Where made.

Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.

Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.

Date.

1909.

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept. 18

Sept. t8

Sept. 18

July 31

July 31

July 31

Time.

6 20f
7 8-1

7 56f
8 45
9 33|

10 21f
11 IH
12

12 47f
13 42
14 30|
15 191

*From a standing start. (Under the rules the only standing start records recognised are those at distances of 1 mile and
1 kilometre ; all others shall be timed from a flying start.)
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PROFESSIONAL RECORDS (continued).

Distance. Holder. Where made. Date. Time. Time. Holder. Where made. Date. Distance.

1909. h. m. s. 190S mis, yds.
20 miles J. Derosier Springfield, Mass. July 31 16 8| 1 hour C. K. CoUier Brooklands, Eng. Oct. 8 68 1380
21 miles J. Derosier Springfield, Mass. July 31 16 57J 190£ .

22 miles J. Derosier Springfield, Mass. July 31 17 45.1 2 hours H. V. Colver Brooklands, Eng. Oct. 9 118 719
23 miles J. Derosier Springfield, Mass. July 31 18 34| 3 hours H. Martin Brooklands, Eng. Nov. 22 165 936
24 miles J. Derosier Springfield, Mass. July 31 19 24f- 4 hours H. Martin Canning Town, E. Feb. 15 194 1320
25 miles J. Derosier Springfield, Mass. July 31 20 13| 5 hours H. A. Collier Canning Town, E. May 5 245 640
30 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 29 41 6 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 294 800
35 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 35 23f 7 liours H. A. Collier Canning Town, E. May 5 326 640
40 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 38 55*- 8 liours H. A. Collier Canning Town, E. May 5 364 1480
45 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 43 29 9 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 5 396 80
50 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 48 21 10 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 5 411 —
55 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 53 14 11 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 5 445 1462
60 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 57 51 12 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 5 471 784
65 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles. Cal. April 18 1 4 271 13 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town. E. May 6 506 1260
70 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 1 9 7J 14 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 508 —
75 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 1 13 46 15 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 522 1590
80 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 1 18 34J 16 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 566 —
85 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 1 23 25| 17 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 599 1700
90 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 1 28 18J 18 iiours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May_ 6 611 330
95 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 1 33 12j 19 liours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 648 586
100 miles J. Derosier Los Angeles, Cal. April 18 1 37 595 20 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 680 —
200 miles H. Martin .

.

Canning Town, E. Feb. 15 4 5 54| 21 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 690 586
300 miles H. A. Collier Canning Town, E. May 5 6 6 28 22 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 725 1390
400 miles H. A. Collier Canning Town, E. May 5 9 6 25| 23 hours H. A. CoUier Caiming Town, E. May 6 730 940

24 hours H. A. CoUier Canning Town, E. May 6 775 1340

STRAIGHTAWAY RECORDS—AMATEUR
\Distance. Holder. Where made. Date. Time. Distance. - Holder. Where made. Date. Time.

1 kUo
1 mUe

W. Goerke.

.

R. Stubbs .

.

Daytona, Fla. .

.

Daytona, Fla. .

.

1909.

Mar. 25
Mar. 25

m. s.

271

43f

-

5 miles W. Goerke.

.

Daytona, Fla. .

.

ieo9.

Mar. 34
m. s.

3 30J

->-os9««-<-

THE HOME GARAGE SIDECAR.
THE Bramson Home_ Garage Sidecar was fully

described in The Motor Cycle of November
29th, 1909 (page 94b). It is therefore needless

to repeat the technical description of this

machine, but as we are now enabled to illustrate it, a

few points regarding the various advantages it offers

will be of interest. From the

description referred to above there

appears to be a good deal to do
to fold up the attachment. This
is really not the case,' and the whole
thing may be folded up in about

three minutes. Once folded up,

not more than about 2 5 in. of space

are taken up laterally, conse-

quently the machine may be
< wheeled down a narrow passage.

Again, though so easily detachable

the device is perfectly rigid, the

knuckle joints providing the fold-

' ing arrangements being encased in

tubes when the sidecar is ready for

the road ; consequently these joints

are held perfectly tight, and there

is nothing whatever to prevent the

machine being quite as rigid as the

ordinary type of sidecar. Two
models are made : Grade B, with one invisible joint

without swivel. The wheel of the sidecar is turned

up horizontally over the cycle, and held firmly on the

luggage-carrier by a special fastener, so held the

combination does not take up a space exceeding 27^^ in.

wide. This is sold at a very moderate price. Grade
A, with two invisible joints and special swivel to turn^

the chair round to the luggage-carrier. This closes

up to about 26%m., or 23in. when the chair is folded,

and costs about ^2 more than the aforenamed. For
quite a moderate sum anv make of sidecar can be

Brjmson's folding sidecar fitted to a two-speed V.5.

I

converted to fold up in this way. Mr. Bramson, 5,

I

.Farleigh Road, Stoke Newington, N., is most con-

fident of the success of his invention, and we must
1 admit that it displays great ingenuity. He is able to

1
deliver these machines expeditiously.
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FIRST QUARTERLY TRIALS OF 1910.

THE 1910 END -TO -END TRIALS ROUTE.

MOT6r cycle records ACCEPTED IN U.S.A.

Hext Week.

The Motor Cycle, Buyers' Guide,
being a complete list of British and
foreign motor cycles on the market,
together with a full specification of each
model.

Benzol as a Fuel.

Mr. W. Gibbons, whose photograph
appeared in last week's issue of Thf^

Motor Cycle, showing him taking a

voter to the poll on his Scott and
sidecar, informs us that he is using

' benzol with excellent results.

The First Competition of 1910.

The record entry received for last

Saturday's Quarterly Trial bodes well

for this year's competitions. The fight

for the silver cup for the best aggre-

gate performances in the four Quarterly
Trials of 1910 will be keener than ever
this year. Next week, we hope to give

a detailed list of the marks gained by
the competitors in Saturday's event.

A Recoid Holder laid up.

We regret to have to announce that

0. C. Godfrey, the holder of the single-

cylinder hour record, is laid up in a

nursing home in Hampstead with a

broken leg. Tlie fons et origo mali

is not motor cycling, but roller

skating—a far more dangerous form of

amusement.

Motor Cycle Repairers.

It was recently announced in these

pages that the Touring Department of

the Royal Automobile Club had

decided to officially appoint repairers

who make a speciality of motor cycle

work. So far only one repairer has

been appointed. Motor cyclists who
have the interests of their bretliren at

heart should on finding a repairer who
does his work satisfactorily get him to

communicate with the secretary of the

R.A.C., 119, Piccadilly, and be pre-

paied to vouch for his satisfactory work
if called upon to do so. In this way a

list of good motor cycle repairers in all

parts of the country will be drawn up,

and members of the Auto Cycle Union,
its affiliated clubs, and others will know
to whom to go when they are in trouble

on tour. To make the scheme the suc-

cess it deserves, motor cyclists should

endeavour to bring the names of reli

able people before the R.A.C. with as
little delay as possible.

The Electrically-propelled Bicycle not far o(I (?)

Edison's wonderful storage battery is

once again the subject of newspaper
comment. It is said that on a recent

trial the batteries propelled a tram-

car laden with people quite satisfac-

torily, and the cost was equal to only

one_ halfpenny per mile. We are

promised wonderful things in the way
of electrically-propelled bicycles if this

much talked of battery ever does

materialise.

I.R. Licences issued in 1908.

Licences issued to owners of motor
cycles by the Inland Revenue authorities

for the year ended December 31st,

1908, totalled 35,784. Of these, 32,355
were taken out in Kngland, and the
remainder (3,429) in Scotland. Up to
the present, motor cycles used in

Ireland have been free of this particular

tax, but should the Budget be even-
tually passed—and there is a possi-

bility that it will—this Irish grievance
will be removed !

Sydney Motor Cye'e Club's Hill-climb.

In latest advices from " down under "

we learn of the victory of F. Flew on
a 5 h.p. V.S. in a hill-climb at Dundas
on the 18th ult. J. Maguire (2 h.p.
Moto-Reve) was second, and T. W.
Verdant (5 h.p. V.S.) third, out of a
field of twelve starters. In the
elimiirating rounds, competitors were
despatched in pairs, and the final left

the above three, who made one race
of it, and finished in the order given.

Mr. Alfred R. Abbott, jun., and his 8 h.p. Katch ess

and sidecar, which he used on the 2ist inst. (or carry-
ing voters to the poU at Enfield. The same machine
was entered tor Saturday's Quarterly Trial, whicjt is,

described in this weeli's supplement.

Production of Motor Cycles in 1907.

The first -returns made by rnotor
cycle manufacturers of the kingdom
to the Board of Trade under the pro-
visions of the Census of Production Act,
1906, have now been issued. The sum-
mary shows that during 1907 3,600
motor cycles were made in this country,
of the "value of £136,000. Of these,
800 were exported, of the value of

£28,000. Foreign imports of motor
cycles num'bered 1,700 complete
machines, valued at £48,000. Of
course, since 1907 the number of

motor cycles produced has very greatly
increased.

Local Taxation Licences.

It seems that at present at any
rate the authorities have no right to
demand- that applicants should furnish
the - registration numbers of their

machines on their licence forms. Those
who do not wish to comply with this

request should, in the event of their
application being refused, tender it

again in the presence of two witnesses.
This is the advice The Autocar is

giving to its readers.

The German Motor Cyclists' Corps.

By virtue of a compact between the
Deutsche Motorfahrer-Vereinigung and
the German military authorities, which
will be binding on both parties until

the end of March, 1911, and subse-
quently tacitly renewable each year
unless notice of annulment be given by
either party, a German motor cyclists'

corps has at length crystallised into an
accomplished fact. Jlembers of the
corps will be known officially as
" Schnellfahrer," or express orderlies.

Over and above the sum of 200 marks
to cover cost of clothing, equipment,
and underwear, payable on the day
when he joins the forces in the event
of mobilisation, the "Schnellfahrer"
(who must be a healthy German citizen -

with a clean le,gal recoid) receives
13 marks a day, payable in advance
each time for a period of ten days. Of
this amount, 1 mark covers wear and
tear of clothing and underwear, and
2 marks are regarded as extra allow-
ance. The maximum pension of a dis-

abled "Schnellfahrer" can reach 2,544
marks (£127 2s.) per annum. Besides
the above-mentioned pay for services,

the "Schnellfahrer" get free rations, as

well as gratuitous medical treatment.
Moreover, the War Office buys his

machine at a price estimated by experts

as soon as ever he commences service,

also supplies him with a pistol or

revolver, and. bears all expenses of

travelling and transport to and from
the - rider's residence and the place of

service.
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I'he Six Days' Trial.

The first entries for the Land's End
to John-o'-Groat's Trial in July are
three twin-cylinder lightweight Douglas
motor cycles.

Tlie Great Paris Flood.

The floods in Paris reached such
proportions on Thursday of last week
that all the motor factories in the dis-

tricts, of Suresnes and Puteaux had
been abandoned with the exception of

the Panhard and Leva^sor, Mors, and
Gladiator fhoi:>s.

Manufacturers Experiencing a Heavy Demand,

Five months for delivery sounds a
long way ahead, but we are assured
that it is none the less true that a
certain firm of motor cycle manufac-
turers stipulate tliis time for delivery of

their new models, so heavy is- the
demand. •"

American Motor Cycle Recoris,

A list of authentic motor cycle
records as recognised by the Federation
of American Motor Cyclists is published
in tills issue. Americans have not_

claimed all our British riders' records,

as we expected they would, but instead
they have sub-divided the list into
" Amateur " and " Professional " records.

There is no such thing as an amateur
record in this country at present.

A Champion Tennis Player and Motor Cyclist

Mr. A. F. Wilding, New Zealand's
champion tennis player, is still an
ardent motor cyclist, and a rider of a
spring-frame Bat. In a recent issue of

the New Zealand Motor and Cycle
Journal he related his experiences on
Continental tours and during the Land's
End to John-o'-Groat's Run of 1908.

In the last-mentioned trial many readerg^

will remember that he gained a gold
medal and the special prize for best per-

formance of a private ovener.

•At

^^

Bacehorse v. Motor Cycle.

The £100 wager referred to in last

week's issue is causing quite a stir, and
everybody wishes to see trie race. The
general opinion seems to be that the
motor cyclist will win, especially as he
has stipulated a flying start.

Tliree Shows in 1510.

We are in a position to announce
that there will be two motor cycle
shows this year, the Stanley at the
Agricultural Hall November 11th to
19ih, and the Cycle and Motor Trades

!>WWW% iiS^^^S^^S^W^S^^S^^S^^^^S^^^W'T-
" FUTURE EVENTS.

Feb. i8-z6 —Man:':e:ter Mot-ir CtcIo Show, City
Es.'iibi'tion H:ill, Deansgate.

Mar. 12 —M-C.C. 0^2 ;i :g Hua.

„ I6—(Wed.) British Motor Cycle Racing
Club Meeting at Brooklands

„ 25—General Mcctiag oi NoriUern Motor
Cjclc Clubs at Richmond, YorKs.

„ 23—M.C.C. Ea-fer Tour. Jarrott Cup
Competition.

„ 28—Brooklands A.R.C. Easter Meeting.

„ 30 to April 2—Exhibition of Motor Cycles
at Leiceiter, Association Hall.

Apl. 13—(Wed.) B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brook-
lyn ds.

„ 20—A.C.Lf. Second Quarterly Trial.

„ 27-28—Brooklands A.R C Meetings.

, 30—M-C.C. Members' Hill-chmb.

May 4—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

„ 13, 14, and 10 ivvliit^un)—ivl.C.C. London-
Edinburgli and Londori-tidin.jurgh
and iiack Runs.

„ 26 (Thursdayi--International Motor Cvcle
- T.T. Race in tne I^le of Man.

„ 28—A.C.U Open Hill-climb.

Association Show at Olympia, also in

November. There will be, therefore,
three weeks of motor and cycle shows
in 1910, if, as is likely, the car show
at Olympia precedes the Stanley, and
the motor cycle and cycle show at
Olympia follows the Stanley.

n&7
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Free ^Engine Clutches.

Free ei.gines ate quickly gaining
popularity in U.S.A. - Already it' is

slated that eleven motor cycle manu-
facturers have decided to fit a free
engine pulley to their 1910 models, and
it is known that other manulacturefs
are experimenting with devices of this
nature.

Single and Twin-cylinder Macliines in Saturday's
Trial.

Of the seventy-four motor cycles
entered for the Quarterly Trial on
Satuiday, thiriy-hve cf the b.cycles
and the one tricycle were propelled by
single - cylincier engines, the other
thirty having twin - cylinders. The
eight passenger motor cycles were re-

presented by four single and four twin-
cylinder machines.

Motor Pace Revival.

The possibility of the N.C.U. recog-
nising and allowing motor pacing in

this country seems to be very probable,
and there is no doubt that properly
regulated this class of racing is very
popular with the sporting public, who
must be tired of seeing the usual
hanoicaps week after week. It will

be remembered that when a good pro-
gramme, including motor racing and
motor pacing, was put on at Canning
Town there was always a crowd of ten
to fifteen thousand spectators to follow
this interesting and exciting form of
sport. At the recent meeting of the
National Cyclists' Union t'le thin end
of the wedge was introduced by a reso-
lution,, which was carried, that in any
motor-paced races held in this country
the roller irust be at least twenty
inches behind the back wheel on ti'acks

like Canning Town and the Stadium,
etc., and still further back on track?
wiere the banking is inferior.

rubbe7-'t?rri°XhpTwll^wJI''hf' ,"°'S'
">";''' hM "centv been undergoing tests on the Mo'lmamschen Track. Potsdam. On each side there is an auxiliary

anti-skid^evice exhrbi ted at the S^^^^^^^^^^^
*." "" }" 'I"'

"^.""'"y "."" »""»« «"«» go'-S ^'""'^ " a« "'« °» 'he lines of the CUssoldami sMu aevice exmoitcd at the Stanley Show. The twin-cylinder engine is water-cooled, and the drive is by chain through a change speed gear.
16A16
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A selection of questions i f general interest receiveJ frjni readari and our replies thereto. All queries should
bu addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

?

" Clean " Counties.

Will you kindly inform me
of the nearest county to 0am-
bridgesliiie that has not don©
the '

' donkey work '

' of motor
trapping, as there are several

members of our club who wish to
take out their licences in such a
county?— H.S.W. (Cambridgeshire
M.C.C.)

We should recommend you and your
fellow members to renew licences in
Bedfordshire, as, eo far as we are
aware, there have been no police traps
in that shire up to the present.

Kubtei and Canvas v. Leather Belts.

For real fiexibity, which is

better, a rubber and canvas or
a leather belt? I want the
most suitable belt for my 2^
h,p. Matchless, which - has

rather small pulleys. A jin. rubber
went to bits in two or three hundred
miles.. I am thinking of getting a
Watawata. I understand that leather
belts require a lot of attention, and
are much harder on the pulfeys than
rubber belts. Is this so?— C. S. J.

You might well try the Watawata
belt mentioned in your query. It
would probably be the most suitable
for your purpose. We have person-
ally proved it to be especially good in

cases where a small pulley is used. A
leather belt certainly does need more
attention than a. rubber belt to keep it

in first-class order, but, on the other
hand, it will usually outlast the rubber
and canvas variety.

Taking a Passenger on the Carrier.

Am I injuring my 1909 3i
h.p. machine by sometimes
taking a passenger behind on

?»

the call IMy weight.
eluding top coat and suit case

with .spares on carrier, is fifteen stones.
my occasional passenger, say, from
ten to twelve stones? The machine
flies up hills round Edinburgh in a
marvellous way, but my friends say
I ought to be summoned for cruelty to
motor bicycles. But am I injuring
the machine in any way?—R.W.

We do not think you are doiiig any
particular harm by taking a passenger
occasionally on the carrier, although
you are imposing strains which the
machine was not designed to with-
stand. It is not advisable to make a
practice of carrying an extra passenger,
but if you particularly desire to do so,
we should recommend you to consult
the makers of your machine as to fit-

'

ting stronger wheel spindles.

?

A Route (rom the AEidlands.

Please tell me the befit route
for motor cycle and sidecar

from Worcester to Tunbridge
Wells. I suppose that I shall

not encounter any hills too
severe for a 5^ h.p. twin with two-
speed gear?—A.J.H.T.

Your best route would be as follows :

Worcester, Evesham, Moretcn-in-the-
Marsh, Chipping Norton, Woodstock,
Oxford, Henley, Windsor, Chertsey,
Guildford, Cranleigh, Horsham, Craw-
ley, Three Bridges, East Grinstead,
and Tunbridge Wells. There are no
hills on the route which a 6^ h.p.
t-wo-speed twin should not easily
ascend.

Single and Twin Cylinders Compared.

Wouid the Douglas light-

weight suit me? Mj weight
is 9 stones, and I -want a
machine which would take me
and a push bicycle coupled.

Of course, I should expect to have
to pedal a little up steep hills, and
there are several in this neighbour-
hood (Surrey). Also is the cost of

running a twin-cylinder machine more
than a single? What are the advan-
tages of a twin over a single?—H. P.

We should say that the machine in

question would suit you admirably.
Of course, there would not be much
power in reserve when taking a passen-
ger, but you would get along all right
in fairly level country. The macl^ine
would cost no more to run than a single-

cylinder of equal power. The advan-
tages of a twin are smoother running
and absence of vibration, and also

quicker acceleration.

Skidding o( Rear Wheel.

In attempting to start my
twin-cylinder Kerry motor
cycle the back wheel pulls up
on compression, and will often

do so after firing three or four
times regularly. I believe the cylin-

ders have been rebored. Compres-
sion is good. Do you think it is too

good? Carburetter will take no
extra air at all. I do not think it is

a case of misfiring, but it simply
skids the back wheel. It is just the
same whether ignition be advanced
or retarded for starting. The engine
will not run at slow speeds.—H.F.P.

The trouble is most likely due to the
adjustment of the carburetter. Evi-
dently too small a jet is fitted. The
fact that the machine starts with
great difficulty and admits no extra

air seems to indicate that this is what

?

is the matter. The compression cannot
be too good. The symptoms you
describe would be due to pre-ignition,

probably from starting with the spark
too far advanced, thus causing a back
fire. As a last resource we should

suspect that the timing had shifted

itself.

Notice ot Change ot Ownership.

Is a person (not a dealer in

cycles or cars) required by law

on selling his motor cycle to

give notice to the authority in

the town or county in which
it was registered, and if so, is he

under a penalty for not doing so?

Or is it the duty of the buyer only

to have those numbers transferred to

his name or re-register altogether?^
W.J.P.

According to the Act, either the old or

the new owner may notify the authori-

ties of the change of ownership. It is

generally understood, however, that it

is the new owner's duty to notify the

authorities of the change of ownership,

and to ask for the numbers to be trans-

ferred to his name, the registration

being of the particular machine and not

of the owner. In case of doubt, it is

advisable for the seller to advise the

authorities that he is no longer the
owner of the motor cycle bearing the

particular numbers.

Sidecar Attachments.

I am purchasing a 1910
Triumph fitted with their

patent free engine. Would
this pull a sidecar and passen-

ger without undue strain to

the machine and climb reasonable

hills, geared at 5 to 1? Also what
do you consider should be the maxi-

mum weight of passenger, my own
weight, being eleven' stones? Your
answer being "yes" to above, what
do you consider the best type of side-

car?—J. H.
The machine in question should be

suitable for sidecar work with a pas-

senger not exceeding nine stones in

weight, but it would be better still if

you had a two-speed gear fitted, as

frequently in touring you would en-

counter hills which could not be
climbed with a single gear. Good
sidecars suitable for your purpose are

made by IMessrs. W. Montgomery and
Co., and Messrs. Mills and Fulford,
both of Coventry, and Messrs. the
Chater Lea Mfg. Co., Ltd., 116,

Golden Lane, E.G. There is no best

"type," but the rigid pattern seems to

be the most generally favoured.

A 1
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Examining a Second-hand Motor Bicycle.

I am thinking of buying a
lightweight motor bicycle, and
fhould be very much obliged if

you could give me some infor-

mation on the following

points : (1.) In examining several

s3cond-hand machines offered for sale

1 have found the pulley rather loose.

I.s this usual, or does it show exces-
iive wear? (2.) Would a 1-| h.p. to
2 h.p. machine be capable of carrying
me up all the hills on the London-
Hastings and London-PortsmouUi
roads without pedal assistance, my
weight being nine stones? (3.) Is it

possible to get a reliable magneto
machine of this description for about
£16 or £18? (4.) How is it possible

to tell if the bearings are worn on a

motor bicycle?—J. L.

(1.) The looseness of the pulley seems
to indicate that the bearing is worn.
(2 ) Yes, if in good condition a 2 h.p.

lightweight would do what you require.

(3.) You have stated a somewhat low
figure. At this time of the year it is

doubtful if you would obtain a low-
powered magneto machine in really

good order under £20 or so. (4.) Move
the pulley up and down vertically. If

there is play it is a sure indication that
the bearing is worn. You can only tell

if all the bearings in the engine are
worn by removing the cylinder,

although it is usually possible to get
an idea by pedalling the engine round
on the stand with the exhaust valve
lifted. A rumbling or a faint knock-
ing is a sure sign of worn bearings.

READERS' REPLIES.
Tiie EHect of Filling a New Piston.

In The Motor Cycle of January lOlh
I noticed a query , respecting a 2| h.p.

Humber engine (1904). Some time ago
I possessed one of the same make, and
had a dome top " piston fitted with
rings at top and bottom ; this affected
the lubrication on mine. On top of the
crank case there was a projectmg ring
standing above the level of the baffle

plate, and after sawing this off I gained
perfect lubrication. The new piston
was larger and decidedly heavier than
the old one. I could climb practically
anything I came - across with a single

gear of 6 to 1. If " P. A. C." cannot
find any other remedy, I should advise
him to try this, removing the above-
mentioned ring, and to leave the piston

alone. It worked admirably iri my
case.—D. F. Austin.

Adjustable Fulleys and Tightening Belts.

I have several times noticed corre-

Epondenis advised in these columns to
i"S3 the adjustable pulley for taking up
slack in the belt. This is surely an
extremely cumbersome way compared

JANUARY 31st, igio ||'

with the use of extra hooks in the

belt fastener, for instance Stanley

Webb's hooks. With these ths

shortening of the belt is literally th«

matter of a few seconds, besides doing
away with the disadvantage of run-

ning on a higher gear than is wished
for. By keeping an eye on the belt

and shortening it at home when it

shows signs of pulling through, and at

the same time inserting a hcok, belt

troubles on the road can be 'practically

eliminated. In my case pulling

through never occurs.—FCH 24.

Loss ol Power.

A similar trouble occurred to my
machine two years ago. The writer
" W.C.B." does not say if he has given

attention to the silencer of his machine.
The holes in some silencers are very
minute, and easily clogged, especially

if the engine be somewhat over-'

lubricated. If the siler.csr is an intri

cate one the trouble may be made
rnuch less frequent if some of the inner

parts are removed ; there is then prac-

tically no difference in the noise of the

exhaust, and back pressure is not so

great. The best way to clean a

silencer is to take it to pieces, and to

heat each part red hot in a coke stove

or in the flame of a powerful blast

lamp. After the parts have cooled an
easy brushing in cold water will clean

it as new.—A.E.M.

t

-?-•••-<-

SOME FEATURES OF AMERICAN MOTOR CYCLE DESIGK.
Motor cycles exhibited at the recent New Yorli Show were of much Improved des gn. The Indian (the features of which are a'ready we!l known to our

readers) is still an easy winner, but we Illustrate some ot the best points of other American makes.

Lubricating channe's and holes
In Lurtis5-.i.arve. piston.

. Clean casing for two-speed bottom bracket
gear on four-cyiinder Pierce.

R.S. mechanical oi er operated by lbs

exhaust cam.

Triangular reinforcement ot
Umbiem frame tuoe.

Neat type of spring seat pillar

on the Greyhound. Maximum
spring compression, l^in.

Semi-pneumalle spring fork on the

Greyhound. Ball bearing rockers.
Overhead valves of the new Curtiss engine,

mechanically operated by on ' rod.

i^Ffom " M*tor Cycling" of Chicago, U.S.A.]
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QUITE lecently \v€ published in The Motor
Gycle a map of the amended Land's End to

John-o'-Groat's route, together with a few
lirief notes on the alterations decided upon by

rthe A.C.U. committee. It may .appear to some of

•©ur readers that it is a pity to depart from the classical

route ^followed by record breakers on bicycles and
motor bicycles from the time of the Hon. Ion Keith-

.Falconer to Mr. Ivan B. Hart Davies, but it must be
remembered that the object of the Land's End to

John-o'-Groat's Six Days' Trial is not to encourage

record b.re.aking. but to prove fhe reliabilit}' of the

motor cycle by taking the machines over the longest

.possible route from one end of the country to the

other, and at the same time by dioosing a severe

course to te.st the machines to the utmost.

Start from Penzance.
On the Monday morning the trial starts from Pen-

zance, whence the competitors proceed to the Land's
End Hotel, and here they are assembled to start

together on their long journey north. Taunton is

reached the first night after a somewhat difRcult day's

run. Next follows a long journey on the Tuesday
morning from Taunton to Warrington. In the early

part of the day, as far as Bristol, the road is hilly,

but after that the run is comparatively easy and
over good roads to Kidderminster, where, after leav-

ing fhe town, there are a couple of stiff ascents, which
usually attract a number of spectators from various

parts of the kingdom. Once these hills are climbed
all is plain sailing, and over magnificent roads the
busy town of Warrington is reached. Unfortunately',

here the accommodatipn is somewhat limited, but there
is some consolation in knowing that it is one of the

only two places on the route where the men may
experience trouble in securing suitable accommodation.

The early part of Wednesday morning is occupied
in threading through Wigan, Preston. Lancaster, and
suchlike thickly populated towns with badly paved
streets, relieved, fortunately, at intervals by stretches
of good road which connect them.

The Climb over Shap Fell.
After Lancaster comes Kendal, and then there is

the magnificent climb over Shap Fell, not very formid-
able in these days to the modern up-to-date, motor
bicycle. From Penrith to Carlisle the road is mag-

nificent, but, unfortunately, trans are rather prevalent

in this part of the country. After Carlisle the border
is crossed at Gretna Greai, a tiny village of white-

washed houses memorable for the famous blacksmith's

shop where so many happy runaway couples were
united in times goiie by. So far the route has not

been altered, but since Scotland is new country to

many of .the competitors, we propose to deal more
fully with this portion of the route. From Gretna
Green on through Ecclefechan (the first of the diffi-

cult Scotch names to pronounce) we pass through
Lockerbie, and at JBeattock leave the road for about
one and a half miles, and enter the pretty Lowland
town of Moffat, where the night is spent.

On the Thursday morning we leave Moffat by a

side road, and again join the main road to Glasgow,
climbing the beautifully graded and excellently made
road over Beattock Summit, alongside of which the

Caledonian Railway runs, up which snorting trains

laboriously pant their way to the North. Not so the

motor bicycles, which fly like things of life on their

long journey. Beattock Sum-mit is 1,028 feet above
.sea level, the highest altitude hitherto reached. The
going is quite good all the way from Abington Inn to

Lanark, init fron Lanark to a point just short of Air-

drie we pass through the manufacturing district lying

twixt Glasgow and Edinburgh. Once this is over

there is nothing but the great and glorious country,

free of big tOAvris, paved roads, and greasy tramlines.
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Contour ssction of Amu'ree. Eod-to-end competitois will climb (?) the
northern s.de from Kenmore.

From the Contour Road Book, printed by arrangement with Messrs Gall & Inglis.
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The 1910 End-to-end Trials Route. -

extending right up to tlie most mirtli .in jiciint of Great

Britain.

Nearing Stirling, we pass ilie Field of Bannockburn,

and eventually reach the town, where lunch is taken.

Stirling, replete with historical memories of Robert

Bruce, may justly be called "the gate of the High-

lands." After lunch we enter almost directly mto
this glorious district. Passing through Thornhill, we
traverse an easy road to Callanciler, immediately after

which 'we enter the Pass of Leny. The road then

wiiiils along the first tocli to be encounterecl, the pretty

I.och I.ubnaig, from which is afforded a fine ^•iew of

the precipitous heights of Ben Ledi. Next we pass

through Strathyre and Kingshouse, familiar to the

readers of Scott's "Lady of the Lake," while beyond,

if the day is fine, there is an excellent view of Ben
More and Ben Stobinian. Next we come 60 the

tillage of Lochearnhead at the head of Loch Earn.

.anl th-n climb Glen Ogle, a splendidly engineered

picturesque shores of the loch. The road here has

a ,fair surface, but it is very undulating, though none
of the gradients seem to be much worse than i in 12.

Kenmore, which we skirt, lies at the head of Loch
Tay, and is a model Highland village. Were it

possible to look back, a magnificent view would un-

fold itself. On the right rises the rugged slopes of

Ben Lawers, and at the end of the loch we could see

the bold mountain peaks of Ben More and Ben
Stobinian. - On an islet lying close to the shores of

-the loch are the ruins of a priory. According to good
authority, Sybylla, wife of Alexander I. of Scotland

and daughter of Henry L of England, is buried here.

Almost immediately after skirting Kenmore we turn

sharp to the right, and here a precipitous hill meets

the riders. Just behind where we turn is the entrance

to the grounds of Taymouth Castle, the seat of the

.

Marquis of Breadalbane. The road here is 350ft.

above sea level, and in three and a .half miles it

ascends to "over 1,700ft. According to Gall and

Callander Irom the bridge, showing Ben Ledl in the background.

road, for which ' th'e famous General Wade is

responsible. The surface is good, the gradients are

excellent, and neither wind nor snow seem to leave

lasting impirints upon it. Of it it is said, " Had you
seen this road before it was made, you would lift up
your hands and bless General Wade." The famous
general seems to have been a splendid road-maker.
His is the famous classical road leading from Pitlochry

to Dunkeld and over the Grampians to Inverness, part

of which is to be traversed /Dn the morrow.

A Beautiful Stretch of Road.

Lea\'ing Glen Ogle, we descend" the valley, turn to

the right, and, just missing the village of Killin, skirt

Loch Tay.- Just before striking the loch we reach

the Fall of Dochart. On an island under the bridge

over the falls is the burial ground of the MacNabs—

'

a powerful clan, at one time owners of the whole
countryside. The next section of road to be covered
is particularly beautiful, passing, as it does along the

Ingjis's "Contour Road Book, ".we have, now tOi

traverse a jirecipitous gradient of between i in 7 and.

I in 8, with numerous corners, and, according to

our authority, impracticable for general purposes.

This does not, however, infer that the modern motor

bicycle cannot make a clean ascent of i*t. It is -just

the hill- one would strike off the beaten track in search

of suc?h scenery as is' not- vouchsafed to the ordinary

tourist. Once on the summit the competitors will

doubtless be glad to . resf and gaze around them, when,

if the day be fine, a striking view meets the eye.-

Behind lies Loch Tay, with Ben Lawers dominatingi

the surrounding hills. To the left.and rig'ht the bleaki

moorlands, and away to the. far north rise the mountaini

peaks of Schiehallion and the rest of the Grampian
Mountains. Having said good-bye to the timekeeper,

we shortly descend a precipitous hill, which must be)

negotiated with the greatest possible care, for we arer

about to pass over the road up which the Edinburgh-

M.C.C. held its trials last year. Once round tbei

A
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dangerous corner, our troubles are at an end, and,

passing Amulre;' Hotjl, we take the first turning to t-he

left and ascend Glen Cochill, and proceed to Aber-

feldy. Turning to the right and passing GrandtulK

Castle, we take the first turning on the left, and,

crossing the River Tay, Avhich is said to carry mors
water into the s.ea than any other river in Scotland, we
come to Ballinluig just where the Tay and Tummel
join forces. Here we join the old route to the

North, and after a final spin of five miles reach Pit-

lochry, our stopping place for the night.

On Friday morning, leaving the famous Highland

village of Pitlochry, we traverse the bumpy, tree-

shaded road through the Killiecrankie Pass, and,

traversing Blair AthoU, enter into the somewhat dreary

country which leads' over the Drummochter Pass. We

ascent, the surface of which leaves much to be desired.

At Newtonmore we turn sharp to the left and again

enter new country, and there follows a very pretty

run through a wooded valley and past Cluny Castle

to I.aggan, shortly after which we strike the shores of

Leach J,aggan—a pretty loch—alongside which the

route winds. On the opposite side we have a fine

view of Sir John Ramsey's Highland home, Ardverikie.

Skirting the foot of Ben Alder, we Jliave ten miles o(

rather dreary country to travel, and then Ben Nevis,

the highest mountain in the British Isles, comes into

sight, when, if the day be fine, it will be an imposing
sight. It is not generally known that Ben Nevis
possesses a small glacier, which is the only place in

the British Isles where the snow never melts. At
Spean Bridge we turn to the right, and after about

three miles strike the shores of Loch Lochy, the first

Beautiful Loch Lubnaig, alongside whicli the competitors ride on the fourth day ol the End-to-end Trial. The loch is situated between Caiiander and Klllin.

pass the Falls of Bruar on the right, of which just

a glimpse may be seen, and then the climb begins in

earnest. After Struan Station we rapidly leave the

tree line, and gradually ascend the last of General

Wade's well-graded roads, which was made by him
during the Highland Rebellion. All along the route

the single line Highland Railway follows, and just

past Dalnaspidal Station we reach the summit,

1,500ft. Just before leaving the station there is

rather a pretty glimpse of Loch Garry on the left.

We then rapidly de.scend, and, passing Loch Ericht

Hotel, enter Dalwhinnie, and, still following the old-

route, continue our descent to ' New.tonmore-. In

1906, when the trial was first organised, people spoke

of Drummodhter Pass with bated breath, but the

riioi'i-rn machine fears little the long but rather rough

of the chain of lochs which form the Caledonian Canal.

From here onwards the scenery is delightful. The
shores of the lochs are wooded, and above them rise

the high mountains, while the going is not at all bad.

At the end of the loch we turn to the left, and pass.

Loch Oich on the opposite side, crossing the River

Garry as it comes tumbling over tremendous rocks,

and through Glengarry, on a rugged headland called

Creagan Fhithich (the war-cry of the MacDonalds of

Glengarry), where stand the- ruins of the castle, long

the domain of the chiefs of the clan'. Here Prince

Charlie slept the night after Culloden, and a few days
afterwards it was laid in ruins. by the Duke of Cum-
berland. Seven and a half miles on we reach Fort

Augustus, where lunch awaits the hiuigry competitors. •

The fort which gives its name to the town was erected 1
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on the suppression of the Jacobites in 1715, and of

this powerful fortress nothing is left save the dark,

weed-clad Avails, the military well, and the grass-

grown moat. In 1867 it was sold to Lord Lovat,

whose son presented it to the Benedictine Order of

Monks for the erection of a iPjOnastery on the site.

Tails of tbe Tommel, near Pitlochry.

Leaving Fort Augustus, we skirt the shores of Loch
Ness, and a \ery beautiful ride it is. On a pro-

montory at the mouth of the Glen Urquhart stands the

ruins of the ancient castle of that name, built in the

twelfth century, and the scene of a lier<;e conflict

between Edward I. and the Scots in 1303. We no-w

turn inland, and, crossing the River Enrick, whiich

tumbles beneath the bridges, we turn sharp to the left,

leave the loch, and ascend Glen Urquhart, continuing

.ilong until Invercannich is reached, where tTie scenery

is magnificent. Here we turn right, and, descend-

ing Strathglass, pass just south of Beauly, along the

shores of Beauly Firth, traversing thirteen miles of

the route which w'e .cover the next day. At the end
of the Firth we reach Liverness.

The Sixth and Last Day's Rua.
After a comfortable night at Inverness, the men will

start round the beautiful Beauly Firth, with a fine view

of Ben Wyvis in the distance. After about five or six

miles the road strikes inland under the railway bridge.

Turning to the right, the men ride due north through

Beauly to Dingwall. Cromarty Firth is then struck,

and there is a fine run horn here over a good road along

its shores to Alness. Hence there is a road across the

hills, but it would have cut the course too short to

have adopted it. However, some of the official cars

may care to take this short cut to avoid Invergordon.

Approaching the latter town, there is a fine view of

the Firth, where the water is deep and the outlet is

I'.Trrow—a splendid -anchorage for the Home Fleet.
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Passing through Tain, we again strike the water—this

time Dornoch Firth.—^and after about three miles a

beautiful view of the Firtii is obtained. Blue water,

wooded shores, and distant mountains lend enchant-

ment to the scene. At the end of the Firth we turn

to the right o\'er Bonar Bridge and sharp to the right

again, climbing steadily upwards, with a fine view

of the Firth on the right through the

trees. Shortly after Clashmore Inn

we turn to the right, and reach Dor-
noch, on the coast, for lunch.

Lea\'ing Dornoch, we turn to the

right at the station, and reach Gol-

spie, immediately after which we
pass Dunrobin Castle, the seat of

the DuTce of Satherland, president

of the R.A.C. On through Brora

and Helmsdale to the foot of the

Ord, where we rise from 61 ft. to

631ft. above sea level. '

Descending from the summit
down a dangerous hill, we drop
into the picturesque village of

Berriedale, turn round a s'harp cor-

ner to the right, and ascend the

famous hill, where we have to nego-

tiate a hairpin bend half-way up.

From this bend there is a glorious

\iew of the Valley of Berriedale

Water, dominated by a fine moun-
tain peak and of the turrets of Lang-
well House (the Duke of Portland's

shooting lodge) nestling in the

valley. From here the road is

good, and there is not much of

interest until Wick is reached.

Riding straight through Wick and turning to the left

at the end of the town, we enter upon the last

seventeen miles of our journey. Passing Keiss,

we bear to the right over a moorland road,

ascend a short hill, and lo! before us lies Pentland
Firth, with the blue sea studded with the picturesque

Berriedale, the final test oJ hill-c'imblng before J6hn-o'-Groat's House
is reached.

From the Contour Road Book, printed by arrangement with Messrs. Gall & Iijglis

Orkney Islands, while on the edge of the water lies

John-o'-Groat's' house, our destination, 998 miles

from Land's End by the route we have come. -

Altogether the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's route

this year offers increased attractions, and it is to be

sincerely hoped tha?t it will be well supported.

In compiling this article we have to acknowledge

considerable assistance derived from a souvenir of the

Scottish Reliabilitv Trials, 1909, by J. Inglis Ker,

publislred by S^he Motor: World.
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Baek-rests for Motor Cyclists.

[4552.]—Some years ago on my old F.D. Werner 1

noticed the etiffness complained of after seventy or eighty
miles, and put it down to the horizontal vibration caused
by tlie engine impulses, which is not provided for in the
usual form of saddle spring. On my next machine the saddle
was dispensed with and a seat substituted which was insu-
lated from vibration in any direction. On this I have on
many occasions made all day journeys, but have never experi-
enced the slightest stiffness since using it.

T. FREDERICK HUNT.

Suggested Improvements to Speedometers.
[4553.]—The speed limit at which motors may travel on

the King's highway has been fixed by law at 20 m.p.h., yet
motor speedometers are made to register up to 50 m.p.h.
As the higher indications of speed are useless to the average
motorist a-s well as to the strictly law-abiding traveller, may
I suggest the desirability of placing speedometers on the
market showing a range of speed, say, from 3 to 30 m.p.h.,
that range to occupy the same space now filled by the zero to
60 m.p.h. indicator. The smaller units of speed would there-
fore be more easily ascei-tained. One of the speedometers
now on the market only indicates from 10 m.p.h.
May I suggest that the best type of indicator i.e., that

on which the changes of speed are most easily read, is that
in which the centre from which the indicating needle works
is not coincident with the centre of the dial, but is at the
base of the same, (Rkv.) JOHN HODGKIN.

A Cure for Pancture Troubles.
[4E34.]—In reference to Mr. Barnes's recent remark

about the puncture-curing compound Miraculum, I may say
that I have tried it, and have not been altogether satisfied
with it. It seems to me that on a push bicycle, where one's
chief enemies are thorns, and similar small things, it would
fulfil its purpose very well, and would easily seal up the
holes made. But on a motor cycle the matter is different,
as one usually gets a much larger puiictuie than on a push
cycle, and it stands to reason that a sort ff thick paste couldn't
properly seal up a fairly large hole. Also I find that when
one is putting on a patch on the roadside the paste oozes out
and becomes a terrible nuisance. Also when patch is on it

has a tendency to lift it. The best way to avoid the punc-
ture fiend is to have a pair of really good heavy tyres.

PETROLIA.

The 1910. End-to-end Trials Route.
[4535.]—I think it a splendid idea to vary the End-to-end

route, as announced in The. Motor Cycle. Having traversed
the exact route last summer from Stirling with motor cvcle
and sidecar, via Callander, Killin, Aberfeldy, on to Pit-
lochry, I found it much more diflicult than the old route vid
Dunkeld. The road from Stirling has a very had surface as
far as Lochearnhead, and would undoubtedly find out any
weak spots in the machines. We found this road much more
difficult to traverse than the road onwards over the
Drummocht€r Pass to Newtonmore.

It is a pity the run should take place so early. The latter
end of July or beginning of August, in my opinion, would
be far better, August being generally recognised aa the
holiday month. The writer for one could not manage it so
early, and would suggest a vote being taken aa to which of
the dates (the beginning of July, latter end of July, or
beginning of . August) would be most suitable for the
competitor^.-...

.

'

, BH619.

Belts on Lightweights.

[4535.]—Mr. Harry Sharpe in his recent letter statea

that "weather has made no difference" in his experience of

the Motosacoche lightweight. I should be glad if Mr. Sharpe
would inform us if the round twisted belt slips when a

deluge of an English or Irish shower comes on. Does not the

belt refuse to grip and carry him and machine up hills?

E. McQUADE.

Motor Cycle Conditions In the Australian Bush.

[4537.]—I am a constant and interested reader of TAe
Motor Cycle, and have been a rider until lately, but my
machine is at present " hung up " with a damaged crankcaso.

Manufacturers seem to strive to make their machines with

engines as low as possible—the very feature which unsuits

most motor cycles for country use in Australia. Some manu-
facturers have absolutely declined to fit their engines more
than Sin. off the gi-ound to my order, therefore my machine

is damaged by contact with the ground. In uneven places

if we knew the engine would clear the ground we could

ride over the obstructions at eight miles an hour or more,

but, being in doubt, we slow right up or dismount, often to

find the machine would have just cleared. In some places

where the obstruction looks easily surmountable the engine
hits. I speak of little

gullies or ruts

(drains), or per-

haps when descend-
ing a country hill

there are a series of

edges (see sketch).

Now, on our
country roads places

such, as these (may-
be a drain, or,

as we call them,
"gutters," or a ledge of rock) occur on an average
every hundred yards. In a day's run, the low-
engined machine, even if liigh-powered, would be com-
pletely lost by a light strong one with engine well off the
ground. In excessive dust the belt would be smothered, and
would not grip at all. The light one could often leave the
dusty road, and, in any case, would not be affected. In
stormy weather, when a creek may be running knee deep 01
less, the heavy low-engined machine would have to remain
on the bank a day or two till the water subsided, or else be
wheeled through—no easy task. After immersion, the whole
engine would have to be taken to pieces to get the water
out, and if the magneto were fitted low down it would be
damaged. The small machine could be carried across with
less exertion.

Thanks to the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials, we of the " never,
never country " who have not the chance of seeing a
Stanley Show and choosing a machine, can find out that small-
powered machines are to be had such as I describe. Foi
instance, the Molo-Rieve came through without loss of marks
for "reliability." (See The Motor Cycle July 14th and
August 11th, 1909.) This is the machine whose perform
ances I have been watching and find to answer my require
ments. I hope soon to put it to a test in this back country.

I am fully aware that I am writing purely from a bush-
man's point of view, and am aware that the type of machine
I require is in a minority, but surely a percentage of
customers appreciate it when we consider South Africa,
Australia, and similar places.

Adavale, Q., Au?tralia. A. D. SKINNER.
A29
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Licences for Motor Cycles.

[45i8.]—Postmaster's recommendation to us to renew
eur licences in Staffordahire, as it is a county lavourable to

motor cyclists, is a mistake. Prosecutions liave been lar too

frequent in this district (Stoke). The police hitherto have
proved most unmerciful, and as a silent protest I took out
my licence in Carlisle, where the police have proved merciful

and considerate in the use of the power entrusted to them.
THEKTHAM.

[4539.]—I was pleased to note in your paper of January
17th motorists' consideration re taking out licences in counties
where fair play is shown by the chief constables. I am
taking my licence out this year in Staffordshire, although
residing at Muswell Hill.

I should like to suggest that motorists bar Barmouth, not
only in licences, but in every other respect. Last year, whilst
riding from Harlecl? to London, as I neared Barmouth an
ofticious member of the force suddenly appeared with a stop-

watch, and declared I was travelling to the danger of the
pub.ic, which, by the way, consisted of himself, anj he was
hiding behiiLd a cottage wall until I appeared. I was travel-

ling at the time on a tricar at fifteen miles an hour, which I

was able to prove by the distance I had travelled since I last

stopped. In due course I received a summons, and after an
appeal against this gross injustice I had to pay £5 4s. 6d.,

and my licence was endorsed. A Welshman, in course
of conversation, told me that when the roads wanted repairing
this was the practice the authorities indulged in. I sent
for a BaiTnouth paper, and was interested to find that five

other motorists had been fleeced on the same afternoon.

G. P. HOWE.

Cost of Petrol in Ceylon.

[4540.]—With reference to letter from Mr. Harold North
re above in a recent issue, will he please say where in

Colombo petrol can be bought at under. Rs. 1.75? I cannot
get it under 1.75. I told the managers of Walker's garage of

Mr. North's letter, and they assured me that he paid them
Rs. 1.75 per gallon, and that the re+ail price is fixed at that
by Forsyth's, the suppliers.

I am just here for a month with my motor cycle, but hope
to have a fortnight here in April, so shall be glad to know
where to get cheaper petrol. Colombo is the dearest port
in Asia for petrol. The following are the prices I have paid :

Bombay Is. 6d., Calcutta Is. 6d., Rangoon Is. 2d., Madras
Is. 6d., Penang Is. 9d., Singapore Is. 4id., Bangkok, Siam
Is. 6jd., Hong Kong Is. 6d., Shanghai 1«. l^d., Tientsin
Is. S^d., and 'Tokio Is. 9d. So you «ee that Colombo at
2s. 4d., even v/ith the rebate of 4d. per gallon (which a,

non-resident cannot get), is much too liigfi. Then the toll

bars every ten miles or so in Ceylon run away with a lot

of money. Repairs I know nothing about, as I have not
had to have any done here, thank goodness.
Colombo. LEWIS PECK.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4541.]—I notice in letter 4506 a reference to the increased
speed of petrol engines on slightly raising the exhaust valve.
In my experience this only takes place when running slowly
with the tlirottle nearly closed. It is obvious that the action
of the throttle is to increase the vacuum in the inlet pipe on
suction sb-oke, so attenuating the charge and reducing the
compression. Therefore I do not consider that partial com-
pression relief is likely to provide the solution of this
phenomenon, even supposing that a loss of energy on both
compression and firing strokes could possibly increase speed.
To my mind, the only feasible suggestion" yet put forward

was one published in The Motor Cycle some time ago, namely,
that the pressure of one's fingers on the lever reduced tie
tlirust of exhaust valve springs to a suitable value for the
low speed of , engine, so reducing the work necessary to lift

the valve, and increasing the speed of the engine.
I think few people realise the resistance of the usual type

of valve gear with a sti-ong spring and pressure on top of
valve.

_
Moreover, the cam is so cut that hardly any of this

work is returned when valve closes. The onlv necp'ssitv for
a strong spring is to ensure rapid and accurate closing at
high speed, so that when a pressure is put on hand lever
at slow speeds the valve is easier lifted, the elasticity of the
fingers enabling the pressure to follow up valve when it is
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first started by the cam, which is the period when greatest
resistance occurs, due to slope of cam and pressure on valve
head. \et the valve is seated accurately and quickly enough
for the slow speed of engine.

I must apologise for the length of this letter, but t-lie

subject is one ol great interest to me, and I should like to see

it thoroughly threshed out. - Best wishes lor your excellent

paper. J. ii. b: KENNEDY.
P.S.—If the above explanation is right, the Indians

should be singularly free from this phenomenon ; perhaps
Mr. Wells will tell us his experience.

^

Bore-stroke Ratio and Efllcienty.

[454^.]—I have read with interest Mr. A. A. Scott'^

article on " Bore-stroke R^tio and Efficiency " in the last"

issue, and cordially agree with most of his conclusions, but
I think he does not make quite enough of the loss of power
due to exposed surface in the combustion cnamber. It is not
usually remembered that this surface acts detrimentally in

two ways—firstly, during the power stroke, as explained
by Mr. Scott; and also during the induction stroke, heat

A reader (Mr. c. ri. D% by) just reiurotsa uj^j .rj.a .au , enjoy.n^ the beauties

ol an bng.ish winter scene.

being then given to the gas at the time when it is of the

greatest importance to keep it as cool as possible.

Of course, it is impossible to make an accurate quantitative

calculation of the transfers of heat backward and forward'

between the cylinder walls and the working fluid, but my owm
impression, derived from practical experience, is that most-

of the loss of power caused by overheating is due to thei

heating of the charge during the induction stroke,

undoubtedly the power begins to fall off before the cylindarj

is hot enough to cause pre-ignition. , .;^^

I am quite convinced that all air-cooled engines run wiMf
the combustion chamber much too hot for the best results,!

and that therefore a water-cooled head is a thing greatly feoi

be desired in motor cycle engines, provided it gives no troublsii

From the above I am led to the conclusion that the ovef/sl

head valve engine should be more efficient than the valsfe'

chest type. However, the latter is so greatly superior iju

reliability and general convenience that it quite rightly i^i

in a great majority to-day.

C. a: ST. GEORGE MOORE.-
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Ease o{ Starting.
[4543.]—With reference lo i\lr. H. Allen's letter [No.
iklOJ, in the last issue, may we draw this gentleman's atten-
m to the iSlotosacoche, which is started in the way he*
ishes, i.e.', by pedallMig as a

,push cycle. It may. interest
is gentleman to know that the undersigned has never yet
;in alongside a Motoi^acoche and jumped on, as ho does not

'

jiow liow to i^erform this trick.

r MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.,
0. L. DE LiSSA.

^OT^ILE 9-f

An Inlet Valve Tip.

[4544.]—I have a tip which may be
aders who are troubled with constant
atic inlet valve cotters. I have four.d

to be a great advantage to have the
em of the inlet valve screwed with
fine thread, and fit two nuts locked
getlicr to give the correct distarxo
r the valve to open. The old cotter
h hole is used lor the threading through
id of spring.

Readers will find that the nuts take
) all the jar of the valve opening, and
save cotters breaking' A. J. K.

\iseful to

breaking of

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4345.]—I notice in the issue of the lUth inst. that Mr.
e Ijissa has replied to Mr. W. L. T. Rhys's letter in answer
mine of a previous date. I did not trouble to reply to the

tter correspondent, as I was quite convinced that he mis-
iderstood the drift of my argument.
Naturally, I did not mean to convey that a 1-^ h.p. could
ayel faster than a 3^ h.p., or even as fast, but I still

aintain that my 1^ h.p, Motosacoche will climb Main Forth
ill—a gradient of 1 in 7 in one pla<-e a quarter of a
ile in length, and which lies between my house ar.d
ilmouth—by the aid of some pedalling, whick no 3i h.p.
achiue has yet got up without very severe muscular effoit
1 the part of the rider.

1 h*" reason, to my mind, is obvious. My Motosacoche
eighs under 90 lbs., and the exertion of pedallirg it, even
) a very severe gradient, is not very great ; while with a
lavy 3i h.p., weighing 175 lbs., and possibly more, in
der to get round the corner, halfway up one must slow
)wn, and then it is necessary to commence to pedal. The
achine probably will not pick up at once ; hence with the
tra weight the muscular effort is necessarily very severe. If
e machine does get to the top the rider must be an excep-
mally powerful man.
No motor cyclist except myself uses this road, to my
;owledge,-On account of the severe gradients, and the fact
at there is an alternative, though longer, route. I have
'ed this hill on two separate 3^ h.p. machines, and have
ver succeeded in getting to the top on either. With my
otosacoche I habitually use this road.

G. E. CASE-MORRIS.

Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.
[4546.]—Referring to the article.? by " Ailette " and
Rotator," it may be interesting to reader.'^ to hear that I

ve been reg'ilarly using one of " Green's " patent water-
cketed engines, to which reference was made by. " Ailette,"
r the past three years with unvarying success. The bore
d stroke are 80 x 80 mm.
Whatever the final verdict may be as to the merits of
iter-cooling in comparison with air-cooling for engines of
laller sizes, there can be no question in my mind as to the
ij great advantages of the former in all cases where- power
desired. My engine ran sixteen months without remcvinj
e_ valves, and then I found them in such an excellent con-
tion IS rot to require any attention whatever. I hav? only
ce had them ont since. to grind after three years' running,
d they are .still gas-tight, but I am thinking. of renewing
em soon owing; to the cotter holes being a little worn. I

1 sti'l using the original sparking plug.
Overheating is unknown, and generally I find the engine
quires much less attention than I was obliged to bestow
my air-cooled machines. I have had four since I first

[>k up motor cycling in 1902. It is most economical in
I and fuel consumption, whilst the power is maintained
ider all conditions of load in a manner impossible in anv
i-cooled machine.

1 have only quite recently removed the cylinder for the
first time, after having run about 12,000 miles, when I

found it, and the piston, very clean indeed, considering the
distance run, and no appreciable wear.
Contrary to what many may suppose, I am never troubled

with the water boiling, although I frequently take long spins
in very hilly country with a .sidecar attachment containing
my wife and child, and the way the machine gets along with
its load is an eye-opener to all those who see it. The water
carried is about three pints, which needs rfeplenishing at
long intervals only, .sometimes of several weeks.

^
Excepting for the three pints of water my machine is very

little heavier than an ordinary one. HO 2.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. A. C. Davison, 12a, Pleasant Row, Camden Town,

N.W., is anxious to eoumiunicate with Mr. Joseph Adams,
who wrote from Staft'ordshire, but who has apparently given
his address incorrectly, as the reply sent to him lias been
returned marked " Not known."
Reverting to " Ixion's " comments in the last issue in regard

to silencers in the T.T. Race, W. H. Wells writes :
" ' Ixion

'

suggests that it would be a good idea to make each entrant
in the T.T. Race send in the silencer he proposed to use a
month before the race, so that they could be tested and faked
to make them uniform. ' Ixion ' also suggests :

' It would be
interesting if some fully qualified technical expert would
take a standard silencer off some well-known machine, and
see what percentage of efficiency he could obtain by removing
its entrails and' drilling out its end plates.' I wonder if

' Ixion ' knows that the silencer as fitted to the Indian
motor cycle consists of simply a round sheet iron box with
pressed steel ends. In one end the pipes from the engine
enter ; at the other end a long pipe, extending out past the
rear wheel, projects. This device is acknowledged by every-

one who witnessed the reliability trials or the T.T. race

last year to be exceedingl}' silent, yet evidently there is no
back pressure. The whole secrecy of its efficiency in every
Way lies in the fact that there is a large chamber for the
gases to expand in, and then a long pipe to carry the wasted
forces out into the open air. I would, for the- good of the
cause in general, be pleased to see other makers of motor
cycles copy this most efficient and simple form of silencing

a motor cycle engine." -

EXPERIENCES WANTED,
Querists must sent) Stamtps fob Forwarding Replies to

Queries u.n'der this He,vding.
" F. W. M." (Gillingham) desires readers' experiences with

lightweight motor bicycles, especially as to reliability, comfort
in riding, hill-climbing with a fourteen-stone rider, cost and
frequency of repairs, and use in traffic.

D. S. Rothbury would like readers' experiences of the
following 1910_ models : Enfield, Hobart Bird, F.N. (2-^ h.p.

gear-driven), and Moto-Reve (2 h.p. chain-driven), particu-

larly with regard to silence, flexibility, hill-climbing, and ease

of mounting and starting.

J—•••—<

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
N.F. high tension magnetos are listed in a brochure to

hand from S. Wolf and Co., 138, Southwark Street, Black-

friars Bridge, S.E. All types of magnetos are sold suitable

for the various patterns o( engines in use. The main features

are simplicity and light weight.

Ariel motor bicycles are fully described and illustrated in a
useful catalogue just issued by Components, Ltd., Bourn-
brook, Birmingham. Prospective purchasers should apply
for a copy, as apart from the lucid descriptions of the Ariel

motor bicycles and their appurtenances, space is devoted to

many useful wrinkles.

The 1910 Ti'iumph motor cycle booklet is splendidly got up,

and is profusely illustrated. First the bicycle and its com-
ponent parts are described in detail and the advantages
explained, and towards the end of the book many illustra-

tions from the pages of TJie Motor Cycle depict the

triumpliant Triumph in last year's competitions. Four pages
of hints on the care and management of motor cycles should

prove most useful to novices. Copies of the booklet can be
obtained on application to the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Coventry.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD. F.C.I.P.A.

A Two-stroke Kotary Valve Engine.

The construction illustrated has three working cylinders

AAA, and a pump cylinder B, all the pistons being con-

nected to one crankshaft C. At the upper end of the work-
ing cylinders A is formed a casing D, in which rotates a valve

E, driven by chain gearing at

the same rate of revolution as

the crankshaft C. The rotary

valve E is provided with a

port F for each cylinder,

which, at the right time and
for the correct period, puts
the port H in the cylinder

head into communication with
a port J leading to the in-

duction pipe K, to which air

is supplied by the pump B. The port F has bridge pieces

L, and in one of these is formed a slot M, the function oi

which is to take up a supplv of fuel sufficient for one charge

from the adjustable needle supply valve N, the inlet to which

is slaown at P. Each cylinder is provided with a number
of exhaust ports E, leading to a common exhaust passage S.

In operation, as the crankshaft rotates, the rotary valve is

rotated to bring the respective ports into register^ the

fuel being automati-
cally taken up by the

slot M in the bridge

L as described. The
pump B meanwhile
supplies pure air
through the inlet pipe,

which in pacing
through the ports

mixes with the fuel

and forms the com-
bustible charge. At
the end of che down
stroke the exhaust
ports E are exposed,,

and the exhaust gas
passes therethrough,-
being assisted by the

fresh charge, which is

timed to efficiently

scavenge the cylinder,

but not itself to pass
into the exhaust pas-

sage.—^A. G. Power,
No. 26,729, 1908.

Combined Footrests and
Stand.

Carried by the
machine is a bar with
two downwardly pro-

jecting portions A B.
To these portions A B
are adjustably secured
rods D, to the ends
of which are pivoted
further rods E F carry-
ing pedals G H, which, in the fosition shown in the first

figure, form the footrests proper. When it is desired, to use
the device as a stand, either or both of the bars EF are

A^4

turned into the position shown in the second figure.—R.

Plilton, No. 8,097, 1909.

Variable Pulley Control.

The pulley is of the type having a nxed flange A secured

to the crankshaft, and having splined theret-o a movable flange

B. The fixed pulley flange has an extension C, which forms

a bearing D for a collar E, in which rotates an operating rod

F, under the control

of the rider. Tbf
movable pulley flang«

B is provided with a

thrust bearing G,

against which acts a

H pair of cams H fixed

to the operating rod

F. The cams H k
the case illustrated

have six faces corrO'

spending to a Ires

engine and five dif-

ferent gear positions

Xo springs are neces

sary, as the tension

the belt moves tin

loose pulley flange out

wards to the furthest

extent permitted hy
the cams H.

—

A.

Gnosill, No. 363, 1909i

A Flexible Sidecarriage.

The sidecarriage A is connected to the cycle B bj

mechanism vi'liich, operating on the principle of a " paralle

ruler," always maintams the sidecarriage seat approximately
horizontal. The mechanism comprises four tubes C, D, E, I

arranged, in the form of a ijarallelogram; and jointed ai

their ends to permit
of the necessary '.

movement. A tube
'

G extends forwards,
and is secured to the
cycle frame by a

universal joint H.
An arrangement is

provided to enable
the parallelogram to
be locked rigid when' desired. This comprises a rod .

pivoted at K, and passing through a swivelling guide L, tin

rod and guide being drilled for the reception of a bolt Jl

which by preventing relative movement of the parallelogram

maintains the rigidity of the sidecarriage.—I. Appleby-
No. 931, 1909.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all le^al resnonsibOltv in any way f«r

loss cf copy In the form ol mmasorint, drawings, or photojranhs
submitted to bim. Rejected manuscrint, drri'^ntrs, and nhoto-
grauhs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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l^viV" PAY £48' ^O'^^^^ BICYCLES FOR SALE.
r- « ^l^^^^-T.., n^^^^M^HMrTt' A CCBINGTON.-Trimuphy, 1910; Premiers, 1910;

CSS machine. Wc oticr Two-speed Models at. j^ ^^^^^ ^^g^O. jjouj^iag. and Eex ; we can give
the Koc Gear alone is worth £iz 12s. ^ee.

pJ.^J^pt. delivery. Any make taken in exchange.
below for value.

[

A00RINGT0N.-3ih.i). Minemi, spriug forks, handle-
bar coiitrol. Whittle belt, iwo-apeed gear, and free

I engine, like new; £22 10s-

ACCRINGTON—Sih.p. Vindec Special, spring forks,
magneto ignition, in splendid condition; £17.

ACCRINGT0N".-4h.p. Royal Riley, Fit-all two-speed,
will suit tall rider, will climb a mountain; £13 lOs-

ACCRINGTON—3h.p. Quadrant. B. and B. carbur-
etter.new belt, in splendid order; £7 lOs-

ACCRINGTON—33h.p. Rex. surface, in splendid order,
one cf tlie olden times, but a trier, and successful;

bargain. £6 10s.

ACCRIXGTOX --5:^h-p. Minerva, spring forks, mag-
neto i.'rnitiun. in good running order; £19 10s-

All above are special bargains, and in working order.

A THLETIO Supply Co., Accrington.

CROSS for Triumphs in Rotherham.—New 1910 and
1909 models in stock; sepond-hand 1908 Triupmh

£29; 1907 Triumph, magneto, '£18 ; both in fine order.

23.h.p. Minerva throughout, 1905,' Dunlops- 26 by 2iin-.
4 gccd running order; £8 IDs-—Cross. Triumph

agent. Rotherham-

LIGHTWEIGHT Douglas and P-N- motors, latest
mcdcis.iii stock at 74. Bold St., Liverpool.—Hitch-

iags. Ltd-, are the sole agents, and invite enquiries-

SCOTT 2-stroke 2-speed "Water-coole'd Motor Cycles [for
v/hich Hitchings, Ltd-, arc the sole Liverpool and

clistrict agent^:). should be ordered now to ensure early
delivery; send for descriptive catalogue-—Hitchings, Ltd-,
74. Bold St., Liverpool.

LIYERPOOL Motorists should, to protect their in-
terests, buy Triumph, JJouglas, Scott, and F-N-

Luotors cnly from the responsible ofiacial agents. Hitch-
ings, Ltd-, 74, Bold ' St-, who alone can substantiate
iLe makers' guarantees, and also supply spare parts from
stock.

j'KlD"MPHS.-Hitchings, Ltd- [the official agents), haveA several se^^ond-hand machines for sale at low prices.
1907. 1908, and 1909 models; all guaranteed; inspec-
ticn invited-—Hite-hings, Ltd-. 74, Bold St-, Liverpool-

BARGAIN—3i-4h.p- 1909 I'eugeot. perfect, new eru-
dition, modern. 1 . w, stands, lamp, horn, spares,

omplete; cost 40 guineas, £25, or nearest-—80, Bispham
Rd-. Southport-

1 Q09 p. and M., 3ih-p.; excellent condition, winner
J-t/ of two gold medals, and special prize in A-C-TJ
1.000 miles trials; £38 10s.—W. Milnes. Hallcroft, Wil-
mer Drive, Bradford.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery, come and see me
before purchasing your 1910 mount, any make

supplied; second-hanu Triumphs taken in part payment-
-Trimuph Agent, 53. Traflford Rd-, tSalford.

READY for Delivery—1910 Premier, S-^h-p., twin.
quite the coming success, and . undoubtedly the

linest little jiggers on the market ; 50 guineas ; exchanges
entertained; send for list-—Hardman, Stockton Heath.

1 Q07_3ih.p. Magneto Triumph, b-b- control, adjustable
J-«^ pulley, F-R-S- lamp, generator, and hern, re-enam-
elled, plating excellent, machine and engine p'^rfect, com-
plete with spares; £22 lOs.—No- 3,970, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth,

3ih.p- Minerva, in good condition; must sell; £10-—
2 F. C- Griffin. 30. Orompton Rd., Tipton.

3ih.p. Brown, magneto, spring forks, all accessories,
2 not done 200 miles; £34--Henshaw, wheelwright.

Stockport.

TRIUMPH, new last January, splendid condition.
rubber studded tyxea. complete with all accessories;

cfEers-—Benham, Holywell Terrace, Shrewsbury.

TRIUMPH, 1909. only run few hundred miles,
guaranteed perfect order, non-skid tyres, complete

with accessories; £38; only wants seeing.—Moss. Wem-
4h.p. Roc, magneto, two speeds, handle starting, take

sidecar anywhere, practically new condition
'Lhroughcut; cost £56, sacrifice £27-—R. Else, Leawood.
near Matlock.

*| Q09 Triumph, enamel and plating as new. machine
At/ and engine guaranteed perfect throughout, search-
light lamp, horn, etc-; £37—Browne, Beaconsfield,
Oxton, Birkenhead.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

23.b-p. Zedel, safe. low. and speedy. 26in. wheels, all

4 spares ; £7 lOs-—Macer, 20, Park St., Peter-
borough.

13.h.p. Minerva Lightweight, ready lor load, condition
4 perfect; £5.—Simpkin, 8, St. Margaret's Rd-

Peterborough.

Humber'
I'iVfd froni makers, a (c\v

190S^ HUnnBERS
. These yuu can hardly tcl] irom igio models,
Iw.l.i improved patlera silencers, spring forks
eys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, H. B. control
t.nik. high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

rated by foot, stand and carri r, toolbag with
.ted to handle-bar. I'-ully guaranteed.
£42 10s,, or exchange, or credit.
Special Discount for Cash.

19 SINGLE SPEED~HUmBER& '

e\v, fitted with latent pattern silencers, spring
jnetos, pedalling gear, stand, carrier, toolbag,
iber plates,

£37 15s,, exchange or credit.
ers wanted. Why buy second-hand machines,
id new, up-to-date, fully guaranteed machines
1 at these prices. Remember lUm^ber i~. limited.

NLi'WV tana AK-.v^^.
e a few Brand New 3J h.p. Models, fitted with
h.-b. control, complete with tools, etc.

:e, ;f45. Our price, £32 10s, Or exchange.
Cash oliers wanted.

^/LCIUI. cJIIUtl-Uu.4UJ TKIUAK.
^X UTETTE,' twin-cylinder, water-cooled,
5, magneto ignition, spring frame, coach built,

line was exhibited at Stanley Lhow in igo8
78 15s. It is very light. Our price S39 10s.

> or exchange considered.
PEVENS Tricar, fan-cooled, very li-;ht, £12 12s,

\;UJlJ, l/LiLlLjl I', Oi\ CAOtlMULiL.,
in MINERVA, spring forks, 1908 model £25 10
IX DE LUXE, magneto, fitted with
car £27 15
^., four-eylindcr, magneto, spring forks £1G 13
^X, colonial model, magneto i^ition.. £12 12
I.^DRANT, igog. Roc two-speed £32 10
NERVA, magneto, I-rench grev ££2 10
RNO, magneto, H.B. control, new. , . . £32 ID
UNO, m.-gneto, new, n-n-skid £32 15
RNO, migncto, new. Palmer's £33 10
UI.luER, new, 1909 model £39 10
EX, 1Q09 Tcu-ist, sailed only £32 10
00 DOUGLAS, like new £32 10
LA, 1909 model, likenew. . , - £32 13
viaJiROVvN, 190S, m:gnct .. fi e en.Ti'ne £2310
iT. magneto, spring frame, two Sj,eeds. . £24 10
lUMPH, 1909, ne:jrly new £35 C
lUMPH, 1908, good order £30
JMBER, 1909, two speeds, non-skids . . £37 10
NERVA, magneto, 2i tyres £13 15
OYDS. vertical engine. 26in. wheefs .. £3 13
9 HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
.U., magneto, 2}in. tjTes, long bars . , £32 10
'.U., magneto, 1908, smart £17 10
X, 1908, magneto, h.b. control £17 10
iX. 1909. nearly new £32
X DE LUXE. Roc clutch, magneto ,. £25 10
IN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
'IN REX, spring forks, low built £16 10
.X, spring forks, trembler coil £10 10
X, 26in. wheels, M.O.V.. h.b. control.. £3 15
'ADRANT, igo8, magneto, M.O.V. . . £25 10
r hst ot 200 machines. Cash buyers receive
otations.

HiS WEEK'S SPICY BARGAIN.
UADRANT, in good running order, complete
belt, accumulator, number-plates, etc.
1 19s. 9d, £4 19s, 9:1, £4 193. 9:1.

reserve machine upon receipt of £1 deposit, and
ance .q /- weekly.

engines:
or Boat Engine, two flywheels, fitted
^'ropeller, pump, carburetter, and silencer £8 10
onet, M.O.V., water-cooled, new £7 15

;
Dion, water-cooled £5 15

in Standard, wants overhauling £2 5
w Water-cooled Stationary Engine £6 15
1

Exchanges entertained.

I, tiramanhone. Piano, Typewriter, Push-cycle
'>'o- r-~-; v,-.„ s-nnT Fo'ks.

)TH'S MOTORIES,
ILES STREET, «ff Square Road,

)06Z. HALIFAX. -r^nT^f,"*"*

BOOTH'S MOTORIES
SPECIALil'TIES.

£4 17s. 6cl

CORONET
SIDECARS

Before buying a Sidecar, send (or iUuslrated circular

explaining the advantages of " CORONET " Sidecrurs over
other makes. Delivery from stock to suit Minervas,
Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and any other make. Attached
in three minutes.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

12/6

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held

in any position by a simple
yet ingenious contrivance.
Gear can be altered with-

out the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand.
Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable

for hi 11-climbing.
Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern. Discount to trade.

GRIPSKiN" BELTING.

o
Q

O O- O o
P; O O' O O

o (

Made from sc'luclfd parts ui liiui.'i, i;c)rrnt angle, perlctt

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer lite

than rubber.
^in., lOd. ; .?in., lid.

; lin., 1 /I ; lin., 1 /2.

Special terms to the trade.

TYRES- TY«ES, TY«I=.S.
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

NEW DUNLOP AND CLINCHER COVERS,
24 or 26 or 28 X 2in i7/-

24 or 26 or 28 X 2| 17/6
24 or 26 or 28 X 2Un 18/-
Clincher Tubes, all sizes each 4/11
28 X 2 or 2 Jin. Dunlop Wired Covers „ 11/6
24 X 2jrin. CUpper-Rcflcx Dcaded Covers .... „ 14/6

Large stock of Continentals, R.O.M,, Palmers, Sham-
rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old
cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from 59/6.

Your old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-
bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters. Be
UD to date. Price reasonable.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mudguards and Stays 3in., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Coils fyourokl coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9
50 Pairs New X'lall Spring Forks, latest 15/-
Longuemare, Minerva, F.N, carburetters .... each 6/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, fit Rex 35/-
Albion Free Engine Clutch, fit Rex 29/-
Mabon Free Engine Clutch, fit Triumph 39/-
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.

Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 10s.

Norman Two-speed Gear, nearly new £2 5S"

New Ideal Ball Bearing Fan 12/6
New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-speed Gear Box, nearly new .... £2 5s.

Lucas King of the Road Lamp and Generator. . £1 Os.

Lucas Acetephote, self-contained 8/6

BOOTH'S IVIOTORIE.S,
CHARLES STREET (Off Square Road), HALIFAX.

Telephone 1062.

Tn anstvering these advarUsements it is desirable to mention ^^ The Motor Cycle.' A37
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEITTMPH. 1909, free engine, overhauled at Christmas.

£5 worth spares; £40.-3,941, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry-

4h-p. Twin. Peugeot engine, 21in- frame, 26in. wheels,
fast and rehable

;
photo; bargain; 14 guineas. —

Morris, photographer. Bourne-

TEIUMPH. late 1908. splendid condition, new Palmer
cord tyres, spares ; £32, no offers-—C- W- Blythc.

17, Market Place, Coventry-

r-N-, 1909. 5-6h.p., in good all-round order; price £32.
or nearest oHer for prompt cash.—V*. A- Holroyd.

Warwick Av., Earlsdon, Coventry.

WOLF Lightweight. 1909 mcdel, new rubber studded
tyres, all acLessories, perfect condition ; £13-—

Chatwiu, 162. Hagley Rd-, Birmingham-

MOTO-EEVE, 1909, as new, only ridden 400 miles,
guaranteed faultless and perrect ; £25, with all

accessories —27, Smithford St., Coventry.

must
£10;

31.h.p. Bat, excellent condition, all accessories;
2 be sold imjoed.ately ; owner going abroad;

offers--D. Milner-Moore, Quadrant. C^veutry-

3h-p- Ariel, spring forks. Palmer tyres, stand, acety-
lene lamp, etc, etc. perfect order- just been over-

hauled by Ariel Co.; £14, a bargain—Foi, 136. Suffclk
St., Birmingham-

3ih.p. 1909 Res, excellent condition, just been over-
2 hauled by makers- new cylinder and valves, bear-

ings rebusbed, E-OM. tyre back wheel, petrol and oil

gauge;?, lamp norn, tools, all perfect; £34, or near offer—
Pooley, 187. Monks Rd-, Lincoln-

IVAN B- HART DAVIES wishes to sell his End-to-
end Triumph. 85 by 88 engine, two gallon tank,

special haadle-bars. spare butt-ended tube, all tools anit

spares, lamp- horn, etc run 2000 miles, as good as new;
£40 cash—Apply. I- B- Hart-Davies, Bank St-, Eugby

3JLh-p- Huinber, two-speed and free engine, new la'^i

2 June, aiflve overuualed by makers and fitted with
1910 improvements, including Druid spring forks, plain
connecting rod bearing. nei,v footboards and control, laigt'

belt pulleys, complete -ith lamp and tools, Dunlop tyres
(unpunctured) ; £34. or nearest; bargain- — Q-S-, 37.
Northumberland Ed Coventry.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3ih.p. Rex, two-speed. Roc clutch, magneto, as new;
2 £30-—Leavis, Downham Market.

3ih-p. N-S-F-, magneto, perfect order and conditicn,
2 new tyres; £14. no offers-—3a. iiriuge St-, Cam-

bridge-

3ih-p- M-M-C, Chater-Lea No. 6, copper torpedo tank.
2 everything in good order; £9.-37, Searlo St.,

Chesterton, Cambridge.
i

3ih.p. Rex. single-cyl.. magneto, spring forka. Clincher
,

2 tyres, long handle-bars, good condition; £12 cash-
—Palmer, 39, London Ed-. Ipswich-

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, I^adnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

MOTOSACOCHB (accumulator), late 1908, spring
forks, perfect; £17-—Dr- Burd, Upton-on-Sevem.

1 Q08 Twin Res, excellent condition; too powerful
JLJ/ present use; accept £27-—43, Pochin Crescent.
Tredegar. Mon.

GLAMORGAN-~Brand new standard Triumph, 3ih.p.
1909 (late delivery), never been ridden; £42-—

Newark Lewis, photographer. Port Talbot-

5h.p- Twin Sarolea, two-speed, free engine, chain drive,

hand starting, in perfect oroer. and good condi-
tion; £20—Jones. 104, William St., Xrtrad Rhondda.
Glam.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

09 Tnumph, excellent condition, horn, spares, etL.;
£38. bargain.—Mcrris, Holywell. Oxford-

33.h-p. Kerry, low seat, long handle-bars, coBdition
4 good; £11-—Lieut. Pinder, Tictjri.a Barracks

Portsmouth.

3i-3h-p- Twin-cyl. Fairy Lightweight, excellent condi-

'

2 tion; £9 -J- S- Willway and Sons, Ltd., St

19

Augustine's, Bristol.

3ih.p- Quadrant, handle-bar control, carburetter, mag-
2 neto. good condition and rrunning order-—Morri.^

Holywell, Oxford.

N.S-TT-, 33h.p., magneto, spring forks, condition a>
new. guaranteed: exp-^rt examination; £22 lOs-—

Claypoole. 63, Queen Sq-. BristjI-

33.h-p- 1909 N-S.TJ.. magneto, handle-bar control, sprint:
4 forks, practically new: £30.—J. S. Willway anu

8oBB> Ltd.. St. Augustine's, Bristol.

2l.b-p. KflTTT Motor. compLrte loop frame, new crl.
-* 1' ' -phE*- vV— V' ip-1 tv'-- *- '-ifnulator.

nddte; £4.—Motor, 11, Victoria Rd., Winchester.

Halifax and Iondon
Sole Yorkshire Agents for the T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Uuxe
Sole London Agenis For ihe NORTON.
Sd!s Halifax Agen.s tor TRIUMPHS, DOUGLAS, PHELON

MOORES, BRADBURYS, etc., etc.

Every 1910 model we sell or offer for sale
carries the maKers' full guarantee regardless

of whether sold for cash or exchange.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
1 Q07 Si-h.T). Minerva, spring forks, footreats,
-*-«-' adjustable pulley, low franoe. tyres eicelleo
dition; £13-—Apply. Hardy, New College, Oxlon

CHATEE-LEA-MTNERVA, l^h.p., long bars
built, new Pakner back. Clincher front, 26in.

all accessories, splendid condition; £6.—Eandall, 7
ton Rd-. Easton, Bristol.

41.h-p. F-N., lamp, horn, generator, watch, minor,
2 new GrcsQ N.S. cover, two spare butt-end

tools; cost £52 four months ago; accept £34
Morris, Holywell. Oxford.

MORRIS. Holywell, Oxford.—For fair deahng i

and 6eci.nd-hand motor cycles; large stock to
from; F.N.. Triumph, Rex. Donglas. Quadrant;
stock of others ; send for list.

1 Q06-7 Triumph, perfect condition, new tyreX«/ belt, 1909 spring forks, new xtroadhurrt
plating, etc- excellent, just -overhauled; approval
or nearest-—Box 3.963. Tlte Motor Cycle Otflcw, 1

try.

3h-p- Triumph-J.A-P., lately overhauled by maki
eluding enamelling and plaxing. all spares, i

ing non-skid tyre. spLU-domeier. and separate gdi
lamp, all in new condition, guarantee 45 m.p-h.;
full particulars; £18-—Gordon Jones. Cowes.

1910 TRIUMPH.
Standard model £48 15
Tourist Trophy model .. .. £50

Free engine, HQ 6s. extra. Earliest deliveries.

NORTON.
3J h.p. sm!3;le cylinder

4I h-p. single cylinder
43gns.
45 „

5 h.p twin cylinder 63

DOUGLAS.
Model B

. . . _ 36 J
Model C . . ,[ 38

Jradbury 3^ H.I
i9ro Standard model £46

Delivery from Stock.

I6 tf

T.A.C. Motor Cyc'e de Luxe.
Standard model 60 gns.
Wheei-steering 63 „
4\'heel-steering de Luxe . . . , 70 „

Discount to cash buyers.
mJMBER

igio 3i h.p. two-fapeed . . ^. £50
rg ro 3I h .p. Standard . . . . £46

Twin Prem.er 3? h.p., makers price 50 gns. Our price £48
LISTS POST FREE FROM

n/iAUDEs* nnoTOF? iviAR-r,
Powell Street. HALIFAX.

'Phone: 433. Tele^ams: "Petrol, Halifax."

136. Great Portland Street. LONDON, W.
'Phone: 552, Majfair. Telegrams : "Abdicate, London.'*

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surre;
and Sussex.

ELEPHANT—2Jh-p. Kelecom, magneto. 26
skids, perfect order ; £12-

ELEPHAI^T.-3h.p. Fafnir, Chater frame, footl
very low, aB new; £11-

ELEPHANT.—Others from -£4 ; gnndries and pi

all kinds ; complete machines and accessories n
—10 and 12, Elephant Rd-. London.

"VrTE'S!-1909 Triumph. KempshallB, in perf«(
-1-* dition. gnaianteed; £33.

jVrXE'S !—5h.p. Yindec, Roo two speeds, nuignet
-L.1 feide^ar machine; £32.

NYE'S I—Special bargains* lour lightweight
magneto, sound condition; £13 13b.

NYE'S!—3h-p- Triumph, handle - bar control;
to ride away; £14.

NYE'S!—1910 Moto-Reves; immediate dehvery
machine on approval; exciiant^es; two 1909

at bargain prices-—Nye's, 69 Leather Lane, H '

London. 'Phone. 6299 Holborn.

3ih.p. Quadrant, absolutely as new; £14-—Boot
2 74, High St.. Bromley, Kent.

TRIUMPH, 1907 (bought 1908). very Uttla used
—Morris. 139. Finchley Rd- N-W.

£14---MinerTa, 2ih-p.. new Michelins, tlixoughoi:

as new.—424, High Rd-, Streatham.

MINERVA, l}h-p-, Dunlops, fine condition; b

£5 158.. near offer.—27, Ingleby Rd.. Hiord.

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor
you .can get them at Wa.uchope'a. 9. Shoe

Fleet St-. London. E.G., just off Lndpate Circu-

WHITTLE'S.-F-N., 5-6h.p., latest model, 4-cyl

neto. hb. controL nearly new ; £32' 10a.

WHITTLE'S—Rex de Luxe, 5-6h.p., twin, ja\

Roc clutch, practically new ; sacrifice £S

,

WHITTLE'S—Triumph, 3ih.p.. late 1907, lai

h.b. controh like new ; cheap, £25.

WHITTLE-—F.N.. 1909. l^h.p.. lightweight.,

neto. Bpring forks, nearly new ; ba:?gain. £] 1

WHITTLE'S.-N-S.U., 6-7h.p., twin, magnettf
fast, like new throughout : £25.

WHITTLE'S—Minerva. 2ih-p., £6 ISs-; alHl
Minerva, £7 15s-; exchanges entertaSi

Whittle's M.tor Exchange. Earlsfield. 'Phone, 711
Wimbledon.

TRIXTHPH, October. 1909. new, unpacked, £4C

Douglas, once UBed—84, Rodenhurst Rd-.

ham.

WHY do Nye'8 sell bo many machinsB? le]

satisfaction- Try them.—69, Leather LaXH.

born-

4ih-p- Twin Minerva, perfect order; £18; Bl
2 change cycle-—Ellis, 112, Canbory Pafli

Kingston.

3h.p. Ormonde, perfect condition, cUigb anythiiM'

or exchange for lightweight-—357 Links E4^
ing. S.W.

EOK Sale, motor cycle, without engine and n

ofiers-—Gray, jun-. Upland. St. Mark's WV
biton.

WANDERER, 2ih.p., equal any 3ih.p.. new A
cost £43, going at £2S.—40. Replinghan^

Southflelds.

13.h.p- F-N. laghtweight. nearly new. magnetO> c

4 forks; £18 10s., lowest—Morgan. 84, Perfaut

Baiham, S.W-

31Ji.p. Brown, in eplendid running order, low JK

a £8 ; 2^h.p. MiHerva-PhcBoix, rery low. anffi'

order, £7; twim Vindec, £22 IO5.—65a, RosencT
We-st Dniwich.

In answering these adverMsements U ii de-firahlt to mention ** The Motor Cyclt.^^
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rOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
'STKAD tor liurfiiiis.—We imdcrtnUe gradual

lyiiifMiis or eXL]iiiiib'Os-—AddresSi 5. jieath St-

78 P O.

'STEAD—1909 Triumph, splendid condition

udded tyres, all a[;cesaunes: i^jS, BDeeial bar-

'STEAD.—1909 2Jli.p. Douslas, magneto and
irias' iurks. all accessories, new conduion :

£28-

'STEAD.— Slip- N-S.U.. splendid condition,

itli all accessories; bargain price. £13.

'STEAD.—IJhp. F.N.. splendid, condition, witli

1 accessonta, late model ; bargain. £25.

'STEAD.—Sole Loudon and di.strict agents for

juco'n Jillts, all models in stock; special price

'STEAD for all latest 1910 models; gradiial

lyiuents or exchanges; delivery Irom stock;

IS-

'STEAD.-Trinraph. 3ih.p.. 1907, nev tyS'
llcndid condition; £27; all accessories.

>STEAD.-5-6h.p. P.N., 1909, splendid condi-

ou. all accessories; £29 lOs.; 4»>p. I-M..

el, £28.

'STBAD.-31h.p. Pafnir, M.O.V.. fery low.

hntci-i^ea (ra;ue; £15: all accessories.

>STEAD.-1909 Minerva, 3!h.p.. magneto and

jring lorks. £27; Lincoln Elk, 1909. magneto.

lition. £19 10s.

'STEAD.-7-9h.p. TT. Matchless, late 1909

^A.P. engine, 2iin. tyres, as now; £33, special

-Eey. 5, Heath St. Tel.; 2678 P.O., Hamp-

JPH. 1909, little used, canal to neiv. un-

itched; £.^7: approval—Eagles and Co., High
m.

N.S.tr., 1908, magneto, spring forks, lin.

hamrock belt, two-speed gear and free engine

ondition; -£26.—Eagles and Co., N.S.U. Agency.

BUET, 3!h.p., 1909. Bosch masmeto. spring

ks. Clincher studded tyres, new condition; £29
proval.-Eagles and Co., xligh St.. Acton.

N.S.U.. low built, magneto, spring forks, ex-

>llent condition; £18 10s.; approval.-Eagles

High St.. Acton.

r.S.tr., perfect, guaranteed, two speeds, new con-

tion; must sell; £20.-Hunter, 42, Victoria bt..

[lethwick.

TriumpfiS and 1910 Humbers in stock; your

resent machine and cash for one.—128, High

tenham.

FN. in good condition; £7. or exchange good

ush bike and cash.-l'. Whitaker. Ureen St.

)rpington.

Zenith Gradua. splendid condition, tyres nu-

rnctnred; 35 guineas.—V- A. Gunther, Hampton
iddlescx.

3ACO0HE, 1908, new tyres, nil accessories,

res. etc.; £13.-13, South Bruton Mews, Berke-

jOndon. W.

Sarolea. Chater-Lea frame, low, fast.-Dunlops.

essories: £6 IO3.—5. Belgrave Mansions. Culd-

Laue. Brixton.

Bat-MM.C-, just overhauled, new rings, pnw-

tul machine : £18. bargain, no otters—Metford,

-non Ed, Heuiion.

Minerva, new in July, grey finish. 1910 B. and
. tnrburetter. all spares; £26, or oBers. — B.

, Eichmond Ed., Ilford.

10 Special. Roc two-speed, late 1907, new tyres,

rantced perfect, suit SC ; bargain, £24—41.

'Rd-. Cricklewood.

Premier Motor Cycle, in stock, no waiting; 1909
Teaiier. nearly new. perfect order, £35.—Thos.
lotor agent. Erodsham.

Triumph, equal to new, accessories ; cost over
'^. take £34 lot; seen by appointment. — E.
lenbourue. Eidgeway, Enfield.

.IPn. 1909. would pass for new, speedometer,
ciers. numerous extras; 40 guineas; exchange
ed.—Bunting, Weald.stone.

'-3ihp. Rex, absolutely to date, new A mac
aerous acces.sories, fast; £17, offers, bargain.—
ware Mansions. London, \V..

lotor Cycle, splendid condition, just been over-
ded. Quadrant engine, spring forks; £8 15s.
3, Wellealey Gardens. Ilford.

M.O.V., green and gold lined, low position,
rembler. two brakes, Clinchers, practically new;
3gg. 2, Sidney E.d., Beckenham.

r quick sale—De Dion, two speeds, reverse, 2-

I'ter. hood, 'screen, lamps, tools, just thoroughly
l;d—66. Grand Parade, Harringay-

it Royal Star, 26in. wheels, two pulleys, a good
I
liable machine, all accessories; £10 iOs.—Mills,

in." High Rd.. East Finchley, N.

la "Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
{u can get them at Wauch.pe's, 9. Shoe Lane,
I.. Lcndnn (just off Tiudgate Circus).

^(16 Halifax MotorJExchangfll

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, West^ate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams :

'* Pertection."

BARGAINS IN
190S RE.XC1.S. 1909

190^ 3i h. p. Tourist REX £35
11)09 3J h.p. REX DE LU.XE. two-speed.. £45
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed .

.

£48
Compare these with roio prices.

1910 KEXfcL^. Liberal Exchanges.
Deliveries Irom slock.

SIO^CAM iVIAOI-IIMCLi>.
1909 5 h.p. TW1.\ REX, nearly tii'w

rgoS 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE, new ..

rgo STwin Tounst REX. magneto, spring forks .

.

1908-g toor-cyl. F.N., fine coiidilinn

1908 5 h.p. RE.X DE LU.XE, magneto, extra good
1907 Twin magneto REX, spring torks

1907 5j h.p. Twin REX, spring forks
6 h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, spring forks, h.b. control
7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U. Sidecar;

very sni.irt lot : spring forks -

Twin WHR.NER Lightweight, spring forks ....

5j h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch
.6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, extro good, R.O.M
Twin CLEMENT, spring f rks siiray

£.12 10
£40 t

£26 IC

£25 IC

£29 10

£20 t

£16 10

£24 lU

£29
£12 IC

£2.S K
£18 10

£9 111

" F>OI>Ui.ARS."
igio Magneto TRIUMPH, only done 500 miles • £42 16
1909 3J h.p. PHELON & MOORE, as new £39 10
1909 3! h.p. Magneto REX, nearlynew £32 10

1909 3j h.p. RE-X Sp.^ed King, as new £32 10

1909 3I h.p. two-speed IIUMBE R spring forks . . £32 lO
iqoS 3j h.p. Magneto REX, special machine .... £24 10
1908 1! h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE £30
1908 3J h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, as new £26 10
4 h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch, good, h.b. control,

rubber non-skids £24
4 h.p. A.VTOl.VE, high tenrion magneto £18 IS

3 h.p. Magneto SI.MMS, aim. PaUiiers £16 10

3 h.p. SINi^ER, V bell H.T. magneto £16 10

1907 35 h.p. QUADRANT, spiing forks £17 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
1 h.p. HUMBER. spray, tree engne £10 10
3 h.p. tiRAl'lJURY, long and low £10
1906 3 J h.p. REX, spnng forks. M O.V £15 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, h.b. control, banJ brake £13 10

J h.p. tL\'DE ,high-tension magneto ignition .. £14 IC
2} h.p. KERRY. 1 g.rt and low. spray £9 10

ii h.p. REX, 22 f ame. rf^-enamilled £7 10

i h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER. spray £9 10
3^ h.p. VVER.\'ER. used with passenger £13 10
2! h.p. Lighl ARIEL, low build £8 16
2} h.p Li.OYDS. vertical, spray £6
2 h.D. F.N. SaROLRA. untested £4 6
Monster Hst on application. Cash offers considered.

Five 5j h.p. TWIN REXES, spring r\ -t f\ -I r\
forks, long bars, low trames, alumimum -j- I \\ I I J
finish, blue Unes, 26in. wheels °^ • V/ t \J

Exchanges or easy payments.

5/-
EASY PAVIViersi-r S.

weekly and reasonable deptisil secures any of
these machines. All tested and ready for the road :

2j h.p. Bradbury .

.

£10
3 h.p. Clyde £15

3 h.p. Ariel £10

3 h.p. Humber .

.

£10

3J h.p. Rex £10 10

2* h.p. Lloyd's £7 10

3I h.p. Rover £14

2t h.p. Kerry .

.

2I h.p. Ariel .

.

2I h.p. Werner .

.

3] h.p. Werner
2i h.p. M.M.C.

h.p. Humber

J9 10
& 13
£8 10

£13 10
£9 10
£8 10

3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10

CAMS AND TRICARS.
Any reasonable exchange considered. Room wanted,

10-12 h.p. iwo-ryiiniier tiRUSH car £39 10
4iih.p. BRADIil'RY w.c tricar, two-speed £36

5I h.p. w.c. two-speed REXETTE, like new £24 10

ji h.p. Twui REX. fitted Mills-Fnlford Forecar .. £14 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOB SALE.
3 h.p. Triiiinph, magneto, Richec tubeM. tJhamrocik bac*

Loii'luiou peneut; £22.-54, VXollinglou Ed-. St
John's* Wuud.

TOCmiST Trophy Vindpc Sppcial. pprfoct in every
di'tuil; any cxauiinution; stiHciul buiKain ; oflerB-—

Seen at Anglo-tjaxon Co.. 31. NeRk'Eiie bt.. City.

1Q10 Triumph. Premier. F'N-, and Moto-Reve; in-

^9j (jtuiii di'livery: bp.-^t prii;ef in exrhange ; aend par-
tiiulara.—Eatclielor and Co.. Clarence St., Kinjjston.

3Xh-p. Vindec, magneto, spring forlca. perfect, £14;
2 Ub.p. \vo\i liffhtwMsht. only riiu 100 luiles. £17.

-Mitchell. 14, High St.. Riit.tball. near Tunbridge WelU-

50.— Res. 5ih.p.. new tyres. Whittle bPlt, Rprintr seat,
^V two aceuiiiuliitors. guaranteed ninaius order; £9.—
Winstjtnley. 2. Uryantiton Mewa East, JJryauaton Bq..
London-

3ih-p. Kerry, new tyres, belt, and accumulator, firat-

'2 ela-^s condition; £10. or ofler-—ln.speution at
U^irvey, Hadaon. and Co- (next George Hotel), South
Woodford.

VINDKC Special, 23h.p. P-N- Boach magneto. Truf-
fa,ult3. B- and B. H-B. control. Dermatine. adjuat-

(ble pulley, low in going order; £15.—Uawson. 4, Win-
rhurpe Rd.. Putney-

ROC Clutch and two-speed geared 3ih.p. (about) motor
cycle, spnng furks, h.b- control, low. juat over-

iiuuled; absolutely must sell.—Eoc, 17, Kenmure Rd-,
.\l(iro St., Hackney-

3 h.p. Quadrant, low, fast, long bars, pulls sidecar
anyTvhere. Peter- Union tyres, belt, everything splen-

iid condition, aeceasories; trial; bargain, £8.-45.
Jharles St-, Stepney.

^3.h.p. De Dion, magneto ignition, very low and re-

'V4 liable, tyres- enauielling and plating perfect, B-
and B. handle-bar control; £17.—F. Whitaker, Green
it- Green. Orpington-

QUALITY—1908 3ih.p. Eex, spring forks. 1910. B.
and B.. h.b- control. 1910 26 by 2i special Contin-

HUtalu and butt-endera. etc: coat £45. sacrifice £16 lOa-—
48. Walton Ed-. East Molesey-

F.
G- SMITH.—Two 1909 3ih.p- Triumphs, one run 500

miles only, E.O-Al. tyres, speedometer, and all

k-it. aplendid order, and thoroughly tuned; £35 either.—
Wallace liOdge, Chadwell Heath, Essex-

TBIUMPH. 3^h.p., September 25th, 1908. not run
1.000 miles, and absolutely like new. perfect con-

dition, lamp, separate geuerntor. horn, toola, etc; £32
lOs.—Butchelor, Clarence St-, Kingston.

31.h.p- Wliite and Poppe, Bnseh magneto. Advance
2 variable pulley. Amac carburetter, handle-bar con-

iriil. Bates tyres, condition excellent; £16 lOg.. no ofEers-

-A- Vaughan-Jonea, 92, South Hill Park, Hampstead-

1 Q09 Triumph Bicycle, fitted with free engine, and
Xt/ all latent improvemeuta, all acceasories, not been
ridden more than 20 iui\e>i. new last September; price

£45, cost £60.—Howard Bartholomew, farmer, Betsham,
.Southfleet-

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p.. 1907, magneto, two-speed, free en-
gine and sidecar, new steel studded Mii'helins and

iut)ea throughout, in grand order. H-B. control, powei-
,iil lauip, etc-; £30-—J. W. Lewsey, 80, Duranta Ed.
Ponders End-

CLRARAXCE--23h-p. Kerry, £8 IOs- : Sh-p- twin An-
toiue, £17 IOs-; 23h p- Brown. £8 IOs.; 2ih.p.

Quadrant £4 lOs.; 2ih.p. JA.P-. £8 IOs.; 23h.p. Phce-
iiis. maj,'neto- two speed-s, £14 IOs.; exchanges; please
• all. or write: trials.—128, High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone
1982, Tottenham.

TWO Twin Minerva Cycles, 4ih-p.. 26 by 2i tyree.

apring iorlt^- eleotru- ignition, larapa. etc, £18 lOa-

e)4ch ; 2ih p. Minerva, spring fork. £10 : 2ih.p- Ariel-

Minerva. aprine lork, £8 lOa. ; 1910 Triumphs and 1910
twin Enfields in stock; 10-12h.D- car. 4-cyl.. Cape hood,

ind lamps. £75.-Wilton Cycle Co-, 110, Wilton Rd-.

Victoria Station, S-W.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

TRIUMPH and Motosacoche, 1910 models in stock;

c-ash. exchange, deferred payments.-Dan Guy.
Weymouth.

1 10 Quadrant. Clincher studded Palmer tyres, perfect.

l.tj little used; £40. or exchange 1910 Douglas--P-
Tiiorne, Brunswick. Tiverton

SECTION X.
Scotland.

MISCELLANzOUS*
New B.iiB. carburetter, h.b. control £1 5
New AMAC .,

„' £0 19 6
New 1 irge size LYCETT'S motor saddle £0 9 6
MABON clutch, fits Triumph £1 19

28 X 2 Clipper Reflex Cover, beaded, new £0 17 6

28 X 2j Beaded Edge Clincher Cover, nfw ; £0 17 6
New Spring Forks, ht icog or ic)io Rex £1 19 6
MONTGOMERY, seats two. nearly new £4 5
New DE LUXE Sidecar, special fittings £5 17 6
H.B. Control, Amac '. £0 14 6

B. & B £0 16 6
XL-All Spring Forks £0 96
j-horse Electric Motor, no volts £t 19 6
New Tyres, all sizes, from £0 12 9
Tubes, with valves 4/11

In ansv^ering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ** The Motor Cj/cle,"

31 h.p. Rex, excellent running order; £5. easily worth
^ double-—Wm. Baillie, 222, Broomielaw, Glasgow-

LIGHTWEIGHT. 12h.p., B. and B- carburetter, h.b-

contr;)!, P. and H. headlight, just re-bushed, in
splendid order; £6; good reason ijelling.— 148, London
St-, Glasgow.

13h.p. F-N., late 1908, bargain. £18 IOb- ; 4h-p. Wolf.
? Palmer tyres, splendid machine. £15 10a.; ei-

. bang? ehnap motor or push bike.—Miller. 77, Merry
8t-. Motherwell-

1 O07 Triumph. 3ih.p-, macneto- absolutely reliable, B
Xt/ and B- handle-bar control, new unpunctured Sham-
rui-b-Excelsior studded cover, and ditto bef«t quality
butted tube, on back, good Clincher front. Camel belt,

spares, two valves, and almost new S-G- belt, horn, toolB.

.t--: £28 net—Robinson. 153. O.rford St-, Glasgow-

A39
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SCOTLANn'S Largest Motor Cycle Fiim.-Eex, V.8..

Indian. Moto-Reve. Phelon and Moore. Zenith.
Douglas. Eoc. Griffon ; we stock all these, and can supply
any other make—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Lothian
Ed-. Edinbnrf^h.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

REX. 3gh.p-. good condition, ridden less than 2.000
miles. 26 by 2i Clincher A Won tyres; best oaei

accepted.—P. A- Jeflares. New Ross, Ireland-

QUALITY TELLS.
WE work on small profits, and the '" get rich

}
quick " style is not part of OUR business policy.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Singer. Palmer cords. 3i back; £60. -

Inpleby Radlett- Herts.9
4h.p- Antoine Tricar, open, wheel steering, tyies new;

£16-— 147, High Ed- Wood Green-

3ih-p- Hiunber Tricar, free engine, cane body, fine
2 order; £10—128- High Ed-. Tottenham.

TEICAR, 4hp. Humber, little used, free engine; bar-

gain. £17; must sell; ofEers.—Sharpe, Mildenhall.

7h-p- Sociable Tricar, 2-cyI.. water-cooled, three speeds,
j

reverse, periect order.—17, North St-.. AbergaTenny. i

Mon. I

9h-p. Riley, three speeds and reverRe, 700 by 85 tyres.
|

good condition; take motor cycle part-—785, High:
Ed., Leytonstone-

£1 5.— 6h.p. water-cooled tricar, wheel steering, two
j

i^pFpds, clutch, climb anything, good condition-— '

Pearse, Plain. Bristol.

6h.p. Singer Coach-built Tricar, water-cooled, two speeds,
wheel steering, heavy tyres; £25.—Boddington, Meal-

1

cheapen St., Worcester-
j

TEICAE, 4ih.p., clutch, B. and B-, good condition,
new tyres; £16; owner bought car-—Hitchcock, 59.

Magdalen St-. Colchester.

4ih-p. Puch Tricar. N-StT- two-speed gear, magneto.
2 t'licBiis i- r*^ -T L'uaranteed perfect ,- £15.-120,

Pershore St-. Birmingham-

FORMAN Tricar. 4ihp-, water-cooled, Chater-Lea.
M-OY., Kent three speeds, side radiators, good

order: £22 10s—406, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth.

WOLF Tricar, water-cooled, three speeds, free engine.
uiiii^-Liers. coach- built, all fittings perfect condi-

tion; £20. lowest—Chilton. High St.. Watford-

RILEY Tricar, 9h-p.. excellent condition throughout,
full set lamps, headlight, three speeds and reverse,

spares, tools: £45--Atkings. Longmoor Camp. Hants.

HUMBER Tricar. 3jh-p-. free engine and clutch, in
periect condition; sacrifice £10, or exchange a

good motor bicycle.—Griflith. 1 Chatham Eow. Bath-

ROOM Wanted-—6h.p. Quadrant, overhauled, thorough
nroaf, with acceasories : 20 guineas ; bouffht car

;

exchanse good motor cycle--212, Shobnalh Burton-on-
Trent-

PHCENIS. Tricar, 4ih.p. De Dion engine, water-cooled,

car tyres, wheel steering, two speeds, chain drive;
£20, or near offer--Greenwood Bros-, Wellington Ed..
Btockport-

£20. or near offer--White and Poppe, aluminium car
four speeds and free engine, handle starting, syphon

water-cooled. Whittle belt. I>uco studded tyre.—View at
Railway Inn. Worcester Park.

PHCENTX Trimo. two-speed gear, free engine, can be
tuuverted into a motor cycle; £13. or what offers?

want of room forces sale ; or exchange anything useful
with a little cash.—19, Salisbury Ed-. Watford.

4ih-p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled, two speeds, coach-
2 built front, new R 0-M- studded back tyre, ab«r*

Intely reliable, smart; £20; consider exchange motor
cycle.-Tree, 61. Thurlby Ed.. West Norwood. S-E.

TBIOAE, 7-9h-D. Peugeot, Angling two-speed gear.
Uuulup car tyres, non-skid on back wheel, two

bucket seats, side by side, numerous spares, new last \

July; £35.—A.O., 139. Kilbum Park Ed.. London-

7h.p. J-A.P-Zenith. sprung, open frame, coach seats,
Oppennann three-speed gear, three Palmer cords.

nearly new, three acemnulators, two electric aide and
acetylene headlight, generator, spares, etc- ; £32.—White,
Brewery. Crumlin, Mon.

5h.p- Open Frame Tricar, Stevens engine, and clutch,
three-speed Kent gear, wheel steering, wing guards.

26 by 2i wheels, in perfect going order, with two of
Taylor's du>^ screens fitted; £23, or offer; photo.—237.
Hertford Rd-. Edmonton.

6 h.p- Rei Tricar, two speeds, free engine, coach-built-
wheel Mteering. absolutely perfect, running order,

just overhauled, and new parts where necessary; any
trial; £25; part exchange; offers invited--No. 3.964-
TTie Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

9 h.p. Singer Tricar, double cyl., water-*ooIwi. thre.e
speeds and reverse, splendidly equipped ^h non-

skid tyrei. Stepney wheel, and all spares, glass wind
Bcreen. Cape hood, lampn. including acetylene head lamp

.

only TPftson for selling- going abroad.—Q. H- Invin. 6.
Bichmond Terrace. Netley Ed-, Southsea-

filOECAR MACHINES.
rgoS 6 h.p. ROC, magneto and 2 speeH- £30
rgoS 3* h.p. TRIUMPH-ROC, 2-speeu <K JS
rgoS 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, mat, ^

clutch, etc £28
1908 Twin REX, magneto, very low £2S
1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, fine machine £32
rgo9 ditto, quite new, unused £36
igro 6 h.p. CLYNO, brand new. Offers wanted.
7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA, M.O.V., fine

machine £25
|6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc 2 speeds £22

rgog^ Twin REX Racer, lovely goer £35
1909I 3* b.p. REX Racer, soiled only £32 10
6 h.p. twin REX, magneto, h.b. conttol £19 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, sprmg forks, 26' wheels £16 10

3j h.p. VINDEC, magneto, Nala 2 speeds. . £19
Any of the above fitted with one of our new

Sidecars for £4 17s. 6d. extra.

SOLO MOUNTS.
1910 3^ h.p. REX, slightly soiled. OSers wanted.
1910 3I h.p. PREMIER, twin-cylinder 50 Gns.

1909 3A h.p. REX, R.O.M. tyres £30
rgoS 3* h.p. REX, almost like new £22
1908 3I h.p. GRITZNER, mag., free engine £18
rgoS REX Lightweight, fine condition .... £17
1907 3i h.p. REX, lovely goer, very smart £15 16

3i h.p.'REX. M.O.V. spray £10 10
3ih.p. 1906 REX, M.O.V., spring forks .. £14
3} h.p. Low REX, M.O.V., h.b. control . . £11
3} h.p. REX, Bosch magneto, fine goer. . . . £12

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto .. £17
rgog "MOTOSACOCHE, soiled only £24
190.S REX Featherweight, magneto £18

£0 rinuin 3<^cures any of t ese.
XnJ UUWII BACA CE 5/- per WEEK.

3J| h.p. Clarendon . . £9 1 3A h.p. Humber . . £9
ij h.p. Rex £9 3! h.p. Rex, M.O.V. £11
^j Centaur, M.O.V. £9 4 h.p. King £9

Brand New 1909.

5 h.p. Twin-cyl- Light Tricar (Eex Triette), Boaoh mag-
neto, two-speed gear, in rear hub. Boc clutch,

handle starting, cane forecarriage. footboards, special
Win. Watawata belt, adjustable pulley. Brocks saddle
9eat on Eex spring seat-pillar, complete with lamp. horn,
ind flparea. registered: can be seen in Midlandft; nriue
£40—No. 3,983, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

A40

5ih,p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with
hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60 each. Magneto
i?Mi t -n. £= e\ri.

B4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres. Guaran-
teed la mnuths. An ideal winter attachment, quite
ngid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. No side-
slip. Beautifully sprung on double c spring.
Approval anywhere. Send for descriptive circular.
Don't buy until you have seen ours.
IMPORTANT.—For a few djys, we will accept your
old sidecar or trailer in part payment.

ACCESSORIES, Etc. Get my List. POUNDS SAVED.
S. D.

IJ h.p. Mmerva engine , 25
2j h.p. Monarch engine , 35
28 \ 2 or 2j Dunlop Wired Covers 11 6
Lycett's B Tool Bags, shop.soiled, eadi 4- 6
Smaller Motor Cycle Bags, shop soiled, each. . 2 6
" Hella" Gas Lamps with separate- generator 14 6
"Camel" V' Belting, gin. or im.. per foot 13
Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5 6
Enamelled Mudguards, with stays, etc., pair 2 11
Three-note * Fanfare" Horns, very penetrating 7 6
Clincher Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2iin., each,
29/-. Clincher Tubes, all sizes, with valves, 4/11
each. New Loop Frames for vertical engine, 30/-
each. rgog Amac Carburetters, h.b. control. 19/6
each. 1910 Brown & Barlow, ditto, 28/- each.
Large Motor Cycle Saddles, to clear, 5/- each. Forfr-

car Attachment, 26in. wheels, £4. Premier High-
tension Magneto, new, 59/6. Bosch Magneto, igio
pattern, £3 t5^

High-class Hachlnes Wanted. Gaab Waiting.

Albion Works, Square Rd., HALIFAX.
Telephone 919.

In answering these advertisements U is desirable to mention

SIDECARS AND FORECAI
FINE 26 by 2i Sidecar, like new. fixed; £4.-781

Rd., Leytonstone-

LIGHT Forecar Attachment, coach-built body,
condition; £2 15.^—92. Myitle Ed., Leict

COACH-BUILT Flexible Sidecar, upholstered
by 2in- wheel; £2 153.-17, Landcrolt 1

I

Dulwich.

RIGID Sidecar, 26in., left, quick detachable
new condition ; £3 ISs.—Lewis. 23. Aide

,
Handsworth-

SIDECAES. £4 178-; baskets, springs, fittings

supplied.—Middleton and Co- Watson St., ]

ton Green, London. N-

NEW Wicker Sidecar, rigid, will fit either sidi

by 2i wheel, upholstered pegamoid ; bargi

178- 6d-—Below-

LIGHT Coach-built Sidecar, new, fit right

rigid. 26 wheel, soiled, from the Show; eo

£12. will take £5 193-

WE are sole makers of dust screens for sidec

tricars; price 27s. 6d, i-omplete; write for

—Taylor's, patentees. Motor Works. Edmonton-

BEST Quality Side or Forecar- coach-built eei

green, with Cee sprinss; cost £8 10s-. near

503-—Motor. 36, Townhead St.. Hamilton-

OTTE Sidecars Talk. — New. with Michelin ty

new clearance], £5 53-; perfectly satisfaoto

second-hand. £3—128. High Kd-, Tottenham. 19
tenham.

I
I O Guinea Sidecar, brand new. and built thr

, X/W with genuine Chater-Lea fittings, £6 8s-;

Sunbeam cycle-—E- Mansfield. 59. Larkhall Lai
don- 8-W.

SIDEOAKS, best value in England, fit all motai
pnces £4 15s- and £5 10s-: fitting free;

hands from £3 15s.; send for list froiu actual

established 1882—C A. Edgar. 123. Hulloway E
don. N-

DID you see our sidecars everywhere taking el(

the poll? Buy one nnw. and see if y(

reach the pole; price £5-— Beware nf imitatioD

supplv all the best trade houses- Apentti vrant?'

not represented—Oakleigh Sidecars, Ltd-- 65a. fi 1

Ed-, West Dulwich-

J.
DAVIS. AutoraobUe Engineer, Barnsbuiy:

N., begs to inform readers that he is tlie

and sole builder of the prote.-ted double-seated

illustrated recently in The M"tor Cycle. This

with tiller steering, is the last word in con

oiotor cycling- Particulars and prices on anpln

DID Yon Visit the recent Stauley Show?—If

you have seen with admiration and tieard tt

of unanimous approval of our new patent Horn

-iider.ar. which, together with the cycle- >5tana.

he wheeled about without detachins in the spac

^6iin- Your own i>ld sidecar converted into (

jaraged one for £1 IVs- 6d- Send us yours;

required-—Bramson and Co., 5, Farleigh Ed-. Btc

' ington. N-

I SIDECAR COMBINATIONr
ELEPHANT Motor Mart.—5-61i.pr G.B., l

Nala two-speed and free- every poasible ret

and sidecar: 32 guineas.

ELEPHANT.—5-6h.p. Eex de Luxe, new 191

neto. Eoc clutch, and Aubrey sidecar; *,

ELEPHANT.—5-6h-p. Antoine, Norman two-s;

free, and cane Montsomery sidecar. spleC'

dition: i28.

ELEPHANT.-5-61i.p. twin- Eex (19071, and .

sidecar; 16 guineas-

ALL fully guaranteed: full specifications on i

—10 and 12, Elephant Ed.. London.

TWIN Eex and Sidecar, maeneto. U.B. contie:

new belt, tyres, twin bai k wheel, thorougil

sell cheap.-Bradley, Abbey Villa, KirkstaU.

F.N, Sidecar Combination. 4ih- p-. 4.cyl.,

perfect, Chater-Lea sidecar; £24, great.

a

Motorist, 86. Colvestone Crescent. Dalston. Lonao

3JLh,p. Humber and sidecar, splendid wortoB

2 with brand new covers; £15, complete,-o

The Schools, Kilhurn Lane, Eensal Rise. N.y*^

8 .3 h.p- De Dion. H.B, control, Amac, totvCl

4 Clincher, £13 10s- ; 21b-p- Minerva, goii

i.rder, £4 10s,; 3ih-p- M-M.(J-. rigid sidecarV, l

rare bargain: trial run anywhere; £20,-

Gray's Inn Ed.. W-C
REX Twin Model de Luxe, late 1909- iiot':i

miles, grand condition, over £10 acqesilh

additions, complete with Montgomerv nexiblei.

attaches left side,no faults, this de-sirable cob.

complete (machme only used by ownerj ; £50 .11

on-Thamesl—Box No- Ll,289, Tht Uator Cvcl

20. Tudor St-, E.G.

QUADCARS.
FOE Sale. Phcenix quad, very good condition ^

offer £30 has It—Webb. 37. Gt. St- Helena,. N
gate, ^-C.

8h-p. Phoenix Qnadcar. twin water-cooled Fe
^speeds and reverse, splendid condition ;

£'

128, High Ed., T.ittenham.

Sh-p. Phcenix Qnadcar, magneto. 2-cyl.. Fafn •*

cooled, new 6.50 by 65 _caT tyres back. Pal '*

front, all spares.—B., 704, Fishponds Ed-, Brist

-BadiiJ

'The Motor Cycle.''

s.k
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ollier's Motories,
Park Cross Street, LEEDS.

(Facing: Town Hall.)

V h.p. two-speed REX, new. What offers,

will RRX DE LU.XE, SOILED .. £49 10

1909 TRIUMPH £43 10
U M.iKR, iclirpcr £35 C

rWlN TOURIST REX £27
N.S.U.. twos )ccd, a BEAUT V £27
ROC. igc7, in.ignelo, H.IJ. coiilml .. £23
-REVE, Druid forks, magnclo, V belt £24
SACOCHE, 1908 £22 10
:R 3 h.p.. late model, belt drive £16
INE. 4 h.p., magneto £18

, OUAURANT, a gem £17 10
. ARIEL, M.O.V., ;6in. wheels £15 15

:i5, 1906, spring forks, M.O.V £14 10

.VYS, 2J. 20in. wheels, spring forks £11

. HASKARD, special value £10 10

XtMiiN 1", spri.yg f. rks, Palmers . . £9 19

^f Jiihn-o'-Groat sn\ .uel. 22m. frame £9 10
HUMBER, spray, clutch £7 10

. THOMAS, a real good'un £7 10

:Y. long bars, low seat £9 10

RANT, .; h.o., low. 26in. wheels £8 10

IGH, 2 h.p., vertical £7 6

. .VUNERVA, splendid value £5 18

MIRROR LENS

Extra

Large

Generator

•HEADLIGHT (PLATED).

DELIVERY NOW.
1910 TRIUMPH £«
w.uRtX Uh LUXE, NEW £d1

i REX Speed King, greased lightning £37 10
lACER. 2+m. wheel. 60 M.P.H £30
Twin REX, sprins; forks £16 16

cyl. 4* h.p., magneto and sp. forks. . £26
h.p. "REX DE LUXE, two sp?ed,

1 sidecar £48

SUNDRIES.
E HORNS, the latest . 8/6
;0\VERSION SET £8
FREE ENGINE PULLEY £1 10
rrS LARGE SADDLE, new 10/-
.L sprmg fork, new, to clear 15,

6

-lANDLE-BAR CONTROL
CARBURETTERS.

ltnd=ls B. & B., complete, new 25/-
l[^d"ls Ara3c „ 19/6
|r sound carburetters in exchange, for 19 to
. 10% discount for cash without exchange.

r TYRES. FREE.

|. NEW, PERFECT, AND BEST MAKES.

I

13 '6 i 26 X 2.H8'6; other sizes 13 6 each.

jRED. 28 X 2, 13/6 ; 28 X 2}, 14/6.

! BBER-STUDDED CLINCHERS, 29/-
fiPECIAL LINE, 26 X 2J TUBES, 4/6.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
speeds, free en-
-54, EibblesdjiG

ARIEL Motor Tricycle, SJli.p., two
ffine, pcrfct't rondition; £10.-

Rd.. Stirchley, Birmingliam-

CARS FOR SALE.
8 h.p Ariel, 2-cj-l.. 4-*eater. pretty little car; £35; muat

EelI.-27. Kmgsbury fid-, Dalston.

7-9h.p. Star, three speeds and reverse. 2 or 4-seut<?r,

810 by 90 wheels, perfect; trial; £47 lOs—Below.
4ihp- De DioD Phaeton, two speeds, perfect condi-

2 tion; £18 lOs-. or exchause-—128. Hish Rd.,
i'ottenham-

1 f>h.p. Duryea Car. with hood and two spare tyres, in
J-rtt good cooditicn; £30. a bai^'aia.—92, Myrtle Ed.,
Leiuester.

PALMEE.-
ptrsous,

£55.

16-24h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau, seats eipht
splendid reliable car, beautiful condition;

PALMER.—9h-p. nearly new 2-seater. best French mmke,
ralied etewnng, vvl.cel control, perfect; £90.

PALMKE-— 6b.p. Phcenix, two backet seats, twin-cyl-,
Peugeot engine; great bargain. £19.

PALMFU— 16-20h p. Mutel Landaulet. open or closed
body, side entrance, grand car; £100-

PALMEB-—40-50h p- De Dietrich, tide entrance car,
latest model, fitted hood, screen; £325.

PALMER-— 16-20h. p. De Dietrich. 5-se.ater, masr»eto,
just re-paintfd. and ready to go anywhere; £75.

PALMEE-- 16-20h-p. Corre tonneau, hood, screen.
head lamp, full eqttipment, ispare tyre; £75.

PALMER.- 12-1 €hp- Aiies, tonneau, geHtilne Aster
engine. tne.t, reliable, and hght car; £75.

PALMER —15h.p. DarracQ, 5-3eat»r. licod. scrten.
pu^h pedals, tyres like new. perfect; £95-

PALMER.—15-20h.p. Panhard Chassis, with lorry
body. 4-cyl-, good running order; £55-

PALMEE.— 12-14h.p. Hnmber. tonneau, Moseley per-
fect tyres, very smart car; £65.

PALMFE.-
chassis.

-1 6-22h-p. Gladiator, eide entrance.
disc clutch, roomy body; £125.

Jong

PALMER--9hp- Jackson. 2-seater, bucket body, gen-
eral condition like new; £85.

PALMER-— 12h.p. MM-C.. tonnean, 2-cyl-. good run-
ning order; clearance price. £35.

PALMEE.
seating

-9b. p- tasicab. latest style, landaulet body,
four inside, very smart; £150-

PALMER.—8h p. Buehet chassis, late type, long stroke,
fast running engine; £75.

PALMEE-
M-O.V..

-16-24b.p- Pe Dietrich Chassis, late type,
pressed steel frame; bargain. £35.

PALMER.-In stock at Tooting, one monoplane. 30ft.
span, ready to receive engine; £75-

PALMER—All above seen at L. N. Palmer's. 9a.

Trevelyan Rd- Tonting- Garage one minute Mertan
Ed. train terminus, Tooting- 'Phone, 208, Streatham,
Photos, details. Easy terms. Exchanges.

ECLIP3E.-14-16h.p- Darracq, the 1910 speciality;
immediate delivery; 225 guineas; old car part

payment.

ECLIPSE--IBh-p. Siddeley. side entrance, hood, screen,
dnal itrmtion; a gift. £115.

ECLIPSE-- 16h.p. Chenaid-Walcker, side entrance.
Cape hcr.d, two ignitions, noiseless; £115. _

ECLIPSE—14h.p- Star. 4-cyl., M-O-V., side entrance.
excellent order; £85-

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Eormaa. a-cyl-, M.O-T.. side en-
trance, new condition; bargain. £105.

ECLIPSE— 14h.p. Pritchett and Gold,. 4-cyl-, steel

frame, hood, excellent order; £72 lOs-

long chassis, side en-
£80.

landaulet. four seats.

I^CLIPSE—12h-p. J.P., 2-cyl..

J trance, hood, perfect order

;

ECLIPSE.-10-12h-p. Gnome
splendid order; £87 lOs-

ECLIPSE-—10-12h-p. Aster, side entrance, screen, hood,
steel frame, guaranteed; £65.

ECLIPSE-— 6h-p. Siddeley, 2-seater. steel frame, re-

liable and good; £42.

ECLn^SE.— 6h-p. Swift-lie Dion, 2-seater. hood, per-
fect order: £38-

ECLIPSE-— 10-I2h.p. Star box delivery Tan, very gocid

order; "'^"

TjiCLIPSE 8h-p- Da Dion, genuine, two speeds, ton-
neau. in pink of condition; £72 10s-

ECLIPSE--
£22.

Gih-p. Darracq, 2-seater. reliable little car;

Quadrant Carette, coach-built, twoECLIPSE—6h.p.
speeds; £20.

I^CLIPSE—S-lOh.p. Rexette. 3-seater, very fast, ex-
-^ cellent condition; £29-

ECLIPSE-—Sih.p- Ealeighette tricar, two specdi. water-
cooled, splendid order; £20.

ECLIPSE.—Sih.p. Rex Trictte. 2-cyl-, very fine ma-
chinp; £20.—Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co-,

255, Earisfield Rd.. "Wandswortb. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

WP

Every
. user

of

Carbide
is aware

of the fact

that in all

cases where
supplied

uncleansed

—

i.e.,

dust, waste,

and
predecomposed

portions

not removed

—

the net cost

is greater

and the

results

less

satisfactory ,

and, further

that an
uncoated

Carbide

is

wasteful

in the extreme.

Wise buyers

buy only

CHEMICO"
Cleansed, preserred, and coated

I
I lb. Tins, 7d. i lb. Tins. 4d.

"CHEMICO"
MOTOR BIKE OIL.
Used by every motor cyclist who has the best

iBterests of the engine at heart. Incomparable in

result.

Quart Tins, 1 /8 ench.

"CHEMICO"
TYRE STOPPING.

Not a liqxiid messy line. Placed in cut or gash, il

makes a perfect union and a permanent repair.

Halves the lyre bill.

1 /- Tine.

''CHEMICO"
RELIANCE PATCHES.

3 shapes. 5 sizes. Each patch faced with pure
Para rubber, ensuring perfect adhesion.
From 1/2 to 14/- per dozen patches.

Of all motormen, and by the Trade of all Factors.

THE

COUNTY CHEMICAL CO.,
LTD.,

CHEMICO WORKS,
BIRMINGHAM.

LoNnoN : 43, Gt. Eastern Street.

Manchester: 235. Deansgate.
Glasgow: T28, Rcnfield Street.

Dtjblin : Golden Lane.

In answering these advertisements it w desirable to mention '^The Motor Cyrle.'' A41
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CELL AS RECEIVED BY US.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK, AND
SPECIALLY CATER FOR TfflS CLASS OF TRADE.
NO BATTERY NEED BE THROWN AWAY AS

USELESS OR BEYOND REPAIR.

JUST SEND IT ALONG TO US. WE WILL QUOTE
YOU BY RETURN, OR MAKE YOU AN ALLOW-

ANCE IN EXCHANGE FOR A NEW CELL.

CELL WHEN REPAIRED.

THE ABOVE ARE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOS,

BEFORE AND AFTER REPAIRS, OF AN AC-

CUMULATOR SENT UP BY A CLIENT, AND ARE
NOT SPECIALLY FAKED UP FOR ADVERTISING.

Our new List, containing 40 pages, sent

post free on request.

°a.^r:. RICHFORD & CO. ^r^^z
153, Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C.

CARS FOR SALE.
"VTTE'S!—6h.p. Vaiixhalh three

Lane, Holborn-
£18.-

and reverse,
69, Leather

REGAL, smart 2-geater, 6h-p. genuine De Dion, three
speeds, excellent order Garratt

£120; accept

._. , . . _ 108—406,
Lane. Earlsfield-

"pANKARD. 15-20h.p., 4-cyl., 5-seater

Brunswick Sq.

REO. 16-20h.p.. side entrance, late model; £75. re-

cenciy valued at £130-—Sergeant-Major Tuubridge,
-t'ic'ld Cottage, Dennett's Ed-, S-E.

1 A-12h-p. 5-seater, tonneau, perfect condition; £50

;

Aw motor cycle, tricar, or small car part payment-—
28, Grove Lane, Stamford Hill, N-

6h.p. Panhard, 2-seater, three speeds, reTerse, excellent
condition, tyrfs as new ; £12 ; exchange motor

cycle— Gaines, 322, Burley Hill. Leeds-

"I
/\-12h.p. 2-cyl. Horbick Car, live axle, tonneau body,

J-" Cape hood, Ia:nps, horn, etc-, splendid crder

:

£35—Elliott. 26a, Park Rd- N-. Acton. W.

DAREACQ, 7-9hp., single-cyl., detachable tonneau. en-
closed radiator, lamps, tools, etc in good condition;

bargain. £55-—14, Regent Grove, Leamington.

6ih.p- YaushalL two speeds, reverse- chain drive, Duu-
2 lop tyres, artillery wheels. 2-seater, -go anywhere

;

£20. or exchange magneto bike-—Wallace, Clarence St-,
iiingston.

1 /k-12h.p. Tony-Huber, twin, long chaissia. side en-Xv trance, new condition; £25 cash and new push
cycles or M- cycles, value car £75— G- Edwards, High
St., Towcester.

1 /\-12h.p. Pick 4-seated Car, 2-cyl. engine, been stand-
-l-Vf ing in coach-house over a year; must sell; £20.
or exchange motor cycle-—Apply in first place, Turvey
and Co-, Garage, Sunderland.

"I
/\-12h.p. M M.C-, Daimler 2-cyl engine, roomy ton-

-I-" neau body, make a splendid van up. to one ton;
must clear ; £38, or exchange Triumph motor cycle- —
Turvey and Co-, Motor ,.kj-. ouuutiiauu-

SMALL. 4-Seater, 7h-p-, smart and silent, in splendid
condition and running order ; can be seen anytime

;

£30 r lightweight motor bike warrted perhaps as part
exchange.— E., 41, Montague Ed-, iiounslow.

SMART Modern 4-cyi. Forman Car, 2 or 4-8eater, live.

axle, expanding -brafcesr. lorced lu,h*ication,^very-
fast and powerful, grand order: £75; Triumph motor
cycle part payment-—P. Riddelsdell. Boxford. Suffolk-

sound condition-
The best show in South London. Write for lull de-

tails or telephone us. Each of the following is a bar-
gain at out-of-seai^on prices.—Sully, 10, Old Town Clap-
ham, S.W-

MINEEVA. lOh-p., 2-cyl., 2--5eater. hood and screen
£38; Speedwell, 10-12h.p.. 2-cyl.. 4-seater, £58:

Deschamps. lOhp.. 2-cyl-. 4-seat*r hood, four speeds-
£38; New Century. lOh.p-, 4-seater, £33- De Dion-
Renault, 42hp-. 2-seater, £19; Coventry Progress, 10
h-p-, 2-eyl.. 4-seater, £58; Oldsmobile, Sh.p- [modern
type), single-cyl-. 4-seat«r, very handsome car, £38-

ALL Above can be guaranteed to give satisfaction —
Sully, 10, Old Town, Clapham. S-W- 'Phone, 1781

Battersea-

INSURANCE.
pLEASE_send for reduced rates for 1910 policy

broker. Ongar.

INSURE Your Motor Cycle with Hugh J. Boswell,
insurance broker, Norwich, at greatly reduc-ed

premiums ; fire 2s. 6d. ; accidents to cycle 14s. 6d.,

third party 7s.. theft 93. 6d., inclusive policy IBs,—Plea.se
write for particulars.

TNEXPENSIVE Keliable Cars.

per-

EXCHANGE.
XCHANGB KOod C-AV- accumulator for

belt-—Jeweller. Selsey, Sussex.

'M®)-^

E
STLVEE English Lever for Bft- |in. Whittle belt-

Pawson, Eldon Lane, Bishop Auckland-

BILLIARD-DINING Table and twc-speed cycle for

mctor cycle.— 28. Grove Lane. Stamford Hill-

33.h.p. Pebok, chain drive, free engine and push cycle,

4 for_higher power.— 785, High Rd.. Leytonstone-

OLIVER Typewriter, in fine condition, with cover; ex-

change for motor cycle—130. Brixt.m Rd-, S-W.

NEW 1910 Douglas, for 1909 Phelon or other good
passenger combination.-84, Rodenhurst Rd., Clap-

ham-

6 h-p. Beeston Humber, smart 2-seater, hood; screen-

Stepney ; £44 ; cycle part.-—20, Potternewton Lane
Leeds-

Mabon clutch, and
Oonnell, The

Park, Newark-

GRAMOPHONES, recwds, cycles, for motor cycle, mag-
neto, good "lake ; also sidecar-—54, Bohemia Rd-

St. Leonard's-on-Sea.

1 009 3ih.p. N-S-U. for 1909 Triumph, P.
JLmJ or Zenith Gradua, cash adjustments,
ville." Akester Rd-, Moseley.

NEW Condition—1908 Triumph,
casli. for 1909 free engine Triimiph.-

Frattco-British Exhibition igoS.

As a chain is only as stron|i

as its weakest link, a belt is onlj

as efficient as its least considereti

essential.

The essential links in motbii

belting construction—Maximug i

eJTective pulling surface: Eliminai

tion of stretch : Tensile strengtHI

Flexibility ; Centring of coren

Prevention of twisting, eMi

breaking, and surface cracking^-

when evenly considered and siipi

ported by suitable materials aiiir

experience, ensure a perfect wh6lj>

Camel Belting, owing to iji

uniform wear, due to scien-

construction, is offered and s^l

as being the nearest possible \

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents, i

r If
1/1 1/* 1/9 2/4 3/6

pa

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTfil

16, Great, Eastern St., Works :

LONDON. Manchester,'!

Practical notes on Belting and BeU
DriHng. Fourth edition.

A42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention The Motor Cycle."
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Motor Cycle and Cycle Show at Olympia.
At a meeting of tlie Show Committee of the Cycle and

Motor Trades' Association, held on Wednesday last, the
26th inst., the ott'er of the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders to lease Olympia to the C, and !M.T.A. for the
purpose of holding a motor cycle and cycle show in
November next was favourably received, and it was
unanimously decided to proceed with the necessary arrange-
ments. The decision of the C. and M.T.A. committee means
thai; nest November we may have three motor and cycle
shows in London. It is probable that the car show will

precede the Stanley, the date of which is November 11th to
19th, and the C. and M.T.A. Show will follow the Stanley.

In last week's supplement we referred to the " -Association

of Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders," but Mr. J. R.
Nisbet reminds us no such association ever
existed. What did happen was. at the last

Stanley Show a proposal was mooted to form
such an association, but it never got ^--^^
bej'ond the chrysalis stage, and, as '" ""^

we stated last week, the interested ' ''-

parties have now joined
forces with the Cycle and
Motor Trades' Association.
Mr. Nisbet begs us to state
that he hopes every
motor cycle firm will

immediately apply for
membership of the
Cycle and Jlotor
Trades' Association, and
60 make that
body strong
as well as fully

represents -

tive.

British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

The first A.G.M. was held at Carlton House, Regent Street,

W. , on Thursday last. Owing to the absence of Major F.

Lindsay Lloyd (the president of the club). Col, H. C. L.

Holden took the chair. After Mr, T, W, Loughborough, the

newly-appointed hon, sec, had read an account of the doings

of this active body, and the reports of three general meetings,

the Chairman read the annual report, and then referred to the

accoimts, both of which were adopted. Mr. Loughborough
was elected hon. sec, Mr. A. (4. Reynolds hon. treas., and
Mr. A, S. Ross hon. auditor. H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck,

K.C.V.O,, D.S.O., is patron of the club, Mr. Locke King is

vice-patron, and Col. Kolden, R.A., F.R.S.. president. 'The

1910 committee consists of Major Lindsay Lloyd (chairman),

Messrs. Straight. Tessier. Hardy, and Pratt. It was unani-

-. ^ mously agreed that a hearty vote of thai;ks l.e

\^ \ accorded to Mr. A. G. 'Reynolds for his past
^^ V \ services in the interests of the club, and

that the club sincerely regretted his ill-

health, and that the wishes of the

club for his speedy recovery

be conveyed to him. One
of the newly - designed

B.M.G.R.C. medals is to

be presented to Messrs.

Reynolds and Ebble-

wli'ite as a small

recognition of the

splendid honorary

work carried out by
these energetic mem-

bers, to whom
the club owes

A.aU. QUARTERLY RELIABILITY TRIALS. A quartette of competitors in Saturday's event. Tlie machines are a Moto-Reve, Triumph, Wanderer and
Braibury— all 1910 models. Inset, a competitor ciimhing Rectory Hill, Amersham, one ol the test hills.
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^
T HE Quarterly Trials of January, 1910, wiH

be handed down to post-erity as being
famous for two reasons, firstly, the record
number of entries (seventy-four were re-

ceived), and secondly, because the weather
and road conditions were of the worst. It had
poured in torrents all the previous night, but at

some early hour, when all good motor cyclists

should be in bed, it froze and rendered the roads a
sheet of ice. Of the splendid entry above referred

to, the number of non-starters was exceedingly
small, of these we may mention A. L. Ommaney
(3^ Rex), F. J. Ellis (Matchless), who had an acci-

dent before the start, and F. W. Barnes (3i Zenith),

who was suffering from a chill.

A few minutes before the start a leakage from
the petrol feed pipe of M. Geiger's V.S. caught
fire, but was quickly extinguished.

At 9 a.m. on Saturday last, the following com-
petitors were started from the Chequers Hotel.

Uxbridge, by H. P. Beasley and W. H. Wells

;

A string of competitors ascending Dasliwood.
moEt rider is E. Kickiiam.

Tlie fore-

MOTOR BlOTCLE A.\-D TrICTCLB ClASS.
•Miss L- Berend (2 Moto-Ecve)
•W. Cooper (31 Bradbury)
*B. LeiB-hton (3i Triumph)
W. Pratt (3', P. and M.)
W. W. Douslas (23 Douglas)
1>. PhiUip3 (23 D.iHslas)

G. Lee Evans [5 Indian)
•W. O. Bentlev (5 Indian)
•J. S. Harwood (3i P. and M.)
H. G. Be)l (2J F.N. tricyclcl

F. A. Applehee (3» Rex)
•W. A. Loikwood (3! P. & M.)
•R. A. Hiil (2.' n lURJas)

G. T. Grai- (3; N.S.TJ.)

T. Silver (3! Quadrant)
A. T. Stanton (31 Bradbury)
F. W. Applebee fS Rex)
J- Gibson (5 Indian)
•E. Kii'lilMm (23 Douglas)
Eli Clark (23 Duuslas)
F. A. Mi'Nab (3; Trump)
J. H. Slaughter (3! Ariel)
.7- Holroyd (1; Motosairrbe)
•S. A. Wliitham (3J Trinmplii
E. Stanley (3^- Premier)
B. Jones (33 Premier)
F- Savory [33 Premier)
F. Brown (3i EsceLsior)
R. Lord (3i- Excelsior)
•P. Thomas (6-7 G.O.K.)
•H. Bevir (3i L.M.C.)
A. LBarker (3i Clyde)

*F. H. Stevenson (31 Trinmph)
•N. Kennedy (7-8 Bat]
C. J. Janssen (2 Motn-Reve)
"Howard Smith (3* Triumph)
•G. L. Andrews (2i Moto-Reve)
J. W. Leno (34 P.M.O )

S- C. Perryman (34 James)
G. Allen (3) James)
V. Underbill (3! L MC)
G. L. Fletcher (2? Dnuglaa)
A. Oberlander (2J N S.U.)

•H. G. Partridge (31 N S-U.)
W. Ayling (3i Midget Bicar)
•G. H. Lake (34 P. and M.)
D. E. Clarke (34 James)
W. Perahke (5 V.S 1

Eric S. Myers (34 Scott)
P. Phillip, (34 Sfott. 2-stroke)

K. J. Bell (2 Motn-Rcvp)
.1. Marshall (3; Trin-nph)
W. F- Newsome (3; Trinmph)
'p. T. Ringham (5', Sett)
V- C. near (14 Wanderer)
A. V. Deneock (3 Wanderer)
P. Smith (5-6 Clyno)
Howard Newey (34 ?forton)
•H. A. Cioper (23 Donglas)
J. V. Robinson (23 Douglas)
•C. Pattison (2 Moto-Reve)
•H. H. Bowen (5 Indian)
•P. M. Pridmore (34 Triumph)

•J. Tassell (8 Matchless)
M. Geiger (7 V-S- and sidecar)
A. G. Fenn (5 AC. tricar)

H. C. Griffin (34 Premier and
sidecar)

Passenger Machines.

•Private owners.

•A- E. Abbott, jnn. (8 Mate!
less and sidecar)

J. Portwine (5 A-C. tricar)

G. N. Higgs (5 A.C tricar)
F. Eagles (6 N.S.n. and

sidecar)

pTOIS@SlL:

^>u,cjjijtj-i

At the start the weather was fine and the roads
passably good, save where ruts and ice rendered
tliem otherwise. However, at the foot of several
of the hills the surface was most treacherous,
and on Dashwood it was in an even worse state
than it has ever been before on the occasion of
a trial, as the road was practically covered with
ice. As is usual on these occasions, the men were
all stopped at the foot of the hill and restarted
separately, their starting times being taken by
A. V. Ebblewhite. Starting, however, on the ice-

covered roa<3 was easier said than done. Many
a man had a tumble, and one, so rumour had it,

hurt himself rather badly. These frequent falls

account for nearly all the failures on the hill.

At the time of the hill test the weather was fine.

- but the. summit was covered with a thin layer of
frozen snow, while the cold and rather brisk wini
was against the competitors. Considering the
exceptionally adverse conditions, the men did
marvellously well. As far as could be seen, the
star performances were mad© by W. Pratt (who
made a fine ascent, though impeded by another
rider), Gibson, Evans, Bentley, Bowen, Marshall,
Newsome, Myers, F. Phillip, and Kennedy. A.
R. Abbott climbed Dashwood in excellent form,
but most of the other passenger machines were
troubled with the back wheel slipping. Miss
Berend duly arrived at the foot of Dashwood, but
was persuaded not to attempt the climb on account
of the treacherous surface.

The following riders pedalled: Leighton, Doug-
las, P. Phillips, H. G. Bell, Hill, Gray, Andrews,
Fletcher, R. J. Bell, Dear, H. A. Cooper, Robirson,
and Pattison. It will be noticed that nearly all

these are riders of lightweights. The following
dismounted, nearly all through slipping : Stanton
(fell, hurt' elbow, and retired Aston Rowant),
McN'ab, Slaughter, Holroyd, Janssen, Partridge,

Ayling, Pershke, and Deacock. Eagles failed

through the back wheel spinning round on the

frozen surfaciii

Full marks-
the nndermeir
Douglas, P. I
H. G. Bell, ]

Applebee,
Savory, Brti>(

Stevenson, KiN

Leno,- Allen-i

Myers, PhilM
Eingham, D

I

A. Cooper, I
Geiger, Grifli

Ayling obtb

and D. E.
'

After leaViv

tinued their r

route. All a

of Aston It!

frozen ice ait

commenced,
ously greasy '

very well mai i

The compii

and Deddip.
troubles. La.

ally unforta i

R. J. Bell passing H. G. Partridge, who had skidded completely round. This O' I

Bletchingdon a iew miles from IsUp.

/v M
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im, Jones,
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j/v snced bad skids at Bletchingdon, and subsequently
-"' Pershke retired owing to magneto troubles.

The Hour Luncheon Stop.
The competitors commenced tO' arrive at the Ked

Lion, Banbury, at 12.20 p.m., and thereafter there

was a practically continuous stream of riders en-

tering the hotel yard, lunch being served imme-
diately on their arrival. The checkers had a

busy time dealing with such a large entry, and by
the time the cards were all handed in, the first

two or thiee competitors were ready for the return

journey. The following riders lost marks through
making adjustments to their machines in the

control : C. Pattison (10m. repairing oil pump)
and J. S. Harwood (15m. repairing puncture). T.

Silver and F. A. McNab retired owing to falls

on the outward journey. Fenn arrived very late,

as also did Ringham and Dear, who reported having
missed the route.

W. 0. Bentley arriv.^d at Banbury Avith the

foot-rest of his machine badly bent, owmg to a bad
skid, but he told us be managed to keep in '.he

saddle and prevent his machine from falling com-
pletely over.

I'he return journey was as usual, via Adder-
bury, Aynho, Bicester, Amersham (where the

second hill test took place) and Uxbridge.
The surface of Rectory Hill was perfect compared

with Dashwood, but hardly what might be called

ideal, as several greasy patches had to be nego-

tiated during the ascent. Wind blew up the hill,

and there was a large crowd of spectators.

The following riders obtained full marks on

Rectory Hill : Leighton, Pratt, Douglas, P.

Phillips, Lee-Evans, Bentley, Harwood, Bell,

Applebee, jun., Hill, Applebee, sen., Gibson,

Whitham, Stanley, Jones, Savory, Brown,
Lord, Thomas, Kennedy, Janssen, Andrews,
Fletcher, Phillips, Marshall, Newsome, Ring-

ham, Deacock, F. Smith, H. A. Cooper,

Eobiiuon, Paftiscu, Bcwen, Pridmore, and
Aabffllt. Gray obiisiiaEd eight. Tnai'its, BiEvir and
Sniitli four marks. Dear two marks, Kewey Joop
inarfc, and Geiger five marks.

The Results.
The following is a record of perforzcanccs of the

various competitors ;

R. Lord made a non-stop run ; Thomas, non-stop,
but took wrong turning ; Bevir broke belt, and ram
out of petrol ; Barker dismounted Rectory and
Chesham hills ;_ Stevenson, side-slip, and failed
Kectory Hill ; Kennedy, non-stop, except three for
traffic; Janssen, two stops, chain came off; H.
Smith, failed Rectory Hill ; Leno, side-slip, and
failed Rectory Hill ; Perryman, retired, broken valve
gear ; Allen, retired, broken exhaust cam ; Under-
hill, belt troubles ; Fletcher, non-stop ; Oberlander,
side-slip ; Partridge, retired after sicfe-slip ; Ayling,
one plug two traffic stops ; D. R. Clarke, one stop
Rectory Hill ; F. Phillip, non-stop ; Marshall, punc-
ture, and forced on to a b«ap d stones by a car ;

=W

ishwood. Most of the fastest competitors had perforce to adopt the above tactics
in lilll-climbing to prevent a (all on the frozen road surface.

Preparing to leave Banbury after the luncheon interval.

Newsome, non-stop ; Ringham, side-slip, and ran
out of petrol ; Deacock, fell at Dashwood ; F.
Smith, non-stop ; Newey, dismounted Rectory Hill

;

H. A. Cooper, non-stop ; Robinson, one side-slip ;

Pattison, traffic stop, and repaired oil pump

;

Bowen, two traffic stops, broken chain; Pridmore.
non-stop ; Geiger, reported non-stop; W. Cooper,
thrown off at Dashwood by a rut, and failed on
Rectory Hill ; Leighton, punctured, and side-

slipped ; Pratt, side-slipped on Dashwood ; Douglas,
ran into a ditch, and broke belt; P. Phillips, traffic

stop; Lee-Evans, three traffic stops; Bentley,
traffic stop ; Harwood, puncture, and dismounted
owing to grease ; Bell, two stops, wet on magneto ;

Applebee, jun., non-stop; Lockwood, retired, gear
trouble; B. Hill, sooted plug; Gray, puncture;
Gibson, traffic stop on Dashwood, and allowed
second attempt; Kickham, side-slip, valve trouble,

and failed on Rectory Hill ; Clarke, stopped on
Dashwood and Rectory hills ; Slaughter, skidded on
Dashwood, and failed on Rectory Hill; Holroyd,
skidded on Daslnvood, broke pedal, and failed on
Kectory Hill ; Whitham, non-stop ; Stanley, two
traffic stops ; Jones, non-stop ; Savory, non-stop ;

Brown, non-stop ; both the latter took wrong turn-

ing, and are said to have failed on Rectory Hill

;

Griffin, shortened belt, and tightened petrol union,

failed on Rectory Hill through a slipping belt

;

Abbott, broke a belt fastener ; Portwine, upset

through a side-slip; Eagles, failed on Dashwood,
belt trouble on Rectory Hill. At 7.25 p.m. all the

starters had arrived at Uxbridge except McNab,
Lake, Myers, Tassell, Fenn, and Higgs.

I^
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Edinburgh M.C.C.

The fourth annual dinner and presentation of prizes was
held in the Carlton Hotel. Edinburgh. Members and their

friends attended to tlie number of between fifty and sixty.

Mr. N. Macmillan. the president, was in the chair, and
gave the toast of " The King," after which Mr. Bilbe pro-

posed " The Kdinburgh Motor Cycling Club." and con-

gratulated the members on its well arranged tompetitions,
and especially the way the Five
Days' Trial had been carried out.

Mi. McGregor replied.

Mr. Macallum then proposed
"The Prizewinners" in a very
interesting speech, which was
replied to by Mr. Tolfree. " Other
Clubs" was proposed by Mr. A.
Allan Hay, the reply being given
by Mr. Craig, of the Falkirk club.
" Our Grue.sts " was then proposed
by Mr. E. L. Matthew, the captain

of the club, and Mr. Geo. Hume,
ex-president of the Scottish Ama-
teur Athletic Association, replied
thereto.

Songs and recitations were inter-

spersed with the toasts, and those
present spent a most enjoyable
eTening.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner will be held
at headquarters. Pack Horse Hotel,
on Wednesday next, February 2nd,
tickets 3s. each. After the dinner
Mr. A. E. Bennett will give a
lantern lecture on " Magnetos,"
when it is hoped there will be a
large attendance. Dinner, 6.30 p.m.

varied and attractive
.]

^ has been arrarged for
-J

: opening run is fixed for t.i

h, after which the new ''s

Design on front cover of menu card of the Edinburgh M.C.C.
fourth annual dinner.

Lantern lecture, 8 p.m.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

Mr. Arthur E. Bennett lectured to the members on
"Magnetos" on the 22nd inst. A good attendance wss
recorded, and the audience followed the lecturer with great
interest from start to finish

North-west London M.C.C.

The loliowing hxtures have been arranged : Easter, inter-

team trial tu Harrogate and return with the Herts County
M.C.C. May 7tli, London-Coventry-London twelve hours

run. June, ii.ter-team trial with Herts County M.C.C. July
23rd, inter-team trial tompetition with the Oxford M.C.C.
Members are asked to communicate their intention of

attending the club whist drive on Wednesday to Mr.
Williams, 6, Kenmare Mansions,
X.W., as soon as possible.

Herts County A.C. (M.C. Section).

A most varied and attractive

programme
1910. The
March 12tli, alter wlucli the new
clubrcom will l:e opened and a
smoking concert held.

The Service Co.. High Holbom,
London, have kindly offered a

silver challenge cup or a shield,

which is to be competed for in a
long-distance inter-team trial.

Western District M.C.
Mr. F. H. iluUelt, who has

devoted much of his spare time
to the interests of the above club,

has resigned the secretaryship.

Mr. MuUett has worked untii'ingly

to increase the membership of the
club, and he has witnessed the
membership grow from 38 in 1908
to the present total of 88. Tlie

new hon. sec. is Mr. I. J. G.
Babbage.

Warrington and District U C.C.
The annual general meeting for

election of committee and officers, audit of accounts, will
take place to-morrow at the Lion Hotel at 8 p.m.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

Owing to the date of the whist drive clashing with the
date of the General Election, the whist drive has been post-
poned until Fridav next, February 4th

It IS hard to be.ieve that the above photographs were taken in dirty, grimy oid London, They depict an A.C. Tricar specially built lor Japanese roads to the

order of Mr. R. Sumi, Osaka, Japan. We had the pleasure of a visit from Mr. Sumi the other day, and next week shall have more to say regarding the tricar,

and the riding conditions of Japan.

-/^
Iliffe Jk Sons Ltd., London and Cove^itry.
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The Quarterly Trials.

PROBABLY not one single day of the whole
year could have provided a more severe all-

round test for a motor cycle than Saturday,

January 29th, for the riding conditions were of

the most trying description. A great many
)eople imagined beforehand that the trial would be

)ostponed, and it says much for the dogged pluck and
kill of the competitors that so many non-stops were

ecorded. Again- the results have demonstrated the

isefulness of the trials, this time in connection with

ide-slipping and tyres. It is well known that steel

tudded covers are most efficient and thoroughly trust-

vorthy in tlie most treacherous grease, but on ice-

;overed roads they were pro\-ed to be inadequate as

inti-skids—in fact, accentuating side-slips. For all

ound work, that is, on ice-covered roads, muddy sur-

aces, and speed on dry roads, the palm must go to

he all-rubber non-skid, many varieties of which Avere

ised with success in the trials referred to. We have

:losely analysed the results w-ith the object of deter-

nining if any one type of motor bicycle stands out

ibove the others when used under wintry conditions,

>ut this does not seem to be the case. A good per-

:entage of lightweights and heavyweights finished

iUCcessfully, although "we formed the opinion on the

lay of the trial that lightweight riders were having

he most enjoyable time. Failures on the test hills

vere more numerous than one would wish, despite the

act that the competitors were once again stopped at

he foot of each hill and the engines allowed to cool

)efore tackling the ascent. However, it is difficult to

Iraw comparisons, as the conditions admittedly have
lever been so bad. Finally, a word of praise is due

to the
.
promptitude of the A.C.U. judges, who issued

the hill-climbing results the same evening, and the

complete results in time for this issue.

'The Buyers' Guide.

THE special feature of this issue is The Buyers

Guide, which consists of four pages of specifi-

cations of all motor cycles on the British market.

The popular trend of design is noticeable from
the Guide. For instance, the mechanically-

operated inlet valve is very much more popular than

the automatic type, and magneto ignition is so univers-

ally fitted to motor cycle engines that one could almost

say -that battery ignition is dead. Out of 169 machines,

i6i are provided with magnetos, and only four have
batteries. The ignition is optional on the remainder.

Belt drive is still the favourite form of transmission,

and change-speed gears (denoted in the Guide by the

word " variable " to distinguish them from adjustable

pulleys) are gradually making headway. A large num-
ber of machines are fitted with adjustable pulleys, and
probably by the time the 191 1 Guide is issued they will

be as universal as the magneto. The diameter of

wheels varies so little that only eight machines diverge

from the standard of 26in. diameter—two of these

are ladies' machines and one a powerful tricar'.

Nearly every machine has a spring front fork as

standard, or it can be supplied to order. The few
which have rigid forks are almost without exception

either racing machines or lightweights.

Of twin-cylinder models the V type is an easy first.

Passenger machines sold as complete vehicles are

fewer in number than in previous years, which is to

be accounted for by the popularity of the sidecar.
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(^^DOixkjmix^
WE travelled in the same ship to

the East Coast of Africa, but

nobody, and myself least of all,

could then have guessed how
well acquainted we were destined to be-

come. For it was a Triumph 3^ h.p.

motor cycle, and I was a woman who
previously had ridden nothing more
spirited than a drop frame pedal bicycle.

We left the ocean steamer at the mouth
of the Zambesi River, and, after a week's journey into

the interior, arrived together in Nyassaland. Then our

troubles began, but before relating them I must explain

briefly why it was that I thus unexpectedly took to

motor cycling in Central Africa.

ThiF:y Motor Cycles ia Nyassaland.
There are, as far as I can remember, at least thirty

motor bicycles in the country. This is a large number
when you consider that the white population numbers
only six hundred persons, and that the first macadam-
ised road is only now being constructed. At present,

however, except for one hundred miles of railway,

motor bicycling is the only mode of quick travel avail-

able, and is most useful wherever there exists a fairly

good earth path. It quite revolutionises the old ideas

of distance by its extreme contrast to the other means
of transport for which only human labour is at present

available

!

All this information I gathered soon after arri\ing

in the country, and I was told, moreover, that besides

being much less tedious than any other way of getting

about, motor bicycling was also by far the least tiring

—an important consideration in a tropical climate. I

was strongly advised to learn to ride, and when I found

that by this means I should, even when living in

Zomba, the chief town, be enabled to get some big

game shooting, my last doubt vanished, and I deter-

mined at all events to try.

Then it was, I repeat,

that our trouble began,

and we both suffered to

some extent, though it was
more often the Triumph
that required doctoring

than I did after our mutual
encounters.

Early one brilliant

morning, before the sun
became too hot, I took a

man's old pedal bicycle,

and, choosing the croquet
lawn, as being possibly

softer to fall upon, I prac-

tised mounting from the

pedal. There was not

much difficulty about that,

so the Triumph was next

led out, its hissing breath

filling me with awe. The
various levers having been
explained, I was instructed

to push the ponderous

A.12

The writer. Miss M. Bridson on her borrowed mount.

thing along. Suddenly it came to life,

almost leaping out of my hands, and I

hurriedly lifted the exhaust lever.
" Why did you not get on ? It is muc^

lower than the pedal bicycle," said n^i

teacher. " I will next time," I panted,i

and, in fact, I managed to do so.

For the next half hour I had a strenuouSi

time, starting the bicycle and attemptihgi

to mount, usually with success. The suiiji

was getting high, and I began to think this the most-

heating occupation it was possible to devise ! Oncei

more, and for the last time, I gave a vigorous pushjii

the engine began firing, and I got my foot half on fat

the pedal. It slid off,. however, and I lost my balancSc
The bicycle slipped out of my grip, and, as I fell \M.

the ground, I saw it sail off by itself with a most deter-r

mined air. It looked very fine I thought as it bowledi'

along, but its owner, who wanted to catch it before If

fell, was rushing after it, and for a few excitin|

moments it was anybody's race. In the end, tl^i

bicycle, eluding capture, swung round in a gracefaji

curve, overbalanced, and fell heavily to the grountJiii

How I Enjoyed the First Ride. \

The next morning the Triumph and I went out alon|i

the road. The start downhill presented no difficulty.',

Then for several miles I flew along before I couHl
bring myself to stop, so delightful was it to be carriedi

along by the powerful little motor. At last I pulled

up, dismounted, and turned the machine round. Now
for another attempt to run alongside and jump on!i

Running the bicycle along I tried to put my foot on the:

pedal quickly, but the attempt ended in failure, andi

we both fell down on to the hard dusty road, hi

bruised elbow and a bent foot-rest were the sum totali

of damages, but not disheartened, we were soon readyl

to try again. This time I resolved to be more cautiousi

and to get someone to starit

me with a push. I called''

to the little group oli;

natives, who had, c^

course, sprung up froBgi

nowhere, and were looking)

on with open-mouthed ira

terest at my .antics. Irf

those days my knowledge

of the native language wal

of the slightest. Still j

managed to persuade onei

of the bashful creatures tcl

come nearer and push bg^

hind the bicycle by takingi

hold of the luggage carrieni

He trembled with fear leSJi

the engine should g^
"bang." Sitting on th?i

saddle I cried ouji

" Koka! " and immelt

diately the bicycle IurcHe(|

backwards, I was iiearj|:

shot over the handle-ba'i^

but just managed to keef'
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lie machine upright. I was rapidly becoming annoyed

t such stupidity when I suddenly remembered that

had used the word for "pull '' instead of that for

push! " We began again; this time I said " Kanka,"
11 went well, and in a few seconds I was whizzing

aily back to Zoniba. ^^'hen I arrived there my friend,

iho had not expected me to be away so long, was
ending out a machila to bring in

he remains

!

After this I had many a delightful

ide, and seldom met with^any serious

'ifficulties. On a good- road mount-

ng was easv, and where the path was

lad or \"er^' narrow there v.as usually

, native willing to give the bicycle a

lush, though he would often nearly

ipset it in his well meant efforts.

A motor bicycle nowadays creates

omparatively little amazement
mong the natives of Nyassaland.

rhey call it " Jinga," a corruption,

believe, of the word engine. The
boy " who looked after the

triumph squatted near it all day, and kept it most

xquisitely clean ; the secret of its engine, however,

: was utterly beyond the power of his imagination to

onceive.

It was to me, too, very much of a mystery—in fact,

rode in a state of blissful ignorance; and if anything

dd occurred harder to put right than the breaking of

, sparking plug or the puncturing of a tyre, I should

ust have had to drop the bicycle by the roadside and

et home myself in some other way. _ This proceeding

'ould have been taken quite as a matter of course in

Jyassalan'd, where no one
?oukl or could have stolen

he machine, and where a

3W men would easily carry

: home for you, suspended
rem a pole. Motor bi-

ycling in Central Africa

as, of course, special

ifficulties of its own; but,

xceprt in the thorn tree dis-

ricts, there is little fear of

unctures in a country where
either nails nor sharp

tones are. to be found on

be roads. The roads are

imply made of hoed and
)eaten earth. Now and
hen, however, the surface

s excellent, and a burst of

peed may be enjoyed. But

: good stretch of road must
iiever lull your watchfulness

o sleep. At any moment
he spring forks may clash

lis you bump o\'er an un-

noticed rock just cropping
hrough the earth; the road may suddenly narrow to a

lath six inches wide; a tree may have fallen across

he track; or the bridge at the bottom of a steep

lescent may have become a row of unconnected logs 1

rhe chief dangers, on the whole, are the patches of soft

hick sand which occur in places. I went for a rifle

How natives transport a motor liicycle in Ce tral

Africa.

completely', and,

The only motor car in Nyassaland—an 8h.p. Rover.

one day near Lake Xyassa, and die I'oad I riqucntly

became nothing Ijut a bed of dry yielding sand. It

was extremely difficult to keep the front wheel straight

and avoid a side-slip, for considerable strength of arm
is required in such circumstances. But each time the

bicycle got through all right, and I greatly enjoyed

my long ride among the palm trees.

A machila (or hammock slung from a pole carried

on men's shoulders) when encoun-
tered on the road is almost as diffi-

cult to negotiate as a stretch of sand.-

The two men carrying the front and
rear ends of the pole would, when
they heard the bicycle, invariably

make for opposite sides of the road,

causing the long machila to extend

right across the path. Then, real-

ising the situation simultaneously,

they would quickly change sides,

and so on ad infinitum, sometimes

until you were forced to dismount
before they arrived at a luutual

understanding. On one occasion

the men lost their heads e\-en' more
dropping the machila on the road,

they vanished instantaneously into the bush. Choosing .

the lesser of two evils, I steered the motor bicycle w-er

pole and hammock, but, fortunately for all concerned,

there was nobody inside.

Nearly every one of my motor bicycling expeditions

was enlivened by some unexpected incident. One day

I met strange creatures on the road. First a mongoose
dashed across, then I ran over a quickly wriggling

shake, and -here and there a thick black stream across

the road showed that a migration of ants was taking

place. On another occasion

the machine and I '
seemed

unable to ' remain upright

for long together. I was
riding out for a morning's

shoot, for there is not much
big game within fifteen

miles of Zomba. The air

was bitterly cold when I set

out just before sunrise, and
after a mile or two I was
so numb that to warm my-

self I got off and ran briskly

a short way alongside the

bicycle. Then it was that

when I was panting from

the run and still stiff with

cold I let the heavy machine
overbalance, and ilrag me
over on top of it. I

succeeded in raising it up,

and all went well lor the

next few miles. Then I

tried to mount on a very

narrow path with a deep

ditch at one side. In a

moment of aberration, caused I suppose by the effort

of getting on, I forgot to steer. At any rate, I soon

Found Myself in the Ditch.

The bicycle this time was " top dog,
'

' and its racing

engine sounded very angry. A native who was near

AI5
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by and saw the incident came running up, groaning
loudly with dismay. There was not much wrong, Iiow-

ever, twisted handle-bars and a scraped shin being the

extent of our injuries, and, remounting once more, we
soon reached our destination. The chief disaster

occurred three or four hours later when I was return-

ing to Zomba. I

rode rather fast

round a hairpin

corner, because
there was a steep

ascent immediately
Beyond the bend,
and suddenly I

found myself up-
on the ground.
Even this time my
usual luck was
with, me, and we
were not prevented
by a bent pedal
and a cut and
bruised knee from
completing the run
home to Zomba.
But from this bout
the bicycle re-

covered rather
more quickly than
I did.

The last episode
in which the

Triumph and I

were concerned
took place many days' journey from Zomba, in the

depth of the bush. We were on a big game shooting

expedition, and were living in tents. The motor
bicycle wa_s with us, ridden when the path permitted

^-
THE MOTOR CYCLE IN JAPAN.

IN
last week's supplement we published two illustra-

tions of an A.C. tricar specially built for use on
Japanese roads, to the order of Mr. R. Sumi,
Osaka, Japan. The design was altered to allow

the coolie to steer and control the runabout from the

I'ront seat, while the rear seat for the passenger was
raised and enlarged. This arrangement was to imitate

as closely as possible the Japanese jin-ricksha, which
is drawn and not pushed by the coolie. The narrow-

ness of the roads in Osaka was the chief inducement
to Mr. .Sumi to select a tricar. When Mr. Sumi was
in England he called at our offices, and discussing

with him the utility of the motor cycle in Japan, he

told us that there were comparatively few motor
bicycles at present in use in the Far East. Probably
the total number does not exceed loo, and they are

mostly used in the neighbourhood of Tokio, and then

only by rich people ' and the nobility of the country.

Motor . cycles are not cheap in Japan, as there is a

fifty per cent, ad valorem duty imposed by the Govern-

ment, which looks upon all forms of motor transport as

more or less a luxury to be heavily taxed. The roads,

and particularly those in the, neighbourhood of Osaka,
are narrow and unsuitable for motor traffic ; in fact,

Mr. Sumi told us that he considered the use of a motor
bic^'cle in some parts of Japan would be dangerous.

Al6
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Alter elephants on a motor cycle.

not by me but by its lawful owner. On this occas

we had been hunting elephants all day, and when
got back to the village where we had left the bicyi

in the early morning, we had been walking for ei

hours without food, and had gone through sc-

exciting experiences. More than a little exhaustec

was not looking forward with pleasure to the six m
ride back to ca

on my ramshac
old pedal bicyc

But the mo
came to the 1

cue, and, lent

me temporar

carried me h(

in spite of

rough and narii

path both ea

and quickly.

Our parti:

when finally If

turned to Engli;

was, on one

at least, a sad a

for, in spite 1

some mere
temporary mis

derstandings,

had really got)

extremely
together. Aj

moreover, if

lady living ini

tropical and prii

tive country ?

in need of an easy means of travel, I could thorougi

recommend the motor bicycle as an ideal mount, thoM

I think I should advise a lighter machine than 1

which I rode in Nyassaland. Mary BridsoN'

MOTOR CYCLES AT THE MANCHESTER SHfl

ON Friday, the i8th inst., the annual exhibil'

of cycles, motor cycles, and ears opens at 1

City Exhibition Hall, Liverpool Road, Dew
gate, Manchester. This exhibition grows*

popularity every year, and there will be a represex

tive display of motor cycles, including the un<i

mentioned makes :

Northern Supply Co.'s exhibit (Stands 2^, 29,

30).—Single and twin-cylinder Premiers (touii

models), T.T. Premier, .) h.p. and 6 h.p. N.S.U."\

sidecars, 1% h.p. and 2^3 h.p. N.S.U. bicycles, '5 ,;

Indians and a 7 h.p. Indian with two-speed gear,.;

free engine, Motosacoche, two-speed V.S. and side!

and Mills-Fulford sidecars.

Harold Thompson (Stand iii)_.—Four modelsl

the Wolf lightweight, including the i^ h.p., 2 I

2]4 h.p. twin, and- 3 h.p. twin. ~
^

Cookson Bros. (Stand 88).—Minerva motor bid

H. Reed and Co. (Stand 9).—Dot motor cycle

L. F. Harvey and Co. (Stand 32).—A.C. tricarj|

single and twin-cylinder Bat motor bicvcles.

J. W. Gourlay (Stand 34).—^Bradbury, Dou||

Ariel, Norton, and P.M.C.

J. G. Looker (Stand 7).—Moto-Reve and Rex. .

Velox Tyre and Rubber Co. (Stand 83).—L.Jl
motor cycles.
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THEORY V. FACT
It is a favourite but quite erroneous theory

that because

TEffli gDLiMT 99

is capable of great speed it is essentially a speed

machine. The error arises from a failure to

appreciate the question of efficiency and power.

The most efficient machine is the one that

gives the most povrer for i's size, and soeed

is one of tSe results that may be obtained

from povyer.

But it is not the only result. This extra powder

also means an ample reserve for hill-climbing, heavy

roads, and for heavy riders. It is simply a matter

of having the gear appropriate to the work.

The Indian motor cycle is noted every-

where for the tremendous povyer it

develops for its size. Remember—

"INDIAN" means POWER

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.
184, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

Telephone: Mayfair 1749. Telegrams: " Hendian, London."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." AI7
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nB Douglas
Lightweight

in the 1910 A.C.U.
Quarterly Trials.

January 29th.

ReliabilHy.

Mr. P. Phillips,

Mr. G. L. Fletcher,^

Mr. H. A. Cooper.

All succeeded in making: Non-stop Runs.
Out of an entry of 67, only 15 riders made Non-stop Runs.

The Douglas Motor Cycles were the only lightweights to

do this. This proves the exceptionally arduous nature of

the Trials.

JCill Climbing.

Mr.W.W.Douglas,
Mr. P. Phillips,

Mr. B. A. Hill,

Mr. G. L. Fletcher,

Mr. H. A. Cooper,

Mr. J.V.Robinson.

Pull Marks for Climbing Rectory and
Dashwood Hills.

The Douglas succeeded where many heavyweights

failed, and in spite of the treacherous condition of the

roads.

A18

In the 1909 Trials.
In the Trial in October last year Mr. W. W. Douglas made a Non-

stop Run, gaining 100 marks (maximum possible), equalling the perform-
ance of any machine in the Trial ; and Mr. B. A. Hill (private owner)
made Non-stop, gaining 95 marks, only 5 marks less than best performance
by trade riders on machines of much greater power.

These repeated successes under conditions much more
strenuous than subjected to in ordinary riding: or touring-,

prove beyond ail doubt the reliability and efficiency of^

the Douglas Lightweight.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL
In answering this advertisement it is thsirab/e to mnifion "Tin: ]\toior Piii-h-."
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A.C.U. QUARTERLY RELIABILITY TRIALS.
OFFICIAL RESULTS.

BICYCLE AND TRICYCLE CLASS.

Marks Awarded.

HiH-
Bore Cyl. ohmbing. Ease Stand Gen'l

-

Eider and Machine. Cyls and
Stroke.

Capa-
city.

of

Start-

Silen-

cer.

and
Car-

Clean-

liness.

Excel-

lence

Relia-

bility.Dash- Rec- Brakes Total Remarks.
wood tory ing. rier. of

HiU. HiU. Design

-

mm. (10) (10) (5) (15) (10) (10) (20) (201 (100) (200)

hilipp, 3A Scott 2 66|x 63J 430 10 10 5 15 10 10 15 17 100 192 Non-stop.

VPratt, 3i P. & M 1 82 x88 465 10 10 5 15 9 10 15 16 100 190 Non-stop.

.lee Evans, 5 Indian 2 70 x83 638 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 16 100 190 Non-stop,

W. Bentley, 5 Indian 2 70 x83 638 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 16 100 190 Non-stop.

J?. Newsome, 3 J Triumph 1 85 x8.8 499 10 10 5 15 9 10 15 16 100 190 Non-stop.
.jbson, 5 Indian 2 70 x83 638 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 16 100 190 Non-stop.

. hillips, 2f Douglas .... 2 60 x60 340 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 15 100 189 Non-stop.

U. Cooper, 2| Douglas. . .

.

2 60 x 60 340 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 15 100 189 Non-stop.

M. Whitham, 3J Triumph 1 84 x86 476 10 10 4 15 9 10 15 15 100 188 Non-stop.

. . Jones, 3| Premier 2 66 x80 546 10 10 4 15 10 10 13 15 100 187 Non-stop.

,.,. Fletcher, 2| Douglas .. 2 60 x60 340 10 10 4 15 10 10 13 15 100 187 Non-stop.
'. . Applebee, 3J Res 1 82 x89 470 10 10 4 15 8 10 13 16. 100 186 Non-stop.

ijtanley, 3J Premier 1 85 x 90 512 10 10 4 15 9 10 13 15 100 186 Non-stop.

l^iord, 3^ Excelsior 1 84^x89 499 10 10 4 15 7 10 15 14 100 185 Non-stop.

.;. Robinson, 2J Douglas 2 60 x60 340 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 15 95 184 One side-slip.

'. wory, 3J Premier 2 66 x80 546 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 15 95 184 One Stop ; went ofi route.

. mith, 5-6 Clyno 2 76 x82 743 10 10 4 15 10 10 10 14, 100 183 Non-stop.

. .. Pridmore, 3^ Triumph 1 84 x86- 476 10 10 4 15 9 10 13 15 95 181 Stop to pick up route card.

i.\ . Deacock. 3 Wanderer 2 60 x72 404 10 10 4 15 10 10 13 13 95 180 Side-slip Dashwood.
J . BiU, 2| Douglas 2 60 x60 340 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 15 90 179 One stop ; sooted plug.

lirown, 3i Excelsior 1 84J X 89 499 10 10 4 15 7 10 13 14 95 178 One stop ; went off route.

Lit. Bowen, 5 Indian .... 2 70 x83 638 10 10 4 15 10 10 13 16 90 178 One stop through accident ;

broke chain and footrest.

, Harwood, 3i P. & IVI. .

.

1 82 x90 475. 10 10 5 15 9 10 13 16 90 178 One stop ; punctured tyre.

I. Kennedy, 7-8 Bat 2 85 x85 964 10 10 4 10 8 10 15 16 95 178 One stop to enquire way.
r<! ard Smith, 3J Triumph T 84 x86 476 10 4 4 15 9 10 15 15 95 177 One stop ; failed Rectory.

i. . Andrews, 2 Moto-ReFe 2 52 x70 298 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 13 90 177 One stop ; petrol pipe un-

soldered.

. : ittison, 2 Moto-Reve .

.

2 52 x70 298 10 10. 4 • 15 10 10 15 13 90 177 One stop ; oil pump rep'rd.
'.

. Stevenson, 3J Triumph 1 84 X 86 476 10 _ 4 15 9 10 17 15 95 175 Failed at Rectory.
t.

j

Ringham, 3J Scott 2 66fX 63i 430 10 10 5 15 10 10 13 17 85 175 Two stops ; side-slip, ran

out of petrol.

3. jighton, 3J Triumph .

.

1 85 x88 499 10 10 4 15 9 10 15 15 85 173 Two stops ; punctured tyre

and side-slip.

\l lonias, 6-7 G.O.K 2 76 x95 862 K» 10 5 10 8 10 13 11 95 172 One stop ; went off route.

. i irshaU, 3^ Triumph .... 1 85 x88 499 10 10 5 15 9 10 15 16 80 170 Two stops ; tyre troubles.

Jl ooper, 3J Bradbury .... 1 87 x87 517 10 - 4 15 7 10 13 10 90 169 Fell on Dashwood Hill and
failed Rectory HiU.

[.' Dear, IJ Wanderer .... 1 60 x70 198 10 2 4 15 10 10 10 13 95 169 Failed Rectory.
i.- Gray,3iN.S.O 1 80 x80 402 10 8 4 10 10 10 15 12 90 169 One stop ; punctured tyre.

V. 1?. Douglas, 2J Douglas 2 60 x60 340 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 15 80. 169 Two stops ; ran into ditch,

broken belt. ^

. .Leno, SJP.M.C. ....

U ard Newey, 3J Norton .

.

1 81 x80 412. 10 _ 2 15 9 10 13 14 95 168 One stop ; side-sUp.

1 82 x90 475 10 4 4 15 9 10 12 14 90 108 One stop ; slipping belt,

Rectory.
. Janssen, 2 Moto-Reve 2 50 x70 274 10 10 4 15 10 10 15 13 80 167 Two stops ; pedal chain

jumped off twice.

'.
i

. Applebee, 5 Rex 2 76 x80 734 10 16 4 12 7 10 12 9 90 164 One stop ; unknown cause.

k.| Barker, 3^^ Clyde 1 85 x85 482 10 - 4 15 8 10 15 11 90 163 Two stops ; failed Rectory,

engine stop.

'5inderhill,3JL.M.C 1 85 x88 499 10 - 4 10 8 10 13 11 95 161 One stop ; Rectory, belt

slipping.
I. 'oerlander, 2i N.S.U. .

.

2 52 x74 314 10 _ 3 10 9 10 12 11 95 160 One side-slip.

.
:,
Slaughter, 3J Ariel 1 85 x85 483 — _ 4 15 9 10 13 14 95 160 Stopped on both hills.

ajlark, 2f Douglas 2 60 x60 340 _ _ 4 15 10 10 15 15 90 159 One stop ; petrol jet choked
. ! Holroyd, 1 JMotosacoche 1 62 x75 226 _ - 4 15 10 10 13 12 95 159 Stopped on both hiUs.

S. ickham, 2-| Douglas 2 60 x60 340 10 ~ 4 15 10 10 13 15 80 157 Two stops ; side-slip and
grit under inlet valve.

l.;evir,3iL.M.C 1 84 x88 488 10 8 4 10 8 10 15 11 80 156 Two stops ; belt fastener,

petrol exhausted.
?. Lake,3JP. andM. .. 1 82 x 88 465 1 _ 5 15 9 10 13 16 80 155 Four stops ; three side-

slips, ran nut of petrol.

* Private owners. J Two-Stroke.

A19
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BICYCLE AND TRICYCLE CLASS (Oonlinued).

Rider and Machine.

H. G. BeU, 2i F.N. (tricycle)

D. R. Clarke, 31 James . .

.

W. G. Ayling, 3'V Midget Bicar
R. J. Bell, 2 Moto-Reve .

.

JEric S. Myers, Z\ Scott .

.

T. Silver, 3| Quadrant

*W. A. Lockwood, 3| P. & M.

G. AUen, 3i James
W. Pershke, 5 V.S

*Mis3 L. Berend, 2 Moto Reve

F. A. McNab, 3.V Trump .. ..

A. T. Stanton. 3"i Bradbury.

.

H. G. Partridge, 3i N.S.U. .

.

S. C. Ferryman, 3i James .

.

"A. R. Abbott, jun., 8 Match-
less and Sidecar

M. Geiger, 7 V.S. and Sidecar
F. Eagles, 6 N.S.U. and

. Sidecar

H. C. Griffin, 3 J Premier and
Sidecar

G. N. Higgs, 5 A.C. Tricar

*J. Tassell, 8 Matcliless and
Sidecar

A. G. Feun, 5 A.C. Sociable

J. Portwine, 5 A.C. Sociable

Cyls
Bore
and

Stroke.

65 x75

86 x96
80 x80
50 x70

66|-x 63*
84x 100

82 x88

86
75
50

;75

;70

85 x85
87 x87
85 x8S
86 x96

CyL
Capa-
city. Dash-

wood
HiU.

(10)

250

558
402
274

430
554

465

558
662
274

482
517
499
558

Maeks Awakded.

HiU-
climbing.

10

7

5
10

10

10

10

Rec-
tory
HiU.

(10)

Ease
of

Start-

ing.

(5)

10

Brakes

(15)

10

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

10
15

Silen.

cer.

(10)

Stand
and
Car-

rier.

(10)

10

10

9

10

9

7

8

5

10

10

10

10

10

5

10

10

10
10

10

5

Clean-

liness.

(20)

10

13

13

Gen'l
Excel-

lence

of

Design

(20)

16

11

13

17

14

16

8

15

11

10
10

12

Relia-

bility.

(100)

70

95
90
50

Total

(200)

146

144
143
126

67
62

55

52
52
49

48
46
44
42

Remark:

PASSENGER CLASS.

85 X 85 904 10 10 5 15 7 tio 13 16 90 176

2

2
80 X 95
75 X 90

952
7J6

10 5 5

5
15

10
8

7

tio
tio

15
13

16

13

90
95

174
153

1 85 X 90 511 10 - 4 15 6 tio 13 9 80 146

1 90 X 102 649 10 - 5 16 10 tio - 12 - 62

2 85 X 85 964 10 - 5 15 5 tio - 16 - 61

1 90 X 102 649 - - 5 15 10 tio - 12 - 52

1 90 X 102 649 - - 5 15 10 tio - 12 - 52

Three stops ; magne
troubles.

Failed Rectory HilL
One stop ; sooted ploj

Various stops ; raaj

trouble.

Retired ; broken chai.

Retired ; side-slip, dam
machine.

Retired ; top gea
not engage.

Retired ; broken valv«i

Rerirerl through acciri

Retired owing to ba^i

dition of roads.

Retired ; side-sh'p.'
*''

Retired ; side-slip.

Ketuecl owmg to sid6(

Retired ; broken valvii

One stop ; belt fasi

disconnected.

Failed on Rectory Hi^

Failed on teat hills.

Two stops ; shortene

belt, petrol union ii

Retired ; overturneti

through side-slip.

Retired ; tyre troublei

magneto failure.

Retired at Banbury;
unknown.

Retired ; overtumedc
tlirough side-slip.

JTwo-stroke.
Note.—The maximum nutnber of

* Private owners. t Luggage capacity,

marks obtainable are given in brackets at the head of the respective columns.

NOTES ON THE TRIAL.
The foregoing results have been especially arranged in the

competitors' order of merit to enable readers to readily
observe the close order of the running for the silver cup.
Only two marks separate the first six competitors.

F. Eagles's failure to climb Da.«hwood was due to the steel

studded tyre on the back wheel, and "not to the added
weight of the sidecar," we are told.

One of the competitors distinguished himself by riding
throughout the trial in a hard bowler hat.

G. N. Higgs, who drove one of the A.C. tricars in the
Quarterly Trials, fell asleep whilst driving along, and was
unlucky enough to have the tricar turn over on the top of
him. When hie came round again he found he was at the

house of Mr. Brackley, Waterworks, New Ground, Tring,
where he has received most kindly treatment. He had lost

no marks up to Tring, and had only twenty-five miles more
to cover.

Eric Myers lost his non-stop certificate through tempting
fortune too far. For the Tourist Trophy Race last September
he fitted ordinary Renold pedal cycle chains to his two-stroke
Scott, and since then he has ridden the same machine over
2,000 miles. He made no alteration or replacement for th«
Quarterlv Trials, with the result that at Berkhampstead one
of the chains broke whilst he was climbing a hill.

Some of the competing machines were fully laden wilf

touring equipment, the 1910 L.Jl.C. was one of them.

Nine twin-cylinder and six single-cylinder motor cycl'i

made non-atop runs.

The Scott Engineering Co. may be exceedingly proud il

their achievement in the Quarterly Trial. On the 29th uli

the Scott two-stroke signalled its second appearance- in (

quarterly trial by scoring highest marks.

Every lightweight motor cycle qualifying for <i nou-st<

award was shod with R.O.JI. tyres. Of the entire numb
of machines qualifying for non-stop certificates, 50% we
fitted with R.O.M. tyres.

Besides being the first tricycle to complete the Uxbvid
to Banbury and back course, the F.N. engine with i

cylinder capacity of 250 c.c. was the tliird smallest

finish, this in spite of its being handicapped by an ext

wheel and a machine weighing as much as a 3i h.p. bicycle.

We can only criticise the judges' awards in one respei

Several of the competitors have been penalised for goii

off the route (although it is admitted that in parts t

marking was not what it might have been), whilst otii

competitors who travelled off the course have been credit

with non-stops.



Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

most enjoyable and instructive paper is a most fitting

(iment on Mr. Alex. Lauriston's lecture, "The Law and

il Relations to ftlotor Car and Cycle Owners." About
tJi.ty members were present, j\Ir. F. Scott presiding. The
piceedings were brought to a close with a vote of thanks
f he chairman and the lecturer.

Aiiotlier Club {or Leicester.

I'egarding the leaderette in the last issue of T-hc Motor
(frle, Mr. H. E. Smith advises us that it is hoped to form
iiiOtor cycle club for Leicestershire wi^h the assistance of

Li exhibition to be held at Easter. Suggestions from local

ri'rs and proffered help would be, gladly received by Mr.
Siith, who is secretary of the Leicester Young Men's
C|istian Association.

' Newcastle M.C.
ihe Newcastle Motor Club held another whist drive at

tl| Royal Arcade Assembly Rooms, a large number of mem-
bis and their friends being present. A most enjoyable
aftiing was spent. The hon. sec, Mr. Alan G. Robson,
reanded the fnembers present that the annual general meet-
a) is' to be held at headquarters, County Hotel, on Wednes-
ji next, 9th in.st.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

he-annual whist drive and dance were held at the Imperial

e on the 28th ult. Despite the extremely bad weather
e on fifty members and friends were present and enjoyed
fare provided. On the 10th inst. a discussion will take

;e entitled " How to Physically Train for such Races as

T.T." On the 19th inst. a gymkhana has been arranged
)e held at the Skating Rink.

Norwich and District M.C.C.

t .the annual meeting of the above club, presided over by
Everard, and supported by Messrs. Eackham, Poll,

d. Pope, Smith, Chapman, Duge, Roljerts, Bullen,
lem, etc., the following officere were elected : President,
Bernard Thorne ; vice-presidents, Capt. Buff, Mr. G. W.

e, Mr. H. Chapman, and Mr. C. E. Ra<;kham; hon. sec.

treasurer, Mr. Lincoln ; committee, Messrs. Tioberts,
le. Peed, Look, Smith, and Body ;. captain, Mr. A. A.
rard ; sub-captain, Mr. H. Poll. -

Oxford M.C.C.

J

'he annual meeting took place on the 26th ult. Following
t| treasurer's and secretary's reports, the chairman, Mr.
1| A: T. Packfe, in his remarks emphasised tlie importance
olaeing affiliated to a governing body, instancing a case of

Wiiember who has received advice and financial assi.'itance

fi n the Auto Cycle Union and the Motor Union in connec-
t.,1 .with a fatal accident supposed to be caused by his

S|tot cycle, nesulting in a claim upon him for a substantial
fc'i. Mr. Harvey Du Cros was elected president of the club
1 h acclamation, and Lord Valentia, Alderman (Salter, Dr.
( lier, Dr. Jones, and Mr. H. A. T. Packford vice-

pi sidents.

J.lr. H. G. Hill, trials hon. sec, then submitted a full and
Jieresting programme of competitions arranged for this

jir, reporting that he had received promises of substantial
f.zes, which will be published shortly. An attractive and
s|ceE£ful year is anticipated, and new members will be
vrmly welcomed. Particulars of membership may be
oained from the hon. sec, W. A. Mathews, 6, St. Aldates,
(Itord.

)n the 22nd inst. the Rev. B. H. Davies will give a paper
•^ "Aeroplanes," illustrated with lin. models and lantern
s;les.

Walthamstow M.C.
The annual general meeting will be held at headquarters,

Rose and Grown, H-oe Street, Walthamstow, on 'Wednesday
next, 9th inst., at eight o'clock. It is hoped that the
members will make a special effort to attend.

Manchester M.C.
-The A.G.M. was held at headquarters, the Albion Hotel,

Piccadilly, on the 28th ult., to receive the secretary's and
treasurer's reports and balance sheet. The secretary's report

was passed as extremely satisfactory, also the auditor's report.

The balance sheet showed an annual turnover of over £350,
and a loss of £55 on last year's working as expenditure over

inconie. There is, however, a substantial working balance
in hand. The election of officers and committee resulted as

follows : President, J. H. Charlesworth ; vice-presideiits.

G. E. Stanley (Si h.p. Premier), who was runner up for the silver cup in

the 1909 Quarterly Trials, and has started 1910 well by making a non-
stop run, and obtaining full marks on both the tes^ hills.

P. A. G. Bell and J. Higginson, jun. ; captain of car sec-

tion, Percy Butler; sub-captain, E. J. Chambers; captain

motor cycle section, H. Reed ; sub-captain, C. E. Kettle

;

treasurer, F. C. Hunt ; secretary, A. J. Moorhouse ; com-
mittee, A. J. Bell, .J. E. Tvtier, J. H. Baynes, G. Ward,
W. McNeil, J. T. Ward, T. Garner, E. Jones, and H. L.

Cunliffe. A discussion look place on the competitions for

1910, and it was pointed out that every effort should be

made to induce more entrants for the club competitions.

Systems of handicapping prize winners were proposed, also

competitions for novices. As showing the sportsmanlike feel-

ing prevailing in the club ranks, subscriptions were then
tendered in the room, first by the leading officials and then

by ordinary members, in aid of the 1910 prize fund. One of

£10 10s., followed by several of £5 5s., then £3 3s., £2 2s.,

and £1 Is. to the number of over twenty separate offers

quickly brought the subscribed prize fund to about £70.

FURTHER NEWS FROM THE CLUBS APPEARS IN THE SUPPLEMENT.

A23
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^ore-StrokeRatio&EEEiciENm
A. A. Scott's Reply to J. L. Norton's Criticism

of his article.

MY thanks are due to Mr. Norton for his reply

to my criticism of his article on the above

subject, and also to Mr. C. A. St. George
Moore for his letter in The Motor Cycle

approving of my contentions.

~ I wish first of all to remind Mr. Norton that my
criticism is primarily directed against his statement

that " an increase of power is gained by an increase

of stroke without any increase of capacity," and that,

without being prejudiced in favour of either long or

short-stroke ratios, I consider that so revolutionary

a statement as this is entirely unjustified by our com-
mon engineering experience.

I have attemJDted to bring the advantages of both

styles fairly before my readers, and if I appear to Mr.
Norton to "turn the guns on my own ranks," etc., I

take this as a tribute to the impartial nature of my
investigation, so that, although in Mr. Norton's opinion
-" some of my arguments really serve to strengthen his

case for the long-stroke engine," it still remains to be

shown how and to what extent the long stroke is

superior in power.

An Untenable Theory.
In my opinion Mr. Norton places himself at a con-

siderable disadvantage in this discussion in having to

make out a case for the long stroke in support of

this quite untenable theory, and consequently we find

that, while he deals at length in his article with all

the points in favour of the long stroke, the correspond-

ing advantages of the short stroke are ignored.

In reply to " especial pleading " of this sort, it was
necessary first of all to find out the proportion of bore

and stroke which constituted a long or short-stroke

engine, and to select types that I considered more
representative of motor cycle engines in use on the

road, and then to discover exactly what happens in the

cylinder of the engine, so as to be able to determine
tlie value of Mr. Norton's trump card—the extra heat-

ing surface of the short stroke.

As pointed out by your correspondent, Mr. St. George
Moore, " it is impossible to make an accurate quanti-

tative calculation of the transfers of heat back and
forward between the cylinder walls and the working
fluid " ; and since so much was made of this point, I

attempted, by comparison with the overhead valve

type, to find out to what extent this extra surface was
responsible for loss of power.

This is, in Mr. Norton's opinion, waste of time,

since I am told that it " has no bearing on the ques-

tion at issue," and that I am " digressing here from

A»4

the subject matter," while my brief reference to 'j

valveless type is characterised as a "dissertation.!

the two-stroke engine, to which my article had.l
reference "

!

In replying to the points raised by Mr. Norton,!
regret his remarks about my lack of sound argumen>
but am duly thankful for his admission that at lea:

some casual readers may be misled by my contributid

to this discussion. -

Now it is evident that Mr. Norton cannot get oV)

the idea that the short stroke must move faster to gi);

equal power, and all through his consideration of>tl

subject, like " King Charles's head," he keeps brisi

ing in this quite unsupported theory, although in D

investigation I have insisted upon an equal basis s

comparison, and have only referred to this capabilii

of higher speed as a separate advantage peculiar

the short-stroke engine.

Consequently this is not, as Mr. Norton says, ov«\

looked in my comparison of the frictional losses,

that what he has to say here has no effect in depi[

dating the " distinct gain in mechanical efficiencv

of the short-stroke engine.

Frictional Loss caused by Piston Rings.
I have certainly omitted to mention that b;l

bearings can be applied to both types, because tli

is obvious and a necessary condition for a fair co<

parison, but I have insisted upon the fact that ifi

well-proportioned bearing, and preferably a b
bearing, is used in both cases, then, in spite of 1

heavier load on the bearings and on the side of I

piston, the friction a't these points " is quite negligil:

compared with the severe frictional loss caused by t

piston rings."
;;

This statement is in accord with the experience
high speed steam engine makers, although apparen"

not admitted by Mr. Norton.
As for the increased diameter of piston ring in

short stroke, it is a well-known fact that the strenji

of the ring has to be increased out of proportion in 1i

smaller diameter long-stroke piston, in order to p
vide sufficient bearing surface on the sides of the ri

and to ensure sufficient local strength in the seeti:

of the ring, so that the pressure of the large fi

against the walls of the cylinder would be for eq)(

thicknesses actually less than that of the smaji

ring, although spread over a greater surface,

fact, in very small cylinders below 2in. diameter il

a difficult matter to make the ring with sufficient el

ticity without reducing its thickness to an unsafe exte

J
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l^e-stroke Ratio and Efficiency.

—

iln view of this, we can fairly allow in a practical

ijiking engine more or less the same ring pressure in

b'th cases, but we still find, when we have tied Mr.
^rton down to equal revolutions, that the long-stroke

ojine has to develop an extra amount of power to

cnpensate for a frictional resistance equivalent to

inrly four strokes of the short-stroke engine.

Thermal and Frictional Losses Balanced.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to say definitely

wether this frictional loss in the long-stroke engine
i^'ixactly balanced by the thermal loss in the short-

soke engine, since to arrive at this we would require

t; take indicator and brake tests from both engines
Vider equal conditions and at the same rate of revolu-

tjn; but, failing reliable data of this sort, we can
(jite fairly assume that the thermal loss of the short

soke makes up for the frictional loss of the long
Soke, and if Mr. Norton insists upon the short stroke

lining at such a rate of revolutions that the thermal
l.ses of each type are equal, then we shall probably
fd that the frictional losses, of each are also equal.

Mr. Norton puts forth the original view that the

J.ton speeci is limited by " strength of materials " and
fwer of impulse, and contends that either type of

ejine can be run as fast; but since I have already
swTi that the inertia of the reciprocating parts of
t: long-stroke engine is nearly twice that of the short

soke, there would certainly require to be a very
oisiderable additional strength of material, accom-
fLiied with additional weight, if the revolutions of
t' long sitroke were increased to the same extent as

tJ short stroke, to say nothing of enormously increased

rg frictioii from its long stroke.

jReferring to my figures on the subject of inertia

ad Mr. Norton's protest against what he considers

3 unfair shortening of the connecting rod to demon-
s ite the additional frictional losses in the long stroke
e;ine. Evidently Mr. Norton has missed the whole

point of my brief remark that " if, then, a rod only
twice the stroke is used, the inertia of A (at top of

stroke) = 707.7 lbs."

This has nothing whatever to do with increased

friction, but since with the long-stroke engine a shorter

rod is generally used, it was important to point out

that this caused increased inertia at the top, although
reducing the inertia at the other end of the stroke.

Immediately following this I pointed out that if a

shorter rod is used, as is generally the case, " it is at

the expense of further frictional loss."

Comparative Weight of Pistons.

Finally I am asked to explain how it is that a large

diameter piston can be made lighter in proportion to

its size. This is as explained in connection with

piston rings due to the limit of local strength. For
instance, a 4in. piston might have its walls -^vd.. thick,

while a 2in. piston would have to be made less than

^in.—an impracticable thickness for a cast-iron

piston. Then again the weight of piston should be in

proportion to its area (since the load is in profxjrtion

to its area), and while the 2in. piston has 3.14 square

inches, the 4in. piston has four times the area, or

i2.566in., so that the weight per square inch is less

in the large piston, even if we assume that this weighs

twice as much as the small piston.

Regarding the weight of the longer connecting rod,

this can be fairly assumed to be nearly double the

weight of the shorter rod, for, although subjected to

less load, the increased length calls for increased

section to resist bending.

Finally, if Mr. Norton is correct in his assertion

—

" that by increase of stroke ratio we gain a definite

increase of power "—then it follows that the greater the

stroke ratio the greater the gain in power, and to show
the absurditv of this statement, we have only to imagine

the remarkable results which according to this theory

should be derived from an engine J^in. bore by 6ft.

_

stroke!

TWO HUNDRED MILES OF MUD-PLUGGING IN A DAY.

I
X ZOUR 1 9 10 motor cycle is ready. Shall we

Y forward same, or will you call?" Thus
* read a telegram addressed to me from the

makers—Messrs. Bradbury and Co., Ltd.,
Clham. " Forward" same! Whatever was it made
fi !

" I soliloquised. Why, certainly I will call at the

slrks and ride it back.

j^d so it came about that January ist found me
aj Oldham, and, later in the day, I took the machine
f a preliminary canter, and made three clean ascents
c Rippenden Bank (an exceptionally steep hill with
cjjharp bencl at the stiffest portion), situated some
Ceen miles from Oldham, over the moors. Every
iidbury, I am told, is tested on this hill, and has
ticlimb it at a good speed before it is finally passed.
iFhe following day I mounted my machine and
hided for London, The condition of the roads from
t!; outset was atrocious, and there was nothing to

C:;er me up but the steady pull of the well tuned
e;ine. I never saw a dry bit of earth from the beginning
tthe end of the run. Greasy patches were in strong
€dence, and looked anxious to make closer acquaint-
a:e with my clothes, but thanks to the R.O.M. non-
s d tyres, the very low build of the machine, and the

extremely smooth running engine, I soon acquired a

feeling of comfort. As good as the 1909 Bradbury
was, I like the 1910 model very rnuch better. It is

faster, and what is perhaps most remarkable, an even
better hill-climber, for it must be admitted that the

1909 Bradbury is a hill climber of the highest rank.

Joining the Great North Road at Doncaster, I had
no difficulty in attaining a most encouraging average

in spite of the adverse riding conditions. The only real

hill on the Great North Road from Doncaster to

London is Gonerby Hill, near Grantham. The
inches of mud which abounded precluded all possi-

bility of rushing the gradient, and under these condi-

tions most engines would get hot and knock; but not

so the Bradbury. It simply took a deep breath when
it found its front wheel above the level of the back
one, and, gee whiz! like a rocket it shot to the top.

After a day's continual running the engine was so

cool that I could keep my gloved hand on the cylinder.

This, of course, means absence of valve troubles.

During the whole run I was not caused a moment's
anxiety, and I feel I have a motor bicycle of which I

may be well proud. The Bradbury should assert itself

in 1 910 hill-climbs. B. B.

27
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A Spring Saddle Pillar.

Mr. W. W. Genn has just forwarded me a sample

of his registered spring saddle pillar, which was

illustrated on October 21st, 1908, page 815. In

principle it is rather similar to the Druid fork. The
saddle is mounted on an L-shaped piece of tubing

slung from two clips by coiled springs, the clips being

made to fit the frame tube of any motor bicycle. I

have tried it on my rigid framed machine, and find it

quite efficient in reducing road shocks...

Tank Filling Made Easy.
It is not every garage that owns a petrol funnel of

motor cycle size, and in all big trials men are kept

waiting till the funnel is available. I examined a

machine this week which mocks at funnels. It is one

of the new pattern filler caps, about two inches in

diameter, with a permanent- gauze filter fitted in the

orifice. When the proud owner fills up he just takes

a petrol can, loosens the cap, inverts the can with its

snout in the tank orifice, slips the cap off, and lets the

spirit run swiftly into the gauze well. Here is a

device we could all do with, I fancy, saving time,

temper, and trouble.

A Cute Suggestion.

I was out last week on the car of an ex-motor cyclist,

and I noticed that the extra air intake to his car-

buretter consisted of a long pipe brought up under his

steering -wheel, so that the air was sucked in from a

district of the atmosphere which is always clear of

dust. Judging by analyses of carbon deposit, this is

just what we motor cyclists want. Both air intakes

ought to be through pipes witTi their openings set near

the saddle bow or the centre of the handle-bars ; the

one for extra air might easily be coupled up to the

existing grip lever by a flexible wire. We should then

get no grit in our cylinders, and the wear of our

engines would be notably decelerated. ^^'ho will be

the first daring inndvator? I owe the idea to a corre-

spondent of The Motor Cycle.

Exhaust Valves.
Not long ago I wrote one or two grumbles about the

fragile construction of the modern exhaust valve.

Granting that the two-piece valve with a cast-iron head
screwed and shrunk on to a steel stem is a champion
non-pitter, very few makers seem to have succeeded
in perfecting the joint between head and stem, and
valve breakages sometimes have serious results. Even
if an intact valve head cannot jump through into the

cylinder, the drilled heads often "fly"

—

i.e., break into

several fragments—and even if a segment does no
damage, the c)linder probably has to be removed
before it can be extricated. Many readers have
written to confirm my experiences. I recommend some
experiments in metallurgy. The contrast with the

days of the old De Dion and M.M.C. engines is a

lurid one—exhau.st valves lasted us two or three

years then ; and granted tha^ modern engines

demand lighter valves of more slender construction,

there must be metals and methods of manufacture

A28

which would give us a light valve as staunch as the

old heavier types. One rider sends me an astonishinj

experience. I cannot challenge it, because I nevei

owned a duplicate of his machine. He says that w.

1906 he bought a certain first-class British machine

and had to pay 15s. for a spare valve. He has ridder

the machine constantly ever since, and is still using thi

original exhalist valve, which he has never once grounr

in. It is made of such excellent stuff that an occa

sional scrubbing with petrol has sufficed to keep-'j)

compression tight. In any case I regard the perfee

tion of the exhaust valve as one of the most pressiifi

problems which confront motor cycle engine desigiigilii

of to-day. Personally I would rather use valves whlSi

pitted somewliat quickly than a \alve which mA\

break after 500 miles riding.

Tuning up for the Quarterly.

A few days before the last ^Quarterly Trial I waji

coming down Dashwood in a big hurry with the interi'

tion of reaching London before darkness set in, and,!

surprised seven riders tuning up their machines fo

ipi^^ m\

^^^/ flJB^^^BH^B^P wmI||^^^^|m^m -""mL—JA' gWB^^^Bl -

^^m
Th! A.C.U. secretary, Mr F. Straight, noting details of the new pittetn

Clyae motor 'bicycle ridden by Mr. A, L. Backer in the Quarterly Trials.

the event of the following Saturday ! As no advantag

is gained by scoring the fastest ascent, it is obvioi

that riders who took this precaution could not rely

climbing Dashwood at legal limit speed withoi

a preliminary trial at the actual venue. One con

petitor had apparently brought out his machine on

car, and for all I know took it back to Uxbridge i

the same inglorious way. This is a fine text for

dissertation on the private owner's need of variabli

gears. When trade cracks have nerves on flie subje(

of Dashwood—a short, straight climb with no sing!

figure gradient in it— it is evident that single-geare

roadsters are not invariably equal to all possibl

demands.
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BOBBETT'S TYRE GRIP.
Bobbrtt's self-holding tyre grips ;ire fairly well

iiowii to autocaiists, and the makers, Bobbett and
ons, I and 2, I'he (^iiay, Teigiimouth, have iiow

rought out a tyre grip for 'motor cycle tyres which we
lustrate* herewith

"he illustration is

Imost self-explana-

>ry, but for those

ho are unaccustomed
) this device it may
e adx'isablf to point

'Tt that it is intended
I supersede the first

re lever used in re-

lacing a cover on the
m, and which in the

I Si- of a stiff motor
vile cover (particu-

iil\ if of the studded variety) has to be hehj by a

cond person, otherwise it slips an.d allows the cover

) displace itself from the rim. With a Bobbett grip

II that is necessary is to push the cover over, insert

le grip, and fix it by turning down the pivoted le^'er

ntil it is parallel with the hook portion, shown in

igagement with the beaded edge of the rim. The grip

strongly made, nickel plated, and sold at a most
;asonable price, and should be of great service to

lotor cyclists, particularly those who ride machines
tted with the heaviest type of covers, which are

imetimes a little more than can be easily managed
ith one pair of hands.

THE "IDEAL" SPRING FORK.
The latest type of spring fork to be placed on the
larket is the subject of the accompanying illustra-

:n. and is manufactured by Mr. F. J. Millard,
Gilbert Road, Belvedere,

Kent. It vdW be noticed
that there are two complete
forks, the front one to which
the wheel is attached being
the same as an ordinary rigid

fork. The action of the
springing is arranged on the
lines of the parallel ruler.

There ajre three pairs of

links, the top pair being

attached to the ball head clip

of the steering column and
the dummy steering tube of

the spring fork, the centre

pair to the fork crowns, and
the bottom pair to the fprk

ends. Side play is there-

fore carefully guarded against,

and it is claimed that the

springs .are so placed that

immediately the shock is

received it is absorbed by the

springs, and is not transmitted

through the fork blades. ' A
front rim brake can be fitted,

id the makers assure us that a sidecar does not affect

e efficiency of the fork in the slightest. The forks
e made to fit all makes of machines.

ANOTHER BACK-REST FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Particulars of another back-rest for motor cyclists

have been sent us bv J. W. Harrison and Co., 20^,
Corporation Street,

Preston. Reference
to the illustration

shoA\s that the two
supports of the rest

slide in guides
attached to the
luggage ^ carrier.

With the rest at its

lowest position the
rider mounts the

saddle in the usual
way, then by
placing his hand
behind he raises

the rest to a con-

venient position. In

case of a hurried

dismount he merely
leans forward,

when the rest drops
to its lowest posi-

tion. It is claimed
that it is impossible

for the rider to catch his leg against the rest while

dismounting. The rest is upholstered and fitted with

a pneumatic cushion, which latter has a tendency to

roll with the motion of the saddle, so preventing

chafing of the rider's back.

>—•»»—^^—

-

A LAMP LIGHTING DEVICE.
Riders ^vho wish to avoid the necessity of dismount-

ing to light their acetylene gas lamps will be interested

in an ingenious device called the " Acetylyter," made
by Cox-Walkers, Ltd., electrical engineers, Darlington.

The device illustrated in the centre of the wiring
diagram fits over the lamp burner, and consists of an
insulator carrying two wires, through which current

Harrison's "disappearing" backrest which is

designed to enable a hurried dismount.

A new design spring fork
known as "The Ideal."

from the magneto or coil is made to pass by means
of a switch attached to the handle-bar. The diagram
of connections shoAVS the wiring suitable for magneto
or coil. To light the lamp, the water in the generator

is turned on, the switch opened, and the gas issuing

from the burner is ignited by the spark. As soon
as this occurs the switch should be closed. It will

be noticed that fairly long high-tension wires are

required to make the necessary connections.

A3I
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AM delighted to see that, my short article on the

above subject has created interest among both

contributors and correspondents. "Rotator" has

so nearly -followed my own views, and has prac-
tically voiced them, so that I need do no more than
refer to his article. Mr. Brooker's reference in his

letter in the issue of the 17th ult. is in my opinion of

considerable importance, as it emphasises a fact which
appears to have escaped the notice of" Ixion," namely,
that on the brave little Mototri-Contal water-cooling

was the secret of success. He does not mention about
its valves breaking, their pitting, or the rapid wear of

the piston rings, but he says that the cooling on the

thermo-spyhon system was the life and soul of the
small engine. When first I penned the few lines advo-
cating makers to experiment further in the direction

under discussion I little thought such interest would be
taken in the matter, and I must admit that 1 tackled

the subject somewhat half-heartedly. Now, however,

so much keenness has been displayed, and users of

water-cooled motor cycle engines never before heard
of are coming to the front and are voicing their experi-

ences, I am glad I gave vent to my feelings, and am
now encouraged to continue.

Air V. Water Cooling on BrooRlands.
I should like very much to see machines with engines

of equal cubical capacity water and air-cooled pitted

against one another, say, in a twenty miles race all out

on Brooklands, with the finish up the test hill. Under
such conditions 1 feel sure that the water-cooled engine
would win.

I am an old air-cooling enthusiast, and although I

plead guilty to having been converted, I do not for a

moment think that the air-cooled engine will be super-

seded for a very long time. I merely want to ?ee tlie

motor cycle compare more favourably with the car in

reliability. Many will say it is equal, but it is not

actually, as anyone who cares to compare the results

of the Scottish A.C. car trials with the A.C.U. motor
cycle trials will find out. Mechanical troubles, nearly

always put down to bad oil, are more frequently

encountered with motor cycle than with car engines.

Referring to "Ixion's" criticism, I do not think

it is in the least convincing. Granted that his M.M.C.
and De Dion engines did not commit the seven faults

enumerated in his observations, he does not say what
would have happened had either been fitted with a

water-cooled head. The addition would doubtless

have added weight, but I feel quite sure he would have
found that the machine with water-cooling would have
been a far better stayer, even as was the miniature

Mototri-Contal of which Mr. Brooker writes. Some
years ago I took great delight in ascending Hindhead
on an air-cooled tricar without changing down, simply

by playing various tunes on my air spark and throttle

levers. Such driving gives one the sense of conquer-
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ing great difficulties, but water-cooling will do away
with the necessity for all this, and though I regret it,

I fear we must advance.

On a recent occasion I had an opportunity to cross

the Little St. Bernard Pass on a car. On this great

highway the road winds up apparently interminable

zigzags to the sky, with a practically consistent gradient

on the French side of i in 12, and about 1 in 8 on the

Italian side. Would that such existed in England on
the British Isles. Now on a climb like this a 2|^ h.p.

water-cooled motor bicycle, geared about 5 to i or just

a shade under, should, provided the rider exercised an
ordinary amount of skill, make a comfortable job of

the sixteen miles of ascent, but I very much doubt if

an air-cooled machine would make a clean climb of it.

What I want to prove is that, provided water-cooling

is tried and made so as to endure what it will have
to endure, we shall have a machine which will maintain

its efficiency on long gradients, which will require less

skill to drive it, and will keep in tune longer than the

best modem motor bicycle. Surely it would be better

to begin a series of experiments now than wait for the
" better understanding of metallurgy " which will give

us valves that do not break, to which " Ixiqn " vaguely

refers. Classical readers may remember that Ixion's

own mount which he garages in Tartarus is not

cooled at all, but perpetually warmed by a nice fire.

Green's Water°jacketed £ngine.
I am intensely interested by Mr. Catt's experiences

with Green's water jacketed engine, and no one would
be more pleased than I were Mr. Green to pay a little

of the attention he is now giving to engines for aero-

planes which may fly to motor bicycle engines which
will undoubtedly run. Mr. Catt's experiences are of

real value, as they have been lengthy, but I fail to

understand why he, who is presumably an amateur,

should be so pleased with the arrangement, and yet

firms in the Midlands, who had the chance of taking

it up, did not do so. In making a water-cooled mo^or
cycle engine the great point to be aimed at is to increase

the weight as little as possible, and to do this it is

necessary to study radiator efficiency very closely, so

as to ensure the maximum amount of cooling surface,

and thus be able to carry the minimum quantity of

water. In conclusion, I want it to be distinctly under-

stood that I do not expect the present type of air-

cooled machine to be immediately superseded, but I

want to see some enterprising firm produce a standard
four-cycle water-cooled engine for motor cycles, and
prove that what I have written is correct, or at any

rate partly so.

>—•••-<
The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltdi, have

now opened a branch depot at 63, Victoria Street,

Bristol, to deal more promptly \nth. their increasing

business in South Wales and south-western connties.
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Road Pangers at Night.
[4547.]—I have noticed several times complaints of un-

liglited traffic on your roads. Most of the drivers of cattle,

etc., out here, if they hear a motor, strike a match or two. •

Hint enough to slow down and look out for danger.
Parramatta, N.S.W., Australia. W. FLANDERS.

_
[4548.]—In view of some possible safeguard for night

riders, may I add an experience of mine in this line. Coming
home one dark night-in a slight fog, going carefully, I first

suddenly found myself in the middle of a flock of sheep, and
wonder to this day how I managed to pull up and tumble
off without serious accident. The men in charge were stroll-
ing along some twenty-five yards in the rear. A little
further along I noticed that the fog appeared rather thicker
ahead and eo slowed up, and found that what my strong
lamp had only made appear as thicker mist was in reality
a huge load of straw in the middle of the road ; no rear light,
and the driver comfortably seated on the shafts ambling
along as if the road was his personal property. Close in
town I finished up my slow ride in a mixed crowd of sheep
and cattle spread out on the road jnst; as the first lot. The
drovers, quite indifferent to my vociferous toolings seemed
to treat my complaint (couched in fairly plain terms) as a
good Joke, and consigned me to nether regions. I certainly
think that motor tralBe should claim some regulation as to
the carrying of green or distinctive lights by drovers and
slow vehicles for their protection.

P. W. WALKER.

How to keep a Belt Dry and Clean.
[4549.]—It may interest your readers to know of a very

simple arrangement I fitted to my Triumph to keep the
belt always dry and clean. I have used it since last
September in all .,..__

weathers, and never ''--."'-"".v;.-.-,

had any belt slip. J

purchased for Is. a rAil

bristle meital bound
joiners' glue brush, a;id

cut off the handle short,

I then made an adjust-
able holder of 3in. x |in.

steel in the lorm oi a

figure 8, and fitted it

on the back stay so as

to allow the brush ;just

to touch the belt as it "-...
...

-

leaves the pidley rim.
In practice I find the brush throws off any mud splashings
quite clear, and as no mud or wet is carried past the brush
my magneto is alwaj-a clean.

It seems such a simple thing that I am surprised no one has
. tried it before ; in dry weather it only requires pulling on
one side. W. HEMSWORTH.

Racehorse v. Motor Cycle.

[4550.]—Having been for a number of years in one of

the leading racing stables, and for the past eight years a

motor cyclist, I was much interested to read the above
query in your excellent paper ; but I cannot endorse your
remarks " That the motor bicycle should easily beat the
racehorse." In the first place it would be impossible to
obtain the "going" highly suitable to both competitors,
and whereas a long and steady rain is necessary to make
Epgom Downs good going for a racehorse, these conditions
would be anything but couhur de rose for the motor cycle.

and, on the other hand, should the Downs be hard and in

their best condition for the motor cycle, the racehorse would

he at a disadvantage, and would be very likely to break

down if set to carry 13 stones over such a long distance.

Probably the result would depend on the class and ability

of the said racehorse, as you are well aware that there is

as much difference between racehorses as, say, a 1902 Ijh. p.

Ti'oubler and a six-cylinder Napier. However, taking the

four-legged competitor to be an animal of equal merit with

a Metropolitan Stakes winner, I will bet odds that the race-

horse will win under any atmospheric conditions whatsoever.

Has Mr. Skertchley ever ridden a motor bicycle on a race-

course or similar pasture? I have, and I think he will tind

that fifteen . to twenty miles per hour will be his best

average, and he must not compare Epsom racecourse even

with a fifth rate grass cycle track. I have ridden my motor
cycle many times to Epsom Races, and have found that only

on very short and clean patches of the turf is it possible

to ride in anything like comfort at, say, ten to fifteen miles

per hour. FATHERLESS.

[4551.]—In reply to Mr. L. E. Skertchley re motor cycle v.

racehorse, if it is to be the Metropolitan course I should say
the racehorse would be the winner. As you may know, it

winds round like the figure 8, and, of course, you cannot go
round at even thirty miles per hour. I may add I

lived in Epsom for a good many years, and know every inch

of the ground, and am also an enthusiastic motor cyclist.

Provided the liorse is a first-class one, my idea is it should
win., I shall make an effort to see the race if possible, as I

think it would be very interesting. W. MELLISH.

Club Life.

[4552.]—I read the leaderetta in last week's issue re

club life, also that your correspondent is a Northern club-

man. As a member of the York County Motor Cycle Club,
I can say that we should be only too pleased to have as

many members of your correspondent's disposition as pos-

sible. I could not say that we are all between 40 and 50
years of age, but I can truthfully say that we have no
" speed merchants." We certainly hold competitions, but
rely on pleasurable touring for the success of the club. In
fact, sociability was the main idea at its formation.

If your correspondent and other readers similarly disposed
will apply to our secretary, W. E. Asquith, 11, Moreland
Street, Leeds, I am sure he would be only too pleased to
send them a fixture list as soon as we have it printed,
and they will then see that we shall have a fairly busy
touring season during 1910, provided we have fine weather.
The principal tours (week-ends) for Easter and Whitsuntide
have been arranged for Brooklands and the Lake District

respectively. There is also a run fixed for every Saturday or
Sunday during the summer, about 100 miles each, to soma
historical or otherwise interesting place.

With regard to the dust nuisance mentioned by your
worthy self, our generally accepted rule is to ride in couples,
keeping a fair distance behind anybody in front.

F. SCOTT.

Balancing Motor Cycle Engines.
[4553.]—With reference to an article which appeared

some months ago on the balancing of engines, by " Winkle,"
it will no doubt be of interest to your readers to hear how
the theory propounded by that gentleman works out in
practice.

Fortified by a copy of the article in question, I conveyed
my engine (a 1905 2| h.p. Zedel) to a local engineering firm,
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the Colville Motor Works, High Road, Cliiswick, for I

would observe en pa.ssavi^ that I found the straight-edge
method for home balancing suggested by " Winkie " not
nearly sensitive enough. The necessary weigliing and
drilling being accurately and cheaply performed by that
firm, my engine was once more assembled and tried. The
result certainly astonished me, for with a becoming modesty
quite in keeping with the naive simplicity of his nom de

flume, " Winkie," only claimed an improvement in balance,
whereas in practice I find that not only is this rendered
perfect, but the maximum rate of revolution is enormously
increased, as is also the power.

In subsequent conversation with ^Messrs. Colville, they
informed me that the counter bob was 8^ ounces too light,

and further surprised me by adding that in .several engines
which had recently passed' through their hands for

balancing on the above principle they had found them to be
in some cases almost 2 lbs. out, Viut that in each case the
correction enormously benefited the power as well as the
balance.

In conclusion, I would strongly dissuade those who might
care to profit bj' my experience from attempting to perform
the operation at home, as, apart from the hopele.ssness. of

trying to test the balance without the aid of a fairly big'

lathe to swing the flywheels in, the time and energy involved
in the removal of half a pound of metal with a 4iand drill

are incredible, and not worth the trouble when the cost of

liaving it done by an experienced motor engineer is so-com-
paratively trifling. L. M.

Cost of taking a'Motor Cycle to India.

[4554.]—I have just read with interest your reply to
"Taking a Motor Cycle to India " in your issue of December
13th, and having only just received a cycle and a sidecar
from the old country thought perhaps the enclosed would be
of interest to you or some of your readers. I shall be obliged
if you would let me know through the columns of your valu-
able jjaper the best book on the upkeep of a motor cycle.

THOMAS E. SAMSON.
Madras Presidency, India.

CH.4R(iE.S In'CITRRED IN ENGLAND ON THE ExPOETING OF X
Motor Cycle and Sidecar.

£ s. d. £ .s. d.

Case for 3^ h.p. single-cylinder bicycle ... 1

Ca.se for sidecar ... ... 10
Carriage of above cases from Cleckheaton
to London 15

Steamer freig'it to Calcutta per .s.s.

/(;?«n(7a P. and 3 11 2
Insurance ... ... ... ... ... 8"10

6 6

Charges Incurred in Calcutta
Customs entry, strmp, landing, wharfage,
and clearing ...

Import duty
Cart and cooiie hire ...

Agency charges ...

Total

10
3 17 6

4 8

6— 4 18 2

£11 4 2

[With regard to Mr. Samson's query, he cannot do better
than purchase " Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them "

and " Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists," each Is. 2d.
post free from The. Motor Ci/rfe Offices. 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.

—

Ed.]

Lightweights v. Heavyweights,
[4555.]—In reply to letter 4463, I doubt Mr. B. G.

Durkin's statement.s. Might I ask what lightweights he
really has ridden? From his x-emarks I thiiik he must be
somewhat more than young, active, etc., and knows little or
nothing of lightweight motor cycles. A. D. TYXEE.

[4556.]—I have been reading with much interest the dis-
aussion in your paper on the above, and was much amused
at the letter from Dr. G-askell in your issue of January 10th.
I utterly disagree with him. My work requires everything
lie objects to in the heavyweight, and for which he praises
the lightweight. My 3-^ h.p. Triumph does everything that
on© can want, and therefore I maintain that it is merely a
man's own requirements that make the real test. I start

• A42

and stop as many as twenty or thirty times in a couple of

miles, and my 3^ h.p. is (1.) Handy to get about on. (2.)

Has every advantage he claims for a lightweight machine.
(3.) It goes in and out of gates and doorways with no trouble,

and is not the least trouble to " uphold." (4.) Has .the extra
advantage of absolute reliability when heavily laden, and
never fails to start as promptly as any lightweight can be
got to start, and does not give the belt trouble that a light-

weight will give. ,

'

Now I maintain that just because I find the 3^ h.p. the
best for the very kind of work he says the lightweight alone
can do, and is the handiest for, it does not follow .that in.

other hands the lightweight is not better, or that in my
hands the lightweight would not give satisfaction. My ex-

perience of a lightweight has been one of trouble and annoy-
ance, and barring the P. and M. I do not consider a light-

weight has the least advantage over the 3^ h.p. (my experi-
ence, please; others have riglitly other views perhaps), and
so I say we ought not to say as he does that the lightweight
is far better than the heavyweight. Anyway, after years of

experience I find a 3^ h.p. of good reliable make has every
advantage that a lightweight machine has, and the advantage
of extra power and reliability and freedom from belt- trouble
that hardly any of the lightweights can yet show.

(Rev.) R. MEASURES.

Experiences with a S|1i.p. and Sidecar.

[4557.]—Many of your readers seem doubtful as to how a

good 3^ h.p. performs with a -sidecar and extra passenger,
and I enclose photograph of my machine. I may say that
my trusty Triumph has taken my wife and self many
thousands of miles without any trouble whatever.

It may be interesting for you to know that I have no
two speed gear, but the ratio is as low as 6 to 1 with Whittle

s-als!SiSS«c3 j£a«^?sisiiacjafc!!isresa:c5

The writer of the accompanying letter, Mr. G. W. Knapton, with his motor
cycle and sidecar

belt. Many of your readers will know the hilly nature of

Rotherham and district, and it is very rare I have to touch

a pedal, even with a passenger. I may say that the com-
bination comes in very handy for my business. I have to

cover sixty miles every day in all weathers, and then 1

have to use it for cinematogiaphing, etc.

Hoping this will be of interest, O. W. KNAPTON.

Antiquated yet Efficient.

[4558.]— I was very much interested in " Ixion's

"

remarks against water cooling for motor cycle engines in

your issue of January 24th, and entirely agree with him
tliat air is a better medium than water for the cooling of

cycle engine cylinders, but with regard to the heavy weight
of old pattern engines I cannot quite agree with him.

I should like to mention that I still ride a 1903 Ormonde
motor cycle fitted with a 21 h.p. Antoine-Kelecom engine,

which is light in weight, extremely efficient, flexible and
fast, and is capable of hauling my 12 stones weight over

Hindhead in Surrey at a good round twenty-five miles per

hour without pedal assistance—this after having run_ on the

road for six seasons.

I wonder if owners of 1910 models will be able to sav the

same of their mounts in the year 1916. R. BAMEOE,D.

.Mi
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The 1910 End-to-end Trials Route.
[4559.]—Referring to the proposed alteration of route for

the 1910 Land's End to Jolm-o'-Groat's Trial, I should like

to suggest a slight alteration through the county of Somerset,

which, if followed, would add considerably to the interest

taken in the trials in this part of the country (Bristol). The
route followed tluough the West of England is a singularly

easy one, and is really no test for the modern motor cycle,

there are a few short hills before reaching Exeter, but after

there are no hills of any importance excepting Red Hill,

which is really very easy to climb, as the gradient is not

•xcessive.

I should suggest that when Cross is reached the route

should be through Axbridge and the famous Cheddar
Gorge, over the Mendips, down Harptree Hill (a fine test

for brakes), through the villages of Chew Stoke and Chew
Magna to Dundry, joining the main road just before arriv-

ing at Bristol.

This would include one of the best test hills in the West,
and would give the competitors an opportunity of admiring
the beauties of the Mendips. The I'oad is quite good, and
the surface of the hills excellent. It would add two miles

only to the distance, making it a 1,000 miles run.

An idea of the route can be
,
gathered from the contour

book (Gall and Inglis), Western Division, Contour Section,

No. 847, which is joined about three miles above the

Cheddar Gorge at the Castle of Comfort Inn. A.E. 158.

Winter Riding.

[4560.]—In " Ixion's " "Occasional Comments" last week
he comments on "the one dangerous smface," and I quite

agree with him that it is impossible to keep up with ordinary

tyi'es, as I found to my cost some weeks ago, when I had
nine skids in a thirty mile ride.

The roads on the 31st ult. were exactly similar, yet by
winding-Strong sasli cord round the back wheel of my Triumph
between every spoke, I have ridden with absolute safety ar.d

up .several steep hills ice-covered and with the water running
down them.

I am writing this in case it may be of use to any riders

who may get stranded by going out in the early morning.

The thaw coming on afterwards will soon make the roads into

the condition described by " Ixion," and so render their

return difficult or almost impossible.

I may say I rather fancy this sash cord tip may be useful

to motor cyclists who have smooth or badly worn non-skid

tyres, and who want to go out, but are afraid of skidding in

bad weather. Of course, I have not tried the effect of

ordinary roads on the cord, but intend to do so, as if it is

successful it would be rather a good way of using up old

non-skid tyres which have lost their properties through wear,

hut which" may be otherwise perfectly good and sound.
P. WARBURTON.

The Motor Cycle in the United States.

[4561.]—The writer is very much interested to note in

the issue of January 3rd the article by "Transatlantic"

—

"The Motor Cycle in the United States." The most interest-

ing portion to his mind is the statement regarding the cause

of the popularity of chain trau.smission.

The writer has ridden j, machine since the second year
the Hendee Co. commenced to manufacture the Indian, and
started with chain transmission. Having read through the
columns of The Motor Cycle of the advantages (?) of belt

over chain I purchased last year, in spite of advices to the

contrary, a 5 h.p. Indian, belt driven. In this season with
I a mileage of something over 4,000 I have used no less than
nine different belts ; three of these were the best rubber belts

I
of English manufacture, and one a leather belt also of

! English manufacture ; the balance were American leather
belts with one exception, which was American canvas nnd
rubber. The poorest mileage in every case was obtained

i with the English rubber belt, about 300 miles being the
I, average life of same. They gave trouble by stretching and
by cracking through from the canvas to the outside of the

i rubber, and I am given to understand that the makers state,

i in defence of their product, that the climate of this country
' is such that the belts will not last. On the last American

I

belt used up to date the mileage has been about 800 miles,

!
and the belt seems to be in fairly good condition at the
present time. This would seem to refute the statement
made by your correspondent regarding the shoddiness of the

i American product.

It might be directly in keeping at this point to say that

the writer has sold his belt driven machine and is going
ba k to the chain drive. The only advantage of the btit

which the writer can see is the quietness, and this one
advantage will certainly not offset the many disadvantages
experienced, while with these improved chains now on the
market this one point of superiority is being rapidly reduced.
Going through the various articles that have appeared in

your columns, especially those regarding American records,
the American motor cyclists appear to be classed with the
direct descendants of Ananias, but be this as it may, one
of your own authorities commenting on the Tourist Trophy
Race, certainly gives the chain transmission a good word
as compared with the belt drive.

In closing, the writer wishes to bring out the point that
the supremacy of chain transmission in the United States

is due to three things : Freedom of trouble, high efficiency,

as proven in endurance runs and track meets, and minimum
cost of maintenance, and not to the poorness of American
belts as stated by "Transatlantic."

Mass., U.S.A. A DISGUSTED BELT USER.
[America must be a peculiar place! Fancy a "best rubber

belt of English manufacture " which will not last more than
300 miles on a 5 h.p. twin—a day's ride—when similar

belts on similar powered motor cycles in England usually

last about 3,000 miles.

—

Ed.]

Finish for All-weather Machines.
(4562.]—I am very pleased to note that of late in the

correspondence and in your editorial remarks criticism has
appeared and comment made regarding the excessive and un-
necessary amount of plated surface on most motor cycles,

which, unless carefully and frequently looked after, soon
loses its finish and deteriorates.

In my own case I keep all bright work heavily vaselined
;

this treatment as applied to handle-bar, head springs, cranljs,

etc., is a comparatively easy matter, but the wheels that

dredge up mud
,
and wet, coating themselves at the same

time, I decided required something more durable than vase-

line. Accordingly, at the beginning of this winter I had
spokes and hubs painted aluminium, which looks well, is

easily washed and dried, thus saving much trouble ; the rims
being enamelled were not touched. Finding this satisfactory

I specified, in placing my order for a 1910 motor cycle, that

hubs, spokes, brake rods, and mudguard stays should be
finished aluminium, rims black enamel ; this the makers have
most kindly agreed to do, thereby rendering me under an
obligation to them for diverging from their standard practice.

I now hope in a few weeks' time to have a motor cycle

that, if not noted or conspicuous for a Stanley Show brilliance,

will be, better still, largely weather-proof, and capable of

having dust and mud hosed oft without a crop of rusty
marks appearing afterwards.
This letter has been prompted, mainly in consequence of a

question that appeared in The Motor Cycle of January 10th

from " H.W.H.," who asked your opinion re a black
enamelled finish on those parts usually plated, and if I may
I would suggest that your correspondent should try an
aluminium finisli, which I certainly think he would find

satisfactory and infinitely more pleasing to the eye than all

black, which, judging by a new pedal bicycle I inspected
recently, presents a very sombrecand funereal appearance.

E. G. LINDSAY.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
The Stevenson Patent Valve Spring Lifter Co. write :

" In reply to letter 4519 in The Motor Cycle of the 24th
ult., may we inform ' Plug ' that we know that a valve
spring lifter as suggested by ' Plug,' when the cotter is burred
after a large mileage, would only result in the breaking of

the radiating fins. A valve can be removed with our lifter

in under thirty seconds."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"'Tandem" would like readers' experiences with tho

Millennium two-speed gear for engine-shaft.
" H. E. R." would like readers' experiences of the Z.L.

twin-cylinder engine, aslo the Nala two-speed gear.
" LC 7611 " would like readers' experiences of the Wall

Auto Wheel, particularly with regard to reliability, ease of
starting, and control in traffic.

"Edgar" would like readers' experiences with a two-speed
gear and free-engine or free engine alone fitted to a Douglas.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replie; thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

CarUde.

Can you please tell me if

S
there is any way to make car-

bide last longer? I charge my
. generator before going out of

an evening, and it seems to

last only about two hours, and on
first lighting flares up in a most
alarming manner.—K. W. S.

Obviously you turned on the water too
much when you first set the lamp going.
The water should be turned on very
gently, or you may turn it on to the
usual amount and then turn the tap
back until the normal amount of gas is

given off. You may also find coated
carbide to be slightly more economical.

Studded Covers for Preventing Side-slip.

My 3^ h.p. motor bicycle is

? fitted with ordinary plain
tyres, and skids badly in—

I mud, especially when passing
traffic on cambered roads ;

the front tyre will not grip. Shall
I fit steel-studded cdVers or rubber-
studded covers? Which is safer for

tduring?—p. C.
On very muddy roads a steel -studded
cover ia best for the rear wheel, but
for town riding it is better to use a
rubber-studded cover, or a combination
rubber and steel-studded cover. In
any case it would be advisable to have
a rubber studded cover on the front
tyre. As we infer, steel-studded tyres
are the most efficient on muddy roads,
but should the road surface be covered
with ice or snow they are likely to
cause trouble.

A Red-hot Cylinder.

My engine is a 3-| h.p. old

S
pattern. At the end of a
four or five miles run the metal
portion of the sparking plug
and the engine in the neigh-

bourhood of the inlet valve becomes
vividly red-hot. The gas is throttled
right down and the engine will take
full air. (I am certain that the mix-
ture is not too rich.) Is there any
danger, owing to the engine getting
in this state ? It sometimes fires when
switch ia " off." But the casting is

quite smooth, and there is no carbon
deposit. Also there is no electrical

leakage.—H. J.

We imagine that you have a habit of

driving with the spark lever too much
retarded. This would quickly cause
overheating. If you attend to this,

and also lubricate more frequently, we
feel sure you will not notice the same
symptoms, provided, of course, that

(1) the cylinder and piston are clear of

carbon deposits, (2) the casting is
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smooth internally, (3) the exhaust
valve lifts to its full extent, and is

timed to commence opening when the
piston is within one-tenth of the end
of the firing stroke. The premature
firing is probably due to the plug
points becoming white-hot.

Using Too High a Gear.

Can you please suggest any-
thing to improve the power of

my 1907 3^ h.p. bicycle, mag-
neto ignition, geared 4^ to 1,

Longuemare carburetter, 9 jet

and 21 choke tube, magneto timed
correctly and sparks regularly, auto-
matic inlet valve which opens ^in.,

exhanst valve opens iin? It is timed
to close when piston reaches top of

stroke and opens before it reaches
bottom. I have cleaned piston and
cylinder head, also ground in valves.

A motor cycle engine with horizontal valves
in the cylinder head, operated by push rods and
bell cranks, .t Is the . oyal i loneer, an k merican
make, observe the bevel drive for the magneto.

Compression will stand twelve stones
on pedal for about half a minute.
Machine runs very fast on the level

(forty to forty-five miles an hour),
and will take full air when going
all out, but it will not climb short
steep hills, nor a long gradual hill

of about a mile long, and about 1 in
12 gradient. When slowing down
on a hiU the engine knocks, and 1

have to retard the spark. I do not
think it is overheating.—J.K.

Your trouble seems to be entirely due
to the high gear you are using. If you
lower the ratio to 5 to 1 the machine
"will perform better on, hills, but the
speed on the level will be reduced. We
should advise you first of all to try
the effect of a lower gear.

Engine Knocking with Spark Retarded.

I notice a severe knocking in

the engine, especially on hills,

and no matter how 1 retard the

spark it still continues, but if

I partly raise the exhaust

lifter the knocking stops. Some little

time back 1 had to have a new con-

necting rod and piston, which when
returned made the compression space

just half what it was formerly.

Probably this has caused the trouble.

It is a 3 h.p. Singer, belt drive, and
before the accident I never knew
what it was to have a knock in the

engine, and there was just about half

the vibration.—C. K.

The knocking, we should say, ia

entirely due to the compression ratio

having been increased. If you made
no amends for the longer connecting
rod, by placing packing between the

cylinder and crank case, it would
be advisable to fit a metal or fibre

washer to raise the cylinder higlier, and-
so lower the compression. Or you
might return to a shorter rod. Other
causes of the knocking when the spark

'

is retarded are (1) too high a gear for

the weight carried, (2) a loose bearing,-

and (3) excessive carbon deposits.

Local Taxation Exemptions.

Is it compulsory for me to

pay a tax for my motor cycle,

which I only use for busmess
purposes, namely, carrying

papers for the Evening News?
I had the Revenue officials call on
me three years ago, when I pur-

chased a tricar, and they informed
me that I should have to pay

tax for that as well, because at
that time I was using the motor cycle

for pleasure, but I have not ridden
it for such since.—H. J.

We are afraid that you will have to

pay the tax, as there seems to be no
way of getting out of it at the present
time. Of course, provided you nave a
carrier fixed to your machine, adapted

,'

for the carrying- of vour newspapers, "^

and your name and address are painted-
on this in letters not less than lin.

in height, you should, according to the-
present state of the law, be exempt;
but in the recent case of Moore v.

Lewis it was pointed out that it was;
possible to use the motor vehicle in
question for other than business pur-
poses, and although ^the defendant'
assured the court that he had not used
it for his own pleasure, the case was
decided against him. The only hope
seems to be to wait until there u some
chance of amending the law.
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The Control ol the Spafk Lever.

My experience so far li;is

_| only been with a motor bicycle

> fitted with accumulator igni-

-HJ tioii. I liave now ordered a

Douglas witli magneto. Shall

1 with magneto ignition follow the

old rules, viz., retard for starting

imd open throttle wide, throttle down
Mud advance spark for average speed

and economy, open throttle and re-

tiii'd sparli.for long steep hills, open
throttle and advance spark for rusli-

iiig short .steep hills? Also what oil

sluiuld be used for lubricating mag-
neto, and how often necessary?

—

H.r..

You will find magneto ignition to be a

real improvement. The method of

driving, however, must be slightly

altered. The control of the spark
lever depends entirely upon the timing
of the magneto. For instance, most
machine.s are timed in such a way that
the lever is always left fidly advanced
whether for starting, slow running, or

fast hill-climbing. Other makers time
the magnetos so that they should be
two-thirds advanced for .starting and .

general running, and only retarded -very
slightly when it is desired to travel
especially slowly. You alter the spark
advance far less wath a magneto than
you do with accumulator ignition.

With the magneto you set the spark
fairly well forward (fully forward if

you wish to travel fast) and drive
entirely on the throttle, naturally
adjusting the air to suit, and only re-

tard when the engine knocks, and that
slightly. For the magneto, you may
use any medium grade oil, such as

gas engine oil. With the modern ball

bearing magneto very little oil is

needed, a few drops every 200 or 300
miles wi'l be sufficienl.

Engine Stillness. Knocliinj.

(1.) I have a late model 1909
two-speeder, and have a diffi-

culty iir starting, as the piston
seems to gum up after stand-
ing overnight, and it is almost

impossible to turn the .starting

handle. I have Ivied injecting
paraffin, petrol, and a mixture of oil

and petrol, but it takes a large

quantity of any of them and much hard
work with tlie starting handle to free

the engine. Lubricating oil used is

Price's air-cooled. The local agent
,has not so far been able to improve
matters. When once the engine is-

warm the piston is quite free, and
the machine easily started. Can you
suggest a remedy? (2.) Another
trouble is the tendency of the engine
to knock at all speeds below 20
m.p.h., even with ignition well i^e-

tardod. Hill-climbing is bad unless
hill can be rushed. Thinking gear
possibly too high T opened adjust-
able pulley as much as po.ssible ; this
had no apparent effect except to
make low speed very slow. Can it

be due to wrong adjustment of car-
biu'etter or timing of ignition?

—

V.H.
(1.) The thickest air-cooled oil is not
suitable during cold weather, as the
engine so quickly gums up. Try the

I

same brand B "quality, nr use half

|i
water-cooled oil and halt air-cooled.

?

Probably after you lia\e used the
engine a little longer it will not guni
up. in the same way. We can offer you
no better advice otlier than' to give it

a copious dose of paratlin either before
putting the machine away after a run
or before starting. (2.) We should say
that your engine is timed too fast if

knocking occurs with the lever re-

tarded, and especially as hills can only
be rushed. If the engine will run
slowly and you can make it misfire by
opening the air lever fully when the
throttle is about half open_, the carbu-
retter should be adjusted correctly.

Engine Not Responsive to tlie Tlirottle.

iily Jjagonda tricar runs well

enough, but does not respond
to opening the throttle on hills.

I conclude that the carburetter
(Longuemare H. or E.) needs

adjustment. Would you kindly tell

we what is probably the defect and
remedy? Also would you tell me

—

(1.) The effect of larger or smaller
choke tube? (2.) The effect of in-

creased or diminished number of

apertures in spray? (3.) The effect of

raising or lowering weight on needle
valve? (4.) Would not a small disc of

• lead placed on top of float have the
same effect as lowering weight
on valve needle?^—A. L. L.-S.

It is quite possible that the failure to
respond to the throttle may be due to

the cylinder head and piston requiring
to be cleaned of carbon depo.sit. If

the carburetter were -once right it is

unlikely that it has got out of adjust-

ment of its own accord. (1.) If the
engine starts easily and takes the full

amount of air even when running at

slow speeds, and when you open the

throttle there is absolutely no differ-

ence in power, and there are signs of
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over-heating, the choke tube is too

small and a larger one is necessary.

If, however, the machine starts with
great difficulty, misses fire, and seems
unable to attain its full power with
the throttle fully- open and spark
advanced, too large a choke tube is

fitted and a smaller one is required.

(2.) The same remarks apply to the

jets, but it will often be found that,

though the adjustment is apparently
correct, there is not quite as much
pov/er as might be desired, and some-
times the fitting of a slightly larger

jet will improve matters. The whole
thing is a matter for careful experi-

ment. (3.) Moving the weight on the

needle nearer to the point raises the

level of the petrol in the jet. A lead

washer slipped on top of the float

would have the same effect. What we
should recommend you to do is to look

up the hints on " Carburetter Adjust-

ment " in "Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them." In this chapter the

matter is thoroughly dealt with, and
your questions are practically answered.
IjOss of power, of course, need not

always be due to the carburetter, but
might possibly be owing to weak com-
pression, worn lifting cams, and to

the vah'e springs being to weak.

Gear Ratio ol Track Racer.

A friend and myself are

divided in opinion as to what
gear ratio C. R. Collier used
on his 85 X 60 mm. engined
Matchlegs-J.A.P. with which

he won The Motoi\ Ci/de Challenge
Cup, riding 50 miles 858 yards in

the hour, last October. We should
be glad if you would tell us.

—

C. \\ C.

The geai latio used by C. R. Collier

\

A motor cycle *' breafcdpwn" competition — quite an interesting diversion during tlie winter months
arranged

Jj.y
the Liverpool IWotor Club. The Premier motor cycle has been deranged, and a competitor

(S. W. Carty, late of Newcastle) is endeavouring to put the machine in trder against the watch (held by
A. J, Moorhouse), S. W. Philpott and E. L. Fehr making notes and conducting the competition.
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MORGAN'S PETROL TURBINE.
A Reply to " Incandescent" and V. Grunw^ell. .

I

WOULD like to reply to the criticisms of " Incan-

descent " and Mr. V. Grunwell. The outer shell

of the turbine is simply to retain the pressure of

the gases in the combustion chambers, the spaces

between the vanes being just large enough to carry

away the gases to the exhaust slots sufficiently fast to

maintain that pressure. I do not rely on the velocity

of the gases formed by the coilibustion, but on the

pressure which acts on the base of the combustion
chamber. "Incandescent " says that the turbine will

not run because the piston has to pump air against the

pressure of the combustion.

Now, the volume of air thus pumped is small com-
pared with the volume of the products of combustion,

so that the work done in forcing the air into the com-
bustion spaces is much less than the work done by the

products of combustion. It is just this difference

between the two quantities of work which drives the

turbine. There is no doubt that the turbine will work,

just as a steam boiler is made to feed itself with water

against its own pressure.

The Action of the Eccentric.
"Incandescent" also takes exception to the action

of the eccentric on the rollers in the piston. Now
while the eccentric is moving the piston forward there

is certainly a space between the eccentric and the

hindmost roller, but after the piston has moved half-

way along the cylij;ider this distance diminishes, until

at the end of the stroke the rear roller is actually in

contact with the eccentric, and ready for the pressure

of the return stroke. I have not provided for a com-

mutator, but, instead, a complete insulated ring

mounted on the drum and connected to the sparking

plugs. The electric circuit is completed by an insu-

lated switch mounted on the side plate, which makes

contact with the ring when necessary to start the

turbine.

Heat Generated and Method of Control.

Mr. Grunwell thinks that the heat generated will

be very destructive. . Why ? The two exhaust slots ai*

very large, occupying together about half the area of

the rim of the drum, so that the hot exhaust gaseS'

escape easily, immediately, and silently. Of course,

the heat lost is very great, but surely this means thai

the turbine is correspondingly cool. As in ordinai)i

internal combustion engines, it is the pressure that-as

utilised, not the heat, and that engine is the_ h^'
which disposes of the heat in the best and quickest

way. 'f\

With regard to the absence of control over tbiel

petrol supply, the demand of the turbine for petrol x
purely automatic, depending entirely on the speed dj

the drum, which is in turn controlled by the throttMl

No doubt the turbine could be regulated quite intfel

pendently of the throttle by means of the main petrei

tap. R. E. Morgan..'

-^-•••—^

TWO-STROKE ENGINES IN AMERICA.

I

HAVE been much interested and pleased to note

the progress of the two-stroke engine in England
as portrayed by The Motor €ycle. Perhaps
readers would be interested to hear of my exj>eri-

ences with two-stroke engines in general and two-

stroke motor cycle engines in particular.

My first motor cycle had an engine of the four-stroke

variety, and was one of the first to be used in

California. In r903 I graduated from the four-stroke

to the two-stroke, and I shall never go back to the

four-stroke "engine on any account.

In 1903 I met a man in Oakland, California, who
made two-stroke motor cycles, and I soon became
interested and placed an order for one. At that time

-he only made motor cycles to order, so I liad to wait

several months for delivery.

As soon as I received my machine I started out for

a short trip, but oh ! such trouble. For me the machine
absolutely refused to go at first, and when it did go
it was well nigh impossible to slow it down. However,

after the first week of trouble, things began to improve

and the machine ran all right.

A T-wo=stroke Machine in Use since 1903.

. This machine has now been running since March
3rd, r903, and has carried me many thousands of

miles, over vile roads or no roads at all, without a

bit of trouble. The" cost of repairs has been nil, as

it has never been in a shop. Of course there is abso-

lutely nothing to get out of order in the engine except

the rings and bearings, and none of these have ever

been removed or replaced.
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The belt used is of specially tanned leather, and li

round instead of V. Its diameter is about one~ aho

one-sixteenth inches, and the belt complete costs abpi

ten dollars (two pounds). This may seem expensivi

but these belts seem to last for ever. I run my rouij

belt in 28° V pulleys, and have absolutely no slippiiij

even in rainy weather.

A Single^cylinder 71 h.p. Engine.
My latest motor bicycle is a 1910 racing modfeli

The cylinder bore- and stroke are 3^in^ by 3^ih.i

and the engine develops about •]% bJi.p. The wheel
are 2 Sin. in diameter, and the engine gear ratio i

2j'l to I. This engine develops its rated power a

-2,500 r.p.m., but can be- speeded up to 3,000 r.p.mi

if necessary.

Of course, my touring mount is not so big as this

It has a cylinder with a 3in. bore anJ a 3^ii!i

stroke, and only develops about 4 b.h.p. The weigh;

of the machine is about 185 lbs., of which the engini

weighs 40 lbs. Personally I like -heavy roadsfei

machines, as the lightweight has' not the power ann

speed that I prefer in this country of " no speed limits.

All my machines have single-cylinder engines wit'i

dry battery ignition.

California is nearly ideal for motor cycle touring, i

summer or winter, as we do not know what snow-
cold is like.

Some of the most beautiful scenery in the world, i

to be found in California, and it is not surpassed b
Switzerland or any country I have ever visited.

A. N. Ramsay^
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GRADUA GEAR
Infinitely
variable
and free
engine.

Winner of Coventry Hill Climb.
Winner of Barnsley Hill Climb.
Winner of Herts. County Hill Climb.
Winner of Prince's Cop Hill Climb.
F^astest single cylinder variable

gear at Sutton Bank.

THE GRADUA GEAR WAS
ACCOUNT OF ITS

Winner at Brooklands Inter-'Varsity Races.

Holder of Brooklands Test Hill Record.

Full marks for everything A.C.U. T,000 Miles Trials.

The only gear to carry out an observed traffic ride.

And many other successes.

BARRED IN AN /09 HILL CLIMB ON
EXTRAORDINARY EFFICIENCY.

The Gradua Gear
is only fitted to

ZENITHS,
and made as a conversion set

for

TRIUMPHS.
Full particulars on application.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,

Wcybridgc.

^U

\

THE L.M.C. STARTS LIKE A CAR.
AT HOME

SATISFACTION.

London,
Nov. 2 1st, 1909.

Gentlemen,
I have found the gradient map of

our London ' hillocks. Muswell Hill is

where I tried your excellent Free-Engine
and Pulley. Vou will see that it is a
good test o£ its efficiency to start a

machine from stand still in the middle

with rider and luggage weighing 17 stone

and to take it up to the top. It is as good
a test as y^u want and your Free Engine
can do what a two-speed gear would,
and at a lifth of the cost and weight.

The steepest of the three is Swains
Lane. Needless to say the L.M.C. flew

up it, in fact I ran up on half throttle

except over the steep portion. The
machine, was in full touring condition

and had not had any adjustment for

400 miles. I used standard jet. Highgate
of Hill course was nothing to test it. It

went tip as though it were level ground.
Yours truly,

H.B.

The Ideal Touring Machine.

More practical refinements and
improvements than any standard

motor bicycle.

Price complete with Free engine,

50 guineas.

L.M.C. Machines are designed by Mr.

W. J. Lloyd, formerly Mechanical
Director oj the late Quadrant Cycle

Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

L.IVI.C. FREE ENGINE & AUTO VARIA PULLEY.
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

SUITABLE ANY STANDARD ENGINE, Price 63/-

ABROAD
RELIABILITY.

The Rectory, Condobolin,
New South Wales,

Australia.

Dear Sirs, i3/i2/'o9-

I have now ridden my L.M.C. for

twelve {12) months over some of the

worst roads in New South Wales and in

• all weathers. 1 caimot speak too highly

of its behaviour. I have not had a

single stoppage the whole time. I some-

times ride ninety (90) miles and take

three services in the day. Reliability in

running is a necessity in my work, as

one has to ride against time, allowing

very narrow margins for mishaps. I

have complete confidence in the L.M.C.

motor cycle, and have not the slightest

hesitation in recommending it.

Another pomt in its favour is the

smoothness of its running, the vibration

being reduced to a minimum.

Yours faithfully,

S. N.

The smoothest running machine
made.

Magneto gear driven in dustproof

oil bath.

New footboard ball bearing

starter.

The LLOYD MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO.,

L.M.C. WORKS, 132, Monument Rd., Birmingham.

L.M.C. parts tor original
Qua.dra.nts can be sup-

plied from stock.
New List Printing.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A49
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In ttie case of

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofTices of 'The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach ths offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), on
Tuesday morning previous to the date of issue.

When possible advertisements received at

Coventry on the Wednesday will be inserted.

All letters relatin; to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
Issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are cJassified into dis

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are
for sale m their immediate neighbourhood before goinp
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland- Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancasijire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth,

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge. Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester. Hereford, Radnor, 13recknock, Motunouth,

Glamorgan. Carmarthpn. Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands,

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susses.

SECTION IX.
Somerset. Devon. Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

N0.-2064.—2^ h.p. 1910 PHELON & MOORE, light
weight model, two-speed gear, only once used,
not ridden fifty miles

;
guaranteed 42 Guineas

3^ h.p. 1910 Twin-cylinder PREMIER, once
used only, too powerful for user

;
guaranteed . . £45

No. 2067.—li h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE, mag-
neto ignition, Druid spring forks, condition as
new

; guaranteed. Price, lowest £24 10
No. :!o6o.—3I h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, 1909 model,

nice condition
;

guaranteed 32 Guineas
No. 2000.—3^ h.p. 1909 PREMIER, as new, horn,

,
mirror, toolbag, tools, and number-plates

;

guaranteed 30 Gns.
No. 2001.—3^ h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, standard

model, in very good condition ^ . . . . 33 Gns.
No. .3002.—3-i h.p^ 1909 BAT, spring frame and

forks, magneto, Continental non-skid tjnres, as

i

new
;

guaranteed 35 Gns,
No. 1973.—3w h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Clincher

studded tyres, usual tools, in excellent condi-
tion

; guaran teed £35
No. '1977-—3^ h.p. 1910 ARNO, magneto, B. and

B. handle-bar controlled carburetter, spring
forks, Continental non-skid tyres ; this machine
has only been run twenty miles

;
guaranteed . , £35

No. 1979.— 2-|- h.p. Magneto F.N., h.-b. control,
spring forks and spring seat, in excellent con»
dition

;
guaranteed £17 10

No. 1982.-3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 190S, magneto,
h.-b. control. Clincher tyres, .in excellent con-
dition

;
guaranteed £32

No. 1941.—3* h.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH,
Palmer Cord tyre on front, new Palmer Cord
rubber-studded on back, usual tools ; guaranteed £36

No. 1952.—3I-4 h.p. BAT Racer, M.O.V., mag-
neto, 1909, one of the fastest 3^ h.p. machines !

ever been raced on Brooklands, fitted with Cowey
speedometer, lately the property of H. H. Bowen

;

guaranteed ; £28
No. 1961.-3^ h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH i9o8engine,
magneto, Roc two-speed gear, lamps, horn, etc.,

in first-class condition
;
guaranteed 30 Gns.

No. 1967.—3.J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 26in,^wheels,
good tyres, engine, enamel and plating as new

;

guaranteed 20 Gns.
No. 1926.—3^ h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto,

Truffault forks, Pexigeot engine
;
guaranteed .. £25

No. 2032.—2 h.p. New 1909 Standard MOTO-KEVE 28 Gns.
No. 2033.—5 h.p. VINDEC, Roc two-speed gear,

magneto, lamp, horn, two toolbags, pump,
enamelled cream, smart machine . . . .' 28 Gns,

No. 2006.—5 h.p. 1908 TWIN VINDEC, rubber-
studded tyres, magneto, adjustable pulley, tool-

bag, tools, and horn
;
guaranteed £25

No. 2007.—3J h.p. BROWN, Whittle belt, long
bars, low seat, horn, toolbag, etc.

;
guaranteed 10 Gns.

No. 2010.—3^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, h.-b. control,

spring forks, g«»od tyres, horn, toolbag, and spare
belt

;
guaranteed 18 Gns.

No. 2011.—5-6 h.p. A.C. Tricar, 1909 model, with
lamps, horn, and apron, as new Offers

No. 2014.—3-^ h.p. Bat-engin^ Motor Cycle, Chater-
Lea No. 6 frame, round ^brass tanks, footboards,
Continental tyres, very smart machine

;
guaran'd £15

No. 2018.—25- h.p. WHITLEY, vertical engine,
26in. wheels, low frame

;
guaranteed £6 10

No,. 2019.—3i h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., good tyres, enamel,
plating, engine, etc., perfect

; guaranteed £20
No. 2021.—3i-4 h.p. MATCHLESS J.A.P., over-
head valves, magneto, J.A.P. carburetter, Druid
forks, good tyres, footrests, horn, toolbag,
carrier, and stand, as new

;
guaranteed 28 Gns.

No. 2013.—3^ h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, standard
model, excellent condition, with Cowey speedo-
meter

; guaranteed £38
No. 2024.—3i h.p. 1909 MINERVA, magneto,

spring forks, in very good condition ;
guaranteed £25

No. 2025.—5 h.p. RILEY Tricar, open frame, wheel
steering, two speeds, quantity of spares, three
lamps, horn, etc., a very smart lot

;
guaranteed £38

No. 1993.—2j h.p. Genuine DE DION BAT, good
tyres, lamp, horn, speedometer, toolbag, and
tools

; guaranteed £12 10
No. 1994.-3^ h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Glmcher non-

skid tyres, Mabon free engine, horn, spare belt

and spare adjustable pulley
;
guaranteed 36 Gns«

No. 2027.—3i h.p. New 1909 Standard EXCEL-
SIOR

;
guaranteed £37 10

Machines O'fFcred in this co'umn a.re
grua.ra.nteed by VVa.uchope's.

First Checiue secures ea.ch Ba.rg'a.in.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, LONDON, E.G.
Phone : 5,777 Holbom. Telegrams :

" Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES*
For the convenience of advertisers, Ictiers mav

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " 0&
When this is desired, 2d. will be ciiarged for registrar
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be s

for forwarding replies* Only the number will appea
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, '*

QUO, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or it

" Londo
is added to the address, then to the number given,
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

.

^m- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -*e
Persons who hesitate to send money to uiiKuovvn peiS

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves o('

Ucposit System. If the money be deposited with "'

Motor Cycle," both parties are advised o( this receipt, i

'

upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance of*

goods, the money is forwarded less a chi^ree of is.

registration. 'Ihe time allowed for. a decision after reo
of the goods is three days, and if no sale is'effected, e

party to the transaction pays carriage one way, l-oc

transactions exceedm;^ £10 in value, a deposit fee

2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit matters are dealt \

at Coventry, an- cheques and money orders should'

made payable to llifle and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive*

answer to their enquiries are requested to. regard n

silence as an indication that the goods advertised
'

already been disposed ol. Advertisers often recdyel

many enquiries that it Is Quiie impossible to reply to ^

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALEl
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, s

Westmoreland.

MINEE.VA Motor Cycle, 3h.p.. good running Xiu

£11, or best offer-—Walker iiros.. OoL-kermoii

3h-p- Fafuir Motor Cycle, new tyres, long handle-b
low seat-pillar, footboards, climb anything, gntBti

teed perfect) tools, etc; £17.—Todd. Wolsingham, -3

ham.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

*1 O09 Triumph, good as new; £39.— Sproat, BaWdXV Leed^.

5JLh-p. Twin N-S-TJ., magneto, spring forks; £14l
2 Horner. 28, Builey Hd- Leeds-

3ih.p. r. and M.. 1908, in splendid order; £30-^
2 3,998. The. Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1 QIO Twin Premier, new; £45: cash with orderj.
JLij exchanges.—Evic Cycle Co., Whittingrham. Pres''

"I Q09 Brown, 5ih-p-. ma^eto. handle-bar control,.
J-%f condition; £29.—Cross,' Triumph Agent. Boti

hiua

7 h.p. Pengeot. Druids. Brown and Barlow H.B.
trol. perfect; £23—Hall. 26, Oxford Bd., 'Wateii

Liverpool.

PHELON" and Moore- 1908, S^h.p., H-B- control:

good condition, spares; £32.—DearloTe. Their

Harrogate.

IQIO Triumphs, uuernted: £45 15s.. ^^,^XU order; no exchanties^—Evic Cycle Co., whitti

ham, Pieston. ,

"

3ih.p. Rex. fast, reliable, condition as new: \.-,
2 Anderson. ^846, Chester Rd- Gorse HilL'Stretl*

Manchester.

FOR Sale, two 1908 Triumphs, in first-clasa.«

tion.—For particulars, apply J. L- Balmfl
Ormskirk, Lanes.

HALLFAX—Rex motor cycles, 100 to select fr

£5 to £75; special list on application — In

Exchange. Westgate, Halifax-

MANCHESTER Motorists can obtain Ariel, 1

bury, Douglas, Norton. E.M.C two-strok& 3

official agent, Gonrlay. Fallowfield.

A FEW 1909 New Bradbury S^h.p. Motor Cycles, J

one 1908 Bradbury, Ssh-p., aecmnulator i^ri

perfect order, £18.

3ih.p. Minerva, with Phcenix two-speed sear, an :

2 sidecar mnehine; £20.

i^ OOD 34h.p. Minerva, perfect condition: £16-

i^OOD o}h.p. Bat Tricar, very handy machine: ii:

/~^ OOi) stock of Tyres, tubes, belts, horns, etc

SOLE Agent for the famous Bradburys ; good all^
for old machines in exchange—Parry, 68, fl(

St., Oldham.

\^o In answering these advertisements %t is dcf'irnh/e to mention " T7ie Motor Cycle..^
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iOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 lUON-EAT. magneto. I'aliuer tyros, low build
J East, aad reliable; £X5-—Hall. Colvillo Dairy, Tal-

i(. a., w.
JBLE, 3bp.. M.O-I.V-, good running order; sell or
^ibxuliauge; £6 10s.— S. Green, 145, Manor Bd.,
t( ley-

I'MPSTEAD for Bargains.—We iiudertake gradaiil

J piiymenis or excJianges-—Address.' 5, Jtxeath St-

i]
2678 P.O.

a,MPSTEAD.—1909 Triumph, splendid condition
3 studded tyres, all aticesounes ; s,^o, special bar-

i.

a'MPSTEAD.—1909 23h.p. Douglas, magneto and
i| spring iorka, all accessories, new condition; £28.

1MP3TEAD.—3h.p. N-S-TT-, splendid condition,
J with all accessories; bargain price, £10.

1 MPSTZAD.—4;h.p. F.N.. splendid condition, with
J dl accessories, late model; bargain, £*i4.

1 lUPSTEAD—Sole London agents for Lincoln Elks.

Jill models in stock; special pr.eo to .trade-

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

ie, Westgrate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 700. lolograms; " HorJectloa."

BrEind r«ew 190S

IMPSTEAD lor all latest 1910 models; gradual jj ]j p o.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with hood,
3 payments or excJianges; delivery trorn stock

; jatnps, tojls, and spares £60. Exchanges considered.
I .itini

JMPSTEAD-—Trittmph. stli.p.. 1907, new tyres

Jil'leauid condition; £26; all accessories.

3MPSTEAD.— 5-61i.p. F.N.. 1909. splendid condi-

tion, all accessories; £29 10s.; 4jn.B. I''.N..

ti'.odel. £28.

lMP3T"AD.-3th.p. Falnir, M.O.T.,
JjiiaLer-Lea frame; £13, all accessories.

very low.

1909 Rex«S. 1S09
j

Brand ^ew and fully guaranteed.
1909 Slh.p. Touris, 1EX £35
1909 3* h.p. REX Dii LUXE, two-speed £45
1909 5 h.p. REX BE LUXE, two-speed £48

I

1910 REXtS. From £42. Liberal Exchanges.
' D liveriei f-om Stock.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.h.p. Rex, 1908, magneto, spring forks, low. and

2 powerrul; £18.—Augarao. 59. Eobsart 8t.. Brixton

KERRY. 23h.p., good going order, tyres fair. Wbittl
belt. F.JSr. carburetter; £5.-168, High St-, Oroydnn

£6-—2Sh.p. Brown, 2iiu. Palmers, in going order

;

giving up-—Motor, 42, Elmdale Rd-, Palmers (ircen.

N.

3 h.p. Lightweight Motor Cycle, equal to new, £12 10s-.
or terms arranged-—115. Boundary Ed-, St. John'--

vVood.

41.h-p. Twin Minerva, perfect order; £18; part ex-
2 change cycle.—Ellis, 112. Canbury Park Rd.

Kingston.

4 h.p. Clement, magneto, spring forks, h-b. coniro!
26 by 2J. tyres; 14 guineas-—Pinky House, Clap-

ham. S.W-

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N.. IJh.p., magneto, perfect, every
thing as new; any trial; £17- — Heather Oaks.

Sanderstead-

WHITTLES.-Roc, 1909, 4h.p-. M-O.V., magneto
clutch, two sTjeeds, H-B. control, spring forks,

nearly new; £30-

TTyHITTLES—Minerva, 4^h.p., twin^ M.aV-. spring-

forks, runs well; extra cheap. £16 163.

LITTLES—Rex do Luxe, 5-6h.p-, ti

Roc clut^uj. as new; sacrifice £26.

.alL> OAi-C lVIAOI-IIIMEi>.
igog s h.p. TWIN REX. nearly new £32
igoS Twin Tourist REX, magneto, £26
rgo8-g four-cvl." F.N., fine condition £25
igo8 Two-speed REX DE LUXE, new £40
rgoS REX DE LUXE, magneto, extra good £29

MPSTEAD—1909 late^Mcto-Reve, new condition, 1907 Twin magneto REX, spring forks £20
, .. o^- „..., ..„! K.,

1907 5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16
6 h.p. Twin N.S.U.. magnelo. spring forks £24
7-8'h.p. Iwin MINERVA and N.S.U. Sidecar £29

rSTEAD.-Sih.p. 1908* magneto Res, very low. "^.^^ ^\?^^?,?. V^?^'^^'?!'*' ?P"u^ forks
.

.

£12

-:d.d condition; oflera wanted- 5^ h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, mngneto
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, extra good, R.O.M. .

3MPSTEAD-—1909 Minerva, 3ih-p., magneto and
spring forks, £-7; Lincoln Llk, 1909, magneto.

IV audition, £19 IO3.

IMPSTEAD—5-Ch.p. F.N-,. 4-cyl.. brand new, latest
1^1910 model; £40, with latest improvements.

irith all accessories; £.^3, special bargain.

IITPSTEAD.—3ih.p. Minerva, handle-bar control
l:ocd condition, all accessories; £11.

3

llIl'::TBAp.--1909 Moto-Ecre, shop-soiled only rnu Twin'cLEMENT^r-i'-Ti? f 'rk5°^i-.\ "T.'7.
J two hundred miles ; splendid bar^'aiUj £27. ,. ,^

£24
£18
£9

3 IIPSTEAD—Magneto Triumpi. splendid condi
i .on ; £20.—Key. 5, Heatii St., Hampstead. Tel
iri'.o.

fl ITDES'.—Zenith, 3ih.p-, two-speed ffear, Fafnir en-
gine steel studied rear t}.-es. Clincher front.

U eaildle. sprung frame, an ideal machine; £20.

rgio .^l h.p. Maeneto TRIUMPH. 500 miles £42
igog IRIUMPH, ra?g.e,o ignition £34
1909 3.J h.p. PHELO.'^ tk MOORE £39
1909 3A h.p. Magneto RE.\, nearly new £32
igogi 3^ h.p. RE.X Spi etl King, as new £35
igog'sJ h.p. two-speed HUMBER £32

u( UDES'.—Minorva, 2Jlt.p.. M-O-V., Longuemaire 1908 3I h.p. Magneto REX. soeciai machine .... £24
ciirburetter. "practically new tyres, coil and accu- igo8 li h.p. =-speed REX DE LUXE' £30

UT lu-nuion, BlOO/4 saddle. Gloria belt; £10.
4 h.p." ROC, magneto, clutch, good, h.b. control .. £24

4 'TH"S'.—Minerva, 2rh.p.. A-O-T-T.. Longnemare rgoS 3I h.p. Mag. N.S.U. , spring f^rks, like new.

.

£21
'J

I :irburetter, very good tyres, Bowden valve lifter 4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18
1 9- 3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2}in. Palmers £16

Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., vertical engine, 26in. 3 hp. SIN..ER, V belt, h.t. mig-ieti £16
eels, two brakes, 1908 moaeL B. and B. car- 1907 3' h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £17'
low built; £12. SPE lAL BARGAi.xS.

~"
low 3 h.p. HUMBER. sprav, free engine £10

Longuemare carburetter; £15. 3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10

Humber, 2ih.p., good tyre.s. chain drive, 1906 3} h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V £15

'DES'.
whf

1 'n>:S'.— Kerry, 5h.p., twin, 26in. wheels,
* biiiif, good tyres, Longuemare carburetter;

ms . „_„ __
Hamber pattern carburetter; £9.

^DES'.-
nt £7.

4 K.p. STEVENS, h.b. control, handbrake .... £13

T^T-c, r\ ^ ± ml. " J * 1 13 Ii.p. CLYDE, high tension magneto ignition,
DES'.-Quadiant, 23hj)., good tyres; a bargain .^ ^^^^^ £,rks . . £14

»tV,t-c'' „, • , ,M V . ,„^„ ^ ,
Uj h.p. KERRY, light and low, sprav £9

I ™E.S'.-Trmiuph. 3.Sh.p^ brand new 1909 model
; ,. ^.p. REX 22 frame, re-enamclled, trembler . . £7

'i Usted by makers at £48, our price £40. ,'' beESTON-HUMRER. sorav ' £93 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, spray £9
'DES'—Minerva, 3ihp., 1909 model. Minerva 3^ h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13
."Priiig forks, magneto. aut.imatio carburetter, 2J h.p. Light ARIEL, low build, 26i'i. wheels £8
lUroughout; £26,

2i fi.p L'.OYDS. ve-tical. spray, non-skid £6
IDES'.—Eex de Luxe. Sih.p.. 1908 model, Bosch 2 h.p. F.N. SAROLEA. untested, spray £4 _
magneto, spring forks, cantilever seat. Palmer oij. h.p. EXCELSIOR, h.b. control £6

Monster list on application. Cash orrers considered.
te ;tc.. two speeds, and Roc clutch; £2a
J^ TDES'.—Btowu, 23h.p., magneto, spring forks. Five 5^ h.p. TvViN KtXElB, spring n 1 n -in
^ Inw saaaip position, B. and B. carburetter. Pal- forks, long bars, low frames, aluminium 4- I n Mlerr,... etc; £14-

finish, blue lines, 26in. wheels oO I U . I U
jl": TDFS'—F-N.. l^hp.. Teitical. 1908 model, spring Grand sidecar machines. Exchanges or easy payments.

tm-'sf^"^^"'
!'"«*"='""' °^^ tyres, very fine EASY PAYM E...-r S.

,

J.-r^^c, ,, , , , ,, -^ . T J. T , -,, E / weekly and reasonable deposit secures any or

1' b°feo;S,*.°1^??%b^^i;'- ^S,',!;|,'l/'!^!'.'e.'^';±: IP./" thps-^ niachines. All tested-d r^dyfor the road^

2I h.p, Ariel .'. £9 13
2} h.p. Werner .

.

£8 10
3.V h.p. Werner £13 10
2I h.p. M.M.C. £9 10
2 h.p. Humber £3 10
3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10
3A h.p. Excolsior £9 10

,

bar control. 26in. wheels. Clincher tjTea, mag- ' n u - -n^ ^u ,,. c-jn n
fruition, very fine order and condition; £19-

| h Clvde
*

£15
|i^ JDES'.-Clyde, 23h.p.. vertical engine, M-O-V., '5 h'p Arief £10

.S.,?Z^^4)iT"°^^''' ^' ^"^ ^' ^^r*'^^^^^^' '^'0'^ 3 hip! Humbe;".. £10ujjraer, ii5.
,^j j^ p_ j^^^ ^^q ^q

|fl; TDES'.—Singer, 3h.p., vertical engine, good tyres. 2i h.p. Lloyd's .... £7 10* Bosch magneto, handle-bar control, tank recently ^| h p Rover £14
ailGd; will clear nt £13 for cash- j| h.p-' M nerva .... £9 10
JS] T3ES'.—Minerva. 3ih.p., vertical engine, magneto.
'* (Spring forks, Palmer cord tyj-es, Brooks ElOO
|U« handle-bar control; £22.

Any reasonable exchange co-isidered. Room wanted.
,io-r2h.p. 'wo-ryiin--'er t^RUSH car £39 10

Ll, IDES'.—Antoine. 4h.p.. Mabon clutch, long bars, 4! h.p. BRADBURY w.c. tricar, two-speed £35
, I'f.ndle-bar control, very good tyres. 26in wheels, 5I h.p. w.c. two-speed REXETTE. like new £24 10
-'TsitioD; £15. 5^ h.p. Twin REX, fitted Mills-FuVford Forecar . . £14 10
RIDES'—N-S-0.. 4h.p.. twin-cyl., low built, Bosch miSCELLan OUS.
,

"^^^°^*°- 1908 model; £27. New B.&B. carbu" t?r h.b "ontr" £1 5
WjJDES'.-N.S.D., 3ih.p.. magneto, girder forks, New AMAC .. „ £0 19 6
'*: 26in. wheels, good running oraer; £17. Newlargesize LYCETT'S motor saddle £0 9 6
LTl 'DES' Motor Mart, 136. Great Portland St., Lon- ^9^0 Spring Fo'ks, fi tall Rex machines

;
pamphlet

"*j don. ft. Tel. : 552 Mayfair- Telegrams. " Abdi- on applicalion 39/6:
**e London, also at Halifax. .Roc Speed Gear, to fit Triumph £5 0|

VTr^HITTLES—Rex do Luxe, 5-6h.rj.,_ twin, magneto.

WHITTLES.—F-N. 1909 l^h-P- Lightweight, spring
forks, magneto, nearly new; sacrifice £19 19s.

WHITTLES.—F.N-. 4ih.p., 4-cyl., magneto, aprlnt:

forks, new R-O-M. tyre; bargain, £25.

WHITTLES.— Minerva, 2-;h.p., M O-V-, Chater-Lea
gooa order; £6 15s.; exchanges entertained.—

[Whittles Motor Excha,ige, Earlsfield. 'Phone. 711 Post

I

Wimbledon.

N.S.TT-, 2^h-p-, splendid machine. 2i Peter-Unions; any
examination-here; bargain. £12 IO3.—26, Khartouiii

iRd.. Ilford, E.

TRIUMPH. 1909. new July, run 1.400 miles, perfect
nearest £35 10s. cash.—Parsonage. Dale Grove,

I

North Finchley.-

33.h.p- Kerry. long handle-bars, Brooks 150 saddl-

4 perfect condition ; bargain, £15—15. Allenbj
Rd-, Forest Hill-

3 h.p. Clyde, long bars, footboards, enamelled grey
tyres and plating very good; £8 10s—Moore, cyclr

repairer, Surbiton.

IQIO Triumphs and 1910 Humbers in stock; youi
Xt/ present machine and cash for one.^128. High
Rd., Tottenham.

1O09 Triumph, new condition, and' tot of spares; £40
I

X»7 no offers.—Box LI,323, The Motor Cycle Offices.

'20. Tudor St.. E-C
31.hp- Quadrant, perfect condition, spring forks

2 Whittle belt, tyres good; £15.—Franklin. 28. Nor
manton Rd.. Croydon-

3j^hi). Yindec Special. Bosch magneto, brand new Dun
2 laps, new belt, spares, in first-class condition; £20

—A. Staples, Woking.

1 O^^ Triumph, like new. very little 'ii^cd. vinnci
At/ Dashwood hill-climb; £37.-53, Ein^sley Av.

I \*0et Ealing. London.

3ih.p- N-S-U.. spring forks, good tyres, aecumulatoi
2 ignition, splendid order; £12; trial-—Jermy

Friiuley Green, Surrey.

3 ill.p. Triumph, very carefully used, grand order- am
2 condition ; £50 ; seen appointment only.—C-S-

19. Cheriton Sq-. Balham-

1 Q 10 Twin Rex de Luxe, Palmer cord. Amac, nen
X.fJ grand chance, spares ; £57.-48. Londesborougl
Rd-, StJke Newington. N-

51.h-p. Twin N.S.U.. magneto, free engine, spleudii

2 condition, new tyres; sacrifice £17-—'* Oroya

'

Minster Rd., Biomley, Kent.

TRIUMPH, 1909, complete with lamp, horn, an<

spares ; 38 guineas, or nearest ofEer.—Spring, Latc-A

mere Rd., Kingston. Surrey-

1 Q08 Triumph, Clincher rubber studded, new, perfei-

At/ tion; anv trial; accessories; £26 lOs-—Letters
23, Siddons Rd- Tottenham.

TRIUMPH, 1910. never on road; unable accept d-i

livery ; sacrifice £44 ; first cheque secures.—Motoi
12. High St., Timbridge Wells-

3ih.p. Auto, good running order, spring forks. Pal
2 mers. Longuemare; £10 10.'*.; jthoto— 6, Spencc

Terrace, Boundary Rd-. Wcking.

TRIUMPH, 1909, splendid condition. Clincher tyrc.-^

Autoclipse lamp. 1 cuiiplete with all accessories; £36
-Pine, Vi-etoria Rd., Guildford.

TRIUMPH, S-lh.p., magneto, handle-bar control. ne%
tubes, rubber belt, fine condition; lowest, £25--

29, Queen's Av., Muswell Hill.

"I Q09 Sh.p. Special Twin Rex, enamelled grey, coudi
A*/ tion as new; only wants seeing; bargain, witi

spares. £29 10s-— 16. Haverstock Hill.

F.N., 4-cyl., 4ih.p-. 1908, carefully used, splendid con
dition throughout. Palmer cords; £28, great bar

gain-—41. Ashf ( rd Rd.. Crirklewond.

In anffwering fJiesp. adr^PvtiAemfnU it iff <1ps:irahle io mpntion. " Thp Motor' C}/cle. A53
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.b-p. Fal'nir. M-0-V-. Lon^uemare carburettei,

2 Clinciier tyres, lootrests. gooa condition; £11.—
6. Islip St.. Kentisii Town. N.\A -

3ih-p. Quadrant, 4Ii-p. twin AVeiner, spring forks, good
2 tvres ; Kauted. a go.d tricar, wlieel steering.

—

K.T., 65, Witkliam St., Rochester, Kent-

3ih-p- Fafnir. Chater-Lea frame, spring forks, handle*
2 bar control, guaranteed excellent condition; £15-—

Thomson, Scuttington Manor, Sittingboume-

O 3.h-p. Exeelsior-Minerva, Watawata, Longuemare, CHn-
/V4 chers, B irrlen control excellent condition; £9
10s-; appointment.— 1. Townley Ed-, Dulwich.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauch.pe's. 9. Shoe Lane^

Fleet St.. Ivcndon (just ofl Imdgate Circus)-

"IQIO Triumph, Premier, F-N.. and Motc-Reve; in-
-i-f stant delivery: best prices in exchange; send par-
ticulars-— Batchelor and Co., Clarence St-. Kingston-

1 Q08 (December) 3ih-p. Tourist Rex, E B. engine,
-l-i' B- and B- h-b. control, fast, and splendid hill-

cliinber; £21-—L. Selway, Turner's Hill, Cj^esuunt-

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p.. magneto, etc., 1907 machine, but
scarcely been used, all onares and acces-si-rie;; : £25-

—SQ^n at the Garage, opposite Station^ Soutii Ealing-

3ih.p. Vindec^ magneto, spring Torks- perfect, £14;
2 i;hp- wolf lightTceiffht, only run 103 miles, £17.

—Mitchell, 14, High St-. Rusthall. near Tunbridge Wells.

3ih-p. Rex. spring forks. Shamrock-Gloria belt. Con-
2 tinental tyres, excellent condition, and perfect

running order; £ 1 3-—Herbert, High St., Ongar. Essex-

3h.p. Auto, fine smart machine, grey finish, spring
forks. Price's stand, lamp, and spares; £13 iOs-;

seen any evening--51, Lansdowne Rd-, South \\ oodford-

23.h.p De Bion, fitted with Ruthardt magneto and
4 engmn piaies aajustable pulley, in splendid

order; £8.—Franli Whitaker, Green St- Green, Orping-
ton-

5-6h-p- Twin Sarolea Motor Cycle, free engine, DaTidson
tanks, Peter-Union tyres, suitable for sidecar, in

splendid conditioH; £15. — Sear, Chingford Rd-, South
Chingford-

3h-p. W. and P-, Chater No- 6 frame, spring foot-
boards, accumulator, i leather belt, in splendid con-

dition
; £12; exchange part-—Page, 74, Ea,st Hill. Uart-

ford. Kent-

M0T03AC0CHE, splendid running order, tyres as
uew. ben new, spare valves- and tyre; £17 -IO3.

;

oMner bought ear-—H-, 28. Springfield Kd- Kingston-
on-Thames- _
3ih-p. 1909 Triumph.. Cowey speedometer. Triumph

2 lamp, and horn ; 33 guineas, with coaiplete set of
tods—Seen at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,
London, E-C-

"|Q07^Twin Rex, in splendid condition, magneto,
-LtJ tjpring forks, cantilever seat. 2i tvres; £15-
l-^a.rs. rr after 3—A-E-B-, 119. High St.. Camden
Town, N-W.

jOHASE'S 5h.p. Racing Decart engine and carburetter.
^-^ in new Bat spring frame and forks, new tvres. etc,
very fast and flexible; £17—Parfchurst. Holwood Rd-,
liromley, Kent-

fT-9hp. Peugeot Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea parts, low
• b lilt, powerful, Brooks spring seat. Whittle belt;

price, lowest, £15—At "Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
-St-, London, E-C-

MINERVA, 3ih.p., spring forks, B-B. H-B. controlled
car:.nretTer splendid condition, good hill-cliimber.

very reliable, .spares, etc.; £15.—H- Mills, 160. Manor
Park Rd-. NW-
TRIUMPH. 1909. spring seat-pillar, lamp, horn, all

spares. Riches tubes, little used, guaranteed perfect
conditirn and running order; £38.—Lieut- Leslie, R.N-
College, Greenwich-

MINERYA. 22h.p., lonj, low. pnwerful, Continen'-als.
Brooks, Eic».s tube, spring lorks, spnng saddle

perfect condition, recently overhauled; £3-—Sorrell. 6.
James St-, Rochester.

N.S-U-, latest. 1910 raodel. 6h.p., two speeds, spring
fcrks Palmer cord tj-res and tubes, not done 100

miles: £60. or take lower power part payment--Letters,
J-S.. 73. St- Mary Axe, E-C-

17"INDEC, 5hp.. magneto, Mabon clutch, handle-bar
control, rubber covered footboards, in perfect con-

dition: fwner buying higher power same make; a bargain,
£25—North London Garage, Corsica St., N-

N-S-U. 5-6h-p- Twin, new last August, Bosch magneto,
26 by 2? tyres, only been riu^-en lour times, un-

soiled, all accessories and spares ; a genuine bar-
gain, £27—1, Wblsingham Gardens South Faling. W.
41h-p- Minerva, B. and B., Palmer cords, spring

2 forks, winner Jarrott and MC-C- Challenge Cups,
perfect condition; £26; R-O M. synchronised contact,
10s., new.~66, London Rd-, Twickenham.

TRIUMPH, 3ih-p., 1907. magneto, two-.speed. free en-
gine and .=idecar. new steel studded Michelins and

tubes throughout, in grand order, H.B. control, power-
ful lamp, etc.; £30.—J. W. Lewsey, 80, Durants Rd.
Ponders End-

OQ 9s. — Lightweight. 2ih-p-, in excellent running^ *y order, can De ridden away, spare tube, coveir,
tools, lamp carrier-stand, horn, etc- ; bargain

; giTea
away.—Salesman. 168. Wandsworth Rd., S-W-, 5 minutes
from Vauxhall Station-

PREMIER MOTOAS
3| h.p. Twins, 50 gns.

We stock these lovely machines and can
give finfe quotations.

1908 6 h.p. ROC, magneto and 2 speeds.. £30
iQO^ 3jh.p. TRIUMPH-ROC, 2-specd g.-ar £36
rgoS Twin REX, magneto, very low £25
rgog 5 h.p. Twin REX, fine machine .... £32
1909 ditto, quite new, unused - £36
igio 6 h.p. CLYNO, brand new. Offers wanted,
^'-Sh.p. Twin MINERVA, M.O.V., fine

macTiine £25
6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc 2 speeds £22
1909^ Twin REX Racer, lovely goer £35
igogi 3^ h.p. REX Racer, soiled only £32 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, h.b. conttol £19 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 20" wheels £16 10
3^ h.p. VINDEC, magneto, Nala 2 speeds. . £19
Any of the above fitted with one of our new

Sidecars for £4 17s. 6d. extra.

19
19

SOLO MOUNTS.
igio 3^ h.p. REX, slightly soued. OSers wanted.
1910 3J- h.p. PREMIER, twin-cylinder 50 Gns.
igog 3i h.p. REX, R.O.M. tyres £30
1908 3^ h.p. REX, ahnost like new £22
1908 35 h.p. GRITZNER, mag., free engine £18
1908 REX Lightweight, fine condition £17
1907 3i h.p. REX, lovely goer, very smart £15 15
3i h.p. REX, M.O.V. spray £10 10
3* h.p, 1906 REX, M.O.V., spring forks . . £14
3J h.p. Low REX, M.O.V., h.b. control . . £11

3I h.p. REX, Bosch magneto, fine goer. . . . £12

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
190S N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto . . £17
1909 MOTOSACOCHE, soiled only £24
igoS REX Featherweight,-magneto £18

97. flnuin SECURES ANY OF T->ESE.%0 UUWII BALAi>CE S/-perWE£K.
3A h.p. Clarendon . . £9

1 sj h.p. humber . . £9

3I h.p. Re.x f9
. 3i hp- R«, M.O.V. £11

3i Centaur. M.O.V. £9 4 h.p. King £9

FARRAR'S HALIFAX SIDE-CARS
S4 17s, 6d. complete with best tyres. Guaran-
teed 12 months. An ideal winter attachment, quite
rigid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. No side-

slip. Beautifully sprung on double c spring.

Approval anywhere. Send for descriptive circular.

Don't buy until you have seen ours.

IMPOftTnWT.—For a few diys, we will accept your
old sidecar or trailer in part payment.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAU
7-9h.iJ. N-L-G.-Peugeot, just plated and enamelled

done 1.500 miles, Sj Continental Model de Co
y:uaritnteed in first-clasa condition, fart nmcijiao-
examination allowed; £28. — Scott, 45, Baalbec
litflibury.

THE Eastern Garage Company. 418, Romford
Forest Gate, are agents tor all leadintr mat(

motor cycles, 1910 Triumphs, Res. P- and it- Doi
Kt?rry-Abin^dons in stock- Second-hand macbinea 1

in part payment. The following selection are exci
value

:

09 Rex Tourist. 3ih.p-, new, J.A.p. lubrir
latest improvements ; £35-—Below.

09 Tourist Eexes, Sih-p-. with all aceessoiies:
eacn-—Below.

1 Q08 Rex. 3ih.p., T-T- engine, magneto, spring iXtf ruober studded tyre, all accessories, ana t
£20.—Below-

1 Q06 Rex 3Jh-p.. spring forks, in guaranteed cXU tion; £12.—Below.

I Q09 Triumphs, with first-class accessories; £35X «7 —Below.

1 Q08 Triumph, Brocks padded saddle, guaiaXtf penecti £29—Below.

"j Q09 J-A-P., 4h.p.. M.O-I-T., J.A-P. adjustable
-LV ley, Bosch magneto, Chater frame and s
iorks. Palmer tyres. H.B- control not done 300 )

including accessories; £32-—Below.

"IQOS J.A.p., 4h.p., Bosch magneto, Chater i
J-^ Druid spring forks, footboards, studded'
AuTOclipse lamp, etc.; £26-—Below.

1 n09 F-N., 4-cyI.,, F-N- footrests, H-B. 00
J-*^ R.O M. combination tyre, -with nearly new>
car; £35.-Below.

1Q09 Peugeot. 5h.p-, Chater, adjustable f•i*^ R-O M- and Palmer cord covers, - D^Tt
gauges and tillers, F.R.S. lamp; £20-—Below.

.

1 Q09 Minerva, 3ih.p., entire handle-bar control,
Xt/ neto. spring toiks, Amac c-arburetter, grey |i

condition perfect; £26.—Below-

06 Minerva. 2Jh-n.. Bowden H.B. controh^p
- oraer. guaranteed; £12.—Below.

"1007 De Dion, 2ih.p., spring forks, rubber Bt
-Lt/ tyre, light low machine, splendid coiU'i

spares; £12.—Below-

IN addition to the above the Eastern Garage Cq(
a niULiber of machines at prices ranging iron

Please favour us with a vidt at 418, Eomfoidi
Forest Gate, or telephone, Stratford 10. Tele|
Egaraco. London.

Qih.p. Century Lightweight, perfect, £5:"3l
-^2 nir, new tyres. £14: 3in.p. M-M.C-Bi
4;h.p. Stevens. Osborne four-s:
built sidecar, £17
Fnlham-

19

complete, wQi
Smith. 16, Triangle, Bishiig

SPECIAL PURCHASE.

5 only. Brand New 1909.

53- h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with
hood, Iamp5, tools, and spares, £60 eacn.

MagaL'to ignition ^5 extra.

ACCESSORIES, Etc. Get my List. POUNDS SAVED.
S. D.

6 h p water-cooled engine 99

2J h,p, standard engine 35

if h.p. Minerva engine 25

2^ h.p. Monarch engine 35
28 X 2 or 2I: Dimlop Wired Covers 11 6
Lycett's B Tool Bags, shop soiled, each .... 4 6

Smaller Motor Cycle Bags, shop soiled, each..26
"Hella" Gas Lamps with separate generator 14 6

"Camel" V Belting, l^in. or rm., per foot. ... 1 3

Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5 6
Enamelled Mudguards, with stays, etc., pan 2 11

Three-note ' Fanfare" Horns, very penetratmg 7 6
Clincher Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2iin., each,

29/-. Clincher Tubes, all sizes, with valves, 4/11
each. New Loop Frames for vertical engine, 30/-

each. rgoQ Amac Carburetters, h.b. control. 19/6
each. igro Brown & Barlow, ditto, 28/- each.

Large Motor Cycle Saddles, to clear, 5/- each. Fotc-

car Attachment, 26in. wheels, £4. Premier High-

tension Magneto, new, 59/6. Bosch Magneto, igio
pattern, £3 15;

A54 In aiuiuering fTiese advertisements it

Higli-class Machines Wanted. Cash Wal^g,

E. I=-ARRAR,
Albion Works, Sauare R<4m HALIFAX.

Telephone gig.

desirable to mention

4-CTL. F.N-. perfect condition, footboards. '&|i
leleratcr, automatic carburetter, adjustable^!

proved induction pipe, and silencer, new DunI6j» L
^nglebert front, lamp, tools, spares, etc-; £22-—J a
12, Grotto Rd- Twickenham.

CLEARA:N"CE.—25h.p. Kerry. £8 IO3. ; 6h.p. twi i>-

toine, £17 10s-; 2Jh p- Brown, £8 IO5.;
Quadrant. £4 lOs-; 2ih-p. J A-P-, £8 10s-; 2;ii.p.

nix. magneto, two speeds, £14 IDs.; exchanges;
call. OT write; trials.-128, High Rd-, Tottenham. '

1982. Tottenham-

3ih.p. Minerva, new sis months ago, not ridde
2 miles, absolutely perfect, two accumulators

by new rigid devic^, no terminals to fi^), Mabon
and pulley. Continentals, carrier, stand, and all s

£25 ca.=h, a real bargain; any evening by appointn -

S. Blenkarn. 58, Cromwell Rd.. Beckenham.

8h-p. Minerva, £25; 4^h-p. Minerva. £20; fore

fit either machine, 90s-: 2ih.p. Minerva, £]
h.p. magneto F-N- lightweight, £20 ; Motosacoche,
Rover fjrecar. £18 ; 3h-p. Quadrant, vertical '

spring forks, low frame. £12; 8h p. Biiehet pacing
£35 ; sidecar, £4--Seen at, ox further particular;

The Cripps Cycle and Motor Co-. 24-28. Wrodfori
Forest Gate, London, E. Tel-: 75 Stratiord.

COMPLETE Outfit--3ih,p. Minerva, nearly neiv

tinental, Palmer cord, unpunetured. Lycett
and carrier. Lyso belt, Price's stand. G. and A.
matie h.b-e-, voltmeter, Autoclipse lamp and gen

pare belt, plug, valves, chain, pulley, etc-, all ne'

numerous spare parts, etc. ; expert examination in

receipts shown; trial; purchaser need buy nothiBc
£18 10s—S. Perkins, 161, High Holborn, W^C

SECTION IX.

somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall

TRIUMPH and Motosacoche. 1910 model? ir

cash, exchange, deferred payments.— L»;il

Weymouth.
4h.p. 2-cyl. Motor Bicycle, Kerry engine, thor ^

first-class cjndition. cheap for cash, or si •
exchange.-Geo- Pollard and Co-, Ltd-, Tannton-

QUADBANT- 3ih-p-, 1910 model, equal new, g ^
teed; £38; approval ; deposit ; or exchange «

Douglas-—p. Thorne. Brunswick. Tiverton.

TWIN Yindec, Truflault, ?pring forlts, magnet.

speed gear, free engine. 2?in- tyres, stoni

carrier, tyres, tubes and engine -perfect, with r

ford sidec-ar, 2i tyre; £37, or ofler.—Dan
mouth-

^TTie Motor Cycle.'''

J
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THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

fJtjjUDARY 7th, 1910
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THE following is a list of the entries received to

date for the International Tourist Trophy Race,
to be held'on Thursday, May 26th:

H. A. Collier, winner 1909 (1 Matchless).
W. H. WeUs (2 Indians).

Hendee Manufacturing Co. (3 Indians).

W. 0. Bentley (1 Indian).
IViumph Cycle Co. (3 Triumphs).
C. B. Franklin (1 machine).

Noel E. Drury (1 machine).
H. Collier and Sons (2 Matchless).

Quadrant Motor Co. (1 Quadrant).
Rex Motor Manufacturing Co. (3 Rex).
Scott Engineering Co. (1 two-stroke Scott).

W. H. Bashall (1 Bat-J.A.P.)
J. T. Bashall (1 machine).
H. H. Bowen (1 Indian).

Norton Manufacturing Co. (1 Norton).
S. A. .M. Whitham (1 Triumph).

THE SAFETY OF THE HIGH ROADS.

A CASE of considerable importance to owners of

motor cycles has been settled' by Judge Lumley
Smith, K.C., and a jury. The jury in question

decided that if any person takes up a high road

it is his duty to leave the whole of it so that it is safe

for all forms of road traffic. In the case referred to,

Messrs. Fremlin Bros., brewers, sought to recover ;£i6

14s. I id. from the Rayleigh Gas Co. for damage done
to a motor lorry on Weir Hill, Rayleigh, in September
last. Messrs. Fremlin Bros, consulted the Legal

Department of the Motor Union, and on their advice

Mr. Moresby White was briefed. The plaintiffs' case

was that the wheel of one of their motor lorries, iri'

passing over a portion of the road, sank up to the

axle into a newly-filled trench, rutting the twin tyres

to pieces. I'he ili-t'enilants maintained that tlie driver

of the lorry should have avdided that section of the

road, as it was obvious that the trench had but
recently been filled up. The company had been laying

gas mains, and the road was hand-rammed. Judge
Lumley Smith, however, stated that it was the duty
of an\'one who disturbed the high road, afterwards to

leave the whole of it in safe condition for all ordinary
traffic ; or if, as the defendants contended, wet weather
prevented the newly-laid portion from hardening, it

ought to be kept safe, and steps should be taken to

warn traffic of its unsafe condition. There was
nothing to show that the plaintiffs' lorry was of extra-

ordinary weight. . This decision tends to prove that

county councils are liable for any damage caused by
leaving unrolled stones on the road at night without a
warning light.

THE FIRST QUARTERLY TRIALS OF 1910.

Miss Bprend starting Irom Uxbridge
OD her Moto-Reve ligtitweight.

Climtiing Dashwood under adverse conditions : G. N, Hjggs (A.C. iricar)

and G. H. Lalie (P. and M.)

H. 6. Bell, on the two-spetd F.N.

trioycle. This is the first trlcyol«

to complete the trial.

^s? ^ v^
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Motor Cycles in the Army.

The above is the title of a lecture
which Capt. Battine has kindly under
taker, to deliver before the A.C.U. at
an early date, probably this month.

Motorists' Sympathy.

The Motor Union has voted the sum
of 500 francs towards the relief of the
distress caused by the recent disastrous
floods in Paris.

New and Old Pattern Machine in the Trial.

'I'liere was only one 1910 Rex in the
Quarterly Tri;U. This was ridden by
F. A. Applebee, jun., who accomplished
a non-stop. The machine ridden by P.
W. Applebee, sen., was a 1908 pattern.

The New York Show.
The undermentioned figures, which

refer to the motor cycles exhibited at
the recent New York Show, show the
tendencies and developments in Ameri-
can motor cycle design better than pages
of description. The census was compiled
by the B'u-tji-liiKi Wurld.
Total motor cycle e.xliibitor.s ... 19

Bicycles " 74
Sidecars ... ... ... 2
Delivery tricycles ... ... 2

' Tandem ... ... ... 1

Total machines
One cylinder
Two cylinder
Four cylinder ...

Total
Belt drive, V ...

Belt drive, flat ...

Chain drive
Shaft drive

Total
Battery ignition

Magneto ignition

Total
Automatic valves
Mechanical valves

Total
26in. wheels
28in. wheels

Total

33
14

54
23
2

47
25
7

28
51

... 42

... 37

30
49

79

79

79

79

79

79

Climbing Hills In " less than no time."

A N.S. VV. motor cycle club recer.lly held
a hill-climbiiig eompetitiun on a rise one
mile in length on a ha-idicap basis, but
a rider of a Motosacoche was too gener-
ously treated by the handicappers, for
it was found that by dint of vigorous
pedalling he had actually reached the
summit before his competitor had
started ! To have won, the MotosaL-oche
rider's rival would have had to chmb
the hill "in less than no time," to uso

a colloquialism.

Annual Dinner of the R.A.C. and
Associate Ciulis.

The annual dinner of the R.A.C. and
Associated Clubs took place on I'hui's-

day last at the Connaught Rooms, Great
Queen Street, W.C. the dinner is of
interest to motor cyclists chiefly on
account of the Auto Cycle Union being
one of the most important bodies
affiliated to the R.A.C. Moreover, Mr.
Robert Todd, the chairman of the A.C.U.

;

ilr. F. Straight, the secretary; and other
primiinent members were present. The
Hon. Arthur St;ailey, M.P., was chair-

News from the Cluti

The doings of thirty-four

clubs, representing manj' the

motor cyclists, are recorded in I

issue,

Bolton and District M.C

" Magneto Ignition " was tl

a lantern lectare delivered b
E. Bennett on Wednesday eV(

to a company who as-stnible

annual dinner and social of

club. The attendance numbe
sixty. ,

'

Pneumatic Helnietsj'v

The value of a racing casque,
matic helmet has been brougi

our readers on many occasions,

are several riders who owe th
their forethought in providing )

with what is undoubtedly,!
cyclist's life protector. Onj]
nent the use of a helmet as insi-

and it would be in the inter/

pastime if the A.C.U. would
in the regulations that a casqi)

always be worn.
man m lieu of Prince
Francis of Teck, ^.CSf.0.,^̂ -m^J&^M.)ik )iL)lLM.J&.JiLJ^J^}^M.MJ^
B.S.O., president of the '

], ., ,,, ,,, rr. r„ .n r.
"

A.C.U., who was mi-
avoidably absent, but his

brother, Prince Alexander
of Teck, iv.C.V.U..
D.S.O., sat- on the cha.ir-

man's right. The royal
toasts were proposed by
the Chairman, and that
of " Autumobilisra " by
Sir Henry Norman. Lord
Montagu, in his reply,
mentioned that in future
it \\as necessary to devote
more attention to the
roads, and to endeavour to

improve them as regards
dustlessness, sui-face, and
to straighten out their

curves. Mr. A. Armitage.
J. P., in proposing the
"Houses of Parliament,"
s<iid he hoped that the
Act, which was after all

not such a bad Act,
would be interpreted in

a sensible manner. So
often the treatment of
motorists was different in

the Petty Sessional from
what it was in the police
courts. The Earl of
Clarendon and Lord Claud
Hamilton replied to the
toast, and the latter ex-
pressed it as his opinion
that it was most inad-
visable to impose a tax
upon a thriving industry,
and a tax such as the
petrol Uix was prejudicial
to liome productions. The
toast of " Tlie Chairman "

was proposed by Sir
Edward Henry, Commis-
sioner of Police for the
Metropolis, and was re-

plied to by the Hon.
Arthur Stanley and Prince
Alexander of Teck.

RACING ON MOTO
Motor cycles are used in pr^

illustration shows tlie start of a mo
Peugeot, and urilloa mactuoes wei
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) Tourist Trophy Race.

Ill to the list of entries pub-
i.lie previiius piigi-', tlu' fullow-

jbcc-'ii ix'ceivt'd : J. Alexander

Jaiid F. A. McNab (1 Trump).

ical Taxation Licences.

aders are now writing to ask

cycles used for business pur-

ave e.\empt from these taxes,

ijoi'ity of cases we have to

the negative, as the authori-

hold that only a vehicle con-

ely for the transport of goods

hdise, and incapable of being

pleasure purposes, can be

on an Australian Record.

tley, of Sydney, has made an
1 attempt to lower his own
in Bourke to Svdnev, about

d miles. After covering the

lies, 'to Trangie, in 8h. 25m.,

a bad fall. On recovering, he

md reached Dubbo (238 miles)

;hedule, lib.), but retired at

miles) through another fall.

The T.T. Race Sanctioned.

Last Tuesday a telegram was received

by the A.C.U. granting official permis-

sion of the Highway Board of the Lsle

of Man to hold the International Motor
Cycle Tourist Trophy Race on Thursday,
May 26tli.

Swiss Motor Cyclists' Ideal Mount.

The Swiss Automobile Club is the
authority from which we have gathered
the following information ;

" We use

lightweight motor bicycles, the weight
of whicii is not over forty kilogrammes,
or power more than 2 h.p., such as the
iloto-Eeve and Motosacoche, in all

weathers, almost like pedal bicycles.

These small light machines are ex-
tremely strong and lasting, and enable
their owners to tour as much as 200 to

300 kilometres a day. The writer
accomplished in September last the dis-

tance between Geneva and Nimes, about
400 kilometres, on a 2 h.p. Moto-Reve,
weighing in running order thirty-nine
kilogrammes, without the slightest mis-
hap or trouble. The heavy motor cycle

has been almost com-

P^ ..-^'"^

r^STJikJikJk ^rKJJLJik,>M>.J<ikJiLJ^MCK:^ I'l^'tely given up in
" ' Switzerland, as it has

been found to be too
heavy and unwieldy, apt
to skid, dangerous, and
costly to maintain."

AfTiIiation to the Governing
Body.

Apparently all is not
well in the Nottingham
and District Motor Cycle
Club's raiiks concerning
the A.C.U. A proposal
was put forward at the
recent A.G.M. not to re-

affiliate, but it was ulti-

mately decided to continue
affiliation for another six

months. Nottingham was
made one of the A.C.U.
local centres at the time
the scheme was launched.

The General Meeting of

Northern Motor Cycle Clubs.

Arrangements are now
being made for the annual
meeting of motor cycle
clubs at Richmond (York-
shire) on Good Friday
next, and we are asked by
the hon. sec. of the 1910
meet. Mr. Geoffrey W.
Liddle, of 367, Linthoipe
Road, Middlesbrough, to

request all Northern club
secretaries interested in

this meeting to forward
their names and addresses
to him. Some months
ago Mr. I^iddle was con-
cerned in an unfortunate
accident, which has de-
barred him from motoring
since, and he has therefore
got somewhat out of
touch with the meeting.
Hence his appeal to The
Motor Cycle.

Quarterly Trials Entries Analysed.

The power of the competing machines
ranged from 1^ h.p. to 8 h.p. Forty
of the seventy-four machines entered
had single-cylinder engines, and the
remaining thirty had twin-cylinder
engines.

West Essex A.C.

The fifth annual dinner, at the Great
Eastern Hotel, Liverpool Street, was
well attended. The toast list was short,

and the speeches bright and brief. The
club was founded in 1905, and has
enjoyed five years' unchecked progress.

During the evening the prizes won in

competition were presented by Mrs.
Foster Wickens.

The End-to-end Trials.

Additional entries received for the
A.C.U. Six Days' End-to-end Trials in

July are: W. H., J. T., and H. B. T.
Bashall (Bat-J.A.P.'s), F. Dover (3^ h.p.

Triumph), S. Stacey (3A h.p. Triumph),
and W. H. Wells (S Indians).

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A general meeting was held at the

Blue Boar Hotel on Monday last. It was
decided to circularise all members of the
club as to the best date for a meeting at

Brooklands against Oxford. Also to

present a silver cup to the member who
made the most attendances at club runs.

The silver medal awarded last term for

the competition was settled upon, and it

was decided to standardise it for all

competitions.
Next Saturday the club run is to

Bedford.

Hard Luck !

Messrs. E. J. Skinner and J. Trevor,
members of the N.S.W. Auto Union,
suffered misfortune on a recent Sunday.
While out on two valuable motor cycles,

they reached Bobbin Head, some miles

north of Sydney. Leaving their machines a

little off the road, they scrambled down
the cliff to have a swim in the briny.

Returning an hour later, to their dis-

may it was found that a bush fire had
swept part of the surrounding bush,
and every inflammable part of their

macliines was reduced to ashes. Some
picnickers who were noticed near by
were most likely responsible for start-

ing the fire.

]^
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Bristol Bicycle and IVI.C.

Members of the motor section are asked to attend a meet-
ing at headquarters to-morrow (Tuesday) at 8 p.m.

Essex M.C.

Mr. A. E. Lowe's paper on "The History of the Internal
Combustion Engine" has been postponed until Thursday,
the 17th inst.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
Next Thursday is set aside for Messrs. D. Bradbury's and

J. Haslam's lecture night on "Transmission" and "Mag-
netos." &>mmence at 8 p.m.

Streatham and District M.C.C.
Fixtures for 1910 are as follows : April 16th, hill-climb

;

May 7th, reliability trial ; June 11th, petrol consumption
test ; June 18th, gymkhana and garden party ; September
17th, hill-climb.

Hertfordshite County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, have very kindly
presented to the Hertfordshire County M.C.C. a handsome
challenge cup for open competition during the present year.

Leeds M.C.C.
The annual general meeting of the above club was held

last Monday evening, and was well attended. The following
is the list of officials elected for 1910 :

President, Rowland Winn ; vice-

presidents, H. A. Hughes, H. Archer,
J. R. Kelly, J. Whittle, 0. Brooks,
A. I. Greenwood, W. D. Brown, E. S.

Myers, H. Wheater, and F. Scriven

;

committee, J. Scriven, P. H. Cockroft,

F. W. Greenwood, Q. Horner, F. C.

Bagshaw, J. \V. Fawcett, H. Murphy,
H. D. Shaw, W. A. Andrews, and
F. Mackay ; press secretary, F. C.

Bagshaw, 4, Ash Grove, Headirgley,
Leeds ; trials hon. secretaries, F. O.

and F. K. Langton, Call Lane, Leeds;
hon. treasurer. W. Grinstead, Victoria
Arcade, Leeds ; hon. secretary, A.
Matthews, Triumph Depot, King

hon. auditor,

solicitor, H.

'" FUTURE EVENTS.
nP-a

Mar. 12

„ l6

nttr

»,)^ Feb. 18-26—Manchester Motor Cycle Show, City ^^S

Exhibition Hall, Deansgate
M.C.C. Opening Run.
(Wed.) British Motor Cycle Racing §S

Club Meeting at Brooklands vl^-a

25—Genera! Meeting of Northern Motor ^f'
Cycle Clubs at Richmond, Yorks. gjg

25—M.C.C. Easter Tour. Jarrott Cup ^fc,

Competition.
"""

28—Brooklands A.R.C. Easter Meeting .

30 to April 2—Exhibition of Motor Cycles,
at Leicester, Association Hall.

,ifer

5^ Apl. 13—(Wed ) B.M.C.R.C. MeeUng at Brook-

Edward Street, Leeds;
C P. Wilson ; hon.
Broadbent.

North-west London M.C.C.

The whist drive on Wednesday,
most ably conducted by Mr. Williams,

was splendidly supported by members
and their friends, seventy of whom
attended. Mr. Bate, the new vice-

captain, will present a prize for the best attendance at social

meets held during the riding season.

Will members who intend to take part in the billiard

handicap communicate with Mr. T. G. Blundell at oncer

Puriey and District M.C.C.

'the annual general meeting will be held at Wilson's Cafe,

the tram terminus, Puriey, on the 16th inst., at 7.30 p.m.

Batley and District M.C.C.

A good muster of local riders attended a meeting at the

Central Cafe, Commercial Street, Batley, when it vfas

decided to form a club to be known as above. The subscrip-

tion was fixed at 7s. 6d., no entrance fee to be charged.

Jlr. H. H. ^lann was elected hon. sec.

Cardiff M.C.
The sixth annual meeting was held at the Park Hotel, Mr.

H. Haddon (chairman of committee) presiding. The annual

report and statement of accounts for the year ended

December 31st were adopted.

The secretary's rejiort for the year 1909 states :
" The

club has again had a most successful year.
^
There are no

liabilities, and the funds are on the credit side. The
membership has increased to over 100."

lands.

,, 20—A.C.U. Second Quarterly Trial.

., 27-28—Brooklands A.R C Meetings

., 30—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

May 4—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

„ 13, 14, and 16 (Whitbun)—M.C.C. London-
Edinburgh and London-Edinburgh
and Back Runs.

„ 26 (Thursday)—International Motor Cvcle ^fcy

T.T. Race in the Isle of Man
„ «8—A.C.U. Open Hill-climb. 5%

Scarborough and District M.C.

On the 27th ult. Mr. H. Frain read a paper on " Civ:

Competitions." There was a good audience, and the papr

was well received. Previous to the reading, a series <

slides, illustrating the A.C.U. Sutton Bank hill-climb, tl

Tourist Trophy Kace, and the M.C.C. run to Land's En
were shown.

Keighley and District A.C.C.

The first general meeting of this recently formed cli

will be held in the Victoria Hotel, Cavendish Street, c

Tuesday, February 15th, at 7.30 p.m. The business wi

be to enrol members, elect officers, etc. A smoking conce

has been arranged, and all interested in motor cycles a:

cordially invited to be present.

The British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

In our last issue it was mentioned that the 1910 coi

mittee of the above club consisted of Major Lloyd, Measi

Straight, Tessier, Hardy, and Pratt. These were tl

members who were elected to fill the vacancies of those

last year's committee who had retired, and in addition

the above, Messrs. Ebblewhite, 0. L. Summers, A. G. Foste

H. H. Collier, and W. H. Wells, are committee members.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The seventh annual dinner was held at headquarters, tl

Imperial Hotel, on the 29th ult. Sou

forty to fifty members sat down to 1

excellent repast, which was followi

by a musical programme and exhibitit

of prestidigitation.

Mr. J. R. Bedford (vice-preaider

took the chair, and presented tl

prizes which had been won duriniii

1909, comprising the President's (M\

H. Austin's) silver cup, eleven silvii

and gold medals, and four prizes ea<J

value £1, together with several othil

smaller prizes.

A somewhat lengthy toast list wjv

gone through, and in responding
the toast of "The Club" Mr.
Vernon C. Brook, the hon. secretari

mentioned that the membership hil

increased some twenty per cent, durii'

the last twelve montns, and there w<
now a membership of close on
hundred.
Mr. H. R. Lane, hon. secretary

the Sutton Coldfield A.C, in proposif
the toast, mentioned (he good feeliil

that existed between the clubs in t!

Midlands, and suggested that inter-clr

competitions should be arranged in the future.

Mr. Brook pointed out that the Birmingham club lijl

already arranged a competition with the Oxford club on #
same lines as last year, and could .^ee no reason why a simiii

competition should not be arranged with Mr. Lane's club.''

Mr. .1. Hubbard, responding to the toast of " The Visitorgt
which had been ably proposed liy Mr. Duke (captain), gs

some reminiscences of his early experiences with motor cycl

Proposed Newport and District (Mon.) Motor Cycle Club.

The first meeting will be held at the Queen's Hotel
Saturday next at 7 p.m., when all motor cyclists in t

locality are requested to make a special effort to attend. *

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The annual dinner will be held at St. Mary's Hall, Cc'

entry, on Friday next at 6.30 p.m. Colonel Wyley, V.I.
will preside, and the vice-chairmen will be Me'ssrs. V.

'

Holroyd and John V. Pugh, J.P. Invitations have bej
issued to the Mayor of Coventry and to J\Zr. Kenneth Foste
the successful parliamentary candidate. Ti"kets are 6s. ea6
During the evening the prizes won in 1909 will be presefetr

by the chairman.

J> "'J^:
nHfe <fc .Son.? Tjd.. Jjrmdrm and Coventf
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Variably Geared Lightweights.

A
CORRESPONDENT this week is amazed at

what he calls the surprising performances of

an " air-cooled teacup motor " fitted to a

machine owned by a motor cyclist in his

district, who, to use his own words, " calmly
drifts up local gradients that stop dead four-fifths of

the local heavyweights and 3J4 h.p.'s." This mar-
vellous little hill-climber is, it appears, provided mth
a two-speed gear, which enables it to ascend stiff hills

at a fair speed -without recourse to pedal assistance.

Our correspondent asks, " Are motor cycle manufac-
turers retrogressive, and shall we eventually come to

traction engines? " This is, of course, a little mild
sarcasm at the expense of the heavier types of single-

geared machine, which are very much in the majority,

a comparatively few machines being fitted with change
speed gear. However, variable gears of all kinds
are slowly but surely increasing in popularity, and as

MTion as there is a gear which can be fitted to all and
sundry existing machines without structural alterations

or materially increasing weight and price, then they
will be universal, and no motor cycle will be considered
complete without one. Although there are several

patterns of variable gears on the market suitable for

belt, chain, and even gear transmission, most of them
have been designed to suit standard models, i.e.,

machines of 3j^ h.p. to 4 h.p., weighing about
160-170 lbs., but very few have been made suitable

for lightweights. If anything, the lightweight motor
bicycle requires a variable gear more than any other
type, and it is also particularly suitable for a change
speed attachment, because the low power of the engine

: permits of a very light compact gear being designed

which would enable any reasonably laden lightweight

to climb any' main road hill with a single figure

gradient without pedal assistance.

Nothing would increase the popularity of this type
of machine more than a good variable gear, and we
hope and expect to see more of them equipped with

an emergency gear in the near future.

Horse=power and Cubical Capacity.

THE diversity of opinion with regard to the horse-

power obtainable from a given cubical capacity

is surprising. We have many times referred

to this subject, and it is annually brought to the

immediate notice of our readers by means of
" The Buyers' Guide." We must say we sympathise to

some extent with prospective purchasers of motor
cycles who read in the columns of the 'Guide that

single-cylinder engines ^'arying from 80 mm. bore

to over 87 mm. bore (without taking stroke into con-

sideration) are all reckoned as 35^ h.p. Obviously
some must be over and some under this apparently

magical horse-power, which is the popular catalogue

description given to most single-cylinder engines of

greatly diverse dimensions.

If manufacturers would agree to reckon power
on cubical capacity; then purchasers would have some-
thing more definite to guide their choice. For
example, but ,

without any idea of suggesting the

actual dimensions, engines from 350 to 400 cc. might

be reckoned as 3 h.p., up to 450 cc. 3^ h.p.,

500 cc. 4 h.p., and so on.

This calls to mind another suggestion, viz., that our

governing body might define horse-power by adopting

a formula like the R.A.C. has done for car engines.

A''
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IS
the "following article it is my inten-

tion to show readers who are

interested how to set about a com-
plete overhaul of their motor cycles

—not only the engine and accessories,

but the various parts of the cycle itself,

including a few hints on the care of tyres and belts.

There are one or two jobs, such as vulcanising outer

covers and inner tubes and enamelling frames, which

are usually sent out to be done, but the majority of the

easier adjustments can be taclded at home with the

aid of a few tools which many motor cyclists possess.

At the outset a fair number of tins should be pre
vided ranging in size from two-ounce tobacco tins to

ordinary coffee canisters. These are used as recep-

tacles for the various nuts, screws, balls, and_ clips,

and loss and confusion are avoided. If the tins be

watertight so much the better, as parafiin can then

be poured on to the parts, when a little judicious shak-

ing will work wonders in freeing them from oil -soaked

mud, rust, and grit.

Before dismantling any part of the machine it is

advisable to pour about a quarter-pint of paraffin- into

the crank case through the oil inlet, then, having

stopped this up with a plug of wood, peilal or other-

wise revoh-e the engine vigorously on the stand. This

will release a \ ery great part of the congealed and

half-burnt oil in the crank rase and on the under

side of the piston. Kemnve the drain plug and allow

the dirtv ijil to escape. The dismantling pfon-,,, ^inv

now begin' in earnest.

Silencer and Exhaust Pipe.

Detach all wires and controlling levers, placing the

nuts and screws in their .ippointed tins, and disconnect

^.^r-ty. . . the* silencer and exhaust pipe

By CON-ROD.

E ann
"X

B

V _/^
:

These, if already of the right

proportions, need not be altered

except to clean them. The pipes

are generally easily attended to,

but if there should be any trouble

owing to bends, the pipe may be

cleaned by filling it about one-

third full of small pieces of grit

and then shaking it well. The
silencer itself is best cleaned by

putting it bodily in the fire and

allowing it to attain a fairly bright red heat.

When cool the dirt can be removed easily by

tapping or brushing. This does not apply to copper

or brass silencers, which should be cleaned by scrap-

ing only. If back pressure be suspected the capacity

of the existing holes in the silencer may be consider-

ably increased by rounding off the edges of the holes

on the inside of the plates as at A (fig. i). These are

very often roughly drilled or punched, with the result

rig. I.—Removing burr on
silencer liole-~.

A. 1-Io'e after being na-
mered out,

B. Hole with burr.

C. Tool for r e m o V i n g
burr.

D. Cutting edge.

that a burr is left on the edges, which

considerably impedes the passage of ga.-

by causing eddies at this point B (fig. i).

Probably there may be a slight in

crease in the volume of sound, but it wif

be hardly appreciable. ~ A tool foi

rounding the edges is readily made out of i

bradawl or small screwdriver by filing a curve;

shoulder on the broad part as at D (fig. i), the widtl

at E being the same as the diameter of the existinc

holes. Finally, the pipe ,
and silencer, after beiii;

thoroughly cleaned and rubbed down with emery cloth

should receive a coat of dead black pamt, such a;

Radiolene or similar paint sold for cylinders. The)

will then be ready for fitting up again. A polishei

exhaust pipe or silencer is a mistake, as bright sur-

faces do not radiate the Treat as well as dead Mac)'

ones.

Frame and ForKs.
After. renio\'ing the tank, engine, front and batl

wheels, etc., strip the frame of all detachable partsi

including the mudguards, not forgetting to lerap^^d

the top and bottom ball races from the head. TheSi;

should be marked, as sometimes they are not intew

changeable. The frame and forks should now hav«
the old enamel burnt off, and this may be done citKei

with the aid of a good gas stove or a painter's l>en2io<

lene lamp. It is by no means such a long job --a

it might appear at first sight if one be provided wrtti

a scraper of suitable shape. This may be made oh
of a piece of sheet steel about 8in. long by 2in. widii

bent to a right angle about lin. from one end. Thii

part should have a semicircle filed out of it -^g*?'

larger than the top tube of the frame. With this ,th;

burnt enamel may be

peeled off in double
quick tiitie. The
frame . and forks

should then be well

rubbed down \yith

fine emeiy 'cloth and
a careful inspection

made to detect any

fractures in the

tubes. This may also

be checked by sus-

pending the parts

"ringing" them—that is,

key or any other small

handy, and note the sound given out. If this be shaij

and hard and has a ring about it the tubes and joini

are all right, but if a dull, jarring sound be emitted
is a sure sign that there is a fracture somewhere, atw

the faulty part must, of necessity, be replaced

repaired. The re-enamelling may very well he don

Fig. 2.—Serapiiig the burnt cna-i cl off til;

frame tubes by mea;is of aspedaij;

shaped scraper.

from a peg
rap the

metal

or wire ar

tubes with.

article which i
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iov to Overhaul a Motor Cycle.
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at home by using an enamel which does not require

jstoving. It possesses the advantage of not " chip-

'ping," but will not look so brilliant after a few months'
use as the sto\'ed variety, the reason being that it is

not hard enough to resist the grinding effect of remov-
ing mud. Should the mudguards show signs of
ijreaking away at the points where they are attached
'O the back and chain stay bridges, fit a thin steel

plate on the inside the full width of the guard and
ibout 6in. long, allowing the bolts to pass through
uitable holes placed near the middle of the plate
ind fitting large curved washers under the nuts.

Covers and Tubes.
With regard to tyre covers, the usual means for

niing up cuts in the tread are so well known that

hey hardly need be mentioned here. Suffice it to

,ay that it is imperative- that water should not be able

o reach the canvas through any cuts in the rubber.
These should have solution well rubbed in, with the

!'over bent so as to open the cut and alluw it to get

lell down to the can-

1^. Then, unless they

le so otherwise

jiamaged as to need
'he attentions of a

i

ulqaniser, or the

lakers, they are soon

lisposed of by rubbing

i''rench chalk well into

ihe canvas and paint-

ng the outside with a

;)"re preservative. They
jhould then be kept in

i cool, dark, dry place

\\ wanted. If the

aiivas has any weak
laces it will pay to

' ave the cover relined,

nd when considering

—Hammering deiiU out of the

rim. A piece of metal is placed
i-^side the beaded edge and a
piece of wood on tlie top to
prevent damage by the hammer
blD\vs.

this point it is as well

remember that it will ven,' materially decrease

le chance of punctures. Many thorns and

ails vnll pierce a smgle double ply of fabric

hich have not lengtli or strength enough to

enetrate the tube when the cover is provided with a

icble lining of canvas. Make a point, ho\ve\er, of

eeing that the new lining is brought right up to the

idges of the old canvas, and not cut off just by ihe

jeaded edges, as the latter is likely to cause trouble.

In the case of the inner tubes, I strongly advise

[ulcanising all patches. Jointed tubes also require

I little attention at the ends occasionally, such as

olutioning down the internal rings and external flap.

Vhen replacing the air tubes in the covers and when
acking up the spare tube be lavish with the I'lench

halk.

Wheels.

The rims should be carefully cleaned of all rust,

specially along the beads, where it may cause serious

.rouble. Any dents should be hammered out, using

, piece of hard wood between the hammer and the

im, so as not to injure it, and placing a piece of

.letal in the bead to prevent it closing. Truing up,
[' required, may be done at home by clamping the

piiidle firmly in a vice, protecting the thread with

Md or leather, rotate the wheel slowly, holding a piece
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of chalk against first one edge of the rim and then
the other, advancing it just far enough to leave a
mark on that part which projects most. Now with

a nipple key or spanner tighten up the spokes gradu-
ally by giving a quarter turn at a time to each nipple
on the opposite side of the rim to these marks till

tliey ha^e merged into the general line of the rim. It

may be necessary in the course of this operation to

slacken the spokes on the same side as the chalk
marks in order to -get the rim to set over. In any
case, when the rim is true all spokes should be ten-

sioned to give as nearly as possible the same note
when struck, and the spoke ends which protrude from
the nipples must be filed flush with the nipple heads.
The spindles should be removed and' the cups,

cones, and balls examined for signs of undue wear or
fracture and the faulty parts replaced. Most motor
cyclists have been troubled at some time or other
with a ball i>earing which is either so slack as to

rattle or if it be adjusted tighter the wheel will not
swing freely. This is due to a worn cup or cone,
which should be replaced. For the all-weather rider

the rim, spokes, and hub should be enamelled, -as

this will save a lot of time in cleaning. When replac-
ing the spindle tmscrew the lubricator from the hub
and fill up the barrel with liquefied vaseline or thick
cylinder oil, and the bearing will then be well lubri-

cated for the best part of the season, and require no
further attention. The treatment of the bearings of
bottom- bracket (if pedalling gear be fitted) and pedal
bearings is similar to the above except that the
spindles for the latter or the cranks may require
straightening.

Belts and Chains.

Leather belts should be well scraped, or brushed,
with a file card on the sides, and dressed with Collan
oil. Any rivets which may have pulled through should

be replaced, putting a washer under the head of the

rivet large enough to prevent a recurrence. Only chain
belts and one or two others like the Watawata should

be coiled up tightly when carried as a spare, as the

small coils stretch and weaken the canvas or solid

leather, as the case may be. Rubber and
canvas belts should be freed from all dust and
mud. and any exposed portion of the can\-as, if not

gone too far, may be given two or three coatings of

rubber solution by way of waterproofing. This may
also be applied to the cut ends of the belt, and so,

by keeping the wet out, lessen the chance of rotting

the canvas and the fasteners pulling through. Be sure

that your spare fasteners are in working order, and

always carry two spares. If you desire to be really self-

reliant, carry a complete spare belt ready cut and
stretched to the correct length, and fitted with a

fastener.

As regards chains, both for driving the back wheel

and the magneto, there is no better method of cleaning

them than washing them first in paraffin, hanging them
up to drain, then, after previously heating the chain,

immerse it for fifteen minutes or so in melted Russian

tallow. The tallow should then ~be allowed to cool

sufficiently to show signs of thickening, when the chain

mav be removed.
tf it be taken out before the tallow commences to

solidify the hot grease will drain out of the joints.

(To he roijfiniicd.)

A9
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THE NEW CLYDE MOTOR BICYCLE.
THE Clyde motor bicycle for 1910

is a well designed maclune ot

neat appearance and on \vell-

<tried lines. The model illus-

trated is fitted with a ^jii h.p. single-

cylinder White and i"'oppe cn^^ni-, 85
\i\ 85 mm. bore and 'stroke, but a

J. A. P. engine of the same dimensions

may be obtained in.stead if ordered. A
free engine clutcli and Phelon & Moore
two-speed gi .ir iire also optional fit-

ment's, it will be noticed that the

saddle is carried- on an extension of the

ii;j) tulje to give a low riding position.

< >ther standard features of the Clyde
aie: Special design of loop frame,
• and and luggage carrier, footrests,

' )ruid spring forks, and B. and B. car-

I'urttter. The lirakes consist of a front

rim hand-appli:d brake, and a belt rim

brake operated by a lever on the foot-

rest. The liiagneto is neatlv situated

in a screened positioii in front of the

cylinder. It may not be generally known that the

makers of the Clyde—Messrs. G. H. Wait and Co.,

The 1910 model Clyde, with the engine carried in a loop frame, presents a very'takin; appearanc?^

T^eicester—were one of the pioneers of magneto ignition

for motor cycles.

»••-<-

M'
A FAMILY SIDECAR.

fR. A. POWELL, of West Bridgford, Xotting-

ham, sends us photograpbs and particulars

of his new sidecar comfiination which he has

fitted up himself, and which no doubt will be

scrutinised with interest. The machine is undoubtedly

a most pretentious one—probably too pretentious—

>

for it is demanding a little too much for any motor

Viicycle and sidecar to carry five.

The specification of the machine is as follows: 8 h.p.

J, A. P. twin-cydinder engine with m.o.i.\'. J. A. P.

handle-bar controlled carburetter and automat"- lubri-

cator ; Chater-Lea No. 6 frame; J. A. P. free engijtit

clutch controlled from handle-bar ; handle starthig-^;;

footboards"; Michelin 26in. by 2^2iii. extra siroijgi

tyres; lin. Watawata belt ; dual ignition by Bosch mag-i,

neto and Fuller's coil and accumulator ; and Cowty
speedometer.

The sidecar is a flexible pattern Montgoiiiery, fitted

with special attachment at -rear to acco- -anodate two

children. There is a luggage box under sideiai seatjl

which is useful for touring purpQses.

Both the bicvcle and sidecar are enamelled gre).

A "family" sidecnr ov/ned by Kr. VJ. Powell, of West Eridgford, and described abD'^e,

We are repeatedly asked by riders of both magneto
and battery ignited machines how they can prevent
i-^xplosions in the silencer when th" exhaust valve is

lifted. Any motor cycle enghie which is subject to

it can be cured by 11 "ting a handle-bar switch. A very

.\io

neat type of switch for handle-bars has been su

to us by. the Bowen and Odery Mapufacturing C

New Cross Street, S.E. It can be fitted in

position that the switch lever can be placed
" on " or " off " position with a touch of the

^jf

bmitt«^

<>.. 6-;i>

such-jg

in

llngl^
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NOT ha\ing read so far any description of a private

owner's experiences with the Scott two-stroke
motor bicycle, possibly a short account may be

of interest to those who contemplate investnig

in one of these machines. I bought mine in November
last, and though I have onlv ridden a few hundred
miles, the fact that this distance has been over Irish

mads during the winter months makes it equal to

double the distance, on good roads in summer time.

For ease of starting, one must go far to find an
easier. A little petrol is injected through the spring

nipples on the side of ea^ch cylinder, at anv rate in cold
weather, and then, while .seated on the saddle, a smart
j)ush with the instep of the right foot on the starting

crank, which is permanently attached to the back hub,
and the engine starts. You close the handle-bar con-

trolled throttle a little when the engine is running well,

a matter of a few seconds. Then, with your left foot

on the ground, press the low gear pedal gently with,

the right heel, and off you go smoothly without jar.

Bv adjustment of tlirottle and extra air lever you' can
run at about eight miles an hour on the low gear, and
liy closing the extra air. and cutting the magneto in

and out with the ' handle-liar lever, you can crawl
liehind cattle or traffic, as I frequentlv have to do on
market days.

Changing Gear.
When "the rider is ready to g(3 faster, the high gear

pedal is pressed forwards and downwards, as sniartlv

as you like, and tht^ hum,/ which oii the low gear
sounds loud an:l of a high tone, changes to a low quiet

note. In fact, when the mixture is correct, the rider

can really only hear the swish of the chains.

Jf you want to run up to a point and stop, you cut
out your magneto, put your gear pedal into the hori-

zontal free engine pn=;ition<, and apply vour handle-
liar- brake. If yon want to p-ull up short, you go
through the same process, but put on the shoe brake
':n the back sprocket wheel, whirh is operati=d bv a
jiedal placed conveniently near the left heel. This
"ill pull the machine up and stop the engine, but the
jar mu.st necessarilv be a strain on the engine, so unless
there is urgent need it is always better before stopping
to put the gear pedal in the free position.
The control becomes quite automatic in a ^'ery short

time, though I suffered one fall when new to the
machine, through forgetting the heel pedal, having
been used to the Triumph and Bfit toe pedals.

The spring forks are excellent, but the rollers must
be kept oiled, or they squeak. There is practically
no engine vibration, as the explosions follow eacli
other so rapidly as to \x indistinguishable, merely
merging into a continuous hum.
All

\
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An Owner's Experiences

with a Scott

Motor Bicycle.

The water cooling has so far gi\en me no trouble,
and I see no reason why it should, except that the
indiarubber union piping will want renewing periodic-
ally. The gauzes over the transfer ports want look-
ing to occasionally, and, if fouled, cleaning with
petrol and replacing. It is as well to .carry a few
spare pieces of gauze of the correct size, as the cost

is very small. Up to the present the sparking plugs
have shown no signs of sooting up.

It is a wonderfully clean machine to ride, as the
undershield keeps all dirt off, and the tank, being
slanted lielow the saddle, keeps any oil from the

'gear chains from flying about.

The lubricating oil is carried in the tw'o main down
tubes and injected by a hand pump placed near to

the junction of seat and dow'n tubes. This is no
tiiouble when the oil is warmed and thinned by the
heat of the engine, but when oil is cold, as in frosty

weather, it is a hard job. I wish» the makers could
see their way clear so to make the pump that the

liandle pulled up towards the rider instead of away
from liim, as it does now'.

Accessibility.

It is a great boon to be able to see the actual level

of the oil in either crank case in' about fifteen^ seconds

by simply undoing a wing nut, and also to be able to

A-erifv that one's oil punipi is working, as with the

crank case open one can watch the level of the oil

rise when the pump is operated. The carburetter

seems most efficient, and the ease with which the jet

i\ui be removed, cleaned, or changed is very nice.

To remo\'e the carburetter entirely is more of an opera-

tion, but when one has done it once it becomes quite

an casv matter.

The tank holds plenty of petrol for at least 100

miles, and is fitted with a large filling orifice and
strainer. The magneto is excellently jilaced out ol.

harm's way behind the tank, and is driven by a chain.

I suppose that in time the, chain will stretch enough to

make a readjustment of the ignition necessary, but I

have not required to meddle with it so far, and when I

do the makers' instructions are so clear that I foresee

no difficultv.

One or Two Suggested Improvements.
Xo maohine is perfect yet, and as a non-expert

amateur, if I were asked to improve on the Scott. I

should ask for a more easih' worked oil pump, or,

better stilh an automatic ]ul.)ricator. extra air lever to

be handle-bar controlled, main driving chain to be

protected in some way, and a better catch for the

stand. :-
.

Speaking generally, the Scott is beautifully made :

I
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An Owner's Experiences with a Scott Motor Bicycle.

—

L\ery nut tits peifectl\ , amj writ-xf necessary is

a.v-;isLed b\' a spring waslier ; so nothing seems to want
to come adriit. and the tools provided in the tool case

fit all nuts, etc., quite well. The tyres are the best

monev can bu\. I iiave ridden now a great manv
miles over greas\" Dublin tramlines, and only once had
a sign of a side-slip. The machii:e is a pleasure to

1
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ride and own, and I wish I had the time to ride in

the Quarterly and End-to-end Trials ;' nevertheless, I'

hope to see the Scott carrying some riders well to the

fore this \ear. Needless to sav. I have no connection

witb the Scott firm, but I am quite sure the makers
have got a good thing, and ha\e gone the right way
about making it, viz.. fs incorporating the verv highest

I'lass of workmanship and materials. H. G. K. ,

The Law and its Relation to M

A PAPER witli the aljove title was read before the

members of the Middlesbrough and. District

M.C.C. on the 2nd inst. bv Mr. Alex Lauriston,

honorarx legal adviser to the club, who has

kindlv prox'ided us with a copy and given us permis-

sion to publish whatever we consider will be helpful

and of interest to motor cyclists.

As Mr. Lauriston pointed out, whatever appears in

the paper with reference to- motor cars applies equally

to motor cvcles, except where the <-ontrarv intention

is mentioned.
The first portion of the paper dealt with the mean-

ing of the various Acts of Parliament which apply to

motors, and gave the limits of speed allowed. We
regret we ha^'e not space for more than a, summary
of .the various points which particularly appeal to

motor cyclists. These are given below :

A person cannot be prosecuted for excfoding the speed

limit unices he is warned of the intended pro-secution at

the time the offence is committed, or notice of the intended
prosecution is sent to liim or tlie owner of tiie car as

entered on the register within such time after the offence

i.=i committed not exceeding twenty-one days as tlie court

thinks reasonable. It has been field with regard to the

form.:!' jart of the above section tliat if a constable stops

a driver and informs him that he thinks he is exceeding
the .-peed limit, but if after lie has compared his time with
ar.ntlv.-r constable threi miles away and he finds he has not

e-xceedetl such limit lie woiil 1 hear, notliing further about
it, this is siithcient warning for the purpose of the section.

The penalty ior offences under this section is for a first

offence a fine not' exceeding £10, second offence not exceed-
ing £20, and subsequent affences not exceeding £30. Any
person upon whom a fine exceeding 20s. is indicted (Section

II.) may appeal to quarter .'sessions against the conviction,

but it lias been held that whore a person was fined 20s. and
18s. costs the section did not apply, and there was no right

of appeal (Eex V. Novis;. 1905).

Giving Warning of Police Traps.
Should anyone know of a police trap in his district he

would have been quite at liberty twelve months ago to

warn the unwary motorist of the same, as the Court has
decided tliat by so doing a person did not obstruct the
police in the pursuance of tlieir duties, but a phra.se from
the lips of Lord Chief Justice Alverstone, with wdiich

Justice Darling entirely concurred, and which was pregnant
with meaning and suggestiveness, is worthy of note, viz.,

"That the obstruction of a constable in the execution of

his duty need not necessarily be physical obstruction."
This decision has now been over-ruled, however, by a very
recent case (Betts c. Stevens), and it has been held that

a person can be so convicted. However. Lord Alverstone
also stated that where one motorist gave another .a friendly

tip there was.no breach of the L-w. fie aleo said that in

the previous case there was no evidence that there was
driving beyond the limit, and that as the result of the
warning the drivejs pulied up. Before leaving the que,s--

tion of speed there is another section of the 1903 Act v^hich
is of the highest importance, and one that the motorist
should be acquainted with, and yet the language of which
is .so general that absolutely no definite rule can be laid
down to keep the motorist out of the clutches of. the law
but an appeal to his own coniir.onsense. T-t enacts "That
;iiiy jiorsou driving a motor car on a public#highwa.y reck-

\ I 2

otor Car and Motor Cycle Owners.
lessly or negligently, or at a speed or in a manner dangerous
to the [jubln- iiaving regard to all the circumstances of the
case, including the nature, condition, and size of the high-
way,- and to the amount of the traffic whivli actually is at
the time or which might reasonably be expected to be on
the highwav, that person shall be guilty of an offence under
the Act." '

.

SKidding not Negligence.

It has also been held that where your machine skids and
there is no negligence on your part, and as the result of

such skidding some other jierson is injured or suffers damage,
you are subjected to no liability. In my experience I do
not think I have, come across any particular offence which
it is more difficult to defend a person against than offences

against the speed limit or reckless or dangerous driving.
That arises from the fact that tlie alleged offence may be
committed in eithe" case, and you are are not stopped

Powtr and pace for passenger work. A 7 h.p. Twin-cylinder Matchless-
J.A.P. with two-speed liub gear, tlie engine being started by the pedals with

" the back wheel resting on the ground.

while so doing, consequently- by the time yoii are charged
you are uiiable to get rebutting evidenoe to resist that o{

the prosecution, and there is only (\ii t/ie niajoHti/ of cases

and particiilarhj in the cast of a. motor cyclist) your own."
uncorroborated word. Where a person has been guilty 6{,i

either of the above offences a prosecution under one sectioBM

of the Act is a bar to a prosecution under the other sacl-'J'

tion. That is, if they prosecute you for going over twent\i|

miles per hour they can't take a second prosecution upoJM
the same facts and charge you with reckless driving an^
rirr Tf/sr/. Just in passing I siiouid like you to take par-

ticular notice of a recent decision of great practical imj>ort-j

ance (Burton r. Nicholson) in which it was held ' tliat

motor passing a tramcar going in the same direction must
pass on the right or offside, just in the same manner a^

yon would pass any other carriage on the read. The prao^

tical importance of this case has now been done away witit

by the resciii":ling of Art. IV. (3 and 4) of the JNlotor Cat
(Use and Con.struction) Order, 1904, and now, although the.

ordinary rules of the road must be observed, there is

hard and fast line drawn, if by such observance it woulS"i

endanger any person (Finegan v. L. and N.W.E. Co. anfl;"!

Hartley -r. Chadwick). ^'"

In case of all offences rmder the Act (except the first audi

second offence which consists merely of exceeding the speei^

limit), the Court must endorse th© licence, but' it is diSj;

cretionary whether or not they shall suspend the operatiMJ
of it or declare tlie person unfit to have one. In only oite
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The Law, and its Relation to Motor Car & Motor Cycle Owners.—
lase under the Act of 1903 has a police constable power to
.iiiost a motorist, and that is when he drives to the pnblic
ilanger in. the sight of a police constable and refuses to
give his name and address or produce his licence on demand.
Note the word "or" is mentioned in the section, so tliat

although you give your name and address and do not ijro-

duce j'our licence you can be arrested. It is the duty of
every motorist ' to stop if an accident occur to any person
wliether on foot, horseback, or in a vehicle, or to any horse
.H' vehicle in charge of any person owing to the presence of
:i motor car on the road. When you do stop you must give
Mjiu- name and address and number if requested, but not
otherwise. This section is exceedingly narrowly drawn, but

' of course we must not grumble at that, as thenarrower the
.section the mors limited and restricted is the liability of
the motorist. If there is an accident to a horse, stop ; if to
.1 dog, cow, or any other animal you are not bound to stop.

Production of Licence on Demand.
Any police constable can stop a driver of a motor and ask

him to produce his licence, and if he fail to do so he is

guihy of an offence and liable to a fine not exceeding £5
;

i but if he fail to do so the constable cannot arrest him unless
he charges him with riding to the public danger and alleges
he saw him do so. It makes no difference whatever if the
police constable knew that the person had a licence, the
offence lying in the fact of non-production and not in the
fact of not having one I know one or two motorists who are

• always looking the other way when they see the hand of a
police constable go up, as they think that the logical result
of dismounting would probably bring about a state of things
which would be anything but pleasant. This sentence may
appear rather of a paradoxical character when I speak about
looking the other way and yet seeing the police constable's

;
hand, but I have no doubt the meaning is apparent to all.

The Act does not state you must dismount when the hand

of an oiTicer of the law goes up, nor does it make it an
offence or attach any penalty for the non-dismounting, but
simply states that " Your " licence must be produced on
demand of a P.O.," and I can't for one moment conceive
if we give the greatest laxity possible to .statute construc-
tion that a motion to stop could be con.structed as a demand
for a licence. However, you must stop if you see the hand,
as the weak part of the Act has been strengthened by th.^

Motor Car Order 1903, which declares this. You must also
stop if a person with a horse asks you to do so. Suspension
or endorsement of licence gives no power whatever to the
person aggrieved to appeal against the same, but di.squalifica-

tion to hold a licence gives aright of appeal [Sec. IV. (4)].

This is without doubt a section which might possibly bring
about a tremendous amount of hard.ship to the motorist,
seeing that the Act does not limit the time during Avhich
an order for suspension may last.

Audible and Sufficient Warning.
With regard to the question of carrying a bell or other

instrument capable of giving audible and sufficient warning
of the approach or position of the machine, lighting up be-

tween one horn' after sunset and one hour before sunrise,

and also having two brakes. I should like to draw your
attention to two decided cases dealing with the above matters.

The first is that sunset and sunrise are to be considered at

the place at which the motorist is actually at when the alleged

offence is committed, and not as to time of sunrise and sun-

set at Greenwich. The other decision is where a person was
charged with not having two independent brakes on the car he
was driving. The car had one brake on the back wheels, and
the only other brake was that obtained by using the engine

so as to lock the wheels. The magistrates found that,-

although the engine could be used as a brake, it was not an
independent brake and convicted the offender. The magis-

trates' deci.sion was upheld upon appeal.

->-•••—
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WATER COOLING ON MOTOR BICYCLE ENGINES.

I

WAS v€ry much interested in the article on water

cooling in The Motor Cycle of January 3rd,

having ridden a water-cooled motor cycle myself

for the last four and a half years. I bought my
ji first machine (a 2 h.p. Quadrant) in 1902. I tried
'

' various other makes during the two years following.

In the autumn of 1904 I examined a two-cylinder air-

cooled machine, the Princips. I also had some corre-

:
: spondence with regard to the Hamilton, but found it

: impossible to get delivery of either under a couple

of months, so finally invested in a twfn-cylinder water-

cooled Iris engine and a brass water tank provided

with tAvo small white metal radiators on either side.

M I had previously read an account of this engine in

I

Tlie Motor Cycle. I examined the complete machine

J
both at the show and at Brixton. I did not take a

j

fancy to the frame, so I had the engine, etc., fitted

;jto a big Chafer Lea dropped frame. The cylinder

'i dimensions were 70 mm. by 100 mm., and there was
jany amount of power. Later on I discarded this

[engine in favour of a water-cooled single-cylinder

! White and Poppe. This was a beautifully finished

: piece of work, but rather ^ small according to my
idea (80 mm. by 85 mm.), so I sold it and bought
ia Star with water-cooled single-cylinder Stevens

[engine {90 mm. by 96 mm.) This machine, which
)I still ride, develops immense power, and will take

me anywhere. The engine has never been taken
down, and the original valves and springs are still in

use. The former have been ground in twice. My
mileage for the four and a half years is about 8,000,
chiefly made up of short - journeys in hilly country.

,
The water tank holds about a gallon, and I have

no radiator, but eight or ten horizontal tubes, open
at both ends, run right through the tank. I use this

machine in the w'orking of a scattered country medical

practice, and find the cooling sufficient; but if a long

journey is undertaken, the tank requires refilling about

every fifteen miles. This is with a gear of 4J3 to i

and a fairly efficient carburetter. The machine runs

about sixty to seventy miles per gallon of petrol, and
my weight is fourteen stones, that of the machine
being 168 lbs.

My experience with the twin-cylinder Iris was
similar to the above, though the tank on that machine
was someAvhat larger. I, used the same tank with the

White and Poppe single-cylinder engine, and found,

of course, that the water lasted much longer. My
experience with tricars of three and four years ago
fitted with the thermo-syphon system was that the

water boiled in a few miles. On my 12 h.p. Swift

car I have toured for a couple of weeks in Devon-
shire, and lost barely a pint of water; yet the whole
cistern only holds about three and a half gallons.

In my opinion, a water pump, radiator, and fan make
the whole difference. The water pipes on my motor
cycle are not large, and, of course, big waterways aiid

large radiators would make a difference, but I doubt
if water cooling on motor bicycles is suitable for tour-

ing and long distance riding. I have heard excellent

accounts of the Scott, and hope to try one before

long, for if only rapid evaporation of the water can

be prevented the water-cooled machine presents rnany

advantages, amongst which are no loss of power from
overheating and greatly prolonged "life" for the

engine, especially its valves and springs.—M.R.C.S.
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Checking in

Reliability Trials.

By FELIX SCRIVEN, Trials Hon. Sec. Bradford M.C.C.

WITH reference to " Ixion's " remarks in the

issue of Jr^.uLiry lyth on tlie subject of check-

ing in reliabihty trials, it may not Be generally.

known that the system adopted by the Brad-

ford Motor Cycle Club has been most successful, and
is one that should be carefully considered by com-
mittees who have the arrangements in hand for our

big -trials.

in the first place, a checking committee is formed
from a number of riders who are willing to undertake

the duties of checkers, and a goodly number of check-

ing stations are decided on, the-chairman of committee
or some other experienced rider generally suggesting

the likeliest points at which they should be situated.

I must first point out that in the Bradford Club the

trials committee depends almost, entirely on surprise

checks, only a, few known checks being stated on the

">ute card.

Trials are held primarily for proving or disproving the

reliability of rider and machine, and there is no surer

way of detecting unreliability than by checking a rider

at an unexpected point.

In all the Bradford Club's trials it is stated on the

;oute card that "a check may be taken at any mile

post fn route," and, furthermore, in all competitions

(except those reserved for novices) a stringent rule is

enforced, " No adjustments Avhatever allowed in con-

trol ": thus the only thing which can be done to a

rider's machine in control is -the replenishment of

petrol, oil, and carbide.

Now as to the equipment of riders and checkers,

both are, of course, provided with route cards which
slrow the scheduled time of .the first man at various

points eii route, and wliicli also give total and inter-

mediate distances.

The Bssence of the Regulations.
The rider is also provided with a glass fronted watch

case which is capable of being sealed, and which may
be put in the pocket, clipped to the handle-bar, or

can be attached to any part of the machine or the

rider's anatomy which may happen to be convenient.

The rider turns up at the start and sets ot gets his watcli

set to the official time, and stows it snugly away in the

watch case amongst plenty of cotton wool, placing the

face of the Avatch so that it is easily visible through
the glass front of the case, which is sealed. Then at

the word go he rides off, keeping as near as ever he

knows how to an average of twenty miles per
hour.

At a point, say, exactly five mi!c.5 on his journe)

,

he may quite unexpectedly encounter a checker. Of
course, the competitor should arrive at this point fifteen

414

minutes after he started, and the checker promptly

takes the actual time of the rider's arri\'al from the

sealed watch, which the rider must, if recjuired, imme-

diately on coming to a standstill submit for observation

to the checker.

I can hear someone say, " What about filling in

checkers' cards?" The necessity for this is done

away with.

The checker has bt'^n provided with a checkers'

duplicate book, with its pa'ges divided into leaflets

which can be detached by tearing round the perfurated

edges. On each leaflet, which is numliered like :i

clieque, blank spaces are provided, which the checker

must ha\e pre\iously filled in as far as possible.

The leaflets reail as follows:

Check taken at (the number of)

Miles to (the name of place) and

(the number of) Miles from
(the name of place).- Competitor's number
Cotnpetitor's time Checker's signa-

ture

N(i\v it will be seen that e\'ery blank space can be

filled in beforehand with the exception of " competi-

tor's ti re.'' so that the sole business of the checker on

the arri\-al of a competitor is to read the time froin

the sealed watch and qiut it down on the leaflet, tear the

leaflet out, and hand it to the compel itov, who by

accepting it acknowledges the checker's figures tc

be correct. Should the competitor's w.itch s i)|) hi

must declare it, and take the checker's tin-e in the

ordinary way, and he can at the first opportunit)

replace the faulfv watch and get his watch case

rescaled by an official. ,

Results Easily Calculated.
At the end of a compel itinn any competitor car

reckon up for him.self the niimfier of points lost, b)

simply referring to the leaflets torn from the booi

and of which the checker holds a duplicate, and set

to what extent he varied frotn scheduled time at the

various checking pt.iints on the road, so that he is

bound to be absolutely satisfied Viitji the declaret

result of the competition. At llic end oi" ;.he com
petition it is the duty of the checker taking the finishin'j

times to see that all seals on the rider's watch cases an
intact.

After performing their duties checkers must imme
diately hand in to the trials secretary or other ofiicia '

the counterfoil book of duplicate signed pages. Shoulu
a competitor dismount in sight of a checker his tim<'(

is inmiediately taken.

The trials committee now examine the bonks an,c|

calculate from the duplicates the points lost bv eaell
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individual. There is also a recording slip to eacli

page of ihe cliecker's book, on' wliich it is stated by

the checker in what competition and at what point his

check -has been taken, so that in the checker's book

there is a complete and permanent record of all check-

ing times taken in competitions and of the numbers
appearing on each leaflet of the page.

This system may sound a shade complicated, but

in practice it has proved no small success, and I see

no reason why it should not be applied to any number
of competitors. We always start competitors at two

minutes intervals, and w'e find that the checkers ha\e

ample time to do their work.

I have not had to deal with a reliability trial in

which there has been a field of sixty competitors, but

have assisted in the organisation of trials covering a

distance of about 420 miles with a field of Ll"iirty-fi\e

entrants.

rhere seems to be a deal of " scrapping " to obtain

petrol and to get checks signed in the competitions to

! which " Ixlon
'

' refers, and for our system of checking

this would never do, so as a perfectly natural sequence

we schedule a ten to fifteen minutes stop (strictly in

control) at any point where we consider a rider's supply

of petrol will be likely to be getting low, and we
'endeavour to fix these points not at an ironmonger's

;
shop,' but at a garage or hotel where an efficient staff,

: supen;ised perhaps by one of our own officials, does

the necessary replenishing of tanks.

In our twenty-four hours run (for example, Bradford
I'l Edinburgh and back, a distance of over 400 miles

ind considerably harder than London to Edinburgh,
as we get a double dose of the hilly half and very little

of the flat), in order to qualify for a gold medal, one

must at no ]>oint of the journey be found more than

three minutes ahead or ten minutes behind one's

scheduled time.

Suggestions for the Six Days' Trials.

For the six days' trial I do not suggest so drastic

I regulation as this, but I w'ould do ever)'thing to

ncourage steady and regular riding, and disqualify

Ujr premier aw'ards any rider who was unfortunate or

unskilful enough to be, say, twenty minutes behind and
en minutes ahead of his scheduled time at any point

luring the 1,000 miles of the trial, neither would I

I ward him premier honours had he lost more than a

predetermined aggregate number of marks. •

I would suggest that threequarters of an hour every

jcQormng should be amply sufficient time for adjust-

liiients and very minor repairs. That there is always
I chance of a competitor taking the wrong road -

1

igree, but if the route card be properly compiled and
i^ive sufficient directions for doubtful turnings, together
ivith a certain number of special signs or guides placed
at the road side, the_ risk of a careful competitor
ispoiling his chance by losing more than twenty marks
lit one ch^ck would only be a .small one.

'"Monotonous," you say. That I grant, but it is

he monotonous reliability of our present day mounts
Ahich makes it so, and there is no reason why in such
trials as the six days, riders should not be despatched
n pairs at tvi'o or three minute intervals. Also' the
iix^ days' trial competitors are lucky enough to have
heir competition livened up by two or three hill-

':limbs, and I feel convinced that events such as trials

based on the above lines are the only ones which have
a future before them, and which wdll discover to any
appreciable extent the weak points of machines. For
instance, where would our friend Mr. B. H. Davies
have been after one or two of his lengthy stops owing
to carburetter troubles ?

Organisers and competitors must unflinchingly face

the fact that trials, to be of any real worth, can no
longer be regarded in the light of a pleasant ride round
the country by a number of most amiable enthusiasts.

As a matter of fact, I believe that the six days' trials

are looked down upon as child's play by some of our

keenest North of England riders, and after having
experienced the rigours of many long trials on the

above lines, and read the criticisms of many con-

tributors and correspondents in The Motor Cycle, I

am inclined to think that they are justified.

A MUDGUARDING DEVICE.

Mr. Henry A. Ellis, M.A., M.S. A., to, Fishei

Street, Swansea, has provisionally patented a mud-
guard for motor
cycles which com-
prises a flap or

shield suspended
about the wheel
and near to the

ground. The ordin-

ary mudguard effec-

tually stops the

mud which is

thrown up by cen-

trifugal force, . but

does not ward tff

mud splashed out-

wards by the • con-

tact of the wheel
w ith the muddy sur-

face. The shield

consists of a wide
strip of material,

bifurcated to admit
the wheel, and
curled upwards at

the front and down-
wards at the rear. The shield is bolted, riveted, or
fastened to the existing type of mudguards ami sus-

pended or otherwise fixed to the hub spindle. This
does not appear to differ greatly from a similar device
we have seen in use on pedal cycles.

The patentee sa5's this shield, if. used in conjunc-
tion with a wide flap guard, as shown on the drawing,
will be found effectually to prevent the rider, being
splashed with mud, Avhatever the'state of the roads.

The ^Millennium Auto-grip spanner has' been intro-

duced to provide quick and accurate adjustment with-

out injury to the nut or hands of the operator. The
action is obtained by means of a short toothed rack in

the loose jaw actuated by a toothed quadrant on a
pivoted handle. This tool, which is manufactured by
Lake and Elliot, Braintree, Essex, will take any size

nut up to -fR-in. across die. flats, and is guaranteed not
to slip or round the corners of the nut.

A17
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Feb. 14 ..(Greenwich) 6.9 p.m.
„ 16 6.13 „
„ 19 ... 6.19 „
,, 21 6.22 „

Three New Clubs projected.

New motor cycle clubs are contem-
plated for Doncaster and district,

Eadnorshire, and Burnley.

The Forthcoming Maachester Motor Show,

Only motor cycles and cars will be
exhibited at the Manchester Show,
which opens on Friday next. Last
week we inadvertently mentioned that
cycles would be auiong the exhibits.

The First Aeroplane Catalogue.

What is believed to be the first

British aei-oplane catalogue in existence
has just come into our hands. It has
been issued by the Humber Co. The
catalogue is an interesting production,
and, we should say, should prove in
the future quite an historical document.

The Quarterly Trials Results.

The decision of the A.C.U. Cora-
petitions Committee not to award
marks for general excellence of design
hae made the positions of the leaders
still closer. Only one mark separates
the first eight competitors in the run-
ning for the silver cup.

Imports and Exports ol Motor Cycles.

Both imports and exports of motor
cycles during January were greatly in
excess of the figures for the same
month of last year. The number of
complete machines of foreign manu-
facture imported during January was :

1908. 1909. 1910.
217 24 120

Value

—

£6,124 £629 £3,676
Parts thereof

—

£611 £2,184 £3,888

£6,735 £2,813 £7,564
The exports of British machines

during last month compared with the
two jireviou.^ years were :

1908. 1909.
68 82

Value

—

£2,202 £2,461
Parts thereof

—

£2,601 . £2,043

1910.

238

£8,702

£2,283

£4.803 £4,504 £10,985

F.e-exports.

lie-exports of foreign motor cycles
and parts dui-iug January were valued
at £524, as against £1,188 in the
corresponding month of last year, and
£721 in January, 1908.

AlS

SPRING FORK DESIGN.

Timing of the Magneto Spark.

Lecturing on "Magnetos" before

members of the Bolton and District

M.C.C. the other evening, Mr. A. E.

Bennett said :
" We have all come to

the conclusion that the saving effected

by a fixed point of ignition provides a
grea*t saving in the life of an engine,

and produces a better running effect

than is possible otherwise."

A Procedure that might be Copied.

A meeting of secretaries of Scottish
motor cycle, clubs was held at the
Carlton Hotel, Edinburgh, on the 5th
inst., to arrange the fixture lists for

the year- and prevent clashing of dates.

Representatives from the Edinburgh,
CTlasgow, Leith, Perth, Ayr, Dundee, •

ff^ X!t; (?S^ ^^ i?5^ 0(r t?5^ ^^ xi^ ^^ v^ E'^*'<)^

FUTURE EVENTS. ^j26—Manchester Motor Cycle Show, City %'y

Exhibition Hall, Deansgate. -afcr

—M.C.C. Opening Run.
—(Wed.) British Motor Cycle Racing

Club Meeting at Brooklands
—General Meeting of Northern Motor

Cycle Clubs at Richmond, Yorks.

—M.C.C, Easter Tour. Jarrott Cup
Competition.

—Brooklands A.R.C. Easter Meeting.

to April 2—Exhibition of Motor Cycles,
at Leicester, Association Hall.

—(Wed.) B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brook-
lands.

—A.C.U. Second Quarterly Trial.

-28—Brooklands A.R C. Meetings.

—M.C.C. Members' H-.lI-climb.

-B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

14, and 16 (WlUtsun)—M.C.C. London-
Edinburgh and London-Edinburgh
and Back Runs.

(Thursday')—International Motor Cvcle
T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.

—A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.
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and other clubs were present, and it

was recognised that an arrangement of

this kind wiU do much to add to the
interest of Scottish events during. 1910.

Records.

At a recent meeting of the Com-
mittee of the A.C.U. the following

Brooklands class record was passed

:

One kilometre, flying start—W. E.
Cook, 20 h.p. N.L.C4., 26.553 sees.,

84.247 miles per hour, June 6th. 1909.

The Early Entries tor the T.T. Bace.

It is quite remarkable that so large

a nmnber of entries have been received
for the Tourist Trophy Bace when it

is taken into consideration that the
latest regulations have not yet been
issued. Now that the Highways
Board of the Isle of Jlan has unani-
mouEly agreed to sanction the race,

and the Governor has given his con-

sent, there should be nothing to pre'-

vent the success of the competition.

Quarterly Trial.

The judges' report of the A.C.U
first Quarterly Trial of 1910 appears i;

this week's Supplement.

A.C.U. Annual General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of th

A.C.U. will be held at 112, Piccadilly
on Saturday, 19th March, at 5.30 p. in

The annual general meeting of privat
members will be held also at H;^

Piccadilly, on March 2nd, at 7 p.m.

Permit Granted.

The A.C.U. has granted a speciti

permit to the Herts County A.(J

(motor cycle section), the INorth-wes
London, and the Harrogate and Dis
trict M.C.C. to run an inter-team com
petition, starting early on Good Frida;
morning from London to Harrogat
and back. •

Tyres on Lightweights.

Mr. H. A. Cooper writes with roi'et

eiice to a paragraph in last week's issu

referring to lyres on lightweights ii

the Quarterly Trials :
" It is not

fact that all lightweights qualifyini

for a non-stop run were shod with on
make of tyre. I rode Palmer Cords
which gave me every satisfactioii, ani

were as steady as a rock on any sur

face, as well as on the tramlines righ

through London."

The Cause of Two Falls.

Mr. E. F. A. Hay, of Oxford, write

apologising to Messrs. Silver • am
Bowen for accidentally causing tlieii

to fall off tlieir machines during th

Quarterly Trial on the 29th ult. 1

appears that Mr. Hay, who was a nor

competitor was riding with the trial

men when he suffered a skid,..bringin

down the above-mentioned competitor
who were following close behind.

Motor Cycle Repairers Offlcialiy Appointed by
the R.A.C.

A short time ago a paragraph ^ap.

peared in these pages to the effect thai

repairers who were desirous of applji

ing for the Royal Automobile Cliil

motor cycle official repairship shonln

make their applications without delaji

The result of this notice was to cansi

over ninety fh'ms within a week to seiii'

in their names to the E.A.C. Tourim
Department. Others should lose 11

time in following their example. Oni

of our correspondents suggests 1

repairers who undertake to supply W
than two gallons of petrol on demanii

should have an asterisk placed againa

their n; mes. A list of the appointei

repairers may be obtained on appl^»
to the secretary of the Auto Cyol'

Union, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, c

to the R.A.C. Touring Depart men!
108, Piccadilly, W.

M
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Amulree and the Six Days.

I now hear officially that the A.C.U. trials are leav-

ni; the southern or Sma' Glen side of Amulree to the

Scottish Trials, and that the English entry must
i loe it I'rom the northern or Kenmore side. As I

jitated in a recent issue, I doubted if -this was practic-

•ible for motor cyclis.ts, as I ha^'e a vivid recollection

i)f sliding down sledgewise on a car with my rear

vheels locked, while the surface was execrable to a

legree. I am told, however, that Mr. Bischoff has

limbed it comfortably enough on a T.T. single-

vlinder, and certainly the competitors are. le.ss likely

o he climbing against a gale if they face it from the

lorth. I hope the surface will be in decent order,

)ut, in any case, I fancy no hill in any pre\ious

|\..G.U. trial will have been so .severe a trial foi the

tj'.ompetitors as Amulree will be this summer. Intend-

hug entrants, open out your adjustable pulleys, and
ipnvy the men with the two-speecl gears. The A.C.U.

s working on the right lines when it incorporates hills

ii'orthy the name in its reliability trials. A chorus
' [if appreciation ris^s- from riders in remote country

fastnesses who know what -the machines which win
iiill-elimbs will not do when thev work week in and
,eek out, daily facing hills with single figure graded
' corners which are never dry or smooth.

Overgearing
• Juite a number of enquiries annually received at

his office show- that.overgearing is a veiy frequent

eason for dissatisfaction with a motor cycle which
.''oald give excellent service if its ge;rT wfere reduced a

"ifle. When all is said and done, the factories in

hich Briti.sh motor cycles are constructed are chiefly

•tuated in the Midlands and the Metropolitan district,

mi the only roadi test which complete machines'
•reive before de.spatch to a customer is confined, at

iiy rate, to a fifty-mile radius from the factory. This
i idius usually provides a decent test hill—often some
;
tt-le .back" lahe with a short patch of single figure

radient. The machine will take this clim.b with
flying start when it is new, and so either a fixed

iilley, supplying this gear, is standardised", or else

n' adjustable pulley is screwed up to this ratio. But
juite a decent percentage of riders live in the hilly

ounties of the North and West or in one of those
-.

j

illy tracts of little known country lying between our
. Ireat highwavs, fr^m which real climbing has been
:,[dlfully eliminated. Add to this the fact that few

' ders are expert enough to- maintain an engine in

factory tune," and it is easy to see why some riders

3mplain that their mounts are inefficient on hills,

i'here are very few roads in England and Scotland
hich I have not traversed, and there are enormous-
acts of country in which I would not regularly ride

standard geared machine, especially in spring,

utumn, and winter. The first thing to do when a

ell-tuned machine evinces a lack of certainty in hill-

limbing is to lower the gear. Some riders employ
lis expedient, only to discover that their engine

promptly runs hot. If so, the use of the lower

gear should still be possible if either the amount of

lubricating oil is slightly increa.sed or the carburetter

readjusted. The latter has the more pronounced
effect. I especially remember a visit one holiday to a

very hilly and little known corner of England, where
the pride of my eyes., a very excellent t,% h.p., dis-

graced me on many hills'. I met three or four lacal

riders at an inn one day for tea, and found they all

made light of the hills which had proved my Waterloo,
although they were using much smaller engines. 1

was just resolving to go back home and learn how
to tune an engine again, when I found their gears

averaged about 6 to i, whe-reas mine was 4j{^ !

A Reply to " Ailette."
I should like to remind " Ailette

''

that the instances

he adduces in his appeals and prophecies on behalf
of the water-cooled engiire all refer to rather abnormal
conditions. The Mototri-ContaJ (rather a mouthful!)
was run under conditions almost as bad as if the

engine had been a stationary plant for producing
electricity or shop power. Undoubtedly, if I wanted
an engine to drive a dynamq or for other stationary

, The 3i h.p. Brown 85 x 85 mm. built for this year's Tourist Trophy Race.

work, I should demand water-cooling ; and the " Mo.,

etc., as i.iefore.' was a tinv engine, geared very low

to propel a heavy load and ran very fast to maintain

a 15 m.p.h. minimum; in other words, its work was
a compromise between normal roadwork and power
station work, and therefore abnormal. His Brook-

lands experiment also suggests quite abnormal work
;

the commercial motor bicycle engine is never asked to

do twenty miles absolutely all out, and end by climb-

in.g a I in 4 grade—^thank goodness ; and if water-

cooling beat air-cooling in such a test, the experiment

would be all but valueless as applied to the com-
mercial type of roadster. When " Ailette " was running

his air-co.oled tricar I was running a water-cooled tricar

of slightlv smaller engine dimensions. I arjmit the

water-cooled type I patronised alwavs beat his air-

cooled make in timed hill-climbs, and that it was also a

trifle more dependable for work on mountain passes ;

but there was little real difference between them in that

respect, ami a pretty nuisance I had witli water cool-

ing. Tha«t i-s the contrast in a nutshell.

A2I
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A selection of questions of general interest received frjm readers and our repliei thereto. All queries should
b_' addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Horse-power Rating.

According to tlie R.A.C.
formula of li.p. you gave
recently, an 80 x 88 iinu.

engine works out at 4.35 li.p.,

yet it is said to be only 3^ h.p.

Would you please explain the reason
of this. Formula u^ed :

Bore - (inches) x no. of cyls.

2.5
h.p.

—J. McLal'ghlan, Aberdeen.
It merely means that the makers of
the machine slightly uiider-estimate the
h.p. As a matter of. hict, an especially
good engine of the size stated can
develop quite 5 h.p. ruiniirg at the
maximum number of revolutions.

Silence Desired.

I am shortly ordering a
5-6 h.p. twin Bat-J.A.P., and
am particularly anxious to have
it as quiet as po.=sible. Kindly

- give nie yo;;r ojirion. (1.)

Would it run quieter fitted with
two silencers instead of one ; that
is, one to each exluu st pipe? (2.)

Which is the best silencer? Can
you recommend the Clair, or is

there another that you think is

better?—J.H.
(1.) If youhaveone good and properly
dimensioned silencer it should be
sufficient. One filcncer is standard on
the Bat, £o that certain alterations

VTOuId be necessary if you decide to fit .

two. (2.) We know of no silencei'

better than that mentioned in yotn-

query It effectively ."ileuces the ex-
haust, and can be obtained with a

variable cut-out.

Verifying Petrol Level. Sluigis)) Starting."

Please advise: (1.) How can
I verify level of petrol in jet

of B. and B. carburetter? I

cannot .«-ee down the jet. (2.)

Everything else^ being correct,

could an incorrect level of petrol in

jet account for my inaliilily to get

more than tvfo coiisecutive explosions
from engine? It is a 1908 machine,
fitted with Hoc gear and handle
starting on rear axle. Spark is cor-

rect, plug points very close, and
jet clear. Spark lever two notches
from full advance, air lever closed,

throttle half open. Have tried

plugging one of the permanent air

holes, but then gel explosions (slight)
- in silencer. Pision and flvwheels seem

free, as I can tnin handle at a good
speed.—N. J. V\.

(1.) Obtain a dunuiiy jet frgm the

makers with the top open. This will

enable you to see the height to which

?

tlie petrol rises. We also refer you to
some useful hints in the article " Adjust-
ing ar.d Testing Carbmeiters," issue of

January 10th, page 36. (2.) We should
not say that the level in the carburetter
would entirely account for the .syn.ptoms
from which the engine is suffering, as

we presume you adopt the usual course
lielore attempting to start, viz., flood

the carbuietter liy raising the needle.
There are many -reasons, such as igni-

tion, timifig, etc. We should recom-
mend you to cheek over the timing, and
see if this is correct, and especially
examhie the action of the contact-
breaker. Probabl}' the fibre ring is

worn and the points are not separating
properly. iSIake sure also that the
platinum points are quite clean and
hat. and try another plug.

Swilling tlie Crank Case. Engine Knocking
when Stirling.

(1.) I wish to clean the crank
case of my . single-cylinder

magneto motor cycle, fitted

with two-speed gear, free

engine, and no pedals. How
much paraftin should be injected
into crank case? As I do not relisli

the idea of running the machine up
and down for a few minutes, would
it bo quite safe to start the macliine
on low gear, switclihig into free

engine immediately on filing, and
allow it to run for a few seconds?
Should the diaiu tap be left open
during the process, and will it be
necessary to dismantle the engine
afterwards to clean cylinder? The
carbon depcsit has recently been
rernoved from piston and cylinder
head and valves re-ground. How
often should ciank case be cleaned?
(2.) What i.s the cause of knocking
when starting with magneto somewhat

'

retarded ? , Does it point to a loose

bearing or to the carburetter receiving

too much air? Throttle lever quarter
open, extra air closed, both main air -

intakes open. Machine starts easily

enough, but knocks at slow speed,
especially when starting under the
conditions stated, and does _not
acce!e:ate quickly. Machine gives a
good turn of speed when fairlv under
weigh. -A. B. C.

(1.) You should put about a quarter
pintof paralKii into the crank case. Yes,
,Vou could start the engine on the iow
gear and run it tor not more than ten
seconds, which will be quite enough to

swill the paiaffin round: then the
drain tap should be opened and the
dirty oil allowed to drain out. If. the
carbon deposit has recently been re-

moved from the piston and cylinder

head, tiieiu will be no necessity to dis-

mount the engine again. The crank
case shoiihl be swilled out with paraffin

every 400 or 500 miles. (2.) Th6
cause -of the knocking is often difficult

to account for, unless, of course, as .i

j'ou suggest, there is something locse.

If you are satisfied yourself that this

is not the case, we should say that

there are deposits on the cylinder ai.d

piston or the magneto spark is timed to I

occur too early in the strolve.

Building a Tricar.

I am having a tricar built

locally, and have decided upon
a 5-7 h.p. twin-cylinder air

cooled engine. (1.) Js thel

power sufficient, in your
opinion, without a change-speedi

gear? .(2.) Do yuu recommend ai

Peugeot engine? (3.) I have at pre-i

sent a N.i§.U. gear fitted. Would.
this gear stand the strain of a 5-7 h.p. i

engine?—P. C.H.
(1.) The power in question is sufficie^

for passenger work, but even if yon't

had a 20 h.p. m.achine you could notii

manage to tour comfortably without.a
change-speed gear. A low gear enablesli

you to start from a stfindstill, climbi

hills in populated towns slowly, and
enables a machine to pick up again on

a rise if hindered by a sharp corner j-r

traffic. (2.) The engine is a good enc

and is lai-gely used. (3.) We believe

the gear in question will be stroogi

enough, but it -would be advisable to

write to the N.S.U. Co. about this.

Main Air Supply Too Great.

I have a 4^ h.p. Humberii
tricar, and I alwiys have a

difficulty in starting the enginei

even after I have injected

petrol through compression tap.i

Will you explain the cause of tho'

engine not firing wdien I inject

petrol? When the engine is" Sebi

going it goes off at a great speedi

and will not run slowly at all. If I'

try to regulate it in any way it will

slop, then I have a job to start it

again.—G.M.E.
It seems very much as if the carbu-i

retter gets rather too much air, 1

"'

the main air. intake. We believe youp
machine has a Longuemar,^ carburetter.'

If so, take out the air funnel, or choftei

tube, and fit one or two sizes smaller.t

Otherwise, if you fit a shutter foil

excluding the air temporarily, eitheil

wholly or partially, at the moment-of
starting, it would\ get over the diffi-.

culty, and also, if you partially ctosff

it, -allow the engine to run filowlyti

When, occasiori requires. .
"

:

?

.J
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Chronic Misfiring.

I have beoii troubled with

^ chronic misfiring in my 3 h.p.

> motor cycle for the last four

-i-l or five weeks. The machine

has plain coil and accumulator

ignition. I have sent it to

several firms, but have not got it

right yet. I now have it with a

large firm in one of the most impor-

tant Irish cities, and they advise me
.to fit trembler coil ignition, whioii

;
they say is the more satisfactory of

ithe two forms of accumulator igni-

Ition. Please let me know your

lopinion on this matter. If the

trembler coil will cur© the evil I

fshall certainly have it ' fit'ted.

—

|C. 0. I\I.

b'obably your trouble is due to the

Bil. Send it to a good firm of electri-

|l engi>ieers, and let them overhaul

_t, or borrow another coil of the same

type and notice if iher© is any differ-

ence in the running with tliis fitted.

You will not find a trember coil_ to be

suitable for your machine until you

have altered the shape of the
_
contact

breaker cam and retimed the ignition,

and also to the fact that it will slow

the machine down considerably, and

be more wasteful in current than a

good plain coil.

Deposit on Platinum Points. Leather and Rublier

Canvas Belts.

(1.) There appears to be

some whit© deposit on contact

points of my 1907 Triumph
magneto? Could you please

tell me what it is, and ho>v

to prevent it? I have not noticed

anything wrong with the engine,

except that I am bound to retard

ignition a little if going slowly

through a town, otherwise the engine

knocks. Two or three months ago

I could always drive with firing

lever fully advanced at any speed ;

in fact, I did not touch it at all, but

used the throttle (B. and B. handle-

bar control). Bell crank very little

worn, and points separate just over

-j^nd of an inch. (2.) Would a Wata-
wata belt be much trouble to keep

in order, and does it or any other

leather belt wear out -the engine

pulley very quickly? I am inclined

to over oil, and it comes out round
the pulley, so that I have to take off

the rubber belt after a ride.—G. C.

(1.) The white stuff referred to is

usually platinum dust caused by
the sparking at the contact points.

Trim up the points with a fine jeweller's

trie, leaving them quit© flat and clean.

The best way to reduce it is to keep
the condenser connections clean (see

diagrams in " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them"). It depends upon
how the magneto is timed whether it

is necessary to retard the lever when
running slowly, but in most cases it is

necessary to retard the ignition when
'hiving slowly to prevent the engine
knocking. (2.) You will find the belt

suggested in your letter to be quite a
good and exceptionally long-lived one.

Of course, it needs more attention than
a rubber belt, and must be dressed
occasionally with Collan oil. It will

not wear the pulley unduly if you
clean it periodically of grit and mud.

A Loss ol Power.

What is wrong with my 3

h.p. Lincoln Elk motor cycle?

Although the compression is

good, the machine will not
look at the slightest hill,

neither will it attain any speed on
the level. The machine does not
rush forward as it should when the

throttle is suddenly opened, but it

gathers a little more speed slowly.

There is no "snap" in the sound of

the exhaust, only a mufSed sort of

soimd. All this appeared to me to

point to a fault in the carburetter.

But I have had the carburetter
(B. and B.) off, and the jet, the
slides, and the float are all in

perfect order. Oould you enlighten
me ag to th© cause of the trouble?

—

P.H.
Your trouble is one for which it is

most difficult to account without test-

ing the machine, which is, of course,
impossible. We should he inclined to

think that the exhaust valve spring
has broken, or, at any rate, suddenly
lost its tension, or it may be that the
exhaust valve is not lifting or closing
properly, possibly due to wear in

the timing mechanism. You can, how-
ever, easily see this by watching the
action of the valve. You do not men-
tion whether th© petrol feed pipe and
gauze are clear.

Wirod-on or Beaded-edge Tyres. Registration.

Kindly advise: (1.) I am
about to order a Tourist Trophy
mount. Is the reinforced wired-
on Dunlop tyre all right, or

would you prefer beaded-edge
tyres? (2.) My registration number
is AJ 57. I am shortly leaving this

district (Yorkshire) for Glasgow.
Shall I have to register the machine
there, or may I keep my old number,
which I would like to do?—A. S. C'..

Sowerby Bridge.

(1.) Personally, for all-round work and
ease of detachability we advise the
beaded edge in preierence to vfired-on

tyres. The latter, however, are

generally agreed to be faster, and less

likely to blow oft' under sevei-e strain,

such as turning corners at high speed.

(2.) We are not quite clear as to what
you mean with regard to your number.
If you are buying a new machine you
cannot transfer the number from your
old machine unless you cancel it before
the machine is sold. Then, if you write
to the registration authorities and ask
leave to retain your number, you may
be allowed to do so on payment of the
usual 5s. fee when registering the new
machine. Y'ou may register a machine
in any county or borough you like,

though the driving licence must be
taken out in the district in which you
reside.

The new model 5 h.p. Twin-cylinder T.T. Dot, to be exhibited at the Manchester Motor Show, which opens
on Friday. The engine is a Peugeot, carburetter Amac, and magneto Simms.

SPARKLETS
In the issue of January 31st under

the heading of " Some Features of

American Motor Cycle Design," Ave

illustrated a " Curtiss-Marvel " piston
with lubricating channels arranged in

spiral form from top to bottom of the
piston. The Norton Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Floodgate Street, Birmingham, point
out that they also use this system on
piston and rings, and first adopted it

four years ago.

Th© Laurin and Klement Motor Co.
have lately produced from their works
in Jungbunzlau a new light tricar.

The frame is of substantial construc-

tion, the engine is of 4 h.p. water-
cooled with thermo-syphon circulation,

the transmission is by chain from

the engine to the countershaft, and
thence by chain to the rear wheel.
The two-speed gear arid clutch are

carried on the countershaft, as is also

the starting handle. The firm of

Laurin and Klement, which is one of

the most successful on the Continent,
is a conservative one, as it still sup-
plies a surface carburetter and low
tension magneto. This probably is

the sole reason why the Laurin and
Klement is an unpopulaV .^mount in

England, as surface carburetters and
low tension magnetos on motor cycle--^

in England are reckoned to be as dead
as the proverbial door-nail. If the

firm would render their mouiilB slightly

more up-to-date they should command
a, ready sale in this country.
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AMONG the undoubted advances in motor cycle

design apparent in this year's models, the

impro\'ement in spring forks is one of the most
noticeable. As a rule, the direction of move-

ment is a combination of the upward and backward
directions,, as it should be, the angle of the steering axis

itself forming a very good compromise. The parallel

ruler action (see fig. i) affords this line of motion
approximately, and that device deserves the general

recognition it has received. Side play has also been
carefully guarded against in most of these anti-

vibrators, but there is evidently some diversity of

opinion as to whether this is best attained in the

parallel ruler pattern by applying the lower links at

the bottom of the head or at the wheel axle.

With the. former construction the lower links have
a basis formed by the ex-fork crown which is integral

with the upper one, and therefore free from shake,

but any looseness in the bearings of the links is

multiplied several times at the point of contact

between the tyre and the ground.
With the latter alternative (fig. 2), what 1 may call

the original or rigid fork is retained in its .entirety , and
the lower links are jointed to its extremities. This
conlines the amount of lateral looseness at the ground
to an increase of about 40%. But, on the other hand,
there ai'e two more or less serious objections which
can be raised against this construction, although the

fork itself may be slightly lighter.

'The fact that the free ends of the fork sides, de-

prived of their usual stiffening bond in the form of

the wheel spindle, provide a very unsubstantial base
on which to pi\'ot the links, and the fact that the
arrangement precludes the possibility of coupling the

links tocfether rigidlv at their back ends, both allow a

considerable range of lateral give that is perhaps even

worse than a definite small amount of slackness. In

this type of spring fork, in \'iew of the absence of a

through spindle at the rigid fork ends, the rigid fork

sides should be made of increased lateral stiffness.

Another disadvantage (fig. 3), attending the fitting

of the lower pair of links at the wheel axle, arises

from the fact that it is necessary to introduce a joint

between each link and the forward fork, as the fork

must move in the direction of its length, and not swing

through an angle with the links.

A Choice of Two Evils.

If the wheel axle is fixed to the forward fork ends
by nuts in the usual wav, the links must be free to

turn relatively to the axle. This not only means that

the links are free at both ends, but that they are

capable of independent movement (fig. 4)—a sure

source of side-play. On the other hand, if the links

are locked rigidly to the wheel spindle—as they should

lie to ensure their mo\'ing together—the forward fork

must be jointed at the bottom and thus lose a con-

siderable amount of its steadying effect. This is

probably the lesser of the two evils, but in setting out

the joints their axes should be arranged Jn the line of

the fork.

If the forward fork is jointed to the links there will

be a rising and falling movement between the fork and

the wheel, which will interfere with the action of the-

front rim brake, even if it does not altogether preclude -;

the possibility of fitting such a brake.

Effect of Spring Forhs on Steering.

In adapting an anti-vibratory device to the front

forks, a good many designers have apparently omitted

to consider the effect of their devices on the steering

of the machines. Although an ordinary front fork

curves forward at the lower end, yet a steering wheel

Fig. 3.

in a properly-designed machine has a trailing action.

If the axial line of the ball-bearing steering head be
continued downwards, it will, no doubt, pass behind
the centre of the wheel, but it will pass in front of the

lowest point of the wheel (fig. 5), and that is what
matters, because that is where the wheel makes contact
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ijitlng Fork Design.—

ith the ground. The fork pushes the wheel forward

am the centre, and the ground acting on what is reall\

tie back part of the wlieel

—

i.e., relatively to the steer-

'ig line—tends to hold the wheel straight in the central

lane of the machine. If the steering head were

>rtical, the fork would have to be cujx'ed back to get

lis trailing action, but as it is in' practice, sloped

Misiderablv, even the forward curving of the fork

nes not entirely cancel the " lead " on the steering.

The steering line should fall about two and a half

Fig. 5. HiG. 6.

three inches in front of the point of contact between

iC wheel and the ground. The mistake some of the

|isigners' have made is that in adding the spring

|2vice they have set the wheel some inches further

4'rward, and ha\e thus prevented the trailing action

Ig- 5)-

i Motor bicycles having such forks would have no
itomatic tendency to balance and run straight, but

)uld have to be steered positively all the vime. The

I2g

rider miglit not be conscious nf the trouble, but he

would proiiablv suffer a good deal more strain in the

arms cluring a lung run than on a machine with

perfectlv-ilesigned steering head and forks. if the

springing system involves a forwardly arranged wheel,

some or all of the curve shouhl be taken out of the

forks to compensate for it. This will bring the wheel

back into the' old position relati\'ely to the steering

axis and restore the automatic balance.

That Wretched " Old Man of the Sea,"
the horizontal top tube, not content with spoiling the

back frame, comes in and complicates the spring fork

problem also. For, as the front wheel has to be free

to rise and fall relatively to the main frame, it is

necessary to leave plenty of clearance between the

wheel, or rather the mudguard, and the bottom tube.

Hence the front end of the tube has to be brought up
nearer to the top one, and the connection of tiie frame

comes dangerously near to the treacherous " pin joint."

The raising of the bottom tube cannot ver\ well be

avoided, but there is no mechanical reason why the

top tube should not be sloped upwards to a corre-

sponding extent.

Anti=vibratora Indirectly Strengthen the Forks.
Lasth', I mav refer to the influence of the springing

on the strength of the fork. Almost, if not quite, all

,
anti-vibrators strengthen the forks indirectly by saving

them from violent shocks ; the stresses are dissipated

so that there is not the same excuse for fork lireakage

at any particular point, such as the stem or crown.

This is a valuable gain, but apart from it", though the

addition of. say, a supplementary guide fork may give

an appearance of increased strength, such is generally

one of those appearances that are proverbially deceitful.

In one or two systems an additional tube is fixed in

front of the head, and is connected to the stem top

and bottom. This is certainly a source of increased

strength, but structurally many spring forks are weaker
than rigid ones (lig. 6). In securing comfort it is

advisable not to overlook the element of safety.

-r>—••W~^-

A WEATHER SHIELD FOR THE HANDLE-BARS.
\NEW design of weather shield for the handle-

bars called the Molineux is illustrated here-

with. During thorough tests in the recent

inclement weather the inventor (Mr. G. F.

ileman, 88, \\'aterloo Road, Wolverhampton) tells

he found it to be an admirable attachment from

my points of view, as it protects not only the hands
d arms, but also that vulnerable portion of the body,

e " waist line."

The Molineux shield affords ample protection while

lowing complete freedom of movement to the rider,

does not in any way necessitate alterations in stan-

rd construction. It is made of thick patent leather

runted on a rigid sheet of fibre, which is

;ed to the handle-bar J>y means of four plated brass

ips. The fibre sheet is adopted in preference to

framework, as the latter would produce unsightly
il lowing. The two clips nearest the handle grips

ise the shield to sufiicient height to allow for opera-
111 of the levers and horn, and any instruments, such
speed indicator or watch, can be fixed on the out-

1e by cutting a slot in the shield to take their clips. The Molineux weather shield. Note the position of speed indicator.
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Scottish Taxes for Motor Cycles and Traction Engines.
A COMPARISON BY " ROAD SURVEYOR."

OTOR cyclists have been aihised in

rec-ent issues of The Motor Cych
to renew their local taxation

licences in counties where
consideration is shown to

motorists, and from this I infer that the
jounty authorities in England and Wales get

this money for the maintenance of the roads.

As far as I am aware, this is not the case in Scotland,
where such licences are paid to the Inland Revenue
authorities, so that we in Scotland have no chance of

going in for "retaliation" against those counties
where the persecution of motorists seems to be the
chief aim of the police.

,
Why should this be so?

I should also like to point -out that in Scotland a
man may own as many traction engines and motor
waggons as he likes, and is not called upon to pav a

single penny for licences. Surely there is something
wrong here ! English traction engines can be used
in Scotland without paying a licence, but Scottish

traction engine owners have to pay a heavy licence

before their engines can haul a single ton on English
soil. Another case of free trade and protection!
My motor cycle (or a motor car, if I could afford

it) 4s indispensable to me in carrying out my duties
as a road surveyor in a proper manner, and almost as
necessary to me in earning my living as a traction
engine is to its owner. If the licence on motor cycles

be increased to £,i plus 3d. per gallon on petrol, I

have no means of recouping myself for the extra outlay,
whereas a traction engine proprietor would rnerely

have to raise his charges for hauling, when the cost of
the licence would fall on those who employed him, and
these are really the ones who ought to pay. It is no

exaggeration to say that one traction engine with loaded

waggons will do more damage, on certain days, in one
passage over a road than many hundreds of motor
cycles would do. In the*case of a badly made country
road, one traction engine will do more damage than

thousands of motor cycles. It is only when the roads

are very dry that motor cycles do any appreciahlt-

daniage, as then they tend to loosen the surface, hut

this only happens when a large number travel together

at speeds in excess of the legal limit. When a poor

motor cyclist commits a technical offence, such as

exceeding the speed limit, ever so little, in one of the

numerous police traps, then he usually considers him-

self lucky if he is let off with a -Q4 or _;^5 fine and
expenses. He may have exceeded the speed limit

unknowingly, but how often do traction engines exceed

their lawful speed limit, and,wilfully too? Do we
ever hear of police traps for them! I've never heard'i

of one!
Traction , engine drivers in this part of 'the country

1

.(N.B.), in deliberate contravention- of the law, fit

metal studs to the wheels to enable them to travel

on the roads when it is frosty weather. Very often

it is only a thin layer of the road surface that is frozen

when very serious damage is done to the road. These

men- are never fined for this deliberate contravention

of the law or the serious damage they do, and again

I ask why ? The poor ratepayer has to pay for it all,

and when he receives his demand note he turns rounij

and blindly blames motorists for the extra cost. -'1

Motor cyclists at least can have an easy consciences

and make full use of the public roads, for I can assuiei

them they pay dearly for their share of the wear and.f

tear of our highways.
'

MIXING THE MIXTURE.

^^ Tf ITELANGE " recently suggested inserting in

I y I the inlet pipe of motor cycle engines a coil

spring for the purpose of breaking up the

petrol and more efficiently . mixing the

mixture. Several readers have asked, what type of

spring " Melange " found most suitable, and in response

to our query he says that what he finally used was an
exhaust valve type of spring, fitting the pipe fairly

tightly, and having the effect of corrugating the walls

of the inlet pipe, and so introducing " skin friction

"

against the travel of the gases. A motor cyclist who
is interested in the idea differs from "Melange," and
thinks that a spring which fits close to the walls of

the pipe with a free passage through the centre of

the coil wouJd be of little use, but if the spring were
made in the form of a double taper it might possibly
be efficient in breaking up the mixture, but would offer

a certain amount of of^struction. He adds further

that a single short taper spring with the small diameter
of the coil nearest to the carburetter, in his opinion,
would give the best results. Fitting a spring or any-
thing else in the inlet pipe should be undertaken with
the greatest care, as proper methods should be em-
ployed to prevent the spring being sucked into the
inlet valve. If any other readers have experimented
in this direction we shall be pleased to hear from them.

AN AUXILIARY PETROL TANK.

THE accompanying half-tone shows

an auxiliary petrol tank which

should prove very useful to agents'

and depot managers in showing

customers new motor cycles running on

the stand without the trouble of filling

the regular fuel tank.

As may be seen, it is simply con-

structed from the tube of an old inflator

and a few old connections that can be

found about any cycle shop, a duplicate

petrol feed pipe is then coupled direct

to the receptacle, the other end fitting

the carburetter union. The spare tank

is merely hung by a piece of string to

the franre to avoid scratching the enamel.

Riders who dismount their engines for

overhauling often find that they either

start with difficulty aftenvards, or fail

to give their full power, due, apparently,

to incorrect carburetter adjustment, though the latierJ

part of the machine has never been altered. The reaif

cause, however, may often be traced to failing toj

screw up the carburetter unions properly, thus allowingi|

the engine to draw in air via the loose unions.
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i..e t.-i.^t ui/rb nj-. i.i.ld himselt responnihl; tor the opinions of his cor. ^-ijuii^tnti.

All letters should lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Bore-Stroke Ratio and Efflcieney.
[4565.j—I liave read Mr. Scott's reply to my letter on

his criticism, but do not i^ropose to continue the discussion,
notliing having transpired to disprove my arguments sliow-
uig tho advantage in stroke power of an "engine v/ith stroke
greater than the bore diameter. I have stated my case im-
partially, with reason^ and as^clearly as possible, and mnv
leave your readers to form their own conclusions from the
matter written on both sides, trusting that the popular but
fallacious objections to the long stroke may be to F<ime
extent removed.

I beg to express my thanks for your courteous treatment,
•!': Ill-' iis9 of your valuable space.

JAS. L. NORTON".

Cubical Capacity and Horse-power.
64,J—If one looks through the specifications of

ie-cyiinder motor bicycles shown in The Motor Ci/cle
uyers' Guide there will be found so-called 3^ h.p. •single

cylinder machines varying in cylinder capacity from 402° to
558 cubic centimetres. I think many readers, as ivell as
myself, would ba extremely interested to knovi' why it is

necessary to have this extre^ne variation in cubic capacity
in order to pro;Uic€ a 3-^- h.p. single-cylinder motor cvcl'e
engine. If the 402 c.c. can be made fo as to develop 3^
li.p. what is the use of forcing on the public a lot of addi-,
tional bulk and weight, which, according to the makers'
point of view, accomplishes no more than the smaller engine.
A few years ago several well-known malcers of motor cycles
offered for sale so-called 3^ h.p. machines; within the' hist
two years they have considerably increased the capacity of
their engines, yet they still call them ^ h.p. From "this
we can only beheve that their earlier productions were
exaggerated, or that they are afraid to admit to the public
to-day that their machines are really 4 to 5 h.|i.

W. H. WELLS.

Steering of Sidecars.
•[4j65.]- Having lately bought a motor Ijicvcle and hxed

a sidecar to it, I foimd considerable dithciiUv in taking
corners to the left or near side (the sidecar is 'ii.xed to the

j
left side). As "this point lias been discussed several times hi

;}
your interesting journal. I venture -to give mv explanation
of the difficulty, and
liow I overcame it, I

should be interested to

j
hear if other motor

I cyclists have arrived
at the same conclu-
sions.

j

The dotted lines re-

i
present two straight

I

edges placed beside

j
the wheels, a few

I
inches from the ground. If the sidecar wheel is quite in line

j
with the two motor bicycle wheels, there is a diag to the near

' or left side when travelling in a straight line, and it the

j
sidecar wheel points in towards the front n;oti;r cycle wheel

I

too much it is very diiBcult to steer to the near side. The
1 sidecar wheel, though free, is really driven forward by the
fixed axle from the motor cycle driving wheel.

After a good many adjustments, measuring as indicated I

:
arrived at the best position. The length of a motor cycle

f
wheelbase and the width of the sidecar will have a con-

!
sideralile influence on the position, so that the difference fore
and aft will be less or greater than the l^in. on my machine.

HERBERT PORTER.

An Excellent Hill-climber.
[4566.]—There is a motor cyclist in this neighbour-

hood (Bishop's Stortford> who owns a machine, the behaviour
of Avliich has compelled me to ask, through the medium of

T/ie Motor C'l/cle, for a little information. The machine is

a "Wolf" pattern lightweight, fitted with air engine of the
Stevens type, with outside flywheel. The owner has added
a two-spee<I gear, about Sin. in diameter, and of about 3 lbs.

weight, and has dispensed with the pedalling gear and fitted

footrests. The gear gives two speeds and a free engine.

With this air-cooled tea cup of an engine, aird a speed gear
not so big as a penny bun, he calmly drifts up local gradients
that stop dead four-fifths of the local heavyweights and
3^- h.p.'s. The engine, he informs me, is more than four

years old! What is tli? meaning of it all? Is the motor
cycle manufacturer retrogressive, and shall we in due time
come, to traction engines? C. W.

TooiS; and Spaiei to be carried.

[4o67.]^Now tliat the commencement of the active

riding season is at hand th«re is a matter, I think, that should
be given at least a little consideration. I refer to the
question as to what constitutes au efficient equipment of

tools and spares to be carried by the rider of an up-to-date
touring motor cycle. At first sight this may appear a
matter tliat ran be A'ery well left to the' individual, but any
rider will agree, when through neglect on his part to carry
some tool or spare that an emergency may make indispens-
able, and he becomes dependent upon the resources of the
good Samaritan, that the contents of various I'Miiging and
greasy bags, willingly submitted to his inspection, are rarely
able to supply what is required.

This points to the fact that unnecessary tools, etc., are
indiscriminately bundled into our toolbags on the off chance
of their coming in useful some time or other, instead of only
such articles as a careful analysis of probable requirements
may suggest to the practical rider. It would be interesting
to, learn from your readers what they consider an ideal kit.

I have read with much. pleasure jMr. D. S. Baddeley's account
of his 1,700 miles ride ; ii statement as to the amount of
" ruiiuing"e.xpenses " incurred would add to the instructive-
ness of his article. R. WENT"\VOr!TH COOK.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4568.]— 7?e letter 4545 in the issue of .January 51st. 1

see a. Mr. C^ase Moriss tliinks a modern 3^ h.p. wouhl not

get up iiapiiporlii Hill. I ride' a 1909 Trluin|.ih and havt
a friend who rides a 1900 Ilex, If Mr. Moriss is willing

we will meet him at Maenport'a one fine day and have a

try at it. I live within five miles -of the hill and have been
riding six years, but have had no occasion to try the hill

in question. In conclusion, conhl you make The Motoi
Ci/rh bi-weekly instead of weekly? I read every word- and
enjoy it.

'

C. MARSHALL .''rHOMAS.

[4569.]—In reply to letter 4555, I think Mr. A. I).

Tyler makes rather a bold statement when he says that ho
doubts my statements, nor has he any authority for saying
so. Perhaps he thinks I am in the habit of making public
statements which are not -correct. However, he says, might
he ask what lightweights I really have ridden? I have
ridden the following : Moto.sacoche (I think five machines).
Rex (two machines), Moto-Rcve, F.N., Quadrant, Ariel,

and a lightweight machine fitted with a Werner engine. I

did not own any of the above machines, but rode theirr quite
long enough to form an opinion; by that I mean that I rode
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the machines some days, and did not just jump on for a

spin. Perhaps Mr. Tyler is one of the type I mentioned as

upholding the lightweight. If so, no doubt he has had
longer and wider experience than I.

B. G. DURKIN.

[4570.]—I am at all times interested in reading criticisms

and the general useful inforniation that The Motor Cycle

contains from time to time. But I am unable to digest with

comfort such remarks as are contained in the views put

forward by B. G. Durkin in respect to the question of light-

weights and heavyweights. All men who indulge in motor

cycling, or anv kind of sport or pastime, ,should pride them-

selves on keeping fit, strong, active, cool headed, and of good

nerve, and I am pleased to know that your corresponde.nt
" B.D.G." fulfils these qualifications so thoroughly. At
the same time I would respectfully remind him thnt he

'

should not set down these qualities as being unapproachable

by mari'ied men, or men of forty years of age.—such comment
is uncalled for. disrespectful, and unwarrantable.

I do not know Mr. B. 'G. Durkin, but I have the pleasur-

able acquaintaiK'e of many ridere between the ages of thirty-

five and forty-five ycar.i, who, although they aj-e ridcTs of

lightweight machines, are not a bit nervous at crossing the

saddle of a 5 or 7 h.p. motor, and control it as well as most

riders. The sole reason for adopting a lightweight is to

obtain greater comfort, ease of control. plea.sure, and
economy^ and the lightweight is more «iitable for business

purpcfcses. In the cases I mention the he<avier and more
powerful machine is not adopted because of lack of nei've,

strengtb, or pluck, as "B.G.D." implies. I hope he may
long retain his present high standard of fitness, and when
he contemplates taking unto himself a wife, or iis bordering

on the forty years limit, he will perhaps thin.k of the time
when he possessed all those great qualities he mejitionff, and
join the ranks of the lightweight enthusiasts, of which I ajn

one. In conclusion, I am riding a 1910 2| h.p. Douglas. I

ride it daily in all weathers? in the South Wales disti'icts,

which are very hilly and r-ough in ma.ny parts. It carries

me in comfort, and I would not change it for any other

mount I have met with of greater power. My weight is 12^

stones, I am thirty-eight years of a^e, and up tiH the present

I retain all my old cycle racing day qualities of strength.

pluck, and endurajKie. Not bad for a lightweight enthusiast.

C. H. SIMONS.

The Transmission Question.

[4571.]—With regard to the discussion on the above
question in your columns during the past few weeks, there

is one point regarding belt transmission whrch I do not
think has been mentioned.

I find, for instance, that a first class rubber and canvas
belt, such as the Gloria, lin. or Ij^in. wide, lasts longer on
my present 7-9 h.p. machine than the same size and make of

belt did on a previous 5 h.p. and lower. This I ascribe t-o

the fact that I now gear 3^ to 1 for solo work and 4 to 1

with sidecar, as against previously 4 to 1 and 4^ to 1 respec-

tively. The lower gear and therefore smaller engine pulley

required on a low powered machine has a worse effe'ct in

cracking and breaking up the rubber belt than the extra
kick of a larger and higher geared engine, even with imcreased
speed and weight of the machine.
For a machine over 3^ h.p. I tbink there is nothing to

touch a good rubber belt, but below this power, for the
before mentioned reason of the lower gear required, a leather
belt such as a Watawata ie more suitable, there being also

less power lost in bending.

I do not doubt the fact that Mr. Pratt, together with other
chain enthusiasts, can start their bicycles and sidecars from a
standstill provided they have a decent clutch, but in my
opinion, for prolonging the life of pulley bearing and machine
generally, combined with comfort and silence, the belt is

superior to either the shaft or chain drives, a« at present
fitted- I have used the Whittle chain belt, but think to make
it the equal of the rubber variety for both comfort and wear,
it should be fitted in conjunction with some form of spring
or slipping drive, on top gear at any rate.

I might mention that I always remove the belt from the
pulleys after the finish of a ride, except in very wet weather.
For racing, chain or shaft is no doubt faster than any

belt drive. VIVIAN OLSSON.
A2.S

FEBRUARY 14th, igio.

A Lightweight Converted to V Belt Drive.

[4572.]—Herewith is a snapshot of a 1^ h.p. N.S.U.
fitted with direct V drive by fin. S.G. belt, about which 1

.sought your advice some weeks ago. This belt has run nov^

nearly 2,000 miles, and is still in good condition. As you
may see by the photograph, not a bit of the rubber is gone
from the sides.

I should also like to recommend a good plug. The one
fitted to my N.S.U. has run 1,600 miles and still fires on
first turn of pedals. It is a Darop. The centre piece is

solid like' an acorn, and fires all the way round to the body
of the plug.

N.S.D. lightweight converted to direct V belt drive by a reader residing

in Central India. (See letter No. 4S72.)

This photograph may help some of your readers who own
lightweights and are subject to belt troubles. The cost of

the alterations would be about £1 at -home, but it cost me
£2 in Calcutta.. 0. A. HOLLAND.

Fort Allahabajl, Central India.

The A.C.H. Quarterly Trials.

[4573.]—I wa.s surprised to read in the report of the

Qua-rterly Trials that W. Pratt received full marks for

Dashwood Hill, and more surprised at his being awarded
a non-stop, as it is well known that he fell off his machine
on Dashwood. In the Quarterly Trials last October, when
sent oflf, my engine refused to fire until I had got some
distance, so I went back and requested another start, which
was refused. If this rule is enforced with one, it is only

fair that it should be with all.

I also see that G. Lee Evans and W. 0. Bentley are

awarded non-stops. I was not aware that getting off and
running alongside machines was allowed, neither did I come
acj'oss a lot of thick traffic as reported. J. Gibson failed on

Dashwood Hill, but I see he gets a non-stop. The 3^ h.p.

Premier (G. E. Stanley) is also awarded a nonstop, although
I rmderstand traffic caused the rider to dismount twice.

The 3 h.p. Wanderer (A. V. Deacpok) side-slipped on Dash-

.

wood, but gets full marks. H. H. Bowe« (5 b.p. Indian)

broke footrests before Banbury, and repaired chain aftier

leaving that place, arkd gets credited with one sto.p only.

One non-stop man smashed his footrests without coming
oS (some dubious people would not believe this).

If these trials are to be of any use to the pniblic or to the

trade, I consider they should be carried out in a more iaxr:

and businesslike manner.
I had the misfortune to Jail and break a pedal" oft' and

slightly damage some other parts, which was the reason of

my being credited with failing to climb Dashwood and
Pvectory Hills. I do not complain of this, but in the interest

of the firm who pays my expenses I must complain when.

,

favours are granted to others and refused to mvselt.
ELI CLARK.
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[4574.]— I have carefully examined the official results of

the Quarterly Trials, which were published in last week's
issue of The Motor Cycle, and I find that I have been awarded
only ten marks out of a possible twenty for " Ueneral Kxcel-

lenoe of Design." Others have been awarded more, and
others less. Of the latter I will not speak. What I am
anxious to know , is this. The Bradbury motor cycle is

i| generally admitted to follo^v standard line.s as regards general

1 design. Now this machine also has special features of its

own as regards design. Three of the most significant are :

(1) Extraordinary accessibility to interior of engine ; (2)

detachable and adjiislable bottom brai'ket; and (3) detach-

ahla rear mudguard and carrier. Whj' were these excel-

lent, points overlooked by the judges, or rather, perhaps
my question would read better, Why were .marks deducted
for these points? I understand the machines were examined
at the end of the trial, when the design was noted. Now'
my machine was not then e.\aniii;cd, because .1 retired early

in the trial (with a damaged arm through a fall).

Another (lucstion that I should like answered is. Why
was a cei'tain rider awarded full marks for climbing Dash-
wood Hill wlien, owing to sideslip he fell, and then fini.shed

the climb by pushing Iris machine? I meiely ask this ques-

tion because I reached the summit under the same circum-
stances, and was awarded no marks at all for the climb.

The competitor in question is as much surprised at the
result as I am. A. T. STANTON.
[As regards our correspondent's fir.st query, tlie Competitions
Committee has now decided not to award marks tor
" Cieneral Excellence of Design." See page 124.

—

Ed.]

S:

Causes of Overheating.
-' [4575.]—I'wo things I notice axe not impressed upon
motor cyclists who complain of overheating after trying

various adjustn,eiits. One is leaky mduction joints, which
in many ca.ses look perfectly gas-tight, but are not. This
can be tested by blowing down induction pipe (valve, held

on its seating by sprmg or otherwise), when leaks will be
manifest. The other special thing is, novices are apt to

take down cylinder and fail to replace washer between
cylinder and crank case (if any), or sometimes throw away
washer and fit a thinner one, under" the impression that it

1 makes no difference.

I
I myself have seen and ridden motor cycles .with cylinder

and plugs red-hot, and the cause has been tmced to the said

washers being removed, and thus raising the compression.
P. G. J.

Metal for Exhaust Valves.

[4576.]—As a novice, I should be interested to know,
apropos of " Ixion's " remarks on metallurgy, whether anyone
has ever tried making exhaust valves, or larger parts of a

motor cycle engine, of one of the new air-hardeuing tool steels.

I believe these steels will work -quite^ well when red-hot.

and they certainly do cut far faster than the old steels.

Possibly there would not- be enough elasticity, and the head
might "be inclined to fly off, but cast-iron is not so very

elastic, and.it seems to be one of the favourite metals.

Tool steel is, I believe, dilficult to work, but I do not see

why it should not be possible to forge a valve to shape, under
a die. and grind it true. Very likely it would need careful

adjustment to get tlie right spring tension, not to crack

the head off.

I should like to try the experiment myself, if it has not
been done before, but my present valve has given no trouble

yet, and as a beginner I believe in "letting well alone."

I hope to hear something on this interesting subject from
someone who has had more experience. C. M. B.

Morgan's Petrol Turbine.

[4577.]—In The Mnlor Cyde for last week is a reply to

some critics by the inventor of the above engine, in which
he seems to think that the pressure of the exploded gas in

the combustion chamber will drive the rotor. I will try to

explain why this is not so. . In every engine which %vorks

by fluid pressure, as Mr. Morgan says his engine is meant
to do, the volume of the working chamber is variable, as,

for instance, in a reciprocating petrol engine cylinder, the
movement of the piston changes the volume of the space
containing the working fluid. Now in the Morgan turbine,

the combustion chamber has a constant volume, and, there-

fore, the pressure of the contained gas can do no work. ^Ir.

ilori;:!!! says that the pressure acts on the "base" of the

chamber. If it acted on the base only, well and good, but,

unfortunately, it acts equally in every direction, and so the

pressures on the two sides of the wedge-shaped combustion
chamber e.xactly balance. I think he refers iio the action of

an injector in his illustration of a steam boiler feeding itself,

but the cases are entirely different. The injector takes

steam containing a large amount of energy in the form of

heat, tran/sforms the Jieat into kinetic energy, wdiich energy
is then used to drive water into the boiler, but notice that

becairse of inevitable losses, the energy contained in the

steam as heat is considerably greater than the energy in the

water.
One question : If the heat lost is " very great," Where does

the efficiency come in? The internal combustion engine,

vrhether turbine or reciprocating, is a heat engine, and the
more heat transformed into mechanical energy the greater

is the efficiency of the engbe. PERCY J. STIRRUP.

Wired-on v. Beaded-edge Tyres.

[4578.]—I was very interested to see Mr. F. C. Mustard's
letter [4527] in the issue of January 24th on the above
subject, as, coming from so experienced a rider, it must
command respect. I am entirely in agreement with him in

everything he says about wired-on tyres, and his experience
is exactly the same as mine, in that he finds wired-on tyres

vastly superior to the beaded edge variety. May I suggest

to him that he fits a cham loosely across under the mud-,
guard ; he will then do away with naU punctures.

" Ixion's " remarks in your issue for December 20th are

very interesting, and doubtless in the main correct. I have
yet, however, to experience a broken wire. The only two
cases I know of were on pedal cycles, and vfere caused by
gross carelessness.

Mr. G. Lobb in letter 4477 writes of friction between
cover and rim with wired-on covers. What does he mean ?

Also why does he let Ins rims get rusty inside, and so

damage the air tube? Painl is cheap, and 30 is tape I

I have to thanh ilr. R. Wentworth Cook for his letter

[4449]. It is doubtless a fair statement of his experiences. I

do not agree with him regarding levers chafing the fabric of

wired-on tyres. Tliis may be because I generally find my
fingers sufficient, or at most a gentle application of a " One
Minute " lever. The trouble in the past has been that riders

have not understood the principle of the wire and rim.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"P. W." (Sheffield) desires owners' opinions of the Wil-

kinson T.xA.C, as regards finish, quality, and running.

"A. J"." (Bristol) would like readers' experiences of the

Mabon clutch on a 6-8 h.p. motor cycle and sidecar.

"S.J.S." (Exeter) desires users' opinions of the 8 h.p.

Bat with P. and M. gear for use as solo and sidecar

machines.

"X." (Great Yarmouth) would like readers' experiences

with the Whittle Link CttIp belt. Does it wear the pulley

unduly?
".T. S." (Glasgow) would like riders'- opinions of the two

stroke twin-cylinder Scott as to general reliability, speed,

and average petrol consumption.
" F. H." (St. Petersburg) desires an amateur's experiences

with a 5 h.p. Indian, especially as regards riding comfort and
easy starting. " F. H." would also be pleased to exchange
notes with motor cyclists in W^arsaw and Moscow.

->-«••—<-

Owing to the fact that the busmess of the Bosch Magneto
Co. is rapidly increasing, due to the great popularity of its

magneto, the company will shortly remove to more spacious
premises at 40-42. Newman Street, Oxford Street, W. The
new home of the Bosch magneto consists of a large garage on
the ground floor, commodious ofBces on the first floor, and
spacious and well lighted repair shops oi; the upper storeys.

Readers wlio are on the look-out for a two-speed geared
motor bicycle which will haul a sidecar will be interested

to know t'liat at the Phelon and iloore depot, 12, Mortimer
Street, W,, a P. and M. fitted with a sidecar is af all times
re^idy for a rmi either in London or to any of the well-

known' hills in the district. The 1910 catalogue of the

P. and M. two-speed chain-driven motor bicycle is ready,
and can be supplied on application to the above address.

A31
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By ERIC W. WALFORD. F.C.I.P.A.

An Exhaust Silencer.

The silencer comijTises a cylindrical outer chamber A,
which contains a conical casing B, into which the gases pass

from the exhaust pipe
C. Within the casing

j ^ ^ i .

B is a conical batfle D, Ij

wliicli is provided Avith \

helical walls E, which
d e tl e c t t li e exhaust
gases towards tlie

smaller end of the
casing B through which
Ihey pass into the space within the cylindrical chamber A,

passing thence to the atmosphere through -the apertures F.

—

H. C. Gibson, No. 9,969, 1909.

An Automatically Adjusting Pulley.

The variation in the tension of the
belt which follows the variation of

load on the engine is utilised to auto-

matically adjust the movable flange of

the engine pulley. The flange A is

secured to the engine-shaft B, and
carries a sleeve C on which slides the
movable flange D. Upon the outer end
of the sleeve C is screwed an annular
cap E, between which and the movable
Hange D are arranged a number of

compression springs F. A du.st cap G
jarried by the movable flange D encloses

these parts. A single track ball

bearing J is arranged upon
the sleeve C, and when the
Hanges are separated to their

greatest extent a free engine
is provided, the belt remain-
ing stationary upon the outer
ring of the ball bearing J.

Hand-operated mechanism is

also provided, and comprises
a roller K, pivoted at L, and
adapted to be forced between
the pullev flanges bv an opera-
ting rod" JI.—W. ".J. LloTd,
No. 19.697, 1903.

Perpetual Motion (?).

By this invention it is proposed to use compressed air to
propel the machine, the power supplied being used at the
same time to operate pumps whereby the air compression is

maintained. Upon the bicycle is mounted a tank A supply-
ing air to a turbine wheel contained., in a casing B. Thr-

spindle of the turbine
wheel is provided with « . ^

the usual driving gear lUi „—

I

on one side, and on
the other is geared to

air - compressing pumjis

D E. An auxiliary air

pump F is carried on
the lower forks, and
adapted to be geared
to the rear wheel, so

as to operate when
free - wheeling. The
inventors state that the initial pressure having been obtained

by means of a tyre inflator or other pump, the compressed

air may be admitted to the turbine wheel, rotating it, and so

propelling the bicycle. At the same, tim^ the air pumps -D E
are diiven, maintaining the air pressure in the tank A, and

A32

-K.incidentally solving the problem of perpetual motion.-

Adams and J. Trowles, No. 742, 1909.

A Divisible Frame.

The frame is divisible into two main parts—the front part

A which carries the tanks, and the rear part B which carries

the engine and its appurtenances. The two parts when in

position are bolted together at the points_ CPE. The con-

struction facilitates transport and permits of the engine_

receiving attention without being detached from its bed.

—

H. Eeed, No. 15. 1909.

The Metropolitan Machinists' Co., 75, Bishopsgate^ Street <

Without, London, E.C., have sent us a copy of their cata-

logue, which is full of illustrations of motor cycle acces-..

series. A copy will be sent to any reader on application.

Motor cyclists who are at all doubtful as to the working' :

of a high-tension magneto should obtain a" copy of "Motor a

Cycles and How to Manage Them. " In the booklet are_

extracts from articles written in the simplest and clearest

'

manner, which appeared in TJie Motor Cycle some four

years ago.

An extremely tastefully designed calendar is to hand from'.i

the V.S. Cycle and Motor Co., 178, Great Portland Street,"

W., as well as their 1910 catalogue. In the latter there are'

several excellent illustrations of the V.S. single and twin-;'

cylinder machines, as well as detail drawings of that most
satisfactory of two-speed gears, the V.S. Copies of both

calendar and catalogue will be sent to any readers of The
Motor Cycle who make application ' to the above address. .:

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way lor

loss of copy in the form ol manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
eiwelope is enclosed tor the purpose.

/St
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DUR SIDECAR MOUNT
Dtie now on a new 1909.V two-speed HUMBER and

C ONET SIDECAR. The combination equal to a
yi car. We will quote a special cas'i pri^e fortiocOm-
bl^tion. Offers considered.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Q^lip. Minorva. gnind condition, all spares spring
^^4 ioilcs. iu-cnuiuiutor: £12—BentK\v- Sandy Laue.
Boyton-

31-41].p. Motor Cyt'le for sale, or exchange {also side-

2 ciiv).— 01¥iT-i jiiid particulars. 3, Archery Terrace,

Humber, chain drive, splendid con-

oz near offer— 4. Simpson's Placi'

.-I rcceivixl troiii uii.iKiTS. ;i \'W

1B09i HUIVIBERS
L)' I iK'vv. These you can hardly U II from loio inodeU,
[)( fitted with improved patl>ri! silencers, spring forks

la r pulleys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, H. li. control

fi; lered tank, high tnision magnetos, Dunlop lyres, oil

pip operated by foot, stand and carri' r, toolbag with
,il ' il5 fitted to tiandle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£42 10s., or exchange, or credit.'

Special Discount for Cash.

1909 SINGLE SPEED HUMBERS.
j
:iiid new, fitted with latest pattern silencers, spring

fc^. magnetos, pedalling gear, stand, carrier, toolbag,

U^, number plates,

;; . £37 15s.. exchange or credit.

i-jsh offers wanted. \\'hy buy second-hand machines,
(v;i brand new, up-to-date, fuHv guaranteed luacines.

:.; ' had at these prices. Rcm.iriber number is limited

Don'-t IVIis
1909! IIUMBER two

.1s, handle starting, com-
: with new isidecar,

£45 only.

s These.
5i h.p. Rex DE LUXE,
magneto, Roc ciutcli, ban
die starting, coni'ilf'te with

sidecar, £22 lOs. only.

NEW 1909 ARi^OS.
have a few Brand New 3^ h.p. Models, fitted with

letos, li.-b. control, compl le with tools, etc.

;t nncc, /.'(5. Our price, £32 lOs. Or exchange.
Cash offers wanted.

Other Sioleca.r Ma.chinGS-
> ,].i. MINliR\'A, twin, 1908 model, spriie; l^rivs £25 10

S^p. BROWN, twin, igo8, magneto, iru maiin' £25 10

) (p. Twin REX, four speeds, spring foii,^; .... £)6 10
j.jp. Twin REX, 190S, inagneto, spring in.-ivi.. £32 10

y p. HUMBER, 1909, two speeds, soiled only £32 10,
fflp. BAT, magneto, two speeds, spring frame. . £24 10.

I' Bea-utifiil Solo Mounts.
kip. TRIUMPH, magneto, etc., 1909 £35
«p. TRIUMPH, I90t>, Mabon free engine £30
ji' p. TRIUMPH, 1907, in splendid condition . . £25
j" p. DOUGLAS, 1909, studded tyres, like new £32 10
jjj-x REX, 1909, tourist, soiled only £32 10
j|'\ REX, colonial model, magneto ignition . . £12 12
'il 1. QUADRANT, 1909, Roc two-sperV.! gear. . £32 10
j| 1; QUADRANT, igoS, mag., beauiifnl nuhr £25
3* >. MINERVA, mag., enamelled Fn'nch finy £22 10
58 >. MINERVA, magneto, splendid roii'lilioii. . £21 10

3I
'y. N.S.U., magneto, 2.1in. tyres, low bulk . . £22 10

if
>. N.S.U.. 1908, magneto, solendid nrder £26 10

y.{ X N.S.U.. twin. 1908, magnetn. two speeds. . £27 10
U. 3, SP.A.RK. vertical engine, magneto £8 15
ft 3. GARRARD spring forks, 26in. wheels .. £8 15
l| 7, MINERVA, spray, good running order . . £3 15
'] We have 200 Machines in stock.
'

;
I cannot put all these in our advertisements, therefore

ie for list, post free. CASH BUYERS we specially
ca for, and we are able to allow big discounts. TO
ri TRADE : We have a few good machines to clear
at! . each.

19°

MUST S-n.-2h.p.
(lili'lll; £10,

Eoehdale-

PHELON and Moore. 1909, magneto, pplendid condi-
— linn; £40.-1''. Craven. Rock Bank. Bolton Rib,

Bradford.

1 Q09 T.T. Triumph, absolutely like new, J)unIop tyi' -•

J-tf (l:)ne little work; £38.—Houghton, game deak.r.

Eotherbain-

CROSS for Triumphs in Rotherliam.-1910 and 1909
nioiliI< in ?t(nk; exchanges entertained; 23h,p. Mm-

erra, £8 8-.

09 Triumph, i'aliner cord tyres, .'^pares, and horu.

TV little ridden, like new; cash £35..—G- W.
Muniby, Berkeley St., Hull.

1 Q09 p. and M-. in good condition, sparer, inlet .an^'

At' exhaust valves, lamp, and horu; £38 10s-—364
Manehester Hd-, Bradford.

Ariel, good condition throughout; cost £40
HI take £12 ; sati.sfaction guaranteed. ^ Arm-

strong's Garage. Beverley.

4 h.p., Chater frame. Stevens en^due, h-b- euntn>l ; hesl

offer above £8; seen any time.— H.r.-rlnii. 31. Henri-
etta St-. AshtoD-under-Lyne-

Qih-p. J.A.P. medal bolder for hill-climb, all the
'Va latest, built la-t season; £12 lOs.^Bburne,
Plumber, jMillboiKe,-. yhetfield-

TRIUMPH. 1909, nearly new, searchlight, h. in nW
spares, guaranteed perfect order; what cTb:^^•— Lliu-

yon. Infantry Barracks, York.

HALIFAX—Rex motor cycles, 100 to select from;
£5 to £75; special list on application — Motor

Exchange. Wcstj;ate, Halifax-

MANCHESTER Motorists can obtain Ariel. Brad-
bury, Douglas-. Norton. R.M.C two-stroke from

Sh-'"''--

official agent. Gourlay. ^Fallowfield.

3ih-p. Res, magneto, runnin;
2 trol. spring fork-: £17.

district.-Hodgson, Market. Kuai

Hmnber, frt^i-- 'nL.-iuir'.

h:"iuU'il. lUfiizniri' 'Ut <niiil

.xauiinati ii; £9 5-.— 27- Alii'i

31h.p.
2

ordii'r, handle-bar eou-
nean-^t olii-v; leavin;;

;hnfMiuli.

r>>n<'h gri-y, just over-
nn. R-O-M:. back; any
•;t.. Oldham.

1 Q09 Triumph,
jLZf tion. only

09
1

Triumph

engine uiode],
;di(-;nt lOOn n
Manchester Ht

in perfect condi-
\\r<: £40 cash--
.. Biiltnu.

TRIUMPH Racer, 1909, T-T. model, in iierfect con-
dition, only done 1.000 miles, vcrv fast; £38 10s-—

R. Thornton, 45. Chester "St- Hulme, Maneh.-ster-

nqw hide belt, tyres
ug : any trial here;

102. Lloyd St.. Moss Sidf>. Mau-

MINERVA, 2Jh.p-. aeeumulator
good. horn, guaranteed run

THIS WEEK'S SPICY BARGAIN.
l,.p. REX, in good running order, complete with

:' I 'lit, accumulator, number-plates, etc.

£4 19s. 9d. £4 lOs. Sd. £4 19s. 9d.

j

will reserve machine upon receipt of £1 deposit, and
ad it balance 5/- weekly.

ENGINES.
Mnlor Boat Engine, two flywheels, fitted
ill propeller, pump, carburetter, and sili nrrr £8 10
i.'oronet, M.O.V., water-cooled, new £7 15
I '' Dion, walcr-cooled £5 15
Twin Standard, wants overhauling £2 5

• < w Water-cooled StJition >rv Fu^inr .... v.s i".

J Dion, air-cooled £2 5
M.O.V.. air-cooled fcJ 5

. Exchanges entertained.

Wi 1 FED, up-to-date two or four-seater car, two or four
ylinders. Cash or exchange.

10 guineas-—Bautield,
Chester.

TRIUMPH. 1909.
iind September

note [urn am-.r
lUin^wortli Mnlli

left works July, ridden part August
praeticallv new, F.R.S. lamp, tri-

li' ^. '-iMrMiiri I li'lie-t : ±;39.—

wlieeqib.p.
O2 t:t

rnn-lltinli

3ih-p. Magneto Triumph, late
2 tion, wheels m-wly phited.

tyif-., :\l], liP.

eoiue and
mount, any

Fafiiir, L'iiatiT. ww
nk. " Triuujpli Piitt." Inw 1

: oHiTS. or rxrJK.i.un iiulil^

:e, litlaekpool. LaueasLiro.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery,
before purchasing- your 1910

-upplied; second-hanu Trinmphs taken in part pavment
—Triumph Agent. 53, TrafEcrd Ed-. S.iliord.

1907, perfect condi-
m. w cylinder fitted,

-t pattern footrests.
M-r'.s lamp ana gen-
I', fa.'^t, and reliable

;

k. 35, Lower Bank

Triumph adjustaVil
N.A-B. epriug si ,iT-inii:ir.

erator, horn, tools, ^jMit-,-,

£27; seen any .time.— 11.

Rd., Fulwood, Preston-
Ch;i

SECTION HI.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derbyv
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

Qih-p-. Autu en'-iiie,O2 £15.-Campbell.
6 Chater-Lea. perfect condition
Johnstown, Ruuluiu

TiRIUMPH.X tri^l; 33
first-class

lOOTfl'S MOTORIES^
HARLES STREET-, W Sijuare. Roid,

lonc 1062. HALIFAX. %:j,™Hlt.rJ'"'

1 ilJ-P- Q
-1-2 tyr.

19°',

condition, uqu-skid tyre:

eiili r new belt.

2Jh.p. Bradbury,
chine, in "ijerfect

Walsall-

A\ yilduii'., jiuxtuu.

a ynnuine. hard Mearin;; m:
ondition; £12.—Hougli, Lci

DOUGLAS. July. 1909. Palmer cords. Watawata.
splendid equipment: ride purchaser; £53,. nearest-

— Sugden. Douglas Agent-. Alfretou.

TRIUMPH. 1909. free engine clutch. Palmer cord
tyres, every part perfect, Lueus lamp, horn; £39-

— (iurton. 46, Darlington St-, Wolverhampton-

TKIITMPH, uev/ January. 1909. splendid condition
rubber studded tyies. complet,^ with all accessories;

£29—Beuham, Holywell Terrace. Shrewsbury.

In answering these advertisements it is deHirabbt lo menfion

THE LEADING HOUSE.
Large Stocks. Immediate Delivery. Money Savcl.

£4 17s. 6d.
CORONET
SIDECARS

Before buying a Sidecar, send ior illustrated cir 1 lar

explaining the advantages of " CORONET " Sidecars nvec
other makes. DeUvery from stock to suit Mine n as
Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and any other make. Atta:ht'd

in three minutes.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

CORONET ADJUSTA3l£ PULLtf.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held

in any position by a simple
yet ingenious contrivance.

Gear can be altered with-
out tile aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand.
Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable

for hill-climbing.

Slandru-d makes, such as Rexes, Triuniniis, Mincrvas,
supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley (or

pattern- Discaunt te trade.

' GRIPSK3N " BPLTING.

f
o- (

0- (

Mad-' trom sr-Ucted parts eU hides, correct angl--, perJi'Cl

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer Ute
ilian rubber.

|in., lOd. ; ^in., lid.
;

^in., 1/1; ilu., 1/2.
Special terms to the trade.

TYRE.5»- XYmES- tyres,
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

NEW DUNLOP AND CLINCHER COVERS.
24 or 26 or 2S X 2in i7/-
.^4 or 26 or 28 x ^[ 17/6
2-4 or 26 or 28x2',i[: 13/-
Clincher Tnbrs, ail'sizrs each 4/(1
23X2 or 2[in. Dnnlop Wired Covers „ 1 1 .'6

21.x :]in. Llipper-Rcflex Beaded Covers .... ,, 14/6
Lar--r slock oE Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sham-

rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old
co\TL- in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large slock of the bc'St makes from 59/6.

\"our old coil and ace, taken Jn exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND liARLOW, AMAC.

Let ns quote you for converting your machine to handle-
bar control. We keep a large slock of carburetters. Be
up to dale. I'rice reasonable.

MSSCELLANEOUS.
De Dion Car Frame, wheels, diffrr-'ndal £3 lOi.

Jack No Skid, cost 30/- 10/6
Six good PI dn Colls each 3 '3

Dozen good Trembler Coll- each 7/6
Mudguards and Stays 3in., 2/11, .(in.. 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-biirs. well plalcd 5 S and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembl'T Coils 17/6
200 Fuller-Plain Coils (your old coil taken in exehange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, witii generalors 14/9
30 Pairs New X'lall Spring borks, latest 15/-
Lnnguemare, Minerva, F.N. carburetters .... each 5/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, fit Rex ....". 35/-
.\lbion Free Engine Clutch, fit Rex 29/-
Mabon Free Engine Clutch, fit Triumph 39/-
Gnod Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.
Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 lOs.
N'orman Two-speed Gear, nearly new £2 5s-

Mew Ideal Ball Bearing Fan 12/6
New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-speed Gear Box. nearly new .... £2 5s.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/6
Trembler Cod, twin cylinder 12 '6

BOOTH'S MOTOR! ES,
CHARLES STREET (oif Square Road), HALIFAX,

Telepho[ie 1062.

' T/ic Uotot Cijde."
"

A35
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SiolQ Yorkshire Agents for (l>e T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe
Sole London Agenis ior vhe NORTON.
SpI: Halifax Agen.s for TRIUM^'HS, DOUGLAS, PHELO.,

MOORES, BRADBURVS, etc., etc.

Every 1910 model -we sell or offer for sale
carries the maKers* full guarantee regardless

of whether sold for cash or exchange.

1910 TRIU11.V1I.
Sl.HLilurd juodcl £43 15
Tourist Trophy model _. ., £50

Free engine, £6 6s. extra. Enrliest deliveries.

NORTON.
jh.p Ein^le cylinder

4A h.p. single cylinder

5 h.p twin cylinder

DOUGLAS.
Model P. 36 gns
Model C 38 ,,

Bradbury 3i H.i
igiQ Standard mode! £46

Delivery Xrom Stock.

T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Lunc.
Standard model 60 gns.
Wheel-steering 63 „
Wheel-steering de Luxx . . . . 70 „

Discount to cash buyers.
HUMBER

1910 3^ ti-P- two-fapeed . . . . £50
igro 3!^ h.p. Standard -. .. £45

Twin Prem cr 3? h.p., nnker's price 50 gns. Our price £48
LISTS POST FREE FROM

IVIAUDES' nnOTOFC n/IART,
Powell Street. HALIFAX.

'Phone: 433. Telegrams: "Petrol, Halifax."

136. Great Portland Street, LONDON. W,
'Ph ne: 552, Mnjfair. Telegranas: "Abdicate, London.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MINERVA. Sih.p., late 1908 maohinp. magneto, bad;

tyre npw (studded), udju^tablc^ pulley, Whittle
belt. B. and E. cJirburetter, torpedo tank; £24.— Grant,
Bull Ein?. LudloTT.

TWO 1909 S'/n-p- ilinerviis. spring forks, niafrnet-o,

iu very gtjod (.onilitiou, £30 each; one 1909 3'.h.p-

Trimnpli. sprinp forks, magneto, s^plendid condition, £35:
one 1909 3ib.p- Humber, two-i^peed gear, spring forks,
iiasneto. a bargain, £35.—Allen Bros-i 75, Wellington
Ed. South, Stockport-

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

TBIUMPH. 1909, in perfeet eondition. and as new,
little used; £35—Geo- Sharman, Brarkley.

1 Q09 4-.:rl- 5-6h-p. P.N., not run 500 miles, and equal
i*/ to aiew; £38.-1, Stratford Terrace, Nottingbam-

TIMTjAirHS--One 1907, one 1909, both excellent con-
dition-—Apply, Tuck. 4, Grantham St-, "Coventry.

TWIN Rex. iu grand condition, ne-n- tyres. Whittle
belt: £16-- 50. Ronald Ed., Bordesley Green, Bir-

nMn:.;ham-

3_1 h p. 1909 Rex,. R-O-M.' and tube, spare tyre, valve,
2 lamp, horn, equal new; £30-—IMairis, Cromwell

Rd., Grimsby.

TRIUMPH. 1909, all accessories, scarcely soiled; £35
nearest otter accepted.—Trelawney, King Edward

Ed.. Coventry.

23.1i.p. Kerry, 26in- -wheels, low built, fast, reliable.
4 loner bars, splendid condition; £8 10s-— 67, South-

gate, Sleaford.

TRIUMl'H, late 1908. splendid condition, new Palmer
cord tyres, spares; £32.—C- W- Blythe. 17, Market

Place, Coventry.

£10.-1907 Ariel, H-B- control, Palmer cords, two
petrol tanks, spring forks, padded seat--Myhill,

38. Whitmore Ed-, Birmingham.

rQ09
3lh.p. Rgx- first-cJass condition, new Bbamroct

*7 belt, rubber non-skid tyre; £26; spares, tools-—
Lloyd, Tii.-toria Terrace. Leamington.

Oib.p. Rex 'Lightweight (1908), Bosch magneto, gnar-
-^2 art-cd perfect little used- trial nere; £16 10s.—
Taylor Eros-, Stircbley. Birmingham-

31,h.p. White and Poppe, B-S-A., 1908, low, powefful-
2 Palmer studded, green and gold, as new, £18;

leathei- coat, ISs--Hatfield, Edenhaui. Bouruc-

1 Q09 Rex. 3ih.p., condition as new. rrmplete with
J---J horn, spare valve and all tools, very fast, grand
ill-climber; bargain, £30.—B. S- Gortoa, Dudley Lodge.

Ooventry-

1 Q09 Eoyal Model A. Wolf Lightweight Motor -Cycle,
X«7 2in tyres Whittle belt, two accumulators, spring
-tand. carrier; buying higher power; £15.-Mogg, Forest
Rd., Bulwell.

DOUGLAS, 1910 model, three weeks old, with bom,
-spares, and regi.^tration ; agent's triaJ machine ; bona-

ftde rea.snn fcr selling; £38 10s-—Priest cmd Co-, 66.
Bishop St., Birmingham-

1 Q09 DouETlas Lightweight, condition ab.'^olutely as
X*/ new. not done 700 miles, fitted self-seuling tubc^^..

'VTbher studded rear tyre, horn, tools, and spares; £28
lOs- ; owner bought 1910.—Warner, Warwick-

3ih.p. Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea frame; 2ib.p- motor
2 cyclo. Fafnir engine; IJh-P- Clarendon motor

ycle; motor cycle engine, and lot of sundries^ £15 the
'ot. worth double-—J. Stimpson, Broad Walk, Stratlord-
n-Avon.

POUNDS Saved--Lowest QuotationB given on all
makes of motor cycles and aocessories, second-hand

it broker's prices ; exchanges
;
prompt deliveries.—Write

us yonr requirements to Midland Direct Agency Co.,
Leamington-

IVAN R. HART DAYIES wishes to sel! hi.s End^to-
end Triumph. 85 bv 88 engine, two gallon tank,

necial handle-bars, ppare butt-ended tube, all tools and
pares, lamp, horn, etc run 2,000 miles, as good as new-
£40 cash—Apply, I. B. Hart-Davies, Bank" St.. Rugbv

SECTION y.

Cambridge, Huntingdon,

A36 In. answering thes

Norfolk, Suffolk,

and Bedford.

5-6hp. Twin Chase, Chater-Len spring forks, B- anrl
E- bnnole-bar control, in pcitect order; sacrifi' e

£13 lOs-- 37. Searle St. Chesterton, Cambridge.

4-CYL. F-N-, in perfect condition, late 1908, numerous
sparer; any trial allowed: cost £55, accept £30

r-ash. or exchange grod twin J.A.p.—Young, Barrowfleld
Fordham.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

"I QO8 Triumph, just overhauled, new engine, etc-, fijie

Xt/ order, tyres as new; £30-—DaT-ies, Western Ed.,
Hagley, near Stourbridge-

Motor Cycle, 50-guinea model, recently
lamps, sepa-

rate generitor, stand, carrier,

Worcc-ster St-. Stourbridge-

advertiseTnents it i?

List of good Second-hand Motor
Cycles ' for immediate disposal.

Cash, Excha.ng^e, or Deferred Paymeii-,»
Gooa allowances on Push Cycie&

.

5ro REX DE LUXE. 1908 model, 3* h.p., liosch
magneto, spring forks, Cantilever seat, 26 x 2 Jin. .

Palmers, two speeds, Roc clutch, handle starling.

An exceptional bargain
;

5r4 BROWN 2jh.p., magneto, spring forks, handle-
bar control, Palmers, ime running order. Wul
clear at "

,,, .

423 CLYDE sjb.p., vertical engine, Bosch magneto,
M.O.V., B. and B. carburetter -

;

ri2 SINGER 3 h.p., vertical engine, magneto, late

model. Continentals, handle-bar control
i

555 TRIUMPH 4h-P-, J-A.P. engine, Broo saddle,

Bosch magneto, Longuemare carburetter ....,.i
j

520 TRIUMPH 3^ h.p., brand new, igog model, ful^
guaranteed. What offers? '-.^

561 MINERVA, 1909 model, 3^ h.p., magneto, Minerva
spring forks, like new

550 LINCOLN ELK 3 b.p.. Palmers, 1908 model, very
low built. A bargain ;.

424 MINERVA 32 h.p., vertical engine, B. and B.
cartmrttter, M.O.V., free-engine clutch, very fine

order : -..-

!

290 ZENITH Bicar, Fafnir engine ?*'rung frame, two -

speeds, handle starting, B100/4 saddle, vcryfine"

232 KERRY 5 b.p., twin girder forks, low built, 26in. 1

.wheels, very good condition , -

565 PH(EN1X Car, two-seater, Fafnir 8 h.p. two-
cylinder engine, two speeds and reverse, jtst ^

been overhauled ;

.

MACHINES in Stoc^c at HALIFAX,
N.S.U. 3^h-p., brand new, magneto ignition, Peter

Union tyres, two brakes, all improvements .....

BRAOBURV 3^b.p., rgio model, Druid spring forte, •

magneto ignition, standard througbout

N.S.U. 5i:b.p. Twin, Peter Union tjTes, brand new, -.

magneto, etc., all improvements
MOTO-REVE 2 h.p., magneto ignition, spray carbu- '

retter, h.b. control, sprmg forks, Continental 1

tyres, etc ; ^

MINERVA 4ih.p. Twin, B. and K. h.b- control car- .1

buretter, 26in. wheels, machine in splendid CDn-^jii

dition \

N.S.U. 3^ h.p., 1908, 2iin. tyres, spring forks, variafel^

pulley, good tyres, etc., etc. ,

HAMILTON 4 h.p., Amac b.b. control carburetlei;^

long handle-barsj 26111. wheels, Ai conditHH^rf

throughout '.

TRIUMPH 3 h.p., spring iorks, h.b. Amac control*

carburetter, good tyres, two brakes, ctc^

SINGER 3 b.p., Phelon and Moore two-speed gear, <

Druid spring forks, Brooks Bioo saddle, handle" I'

bar control, magneto ignition , .V. _.

N.S.U. si^^h.p., Roc two-speed gear, 26x2iin. tyres,'

spring forks, etc , ., . .

,

REX 2^ h.p. Lightweight, magneto ignition, Amac »

carburetter, good tyres, standard specificatio&j.i

.and igo8 model
QUADRANT 3J h.p., accumulator ignition, Longue-i'

mare carburetter, \\'hittle's belt, spring forj^,

Lycett's saddle

All subject to being unsold.

Ajiy machine reserved for fourteen days against depl

of 20/-

N.S-U. N.S.tMO 'OR
CYCLES.

We have still a few N.S.U. 's to clear at esceptiqni'

low prices, as below

—

Deferred
Payments.

List
Prices.

£39
£42
£52

31h.p. Eex
2 overhauled, in excellent condition.

tools; JSlS.-Walker, 130,

Cash.

3 h.p. «25 —
3lh.p. £31 £33

slh.T). £37 £39
.\h brand new and pi-rfpct, and fitted with Magne

ignition.

Fullest particulars upon request.

Send for our lists of Accessories anil of Sccond-tl

Motor Cycles. We can almost guarantee to save i

naoney.
"

£5 and 3'our push cyel.:; seoures

:

Humber 2} h.p. Quadrant 2} h.p.

Minerva 2;; h.p. Minerva nib.p.
Bradburys h.p. Minerva 2 h.p.

Subject to cycle being in good condition.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
Powell Street, Halife^x.

'Phone, 433. Telegrams, " Petrol, HaUfax.*

136, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDOV,<t|
Phone, 552 Mayfair. Telegrams, " Abdicate, Londi

[

desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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iHTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
l|. J.A.p.. OlKtt(:'r-Li:'ii frame. l''ieucli grey, perfect
J undifinu, Amtie luiuille control, adjustabk' pul-

V Inw. lont^ hnndles, footrests, new aceuiiuilator.
,
'it;il^; £10.-66, Bath Kd- Worcester.

SECTION VIl.

uster, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
is, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

:is lor fair dealing in secoud-haud mutur bike:
.. -iprlc fr.m £5 upwards. List free—Eeluw-

,, lis, Huiywrll. 0\t< lA. iL.r Li«- ami second-hand,
lur bikes; lyiO Ti'iuaiiilis and Douf^'las's I'roni

[

(i.iiachines bought, s(..ld. r I'Xi hanged-

it', Hiimber, good cnduinu. iHiiiiL runnin- 1 rd^'r ;

?i;6 lOs-, lowest— Harri-^. 11;. ^'lairnri' Kd.. j'.iisti'l

The Halifax Motor Exchange!

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westjgrate, HAL!FAX.
Pboue, 7OU. ielegcams: " Perlci-lioij.

'

MOiOU BICYCLES FOR SALE.

|1910 REXES,
! Deliv

Liberal Exchangees.
Ties from Stock of all Mo-I Is.

Cbater-Lea. Iom-. Linaloi.,-. I9i0 tatuurettL-r.

ihndle-bar control ; bargain, £10-— 8, Mcdgbury
windou.

.BE-LEA-^'OBLE. 2,'h.p. : £9. ^r otters. - V-
M.eric, - Trtmulgherry. V\' incnesier K,d., East-

IMPH, 3ih.ii.

m: £2S.-H.
laie 190S, iicinlless. good condl-

W. liosking, Ciuiversity College.

SBOHOAFC [VIAOHINE3.
rgOQ 3 b.p. TWIN REX. nearly iivw £32 10
TOoS 5 h.;.-'. iu-o-spccd REX DE LUXE, nilw . . £40
190S Twin Tourist. REX, magneto, spring foL-i<s . . £26 10
igoS-y tonr-cyl. F.N., tine condition £25 10
1908 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, mag., extra good . . £39 ID
1907 Twin magneto REX, spring forks £20
1907 5* 'i-P- Twui REX, spring forks £16 10
G-h.D. N.S.U., magneto, -spring forks, h.b. i:ontrol«£24 10
7-S h.p. Twin MINERv'A and N.S.U. Sidecar, verv

;S and Eyles, opposite Town Hail. Oxford.— 1910
I'mier motor cycles, twfn.s and singles, in stock;

Motor Cycle, 3h.p- JJe lUon engine, tyres, etc.
,
good order, low, fast; £9 10s- — Hevbourn-
Maidenhead-

Rex Luxe. 1908;, free engine." clutch, magneto,
^'niflecnt macnijie

; saerifice £26.— Stanley Gal-
,ji Wycombe-

forks

smart lot. spring lorKS

Twin WEIiXER Lightweight, sprinj

5h h.D. REX UE LUXE, Roc clutch

6'h.p". Twin ANTOINE, extra good, R.O.M
Twin CLEMENT, spring f'-rks, spray . . .

.

iL\U.-1909 Triumph.
i ;iud back tvre, unly
.iO l-'riar St.

^iKiil.i Eradbnrv, 5'.h.

nij. 750 miles: £40--
jUthbourne- Hants-

ilate 1907). 3;-4h.p.. mapueto. Continentals, climb
l.tlinifi, very Utile used, as new; £2:3.—H. Xasebv,
tj. Olanfield, Oxou.

in imiect condition, new
done 5.000 miles; £36-

.. new July. 1909, not
avertun, 7, Grand Av..

£29
£12 in
£25 10
£18 in
£9 15

m 15;

S43 lUi

£32 10)

igio Masneto TRIUMPH, ^oo miles

Brand new 3J h.p. Mag.ioto TRIUMPH
1909 3.V h.p. Magneto REX, nearjynew
1909 3I h.p. SEX Speed King, as new £32 10

1909 3i- h.p. two-speed HUMBER, spring forks . . £32 iO
190S 3i h.p. Magneto REX, soecial machine .... £24 10
190S 3I- h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE £30
I jo3 3i h.p. N.S.U. , spring forks, as new £26 10

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, elutch, good, h.b. control . . £24
4 h.p. .ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18

J h.p. Magneto SIMMS, zjrin. Palmers £16 10
3 h.p. SINGER, V belt, h.t. magnet.. £16 10

1907 3.V h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £16 10

3_ii-p. Peugeot. Bosch magneto,
id\anee iralliy, very low, eonuition
t. 82. High St., Cheltenham.

ISACOCHliS ai emnulatcrl. late
lierfeet : £ii ur go^-d

h.b. control,
perfect; £18.

1903. spriu.s

pedal bicycle
c:irt exchangi.— I.ir. Burd. Upfon-on-Sevein.

X S.U.. magiietn, spring fort^, two speeds, free
i-iiic, headlight, burn, tools, ^jiari.s .ti'-. gciOd
[i:ii liine. and equal to n'w: lie.^t nti.r '.v.r £20.—
16 Winchester St.. Ba-sing.s"f"ki-.

3', h.p., magneto, 1908J, steel studded back.
uiM, carbtiretter. beautiful condition, little used,

<tand. carrier, etc., spare bclt-and Continental
-5. uffer—No. 3.830, The Motor Ciicle Offices.

SECTION vni.
t d, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
! Sussex.

.1 TTelf, splendid condition; £12,—Clements, 39.
' T'' U<X-. Brignfon.

i 3. h.p.. Tourist Model, latest, perfect condition;
. -2. Harle.vfoid St.. Oval Station.

)1 >il'H, magneto, also sidecar; ready cash.—Sum-
:

. 84. Ayhner Bd., Shepherd's Bush.

1 Res. trembler, surface, low. comfortable, and
jPeedy; £6 15s.-65. Crouch Hill, N.

ti-MPH 3;ii.p., magneto, h.b. control, like new;
5.— 1, Georgt Bd., Maklon, Surrey.

uriT 1910. delivery now from .sto<:'k ; £48 15?.-
liiiiia, 623. High Ed.. Cbiswick.

! I^rowu. in splendid order; only £12-— S. W. Dow-
i- 98. rplier Eiehin:,nd Ed.. I'utney.

tyres.

Five 5* h.p. TWIN REXES, sprmi
forks, long bars, low»frames, aluminium
finish, blue lines, 2Gin. wheels.

Exchanges or easy payments.

^?£16 10

1909
BARGAINS IN

REXES 1909
1909 3i- h.p. Tourist RE-X £35
igog 3J- h.p. REX DE LU.XE, tn'o-speed £45
1909 .s"h,p. REX DE LUXE, tico-specd £48

Compar> these with loio prices.

H
H
£33.

|H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
£24.

HAMPSXEAD.-F.N., 5 to 6h.p-, late 1909, 2; tyres,

E..O-M., splendid condition; £29, u.st £51.

HAMP_STEA.D.—P.N., 4-cyl.. brand" new. latest model;
£^9, with latest imiirovements.

HAMPSTEAD.-Peugeot, 7-9h-p. late 1909. very low.

condition like new; cost £60. take- £28 10s.

HAMP.STEAD-Fafnir. 3',h.p., M.O-T.. very low,

Ohafer-Lea frame, all an e,s.iries ; £13.

HYMPSTEAD.—Minerva. 3'l;-p. kite 1909, magneto
and .'pring f.rks bandle-liar eontrol ; £26-

HAMPSTEAD.—Mote-Reve, new condition, 1909 :dl

accessories, spring fork and magneto; - special

bargain, £23-

.i-MPSTEAD.— 1909 3Ii.p. Triumph, condition like
new, with tools, accessories; £i0,

AMP,3TEAD,—Triumiih, 1909, splendid condition,
studded tyres, all accessories ; special bargain.

AMPSTEAD.-Triumph, 3;,h.p, late 1907, neiv
tyres, splendid condition, ail accessories; £25,

AMPSTEAD—Triumph. 1910. from .stock; no wait
uyments taken. 5 per cent, extra.

AMPSTEAD.—Douglas Twin^ late 1909, only sLep-
soiled eondition, all accessories: £28.

AMPoTEAD;—Doutrlas. 1909. twin, magneto and
s]iriiig forks, splendid eoiiJition : £^4 b;irg.an.

1MP,ST.EAD.-Douglas. 1910 iiiu.b 1 C -.r run
few luiles. unserati.lc.d; .-plinUd b:tr. 1,, £33.

AMPSTEAD.-Douglas. 1910. latest mod 1, from
tock ; no extra for easy payments.

FN-. 4:h.p . late model, spli.ndid eon-
leressories

; .£22, spi:.eial liaT:;iin.

AMP:STEAD.-
dilion. all

-F-N- 4:li.

conditicai
AMPSTEAD.-

bar control
latest un.d

eadid, with
I luiudle-
e.ecssories;

H -ilito-Keve.
i-Tindition

;

H
H
H

AMPSTEAD.
hop-soiled

essories. £26. -'

AM;PSTBAD--Miuerva, 3;hr
plendid eoaio.ion, !:,V-.dlv-

AMP^.TEAD.-Ecx
lag n rks. v,

latent 1909 model, only
special bargain, with ail

just enamelled grey,

;:.r "eontrol: £11.

3 'h.p..

eu.lid

AMPSTEAD.-So
Elks, all mode

London
ill stock

:

Agents for
no waiting.

magneto and
uiditiou: £17.

Lincoln

SPEDIAL BARGAINS.
3 h.p. HUMBER. sprav, free engine £10 10

3 h,p. BRADBURY, long and low £10

1906 3J h.p. REX, soring forks, M.0.\' £15 10

4 h.p."STEVENS. h,b, control, band brake £13 10

1 h.p, CLYDE, high tension magneto ignition £14 10
2? h,p. KERRY: light and low, sprav " £9 10

ll- h.p. REX 22 foame, re-enamelkd £7 lOi

3 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, spray £9 ID
I

13* h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10,

l2ih.o. Le;ht ARIEL, low build £8 15

Uf h,'p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray , £6 o|

2 h.n.F.N. SAROLEA, uolested £4 5
Monster list rm application. Cash olfcrs considered.

I EA«V PAYIWIEimTS.
"——

'j

wr.'kly and reasonable deposit secures any ofi

these marhincs. All t sted and ready for the road

^-^ ' Isior. free engine, B, and B., trcmlYb-
,1

.
low. spares,—Dewey, statiomr, Sideuii.

riuuglas; £37 16s; 1909 models accepted part
'i.neenl.—84, P,0-'-enlmr't Ed., Clapham.

ilPH. 1909. genuine; further description unueccs-
y; £34.—Leslie Orriu, Braintree, Essex.

VX 2^h.p.. order and condition as new; £14.—
yii''. Railway Cottages, Hayes, Middlese-x,

MPH, late 1907, perfect eondition; £25. :-

o,.i. u, 201, Turners Hill. Cheshunt. Herts.

^^i-liok. in good running order; 7 guineas.—Wade,
uioforte Warehouse. 84. Queen's Ed-. Pcekham.

5/.
2-5 h.p.

3 h.p.

3 h.p.

3 h-P-

3i h.p.

2i h.p.
'3* h.p.

2} h.p.

Br idbury
Clyde . . .

.

Ark 1

Hiimber
Rex
Lloyd's .

.

Ro\er . .

Mn.Tva .

£10
£15
£10
£10
£10 10
£7 10
£14

. £9 10

2 ,' h.p. Kerry .

.

2,^ h,p. Ariel .

.

2j h.p. Werner .

.

^,', h,p, Werner
2j h,p, M.M,C,
2 h,p, Hiimber
3 h.p. Bradbury
^.1 h.p. Exc Is'or

£9 10
£9 13
£8 10

£13 10
£9 10
£3 in
£10 10
£9 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
New B.&B. carburetter, h.b. control

New .AMAC ,. ., , . . .

.

New large size LYCETT'S motor saddle .,

Two-speed chain-dri\e Tricar, less engine, ,

28 X 2in, CLIPPER Reflex Co-,er beadrd.

£1
£1
£0
£4

ne\y £0

\TTLES. - Eoc. 1909, 4h,p.. M.O.V., magneto,
:' bitch, two speeds, h.b. control, nearly new; £30.

TTLES.-Minerva, 4Jh.r.. twin. M.Q.V
il.-. runs well, very cheap ; £16 16s.

TTLES.-Eex de Luxe
-tor rltiteh as new, llij-

5-6h.p,,
mtehrrl;

twin, magneto,
£26.

12S X 2,Vin, Beaded Edge CLINCHER Cover new £0

iNew S'pring Forks, to fit all REX ma':hin<-s
;

|- i'lustrated pamphlet on application
;

old

I

forks allo'.ved for £1

'MONTGOMERY Sidecar, seats t\yo £4

'New DE LUXE Sidecar, special fittings £5

I

XL- All Spring Forks £0
spring li h,p. Electric Motor, no volts ... £1

New Tyres, all siz' s , ,
from £0

Tubes, with vahes £0

5
2 6
9 6

15
)7 6
17 6

19 6
5

17 6

9 6
19 6
12 9
4 l-i

H'AMPSTEAD for latest- 1910 models, m stock (Tn-

uniphs, Indian.!, Premier, Df,m:I:e. Itei"-, Brad-

bury. Humber, etc; exchanges or gradual piMiu-nts, 5

per' cent, extra.-Eey. 5 Heatb St. Til : 1 78 P.O.
Hampstead.

SPECIAL Bargain. -41i.p, .Aster, n idy n -^ lour; och
£12—Weston Ci'ttase, South End Ed-. Hamletei.d.

SAEOLEA. 2ih.o.. Chafer frame. Brocks saddled 1 e

l,-ips,~anrt spares; £4 10s.-130. Brixton Ed.. S,W

23h.p. Kerry. 26in. wheels, low bnilt, flue condition;

4, £9. or offer.—A;nderson. 59. Norfolk Ed.. Seven

Kings, E.

J-^LFMENT-GAEEAItD- t.igbtweiglrt, spring forks

\^ excellent "condition; £3 IC5.-63, Higii St.. Suttcn

Surrey.

1 009 Motosaeoche. magneto, nearly new; £19 10s-
-ly Box LI, 382 The Motor Citclc Offices. 20. Tudir

St.. E.G.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, perfect order; £18; part ex

2 change cycle.-Ellis, 112, Canbury Park Ed.,

Kingston.

31 h.p. Minerva. 1909; owm r abr ad
;

what effers:

2 This machine is equal to new.— 96 Upln-r Eiehmonci

Ed., Putney.

31hn Res. accumulator ignition, in splendid eondi-

2 tion; trial; £7 10s,-Page, 74 East Hill, Dart-

ford, Kent.

MOTOSACOCHE, late model (59271, accumulator,

non-skid tyres; sacrifice £14.-Wjiite Lodge, 209

Brixton Hill.

FN. lib. p. Lightweight uiagnefo. nearly new. nu-

scratched; bargain. £19 19s.-17. Algarve Ed.,

Wandsworth-

F N - 2-4hn,, spring forks, verv fast, eompres-
= inu perfrd— 58." Fetnie Park Ed., Strtud

After 7.

10 10 Triumph, free engine model; instant delivery —
JiXJ 128, High Ed-, Tottenham, See last week foi

sundries bargains.

TEILTMl'H, 1909, free engine, conditi.ni excellent; 38

guineas,-L-, 204, High Ed,, Woml tlreeu. Tel.;

Tottenham. 2027-

-£* A 15s.— 2h.p. Humber, chain drive, Longuemare,
ot4l: going OTder,-Write, ,T,F,S. 2a, Morgan Man-
sions. Holloway Ed.. N._

nearly new. all accessories ; trial

£8-

19 09 F.N-, 5-6h.p..
£35.-S.. Elvtririly Wk'. Ta

rTLES.-Minerva. 2;li.p. M.O.T.. Chater-Lea.
I'-t; £6 15s.; ' exchanges entertained, —

tor Exchange.- Earlsfleld. 'Phone 711 Post,

I 1910 DE LUXE SIDECARS.
jSpecial detachahle fittings, no scco-d adjiistmmt iieces-]

,sary, 26 x 2'. tyre, art cane or best wicker body, £5 17 6.

1

1
Illustrated pamphlet 0:1 applieat'oii.

iutment

:

Inr'' Line. Willcsden.

REX, 3ih,p,, low frame, Diinlop, handle-bar control

powi.fful adjustable pulley, will take sideear,-Tri;w

Balaam St.. Plaistow.

1 O08 3'.h.p. Triumph, with Mills and I'ulford sidiv;ir

Xt? c.mplete. for £36; only wants seeing.—The Hal
iri1'-Biioiiley '.Motor Co., 96- rppiT Eirbiiioiid Ed,, I'ut

In ansioerlna llirse ad reii'sements it is deyirah/i in i-iiUdv " Thi' 'Mnlnr Oi/ele.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3h.p- jVIotor Cycle, srlendid coudiiion. spring: g:irdGr

forks, Longuemare : £B 15s.; ^een runniug. — 9.

Wellesley Gardens. Ilford.

1 007 3J.-b-p- Minerva, only -p-ants si'i-inj.', ijcrl'irt wn-
X*7 dit^on; ride 25 mile.s to rnn'lia.^fi ; £15 15s.—

88. Gr-ors'C-.St-, Croydon-

IShii- Li'-htweig-lit- enpine done 100 miles, round tank.

4 tyres like new; £7. nearest offer; reasons ior

sflling-.— 262. Hornsey Ed- N-

331in. Dp Dion-Bat, Boseh magneto, spring iorks.

4 Palmer tvres, fast, good condition; £15—Hall-

Colrille Dairy. Talbot Rd., W-

23h-B- Advance, good condition, smart mac-bine; £11.

4 or exchange with cash for higher power.— Parker,

Frances Place, Dartford Heath-

FAFNIR, 3h.p.. verv fast, Jong handle-bars. Palmers,

two accumulators, lamp, and all accessories; £12
12-;.—Dr- Browne. Waltham Cross.

TRITIMPH, 3ih.p.. 1907. magneto, spring forks.

Palmer cord. Palmer, splendid condition; £24 10s.

-2. Radcliffe Rd-, WinchnioTe Hill. N-

^-9\i.v y-S: two-speed. £50: 4-,.t1- 5-,6h.p. F-N-. rim
* 200 miles, £45; 1909 Triumph, -spares, h^plendid

order, £38—Stedman. Garage. Guildford.

3h-p- Humber, magneto, fast, low, perfect condition,

lightweight, or push cycle part exchange; £16; any
trial.—Edmunds, Limes Terrace. Weybridge-

MIDGET Bicar. 3J,h.p.. £15; Un. Shamrock-Gloria,
- 10.S. : Watawata. lOs- : F.R-S. lamp. 15;^.; volt-

meti-r. 55.-84, Rodenhurst Rd-. Clapham.

4h.p. Roc. magneto, free engine, £20; 2h.p- twin ilotc-

Revp, latest magneto. £20; 3b.p. N.S-IT., magneto,

smart, £16 10s.—128. High Rd- S. Tottenham-

rirST Sell, going abroad--Bex. 3sh.p.. in splendid
j-.J. condition, all spares; absolute sacrifice, £11 lOs-

or offer.-H-. 109. Montague Rd-, Leytonatone-

IF Ton \\'ant Bargains in second-hand motor cycles

you can get them at "Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane.
Fleet St., London [just off Jaidgate Circus).

3ih-p- Peugeot, magneto, B- and B- handle-bar con-

2 trol, Druid;., condition excellr-nt. pounds wort.h

spares; £22.-38. "Warwick Rd.. Bowes Park.

TRIUMPH. 1907. magneto, 1908 cylinder and piston,

h-b- control, has been well looked after and care-

fully driven; £26 ca^h—Fenton-Pryke, Braintree.

t} A —Fiis.t order .secures lih.p- Bruneau lightweight,^^ going order, t^plendid condition; a gift-; accu-

mulator Ignition.—'* Motor." "WTiite Lion. Hitchin.

"IO09 5''.b-p. Triumph, run 2.500 miles, perfect order,

Xt/ all tools- aifcssories ; £36.

3ih.p. Triumph, winner Quarterly trials. January' 31st,

2 ridcien by Mr. "Whithani, perlVet condition, n>^ new;
£32 10s.

31.h.p. Rex, 1906, smart machine, good running order.

2 all acce^sorie-i. new rings; be.st offer.— Green. 90.

New Ed-. Croxley Green. Herts-

1 Q 10 Triumph, Premier, F-N-, and Moto-Reve ; in-

XO stant delivery ; best prices in exchange ; send par-

ticulars-—Batchelor and Co-. Clarence St-. Kingston-

31.h-p- Triumph. 1908. in iirst-class order, like new..
2 extra hea\'\' rubber studded on back wheel; £28.'

nnc bai;gain.—Pond. 349, "West End Lane. London. N-W-

3ih.p. Vindec, magneto, spring forks, perfect, £14

;

2 i;h.p- n''olf lighlweisht, onlv run 100 miles, £17.
—Mit<;hell. 14, High SL, Rusthall, ne.nr Tunbridge "Wells.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.-"We undertake gradual
pavments or exehanges-—Address. 5, Heath St-

Tel-: 2678 P-0-

T> EX Featherweight. 2ih.p-. magneto, spring forks,.
XV I'almer tyre. Brooks belt, low build, splendid con-
dition; £17 cash.—Motorist,' 89, Oxford Ed-, Waltham-
stow- '

TRIUMPH. 1909, absolutely perfect, Palmer cord and
studded tyres, all tools, nimibers, etc large _car-

rier and pannier baps; £34-~94. Gloucester Rd-, Ken-
sington

-

TRPUMPH, 3ih-p., magneto. 1907 {bought 1908;, in
splendid conditinu. Mabon clirt.ch. Palmers, spring

seat, lamp, spares, etc. : £27--Firth, Cromer House,
Gravesend-

BARGAIN-—3jh,p. Stevens, overhead mechanical
valves, new condition throughout, taken for debt;

no use to owner; £9 15s—Boot Shop, 97, High St.,

Putney. S.W-

4ih.p. Clyde, magneto, Talmer cord tyres, single-cyl-.
2 perfect running order; £12. or exchanse his-her

power--C- Shott, 2,. Tower Rd., Strawberry Hill,
Twickenham.

ph.p- Minerva. M-O-V-, low built, Chaier - Lea^ fittihgs, 26 bv 2 Palmer cord tyre.s, handle-bar con-
trnl. peri'oet condition; £7 15s.— Butler, 22, Rosemont
Ed.. Aeton.

3ih.p- Matchless. Continentals, chain driven, mag-
2 neto, lamp, and generatcr, pump, accessories, large

carrier; £11, or oflcr ; owner going abroad-—Davis. High-
lands Farm, Swanley-

1 Q09 31h.p. Trimnphs--We have two for sale, in splen-
J-<t/- did I jndition

; price £38 .and £39 respectiv^lv, or
neantt.—The Hulbert-Bramlev Motor Co., 96, Upper
Rnhmnd Rd-, Putney.

Farrar's Motor Works,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone 919.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
1908 3I h.p. TRIUMPH, Roc 2-speed gear £35
igo.S Twin REX, magneto, very low £25
1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, tine machine . , , . £32
1909 ditto, Quite new, unused '. £36
6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc 3 speeds £22
1909^ Twin REX Racer, lovely goer £35
19091- 3A h.p. REX Racer, soiled only £32 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control £19 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26" wheels £16 10
3.1 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, Nala 2 speeds. . £19
Any of the above fitted with one of our new

Sidecars for £4 17s. 6d. extra.

SOLO MOUNTS.
1910 3ih.p. REX, slightly soiled. Offers wanted.
igio 3|h.p. PREMIER, twin-cyhnder 50 Gns.

1909 3^ h.p. REX, R.O.M. tyres £30
1908 ,3^ h.p. REX, ahnost like new £22
1908 3i-h.p. GRITZNER, mag., tree engine £18
1908 REX Lightweight, fine condition £17
1007 3H1.P. REX, lovely goer, very smart £15 15
3^ h.p. N.S.U. magneto ignition £15
3I h.p. REX, M.O.V. spray £10 10
31- h.p, 1906 REX, M.O.V., spring forks . . £14

J h.p. Low REX, M.O.V., h.b. control .. £11

33i h-P- RHX, Bosch magneto, fine goer. . . . £12

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
190S N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto .

.

£17
iQog MOTOSACOCHE, soiled only £24
190S REX Featherweight, magneto £18
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £14

4^^ HAU/n SECURES ANY OP THESE.
*** UUWBI BALANCE 5/- per WEEK.
3^ h.p. Clarendon . . £9

|
3* h.p. Humber . . £9

3} h.p. Rex £9
I 3} h.p. Rex, M.O.V. £11

3^ Centaur, M.O.V. £9 ' 4 h.p. King £9

5^ h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with
hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60 each.

Magneto ignition, £5 extra.

FARRAR'S HALIFAX SIDECARS.
£4 17s. 65., complete with best tyres. Guaranteed
12 months. An ideal winter attachment, quite rigid.

Good, stylish, and comfortable. No side-shp. Beau-
tifully sprung on double spring. Approval any-
where. Send for descriptive circular. Don't buy

until you have seen ours.
For a few days we will accept your old sidecar or

trailer in part payment.

ONE ONLY.
50/- secures a 2 h.p. CENTURY Motor Cycle, com-
plete and in running order.

ACCESSORIES, ETC. Get my Lists. Pounds Saved.
S. D.

2 h.p. Standard Engine 20
2I h.p. Standard Engine 27 6
6 h.p. Water-cooleJ Engine 99
zl h.p. Standard Engine 35
zi h.p. Monarch Engine 35
Ostorne Free Engine, fits Rex 17 6
Mabon Free Engine, handle starting 39
'XL-ALL spring forks, per pair 9
Clincher Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2^^- 29

Few ditto Breadnoiight, cheap.
26 X 2^ Loraax Detachable Non-skids, new. . 15
28 X 2 or 2} Dunlop Wired Covers 11 6
Motor Cycle Bags, shop soiled^ each 2 6
" Hella" Gas Lamps with separate generator 14 6
"Camel " V Belting, -Jin. or lin., per foot. ... 1 3
Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5 6
Three-note "Fanfare" Horns, very penetrating 7 6
Miner\^a, Longuemare, F.N., and N.S.U. Car-

buretters 5
Clincher Tubes, all si-^es, with valves 4 11
1910 Bro\\'n- ane Barlow Carburetters, h.b.

control 28
1909 Amac Carburetters, h.b. control 19 6
Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels 80
Premier High- tension Magneto, new 59 6
Bo3ch High-tension Magneto, 1910, new . .

.

'. 75
Loop Frame for N'ertical engine .^.30

MOTOR BICYCLES FOH SAil

£20 buys a new 3ih-p- Peugeot- in Chater frame,
bar control, Shamrock tyres, brand new.

B105 saddle^ painted l*'rench grey, very low built
son Hiirvey. High Rd.. Woodford-

MOTOR Cycle, low, tyres unscratched, two .

laturs, two belts, Longuemare carburettei
board.s. i.'omplcte, less engine and pedallinEr geor
Soanies, 62, EeUuore Rd-, Eastbouine-

4ih-p- Minexru, B. and B.. Palmer corda.
2 forks, winner Jurrott and MC-C- Challeag

perfect condition; £26; R-O-M. synehroniHed
10^-. new.— 66; London Rd-, Twickenham.

REX, Ssh-p.. late 1908. masneto, 1909 Amac
retter. never done any winter riding, condit

appearance like new; first rea.-^or.able offer acci

Burnell. Ryde House School, Ripley. Surrey.

APPROVAL-—]N'o. 6 Ohater-Lea, (ow built. Oei

'ipring forks, -Pafmer tyres. Mabon elutcli,

thin?? as new. 2Jh.p. engine; cost £50. take .£15.

offer; immediate sale.—11,' Winterwell Rd-, liri:

Oih-p. Peugeot, rertical engine, 26 wlieeln. n<-

/V 2 u'over, long handle-bars, low position, most 1

new spare tube, Lonsjiiemare carburettei, lamp
toolbag; Kacrifiee £8.-12, Market Sq-, HoT.sham.

35.h.p. Premier, twin, new Oet.iber, 1909, h

4, been xiddex 300 miles? cost 50 guineas;

horn. lamp, etc-, condition as new; must sell; ii

guineas--Apply, 4,042, Th& Motor Cycle Offic-

entry.

"I Q09 l^ree Engine Triumph, new SeptemVi
-L*y 1,500 miles, Cowey speedometer, Lucaw \iu

horn, spring pillar, three toolbags, mirror, wwiti 1

tube, guaranteed perfect ; £44 ; buying car.-l

Woodcote, Epsom- 1

~|01<3 Indian, twin, almost new, delivered Eel
X*/ last onlr, and guaranteed absolutely ] |

must realise, and £46 buys it; exceptional oppr

for immediate cash only--Indiano, 110, Clonmr>

Southfields, SA\-

-iQ09 81i-P- Minerva, M.O-IV-. Bosch magnt-t^

JL«7 able pulley, new belt, sprinfr forks, Autolu

handle-bar control. Palmer j;ords. R.iches tubes. 1

tured, perfect condition ; cost £55, lowest £35--

12, Berc^ford Sa-- \\'oolnich.

V.S.. 51j.p.. twin, equal to new, Bosch magneto,

fork.^. R-O-M. tyre. \Miit"tle belt. V-S. two-sn

gear, with free engine and Millford eastoi wheel

two head lamps, and spares; £43 lOs-; any trial-

and Co., High St-, Acton-

31h-p. KerrJ^ veiiiical engine,. 26 wheels, ahuv

2 Palmer cord covers, long handle-bars.
J**'

tion, siiring forks, footboards, fine sidecar machim
horn, toolbag, coat, and leggings included; sacrifi<

—12 Market Sq-, H: rshani, Sussex.

"I Q09 Xouri.^t Trophv Triumph, two back whet

J-*/ handle-bars. £5 5s.; speedometer, one n&W'

one used, spare belt, valves, tools, lamp, ParsoE

'

slrid, watch, cost nearly £70. £'-'4, or less ^pa^eB

50. Smith's Terrace, King's Rd., S.W-

4ih-p- Twin Minerva, h-b. control, 2^^ tyres, ai

2 butted tubes, nearly new, adjustable puUey

forks. fast~and powerful, in perfect condition,,

spares and tools: must sell; £16 cash--CustiE

Oxford Gardens. Notting Hill, "W-

PREMIEE 1910 Twin, magneto, not- ridden 5C
'

selling throu^'h no fault, must realise eaf..

ceptional opportunity of acquiring an absolutely

machine immediately at sacrifice price of £45--

or call. 110. Clonmore St-, Southfields, S-VT.

BARGAIN.—Really powerful machine. L. and

gine, long bars, low saddle position. M-O.I->

beards, absolutely new detachable Browkin tubei

covers, fine running order, excellent hill-climDe

15s., or nearest offer; must sell-—"W-H-, 8, Lusl

Rd-, Harlesden. N-W-

RIDES like an Armchair--Wanted, purchii^'

Onawav 5h-p. t^nn (side by side), Bercl^y

two-speed and free engine, handle-bar control, com-i

sprinj; scat, .spring forks, spring footboards, gufli
j

perfect condition. Continental tyres-—Bos L1.38

MoH)r Cijcle Offices, 20. Tudor St, E-C

VrN'DEC Special, twin. Tourist Trophy uiachine
|

speedy, must be cleared, .best offer over £ati,

umph, 1908. condition unscratehed, best offer ove 1

Rex, 3ih-p., handle-bar control, B. and B. carbi

,

perfect coing order, best offer over £10; Trumipfi
,

fiire order, £30.—Anglo-Saxon, 31, Newgate St., C
1

8 h.p. Minerva, £25; 4{.h.p- Minerva, £20; fowi

fit either machine, 90s. : 25h.p. Minerva, £
'

h-p- magneto F-N. lightweight, £20; Motosacocbe
Rover forecar. £18 : 3h.r. Quadrant, vertical

spring forks, low frame. £12; 8h.p. Buchet paciuK

£35; sidecar. £4-—Seen at, or further particular

The Cripps Cvcle and Motor Co., 24-28, Wcodf"!

Forest Gate. London. E. Teh: 75 Stra+ford-

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwai

T~RIUMPH and Motosacoche. 1910 models in

cash, exchange, deferred payments-—Dan
Weymouth-
3ih.p. Rex, M.O-V-, spring forks. 22in. frami'

4: • guemare, good running J3rder ; £9-—Ureu.
ber. St- Ives, Cornwall. 1

TRIUMPH, >1910,- model, free engine, for uni'

delivery; £55-— Sole afieut for Exeter and 0]

—Williams, Motor Engineer, Exeter.

A3S In ansiverina fJiese. (ulvertiaemcnts if is dei>trnhh to mention "The Motor Oycls.."
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|)TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION X.

. mi.

,
WmIi, PahiuTs; £15 10(5- ; exehtmge old motor

I 111. u iiiut L'u^h.-Milti'F, U. iVli rn- tit.. Aluihei-

r) Biailburv, ready- dulivery. canuot iuilil ueree-

L luent : SHcrifice £5.-4.038. I'he Motor Cycle

1, Coventry. "

,i"?ll'ii. 1908. ^iilendid couditioii. new Clint-her

liuu'il tviv,', >jMr.>s; .^^0- — Hood. 244. \.iv {.ui.'e

, 1910. two-sx)ced. lightweight; immediate deliver}'

oiii std^k; catalogue.* post free.—K.os3lei{i:h, Ltd.,
iii'lv.-ii'k I'laee. Edinburgh.'

I.'AIl'HS. 1910 standard, or free engine model.<

:

iiL!ii'di;Ar dtlivt-rv from stoek ; catalogues poi^t irer.

, .'ii;!!. Ltd., 32. Shaud-nick l'lac'\ Edinburgh.

;?;!. II. Bat. ]iia;;ueto, sprinir I'lauie and i^nk. ww
iiiw bolt, all siiare^, ^-.iileiidid i, oudiiiim ; i.'lh-v.

. itumediatv pun. hastT.— J!nx H.349, The Motor
-..imL-w, .20. Tudcr St-. H-C
:!;LAXJl't^ Largest Motor Cyi^-le Firm.—lies, Y-S-,

I Indian. Moto-Beve, Phelon and Moore, Zenitii,

[i;?. Roe. Gritfon; ive stock all thode, and ean supply
ler make--Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian

.llinburgh.

3' Triimipli. 3;li-p-- magneto. absdJutely reliable. B-
Diind S- handle-bar control, new iinpunctnred Sham-
fe'cePlsior studded cover, and ditto be^t quality

tube on buck, good Clincher front. Camel belt.

two Talves. and almost new SG- belt, born, tools.

26—Robinson, 153, Oxford St.- Glasgow-

TRICARS FOR SALE.
). Eex Lii;ht Trir-ar, good order; £12.-785, High
Rd.. Leytoustone.

Antoine Tricar, open, wheel steering, tyres new;
ifil6.-14,-. Hi-ai Ed- Wood Green.

4ili.p. Air-cooled Tritar i r sale—Particular.^,
iply, Hudd. 44. St- .James's Kd-. Bermondsey, S-E-

D. Tricar, i.'lut

dition : utiLr-.

tures, Sufio)k.

-tr^ :,-^]y b'

r p .rt .
I'X

ali!iu>-t inw ( raj-

ige. cycle-—Hitch-

Ill Averiul.

: exchange-
foutbuards

;

-Town send.
liJ T\nu, Mabii! . lutch. ve
I'leudid bargain.. £15 lOs-,

)a| 'ak'ton Lanc-

ia i Riley Coach-built Tricar, two speeds, free engine.

2UtKl studded' back tyre, everything as new; £25-
. Jlount Caie, Chiugford.

.1 llmuber. cuaeh-built. two-speed gear, excellent
^ .Miiditiou: £z7 : "motor cycle part payment. —
II .1.1. 46. High St-, Paisley.

i liilcy, water-cooled, eoaeh-built. free engine.
~ t^\'| •-IJeed^. ehaiu drive, pump circulation, lamps.

, II , £25—408, Lincoln Rd-, i'cterborough.

I Trirar. with £12 worth of extras, painted grey,
r tvTes, mjw . reventlv delivered--Cm be seen at

n ji'''>. Shoe Lane, E-C- £80. co<t <'^'T £90; r'^-

|ii >rr'ilni'ed.

- oil ]i. water-cooled Be Dion, two—iieed. Rexette
J. budy, good front tyres, steel studded back.

.! . T'li-r : rea.<ou disp -sal ; t.flers. — SeJiooImaster,
X' ithamptou.

~ 5-~i ater Trictir. two speeds, rever.se. .siili'udid con-
t ;i. ear tyres, steel studded back; £35; take
' with or without sidecar, and rusb, or offers.

-Mill St., Cannock-

:^ Triette. twin-- 1909. new 'Whit^uiitide. £10
' xtr;i- .'ill .-ipares, splendid condition; be^^t

.45 -,Mii.- 23h.p. Hmiiber. £5— •' Raven-
ii'- 1M-. n a<.-aster.

. l::iiii Cn-i ttr, dual ignition, two Busch mag-
Lilb..;:nd' a., cmnuiatui. " i-:oil, tyres perfect-

i-Miiji^. 1 ir. ;
,£25 or tirst fail- oJSer; photo-—

iiifld, A-^liiiii-^t n,- I>i"',rtLumberland.

^ Advance, .-jplrudid condition, eoaeh-built, open
Ii" wheel st^.-'-Ting. twLi-.=;peed aud free; £28

:

and siderar considered; seen by appoinbnent
i 'urusfnid Av.. Wimbledon Park, S.W-

-. 6h.p- 1908 Rex Litette, in good condition.
,11- rar tyres, in excelleut enndition, tools, all
trial and ix]iert examinati 'u allowed; £35-—Ap-
it Best. R.N.. Whale Island, T.-rcsmouth.

' "; Light Tricar. 3'li-ii.. f;iu-ronled. Roc two-
i --ear. liaMdlr start in (^. iiia^^neto- tyres new.

-h;ires- excell.'iit i Mnilitiuii : £20.-Apply, Bris-
ii'jiaragc, or Owner- 21, Lan.^downe Rd-, Bedford-

li-!Wolf. chain drive, two-.si)i'<'d. free enyiue, water-
"l.d- bucket s^at. car ba. k whci-l. 650 by 65.

'iiiib anywhi-re. handle startiup : trial< ; perfect;
iUO.-Bnllus, 28, Mauehestir Ed., Bradford.

A '. Coach-buUt Pha-nix Trimo, magneto, two
*l --iH'ed-s. fiiain drive, fr^'' engine, footbrakes, nev.-
a- I on back, spare^; and tools; owner bought car;
i^t"ll; IM-, rnoMi, f.iK.' £:?-.-T.:;vT;:r1nr '-

. Jl^dfird
-. i.rnet.

Collier s Motorics,

37, Park Cross Street,

LEEDS
(facing Town Hall),

OFFER THE FOLLOWING. ALL
READY TO DRIVE AWAY AT A
FEW MOMENTS' NOTICE.

TRICARS FOR
9b. iii-rl'i

SALE.
SUXOilOJi Till

' punctured, span- t.\ri'. iv... -im nil..--, niiinlity <l

toots aud many ,spi-''s. \\\<, lii.nili:; i- ;;i]rl i N irir ti.i

lamp, large lugga;_ ' carriir, i Im |; mi d;i-li. wi (•! .-tet r

ing. three .^peed.^ forward aud reverse; b:;r;raiu, £45. ci

oiier; trial williu':!;,-.—Appointmeut to Dorman. Pre>tcii
Barracks. Brighton.

6li.p. Twin Air-L-on|i-d Sarol- :i Tricar. Simms magneto,
JIabou clutch. '1.. trie S:;i> and rear lamps, acety-

lene headlight, eoaeji-built icr^'earriage on C spring.^,

Duniop tyres, footboard-s. li-b. rnntnil. Etnns carburetter.
I'xhau.st whistle, all in pi'ifi , t ob i, cnj:ine ne-n- twn
inontli.s ago; sole reason I'lr -'llni-. imuer baying ear;
price £40; photo on applii atiuii-— Aiiplv, C 27. Campion
Ed., Putney. S,W-

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
RTGTI) Wicker Sidecar, left side, upholstered, in per-

foet condition ; £3-—Raucc, Hi^ia St.. C'h- .. Ji:m-

F-S.L- Sidecars. Hunslet New Rd., Leeds.'
di.strn>'i'inn of weight is everything in

- Ccrrert
sidecar.

October. 1909. nt t

uuscratciiea ; any examination.—
Frisby's, Wells, Som-

SIDECARS. £4 lYs- ; basket-;, springs, fittings: trade

supplied-—JMiddleton and Co.. Watson St-. Ncwing-
ton Green- London, N-

N-S-U-, 6h.p-. (oach-built, m.'w
ridden 300 miles, uuscratched

;

Ml4
new--

ILLS-FITLFORD Castor Wheel Sidecar; cost £14
L4s.; eaue body- toolt
Marston,' Eork Ferry.

body- toolbox under £10. 10s-.

A 12 Guinea Montgomery
condition ;

r. almost new
wanted, good

Brand New 1910 TRIUMPH, 3I h.p., with all the
latest improvements, a bargain for spot cash,
delivery now £45 10

Brand Now 1909 TRIUMPH, sAh.p.', a decided
acquisition at -; £44 10

Brand New 1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-
speed, magneto, spring forks and seat, Roc
clutch, handle starting, non-skid tjTes, and the
ideal -.iilecar mount,. 3-^ h.p £43

Brand New 1909 }\ h.p! REX DE LUXE, as above,
take you ev<.Tv,vh.?re (and bring you back^ £45

Brand N-w 1909 3^ h-P- TOURIST REX, live to

fifty miles per hour £35
Ahnost N-w 1910 6 h.p. fWlN N.S.U., two-speed,

handle-bar control, spring forks, all the latest, not
beenriddcn 100 mil s £49 10

1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-speed, Roc
clutch with sidecar, second-hmid, but practically
equal to new, zXiu. R.S. Clincher Dreadnoughts.
I Jin. belt, and will do +s m.p.h. with twenty-four
stones up ; a regular Icnock-out £47 10

1909 REX SPEED KING, used in last Tourist
Trophy, a really fast single. 1910 Amac adjust-
able jet carburetter £37 10

1909 -V'*- 1^-P- Two-speed HUMbER, spring forks,

magneto, Roc clutch, igio Aniae, Dunlops, a
machine that will climb £34 10

1909 3i h.p. TOURIST REX, another specially

a
good mount, low built, fast, arid a model of
reliability £33

1908 Racing REX. ^^in. wheels, exceptionally
low, yet conifortabb', has done 60 m.p.h. on
Brooklands £30

1908 5V h.p. TWIN REX DE LUXE, with Roc
clutch, magneto, handle starting, rider sprung
front and rear, a good mount for sidecar £29 10

1908 sJh-p. N.S.U., in really splendid condition,
24in. wheels with good tvres, very cheap at .... £25

190S TWIN TOURIST REX, 26m. wheels, spring
forks easy starter, Bosch magneto, stand and
carrier £27

1908 Foui^-cylinder F.N., Bosch magneto spring
forks, specia' mud-shields for all-weather riding,

will start at a walk, and pulls like a Loco-, 4*^ h.p. £26
ROC, 4 h.p., vertical engine, h.-b. control, magneto, QTT>Kf*AR

clutch, rubber-studded tvres to both wheols, very .»j.i^«^»-rt.M.
, ,, ,* . .;A^r.^^.

low and good
'

£23 QUi-p. Motor Cycle, with Mills and 1-ulford ^-idecar;

i9SM0T0?rC0tHE;m-splendido^^^^ 1^2 |ny trial; £18, worth £30.-Yarney. 40, Angel

cUtion, low, light, and handy, would suit a doctor £22 10 T'»"^' Stratford, i;..

QUADRANT, 3?. h.p., magneto, spring forks. /?h.p. J-A-P-. 1909 Chater cords, very low, ne^ly new

handle-bar control, 26in.'wheels: good order and *> barraiu- £28, lowest; sidecar. £3 10s.-129. High

condition, ^-ery powerful £21 10 ^t- Crtijdon-
v-- *.- -p ,

-\NT01NE, 4h-P-, magneto, 26in.. wheels, low !
poMPLETE Cycle and Siclecarriage eombinatiM^

> "* ^ • " ' \y ^^jIp qj. exchange; otters and particulars.- 3, Arche-iy

Terrace, Leeds.

De Luxe sidecars, special detachable fit

Flexible Side*

cash ofVer^. zx exelKin^re

;

lightweight—55, Lothiau Rd-, Edinburgh.

MILLS and Fulford Farecarriage Attaehment, wi'h
. side stays and footboards, and Icck-up oak toolbox ;

50s-. lowest--^Erowne, Ashley. Market Draytcn.

1 Q Guinea Sidecar, brand new. ttfis year's, built througli-

-L<W out with genuine Chater-Lea fitting,^ £6 8,=-: su't

Triumph, p. and M., or Roc—H. Bert, 9, Gaskell St..

London, S-W.

THE One and onlv Oakleigh sidecar, with five years'

guarantee, and built of geuuiue stamped Chater-Lea

fittings, £5 ; coaeh-built. £6 10s—Oakleigh Sidecars. Ltd.,

65a, Rosendale Rd-, West Dulwich-

SIDECAES. best value in England, fit all motor cycles:

price.^. £4 15s- and £5 lOs-, .fitting free; second-

hande from £3 15s-; send for list from actual i^r.ker

;

established 1882--C. A. Edgar. 123. Holk.v::y Rd-
London, N-

JDATIS Automobile Ensmeer. Barnsbury tiroye,

N begs to inform readers that he is the inTenlor

and sole builder of the protected double-seated sidecar.

illustrated recently in The Motor Cycle. This sidepar,

with tiller steering, is the last word in comfortable

motor cycling. Particulars and prices on afpbcation.

WHY Buy a Sidecar which is unwieldy and trouble-

some,' when you eau get for nearly the same money
nur Homegaraged sidecar, which never requires detaching

from the cvcle and is a better car altogether- Our grade

B. sidecar with one invisible joint, and whe"' .urneu

up horizontallv. stands together with cycle in 27i- inches,

and we guarantee it as rigid as any sidecar can , be.

Price £5 7s. 6d. ; vour own old sidecar converted into

Homegaraged for £1 17s- 6d.—Bramson and Co-, 5. Far-

leiirh Ed.. Stoke Newington, N-

COMBINATIONS,

^ER, 6h.p., twin-iTl-- water-n.
id TeViTse. lour Uiuiiis, wateli.
' tnuls and every pn^siVile s;

I- iiaprnveiiients. aud ]ierfeet
^- -M"iMi;niis. 8. Lan.-downe

il.d- three .speeds

I'lirror. heavy ear
1 ',re. driving coat.
enndition thrriU'.:h-

Terraep, Haniptrm

4 h.p., magneto,
M.O.y., a good machine at a low price £18

IQUADRANT, ^Mi.p., accumulator, spring forks,

i

in good condition, and runs ^'ery well, Ion-, anci

economical £17 Id
|

Rg;X TWIN, 5J h.p., spring forks, good com-
pression, goocl general condition, a very power-
ful machine, suitable for sidecar work, at a
decidedly low price £16 10

ARIEL, sh h-P-. vertical engine, M.O.V., B. and B.,

Watawata belt, 26in. wheels, been used' with
trailer and sidecar, very cheap at £15 10

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto (h--t. current), not a new
machine, but a good machine at little money .... £14 15

1906 si h.p. REX, low built, spring forks, M.O.V.,
Longuemarc carburetter, long bars, cheap ancl

good, c-spccially at £14 10
HASKARD, 2^ h.p., easy starter, trembler cod,
very flexible engine, and capable of a really good

- turn of speed, in very good condition £11
.A-LLDAYS, 2I h.p., vertical, 26in. wheels, good

tyres, spring forks, with stand, carrier, and in

good working order , £11
REX, 3^ h.p., the John-o"-Groat's model, 22in.

frame, an orphan who requires a good home for £9 10
KERRY, 2^ h.p., :;()in. wheels, spray. Palmer tyre,

very low and handy, decidedly reasonable at . . £9 10
RALEIGH, 2 h.p.. vertical, V belt, spray carbu-

retter, two brakes, as good as a modem Ugh tweigHt £8 15
QUADRANT, r^' h.p., very low, 26in. wheels, coil

and accumulator, an easy winner at £7 5
TRIUMPH-MINERVA, one of the old brigade
but a real good 'un £5 IS

H^
3i,>.r,.

tyre.

£12 10s.. torn-

Kensal Green.

^(U.metiT. all

Cambridge.

ALIFAX.-I.ie Lu.Ke sidecars, sre.

ti ..'s b.-«t tvr.'S und finish: £'J 17s. 6d. :
send for

illiistriited pamiihiet.-ie. Weslgate, Haliiax-

Hnmber witli sidecar, detachable, splendid

voTldug ordi-r, brand new cove

plefe—The Schools. Kilburn Lane.

PRACTICALLY New. 1909 8h.p. twin Minerva, free

engine new coach-bnilt side; ;ir

spares; offers invited-— 3a, Bridge St..

BBESTOX Humber. 3h.p.. free engine, new tyres, £10
10*. al'-u Oaldeigh sidecc.r, 28iu. wheel, Palmer

£2 5s.—Can be seen at Lyeett's" Cycle Worlis, Lee,

1. S.E.

31 h.p. Hiimber aud 12 guinea sidecar, both four

2 months old. free engine, twj speeds, rubber stucdcd.

take two anywhere, all perfeet : cost £60; buying ear;

trial ; detailed particulars.-Medical. Little Wested, Swan-

ley, Kent.

7-9h.p. Twin Peugeot Bike and sidecar, magneto,

Oliater. Ecc two-speed. Continental tyres, plated tor-

pedo tank, Druid forks, very low, enamelled grey, only

run 500 miles, as new; £48; ph;)to; any trial (r ex-

iimination.—221, Cheltenham Ed-. Bristol-

J.A.P., 1910, 7h.p.. J.A.P. carburetter, free, engine.

Bosch magneto, PaUner cords, 2iin.. Davison Irr-

pedo tanks. Whittle belts, built by Chater-Lea thrrn,«;h-

riut, Chater-Lea .spring wheel sidecar, built regardless

..f expense, not ridden 500 miles, spares cost over £10;
ridden anywhere within reason ; dealers not entertained;

ni.i'pt £50, cost double; brand new.—Motorist. 247

layer St. TClcphant and Castle. London.

In i-^ircr'i nrj flit^'^p cnJ rrrf i-^'-iJi il iribh to mention, " The Motor Cycle.' A39
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QUADCARS.
PHOSjS'IX 6h-p. Twin Quadcar. two speeds, magneto,

aceessorie--, exfellent condition; £35.— Hallett.
Cliayford. Dt^voii-

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
£14. or offer.—4ib.p. Ariel tricycle, condition and tyre.s

as new, perfect-—!, Lancaster Rd-, Ealing.

3 ill. p. Motor Tricycle, good condition, tyres just rp-

2 trpiided; £6 10s. for quick sale— Gosnold, drap'a.
r'olkestone.

CARS FOR SALE.
8h-p. De Dion. 4-seater, tonneau. equal ivheels, two

.speeds aud reverse; £47 10s.—Belon--

7-9h-p. Star, 2-cyl., tliree speeds and reverse. 4-seater;
£45—Eelow-

1 fk-12h.-p. Dennis. 2-seater. magneto, three speeds and
J-" reverse, very racy cur; 50 guineas-

1 /k-12h.p. Pick, 2-seater. three speeds aud reversi\A" cardan, raked steering, low built j £55. -

"|/\-12h.p. 2-cyl. M-M-C, tonneau. three speed.s aud re-
Xvf verse, poiverful touring car, C.C hood;. £47 lOs-
—Below.

4ihp. De Dion, just overhauled, to clear. £16; Phoe-
2 nix quadcar. twin, water-cooled, Fafnir, two

•speeds and reverse, perfect, £37 10s-; exchanges-—128,
High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 1982 Tottenham.

HTIMBER Car. 5ih.p., good order; cash bargain, £19
lOs.-H. Washington, Middlewich-

6ih p., 2-uyl-, belt drive, leather hood, solids" back, lun-
2 nin^ order—Hitchcock,. Bures, Suflolk-

6h.p. Hmnber. two-speed and reverse, good condition

;

cheap —Hennan Lacey. Barton-on-Humber-

MODEL ex. Stanley Steam Car, boiler wants repair-
ing; first cheque £10.—W. G. Watson, BedaJe-

6h.p- Clement, 2-seater, live axle, pretty little car, goes
well; £27 10S.-9, Parkholme Rd-, Dalston.

ECLIPSE—14-1 6h.p. Darracq. the 1910 speciality
imniediate delivery ; £22B; old car part payment-

ECLIPSE. — 2a-32h.p. Darracq, pemi-limousine, two
if,'nitions, extremely reliable; £150.

ECLIPSE—40h.p. Napier, 4-cyl- tonneau, honeycomb
radiator; a real gift, £68-

ECLIPSE.—18h-p. Siddeley, side entrance, hood, screen,
dual ignition; a gift, £115-

ECLIPSE.-16h.p. Chenard-Walcker, side entrance
Cape hood, two ignitions, noiseless; £115.

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Star. 4-cyl-. M-O-V., side entrance.
excellent order; £85.

ECLIPSE— 14h.p- Forman. 4-cyl.. M-O-Y-, side en-
trance, new condition : bargain, £105-

"pCLIPSE—14h.p. Pritchett and Gpld. 4-cyl.. steel
frame, hood, excellent order

;

£72 IDs.

chassis, side en-I^0LIPSE.-12h.p. J.P.. 2-cyl., Ion?
-i trance, hood, perfect order; £80.

I^CLIPSE-—10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, four seat^.J splendid order: £87 lOa.

2-seater. steel frame,

splendid order; £87 lOa.

i^CLIPSE— Sh.p. Siddeley,
-i liable and good; £42-

ECLIPSE.- 6h.p. Swift-De Dion. 2-seatcr, hood, per-
fect order ; £38.

ECLIPSE.—10-12h. p. Star box delivery van, very cood
order: £60-

ECLIPSE.— 81i.p- De JDion. genuine, two speeds, ton-
neau, in rink of condition; £65.

ECLIPSE.-Sh.p. De Dion-Regal, 2-seater, three spced.s
very smart; only £31.

ECLIPSE.—6h.p. Quadrant Carette, coach-built, two
speeds; £20-

IT'OLIPSE.-3ih-p. Raleighette tricar, two speeds, watcr-
-J cooled, splendid order; £20.

ECLIPSE.—5:h.p. Rex Triette. 2-eyI., very fine ma-
chine; £20.

ECLIPSE.—Repairs and replacements of every descrip-
tion; trade work a speciality; complete overhauls;

let us quote you.—Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co..
255, Earlsfield Rd-, Wandsworth. Thone, 1135 Putney.
Station. Earlsfield. LS-W-E-, 15 minutes from Waterloo-

DE DION, 6ih.p-, small car. three speeds, cardan,
screen, lamps; £52 10s.—D., 59, Minet At., Willes-

den.

TAMES-BROWNE:-_ 25-30h.p., 1906, side entrance,
fa«t. good hire car; £55.—Chauffeur. Cottage, Mel-

bourne Lodge, Ealing.

1 Q08 8-lOh.p. Standard. 2-seater, 4-cyI- J.A-P. en-
-L^ gine, air-cooled, gate change, tiiree speeds and re-
uise; £75.-42. Church Rd-, Hendon, N-W-

4Xh-p. Genuine De Dion Car, carry four, splendid
2 condition, tyre; nearly new; £50-^Watson, King

t'-'ilward VII.. Montagu Rd Edmonton.

1 Qh.p. Darracq throughout, 2 cyls., 4->eater. detachable
-G-/W live axle, SIO by 90 tyres, good; trial; £60;
Kiagncto cycle part--F- Jenny, Leighton Holme, Frimley
'ireen. Surrej'-

CAE. 2 or 4-seater, artillerys, tyres nearly new, vrheel
steering, bonnet at front, three speeds, reverse,

complete- less engine; £12 lOs.—Bourne, Plumber, Mill-
houses, Shetfieid.

There are a few lines on
this pag-e, but the best line,

and the

BEST LINE IN
THE TRADE,

is the

BRADBURY
Zi h.p. MOTOR.

PALMEE—40-501l.p
latest model,

An expert opinion declared it

to be ahead of anything yet

turned out in the Motor
World.
Owing to its special frame
construction, no other Motor
Cycle is as rigid, as well

balanced, as steady on the

road, or provides the same
accessibility for repairs or

re-adjustment to engine parts.

-:o:-

Write for Cataloerue of the
Best British Built IMotor Cycle.

Bradliiiry & Co. Ltd.,

OLDHAM.
At the Manchester Motor Show,
the Bradbury Motor will be shown
by Mr. J. W. Gouriay, Stand No. 34

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.—16-24h.p. De Dietricli, tonneau. seats (

persons, splendid reliable car, beautiful condit
£55.

PALMER.—9h. p. nearly new 2-seater, beet French n
raked steering, wheel control, perfect ; £90.

PALMFR — 16-20h-p. Mntel Landaulet, open or cl

body, side entrance, grand car; £100.

De Dietrich, side entrancfl

fitted hood, sureen; £325-

PALMER.—16-20h. p. De Dietrich. 5-Beater, mflRi

just re-painted, and ready to go anywhere; £'

PALMER.-12-16h-p. Aries, tonneau, genuine J
engine, fast, reliable, and light car; £75.

PALMER— 15-20h-p. Pauhard Chassis, with !

body. 4-cyl., good running order ; £55.

PALMER.—12-14h-p. Hmnber, tonneau, Moseley
feet tyres, very smart car; £65.

PALMER.— 9h.p- Jackson, 2-seater, bucket body,

eral condition -like nev/; £85.

PALMER.— 9h-p. tasicab, latest style, landaulet I

seating four in.side. Tcry smart; £150.

PALMER.—8h. p. Buchet chassis, late type, loiii: sti

fast running engine; £75.

PALMER.—16-24h-p. De Dietrich Chassis- lute i

M.O.V., pressed steel frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER.—In stock at Tooting, one monoplane, .

span, ready to receive engine; £75.

PALMER.—12-16h.p. Mutel, chassis, 4-t:yl., -ca

drive, late type, like new throughout; £6Q.

PALMER.—16-20h.p., Anglian, side entrance limou.'

all Aster fittings, and engine, silent and perl

£135-

PALMER.—8-lOh.p- Hmnber, light side entrance,

and head lamps. Stepney, like new car ; £55.

PALMER.—14-16h.p. 1910 Darracd- I make
largest possible alluwuuce for old car; £225

PALMER.— 2"4h.p. F.LA-T-, Burlington body,

type car. best grade car, perfect; £175.

PALMER.—All above eeen at L. N. Pulmer'e,

Trevelyan Rd., Tooting- Garage one minute Wr
Ed. tram terminus. Tooting. 'Phone. 208, Streai

Photos, details. Easy terms. Exchanges^

£23.—De Dion, 4sh.p., two speeds, reverse, all

tyres, hood, screen, lamps, tools, recently

over £60 [just overhauled).—Brown, ironmonger, G
Parade, Harringay.

PANHARD, 15-20h.p., 4-cyl., 4-seater, excellent c(

tion, white, dark blue upholstery. Stepney;

iheap, £80; Triumph considered part payment-
bourn. Motors, Maidenhead.

8 h.p. De Dion, 4-seater, Cape hood, adjustable ec

Jones speedometer, Dunlops, lamps, etc, in pe

condition; £85. or exchange for lightweight motor c

— 1, Montague Av-, Brockley.

CLEMENT-TALBOT, 15h.p., 4-Gyl.. M-O-V-, I

speeds, tonneau, excellent order, cheap. £95:B

J

smart, 2-3eater, 6h.p. De Dion engine, like new, £37 1

—406, Garratt Lane, Wandawoth.

GENUINE 6h.p. De Dion, 2-seater, Victoria 1

leather hood, head and side lights, toolbox at

two speeds and reverse ; £60 cash, or consider Triii

motor cycle part payment—Heyhourn, Motors, Ma
j

head.
i

ENGINES.
Minerva Engine, good condition; £5--W.,V

Manchester.
31h.p

2 Victoria St-

4h.p- Stevens Engine, with carburetter anij ^oi-

good condition; £4 15s.—14, Olapham Rd., S-

ENGINES-—Roc, 4h.p.," single-cyl., new 1910 t

early deliveries—A. W. Wall, Ltd., Birminghai

3hp-, 3ih.p-, new engines, £6 and £7 each; also -

twin. nearJy new, £10.—L.H.O- Motors, Ouudln

3h.p. Fafnir Engine, complete, guaranteed in good c

—Particulars, 71, Avam Rd., Mitcham Rd-, Tooi

3ih,p. De Dion Engine,
2 buretter. £4; pit

water-cooled head, withi

plain coiL Ss-—Hart, 31, Vans'

A40 In aTiswerhig these advertisements it is desirahh fo mpntion

buretter. £4;
St.. Deptford-

N.S-U-, 3ih-p., accumulator ignition, and carbnH"

splendid condition ; £5.—Hann, Raleigh^ In

Gowlett Rd-> Pecldiam Rye-

3ih.p. M-M-C- Engine, B- and B. carbuietten^fi
4 able pulley, all in perfect order; £4 10b.—Si

builder. Broughton, Preston.

3ih-p. Twin Peugeot, with carburetter/ as neffi

'

2 tact breaker, and spares, adjustable pulley;

or near offer.-B.. 49, Durlston Rd-, Kingston-on-Thtf

5 h.p- Alcyon Engine, twin, A-I-V-, new pistons fl'

£5, or offer; also new 25 ampere Singer aeon

lator, lOs—Brown. 2, Siebert Bd-. "VNestcombe Parfct

WANTED, good motor cj-cle ; exchange moderit^il'ii

forte, in first-class condition, caf^h adjusnO*

London.—No- Ll,381, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20i ffi

St-, E.C -

V

FOR Aeronautics.—Model practical petrol .ffl*

Model practical petrol motors I Wateir or''

cooloi. iJh.p-, machined set^-, 93. 9d.; many siz^
10h.-f\.; list 4d-—Madison Aerial Co., Littleover.

The Motor Ci/cle.''
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
\:L. i^ iiml R., trembler, brand new; 13a.—Harri-
>Ke\vl).v Terrace, -Bangor. Wiih^s. _

|j.GNKTO. Coil, and Accuuiulatrr reofiirs in two
llilays ;

guarauteed ; low pi i' •^ - 1\ llnws. 49, Hert-
iil'St-. Mayfiiir-

ratON, Registered 291 - 289. vastly Miperlor U.

Iilatinaui. cures luisflriii};; best contacts for blades,
rs. locUers, maguetos, loils. Jebron has no efjunl.

IUION. 2s. 6d. eaeh rivit fitted; Jebron triiiiraer.:,

9d. ; Jebron screws 'fit Hn-cir maBDctos UA2. DA\',
lE.'t breakers 5a. 5b, 5e, 5-. 6d- pair; old screws Jeb-
lid, 2s- 6d- eacb. Over 10.000 titled- Try it-

riRON. fitted retnni po^t ireo-—From tbe inveotf'i.

,k-ijrun. 38, llcrljert lid., Plumstead.

fimON Contacts were used by Messrs. Collier Bii.>.,

JColver, and Martin, in makinjj their recent world's

]'. .tlUM Cbaaniiun Contacts- — Any parts fitted i^-

. turned same day. Is. 3d. eacli, warranted pure,

ic! iridium trimmers. 9d. ; magneto screws refitted

I c;trli.—\Villiama. 16, W'pUintrlon St., AVoolwicb.

~ Hl'^EES Patent Cycle Petrol Eeononiisers hav(
y l.Ttived tbeuiselres successful beyond doubt; tesli

Otis received state they reduce petrol consuniptiou

vi lowvr. flexibility, eav? pedalling up bills- Sp'^eial

'jj for oue month only to enable eyuUsts to try it.

»;1.—Petrol Economisers, Ltd-. 92, Avenue Chambers,
Wamptou How, I^mdou-

I
TYRES.

ITEEAIJIXO witli lubber studs^ 12s. 6d. ; new
Sstuddod covers. 21s-: why pay more?—Fox, Snttolk
HiirminRhaui.

6(1-: Taliker. 28 Tjy

F. Jlumfc.rd. Edea

see last veelc'-
Peitonville Rd.

HCHELIN Cover, 26 by 2i. 173
H 2i. 21s.: both beaded, ikiv.-

t.!ans,,tuu-ou-TUames.

B
STONE ior Covers and Tubes
ii.lv.Ttisement—215 and 217:

u , I'ross. Loudon. N.

"".JOU. Continental. 26 by 21. beadid, 22s. 6d : Cuu-
-' liueutal Model do Course, 26 by 2, 283.; both new.
4i- .Stratf.Td Kd.. Birmingham-

26 by 2i K.0 11. Steel aud Rubber Tyr.:. will

!it rim: money returned il not satisfied; 55s-~
-IT. ^VaIuut St., Scutbrort.

['-VX.—Tyres. Motor Cyele Covers, all sizes,

-m 12s. 9d.: tubes, with valves. 4s- lid. —
Ix'hange Wrslgate. Halifii^.

Clinclier A Won Covers. 26in. by 2:Un.. 17s
1 taeh: Stuart lock-joint iuner tulies- 6s- 6d-

-Mun-ay, 37a. Charles ,St-. Hafton Garden-. Hclbniu

that ol.l c,ivcr 1..T

I iillowann/s:
suMlied. Try us.— 69. L.-athcr Lane If.iliion

^iV

yv

v!'''>-^ Tyre Exchange!—Esfbiiu!;!.- tb;
' .' ;h\v one and cash diti'iTi/Uii' : lib

ii:R Cord Cover. 26 by 2;, nut puiietur-jd. fitti-d

'U Grose steel studded leather baud, brand new;
"II cost eS'^-- what oflcrsr—James, dentist. Chip-

::LIN Covers, brand new, tarrying makers' gir.ir-

.
thick treads, 26 by 2. wired. ^14s._ each ; 26

i'd. 15s- 6d. eaeh; 26 by 2, beaded, ISs- 6<1-

by 2i. beaded. 17s- each-—Stewart. 12, Markc-t
l;;'m. Sussex-

H.INESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
S -E, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

I.lSHEl-) Cycle- Motor- and Side-line busin,--
.lie; imi-iortant market town (South). maiu-rr:ad
u.-e: turnover £800 : stoi-k about £2C0 -" i'.16

Ciirlc Olfi-'es Covcntrv-

REPAIRERS.
•i'lt Motor Co- "for all repairs.

J .,ili:R Motor Co- lor Antoine pans-—
L

I

tjurmugham-

V roIXE Cylinders- i)ist,,us, etc-: prompt delivcrr
^ -IT. -hirr Motnr Co-, Astou Ed-, liirmingliam. '

' -ll'lMlssloX-^Cylinders ground aud uew piston^
-^ "'U''\ 24^.; oldest engines restored to hiehe-l

I'lemier Motor. Birmingham-

liTE I'arts accurately duplicated; irreproaci,
nork; quotations free for all repairs-—Preuiii'i

l;

Ltd-. Astjin Rd-, Birmiugham-

l,til
. for repairs.— 64, Grosvcnor P.i^ Hanwcll

Tel. : 43 5 P-0-. Ealing.

MPKKSSION Restored, cylinders ground to OOIIu
siiarantced: pistons fitted.-Acer- Ltd.

1,1NE Repairs iu all

u^liing, replacements--
branches-— Overhauling.
-Acer, Ltd.

I'lD Delivery and reasonable charges-
Acer. Ltd.

Lists free.-

,L1)INQ—Brokeu cylinders, flanges, cracked wairr
.iiicbets- valve Beatings, pistons, connecting rod-

:
"ai ral castings—Below.

i'TOlL Repairs, cylinders ground new pistons fift, d.
' nv. rhauling. rebushing. repla.'enients. cranic-

tTviod-—Below-

1
.l.ljl^^G—Aluminium crankcases successfully re-
paired, work guaranteed--West London WcLIin

'.ss-x riace. Chiswick Tilephone. 536. m

JUST THINK
ol the advantages of a battery
that never requures recharging
yet is alwaj's ready for use.

HELLESEN

DRY BATTERIES

DO ALL THIS
with persistent reliability.

Inquiries welconisd.

Special

Motor

Cycie

Sl22.

These coils tctkc less current
tha.n a.«y other coal Ion ths
market and are -fully ^uar-

antoec!.

GId coils tested free of charge.

All Metal

Handle-bar Switch.

The latest aud the cheapest
lor battery accumulator or nia:.^-

neio i'mition-

Catalo:Tu23 and full particu-
lars sent willing-ly.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.G.

REPAIRERS.
t^OR Accurate Cylinder Grindinfc. new pistona anc
J- rings, send to New Croker-Uurneri. Ltd-, engincer-
J_,iveriJOol.

3^WISTED or IJ.'iit frimjca iiitd K-irks. etc-, should h>
-L sent to Middleton's. Watson 8t-. Newington Green
London, N-

d^TLIXtiKItS ne-bored, new pistons, rings, adjuatabJt-vy piiUty^. rc-bir.-liint,', etn-
; e.^timates free.—Uewsbnry

Road JUotur \^ -rks. Leeds-

4^RACKJ-;r> Cylinders- etc., uf motors successtnlly rc-v^ paired by Lea's metailurfficnl prncess- — Lea and
Son. Kiis-iuccrs. Runctirn.

REX square cylindfis re-bored, pistons fitted, i.omplet«.
oomure.^.^ion a^ new;13,s. 6d.— Gua Engine and

Motor Workri, Fr-rcst Hill. S-E-

OLD Likes Alodcrnised, frame l->\\rii (\. m w tank-
li.b. control, .enamelled; £2 10.-;— Atkiusnu, Clay

Hill Ed- Yange, E.ssex, and Barldn- It.l., Kit.it Ham-

ACCUMHLATulfri MagUL't.is. and Coils repaired; re-
magnetising, rewinding, replatinising; repairs to

irade; catalogue-—The High Tension Co.. itrownlow
\Vk.^.. la. Guilford St., London- 1409 Holborn-

CCCCCCCCC. — Compression means power; cyl. re-

bored and new pistons fitted; guaranteed lit

4-l.OOOin., bears 13 stone on pedal ; write for list-—
Gradior Machine Co., Coi[ipres?ion Specialists, Stafford

REPAIRS of all descriptions.—Pistons, rings, connect-
ing rods, parts made to speeification, cylinders re-

bored, general machining, re-bushing, magneto repaiis
etc.—Pickering and Darby.. Eelgrave Rd., Birmingham-

NYE'SI—Do not scrap that old machine." but procure
our terms f. r converting- into a modern machine;

prices from £3 lOs-; photographs of actual onversions
may be had on application.— 69, Leather Lane Hi)lbom
London- 'Phone, 6299 Holborn-

BIEMINGHIAM—Cylinders re-bcred and new pistons
fitted ; engi nes re-bushed throughout ; connecting

rods, cams, pulleys. valTc.= : old high frames cut down and
brought lip to date: fir.-t firm in the tlistrict to re-bor<-

cylinders, and first firm to advertise modernising frames;
quotations by return. 2nd prompt delivery.— Priest and
Co.. 66, Bishop St- .

DE BEEES Patent Cycle Petrol Economisers have
proved themselves f-uceessful beyond doubt; testi

monials received state they reduce petrol consumption
-ive poiver. flexibility, save pedalling up hills- Special
price for one moiitb only to enable cyclists to try it

5^. 6d.—Petrol Economisers, Ltd-. 92, Avenue Chamber.-^
•.. utiiampTon Eow. London-

COilPHESSION Specialists are we. No one has bettEi
macLinery. Irrespective of price charged no Srni

gives better fit or finish- Cylimiors rebored, ground
yla.-^s smooth, fitted with new pi.'^tnns. rings, gudgeons,
and our special gud^^eon pin fastrur-rs from 12s. 6d- ; re
bushing equally cheap. Every job guaranteed- Deliver\
Three days--T..'nuaut Engineering Co.. 120. Pcr^lmn
.St.. Birmingham-

INSURANCE.
PLEASE seud for reduced rati.'- t'T jOi") i.i.iiry: pci

sonal 5s., inclusive 18s- per Mtiuirn !;:.-- -ii.-nTaiici

broker. Ongar.

MOTOR Union Insmance Co-, Ltd., give the fccs;

terms i prompt settlements ; most generous treat-
ment ; free b-gal defem'C.

—
"Write. G- H- ,Jones. Talbol

House, Liehficld-

JNSaRE Ygur Mutor Cycle \nth Hugli .J. Loswcll,
J- insuraut^e broker, Norwich, at- greatly redu'^eii
premiums; lire 2s. 6d. ; accidents to cycle 14s. 6d..
third party 7s., theft 9s, 6d., inclusive policy I83.—PIc.imi
write for particulars.

FINANCIAL.
PATENT Kigbt-s Automatic liarrr-l Tilter. lutLe- tools

material, lar;;e profit.s; £20, or exchange nintoi
fycie. Dou.;la3 or I'-N—W.itson. King Edward \T1-
jSIontaga Ed-, Ednionton-

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Trimo fcrccar attachment, coiiiplct,?- im

good Milllord sidecar— S- Cramptou. Saw'stou-

6h-p- Aster Light 2-8catcr Car. new tyre?; i25: luag
ni-to cycle wanted-— 20, Pottcruewlon Lane, Leed,';

Oh-p- Cycle. J-A-P. engine, running daily- powcrlnl. iw^ £7, or upright iron i^ianu-— ili fjiiie, llrntal Ecmis
Bellshill.

Q£i by 2 Cjutiucntal Cover an.l tali,'. p.-rlVct condi
f^V tion. for powerful gas Lamp— 43- Walton ltd-. Ea-l
Slol">cy-

QUANTITl' of special joiner's t,.ols : exeliaugi. Mt
i:i., ,N. -iilicar Jircferred- — Annitage, Clarendni

.P,rid!:, . 111,!,

anuing tadcr- and smaP
1 tivin—E„ 41. Navan,

3ih.p- K, nv. UO l,v 90. -oi d
2 cash adja-tanait for 5-G'i

Ed.. Ea-5t Hani-

6h.p- Tjacosta Smart 2-Srat,-'r Car. JJe Dion engine

:

£40, part exchange —20. Pctteruowton Lane
I.,i.'d.s.

4-CYL. l-'.N., 3vh.p., and ,sidecar, perfect, for 4i oi
5-6h-p.. same make, single or tmn, magneto, two-

sp,-id- and (hain drive: no objection to tricar with sane
-T,,. iflcatn,n*.—Dubois. 136, Addison nardens. Slir-plierd'

Hush.

In answering llu.'i- aj'vcrtisemnir^ il is drsiiablr to nicntioii '-'I'/r- Motor Ci/de. Ail
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iorBiRel

host poi^sible allow-

; delivery now.—16.

3

IpUNTyCHEMCAfifil
EturinqChernistsidift^fi,

hemicoWorkslKlil
jlRMINGHiitiyt'i

THE VERY BEST

tt CHEMIGO'
OIL.

MOTOR
BIKE

TBe special line with a special mission

.

That of ensuring a periectly cool, sweet
running engine. Either test or analysis

will quickly establish our claim to have
produced

A PERFECT MOTOR
CYCLE OIL.
Quart tins, 1/8.

U GHEMIGO
9>

CARBIDE.
Freed of all the impurities

\\ liich so very materially re-

duce the gas yielding virtues

of the average carbide, care-

fully and scientifically coated
to ensure consistency of con-
sumption. Packed of a con-
venient size for placing in the
lamp.- In every way the best

and cheapest.

I lb. tins, Td. i lb. tins. 4|-d.

"GHEMIGO
»» TYRE

STOPPING.
A perfect cure for the cut or gash in tyre

covers—not a liquid—placed in the cut
or gash, it quickly amalgamates with the
material to which added quickty becom-
ing an integral part of same.
Hundreds of unsolicited testimonials.

1/- Tins.

^^ All motor men supply i^^

The COUNTY CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.

BIRMINGHAM.
London—43, Great Ea;lern S;reet.

Manchester—235 Deansgate.
Glasgow—128, Renfi[4d Street,

Dublin—Golden Lane.

EXCHANGE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchangi^ ^ivo

ances a;,'aiii>^t 1910 Rex iiuirk'lf^

\\ ("stgate. Halifax.

ili-p. Rover, for lower power and i.-asli; sell £12 15s-;
2 -ive XL .spriii); forks for I WliiUle.—306, Wljite-

li( Tse Ed.. Croydon.

3b p. Minerva, lunsueto, new Dnnlop studded tyre^
ju?t ovprhauled. fcr Motosacoclie or Douglas.—AA".

Camerou. Eallyniena."

EXCHANGE Ofiers invited (motorisb or otherwise) for

complete cycle and sideearriage combination.— 3,

Arcliery Terrace, Leeds.

1 Q09 Cycle, in perfect condition, for motor cycle,
Xt/ a"bout 3-3;h P-, cash adjustment.—Cheers, "Walde-
.^rrave Park, Twicl;eniiam.

EXCHANGE. 8h-p. M-M-C 2-Seated Car for 6h.p.
F-N: or other 4-cylindered bilcc or sell d345.—61.

Lower Moslcy St.. Manchester.

EXCHANGE Edison standard phonograph and two
liorns. cost £4 10s., new, for high tension naagTietj.

-Betts. butcher. Bulwell, Notts-

MICROSCOPE. Zeiss, cost £35. oil immersion, for
modern motor cycle; approval; sell £25-—Wilson.

19. Loreburn St, Dumfries.-

QUADRANT Tricar. 3h.p., light machine; £16. or

exchange for magneto motjr cycle—Smith, 6. l^i-
hot Rd-, I^enwortham, Preston.

SMART Business Trap, detachable cover, cost 30
guineas also gig; exehanse both for modern motor

cycle-—The Bon Marche, Chesterfield-

RALEIGHETTE. 6h.p.. twin, new condition, car tyres;
£50, or ._^xchange 1909 motor cvde and £10.—T-

Smith, 6, Talbot Rd., Penwortham." Preston.

GIVE 18ct. gold gent's watch, silver cigarette case,
and cash lor good twin, two-speed preferred.—^-

Bower. 53. Hallam St. Portland Place, W-

EXCHANGE Bedroom Suite, drairing room suite, iron
frame piano, for modern motor cycle, or sidecar-—

38, Eomily Rd-. Finsbury Park, London.

PIANO Player, 65 notes, perfect, and 12 rolls, sell £16,
or exchange fcr two-speed triiar or motor cycle

cash adjustment--Bates. Abbeygate, Bury St- Edmund's-

EXCHANGE 13h-p. Quadrant-Minerva, good running
: order, and Edison Home phono, 56in. bras.'i horn

new condition, for 2ih.p. or more.— Dorrell, Crjxley
Green.

N"EW 18ct. Minute Repeating Keyless, Calender
Chronograph. f:,r 3ih.p. motor cycle, -good make, or

sell 20 guineas.—No- 4,050. The Motor Cycle O&cei
Coventry-

EXCHANGE, racing model car, 8-lOh-p-, w-c-. three
spee.is and reverse, cardan drive, photo, for modern

oiacneto motor cyrle. h-b- control, good make, preferably
twin-—Write. Motor, The Priory, Boston.

ONE 23h-p- Zedel Engine, as new, perfect: also 2J^h-p.

Minerva, just rebushed, both vertical, in exchange
for 3 or 3'<h.p- Fafnir, or sell £5-— 36, Busaco St-
King's Cross.

PIANO Player, full size, perfect condition; sell for £15
cash, or exchange for good magneto motor cycle

ash adjustment- — Box No- 3,973, The Motor Cycle
Offices. Cjventry-

LOOK Here !—Exchange low 5:.h-p. N-S-H-, Bosdi
Palmer cord, new belt and tyre, with Montgomery

art cane sidecar, as new, for 5h-p- Chater-Peugeot-—14.
Lovaiue St-, Middlesbrough.

LOW Frame, tank, pair 28 wheels. 28 by 2h Moseley
heavy tyres, and sundries, for Brown and Barlow

h-b- control, back rim brake, spring forks, or Price's

stand.—I'innock- 2. Landseer Rd,, Holloway, N-

EXCHANGE brand new magneto lightweight for
small car, tricar, or component parts, such as three-

speed and reverse gear box, twin engine, magneto, etc-,

or sell £30-~Page. 74. East Hi)' Dartford, Kent-

h-p. Tricar, Rexette- King of Little Cars, water-cooled,

two speeds, wheel steering, in excellent condition
for high power motor cycle and sidecar, tivo-speed, mag-
neto, or sale. £35.—Wheeler. 99, Stonefield Rd-, Hastings-

"I /ihp- Twin Lagonda Tricar, two speeds, open frame
J-" wheel steering, tyres new, splendid condition

;

too powerful for owner; will exchange for a smaller
power ditto of good make, or sell £50.—Linfoot. Rams-
gate, Stockton-on-Tees-

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, young man. for journalistic work, must

have some technical knowledge of motor cycles and
motor.s; give age. experience, and salary required-—Box
No. 3.979. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry-

SITUATIONS WANTED,
MOTOR Engineer, 25. desires berth, used to motor

cycle, car, or general work.—Alan, 58, Frances Rd-
Bournemonth.

DRIVER-MECHANIC seeks situation, private service

three years' reference, drive Lanche^ter, B-S-A., 01

Singer.—A- Coates, Beechwood, Berk.swell. near Coventry,

MOTOR EXPERTS.
T^msT'T be Had!—We thoroughly inspect, test, rn'i

port on new or second-hand motor cycles, cars

6

etc—EeynoWs, 86. Queen St., Slieffleld-

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

As a chain is only as strong.

.

as its weakest link, a belt is only

as efficieni: as its least considered

essential.

The essential links in motor

belting construction—Maximum
effective pulling surface; EHmina-

tion of stretch ; Tensile strength
;

Flexibility ; Centring of core
;

Prevention of twisting, ends

breaking, and surface cracking

—

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

experience, ensure a perfect whole.

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest possible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

r 'i'

1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4- 3/6
per
fiot.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,

16, Great, Eastern St.,

LONDON.
Works :

Manchester

0^

3/6
Nell.

Practical notes on Belting and Pelt ,

Driving. Fourth edition. ^

The Motor Cycle."
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A.C.U. QUARTERLY RELIABILITY TRIAL.
JUDGES' REPORT.

FTEH lefening to the weather and riding
iondi;ions generally, tlie judges report

;

" Many were the victiniS of side-

slips, and tlioiigh no serious injuries

to the riders were repoited, several
niaclimes were rendered useless,

and the competitors forced to
retire. At the bottom of Dash-

wood Hill, where the comjietitors,

in the interests of public safety,

are usually stopped, the road sur-

face was so, treacherous that after

the first few riders had tallen in

attempting to remount, the re-
'"^ mainder of the competitors were

allowed a Hying start. This alteration of the rules naturally
gave some an advantage over others, and therefore times
taken to ascend Dashwood were not strictly taken into
account, as those that were stopped at the bottom were
forced to make three or four attempts to climb the hill

;

whilst the remainder, having a flying start, ascended easily.

In view of this fact, stops on IJashwood are not taken into
account. It was particularlv noticeable that machines whi-ch

were fitted with steel-studded tyres failed hopelessly on the
icy surface, and there is no doubt that the trial under notice
will seriously affect the use of the steel-studded cover. On
vehicles with four road wheels these covers are of great
service in preventing side-slips and skidding, but it would
appear that on motor bicycles, rubber-studded tyres are far

safer, and answer all purposes, for it is often noticed that
even under certain conditions in dry weather steel-studded
tyres slip abominably.
"There were sixty-six entries in the non-passenger class,

sixty-five being bicycles and one a tricycle, and of these
three were non-starters. Thirty machines were fitted with
twin-cylinder engines, of which thirteen were lightweights
and seventeen heavies ; whilst there were thirty-two single-

cylinder machines, one only being a lightweight, and one
a tricycle. Fifteen non-stop runs were claimed, nine by twin-
cylinder and six by single-cylinder machines, but in several
cases traflBc stops which do not count against the rider
were reported. Thirty-eight competitors made one or more
stoppages, the causes of which can be seen on reference to
the tabular report [See The Motor Cycle of February 7th,

pages 97-8.

—

Ed.], whilst ten retired—six through side-slips
and the remainder from various other causes. It is interesting

to note that the two-stroke engines acquitted themselves very
creditably ; but another comparatively new type, the James
machines, again failed. The Indian made its first appear-
ance in a Quarterly Trial, and of the four machines entered
three made non-stop runs, whilst the fourth only failed

through an accident over which the driver had little control.

"The F.N. tricycle made a creditable performance, and
had the magneto been protected the machine would have
made a non-stop run. For such a low-powered ergine. it

climbed the hills well, when assisted by easy pedalling.
" The Ariel failed on both hills through a slipping belt,

and it would appear that the spiral spring which is relied

upon tu press the outer flange of the pulley against the belt

is insutiiclent to prevent the belt slipping, and in future

models some means must be adopted to take up the slack of

the belt when reducing the gear.
" Clutches and multi-speed gears proved of inestimable

value in every way, and even expert riders of the fixed

engine type were heard to express their appreciation of free

engines. Now that one or two firms with big outputs have
led the way in fitting free engine clutches, the present

season should see the example extensively followed.

"There is no question as to the utility of the free engine
clutch, whether in the huh or on the eiigir.e shaft, and given

a fairly powerful and flexible engine, for general purposes
of solo riding a multi-speed gear is hardly necessary.

" In the passenger cla.ss the entries numbered eight, all of

which started, but, strange to say, not one non-stop run was
recorded. The A.C. tricars performed badly; two over-

turned through side-slipping on the treacherous road surface,

and the third retired from an unknown cause. The five

machines fitted with sidecars made a brave show, and had
not one had a slight magneto failure, all would have come
through successfully. The record entry of seventy-four

machines is very gratifying to the committee, for it tends to

prove that the present system of marking, which was in-

augurated last year, is appreciated by the trade and private

riders alike, and is far in advance of the procedure of some
two years ago. The marks awarded have been revised for

the present season, more headirgs have been made, and, in

consequence, the work of the judges has been greatly increased.

They tender their thanks to the many marshals and observers,

without whose assistance this report and the tabular one of

last week could not have been issued, and thev trust to receive

similar assistance in future trials.—.1. W. G. Hhookee,
H. GiLLARD Cove, Abohibalk Shart."'

AUTO CYCLE
A number of new members were elected at a recent

committee meeting of the A.C.U.

The A-CU. has now decided to consider applications for
the posts of handicappers from those qualified to make
applications. Each application will be judged on its

individual merits

To the list of entries for the Tourist Trophy which
i' appeared in our issue of the 7th inst. must be added three
Dot machines entered by H. Eeed. The total number of
entries now reaches twenty-nine.

_
At a recent Competitions Committee of the A.C.U. definite

J

instructions were gi''en to the judges to award marks to
those machines competing in the Quarterly Trials for exoel-

UNION NOTES.
lence of design. The judges, however, have found it quite
impracticable to carry out these instructions, and, in conse-
quence, in future the column of marks under this heading
will not be included. To the Mst of marks published in

the P. A.C. Journal, the words "subject to confirmation"
were accidentally omitted. These marks have yet to be
confirmed.

>—•••—«

In last wee'c's issue it was stated that H. G. Bell's F.N.
tricycle was the first to complete the Uxbridge to Banbury
and back course in the A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, but Dr.
Stephen G. Longworth reminds us that he competed in the
October combined Quarterly and Consumption Trials of
1905 on a 3 h.p. two-speed Rex tricycle, completing the
distance with only one stop, due to a misfiring trouble.
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Cambridge University M.C.C.

Next Saturday the club run is to Clare.^ On
March 5th ;i competition will be held, details to

be announced later.

Proposed Club for St. Helens (Lanes.)

A meeting of all motor cycle and motor car

owners in >St. Helen's, Lanes, has been called for

to-morrow (Tuesday), the intention being, if pos-

sible, to start .nn association.

Batley and District M.C.C.

This club has now been successfully launched,
and already twenty members are enrolled, and,
what is more tangible, have paid their subscrip-
tions.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

There will be an introductory run to Godstone
on Saturday next, the 19th inst., at 3 p.m. Tea
and concert at Godstone 5 p.m. In a. week or

two Mr. A. E. Bennett has promised a lecture on
" JIagnetos."

A Motor Cycle Club for Doncaster and District.

A number of motor cyclists in Doncaster are

anxious to form a club, and we are asked by Mr.
George F. Stafford, of 7, Baxter Gate, to state

that he will be very pleased to receive the names
and addresses of local readers interested in this

project. A meeting will then be arranged, rules

drawn up, and officers elected.

Liverpool M.C.

On Thursday last a club supper was held at

headquarters. Next Thursday an inter-club

billiard match has been arranged between Man-
chester ilotor Club and Liverpool ilotor Club,
consi.=ting of four players aside, first game at

Manchester headquarters, starting 7 p.m. On
Friday, 25th inst., members of the above club
will visit the Manchester Motor Show. Train
leaves Central Station 5 p.m., or meet at show.
The " breakdown '" competition referred to last

week proved very interesting. Mr. Fehr, who
deranged the Premier motor cycle lent by Messrs.
Owens, had carefully cut the wire leading from
the high-tension terminal on the magneto to the
sparking plug, so that a shortage of the current
took place, and of the competitors only one—Mr.
S. W. Carty—located the trouble in the five

minutes' time limit, he therefore being adjudged
the wiimer.

Glasgow M.C.C.

Prizes won during 1909 were presented at a
smo'nng concert held at the Landsdowne
Itestainant, Hope Street, Glasgow, on the 3rd inst.

An excellent musical programme was provided by
Mc'fsrs. Hood, Deans, Kirkpatrick. Jack Collins,

Fintiv Brown, and others, and during the evening
;; gd 1 watch was presented to Jlr. .J. S. Fulton,
la introducing the matter, iSIr. H. S. Bilbe, in a
h':moroas speech, accused Mr. Fulton of having
Mirill the members during his four years' term of

ofii-e by doing work that should rightly have been
performed by other.*, and now that he ha<J relin-

qui-iheil the post of secretary it was not always
easy to find members ready to do yrhat was neces-

sary. Jlr. Hutchison, one of the original mem-
bers of the club, in an excellent speech, asked the
late secretary to accept the presentation as a
mark of appreciation from the club. Mr. Fulton's
speech in reply dealt with the earlv days of motor
cycling, when he and Mr.' Hutchison had ridden
2 h.p. Clement-Garrard machines. He stated
that the Glasgow ^[.C.C. wa.s the pioneer motor
cycle club of Scotland, dating back to 1902, and
urged the members to keep it always in the lead.

The chair was taken by Mr. D. S. Baddeley.

Stockport and District M.C.C.

The A.G.M. was held at the new headquarters,
White Lion Hotel. Some thirty members were
present. The hon. secretary's report was most
favourable. Tlie number of members on the books
at the close of last year was forty-five. The treas-

urer's balance sheet showed a fair balance in hand.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The sixth annual dinner and presentation of

prizes took place on Friday evening last in St.

Mary's Hall, Coventry.
vSt. Mary's Hall is a buildmg which has seen

many royal functions, but it is the first time a
motor club banquet has been held withirr its

walls, Avhich are hung with tapestry representing
some of the more important scenes in the history of
the city, and contains also several suits of ancient
armour.
Upwards of ninety members and friends

assembled rovmd the three tastefully-arranged
tables under the chairmanship of the retiring pre-

sident, Colonel Wyley, V.D., who was supported
by his 'Worship the Mayor of Coventry (Aid. Wm.
Lee), Messrs. J. E. Swindlehurst (City Engineer).
John V. Pugh, E. M.
niflfe, M. J. Schulte,
H. W. Staiier, etc.

The vice-chairs "wore

occupied by Messrs.
E. J. Hardv. V. A.
Holroyd, and V. Eiley.

After the R.iyal

toast, proposed by the
Chairman, the Mayor
proposed " The (31ub,"

and gave a brief

resume of its work
during the past year

;

he particularly referred

to the able manner in

which Col. Wyley had
filled the post of

president since
,
the

inauguration of the
club six years ago, and
asked him to accept a
handsome inkstand as
a small appreciation of

his services. The
retiring hon. treasurer,

Mr. E. J. Hardy, was
also the recipient of a
solid silver salver,

suitably inscribed.

Colonel Wyley, re-

sponding, thanked the
club, and referred to
the growth of the
membership, which hid
now reached 150. He
suggested that this

year's Military Recon-
naissance should con-
sist of an attack on

Lichfield, ar

operation of

Mr. John
" The '^'isi

by Mr. H.
of Messrs.
donk, and

)

Holroyd thdi

R.A.C., hs
tinguished s

;

Mr. Swinci

that the ad-vl

in no small'

engaged in

Mr. Holro:ii

thanked the

which- had 1

Mr. J. K
Union," and n

the motor cji

(secretary Ai
" The Ch;

Uiffe, Mr. F

Ths Sixth Ann-Jil Dinner ot the Coventry ani \

J^-
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Burnley Victoria Cycle and M.C.

Motor cyclists in Burnley and district who would
like to join a club are asked to communicate with

Mr. E. Brown, hon. secretary of the Burnley
Victoria Motor Club, Myrtle Cottage, Burnley, or

attend a special meeting to be held at the Central

Commercial Hotel, St. James's Row, Burnley, on
Wednesday ne.\:t, the 16th inst., at 7.45 p.m.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

At the recent A.G.JI. the report was adopted,

and the balance sheet and accounts (which showed
a small balance in hand) passed. Lord Henry
Bentinck is to be invited to act as president this

year. The 1909 committee was re-elected en bloc.

A discussion ensued as to the advisability of con-

tinuing affiliation with the A.C.U., and the com-
mittee was instructed to recommence action at the
end of six months.

Harrogate ard District M.C.C.

An instructive paper was read on Thursday
evening last by Mr. F. C. Bagshaw, entitled "Pre-
parations for the Tourist Trophy Race." The
lecturer dealt with his subject very thoroughly, and

at the conclusion he
was heartily thanked
for his very able paper.
Will members please

note that next Satur-
day the carnival takes
place ?

Walthamstow M.C.

The business of the
A.G.M. not being com-
pleted at the last
sitting, it was ad-
journed to Wednesday
next, when it is hoped
that members will
make it convenient to
attend at headquarters
at 8 p.m. to complete
the agenda

Bishop Aueldand, Dar-
lington and District M.C.

At the recent annual
general meeting of the
above club, presided
over by Mr. T. W.
Craig (chairman), the
reports of the secre-

tary and treasurer,
which showed the very
satisfactory progress
the club had made
since its formation in

July. 1909, and the
favourable condition of
its finances, were
adopted. The mem-
bership of the club
now totals ninety-four.Coventry.

Western District M.C. (London).

The following items of general interest too'.i

place at the last committee meeting. The com-
mittee, after hearing the result ol the chairman's
interview with the secretary of the A.C.U.,
decided to continue the affiliation for the present
year. The fixtur.3 lift was entrusted to Me-ssrs.
Vowler, Hughes, and Babbage, and it is hoped
that it will be ready in a few days. These
gentlemen were instructed to fix up competitions
for the first Sunday in each month. The Winter
and Smart cup'^ will be competed for as previously,
and the Triumph Cup will be run for to Daventry.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Last Wednesday evening Mr. W. A. Macgre'gor
delivered a lecture entitled " Oils and Lubrica-
tion." As fully seventy-five per cent, of those
present joined in the discussion which followed
the paper, there is no doubt that it was
thoroughly appreciated. Mr. J. Bellerby (chair-

man of committee) occupied the chair.
A letter that had been sent to the secretary by

Mr. George R. Sanderson (one of the founders,
and hon. treasurer and financial secretary of the
club) resigning his position as hon. treasurer was
read during the evening. Mr. Sanderson is leaving
the district. Many expressions of regret were
made at the loss of so enthusiastic an officer, and
the letter was left to the committee to answer in
suitable manner. Mr. J. 6. Fairgrieve was
elected to the office of hon, treasurer.

Nortliamptonsliire M.C.C.

Mr. D. C. M. Hume treated the members of

the N. M.C.C. to a brilliant and original lecture
on "Magneto Ignition" on February 8th, the
interest he had excited being shown by volleys of

questions at the conclusion of the paper. He did
not avoid deep technicalities, but the excellent
slides made specially for the occasion enabled
even the novices present to grasp his drift. vSome
of his matter represented entirely original experi-
ments concluded within the last week or two.
He showed a slide of Prof. Fleming's table of the
voltages required to leap spark gaps of varying
widths; it was interesting to notice that 50,000
volts are required to give a spark across a gap
of 20 mm. In addition, he showed slides depicting
electrical processes in the magneto in curve form,
including the potential dift'erences in the primary
circuit, and the voltage at varying engine speeds
with 'the spark retarded, half advanced, and fully

advanced. Exhibits illustrating the complete
range of Simms specialities crowned the interest

of' a most instructive evening.

Newctstle M.C.

The annual meeting was held in the Co'unty
Hotel, Newcastle, last WednP'?day, Mr, Arthur
J. Lucas presiding. The annual report, presented
by Mr. Robson, the secretary, rtcorded the suc-

cesses of one of the busiest years in the annals of
the club, and was unanimously ad.ipted. The
auditor's report on the secretary's accounts, which
showed a balance in hand of £11, was received.

Mr. Alan Robsnn (secretary) moved: "Th:'t the
affairs of this club be wound up, and its men ber-

ship be transfened direct to the North-.i''.;isteru

Automobile Association." The motion met with
some opposition.

Mr. Dunn suggested that all the clubs in the
North should amalgamate, and seek to secure an
equal and just absorption of all the clubs. Their
funds w-ere good, and he knew of three gentlemen
who were prepared, if need be, to. put down £20
to carry on the club.

An amendment moved by Mr. J. Daglish, calling

for a more complete scheme, pending which the

form of the club should not be changed, was
cajried by a large majority.

/^
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MOTOR CYCLING CLUB: FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
The Jarrott Cup Competition.

THE rules and regulations governing the M.C.C.'s
London to Land's End and back run, at Easter, for

the Jarrott Cup will be circulated among members
within the next few days, and potential participants

should make a note of the dates, March 26th and 28th.

In order to make the run more attractive, competitors'

machines will not be locked up during the Sunday, the inter-

vening day between the outward and homeward journeys, so

that entrants will be able to take rides to interesting places

near Penzance, and there are many. Jlembers who are keen
on long I'ides of this nature, free from harassing restrictions,

should not miss this classic ride. The road conditions and
scenery are particularly varied, albeit interesting, and those
who have rever done the journey have missed a real treat.

T)ie trials hon. sec. for this event is j\Ir. E. Gwynne, White
Lodge, Credition Road, Hampstead, N.W.

London^Edinfaurgh Kun.
Mr. Harry G. Bell is again acting as trials hon. secretary

for this run, which increases in popularity every year, and
has already started to work. The rules and regulations will

reach members shortly, and there will be several new features

to add to the attractiveness of this event. As proof of the

popularity and keennes.* of riders in this run. it is sufficient

to state that Mr. Bell has already received numerous
enquiries for particulars, one being from a good friend of the

club, who has acted as checker tor several years past. lie

wants to take a still more active part in the run this year by
competing.

The Opening Run to Brighton.

The opening run to Brighton, fixed for March 12th, will

commence the year's fixtures on the road. Mr. E. B.

Dickson, the popular captain of the club, has the arrange-

ments in hand.

THE 3ih.p. SWIFT-ARIEL.
THE Swift Cycle Co., Ltd., are now selling an exceed-

ingly well-made motor bicycle known as the Swift-

Ariel, entirely handled by the Swift Cycle Co. 's

[jondnn depot, 15-15, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.,
whither all enquiries should be addressed.

In the 3i h.p. Swift-Ariel all details have been carefully

considered. The workmanship is of the best, and the

machine is one which should strongly appeal to the British

public. The engine is of 3^ h.p. (85 by 85 mm.) with
mechanically opeiated valves situated side by side. The
ignition is Ijy chain-driven magneto, while the chain is pro-

tected in an aluminium case. The transmission is by means
of a |in. rubber belt of the be.st quality, while on the engine
pulley is fitted a patent variable gear with adjustable
pulley, free engine and starting handle, controlled by a

lever situated on the left handle-bar, which expands and
contracts the puUey flanges, and gives ratios varying from
1 to 4 to 1 to 5. On each side of the engine are aluminium
footrests, through which rubber studs project, thus afford-

ing a comfortable position for the rider's feet, and, at the
same time, absorbing much of the vibration. The engine is

supplied with gas by means of a Brown and Barlow handle-

bar controlled carburetter. The spring forks are the well-

known Druid, which allow a front rim brake to be fitted.

Not only are the forks sprung, but also the seat-pillar, which
is suspended at the rear of the seat tube and connected
to it by double rocking levers and two suspension springs.

A recoil spring is also p'ovided. The details of the machine
are particularly well thought out. For example, a gene-
rator clip is fitted to the right hand side of the fork crown,
the wide and efficient mudguards are held down by bolts

provided witti rubber buffers, while a Reflex road light,

which reflects a red rear light, is supplied with every
machine. In addition to these, the outfit of tools is not
only of the best quality but most complete. An efficient

stand ifi fixed_ to the rear fork ends, while a strong tubular

The 8} h.p. 85x85mm. Swift-Ariel motor bicycle referred to in th«
accompanying matter.

carrier, provided with a tube holding the lubricator and
paraffin oil cans, is also supplied. We I.ave no doubt that
the Swift-Ariel will rapilly create a big demand among
motor cvcle connoisseurs.

FATAL ACCIDENT TO A MOTOR CYCLIST.
On Wednesday last at Stromford Bridge, near Tittensor. a

mo.it unfortunate collision occurred between a motor cyc'ist

named Bertram Hodder, of Stone, and a car owned by the

Duke of Westminster, which was driven by George Powell.

The car was proceeding from Eaton Hall to Belvoir Castle,

whilst the motor cyclist was riding to his place of business

in the direction of Newcastle. The occupants of the car said

that they saw the motor cyclist approaching, and all of a

sudden he went across the road in fn.nt of the car. [A local

rider sends us his views of the occurrence, and considers that
most likely the motor cyclist turned into the gutter in order
to pass, and, owing to the mud, skidded in front of the car.

—Ed.] The motor cycli.'^t's head seemed to have struck the
centre of the forepart of the car, resulting in terrible injuries..

The unfortunate man was removed to the North Stafford-
shire Infirmary, where he died immediately on arrival.

THE NEW TAXATION SCHEME.
We have received a letter from a Sussex reader asking

us to urge one of the motoring organisations to take up the

motor cyclists' case in order to bring about some remedy to

the obvious injustice of the present proposed motor cycle

taxation before the Budget passes into law. The election

is over and the Budget will shortly be reconsidered. His
chief grumble seems to be the injustice of taxing a light-

weight motor-assisted bicycle just the same fee as a 9 h.p.

motor bicycle with a sidecar attachment. He suggests that

a ]5p. licence for motor bicycles up to 5 h.p. with an in-

crease of 2s. 6d. for each h.p. over 5 h.p. would be much
fairer. We quite agree, but, unfortunately, we cannot hold
out much hope that our correspondent's views will be
accepted by the powers that be at this stage. The A.C.U.
and M.U. have already urged the motor cyclists' case be-
fore the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and everything has
apparently been done by these bodies to prevent the in-
crea£c of the 15s. tax without effect. The riders of light>-

weight machines must, we fear, pay for the present on the
same basis as for heavier and more powerful machines

le
I

7^1
Tliffe <fe Sons Ltd., London and Coventry. I
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Road Surfaces.

IF
there is one thing more than another which is

brought closely before motor cyclists at thi's time

of the year it is the extreme contrast between the

surfaces of roads which are or are not treated

with one or other of the modern compounds
''iised as top dressing on main roads. Some which are

used for dust laying seem to be quite as effective in

preventing mud, and it is to these we refer particularly.

In the winter time, when most roads are covered

with mud in various stages of wet, dry and drying, to

suddenly leave a surface on which one has some
difficulty in steering a straight course, and to arrive

on half a mile or a mile of perfect waterproofed surface

due to proper road treatment, makes one wonder why
it should not be possible to treat all main roads in a

way which would render them suitable for modern
traffic despite the weather conditions.

Surely it must be more economical in the long run

to provide a surface which does not require the mud
removed from it at intervals, and which also does not

appear to require the constant repairing which is

necessary with a macadam surface. In our opinion, if

the whole of the motoring organisations were to join

hands and agitate for all main roads to be specially

treated in such a way that they would resist rain and
not work up into a pasty compound on Which it is a

misery to ride, they would assist all classes of motorists

far more than anything else they could possibly do
in the way of forwarding the motoring movement.
Although it is possible to ride a motor bicycle on the

muddiest roads, the pastime would be made far more
delightful if one could always be sure of at least

a moderately smooth and dry surface at any time

during the winter months. That it is possible there

is ample proof, and all road users would welcome the
more general adoption of a waterproofed road surface.

Official Recognition of Records.

EVER since The Motor Cycle compiled the first

complete list of motor cycle records, we have
felt that the duty is one which should be
undertaken by the governing body in each
country. Records made at home are at present

verified and sanctioned by the Auto Cycle Union, but
as regards foreign records no official list is kept by
the A.C.U., so far as we are aware; at any rate, no
official list is circulated. This places us in an awkward
position regarding American records, as we are left

to accept or reject a record as we think fit. We
take each claim on its merits, and in the absence of

official measurements and the usual verifications we
are in a quandary as to whether the record should
be recognised. This state of affairs is not as it

should be, and it is high time the A.C.U. extended
its sphere of usefulness by taking note of all foreign

records which are properly authenticated and keephig
a Blue Book. On this same subject a letter appears
in our correspondence pages from Dr. J. P. Thornley,
chairman of the Federation of American Motor Cyclists,

suggesting that the Auto Cycle Union appoint a com-
mittee to confer with the F.A.M. once a year, and issue

a list of world's records for the preceding year. We
would strongly urge the British governing body to

adopt the suggestion, and so put an end to the pre-

vailing suspicion concerning American records in

general. The benefits that would accrue to manufac-
turers by reliable comparisons of speeds attained al

home and abroad from given cubical capacities would
be of inestimable value.
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l^OOAlLESOMAAOTOR BlCYCLEWIThSIDECAR
BY

Vincent Fjlrrow, M.D.

:V '^f^^,:!^^;^^^^i;tfMiM!^

T has always been my desire

since becoming a motor
cyclist in 1902 to plan out

and undertake a tour once

a year. I have usually managed
to accomplish this with fair

success. Riding solus, how-
ever, appealed to me less and

less, and I hailed with delight tlie advent of

the trailer, forecar attachment, and latterly

the sidecar, all three of which I have tried,

and have discarded the two former in preference for

the more sociable sidecar attachment.

'Accordingly, last year my wife and I decided upon
a tour from the bleak coast of Northumberland to

Devonshire. We could only manage a fortnight, so

decided to allow a week for travelling, the remaining

seven days to be devoted to seeing some of the beauty

spots of Devon at our leisure.

And now a few words as to our machine and equip-

ment. Profiting by former experience, and by the

advice given and repeated ad nauseam in The Motor
Cycle, that a passenger machine must have plenty of

power and be provided with a two-speed and free engine

device, I decided on a 6 h.p. twin-cylinder N.S.U.,
with N.S.U. two-speed and free engine pulley, Bosch
magneto, lin. Continental belt, and Peter Union tyres.

The sidecar is a Montgomery, flexible pattern.

As io Luggage Carried.

There is a large wicker luncheon basket under seat

of sidecar, which we packed to overflowing with

luggage, not forgetting a few spare parts for the motor.

We also made a large hold-all of American cloth,

packed this, and stowed it under the seat between the

latter and the luncheon basket, securing it with

strapsr During the tour we found this rather a nuisance

to attach or take off, and another time should remove
the wicker basket altogether and strap in its place a

fair-sized Japanese basket, which is much handier, and
would servp well, if properly lined. Besides the above,

a fair-sized basket, containing kettle, pans, spirit stove,

provisions, etc., for picnicking on the road, was set

in the front of the sidecar at the passenger's feet.

The Route.

We arranged to go down by the western route and
return by the Exeter to London road, striking north

at Andover,,and getting on the Great North Road via

Oxford and Northampton at Stamford.

FIRST DAY.—Newbiggin to Hexham, 54 milea.

Leaving Newbiggin at 5 p.m. on September 7th in

good weather, we drove via Gosforth and Heddon-on-
the-Wall to Hexham, arriving there about dusk. The
ride was uneventful, except that the engine for the

first twenty miles was frequently misfiring, and there

was s^awi slipping of the high gear clutch on some of

AIO

the hills. The route is very hilly, and
the road rough ; this follows the line of

the old Picts' wall.

Hexham is situated in a very pic-

turesque part of the county. Buildings of note are a

very fine old abbey and, in contrast, a modern hydro.

SECOND DAY.—Hexham to Tarporley, 155
miles.

After partaking of a light breakfast of tea and
bread and butter, we left Hexham at 7.45 a.m., after

having replenished the petrol tank, and soon arrived

at Haltwhistle, where one of the two steep hills between
Newcastle and Carlisle is encountered. Here the

gradient, which is about i in 8, necessitated the use of

the low gear and slight pedalling. The other hill,

equally steep, is Greenhead, which we negotiated

successfully on the low gear. The morning was up to

now thick and misty, but this gradually cleared as we
neared Brampton, and for the rest of the day was
clear and bright.

Proceeding, with the twin-cylinder gently purring,

and the high gear no longer slipping, we entered Car-

lisle about 10 a.m., and threaded our way amongst
the streets of that city.

Two miles south of Carlisle, we drew up by the road-

side, 'and, having obtained some fresh milk at a farm,

Showing the country within the range o( a motor cyclist lo less than a
fortnight. See Dr. Vincent Burrow's aitic;e.
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we took out our lunch basket, the kettle was soon boil-

ing, and we made a hearty breakfast. The sun was
now beginning to exert its poAver, and after the N.E.
coast, we found it very hot. After washing up and
repacking, we proceeded on our way, filling up with

Tynedale, Hexham.

petrol at Penrith. ^Ve passed through Shap, and took

Shap Fell well on top gear, except for about 150

yards near the summit, which required the low gear,

when the motor made such short work of it that I tried

the high gear again, on -which we breasted the

summit. On the other side -we coasted down for some
miles with engine free, saving our oil and petrol.

Passing through Kendal, we had an uneventful run

via Lancaster to Preston, where I obtained a, gallon

of petrol at an exorbitant price. On enquiring the way
to Wigan, no one seemed to have any idea that there

was a town of that name within 100 miles. We were

finally directed to Chorley, which appears to be a large

colliery or manufacturing town. Ha\ing gone several

miles, we at last came .upon a sign-

board, when, alas! we found we were
making direct for Blackburn. Calling
to our aid a friendly policeman, we
were given instructions which enabled
us to get on the Chorley Road, across

country*. About one mile from Chor-
l-'y is the turning to Wigan—a sharp
turn on the right. About this spot

we had tea on the roadside.

Wending along Wigan Tramlines.
Entering Wigan, we wended our way

.dong the many miles of tramlines and
s^one setts towards Warrington. This
part of the route is very bad, the jolt-

ing is atrocious, the surface is horrible,

and. on a wet day motor bicycling here
would ensure a succession of .skids.

To add to all this, there are no sign-

l)oards of any description. As War-
rington is approached the road, how'-
tver, improves.

From Warrington to Tarporley the road is good,
and we Avere making good time when the back tyre
went flat, just as it was getting dark. Not having
jointed tubes, I had to light up, when I found a nail
sticking through cover and tube. I looked carefully
to see whether the nail had made two holes in the

tube, but could only detect one, so
contente(i myself with mending the
\-isible puncture, and pumped up.
The evening proved very dark, and to

make things worse, my gas lamp would
not burn well, so that I had to drive
slowly, and it was 8.30 when we
arri\ed at Tarporley. We put up at

this old world town, and were quite

ready for our supper. That evening
we found, as obtained every evening
after motoring any distance, that as

soon as we had finished supper, we
could not keep awake, and were always
ready for bed immediately we had
finished eafrng. I must recctmv.end
motoring for insomnia.

THIRD DAY. — Tarporley to
Stroud, 130 miles.

After the usual light breakfast about

7.15 a.m., I went to get the motor o"ut

when, alas! I found the rear tyre flat.

I thought it would sa\'e time to get a
repairer to see to it ; it proved a vain

thought. The repairer arrived half asleep, and I looked
anxiously at him, but failed to see any signs of levers,

solution, patches, etc.
,
It sufficed that he had brought

himself upon the- scene. With exasperating and sloth-

ful torjDidity he hazarded to take off the cover, after

walking round the machine and eyeing it suspicicusily.

It was, as I suspected, -a second puncture caused by
tire nail^I had picked up the day before, and which
I had not discovered in the dark the previous evening.

My repairer calmly suggested that, unless I provided
him with solution, patches, chalk, etc., he would have
to return home for his. Exasperated, I thrust my
repair outfit into his hands and set to work myself
also, and, whilst w'aiting for the cover to be replaced.

Shap Wells Hotel, Penrith.
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oiled the magneto and wheel spindles. Eventually, we

were at last ready and attempted to start, but had

only gone a few dozen yards when we encountered a

dozen or so of horses (hunters) returning from their

morning exercise. They objected to the throb of the

engine, and had to be coaxed into a side lane before

we could proceed. The weather was again magnificent,

and we had an enjoyable run to Whitchurch, thence

onward towards Shren^sbury, when we found the horn

refused to utter its usual warning note. My passenger

attempted to clean the reed whilst we were going along,

Imt unluckily bent it. I spent upwards of half an

h:ur trying to adjust that reed, and to anyone who

We spent an hour in Hereford, and had tea there.

Thence we ran on to Ross, hoping to see something

of the beautiful Wye Valley, but were disappointed,

as to see this it is necessary to go on to Monmouth,

instead of which we drove on to Gloucester, passing

over some very mountainous country necessitating much

low gear work. Passing through Gloucester, we found

the place decorated with flags and bunting and very

congested—^it was the Gloucester Araiual Festival. We
did not delay, however, and were soon climbing the

formidable hills en route for Stroud; the low gear

was again required, and on the worst part of the

gradient we were forced to run on to the grass to avoid

a long line of brewers' drays drawn across the road.

Castle Hill and Dinham Bridge, Ludlow,

attempts a similar adjustment on the road I would give

this one word of advice—" don't."

In Shrewsbury I obtained a new reed and some
petrol, and, having noticed my Continental belt

rather the worse for wear, the rubber having worn off

one side, I spent upwards of an hour trying to get

another, but could get no belt there of any description.

Shrewsbury is very hilly, but is a nice clean city.

Usefulness of a Spare Piece of Belt.

Passing over the bridge on the south side, we again

got on our way, and, halting a short time for breakfast,

picnic fashion, afterwards were soon passing through
Church Stretton. We encountered a long hill between
the latter town and Ludlow, close to which town the

belt broke. Inwardly thanking the N.S.U. people for

including a spare half foot of belt with the tool outfit,

I pieced the belt, in the broiling sun. We encountered
another long hill between Ludlow and Hereford, taking

some more petrol at Leominster. The machine took,

both hills on top gear. In the afternoon we ran into

Hereford, where I got a new Gloria belt. This I

carried with me, and the old belt took us to Exeter

previous to mv discarding it.

After passing them and arriving on the top of the hill,

from which we got a magnificent ^•iew, I took out ^in.

from the hard-worked and. stretched belt.

At 6.30 p.m. we entered Stroud, which is built onu

the side of a veritable mountain, and, not knowing the*

town, we ran straight up on the low gear, when wcf

found we had overshot the main street ancj had ton

descend again. The gradient is- certainly not less thanii

I in 10.

On this day I discovered why my lamp had burnt 1

so badly the previous evening. There was a small I

pin hole in the rubber tube leading from the generator.

Luckily this was near the lamp, and allowed me length!

enough to cut out the defective portion.

FOURTH DAY.—Stroiid to Bath and Exeter. t

120 miles.

The weather was magnificent when we left at eight!

o'clock. There was a stiff hill to climb out of NaiU-l:

worth (where pins are made), but on reaching tliei

summit we got a splendid view of the beautiful Stroud 1

Valley. . ^

We found the roads bad and much cut up by farm 1

carts as far as Cross Hands. Wf^ climbed a long bV '
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near Cold Ashton, and then had a " free engine
'

' run

ir itiiree irdles to Bath, arriving there at 9.45.
'

pVVe stayed an hour, and on leaving essayed to climb

e long but gentle gradient out of the city. The tram

lines and road were wet and greasy, and here we had
a startling experience. P'ortunately, I had put the

engine on the low gear, owing to the grease, when
sudtlenly we began to skid on .the treacherous oolite

surface. There was a cart on one side, and coming
down the centre of the road was a tramcar. ^\'e

slithered broadside fashion over to the left and brought

up against the kerb, the tram just missing the sidecar,

which was attached to the right-hand side of the cycle,

by a few millimetres. Needless to say, my passenger

walked up the remainder of the hill, whilst I, by keep-

ing my feet dangling on the ground, mana;ged to get

to the top, but not without several bad skids, but noAv

I had the whole road to cut figures on.

Proceeding, we " freeled " down a long hill to

Dunkerton, then up a veritable mountain, and down
again to Rad-
Stock; again up
a very steep bank
to a place where
we alighted for

breakfast, and
where I again
oiled the mag-
neto. It was
now very hot

again, but the

heat only
troubled us when
we alighted and
missed the rush-

ing of the air

past our - rapidly

moving vehicle.

The road to

Wells :was bad,

but we got there

at I p.m. We
stopped to admire the magnificent cathedral, and
entered the sacred building. The air inside was
delightfully cool.

Cheddar Cliffs and Caves.
We then proceeded along the Mendip Hills to

Cheddar, which is quite a summer holiday resort, and
here we visited the caves. These are well worth

inspecting, and the one we entered was lit up by elec-

tricity, arc light, and incandescent. These caves are

in the cliff, and were formed by subterranean rivers.

They were discovered in 1893 and a further series in

1898. The interiors are very beautiful ; there are

thousands of stalactites depending from the roof, of

all sizes, and the gleam of the arc lights upon the

snowy white calcareous deposits in certain places pro-

duces a wonderful and pleasing spectacle. A niche,

high up in one of the inner ra^'es, when lit up is sup-

posed to indicate a representation of King Solomon's

Temple, with the Archangel at the side. Another
effect caused by the" light striking the rock facing

this is a representation of Niagara Falls.

Having taken our fill of these sights, we left at three

in the broiling heat. I soon had to remove a piece

from the Iselt, and, passing through Axbridge, we ran

Bird's eyo view of Stroud from Rodliorough.

on to within a mile or so of Bridgwater, where we
stopped to boil our kettle and have tea. Then we ran
on to Taunton, filled up with petrol, 'and left at 5.45.
There is a long stiff hill out of Wellington, and the
road is bad. Passing through sleepy Cullompton, we
made our way towards Exeter, when the belt broke
near Pinhoe. One mile further on it again broke. This
delayed us so much that it was half past eight when we
entered the city of Exeter, and put up for the night.

All this day we were troubled with defective lubrica-

tion. I found it most cliflicult, and often impossible,

to obtain Price's or Vacuum oils, and the substitute

tendered by garages was u.seless, and occasionally the

engine actually stopped from running dry.

FIFTH DAY.—Exeter to Cullompton, 12 miles.

Having arri\-ed in Devonshire, we were now ready

for a well earned rest from long distance touring for

a few days. The motor had so far behaved very well

indeed.

We spent the day in Exeter, which is a very interest-

ing old city.

After walking
from the Arcade
in Eastgate to

the Exe Bridge,

passing several

very old churches
on the way, we
returned and went

into the Guild-

hall. This old

building, dating

back to 13,30

A.'D., fashioned of

Devon stone, was
formerly used as

a merchants' hall,

but now is used

as an assize court

for the county of

Exeter. ^ The
main hall is hung

with portraits of former mayors, and has on the panel-

ling the arms of all the old city, guilds, most of them
now extinct.

Northernhay Park is pleasant after the bustle of the

streets. We also saw the remains of the old castle and

city walls, within wliich are situated the county assize

courts. In the main court is hung the famous picture

entitled "Thou shalt not hear false witness," repre-

senting the trial of Susannah and the two perjurers

before Daniel. It was in this court that the murderer

John Lee was tried and convicted twenty years ago.

We were shown the cell in which he was placed. Some
will remember that two attempts were made to hang

him, but the trap failed to drop, and his sentence w.:s

commuted to penal servitude for life. I believe he

was released last 3-ear, and is now residing with his

parents somewhere in South-w-est England.

Calling for our motor, we left Exeter early in the

evening, and arrived at Cullompton about six o'clock.

Near this 'town we spent the next two days, basking in

the sunshine, in glorious ease, feasting on cream and

drinking delicious cider. The motor was used to take

friends for short spins during our stay in Devonshire.

fTo he coiitimwd . )

A13
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AS a spectator at the last Quarterly Trials I was
consumed with wonderment ; -but for a time I

held my peace, thinking my inexperience in

such matters had made me ultra-critical, and
that perhaps all motor cycle competitions were con-

ducted in the same haphazard fashion. A chorus

of complaints from more expert quarters has now in-

spired me to speak freely of what I saw and heard.

As an enthusiastic rider myself, I thought the officials

had bitten off rather more than, they could chew in

aspiring to check seventy-

five riders for absolute rlon-

stops over a 125 miles

course ! The gentlemen
responsible for this arduous
job were contained in two
or three motor cars, and
were compelled by the exi-

gencies of duty first to

sprint ahead of the entrants,

then pause an hour or more
at Dashwood, then sprint

madly again into Banbury,
then lunch, then sprint out

madly to Amersham, pause
another hour or so, and
finally sprint madly once
more into Uxbridge. No-
body saw less of the trial

than they did, except on
the two timed hills.

7,000 Miles to be
Officially Observed.
The entrants covered

about 7,000 miles between
them, and of that distance

the officials cannot con-

ceivably have " observed "

more than ,a tenth. An
impartial outsider may therefore be pardoned for ask-

ing on what evidence the alleged " non-stops " rest.

On the observations of other competitors m.aybe—each
man being jealously _scrutinised by the other seventy-

four? He is -certainly jealously scrutinised, but only

in very rare cases is he reported to the officials. Few
men like the game of espionage ; some few who would
leap at the chance of showing up a dishonest rival

may stand in similar danger themselves. I doubt if

one man out of every twenty-five entrants would care

to report manifest dishonesty on the part of a rival.

Then each competitor's non-stop depends on his own
honesty ? We might depend on that if the event
were a purely sporting competition, devoid of material

awards, and contested solely by the highest type of

A RECORD FOR RELIABILITY.

Mr. T. M. Anderson, of Evesham, claims the reliability record tor the above
motor cycle, which was bui t by Mr. F. M. Lee, of Liverpool. It is on its

53,003th mile, and has not yet been in a shop for repairs. The machine is

ca.ed the ^Vaverley, and the engine is a 7h.p. twin J.A.P.

one can compete who can raise half a guinea or per-

suade someone else to pay it for him. In connection

with this A'ery event a certain maker wrote to a

friend of mine Avho is an expert amateur rider, and

said he would receive a better advertisement if his

machine were put through by an amateur, and would

he ride it? In reply my friend told me that he

wrote and stated he had no intention of buying one

of the machines in question, and could only ride as

a "private owner " on a mount that was his personal

property. The maker an-

swered- that he would . be

happy to send "the machine
along with a stamped re-

ceipt for its price, and my
friend cbuld return it at the

end of the competition

season ! There is there-

fore a certain percentage

of dishonesty even in these

small trials, against which

the honourable owners and

firms ought to be protected

;

and ergo, Ave have no right

to trust implicitly to the

bond fides of the entrants,

whether in ownership quali-

fications or in observation.

Leaving all other moot 1

points out of consideration,

it was nothing more or less.s

than a farce to award non-

stops to any of the huge '

entry under such miserably

inefficient observation as;i

obtained on January 29th.

Should the Non=stop
Principle be abandoned?!

then come to the-i

sportsman, be he amateur or professional. But any-

We then come to

dilemma whether it is possible for the A.C.U. to per-

fect its observation, or whether it is necessary tol

abandon the " non-stop
'

' principle altogether in trial.Si

of this character simply because of the difficulties of<

verification. I am bound to assert very strongly thati

the A.C.U. did not avail itself to the full of the faclH-l

ties at its disposal. There were quite a number oft

car owTiers and motor cyclists present during a pot-i

tion or the whole of the route, of whom the officialsi

made no attempt to avail themselves. We were eyedt

with a sort of calm disdain by some of these gentle-l

men—treated as unwelcome interlopers. This is nbti

only true of non-competing strangers, but also of

as well known in the motor c\'cling world as tH

A.C.U. officials themselves, one or two of whofi

when they are clad in a little brief authority forget n<^li
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The Quarterly Trials,—
..only their manners, but also the responsible duties

•with which the motor cycling public burden them.

On Dashwood Hill alone—about the handling of

which climb complaints

are especially rife—^there

were at least a dozen

well-known motorists, who
might have been. of vast

service ; but here, as

elsewhest, there was not

even a friendly invitation

to assist. As a conse-

quence we did not push

ourselves forward where
we were evidently not

wanted, and at Banbury
we conversed amongst
each other of a dozen

stoppages of which the

officials were totally

ignorant, some of the

incidents ranking against

entrants now officially

accredited with " non-

stops," and a good sport-

ing chance of the cham-
pion cup at the end of

the year ; in fact, the

official award list is known
! to about twenty outside

i
motorists to be a ridicu-

i lous mockery, quite apart

from any information
possessed by the entrants themselves, many of w-hom
could a tale unfold, an' they would.

Practical Suggestions for Improvement.

I have serious doubts whether the non-stop prin-

'ipleis really applic-

able to a large entry

of motor cyclists

over a long course.

I know it is difficult

of application to a

small entry over a

restricted circular

course
; pro\'incial

lub experience has
burnt that into my
mind. I know it is

impossible in such a

trial as the last

[quarterly, with only
ttwo or three - car
loads of officials al-

Iready burdened with
•[nnany other arduous
'Juties, and to

ittempt to maintain
t under such con-

.[litions can only lead
-o heartburning with-
in the Union. and derision outside it. If attempts
ire made to prolong the system I w'ould suggest cer-
ain practical measures, otherwise the popularity of the
I'rials is, in my opinion, likely to suffer.

BOY SCOUTS, INSPECTION ON SOUTHSEA COMMON.

The first is the limitation either of the entry or the

course. An entry of twenty-five might be verified

for non-stops over the pre.sent course, especially if

riders were forbidden to overtake a leading car (which

should be very powerful)

A capture ! Boy Scouts holding up a motor cyclist and searching him for despatches.

avail itself to the full

The inquisitive scout does not stop at searching a motor cyclist. Observe the boy kneeling and
searching the P. and M. motor cycle.
The man in the street has at last learned what terrific battles are fought by the Boy Scouts

and the Assistance />ssooiation. The encounter took place between a party of scouts and about a
dozen cars and motor cycles before Admiral Robinson last week.

or to fall behind a follow-

ing car. An entry of

seventy-five might be
verified for non-stops

over a shorter course, but

with any staff of offi-

cials which is practicable

an entry of seventy-five

is not verifiable for non-

stops over a 125 mile
coin-se, and the whole
motor cycling public is

well aware of the folly of

such an attempt. The
entry might therefore be
limited by excising the

private riders or by limit-

ing the trade entries to

one machine of each
type, or, alternatively,

the course might be cur-

tailed very appreciably

and converted to the
" lap " type.

Secondly, if the

A.C.U. retains its present

system— and, knowing
it's ways , I suspect it

w'ill—it might at least

of all possible assistance.

Paragraphs appealing -for observers in the columns of

the R.A.G. Journal are of little use. Some men
dare not promise to assist, .because their engagements
are variable or becaase they fear bad weather ; many

who dare not bind

themselves actually

turn out on the day.

There was a large

muster of non-com-
petitors out on the

29th, in spite of the

.iwful conditions.

The profits of the

trial with an entry

of seventy-five allow

of cars and motor
cycles being hired to

make the observa-

tion more efficient.

Southern clubs would
respond if invited

to make themselves

responsible for par-

ticular patches of

the route, especially

after lunch. But I

leave remedies to

wiser and more
I merely as.sert that the last trialexperienced heads.

was a laughable farce rather than a serious test, that

the trade and the public attach precious little import-
ance to it, and that reform is urgently demanded.

AT7
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Accessibility.

The cute rider ne^'er changes his make without

overhauling the machine that has smitten his fancy

with an eye to its accessibility. Long experience of

his old mount has taught him that sundry portions are

distinctly awkward to remove and nnlaoe. His first

Qiove will be to scan critically the corresponding

details of the potential purchase. The cylinder, car-

buretter, and inlet pipes are the principal points to

keep in mind. Secondly, he will carefully examine
anv details in which the new mount differs at all

radically from the old. In particular, if he is going

in for an entirely novel design, he will be specially

critical in this respect. I was tremendously struck by

my first inspection of a certain machine at the Stanley

Show ; as my dazzled gaze slowly descended to details

I began to suspect that the removal or adjustment of

various vital portions would be about a six hours' job ;

and finally I summoned to mv side the head salesman

on the stand and cross-examined him, with the effect

that he had to plead guilty. Judge of my amusement
to see this .identical machine awarded nearly full marks
for design in the last Quarterly Trial—I must really

congratulate the A.C.U. on withdrawkig those mark-
ings. In the interim since the Show I have received

some dozen virulent letters complaining of the inacces-

sibility of parts on two or three machines there noted

in my book, and therefore I recommend purchasers to

be especially watchful on this point whenever they

nibble at something new.

A Rained:=out Magneto.
At club lectures the heckling is often _of the silly

order, but I have just heard of a real poser put to a

lecturer upon magnetos at a club fixture the other

week. The questioner asked the lecturer what was the

best plan if a motor cycle was inadvertently left out

in the rain till an unprotected magneto got so sodden
that it would not spark. The lecturer was of opinion

that ignition would be restored to order if the acces-

sible portions were carefully dried by hand-—exterior

surfaces, contact breaker, carbon brush, etc. The
heckler denied that this treatment had sufficed in his

experience ; whereupon the bold preacher, taking the

bull by the horns, told him it was perfectly safe to

remove the magneto and bake it for an hour or two
in an oven at a gentle heat. As a matter of fact all

magnetos are baked to remove damp during manufac-
ture, and hence there is no danger in such a proceeding,

provided a moderate heat is not exceeded. I can see

some worried reader removing his wires and making
a petrol fire under the magneto when such a mishap
overtakes him !

Room for Improvement.
T live in a cascade of grumbles showered >ipon me

by ardent and inventive riders, and 1 notice that two
items of a motor bicycle's mechanism figure most
frequently in the complaints. The first is the belt-

fastener. Many, riders assert that the market still

lacks a thoroughly strong and satisfactory" fastener,

AlS

^y-'
j
-J

applicable to all malses of V belt. If this is so. the

desiderata of a perfect fastener are that it shall be

unbreakable, easy to attach, and detach
;
preferably i|

should further be adjustable,

The other item is the attachment of the exhaust valve

spring cap. After fifteen years of petrol engines we stil!

cling to the old slot and cotter, which is only easy \.(

remove when _ a special tool is available, while thi

cotter may snap, or burr so that it cannot be with

drawn without filing, and- similarly the edges of thi

slot may " spread " so that the cap cannot be slippei

off. Is there no better way ? And while I am on tha

point, is it not time that all valve tappets were madi

adjustable, and if so that the adjustment had no bai

habit of re-setting itself while the engine is working

Variable Gears.
Let me again emphasise the fact that nowada\

efficient and reliable variable gears are to be hail

The rider who has not owned a variably geared moti

bicycle has no conception of the joys of motor cycling

To fear no hill under any conditions whatsoever is ;

great thing; while starting on the low gear is far ann

away the pleasantest .method of starting I know. I

is obviously better under any conditions than to sprim

along wheeling two hundredweights of dead metal

:

for it consists solely of pushing the machine along a

Avalking pace till it fires, lifting the valve, steppin;

coolly on -board while there is still way on the machiiit

and then dropping the valve once more. Though th

improvement of the standard types of single speeder

'

has certainly retarded the popularity of the variabl

gear, yet to my mind a good variably geared machin

is almost as far ahead of the best single gear©
\

machine as the single geared machine is ahead of th

1905 3 h-P-

Many riders have not had an opportunity of seeitti

a good variably geared mount smartly demonstratec

I still remember the dazed astonishment writ large

the faces of certain clubmen when a visitor brought 1

good two-speeded mount to one of their runs. Vet a?

he had done was to kick it off from rest with his fesii

start from rest on the bad knuckle of their test hil'i

and climb two 25% cinder paths on a railway statiot

embankment. It irks me to read in official reports Cs

trials that multi-speed gears are hardly necessary, whel

I remember the hill-climbs in the last A.C.U. trials.

The .riders were all more or less experts, the machimi

mostly new, and all specially tuned, not only at th

outset of the run, but immediately previous to th

climb. Each man had an hour before breakfast tlw

morning, each man had an hour at the foot of Dinsi

Mawddwy, and a quarter of an hour, if he wanted il

at the foot of Festiniog, Wenlock Edge, and Birdlii^

Yet the majority of the riders failed up Dinas. and-j

good percentage failed on the other hills named. -Yi

a multi-speed gear is hardly necessary! If variabl

gears ever become strictly unnecessary, a great njaiii

riders will continue to regard them as very convepfen

and desirable oossessions. \, ,

m
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Bradford M.C.C.

I'he anuiial open hill-climbing competition for motor
t;les organised by the above club is to be held in the
ridle of June.

Glasgow M.C.C.

riie annual general meeting will be held at the Religious
lititution Rooms, 200, Buchanan Street, Glasgow, on
' iirsday next, the 24th inst., at 8 p.m. Several items con-
< ning the 1910 programme will be brought up for discus-
sn. Unattached motqi- cyclists are cordially invited to
i end.

A Proposed Club lor Leicester.

Another attempt is to be made to form a club for motor
(lilists in Leicester and district, and it is hoped that this
lie all riders will band together to protect their own
i erests, and indulge in runs and competitions. Dr. C. B.
Jiss-Blundell sends us notice of a meeting to be held at
t. Stag and Pheasant, Humberstone Gate, to-day (Mon-
tr) at 8 p.m., and all interested are invited to attend.

Liverpool M.C.

The Liverpool Motor Club held its club supper and smoker
S headquarters, St. George's Restaurant, Liverpool, on the
I h inst- Some thirty members sat down to an excellent
I .ast, followed by a musical programme arranged by Mr.
^lodley Jarvis. The secretary, Mr. E. L. Fehr, thanked Mr.
]
)odley Jarvis and the several artistes for theii- kindness

i entertaining the members. Mr. \A'. Jarvis responded for

t artistes.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

'he fixtures for JIarch, April, and May have been
t Ided upon as follows : March 17th—Opening run ; meet
8 Enniskerry at 5 p.m. for tea. _,_March 25th—Run, Wicklow
t Bray and Newtownmountkennedy ; Donnybrook 10 a.m.
1 rch 28th—Run to Maryborough ; Inchicore 10.30 a.m.
i til 16th—Paperchase Competition ; meet at Donnybrook
J i.ni. May 7th—Run to GleneuUen ; Donnybrook 3 p.m.
I y 16th—180 miles open reliability trial to Lisburn and
I k for White Cup. May 21st—Run to Navan ; Gough
1 nument 3 p.m.

Scarborough and District M.C.

'he second annual general meeting will be held on Mon-
t r next, 28th inst., at the Pavilion Hotel, commencing at
i en o'clock when the balance-sheet and annual report will

I submitted and committee and oflicers elected. After the
l iness part of the meeting has been transacted, Mr. R. W. .

ligrose, of West Ayton (chairman), will present the prizes
t the various winners in last year's competitions. At nine
«, lock Mr. W. W. Hodgson, ,of Richmond (Yorks), hon.
s icitor, will read his paper entitled " The Law P^elating to
j'toring." The balance-sheet shows a substantial balance
JBhand.

1 North-west London M.C.C.

iChe regulations for the inter-club competition with the
Irts County M.C.C. to Harrogate and back at Easter have
IV been drafted. For this event the Service Co., of

1 Iborn, have presented a solid silver challenge cup value
i3. The outward journev will be made from Highgate on
Iday, March 25th, the return being on Monday, March
' h. The marking will be on the basis of 100 marks for
t:h journey, with a mark deducted for each minute early
< late at the different checking stations.

.3n the Saturday a hill-climb will be held with the
J rrogate M.C.C. Sutton Bank is proposed as the venue.

East Sussex M.C.

A meeting of enthusiastic motor cyclists was held at the
Clifton Hotel, Eastbourne, recently, with the object of

forming a club to be known as above. It was decided to

hold a further meeting on Wednesday next, the 23rd inst.,

at 8.30 p.m., at the eame place, to which all interested are

heartily invited. Mr. R. G. Hudson is the hon. sec.

Oxtord M.C.C.

The Rev. Basil H. Davies, president of the North-
amptonshire Motor Cycling Club, will give an elementary
talk on "Aeroplanes" before the members of the Oxford
M.C.C. at tho Creamery Cafe, 23, Cornmarket Street,

Oxford, at 8 p.m. to-morrow (Tuesday). All motor cyclists

and those interested in the subject will be heartily welcomed.

Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.

The first meeting was held at the Queen's Hotel last

week, when the committee and officials were appointed.

The attendance was good, and hopes of a strong club are

entertained. Mr. J. Pritchard, Central Chambers, New-
port, was elected hon. sec. p'-o iem., and would be pleased

to enrol any motor cyclists in the district.

Bisliop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

" Internal Combustion Engines as applied to Jlotor

Cycles and Veliicles " was the title of a lecture delivered by
Mr. S. F. Hill. It was the first lecture promoted by this

club. The lecturer had an interesting and -instructive set of

lantern slides, and also actual models lent for the occasion

by the Triumph, Rex, L.M.C., Douglas, Daimler, and
Argyll Companies. A feature of the lecture was the detailed

comparison between the working principles and efficiency of

engines Avorklng on the two and four-cycle systems. The
audience comprised about sixty members and their friends,

and appreciation of the clear manner in which the lecturer

dealt with the various technical details was frequently shown.
The chairman of the club, INIr. T. W. Craig, presided, and

at the conclusion Mr. A. R. Poole proposed a vote of thanks
to the lecturer, which was seconded by Mr. N. Dewhirst.
On Wednesday next, at the King's Head Hotel, at 8 p.m.,

Mr. J. Bellerby will lecture on "Benzol-"

Belfast and District M.C.C. (Formerly Shamrock M.C.C.)

The A.G.M. of the Shamrock M.C.C. was held on the

evening of the 10th inst., at the headquarters. Prince of

Wales Hotel, Belfast, Mr. Beatty presiding.

The secretary's and treasurer's reports were read and
passed, and satisfaction was expressed on all sides on the

state of the accounts, which showed a balance in hand.

On the motion of ilr. Sharpe, seconded by Mr. Millar,

that the name of the club be changed, there ensued a lengthy

and interesting discussion, with the result that finally the

motion was agreed to unanimouslv, the name of the club

to be henceforth the Belfast and District Motor Cycle Club.

A good programme is being arranged for 1910, and riders

of lightweights and heavy^veights will be catered for.

The adjourned general meeting will be held at the head-

quarters on Thursday next, the 24th inst., at eight o'clock.

All motor cyclists are cordially invited to attend.

NOTICE TO CLUBS.

We would remind club committees in arranging fixture lists

for 1910 that the club championship, or the M.C.C. Team Trial

for The Motor Cycle massive silver challenge cup, is arranged

to take place on Saturday, June 18th, probably in the neigh-

bourhood of Daventry. Last year there was a record entry

of eighteen clubs.
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The Indian Two-speed
SIDECARISTS will welcome the arrival of the

7 h.p. twin-cylinder Indian with two speeds and

free engine, as it is one of the few variably

geared chain-driven twins on the market. The
I'liange-speed gear is a new departure in Indian prac-

tice for 1910, and is a sign of the times. 4 h.p. and

7 h.p. bicycles fitted with this gear, it is expected, will'

be ready for delivery in England next month. The
gear, which is illustrated on this page, is of exceed-

ingly simple design. It is on well tried lines, the

principle being by no means new. The gear box is

neatly fitted between the engine and rear wheel, and

occupies the position of the usual bottom bracket.

The clutch used in conjunction with the gear is a

higher development of the compensating sprocket used

on Indian motor cvcles for some years.

Referring to the illustration, the four pinions A, B,

C, and D are always in mesh. Gears B and D are

fixed on the counter-shaft. The engine dri\-es by a

chain from its small sprocket on to the loose sprocket

O, which is clutched between the two discs M and N,

cork inserts R providing the frictional surface. Both

the discs M and N are keyed to the main shaft X, but

while N is firmly fixed by the key N^, M is free to

slide on the key M^.
The spring shown under the cap, on the left-hand

side of the drawing, forces the disc M to the right,

holding the sprocket O firmly between the two discs M

Gear and Free Engine.
and N, as already described. This forms the free

engine feature of the device, and to release the clutch

the lever Ej is operated by a pedal on the left-hand

side of the machine, and turns the coarse thread F,

thus forcing a pin which slides in the hollow shaft X
against E, so compressing the spring and freeing the

sprocket 0.
The central outside portion of the shaft X is squared,

and upon it slides the dog clutch P^, which has four

heavy teeth on each face, corresponding with similar

teeth on the pinion C and the loose sleeve Y. This

clutch is operated by the shaft P, whicli extends

through the outer case and is connected with a cross-

bar, from either end of which wires extend up to the

control lever on the top tube.

It is evident that if the clutch Pj is moved to the

left it locks the shaft X to the loose sleeve Y, and

there will be a direct drive from the sprocket to the

sprocket Z, which latter is firmly fixed to the sleeve

Y. This is the direct drive on top gear.

If, on the other hand, the clutch P^ is moved to

the right to engage with the pinion C, the drive will be

from the sprocket O on to the mainshaft X, through

the clutch Pj and pinions C and D, to the counter-

shaft, thence by means of the pinions B and A, which
- latter are firmly keyed to Y, to the sprocket Z. From
Z the drive is by chain to the rear hub. The neutral

position is formed by placing the clutch R midway
between the pinion C and the sleeve Y.
The reduction in gearing from high to low is about'

one-third.

All gears and shafts are of substantial construction,

with large bearing surfaces, and as the gears are always

in mesh, there is no possibility of stripping them, while

the teeth of the dog clutch are so cut as to facilitatei

engaging or disengaging when the plate clutch is

released.

All shafts are carried on ball bearings, while a ball,

thrust washer is provided at the right end of the clutch 1

operating pin to take up the thrust of the spring when

the clutch is released. When the clutch is engaged

there is no end thrust.

The gears are lubricated by splash, while the clutch

is of the dry plate type, which is gaining such favour

with car engineers.

The question of accessibility has not been lost sight

of in the method of mounting the gear box, which is

so cradled as to be readilv and easily removed should

occasion require.

^—•••—<-

A.C.U. QUARTERLY
LAST week we pointed out that only one mark

now .separates the first eight trials competitors

in the running for the sih'er cup. We have

since received an amended list of marks
awarded by the judges, but it is unnecessary for us

to reprint this, as the chief alterations are the amended
totals consequent upon the marks originally awarded
for general excellence of design having been cancelled.

The only other alterations are : F. Thomas (6-7. h.p.

G.O.K.), non-stop, one hundred marks for reliability;

W. G. Ayling (314 h.p. Midget Bicar), two stops

(sooted plug and ran out of petrol), eighty marks for

reliability; J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph), one stop

TRIALS RESULTS.
(tyre trouble), ninety marks for reliability ; N
Dear (rj^ h.p. Wanderer), failed Rectory, outside

time at Banbury, eighty-five marks for reliability.

I

In the Chancery Division of the High Court on the

4th inst. Mr. J. A. Taylor, 237, Hertford Road,

Edmonton, N., who is the owner of a registered

design of a dust and wind screen for application to

tricars, sidecars, and trailers, secured a perpetual

injunction against the Flag Patents, Unlimited, Toot-

ing, lestraining them from infringing such registered ,

design.

^
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The Editor does not hold himselt responisiole tor the opinions of his correspondents.

All leders shouW lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

I

Belts on Lightweigiits.

If [4579.]—In reply to your correspondent E. McQuade
iter 4536] regarding belt slipping. The belt has slipped
ightly in heavy downpours, but I have never been stopped
,- same. On hills I generally assist with the pedals with-
it, however, straining myself iu the least. The above
iplies to very wet weather.' HAEEY SHARPE-

A Novel Belt Tip.

[4580.]—During the belt controversy which Avas recently
iged in your columns, I noticed .several contributors were
menting at the number of fastenings they. used. It might
terest tliem to know that during the last two years I have
jiight but three, those being the Stanley with adjustable
oks. For the screw I substitute a French or clout nail

l,d copper washer. The washer is knocked down the nail
th pliers very tightly (so compressing the belt in fastener),

|il is then cut to size and burred—a punch is unnecessary
ja sharp awl being quite sutHcient. A file soon removes
liisher when shortening is required. I might mention the
!ok end anchorage of a leather belt I used last year was
it interfered with for the
iping this informiation

1,500 miles I covered with
be of service to others,

G. WILSON

it.

General Recognition of Motor Cycle Records.
'4581.]— I regret to say that in the past a certain amount
4 discredit has been unjustly thrown ii])on American records,

j
I have been particularly careful in getting up the latest

it of records [See The Mnfor Ci/ch of January 31st.

—

Ed.]
:( eliminate, as far as possible, any chance of error. It seems

j

me that it would be a desirable sicp for the Auto Cycle
iiion of Great Britahi and the F.A.M. to get together once
iyear and publish under their autliority a set of world's
fords for the past year. I am willing that the Auto Cycle
.ion should appoint a committee of reliable men in "this

ntry to go over the records, and the circum.stances, places,
I times in which they were made, and pass them. If

y lau convince rae of any error, and I assure you that I
njien to conviction, no one w-ill be quicker than I to

iity it. .J. P. THORNLEY,
Chairman Federation of American Jlotor Cycli.?ts.

Water-cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.
4582.]—I have read all the correspondence that has

i leared in The }/oior Ci/de regarding water-cooling on
I tor bicycle engines, and I am of the opinion that a
jter-cooled head, it it can be arranged without unduly
:| acting the weight or reliability, would be a great advaii-
t :e, but I cannot help but think of the days when I
' ned a water-cooled De Dion, tricycle, wiiich was stored in
i shed at some distance from my house. Whenever the
l|!iperature fell below a certain point in the winter time, I
'Is always nervous about the freezing of the water in the
illiator and head, and, despite the many advantages of
vter-cooling, it was a nuisance to have to run the water out.

11 the case of readers who have facilities for storing in
liouses or stabling where the temperature is always Inept

. )ve freezing-point, it is immaterial vcliether air or" water-
I'lliiig is employed, but I think it will be agreed that the
ijjority of motor cyclists have not these advantages. True,
siinotor bicycle can be brought into a dwelling house if
I'asion requires, but. it is an awkward thing to store in
'
iiinse whose rooms are of small dimensions.

GULASSE.

A Valve Grinding Tip.

[4583.]—I thought the following tip might be of use to

readers of 'J'hr Jlotvr C i/di: regarding grinding of valves and
cocks. I have been callea in to explosion engines, oil, gas,

and petrol, and upon examination have, with a few excep-
tions, found the valves are well ground in, but have no face

or polish. The majority of riders seem to think that a rub
with emery makes matters all right, and so it does to a certain

extent, but the valve seat, which is usually cast iron, is, mxin
examination, scored, and distinct rings can be traced where
the emery has cut deeper in one place thiin another. After
fine flour emery and oil have been used, especially on petrol

taps, the emery bites into the cock, and it is extremely hard
to turn. Special attention .should be paid to finishing or

polishing up the seating or body of petrol and compression
cocks. Aftei' a good facing w'ith Hour emery linse off all

enr9ry with petrol and dry with cotton rag, and app.y a

little Globe metal polish, and finish. If properly done the
grinding of a valve or cock can be highly finished in this

manner, as the fine particles of the polish make a very fine

grinding medium. E, AKMSTRONG.

Road Dangers at Night.

[4584.]— I have read a lot of complaints in Tlir Motor
Cildn. regarding road dangers at night. I would like to

inform some of the English motor cycle riders that they do
not know what road dangers are. In this country motorists

have always to keep a constant look-out for road dangers,
even in the daytime.
While riding the other week I came across a flock of

goats in the road-; and another time, W'hile riding from
Johannesburg to Pretoria, I ran into a herd of bullocks. On
both occasions there was no one in charge of the herd.*;.

Big stones in the middle of the road are another road
danger in this comrtry. These stones are a nuisance to cyclists

and inotor cyclists. While riding at nights one has to be
ahvays looking about for fear of running ofi the road, and I

have often done this. One night I ran off the road and
was almost killed, for I dropped into a pit. No doubt some
of your readers will wonder how I came to run oft' the

road. Unlike England, the roads here are just made across

the veldt. There are no hedges and no railings, and it is a

case of finding your own road.

Now I think that if some of the

of the road dangers at home could

a bit of motor cycling, they would not be so

plain of the English road dangers.

Transvaal.

gentlemen who complain
come out here, and do

eager to com-
G. EVER.

A Puzzling Case.

[4585.]— Mr. F. Lucas, who contributed the article under
the above heading on January 10th, invites opinions of the
cause of the singular behaviour of his Triumph machine.
I do not think that the sparking plugs are entirely to blame,
and am convinced that if Mr. Lucas enlarges the jet orifice

to its original size his trouble will cease.

The cause of the trouble appears to be due to the adjust-
ment of tlie carburetter. The mixture is evidently of satis-

factory proportions when the throttle is nearly closed—when
only a. small quantity of air is admitted—but when the
throttle is open wide a large amount of air is drawn in, but
the burred up jet orifice cannot pass the requisite amount of
petrol. A mixture is thus produced which bums .so slowly
that the power rapidly falls away and back fires and ignited
petrol in carburetter the result.

This trouble is temporarily lessened by the substitution ot

a cleaner sparking plug as a hot spark is thus produced, and
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the weak mixture fires and burns quicker, so that tht-

troublesome symptoms f.re therefore not so quickly apparent.

I have often experienced the same trouble with my twin,

but generally there was a total cessation of firing when the

throttle was opened. In my case an immediate cure was
tho cleaning of the carburetter jet tube.

J. F. ADYE.

American Records.

[4586.]—Replying to letter 4493, January 10th, signed
" Colonial," regarding American records, I fail to see the

connection between Dr. Cook and the motor cycle. However,
the only country to recognise Dr. Cook's claim to Polar
discovery was a Kuropean one. America waited for verifica-

lion. Perhaps "Colonial" has heard of a certain Lieut.

Paary, another American, who did reach the Pole, also

of numerous Britishers who did_not.

It seems to me that the Indian has demonstrated in

England the possible accuracy of published American
records; besides, it is hardly likely that audiences of several

thousands would repeatedly submit to being fooled by faked
records. Americans showed, some hundred odd years ago,

tliat at that early date they were not altogether fools.

Will " we Britishers " send some of your fast machines to

America and compete against the American machines, as the

Hendee people have done in England? We Canadians hope
so. Englishmen are usuallv considered good sportsmen, but
it is not too sportsmanlike to be continually doubting records

because you cannot make as good.

I shall look for the smiling Indian in Wells's space in The
Motor Cyclt after tlie first meeting between the " big 7 h.p."

and some of the English machines.
Toronto. Canada, ANOTHER COLONIAL.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4587.]—Like your correspondent the Rev. R. Pleasures.

I, too, am a clergyman and the posse;-:sor of a heavyweight.
I live in a large town, and though T am young and of more
than average strength, j'et I find my machine far too

fatiguing for daily riding in traffic, dodging about from
house to house and from village to village.

Mr. Measures, no doubt, has a cure somewhere in the

country where no traffic to speak of is ever encountered in

his parish. Under such cireumsUmces the heavyweight with
free engine may prove suitable enough, but I wonder whether
he has any experience of what it means to pay a round of

calls in all weathers on a heavy machine in a very busy
town day after day for, say, a. year. I am afraid he has

had no such experience, for he lives entirely in the country.

and to this discussion he brings an experience of the country
and of the country only. As a test of the superiority of the

lightweight in tralHc, let him journey from, say. New Cross
through the heart of London to Crouch End, first on a light-

weight and then on a heavy. Whatever the advantages the

latter may have as a tom'ing mount, he will certainly come
to the conclusion that for dodging in and out, stopping and
stiirting, pedalling without fatigue behind crawling vehicles,

handiness and couvtnience, the lightweight is an ^asy winner.
For traffic and frequent calls one does not need a fast and

powerful machine, but one which will travel at a moderate
]i: , and whicli ciin be pedalled along when necessary with-

out undue fatigue. The liglitweight adequately fills that

want, and the fact tluit by far the majority of those who
now ride in and out of the city every day in all weathers
use lightweights is evidence, if evidence were needed, of

the increasing popularity of this class of machine.
There is one assei'tion in your correspondent's letter which

completely fascinated me. He tells us that he starts and
stomps as many as twenty or thirty times in a. couple of

miles. That works out at one stop every 117 yards ! LTnder

those conditions I would not even use a push bicycle. Mr.
Measures cannot be serious. What on earth does he stop

so often for? I see from the directory that he lives in a

little hamlet in Sussex where for miles around one scarcely

comes across one house in two miles, let alone twenty ov

tliirty. If Mr. Measures stops so often in two miles it must
be for divers other reasons. RUS IN URBE.

[4588.]—In the controversy on the above subject, I think
one aspect of the matter has not been mentioned by anycuic.

Granted, as it must be. that the great majority of riders

keep and use their machines for pleasure and lung-distimce

riding, what does it matter, once the machine is got going,

FEBRUARY 2ist, igw.

what its weight is? I have ridden (not o\\ned) a lightweight,

and, frankly, did not like tlie experience. I owned and
used during 1908 and part of 1909 a 3i h.p. Triumph, and,

good and reliable as it is, here in hilly JJevon, unless ui

perfect tune and new, it also has its limitations. Oh! I

know the reply from Triumph enthusiasts—" Keep it in

perfect tune then." But steady, my friends. I was 'returning

last Easter Monday from a lengthy tour to Plymouth. The
first part of the holiday bad been blazing sunsliine and dust

(oh, that dust! and my poor carburetter, just fixed in the

very place to take in a maximum) ; the last day, Easter

M.onday, it rained, and that finished us both. How about
tuning then, my friends? It jibbed on the long hills, and I

did not enjoy the last day of my holiday.

.

I decided then that what was wanted was more power and
a two-speed gear, and I got both when I purchased an 8 h.p.

Bat, P. and M. two-speed gear, and J.A.P. carburetter, and
now I know what real luxury is. No longer have the most
terrifying hills any terrors for me ; the machine " eats them
up." as the advertisement says; slow as one can wish in

traffic, anything up to between 60 and 70 m.p.h.—and an

enormous reserve of power. Out of tune does not trouble me
any kmger; I can easily tune up at home and at my leisure.

How Mr. W. H. M. Pattisson earries his dog about on his motor bicycle..

The terrier sits in a light openwork basliet which is suspended from a
leather strap round the rider's shoulders. Mr. Pattisson says :

" The dog seems
to enjoy riding my Triumph as much as I do, which is saying a good deal.''

Weight! What does tliat matter; we are out to ride, noti

pusli, and I have never had to do so yet. Half a dozen stero

with the low gear in and it starts. I can start up on tB(

steepest hill, and, by tlie way, if the End-to-end ride wei

taken from Launcestoii to Exeter, vid Tavistock, Princj

town, and iloreton Hampstead, I belive we should see som(

thing. Just take a look at the Contour 'Book, Mr. Editor!

Anyway, the macliines would have, on the first day out, as

severe a testing as the most enthusiastic could wish for.
^

did the journey on the 65 h.p. Triumph, and I have done i

on the 8 h.p. Bat, and know the difference. I am not pal

ticularly young (shall not see thirty again), and neither
~"

I remarkably mu.'^cular (rather the opposite) ; and as to mj
nerves, I laiow I have them, and doctors say that if t|ij

are in perfect condition we do not know we have such thin^
inference, mine are not perfect.

I have no interest whatever in the Bat Co., having pjrt

chased the machine after noticing its consistent behavioUK

in last year's trials, especially on the hills (my bugbear).

JAS. EDGCOMBE.

.iMi
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The A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

[4589.]— I sliould like to inform your correspondent, I\'lr.

I'jii Clark, tliat 1 am fully aware that I had two ftops in the
recent Quarterly Trials, and also that I entered same on the
A.C.U. card HAROLD H. BOWEN.

[4590.]—The oflScial results of the last Quarterly Trials, as

iniLlislied in your issue of February 7tli. abour.d in curious
anomalies and inconsistencies, of which I should like to

point out a few.

I believe it was decided, in consequence of the bad state

of the road surface on Dashwood Hill, that no marks should
I.e deducted for failure to climb it, and for the most part this

idea was apparently carried out. Why, therefore, were there

any exceptions made? For instance, W. Pratt (Phelon and
Moore) fell ol^' liis machine on the hill, yet is awarded full

(10) marks; D. R. Clarke (James) made a clean ascent, yet

is only awarded 7 marks.
Again. Pratt, having failed on Dashwood, and foiced

to drop into his low gear to climb Rectory Hill, is accorded
full marks for reliability, and credited with a "ron-stop";
but F. W. Applebee, who came right through without a

fault until he got within " sight of the Chequers Hotel,"

when his engine stopped for a moment (apparently without
cause, for it started up again instantly without adjustment),

is docked 10 narks under the heading of reliabilitv.

The markings for "reliability" are most unsati factory

when carefully looked into. Here is one ir.stance : \V. Cooper
(Bradbury) fell on Dashwood and failed on Rectory, and loses

10 marks for "reliability." i.e., 5 for each failure; Leno
(P.M.C. two-stroke) side-slipped once and also failed on
Rectory, yet he loses only 5 marks; Deacock (Wanderer)
failed only on Dashwood thiough side-slip, yet is docked 5

marks on reliability. Why, I wonder, when Pratt gets full

marks ?
"^

Newey (Norton) partly failed on Rectory through a slipping

belt, but nevertheless was awarded 4 marks for the hill-

climb. Underbill (L.il.C.) fails on Rectory,^ and gets no
hill-climbing marks at all there. Presumably, therefore, his

performance on tlie hill was slightly worse than Newey's

;

yet Underbill lose.-* only 5 marks on reliability, while Newey
loses 10. Barker (Clyde) has two stops (one engine stop and
failure on Rectory), and loses 10 marks. Slaughter (Ariel)

has two stops, yet loses only 5 marks. [Our correspondent
here calls attention to marks awarded under the heading
'" General Excellence of Design," but as the committee has

now decided not to award marks under this heading we
have omitted this portion of his letter.

—

Ed.]
Doubtless many difhculties crop up for the officials in

these trials, but surely they are not insurmountable. Cer-

tainly, if the trials are to be worth anything at all either

to the trade or the public, they will have to be surmounted,
ard the sooner the better.

IMay I suggest that the judges reconsider theij- figures, and
present an amended report ?

T. CHAS. FERRYMAN.

[4591.]—It is gratifying to not« the increasing popu-
larity of the Quarterly Trials, but a glance over the official

•table of results of the Januaiy Trials prompts me to ask
if they are not losing their value.

One cannot compare the mark awards without reali.sing

they bear no definite' relation to merit of performance. The
lapses in this direction aro too numerous to permit of

individual mention, but when we notice under "Reliability"
five marks only being deleted for two stops, and other
machines penalised twenty marks for the same number of
stops, and ten for but a single stop, what can one think?
Also, how can one reconcile the published photograph of a

fallen machine and rider with the judges' award to that
" rider of 100 marks for non-stop, and full marks for hill-

climbing? If Dashwood were ruled out on account of bad
.surface, why are full marks awarded in some cases and
Other riders penalised? Surely all marks should have been
deleted, or all riders given full marks.

, Under " Ease of h'tarting " the table makes it appear
that machines not fitted with a free engine are penalised.
If this is so it is distinctly unfair, no competitor to my
knowledge having had advice of this intention. It would
be interesting to learn on what. basis or standard the marks
tor cleanliness are awarded. The amount .of road dirt on
niiichine or rider cannot with justice be made to form this

basis. If a rider is forced on to a particularly bad piece
of road, or if he holds anything but the first place in a
company of riders, he suffers. Imagine the official car pass
ing a competitor bespattering him with mud, and then the
officials penalising him. In the January Trials one com-
petitor with ordinary motoi- cycle mudguards wa.-^ heavily
penalised, but the penalty was almost solely due to the fact
of extra large tyres with effective rubber studs being fitted
for comfort and safety. They were mud slingers. and he
suffered. Another competitor had the forethought to fit

small tyres for the job, and consequently .stood high in the
cleanliness list. The moral is obvious. Difficulties face the
judges in this direction. I would suggest that under
"cleanliness," oiltight or leaky engines, etc., only be con-
sidered, and that 'mudguards" make another heading.

In my opinion it is incumbert upon the judges to give
their reasons for dcletinn of marks in each instance, and an
explanation of the apparent discrepancies in the rewards
for reliability. If this cannot be done the trials (except
from a sporting sense) have no value, and manufacturers
cannot be recommended to spend money on them.

JAS. L. NORTON.

The Motor Cycle in the United States.
[4592.]—On reading letter No. 4561. signed "Disgusted

Belt User," I find our friend discreetly omits to state the
size of belts used on his 5 h.p. belt-devouring device. If he
used a jin. rubber and canvas belt as used on model
engines and a leather belt as used on sewing machines, then
I must say that he was courting trouble, whether those
belts were made in England or America : but as I infer
tliat he used a |in. rubber and canvas or leather belt, then
I must say that he is the unfortunate possessor of a very
inflexible engine, if that engine, as he states, chews up belt's
(any kind—rubber, canvas, or leather—especially English)
every" thirty miles.
He states that the makers of English belts say that the

climate of America is unsnited for English belts. Then
what will the humid and torrid climate of Africa, India,
Australia, New Zealand, and Canada do to an English belt?
No, no, my friend,, your yarn will not wash, "because I
have a |in. Stanley Deimatine belt which has run two years,
and is at the present time in the hands of its manufacturers
for some little attention ro as to allow it to run another year.
But, then, my machine is a h^ h.p. English machine, with
transmission by an Engli,sh belt, ridden by an Englishman
in an English climate. Perhaps the affinity of the" English
jiiolongs tlie life of the belt.

My belt has run (not been wrapped up in a special
wrapper) in hail, snow, rain, sunshine, and over roads such
as Waddington Fells in Lancashire and Yorkshire, where no
road roller can get, and over Shap, which would play
havoc with chain transmission. The alignment of pulleys on
my machine 15 perfect, the engine is flexible, and it is

driven by the owner, who is not a millionaire, and who
places implicit confidence in English productions.

I have not had the pleasure of using an American belt
or an American motor bicycle, chain-driven or otherwise,
but the letter in The Motor Cyde gives one the impression
that the machine described by " Disgusted Belt User " would
not have much chance in a" 1,000 miles reliability trial, if

it were belt-driven, unless one carried three spare '
belts and

fasteners. MILTON RAWSTHOONE.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C. 0. il." (Co. Tipperary) M'uuld be glad of an owner's

opinion of the A.C. tricar, particularly with regard to ease
Mf steering and stability.

"R. B. 6." (Belfa.st) is anxious for readers', experiences of
the Douglas and Motosacoche lightweights.

" H. E. S." (Leicester) desires readers' experiences of the
four-cvlinder Wilkinson T.A.C.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss ot copy in ttie form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only he returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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Carburetter.

Grind the needle in with fine crocus

powder, and, having pre\iously ascer-

tahied that the petrol level is correct,

make sure that the collar actuating the

balance weights is fast. If die little

pivots for the balance weights, or the

holes in the latter, are badly worn, they should
be replaced. Wear begets wear in increasing pro-

portion, and if it is the rider's fate^ to do much
travelling over ro~ugh roads, it is very probable that

one day he will find himself with a balance weight,

and consequently carburetter, Iwrs de combai.

Of course, if it did happen it would not take a very

long time to repair, even on the road, with the aid of

a thick pin, wire, or, even as befell the writer, a

borrowed hairpin supplied by a fair spectator ; but the

whole object of this article is to place the motor cyclist

beyond the need of such assistance. Examine the

wires of handle-bar controlled carburetters, and if

either is loose or broken, resolder it, keeping a slight

twist on the wire while doing so. In the case of tank

lever controls, \ery little can be done beyond using

leather washers to stop air leakage, at the points where
the spindle, etc., enter the carburetter, backed up, if

necessary, by a spring washer to prevent rattling.

Contact Breaher.
It is not my intention to touch upon the o\'erhauIing

of coils or accumulators, as these are better left in the

hands of their makers. It would,
howe^'er, be as well to mention in

passing that a great advantage is

derived from fitting a separate con-

denser between the platinum points

of contact breaker of both plain and
trembler coil systems, and also by
fitting an earth wire in the case of

the wipe contact breaker from the

revolving disc itself to some con-
venient nut on the frame or engine,

and in the case of the make and
break type from the platinum contact
which is not already wired up. The
wipe contact breaker may be easily

dealt "with as shown in fig. 4.

The reason for adopting these ^^
precautions is that the thick dirty

oil
_
from the crant case, in lubri-

cating the rotating parts, so coats

the spindle carrying the disc as par-
tially to insulate it when oil is cold
and thick. Hence trouble when
starting up and good running when
hot ; also refusal to fire with anvthing
less than the full voltage. ' The

ROD.

page 117.)
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make and break type is affected in the

same way by oil getting between the con-

tact breaker case and the part upon which
it moves.

An improved
" earth" or
frame con-
nection for
tlie contact
breaker.

Sliaft carrying
contact breaker.

Strip of brass
making contact
between shaft
A and case.

Earth wire from
case to frame.

The Magneto.

In dealing with the magneto machine,
a precaution which renders damage less likely, if the ,.

spindle is to be rotated, is to wire up the high-tension ::':

terminal to the magnets, and so save any strain on the ',

.armature coils. There is no reason why the spark should '

be forced across the safety gap merely because it exists,.;

and many prefer not to run any risks when so siinple a ,.

remedy is at hand. The majority of magneto manu-
facturers do not appear to have pro'\'ided us with ".

any test to indicate ^vhether the magnets have suffi- :-•.

cient strength for perfect results or whether they re-'i;

quire remagnetising. The following method is there-...:

fore offered in default of a better. Connect the >;:

special Bosch magneto spanner or an ordinary sparking .'. .

plug to the high-tension terminal and short the spanner- •

(which in the case of the Bosch is just the correct '

length) or the body of the plug to the magneto. The
l)oints of the sparking plug must have the right gap,

i.e., to Bosch or other gauge. Now if a duster is

wrapped round the driving wheel of the magneto it

"

will enable a good grip to be obtained, and if the

annature is now turned by hand at the same rate as one
'

would ordinarily turn a door handle there should be

a spark between the spanner and the magnets or at

the points if everything is in order. For those who
prefer a figure, a fair spark should occur at about -;

125 r.p.m. If it occurs at a less speed, so much the';*

better. On the other hand, it does not necessarily

follow that it will give a spark at this speed when
the plug is in the cylinder and the space between the

points of the plug is filled with gas under pressure,

which causes a considerably greater resistance to the '

passage of the current. The platinum points should ,^.

be tapped with extremely light hammer blows and^*
filed with a special dead smooth file sold for the^ '»

purpose till they meet fairly and squarely. The :;

amount of break recommended by the makers is -,'

usually about half a millimetre (say join.) Gauges \

are supplied by the Bosch, Simms, and other magneto Ly

manufacturers. A slight flat worn on the rubbing end -

of the steel rocking arm of the old pattern Bosch mag-
neto does not have any harmful effect, but if it is,,

badly worn, new parts are not costly ; the same remark
applies to the fibre ring. It is by no means un-;^

common to find the fibre ring worn at the point which .,

breaks the contact in such a way as to make the break

more gradual than might be desired. This may be

remedied by freshening the face of the "hump " with

a half-round file, smoothing it over afterwards. /,'-*
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Fig. 5.—Higli Tension Terminal Pro-
tector

A. Wire to sparking plug.

B. Insulated terminal.

C. Rubber protector.

D. Cap W ditto.

How to Overhaul a Motor Cycle.

—

Test bulh ends of the spindle' for ]ilay in the bearings.

If badlv worn the magneto machine should be sent t:o

its makers,, as if the wear is not corrected it might

cause the armature to -touch the pole pieces.

Clean all carbon brushes, and see that they slide

freely in their holders, not forgetting the small brush

in the contact breaker plate, which bears on the brass

body behind and provides an earth return. The oil

wells should be washed out with parafRn, the screws

at the bottom being removed to drain away tlie dirty

m1. All superfluous paraffin should be mopped out

with .spills of blotting paper, and the parts replaced

D , rj and stored in a warm
dry place till wanted,

when the oil wells

should be replenished

with magneto oil

.

Whilst on the subject

of magnetos, it may
perhaps be as well to

mention that there are

devices sold for pro-

[tecting the terminals from mud and wet, but if one or

'other of these is not available get a short piece of

irubber tube about i^^in. long and a tight fit over the

iinsulator carrying carbon pencil and terminal. Make
ii itnall hole in the side of this just big enough to

ijqu^jeze the H.T. wire through, and in such a position

:hat, when the wire is connected up. it will help to

ieep one end of the tube hard up against the magneto
:.asing. Cut the other end so as to clear the terminal

DV an 5^in., and fit into it a disc of rubber, which can

>e cut out of an old inner tube. Clean the edges and
liutside of this, and solution it to an ordinary patch

large enough to cover the tube. When dry carefully

j;eal the open end of the tube with this cover, again

jising solution (see fig. 5). This will be found equally

! ffective for horizontal and vertical positions, provided

[Iways that the tube is a tight fit over the insulator

: nd the H.T. wire a tight fit in the side of the tube.

!
With regard to magneto dri-^'es, there is not much to

|ie said. The transmission very rarely requires atten-

{ion if it has been well lubricated. .See that the slots

n the magneto platform fitted to the machine provide

)lenty of movement for adjustment and sufficient for

correct alignment.

Attention to the Engine.
I Clean the whole of the engine externally before

jaking the cylinder or cylinders off, otherwise dirt is

jure to get in the crank case, which may not need
jlismantling. Having removed the cylinder, chip and

i

crape off the carbon deposit from the head with a

long cold chisel or screwdriver, taking care imt to

jiamage the fins. Unscrew all removable parts from
jhe cylinder head such as compression taps, plugs,

jnd valve caps or a.o.i.v. seat. Scrape all these

dean, so as to show the colour of the metal. Try the

lylinder for wear in an o^•al direction with jnside

allipers or a micrometer. If this is as much as four
f five-thousandths of an inch the cylinder should be
i3nt to be ground out on a grinding machine ; other-

i'ise it may be allowed to pass for the present. Any
'?rious scores on cylinder walls would also render
rinding out advisable. \i)w measure the largest

iameter of the cylinder very carefully at a point about
i.in. below the top of the travel of the piston. Com-

pare this by the aid of outside callipers and feeler

gauges with the diameter of the piston across the

divisions between the rings. If there is a difference

of as much as twenty-five-thousandths scrap the old

piston and order a new one, as the best fitting rings

would give only very in-

I'ig. 6.—Wear on Piston.

A. Ring groove when new.
B. Badly worn groove.
C. Groove turned out to suit

new and deeper ring.

different service under such
circumstances, and would
be nearly sure to break at

an early date. If it is de-

cided to have the cylinder

ground out, another two-

thousandths should be
added to the actual

measurement of the piston

at its largest diameter

when ordering. In cases

where motor cyclists do
not feel capable of

making these measure-
ments themselves they must submit cylinder and piston

to the makers or one of the firms who make a speciality

of grinding and fitting new pistons. Many people
make a mistake in thinking that they have made a
good job of fitting new piston rings when they are

only just able to make them enter the mouth of the

cylinder. The mouth of a cylinder receives less wear
than any other part, and a ring which will barely pass

it may have a gap of something like an. eighth of an
inch when it expands higher up in its working position.

At the same time, obviously it is no use making the
ring any larger in diameter, because it would not enter

the cylinder at all. If this is the only trouble with
the cylinder^ it may be lapped out by hand with the

aid of a wooden dummy covered with emer\ cloth.

The dummy should be a fair fit in the mouth of the

cylinder, and may have powdered emery and oil

sprinkled on it from time to time. As the grinding goes
on, the dummy may be enlarged by placing a layer

of bro\vu paper under the emery cloth. Those who
have ever done any lappmg out will know that much
patience is also required. Should the original piston

be retained, see that the sides of the ring grooves are

parallel. If this is not the case the new rings will

bind in the grooves, and, even if they do not break,

will cause excessive friction and wear on the cylinder

walls.

A great deal is to be said in favour of step-cut rings,

and wherever possible new pistons should be provided
with this form. But here again a lurking danger besets

the unwary Avho might be tempted to fit step-cut rings

in an ordinary piston. They are usually about doulile

the width of ordinary diagonally-cut rings, otherwise

the steps or projections would have to be very thin and
would probably break off. This means that the best

you could do with a piston arranged for three diagon-

ally-cut rings wouhrbe to turn off one of the divisions

in the piston and fit a new broad step-cut ring in the

broad groove thus provided, retaining one ordinary

ring. I do not recommend this, as the effect, owing
to the greater inertia and strength of the big ring,

would probably be to shear off the remaining division

or divisions, and the next time the cylinder is removed
you would find all the rings stuck at the top of the

cylinder. This has happeried within the writer's

knowledge. The divisions between the grooves should
not be less than the width of the rings they retain,

measured in the direction of travel.
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How to Overhaul a Motor Cycle.

—

Clean the Piston Inside and Out.
Make a point of cleaning not only the top of the

piston, but also the inside. The accumulation of dirt

here adds to the weight of reciprocating parts, and
will cause the engine to be badly balanced. Withdraw
the set-screws—if any--—and examine the gudgeon pin
for play in the lugs of the piston. If there is any
undue wear, scrap the pin and have a larger one turned,

as it is a hopeless thing to make a good job of it by
bolstering up with the set-pins ; in addition, they are

sure to break away the boss if much pressure be placed
on them. For a really sound job, a plain gudgeon-pin
with a ver\- slow taper—about g^-in. to the foot—cannot
be beaten if it is made to bear all the way through
the piston and is driven home tight. It should be
made at least double the length actually required, so

as to allow for fitting' and grinding-in. The last time
of fitting, it should be driven up tightlv but firmly

until there is practically no more movement, and then

the big end of the pin should be cut off ^in. from
the piston. The pin should then be driven out and
the small end cut off, making the total length of the

pin ys'm. less than the diameter of the piston. Put a

saw cut in the big end of the pin so as to know which
way to knock it out. In driving it in care should be
taken not to force it too far, or the piston may be dis-

torted. Light blows are sufficient, as the wedging
action of the taper will cause it to remain in position.

If the little end of the connecting rod has too much
vertical play (rocking and side play do not matter in

either end ; in fact, to a certain extent they are neces-

sary), it should be rebored or lapped out to suit the

new pin ; or, if retaining the old pin. fit a new bush.

Play in the big end must-be treated in the same way,
except in those cases where the crank-pin requires

replacement, when this should be made a little bigger

and the old bush lapped out. Outside flywheel engines

and others not having built-up cranks and flywheels

are more easily dealt Avith by filing down the faces of

the split brasses. Scrape out the oil holes and grooves

in all bearings and moving parts, and smooth over

anv scratches or scores not sufficient to warrant new
parts.

Main Shaft Bearings.
If plain bearings are used for the crankshaft it is a

fairly simple matter to estimate the amount of wear
left in them ; and. even if they should he a bit slack,

they may he relied upon for wearing gradually and
not letting vou down alk at once. Make sure that the

bush itself is a tight fit in the crank case. Ball bear-

ings for the crankshaft must be treated with more care,

and when once wear has taken place to any extent,

they are less able to resist the hammering effect result-

ing from it than a plain bearing. Those accustome
'

to plain bearing engines should remember this when
dealing with the newer tvpe. Bushes throughout the

timing gear need attention, especially those supporting

the exhaust valve cam wheels. The drain hole in the

crank case should be about Jsin. in diameter, if it is

to be of anv real use in getting ri-d of dirt as well as

oil. If the draining is effected quickly, after pedalling

the engine round with paraffin in the crank case, the

dirt will not have time to settle, and will be carried

out in suspension. The engine pullev groove is almost

sure to be worn, and should be trued up to 28° in a

lathe.
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Valves.

The exhaust valve usually gets a lot of grinding, and
it is curious that more riders do not adopt some such',

simple plan as shown in fig. 7, for a two-fold reason
—

'

firstly, it greatly facilitates the process, and secondly/
it saves the greater part of the wear on the valve seat,

the effect of which is shown in fig. 8. Fig. 7 is merely
a dummy valve seat made of hard cast-iron.

The wood pattern is exactly similar to the casting
required, and, being very simple, could be made by
anyone possessing mechanical ability. The pattern is,,

best made solid, the holes being bored out afterwards.
The seat may be true<J up from time to time in a
lathe, if required, by running a good-fitting mandrel
through the valve-stem holes, placing this between the
centres and putting the carrier on the end guide itself.

The dummy should be made
roughly of the proportions

shown in the sketch, so as not 1

only to stand a fair amount of !

knocking about and reseating j

once or twice, but also to pre-

vent springing when being

turned in the lathe. Every-

one has probably noticed that t

a perfect seat is obtained 'm.\

the cylinder with very little e

grinding. All the subsequent
,

t

work required to produce a

good seat on. the valve is wear-

ing away and weakening the •

seat in the cylinder. The old

valve should be ground in to

the dummy first till the valve

is bright all round, then grind the valve in the cylin-

der seat till this is also bright all round. The differ-

ence will be that \'ery much less grinding will be neces-

sary on the cylinder seat itself owing to the valve, seat

having been already ground on the dummv.
In the case of an engine used by a hard rider, and

which had been in commission for three years, the

cylinder seat was found to be nearly J-^in. below its

proper, level, hence an

otherwise unaccountable

loss of power. It gave,

just such symptoms as -<

one frequently sees der

scribed in this p.aper,

i.e., carburetter, igni-

tion, compression, tim^

ing, etc., all perfect.

Machine will not run

fast, will not climb, and

overheats. Now when
you consider that this

valve had onlv about

half its full effective

lift, and that it was vir-

tually opening late and

closing, early at the valve

Fig. 7,—Dummy Exhaust
Valve Seating.

A. The seating.
B.B. Holes for exliaust valve

stem.

Fig. 8.—Wear on E,\haust Valve
Seating through Constant
Grinding.

A. Worn seat showing reduced
effective valve opening.

B. Valve seat when new showing
full valve opening.

head-—although judging by the stem it might be sup^/

posed to be absolutely correctly timed—you \vill easilXi;)

see ample reason for bad running. Fig. 8 shows,

clearly the throttling effect, as the valve head wks. '

found to be very little smaller than the recess it had

worn away, thus preventing any appreciable valve

opening till the head had moved out of the pocket.



. 9-— Enlarged Section of Ex-
haust Valve Seating.

Dotted line indicates the man-
ner in which the worn seating
should be turned out to in-

crease valve opening.
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How to Overhaul a Motor Cycle. —
The remedy for this evil is to bore away the valve

chamber face till it assumes the shape shown by dotted

lines in fig. 7 ; in other

words, to carry on the line

of the existing valve seat

till it meets the valve

chamber floor. The inlet

valve and seat are not

subject to the same wear,

and rarely require any such

attention, though the auto-

matic valves in some'

engines are prone to en-

large the guide and get

"crossed" on the seat,

•resulting in a blow-back
through the carburetter.

These valves should always be kept as light as

possible, thereby saving some of the lag when opening

and also enabling them to close quicker.

Holes in Inlet Valve Seatings.

Makers are sometimes rather scanty with the holes

in the automatic inlet valve seat. Enlarge these if

possible, as the gas is warmed by the time it gets to

them, and consequentlv they have to deal with a bigger

volume than the inlet pipe, where it is colder.

One hears complaints about the clicking of tappets

now and again, but in manv cases this sound is not

due to the impact of the tappet on the valve stem or

in the rocker, but to plav in the 2 to i gear, and it

occurs as follows: At the end of the power stroke the

exhaust valve begins to rise, taking all the back-lash

out of the gear for the time being, and the two remain
in steady engagement during the whole of the exhaust

stroke till the cam has passed the period of rest. Then
the thrust of the strong spring suddenly acts on the

reverse side of the cam, with the result that it now
pushes the cam in the opposite direction, and it goes

over with a click and slight concussion, caused by the

teeth of the gear being now engaged on the other side,

proportionate to the amount of play in the gears and
the strength of the spring.

^ > ^
CHECKING IN REI

As trials hon. secretary of a motor cycling club,

the question of checking in reliability trials, to

W'hich I have given considerable attention, is

one I also feel sure must be of interest to a

good many others in the same position. In the old

days the winner of a reliability trial of, say, 100 miles

was usually the rider who accomplished the journey
with the least number of in\oluntary stops and in con-

formation with the rules.

Now that the reliability of a motor cycle is so well

established it is' necessary to adopt other ineans of

finding a wdnner. and we naturally turn to the system
of awarding marks for running closest to schedule
time. The usual method of doing this is to allow
competitors to synchronise their watches with that of

the timekeeper (and checker, if any) and take their

own tiraeJ. This method is unsatisfactory, inasmuch
as it is very unlikely that a competitor's watch will

keep accurate time Avith that of the timekeeper.
Now we come to Mr. Scriven's system. It is a

well-knowm fact that a motor cycle rider of real
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Locating Noise in Timiing Gears.
Fibre washers on the tappet end may partially

deaden sound produced by blows struck on the stem
of the valve, but they will not cause the cam gear to
be one iota more silent when the noise is caused by
play in the 2 to i gear. It is very easy to test whether
the sound comes from this source or not. Wheel the

machine along very slowly with the compression tap
open and not using the valve-lifter. Watch the tappet
very carefully, and note if, after reaching the maxi-
mum lift, it suddenly slips down a little bit before it

commences the descent proper, when the click will

be heard. This will prove without a doubt that the

sound is due to worn or badly-cut gears. Owing to its

origin, the noise is going on at all speeds until the

spring fails to close the valve cotrectly.

SparKing Plugs.

If all old sparking plugs are kept, spares may often

be fitted up by using, say, the porcelain of one with the

body of another and the electrode of a third, but they

should all be tested by actual use before relying uf/on

them. The packing rings of the plugs should be
attended to, as a leakage at that point renders the

plug parts almost incandescent, and will make the

engine back-fire and come to a sudden stop, after

running some time satisfactorily, or if the throttle is

opened widely. The symptoms of this are identical

with those described under the heading " A Puzzling

Case " in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle.

Importance of Compression-tight joints.

In conclusion, it is assumed that the reader will

take all ordinary precautions to secure gastight joints

in the cylinder head and valve seats, and oiltight

joints in the crank case, when the re-assembling of the

machine and engine should not present any trouble.

Such information as I have given is based on actual

experience, and if the jobs, in some cases, should be

a little too much for an absolute novice to tackle, he

will have the satisfaction of knowing how they should

be done, and can see that any overhauling he entrusts

to local assistance is carried out in accordance with

the article and his wishes.

LIABILITY TRIALS.
repute makes a practice of running almost to a fraction

of a second when competing in a reliability trial, and,

assuming for the moment that he could do so, and was

suddenly called upon at any point to stop and pro-

duce his Avatch, he would lose an appreciable amount
of time in slowing up, dismounting, and producing

his watch, with the result that the time at the moment
of inspection Avould be at least several seconds later

than that at which he timed himself to arrive. On
the other hand, a rider who was not so careful, and

who would have passed this point at, say, ten seconds

before schedule, would perhaps be credited with

having lost no marks. Will Mr. Scriven kindly

explain how he overcomes this difficulty, and for which

I abandoned the idea? I may be accused by some
of labouring on a point which is unworthy of considera-

tion, but the winning of a reliability trial is in some
cases only a matter of seconds between the competitors,

and those who have had experience in organising long

distance reliability trials will appreciate the difficulty.

D. E. A
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EASTER MONDAY
THE following events will take place on Easter

Monday at Brooklands :

Easter Motor Cycle Handicap.—Open to

all classes of motor bicycles under 500 cc.

cylinder capacity.

Spring Motor Cycle Handicap.—Open to motor
bicycles fitted with engines with a cylinder capacity
exceeding 500 cc. but not exceeding 1,000 cc.

The entries, fees for which -will be los. 6d. each
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BROOKLANDS EVENTS.
event, close on March 17th. Prizes will be: First

prize £j(), second prize ^5, or a cup at option.

To encourage amateurs to compete at Brooklands

the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club has decided

to draw up a rule to this effect :
" Motor cycles fitted

with drilled cylinders or with auxiliary exhaust ports,

whether covered or not, are not eligible to compete

in motor cycle events." This rule will also encourage

the use of standard pattern engines.

~<

THE LONDON-EDINBURGH
SOME new regulations appear in the preliminary

announcement concerning the Motor Cycling
Club's annual London-Edinburgh run which
should serve . to make this classical event still

more popular. The date is May 13th and 14th. The
start is to be at 9 p.m. on Friday, the 13th,

instead of ten o'clock as in previous years. The route

has been altered from Newcastle-on-Tyne, and com-
petitors will this year travel via. Jedburgh and Dalkeith.

The distance is fifteen and a half miles less, and
threequarters of an hour less is allowed to cover the

total distance, so that the average speed for the journey
is about the same as last 3ear. but the new route is

rather more difficult. The earlier start and the time
knocked off will ensure riders reaching Edinburgh

>—

RUN. H
much earlier, and the late starters and unfortunates

should appreciate this. The new route will prove an
interesting change for seventy-five per cent, of the

members who have already won L.-E. medals.
The fifteen minutes ahead of schedule rule has

been retained. Some riders do not favour this regula-

tion. Last year it will be remembered that many
competitors were disqualified owing to being more than

fifteen minutes ahead of their minimum schedule time

at some point on the journey, and much grumbling was
the result, although the rule was quite clear.

Meal coupons will again be used, as they were
found a great boon last year.

Entries close at ordinary fees on April 27th; double
fees will be accepted up till May 2nd.

—

«

THE LIMIT OF WEIGHT REDUCTION.
Two standard makes of motor cycles—a light-

weight and a heavyweight—^are depicted in the

accompanying illustrations stripped of every

superfluous part to lessen weight and wind
resistance for short distance speed events. The photo-

graphs are instructive, as showing the amount of acces-

sories and parts demanded for touring purposes. In

their "bared" state the, machines are but two-thirds

have been jumbled together on the officials' supposition

that the lightweight racer would score on time and the

heavyweight on formula. This may be so to some
extent, but a special competition machine would beat

a heavy standard nine times out of ten on formula and

on time. The chief reasons are because it is so difficult

for the comparativelv sluggish heavyweight to pick up

speed, and especially on a gradient, whereas the nippy

SPORTING MOUNTS
A Moto-Reve Lightweight.

of the weight of the standard model, and are very

handy and easy to manipulate. A certain section of

sporting riders favour this class of mount, and they

are frequently come across at important competitions.

Incidentally the photographs just prove how necessary

it is to separate standard from racing models in hill-

climbing ,, competitions, for imagine the immense
advantage the rider of one of the above machines has
against a competitor on a standard touring model
weighing 40 or 50 lbs. more! In some competitions all

FOR SPEED EVENTS.
A light T.T. Triumpl). •

lightweight is in full flight before many yards are

covered. There is also wind resistance to take into
'

account, and this is far more important than is

generally supposed. Last j'ear's competitions demon-
strated the futility of amateurs competing on their

touring mounts against trade riders on specially built

competition machines, and The Motor Cycle campaign
against " specials " and urging standard machines in

competition will no doubt have its effect in igio hili-

climbs.
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Preparations for the Tourist Trophy Race.
N instructive lecture was delivered

by Mr. F. C. Bagshaw on the

above subject before members
of the Harrogate and District

M.C.C. The lecturer was a

competitor in last year's

event, so that he is well

qualified to dilate on the sub-

ject referred to.

At the beginning the lec-

turer mentioned that the ten

days he spent in the Isle

of Man whilst practising for

the 1909 T.T. Race was one of the most delight-

ful and at the same time the most strenuous holidays

he had ever experienced, and he advised all motor
cyclists who had the time to spare to enter for

the event. He went on to say that he considered the

last race proved the superiority of single-cylinder

motor cycles. His advice was that T.T. machines
should not be too lightly built (for preference the

weight should be slightly in excess of the rider's), that

machines should have a short wheelbase, low saddle

position, and wide handle-bars, a large petrol tank
with big filler cap, automatic lubrication, together with

ordinary hand pump, and special care should be taken

that the mudguards are firmly fixed. The tyres should
be specially affixed to the wheels by the tyre maker,
and the competitor should see most carefully to such
parts as belts, chains, and brakes (the shoe brake on
the front wheel he does not like, but, if possible, he
advised fitting an internal expanding brake in con-

junction with the others). Even the saddle should
be carefully selected, and the silencer must on no
account cause back pressure.

Suitable Apparel for Racing.
For clothing Mr. Bagsjiaw pinned his faith to good

warm woollen vests and pants next to the skin, also

a woollen shirt, thick socks, strong riding breeches
with leggings, a leather waistcoat with sleeves, ordinary
cloth coat, and warm thin gloves, a good body belt,

strong boots, and a pair of mica goggles.

Personal training should commence at least three
months previous to the race, but before commencing
a strict medical examination should be first taken.
Then should follow a cold plunge first thing in the
morning—not, however, to be taken straight out of
bed, but rather allow the body to cool a little. Dumb-
bell exercise should follow for no more than a quarter
of an hour, taking particular care that the breathing
is attended to. After breakfast have a short spin,

and then attend to the ordinary work of the day. At
night another spin, a light meal, exercise for another
quarter of an hour, then early to bed. Very little

or no tobacco or intoxicants should be touched
;
plenty

of cold water is recommended, and a hot bath once
a week.

When practising on the course commence by going
round two or three times quietly, and then once at a
fast pace. Return to the hotel for breakfast, then
carefully consider all the points of the course and
what happened during your first ride. Each day's
practice will find you increasing both your speed and
distance. Do not ride much during the day, or you

will have a tendency to become stale. About three

days before the actual race overhaul the carburetter,

magneto, valves, and bearings ; see that wheels are in

alignment and properly lubricated; attend to piston

rings, etc. Mr. Bagshaw, of course, does not mean
this to be the only supervision, but this particular

supervision must be most carefully taken.

The lecturer considered the physical strain of the

race far greater than the mental strain.

The Discussion.

Mr. Atkinson then asked the lecturer the following

questions : What relation of bore to stroke he con-

sidered best? Did he like belt or chain drive? In

Mr. Atkinson's opinion the question of valves was
most serious. Did Mr. Bagshaw favour a two-piece

valve, and what sort of sparking plugs?'

Mr. Fawcett wished to be informed upon the ques-

tion of drilled pistons, and as to whether water cool-

ing was an advantage.
Mr. Fortune asked whether it was advisable to eat

much meat whilst training.

In replying Mr. Bagshaw said that he favoured an

increase of stroke over bore, but only to a matter of

not more than ten millimetres. He rather fancied

belt drive, but thought on a wet and muddy day the

slowest chain-driven machine would beat the fastest

belt-driven one.

He had not had much trouble with valves, and was
quite satisfied with the ones he was supplied with from
a small maker. He favoured two double-pole spark-

ing plugs fitted to one high-tension wire. The
drilled pistons were for improving the lubrication, but

the drilling must be done by the makers of the engine.

Water cooling he did not fancy unless it did not in-

crease the weight of the machine beyond what he had
already specified, and that by not making any of the

essential parts of the machine weaker. He thought
whilst training the competitor should keep to his

ordinary good habits with regard to food, etc. The
whole race, including practising, boat fares, etc.,

could not be done for very much under ;£25.

The T.T. Winner's Advice.

Mr. Bagshaw read a letter he had received from
Mr. H. A. Collier, the holder of the Tourist Trophy,
which ran as follows :

" I am of opinion that the race

causes more mental strain than physical strain, and
that the strain on the rider is greatly exaggerated, and
that a course of' dumb-bell exercises to tone up the
muscles of the arm and wrist and plenty of fast riding,

coupled with the rider's ability to tune up his machine,
is really all that is necessary." He enumerates the
points which in his opinion are essential to success
thus: (i) An efficient and absolutely reliable

machine; (2) a certain amount of ability to tune up;

(3) correct riding position on the machine, so that

the least effort is needed in rounding corners at a
high speed ; (4) a certain amount of experience in high
speed riding on the road; (5) perfect health and fit-

ness; (6) plenty of determination to ride to win and
enthusiasm.

Mr. Bagshaw was heartily thanked for his very able
paper, which was carefully followed by the members
present.

A27
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

9

Fitting a Small Sized Tube.

Is there any risk in jDutting

^1 my 2in. inner tube inside a
^1 2^in. new cover and rim?—

I What effect would it have on
patches that may be put on?

It would not be advisable, except in
a case of emergency, to put a 2in. tube
into a 2iin. cover, as it would stretch
the tube to an abnormal extent, and
facilitate punctures.

Belt jnmping the Pulleys.

I have a 3^ h.p. Ariel, to
which I have attached a side-

car, but I am annoyed with
the belt jumping off. I pur-
chased a Whittle belt, thinking

that it would be an irhprovement,
but instead, the belt flies off more
frequently. I have an automatically
variable pulley and free engine.
Pl€a,se a-dvise me what to do.—D. I.

Either the pulleys are not true, or are
out of line, or the belt does not fit the
pulleys. Examine the pulleys carefully
and see that they are not excessively
worn, and that the correct angle of 28°
is maintained with both, then there
should be no trouble with the belt.

A 7 h.p. Bicycle lor Sidecar Work.

Regarding the purchase of a

7 h.p. V.S. for solo and side-

car, how do you class it among
the other powerful machines on
the market? I want to be able

to negotiate north side of Kirkstone
with 12 or 14 stone passenger. Can
one start engine with road wheel on
the ground with the V.S. gear? and
is the hub reliable and efficient?

Does a 7 h.p. chew up tyres tremen-
dously? What is the particular

danger of a rigid side car at corners
and on a cambered road? Does it

up.«et?—H.W.D.
The machine in question should suit

you admirably ; it is one of the best
powerful machines. Yes ; it is one of

the good points of the V.S. gear that
the engine may be started by means
of the pedals with the rear wheel
resting on the ground. It is well

made and reliable. Naturally, a

7 h.p. wears out the tyres more quickly
than a 5 h.p. The secret of long wear
is to obtain a tyre sufficiently large in

the first instance. There is no danger
with a rigid sidecar when turning
corners if you take the corners at a
reasonable speed, unless, of course, the
sidecar is empty, when you must be
more careful. On cambered roads the
front wheel has a tendency to go its

own way, but this is easily corrected.
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(1.) For maximum speed

fwhat gear would be most suit-

able for my 5-6 h.p. Bat-
-^ J. A. P., magneto, 26in. wheels?

The engine is fitted with
a.o.i.v., and is 1909 type, belt lin.

Would 3 to 1 be too high, or could
I go a little higher? (2.) The best
gear for touring purposes? I want
the machine to climb all hills. (3.)

I have never driven a magneto
machine before. Can you kindly
give me particulars as how best to

control it?—J.B.O.
(1.) If you have an adjustable pulley
try 3 to 1 for speed, and experiment
with a slightly lower and higher gear
ratios. 3^ or 5| to 1 (depending on
your weight) would be more suitable
for general purposes. (2.) This ques-
tion is mainly answered by the above.
Us© an adjustable pulley, and you can
then set your gear to more or less what
you please. (3.) When driving a
magneto machine you need not pay
quite so much attention to regulatins;
tne spark. Leave it advanced for all

ordinary purposes and control the
speed by the throttle and air levers.

A Proposed Tour on the Continent.

(1.) I am thinking of taking
a tour in France this spring,
starting from Bordeaux, and
thence working across to

Avignon, and possibly on to
Italy. I should be greatly obliged
if any of your readers could give me
any information as to the roads, or
any route they may perhaps have
taken in this neighbourhood. Would
the journey over the Cevennes be im-
practicable for a 1909 34 h.p. Triumph
with sidecar and ten stone passenger?
I have no objection to occasional
pushing, but would not attempt the
Cevennes if it means too great a
waste of time. (2.) Would joining
the A.A. or M.U. simplify the
difficulties with regard to introduc-
ing myself and my machine into
France and Italy?—J.S.M., Oxford.

(1.) Personally, we have had no touring
experience near the Cevennes, which,
we understand, are not very severe,

but over the Italian passes you would
have difficulty. In the first place,

they are only open during June, July,
August, and part of September, and
will in consequence be closed to you,
so we are afraid the only way of going
would be along the Cote d'Azur. The
machine would take all ordinary
gradients, but it would not tackle

9

such passes as the Little St. Bernard
without a two-speed gear, as here

you have sixteen miles of an average
gradient of 1 in 12. Altogether we
should advise you not to take the

sidecar if you can manage without it.

(2.) Yes, join either the A.A., M.U.,
or the A.C.U., the touring depart-

ments of which will give you the
fullest information regarding the
roads, and will also enable you to
get your machine into France and
Italy free of duty.

What is a Free Engine ?

Please tell me what is meant
by a free engine and a three-

speed pulley. Does a motor
cycle with a free engine start

straight off, or do you have to

push it for a cerlain way just the
same?—C. V. H.

A free engine is a device for disconnect-

ing tlie engine from the road wheels, so

that the former can be run inde-

pendently of the latter. A three-sp(!ed
pulley is one of the expanding and con-
tracting type operated by a lever

which gives three different ratios, and
consequently three different speeds. A
motor bicycle fitted with a free engine
will start from standstill after the
engine has been started in the first

place.

Repairing a Leaky Tank.

I have been greatly troubled?of late through a leak which
has appeared at the junction

-^ of the petrol cock with the
tank. I have tried all means

of preventing this that I can think
of. I have tried tightening the

cock, have used leather washers and
lead washers, but in every case-,-

the experiment has failed. Could ^
you advise me as to any other

'

'

method of dealing with this incon-

venience? I have been told that n
'

new tank is the only thing which
will remedy the defect, but can
scarcely believe this.—H.C.A.

A temporary cure on the road is to

wrap string around the . defective joint

thickly smeared with soap. The leak

probably takes place at the union,

which has been strained, and any re-

pairer should be able to solder this

efficiently. If, however, it is a needle

valve, and the leak is due to the seat-

ing not being true, it means sending
'

the tank to .a tank maker's and letting ,

him take it apart, as there may be no
other means of reaching the seating

for repairing purposes.
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Running with Valve Partially Raised.

(1.) Does it strain an engine

; \i\[ riding witli the exhaust valves

I > partly lifted, in order to go
! i-^ slower? (2.) I am getting a

7-9 h.p. machine, and am atraid

of not being able to go slow enough

in traffic. Would it be satisfa<;tory if

I had two exhaust valve lifters, and

ii so was able to lift one valve entirely

I and run on one cylinder? Also would
! it injure the machine in any way?

—

F. C. il.

(1.) No, but it tends to burn up the

valves or cause them to need re-

grinding more frequently than would
I
be otherwise necessary. (2.) If the

\
machine in question is fitted with

r mechanically-operated inlet valves, there

should be no difficulty, provided the

carburetter is properly adjusted, in

travelling slowly. It is not a matter of

I
very much difficulty to adjust the

I exhaust lifter so that it will lift one
' valve before the other, so that one

weather months. An injection of

paraffin along the hollow crankshaft
would partly remedy matters.

Gear Ratio tor a Lightweight.

I have a 1^- h.p. Clement-
Garrard motor bicycle on
Chater - Lea frame. This
machine I have modernised
by fitting handle-bar control

and several other acce,ssories, includ-

ing a large and heavy tool kit.

Probably owing to the extra weight,

the engine does not pull so well as

formerly. Compression is excellent,

and will bear my full weight—ten

stones—on the pedal for two
minutes. The diameter of wheels
is 28in., while the diameter of the

belt rim is 18in. What gear ratio

should I obtain by substituting a

belt rim of IQ^in. on the back wheel,

and would this reduction be sufficient

to effect a marked improvement in

running up hills and on the level?

—

M.A

6 h.p. twin-cylinder Clyno, with Stevens m.o.i.v. engine. This machine made a non-stop run in the

Quarttrly Tiljls, obtained full marks on Dashwood and Rectory Hills, was ridden 80 miles to Uxbrilge
,the day before the trial, and 80 miles back tne" day after, all without the toolbag being opened. Ml hen
' one consiiers the atrocious condition of the roads the merit of this performance may be appreciated.

high

.ylinder is cut out, but, of -course, it is

far more satisfactory if you can arrange

I

it to allow the machine to travel slowly
' with both cylinders firing regularly.

Difficulty in Starting with the Handle.

I have recently had a Roc
conversion set fitted to my 1909
Triumph, since when I have
been unable to start the engine
up, except by letting in the

gear and running alongside.

When I revolve the back axle, no
matter how fast, it stops directly I

drop the valve. It is c£uite impos-
sible to overcome the engine com-
pression. I have tried injecting

paraffin in liberal quantities, but all

to no purpose.—B, F. C.

! First of all, to test whether there is

I

anything binding in the gear or the

I

brake band rubbing, remove the belt

I
and try turning the live axle. If this is

j

an easy matter, it proves that engine

j

stiffness is your difficulty. If after

I

injecting a good dose of paraffin through
! the compression tap the engine is still

j

stiff, we can only conclude that you
|i are using lubricating oil which is

I
altogether too thick for the cold-

We should say that the trouble is

due to the gear being rather too high.

With a 3in. engine pulley the IQ^in.

belt rim would reduce the gear to
about 7^ to 1, which would be a more
suitable gear for so small an engine.

Concerning a Lady's Mount.

(1.) What do you consider

are the most important features

that should be possessed by a

lady's (drop-frame) lightweight

motor cycle? (2.) Could you
give me a list of the various makes
of ladies' motor cycles? (3.) Are 2in.

tyres advisable for a lightweight?

—

M. B.

(1.) Ample protection of the lady's

skirt from mud and grease from the

belt or engine ; means of preventing

the engine being shielded in any way
from the draught of air which cools it

;

also light weight, ease of starting,

efficiency, and comfoi't. (2.) A list of

ladies' motor cycles was published in

" The Buyers' Guide " issue of

February 7th. (3.) Yes, on account

of increased comfort and freedom from
trouble.
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READERS' REPLIES.
Engine Not Responsive to the Throttle.

I think the following may help
"A.L.L.S."; If he will thoroughly
clean the gauze in the petrol strainer

of his Lagonda it will probably cure
his trouble. Very great care must be
taken in screwing up the flange to

ensure a jjetrol-tight joint. I found
a No. 10 jet and 21 choke tube give

I very good results with a 10 h.p.

Lagonda, and shall be pleased to give
him any assistance, as I know these
machines well.—H.

Engine Stiffness and Knocking.

In reply to question in your issue
of the 7th inst. re engine stiffness and
knocking, from my experience of both
a 1908 Koc and a 1909 Humber I can
give the following tips. Turn engine
till inlet valve opens. By letting air

escape this allows paraffin (I ufe petrol)
to run in more easily. If exhaust valve
is open the paraffin of Course simply
runs out through it. Lean machine
over to left side, which allows the
paraffin to run over the piston, and
while doing so apply a few drops of

the paraffin or- petrol to the gear box.
Then lean machine a little to the
right side and turn engine by pulling
the belt forward, which causes a

slight compression in the cylinder,

and so forces the petrol down to the
rings. When a routine practice is

made ol this one does it unconsciously
in a few moments, and the engine will

be found to start as easily as if it were
hot. Remember to oil the band
brakes of gearbox every day or two.
Cylinder or cycle bearing oil will do,
but it loses its effect much sooner,

I find, than sperm oil. Five or six

drops under the high gear band are
sufficient ; more causes the slip which
follows to continue too long. The
frequent application of petrol when
starting up wa.shes away this oil gradu-
ally, and it should be renewed every
day or two. Petrol is better to use
than paraffin because it dries up sooner,

while the frequent use of the latter-

makes a .mess, and you may have the
oil splashing on to your clothes. It is

very important that the little push
piece in the end of the live axle should
be glass hard and perfectly smooth as

to its inclined face, otherwise it will

get grooved irregularly, and so inter-

fere with the perfect application and
release of the band brake. Excess of

thick oil in the crank case causes stiff-

ness quite independent of gumming, as

I have found on dismantling the engine.

I found the flywheels co stiff to turn
that I thought the bearings were
jammed, and was profoundly thankful
to find that an eggcupful of paraffin

poured in allowed them to revolve

with freedom. Therefore use thin oil.

To prevent knocking shut off almost
all air on hills. Adjust level of petrol

till you can give all air at high speeds

on stand with a little more than half

throttle. Fit a powerful coiled spring
midway along the rod which operates
high gear and you will not have to be
constantly tinkering with the brake ad-

jn.straent.—A. Macintyee, M.B. Ch.B.
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Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.

CaOEE TUBES.
33S. In adjusting a carburetter

the choke tube is quite the most-

important accessory, yet many riders

essay tbeir adjustments without possess-

ing this spare. Properly adjusted, a
motor cycle carburetter should jncrense
the speed of the engine perceptibly

from the first ' fraction of throttle lever

motion to the last, and should increase

the engine revolutions smoothly as it is

opened - out. Many carburetters, as

adjusted by their- owners, give jerky
gradations of power and speed, while
the last third of the throttle opening
makes no apparent difference to the
engine. It should first be noticed that
the control slides or pistons -or valves
work accurately and smoothly ; this

can never safely be taken for granted.
Then the level of the spirit at the jet-

should be tested. Then a jet tube
should be selected which gives ea.sy

starting, ample power, and moderate
consumption. Finally the effects of

choke tubes slightly lAi-ger and slightly

smaller than the one in use should be
tried. A speedometer is often of great
assistance in these tests. I have just

been tuning up an engine, and found
that with the standard choke tube I

got forty-five miles per hour on half
throttle, and only forty-six miles pel-

hour on full throttle. A larger choke
tube increased the pace to fifty-one miles
per hour on full throttle, and gave me
a more even rise of power and speed
throughout the whole range of the
throttle.

FLEXIBLE PETROL PIPES.
313^. Riders who have suffered

from broken or cracke.d petrol pipes are
waxing enthusiastic about the flexible

Stanley Show Donation,
The directors of the Stanley Show,_

Ltd., have for the second time sent a

donation of one Imndred guineas to the
Cycle a.-^d Allied Trades' Association.

Catalogues Keceived.
We are in receipt of an artistic

calendar from Mr. W. W. Bannister,
motor engi::eer, Maidstone, the manu-
facturer of - the Unecar recently
described in The Molar Ci/c!e.

The 1910 catalogue of the Clyno
Eng. Co., Thrapston, is to hand, fhii-

contains illustrations of the single-
cylinder 3 h.p. Clyno and the twin-
cylinder 5-5 h.p., also the adjustable
pullej' and stand marketed by the
same firm. Copies can be bad on
application to the above address.

A well illustrated catalogue of the
Bat motor cycles is just to hand, con-
taining excellent half-tone engravings
of the famous Bat machines, which are
built for both road and track. In
reviewing this list, it is interesting to
note that it is now seven years since
the first Bat motor cycle was intro-
duced. It is one of the few motor
cycles of which the frame is sprung as
well as the forks. This, combined with
its unique method of magneto trans-
mission, makes it one of the most
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By R.oad Rider.

pipes now fitted to some machines.
These flexible pipes have much the
same strain to bear as the old-

fashioned rigid pipes including a' triple

twist, and practically the whole of the
strain is concentrated at the points
where the flexible pipe enters the rigid

unions. After long use, the flexible

pipes must inevitably give trouble at

these points. I am inclined to think
that it is possibly unwise to rely exclu-

sively on a single flexible pipe, while
there is no doubt that they form most
desirable spares for long tours or trials,

and especially on pas.'jenger machines
liable to special vibrations.

THE NEW MAGNETO POSITION.
SS"?. The new position of the mag-

neto, high up at the back of the engine,
will in certain instances create troubl;

through inadequate lubrication of its

drive. Xo trouble need be appre-
hended with regard to the drive, as the

chain links, or teeth if pinions are

employed, will carry ample lubricant

upv>'ards with them, but on one or two
machines employing- a gear drive it is

not too certain that the bearings of the
shafts of the pinions will secure sufficient

oil. though the teeth are safe enough. I

-have already seen one or two machines
with which trouble is mevitable, unless

small spring lid or helmet lubricators

are mounted in threaded holes drilled

over each shaft bearing, and receiving

occasional attention from an oilcan.

ilMiNETO CONDENSERS.
3S^. I have found some variation

of efficiency in the condensers of hi^li-

tension magneto machines. Whereas
several machines will run literally

thousands of miles without the platinum

SPARKLETS.
interesting motor cycles of the day.
Ccpies of 'this catalogue will bo sent
on application to the Bat Motor JIfg.

Co., lUngswood Road, Penge, S.E.

The Transmission Question.
Chain transmission scored very heavily

in the last Quarterly Reliability Trial-.

Five out of the first eight places were
taken by one Scott, one Phelon and
Moore, and three Indians, all chain-
driven motor bicycles. All the above-
mentioned macliines were fitted «-ith

chains of l^enold manulaclure.

Rubber and Canvas Belts.

Rubber belts have been adopted as

standard by most motor cycle manu-
facturers for a number of years, and it

will be interesting to note tiiat the

grooved pattern rubber belt, of which
the manufacturers of the Shamrock-
Gloria belt claim to be the originators,

was first invented and made as far

back as 1903.- The Hanover Rubber
Co. inform us that a provisional patent
was taken out by them for a grooved
rubber belt, but as it was allowed to

lapse the grooved pattern has been
adopted by several other makers. We
are informed that the grooved rubber
belt was first taken up in England by
the Triumph Cvcle Co., Ltd., who
first fitted it in 1904.

points being given any attention >

another sample may require to have iti

points frequently cleaned, and t^ppeii,-

or filed flush. This diiference iB,att\
doubtedly due to a faulty or broSal
down condenser, and in case a ven
poor condenser has been supplied, O)

the symptoms point to a broken dowi
condenser, the magneto should be senb.

to the makers for attention. The en^mi
speed is extremely susceptible to^htl
condition of the platinum points. • -^i

LEAKY INLET UNIONS.
'

"-'

SSS. I often notice machjneii
with serious air leakages in the .fijlB^

system, especially in the case of a.o.i.v,,

twins, when the riders are hardly to bi

blamed, as the arrangements used -on
some engines for attaching the dcaneBi

and pipe are mechanically exeor^leji
and it would puzzle anybody to maiti"

tain air-tight joints. Such leakages
-have, however, very deleterious effects

on the running of tlie engine. The;

makers of certain patent carburetterst

used on cars occasionally refuse to. fit

their carburetter unless the owner agreest
to allow them to supply better iiiletr

pipe attachments. Special care is

needed at two points on many motopi
cycle engines, viz.; (1.) To drive thei

inlet valve dome well down on -tjiet

ground shoulder of its seating ; witfi JSi

twin it often happens in careless- re^i

fittings that the dome of one valve Si

an eighth of an inch off its .shoulder.'t

(2.) At the unions between the inlobl

pipe and the elbow projecting from .theii

dome. Leaks occur between the end of

the pipe and the nut. A felt washer'

placed inside the nut, for the end of

the pipe to butt up against, is a good
cure.

The Home Garage Sidecars.

The- New Mona Cycle and Motor Co.,

Mona -Works, Barrett's Grove, Stoke
Newington, N_., have acquired the

sole rights of manufact-uring the

Bramson home garage sidecay, which
was recently described and - illus-

trated in The Motor Oych.

The Exchange Business.
Motor cyclists in want of a second-

hand machine cannot do better than

visit - Messrs. Wauchope, 9, Shoe

Lane, E.C., or correspond with them.
A few facts about the business may be

of interest. In the first place, no less

than fifty new machines of the leading

makes are kept in stock, while there

are as many as 150 second-hand
machines from which to make a choice.

After a customer has bought a second-

hand machine he is allowed fourteen

days in which to return it or exchange
it for another if it is not satisfactory.

When a second-hand machine and cash

is, to be given in exchange for a new
one, a reply is sent from the firm

stating the price offered for the old

machine, and under no circumstances,

unless the machine has been mis-

represented, is a price allowed lower

than that originally stated. Messrs.

AVauchope have built up a big business.

H\
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(ONEY TALUS.
i\l cash offiTs. Our stock of now Humbers is

'exhausted, and we have only a limited quantity

Write for full specification of these ideal sidecar

i, and we Will let you into the secret of buying

hiiies at second prices.

ltJlVlai£KS FOR EASTER.
ine of these 1909J- two-speed Humbers, fitted witli

i't Sidecar, and you can pass on the road cars

ifsoo. These are started by handle
;
you get in

idle, put in the clutch, and you glide gracefully

'Can be driven slowly in traflic and take hills with

i.pecial price for the combination. Remember, de-

ji'Oin stock.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4ih.p. F.N.. 4 cyls-. magneto, sprints forks. Autoclipse

2 lami), siilpiidid condition: £18.-20, Potternew-
ton Lanf5, Jjeeas.

3Xli-p- Lloyds, practically neiv uoudition, all acceasories
2 and spares; cost nearly, £60. price £10.—Poole.

Barrow-.-n-Humber-

3;^]i-p,. handle- bar control, castor
,

good i;ondition; £38.—Dearlove,
1 Q08 P. and M-,
X.%J wliGt'i sidi

Theatre.

19"
Harrogate

OUR GREAT PRODUCTION
enables us to offer high-class sidecars at low prici'S,

Quality the highest.

£4 17s. 6d.
CORONET
SIDECARS

:ceived from makers, a few

1909^ HUIVIBERS
i! cvv. These you can hardly tell from iqio models,
::tted with improved pattern silencers, spring forks
lulleys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, H. B. control
ed tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

ppcrated by foot, stand and carri r, toolbag with
(; fitted to h-^ndle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£43 10s., or exchange, or credit.

Special Discount for Cash.

1909 SINGLE SPEED NUMBERS.
i new, fttte.1 with latest pattern silencers, spring
nagnetos, pedalling gear, stand, carrier, toolbag,
umber plates,

£37 ISs.j, exchange or credit.

i|' offers wanted. Why buy second-hand machines,
rind new, up-to-date, fully guaranteed macines.
h^d at l'ie~c nrires. Remember number is limited

p. and M-. new condition, ridden 50 miles;
YoiksUiiL-' ; £52 10s. cash, no otfers.—No. 4.098.

'

Tlie Motor Cycle Offices, Ooyentry.

MANCHESTEK, Motorists can obtain Ariel. Brad-

1

bury. Douglas. Norton, P-M.C. two-stroke from i

official agent. Gourlay, Fallowfield. i

^ih.p. Minerva, good hill-climber, thorough runni'nf.? 1

/V 4 order, excellent condition ; £ J.0-—JBos LI.440,
' trie Motor Cycle Urtices, 20, Tudor St-. E-C

|

lOJLh-p. Ariel. 1908, accumulator, spring forks, adju.'^i-

/W 2 able puiiey, footrests. stand and earner, spare
I
valves, et-c- ; £10 10s., or good bike and cash.—44, Cleg:'
St", Haslingaen.

N.S.U., 3ih-p., magneto, spring forks, spring footrest^^
spares, etc, splundiu t ondition, new June, n* i

ridden 400 miles; accept £25-— Walsh. Wood Lane. H >
perJjolme, near Halifas.

"I Q07 22h-p. _ Minerva, just been overhauled, ri.-

Xt/ enamelled, equal new; sell cheap, or exehange
with cash modern magneto machine.—Bradshaw,
Optician. l'"ishergate, Preston.

ROYAL Enfield Lightweight Motor Cyele. twin-cvl-,
magneto, mechanical valves, is on view at Stand 126,

Manehester Motor Show--District Agents, Newton and
Co- 50. Blackfriars St-. Mancliester-

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery, come and see me
before purcha^inp your 1910 mount, any make

siipplied; seeond-hanu Triumphs taken in part payment-
—Triumph Agenx, 53, Trafloid Ed-, faiiford-

1909, absolutely per-
. _ _ . many spares, very fast ; also

3ih.p. T-T- J-A-P.. 1909. perfect condition—Jones, South-
field. Middleton Rd-, Cheetham Hill, Manchester-

,. Before buying a Sidecar, send for illustrated cir ulur

expLaming the advantages of " CORONET " Sidecars over
other maltes. Delivery from stock to suit Minervas,
Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and any other make. Attached
in three minutes.

^

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

j

Don'-t iVBEss These.
pog.V HUMDER tv.-o

]
5^ h.p. Rex DE LUXE

[[ handle starting, com- 1 mag.icto, Roc clutch, ban
iwi'.h new bidecar, ' die starting, com-^lcte with
I' £^5 only- 1 sidcg-.r, £22 lOi. only.

I

NCW 1909 AR-i^OS.
Viave a few Brand New S-^h.p, Models, fitted with
r|'os, h.-b. control, complete with tools, etc.

Sprice, £^5. Our price, £32 lOs. Or exchange.
Ca'-'h o't'i^rs wanted.

3ih.p. T-T. Premier, new October,
2 feet, not run 700,

CORONET ADJUSTASi.t: ruLLtiY.

The best variable speed
pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held

in any position by a simpl'-

yet ingenious contrivance.

Gear can be altered with-

out the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand.
Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable

for hill-climbing.
Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern. Discount to trade.

1 Q08i Rex, 3ih-p-, ball bearing engine, splendid
-Lt^ order, not run till l909. Watawata, variable pul-
ley ; bought twin and . sidecar ; seen and tried here with
pleasure; £24-—Xoungman, 7, Crossley St-, Halifax-

3ih.p. Centaur. Renold chain drive. 20iin. frame.
2 Palmer cords. J:irccks BlOO, enamel, plating per-

fect, spring seat and fork, engine, transmission, good
as new, stand, kit, spares; £12.-9, Beeton Rd-, Sheffield

33.h-p. Minerva, torpedo tank, accumulator ignition,
4 h-b-c-, rj^-w tyres and tubes, Oiinchei studded

back, in splendid condition; £16. or part exchange for
good 3-ih-p. Minerva.—Rigpin, 48, Chatsworth P1-, Har-
rogate.

READY for immediate delivery-—F-N-'s. Douglas,
S:-ott, TruTmph. Moto-Reve. twin Premier, P. and

M-. Bradbury, Motosacoche, Lincoln Elk, Humber

;

write for lists; cash or exchange.—Hiwhen. 163, Euston
Rd... Morecamoe.

1 Q09 Triumph, 1.500 miles, two Palmer cords, one
-LU Clinc!:er, Autoclipse lamp, generator, horn,
wstch, N-A-B. pillar, all spares, perfect power and paci

'Tood condition; £08; secure bargain before rush- -

riohues, 32. Agar St., Bradford-

OLDHAM and District Motorists please remember the
. sole agent for the Bradbury motor cycle is Parry, 68.

George St., Oldham, where the 1910 model can always be
ccen and tried- We have a few 1909 models at clearance
prices. We have the winner of the Snaefell Hill-climb,
price £35; 1908 3vh-p. Bradbury, magneto, spring forks,
perfect order. £25; 3ih-p- Minerva. £15; 3h.p. Quadrant,
£10; 2ih-p. Kerry, splendid condition, £6; 3h.p. Excel-
ricr, perfect order, £7; 3.';h-p. Humber. free engine, good
crder, £12; the 3-;h-p. 1910 Bradbury always in stock for
immediate delivery ; good allowance in exchange ; tyres,
tubes, horns, belts, carburetters, and all motor requisites-
—Parry." the Oldham motor man. 68. George St., Oldham.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery,
Merioneth.

3h.p. AHdays, good, order, h-b-c-, good tyres; £12.
Johnson, Glaypit, Whitchurch.

' UK f\iKm " BE1.V INU.

o- (

:~
,0 0-

,.
C

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer lite

than rubber.
|in., lOd. ; 3in., lid. ; -^in., i;i; rin., 1 /2.

Special terms to the trade.

i

O'^hcr Sodeca.r Ma.chines>
JMTNi^UvA, twin, 1908 model, spring forks £25 IG
j !jR0\7N, twin, 1908, magneto, free engine £25 1C
J Twin REX, four speeds, spring forks .... £16 1

C

j Twin REX, 1908, magneto, spring forks.. £32 1C
; HUr.IDER, rgog, two speeds, soiled only £32 1C
.! BAT, magneto, two speeds, spring frame. , £24 10

I

Boautiful Solo Mounts-
I TRIUI IPII,. magneto, etc., igog ". , £35
J TniUI.IPII, igo8, Mabon free engme £30
,! TRIUIIPH, igo7, in splendid condition .. £25
DOUGLAS, igog, studded tyres, like new £32 10

!
REX, igog, tourist, soiled only £32 10

, REX, colonial model, magneto ignition .. £12 12
, QUADRANT, igog. Roc two-speed gear. . £32 10
. QUADRANT, rgoS, mag., beautiful order £25
I MINERVA, mag., enamelled French grey £22 10
1, MINERVA, magneto, splendid condition.. £21 10
1' N.S.U., magneto, 2jin. tyres, low built .. £22 10
N.S.U-, igo8, magneto, splendid order..,. £26 10
N.5.U., twin. rgoS, magneto, two speeds.. £27 10
SPARK, vertical engine, magneto ...... £8 15
GARRARD spring forks, 26in. wheels .. £8 15
MINERVA, s-nray, good running order .. £3 15

I

We have 200 Machines in stock.
i' :annot put all these in our advertisements, therefore
:ior list, post free. CASH BUYERS we specially
: or, and wc are able to allow big discounts. TO
1 TRADE : We have a few good machines to clear I "I 009 Triimiph, in splendid condition, only twice punc-
E' -ach. |X«^ tured; £35.—WilHams. Bodolwyn. Bala-

TWIN Fairy Lightweight, 2^h-p., Palmers, fine eondi-
' tion ; £12.—Hall, Richard St., Northwich-

lOlO Triumph, absolutely new; must sell; £45 lOa.,
Xt/ spot.—Red Bull Hotel, KidsgrOve, Staffs-

XYRES- TYi-iES- TYKtS.
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

NEW DUNLOP AND CLINCHER COVERS.
24 or 26 or 28 X 2in 17/-

24 or 26 or 28 X 2i ; 17/6
24 or 26 or 28 X 2iin 18/-
Clincher Tubes, all sizes each 4/11
28 X 2 or 2^in. Dunlop Wired Covlt^; ,, 11/6
24 X 2iin. CUpper-Reflex Beaded Covers ,, 14/6

Large stock of Continentals, R.O.M,, Palmers, Sham-
rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS- MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from 59/6

Your old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-
bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.

Old Carburetters Bought.

and

:
THfS WEEK'S SPICY BARGAIN.

ii.p. REX, in good running order, complete with
,(elt, accumulator, number-plates, etc.

£4 19s. Sd. £4 195. 9(1. £4 19s. 9d.
\(vvill reserve machine upon receipt of ^i deposit, and
° balance ^ I- weekly.

'ED, up-to-dat->
lindtTs. Cash c

TRIUMPH. 1909. Tourist Trophy model, practically

._ _
new. only six months old. lovely condition; £39-~

o or four-seater car, two or fouri Moss, Wera.
- hange.

OOTH'S MOTORIES,
ARLES STREET, iff Square, Road,

HALIFAX.

ARIEL, 3h-p-, January, 1909, h-b. control, 26in.
wheels, spring forks, very fast, reliable, all acces-

sories; £18; bought 1910 Premier; photo-—Doody, Castle

IjForegate, Shrewsbury.

3ih.p. J-A.P- No. 6 Ohater-Lea frame, Palmer

!

2 (ribbed}, Bosch magneto, spring forks, Brook,-; I

JB105. spare belt, accessories, as new; £18.—Webb, Ex-

j

I cis<' Offioe. Shrewsbury. •
1

MJSCELLANEZOUS.
De Dion Car Frame, whcr h, diffrrential £3 lOs.

New Water-cooled Cylinder M-O.V., 81 mm. bore 19/6
Six good Plain Coils each 3/3
Dozen good Trembler Coils each 7 /6

Mudguards and Stays sin., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler , Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Coils fyour old coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9

50 Pairs New X'lall Spring Forks, latest 15/-

Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. carburetters each 5/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, fit Rex 35/-
Albion Free Engine Clutch, fit Rex 29/-
New Powell Hub two-speed Gear, cost ^-ri ±5
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.

Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 10s.

Norman Two-speed Gear, nearly new £2 Ss"

New Twin Antoine Cylinder 20/-

New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6

Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6

De Dion Two-'^oeed Gear Box, nearly new £2 Ss.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/6
New Pistons, 8t mm. diam 3 '8

BOOTM'S l\/lOXOFtl£.5,
CHARLES STREET (off Square Road), HALIFAX.

Felephone 1062.

1,1 ari-^irri'fvri fli'^^s aj]ve,rf.isrmrnts it if: •U^ifaiil'! to mf-nfion " The Mnlur Ci/cle. ^^5
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Sole Yorkshire Agents for the T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe
Sole London Agen.s ior ihe NORTON.
Sole Halifax Agen.s for TRIUMi'HS, DOUGLAS, PHELON

MOORES. BRADSJK'kS, etc., etc.

Every 1910 model we sell or offer for sale
carries the maKers* full guarantee regardless

of whether sold for cash or exchange.

1910 TRIUMPH.
Standard model £48 15
Tourist Tropliy model .. .. £50

Free engine, £6 63. extra. Earliest deliveries.

NORTON.
3^ h.p. single cylinder

4^ h.p. single cylinder

5 h.p twin cylinder

DOUGLAS.
Model B 36 gns.
Model C.

igio Standard model £46
Delivery from Stock.

T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe.
Wheel or handle-bar steering. 65 gns.

Discount to cash buyers,
"VS'—5 h.p.. £55; 7 h.p., £57

;
3*- h.p., £49.

Two-ipeed gear. £10 extra.
M OTO-REVE.—1} h.p., 27 gns. ; 2 h.p., 36 gns.

Dil'\-i'ry f''nm .'^tOLdv.

F.N.—2j h.p., two-speed, £40 ; 6 h.p., four-cylinder, £50.
PREMIER.—3* h.p. sm»lc, £47 IDs.; 3J h.p. twin, £52.

LlaTS POST FREE FROMIVIAUDES' IVIOTOR IVI A R T ,

Powell Street. HALIFAX.
'Phone-: 433. Telegrams: " Petrol, Halifax."

136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
Phone: 552, M,a>fair. Telegrams: "Abdicate. London.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
5h-p. Twin Pfc'u^i?ot, h.b. control, spring forks, new

back tyre and belt, iierf(?ct order in every detail;
£15—Moore, 22, Vicarage Place, Walsall.

5-6h.p. F-N-, 4-cyl-, Dunlop studded, latest improve-
ments, splendid order; £28-—Geo. Collier, Repton,

Di:'rbyslijre-

MOTOSACOCHE, a.s new, only ridden 200 miles,
sprins: forks, magneto. Brooks B105 saddle and

ba^. carrier, several spares ; £27 10a-—Eichard Evans,
Motor Garage, Newport, Salop.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 41i.p.. h-b. control, adjust;ibie
pulley, lamp, horn, carrier and stands. re-enaDicHvd

and plated, equal to new ; accept £15. lowe-^t, worth
double.—28, Needwood St-. Burton-on-Treut.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire,

TRIUMPH. 19C9. nm 1 200 miles, as. new; £37.-Wii-
kin. AYclbolme Ed-. Griiu,sby.

2ih.p. Werner, good, h w. ncivrrinl ; a genuine bar-
2 gain. £8 Ss— Lo;.;,. Ciowle, Lines.

3ih.p. Quadrant- maErneto, best- courfitinn;" £21- —
2 Pcob^y. 13. Melviilu Ed-. Coventry.

1Q09 S;.li.p. Eex. splendid order througliout; £26—
-fl-t' Lloyd. Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

1 CI 09 4-ey]. 5-6b.p. F.N.. nrt run 500 miles, and eaual
-!-«/ to new; £58-— 1, Stratford Terrace, Nottingiium.

5h-p. Twin Indian, nrt dene 100 miles : no reasonable
.tier icfu.^ed-—H. Kykyn and Sous, Engineers.

Kenilwortli-

DOUGLAS, Inte 1909, onl}^ used three months, splen-
did condition ; lowest 28 guineas--l-^yer, Lon;;

Sntton, Liucoln.'^Iiire.

V-S-, 7b-p., 1909, two-speed gear, free engine, splendid
condition, adjuttablc pulley. Truifauit. tyrea good.

belt new; £50.—D-N-P-, Springtield. Lpp.ngbaui.

F.N., 1909. 5-6h-p., h-b. control, footrests, fine T\iTi.

ning order ;rji coidition; c::ly YiT.n..; r.eeing; bar-
gain, £33-— Holroyd, Warwick Av-, Earlsdcu, (joventry

VINDEO, 1907, 5h.p., Palmer cords, new belt, spar-'
belt, valves h:__p. horn, enamelled blue; £::;2 10s-,

condition perfect-- \Ti!;ron, 58. Caltliorpe Ed-, ii-ug-baston.

MOTOE Cj-cle (Minerva). 3:'.h.p.. bought June, 190D,
Boseh niagni:'!^', l;andle-b,tr control, studded tyre,

auitc new; bargain, £25—64, Tilton Ed-, Small Heath.
Birmingham.

03.b.p. F.N., new wheels, new tyres, new ,S.G. belt.^ 4 adju^ablc pulley. footbQardt>, new accmunlator

;

£12 10s.; wanted, lorci'ar attacluueut.—Moore, 44, Col-
lege St.. Long Eaton.

IVAN B. HAET DAVIES Tvishes to sell Jiis End-to-
end Triumph, 85 bf 88 engine, two gallon tank,

special handle-bars, spaib butt-ended tube, all tools and
spares, lamp, liorn, etc.. run 2.000 miles, as good as new;
£40 cash—Apply, J. B. Hart-Davies, Bank St., Eugby-

HUMBEE and Ariel, latest models, single speed and
variable gears, studded tyres. Brooks best .saddles

fitted, complete, lamp, horn, spares; £45 and £50

;

liberal excnange.?.-Evans, Agent, BparKhilU Birming-
ham.

rIEST Cheque £17 secures S^h-p.. Advance, h-p. con-
trol. 1910 B. and B- carbretter. Advan'e adjustable

pulley, Watawata belt, nearly new Palmer tyres, and
tank. Ukantes stand, complete with lamp, ^vatch, tools,

good set overalls; owner going abroad.—MacManns, Han-
nington, Northampton.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

1 Q09 5h.p. Twi^ Eex, new; £36 lOs--Peake, rp.swich.

N-S-TT- Lightweight, magneto, as new.; £16 10s.—Cox.
Ash Leigh. Ellisley Av-, Cambridge.

. Palmers, magneto
-Eiddelsdell. x^adleigu, SuSolk-

3 h.p. Minerva, new except tyre.-;. Palmers, low, -fast.

powerful; bargain, £11- — Eiddelsdell, Hadleigh,
Suffolk.

23,h.p. Bat. De Dion engine and carburetter, Wata-
-4 wata b^lr, car back tvre. snlendid order; bargain.

£11—Eiddelsdell. Hadleigh, SuSolk-

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy?. We can
supply and give early deliveries. We have

actually in stock new Triumphs, Premiers, and Brad-
burys. cash or instalments.—Parker and Son. St. Ives,

Hunts.

5 h.p. Vindec. two-speed, 1907; specially fitted Brown
and Barlow carburetter, expanding pulley. Brooks

pan seat. Whittle belt, extras include Autoclipse lamp,
spare new belt, new ppare outer cover, five butt-ended
tubes, spare pulley and carburetter, perfect; reason for

•celling bought car; best offer—K. Caldwell. The Lodge,
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

ALIFAX AND |0 N DQn
List of good Second-hand Motor
Cycles for immediate disposal.

Cash, Exchangre, or Deterred Payi
Gooli a,IIOMra.nces on Push Cycle

510 REX DE LUXE, 190S model, 3* h.p., Bi

magneto, spring forks, Cantilever seat, 26x2
Palmers, two speeds. Roc clutch, handle star)

An exceptional bargain
,

514 BROWN 2-} h.p., magneto, spring forks, ban
bar control, Palmers, fine running order,
clear at

,

423 CLYDE 2$ h.p., vertical engine, Bosch mage
M.O.V., B. and B, carburetter

ri2 SINGER 3 h.p., vertical engine, magneto,
model, Continentals, handle-bar control . . . ,

,

520 TRiUiVIPH 32 h.p., brand new, 1909 model, i

guaranteed. What offers ?

561 MINERVA, 1909 model, 3-i h.p., magneto. Mini
spring forks, lilie new ^

550 LINCOLN ELK 3 h.p., Pahuers, 1908 model, 1

low built. A bargain

424 MINERVA 3^ h.p., vertical engine, B. and
- carburetter, M.O.V., free-engine clutch, very
order

290 ZENITH Bicar, Fafnir engirw' sprung frame,

speeds, handle starting, B100/4 saddjc, very

order

2$-:i KERRY 5 h.p., twin girder forks, low built, 2
wheels, very good condition

MACHINES in .^stoc c a.t HAUFA^'
N.S.U. 3!- h.p., brand new, magneto iguiuon, f

Union tyres, two brakes, all improvements .

BRADi3URY 3J h.p., igro model, Druid spring fo

magneto ignition, standard tliroughout

N.S.U. 5i h.p. Twin, Peter Union tyres, brand t

magneto, etc., all improvements
iVIOTO-UliVE 2 h.p., magneto ignition, spray oai

rotter, b .b. control, spring forks, Contina

tyres, etc

MINSaJVA 4ih.p. Twin, B. and" C. h.b. control-

buretter, 26in. wheels, machine in splendid <

dition

iN.S.U. 3i h.p., igo3, zhn. ti'rcs, spring forks, van;

pulby, good tyres, etc., etc

HAMitLTON 4 h.p., Amac h.b. control carburet

long handle-bars, 2Gin. wheels. Ax concji'

throughout
TRIU^'^Pi'l 3 h.p., spring forks, h.b. Amac con

carbm-etter, good tyres, two brakes, etc......

SINGECl 3 h.p., Phclon and Moore two-speed g'

Dniid spring forks. Brooks Bioo saddle, ban-

bar control, magneto ignition

N.S.U. 3.' h.p.. Roc two-speed gear, 26x2lin. ty

spring forks, etc » ,..,.,..

REX 2i h.p. Lightweight, magneto ignition, Ai

carburetter, good tyres, standard specificat

and 1908 model
QUADRANT 3-^ h.p., accumulator ignition, Lonf

marc carburetter, \\Tiittlc's belt, spring fo

Lycett's saddle

All subject to being unsold.

Any machine reserved for fourteen davs ag'ainSt

of 20/-

N.S-U. Iv.iJ,MO w .

CYCLES.
Wc have still a few N.S.U. 's to dear at exctf

low prices, as below

—

Deferred List

Cash. Pavinents. Ibices.

3 h.p. £25 ' — £89

3} h.p. £31 £33 £42

sJh.p. £37 £39 £52

All brand 'new and perfect, and fitted with Ma
ignition.

Fullest particulars upon request.

Send for our li;ts of Accessori35 and of Secoi

Motor Cycles. We can almost guarantee to s,

I
money.

3ilip. N.StT., 1908. Palmers, majnetoi bargain. il2
2 10s., cr, otlei

..
. _ -

J£5 and your push cycle secures'

Humber 2j h.p. Quadrant 2} h.p.

Minerva 2; h.p. Minerva 2I h.p.

Bradbury 2 h.p. Minerva 2 h.p.

S\ibiect to cycle being in good condition.

TRlCAi^S AND CA^S.
PRUMEL Car, 20 h.p., si Ic entrance, four cylinc

speeds. Bang up to date. Clear at £(30.

PHOENIX Car, 8 h.p., two cylinder, two spee<

seater. good tvres. £42.

RE.XETTE Tricar, si h.p., two speed; open fram

cooled, verv good condition. £32.

QUADRANT Tricar, 5I h.p., two speeds, open

air cooled. £15.

HUBBARD Tricar, 5J h.p.. water cooled, two

Chater-Lea gear box, perfectly sound. £26',

IVtAKJD&'S IWIOTOR MA'
Powell Street, Halifax.

'Phone, 433. Telegrams, " Petrol, Halimx

136, GREAT PORTLAND ST., UONDO*
'Phone, 552 Mayfair. Telegrams, " Abdicate, 1j

A36 In answering these advertisements it is- d'esirahh' to menfloii " The Motor Ci/r.le.
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A^TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

j

SKCTION VI.

^(Jestersh)re, Herefordshire, Radnor, Hreck-

3k, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,

Cfdigan, and Pembroke.

ritiMPH. 1908. iierfect, not done 2.000, spares; £30-
-Maselield. I'liory, Ledbury-

^Ci"! (two-stroke), Matthless. Moto-Reves. and Pre-

^ tiiier twins for immediate delivery ; cash cr es-

itiatf—Witlicrs. 64, High St., Stourbridge, Worcs-

[|

SECTION VII.

jlo'iester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

^Its, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

I rJ9 3ih-p- Bex. ridden 300 only; eost £46, £33
Lfc!, secures.—Eastleigh, Oookham Rise. Berks.

VflL'O-REVE. 1909, stand-carrier, adjustable pulley,
.rl. extra air slide, et<^.; £23.—Beale, Hamble, Hants.

|,i',.BS and Eyles, opposite Town Hall, Oxford.—1910
IJ I'remier motor cycles, twins and singles, in -stock;
;47|}3.

E^'ELSIOR Motor Cycles; immediate delivery: paj-
|(ient by instalments arranged.-Parker's" Motor

i;jiii. Oxford.

'>ih-p. T^vin-cyl. Fairy Lightweight, excellent condi-
W2 tion; £8 10s.—J. S. "Willway and Sons, Ltd., St.
aigjtine's. Bristol-

rlJMPHS. 1910 models, immediate delivery; sole
agent for Salisbury district.—E- J. Longman,

'istton. Salisburj".

B.'.
3ih.p., almost as good as new. £15; Excelsior,

;h.p., good order ti^roughcut, £6.—Ernest Mat-
hew, High St., Een-ny Stratford.

I

09 Tindec 5h.p. Twin, footrcsts. R-O-M-'s, little
L«J usL^d. first-rate condition, complete; £30--Dennis,
iieti Lodge,- Newport Pagnell, Bucks-

3Ah.p.. powerful, nnscratched, new Augut>i.
.dden 200 miles, magneto, spring forks, two belts.

yAv.; £30.—Shephard, Waldcmar, Earley, Reading.

>ht Bat-De Dion, h.b. control, just enamelled and
f ilated. tyrt'? new. low. and periect running order;
i7,lir exchange lightweight.—51, Castle St-, Bristol.

)h| Moto-Reve, twin-cyl.. magneto, practically new,
V inly ridden a few miles, perfect order aud condi-
innlE27 lOs--J. S- Willway and Sons, Ltd., St. Augus-
ine] Bristol-

yijETTE, new last October, mileage 500, S^h-p.
^ .A-P. engine, magneto, Gradua gear, speedometer,
mtcipse lamp, spare tube, tools, etc-; £40--Methuen,
I'M' Revenge, Portsmouth.

rP; MPH-J.A.P.. late 1 909. special ball bearing
.A.P. engine, 4h.p., Bosch magneto, h-b.c., very

m, [p to 60 m.p.h-, in perfect order ; owner wants
ipinj£32. near offer.—Tod, Liphook, Jriants.

1
03 Twin Premier, been ridden about 250 miles,

LO. condition as new, horn. Lucas lamp and genera-
^r. 'ares had very careful u.'^e, good reasons for sell-

ig;|jst £55. acceiit £45—Below.
; Triumph, excellent condition, fittings and spares.
only done 400 miles ; bargain. £45.—Below.

[OJ Douglas, had very little use, good as new, splen-
LO, did bill-climber, new in January, spares; any
-;ist.ible trial; £33-— Below-

I

3 Triumnh. perfect condition throughout, spares;
U«*any reasonable trial or examination: £35.—
lelo,

kTJlRIS. Holywell. Oxford, for new and second-hand
TX. motor bikes-—Further particulars of the above
laelies and second-hand list on application.

SECTION VIII.

Utord, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
ai Sussex.

F.J 4 cyls., perfect condition; bargain, £21.—Locke.
raper, Penge.

ISp. MincT'-a. perfect condition; £14 IDs. — 41-

•^ Calton Rd-, Dulwich.

[ C^ Eoc. 4h-p.. magneto, two speeds, as new;£30-—
L« 17, Algarve Rd-. Wandsworth.

BIdBTTRY. 23h.p- ; £8 ; good going order.—Mar-
ihall, 29, Church IXd... Guildford.

L9

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westsrate, HALIFAX.
'Phone. 766. Telegrams : " Perfection

."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEIUMPH, 1909. just like new. little ridden; £36.-

53, Kingsley Av-. West Ealing, London-

3ih.p. CIiater-Lea Auto Moto,
2 Smith. 16. Triangle, Bishop'

porfe't; £7 10s.
8 Rd . Fulham.

SPECIAL BARGAIN&
S h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
1906 ii h.p. REX, spring forks, lU.O.V £15 10
4 h.~p. STEVENS, h.b. control, band brake £13 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, high tension magneto, spring forks £14 10
2; h.p. KERRY, light and low, spray £9 10
3j h.p. REX, 22 frame, re-enamelled, trembler . . £7 10
3 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, spray £9 10
3i h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
2I h.p. Light ARIEL, low build, 2l3in. wheels £8 15
21 h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray, non-skid .... £6
2 h.p. F.N. SAROLEA. untested, spray £4 5
3I h.p. EXCELSIOR, h.b. control £6

Monster list on application. Cash offers considered.

Five 5* h.p. TWIN RLXES, spring
forks, long bars, low frames, aluminium
finish, blue hnes, 26in. wheels
Good sidecar machines. Exchanges or easy payments.

£16 10

5/-
c<A.:>Y F>AYIVI&iv-| S.

weekly and reasonable deposit secures any of
these machines. All tested andready for the road

J h.p. Bradbury . . £10
3 h.p. Clyde £15
3 h.p. Ariel £10
3

'

h.p. Humber . . £10

3I h.p. Rex £10 10
2S- h.p. Lloyd's £7 10
3J- h.p. Rover £14
2'? h.p. Minerva £9 10

2 J h.p. Kerry ,.

2 J h.p. Ariel .

.

2I h.p. Werner.

,

3^ h.p. Werner
2i- h.p. M.M.C.

h.p. Humber

£9 10
£9 13
£8 10

£13 10
£9 10
£8 10

3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10
3i- h.p. Excelsior £9 10

BFCAND NEVv 1909

53- h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITDRETTES, complete with hood,
'lamps, tools, and spares, £60. Dual ignition £6 extra.

Exchanges considered.

1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £39
1909 .; h.p. TWIN REX, near:-/ new £32 10
1903 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1908-g four-cyl. F.N., fine condition £25 10
1908 REX DELUXE, mag., extra good £29 10
1907 Twin magneto REX, spring forks £20
1907 5} h.p. Twin R:ZX, spring forlis £16 16
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, excellent order £14 14
^J h.o. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, magm lo . . £24 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, extra good, R.O.M £18 10
Twin CLEMENT. STi-ii f-rks. s-i-.iv £9 14

1Q09 34h.p. Triumph, run 2.600 miles, perfect order.
-Lt/. all tools, accessories : £36.

31h.p. Triumph, winner quarterlj- trials. January 3lBt,

^_ 2 ridden by Mr. Whitham, perfect condition, as new;
£32 10s.

" POPUI.ARS."
T910 3I h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH, 500 miles £42 15
1909 TRIUMPH, magneto ignition £34
35- h.p. brand new TRIUMPH Magneto £43 10
1909 3i h.p. Magneto REX, neariynew £33 10
igog?,- 3.V iD.p. REX Speed King, as new £35
lgog"3i h.p. two-speed HUMBER £32 10
1908 si h.p. mag. PHELON & MOOfeE, 2-spced £31 O;

igo8 3i h.p. Magneto REX, snecial machine .... £24 10
11908 3i h.p. 2-SDeed REX DE LUXE £30
1 1908 MOTO-REVE. Druid spring forks £20

1
3l h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2jm. Palmers £16 10
3 h.p. "INGER, V belt, h.t. magneto £16 10
igoy 3t h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £16 10

1909 REX£S 180a
Brand New and fully guaranteed.

J5°9 3| h.p. Tourist REX £35
f^j,,^, ^.^i^ Tmiec. magneto. Truflault forks, "in gocd

igog 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £45|tJ condition ; £25.-Palma. 7S, St. Mary's Ed., Faver-
two-sp"cd £48

1 sham.

1 QOS 3ih.p. Ariel, accumulator, splendid condition:Xf £16.-4.097. r/ie Molor Cycle Oflices, Coventry.

BAT. 3Jh.p. J.A.P. engine, tyres perfect, guaranteed;
£21.—P. Janson, 95. Claremont Ed.. Highgate, N.

HAMPSTEAD.—£5 upwards allowed, or cycles in part
payment for new motor cycles, any make.

HAMPSTEAD.—Ariel, 3ih.p., good condition, all ac-
cessories, new Palmer tyre; bargain, £10.

HAMPSTEAO.-Sidecar, best make, brand new, ad-
justable to any machine; £3 15s.

TTAMPSTEAD.-Eex. 3!h.p.. tourist. 1910. late.t
J-O. model, only run few miles; special bargain, £39 l^s.

HAMPSTEAD.-Lineoln Elk, latest, 1909, 3h.p., spUa-
did condition, with all accessories.; £18.

HAMPSTEAD.-Triumph, 1909, splendid condition
stuQded tyres, all accessories; special bargain,

HAMPSTEAD.-Triumph, 3ih.p., late 1907. new
tyres, splendid condition, all accessories; £25.

XTAMPSTEAD.-Triumph, 1910. frcm stock; nowait-^L mg; easy payments taken, 5 per cent, extra.

HAMPSTEAD.-Douglas Twin, late 1909, only shop-
soiled condition, all accessories; £28.

XIAMPSTEAD,.—Douglas, 1909, twin, magneto and
---•- spring forks, splendid condition; £24. bargain.

TXAJiPSTEAD.—Douglas, 1910 model C, only run
-•-•- tew miles, unscratched; splendid bargain, £33.

TTAHPSTEAD—Douglas. 1910, latest model, from
-»-L stock; no extra for easy payments-

HAMPSTEAD.-F.N".! 4!h.p.. late model, splendid con-
dition, all accessories; £22, special bargain.

XTAMPSTEAD.-F.N.. 4Jh.p.. latest model, handle-

fVa
control, condition splendid, with accessories;

HAMPSTEAD—F.N., 5 to 6h.p., late 1909, 2i tyres,
E.O.M.. splendid condition; £29. cost £51.

HAMP.STEAD—P.N.. 4-cyl., brand new, latest model;
£39, with latest improvements.

HAMPSTEAD.-Peugeot, 7-9h.p.. late 1909. very low,
condition like new; cost £60. take £28 10s.

HAMPSTEAD.—Fafnir. 3ih.p., M.Q.V., very low,
Chafer-Lea frame, all accessories; £13.

HAMPSTEAD—Minerva, 3ih.p., late 1909, magneto
and spring forks, handle-bar control; £26.

HAMPSTEAD—Moto-Eeve, new condition, 1909 all
accessories, spring fork and. magneto; special

bargain, £23-

HAMPSTEAD.—Moto-Eeve, latest 1909 model, only
shop-soiled condition ; special bargain, with all

accessories, £26,

HAMPSTEAD.—Minerva. 3ih.p., just enamelled grey,
splendid condition, handle-bar control; £11.

HAMPSTEAD.-Eex, 1908. 3Jh.p., magneto and
spring forks, very low, splendid condition; £17.

HAMPSTEAD.-Sole London Agents for Lincoln
Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (Tri-
umphs, Indian), Premier, Douglas, Eeves, Brad-

bury, Humber, etc. ; exchanges or gradual payments, 5
per cent, extra.—Eey, 5. Heath St. Tel. : 2678 P.O..
Hampstead.

"lOlO Triumph, Premier, F.N., and Moto-Eeve: in-
-*- •-' stant delivery ; best prices in exchange ; send par-
tieulars--Batchelor and Co.. Clarence St., Kingston.

J.A.P-, 3ih-p-, magneto, overhead valves, stand, carrier.
spare tube, valve, tools; £15 cash only; boughtspare tube, valve, tools

;

Sh.p. same make-—Below.

TEnjMPH. 3ih.p.. 1907. tyres, etc.. perfect; £21.-
Seen at Ponds, 349, West End Lane, Hampstead,

N.W.

yi-Hnmber. 2a.p., Dunlcns, chain drive; r'-* '^"^ ^ l^-P- REX DE LUXE
' «.[ bargain.-283. Clapliam Ed.. S.W. 1910 REXES. From £42. LiSeral Exchanges. j

-| Q 07 Triiuuph. 3',li.p.

PENIX Cob, magneto, two speeds, late model; 16 Deliveries from Stock of all Models. |J-«7 splendid condition

luineas.—11, Strathville Ed.. Earlsfield. -ta-tn i-fcrr t.ii^ficr ^irvcr^ Ai=rc^ |Rd.. N.W

y^J>- Brown, low, 26 by 2| wheels, etc-, good order
''4; £9.-4, Maple Terrace, Surbiton.

IT'"EEVA. 4a.p., twin, M.O-V., spring forks, foot-
."--1 boards, perfect order; £16 16s.—Below.

magneto, new July, 1908,
£25— Morriss, 139, Finchley

1910 DE UUXE sidecars;
Special detachable fittings, no second adjustment re-]^li.p., magneto, sprine; forks, h.b. control, perfect run-
quired, 26 :: 2\ tyre, art cane or best wicker body.;^ ning order; 14 guineas.—W. Hyne, Urunswick Sq..

£5__17_6. Illustrated pampblet_on^p2icatiori^_ ;
Caniberwe!!.

.New. large~size'\.YCETT'S motor saddle .T 9/6i^h.p. Twin Antoine. magneto, perfect order, complete.

F.
I rgro Spring Forks, fit all Rex machines 39/6," .-pares, accessories ; £20.-29. Socles Ed.. Olapham

.] 44-5h.p.. 4-cyl.. latest, magneto, spring fcrk=,
j

Old forks allowed for 'Junction,
jearly new, im.seratched

;

£28.-Below Illustrated Pamphlet on application.
' Olh.p. 1907 Magneto Triumph, new pulley, belt, and

F-i 4Jh.p., 4-cyl., magneto, spring forks, excellent Brooks Bioo Saddle I2'6j02 tyre; £27.—Herring. 23. Oarvstort Ed.. Stoke
frder; sacrifice £25.—Below. Dunlop and Clincher Tyres 17/-; Newingtou, N".

HLmbEE. 3-a.p., spring forks, 26in. wheels, runs '£,liPPer-Reflex Tyres, specially good 17/6:
-| Q 09 Lincoln Flk, 3ih.p., magneto, all latest improvc-

Iwell: clieop, £7 15s.—Whittles. Ltd.. Motor Ex- :
Tubes vvitlrvalves—all sizes 4'11'X»7 nients; £35, or ofler.—35, Eomilly Ed., Finsbnry

har^. Earlsfield. 'Phone, 711 P.O., 'Wimbledon. iNewAmac Carburetter 19/6. B. & B 25/-iPark, London-

In ans'xerivfj fJiese advertisements it is desirnblh to mention " The Motor Cycle.

"
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31h.p- Era, 1908. magmeto; £16 lOs- ; aeen by arrange-

2 ment; good condition-—Hatton, 11. Speldhurst
Rd., Okiswiek-

3ih.p. Vindec Special, Bosch magneto, brand new
2 Diinlop*. npw belt, spares, in first-class (londition

;

£18—A. Staples. Woking.

3h.p» Humber, perfect oondition, 36in. -wheels. Duu-
lops. a oomplete machine, ready for the road; £8

lOs—130, Brixton Rd- S-W-

1 Q09 5h-p. Special Twin Eex. enamelled gJey, condi-
X«/ tion as new; only wants seeing; bargain, with
-spares, £29 10s.—16, Haverstoek Hill. .

•^''h.p. Vauxhall three speeds and reverse, equal wheels,
2-seater, in running order; to clear, £14.—Nye's.

69. Leather Lane, Holborn, London.

F.N- Lightweight, splendid little machine, ready to
ride away; bargain. £7 10s-; by appointBient.—

227. Underhill Rd.. E. Uulwieh.

TRIUMPH. 1909, splendid condition, Clincher tyres-
Autoclippe lamp, complete with all accessories; £36.

—Pine, Victoria Rd., Guildford-

NTE'S !—-Special bargain. 1910 6h.p. Speed King Rex
1909 frame, magneto, specially built for Mr. A-

U- Fenn. guaranteed; £32 10s.

NYE'S !—4h.p. Roc, two speeds. 1909 engine and E
and B. carburetter, magneto, Wiiittle belt, horn

spare belt, valve, tubes plug, etc, guaranteed; £22 10;-.

NYE'S !—23h.p. Humber, tree engine, cost nearlj
£70. good condition and running order, mileage

1 600, recently overn-Auled; best offer over £10 accepted-

NYE'S !—Special bargain. 2Jh.p. Brown, magneto,
Davison's tank, ^ith gauges, spring seat, spring

fotks. guaranteed; £1-7 17s.

YE'S!—1910 Moto-Reve, only- used for trials, etc,'
Continental tyres, lamp and generator ; '£35.

NYE'S!—1909 5h.p. V.S-. two speeds, masneto. Riches
detachiihle tubes, guaranteed; hest offer over £38

taken, a real bargain.

NYE'S !—Many otiier bargaips- If yon want to buy or
sell try 69. Leather Laire, Holborn. London-

'Phone. 6299 Holborn.

10 Triumphs. Humbers, and Bradburys ; instant
delivery; liberal allowances on second-hand 'ma-

hines.—128, High Rd-, South Tottenham.

3h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, smart machine, in excellent
condition; £16 "103.-128. High Rd., Tottenham-

3h.p. Twin Moto-Reve, new engine heavy back tvre.
as new; £20.-128, High Rd-. Tottenham.

33.h.p. Kerry, low built. Rpitndi'd goer; to clear, £7
4= 15S.-128. High Kd. Tottenham.

3h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, as new, 150 miles jto the
gallon; £6 10s-, or near offer-—Thorne, Ashteaa.

Surrey.

3h.p. Twin Werner, very Icrw and. light. Michelin tvres.
spring forks; £10 10s.— 6, Vale Av., Tunbridge

AYells.

BRADBURYS, 1910. from stock, c^sh or p.ichange

:

agents for North-west London.-Gar direr. High
St., Hampstead. Tel-: 2085 P-O-, Hampstead- .

J.A-P., 2^h.p., fast-, engine like new. 24 .by 2, spring
forks; £6 10s.—Preshwater House. Pa^kington Rd..

S- Acton.

REX, 3ih.p., low frame. Bnnlop, handle-bar control.
powerfiil adjustable pulley, will take sidecar.—Trow,

Balaam St., Plaistow.

1 Q07 3ih-p. Minerva, only wants seeing, perfect con-
-i*7 dition: ride 25 miles to purchaser; £15 153.—
88, George St-, Croydon.

£12, or nearest offer.-Midget Bicai. In good condi-
tion, 3h-p. Fafnir. two good accumulators--Back,

25, Moresby Rd-, Upper Clapton. ._

3h.p. Quadrant, reliaWe, spiing forks, new aciumulator.
spare tyre, good running order, just overhauled

;

£8 lOs—lOS. Gladstone Rd-, Watford.

"I Q08 Triumph, handle-bar control, perfect condition
-Lv and running order, little used; £30-—Lieut-
TheobEild, R-A- Mess. Woolwich.

£10.—4^h.p. Automotor cycle, Longuemare. long bars,
low position, in good going order.—Standen. 82.

Amersham Vale, New Cross. S-E.

23_h-p- Kerry Motor Cycle, very fast, grand machine
4 in perfect order, tyres nearlv new. non-skid "back

;

£13—26. Birchdale.Rd-. Forest Gate. B.

N-S-U-. 3h.p., magneto, exceptionally fiue condition, will

drive any reasonable distance to prospective' pur-'
chaser; £18—5, Beverley Rd.. Chiswick-

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. '

Fleet St-. Lcndon (just off Ludgate Circus).

MOTOR Bicycle, tlie Clarendon, 23h.p-. new, shop-
soiled; to be sold for £15. or near offer, great

bargain.— Webster. 10, Dover Rd-, Folkestone.

3hp. Fafnir-Phanomen. magneto. mechanical, low.

fast, footrests. lamp, tyres excellent, new rings

;

£16. offers.— Gordon. Linden Chase, Sevenoaks-

31.h.p. Minerva. 1908. magneto, spring f^rks. non-
2 • skids, h.b. control, adjustable pulley, perfect con-

dition ; £20.—Duncan, 62, Norroy Rd.. Putney.

ROC 4h-p.. magneto. Roc clutch, low frame, excellent
condition, too powerful for owner; seen any time;

£15--R.C., 33, Princes Rd., Holland Park. W.

Farrar's MotorWorks,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephodc grg.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
1908 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, Roc 2-speed gear £35
1908 Twin REX, magneto, very low £25
rgog 5 h.p. Tu-in REX, fine machine .... £32
rgog ditto, quite new, unused £36
6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc 2 speeds £22
rgogi Twin REX Racer, lovely goer £35
1009.V 3.J h.p. REX Racer, soiled only .... £32 10
1908 Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control . . £26

h.p. Twin KE.X, spring forks. 26" wheels £16 10
Any of the above fitted with one of our new

Sidecars for £4 17s. 6d. extra.

SOi.0 MOUNTS.
3 h.p. VJNDEC, Bosch mogneto £16
ngio 3J, h.p. REX, slightly soiled. Otters wanted.
1910 si h.p. PREMIER, twin-cylinder 50 Gns.
tgog si h.p. REX, T^.O.M. tyres £30
1908 3i h.p. REX, almost like new £22
.908 3-|h.p. GRITZNER, -mag,, free cDgihc £18
.goS REX Lightweight, fine condition £17
1007 3i h.p. REX, lovely goer, very smart .£15 15

^i h-p. N.S.U. magneto ignition £15
',ih.p. REX, M.O.v. spray £10 10
3^ h.p. rgoe REX, M.O.V.. spring forks . . S14
sf h.p. REX, Bosch magneto, fiue gorr.... v.!6 P

UGHTWEIGHTS.
igo8 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto .. £17
igog MOTOSACOCHE, soiled only £24
190S REX Featherweight, magneto £18
Twin-cyhnder FAIRY, very smart £14

4>^ Hnu/n secures any of t -4 ese.
XrU UUVYII BALArdCE 5/- per WEEK.
3^ h.p. Clarendon . . £9

[
3.I Centaur, M.O.V. £9

3J h.p. Rex £9 I 3J: h.p. Rex, M.O.V. £11

5j h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with
hood, lamps, tools, and sp.ires, £60 each.

Magneto ignition, £5 extra.

FARRAR'S ^^^
HALIFAX ^.ridiHH^

SIDEDARS.

FARRARS
MOTOR works"

£4 17s. Qi.y complete wilh best tyres. Guaranteed
12 months. An ideal winter attachment, quite rigid.

Good, stylish, and comfortable. Ko side-slip. Beau-
tifully sprung on double C spring. Approval any-
where. Send for descriptive circular. Don't buy

until you have seen ours.

For a few days wc will accept your old sidecar or
trailer in part payment.

ACCESSORIES^ ETC, Get my Lists. Pounds Saved.
S. D.

Hontgomery flexible sidecar 80

6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine 99

2| h.p. Standard Engine 35

Fullers charging Battery 15

'XL-ALL spring forks, per pan: 9
- - • - "- - 29Clincher Rubber-studded Covers. 26 x 2\

Few ditto Dreadnought, cheap.

26 X 2j Lomax Detachable Non-skids, new. . 15

28 X 2 or 2,t Dunlop Wired Covers 11

Motor Cycle Bags, shop soiled, each 2

"Hella" Gas Lamps with separate generator 14

"Camel" V Belting, |in. or rm.. per foot. ... 1

Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5

Three-note ''Fanfare" Horns, very penetrating 7

Minerva, lx>nguemare, F.N., and N.S.U. Car-

buretters 5
Clinchi^T Tubes, all 5ize=;, with valves 4 11

1910 Brown ane Barlow Carburetters, h.b.

control 28

tgog Amac Carburetters, h.b. control 19 6

Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels 80

Premier High-tension Magneto, new 59 6

Loop Frame for vertical engine 30

Get oar Price List. Eeraember we are the cheapest firm

. alive " Small profits and auick retaras " is onv motto,

Higli-clasi machines wanted. Casli wait ng.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
4X11-P- Minerm Twin, spring forks, two accuj

2 Watawata. trembler coil, first-class condil

j

guineas.—88, Shepherd's Bnsh Rd., Hammerflmi

3ih.p. Triumph, beautiful condition, adjnstabl
2 two new belts, lamp, Jiorn, all -iDares qd

\£3Z—Clement Cady, 18, Allison Ed., Ifornsey,

Siih.p. De Dion, not done 300 miles since
4 and rings, Brown and Barlow h.b. cat

jnew last August; £4.-99. Southbniige Hd., Ci

N.S.U., 5ih.p., magneto, spring forks, .splendi-
tion : buying car:—Full particulars to A.

I
ridge, Madifer House, Chancelot Rd., Abbey Woo
CHATETE-LEA Sidecar Machine, eli.p,, t^

speeds, clutch, chain drive, practically ne
or solo mount and cash—43, Kilmorie Bd., Fori

3ih.p. Atelier, tyres, belt, and plating in splP'i

2 dition. tiTst-class running order ; £9. or
Harvey, Hudson, and Co. (next George), S. ff

2JLh.p- Minerva Engine, Royal Enfield frame,
2 brakes. Palmer cord apd ClipinT tyree;

I
ride; trial; price £7.—P., 74, East Hill. DartJoT'

Slh.p. Quadrant Nala two-speed. E.O-M. ba^lci
2 front, excellent passenger machine; awaes-i

:F.N. ; £-15, or offer,-N. Lambert, "4, Tite f
MOTOSACOCHE. accimiulator, splendid com]

cut-out. stand-carrier, now belt and ftpanp

or offers; appointment--Ventura, 16, Newmab i

BEGINNER'S Chance—ah. p. Minerva, good
order, coat of enamel would make gbod '

!able machine; £5 15s.-61, Lillicshall Ed., C

, 1 009 Triumph, delivered in May, Cowey ^eQ|
I Xt/ head lamp. "generator, spares, horns, a^id 6<i

i

series, little used, in perfect order; £58.— DoDftldi

Triug.

2a.h.p. Chater-Li^'a. Kerry engine. Clinclier'

4 Barlow carburetter. I belt, long bi

I
thoroughly overhauled; 10 guineas.—736,
London.

31i.p. Quadrant, good condition, spring I^pKw
seat-pillar, two Lithauode accmnulatbra,'

i

'and Grose studded tyres; £11.—Marshall. 86, St'*
Ed.,' Peeldiam.

'

21i-p. Universal. Lnnguemare. I'almer and ^OOll

Brooks, Whittle's belt. I'ri'e's, all goot«oi
bought higher power; £6.—Holman, 86, t^xijl

Bermondsey, S.E. f^
33.h.p. Kerry, low- position. 26in. wheels,-!

4 dition. Pe-ter-Uorions, spare valves an
Fullers' Premier plain coil, brand new. 9s.—

^

well New Ed., S.E:

"I O09 Two-speed Twin Eex de Luxe, brflS

JLJ/ crate, ivith 1910 carburetter. handls-b»e/i

etc.. all tools ; delivery this week ; 40 guineas set

Soutli Lamflltk Ed., S'W.

2X^-V- Century Lightweight, spring foi^ks,*^
2 Minerva, long bars, low seat, .perfectisjffi

Bat. very low and fast, £10.—«mrth, liv^
Bishop's Ed., FuUiam.

3h.p. Scout. Chater-Lea.frame and fittings,jur
tyres, detachable joint tubes, complete ,gt.i

I parts, guaranteed in excellent condition; £x6.<?«

I Earl's Court Gardens, S.W.

31h.p. White and Poppe, magneto, Bates iri8!i

2 carburetter, Advance adjustable pulley,_gc

diti.in; £16 10s.; no offers.-A. TaughamsTOS.

Southill Park, Hampstead.

3ih.p. Lihon. vertical, spray, trembler, .goot

2 fcotrests, powerful and reliable; bargainjji

part exchange push bike, or lower power.-
"

Ennismore Av., Chiswiek-

BARGAIN—25h.p. De Di.u. Dcrmatine'l
Amac, handle-bar control. Chater No. 6 ffBB

.fast and economical, guaranteed no troublej,-i,

oft'ers— 69, Forest Ed-, Lej-tonstone. E.

8 h-p. J.A.P.-Bat. M.O-V., J.A.P. latest caibi

J.A.P. adjustable pulley; cost £63 few

a:!0 ; not ridden 500 miles, guarantee pcrf.'vt as nei

cash only.—Gardiner. 68, East St., Chichesten ft

TWO 1909 5h-B, T-win Rex Tourists, new laajd

cantilever scats, R.O.M. tyres, only nOaB.

miles, lamps, horns, spares; great feargainsiaa

£26.—Eedland House, Carshalton Rtt., SnWritot

4h.p. Twin Werner. )iandle-bar control, pa'ife
tank, just overliauled and enamelled, splg."

£15; Montgomery flexible sidecar, newly *(

£5; all tyres almitst new.—Mason, Grand Ho
bourne.

3ih.p. Givaudan, magneto, 2Sin. ty 2in. Patoia

4 carburetter, Sharp's silencer, all handlMt.

trol. Bowdens levers. Brooks saddle, very low »,

as new; £18; by appointment—30, Queen saW"'
John's Wood. -J'

5 ill. p. Rex Twin, magneto, .spring forks, .C^.
2 noa-skid (back), lamp, pump, two fooPpjIs

mirror, horn, stand, carrfer, ma':ni'to ccver-

triiil- appointment.—H. B. Williams, Hool
God^one. Surrey. :^;.

31h.p. N.S.U.. B. and B. oarbuietter. wiHt^W
2 trol, hand and footbrakes. spring

'

handlebars, stand, carrier, and all accesagaai,

tvres. machine in splendid coiidition; any MW;
or trial; £18. or nearest offer—Undeni'ood. BBWli

Stag Laue. Bnckhurst Hill, Essex.

In ansiverina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle."
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A)TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
' nTWKlOHT. 2h.p-, like new; fH lOa.; very low.

J -b. coutrol.— 2, Burne St., Edgware Ed-, N-W-

IKRVA, 23h.p.. 1907, spring forks, low seat

hiindle-bar control. B. and B. carburetter, nou-

iil.iK'lt: £12.-Williams, York Lodge, Sutton.

1IJMPHS.—Two 1908 3ih.p., beautifully kept plnt-

tiK almost na new, lamps, spares. Sbamroi'k rubbnr

'idi tyres, everything good; reasonable oflfers at-

nt- bargains; also two S Q. belts. 8ft. by |in.. new
)j_ ,eli.—Marlow, 11. Borthwick Rd-. Leytonstone, E-

Ip. Kerry. Chater frame, low, b-b. control, BIOO.
'2 trembler, footboards, dropped bar, splendid eon-

tic tliree pnllej-a. all spares. Lucas Acetyphote, horn,

IE res good. Model Course back; £13 cash or plus

) ;--. with sidecar.— 9. Winter Av., SoTithend-on-Sen.

jj'.GAIN.—1909 5h.p-Eex de Luxe, Eoc clutcb. and
5, two-«pped gear; co.st 53 guineas: purchased in

prvery little ridden: it has same belt and plugs, alsi

repurchased with machine, treads hardly worn; auv
aiiatioD here; no approval; cannot ride; 38 gaiueas-

A.'.i'hbs. 132. George's Rd.. Holloway, N-

> ap NS-TJ.. magneto, two-speed gear. £26 f Triumph
f'l 1908, Mabon clutch. £30;,5h-p. V.S., twin, two-

reei Hub gear, free engine, and Millford castor wheel
iW, £43 10s. : 2-:h.p. N.S.U.. 1909, twin lightweight
£8'J>. ; 23h-p. Minerva, handle-bar control, £14 10^ :

;li.i Bradbury, 1909, £29 10s.; 3ih.p. N-S-U-. moL-
rto{i)18 lOs.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.

I

SECTION IX.

[jiiiset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

uT^OU Cycle, single or twin, magneto; all replies
fj. uswered-—E. Holloway, Fleet St., Torquay.

PITMPH and Motosacoche. 1910 models in stock,
nsli. exchange, deferred payments.—Dan Guy.

eyi'Uth.

tip- Quadrant. late 1907. good hill-climber, spring
» 2 forks. Palmer tyres; £18.—" Oakville," Hartley,
lyuith.

9 J Fairy, twin-cyl-. lightweight, 2ih.p., spring forks
new condition; £14, or nearest ofler-—B. Good-

,ff» College View. Mutley, Plymouth.

zoi nd.

SECTION X.

l'%h- Wolf, with 1909 magneto* li.b. Amac; cheap.—
)4t"D. Scott. Castlecary, N.B.

QJ Bradbury, cannot fulfil agreement; sacrifice £5-
-t^ -4-105. Tft* Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

^jj 1910. two-speed, lightweight: immediate delivery
. torn stock; catalogues post free-—Rossleigh, Ltd..
3. Imdwick Place. Edinburgh.

pEJilPHS. 1910 standard, or free engine "models

:

I- aiiiediate delivery from stock: catalogues post free
Eoeigh. Ltd., 32. Shandwick Place, Edinburgh.

?2i-8-9h.p. Bat, magneto, spring frame and fork, new
* ires, new belt, all spares, splendid condition; above
icei immecliate purchaser.—Bos LI,349, The Motor
ych ifflces, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

"ypi LAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm.—Ees. V-S-
'

i

Indian. Moto-Reve, Phelon and Moore, Zenith
oDj-. Eoc. GrifEun; we stock all these, and can supp!>
ly

I

''T make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian
d- i,inburgh.

SECTION XI,

relid and Isle of Man.
wlji. Eex, 1906, new Michelin back; cheap, £8.—
'2;CasteUo'a, Wellington Quay, Dublin.

lilEVA. 2Jb-p.. in good order, suitable for beginner,
urface carburetter, tyres practically new; £12.—

.«¥; Hynes, Pettigo-

j

TRICARS FOR SALE.
41^ EB Tricar. 9h.p., splendid condition; bargain.—
J lush. AVells Ed.. Bath.

th.]
Antoiue Tricar, open, wheel steering, tyres new

;

,516.-147. High Ed.. Wood Green.

CJAQAIN--Eexette tricar, seats two. good condition
L.* 15—Waite Bros-, Menston, WharEedale-

W^

[BEB Tricar, 4h.p., free ensine. perfect: il7,
change mctor cycle.—Sharpe. Mildenhall.

Jlji. Tricar, as new. only run 300 miles ; must .'Cll

.

i|£18.—1. Prome Ed., Westbury Ay., Wood Green.

a^ETTE Tricar, 54h.p., w-c, 3-seatcr; :£15. -
^t ,3arduiore. 100. Clifton Hill. St. John's Wood,
.W.j

jijt Quadrant Tricar, tivo engines, good running-
' S8j jrder

; ofEers, or exchange.—Barclay, Campbeltown
Jgyiure.

\yi^ Raleighette, two speeds, water-cooled, perfect
' a condition, spares tools ; £30, or near offer. —
lokl Bridge House, Kendal.

:^0:iAN Tricar, 41h.p., w.c., M.Q.T., Kent three
ecas electric lamp. horn, good order; £22 10s.—

06. irratt Lane, Wnndsworth,
(h.iW.C. Contal Tricar, two-speed and free engine,
c ]gneto, 1910 Amac. Continental steel studded
lbs, just overhauled and re-enamelled; £30. or cffer.Ha y. Hudson, and Co. (next George). S. Woodford-

Collier's Motorics,
37, Park Cross Street,

LEEDS
(facing Town Hall),

OWING TO REMOVAL WE WISH
TO CLEAR THE FOLLOWING
igios^h.p. TRIUMPH. PLATE CLUTCH, not
done 50 miles, owner gone hence £51 10

Brand New 1909 TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., a decided
acquisition at £44 1

Brand New 1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, t\vo-

speed, magneto, spring forks and seat. Roc
clutch, handle starting, non-skid t>Tcs, and the
ideal sidecar mount, 5^ h.p £48

Brand New 1909 3^ h.p. REX DE LUXE, as above,
take you everywhere (and bring you back) £45

Brand New 1909 3^ h.p. TOURIST REX, five to

fifty miles per hour £35
1910 V.S. MOTORS, all models, exchanges with
good class machines from £49

1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-speed, Roc
clutch \^•ith sidecar, second-hand, but practically

equal to new, 2Mn. R.S. CUncher Dreadnoughts,
I Jin. belt, and u-lll do 45 m.pji. with twenty-four
stones up ; a regular knock-out £47 10

1909 REX SPEED KING, used in last Tourist
Trophy, a really fast single, 1910 Amac adjust-

able jet carburetter £37 1

1909 32 h.p. Two-speed HUMBER, spring forks,

magneto. Roc clutch, rgio Amac, Dimlops, a
machine that wall climb £34 1

1909 3J h.p. TOURIST REX, another specially

good mount, low built, fast, and a model of

rehability £33
3J h.p. P&M., magneto, two-speed, spring forks.

good condition, low cash bargain £31

1908 Racing REX, 24in. wheels, exceptionally

low, yet comfortable, has done 60 m.p.h. on
Brooklands £30

rgo8 5A h.p. TWIN REX DE LUXE, with Roc
clutch, magneto, handle starting, rider sprung
front and rear, a good mount for sidecar £29 10

1908 3jh.p. N.S.U., in really splendid condition,

24in. wheels with good tyres, very cheap at £25
1908 TWIN TOURIST REX. 26in. wheels, spring

forks easy starter, Bosch magneto, stand and
carrier £27

1908 Four-cylinder F.N., Bosch magneto spring
forks, special mud-shields foi all-weather riding,

will start at a walk, and pulls like a Loco., 4^ h.p. £26
ROC, 4 h.p., vertical engine, h.-b. control, magneto,

clutch, nibbex-studded tjres to both wheels, very
low and good £23

1908 MOTOSACOCHE, m splendid order and con-
dition, low, hght, and handy, would suit a doctor £22 10

QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., magneto, spnng forks,

handle-bar contVol, 26in. wheels, good order and
condition, very powerful £21 10

ANTOINE, 4 h.p., magneto, 26in. wheels, low
M.O.V., a good machine at a low price £18

QUADRANT, si h.p., accumulator, spring forks,

in good condition, and runs very well, low, and
economical £17 10

REX TWIN, 5i h.p., spring forks, good com-
pression, good general condition, a very power-
ful machine, suitable for sidecar work, at a
decidedly low price £16 10

ARIEL, 3A h.p., vertical engine, M.O.V., B. and B.,

Watawata belt, 26in. wheels, been used with
trailer and sidecar, very cheap at £15 10

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto (h.-t. current), not a new
machine, but a good machine at little money .... £14 15

1906 3i h.p. REX, low built, spring forks, M.O.V.,
long'bars, cheap and good, especially at £14 10

REX 3i h.p., H.B., control, very powerful, 22"

frame, a good handy mount £ii
HASKARD, 23 b-P". ^3sy starter, trembler coil,

very flexible engine, and capable of a really good
turn of speed, in very good condition £11

ALLDAYS, 2\ h.p., vertical, 26in. wheels, good
tyres, spring forks, with carrier, and in good
working order £11

EXCELSIOR, in splendid condition, and beautiful

order, good tyre, good everything £9 15
REX, 3i h.p., the John-o'-Groat's model, 22in.

frame, an orphan who requires a good home for £9 10
KERRY, 2I h.p.. 26in. wheels, spray. Palmer tyre,

ve;ry low and handy, decidedly reasonable at .. £9 10
RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical, V belt, spray carbu-

retter, two brakes, as good asamodem lightweight £8 15
QUADRANT, ij h.p., very low, 26in. wheels, coil

and accumulator, an easy winner at £7 5
TRIUMPH-MINERVA, one of the old brigade

but a real good 'un £5 1
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WE CATER FOR EXCHANGES
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T?ie Motor Cycle.'

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TBICAE, 6h.p. Eiley. three speeds and reTerae, car

tyrea, fast and reliable, spares, gond condition

;

photo; £48.—Aricoma, Brighton Rd., Purley.

REXETTE, lOh.p.. 2 - cyl., 1907 model, open, live

frame. 3-8eater, exceptionally far«t : £35 ; motoi
bike part payment-—48, Walton Ed-. East Molesey-

SJLh.p. Rex Triette. Qaborne four-apeed. Whittle belt,

2 Amac carburetter, h b- control; accept £21, or
exchange lightweight.—56. Kingston Ed-, Toddington-

For Sale or exchange. 4h.p. White and Poppe. three-

speed, Chater-Lea frame, tricar, good climber; any
trial given-—Cooke. 159, Mottram New Ed., Hyde-

LIGHT Tricar, Bosch magneto, Eoc clutch, two speeds.

5ih.p. twin Rex. new last J uly, perfect running
order; 39 guineas, complete-—22, Victoria Terrace.
Leamington.

PHUSNT5 Trimo, two-speed gear, Minerva engine,
coach-bnilt. starting handle; can be converted into

motor cycle; £13, or what offers?—" Aahlyns." Salisbury
Rd.. Wattord.

TWO-SPEED 3ih.p. Minerva engine Tricar, coach
front, chain driven, been little u^ed; sacrifice £15.

or exchange magneto cycle.—Fielding, tobaceonist, 41,
Market St-, Hebden Bridge.

5-6h.p- Wolf Tricar, two speeds, free, foot clutch, w-
cooled, foot brakes, automatic carburetter. Clin-

cher tyres; trial; expert examination; £30, offers.—78.
Castlereagh St., Barnsley.

TBICAB, fast and powerful, Gyh-p. A^ter engine. Lon-
guemare carburetter, two speeds, climb anything,

non-skid tyres all wheels, perfect; £20, or near offer-—
Thorne. Ashtead, Surrey.

4i-5h.p. Water-cooled Humber Tricar, free engine,
2 starts like a car, in good condition; £14; trial

run given here in hilly district—P- Birch, Barfleld Ter-
race. Sutton-at-Hove, Kent.

5h-p. Eex Triette, twin, 1909, new Whitsuntide, £10
worth extras, all spares, splendid condition ; beet

<..ffer OTer £45 secures- 2ih.p. Humber, £5.—" Baven-
royd," Queen's Bd., Uoncaster-

5 h.p. Twin Bex Triette, air-cooled engine, Bosch mag-
neto, two speeds. Eoc clutch. U belt, specially built

July, 1908. engine new in 1909, cane seat, footboards,
etc ; £38, or nearest offer.—Q., 33. Meriden St-, Coventry.

BARGAIN.-6h.p. Clement-Garrard Tricar, shaft
driven, three-speed gearbox, large clutch, drivea

tike a car, heavy Dunlop tyres, studded non-skids, lux-
uriant forecar, in perfect running order and new condi-
tion : will give any trial ; must sell rjESO ; all accessories-

—Freeder, 210. Old Montagne St-, Whitechapel, London.

5ih-p- Excelsior, powerful, water-cooled tricar, best
2 fittings, and good condition throughout, 26 by 2i

tyres, foot brakes. Mabon free engine clutch, handle
starting, drives Uke a car. coach-built upholstered body,
lin. belt, trembler coil; bargain, £21; accept cash and
3ih.p. cycle.—17, Ford Sq-, E.

6 h.p. Twin Air-cooled Sarolea Tricar. Sinuns magneto.
Mabon clutch, electrio side and rear lamps, acety-

lene headlight, coach-built forecarriage on springs,
l)unlop tyres, footboards, b-b. control, Binns carburetter,
exhaust whistle, all in perfect order, engine new two
months ago; sole reason for selling, owner buying car;
price £40 ; photo on application—Apply, C., 27, Campion
Bd., Putney. S.W.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
IGID Sidecar, 26in. wheel, perfect; £2 15s.—Smith,

16, Triangle, Bishop's Rd-, Fulham.

also fittings to convert to
-Frisby's, wells. Som.

R
M
B

ONTGOMERT. new.
rigid ; cash oflers--

EST Cane Forecar; cost £15. excellent condition,
£4-— 4. Barnsley Ed., Birmingham.

VS.L. Sidecars, Hunslet New Bd., Leeds. Best Talue
in the trade; from £4 lOs. ; on approval.

SIDECAB for Sale. £3 lOs.;
Isle of Wight. Warwick St.,

MILLS and Fulford Sidecar,
enamelled ; £3-—Bawcliffe.

cashire-

ROOMY Sidecar. Fulford axle,
bolstered; £3 153.—Fryer,

shire.

tyre quite new.—Boss,
Deptford, Kent-

reversible, recently re-
Grocer, Whalley. Lan-

splendid condition; up-
Long Sutton, Lincoln-

SIDECABS, £4 178.; baskets, springs, fittings; trade
supplied.—Middleton and Co., Watson St-, Newing-

ton Green, London, N.

RIGID Sidecar, upholstered green, 26in., toolbox,
basket under seat, complete less tyre; 52s. 6(1

secures.—23. Arden Bd-, Handsworth.

FOEEOAE Attachment, fitted three-speed gear, clutch
brakes, fit any machine, 2i tyres ; £6.—Stanwell

45. Garthome Bd.. Forest Hill.

SIDECAB, brand new, upholstered green, 26 by 2iD
Michelin tyre, fit any machine; bargain, £3 IBs-

6d., worth double.— 169, Newfoundland Bd-. Bristol-

n-GUINEA Bidtecar, through unforeseen circum-
stances cannot accept delivery; must realise: 6

guineas.-Box 4,104, TTie Motor Cycle Offices, Covenwy-

PILOT Sidecars, by test the best; our latest model.
£4 178. 6d-. complete; is a really high-class pro-

duction, and must not be confounded with the sidecars
offered elsewhere; our determination to make the best

is deliberate; assemblers compete in price only; appro-
val ; deposit ; gradual payments-—Manufacturers, Pilot
Cycle Co-. Soho Ed.. Birmingham.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
FORECAE Attacliment. long stays, band brakes, and

quarter-plate camera, with all accessories, for side-

car, fit Rex. 1906-—Dee, 34. Aberdeen Rd-, Wealdstone.
Harrow.

MIIiLFORD £14 14s- Sidecar, castor wheel, art cane
upholstered green pegamoid leather, enamelled

aluminium, 2in. Clincher, unpunctuxed; £5 5s., or near
ofler—Starkey. Moat St., WiUenhall.

7009 Millford Rif?id Wicker Sidecar (left), with extra
i*? detiiohable child's seat, not run 100 miles; bought
car; bargain. £5 15s.; new Riches tube, 26 by 2Jr. 11=.

6d-; Brooks B105, 15s.—Hunkin, v* eigii bridge, Guernsey.

FOLDING Sidecars, will go through any doorway
where motor cycle will tro without detaching, i?

absolutely rigid, more comfortable and convenient than
any existing sidecar, grade A, £7 7s-; grade B, _£5 7&-;

your old sidecar converted into folding for £1 17n. 6d.

;

ordinary detachable sidecar, £4 5s-—Sole Manufacturers
tie New Mona Cycle and Motor Co.. Monu \\ ks-. Bar-
rett's Grove, Stoke Newington, London. N- Gara.ge ai

rear 166 and 168. High iSt-, Stoke Hewingtdn, N. [see

under repairers.)

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
3ih.p. Minerva, four speeds. Whittle. Amac, £14; side-

2 caj, coach-built. £3."Astley, 88, Landcroft Rd-,
Dulwich-

5h.p- Sarolea and Sidecar, low, Chater frame, h.b-c..

spring forks; a bargain, £12 lOs-—58, Hamfrith
Ed.. Stratford.

N.S-U-. 6h.p.. coach-built, new October, 1909. not rid-

den 300 miles, unscratched; any examination-—
Frisby's. Wells, Som.

5h-p. Genuine Peugeot Motor Cycle and coacb-buili

sidecar for sale; £25—E. Porter, 54, St. John's
Ed., Clapham Junction.

31.li.p- Minerva, with almost new Mills-Fulford sidecar:
2 sacrifice £17 10s-; exchange lightweight. — 19.

Caunce St-. Blackpool-

4JLh.p Stevens, Osborne four-speed, complete with
2 coach-built sidecar; £15.—Smith,. 16, Triangle

Bishop's Ed.. Fulham-

3ih.p- Motor Cvcle, with -Mills and Fulford sidecar

;

2 any trial; £18, worth £30; sidecar only-—Yarney,
40, Angel Lane Stratford-

ROC. two-speed, and Montgomery No- 1 sidecar, de-

tachable frame, nearly new; £38; sidecar, £6 10s

—

Manager. "News" Office, Hexham-

"I
Q08 Twin Eex and Sidecar, new condition; £29. or

J-t/ £25, oT exchange with cash Triumph, or similar--
Walter H- Jones. Newport. Salop.

7-9h.p. Twin and Sidecar. Mabon clutch. Amac. h-b-c.
26 by 21 tyres, enamelled grey, long, Ijw; bargain.

£29— Particulars. 4, Bath Buildings, Cheltenham Rd-.
Bristol.

3Xh-P- Waddington, G-B. sidecar, splendid condition.
2 new Dennatine belt; will separate, cycle, £8 IDs-.

sidecar £5; £13 the lot-—1, Vale Cottages. Kingston
Vale. Putney.

5h.p. Two-speed V-S-. gear and engine perfect, new
cylinders just fitted, and re-enamelled, Kempshall

and R-O-M- tyres. £35; also 12 guinea Ohater-Lea side-
car, £5-—Cocks, Sturton St-, Cambridge-

4-5h-p- Laurin-inement, spring forks, B.B. carburetter,
h-b. cuntrol, in perfect running order, and Chater-

Lea sidecar ; nearest ofier to £25-—Apply, Mills, 1 45
Hughenden Rd-. High Wycombe, Bucks.

MOTOR Cycle, 4ih.p.. and sidecar, 26in. wheels, n.b-
control. footbrake, new belt and new tyres, un-

punctured all enamelled French grey; any trial; com-
plete, £18--Collison, Albion Hotel. Broadstaira.

SIDECARIST. Vindec Special, 1908, 5h-p.. Roc two-
_ speed, starts like car. B^sch, Truflaults, Lont, ''.e-

mare. lever control, ^V'hittle, rigid sidecar, wicker, splei:-

did condition throughout; bargain, £30, no offers--41.
Ashford Ed-, Cricklewood-

LATE 1906 p. and Moore, and sidecar, perfect condi-
tion, £19 10a.. or separate; 4ih-p- twin Minerva,

light, low, 1907 model, first-class condition. £17 lOs-

;

wanted. 1909 Triumph, or two-speed magneto twin-—
Fielding, tobacconist. 41. Market St., Hebden Bridge-

1Q09 Matchless and rigid sidecar, 8h.p-, J.A-P. en-
Xi7 gine. M-O-IV.. Nala two-speed gear. 2iin. tyres.
two spare Riches tubes, lamps, tools, and spare belt, ex-
cellent condition throughout ; trial or examination
allowed ; £48. — Lieutenant llacnamara, E.N- Whale
Island, Portsmouth-

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
WHAT Offer for Motor Trike, 3ih.p. M-M.C. engine;

trial any Sunday.—Norman, 1 5, Seaton R d.,

Whitton, Hounslow.

CARS FOR SALE.
12h.p. Tonneau, 4-8eater; £50; motor cycle wanted.
—28, Grove Lane. Stamford Hill.

8h-p. Ariel, 2-cyl-. seat four, good condition, goes well;
£35.-27, Kingsbury Rd., Dalston-

REGAL, smart, 2-8eater, 6h-p. De Dion engine, like
new; £38.-26. Waynflete St.. Earisfield.

PERFECT 4-cyL Car, Panha];d engine; must realise;
£55.—Gaskin. Clifton St., Wandsworth.

SUNEbJAM Mabley. absolutely in the pink of condi-
tion; nearest ofler to £20.—Long, Ciowle, Lines.
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BRADBURY
3i h.p. MOTOR.

An expert opinion declared it to

be ahead of anything yet turned

out in the Motor World.

Owing to its special frame con-

struction, no other Motor Cycle

is as rigid, as well balanced, as

steady on the road, or provides

the same accessibility for repairs

or re-adjustment to engine parts.

CARS FOR SALE.
DAItllACQ, small tonneau. tyres perfect; i

ally as new; £28 bargain.—Glaise, High S)

SMART Liltlc 2-Seatet 6h.p. Automotot, oiai
£20.— Smith, 16, Triangle, Bishop's Ed.,

41_b.p- Be Dion Car. S-seater. in good mmdii i

2 610.-W. Rainbow, 27, Margaret St., Hortii

ECLIPSB.-14-16h-p. DarraL-Q, the 1910 sj
immediate delivery; £225; old car .part paj

ECLIPSE.- 401i.p. Napier. 4-oyI. tonnean, ho
radiator; a real gift, £68.

E0LIPSE.-18h.p. Siddeley. side entrance, hooc
dual ignition; o gift, £115.

ECLIPSE.— 16h.p. Ohenard-Walclter,
Cape hood, two ignitions, noiseless; £11;

l

ECLIPSE. -14h.p. Star, 4-cyl.. M.O.V.. aide (

c.-ccellent order; £85.

ECLIPSE— 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., M.O.Y.,
trance, new condition : bargain, £105.

E0LIPSE.-14h.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cy
frame, hood, excellent order; £72 iOs.

"'

1^0LIPSE.-12h.p. J.P.; 2.cyl., long
-^ trance, hood, perfect order; £80.

EOLIPSE.-10-12h.p. Gnome landauiet, foDH
splendid order; £87 10s.

E0LIPSB.-6h.p. Sidileley, 2-seater, steel fr!

liable and good; £42. I,

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, bo m-
feet order; £38.

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h. p. Star boj delivery van, n
order; £60.

oieiHE SHQwiHo Luna rw ftirmewoiw

Bradbury Motor Parts

- are Standardised.

No Trouble with Replacements.

No Cradle.

No Bolts or Nuts to Work
Loose.

Brimful of Good Points.

A Champion Hill Climber.

At the MANCHESTER SHOW,
the BRADBURY MOTOR
CYCLE will be exhibited

by Mr. J. W. Gourlay, on
STAND No. 34.

BRADBURY & Co. Ltd.

OLDHAM.

i-seater. three '--^

pALMER.— 16;24]i.p. De Dietricb, tonneau, i

A40 answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. De Dion-Regal,
very smart; only £31-

ECLIPSE.— 6]i. p. Quadrant Carette, coach-bu *«:

speeds; £20.

ECLIPSE—3ih-p. Raleifrhette tricar, two speedi
cooled, splendid order; £20-

ECLIPSE.— 5ih.p. Hex Triette, 2-cyl-, very fl m-
chine; £20. i

ECLIPSE-—Repairs and replacements of every

tion ; trade work a speuiality ; complete ovt

let us quote you-—Eclipse Engineering aud Ma
255. Earisfield Rd-, Wa ndswortli. 'Plione, 1135
Station, Earisfield. LS-W.R-, 15 minutes from W
PALMER-—1 e-201i.p. Simms, side entrance,

screen. H.T- magneto, cardan dxive, mag
condition; £125.

PALMER-—8h-p. Jackson, racing type, genni
Dion engme. pressed steel fram.e, absolute

feet; £75.
LMEl .

persons, splendid reliable car, beautiful coi
£55.

PALMER.— 91i-p. nearly new 2-seater, best Frenc
raked steering, wheel control, perfect ; £90

PALMFR.— 16-20h.p- Mutel Landauiet. openc
body, side entrance, grand car; £100.

PALMER—40-50h.p. De Dietrich, side eatrai

latest model, fitted hood, screen ; £325-

PALMER.— 16-20h-p. De Dietrich. 5-seater. c
just re-painted, aud ready to go anywhere;

PALMER-— 12-16h-p- Aries, tonneau, genuine
engine, fast, reliable, and light car; £75.

PALMER—15-20h.p- Panhard Chassis, with

body. 4-cyl-. good running order; £55-

PALMER.— 12-14h-p- Humber, tonneau, Mose
feet tyres, very smart car; £65.

PALMER-—9b-p. Jackson, 2-seater, bucket bO'

eral condition like new; £85.

PALMER.— 9h-p- taxicab, latest style, landaule

seating four inside, very smart; £150-

PALMER.—8h-p. Buchet chassis, late type, lODg

fast running engine; £75.

PALMER.~16-24h-p- De Dietrich Chassis. lat

M-O-V-, pressed steel frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER-—In stock at Tooting, one nionopIan(

span, ready to receive engine; £75-

PALMER-—1 2- 1 6h.p. Mutel, chassis, 4-cyI-.

drive, laie type, like new throughout; £60-

PALMER.-16-20h.p., Anglian, side entrance liiu

all Aster fittings, and engine, silent and p

£135-

PALMER-—8-lOh-p. Hmnber, light side entram

and head lamps. Stepney, like new car; £

PALMER.—14-16h.p. 1910 Darracq. I mak
largest possible allowance for old car; £2:

PALMER—24h. p. F-I-A-T-, Burlington body

type car, best grade car, perfect; £175.

PALMER.—All above seen at L. N. Palmer'

Trevelyan Ed., Tooting. Garage one minute

ad- tram terminus. Tooting- 'Phone, 208, Stie

Photos, details- Easy terms. Exchanges.

FOR Sale, 5ih.p. De Dion 2-seater car, in fil
''^

order; bargain, £25.—A- Cureton, Shifnftl. ^
shiie-

6 h.p. Smart Humber 2-Seater. three speeds. )
*

hood, screen. Stepney; £44.-20. Potter »

I.&iie. Leetls.

" The Motor Cycle"
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Auxiliary Exhaust Release.

NOTHER of those unfortunate rulings which,

unless recalleti, will undoubtedly go a long

way to retard progress has just been issued,

this time by no less an important body than

the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club.

Vy refer to the rule regarding the Easter events at

B^jklands, which states, " Motor cycles fitted with

dr od cylinders or auxiliary exhaust ports (whether

oq^red or not) are not eligible to compete." Natur-

al!, the B.A.R.C. has issued the regulation with good
in[it, the idea being that it will encourage the use

ofltandard machines, and will give the amateur a

bdar chance of winning than formerly. With this

weigree to a great extent, but the" B.A.R.C. has un-

ce^.rinusly hit rather hard against at least, two firms

w^;now of, but probably when tlie true facts are made
knivn the regulation will be amended. This issue

"f "/'e Motor Cycle contains an announcement and
iption of the first motor bicycle to be standardised.

Ml auxiliary exhaust release holes in the cylinder. If

allthat is expected of it comes to pass, this new
dej'irture is likely to be the forerunner of many
otljr devices of a similar nature. Yet experiment

arir,progress in this direction are likely to be hindered

bya rule which we are bound to think has been,.

Lssj'd without the prior consideration the question

de!irves. Who loiovvs that additional outlets for

thesxhaust gases may not be standard some day ?

Thj frequency of exhaust valve breakages last year,

aariie numerous complaints of knocking in the engine,

strongly suggested some such desirable improvement. In

framing the rule it is highly probable that the B.A.R.C.
committee had in mind the exposed holes in the

cylinder walls as adopted on some racing machines,

the fearful din, and the rider's legs bespattered with

oil blown through the additional holes in the cylinder.

Such were the conditions obtaining in the case of

track racing motor cycles of bygone days, but there

is nothing of this kind connected with the engine

described on another page of this issue—in fact, one

could not tell from a casual inspection that there was
anything special about the engine. Nor is there any

extra noise caused by the additional outlets for the

burnt gases. Obviously, therefore, there is nothing

against this type from the point of view of appear-

ance and noise, and now what everyone interested

in motor cycles would like to know is whether the

exhaust lelease holes have a beneficial effect

on the running of the engine, and how this

type of engine compares with the orthodox type,

when raced siile by side under equal conditions.

Unfortunately, on account of the rule referred to, the

makers of the engine in question, are for the present

moment debarred from entering for the Brooklands
Easter events and demonstrating the advantage

(if any) of auxiliary exhaust ports, although we are

assured that it was their original intention to do so.

We trust that the Brooklands Automobile Racing CJub
Committee will quickly see fhe ill-effect the regulation

they have just issued is likely to have, and recall, or

at least amend, it beforfe the date of closing of entries

for the Easter events.

A9
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1?00AilesoinaA\otor BicyclewithSidecar
BY

Vincent BuKROw, M.D.

{The first iasl;i'ment appeared in our last issue)

EIGHTH DAY—CuUomp.
ton to Barnstaple, 54 miles.

Having put on the new
Shamrock belt, we started at

10.30 en route for Dulverton,

but had a stop on the road,

owing to stretching of the new
belt. The best road is not the direct one
to Tiverton, which is all hill, but that through

Tiverton Junction, which is almost flat. At
Tiverton we obtained petrol and oil, and were soon

winding our way along the beautiful Exe Valley.

This is one of the finest rides in the country. A horse

and trap coming from a side road narrowly missed

us, and shaved off the fastener

of the sidecar lamp. Leav-

ing Bampton on our right, we
ran on to Dulverton, and,

wishing to see a little of Ex-
moor, we ran up past the

town, but were directed

wrong, and had to take a
narrow lane with loose stones

and deep cart ruts, and
almost dark in places from
the overhanging foliage, and,

to make matters worse, a real

Devonshire gradient. I found
it impossible to drive up, and
had recourse to pushing and
occasional use of low gear

whilst running alongside. It

was a desperately hot piece

of work, and we seemed to

be never coming to the top.

Showering innumerable male-

dictions on the man who had
directed us, we at last reached

the summit, and got on to the

moor, where we enjoyed a

much needed rest. Going
down to the town again by

another road, we came to

such a sudden and dangerous

drop that we dared neither

to drive down nor walk down
with the machine, but, Bis-

covering a private road lead-

ing down to the town, we
took French leave, and
hurriedly drove down that way, spending some
time exploring the beauty spots of Dulverton.

Leaving shortly en route for Barnstaple,' we came to

a very steep hill about five miles from Dulverton, so

steep that the belt slipped constantly on the low gear,

and it required a brisk bit of pedalling to get up.

Porlock HUi, LyntoD and Klinebead coaches descending.

little

Getting tea at a friend's house at South
Molten, and spending about an hour
there, we left at 5.50, going down a

steep descent at Swimbridge, and arrived at Bar

staple at 6.20 p.m.
All the Devonshire roads so far we had found thi

with white and red dust, but the surfaces of the ma
roads excellent. We had to shorten the belt twice <

this day, and noticed just a few spots of rain.

We had intended to motor to Lynton, but W€
strongly advised to take train, and it was fortuna

we did so.

Covered with dust, we motored to the station

enquire as to trains, when, on walking back to

motor, a cabman facetiou:

remarked, " Cab, sir ?
"

NINTH DAY —A Visit
Lynton and Lynmouth
The morning proved brig

and frosty. Leaving at 7.

a.m., we took our first ri

by train since starting fr(:

home. The railway is qu'

a toy affair; the gauge
only 24in., and the sm
wheels bring the coaches vt

near the ground. The tra

is a triumph of the engine)

ing art. It winds in bro

S curves round the sides

the mountains, and even th

in places the gradients £

stiff. Lynton station is hi

above the town, and there

a steep descent to the latti

also thence a steeper a

winding path to Lynmoul
This is one of the beat

spots of this coast. T
walks by the rocky river b?

shaded from the sun by t

luxuriant foliage, must
taken" to be appreciated. }

description of mine c

portray their beauty. All t

hotels in the town seem

full of visitors and tourisi

We spent nearly the whc

day by the river, walking

to Watersmeet, ar'^ also a

ing the harbour and noting the cliff railway,

returned to Barnstaple in the evening.

TENTH DAY.—Barnstaple to TavistocK. iet

75 miles.
Leaving at 10 a.m., we ran througti to Bidefo

(close to the coast), and then on to Cloveilv. At-t
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)iMUes on a Motor Bicycle with Sidecar.—

pjf the hill we left the N.S.U. and walked down
sending path, and finally down the steps leading

ie village.

(ovelly has a beautv of its own, and is more

ait than Lyn-

,uv The High

rdt is tra\'ersed

leans of steps

v}l with cobble

)rp, and is, I

3q, unique. A
s^ier from
asea and Ilfra-

nie was just

Djiing anchor

le^ we arrived,

eling some
u here, we
;i lally r e -

rij on our

y!o Tavistock

i [alkhampton,

aim, and
u^eston, where

;r< is a steep

1 ihrough the

vn': which we
Mated on low speed

Lyctton anl Lynmouth from Summerbouse Hill.

This part of the county

rei' hilly, and no end of lubricating oil is required.

vijOck was reached at 6.30. We drove straight

o;|h to Mary Tavy, a village four miles out, to

; s'ne friends, and stayed

h,hem till dark. Re-

ni!;, we took the wrong

,dj, and encountered so

ep': hill that my passenger

J
I

walk. The motors

I, lis sulky, and very hard

sti;, and misfired badly.

iw^;r, 10 o'clock -saw us

;k|r Tavistock, where we
ye| the night.

.EENTH DAY.—Tav-
oci to Escott, 52 miles.

rhi next day, after oiling

, J discovered the cause

tt motor's erratic be-

ciio|-
" was pitting and

ickjiing of the platinum
intpf the contact breaker.

so<. filed and adjusted

ra,[ind the motor was in

go^l trim as ever. There
t|0 steep hills on to

rtnor. A herd of cows
)ilt,>ur climb on one of

ra,!ind my passenger had
dijiount and walk part

theascent. The second
W were climbing well,

en 'he gear went wrong,
i Imade a hurried dis-

•uni Fortunately, nothing worse had happened
n tilt;, owing to the strain of starting on such steep

•diits. one arm of the stirrup working over the

set-screws had bent and jumped the screw. I took

the stirrup off and bent it back into place, and the

(gear was again perfect.

We started up on the i in 10 gradient, and passed

to the top. Th^ orison .-rnd Princetown we saw in

the distance, and,

being ready for

breakfast, we got -

out our basket

and made our

meal amongst the

yellow gorse and
purple heather in

the kindly rays

of the sun. At
Dartmeet we stuck

on a very steep

hill, the surface

being very loose.

This meant another

walk for my pas-

senger and two
more attempts on

my part before

succeeding in driv-

ing up, and then

with hard pedal-

ling. Stopping on

Entrance to the close of Saturn, Nortb Gate, Salisbury

a less severe portion, I essayed to start off wth my
passenger,' but it was fruitless, as the engine stopped

fearh time I put the low speed in. I went up alone,

therefore, and waited at the top nearly half an hour
for my passenger, who found
it hard work even to walk
up. All this took time, and
it was now past two o'clock.

At New Bridge Hill, the

gradient of which must be

something terrific, the brakes,

although locking the back
wheel, failed to hold the

machine, which shot forward

at an alarming speed, and
wearing a beautiful flat on
the back tyre. The hill being

winding and evidently very

dangerous, I quickly decided

to steer for the hedge and
bank, and managed to strike

same with the front corner

of the sidecar. The cane-

work was bashed in, but it

drew us up promptly, and
with no injury to ourselves or

the front forks. We then

wheeled the machine down
the hill with low speed in

gear, compression on, and
hand brake applied, and even

then had difficulty in holding

it. back.! ' This hill is, I con-

sider, the most dangerous we
came: across in our tour, and

yet there was- no sign of a warning board or triangle—

'

in fact, I saw -none ori^ any part of Dartmoor.- I

heard in Ashburton shortly after that a day or two
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belore two cars came to grief on the identical corner

where we took the hedge. One burst into flames,

and the other, in endeavouring to draw up to render

assistance, crashed into the first. After this episode

we had an uneventful run into Ashburton, arri\ing

there at 2.55.

Filling up with petrol, and after quaffing a large

glass of cider, we left about 3.30, and came upon
some excellent roads, and these were almost flat

besides. Tw'o miles from Chudleigh the back iron

supporting the footboards struck some large obstacle

on the road and wrenched off the boards. These I

got put on again at Chudleigh. Meanwhile we visited

the rocks, glen, and caves, all worth seeing, and had
tea under the shade of the apple trees at the glen.

Passing through Exeter at 6.30, we had two bad
skids on wet tramlines. In each instance the skid

ended in my cycle falling over towards, and locking

against the side of, the sidecar, jamming my leg

on through Sherborne and Shaftesbury to Wilton,

the outskirts of Salisbury, the N.S.U. all the time n
ning with the regularity of a locomotive. Getting 1

at Wilton, we ran into Salisbury at four o'cloc

Another gallon of petrol, and we started off )

Bournemouth via. Ringwood and Christchurch. T
road is almost flat, and in plaaes very pretty. Arr

ing at Boscombe, we found the tramlines so w
w^atered that, bearing in mind the previous skiddi

propensities, we crawled along on low gear until

came across a suitable hotel, where we put up, a

after a wash and change took train to Bournemoi
itself.

THIRTEENTH DAY.—Bournemouth to Brae
ley, 1 14 miles.

Leaving about 7.30, we were soon running throu

Christchurch, and thence had an uneventful run ba

to Salisbury, and, passing through, we w-ere soon up

the Andover Road, keeping a wary look-out for poll

traps. The road was inches deep in loose, sha

Trent Bridge, Newark, familiar to London-Edinburgh r.ders. The castle, the ruins of which may be saen on the right, was demolished by Oliver Cromwell.

between the two and pinning- me helpless until my
passenger got out and pulled the motor upright.

Past Heavitree we encountered a long ascent, followed

by a similar descent. Near the village of Escott we
happened to meet the county surveyor, and, hearing

there were unrolled stones further on, we declaed to

stay where we were. We Avere comfortably housed

at the Fairmile Inn (one of the P.R.H.A. houses),

were well attended to, .and found the tariff exceedingly

moderate.

TWELFTH DAY —Escott to Bournemouth, Via
Salisbury, 109 miles.

It was quite a change to wake up and find ourselves

in a quiet village after the bustle of the towns we had
previously stayed at. The weather was still magni-

ficent, and, leaving in good spirits, we ran into Honi-

ton. Then we had several miles of uphill to climb,

which, altlKJUgh not steep, made the going rather slow.

Then through Chard to Yeovil, where we took some
petrol, and w'here I at last happened on a garage where

I had the choice of Price's or Vacuum oils. Then

flints, and momentarily I expected tyre troubles. Si

enough, about four miles from Andover my front co\

and tube were cut through by a sharp flint. As

had noticed at Stroud a week before a very decid

bulging in one part of the front cover, which li

gradually increased in size, and now barely cleared t

forks, I thought it would be a good opportunity to p

on the new cover \vhich I carried tied on to the ba

of the sidecar. Alas! I little knew what I h

essayed to perform. The fierce rays of the su

from which there was no shelter, beat upon me as, wi

coats removed, I proceeded to take out the whei

having previously searched in vain for a piece of woi

or stone to put under the crank case, in order to rai

the front wheel from the ground, and' having at 1:

to Jack it up with my spare petrol tank. The wIm

came out without much trouble, and T repaired t

cut tube, and then tried to get the new cover on t

rim. Perspiration poured down my face as at last

got one side of the cover on, then the beaded ed

had to be cut away to make room for the secur:
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wltg, and, hardest of all, those security bolts had

|o be coaxed into their places. Eveniually this was

ccomplished, the tube inflated, and the wheel ready

be put back into the forks. The girders had to

ome oft" to get the spindle in, but at last everything

I'as accomplished after nearly two hours' work. Start-

ig off, we passed safely through a police trap, and

ot to Andover close on two o'clock. Half starving,

or our luncheon basket was empty, we ordered a liig

i.reakfast, to the astonishment of the restaurant people,

1 ho thought we meant lunch, and, having partaken of

ame and replenished our petrol tank, we turned off

jtie London Road and made direct for Newbury.

Vhen just about clear of the tow-ff we disturbed the

quaniraity of half a dozen hens which were strutting

;bout the road. Three of them took to the hedge,

iiUt the other three

rere foolish, and
ttempted to cross

ur path. What
ecame of one I

iOn't know; the

econd dodged
jider the sidecalr

;

umber three, al-

lough I did my
est to avoid it,

juled my front

heel. Irtimedi-

tely there was a
loud of feathers

irown up into my
ice, and when
lese had cleared

bit I perceived
le hen firmly

mmed between
e front forks and
ays and the

pidly revolving

neel. I turned
id (Said to mv
ife, " It's a case

sudden death,

any rate," and
1 we thought,

hen well clear

the houses I slowed down and stopped, and
ith some difficulty dislodged the hen, and threw
down on the grass, when, to our amazement,
bounced up and staggered across a ditch into

e hedge, where it succumbed. After this incident

e ride proved uneventful. The road we had taken
oved very good except for one dangerous descent,

hich we cautiously negotiated with both brakes on.

bingdon was reached at five, and, after having tea,

le were soon threading our way through Oxford. Our
)ute now lay direct to Northampton, and proved very

iX)d indeed. It is fiat, almost dead straight, anil

ilie country is well wooded and picturesque. The
luncture fiend again visited us four miles out of

'xford ; again it was a sharp flint. After a stop
i light up we drove, assisted by the light of the

irvest moon, to Brackley (Northants), reaching there

,X)ut eight o'clock. Here we elected to spend the

light.

FOURTEENTH DAY.—BracKley to Selby. 156
miles.

Leaving betimes, we encountered a thick, heavy
mist, which did not disperse until we had got nearly
into Kettering. Northampton was enveloped in fog,

and this was the cause of our taking the wrong turn-

ing out of the town and finding ourselves hopelesslv

at sea in narrow winding lanes. We had to make
a semicircular detour through rather pretty lanes, and
finally struck the main Kettering road after consider-
able loss of time and trouble. Getting breakfast at

Kettering, the mist now rapidly clearing, allowing
the sun to exert its power, we ran along the switch-
back road to Stamford, where we stayed an hour.
Having, been warned by a passing motorist, we crawled
through three police traps on both sides of Grantham,
being now on the Great North Road. At Muskham,

near Newark, we
suffered another
puncture. We
passed through
Doncaster at dusk,

and, having lit

our lamps, drove
in the moonlight
the twenty-one
miles to Selby,

where we decided
to sta»y that night.

FIFTEENTH
DAY. — Selby
to Ne^vbiggin,
128 miles.

The last morn-
ing of our tour

was dull and
threatening. Leav-
ing at 7.30, our

first stop was at

the toll bar just

out of Selby, the

charge being gd.

for cars and 3d.

for motor cycles.

We had belt

trouble, also a

Mickiegate Bar, York. broken belt fast-

ener, and half-

way to York our petrol tank ran dry. Fortunately,

I had nearly two quarts in the spare tin, and poured

this into the tank. At nine we entered York, and

bought two gallons of petrol. On this day the two-

speed gear caused slow travelling by slipping on the

top speed, owing, I suppose, to the clutch spring be-

ing rather too weak. We had no other trouble, and,

passing through Thirsk, had breakfast at Northaller-

ton. We left the latter town at mid-day, and soon

got to Darlington, where I obtained and fitted on

a gaiter for my back tyre, the rubber tread having

worn 'right away in places, and the canvas being

frayed and thinned. Leaving at two, we ran on

without a stop to Gateshead, encountering for the first

time during our tour heavy rain and a cold headwind
at Ferry Hill. Exactly at the end of the high level

bridge at Gateshead our tank again ran dry, and

needed replenishing from the spare tin. Thence we
ran on to Morpeth after yet another skid on the tram-

13
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lines in Newcastle, filled up with petrol, and arrived

home at a quarter to six.

Thus ended a most pleasant tour, during which we
covered nearly 1,200 miles, in splendid weather, and,

had it not been for the tyres and to a lesser extent

the belts, we had practically no mechanical trouble.

All the nuts and bolts on the motor were firm and
secure at the end of the tour, and the engine behaved
admirably. Tyres, as usual, were the chief trouble.

The back t\re was a new specially reinforced pattern,

yet was practically worn out in the 1,200 miles.

The front tyre, which previous to the tour had only

done 400 miles, had to be di.scarded. When will

tyre makers give us a, tyre with a decent amount of.

•rubber on it? The two-speed gear was severely

tested, and without it I am positive we could not have

completed the tour, especially in Devonshire and the

steep hills on Dartmoor.- Except for the slipping

FEBRUARY 28ih, igio.

of the clutch previously mentioned and the oil throw

ing, it worked as near perfection as one could wish

The magneto, too, functioned admirably.

The sidecar proved safe and reliable except 01

greasy roads and tramlines, on which it is not a prac

ticable vehicle unless the motor cycle be shod wit!

non-skidding tyres, for it seemed to accentuate a skid

The whole tour was completed on twenty-thre(

gallons of petrol and five quarts of lubricating oil

costing roughly £i 8s. and 7s. respectively,

£1 15s. in alj.

This works out at an average of fifty miles to th(

gallon, which I think is not excessive, considering thi

country we went through, the amount of luggage, anc

the fact that the. engine was a 6 h.p. twin.

Finally, a word of advice to any who desire to ton

in Devonshire with a passenger attachment : Havi

plenty of engine power, strong brakes, and at leas

two speeds.

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
Ey •

SteeUstudded Treads.

The last Quarterly Trials, according to certain

authorities, " sounded the death knell " of ihe steel

armoured tread for motor cycling purposes. Rubbish

!

It demonstrated the fact that steel-studded treads are

worse than useless over frozen roads, but every sane

rider of any experience knew this }"ears ago. The steel-

studded tread stands exactly where it stood before.

It remains the fastest and safest tyre over really

dangerous summer grease, upon which it affords an

appreciably firmer grip than rubber projections. It

retains efficiency as an anti-skid slightly longer than

rubber projections, in my experience, because it is

tougher in wear. It slows the machine more than

rubber projections ; it is far more liable to skid on
smooth, hard surfaces, such as asphalt or stone paving;

it is almost essential for passenger combinations over

certain surfaces—I find rubber studs too pliable to

hold a fast tricar or sidecar outfit to the path of

rectitude over Derbyshire grease, for instance. But it

is certainly the last tread in the world to trust to in

the January Quarterlies when the roads are like a

sheet of ice ; and for winter riding generally it is less

trustworthy than a rubber tread.

Insurance.
My experience is that the great majority of motor

cyclists are totally iminsured with regard to their

hobby. I can sympathise with a man of limited

capital, who does not wish to burden himself with an
annual premium of several pounds, and prefers to trust

his £^0 machine to his own skill and address, so far

as collisions and fire are concerned, the same applying
to his own personal safety. Hut riders should remember
that the third party risks are the gravest liability

attached to the sport. The most cautious motor cyclist

may have the ill-luck to kill or cripple a child or an
adult through no fault of his own. When he comes
into court, as he is sure to do, he will encounter a
tolerabl) strong prejudice against motor cycling in

general ; if the victim of the accident belongs to the

poorer classes, he will be credited with a fictitious

opulence on account of his ownership of a costly

machine, and he is very likely to be condemned in
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damages running into hundreds of pounds, even it no'

an atom of responsibility for the accident properl;

attaches to him. Quite apart from rights and responsi

bilities and prejudices, any motor cyclist would like tc

be able to compensate, for instance, a poor raai

whose child had committed suicide under his wheels-

Every motor cyclist should carry a third party policy

of ^£500, for which the premium i? quite small.

Advice to Club Secretaries.

A good man)- club secretaries bewail the apathy 0'

their members, and not without cause. A membership

of seventy or so produces a most meagre attendanct

at winter evening fixtures, and during the riding seasoi

perhaps only a dozen, on an average, honour socia

runs l3y their presence. The first thing to realise i:

that circulars effect little. Good average attendance!

are only worked up to start with by personal solicita

tion. A man who will put a dozen circulars in tin

waste paper basket will turn out if you call on hin

and give him a personal invitation. When you liavi

once got him to a fixture, you must ensure him ;

pleasant evening, or he will not come again. There

fore, be as scrupulous about the character of you;

entertainment as if you were managing a music hal

for a living. Move about amongst the members, ant

see that the shy souls are brought out ,ind made t(

feel at home. After a successful winter season, jus

the same trouble will recur with regard to the summe;

programme. Most weak clubs err by catering exclu

sively for one type of rider—their runs are too !onj

and too speedy, their competitions too exacting. A

the outset the runs should be short and leisurely, ani

the novice member or the owner of an old rrocl

should not be left toiling forlornly in the rear of i

dust-raising crowd of scrappers. Gradually the dis
;

tance may be increased, but the pace should ahvay; 1

be moderate, the ardent spirits being firmly curbed

When competitions start, the early fixtures should be

of an easy character, in which experts and costl"

machines have no special advantage. Speed judging

paperchases, slow hill-climbs, and the like, are t(

be recommended, until every member realises that hi

will never be left hopelessly out in the cold.

^i
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

i
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

DralDlng the Crank Case ot Dirty Oil.

Attempting to remove the

!^ screw at the bottom of the

> crank case of my machine in

^ order to drain out the dirty

oil, I had the misfortune to

reak oif the head of the screw,
aving the body still firmly em-
sdded. There is now no means of

raniing out the oil. Does this

alter? If so, what would you
livise me to do?—M. W. L.

Itwould be quite easy, for a good
mihanic to remove the screw in the

oilik chamber by drilling it. Cer-
taly it is desirable to have a drain

pljl. as one ought to empty out the

ol: oil at least every five hundred
ms, and swill the crank case with
pS.ffin. A noticeable improvement
inihe running is usually the result.

A Frequent Query.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1909
CI machine, fitted with an Amac
? 19L0 carburett-er and a variable
^ pulley. The gear, at present

rs 4| to 1. Wijuld it be piis-

ile to use the cyrle fur sidecar work
1 lowered the gear? I am a ligiit

ier, and should not take a heavy
rson in the sidecar. There are
lie fairly stitf hills in the neigh-
arhcKxl. Dofs a sidecar strain the

.; 'tor cycle much ?—K. S.

Tc ;et any real satisfaction out of a

midline used in conjunction with a
SIC ar you need a two-.speed gear.

Ut Lhe other hand, in a lairly level
coi try, if you gear 65 to 1, you should
gel 1 fair aniounl of satisfaction with
a liecar, though you will not, of
coj e, climb such hills as Westerham,
wl h has a maximum gradient of 1

in i.

Respecting a Passenger Attachment.

My mount is a 3^ h.p. 1909
Rex (new in December), with
free-engine clutch in back

' -I wheel. I wish to go in for

a sidecar, or, if more suitable,

; :oupler for a push bicycle. Com-
\ cd weight would be about 18 st.

(|
Which mode of carrying pas-

E.ger do you advise with my
t chine, whieh is geared 5 to 1, and
\ ich would be the .ea.st strain and
eiest to drive, and fasU'st? (6) Jf
Eecar, which type? Have heard
fdble throws less strain on frame.
1 this so? (r) If you consider two-
Sed' gear essential, could I have
slie fitted without cost of another
*tch also?—H. V. S.

(«) ^he best and most popular mode
of ,rrying a passenger is vrith a; side-

car. It does not impose any undue
strain upon the machine. It i» not
easy to drive until you are u.^ed to it,

but, from the passenger's point of view,
it is infinitely preferable. (6) It is true

that a flexible sidecar imposes less

strain on the bicycle, but for all-weather
work the rigid sidecar is sometimes pre-

ferred, (c) Yes, a two-speed gear is

essential. The best thing you can do
is to get the one fitted which is made
by the makers of your machine. You
may reckon a really reliable two-speed
gear will cost j'ou about twelve guineas
fitted.

The risk of soldering petrol tanks.

I have a surface carburetter

which I wish' to remove and
solder up in several places,

and should be glad to know
the best way to do this with-

out an explosion. Would filling it

with water answer?—G. W.
IE this is to be your first experience of

soldering a petrol tank, we should
advise you not to touch it, but take

the tank to a competent repairer. Last
year there were several accidents owing
to the petrol fumes not having been
removed completely. Merely swilling

out the tank with water is not .suffi-

cient ; it should be repeated several

times, and the tank left out in the
open air for about a day.

Low Registration numbers. Lubrication.

(1.) Is there any difficulty in

getting my cycle registration

number cancelled, and where
can I get a fresh low number,
a southern English coui.ty

for choice? My present L.C.C.
number plate ot six letters and
numbers sticks out in front like a

signpost when sufficiently advanced
to be well illuminated by the lamp,
and I" want something neater. (2

)

How often and how much should I

oil (N.S.U. 2^ h.p. twin, new
machine), and should I invariably

oil when starting for a ride or start-

ing on the stand?— F. W. P.

(1.) We are afraid that there are no
low numbers obtainable in southern
English counties. It would be better

to register the machine in Ireland,

where you can get probably two
figures, if you try counties such as

Sligo or Longford, in which case

write to the Clerk of the County
Council of either of these districts.

(2.) After you have ridden the
machine for about five miles, inject a
punipful of oil, and then oil regularly

aiid as usual throughout the ride.

each

Various Interesting Queries.

(1.) Is a plain coil faster

than a. trembler coil? (2.)

Would an ordinary plain coil

be capable of sparking at two
gaps in series if the points of

plug are made closer than- is

usual when one plug alone is used?

(3.)- What advantage is there in

having carburetter close to engine

—

that is, in having a short distance

for induction between jet and inlet

valve? On my machine (2| h.p.

with old F.N. carburetter) the mix-

ture has to travel about 9^in. be-

tween jet and inlet valve. Should I

gain much by getting a new pattern

carburetter and fitting it so that

there is only a short length of in-

duction tube necessary? (4.) What
amount of opening should I have in

my a.o.i.v.? Is iin. too much?—
W.I. P.

(1.) A plain coil is certainly faster

than a trembler coil. (2.) Yes, the

coil would do what is required it

special double pole plugs are used.

(3.) The object is to warm the carbu-

retter effectively, so that vaporisation

of the petrol is easy in cold weather
without the necessity for a special

warming pipe. Some contend that a

fairly long induction pipe is bene-

ficial, as it allows the petrol vapour
and aiT to mingle more thoroughly.

(4.) iin. is too much; ^in. would be
more likely to give the best results.

Engine Knoeking at Slow Speeds.

My 80 mm. Fafnir engine
(accumulator ignition, non-

trembler coil, B. and B. car-

buretter) has taken to knock-

ing at low speeds—a dull

pounding knock at each explosion,

quite distinct from the sharp knock
caused by the ignition being too far

advanced. The engine is very

slow gathering way, but when it

picks up speed and I can give air

it stops knocking. Does not knock
at speed (ten miles per hour and
over), nor up steep hills until slowed
down. I have had cylinder off, and
there is practically no up and down
play in connecting rod bearings.

Engine overheats, but knocking
occurs when starling from cold, and
at all spark positions until machine
has gathered speed.—A.F.B.

It is somewhat ditficult to say what is

the cause of the trouble. First of all,

we should advise you to examine the
carburetter and see that everything is

in order. Very often too weak a mix-
ture (i.e., too much air admitted vin
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th- main air inlet) will cause knock-
ing. Secondly, the knock may be a
mxhanical one, due either to a worn
bearing or possibly to one of the fly-

wheels being Icose. If the timing of

the spark is too far advanced this

would cause knocking, and especially
if the gear ratio is high.

Unevm Runninj in Two Cylinders.

When riding my 5 h.p. twin
Peugeot machine, if I cut
down the gas one cylinder
always stops firing before tlie

other. I cannot account for

this, as both inlets have the same
strength spring, and they are fed

by the Aniac carburetter. I know
. the front cylinder has not quite the
same compression as the back (and
this is my experience with all

Peugeot engines), but still I do not
supp(jso this will account for what
takes place. I might also mention
that one cylinder appears to take
I'ather more air than the other, but
here again, when running along with
the best mixture you can get, I do
not see how this would cause the
trouble. I want you to clearly

understand that the one cylinder
does not cut out until the gas has
been very considerably cut down,
but still I want both cylinders to
go on firing to an equal point.

—

K. J. F.

The symptom described is by no means
an uncommon one. If the engine is

magneto fired, ti.e maximum spark
in one cylinder with a certain type of

magneto occurs at a different point
from that of the other cylinder. Conse-
quently, although the two sparks occur
at the right time, in the case of one
a more feeble spark is given off than
in the other. When the mixture is

weakened by closing the thiottle, the
cylinder in which the weaker spark
occurs misses fire. Also the fact that
a slight difference in compression is to

be found would tend to make the cylin-

der miss. The slightest variation in

the amount of opening of the valves
would also account for the symptom
described.

Overheating and some Cures.

(1.) I have a twin-cylinder
Kerry tricar which overheats
very quickly, sometimes in

about four miles. I try to

rush hills quickly, but the
engine suddenly slows down and
ctops. (2.) What takes place in tho
cylinder when overheating occurs?
Docs the charge fire before the time?
(3.) Is the fault in carburetter? It

is a Longuemare. I have the extra

air inlet quite closed, and cannot
open it the slightest or engine will

stop. Should this be so? (4.) Would
a new carburetter improve it much?
If so, what make?—E. H.

(1.) The trouble seems to be clearly

overheating, probably due to the engine
being screened from cooling draughts
by tho forecar seat. (2.) The cylinder
gets so hot that proper lubrication is

almost impossible. If there is any
carbon deposit, particles of carbon
become incandescent and fire the
charge prematurely, causing knock-
ing and a sudden stop. (3 and 4.) It

is possible that the fault is w'ith the

A18

carburetter, but this we cannot say

for certain. The best thing to do
would be to have the cylinder and
piston cleaned of carbon deposit, theji

grind in the valves, fit new valve

springs, and see how the engine will

run. If it will take the full amount of

air when running fast after it has been
running for about 100 miles, you will

know that the carburetter is practi-

cally right. Failing this, you will be
well advised to have handle-bar control

fitted to your carburetter. You can
possibly improve your present carbu-
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important) can a twin be drivei

slowly in traffic?—F. R. L.
You should not find the cost very mnel
more, say an extra Is. per 100 milei

at most. The consumption shouli.

average about sixty miles to the g£
There is less vibration with a twiS
cylinder engine. Twin - cylindf
machines are not difficult to start ?
the carburetter is properly adjusteiji

The machine should take you practj

cally anywh.ere. You will find a goot
machine quite easy to drive and unds»
stand. Naturally, a twin requira

AN IMPRESSION OF SPEED.
In order to oHer the least possible resistance to the wind, record breakers duek their heads for short

stretches, only Ijncing up occasionally to make sure that the coast is clear. The photograph depicts

O. C. Godfrey during what U generally supposed to be the fastest ride ever accomplished on a single-cylinder

motor cycle. His mount is a 31 h.p. Rex.

retter by experimenting with dif-

ferent size jets and cones until you
get it so adjusted that it will only
take full air when travelling at its

highest speed. Do not overload or
force the engine along, and lubricate
freely.

A Twin-cylinder Bicycle with Sidecar.

At present I have a 3^ two-
speed free engine Bradbury,
used nearly always with side-

car. I hope to run a two-
speed 5 h.p. twin with side-

car. Are the costs much extra?
About how many miles to the gallon
should I get? Is there less vibration
on a twin? Is it more difficult

to start? Weight, 21 st.^ With my
present 3^ h.p. several hills stop me
unless I rush them. Now, with
a 5 h.p. I ought to climb anything,
but is it just as easy to drive
and understand?. Also (and this is

slightly moi-e attention, as most of tl

engine parts are duplicated as con

pared with a single cylinder. (

course, with the low gear it can I

driven quite slowly in traffic.

READERS' REPLIES.
Chronic MisDring.

Having experienced the eame troub

as your correspondent " C.O.M." d;

scribes under "Chronic Misfiring" '

the issue of February 14th, I recon

mend him to look to liis earth cm

nection, generally made between tl

switch block and the frame. Tl

addition of a copper wire held undi

a nut on this block and secured to a

adjacent nut on the frame, thus ensni

ing a sound earth connection, made a!

the difference in my case. He shou

trace the earth connection through a

joints between the contact maker
switch.—E. B. Wbdmoee.

i
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The Editor does not hold luuiscu iccpuuan^i^ lur uic opiaions of his correspondents.

All lelfers should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor S(reei, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Causes of Overheating.
4593.]—Would "P. G. J." [letter 4575] be good

eugli to explain Jiouj a leaky inductiuii pipe could cause
rlieating of the engine? The theory sounds feasible enough

iJ eferring to the condition of the rider, as far as concerns
h eli'orts at starting. C. ikC'.

The A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

1594.]—I think both the public and the trade must
a ee, after the showing up m your columns of the last
Qirterly Trials, that yuarterly Trials are an absolute
i.:e, an insult to sport, to ihe competitors, and to the
tijie, and I do hope that we shall not have a repetition of

tl in a few months' time.

he letters of disagreement in your columns are quite
siicient 10 ring the death-knell to the last of these useless
c^petitions. W. WILLIAJMSON.

Cubical Capacity and Horse-power.
595.]—Mr. VV. H. Wells certainly opens an interesting

d'lipsio.^ regarding the so-called oj h.p. single-cylinder
m lime. jMiglit I suggest that this class of machine
sliiid be rated at its b.h.p.—at the number of revolutions
U engine would be making were it propelluig the cycle at
ft legal limit? Gear ratio, say, 4i to 1. A. BIRT.

-596.]—The leaderette in your valuable paper of the 14th
in... although on the right lines, does not go far enough, as
hcie-powor is the rate of doing work. Why should the
u^ of time be left out? The true ba.sis of comparison is

ci; ual capacity per minute, therefore engine revolutions
sh:ld always be riuoted, or, better still, the ratio between
s|d of driving wheel rim in contact with road and the
[«|)n speed of the engine.
tihould per.soiiallT feel much indebted to your paper snould
m ers eventually take the hint throiio;h its medium.

J. POLLOCK BROWN.

i597.]—^I am much interested in the h.p. question. My
eiiiie has a cubical capacity of 340 c.c, is rated by
mt^rs at 21 h.p., and by the R.A.C. formula at 3.6.

nother well-known engine has capacity of 499 c.c,
mlers' rating 3i h.p., R.A.C. formula 4.

1 this is very confusing. Surely some simple rule can
beigreed to, giving the non-technical rider a better idea
ofilie comparative power of ditferent engines. I suggest
th' the rating be on capacity—100 c.c. to equal 1 h.p. This,
1 ;elieve, would work out very near the actual power
d^ loped at maximum speed, and much better for com-
pative purposes than either the R.A.C. formula or the
nuers' arbitrary statements. W 1590.

Change Speed Gears in Rhodesia.
J98.]—I have been a constant reader of your paper and

ah a motor cyclist for some years. During that time I
liai ridden several motor cycles, and for the past two years
a h.p. Vindec two-s|ieed. t am an advocate of the two-
sp:d gear for motor cycles, and the Vindec gear I use has
gild me entire satisfaction.
ji^ most people have heard, the roads out here are

abliinable, and I have found it impossible to do much riding
wiout a second gear to fall back on. With the exception
of. very occasional adjustment of the distance rods. I
na never had anything wrong with the machine, and the
roih usage it has had goes to prove that it is absolutely
'e'l^le- H. M. JONES,

lisbury, Ehcjdesia.

The Transmission Question.
[4599.]—Mr. Vivian Olsson says in his letter 4571,

Feliruary 14th, that to make the Whittle belt as comfortable

as a rubber one a slipping or spring drive is required. Why
not convert to chain drive, which is neater, lighter, and
not so e.xpensive or clumsy, and does not gather "mud"
to throw over the machine and rider. All belts are doomed,
for it is an old and crude way of transmitting power on
motors. In the future it will be either chain or shaft trans-

mission, which will become the more popular. I certainly

favour the shaft on account of its being weather proof.

PONY.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4600.]—I think the following practically proves the

reason of increased speed on slightly raising the exhaust
valve lever. I have a 5 h.p. twin and find (when travel-

ling at any speed up to about 30 m.p.h.) on slightly raising

the exhaust valve lever the speed increases ; when the engine

is running on the stand, if I slightly help the exhaust valves

on their upward movement with my lingers, I get again in-

creased speed. I removed these exhaust valve springs and
fitted weaker ones, then when raising the exhaust valve lever

the speed did not alter. I think, therefore, the increased

speed is due to the strength of the exhaust valve springs,

when strong (as they should be for high speeds) and ycfi
help the valves on their upward movement you take some
of the work and pressure from the cams. I consider the

more pressure on the cams the more it acts as a brake on
the engine. I have also noticed that some twin engines fitted

with side by side m.o.v. will increase their speed remark-
ably on slightly raising all four valves, thus helping the
cams to overcome the tension of the valve springs.

B. G. DURKIN.

Metal for Exhaust Valves.

[4501.]—In the issue of the 14th inst. you published
a letter [4576] signed "C.M.B." This reader asks for a

little enlightenment as to metals suitable for petrol motor
valves. I beg to remind him that when castiron is used
it is only for the head, as it would be a wa.ste of time and
material to make a conip. te valve of this material.

I have had considerable experience with the various air

hardening steels, so can inform your correspondent
"C.M.B." that it would be quite an easy matter to forge

and turn a valve from the latest kind of high speed steel,

as it can be very succc'^sfully annealed, but after the first

time of running the motor it would, of course, harden again.
After it had become hard the valve .stem would break, not
being able to stand the jar. The only fault of this steel is

that when hard it will not stand thel least springing motion.
I can see no advantage by making the head only of high

speed steel, as this would' be no advancement on the cast-

iron head.

The subject is a most interesting one. and after carefully

thinking the matter over I can only
, suggest^—as an alterna-

tive to nickel steel—the use of Wulfram .steel. This steel

is unshrinkable, very tough and hard. I would recommend
the welding Wolfram quality.

If a valve 'made from this material would keep a good
face on the -seating it would be ideal, as the length of the
valve would not alter under the various temperatures to
which an air-cooled peti-ol engine is subjected. Perhaps
someone who has an engine' Which is particularly destruc-
tive to -valves will try this steel as an experiment.

PERCY H. DUDLEY.
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Awards In the Quarterly Trials.

[4502.]—Like many other competitx)rs in the above trials,

I must say I am dissatisfied witli the avrards, chiefly in

relation to one rider's stop to another's. I had a stop, and
though the road wheel never stopped I reported it, ,and
t-xpected to have marks deducted for it; but when 1 see

others get full marks, although they stopped as much as I

did, naturally I am dissatisfied.

Be Dashwood hill-climb, I had steel-studded tyres. I

.started from a standing start, and got up the hill success-
fully; yet others who failed get just as many marks.

I could go into a lot of detail, buti do not want ttv take
up vour valuable space.' I think the suggestion to reconsider
the" awards a good one. F. W. APPLEBEE.

Riding Costs.

[4503.]—I have ridden a 1907 pattern N.S.U. 1^ h.p.

.ightweight- over 13,000 miles, and have kept accurate
records of my expenses over the whole of this distance :

Cost per mile.

Petrol (126.3 miles per gallon) ... 0.114d.
Oil (3,000 miles per gallon) 0.015d.
Tyres (S.E. studded mostly) 0.082d.
Belts ...' 0.013d.
Pulleys 0.017d.
CoUan oil, plugs, etc O.Olld.

^^^ILE FEBRUARY sSih, igio:\

Total running expenses 0.252d. per mile.

I have found the round twisted belt satisfactory if well
dressed and on suitable pulleys, while my S.E. tyres have
never punctured. The machine has been a model of reli-

ability, the only serious defect being the breakage of a
front fork. (The same machine now has spring forks.)

I must add, I suppose, the usual disclaimer.

TEN STONE.

How to keep a Belt Dry and Clean.

[4604.]—In the issue of February 7th a correspondent
has described an excellent method of keeping the belt clean.

The placing of the brush upon the rear stays, as shown, is,

however, open to the objection that the mud removed is

unable to fall clear, but drops agam upon the belt, rim,
and frame.
The accompanying sketches show another position for the

brush, which is free from this objection, and renders the
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device less coi:spiLUous. The brush A is held in a flat clamp
B carried on the left leg of the stand. This leg being of

oval section gives a firm support to the base of the clamp.
The width of the brush at the end of the bristles is two and
a quarter inches, sufficient to clean the top of the belt and
the outer circumference of the belt rim. When removing the
belt one can slacken the lock-nut D and let the brhsh hang
downwards.
The sketches show also ; (1.) A horizontal shield E fitted

across each of the bottom corners of the stand. (2.) A

flap F pivoted on the crossbar of the stand swings out when'.

machine is in motion, as shown by dotted lines, and is

prevented from swinging forward at any time by a stop. (3.)

A chain guard G, which forms an extension of the free-wheel

cover, and is supported at the front by a vertical plate S
passing down to and around the right chain stay.

.

These fittings are quite simple to make, and if done neatly i

they do not spoil the appearance of the machine, while thejl

greatly reduce the labour of cleaning.

CYRIL J. FEENY.

Finish for All-weather Machines.
[4505.]—" Pretty bits, of plating may help to sell"

machine to a novice, but I do not think a practical man
wants them."

'

The above paragraph appeared in a letter received by M
firm from a gentleman concerning the enamelling of .afi

parts of a motor bicycle with the .exception of handle-bars

Fi'om an economical point of view this would be a gain ^oj

the manufacturer, but not so for the purchaser. I rid?

twenty-seven miles daily backwards and forwards to busin«

and experience has taught me how careful one has to be t^

prevent enamel being scratched when remoying mud frpa

the frame be it wet or dry, and how quickly enamellel

spokes get chipped and look shabby, and what an enamelleo

nut looks like, a spanner having once been applied to 'ti

Plated parts with a little care last good for years.

For those who object to cleaning their machines aftej

every ride, all that is necessary is to give the plated partii

a thin, coating of vaseline, allowing the mud to remain tilii

a convenient time arrives to clean. Those, however, whoi

like their machines cleaned frequently need not vaseline th«l

plated parts, and should by any chance their machines be

allowed to remain dirty tor a day or two no damage willi

be done so long as they are kept "in a perfectly dry place.i

,When machines are seit us tor repair or overhauling afteif

two or three years of hard wear the enamelled parts areii

more or less, chipped and rusty. The frames and muthi

guards often have largi patches of enamel scraped or wpW(

flff. with rust eaten deep into the metal. In nearly, 'aS

ca«es, however, the plated parts are free from rust. ;j
Black enamei suffers most severely by wet or hard wea^t

and coloured enamel more so, whereas plating, if kept dtyl

will last for years. F. HULBERT.- l

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

[4606.]—The letter' by "Bus in Urbe " has amused, nif

somewhat, but why does he not publish his name? Is hi

afraid of it? or does he not wish me to know that he real!);

knows me and the work I do? Anyway, I prefer to answer

a known rather than an unknown criticism, and so perhapii

when he writes his apology to me in the- next issue for, hji

implying that I was lying in what I eaid, he will sigir^.

own name in full. '
'

Now- in answer. He is criticising what he does not knov

or understand, and so is unfair, as most foolish people an

under those conditions. My work does not consist in look

ing after one little tiny village in this part of Sussex. Firs

of all, I am superintendent to a . large orphanage, and _m;

work consists mainly in that, hence I am called on to vW\

and ride to all parts of the country on business, and as, fa:

as possible in all weathers, and at all times I use my moto

cycle- for the' work. I do a very great amount of town rid

ing, and know probably as much of trafiic as most rider

do. I am, in fact, constantly in a town near 'here on biisi

ifess, and if lie saw me in Brighton, or Horsham, at work

he Avould see how, why, and where a great many stops rcmi

in. Moreover, ha criticises both my work and district, o
|

which he evidently knows nothing. I have in my charge

besides the orjihanage here, a district some fifteen mile

across, and very many of the villages have as many as ninetj

to a hundred houses scattered over two or three miles,

I have persons to see and visit in one village of 190 houses

to the number" of twenty-seven, and they are all scatterei

over a district of two miles. Again, if he knew the woll

I .spoke of, he would be in a position to criticise fairly, am

to see how it i.s necef-sai'y to make many stops in 117 yards. Hs
he any experience of boy scout work, has he ever laid traili

for them to track, has he eeen me. on and off the iBOt(ii|

doing this every hundred yards or so? (I use the machiiiefoi

ray- work for the boys here.) Then again, does he knoi-

that I experiment when I have a chance with all sorts i?

mt'aFurpmciits. and also all .=OTts of improvements for moftt

J
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The SERVICE "COLDWEATHER" JACKET.

An essential for Winter Ridi^ng- Value Exceptional-!

Thoroughly Windproot-

B^Body aiid sleeves lined Tan Leather, fitted with wind-

^j cuffs; 33in. long.

I

In Grey Yorkshire Frieze, 25/6 (approval deposit).

Chamois Leather Waistcoats from 1 1 /6.

BlaclJ „ „ (Lined) 25/-

Special line Jaeger Woollen Caps

Jaeger Throat Protectors.

.

2/-

2/-

Leather Gaiters from 8/6,

APPEARANCE
COUNTS FOR

MUCH.

SERVICE CAPS.
Made in Bro>vn. Grey, and Green fashion-

able Tweeds.
Price 2/6. Bi^st naake and finish.

JOB LINES.

Do you want a bargain ?

70 PAIRS BLACK PlGSKlN GAUNTLET
GL0\,E3, 14in. long, 3/3, postagi- 2a.

100 PAIRS BEST RUBBER GIGGLES,
1 /3. postage id. (usual price- 2/6).

The SERVICE
"ALL-
WEATHER"

SUIT.

Thr- Best and
Cheapest VVati r-

proof suit yet
produced.

WRITE NOW FOR CATALOGUE
STATING REQUIREMENTS.

The SEftVlCE COMPANY,
Ltd.,

292-293, High Holborn,

London, W.C.

TT7T "FT PHONE: 260 CENTRAL.
i J_^J^±^QRAMS : "ADMITTEDLY."

Guaranteed . V\ iudproot, VValerproo]

,

^d ustproof.
Fawn and Grey, douule texture material,
seam-stitched iind solutioni d extra strong;

Jackitonly, i6/6. Leggings only. 8/6.
Sute height and chest measurements.

CAUTION.— There a*e many imitations

but only one genuine "Allweather" suit.

Don't be misled by catch advertisements
of other firms but purchase only the one

,;

which has bi en tried and can be trusted./

A model of

rare utility and

refinement.

#"

N.S.U.'s REDUCED PRICES
We have a few slight y shop-soiled machines

for disposal at reduced
prices. Write for par-

ticulars.

3 1 h.p. Model de Luxe

N.S.U
This machine has 85 x 88 en-
igine. double row ball bearings
ito engine shaft, gear driven F
Bosch magneto, handle-bar con-
trol, M.O.l.V., low frame, in- .^^ ,^^ ^^
temal expanding brake and belt ^L ^^1 ^k B^jji' ^ft ^^^^^P ^)
rim foot" brake, spring forks. ^^ ^ ^^t^ ^ ^^B^. "Wr

Write for Special List of single-cylinder types, free on request.

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, I.IMITED.
^

Offices and Showrooms—186 Great Portland Street, London, W Goods and Repaira^-.85.-85,. Bolsovei Street, London, W. a.j.w.

In answering these advertisements it ig desirable to mention "The Mutor Cycle."

Long comfortably arranged
handle-bars, rear half of back
mudguard detachable, stand,

carrier, tool :case, etc. Can
be fitted with two speed
gear and free engine pulley

at extra cdiSti'

A2i
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GREAT 14 DAYS^ SALE NOW ON.
WRITE TO-DAY FOR SALE CATALOGUE. 52 PAQES TEEMINQ WITH BARGAINS.

ORDER EARLY.

MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS, &C.

The "Holborn."

The "Holborn"
Condensing Lens

Motor Cycle or Tri-

Car Headlight.

Complete with

separate generator

and length of tubing.

Sale Price, 11/9

Our List Price, 15/9

Ditto, without

condensing lens.

Sale Price, complete,

9/11

Our List Price, 1 1 /9

ROBBIALAC ENAMEU
We are offering J-pint tins of this

first-class celebrated Enamel in tlie

following colours only : Silver Grey,
Royal Blue, Royal Mail Red.

Sale price, 1 /2 per tin. PostaRP ^d.

Motor Cycle Tyres.
Sale List
Price. Price.

I S.6. I f. d.

I only 28 X li Palmer Cord Cover . . ..226330
4 „ 26x2! Michelin Readed edge Cover 16 6 113
1 „ 26x2i Michelin Non-skid Cover ..2 10 380

" ;/.';' CAMACE
'Holborn" Motor Cyile. Carrier.

Sale Price, 2/3.
Usual Price, 3/6.

The Lens
Mirror

||
Motor Cycle Head-

1 light, complete with
"

generator.

Sale Price, 15/6

Lycett's Tubular Carrier, including Straps,

. Sale Price, 5/3. Usual Price, 6/6.

The Side Window or Four-glass
Goggle.

With detachable glasses and leather
shield'.

Sale Price, Sd.
Sold elsewhere at i /6.

SPECIAL LINE.

Motor Cycle

Indiarubber

Magneto
Covers.

Grand value.

Sale Price,

1/6

Usual price, 2/6.

A thoroughly reliable little plug, which does not soot up or

short ; nice^ly finished and of the best materials. As good a

plug as anyone could wish for, and at manufacturer's price.

When you buy a " Holbom " Plug, you dp not pay tot a

fancy.name, you get a ^iUingsworth of plug. Try a 1 /.
'Holborn' next time. Complete with cap and washer, ' '

A User Says: "1 had one of your " Holbom " Plugs

some time ago which has given every satistaclion, having
run it over 1,000 miles."

Sale price, Qd.

Manufacturer's Stock of Motor Goggles
'

Dainty, well finished nickel cap-
sulels, comfortable fitting, edged
silk velvet and chenille, elastic nose
bridge, pear-shaped glasses, giving

good side-vision.

Sale Price, 7d. pair.

SPECIAL LINE.

MARVELLOUS
VALUE.
Sale price, 4id.

iiiaa— 'II

B

m

More shine In less time

by using the wonderful

"UNE MINUTE"
Liquid Metal

Polish.

Non-acid. NoD-inflamm-ibie,

SaJe Price, 3d. ;6cl.

List Price, 6d. ; iid.

The

•' Holborn "

Motor-Cycle

Horn.

Loud and
clear note.

Sale Price 4/6

Usual Price,

5/3.

Postage 3rL

The "British"
Plug.

British make. Doe<
not sool up. Ever)

plug guaranteed.

Estra strong ElectioduS

and best porcelain.

Postage 3d.

ili'iiiinmii!!l!P

Sale Price, 1/3.

The Famous All-

Rubber Goggle.

.

Wilh plaiu

and smoked de-

Uchable glasbts.

Usual Price, 1 /9.

BENETPINK ta
CHBAPSIDEf.

KiA III uiwiitn/iv i/ii,. lUietTheCvi^nt it is desirable to mention "T/u. Motor Cydc^'

J
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I

' cycles, and tliat the information is got for the purposes of

the engineering sliop Unit we have here for the boys, and

Jl

where the boys are taught, so tliat sometimes we are out on
I tilie road, stopping and starting at all sorts of distances?

1
Now- if " Rus in Urbe " would use discretion before he

' rushes into criticism of the work I do, and if he knew the

cnnntry round here, and knew that there are more tlran one

or two houses every two miles, then he might have some
reason to speak ; moreover, he says I speak from country

experience only. Has he verified tliat, because again he is

wrong. I also ride and use my machine in town ; in fact,

, I am just back from Southampton, where I have beeli work-

ing for two-days, and using my machine the best part of tlie

day, dodging traific, etc., and I still say I prefer what I

have, a good reliable heavyweight (or medium weight as

the Triumph is), after having had a lightweight or two, and
having ridden several for the purpose of experiment, just

because in my opinion for all-round work the heavyweight
gives me less trouble, and is more reliable than any light-

weight I have tried, bar (as I said) the P. and iVI. No,
" Rus in Urbe," you criticise unfairly, and I ask for an
apology for saying or implying that I was lying, because

you know nothing of myself or my work, and you cannot
gather it either from maps or directories. You like the

lightweight best. I prefer the heavyweight for my work,

,
but it does not say, as I said in my letter, that either of

them is the best in all things. (Rev.) R. MEASUREH.
West Grinstead.

Standardisation of Rims and Tyres.

i [4607.]—We hear a great deal just at present about the
i great improvements that have been and are being made in

motor cycles. I think there is one point in wliich there is

I room for much improvement, and that is in the standardisa-

I
tion of rims. This week through a bad burst in my
back tyre I had to order a new cover from a well-known
firm. On arrival it was, though stamped 26 X 2^, found to

be a great deal too large for the rim. Result, a delay of

I

two or three days before I can obtain one that will fit. The
i delay does not matter a great deal at this time of the year,

ibut would be most vexing if it had occurred in Easter week,
or any time for that matter dui'ing the spring or summer
(if we have any). EX-LIGHTWEIGHT.
[We have repeatedly refen'ed in leading and other articles to

the question of standardisation of rims and tyres. We
also published oh May 22nd, 1907, information obtained
from tyre manufacturers as to the different sizes of tyres

of their own make, which are interchangeable on one rim.

The number of makers has increased since that date, but

we do not think we are any nearer to a solution of the

difficulty. The best course for readers to adopt when
ordering replacements is to specify the same make and size

again, except when they wi.sh to change from 2in. to 2^in.

of the same make, when no change of rim is required with
the following : Clincher, Continental, and Dunlop. Palmer
2\ and 2{ tyres fit the 2^ rim, and 2^ tyres will fit the
2in. if clearly specified when ordering. We shall be glad
to publish tlie names of any other tyres which are inter-

changeable.

—

Ed.]

Variably Geared Liglitweights.

[4608.]—With reference to your leaderette . in the issue
f February 14th, "Variably Geared Ijightweights," with
he pith of which we fully agree, we wish to call your, and,
irough your courtesy, also your readers', attention to the
act that we can now supply, in addition to our ordinary
.0. 1 model Nala gear for twin machines and passenger
ork, the new No. model, which is especially designed for

Khtweight machines and single work. This new model hub
ear is a copy of its larger brother, but very much lighter

noughout and weighs only about 17 lbs. Being a hub-
ear and built into the back wheel, it adds no weight what-
ver to the frame and has proved to be suitable and efficient

n any of the lightweight machines at present on the market.
matter how light the frame and small the h.p. We do

ot care further to decrease the substance (and weight) of
lis hub, as we consider it impossible to do so without a
icrifice in reliability. Indeed, the next step towards light-

ess would be a type of pedal cycle two or three-speed gear
; at present on the market with which we have experi-

euted on a lightweight machine, and, even under least ex-
|:ting conditions, our t^sts usually ended up in obtaining a

-e

i6y

"permanent free engine position." It is obviously neces-

sary, in order to obtain a satisfactory and lasting two-speed

gear on a lightweight, to add a certain amount of weight,

and we maintain that an additional weight of about 17 lbs.

is not excessive in view of the distinct advantages gained in

several other directions. Speed need not be sacrificed, as

it will be possible, with a second speed and free engine, to

gear the machine higher for top speed.

We are prepared to place a new model "lightweight"

hub at the disposal of any manufacturer of lightweight

motor cycles for experimental purposes. Incidentally, we
may also remark that we hope, before many months are past,

to be manufacturing the Nala gear throughout in this

country. THE NALA HUB CO.
A. HOTOIT.

Steering of Sidecars.

[4609.]—In the issue of February 14th I see that my
friend Mr. Herbert Porter tells how he has overcome his

difficulty in steering a sidecar combination. Since he ex-

plained the matter to me the other day I have thought it

over, and, as the real

fault is obviously one
of design, and deserves

the serious attention

of makers, I venture
to give a short expla-

nation.

It appears that Mr. ,

Porter's machine is

-
" cranked " in the

frame, so that the side

wheel axis is two
inches in front of the driving wheel

axis. In my sketch I have purposely
exaggerated this distance. It will be

seen at a glance that when the

machine is turned round a sharp
corner the wheels A and C are attempt-
ing, to turn round about the point D,
whilst A and B are trying to turn
about E. This can only result in

'

straining the framework, and it is

liable to set up slipping or grinding at the road surface,

and perhaps wobbling of one or more of the wheels.
Since the principles underlying the Ackermann type of

steering four-wheeled cars are so well known, it is surprismg
that they should be overlooked in designing the far less

stable three-wheeled combination. To apply the principle
here is simply to ensure all three axes of the wheels meeting
at a single point, and it is clear that this can only be done
by keeping the axis of B in line with that of C.

J. H. LESTER.

<-2'-^

\<L

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"EJ61" strongly eulogises the Star detachable bell

fasteners with extension hook, made by S, T. Robson, 59
Hobmoor Road, Birmingham, and says :

" Tliey never pull

through, owing to the spiked fastening ; are very easy to

fit, owing to the peculiar worm on the screw ; and the one
extension hook with its three holes does away with the
necessity for short bits of belt. One i have had in use -ever

2,000 miles appears good for twice that distance still."

EXPERIENCES WANTED
"R. B." (West Ealing) wishes to know if any reader can

recommend a two-speed gear for belt transmission to be

fitted in front of crank case and to I'un at half engine speed,
rotation of engine not to be reversed.

" Willoughby " (Ledbury) would like readers' experiences
with Palmer Cord, Shamrock-Excelsior (rubber-studded), and
Kempshall non-skids on the driving wheels ot twin-cylinder
motor cycles with sidecars.

"E.. G." (Johannesburg) wonld like to hear from any
reader who has visited Vladivostock in recent times, who
could inform him if it would be any use taking a motor or

pedal cycle to that town. He expects to be a resident there

for about two years.

" H. S." (Liverpool) would like readers' experiences with
the L.^I.C, Auto Variable pulley and free engine on a 3^ h.p
single-cylinder motor bicycle with sidecar.
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A NEW PATTERN 3JLp. PREMIER.
NOTWITHSTANDING the success attained by

the 3J^ h.p. single-cylinder Premier as ex-

hibited at the Stanley Show, the makers have

not allowed grass to grow under their feet, and,

in addition to redesigning the machine throughout,

have adopted a new feature in their engine which

promises to solve most of the common difficulties with

present day engines, such as knocking, overheating,

and exhaust valve troubles. This feature is in con-

nection with an auxiliary exhaust release, and, whilst

being new to touring motor cycles, is a common feature

of engines on racing motor cycles and aeroplanes.

The manner- of arranging an additional exit for the

burnt gases in the case of most racing and aeroplane

engines is crude to a degree, holes merely being

drilled in the cylinder walls, and the gases allowed

to exhaust into Ihe open air.

In the case of the Premier engine, which is shown
in section in the accompanying line drawing, much

Leit ana right hand views oi the engine, showing the gear drive lor the

magneto, and aluminium p atform for the latter at the rear of the cylinder.

care and ingenuity have obviously been displayed in

the design, as the gases which emerge when the piston

reaches the bottom of its stroke are conducted upwards
along a passage formed in the cylinder to the exhaust

pipe and silencer, intei-mingling with the gases

issuing via the exhaust valve. The result of this

design is a neat looking engine, the additional exhaust

outlet being quite unnoticeable except for the inspec-

tion cover seen in the left of the two half-tone illustra-

tions of the engine.

For the benefit of novices, we may explain that the

main object of auxiliary port holes is to get rid of the

hot gases more quickly, and so enable the engine to

run at a cooler temperature, which of course means
an increase- of power and less likelihood of

knocking and pitting of the exhaust valve seat. Just

before the piston reaches the lowest point of its travel,

the three holes (shown black in the illustration) are

uncovered and the burnt gas allowed to escape under
pi-essure, the scavenging action of the piston on the

next upward stroke conpleting the work of cleansing

the cylinder of any burnt gas remaining, the exhaust
\'alve liuing open during this stroke. It will be obvious
that the exhaust valve is in this manner relieved of

much of the burning action usual with engines of the
orthodox type. >;oreO'Ver, by compltteiy scax-engingjV

the cylinder, a bigger charge is induci-d on the next
down stroke. It is a matter of small wonderment

The three black ho es represent the additi-^n-'l esc-ipe for the exhaust gases
when the piston reaches the bottom o the firing stroke. The gases are con-
ducted a ong an enlarged chamber and emerge, as shown by the arrows,
via the exhaust pipe and silencer.

that some such idea has not already become general,-

as there is no extra complication in the slightest, yet

the benefits accruing are agreed to be considerable.

The bore and stroke of the new engine are 85 x
88 mm., representing a cubical capacity of 499.4 c.c.

The valve 'timing gear has been rendered extremely

simple. At the back of the half-time wheels, cams

The 19iOA pattern Premier with auxiliary exhaust release holes in ths

cylinder.

are formed operating the tappets by means of large

steel balls carried in their ends. Thus no bell cranki-

are used. The radiators on the cylinder casting are

parallel and vertical on the combustion head to assist

in cooling,

The magneto on the new model is mounted at the

^
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A New Pattern S^h.p. Premier.—

rear ol the cj'linderoii a platform cast integral with the

crank case; and is gear driven. This has necessitateil

ihe B. and B. carburetter being md^'ed further back,

and we are told that the l(jiiger induction pipe has liad

a beneficial effect on the running of the engine, ascribed

ID a more perfect mixture. The suspension of the

engine lias also been impro\'ed, and by rendering the

power unit more compact, it has been found possible

to shorten the wheelbase of the bicycle. Other lesser

imporiant liinnwations arc in connection with the spring

fork, i\nd a more c>ou\enient position for the lubri-

cating pump, .the latter having been moved from near

the saddle to an inclined position at the forward end

of the tank^ Every part of the ne\v Premier has been

designed with an eye to accessibility, and the centre

of gravity has been kept low.

We expect a good deal of this new model, and the

.makers are to be congratulated upon their enterprise

and originalitx .

CHECKING IN RELIABILITY TRIALS.

or.
Out
Home

bUhlK miles to

mtles jrom

CoinpetUoy's No

Time

Checker's Sis.

BookA

A leaf from the Bradford M.C.C. Checking
Book.

A REPLY TO " D. E. A.'

WHEN the system of i-hecking which 1 described

in T/ie Motor Ci/cic of February 14th was
um.ler discussion by the Bradford M.(.\C.

Competitions (,'onnnittee, the point which
" D. E. A." alludes to was l.iruught up in argument

.igainst the proposed s_\steni.

In practice, however, we have not found the pro-

duction of the watch to cause any uin.lue dela\. As
'

stated in mv de-

scription of the

SNstem, the sealed

watch case can be

fixed to the
handle-bars of the

machine o r

strapped to the

arm or wrist of

the rider.

Personally, 1

adopt the former

idea, as the watch
is then always
under the eves of

the rider. A
checker is gener-

ally visible at

least thirty or forty yards before reaching the spot at

which he is taking the check, and I hold thai any

machine fit to lie on the road should be easily capable

of being stopped in that distance by the brakes when
travelling at 20 m.p.h.

If the competitor attaches the watch case to his

ariti or the haiiille-bar, he does not even need to move
from the saddle until the time has been read from his

sealed watch by the checker, for he has only to put

his feet to the ground as soon as the machine is at a

standstill.

Now I contend that a good reliability trials rider

should " expect " a surprise check at every milestone
in route, and he should be on the look-out for a

checker as soon, as he knows that he is nearing the

"danger zone" of. a mile-post, and also that, to pull

lip with promptitude and to have his watch case

sufficiently accessible to be able to produce the same
ivith alacrity, is one of the things a competitor must
learn if he is to be successful.

Furthermore, should a competitor reallv find that
in producing his watch he consi.stentlv loses a few
seconds by delay, he can obviously overcome "this diffi-

culty by always riding just a few seconds ahead of

his scheduled time'

By FELIX SCRIVEN.

From personal experience, both as a checker and
competitor, I have everv confidence m recommending
the s\ stem, and I think it is safe to say that all

members of the Bradford M.C.C. who have taken part

in these competitions will confirm my statement.

I have not the pleasure of recognising the identity

of " D. E. A.," but should the distance not be too great

for him, I should be only too delighted to tender him
an invitation to attend one of our trials during the

summer, for '' seein.s; is believing." I shall then be

Front and back views of the sealed watch case referred to in the accompanying
article.

pleased more fully to explain any details, so that
" D. E. A.'s " club nia\ s(.)ine dav enjov the freedom
from ''chei'king gnimblt-s " which the Uradford Motor
Cycle Club now enjov s.

y-Mmm»~<

A NEW DESIGN OF PISTON RING.

VARIOUS methods have been adopted for pre-

venting- the slots of piston rings from getting

into line, the late.st to be brought to our notice

being the invention of Mr. R. Webb, 30, Glyn
Road, Homerton, N.E. Mr. Webb manufactures
piston rings with a small semi-circular boss on one
edge which fits a correspond-

ing recess in the piston groove.

1 he result is that the rings

cannot move circumferentially,

Inil are said to be otherwdse *''")<

perfectly free. Mr. Webl) has

tried the rings on a motor
bicvcle, and assures us that the

results are as good as. if not

better than, he anticipated.

The device is provisionally

protected. The appended sketch clearly illustrates

the nature of the invention, the bosses and recesses

A and Aj preventing the rings from moving, and, in

consequence, the slots from getting into line.

^L^:
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COMPRESSION
motor

cyclist knows
the importance

of having good compression, but very few realise

why compression is of such importance, as it

would appear that the compression- stroke must
absorb a considerable amount of power, and it is

difficult to see how any advantage is gained. The
operation of the steam engine is extremely easy to

follow. Steam enters the cylinder when the piston is

at the top of its stroke, and forces it down to the

bottom of the stroke, whilst on the return stroke the

piston forces the steam out. In the petrol engine three

of the four strokes of the Otto cycle are easy to com-
prehend, but the fourth presents considerable difficulty

to the lay mind.

In the olden days of muzzle loading rifles it will be
remembered that it. was customary to ram down the

powder hard before inserting the bullet. Here is an
analogy. The charge was compressed before it was
fired, but the reasons in both cases were not exactly

the same. The impact from gunpowder is, however,
greater when the powder is compressed than when in

its normal state, as can be easily verified.

Non^compression Engines.

Early gas engines—which, of course, were the fore-

runners of the petrol engine—worked on a non-com-
pression cycle and very closely followed the steam
engine in operation. B
As the piston started

on the down stroke

it sucked in gas for

about half a stroke,

the inlet valve was
then shut and the Fig- i-—Diagram of curve of non-compression

gas immedi a t e 1 y
™gme.

fired, an impulse being thus obtained which took effect

for the remainder of the stroke ; on the return stroke the

burnt gas was exhausted. An indicator diagram some-
what resembling fig. i was obtained. The line A D
represents the piston's travel. From A to C suction took
place, and the pressure in the cylinder fell below that

of the atmosphere, the line A D being taken to repre-

sent atmospheric pressure. At C the charge drawn in

was fired and the pressure went up rapidly to B,

gradually falling as the piston travelled outwards and
expansion took place. " Engines working on this system,

invented by Lenoir, were very inefficient in com-
parison with present day engines, and also gave very

little power for their size and weight. The consump-
tion worked out at 80 cubic feet per indicated horse-

power per hour, and a 3 h.p. engine weighed more than

three complete motor bicycles nowadays. Present day

By ERIC W. WALFORD.

engines consume about 20 cubic feet of gas for the

same work.

Loss of Heat to Cylinder Walls.
Now for the reasons why this should be so. It will

immediately be noticed that, in comparison with the

present day engine, suction only took place for half

the stroke, and therefore only half the volume of gas

was taken into the cylinder as compared with the

modern engine. Again, at the moment of ignition, half

the surface of the cylinder walls was exposed. In order

to obtain efficient working it is essential that a minimum
surface be exposed at the moment of ignition, so that

the heat generated be not lost to the cylinder walls

and radiators, or water jackets in the case of a water-

cooled engine. 'The cylinder, radiators, and jackets

are essential for other purposes, but th,ey may be looked

upon as necessary evils in the matter of efficiency. In

the Lenoir or non-compression engine at the, moment of

ignition a great deal of heat was lost to the water

jacket, so that the pressure obtained was nothing like

as high as would be the case if a smaller surface were

exposed.

,; The Proportions of Combustible Mixture.
By compressing the gas a very much weaker mixture

,

can be used. In the older I,enoir engines the best

results were obtained with a combustible mixture of a

proportion of sixteen to eighteen parts of gas to one

hundred of air, whilst in the modern engine this ratio

is seven to ten parts of gas to one hundred parts of

air. The particles when compressed are closer

together, and less time is taken to effect combustion,

and more power is thus got out of the compression

engine. The same applies to the combustible mixture

in modem engines. That is to say, a high com-

pression engine would be more economical in i-unning

than a similar engine with a lower compression, pro-

vided the conditions were not altered.

Again, in an engine with a high compression there

is less space that is not swept by the piston, and con-

sequently less exhaust gas is left in the cylinder tn

dilute the next charge.

Indicator Diagrams Compared.
In fig. 2 are given two indicator diagrams taken from

a gas engine in

which the com-
pression had been

raised. As before

A D indicates the

piston stroke as

usual, and the

curve shows the

rise and fall of

pressure on the

E-f^

A D
Rg. 2.—Diagram of curves ot comprtssion

engine
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compression and firing strokes. The line D E
shows the rise of pressure as the piston moves
back to compress the charge. After ignition the

pressure rises to F and falls gradually to D. It will

be noticed that there are two diagrams, one shown
as a thin and the other as a thick line. Dealing first

with the thin line diagram, the compression was
brought up to 60 lbs. to the square mch. On igni-

tion the pressure rose to 230163., and' fell gradually

till just before D was reached, when the exhaust

valve opened. When the compression was raised

to 90 lbs. the maximum pressure went up to 270 lbs.

It is not possible to give an exactly similar diagram
taken from a modern petrol engine, owing to its very

high speed, but the one reproduced serves to show
roughly the effect of raising the compression, and as

the area contained by the diagram is representative of

the power the engine gives, it will be noticed by
rough measurement that the power developed with the

thick line diagram is very much greater than with the

thin line diagram.

Disadvantages of Too High Compression.
During the last few years the compression in motor

cycle engines, especially for competition purposes,

has been raised considerably above what was the case

a few years ago. This has resulted in very rnucb
higher efficiency—^that is to say, the power obtained

from a given engine and also the fuel corisumption

have been improved. There are, however, certain

causes which limit the compression pressure. These
are chiefly (i) preignition, especially at low engine

speeds, (2) the necessity for a large flywheel, (3) diffi-

culty in starting and running slowly, and (4) great

stress or strain on the parts of the engine.

Generally speaking, the effect of raising the com-
pression in an engine of given dimensions is to in-

crease the power and the speed obtainable from the

engine, but the gear ratio employed between engine

and road wheel must be lower. A high compression
' -engine will run very much faster than the same engine

with a low compression, and will give more power, but

at a higher speed. It is useless, therefore, to expect

; such engines to develop the same power at low speeds
>. which they do with the lower compression. This has

been expected with such engines, with the result that

they have been said to "overheat."
I have obtained exactly the same effect with a water-

cooled engine on a car, this engine having very high
compression. It was found that the engine would
give very high power at high engine speeds, but

directly it slowed down it knocked and gave all the
' symptoms of "overheating " experienced with racing

machines.

Different Methods of Raising Compression.
From the above remarks I do not wish it to be taken

that the compression should be high, and 1 cannot
tecommend anybody with a standard engine to raise

the compression except by a very small amount, and
then only if it has been proved to be too low. The
compression of an existing engine can be best raised

t)y using deep caps over the valves, which is the
' simplest and safest method. Other methods are

:

(i) To bolt a plate on the top of the piston, which
is bad practice, as it is difficult to secure, and up-
sets the balance of the engine. It would also be
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likely to cause preignition on account of irregularities.

(2) To lengthen the connecting rod. This again
upsets the engine balance slightly, and if the connect-
ing rod is much longer than the old one it may foul

the cylinder whilst at half-stroke.

(3) To turn off a portion of the bottom of the
cylinder, and so lower it in relation to the piston.

As the cylinder is bolted to the crank case by a flange

or web at its lower end, it is obvious that this method
will weaken the cylinder at this most important point.

(4) To fit a longer piston. This may bring the
piston above the cylinder port, and it may upset the
balance.

All LeaKages must be Avoided.
It is far better to obtain good compression than a

high compression in the engine; good compression
means absence of all leakage. If there is any leakage

^ig. $•—Showing pistou at the top
o\ its stroke.

Fig. 4.—Showing piston at the
bottom of its stroke.

the engine will draw in air or waste gas through this

leakage on the suction stroke, slightly reducing the
filling of the engine with fresh gas. On the com-
pression stroke part of the gas in the cylinder will be
forced through the leakage, and on the firing stroke

more of the gas under pressure will leak through, and
the pressure fall. It is therefore not only necessary

on the compression stroke to have absolute gas tight-

ness, but also on the other strokes.

The altitude and barometer reading both have their

bearing on the compression pressure and also on the
output of the engine, and atmospheric pressure may
efl'ect a relatively large variation in power. In the
British Isles, where roads are not at a very high
elevation, as in some other countries, a range of com-
pression between 60 and 90 lbs. per square inch in the

same engine can be obtained, so that natural causes

have a considerable bearing on the power of the engine.
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It is extremely difficult to measure actually what
will be the compression in any given engine, as it is

affected by the temperature, and the amcumt of this

is an unknown quantity. There are formula: for this

purpose, but they will not interest the majority of
motor cyclists. Generally speaking, the temperature
is ignored, and the compression pressure considered at

normal temperature. For this purpose one must know
the total volume inside the cylinder and the valve
ports, both when the piston is at the top and the bottom
of its strokes. Assume, for the sake of argument, that
when the piston is at the top (fig. 3) the volume shown
shaded is five cubic inches, and when the piston is at

the bottom of the stroke, as shown in fig. 4, twentv-five
cubic inches. We can then ascertain the theoretical
compression, ignoring temperature. The pressure of
the gas in the shaded part of fig. 4 is at atmospheric
pressure—that is to say, roughly, 15 lbs. per square
inch. If now the gas be compressed into a space of
half its previous dimensions the gas is raised to twice
its original pressure—that is to say, 30 lbs. per square
inch. If compressed into a volume one-third of its

original^ dimensions the pressure is raised three times—that is to say, 45 lbs. per square inch. From this
we obtain the rule

—

Shaded volume in fig. 4 = 25
Compression pressure = 15 x

Shaded volume in fig. 3 = 5
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Working out our figures on the lines of the above
rule, it will be seen that the compression in the
theoretical case being dealt with is 75 lbs. per square
inch. It is therefore po.ssible for anylDody to ascertain
in this manner 'what the compression of his engine
is. provided he can find out the volumes shown
shaded in figs. 3 and 4. It is possible to calculate

these roughly for experiment, but the best method is

to set the piston as shown in fig. 3 and see that both-
vaKes are tightly closed. Then pour in some innocuous
liquid, such as very thin oil, which will not adhere to

the c}lih(ler, so as to fill up the whole space and not

leave any air bubbles. ^ This liquid should be accurately,

measured in pouring in. As the volume is ultimately

required in cubic inches, the amount of liquid poured
in must be transferred to cubic inches. (It may be
useful to mention that one pint of water equals 34.6

cubic inches.) Having ascertained what fraction of a

pint fills the shaded space, the cubic inch capacity can

be ascertained by taking the same proportion of 34.6.

Having effected this very carefully, and seen that

no bubbles exist, the engine should be turned roimd

till the piston is at the very bottom of the stroke.

Further liquid must now he added to bring the level

the same as before, and this additional liquid must be

measured and the measurement added to that pre-

viously obtained. You now get two values—one that-

of the gas drawn in (fig. 4) and the other of the gas

compressed (fig. 3).

THE FUTURE OF THE END-TO END RECORD.
WHAT is going to be done about the End-to-end

record ? The existing figures imply a nett

average speed of close upon thirty miles an
hour. Allowing for even brief stoppages, any

successful attempt upon the record probably neces-

sitates a gross average of over thirty miles an hour.

Much of the route compels speed to be often reduced
for a mile or two at a time to less than legal limit.

One or two long stretches convert legal limit into a

temporary maximum for considerable distances, e g.,

across the factory districts of Lancashire, and during

the portion ridden in darkness. Ultra high speeds over

much of the road are inevitable. Any danger, whether

to the rider or the public, arising from the above
considerations is greatly enhanced by the fact that the

rider's vitality is almost always sub-normal for a period

at any rate of the ride.

Will Higher Powered Machines be Used ?

Consequently, if the attempts are recommenced this

next summer, two very unpleasant possibilities are on

the tnpis. One is that some very decent young sports-

man—an undergraduate or an example of our best

type of amateur clubman or trade rider—may be either

seriously injured or killed ; the other is that some
accident may occur to a third party. This will bring

great discredit on the sport, and may have exceedingly

nasty consequences for any firm of manufacturers con-

cerned in organising what is plainly an illegal adver-

tisement. The possibilities are enhanced when we
remember that few modern aspirants depend upon
personal knowledge of the route. The average aspirant

depends over each section upon a leader, mounted on
a fast machine, who pilots him over the trick\ portions

of the route, while from three to six followers hang
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on his heels, prepared to take the lead in the event

of any mishap to the original pilot. Thus we have all

the ingredients essential to a very pretty smash. If a

catastrophe occurs, as is easily possible, the

consequences will be disastrous in the worst sense to

the immediate participants, while they will further

reflect heavily on the trade and the pastime.

Further Attempts Anticipated.

It may be said that the record figures are already

reduced to vanishing point, and that further attempts

are improbable. 'Ihis contention is contradicted by

facts. Unsuccessful attempts have already been made
upon the existing record; and these attempts have not

been merel) the forlorn hope of amateur sportsmen,

but the organised advertising campaigns of commercial

bodies. I personally know of several riders who are

itching to have a go at the record, and amongst them

I couhl name men who are seriously disqualified both

by physique and mentality. Numerous attempts may
be anticipated, and some of them will be made on

faster machines of higher power than any which have

so far aspired to honours over the route. I have

already stated the dangers of giving those interested

a free hand, as they appeal to me personally; and I

am strongly of opinion that further attempts ought to

be stopped with a strong hand. If authorities differ,

it is none the less possible to control further attempts.

If the Auto Cycle Union and its affiliated clubs

announce their intention to place a life suspension

upon any individuals, firms, or clubs concerned, the

procession will automatically cease; and if a few stray

riders should ignore the ban, they are not likely 10 get

very far without backing from the trade.

B. H. Davies.
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Oxford M.C.C.

Nine new njrinbers have recently been elected, making a
total membership of fifty-eight.

Leeds M.C.C.

The dinner and distribution of prizes at headquarters took
place -on Friday last. The new president (Mr. Rowland
Winn) presided.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The A.G.M, will be held at headquarters, Golden Cross
Hotel, Bromsgrove, on Saturday, March 12th, at 6.30 p.m.
All motor cyclists in the district who are not at present
members of the club will be cordially welcomed at this
meeting.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

With the object of furthering the pastime of motor cycling
by promoting competitions and socialiility amongst motor
cyclists, the committee of the above club requests the sup-
port and co-operation of Dublin motor cyclists. The annual
subscription is 7s. 6d., and the honorary secretary will be
pleased to hear from prospective members at any time.
The printed programme, with full particulars of all events,
^vill be ready early in Marcli.

Liverpool M.C.

The committeo has arranged the following programme for
March at headquarters : Tuesday, 1st, semi-final and final
matches, billiard handicap ; Friday. 11th, Dr. Larkin's lantern
lecture entitled " Places of interest from River Mersey to
River Wye"; Thursday, 17th, return billiard match with
Manchester Motor Club; Friday, 18th. committee meeting-,
mstead of 25th; 25th to 28th, headquarters for Ea-ter.
Beddgelert, North Wales, inter-club meet with Manchester
Motor Club.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

A A'fry successful motor cycle gymkhana was held on the
Dragon Road Roller Skating Rink on Saturday evening,
February 19th. The events, with winners, are as follows :

Slow race, Mr. W. Grange riding a lightweight N.S.U.
.Vlusical chairs, Mr. F. Bagshaw (T.T. model Rex). Obstacle
race, Mr. H. Fortune (3i li.p. Triumph). Foot and wheel
race, Mr. Grange, who also obtained the special prize for
the best performance during the evening. The machines
rejiresented were N.S.U., Moto Rf-ve, Rex, Scott, and
Triumph.

Motor Cycle Club for Leicester.

The first meeting, which was announced in these columns
last Week, was well attended, and the outcome was the
formation of the- Leicester and District Motor Cycle Club.
Dr. jMoss-BIundell presided over a good attendance. After
the approval of rules, and competitions and social outings
had

_
been discussed, the officers were elected as follows :

Chairman, Dr. iMtoss-Blundell ; treasurer, Mr. E. G.
Fowler; committee, Messrs. W. T. Glover, F. J. Hill, H.
J. Marsden, D. M. Paterson, H. E. Smith, and G. H.
Upton; and Mr. F. C. Poecher, of 20, Granby Street, as
secretary. The opening run was fixed for Sunday next,
March 6th, at 2.50, when the club members will meet at
the tramway terminus, Oadby, and journey to Market
Harborough. Great stress was laid by the meeting upon
the considerate driving ot membere. New members will be
gladly' enrolled on applying to the hon. sec. at the above
address.

Burnley Victoria C. and M.C.

The newly-formed motor section of the Victoria Cycle and
Muter Club are holding another meeting in the Central Cuu]-
mercial Hotel, St. James's Row, Burnley, to-morro"w (Tues-
day), at 7.30 p.m. Will any local motor cyclists who would
like to join the club kindly attend this meeting?

British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

The annual subscription to the B.M.C.R.C. is two guineas,

and not as stated in last week's Motor Cycle. To members
of the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club, however, the

subscription is only one guinea. The hon. secretary of the

club is Mr. T. W. Loughborough, Ashleigh House, Eritli,

Kent.

Western District M.C.

On. March 6th a paperchase has been arranged from head-
quarters, meeting at 10 a.m., and finishing at the Bull Hotel.

Gerrard's Cross The other runs for the month of March
are : 13th, Virginia Water; 20th, Barnet ; 27tli, Araersham.
The club is progressing favourably, several new members

having been enrolled. '

Manchester M.C.

ilr. A. E. Bennett gave a lantern lecture on the " Bo.sch

Magneto" to the members of the above club, numbering
.some sixty or seventy, at the club's headquarters, the Albion
Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester, on the 15th inst.

The inter-club billiard match with the Liverpool INFotor

Club resulted in a win tor the Manchester team all thiough.

A return match is to be played at Liverpool on March 17th.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

On the 5rd March a lecture, "The Law and its Relation

to Motorists," will be delivered by Mr. H. Dewhurst at

the Wear Valley Hotel, Bishop Auckland, 8 p.m. On the

16th, hot pot supper and smoking concert, at 7 p.m. ; and
on the 22nd, lecture " A Tour on the Continent," by Mr.

T. W. Craig, illustrated, at 8 p.m.—lioth at the Wear Valley

Hotel. '

Birmingham M.C.C.

Five new members were recently elected. Readers wish-

ing to join the club are advised to write Mr. R. Vernon
C. Bvoo'f. the hon. secretary, Oakdene, Cambridge Road,
King's Heath, Birmingham, at once for particulars of mem-
bership, advantages, etc., so that they may take full

advantage of the 1910 competitions and fixtures. The club

has now a membership of over 100, and it is hoped to in-

crease this to 150 before the end of 1910.

Surrey M.C.C.

This club held a full committee meeting at the Angel
Hotel, Guildford, on the 22hd inst., under the able chair-

manship of Mr. R. BiTett. Runs, trials, and competitions
proposed to be held during the ensuing season were dis-

cussed. A reliability and time trial is one of the chief tvints,

to be held on May 25th to Lyme Regis and back, a distance

of 121 miles either way. A petrol consumption trial will lie

held on June 22nd, and run in three classes—singles, twins,
and lightweiglits. It is also proposed to hold a speed-
judging competition on April 6tli and a hill-climbing com-
petition on September 7th. -

The first of a series of social evenings will be held at the
famous Surrey hostelry, the Anchor Hotel, Ripley, on March
9th next, at 8 p.m.

FURTHER NEWS FROM THE CLUBS APPEARS IN THE
SUPPLEMENT.
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jN the absence of

close acquaint-

ance with the

subject, one
might reasonably
assume that a

[notor bicycle con-
forming with the

regulations of a
Tuurist Trophy
Race should be a

perfectly satisfac-

tory article for

touring in the com-
'^ --"-~* mtwily accepted

sense of the word. That all the machines built to

compete in these events could be made to serve the

dual purpose of racing and every day use cannot cer-

tainly be maintained for a moment, but having been
lucky enough to hit on this admirable combination,
and in view of the idea, which seems to prevail, that

every maker's T.T. model is a racer and nothing
more, I think a short account of my experiences with

this type of machine may perhajis serve to dispel any
misconceptions regarding them.

About seventeen months ago I had satisfactorily

disposed of my old and well tried 3 h.p. ni'ulijr cycle,

and the problem of replacing it had next to be solved.

The T.T. race was imminent, and being desirous of

compering 1 reflected thai it was highly improbable
that the maker's standard touring machine, with its

greater weight and unhandiness, would off<^i- sufficient

chance of success to justify the payment of a some-
what high entrance fee, ex'Cellent though such a

machine might be for non-racing purposir^s. 0:r the

other hand 1 could not under any circumstances afford

one of each model, and the prospect of purchasing a
mount suitable only for use during ten days in the year
could not be entertained.

A Disagreeable Voyage.

However, after some deliberation, the upshot of
the matter was that the T.T. Triumph had it. The
machine was taken straight from the works; and in its

company I set out for IJuuglas, l.O.M. The crossing

was disagreealile, and, as salt water spells ruination to

the ordinary waterproof cape, staying on deck in any
but a sheltered spot meant a thorough soaking. Still,

having inadvericntly reduced myself to an extremely
critical condition a short; while after leaving Liverpool
—by sitting over a book with my back to a hot funnel

in a surrounding atmosph''re of greasy cooking— it

became clear that if the .situation were to be saveil at

all, there was nothing for it but to take up a position

in the teeth of the wind and remain there, defying
rain and spray, for the rest of the trip. Actual disaster

did not, happily, overtake me, though it was with a
.still lingering tinge of "green about the gills " that 1

faced an absolutely unknown and high-powered
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machine, with low handle-bars and high gear. On
landing at Douglas Quay I found greasy roads which
did not add to my comfort, but gingerly pushing the,

machine off I soon discovered that, like my old 3 h.p.,

nothing could be more docile or trainable, and, further,

that the luxury of handle-bar control must be experi-

enced to be believed by those who are as yet un-

acquainted with its virtues either in racing, grease, or

traffic. With more than 300 miles of " all out " to its

credit, and that without a loose nut or mechanical
fault of any sort to be recorded save one—a broken

exhaust valve—this spiendid "jigger" accomplished
its maiden trip, and 1 was more than satisfied when, at

the end of "one crowded week of glorious life," it

was time to tnake tracks for home and work again.
'

None the less that bent and broken valve, with its

ensuing loss of so much priceless time, was to be a

very persistent ghost for many a long day, for, up to

the moment when disaster supervened at the eleventh

hour—or, to he more exact, at the ninth round—the

machine had been running superbly, and, as after-

-_ wards transpired, was at the time running into a very

satisfactory place.

The Touring Side of the Question.
This, though, is not the aspect of the case with

which I have set out to deal, and, to return to the tour-

ing side of the question, the machine, as it stood, did

not look very promising from this point of view. Short

and horizontal handle-bars, a small and unyielding

saddle, short- wheelbase, and plain-treaded zin. tyres,

are not popularly considered to combin in making up

a sound toming specification; albeit, a good luggage-

carrier, toolbag and accessories, and spring forks con-

tributed in some measure toward mitigating these

drawbacks. High compression, unless in the hands
of in(;.\nerienced users, cannot, I think, be regarded

as a ilisadvantage ; indeed, so great is. the reserve of

])ower at one's command with a reallv first rate 3^
h.p. engine, that a compression higher than the average

lends just that modicum of interest to driving, which
is somewhat lacking in the case of the lower com-
pression, and consequently more foolproof, engine. In

the Inner case, long and winding hills with" trying"

grarlients call for nothing more than ordinary ability

to negotiate them, and, provided the sharp corners can

be successfully steered round, the throttle can be

banged open again immediately, and, no matter h(
-

long the hill or how hot the day, the machine will see

its rider through.

Different altogether is the position with high com-
pression and with no pedalling ge.nr to assist in picking

up at the critical moment, and when, after just scrap-

ing round some evil corner on twc) wheels and a boot,

the throttle lever is nudged tentatively forward, then

it is that, more often than not with a cylinder well

heated after previous hard driving, the premonitory
symptoms of that fatal knock call for all the skill and
care at the rider's command if the climb is to be

successfully negotiated

:MA.
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A T.T. Model as a Touring Mount.

—

It almost goes without saying that there is all the

difference in the world between flying up long and
troublesome hills in competition when the engine is

cool and the road clear and tackling them as they

come in the course of a long day's ride.

In the former case the chief requirements are '-a

well-tuned engine and the removal of all superfluous

weight. In the latter, where the machine is possibly

laden with baggage, the surface treacherous, and traffic

aljndant, "rushing " is impossible, and a set of con-

ditions demanding skill, sympathy, and care at once

arises. To those who ride a motor cycle solely as a

means of transit such situations will not appeal. Their

solution of the problem is a machine of " pantech-

nicon " proportions, embodying in its often ungainly

mass a two-speed gear and free engine—encumbrances
which I avoid and they consider essential. On the

other hand, all who ride for recreation and amuse-

ment and expect to derive interest from the pastime

will welcome the occasions when care and ability are

brought into play as opposed to the mere necessity

of pressing a button and allowing the machine to do
the rest.

Turning to the question of comfort, experience soon

convinced me that, far from entailing the discomtort

anticipated, the machine was not only extremely well

adapted to touring purposes, but light and handy to an

astonishing degree. After an extended experience of

both standard and T.T. models, and notwithstanding

the fact thai I am but sparsely "covered," and can

realise as well as most people the meaning of a

lumpy road, nothing would induce me to return to

what I cannot but describe as, relatively speaking, a

"dodderer's" machine. It seems to be generally

admitted that the main drawbacks to be urged against

the majority of " standard tourists
'

' of to-day are start-

ing difficulty, weight, and unwieldiness, the former
being directly due to the two latter, while the out-

standing advantages of such machines are their reserve

of power, ample margin of strength throughout, steadi-

ness and comfort on bad roads, and, not least

important, their large luggage carrying capacity.

An Admirable Compromise.
The T.T. machine, with its shortened wheelbase,

reduced weight, and greater handiness, presents an
admirable compromise between the heavy and light

types of machine at present on the roads, inasmuch
as, while retaining the ample margin of strength, great

reserve of power and speed and general solidity

peculiar to the heavier type, it exhibits much of the

handiness and economy of upkeep characteristic of

the lightweight. The only points upon which the

latter can claim superiority, viz., lower weight, easier

starting, and convenience in traffic, amount to com-
paratively little when examined in the light of prac-
tical experience. Taking these three points in order,

the difference in weight to be found between the

average lightweight touring machine and the T.T.
machine is hardly likely to be more than 40 lbs.—not
a great deal, in view of the very much greater capa-
bilities of the latter. The idea that high compression
and starting difficulty are as inseparable as the
Siamese twins has no foundation in fact, since com-
pression can be obviously reduced to any desired
extent by merely closing down the throttle somewhat

and reducing the charge. Lastly, in the absence of

a clutch, it would be difficult indeed to find a machine
more suited to dodging through dense city traffic than

the one I am describing.

Suiting the Machine to the Conditions.

In making the foregoing comparisons and in sug-

gesting the Avider use of this class of motor bicycle for

touring purposes I ha\'e naturally pre-supposed suit-

able modifications and adjustments to carburetter,

ignition, and gear ratio to meet the altered require-

ments and conditions of such work.

The carburetter may with advantage be fitted ^vith a

smaller jet and the standard roadster choke tube, in

order to secure slow running when needed. Oppor-
tunities for mile-a-minute bursts being few and far

between on most roads, the magneto may be timed a

trifle later and a somewhat more vigorous spark

obtained when the ignition lever is slightly retarded.

The tyres fitted to my ovm machine are the 2in.

wired-on Dunlop, and of these I can speak in terms of

highest praise. It is as difficult to pick holes in them
metaphorically as it is literally, they neither punc-

ture, cut, nor show wear to anything like the extent

that previous sets of 2j^in. tyres have done, they are

notoriously fast, their removal and replacement pres-

sent no more difficulty than does the beaded edge
variety, they stand up on and cut through grease in

winter, owing to their narrow tread, and throw up a

minimum of dust in summer. Unfortunately, I have

kept no accurate account of their mileage, but they are

probably distinctly more economical in the long run

than 2 14 in. covers, notwithstanding their lighter build.

A Few Special Points.

There are, perhaps, a few more points relating to

this machine which will bear detailed mention.

Two great faults of the Original form of handle-bar

were a necessarily bent forward attitude at all times

and the difficulty of steadying the front wheel in

grease. These have since been eliminated by replac-

ing the earlier pattern with a more recent design,

which, while providing a crouching position when
necessary, gives ample leverage in dealing with ticklish

steering conditions, and at the sam.e time makes a com-

fortable upright sitting position possible. The hard

saddle, which can, of course, be replaced by one of

more generous dimensions and better springing, is not

half so formidable as it looks, and many will find, as

I did, that familiarity breeds contentment ! Lastly,

to deal with some imaginary evils ; Engine vibration

is not noticeable at any speed but the \-ery slowest,

when the engine naturally tugs somewhat on the short

belt, the length of drive being reduced with the wheel-

base. Excessive carbon deposit and broken valves

innumerable are still other popular bogies, though I

have suffered no serious annoyance from either, and,

in spite of tolerably generous lubrication, the cylinder

and piston can be left at this time of the year for

quite 1,000 miles without scraping.

In conclusion, I trust the reader will not ascribe

my expressed preference for the T.T. machine to be a

lust for speed as opposed to the enjoyment of legiti-

mate touring. Fast as these machines undoubtedly

are, they are yet, as I have tried to show, a first-rate

combination of two types, and can jog along at tour-

ing gait with as much ease as they skip round the

Isle of Man course in twentv minutes. T. T. T.
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Ignition Repairs.

Messrs. Fellows and Co., 49, Hert-
ford Street, Maytair, W., inform us

that they have a special department
for the repair of motor cycle magnetos,
coils, and accumulators.

Kerry's in Bristol and Sheffield.

The East London Rubber Co., Ltd.,

29-31, Great Eastern Street, E.C., have
opened two branch depots for the sale

0' Kerry motor cycles and accessories.

One is at Kerry House, Furnival
bueet, Sheffield, tlie other at 101-102,

Thomas Street, Bristol.

The Care of tlie Indian.

"Instructioi.s for the Starting and
Care of Indian Motor Cycles " is the

title of a little booldet which has just

been issued by the Hendee Manufac-
turing Co. One of these booklets is

sent out vith each Indian motor
cycle, Ri.d ;an be obtained from the

Hendee Manufacturing Co., 184, Great
Portland Street, W.

Scandinavian Exhibition.
Mr. George Verbeke, 15. Rue du

Fort, Ghent, Belgium, informs us that

he is shortly going to establish himself

in Christiania, and there enter into

the motor cycle and motor car trade.

This year there will be an exhibition in

Bergen, and English firms who would
care to have their interests represented
should write to Mr. Verbeke.

Export Business^

The Service Co., Ltd., are doing
quit« a good export business. Recently
they e.xported two Scotts, one to

India and the other to South Africa,

while they have also just shipped a

Motosaeoche to Russia.

Fresh Appointments.
Mr. A. T. Stanton, who is fairly

welt-known to many of our readers as

a competitor in motor cycle trials, and
London agent until recently for- Brad'
bury- and Co., Ltd., has now joined

the firm, and will .reprefs^nt them in

London, and the Northern, Ea.-tern,

and Western districts.

Mr. H. W. Duret has resigned his

position with the Singer Motor Co.,

Ltd., and has accepted an appointment
with the Palmer Tyre, Lt.d., as

West of England representative. Mr.
Duret was the recipient of a handsome
present and testimonial from the

directors, and he is taking up his new
duties with the best wishes of his

many friends.

^—o©^

FEBRUARY 28th, igio.

Catalogues Received.

The Prested Battery Co., Elthorne

Road, Upper Holloway, N., have now
issued an advanced 1910 list containing

several new and useful specialities.

T4ie Simnis West End Agency.

The Simms Magneto Co., Ltd.,

Wei beck Works, Kimberley Road,
Willesden Lane, Kilburn, N.W., in-

form us that they have come to an
arrangement with Messrs. G. H. Smith
and VV. H. Dorey, 14a, Great Marl-
borough Street, W., to act as West
End agents for Simms magnetos.

A Progressive Business.

Although only established a few
months as dealers in motor cycles and
accessories, the Lancashire Motor
Exchange, Euston Road, Morecambe,
which is conducted by Mr. C. H.
Hitchen, has made extremely rapid
progress. The fiim commenced dealuig
m motor cycles last September, and
during the latter part of that month
sold only one machine, value £38.
Last month some thirty-three motor
cycles were dis|:osed of, value £800 to

£900. Our readers will agree that
unless the business were conducted
on honest and satisfactory lines it

would be quite impossible for it to

increase so rapidly. Full particulars of

the system upon which the exchanges
are conducted will be supplied gratis.

PvECENT PATENTS.
Safety Sjpporting Device.

This device is intended for use

either when the machine is stationary

or travelling. Beneath the footboard

A is arranged transverse shaft B, each
e'ld of which carries a slotted link C.

Pivoted to brackets D carried by the

fooiooard are rocliing levers E, the
lower ends of which carry rollers F.

The shaft B also carries a lever G
connected by a rod H to a control

lever J. When it is desired to use

the support the lever J is brought
into a vertical position, rotating the
transverse shaft B and turning the

roller-carrying levers E about their

pivots, through the links C. Forward

movement of the lever J brings the
parts into the position shown by
dotted lines, raising the rollers' out of

contact with the ground. The operat-
ing lever is anchored . to the frame by

By. EaiC W. WALFORD F.C.I.P.A.

a spring (not shown) so that the con-

tact of the rollers F with the ground
is a resilient one.—R. M. Kingsford
(L. Rabe), No. 17.604, 1909.

Combined Petrol Gauge and Injector.

Within the tank A is secured a

barrel B perforated for the free pas-

sage of the petrol. Within this ban el

slides a plunger comprising a trar.s-

parent.tube C mounted around a pipe U
by means of a knob E
at the top and a nut
F at the bottom. The
nut F is slotted as

shown, and. the pipe D
provided with a small
hole, so that the petiol

maj' enter the , trans-

parent tube C and
find its level therein,

a vent G being pro-

vided for this pur-
pose. When it is

desired to ascertain

the level of liquid in

the tank, the vent U
W is closed by the

^ thumb or finger, and
the plunger drawn up. Owing to

closing of the Vent O, the- petrol

remains in the tube C, and its level

therein corresponds to that in the

tank. To enable the device to be used

as an injector, a pipe J is firmly secured
within the barrel B, and telescopes

within the pipe D. The upper open
end of the pipe J is arranged to be
slightly lower than the pipe D when
the latter is in its raised position. If,

therefore, the vent be now uncovered,
the petrol will escape through the small
hole in the pipe D, and drip into the

pipe J,. whence it passes to the desired
part bv way of the tap K.—J. B. Dall,
No. 7,999, 1909. dsr-iSa.

A Saddle Spring Arrangement.

Each side frame member A carries

a pair of tensional springs B which
are bridged across by a plat© C. This
plate supports the rod D, which is

connected to the seat proper at E.

—

W. A. De Lattre and Middle-
more and Lamplugh, Ltd., No.
10.357. 1909. '
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£50
4 17 6

. £54 17 6

1 number (19090. .

1 Coronet Sidecar

Total .

rhe above sum reprcsnnts the usual price of a new 1909^
rwo-spced HUMBER and CORONET Sidecar. This
' combination," in turn, represents the best, cheapest, and
ipccdiust method of carryincf two passengers anywhere at
iny time. A decent car costs /i^goo, runs twenty miles

a the gallon, and averages 20 m.p.h. The aforesaid
' combination *' runs 100 miles to the gallon, and averages
[om.p.h. If you are contemplating purchasing a sidecar
nachine, we are convinced that this '" combination " will
ender you the best service obtainable.

6Si 17s. 6d. for £42 10s.
We have decided to offer a limited number ol these

;iUMI3ERS, fitted with CORONET Sidecars, at £42 10s.
he pair. Remember, one only supplied in each district

IS an advertisement. Full specification below. \

1909i HUIVIBERS
)raiid new. These you can hardly tell from 19 lo models
jeing fitted with improved pattern silencers, spring forks
arger pulleys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, H. B. control
egistered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil
Jump operated by foot, stand and carrier, toolbag with
ill tools fitted to handle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£42 10s.| complete with sidecar.

19091 Single Speed Humbers.
We have a few of these beautiful models, brand new,

itted with magneto ignition, Druid spring forks, handle-
Jar control. Usual price ,^45.

Our price' £34 lOs.

NEW 1909 AR.<«OS.
We have a few Brand New 3J h.p. Models, fitted with

Qagnetos, h.-b. control, complete with tools, etc.

List price, £45. Our price, £32 105. Or exchange.
Cash ofiers wanted.

Other Sidecar Machines.
h.p. STEVENS Tricycle, two wheels in front.. £11 10

if h.p. BROWN, twin, igo8, magneto, free engine f-95 !
"h.p. Twin REX, four speeds, spring forks .... £16 10
h.p. Twin REX, 1908, magneto, spring forks.. £24 10

ih.p. HUMBER, 1909, two speeds, soiled only £^2 lo
I h.p. BAT, magneto, two speeds, spring frame. . £24 10

Beautiful Solo Mounts.
J.h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, etc., 1909 £35
.S h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908, Mabon free engine .... £30
i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, in splendid condition .. £25

; h.p. DOUGLAS, 1909, studded tyres, lilve new £32 10
-.1 h.p. REX, iqoQ. tourist, soiled only £32 10
;ih.p. REX, colonial model, magneto ignition .. £12 12
lih.p. QUADRA.N'T, 1909, Roc two-speed gear. . £32 10
li h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, mag., beautiful order £25
;ih.p. MINERVA, mag., enamelled Fr nch grey £19 10
li h.p. MINERVA, magneto, splendid condition. .£18 10
(ih.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2jin. tyres, low built .. £22 10
?our.cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £17 10
\ h.p. N.S.U., twin, 1908, magneto, two speeds.. £27 10
:J h.p. SPARK, vertical engine, magneto £S 16
> h.p. Twin REX, with Forecar £10 10
ijh.p. MINERVA, spray, good running order . . £3 IS

We have 200 Machines in stock.
We cannot put all these in our advertisements, therefore

lend for list, post free. CASH BUYERS we specially
ater lor, and we are able to allow big discounts. TO
rHE TRADE : We have a few good machines to clear
It £5 each.

THIS WEEK'S SPICY BARGAIN.
3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical engine, M.O.V., complete mth

toil, belt, and accumulator, number-plates, etc., in good
running order.

,„ ,
, £5 ISs. £5 5s. £5 58.

we will reserve machine upon receipt of £1 deposit, and
Kcept balance 5 '- weclky.

fi.ooo —
. Wanted, Magneto Motor Cycles Good prices

waiting.

—

''iven.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES.
CHARLES STREET, vif Square, Road, i

IPhonc 1062. HALIFAX.- ^Km stalTon"'
'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

1 QO8 Triumphs, perfect conditioQ, little used, ready
J-*^ for road, compression frood: £32.—Hitchen'a.

1 009 Triumphs, free from scratches, condition as new,
-K-v these are beauties; £39.—Hitchen'a-

~l Q 10 Triumphs, quick despatch, no waiting, original
At' crates; £45; free engine, £52-—Kitchen's.

1Q10 Sih.p. Twin Premier, absolutely new, ehow
-Lt/ model; listed £52 lOs-, £45 will buy-—Hitchen'a-

PEOMPT Spot Cash offers, also exchanges entertained
for above-—Write at once. Hitchen'sj Lancashire

Motor Exchange. Euston Rd-, Morecambe-

SOUTHPORT—Second-hand motor cycles from £5;
machines bought or sold on commission.

SOTJTHPOET—Dunlops. from 19a. 8d. ; Warwicka,
:rom 19s. 8d. ; 1910 Amacs. and B- and B-

SOUTHPORT Motor Supply and Exchange, Hogton
St-, rioutbport-

1 Q08 N-S.U-, 3ih.p., 24iu. wheels, excellent condition;
-l-t/ best otEer-— 60, Selwyn St., Leigh. Lanes.

TRIUMPH, 1908, exceptionally good condition; 30
guineas--32, Northfield Rd.. Crookes, Sheffield-

1 Q09 Special 3ih.p. Norton, drip feed, spares; £30
J-t-' cash only; no dealers-- 3, Fulmer Rd-,' Sheffield-

CROSS lor Triumphs from stock; no waitius; £48
1 5s- ; Palmer cords 10s- extra.—Cross. Triimiph

agent, Eotherham.

1 QIO N-S-IJ., 3j,h-p., Model de Luxe, in stock.-Agents
J-tf Huddersfield district, Moldgreen Engineering
Works, Huddersfield.

DOUGLAS. 1909. perfect, only run 1.000 miles, all

tools, spares; £28; trial; ordered 1910-—Eodgers,
Broom Lodge, Eotherham.

3 ih.p. M.M-O., good condition, new belt, and tank

;

2 £7 10a-; wanted, Minerva contact breaker —Povey
175, Ribbleton Lane, Preston.

LATE 1909 Premier, as new, not ridden 200 miles; 29
guineas; any trial- 3.6h.p. lightweight Rex, £14.

or exchange.—Aldon, Darley-

3ih-p- 1909 Brown, magneto, Druids, handle-bar con-
2 trol, £29; twin Minerra, Bosch, spring forks, £24.

—Cross, agent, Eotherham.

MANCHESTER Motorists can obtain Ariel, Brad-'
bury. Douglas, Norton, P-M.C two-stroke from

.

official agent. Gourlay, Fallowfield.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery, come and see me
before pnrcha<5iHp your 1910 mount, any make

supplied: second-hanu Triumphs taken m part payment-
—Triumph Agent, 53. Irfiffoid Rd-. Stltord.

T 009 Triumph, not ridden 200 miles, new last August
At/ Polkey lamp and generator, Trinote horn; £35,
no offers.-Wilson, 19, Wellington St-. Bradford, Man-
chester-

TO be Sold. Motor Cycle.—Triumph, 1909. Mabon
clutch, in splendid condition, unscratched, not

been ridden 1,000 miles; only £38.-19, Park Lane,
Liverpool.

4h-p- J.A.P.-Anglian, 85 by 85, two-apeed, chain drive,
cone clutch, J-A.P. carburetter, magneto, low frame.

Druid forks, footboards; £25—Potter. 21, Leicester
Grove. Leeds-

3 ih.p. Triumph. 1909, new June. Lucas lamp. Cowey
2 indicator spare belt and case, toolbag, and tools.

as supplied, splendid condition; £37.— Owner, Williams
Bros., Lytham-

MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p., special machine, newly
enamelled grey and overhauled by Motosacoche,

Ltd. Very low frame, perfect condition, and equal new,
iiwumulator model; 16 guineas; genuine bargain,—Topp,
Carlisle St.. Goole.

MONET Wanted.-3ih.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea. No. 6.

adjustable pulley, footboards, French grey, very
fust, guaranteed complete with pump, bag. etc. ; accept
£10. worth 15 guineas; any trial.—Short, Spread Eagle
Yard. Chesterfield.

3 ih.p. Ariel. 1910 machine, free engine, variable gears,
2 not run 100 miles, charging-lighting set, gas en-

gine, dynamo, switchboard, £20 ; six-cell charging battery.
509.; new motor cycle, £18; Pjlyphon. Id- slot. £3;
motor cycle. £16; two double breechloading guna, £7
each; 14-16h.p. car wanted-—Hill, Chapmangate, Pock-
lingtoiu

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cliesliire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

£6.—2h.p. genuine Minerva, first-class order guarau
teed— 63, Mill St.. Macclesfield.

N.S-U-, 4h.p-, model de luxe, 1909 specification, not
ridden 500 milea, guaranteed; £30-—Below.

PREMIER. 1909. brand new; any trial; guaranteed
pcrleit condition ; offers-—Below.

TRIUMI'H, 1908, just enamelled and plated, new non-
slcid tyres, and belt, guaranteed; £32-—Below.

3h.p- F-N-, accumulator, thoroughly overhauled, newly
enamelled and plated, new Pakuer tyres, belt, h-b-

control. B. and B. carburetter, perfect condition; £15.—
Attwood. Stone. Staffs-

In answerlna thr.^p. arliiertisem.cnt^ it is dpJtirahlp M TnAntAnn. '

Satisfying Sidecars.
|\Ve are receiving testimonials daily from customers nil

o^er the country who are highly df lighter] vvith Coronci
Siarrars. Why pay fabulous prices for iTiffri'r goods r

£4 17s. 6d.
CORONET
SIDECARS

Before buying a Sidecar, send for illustrated circulai

explaining the advantages of " CORONET " Sidecars over
other makes. Delivery from stock to suit Mincrvaa,
Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and any other make. A tU'ched
in three minutes.

Price £4 17s. Gd. Discount to trade.

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

...^ pulley on the market.
10/^ ^i&^S^HAii^^^ Loose Sange securely held

/ ^^Ji^^^^-^a^ in any position by a simple
yet ingenious contrivance.
Gear can be altered with-

out the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand.
Buv a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable
tor hill-climbing.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,
supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern. Discount to trade.

GR1PSK9N " BELTING.

•r o b o o o 'o ^<

o o o o o (

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect
drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer Ufe
than rubber.

iin., lOd. ; ?in., lid. ; Jin., 1 /I ; lin., 1 /2.
- Special terms to the trade.

TYKES. TYRES. TYRES.
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

Clincher Covers: z5in. or 28 x 2in., 2^in., 2iin., 16/6.
Dunlop Covers: 26x2in,, 15/6; 26x2iin., 17/6;

28x24-in. or a^in., 15/6.
28x2in. Dunlop Covers: Beaded, 14/6; Wired, 10/6,
24X2-lin. cupper-Reflex, heavy treads, 12/6; ditto

tubes. 4/-
Large stock of Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sh,Tjni-

rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old
:over in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large slock of the best makes from 59/6

Your old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND liARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-
bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.

Old Carburetters Bought.

MISCELLANEOUS.
De Dion Car Frame, wheels, diffixemial £3 lOs.
New Water-cooled Cylinder M.O.V., 8r mm. bore 19/6
Six good PL in Coils each 3/8
Dozen good Tremoler Coils each 7/6
Mudguards and Stays 3in., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Colls (your old coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9
50 Pairs New X'lall Spring Forks, latest 15/-
I^nguemare, Minerva, F.N. carburetters .... cjkIi 5/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, fit Rex 35/-
Albion Free Engine Clutch, fit Rex 29/-
New Powell Hub two-spccd Gear, cost £11 £5
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.

Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 IDs.

Norman Two-speed Gear, nearly new £2 Ss*

New Twin Antoine Cylinder 20/-
New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-speed Gear Box, nearly new .... £2 5s.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/6
New Pistons. 81 mm. diam 8/9

tsO«^TH'S IVlOTORIEb,
CHARLES STREET (off Square Road), HALIFAX

Telephone 1062.

' T-hp. Aforor OijcIp.." Aac
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LONDON STOCK-
rf.S. 5 li.p., magneto. Truffault forks, B. and B. handle-

bar control, Kempshail and Continental new tyres £28
REX ^i h.p., 190C) modfl, Bosch magneto, spring forks,

good tyres £26
REX ^h h.p., 190S model, two speeds, Bosch magneto.

A beauty £24
MINERVA 3^ h.p., igog model, handle-bar control,

spring forks, magneto £26
MINERVA 31V h.p.. magneto, spring forks. Good run-

ning order £20
HUVIBER 5^ b-p., igoq model, single speed. Grey

finish £28
N.S.U. 4 h.p., twin-cylinder, 2.iin. wheels, Mabon free

engine, magneto, igoS model £25
PEUQEOT 3^ h.p., Bosch magneto, Truffault spring

forks, 26in. wheels, tyres as new. Very fast. . . . £21
TRIUMPH 3A h-pM brand new, 1909 model, spring

I

forlcs, magneto £41
BROWN 2^ h.p., magneto, low saddle position, good

tyres £16
N.S.U. 3J h.p. model, magneto, low, long bars. Clear

at £16
SINGER 3 h.p., vertical engine, magneto; cost over

^o gns. ; accept for cash £14
CLYDE 2^ h.p., vertical engine, magneto, good tyres £14
KELECOM 4 h.p., Phcenix two speeds, very good

tyres, spring forks and seat £16
ANTOINE 4 h.p., vertical. M.O.V., very low and long,

free engine. 2fiin. wheels, good tyres. A bargain £15
WHITE AND POPPE 3^ h.p., vertical. A bonny

mount. Low built £14
ZENITH 3 h.p. Bicar, sprung both wheels, two speeds,

very low £20
MINERVA 3i h.p., 26in. wheels, low built, iree engine.

Good sound order £1

50/- down secures :

ij h.p. BRADBURY. Fine goer £9
t* h.p. MINERVA. Good faithful slave £7
Ijh.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £11

2i h.p. MINERVA, A.O.l.V £9
}| h.p. W. and P., Mabon clutch £14

All in good running order.

Balance 5 /- weekly.

N.S-U. N.S.U.MO^OR
CYCLES,

We have still a few N.S.U. 's to clear at exceptionally
low prices, as below

—

Deferred List
Cash. Payments. Prices.

£25 — £39
£31 £33 £42
£37 £39 £52

-Ail brand new and perfect, and fitted with Magneto
ignition.

Fullest particulars upon request.

(lid for our lists of Accessories and of Secontl-hand
Motor Cycles. We can almost guarantee to save you
money.

3 b-P-

3^ b.p.

5i'h-p.

TRICARS AND CAT^S
PRUHEL Car. 20 b.p., side entrance, four cylinder, four

'Speeds. Bang up to date. Clear at £.30.
PHCENIX Car, 8 h.p., two cylinder two speeds, two-

seater, good tyres. £42.
REXETTE Tricar. 5^ h.p., two spec^ds open frame, water

cooled, very good condition. £32.
QUADRANT Tricar, 5.^ h.p., two speeds, open Irame,

air cooled. £15.
HUBBARD Tricar, 5J h.p., water cooled, two ?peedS;

Chater-Lea gear box, perfectly sound. £26.

Hvt.Tv machine guaranteed in sound running order before
delivery.

!
Maudes' Motor Mart

136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'I'tilcgrams l " Abdicate, I.ondon."
Telephone : 552 Mayfair.

Also at Powell Street, Hall-Fax.

A36 In answering these

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
10 Humber, two-speed, 3^Ii.p., splearlid ronilition,

not done 300 rnile.^;: co^l £06. sell £42. Also

3 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, surface, "tyres good, also
(oniliiioD: sell £10. 01 would consider esi-'hunffe

for 5-seiitPr car ui gm>d make.—H. T. Hugnes, Cambrian
Cyrle Depot, Trawsfyoydd.

TRIUMi'H-MINiiHVA, 2ih.p.. good Romg order; £8
10s.. or best offer— Newport. Tattenhall, Cheater.

CHOICE of two a-cyl. F.N-'b. 4 and 6h.p.; £22 and
£28.—George Collier, Repton. near Burton-on-

Trent.

"P EX. 3ih.p., racing model. enameUed French grey, as
-tV new, not scratched, l^iw builU very fast ; f30.—ilosa,
Wem.

J Q08 Triumph, in perfect order, only ridden few hun-
-!-«-' dred miles, with spares; £31.—Fiolow, Elton,
S^ndbach.

3ih.p. Triumph, 1908, excellent condition, -with lamp.
2 urrn. tw.. bags, and spares; £32.—Wakefield, Win-

uiiijrton. Northwich.

Ilrown, magneto, done about 200 mileei, accea-
soriea. sprius forks; £34 for quick sale.—68, W'el-

Iiu;.'ton Ed.. Stockport.

<^b.p, Minerva, Chater-Lea, new Palmers, first-classO condition, aueessoriea; £10. near offer.-Lewis, 23,
Anten KjI. Handsworth.

3JLh-p. 1904 Bradbury, in good working order, covers
2 prmtii-ally new; £7—Tompson, Vicarage, Esclus-

bam Vicamge, Wresham-

MINEEVA. 3ih.p.. a grand machine, equal to any-
tlunir on tlie road; £15, great bargain; several

3ib.p.
2 sc

IF YOU WANT /

1910 MODEL
CONSULT US
We guarantee to save you money for Cash, Deferred Paj

nients, or Exchange.

ANY make;

others.— Himting, Wealdstone.

19 09 Wolf Liffhtweicht. Druid spring forts, ridden

Blnswicb Ed. Bloxwieh. Wal-^all.

M0T0-EEVE8 and Triumphs. . .

prii-es; latert 1910. ready for limuediate
1909 models, at cut

des-

patch; best prices allowed for old mounts.—Bunting,
Wnaldstone.

ARIEL. 3h-p-. January. 1909, b-b- control, 26m.
wheels, spring forks, very fast, reliable. aH acces-

sdriea; £18; bnuRht 1910 Premier; photo--Doody, Castle,

Foregate. Shrew.sbury.

TETUMTH. 3b-p.. 1906. mapneto, sprijig forks, h-b.

cuntrnl. adjiist»ltle pulley, new Watawata. good
tyres, lamp, horn, sparpn. tuned ready for season ; £22.—
fiarstang, 47. St- George's Av.. Higher Tranmere, Birten-
head-

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, I^ntland,

Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.
-Stamford Gar-

Magneto Eei, late 1908. almost new; £22.—
Hnlijies, Spencer St-, Leamington-

sell best offer; entertain

"IQlO Triumph Motor Cycles in stock.

-

J-O air*^. Stamford.

1Q09 3ihp. Eex, brand new
-i-t/ exchange.—22. Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

1 Q09 Standard Triumph, almost new. guaranteed per-
J^*y feet; £35—Lance. Chester Ed-, Wellingborough-

LOW Built Shp. Stevens, splendid goer, in excellent
condition ; £15-— Arthur Allen. Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

1 Q09 4-eyl. 5-6h.p. F-N-. not run 500 miles, and equal
-Ltf to new; £38—1. Stratford Terrace, Nottingham.

3ih.p. A.ster. perfect. 26 bv 2i tyres, .spring forks, etc.

;

2 £8 10s.. or offer.-F. Roberts. Rother St., Strat-
furd-on-Avon.

F.N-, 4ih-p.. splendid condition and going order, spares
etc., very fast; £20 cash.—Walker, 153, Monk

Rd.. Lincoln.

TEIUMPH, 1909, all accessories, scarcely scaled; £35.
or nearest offer accepted-—Trelawney. Kng Edward

Ed-. Coventry.

31h.p. Minerva, late 1908, magneto, handle-bar control,
2 periect condition ; sprung frame forecar, £3 lOs-

—Wykes. Grantham.

3h-p. Lincoln Elk, in perfect condition, low, fast, and
reliable; genuine bargain, £12; approval willingly.

—E. Morris, Eourne-

3;Sh.p.
and condition; bargain, £9.

26in. wheels, in splendid funning order
lition; bargain, £9.—Crump, 10. Dalton

Hq . Butts. Coventry.

33,h-p- Res and trailer, steel studded back, non-skid
4 front, climb anything;, sacrifice £16 16s-—Beech,

Post Oflice. Shireoaks. Notts.

IQlO Humber and Ariel Motors, latest models; im-
-I- 1/ mediate delivery ; liberal allowances ; exchanges-—
Evans, agent. Sparkhill, Birmingham-

DOUGLAS, 1910 models, in stock, complete irith lamp
hjrn, and accessories ; 38 guineas.—Norton and

Sons, ironmongers. Smithfofd St., Coventry-

1 Q09 Eex, Sih.p , as new, special &ni<:h, tank in red
-L*/ and aluminium, specially good; £30. or 1908 Tri-
amph and £5.-3. Tichborne St., , Leicester.

4-Cyl- P-N-, 1909, equal to new. h.b. control, spring
seat-pillar, mirror, watch, lamp, horn, tools, and

spares; £28; buying car.— 164. Coventry Ed.. Hay Mills-

ALSO AT

136, Great Portland Stt

LONDON, W.
advertisententft if. ij^ df.Rirahle to Tneniion '* The Motor Cycle.**

ROC, 4h-p., magneto. Amac carburetter. hn).c., adjust-
able pulley, free engine, handle -starting; £24. cheap.

—.^tevenson. Edgbaston House, Broad St., JBirmlngham-

N.S.U.'S All brand new. N.S.U.'I

Six 3 h.p. models , , Clear at £!

Two 3^ h.p. models ; „ £3

Two 5I h.p. models „ £3

Exchanges or Deferred Payments. Cash offers

considerpd.

SECOND-HANDS AT HALIFAX.
MINERVA 4J h.p., 26in. wheels, good tyres, perfect

order £3

N.S.U. 3^ h.p., 2jin. tyres, spring forks, variable pnlley £1

TrIOMkH 3 h.p., spring forks, Amac carb., handle-bar
con trol, very fine order ; . . £1

QUADKANT sj h.p., 26in. wheels, spring iorks, very
good puller £1

HAIViIlTO.N 4 h.p., Amac carb., handle-bar control^

26in. whfcls, .\\ condition i £1

N.S.U. 3^ h.p., magneto, handle-bar control, Roc two
spreas, very low : ^

MOTO-REVE 2 h.p. Lightweight, twin, magneto,
spring forks, very good tyrt s £!

PEUGEOT 4 h.p., twin, low position £15 I1

ARIEL 34 h.p., B. and B. carb., low built £14 1'

FAIRY 2 h.p., low, ideal hghtwcight tUX.
MINERVA 3A h.p., good tyres, low built £1*11
CLARENDON 3 h.p.. M.O.V ., anciiraulator ignition £14 i
EXCELSIOR 3 h.p., grey finish, good puller £10 !

N.S.U. i.^ h.p. Lightweight, magneto £161
TRIUMPH 3 h.p.. magneto, low built £19 !

MINERVA 3* h.p.. Longucmare carb., good tyres £16 1'

MINERVA 2|h.p., B. and B. carb., M.O.V. ^. . . £141-

Exchanges, Deferred Payments, or close Cash offers.

50/- down secures

:

MADISON 13 h.p., spray t6

QUADRANT 2 h.p., low, good tyrES M
BARTER 3 h.p., spray, Jong bars £9

DURKOPP 2i h.p., good tyres «10 I

BROWN 2 h.p., good little mount MO 1

HJMBER 23 h.p., chain drive S10 1'

EXCELSIOR 2j h.p., long bars £10 1

Balance 5 /- weekly.

Complete lists post free on application.

We cannot be beaten for prices of Motor Cj cle Accessorie

Send for lists.

MAUDES'
MOTOR MART,

Powell Street
Cbehind Vic±or-ia. HeiII),

HALIFAX.
Telephone 433.
Telegrams :

" Petrol, Halifax."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ih.p. Rex. magneto, in first-class condition, very little

2 used, with accessories, including headlight and
generator, spare belt, etc.; £19.-94, Alcombe Rd-, North-
ampton-

DOUGLAS, 1910. Brooks B105/4 padded saddle, spare
tube, lamp, and separate generator, complete with

spares and all accessories; £36.—Waterloo, The Gables,
St. Nicholas St., Coventry.

MOTO-REVE. late 1908, magneto, spring forks,
several spares, capital running order, good condi-

tion, little used ; £20, or near offer secures bargain.—
Barker. 16. Yii-toria St..' Warwick.

NORTHAMPTON -6h.p. Twin Rex, £14; another,
£12 ; 3^h.p. Res, magneto, £18 10s. ; 3h,p.

Clarendon, magneto, £14; 3h.p. Advance, £5.— St. Ed-
mund Garage, sole district agents for Mateliless motors.

E.E., h-b- control, Palmer tyres.

saddle. Whittle belt, toolbag, tools, and
spare valves, general condition as new; £30; bought 1910
Kex twin—T. Band. Estate Apent, Little Park St-, Cov-
entry.

REX de Luxe Twin,
Bruoks

COMFORT, Cleanliness, Reliability are proven merits
embodied in C-C.R. motor cycles, made by clever,

cnte riders of long
, experience ; exchanges ; trials ar-

ranged—C-CR. Motor AN'orks, Ford St., St. Ann's Well
Ed.. Nottingham.

LARGE Stock of second-hand motor cycles and tricars,
all makes, cheap to clear; approval.—CCR. Motor

Wurks. address above.

3Xh.p. Bradbury. 1909. with 1910 improvements, in-
2 eluding flywheels and Druid forks, taken in part

payment for a 1910 model, complete with horn, lamp,
all spares, etc; price £30.—Apply. Clayton. 125, New
St.. Birmingham.

1 QOg 3ih.p. Humber, two speeds, free engine, nandle
--•.' starting, good condition

' throughout, engine over-
hauled by makers in August, Dunlop tyres, Autoclipse
lamp; £30. or nearest (Coventry districtj—Box No. 4,143.
The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

SECTION V
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3^h.p. Clyde, magneto, new belt and lamp: bargain,
4 £10.

5h.p. Speed King Rex, ridden in Tourist Trophy race.
Isle of Man; too fast for owner; what offers?—J.

I'opplewell and- Son, Ipswich.

AUGUST, 1909.-2ih.p. N.S-U. twin lightweight, ridden
1,200 miles,' as new. R-O-M. back tyre, fast, silent;

accept £27 10s-—H- Dawson. Emmanuel College, Cam-
bridge.

T^RIUMPH, 1907, in absolutely new condition all- through, handle-bar control, Palmer cord, horn,
all tools, very powerful engine, very good: £25.—Wallis
29, Hills Rd.. Cambridge.

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy H We can
supply and give early deliveries. We have

ictually in stotk new Triumphs, Premiers, and Brad-
bnrys. cash or instalments-—Parker and Son. St. Ives,
Hunts.

GENTLEMAN bought car. must -sell his 1909 Tri-
umph, practically brand new, been about 200

iniles, studded tyres, horn, tools, perfect machine

;

aearest £37; can be seen any time at Cox's Garage, St.
Andrews Hill, Cambridge.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, I^adnor, Breck-

nock, Monmonth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

N.. 4 cyls-, 5-6h.p-, new last April, good condition;
£36.—Raymond Webb. Evesham-

1Q08 Triumph. justj)verhauled, warranted

JThe Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgate, HALIFAX.
'Phone. 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection.'

5/-
2i h.p.

3 h.p.

3 h.p.

3 h.p.

ii h.p.

2j h.p.

3i h.p.

2i h.p.

EASV l»AVIWIEMTS.
weekly and reasonable deposit secures any of

these machines. All tested and ready for the road
Bradbury .

.

f10
Clyde £15
Ariel ...... £10
Humbfr .

.

£10
Re,K £10 10
Lloyd's £7 10
Rover £14
Minerva .... £9 10

h.p. Kerry .

.

£9 10
2.V h.p. Ariel .. £9 13

2} h.p. Werner.. £8 10

3* h.p. Werner £13 10
ij h.p. M.M.C. £9 10

2 h.p. Humber £B 10

3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10

3J h.p. Excelsior £9 10

F
f30.—Davies, Western Rd.,

0011 crarr

;

Hagley. Stourbridi;'?.

>EEMIBE. 1909, 3ih.p., lamp, horn, tools, etc.. as new
guaranteed perfect.—Wall, 35, Beauchamp St., Car-

31.h.p. Eex, perfect order
4: gine part payment.—

Blaenavon.

;
£8 10s. cash ; inclined en-

Brooks, 12, New James St.,

5 h.p. Res, first-class condition, Stanley-Dermatine belt.

SIiauirock-Gloria rubber non-skid tj're, lamp, and
£20": or nearest offer, a bargain-

Qlam.
-Nelson, Glyn-

TRIUMPH, 3l!.p., magiieto, good condition, tyres
nearly new, spare pulley, belt, piston rings,

ralTcs, tappets; £20 cash, no oflers; photo on appliea-
tion.—Tilley's Library, Ledbury.

SFXTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Cliannel Islands.

1 Q09 F-N-, 5-6h.p., many spares, almost new; £35 —
LtJ Box L1.461, The Motor Cycle Ofticps. 20, Turtor
St.. E.G.

EYLES and Eyles, opposite Town Hall, Oxford.—1910
Premier motor cycles, twins and sinsles, in stock

:

£47 10a.

TRIUMPHS, 1910 models, immediate delivery; sole
agent for Salisbury district.—E. J. Longman, ^

Fisherton, Salisbury. *''

SPECIAL CASH BARGAINS.
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
1906 3* h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V £15 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, h.b. control, handbrake £13 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, high tension magneto, spring forks £14 10
23 h.p. KERRY, light and low, spriiy £9 10

3i h.p. REX, 22 frame, re-enamellcd, trembler . . £7 10
3 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, sprav £9 10

3J h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
2j h.p. Light ARIEL, low build, 26in. wheels £8 16
2 h.p. F.N. SAROLEA, untested, spray £4 5
3!^ h.p. EXCELSIOR, h.b. control £6
zh h.p. MINERVA, goes well, reliable £4 19

h.p. QUADRANT, long bars, low saddle £4 19
Monster list on application. Cash offers considered.

Three si h.p. TWIN REXES, spring nip 1 f\
forks, long bars, low frames, aluminium -X- I r) I I

J

finish, blue lines, 26in. wheels °^ v
Good sidecar machines. Exchanges or easy payments.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
igoSlJ h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, belt drive, goes well it9 19
1908 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, V belt . . £22 10
1908 2i h.p. REX Featherweight, magneto .... £17 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, good climber £6
CLEMENT GARRARD, twin, spring forks £9 15

SIDECAR IVIACHINES.
1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £39
rgOQ f h.p. TWIN REX. nearly new £32 10
190S Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
rgoS REX DELUXE, mag., extra good ......£29 10
1907 Twin magneto REX, spring forks £20
6 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £24 lOl

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, excellent order £14 14 Qihp. London, in running order

6 h.p. Twin A.NTOINE, extra good, R.O.M. .... £18 lo'*J'2Tlie Limes, Ponders End.
.

4.V h.p. Twin MINERVA, very good order £16 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 h.p. N.S.U., splendid order, tools, etc.: £14 i.riMin

— " Henley," Wokingham.

N.S-U., Model de Luxe, 4h.p., new August lart ; £33.
or ofler.-250. Wells Rd., Bristol.

TRIUMPHS, 1910, delivery from stock: seeond-lianil

Triniiiplis taken in part payment.—Laytons, Bicestir

31,h.p. Minerva, in perfect condition, accumulator igui-

2 tion, lamp, good tjTes. climb anything; bargain-

—Halfpenny, Sunningdale.

1Q10 Wolf Lightweight, V. belt, handle-bar control,
-*-*? lamp, horn, generator, perfect condition through-
out; £16.—Below.
"1 Q09 Triumph, P. and H. lamp and generator, horn,
i-iy new Stanley belt, spare Shamrock-Gloria, excel-

lent condition, fast machine; £34.—Below.

Id 10 Free Engine Triumph, Autoclipse lamp, Lucaf
it/ generator, not been ridden 150 miles; ownei
having car; unscratched ; cost £58, accept £50.—Below

MORRIS for all makes of new and second-hand ma
chines. Fair prices, fair dealing.—Below.

MORRIS, Holywell, Oxford. Specialist in new and
second-hand Triumphs. Immediate delivery.

1 Q08 3'.h.p. Rex, in every day nse by country doctor

i«/ in district including Birdlip, excellent running
order. Miller mudshield: 24 guineas, or nearest offer.-

Dr. Scott, Pain.swick.

MOTO-REVE, late 1908, just overhauled, new
R-O.M-'e, rims, and wide mudguards, lamp, and all

accessories; £17 10s., or nearest ofler—Apply, Stevens

Garage, Fleet, Hants.

BAT, spring frame, 6h.p. J.A.P., re-bored, new pistons

by J.A.P., Amac h.b.c- and ignition, re-plated and
enamelled, new 2iin. and 2^in. Continentals. Watawata
(mudguarded). lamp, horn, spares; photo; condition and
running as new; cash ofEers.—Herbert Titt, Warminster-

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

PULLMAN'S.—Triumph, 3;h.p., niagneto, late 1908;
£30

>ULLMAN'S.-Rex. SJh.p., magneto, late 1909; £32.

PULLMAN'S.—F.N., 25h.p., magneto, spring forks,

h.b.c.; £14.

PULLMAN'S. — Bradbnry, SJh.p., electric iguiilon

:

£12.

PULLMAN'S have many others; write for list.—Pull-

man Bros., London Rd., Norbury, London.

3b.p. De Dkin, Ohater, Brooks, Dermatine.-l»10.-
Townley Rd., Dulwich.

£5 15s.—Bennett,

" POPUI.ARS."
1910 3S h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH, plate clutch . . £S5
1909 TRIUMPH, magneto ignition £34

3i h.p. brand new TRIUMPH Magneto £43 10

1909 3.J h.p. Magneto REX, ne.iriy new £32 10
r909-2' 3i h.p, RE.X Speed King, as new £35
1909 3jh.p. two-speed HUMBER £32 10
rgoS 3-V h.p. Magneto REX. soeciai machine .... £24 10
r908 li h.p. 2-spccd REX DE LUXE £29 10
3.V h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18

3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2jin. Palmers £16 10
h.p. SINGER. V belt, h.t. magneto £16 10

igoy 3! h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £16 10

1S09 REXES 1909
Brand New and fully guaranteed.

1909 3i h.p. Tourist REX £35
1909 s'i h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £45
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £48

1910 REXES From £42. Liberal Exchanges,
Deli\crics from Stock of all Models.

1910 DE UUXE SIDECARS,
Special detachable fittings, no second adjustment re-

quired, 26 ;c 2i- tyre, art cane or best wicker body,

£5 17 6. Illustrated pamphlet on application.

roo New large size LYCETT'S motor saddles 9/6
rgio Spring Forks, to fit ail Rex machines only 39/6

Worth double. Liberal allowance for old forks.

Illustrated Pamphlet on application.

Brooks Broo Saddle 12/6
Dunlop and Clincher Tyres " 17 /-

Clipper-Reflex Tyres, specially good 17/6
Tubes with valves—all sizes 4/11
New Amac Carburetter 19/6. B. & B 25/-
roo New Bags, fitted with tool roll and number plate.

Osborne free engine clutch and starting handle, fit

Rex, 21/-
Mabon free engine clutch, Bowden control, fit Rex, 39/-

roo New Lamps, Rushmore type, mirror lens, extra large

generator, 14/9
Large 3-note Horns, extra loud, 7/9.
Art Cane Forcear, cfiin. wheels, new tyres, 79/6.
.onguemarc Carburetter, 3I h.p. or twin , 5/-

3ih-p- Rex, B- and B-, handle-bar control, good order

:

2 £8-—Jermy, Frimley Green.

Y.M.C-K— 5h-p- Rex de luxe, two-speed, magneto, very

low, guaranteed perfect; £28- . ,

Y.M-C E-—Immediate delivery of 1910 Rex modeN

;

£42 to £75-

YATES' Motor Cycle Exchange- Cavendish Place, East-

bourne-- Exchanges, easy terms, or cash.

1 Q09 3'h.p. Minerva, run, 500 miles- best offer--376.

Xu Barking Rd., Plaistow, E.

MOTO-REVE. 1909, grey finish, brand new: £26—8-
Oppidans Mews. Chalk Farr'

23h.p. in running order, good condition; £9 10-.

, Ki

Oppidans Mews. Chalk Farm.

X ' -37*"iKniBht'8~Hin, West Norwood-

33.h-p. M-M-C, low Chater-Lea frame; £11, or near

4, offer— 37, East St- Bromley, Kent.

£7.—3hp- M-M-C. smart, good condition; trial—Leon.

12, Studland St.. Hammersmith, W.

TRIUMPH, 1910, delivery now from stock; £48 15a.-

Rusticana, 523, High Rd-, Chiswick.

043, lowest, for new late 1909 3!.h.p. Trimnph motor

oW cycle.-Paull, Barrack Si-, Colchester.

1Q10 Douglas, twice used, £33; 1909 Triumph, neiv-

XiJ £40.-84, Rodenhurst Rd., Olapham.

3hp Fafnir, accumulator. Continental tyres; bargain,

£11 10s.—73, Church St., Camberwell.

GENN'S. Wimbledon—34h-p. Minerva, spring fork^,

E.O M., Continental as new; £19 10s.

GENN'S, Wimbledon.—Sih.p. Ariel, spring forks, lluii-

lops, carrier, etc, perfect order; £12.

GENN'S. Wimbledon.— SJli.p. Minerva, Danlops. Bn wn
and Barlow. Whittle belt, splendid climber; £10

10s.

GENN'S, Wimbledon.—2h.p. Minerva, ChaterLen fit-

tings. Palmers, good order; bargain, £8-

GENN'S, Wimbledon.—2-cyl. Alcyon, Dunlops, spring

forks, been re-bushed, fast; £15 lOs-

GENN'S. Wimbledon.—23h. p. De Dion, machine new,

second-hand engine ; bargain, £20.

GENN'S, Wimbledon 8h.p. Minerva, No. 6 Chater, 2j

Dunlops, Longuemare, practically new ; £32 IO3.

GENN'S, Wimbledon.—3h.p. Humber; see it go: £6.—

Motor Works, Gap Rd.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyde." A37
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MOIOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

M
TRIUMPH. 2ih.p. J.A.P.

TNERVA Cycle, IJb.p. ; £5; ntiht tor roud—Col-
li, 1-, 68;i. Kuijini-y St.. Westiiuuster.

in pood condition; £7 10s-
Bexliill. Sussex-

TRIUMl'H. 1909. in splendid condition; £35, or
uffpr —38. RoiulHy Ril-. Fmsbury I'ark-

TRIFMI'H. 1909, perteit. new Keuipsliallr; ; any trial

;

£33 lO-;-— 8, Upuidans Mpws. Chalk Farm.

l^h p. Minerva. £3 38-; perfect
orritT-—Ai-wortli. 8, Criefl Rd- Waudswortb.

INERVA, 2ilj.p., perfect running order, with acces-
sories; £10— Dr. \\ arren. Eufield Highway-

1908. perfect condition. MabOD
Eatiles and Co.. Hit;h St-. Acton-

to new; £29; approval-—
Kagles and Cn., HiKh St.. Acton.

N-S-U-. 1908. 3iii p.. matrueto. .spring forks, lin- belt.

two-^peed trt

O^h-p. Res. £5 10

M
3ih.p- Trliinipli.

2 <'lnt.-h. £30.

TDRAliKURY. 1909^eQiia

Eairles ami C.^

and free enKJue;
Hi'rJh St.. Acton.

£26 ; approval--

belt;NS-CJ-. 3;li p.. ma;nieto. adjustable pulley, lin.
£18 10s.— Ea?ips and Co.. Hit^h St.. Acton.

23.h-p- Minerva, low. £7 lOs. ; Chater forccarriage. SSs.
4 -3. 130. Quinne-ss Buildings, l'a^^e> Walk. S.E-

3Xh.p. Res, magneto, spring forks^ uuite new; £14
2 10^.-124. Bisbop^L'ate St WitJiout, London.

TRIUMPH 1907, tliree accumulators, and tipares, pond
nrdcr

, £I£; trial.-Miskin, Chart-Sntton. Maidstone-

Sili-p. Rover, new tube? and covers, in perfect nrder

;

2 seen any time ; cheap, £11, or ofi'er.—Hopkins,

"I Q05 Triumph
XiJ £16 10; '

3h.p.. overhauled, perfect condition:
Full particTilars. R-. The Rectory; Chat-

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 Triumph, condition like liew,

all acces.sories. studded tyres; bargain, £35;

HAMPSTEAD.-1909 Triumph, etwided tyre, all ac-
cessories, splendid conduion; bargain, £34.

HAMPSTEAD—Triumph. 1909. splendid condition.
studded tyrea. all accessories; special bargain.

£33.

HAMPSTEAD—T Imnph, S^h-p.. late 1907, new
tyres, splendia' L-ondition. all accessories""; £25.

HAMPSTEAD—Triumph, 1910, from stock; nowait-
me: easy payments taken. 5 per cent, extra-

AMPSTEAD-
ipw mile^,H

HAMPSTEAD— Douglas Twin. late 1909. only shop-
stiilpd condition, all accessories; £28-

Douglas, 1910 model C, only run
unscratclied; splendid bargain, £33-

magneto and

from

HAMPSTEAD— Douglas, 1909.
spring fof-k'5. splendid condition : £24 bargain-

HAMPSTEAD—Douglas. 1910, latest model,
stork; no extra for easy payments-

HAMPSTEAD-Rex. 3ih.p., tourist, 1910. latest
model only run few miles; special bargain. £39 10s.

and
£17

HAMPSTEAD—F-N- 4-eyl.. brand new, latest model

;

£39 with latest improvements.

-FN.. 4ih-p.. late'model. splendid con-
aecpssnries: £22. special bareain.

-F-N. 4fh-p., latest model handle-
condition splendid, with accessories;

HAMPSTEAD-—Rex. 1908 3^h.p-. magneto
,
^prins forks, very low, splendid condition;

HAMPSTEAD-
dition. all

HAMPSTT^AD--
bar control

nAMPSTT^AD -F N-, 5 to 6h.p.. late 1909. 2i tyres.
R O M. ^piendii condition; £29, cost £51.

HAMPSTEAD— Ariel. 3ih.p., pood condition, all ac-
cpssnriei new Palmer tjTe ; bargain, £10.

!id-

splen-

HAMPSTEAD.-Sidecar. best make, brand new,
justahlc to any machine; £3 ISs-

HAMPSTEAD—Lincoln Elk, latest. 1909, 3h.p.
did [-ondition.- with all accessories; £18.

HAMPSTEAD-
and spring

Minerva. 3ih.p.. late 1909, magneto
f'Tks. handle-bar control; £26-

HAMPSTEAD-—Minerva, 3J.h.p., just enamelled grey,
spipndid uondftion, handlcrbar control; £11.

very low,
60. take £28 10s.

TTAMPSTEAD.—Peugeot. 7-9h.p. late 1909
fondiTion like new; cost

HAMPSTEAD--
rirMTPr-Lea

S-ih.p., M-O-V., very
all accessories: £13.

low.-Fafnir.
frame.

HAMPSTEAD.—£5 upwards allowed, or cycles in part
paynif^nt for new motor cycles, any make.

HAMPSTEAD—Sole London Agents for Lincoln
Elk*!, all models in ftock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD— Mnto-Reve. latest 1909 model, only
shnp-«niled condition; special bargain, with all

acoeisories. £26

HAMPSTEAD— Moto-Reve, new condition, 1909 all

accessories, spring ioi'k and magneto. special
bargain, £23. ~~

HAMPSTEAD.— Moto-Reye, 1908, twin, inagneto
and -"pring forks, all accessories; £17. -

HAMPSTEAD.—N.S.TJ., splendid model, M.O.V., good
couditiou, with all accessories ; £10, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stuck (Tri-

umphs, Indian), .
Premier, Douglas, Reves,

Hinuber. . etc.; exchanges or gradual 'payments, 5
per cent. extra.-Eey. 5, Heath St. Tel.; 267B P-O-..

Hampstead.

CUT THIS OUT
and paste it in your hat.

SID£CA^ lyiACrilrtkiS.

igoS Twin REX, magneto, very low £25 ;

1909 5 h.p. Twin RBX, fine machine .... £32 I

I

6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc 2 speeds £22
igogj Twin REX Racer, lovely goer £35
lOooA 3.^ h.p. REX Racer, soiled only .... £3'2.ia

1908 Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control _. £26 j

. I) h.p. Twin REX. sprmg forks, 26" wheels nio
Any of the above fitted with one of our new

Sidecars for £4 17s. 6d. extra.

SOLO iviootvrs.

3 h.p. VTNDEC, Bosch mogneto £16
,
h.p. VINDEC, magneto, H.B. control. .. . £18

3^- b.p. MINERVA, magneto, spring forks,

lovely machine, perfect £23 10 1

rgio 3^ h.p. REX. sUghily soiled. Offers wanicd.
igio 3I b.p. PREMIER, twin-cylinder 50 tins.

1909 3.^ h.p. REX, R.O.M. tyres £30
rqo8 li h.p. REX, almost like new £22

1

1Q08 3J h.p. GRITZNER, mag., free engine £18
|

iqo8 REX Lightweight, fine condition £17 I

11)07 3^ h.p. REX. lovely goer, very smart £15 ?6
|

3* h.p. N.S.U. magneto ignition £15 0:
3J h.p. REX, M.U.v. spray £lO IJ

lj h.p. 1906 RE.K. M.O.V.. spring forks .. £U
l|- h.p. REX, Bosch. magneto, fine goer..., £16

LlGHTWEItiHrS.
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch' magneto .. £1? I

1909 MOTOSACUCHE, soiled only £24
loo.H RRX Featherweight, magneto £18
Twin-cytinder FAIRY, very smart £'4

1

^9. dn\un secuRES any of t ese.

I 3J- h.p. Clarendon . . £9
1 .li Centaur. M.O.V. £9

|

3i h.p. Rex £9 3:1 bp- Rex, M.O.V. £11

BRAND NEW 1909

h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with
hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60 each.

Magneto ignition, £5 extra.

FARRAR'S " H a1-I FAX*' SIDECARS.
* £4 i7s. 6j., complete with best tyres. Guaranteed
12 months. An ideal winter attachment, quiti- r.gid.

I

Good, stylish. -and comfortable. No side-slip. Beau-
tifully sprung on double C spring. Approval any-

f where. Send for descriptive circular. Don't buy
]

until you have seen ours.

1 For a few days we will accept your old sidecar or I

traik-r in part pt.ymcnt.

1 Very fine =ij h.p. Ri^XiiiTTE TRiCAR, spring
|

I frame, water-cooled, two speeds .... £24 I

M.SCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
I
5-6 h.p. Twin Antoine Engine £4

[
Powerful Treadle Drill 35
Few Air-cooled Cyhnders each 12 6
Few various Water-cooled Cylinders, cheap
Belt Rims, various sizes , . each 1 6
Montgomery flexible sidecar 80_

Fullers charging Battery. 15
'XL-ALLspnng forks, per pair 9

!
Clincher Rubher-studded Covers, z6 x 2^. ... 29

Few ditto D eadnonght, cheap.

I

26 X 2j Lomax Detachable Non-skids, new. . 15
zS X 2 or 2j Dunlop Wired Covers 11 6

:
Motor Cycle Bags, shop soiled, each 2 6

I

" Hella" Gas Lamps with separate generatoi: 14 6
' Camel " V Belting, g^in. or im., per foot. ... 1 3

I Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5 6

[
Three-note ''Fanfare" Horns, very penetratmg 7 6
Minerva, Longuemare, F.N., and N.S.U. Car-
bu etters 5

I

Clinch r Tubes, all si^es, with valves. 4 11
I 1910 Brown ane Barlow Carburetters, h.b,

con trni 28
I 1909 Amac Carburetters, h.b. control ...... 19 6
Foecar Attachment, 2fiin. wheels 80
FremifT High-tension Magneto, new 59 6
Loop Frame for vixtical engine 30

Big stock Quadrant Spare Parts.

"

; Get our Pnce i.iat Hemember we I'.re the cheap>-st fiirn

sdive ^malI profitd and quick returns ' is our motto,
Hi!,'h-clas:i machines wanted. Cash waiting^

;Farrar's Motor Works,
Sq are Road, HALIFAX.

"Telephone 919.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BRADBCRV. 1910 models; £46; delivery from^

^
siock.-Bright and Haylea, 73, Church St.. Cam-

wljiTwell.

BRADBURY. 1910 modeis; casn, exchange, or easy
li.iy,iieni arrau^d.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Olmrclj

Cuiiiherwell,

I
' li-p. Twin I'euyeot, accumulator. spiHig frame, B.B.

10 carburetter; £25—H.M-, 143, Cornwall Ed., Not-

Jtiu^' Hill.

TRIUMPHS, 1910. with and without free engine,, iB

'

•^toi k tor immediate delivery-—H. E. Hall and
.. Tonhridt-^e.

3ih.p. Eex, good tyres and condition, just been over
2 hault^di bargain, £12, or near ofEer-—129, High

.t.. Croydon.

2ih.p- Rex. good eondition. low position, comfortable;
3 £7 10s. : appointment.—Fricker, 241, High 8t,

IHreutftinl

BARtiAIN-—3ib-p. motor cycle and acceesories. gooc

L'nius order: £6; apply after 7.-97. Malvern Rd,
Kilbiirn-

31,h p Fafnir. Palmer cords, spring forks, Chater-Lea
2 fittings, h.b. control; £14.—Apply. 32, Binghley

jtf'd..' Hornsey-

iiQlO t"N. Lightweight. 2ih.p-, all accessories, hardly
IJ-t/ soilpd: coat £43 complete; sacrifice £33.—Tribe.
lArona. Suubury.

3l.h-p. Rex, 1908, magneto; £16 lOs.; Been by arrange-

2 luent: good condition.—Hatton, XI, Speldhursl

iRd.. Cbiswick-

23.h.p Noble, medium weight, vertical, M.O.V"., lamp,
4 -itands. good condition ; £9.-68, Ancona Ed.,
im.-itead.

B^-6h.p Chater-Sarolea. low, very fast, every accessoij',

\0 guaranteed perfect; £20.—Gassmann, Enfield

I
Highway.

I Q07 3ih.p. Triumph, in excellent condition, been well

it/ ear^d for; £21-—Triumph, 44. Linden Rd-, Gil-

|;iut:ham. Kent-

rRIUMl'H. 1909. excellent condition; £35 cash, or

near i-fler for quick sale.-Harper, Athelstan, The
. Wautttead-

iOih-p. Givaudan, Eadie, good order; £7, or exchange
l'W2 anything useful. — Baugh, Green Street Green,

JDrpinKton. Kent-

3ih.p- Eex. in good condition. Whittle belt; £13, or

2 near otfer; wanted, higher power-—61, Hartfield

JEd-. Wimbledon.

I»>3.h.p- Miuerva, spring forks, overhauled, re-enamelled;
|'W4 uiu-.t sell; £12. nearest—Dunk, 14, Princes St-.

BTunbridge Wells-

II Q09 Lincoln Elk. 3ih-p., magneto, all latest improve-
IXU inent.s. anrl apares; £25. or oSer.—38. Eomilly
JRd., Fintibnry Park-

rRIUMFH. 1909. free engine, very little used; closest

offer to 38 truineas; as new--Thompson. 31, Lord-
-Mip Lane. Wood Green.

REX. 3ih-p., low frame, Dunlop, handle-bar control,

powerful adjustable pulley, will take sidecar.—Trow,
jBalaam St., Plaistow-

3JLh.p. Eex, accumulator, everything including tyrea

2 in splendid condition; £12.—Standing at 541,
SFulham Rd.. London.

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N-, 1908, magneto, spring forks,

as new ; owner bought car.—Heather, The Oaks,
Bsanderstead. £16 16s.

3h-p- Ariel. M-O-V- vertical, B. and B.. top of frame
2Sin- from ground, almost new; £14--George, 47,

I
Montague Ed-. Dalston-

3ih-p. N-SU-. spring forks, long handles, low, spares,

2 perfect condition; £18.—G- Sehwearer, 20, Tresco
Ed.. Peekham Eye. S-E.

1 Q07 3ih.p. Minerva, only wants seeing, perfect con*

Xt/ dition ; ride 25 mile3 to purcbaser; £15 15a —
88. George St.. Croydon.

ZENITH-GEADUA, Sih.p., 1909, splendid coiidi-

tion. tyres unpunctured; £35.—V. A. Gunther,
Hampton Wick, Middlesex.

N-S.D".. 33h.p., magneto, spring fork, new belt, tyres,

lamp, etc.. very low and fast, nearly new.-W.Z.. 61,

Plimsall Ed., Finsbury Park-

1 Q09 Sih.p. Triumph, perfect conmtion, looks like

JLtf new-—Call 278. South Lambeth Ed- 'Phone be-

fore 6, Brixton 826. £35-

3 h.p. Clarendon, perfect order, low. new Oontinentala,
thoroughly reliable ; seen running any time ;

£10'-—

17, Hampstead Ed-, Brighton-

F.N. IJh.p. Lightweight, late 1908, footrests, magneto,
sprint^ forks, handle-bar controL-Evans, 2, Eadr

.lifle Ed., Wincbmore Hill. K.

ELEPHANT Motor Mart,-2-3h.p. Kelecom', E.T.
magneto, £12; 3ih.p. Ascot, £6 lOs. ; 25h.p.

vVerner, £5 10s.; 2h.p. Minerva, £4...

ELEPHANT.—5-6h. p. twin Bercley, £13 IO9.; 5-61i.p.

twin Rex, cantilever seat, £15 ISs.; new and
second - hand accessories and fittings bought, sold, or

pxchansed.—Elephant Rd., IJondon.

1 Q09 5h.p. Special Twin Eex, enamelled grey, condl-

Xtf tion as new; only wants seeing; bargain, with

spares. £29 10s.—16, Haverstock Hill.

A38 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'*
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ih.p. Kelecom, bandsome machine, in excellent con-
>2 dition. horn, lamp, and toola; £15.—Noakee,
,Q., Cairo, East Molesey, Surrey.

'ih.p. Twin N.S.U., mapneto. spring forks, free en-
2 sine, fine condition ; £20.-33, liillyon Ed.,

'nndswortli Ed. Station, Clapliam.

ADY'S Motosacophe. perfect, not ridden 50 miles,
J magneto, sptirea. tools, lamp; lenaon selling, buying
icar-—55. Woodland Ed., Upper Norwood-

>0C. 4h-p., two-speed, free engine, handle starting,
\ magneto, accessories, ideal sidecar machine ; £22
)3-—Williams, 2a. Moimt Pleasant, Lewisham;

910 Triumphs, Humbers, and Bradburys; instant de-
livery; liberal allowances on second-hand ma-

liues-— 128, High Ed., South Tottenham-

Mi.p- N-S-TJ-. magneto, smart machine, in excellent con-
f (Ution; £16 10s.—128. High Ed- Tottenham.

>b-p. Twin Moto-Eeve, new engine, heavy back trie.
/ as new; £20.-128, High Ed-. Tottenham-

>3.b-p. Ken7. low built, splendid goer; to clear £7
1^4 15s.—128. High Ed.. Tottenham-

JYE'S I—Special bargain, 1910 6h.p. Speed King Eex-
1 1909 frame, magneto, specially built for Mr. A.
. Fenn, guaranteed: £32 10s.

iJTE'S !—4h.p. Eoc, two epeeds. 1909 engine and E-
1 and E- carburetter, magneto, \vnittle belt horn,
lare belt, valve, tubes, plug, etc, guaranteed; £22 10s-

JYE'S !— 2-ih.p. Humber, free engine, cost nearly
1 £70, good condition and running order, mileage
600, recently OTern-juled; best offer over £10 accepted.

JYE'S!—Special bargain- 23h.p. Brown, magneto,
" Darison's tank, with gauges, spring seat, spring
irks, guaranteed; £17 173.

QTE'SI—1910 Moto-Eeve, only used 'for trials, etc,
1 Continental tyres, lamp and generator; £35.

JYE'S 1—1909 5b-p. V.S-. two speeds, magneto, Eiches
* detachable tubes, guaranteed; best offer over £38
ken, a real bargain.

JTE'S 1—54h-p. N.S.TJ.. Bosch masntto. Mabon Llutch,
1 Peter-Unions, new in 1909; £34.

lTYE'S!-22h-p- Kerry, just overhaulfJ and gaaran-
1 teed; £9 lOs-

lTYE'S .—3ih.p. Excelsior, Palmers, good order, spring
" forks; £10 10s.

JY'E'SI—5b.p. twin Priuceps. good tyres, in excellent
1 condition: first cheque £8-

JTE'S I—Many other bargains- If you want to buy or
* sell try 69. Leather L^ne, Holborn, London,
•hone. 6299 Holborn.

?.N.. 4ih-p., 4-cyl., late 1903. 1910 improvements, guar-
- antced; best over £23.-41, Ashford Ed.. Crickle-
DOd.

908 p. and M-. 1909 fitments, little used, perfect
condition; £38; appointment--85, Kingsgate Ed.,

ilburn.

>EX Twin, 5b.p., powerful and fast, just overhauled.
\ adju.^table pullev. take sidecar anywhere, easy
irter: £14.-26. Canonbury St., Islington.

[ih.p. Excelsior, adjustable pulley, accumulator igni-
'2 tion, spring forks, good running order; 12 guineas.
iTeredith, Caerwj's, Whyteleafe. Suirey-

>EEFEOTION'.—1910 Eex twin Luxe, Palmer cord.
Amac ; £56: exchange, or offer.—48, Londesborough

d.. Stoke Newington, N.

Ib-p. Ant:'ine, magneto, h.b- control, in perfect con-
t dition, will climb anything; £15 IO3.. or near t-ffer,

bargain.—23. Aberdeen Ed-. Highbuxj', N-

910 Premier, twin. Tourist Trophy model, new. fault-
less; must realise; r.ash only cause of selling;

12.-110, Clonmore St.. Southfields, S-W-

P You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Waiichpe's. 9. Shoe Lane,

leet St-. London [just off Ludgate Circus).

?14.—2h-p. magneto Brown. 26in. by 2in. Continentals.
^ adjustable pulley. Whittle, enamelled grey; trial.

jpointment-—83. Dover Ed.. Wanstead I'ark.

910 Triumph. Premier, F-N-, and Moto-Eeve ; in-

stant delivery; best prices in exchange; send par-
culars.—Batchelor and Co., Clarence St-. Kingston.

>ili.p. Ariel, very fastj powerful, low seat, splendid
' 2 condition ; 1 2 guineas, or exchange for lower
ower and cash.—313. St. Ann's E"., Maiiiugay.

'NDIAN, 1910. 5h.p., twin, new few weeks back
scarcely ridden : selling through financial reasons

aly; £45.-110. Clonmore St., Southfields. S-W.

Cr.S.TT-. 1910. latest model, 6h-p., two speeds, all im-
* provements. not done 100 miles; £48, or exchangi?
iwer power.-Letters, J.S., 73. St- Mary Axe, EC.

I
Q09 Eex, 5-6b.p.. B. and B. carburetter, 21 Dunlcp
Lv not ridden 200 miles, as new, many extras, spares,
tc ; £29.—F., 1, Fieldsway House, Highbury Crescent.

>h.p. Minerva, low frame, long bars, h-b- control, good
* tyres, Longuemare carburetter, will pull sidecar;
13. or nearest offer.—W.J-, 6, Oldfield Ed-, Willesden
r-w.

;>l.h.p. Triumph, two new belts, spare Tahei detacli-
'2 able, tube, lamp, horn, tools, tyres in beautiful
^qditlon: £33.—Clement Cady, 18, Allison Ed.. Horn-

Collier* s Motorics,
37, Park Cross Street,

LEEDS
(facing Town Hall),

OWING TO REMOVAL WE WISH
TO CLEAR THE FOLLOWING

EVERY OFFER CONSIDERED.
Brand New 1909 TRIUMPH, 3^ b.p., a decided

acquisition at £44 10
Brand New 1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-

speed, magneto, spring lorks and seat, Roc
clutch, handle starting, non-skid tyres, and the
ideal sidecar mount, 5i b.p , £48

Brand New igog 3* h.p. REX DE LUXE, as above,
take you everywhere (and bring you back) £45

Brand New rgog 3^ h.p. TOURIST REX, five to

fifty miles per hour £35
rgio V.S. MOTORS, all models, exchanges with
good class machines from £49

igog TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-speed, Roc
clutch with sidecar, second-hand, but practically

equal to new, 2^in. R.S. Clincher Dreadnoughts,
r Jin. belt, and will do 45 m.p.b. with twenty-four
stones up ; a regular knock-out £47 10

rgog REX SPEED KING, used in last Tourist
Trophy, a really fast single, 1910 Amac adjust-

able jet carbm-etter £37 10

1909 S^Ii.p- Two-speed HUMBER, spring forks,

magneto, Roc clutch, igro Amac, Dimlops, a
machine that wiU climb £34 10

igog 3,1 h.p. TOURIST REX. another specially

.

good mount, low built, fast, and a model of

reliability £33

,i h.p. SPECIAL REX, very low, magneto, handle-
bar control, exceptionally fast and good climber £32

3J b.p. P & M., magneto, two-speed, spring forks,

good condition, low cash bargain £31
igoS Racing REX, 24in. wheels, exceptionally

low, yet comfortable, has done 60 m.p.h. on
Brooklands. Called 3J horse-. £30
08 5^ h.p. TWIN REX DE LUXE, with Roc
clutch, magneto, handle starting, rider sprung
front and rear, a good mount for sidecar £29 10

1908 TWIN TOURIST REX, 26in. wheels, spring
forks easy starter, Bosch magneto, stand and
carrier £27

ROC, 4 h.p., vertical engine, «. b. control, magneto,
clutch, rubber-studded tyres to both wheels, very
low and good £23

1908 MOTOSACOCHE, m splendid order and con-

dition, low, light, and handy, would suit a doctor £22 10
QUADRANT, 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks,

handle-bar control, 26in. wheels, good order and
condition, very powerful £21 10

TWIN ANTOINE, 5^ h.p., very powerful, in fine

condition, and go^s well. Good for Sidecar. . . £15 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., magneto, 2fiin. wheels, low

M.O.V., a good machine at a low price £18
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., accumulator, spring forks,

in good condition, and runs very well, low, and
economical £17 10

REX TWIN, 5i h.p., spring forks, good com-
pression, good general condition, a very power-
ful machine, suitable for sidecar work, at a
decidedly low price £16 10

ARIEL. 3i h.p., vertical engine, M.O.V., B. and B.,

Watawata belt, 26in. wheels, been used with
trailer and sidecar, very cheap at £15 10

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto (h.-t. current), not a new
machine, but a good machine at Uttlc money £14 15

igo6 3^ h.p. REX, low built, spring forks, M.O.V.,
long'Sars, cheap and good, especially at £14 10

REX 3i h.p., H.B. , control, very powerful, 22"

frame, a good handy mount £11 Q
HASKARD, 2j h.p,, easy starter, trembler coil,

very flexible engine, and capable of a really good
turn of speed, in very good condition £11

ALLDAYS, 2i h.p., vertical, 26iD. wheels, good
tyres, spring forks, with carrier, and in good
working order £11

EXCELSIOR, in splendid condition, and beautiful

order, good tyre, good pveijthmg. 3I h.p £9 15
REX, 3ih.p., the J ohn-o*-Groat's model, 22in, ~

frame, an orphan who requires a good home for £9 10
MINERVA, 2i h.p., splendid condition, goes like

a clock, and fit for anyone £9 10
KERRY, 2-J h.p., 26in. wheels, spray. Palmer tyre,

very low and handy, decidedly reasonable at . . £9 10
RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical, V belt, spray carbu-

retter, two brakes, as good as a modem lightweight £8 15
QUADRANT, i| h.p., very low, 26in. wheels, coil

and accumulator, an easy winner at £7 5
TRIUMPH-MINERVA, one of the old brigade

but a real good 'un £5 19

WE CATER FOR EXCHANGES.
SEND FOR SUNDRIES AND TYRE LIST.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Oih.p- Peugeot, longr handle-bars, low pouition. Brooks
/V 2 saddle, all ac*eRsories, numbers, new spare tube,
fast, reliable; sacrifice £7 183.-12, Market Sq., Horsham.
Sussex.

3ib.p. Eer de Luxe, two-speed gear, handle starting.
2 E-OM. combination tyres. Matchless pulley and

silencer; £33. — Stevens, 481, Southwark Park Ed-.
London.

33:h.p. Chater-Lea, Kerry engine. Clincher tyres, Brown-
4 Barlow carburetter, i belt, long bars, has been

thoroughly overhauled; 10 ^nesi.—736, Holloway Ed-.
London.

MOTOE Cycle. 2ih.p. Ormonde, perfect running order
throughout. Palmer back, two new 20 amp- accu-

mulators; £6.—E. Smallbone, The Hollies. Chobham.
Surrey.

3ih.p. Brown, magneto, handle-bar control, in good
2 condition, with spares ; reason for selling, taking

up small car; £15-—T. Peed, 80, Mitcham Lane. Btreat-

ham-

VINDEC Special, 5h-p., twin. Truflault forks, magneto.
adjustable pulley, excellent machine, in sound con-

dition; accept £24, bargain-—Dickson, Croft. Northwood,
Middlesex.

REX Featherweight, 2ih-p.. magneto, spring forts.
Palmer tyre, Brooks belt, lamp, tojls, splendid con-

dition; seen any time; £17-—Motorist. 89, Orford Ed..
Walthamstow.

3ih.p. Eex, 1908, magneto. little used, good tyres,

2 footrests, exceptionally comfortable, saddle very
low: what offers?-Ll,496, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,
Tudor St., E.G.

MINEEVA, 3ih.p., 1907, carefully used, spring forks,
enamelled French grey, stand, etc, complete ma-

chine; £14 10s.—5, Belgrave Mansions, Coldharbour
Lane. Brixton.

1 Q09 Eex, 3ih-p., as new, with born, spare steei
JLtf studded, and all toola, very fast; £30, or exchange
twin 1909 same make, cash adjustment.—Coombe, 17.

Old Broad St-. E-O-

J.
O. DAVIS—5h.p. T-T. Eex. in beautiful order, £25.
or near; 3'=n.p. Kerry, overhauled in every part,

rpplated and enamePed; £12 10s.—A. Gumming, 89,
Cromwell Ed.. S.W.

3ih-p. Peuseot h.b. control, B-B. carburetter, 26 by
2 2 Dunlops. copper tank, racing pattern (rery low).

enamel French prey, new in June; £20, or offer.—50.
Guildford St., Cbertsey. Surrey.

BAT, genuine De Dion engine and carburetter, 74 by
76 mm., Dunlop, Palmer, Watawata, footboarda,

low, most reliable, spares, good condition; £13 10a. -r

Bracher, 30, Guilford St., London.

YOIT aTe not troubled with broken talvea on the Brad-
hurv : sole agt'nts for NW. London. Gardner, High

St., Hampptead; for N- Loudon, Stamford Hill Motor
Co., 128. High Ed-. Tottenham.

TEIUMPH. 1909. TT. model, in perfect condition, and
a very fast machine ; spiling because am getting

1910 T-T. model: £35-—Edwin Gwynne, White Lodge,
Grediton Ed.. West Hampstead.

4ih.p. Twin Minerva, late 1907: also 23h.p. magneto
2 Minerva: £18 and £12 respectively; both in

splendid conditmn ; any trial.—Fox, Wood Cottage, War*
'•e.?ter Park, near Wimbledon.

£6 15s-—2ih-p. Cbater-Minerva, splendid climber, en-

gine prartic^lly new: 3ih p. Exi-elsior, Druid forts,

npw Continentals, and belt, adjustable pulley, £8 10s.—
Eemington Chalet. Sanderstead, Croydon-

7-9h-p- Twin Peutreot Motor Cycle, perfect order, new
condition, very little used, low build, torpedo tank,

very reliable, fast, and powerful machine, footboards

;

£25--E- Wright. Teynham, Kent-

F-N: 23h-p-. in flrst-class running order, engine ju.-^t

overhauled by F-N- Co. at cost of £4 10s-, new
Watawata belt. lamp, and coil, tyres unscratched; seen

any time.— 179, Selhurst Ed., South Norwood.

1 Q 09 Tourist Trophy Triumph, racing and touring
-t-t/ extras. £5 Ss speedometer, spare covers (new),

tube, etc.: eopt nearly £70. £38 or with extras £45;
details.—30, Smith's Terrace, King's Ed-, London.

QUADRANT. 3ihp.. good condition, very reliable, new
Bosch matrneto. new Palmer cord on back, new

Riches butted tube on front, upw Shamrock-Gloria belt

;

£25.—Norfolk Lodge. Leicester Ed., New Barnet-

1 Q07 3ih.p. Triumph, magneto, in magnificent condi-
J-*y tiOD, handle-bar control. Clincher studded front,

new Clincher Dreadnought back, whole machine has been
well cared for; £25-—A.B., 43. Southbrook Ed.. Lee, S,E-

£10 lOs.-3h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea throughout, font-

boards, I'ootbrake, sprmg forts, Clii.cUer front,

Coulinental tack, new, coil, and twc- accumulators, guar-

anteed perfect-—Foulds. 32, BeLhaven St-. Grove Ed.. IC

ABAEGAIN, first cheque secures.-33h.p. Premiei
tivin, 1909, good as new, has not been ridden 201!

miles, all spares, lamp, horn, etc; 38 guineas—Apply
S.G.H,, 11, London Ed.. Sevenoaks, Kent.

F.N-. 4-cyl., 4ih-p.. with Manning tricycle attachment
perfect condition, magneto. Palmer cords, lamp

horn, tools, spares; cost £62. take £27, offer, or wil
sell separate.-A. Fort, 53, Hallam St-. Portland Place
W.

1 Q07 Triumph, late. Just been overhauled, best cod
Xt/ dition, magneto, adjustable pulley,. h.b. control

1909 valves, new piston, new tyres, two spare covers,

tubes, etc.; £27.—H., 8, St Agnas Place, Kenningtoi
Londoiu

In armwering. these advertisements it is deslrahlc to mention " The Motor Cycle.** A39
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MOTOR BICYCLES fOR SALE
*|OlO Triumphs, Bex, P. and M.. OuuLrbi--. KHrry-[
J-t/ Abumuous, e^ ., in stmk ill iLie K)l^tfIll »>nrnt'e

Cu/s fiepot at 418 Romford Ed. Forest ti*ite. We -^IimH

be plea^ed to quote ullowances lor seiund-liaud ma-
cliines. The foUtuving are thortmglily reliable: 1

1 Q09 Triumphs, with fi^s^cIafi8 acceasones; £34 each.
XiJ -Belnw.

horn, etc., guaran-

complete Tcith i acces-

forks.

1 Q08 Triumph, lamp, generator,
Xt/ tetd ii^-nei't: £<i8.—Below.

"I Q09 Tourist Eesea, 3ih.p..
JLt/ -iorie.-i, £28 ea'-l].—Below.

1 Q08 Res. 3ih.p.. T.T. encine, magneto, sprinL
X*J nii.bHr studded tyre, all accessories and tools,

a -jilendid marhine; £20, -Below.

1 009 F.N.. 4-cyl., new last June, P.N. footrests, h.b.

J. »/ (oncrol, K O Ai. combiniition tyre, with nearly
Dew -idei-ar; £35.—itelow.

1 Q08 Eoc. 4h-p-. military model, two-speed eear and free
JLtJ ensiue, Hus4h mairuero, h.b. control, new R.O M.
cduibination tyre, appearance and conuition perfect;
£25.— Below.

1 Q09 Peugeot. 5h.p., Chater, adjuciable pulley. R O.M.
-1 i/ iimi P,.tiiier cord covers. Divi.jod's gauges and
fillnrs. F.R.6. lamp, etc.; £20.— Below.

1 Q08 Peueeot, Sh-p-. No- 6 Chater frame. Bosch mag-
-l i/ w^o. B and B. rarbnretttr, Ij.l). i-ontrolled. tor-

peik) tank Brooks saddle, very low; £17.—Below.

1 Q09 Minerva. 4ih.p., twin. n:agneto, spring forts,
-Liz RrH ttt')—^pf^ed and rhiti.-h. Aujac carhureiter,
2iiii. Puliiier ror-l tyre>, numerous retiuementa, ideal
mni-hiue for -iideiar: £33.— Below

1 Q09 Minerva, 3ih.p., magneto, spring forks, Amac
-I- 17 t-iirburetter. entire haudle-bar control, several

fittings, grey finish, good as new; £26.—Below.

Minerva. 23h.p., Bowden h.b.
perfect order guaranteed; £12,1 Q06 Minerva. 23h.p., Bowden h.b. control, low built,

"I Q07 ^late) Vmdec Special, 5h.p..
JL iy Bos :h mJ^a^tcto, h.b. control, adjustable pulley.

rk) and belt nearly new,
£23.—Below.

Helow,

Truflanlt forks,

pulley,
enamel aud

THE
nbove.

tyre^ (E O.M. ba
platine exrellent

EaiJteru Garage Co have. Id addition to the
number of good mai bines ai pri>es rang-

iuLj froiu £7 Pli'.-trie Eavrur us iiith a visit at 418,
Rorafnrd Rd., Fcire^^t Gute, or telephone, Stratford 10.
Teleirrarus. Kcnraro, Loudon.

M0TO8ACOCHE. splendid running order, spring forks
aud liandlt-har. Clm- lier tyres, as new. tool:

carriPT. and h"rn ; £15-—Cottis and Sons, Ltd.

ROM

^tHUd.

Eppiug.

3 lb. p. Humher. 1909. Roc two sppeds. ROM com-
2 bination back imnl -p front tyres, splendid condi

tion : £30.—Cottis aud 8ons. Ltd.. Epping.

3Xh.p. Kerry Chater framo. low. hb. control, BlOO
2 trembler, ffvitboard.'^, dropped titir. splendid con-

dJTu.n. three pulley*, all spares, Luras Acetyphote. horn
hn^. tyres grnd. Mi-del Course back; £13 ca-^h oi plus
£4 15s. with •udecdi.-9. Winter Av-. Soutbend-on-Sea-

Lucaa 50-*. lamp,
tbree bass I'li'l

of tools, valves, plugs, etr,, all in pertei't rondition, liad

very lifllp wpar. -o-t over £60 tnke £33; 1907 Tn-
uiiiph, handle-bar control, lamp, and «i»ire.s in pscpllput
couilition, take £23; bought car.—E. Grout, Glenboiirne,
Rid-pway, Enflpld. N.

2ih.p. Kerry, handle-bar control, footboards, long
2 handle-bars, low po-itinn. handle starting, fast,

end reliable, flue sidecar marlnne, all aftf^s. ries, num-
ber«; ^ai^riftce £12, or pn-hanse lower p wer and cash
adjustment.- 12, Market Sq.. Horsham, Susses-

1 Q08 Triumph, Cowey Hiefdometer,
-Li/ -ipare belt and tyre i.never u-:ed),

Somerset

2 b. p. Minerva,
irrey. u'reen

SECTION IX.

Devon. Dorset, and Cornwall.

Quadrant, splendid condition, spray: ^£7, or side-
ir iitid lash.— Below.

nearly new Clinchers, spray, French
ed, flr-t-rlais '•'Ddition throughuut

;

£7. or pu<b cyi-le and ca^i . tTial runs or cash nfTtrs

invited for either above.— Harding, Halberton, Tiver-
t/>n. De^on,

31h.p Kerry, h-b- controj. new belt, tyre, plating and
2 euaiuelliuK perfect; £11 lis-—Cornish. Crediton-

£17--3ih
new

p- Kelei'om. good condition, climb anything.
Itreadnoueht tyres--Bantten. 39, Ea^it St-

TRIUMPH and Motosacoche,
ra<l) eschauge. deferred

1910 models in stoefcj

payments.—Dan Guy.

3X,h p. Quadrant, late 1907, good hill-climber, spring
2 forks. Palmer tyres; £18.—" OatvUle." Hartley.

Plymouth,

BAT--T AP.. 4h-p-. new last month. 9carcely_used
ituinpa-*. or near cfEer

;

Au-stell-

cost £48 lOs.-
40

Hicks. Tre-

1908,
; new.-

not run 1.000
-Saunders, 73,

gjjrne Terrac**. St

3I.h,p Trimnph. new Decemb
2 miles; £30; condition

H"well Rd- Exeter.

NS-U-. 3ih p . magneto ignition, spring forks, very
ffl'it. -iplendid -limber, with about £5 worth extras;

£16 —Reynolds. Br.>adway. Dorset.

BABGAIN.—3h.p. motor cycle Ascot vertical), splendid
iiiacbine. fff).'d Dunlop tyres, jnst orerhanled. thor-

ouun conditjon ; £9; owner no further use; low build-
Apply. F. Wheeler* 6, Talis Way* Frome. Somerset.

There are a few lines on
this pas:e, but the best line,

and the

BEST LINE IN
THE TRADE,

is the

BRUDBURY
3,^ h.p. MOTOR.

An expert opinion declared it

to be ahead of anything yet

turned out in the Motor
World.
Owing to its special frame
construction, no other Motor
Cycle is as rigid, as well

balanced, as steady on the

road, or provides the same
accessibility for repairs or

re-adjustment to engine parts.

-:o:-

Write -For Catalogue of the
Best British Built Motor Cycle.

Bradbury & Co. Ltd.,

OLDHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SEtXIOiN X.

Scotlana.

I
»«i.-s liex. 5Jhp.. 1907, magneto, spring forks, canti

-L Itiver saddle, hrst-class oiutr; £16.—Bell, Cresceni
Dalmuir-

'I'iUUAirH. 1909. little used, full equipment, perfec
-I- runuiug order; £36-—Dune, 12, Lewis Tenau
ijdiubuigh-

31.il V Mjuerva, good eonditioa. recently OTerhaoled
2 ufw tyres, etc; £16-—Garner. 9. Regent Park Tei

ra-i-e. Gia.sguw.

2i^b-p- Miitor Cycle. magDeto. grand condition; £5
4 {iwij^i not a motur cyclist.—Particulars, Wilaui

;

^^. i'ark rime. Lockerbie.
j

FN.. 1910 twi)-speed. lightweight; immediate deliyei;
-from stoi b ; rata lug ue.> pust free-—Eosaleigh. Ltd!

32. Shaudwnk Place. Ldinburgh.

'I'ElL'Mi'HS. 1910 atuudaid, or free engine modeli
J- iuiuieoiate delivery irum stock; catalogue^ poet trei—Uossleigu. Ltd.. 32 dhaudwick Place. Edinburgh.

23h.p. Stevens Engine. 1909, B- and B. earburettei
4 Uauille-bar uoutrol. Koud condition; £12.—Cott

I

btrison. 17. Union St.. Ediuburgh-
i

2ib-p. Brown, vertical engine. Longuemare caibni
I

2 etter l-iuul.p tyrea. in good running oidei; iKu!
lo.-.-Eiiioud. 37. Well St.. Paisley. Scotland.

\

Wt^OTLAiSD'd Largest Motor Cycle Pirm.—Eex. Y.Q.'^ Indian. Mi-to-iCeve. Puelon aud Moore, Zenith
jj^ugla;;. UuL. Gntti.u , we fitocK all these, and can eupplj
any otuer ^uake-—Alexuuder'a Motor Exchange, Ijothiaii
Kd.. Edinburgh-

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.
3ih-p- Rex. splendid running order; offers; exchangi

2 lightweignt-—Lucas, Courthouse, Wexford-

TRICAUS FOR SALE.
PTJLLMAX'ri.—Aster tiiear, 6ih.p., water-cooled, two

•ipeed : £25.

PULLMAX'S.—Wolf tiicar, 4ih.D., w.c., two-speed
£^0

PULLMAN'S.—Steven 'i Tricar, 4ih.p., w.c, two
hipeed: £20.

PULLMAN'S.—Quadrant tricar, 5h.p., twin, trot
speeu; £22.

X>ULLMAN Bros., London Rd., Norbury, LondoiL

SINGER Tricar. 9h.p.. splendid condition; bargaiit-i
Bash. Wells Rd., Bath.

4i,h p Riley Tritar; £25. or part exchange motor cjctoc

2 -Waterfield, 23. Mount St.. Nottmnham.

9hp- Riley Trii-ar, re-painted and overhauled, sptendili

uia(-hine-— VV., Elms Houise, Hammeramitb-

ARIEL, magneto, three speeds ; must sell, moving;
no reasonable offer refused.—W-, 94. Norwood Ea

S-E.

5-6h-p. Twin S.irolea Tricar, in perfect order, nearl]

new; £30; iiial.—Taylor, 8, West Bani. Stamfon
Hill. N-

T^RICAR, 5h-p.. twin, in excellent order; £16-—Mat
thews, stationer. Lower M^rtlake Rd.. Richmond

Surrey-

3 ill. p. Rex Detachable Tricar, handle-bar contTOt<
2 £8 10s.- Particulars. 64. Sussex Rd., Stockwell'

S. \V.

6 h.p. Rex Triette. R.O-M-. in good condition; £20. a
pxchanae magneto motor cycle-—Shaw, Glensbin

Urantham-

QTAiiRANT Tricar, 5ih.p.. good condition; tria

^'iven . £20.—Chapman, 2, Ryedale, Forest Hill Bd-
East Dulwich-

3Xh .p. Rex Tricar, belt drive, accmnulator, coil

2 L'Dauielled French grey; £12.-785, Migh Ed.

REXETTE Tricar, 8-lOh.p., wheel, two-epeed, i

rfinifd. (teats three, grand oruei.— 14, Ecclesal*
Rti,. ShehiPld.

3JLb p M M-C-. Chater foreear. beautiful condition:
2 alter 7. Saturday 2.— 1, Marten Ed-, Chingfor<

Ell.. Walthamstow.

3Ah.p. Laeonda. onach-built. Chater-Lea. handle start

2 ing. two speeds, splendid condition; £16.-38
Frdiii'es lid-. Wiudsur.

£15 Each, or nearest offer.—6h.p. twin Advance, 4J

li,p. Rex : nin.<t clear; want room.— St. EdmiiiW'
Garage. NortJiamptitu.

GENX'S Wimhlpdnn—De Dion, wat-er-cooled, Chatei
F trauie. (;pnii>g coach body, splendid order; M3S-

"i— Mntui Works. Gap Rd-

"'"IT'dLF Water-i-ooled Tricar, three speeds, free enginai
" VV loaih-lniilt, Cl-ni'hers; £20, a bargain—Chilton

'

- Hif,'h St.. UHtiord. "W'hoto-

^h.p Gerrarfl, fr^p eucine. water-cnoled three speecU
I. t* tyres excellent, batb uteel ptudded, comfortabU

seats: £15—Cooke. Bunk House, Tenby.

5ih-p- TVin Aotoine. Lows variable gear, large clutch.

2 opt-D traiue ju^t nverbanleil; £25; going CaBada
reason selling-—Mayes, Whitfield, near Dover.

A40 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mentian ** The Motor Cycle,*'
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M.C.C. OPENING RUN AND EASTER TOUR.
It has been decided not to hold the opening run on March

12th as originally intended, but to combine it with the
Easter Tour to Salisbury. Eastertide falling so early this
year the opening run w'il still be early in the season. It
is expected that this combination event will prove a big
success, especially as the Land'.* End and back run for the

Jarrott Cup and gold medals will take place during the
holidays. Slembers taking part in the run to Salisbury
will be able to interest themselves in the competitors in

the long journey, Salisbury being on the route of the
Jarrott Cup competition. Entries are rolling in for the
last-mentioned event.

MORE LIGHT ON THE QUARTERLY TRIALS.
"Having read with interest the many letters appearing in

TJie Motor Ci/de in reference to the last Quarterly Trials, I
as a competitor, riding a 3^ h.p. Bradbury, may "be able to
throw some light on the various points raised.

" Taking Mr. Eli Clark's letter first, he is perhaps not
aware that the first two or three competitors to arrive at
the bottom of Dashwood Hill had to start practicallv on a
sheet of ice without the aid of ashes, which were thrown
down aft-er the first two or three had started, which I think
he

^
will admit gave some advantage, and, moreover, these

arriving later had the undoubted advantage of riding straight
up the hill. Perhaps he was one of these lucky men !

"In my case, I was the second man to start up the hill,

and. unfortunatelv, fell, as my front wheel fouled a rut.

"Mr. W. Pratt. (P. and M.) followed me. and he also fell

from the same cause. We both went to the bottom ol the.
hill again and started away from the ice-covered road, and
made clean ascents, and, taking this into consideration, it

must be admitted that the marks awarded are quite fair, as
all the riders who came after gained an undeniable advantage.

" I note he refers to Messrs. G. Lee Evans and W. 0.
Bentlej' being awarded non-stops ; this award I do not
agree with, as I saw the conditions under which they stopped
in Berkhampstead.

" I think the above remarks will fully reply to Mr.
Perryman's letter also, although in my case I should like to

say the reason of my failure on Rectory Hill was caused
through a slipping belt, and not through a mechanical
trouble; but I feel, had I not had this trouble, I should
have been awarded a non-stop.

" I was under the impression that all competitors in trials

entered agreeing to abide by the judges' decision, but it

appears by all the correspondence taking place that some of

the competitors wish to make rules to .suit their own par-
ticular case.

"I am pleased to say I am quite satisfied always to abide
bv the deci.'ion of the judges, under whom I enter, and I
think a word of appreciation is due to them in their great
task, and that our object slioiild he rather to assist them
than to disparage them.—W. Cooi-er (a satisfied competitor)."

A FIVE MILE MOTOR CYCLE
^

Last^ Tuesday, the 22nd inst., the Glasgow
Theatrical Sports (which had been suspended
from the Tuesday of the previous week owing
to a snowstorm) w^ere brought to a successful
conclusion. The Celtic Park track, which i.s

three and a half laps to the mile, was commis-
sioned for the events, and the day proved fine
and the track di-y. Mr. A. Gordon Bostock. on
Ins new 3^ h.p. Bat-J.A.P.. scored a runawav
win in the five-mile motor
cycle race, leading by fivo

and a half laps, i.e.. about
<uie and a half miles, at the
Huish. Mr. Hilton, ridhig
a 05 h.p. Triumph, was
second. The winner's time
was 5m. 34s., which, it

must be admitted, was
exceptionally good, con-
sidering the damp atmos-
phere and the small size of
the track. Mr. Bostock
fxpects to ride his new
mount in the forthcoming
Tourist Trophy Race, and.
judging by the speed he
atciimpiished on his first

public appearance on it last

week, he should prove a
competitor to be reck(med
with. By the way, Mr.
Bnslock's machine is fitted
with the 1910 p.Tttem Amac
carburetter with adjustalale
jets, and he reports that it

is most satisfactory, combin- A. G. Bostock on his 1910 mouni.—a 3i b.p. Bai.

RACE AT GLASGOW.
ing easy starting and high engine si)eed. He used
a 3i to 1 gear, and the engine is an ordinary
standard pattern 85x85 mm. An unusual
position has been adopted for the exhaust valve
lifter lever on this particular Bat machine.
Instead of being placed immediately under tht-

handle-bar grip, it is in front and at a level

height with the handle-bar. This position proved
to be most satisfactory for the Celtic Park track.

as a racer must sometimes
raise the valve to pass
another competitor on the

banking, the track being
narrow, and it is most
necessary that the lifter

lever should be in the most
convenient position.

TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
H. H. Bowen has decided

to lide a Bat motor bicycle

in the T.T. Race, and A.
.1. -Moorhouse advises us

that the mount he has
selected is a twin-cylinder
Indian.

Further entries for the
T.T. were received htst

week as follows

:

P. Brewster (3^ h.p. JCortoli)

J. Jones (3^ h.p. Triumph)
H. R«m Fowler (1 machine)

The above bring the total

number of entries to thirty-

four.

?^' ^^ ^ -JV^
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Police Traps.

We have received information of a
police trap in Willesden Lane, working
from the railway bridge to the Prince
of Wales public-nouse.

Motor Cycle Competition " down under."

A reliability trial from Timaru to
Dunedin—a distance of 258 miles—was
promoted by the South Canterbury
fN.Z.) Motor Cycle Club on December
.25th and 28th. The trial was divided
into two sections—one for trade riders,

the other for private owners. i lie

former was won by G. B. Brown and
the other by H. Mayo, both riding

3i h.p. Triumph machines. Moreover,
another rider of a Triumph—C. E.
Hassell to wit—was first in the petrol

consumption test over the same course.

How Long will an Air-cooled Engine Run ?

On January 24th, at 10 a.m., we read
that a 1910 Yale 3^ h.p. stock motor
bicycle was stai'ted in the window of
the Oberwegner Motor Co.'s store at

Toledo, Ohio, and ran continuously
without one stop, and without fan or

other cooling device at an average speed
•of 1,285 revolutions per minute until

stopped at 10 p.m., Saturday, January
29th, a period of 132 hours. A cyclo-

meter applied to the rear wheel, we are

told, registered 2,794to miles. After
the test three experts examined the ma-
chine carefully, and found it in perfect

condition, motor free, and compression
and bearings perfect.

M.C.G. Team Competition.

It is a strange but true fact that no
club other than the Motor Cycling Club
and the Coventry and Warwickshire
Motor Club has won The Motor Ci/ch
Cup in the above competition, although
it is now six yesirs since the competition
was inaugurated. There has, however,
been some very close running for the
cup. For instance, the St. Albans
Club (now the Herts County A.C.)
had hard lines last year as the team
started a man short, but the other five

gained all possible marks. The Bir-
mingham M.C.C. also came near to
winning on one occasion, one of the
team losing marks for arriving home
before the minimum time limit. It was
-afterwards found that this had deprived
the Birmingham team of the cup.

A Measured Furlong.

A police trap is in working order on
Shooter's Hill Road, one furlong, the

point being near Kent Villas.

A Leader in America.

We regi'et to announce that F. P.

P r i a 1, publisher of the American
Motor Cycle Illustrated, died in New
York on Monday, January 31st, of

typhoid.

A Return to Flat Belts.

The very latest from the Hendee
factory is a 4 h.p. single-cylinder Indian

with free engine clutch and gear reduc-

ing rear pulley, the transmission being

by means of a l^in. fiat belt. It is

claimed to be the only perfect belt drive

ever produced. The driving pulley is

8 inches in diameter, and the driven

pulley 10 inches. The high speed at

which the belt runs and the large grip-

ping surfaces are considered to be the

main factors for the success achieved

by this new model during the 4,000

miles it has been tested on the road.

For the present this machine will only

be marketed in America.

A Hill-climb for Standard Machines.

The open hill-climb to be arranged by

the Bradford M.C.C. on June 25th will

be a thoroughly sporting event, and we
are specially asked to mention that ample

classes will be provided

for the amateur with his

standard machine.

Motor Cyclist taken for

an Anarch'st.

A Russian correspon-

dent informs us that at

the time of the Czar's

visit to Italy extra-

ordinary precautions were
taken to ensure his safety.

A motor cyclist, residing

in one of the towns on

the route through which
the train carrying the

Czar passed, had the mis-

fortune, when trying his

motor cycle on the stand,

to have the top of the

cylinder blow off with a

loud explosion. No ~ one

was hurt, but the next

day the motor cyclist's

house was visited by the

police, his typewriter and
papers were removed,
and he was put under
arrest and kept in prison

for seventeen days. All

this was occasioned by
an explosion which the

police suspected had some-
thing to do with an
anarchist bomb. Of
course the motor cyclist

received no compensation
from the police when tliey

found out that they were
mistaken, and the only

thing that they could pos-

sibly bring against liini

was that he had once sold

a motor cycle to a sus-

,
pected anarchist and had
visited the house to collect

the m<mev.

A.6.M. o{ the A.C.U. Cou

The annual general meetin
Auto Cycle Union council has
for Saturday, March 19th,

Piccadilly, W., at 5.30 p.m. A
to be placed on the agenda n
iMe hands of the A.C.U. .lec

Wednesday next, Z^Iarch 2iid.

A Prospective Competitor for

A. Gordon Bostock, of

whose photograph appears on
page of this supplement, ha
received delivery of his 1910
a 3i h.p. Bat-J.A.P. This
Jlr. Bostock is now busj
through its paces, and he hop<
competitor in the Tourist Tro
next May.

Ten-mile Speed Limits

The Secretary for Scotland
.

an order imposing a ten-milei

motor cars and motor cycles bei

in the following streets of thei

Langholm : High Street,

southern boundary of the Fm
Manse to thirty yards beyond^
known as the fiar Entry Cha:i

(^^ew), (a) from twenty yardii

Elizabeth Street to its juno
High Street

; (b) from the ca;

the Bowling Green to a poin-

the North U.P. Manse.

A rest by the -wayside — a reminder that

/V"
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Sutton Bank Wintered Badly.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
s that the surface of Sutton
is too bad at present for a hili-

ng competition. Consequently
Icr-chib event wliich was to liave

lieid between tlie North-west
11 M.C.C. and the Herts County
an Easter Saturday will talie place
)tlier A-enue, the location of which
le kept secret. It would appear
the A.C.U. will have to find

ir acclivity for this year's annual
mb.

ir Cycles at the Manchester Show.

oniparison of the total number of

cycles on view at the various
ester shows from the earliest

may be interesting :

01 Show 2"motor cycles.

02 ., 11

03 „ 78
04 „ 120
05 ,; 35
06 „ 40
07 „ 49
08 ., 38
09 ., 59
10 .. 45
jards last week 's show, it niav be
wd that several applicants for
wishing ex hibit motor ivcles
lilt be accommodnted.

'e are not uncommon even in these climes

Time to Light Lamps.
Lamp-lighting times at Greenwich for

this week are :

Feb. 28tli : 6.35 p.m.
Mar. 2nd 6.39 „

., 4th 6.42 „

.. Vth 6.47 „

From the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast by
Motor Cycle.

We have a most interesting article in
the press entitled "Across the Ameiican
Continent on a Motor Cycle," by
Stanley Bowmar, and we expect to be
able to publish the first instalment next
week. The author describes in a bright
and breezy style his many privations and
exciting experiences during the 4.000
miles journey from the Atlantic to the
Pacific coast, including an encounter
with rattle .snakes, a night in a dilapi-
dated ranch house, lost in the prairie, a
blinding snowstorm, a forty-mile walk
for petrol, several miraculous escapes
from being run down by overland
expresses whilst riding between the rails,
his acquaintance of cowboys and shep-
herds, a long railway journey in an
empty ice-box, and the final effort to
San Francisco.

A.C.U. Legal Department.
The beneHts of the Legal Department

to A.C.U. niembers were recently exem-
plifii'd in the case of a
member of the Oxford
M.C.C. The motor cyclist
in question was riding
his machine near Ban-
bury, and on the road he
passed a horse and cart.
The driver of the latter
was evidently not attend-
ing to his business, for the
hor.se commenced to prance
about, and, in endeavour-
ing to run alongside and
catch the reins, the driver
was unfortunately knocked
down and the wheels of
the cart passed over and
killed him. His relatives
obtained £100 compensa-
tion from his employer
under the Employers'
Liability Act, whereupon
the employer's insurance
company, having paid the
claim, entered an action
against the motor cyclist
for the recovery of the
amount paid .out to tlie

relatives of the deceased,
on the ground that the
noise made by the pas-
sage of the motor cycle
constituted a nuisance on
the highway, and that the
rider was responsible. As
the point involved gener-
ally affected the interest

of motor cyclists, the
A.C.U.'s solicitor was in-

structed to contest the case,

with the result that the
plaintiffs have since with-
drawn their cl.iini, paying
all costs. Without ex-
pert legal defence the
motor cyclist would prob-
ably have lost the case.

F

Neuehatel Hil.-climb.

The coming summer will witness a
repetition of the Neuehatel hill-climb oc
the Chaumont route, the Union Moto-
cycliste Romande having entrusted the
Berne section with the organisation of
the event.

Accessory and Equ pment Issue.

The issue of The Molar Oi/de for
March 14th will be a special accessory
and equipment number, and will contain
specially illustrated dest-riptions of practi-
cally every known accessory on the
market, including tyres, riding apparel,
lamp.s, and ekctrical appliances. We
venture to think that thi.s special isfue
will be of considerable interest and .ser- -

vice to motor cycli.sts at this time of
the year, most of whom are contemplat-
ing the purchase of one or more of the
numerous articles which will be dealt
with. Although the number of pages
will be necessarily very much increased,
the price of the issue will be one penny
as usual. Motor cyclists should make
a point of ordering this number at ouc3
to avoid disappointment

Motor Union Meeting.

The monthly meeting of the General
Committee of the Motor Union was
held at the Union's Offices at Caxton
House, Westminster, on February 23rd.
In the absence of the chairman, Mr.
Joynson-Hicks, who is at present in
tne South of France, Mr. C. H. Dodd
(vice-chairman) presided over a well
attended meeting. In presenting the
report of the Finance Committee, the
Chairman drew attention to the very
satisfactory increase in the receipts from
individual members. Of these over
9,000 are now included in the member-
ship of the Union. The Legal Com-
mittee reported that they are consider-
ing proposals for securing the proper
lighting of all vehicles and cattle on
the highway at night. The Motor
Cycle Committee is still in communica-
tion with the Army Council on the sub-
ject of the organisation and training of
motor cyclists with a view to their
assisting the military forces in time of
natmnal emergency. By arrangement
wiui the Wiltshire County Council, the
M.U. special road signs are to be erected
at dangerous places throughout the county
of Wiltshire.

7^
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(SEE ALSO PAGE 173.) CLUB
Redcar Motor Cyclists Unite.

A motor cycle club has been formed for Redcar and dis-
trict. All readers residing in Cleveland are invited to send
their names and addresses to the secretary, Mr. F. C.
Jones, 30, Va.nsitt;.rt Terrace, Redcar.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The committee of the above club met on Monday evening
last at headquarters, and one of the main reasons was that
no definite word had arrived from
Mr. Scott 7-e his lecture planned
for February 23rd. Under ^the cir-

cumstances, it was decided to post-
pone the lecture. It now transpires
that Jlr. Scott's telegram had been
misdirected, and had been delivered
to a wrong address. It is to be
hoped that another date can be fixed,

as the event has aroused mucli
interest locally. The committee also

decided lo hold the following events
during 1910: Opening run. Richmond
(Yorks), 200 miles reliability trial

lor Gjers Cup, fuel consumption trial

for cup to be presented by Mr.
Stanley Sadler, three hill-climbs, team
trials, balloon race, paperchase, inter-

club meets, Whitsuntide tour to
Scotland, and August tour to the
soutliern and western counties.

f Essex M.C.
The A.G.M. will be held at tlie

Great Eastern Hotel Liverpool Street. e^%,

E.G., on Tuesday, March 8tli, com
mencing at 8 p.m. Notices for the a

'®/©/©/@/©/§/©/l/'©/®/©''©/®/®^'©/^

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. i6— (Wed.) British Motor Cycle Racing

Club Meeting at Brooklands.
„ 35—General Meeting of Northern Motor

Cycle Clubs at Richmond, Yorks.
,, 25-28—M.C.C. Opening Run. Easter Tour

to Salisbury. Jarrott Cup Com-
petition.

„ 25-28—N.W. London M.C.C. and Herts.
County A.C. Inter-club Trial to

Harrogate and back.

,, 28—Brookland A.R.C. Easter Meeting jtwo
events for motor cycles.)

,, 30 to April 2—Exhibition of Motor Cycles,
at Leicester, Association Hall.

Apl. 13—(Wed ) B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brook-
lands.

,, 20—A.C.U. Second Quarterly Trial,

,, 27-28—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting.

„ 30—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

May 4—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands,
„ 13, 14, and 16 (Whitsun)—M.C.C. London-

Edinburgh andLondon-Edinburgh
and Back Runs.

,, 26 (Thursday)—International Motor Cycle
T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.

(SEE ALSO PAGE 173.)

Scarborough and District M.C.

Mr. H. Frain, Snainton, S.O., Yorkshire, is now the hon.
secretary of this club, and all future communications con-
cerning the club should be addressed to him.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

At a meeting- on the 23rd inst., a club was formed as
above, and officers and committee appointed. Another
meeting is arranged for to-morrow (Tuesday), at 8 p.m., at

the Prince of Wales Hotel. Baxter
Gate, for the formation of rules aj.d

to enrol new members. Will riders

interested kindly attend or forward
names and addresses to the secretary,

Mr. Geo. F. Stafford, 7, Baxter Gate,
IJoncaster.

A Proposed Club for Southport and
District.

A meeting was held last Thursday,
the 24th inst., for the purpose of

forming a motor cycle club for the
above district. Motor cyclists not
notified, and wishing to join, should
communicate with either James F.
Keid, 87, Liverpool Road, Birkdale,
or K. Hollord Jones, 9, Westboiirne
Road, Birkdale.

'S/'®/©/®/®/©/©.'©/©/®/©/®/©/©/®/'®/

agenda must reach the
lion, secretary by first post to-morrow (Tuesday).

East Lancashire M.C.C.

At a meeting last week it was decided to hold fortuiglitly

club runs, and to join in the annual meet of Northern motor
cyclists at Richmond, Yorkshire, on Good Friday.

Motor Cycle Club for Redditch and District.

To-morrow (Tuesday), at 8.30 p.m., a meeting i.s to be
held at the Warwick Arms Hotel for the purpose of form-
ing a motor cycle club for Redditch and district.

Westmoreland Motor Cycle Club.

The above club has recently been formed. The member-
ship had reached forty last week, and is steadily growing.
It has been decided to affiliate to the Auto Cycle Union.
The subscription for the first year is 7s. 5d. (badge inclu-

sive). The hon. secretaries, Messrs. C. B. Robinson and
A. Ruthven, Kendal Green, KendaJ, will be pleased to hear
from readers interested.

Ayr and District M.C.
On Thursday evening last Mr. Quintin Clark submitted

his " Impre.ssions of the Five Days' Scottish Reliability

Trial " to an appreciative audience of members and friends.

He described in detail the route followed, his humorous
sallies and excellent limelight illustrations providing a mo.st

enjoyable evening. The next lecture takes place on the

9th March, when Mr. J. Robertson will deliver a paper on
" Magneto Ignition."

Glasgow M.C.C.

At the A.G.M.' last Thursday, the president, Mr.. D. S.

Baddeley, occupied the chair. The secretary's report
showed that there had been a decrease in membership of

five since the previous year. The financial statement for

the year showed a small decrease in the credit balance, due
chiefly to expenses incurred in sending competition teams
to Edinburgh. The report and financial statement were
adopted, and the officials elected. The competitive events
this year will include two hill-climbs, a Hexibility trial,

speed-judging contest, twelve hours' reliability trial, petrol

consumption test, and probably a gymkhana.

Walthamstow M.C.

An interesting lantern show has
been arranged at headquarters. Rose
and Crown, Hoe Street, on Wednes-
day next, at 7.30 prompt. Members
are asked to attend in full force,

together with lady or genlleman friends.

The opening run has been fixed for Saturday, April 2nd.

->—•••.—<-

INTER-CLUB COMPETITION AT EASTER.
Reference has already been made in these pages to the

inter-club competition which will

The Service Silver Challenge Cup, presented
to the Herts. County A.C. (motor eyclesection)
lor an Inter-team Competition.

take place during theij

liiister week-end be-ij|

Lweeu the North-\\'estl

fiondim M.C.C. anda
the Herts County Auto-3
mobile Club (Motorl
Cycle Section). I'heJ
cumpetitiun will be^
run for a handsome
silver cup preseiitfd to
the Herts A.C. by the
Service Co., Ltd., for

an inter-club team
trial from Londiui to
Harrogate and back.
The hill-climb on the
Saturday, which was
to be held on Sutton
Baidc, will lint take
place on this famous ac-

clivity, as the surface
(so the Harrogate and
District M.C.C. re-

ports) is too bad. But
we understand the
latter body has found
another hill, which,
until the actual event,
will be kept secret

from the cnmpefitnrs,'
At a committee meeting of the North-west London M.C.C.,'.

held last Wednesday, it was decided to award silver cups:
and medals to the successful competitors, in addition to the
Service Challenge Cup. which is illiistratrd herewith. A
special cup will be awaided for the Iiill-clinib on March 26th.

I^' "^ ^ "i^
lUffi ,b Sovs Ltd., Lo-ndon and Crnvnlry.
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

A
LETTER which we publish this. week is suffi-

cient apology for pointing out, as we have
already done on several occasions, that the

motor cycle tax per- se is an injustice in com-
parison with other pastimes and luxuries

which remain untaxed.

For example, it seems somewhat unfair to

tax a motor cycle rider ^i per annum for the use of

a machine which does practically no damage to the

roads and to allow the owner of a hunting or saddle-

horse to go. scot free. Speaking broadly, the average

horse used for hunting or saddle exercise is worth

more than the average motor bicycle, and inflicts con-

siderably more damage on the road surface than the

pneumatic-tyred motor cycle. We are not grumbling
at the amount of the tax, neither should we like to

say that motor cyclists should not be taxed at all.

We think every motor cycle owner is willing to pay
for the pleasure he derives from the pastime, and also

to contribute towards the maintenance of the roads on

which he rides, but he naturally feels indignant at

being singled out for taxation.

Those who can afford to pay ;£s° O'' £^° ^'^^ ^

motor cycle do not feel the ^i per annum tax, but

there are thousands of riders who do not pay anything

like that amount; in fact, second-hand motor cycles

can be bought in good riding condition at almost any
price from ;£io upwards, and the owners of these

machines complain not without reason. They say

if they have got to pay 20s. per annum for "the right

of using a motor cycle, in addition to 5s. for driving

licence and gs. for registration, owners of saddle-horses,

for instance, should be mulcted to the same extent.

Road Dangers at Night.

IT
appears that the steps taken by the Auto Cycle
Union to endeavour to get the local authorities

to enforce a regulation compelling drovers to show
a coloured light when driving cattle or sheep after

dark on the highway have met with ridicule in many
cases. It is really astounding the short-sighted policy

of some men who are supposed to consider especial

cases and issue byelaws when deemed advisable. With
so many accidents happening in different districts

solely through the absence of a warning light, one
would imagine ttiat the authorities would regard the

matter with a little less hilarity, and endeavour to find

some solution of the trouble. Their one idea seems

to be that motorists desire e\'ery ^'ehicle and obstruc-

tion to exhibit a warning light so that they (the

motorists) may travel faster in the dark. This is an
entirely wrong idea, and all we can say in reply is that

it is our fervent wish that soon county and district

authorities will be composed of men capable of con-

sidering the question impartially from every standpoint.

Judging from the position assumed, it does not seem
to matter greatly to them whether the lives of His

Majesty's subjects are endangered or not. Their refusal

to take up the matter in a proper spirit amounts to

nothing short of neglecting the public safety. If in

exceptional circumstances it is necessary to drive cattle

after dark, it is no great hardship for the drover to

exhibit a warning light, if only for the safety of the

cattle! Owners of cattle cannot, and will not, see

the matter in this light. They seem to prefer to take

the risk of their property being damaged, and then

take action in the courts, knowing that they will be sure

to be favoured in the verdict.

&7
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WHAT one sees of axountry from
the blurred windows of a

railway carriage has to me
always seemed unsatisfactory. Es-

pir'ciaHy was it my desire when in the

United States some time ago to make some-

thing more than a nodding acquaintance

with the people of the Far West, and that

was the reason why I decided to cross from

the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast on a

motor cycle. Had I had experience (I did

not then know even the first thing about

motor cycles, never having ridden one), I

should doubtless have rejected a machine so cumber-
some and unsuitable for the roadless West in favour

of a strong bicycle, which could have been carried

across fords, sand draws, and deserts.

Friends, some of whom knew a little of the West,

were loud in their warnings of dangers and difficulties,

and other folk, who, as I afterwards discovered, drew
considerably on their imaginations for their know-
ledge of western life, were even more insistent in their

tales of woe inevitable. They spoke of devastating

tornadoes and blizzards, dangerous rattle snakes,

hears, wolves, and mountain lions, and they discussed

witli greatest gravity the question as to which make of

revolver would most effectively serve me in the wild
and woolly West.

Just what did happen on that eventful journey will

be told in this article.

The Start from Buffalo.

T left Buffalo, N.Y., on June 12th, and, follomng
the main railway route via. Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha,
and Grand River, turned 100 miles south to Denver,

Colorado, this sectiori (roiighly half)

of the 4,000 miles journey being com--

pleted at the rate of 80 miles a day.

Without mishap, should I say? Not
exactly. On roads so wretched as those

of even the middle and what might be

termed the near western states accidents ar€

inevitable to the motor cyclist, who, much
against his omi inclination, speedily be-

comes an acrobat of no mean accomplish-

ments. Through skidding on slimy roads

and coming to grief in yawning cart ruts I

made the acquaintance of the bottom of

more than one ditch, the centre of hedges innumer-

able, and one night near Rodger (Iowa) was pitched

headlong over the side rail of a bridge into the

creek below. Yankees, you know, have a penchant

for improvements, for things " just a little different,
'

'

and their small bridges certainly achieve the desired

result. Instead of the earth (metalled roads are

rare) being levelled up to the bridges, the first plank

on either side is usually four or five inches above the

level of the road—an arrangement quite unsuitable for

fast night riding.

It was frequently impossible, especially in Nebraska,

where population became sparser and when the motoi

worked unsatisfactorily, to reach a town or a ranch until

late at night. One stormy night between Omaha and

Grand River the only available accommodation was
an old straw stack, and on another occasion in

Nebraska (at Ogallala) an hotel keeper whom I

knocked up in the early hours of the morning refused

to have anything to do with me, accusing me of being

a hobo "wanted" by the district police. Certainly

appearances were against me, as they frequently were
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Across vhe American Continent on a Motor Cycle.

—

Bespattered with mud and oil, no doubt I presented

a by no means fascinating appearance.

My First A^cquaintance 'with Rattle Snakes.

I made my acquaintance with rattle snakes when

Jost in a dreary stretch of prairie between Fort Morgan
.; and Duelle (Colorado). Their warning rattle was at

fast slipping into wmter when I steered again rorth-

vvard to intersect my guiding line, the Union Pacific

Railroad, at Cheyenne. My excursion immediately

developed into a race over mountain and desert with

the dread season of storms and all that it connotes

in the bleak spaces of the West.
The absence of decent roads, or of roads of any

description for that matter, is a feature of the country

Bridge across the Great Salt Lake.

first as startling as it was frequent. One, objecting

to the intrusion of the front wheel, made a vicious

stab at my right leg, but before he had curled up

ready for the spring I jumped aside to a safe distance.

Enumeration of my motor troubles thus far would

weary even the most enthusiastic devotee of the little

self-propelled machines. My motor cycle was a 1906

pattern, and it, as we all know, was very, almost

totally, different from those now on the market. At

the same time, it was net that my American machine—

•

a 2% h.p. Merkel—was altogether unsatisfactory.

There was ample room for improvement in it, good-

ness knows (and so do I), but in myself as a motor

mechanic there was still more scope along lines

identical. My ignorance

of motors and their eccen-
""

trie, tricky ways magnified

every insignificant motor

mole hill into a mountain

that frequently took half a

day—sometimes a whole

night—to negotiate. 1 had

to work hard, long hours

to average 80 miles a

day to Denver (2,000 miles,

roughly), but half my
energy went in buying ex-

periences at a stiff price.

The belt (an inch fiat one)

troubled me continually,

and as the dry batteries on

which my ignition depended
—well, so as not hopelessly

to prejudice whatever slight

chance I may still have of

admittance to the Land of

Gold Pavements and Per-

fect Roads, I always en-

deavour never to think of

dry batteries, the thought of

them does so sorely tempt
me to blaspheme.

I worked fourteen weeks
in Denver. Autumn -was

steamboat Rooks, which stand out'hke the bows of gigantic hners, over-

looking Echo Canyon, not lar Irom the fertile Utah Valley.

districts in the States that cannot fail to impress itself

on every cyclist or motorist. Even in the productive

Platte Valley, which stretches for between 500 and
600 miles from Omaha to Den\'er at the foot of the

Rocky Mountains, one finds only cart tracks, fre-

quently unfenced ; in fact, it would take no great

effort of imagination to think of them as the original

trails of the herds of buffalo which twenty years ago
roamed the valley. Ample grants of money are made
each year for the improvement and maintenance of

the roads, but these sums find their way-, in charac-

teristic Yankee fashion, into the pockets of successful

political wire pullers, road inspectors, and other

offirials. whose principal employment appears to be
the careful manipulation of

the public funds to theii

own advantage.

Leaving Denver, riding

by the foothills of the snow-
capped Rockies, I was soon
wallowing in mud. In

passing a country cart a

rut forced me to shave
pretty closely to the vehicle.

The irate Yankee yokel

bawled an angry invitation

to a fight. " I guess I'll

take a fall out of yer," he
yelled. But as I knew
only too well that I should

get plenty of these within

the next three or four

weeks, 1 merely opened the

throttle a little wider, and
left him gesticulating in the

rear. Road hogs are not,

it should be remembered,
confined to motorists. As
if to prepare me for the

more adventurous part of

my journey, that same
evening I was pitched over

a barbed wire gate. Out
West wire _ gates, where
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there are any gates at all, are common. Usually,

however, to make them , visible at night, an empty

sack is hung over the top wire. On this one the

sack was absent. Bowling along merrily at a fifteen

miles an hour pace, following a prarie trail that

paralleled the railroad, and watching the perky, snappy

little prairie dogs as they scampered to their holes, I

did not notice the wire until too late to avoid a

collision. A treble or quadruple somersault (in the

excitement I lost count) landed me over the gate and
into a rut. Result : Torn knickers, skinned knee,

and a ripped front tyre cover.

The damaged tyre forced me to put up for the night

with the railway section man and his wife at a little

siding called Dover. It is strange how in a long ride,

where so much depends on the stability of one's
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tonm, now as safe for the stranger as any secluded
English village, Avas a garrison town for the troops

who guarded the mail coaches irom the Indians of

the Nebraskan plains. There are several famous
battlefields in the neighbourhood, but, instead of

relating stirring stories of the wars with the redskins,

a townsman \vhom I met in the hotel preferred to talk

of the irrigation schemes which are turning the

Platte Valley into one of the finest agricultural areas

in the world. Huge irrigation canals have wrought
such wonders that vast areas which have practically

no natural rainfall now produce more than districts

that have, and always have had, a good one. Former
arid wastes that were in sole possession of a few lean

prairie dogs and jack rabbits are now studded with

prosperous farm houses. There is not the slightest

doubt that if anv American were to relate in a London

An "Overland Limited

machine, the mind becomes concentrated on it. Fre-
quently in a fall, when I have felt myself gyrating

through space, , a thought has flashed through the

mind, " What will be bent or broken on the motor
this time?"—not "What sort of a rock shall I

strike?
"

The petrol supply was a constant worry, but of

meals I soon became quite careless.

The brilliancy of the headlights on the Ameiican
railway engines was remarkably illustrated at Dover.
From Denver there is a steady up grade. The last

twenty miles of line is perfectly straight, and for that

distance the lights of the mail trains could be seen
quite distinctly. It is no exaggeration to say that

the clear, concentrated glare of the electric headlight,

attached high on the funnel and reflected on the rails,

'enables the driver to see the track better at night than
in the day time, provided, of course, he is not asleep.

A Choice of Two Routes.

At Cheyenne at noon next day I struck the Trans-
Continental Railway line. Not so long ago this little

out West.

club one half of what has .been accomplished b)

irrigation in Nebraska and Colorado his statements;

would be received with indulgent smiles and consider-i

able dubiousness.

There are two routes over the Rockies. On«

follows the romantic, glittering steel rails of th<

Harriman Railway ; the other, a shorter but ar

utterly lonely trail, is by way of the telephone lines.,

which here diverge from the railway. Opinion was

divided as to which route was preferable. The mosi

encouraging report from at least a dozen enquiries

at Cheyenne was that both were bad—"both impass-

able for a motor cycle." A spin of a coin sent m(
by the telephone route. I have a notion that ni)

usual ill-luck in games of chance once more operates

in my disfavour. How many miles I played the par'

of the pushing donkey I cannot say. The Chinese

in measuring distances discrinjinate between flat anc

mountainous country; a li on a plain is longer thai,

a li in the mountains. Calculated Chinese fashion

I must have walked at least loi miles, although-

£

British surveyor would probably credit me with nc
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more than the last four miles to the summit. Fre-

quently the trail, at best totally unsatisfactory, simply

disappeared. The number of ridges to be scaled

seemed interminable. The summit of each one (that

had once promised to be the last) revealed another,

and yet another, until I was convinced that moun-
taineering with a motor cycle was something more than

a failure.

Some compensation was to be found in a glorious

view from one of the ridges. To the east there was

the Nebraska plain, intersected by a tiny streak which

represented a great volume of water, the Platte River,

as it wound its circuitous way to join the Mississippi,

600 miles farther east. To tl\e south, along the

range, but below the timber line, stately and majestic

pine forests clothed the mountains, and from where 1

stood there was dimly audible the sag and sigh of the

wind through these mighty timber fields.

Met One Person in a Whole Day's Ride.

About noon I met a waggoner—^the only person 1

.aw that day—who was carting Avinter provisions to

happening) it was useless, he said, his returning to

city work
Darkness had set in before I reached Laramie, the

lonely little capital of Wyoming, the great cattle

State. The boulder-strewn canyon track which
led from~t'he summit was fit for no vehicle yet in-

vented, and the attempts I made to ride, slowly and
gingerly, invariably ended in disaster. Once I was
pitched thirty feet to the bottom of a gully. For-
tunately, there were no rocks on the damp, spongy
stream bed, and I escaped with nothing worse than a

cut and bruised ankle. Had the machine followed

me over the bank it would probably have been totally

wrecked

.

The Real West and the Typical Cowboys.
Nowadays the real West—'everything typical of the

old days—is on the "other side of the Rockies."

Laramie, therefore, was my first city of the wilds.

About its saloons one sees the typical cowboys, true

sons of the prairie—tall, slouching, brown skinned

fellows, coatless and vestless, their trousers held up
bv belts, and their rough shirts open at the neck.

One of the wonders ol Hatuie. A remarkalile rock on the Transcontinental route which has been aptly named "Natural Fort.'

an isolated ranch. As we lunched together he con-

fided that in his younger days he had been a

Chicago newspaper man. The gay life of Jack ashore

had driven him from the Windy City to western ranch-

ing. He was still interested in the press.

"Struck the Denver News?" he asked me. I

admitted that the red ink headings (red ink headings
are a feature of the jellow press in the West) had
drawn attention to the News.
"Well," said he, "one of those telephone wires

belongs to the Hearst Syndicate papers. The News
is one of them. The syndicate telephones news right

across the continent, and the Hearst papers call this

special line 'the longest leased wire,' but the opposi-
tion folk refer to it as 'the longest leased liar.'

"

He was a gay, good-hearted, devil-may-care, highly

educated fellow, typical of hundreds one meets in the
Western States. No spectre of the future troubled
him, and until all the saloons were closed (an unlikely

Wide brimmed felt hats topped off these breezy men
of the open. Emphasised by a string of lurid oaths,

one of them remarked that theirs was a careless,

rollicking life. I didn't dispute the fact. Judging
from their performances at Laramie, I should say their

specialities were swearing and spitting. They may be

crack shots with a Colt's j I saw no demonstration,

but I can vouch for the fact that they can drown a

fly in tobacco juice at from ten to twelve feetl

But Laramie is not only a rallying ground for the

roughest type of ranch workers. It has been laid

out and built with an eye to the future. Its broad

streets run at right angles, and the jerry-built, ram-
shackle huts and saloons have given place to sub-

stantial buildings. Eight thousand is its popula-

tion, yet it has a university that would do credit to

any Eastern city. Not to be behind the times, a

flourishing garage is very much in evidence I

(To he continued.)
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THE nltove subject was brought to my mind as

I was thinking of last year's events in the

niotoi" cyole wcTid, and of the great success the

Gnome engine iias iiad in connection with fiying

maoliincs. Most of ns wiil remember the Barry
revolving engine which was exhibited at the Stanley

Show of four or five years ago, and some of us can
recall the experimental Lamplough motor brought out
shortly after.

It may be that these engines, like many good inven-

tions, were before their time, but I think their non-
success at the time was due more to the design than to

the principle on whch they worked. They both differed

from the latest Gnome engine in many important
points, altho"ugh the main idea—^to save weight and
give a greater cooling surface—was the same. There
is no doubt this type of engine can be made to work
efficiently and give reliable running, and its suitability

for motor cycle work will soon be tested.

A 5 h.p. Motor 'weighing 20 lbs.

If the weight can be brought down to about 4 lbs.

per horse-power and still have the working parts as
strong as is needful, then there is a good claim to be

Fig. I.—PP denolrs the path dc-scribi,d by the pistons of a rotary
engine with fixed crank shaft.

made for its adoption. If an engine could be made
to weigh about 20 lbs. complete and give 3 to 5 h.p.,

the whole design of the motor cycle would undergo a
great change. Frames, wheels, etc., could be built

lighter, and this would make for longer tyre wear and
more economical petrol consumption, which wouldj
mean less dead weight to carry in fuel and tank.

What a splendid prospect, and all the more so, a.%\

the gate which leads to it has been opened by theJ
makers of the Gnome engine, and it is now within ourf

I'ig. 2.—Diagram of an early type of rotary engine called the " Barry."
AA, pumping cylinders; BB, working cylinders; CC, "induction pipes;

D, belt pulley; S, fixed crankshaft.

reach.^ A lightweight yet powerful motor is iust' as
essential to the motor cyclist as it is to the aeroplanist,
and it is because it has never been produced that the
present-day design has been accepted, just as the motor-
carist has had to accept the sliding gear—for want of
something better. We are always moving forward,
however, and no doubt some day the motor-carist will
get his ideal gear and we our ideal engine.

I do not say that the revolving cylinder engine is

the ideal or even near it, but, in my humble opinion,
it is as near to the internal combustion turlsine as we
shall ever get.

No matter how this question is regarded, we must
get certain functions and conditions embodied in a
turbine not at present in its steam prototype. That
is, we must have means to draw in, compress, and
expel the gases, and I think these operations, as per-
formed by the movement of the piston or cylinder, are

not likely to be superseded. Some petrol turbines
have been designed on the lines of the Parsons, but
they require another complete plant to compress the

air, etc., and they cannot be cooled without a great

deal of complication.
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In the revolving cylinder type ot motor you have

a far better balance of pistons and connecting rods

than is possible in a stationary cylinder engine, because

the pistons and rods revolve all the time at a gradually

increasing and decreasing rate of speed, there being

no sudden stopping and starting. This will be seen

by glancing at fig. i, which shows the course the pistons

take during one revolution of the motor.

The Barry engine, which was exhibited at the Stanley

of November, 1904, had two opposed working cylinders

fitted on one crank chamber, and two opposed pumping
cylinders, as shown in fig. 2. The lubrication caused

the greatest difliculty then, though of course both the

design and materials were not what are now available,

and so everything was against it.

The Lamplough Rotating Engine.

The Lamplough was of the revolving type also, only

more complicated and without the balancing advan-

tages which the

„^.„,, :,.,,,,, , .w-:.«>:.«-.j:-.::::-: -:-:•^^:.^^:::^;.R:::.^
OtHer had. It

Avorked on the

four-cycle prin-

ciple, and was air

cooled. Fig. 3
shows an end- or

valve view of the

arrangement. A
number of cylin-

ders were clustered

- round a stationary

shaft with the

valves at one end.

Every cylinder had
a crankshaft of its

own, which was
geared to the main
shaft by bevels.

No particular ad-

vantage seems to

be gained by this

method, against which were the extra complication,

extra cost of manufacture, and, I should think, noise

made by the bevels. I do not think there were many
engines made of this type, and nothing has been heard

of them for some time.

The Gnome Seven=cyUndered Engine.

The Gnome engine is a third type that has been

brought forward, and seems to be the only successful

one. When first introduced most of the critics were

against it on account of the oiling arrangements, which

they did not think satisfactory. Others said there

was no need for such a novel type of engine. Any
difficulties which showed themselves have been over-

come, and the one which the experts pounced upon

as likely to be the most troublesome, namely, the

lubrication, has proved to be non-existent. Every-

one who takes an interest in following the progress of

the. aeroplane knows how successful Mr. Farman and

others have been with the Gnome, so there is no need

to say anything further here. It has always been

made with seven cylinders, but for the bigger powers

fourteen cylinders are to be tried. Of course, this

would mean excessive complication when only 3 or

4'H.p. was required, so I think four cylinders would
be the limit for motor cycles.

Fig.- 3.—Diagram of tlie Lamplough rotary
engine. A, cylinder; B, valve; C, tappet
levers ; D, timing gear case ; E, fixed

crankshaft.
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All the trunk piston rods in the Gnome drive on to

a one-throw crankshaft. The_ mixture is fed through

this shaft, which is hollow, into the crank chamber,

and passes through inlet valves fitted in the heads of

the pistons into the combustion chambers. The
balancing of the valves has been the greatest trouble

the manufacturers have experienced, and, although

they have succeeded in the aeroplane motor, I think

a lot of experimenting will be required before they

can say the same should they start building motor

cycle engines. The inlet valves, I should say, will

be the most difficult problem to solve, for the motor

cycle engine would have to run at ever varying speeds,

whereas in the aeroplane model it is practically always

running at one sp<.sd, and that the higliest attainable.

Fig. 4.—Suggested methods of balancing the exhaust valves and lubri-

cating a rotary cylinder engine for motor cycles. A, tappet rod

;

B, rocking lever; H, oil reservoir in fixed hollow crank pin; J, oilways

in crank pin; N, oil- lead for gudgeon pin; S, baffle plate for directing

oil ; T, oil gutter for lubricating piston.

In fig. 4 a suggested method is shown how the exhaust

valves might be balanced. It is to have the rod ,A

equal in weight to the exhj.ust valve and its spririg.

When the centrifugal force becomes sufficiently strong

to take effect the rod A will try to tear itself away
from the centre, and so will the exhaust valve. Now
the lever B will have the weight of the rod at one

end and the weight of the valve at the other at the

moment the valve is lifted from its seating, so that

one will balance the other, while the strength of the

spring will always be practically constant, and so will

always be able to close the exhaust valve.

With the inlet valves the matter is much more diffi-

cult, so I will not do more than roughly indicate how
it might be arranged. One way is to have all moving
portions made as light as possible, and use a com-
paratively strong spring, which could hold its own
against the centrifugal force. But this is not very

A15
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satisfactory, for if it were made strong enougli to act

well at the higfiest speed it would allow the valve a

very poor opening when the engine was running slowly.

Perhaps some system of balance weights, like wdiat

has been sugg-ested for the exhaust valve, would be

better, but, as I have already said, some research work

will be necessary at this point.

Lubrication of Rotating Cylinder Engines.

The next point is the lubrication. In the Gnome
engine this is done by allowing the oil to enter the

Fig. 5-—rropcseJ ;a-iangemcnt of exhaust piping on thrce-cylindered
rotary engine. The exhaust gases are directed inwards at P, the ccn-
tritug '1 force keeping the oil on the outer periphery of the piping.

revolving crank chamber, where it gets flung about

by the moving parts. But this method would hardly

do for motor cycles, because it causes a great amount

of over-lubrication when the motor is started, causing

very dirty exhaust, and the oil spatters over ever

thing near at hand. Some way of regulating t

quantity of oil is necessary, and a suggested way
shown in fig. 4. The oil is forced through t

hollow crankshaft into the space in shaft H. Tl

chamber acts as a reservoir, and has leads J runni

from it to the big ends of the connecting rods (in t

sketch the leads are shown vertical, but this is only I

the sake of clearness). The oil is thrown off tht

rods by centrifugal force on to the shields S, and t

same force now causes the oil to run up these shiel

into the gutter T. This gutter has a number
small holes bored in it, through which the oil

forced against the walls of the cylinders. The sni;

ends of the connecting rods take their supply throu;

the holes N from the cylinder walls. How tl

system would work in practice I do not know, b

there is nothing wrong with it in theory, and it is

accordance with the best principles. The idea

turning the hollow crank pin into an oil resen'oir

not a bad one, for the crank is stationary, and the (

would be fed by gravity. A relief cock would,
course, be necessary to run off the surplus oil.

The Question of a Silencer.

The only other point to discuss at present is tl

question of how to get a silencer fitted. This wou
also have to collect any oil which found its way pa

the exhaust valve, and might get on the machine or i

rider. I think the best way would be to have a pij

running between the exhaust valves, as in fig. L

wdth partitions, so that one exhaust w"ould not iritel

fere with the other.

There are many other small but, nevertheles

important points which W'Ould have to be gone in

before this type of engine could take its place amoi

those suitable for motor cycles, but I think it w
pay our engineers to experiment with it rather th;

with the two-cycle kind, as it has as many good poir

and fewer bad ones, and most of its bad points c;

be eliminated with careful design and manufactur

the success of its chief exponent, the Gnome, provii

such to be the case. j. M.

ALLEGED INGENIOUS

AT the Guildhall Police Court on Monday last

John Brown, 28, described as a ticket writer,

who is awaiting trial upon a charge of obtain-

ing goods by false pretences, was brought up
before Mr. Alderman Johnston on an order issued by

the Home Secretary in relation to a fraud and forgery

alleged to have been committed by him in the City.

The facts, which were practically admitted by the

accused, revealed a depth of cunning and ability

exercised in a somewhat original direction. In

December last Brown, in the name of " G. Home,"
advertised a motor cycle for sale, and received from

John Edward Grace, a works foreman, of Warrington,

an offer of ^£20. The prisoner—-who had his letters

sent to a confectioner's shop in Gray's Inn Road

—

agreed to this, and Grace sent him a post office order

for ;^2o (in favour, of course, of " G. Horne "), pay-

able in seven days, to allow of a trial of the machine.

Grace never received the motor cycle, and conse-

quently stopped payment of the order.

A16

MOTOR CYCLE FRAUD.
At No. 4b, Broad Street, Mr. George Horne carri

on business in photographic apparatus, and (

December 20th he received an order signed J. E. Gra
for two cameras and a lens. The value of the gooi

was ;£2o, and the post office order sent by Grace
" G. Horne" (the prisoner) accompanied the lette

There was a request that the goods might be seat

the railway station at Warrington.

Mr. Horne, believing the letter was a genuine on

despatched the goods, but on presenting the post oflfii

order he found that payment had been stopped by tl

remitter. It was shown that the prisoner communicatf
Avith the stationmaster at Warrington, and had tl

goods sent on to Euston, where he called for ther

He was charged with obtaining them by false pretenc

by Mr. Horne, and forging Grace's signature.

The Prisoner : I have made a full statement and se:-

it to Scotland Yard, so that the property can 1

recovered.

Alderman Johnston committed him for trial.
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Inspection Lamps.
Acetylene dies hard, but electric lamps are in use

on an increasing number of singles and on many
passenger machines Their users may be grateful for a

tip which facilitates inspection work at night. A
couple of yards of flex with an adapter at each end
is a very desirable accessory when an electric lamp
is already in use. One bulb is removed from the lamp
and inserted in one adapter on the flex; the other

adapter is slipped into the lamp socket, and a good
light is at once available for night repairs, without the

need of carr_ving a fragile article in the toolkit. I owe
this tip to a lady driver.

T.T. Machines for Touring Purposes.
I agree with practically all that "T.T. T." said in

the issue of February 28th as to the general suitability

of semi-racing machines for ordinary all-the-year-round

roadwork, but desire to mention two draw^backs which
he has omitted. One is that the frame of a T.T.
machine is excessively cramped for riders of any
stature surpassing the minimum, and tall men will not

like the crouching attitude which is compulsory, unless

the saddle is placed so far backwards that the carrier

ceases to be available for a touring kit ; the other is that

a pair of spring forks are a desirable adjunct when the

race is over. Small and medium-sized riders of some
experience will be well suited with a T.T. machine
if they purchase a pair of roadster forks as a spare.

Chain or Beit.

This ancient controversy is again in a position of

stirabout, thanks to the partial recantation of the

Hendee Company, who are now marketing in America
a flat-belt 4 h.p. single, with a gear-reducing pulley,

enabling very large pulleys to be fitted with a 1-^3 in.

flat belt. Readers may remember that " Transatlantic
"

recently stated in our columns that the greater popu-
larity of the chain drive in the United States was
chiefly ascribable to the inferior character of the motor
cycle belts produced in that country, and it will be
interesting to watch whether the belt secures the

supremacy there as it has done over here. Further
developments may be expected in the near furture in

England. I hear several users of geared puUevs on
lightweights have secured abnormal lives from sample
belts, and that one or two designers of 33^ h.p.

machinesare considering experiments with large engine
pulleys and reducing f^ars. " I hae ma doots " about
the flat belt. It may fee mechanical as compared with
the wedging action of the V belt, which has to be
"unwedged" forcibly as it quits the engine pulley,

but we have yet to devi-se a simple and reliable

fastener for the flat belt ; and we must have a simple
and reliable one before we can safely return to this

type of transmission, even in company with a design
ithat reduces joint troubles.

Amulree Hill and the Six Days.
I am still a trifle perturbed about the inclusion of

the Kenmore side of Amulree Hill in the A.C.U. Six
Days' Trial. It is true that several crack riders have
made clean ascents of it with well-tuned machines
under good conditions, but I doubt if a duffer would
get up once in ten tries, even if his machine were in

IXION'
perfect order and the road and wind favourable. It

is quite possible that before the competitors get so far

north many engines will be a little below par, while
we know how unreliable Scottish winds and weather are,"

even in July. I should strongly recommend amateur
aspirants to put in some stiff practice on the worst
and twistiest hills they can find, while riders of heavy
" doddery" machines will do well to use a variable gear
for this particular trial. While on the subject, I hope
the route committee will vary the south-western portion
a little, both in the interests of severity and scenery.

The suggestion to include Cheddar Gorge is excellent.

Auxiliary Exhaust Releases.
I am naturally much interested in the adoption of

the old racing idea on touring machines, by drilling

the lower walls of the cylinder to afford additional

paths of egress for the burnt gases. Incidentally I

chortle at the growing unanimity with which the

magneto is being shifted from its old muddy and back-
aching position to a safer and more accessible niche,

as long recommended in this column. But I have a
question for the designer of the Premier which I

should like to have fully answered, viz., what becomes
of the oil which must be blown out through the holes

drilled in his cylinder ? He knows, of course, but
as yet I do not, and his explanation will be interest-

" Cause and effect."
(From a photograph kindly sent by Mr. D. Skinner, jun., Queensland.)

ing. From riding racing machines with the Premier
holes minus the Premier coyer I am aware that oceans
of oil leave the cylinder via these orifices. I presume
that when an outside pocket and cover are added some
of the oil will drain back to the foot of the pocket,

and possibly return to the cylinder ; the rest will be
spra)ed up towards the top of the pocket {cp. sketch

on page 168), meet the gases travelling out past the

valve, and be hurled down the pipe into the silencer.

I should imagine that the new engine would be a

trifle extravagant in lubricating oil, and that the holes

in the baffle-plates of the silencer will become sooted

unless they receive more regular attention than those

of a normal machine. It would be interesting to hear

an authoritative description of these details of its

behaviour from the men who are testing it.

Al7
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Proposed Destgn for a Two-stroke Engine,
By H

IN
the following proposed design for a two-stroke

engine the cylinder has two diameters, the lower
half containing twice the cubical space of the

top. The piston also is so made that when at

the top of its stroke it completely fills

the lower enlarged portion of the cylin-

der, and only . leaves the compression
space in the top half. There is a pipe
D communicating between the lower and
upper half and containing the valves A
and B. The exhaust port is at G and
ihe inlet valve at C.

The Cycle of Operations.

On the down stroke of the piston the

inlet valve C is caused to open by the

\'acuum created, owing to the space
occupied by the top half of the piston

being of less diameter than the lower,

and the lower cylinder is filled with
mixture from the carburetter.

When the piston starts to ascend inlet

valve C closes, and the mixture is forced
through the valves B and A to the top
portion of the cylinder via the pipe D.
On the completion of the up stroke,

owing to the pressure in pipe D and
compression space of the engine being
the same, valve A will be closed by the

action of its spring. The mixture is

then fired, and drives the piston down
until it uncovers the exhaust port G.
when part of the expended charge
escapes. The pressure inside the top
cylinder then falling, valve A is forced
open, and the compressed mixture in the

pipe D expels the remaining burnt gases.

The space between the valves A and B
is such that it contains sufficient mixture
under compression to fill the top or
working half of the cylinder and the pipe
D at .atmospheric pressure.

W.

A suggcstcd'design foi a two-stroke engine
A B. Non-return valves.
C. Inlet valve.
D. Gas transfer pipe.
E. Lubricating groove.
G. Exhaust port. ^

During the down stroke the lower half of tb

cylinder has again filled as before explained, and th

cycle is repeated.

The valve B serves a double purpose. It pn

\ents the mixture in the pipe D returnin

to the lower portion of the cylinder c

the down stroke, and, owing to th

strength of its spring, it prevents tl

mixture in the lower half ascending uni

the piston has covered the exhaust po

G on its upstroke.

Lubrication of Connecting-rod an
Pistons.

The lower part of the piston and tl-

bearings of the connecting rod, etc

depend on splash lubrication, but tl:

top half of the cylinder has a groove C}'

right round it at E between the exhaii|

port G and where it is enlarged. Th
groove communicates with a pump (

lubricator, which keeps it filled with oi

so as to lubricate the top half of tt;

piston.

An engine such as this should prov

very flexible, as, owing^ to the charg

being drawn in at the cool end of tf

cylinder and forced into the workir

part, it would ahvays receive a fu

charge of gas, there being no residue <

burnt gas to reduce the -s'acuum on tl'

suction stroke.

Some other advantages of this desig

are that there is no moving exhaust vah

spring, guide, etc., and, should a bad

fire occur, it would be almost impossib!

for it to reach the carburetter, owing t

there being three valves to pass, whic

would all tend to close under the fore

of the explosion ; at the same time thei

is always a free path for the gas to dri\

the piston down and escaoe through ti

exhaust port.

APPLICATION FOR A SPEED LIMIT AT PEMBROKE.
The Pembroke Town Council sought to enforce a

ten mile -speed limit under the Motor Car Act, 1903,
and on the 25th ult. Mr. Marshall,' an inspector under
the Local Government Board, held an inquiry into the

matter. The application was opposed by Mr. Deane,
on behalf of the Royal Automobile Club and the Motor
Union. The Mayor, Tow-n Clerk, '"and se\-eral

councillors supported the speed limit, on the ground
that some of the streets were very narrow and crooked,

and the point was emphasised that many dockyard
men, by reason of their occupation, are deaf, and,

therefore, need the protection of a speed limit. On the

other hand expert motorists such as Colonel Mirehouse,

of Angle, pointed out that the limit sought to be

imposed is less than that of an ordinary bicycle, while

a motor, with ordinary care, is as safe at thirty miles

as at ten. Captain Mundy, dockyard superintendent,

said he motored a great deal in the town and vicinity,

and had many motorists who visited him, and he had

Alfi

never seen the slightest danger. A town councillc

said he voted once for the ten mile limit, but he h,i

changed his mind since he bought a car and found ho
perfectly the machine was under control. The; inspectc

took a note of the evidence, and will report in rUi

M.C.C. JARROTT CUP COMPETITION.

Mr. P. H. .Trotman, a member of the club, hs

offered a special prize for the best performance of

rider of a lightweight machine in the London-Land
End-London run at Easter. Machines with engine

not exceeding 340 cc. are eligible, but there must be

minimum of six such machines entered.

This should encourage riders of this type of machin

to enter for the event, which is certainly a good iesi

and an enjoyable one.

Intending competitors should note that entries clos

to-dav week.
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THE SILENT ®mm MOTOCYCLE

is noted everywhere for the tremendous power it develops for its

size, as has been so often proved by comparison with other machines.

When you see-a machine with big cyhnders, and catalogued as being of much greater I

power, and yet you know it cannot go as fast, under any conditions, as the INDIAN of;

a much smaller catalogued rating, it is certainly conclusive evidence that its alleged!

horse power is a misrepresentation. In other words, you do not get what you pay for.

Send for the

INDIAN
Catalogue—
post free on re-

quest—it will

interest you.

Hendee Mfg.

Co.. 184, Gt.

Portland St.,

London, W.

S. & H.

Let Its send you particulars.

LIVERSIDQE & SON, LTD.,

196, OLD STREET, E.C.

In ansW'iring these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle: A19
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PARTICULAR

IN THE CHOICE OF TYRES

as yo\s arc in the
selection of your
I9I0 motor cycle.

Choose

DUNLOP
RUBBER-STUDDED TYRES.

Particularly Skid-proof. Particularly Resilient. Particularly Durable'

]i

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM ; ALMA STREET, COVENTRY.

Branches—Londoa, Nottinghcim, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

NOTE—Tyres from which the Dunlop Co.'s private marks have fceen removed are not guaranteed.

In nnAV)e.rinn this ndiip.rlisam.ent it. is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.''

I
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Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.
A generij meeting will be held this evening (Monday) at

Central Chambers at eight o'clock.

Leicester and District M.C.C.
Another general meeting is to be held on Wednesday next

at the Stag and Pheasant Hotel at 8.30 p.m. All local

motor cyclists are invited.

Norwich and District M.C.C.
The first annual dinner Avas held under the presidency of

-Mr. Bernard Thorn, at the Bell Hotel, Norwich, and proved
most successful. There was a good attendance.
On Easter Monday a cup presented by Mr. Tliorn, the

president, will be competed for in a reliability trial.

Lancashire M.C.C,
During 1910 fortnightly club runs will be held in addition

to the usual competitions. A party will be formed to attend
the meet of Northern motor cyclists at Richmond, Yorkshire,
on Good Friday. The competitions to be held during the
year will include the annual hill-climb for the Harold Eccles
cup, a jjetro! consumption trial, and a reliability trial.

Derby Motor Cyclists to form a Club.

Arrangements have been made for a meeting to take place

at the Carlton Bar, Osmaston Road, Derby, on March 9th,

at eight o'clock, with a view to starting a motor cycle club

for Derby and district. Motor cyclists who are interested,

and cannot attend tlie meeting, should send a postcard tc

the secretary, Carlton Bar, Osmaston Road, Derby.

Southampton and District M.C.
A general meeting will be lield at headquarters. The Cow-

herds (Golf Room), the Avenue, Southampton, on Wednes-
day next, 9th inst., at 8 p.m., when the following buEines.s

will be transacted : Election of officers, fixing the date of

the opening rnn, discussion of regulations for the " Oakley "

Cup Competition, etc. Motorists, whether members or not,

aro cordially invited. The hon. eec. is Mr. H. Percy
Young, Dunelm, 87, Shirley Park Road, Southampton.

Suttoli Coidfield A.C.

'

The A.G.il. took place on the 25th ult. The balance-
sheet and general report was discussed and passed as satis-

factory. Seven new members were elected. The first com-
mittee meeting of 1910 took place on Friday last, when the
principal competitions wera decided upon. 'These include the
annual reliability trial for silver challenge cup and gold and
silver medals, petrol consumpyon test, and aniiual Mll-olimb
at Coalp'ort.

It is also hoped to obtain permission to hold speed trials for

T.T. machines and touring mounts on a private road in the
district which should prove the event of the year.

An additional hill-climb is also proposed, to be run off on
a straight hill on ths " knock out" principle, two riders
being despatched together and the v.'inner of each heat to
compete in the semi-finals and finals.

Leeds M.C.C.
The annual dinner and presentation of prizes of the above

club on the 25th ult. at headquarters was- a very con-
spicuous success, about fifty members being present, whilst
numerous delegates from the other motor cycle clubs in the
district also attended. The president, Mr. Rowland Winn,
was in the chair. The usual toasts and responses were made,
and a first-rate musical programme followed the dinner.
Dr. Norman Hughes (president of the York County M.C.C),
in the course of a neat and well-chosen speech, made special
mention of the need for every motor cyclist to join a club
.Tnrl thus identify himself v.'ith any movement made by the

different associations to improve the lot of the motor cyclist.

He strongly urged the various clubs to join hands, as he
assured the members that union is strength, and success

can only be attained through combined effort. Other
speakers included the president (Mr. Winn), Mr. J. R.
Kelly, Mr. A. Johnson (president Bradford M.C.C), Mr.
J. Macliay (Harrogate M.C.C), Mr. H. Wilkinson (York
County M.C.C), Mr. H. Broadbent, Mr. J. Whittle, and
i\Ir. F. C Bagshaw. The hon. see. (Mr. A. ilatthews) read
his report, which was enthusiastically received, and told

those present that the club is in a very sound financial con-

dition, and promised tlie members a real pleasant and sue
cessful season in 1910 if they would only give their officialf.

and committee their hearty and unselfish support. The
duties of toast master were admirably performed by Mr.
F. 0. Langton.

Evenings are arawing out! To-day's lightins'ip lime is f,43 p.m.
((}ree,nwipb).
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A selection oi questions of general interest received from readers and our replie= thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor C/cle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Curious ajOSS of Compression.

I purchased a second-hand

?'
I

1907 Minerva recently. The
compression bore the vendor's—

' twelve stones for over a
minute. I went out for a

three miles trial, and when I re-

turned I could push the machine
along with the exhaust valve down.
Could you explain?—H. E. A.

We can only suggest that the piston
ring slots are in line, or one of the
valves prevented from closing properly
for EOTie reason, or a crack has
developed in the cylinder casting,
which cannot be observed when cold.

A BackOre info the Carburetter.

I have altered the surface

S
carburettor of an old pattern

Eex motor bicycle to a spray
(B. and B.) with splendid

results, but returning from a
run the other day I had the carbu-
retter catch fire, presumably through
the inlet valve. I was fortunate
enough to put it out before any seri-

ous damage occurred. Would it

prevent such a thing occurring again
if I inserted a piece of brass tube a
tight fit in the inlet pipe with a piece
of gauze soldered in it, or would you
recommend two pieces of gauze? The
inlet pipe is about 6in. in length.

—

E. M.

There is no doubt that two or three
layers of gauze would stop the possi-

bility of a back fire, but it would
obstruct the flow of gas, i.e., reduce

the effective area of the induction pipe.

The difficulty can probably be over-
come in a more simple way by fitting

a, stronger inlet valve spring and re-

ducing the opening of the valve.

Balance of Engine.

I am totally at a loss to find

^ why I cannot average more
^ than twenty miles per hour
-^ with my 3 h.p. machine. I

have tried various adjustments
of the trembler coil without success

;

carburetter set to combination given
-- by the Amac Co. The engine gives

full power at slow speeds, but over
twenty miles per hour does not seem
to give anything like the power it

ought for an engine 79 X 79 mm.
The engine is geared 4 to 1 ; if I gear
lower I travel slower, as the engine
only attains a certain limited speed.
On going downhill the machine
simply overruns the engine, and the
vibration is very great. Do you
think if I had the engine properly
balanced I should get better results?

-G. A.

The failure of the engine to attain a
high rate of revolution is, we sliould

say, due to faulty balancing of the
engine or incorrect timing of the valves.
You give very few details concerning
the adjustments of the vital parts, but
we should certainly have the balance
tested by a firm of competent engineers,
and also the timing. First of all, it

might be advisable to communicate
with the makers, as they may be able
to help you.

Another reproducilon ol a wall carving, time of Barneses TI. A competition winner is receiving a
cup from Bameses in person; the gol Ihotb, supervisor of times, is Introducing the winner. Local
dub members may be seen practising, and, incidentally, this is undoubted proof of the real use of the
fy?amido. whioli has hitherto lieen the subject of much iseculatlon.

A.22

Bepaii'ing an Accumulator.

I have two 12 amp. accumu-
lators and the paste in the

positive plates has fallen out.

The negatives are quite good.

How can I refill them, and
the nature of the stuff?—A. S.

First of all you had better buy an

accumulator repair outfit for taking

apart the accumulator case and re-

placing it. The paste in the positive

plate is usually composed of lead per-

oxide, which must be forced into the

orifices of the plate by means of a roller

and pressure. This operation is not at

all the job for a novice to carry out,

and we should strongly advise you to

send the accumulator away to the

makers so as to ensure the refilling

being satisfactorily done, or, if you
particularly wish to repair wur own
accumulator, a local firm of electricians

would fill the plates for j'ou.

FittiDj a Two-speed Gear and Free Engine.

I have a 1906 motor cycle,

3^ h.p. single cylinder and
accumulator ignition, gear 4^

-^ to 1. It is rather bad for

starting, but when once going

runs splendidly, and will climb

almost any hill round here without
assistance from the i^edals. I have
also recently bought a sidecar

(Chater-Lea rigid) which I wish to

use with it, but up to the present

have not been able to get much satis-

faction froijft it, as the engine jibs at

any hill steeper than about 1 in 18,

and in addition is exceedingly diffi-

cult to start, even when the cylin-

der has been warmed ; so much so,

that I feel I should- like to have it

converted to , a free engine and two-

speed gear. Would this get over the

difficulty? (1.) Is a single-cylinder

engine suitable for conversion to a

free engine? (2.) Are two-speed
gears reliable if properly attended

to?—L. B. (Heywood).

Naturally with a sidecar attached the

machine has a difficulty in climbing
hills without the aid of a two-speed
gear, especially if you are using a 4^
to 1 gear with the sidecar attachment.
The starting difficulty can probably be

^

overcome by reducing the main air '

inlet. This is usually necessary
j

during cold weather, and if the carbu-

1

rettc-r is a Longuemare it is better to i

fit a smaller air funnel. A two-speed I

gear and free engine will facilitate

starting of the veliicle, but the engine

itselt will be no easie to start. (1.)

Yes, a single-cylinder is suitable for

conversion. (2.) Yes.

;
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Heated Orank Case

Can you tell me why the
crank case of my 3^ h.p. single-

cyhnder magneto motor cycie

^ets so liot tliat I caiinot hold

ray hand on it? I'he compres-

sion seems all right when the engine

is hot. I have asked several riders
• for the probable cause, but they do

not seem to understand it. The
crank case gets hot almost as soon

as the cylinder itself.—T. L. W.

V'on do not state if the running of your

engine is in any way affected by the

crank case getting hot. Personally, we
should be inclined to think that the

crank case merely gets hot through the

heat being conducted from the cylinder,

J)ut if the piston rings are at all worn
this will be quite sufficient to account
for the trouble.

Increasing the Comtort ol Riding.

I have suffered from vibra-

tion in the past, and although

I have had spring forks fitted

to my machine it makes very
little difference to the vibra-

tion from the handles, they seem too

stiff. What is the remedy, and is

a bucket seat free from vibration?

—

G.L.

Probably you ride with the tyres

pumped up too hard. If you use long

springy handle-bars, and the springs of

the front fork are properly proportioned

to your weight, this is all that can be
doiie to the forepart of the machine.

At the rear end, fit one of the new
pattern spring saddles of large size,

and if more comfort is desired, use a
spring seat-pillar or shock absorbing

device, such as are advertised exten-

sively. A bucket seat is very comfort-

able, but it is not so easy to mount and
dismount with one of these on a motor
bicycle

Weather-prooflng a Motor Cycle.

Be the Wilkinson T.A.C. :

^ (1.) Would it be possible to

? enclose the engine in a bonnet,
-^ and have a fan at the farther

end (rear), worked from
engine-shaft, to draw air in from

front and expel it behind? (2.)

Would one have to put carburetter

outside of bonnet or not? (N.B.

—

The carburetter is fixed behind

engine, near cylinder.) Also how
would this affect carburation? I

understand that the carburetter needs

the heat from cylinders to facilitate

vaporisation, but as fan would draw
hot air from cylinders past it, 1

take it that this would be sufficient

for vaporisation. Also as to air for

mixture, the carburetter would get

a good supply by this means of a

lorced draught. I am making this

enquiry with a view to enclosing

front part of machine altogether to

form a dashboard and wind screen.

If once the cooling trouble were over-

come, I could totally enclose machine,
making it dust, rain, and mud-
proof, thus adding extra protection to

.ider. (3.) At what speed would
the fan have to run in relation to

engine or flywheel speed?—R. H. G.

(1.) The question of fitting a bonnet
or cover over the engine

,
will be

answered best by the makers. Doubt-

|{^OT(^IUI

less if a bonnet be fitted a fan will be
required to keep the engine cool. In
its finished state the machine is pro-

vided with wind scoops to assist the
cooling. (2.) Tlie best plan will be
to lea.ve the carburetter where it is.

There is no reason wlij' it should not
work well here. The makers generally
know best in these respects. (3.) It

the makers advise you to fit a fan, let

it run about twice the engine speed.

READERS' REPLIES.
A Loss ot Power.

In reading The Motor Cycle of
February 14th, I see your answer to

"P. H.'s" question. Might not a
clogged silencer be the cause?—G. L.
V. Bakee.

Repairing Lealiy Tanlis.

In reply to your enquirer, "H. C. A.,"
as to the best way to repair a leaky
tank, perhaps my experience may help
him. Halfway up Llanberis Pass 1
found the petrol in my tricar tank leak-

ing very badly, the petrol cock having
come unsoldered. In motoring it is not
a case of what is the- correct thing for

a repair, but what have you got with
you that will do. Among what my
non-motoring friends call my "rubbish
heap " I found about 12in. of light

rubloer tubing. In this I threaded, with
the help of a hairpin, a piece of tape,
and wrapped it tightly round the petrol

cock. It made a perfect joint, so

perfect that I was loth to remove it,

which I did, however, after over three

J8g

months. I found the rubber had prac-
tically formed a solid mass with the
petrol cock and the tank. I hope the
tip will be of service to others in a
similar pHght. By the way, I have
got a grumble against The Motor Ci/ele.

It should be published on a Saturday.
I come home on Monday determined to

do some work, take the cylinder otf.

and remove the carbqn deposit, grind
in the valves, etc., but the first thing,
that catches my eye is the "blue cover.'
Result—No work done till I have read
it from cover to cover. Now, if it were
published on Saturday, I should have
all Sunday to read it. There always is

a fly in the amber.—A. P. P.

" H. C. A.'s" enquiry in a recent
issue in regard to a leak at the junction
of the petrol cock with the tank, and
your comment on the question of solder-

ing, reminds me of the many occasions
on which I have found Tinol a boon
and a blessing. Some months ago I

purchased a .small tin of this material
and one of the pocket blow lamps
supplied with it, and I have often
wondered the makers have not given
it more publicity among motor cyclists.

Little troubles constantly crop up, as

every motorist knows, which an expert
with solder can readily put right. The
difficulty is the manipulation of the
solder, whereas with Tinol I find that
practically every soldering job is well
within my capacity as a " very
amateur " mechanic.—AtLEN France-
us.

A four-cylinder Wilkinson T.A.C. undergoing a private test on Brooklands Track. The acceleration

powers ol this machine greatly Impress onlookers.
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A PUZZLE OR A POSER?
By "IXION."

I

Wonder how many readers have ever laid the

palm of their hands against the extra air holes of

the carburetter with the engine running fairly fast

either on the stand or on the road. Of those who
have done so I wonder how many have withdrawn their

hand and found it bone dry, and, if so, by what
methods they obviated the blowing oack of a spray of

wet petrol, which is almost universally found at this

point on a motor cycle. For some time past I have
been keenly interested in this phenomenon, and should

be more interested if I could discover a machine on
which it does not occur, and learn how it has been
obviated, for after applying this rough and ready test

to several hundred machines at different times, I

. have yet to find a single instance in which no petrol

spray at all was blown back.

A.O.I.V. Engines the Worst Sinners.

The amount and wetness of the spray varies. On
a rare machine here and there (generally with an
m.o.i.v. engine) it is scarcely perceptible. On the

majority, and especially with a.o.i.v. engines, it is

very marked indeed. At a rough guess I should

estimate that in many instances the spray is so con-

stant and so wet as to account for a quarter of every

gallon of petrol that is fed through the carburetter,

i.e., twenty-five per cent., and that in the best

instances tested it would account for between five and
ten per cent, at least of the total consumption. I

am consumed with curiosity to know whether the

machines which in obscure consumption trials register

two hundred miles or so per gallon of petrol are devoid

of this spraying or not, for up to date I have never had
the opportunity of making this particular test. Here
is a chance to create new records.

The Motion of the Gases.

I am no technical expert—prolonged road experi-

ence with many breeds of motor is my sole standing as

a publicist—and consequently I am rather timid about

opening what I hope may be a very useful and interest-

ing discussion Gi. this uther novel point. One thing

is obvious. Most riders probably imagine that any

motion existing in the inlet pipe is invariably in one
direction, z.e., away from the carburetter and towards

the inlet valve." But wherever this spraying exists

there is also another motion away frojp the inlet valve

towards the carburetter. From the frequency of my
tests this backward motion is all but universal. A
second point is also tolerably obvious. This rriotion

is practically constant. Whenever I have felt the

spray it has seemed to be all but uninterrupted—as

constant as the spraying of a watering can. '

We know that when a single-cylinder engine is run-

ning at. I, GOO r.p.m. five hundred charges of gas rush

from the carburetter towards the inlet valve in each
p'^riod of .sixty seconds. It follows that within these

five hundred forward rushes are sandwiched nearlj

as many backward rushes ; otherwise the spraying sen-

sation could not be constant. I have very littk

hesitation in saying that" a backward rush immediatel)

succeeds every forward rush, and that the backwarc
rush is caused by the shutting of the inlet valve. Gas

is travelling enginewards at high velocity when the

inlet valve is open. There is nothing to arrest il

for a fraction of a second after the inlet valve ha<

shut. Then the rushing gases in the van collide with

the shut valve ; those in the middle of the pipe buti

up against those which are crowded round the shut

valve, bounce off, and are knocked roughly back-

wards out through the extra air orifices. It is eas)

to reckon that twenty-five per cent., anyway, of the

atomised petrol may be wasted here. If the blow-

back were as powerful as the drag of the piston wher
the valve is open, fifty per cent, would be wastec

without allowing for the inlet valve being shut thret'

times longer than it is open ; but there is a good dea!

of friction in this sudden reversal of motion, and

twenty-five per cent, is possibly as much as is evei

wasted by this cause acting singly. Well, my puzzk;

or poser, for readers is whether it is possible to stoj

this wastage, and, if so, how?

The Automatic Air Valve.

I have often noticed in car work that the fitting oii

a very crude type of automatic inlet valve, self-closing

by a light spring, enormously reduces petrol con.'

sumption. It is generally supposed that the auto-

matic valve reduces consumption by simply proportion-1

ing the feed of air more accurately than can be done

by hand. I have always doubted that explanatior

in view of the clumsiness and inertia of the valves s<:

often used. But the automatic air valve has a markec

effect on the phenomenon now under consideration

The first backward rush shuts it, and shuts it tight

The backward rushing gas cannot escape, and for i

millionth of a second or so is kept bumping to anc

fro in a closed chamber. By turning corners and s<;

forth it could no doubt discover a fresh means oJ|

egress, e.g., if it turned down through the sprayingl

chamber and out through the bottom air orifices, ai

which very often a similar spray of less volume raaj

be detected. Here a similar automatic air valve

acting as a non-return valve upon the backward spray

might be situated. No doubt some ingenuity would bf

required to design a carburetter provided with non-

return valves at all air inlets, for if made as crudelj

, as I have described it would give very rich mixtures

at low speeds ; but I am inclined to speculate that i

device of this sort might be evolved which would shov

far more economical consumption than anything ir

use on motor cycles at the present time. . The auto-

matic air valve is almost unknown on motor cyck

carburetters to-day; this spraying back is almo."!!
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A Puzzle or a Poser?

uiii\ersal, and the mere pre-

sence of the spray points

to a failure to get homogene-
ous, well-atomised mixture.

The atiolition of all waste

and the securing of better

atomisation and mixing may
lead to efficiency as yet

undreamt of. Extra com-
plication may be imported.

For instance, I fancy two
.jets with separate air vahes
of warving spring tension

would be requisite, whatever

else happens, but complica-

tions, if well made, are not

radically and necessarily bad.

Mr. Mervyn O 'Gorman
always used to say we should

all come to a forced feed

of the mixture by a special

pump some day, and
rumour has it that some of

the recent eighty-mile-an-

hour bats by small car

chassis on Brooklands are not innocent of forced feed.

But forced feed per se might only accentuate what I call

A lightweight two-speed P. end M. climbing a 1 In 10 grade with an
extra passenger on the carrier. (See below.)

gne\'ous w'aste

air holes.

191

"spray wastage." It will

all depend on strength and
a:pplication of the pumping
force behind the ingoing

gases. The gas will con-

tinue to bounce back when
the inlet valve shuts. If

the pumping force is strong

enough it will damp the

bounce and stop the- spray-

ing ; if the pumping force is

not strong enough the re-

versal of motion will be all

tlie stronger, and the spray

wastage more pronounced.

At airy rate, it will be' a year

or two at least before forced

feed can become standard

on touring motor cycles, and
in the meantime it seems to

me that there is a good
opening- for a motor cycle

carburetter fitted \vith baffles

and non-return valves to

trap this backward rush

and obviate the present

of petrol by spraying out at the

T
A TEST OF CLIMBING ABILITIES.

HE wonderful hill-climbing abilities of the P.

and M. two-speed chain^driven motor bicycle

were again exemplified in a recent test on St.

John's Hill, Xotting Hill, W. It so happened

that the

selected for

test proved
thus renderiiie

day
the

wet,

hill-

climbing far more
difficult. A great

manv readers ask

us from t'nie to

time what gradient

a good 35^ h.p.

twn-speed machine
will climb with a

sidecar attachment

and passenger,

and we cannot do
better than refer

them to the test of

the Phelon and
Moore herein de-

scribed, for, al-

though it is not

recommended that

the m a c h i n e

should be bur-

dened with the

weight of an addi- a real test! a 8ih.p. p. and M. climbing St.

tional .. or third
'

passenger

passenger seated on the carrier, it just shows what

can be done with a moderate-powered machine, pro .

vided it is fitted with an efficient change speed gear.
'

To revert to the test, St. John'-s Hill includes a stretch

with a certified gradient of i in 10, although the photo-
graphs make it appear much less severe. It was pour-
ing with rain at the time of the trial, consequently
the roads were extremeU hea\\, \et the 3^^ h.p. 82

by 88 mm. model
carried three
people up the hill

—one in the

saddle, another in

the sidecar, and
the third seated

on the carrier

—

their combined
weight being 3

1

stones. Nor was
there any hesi-

tancy on the part

of the engine to

perform its diffi-

cult task.

Next the light-

weight model was
brought

. out to

show its paces,

and with an extra

passenger on the

carrier, making a

total h u m a n

Ircight of 20 St.,

t'x^ haby P. and
M., with its C6 by

76 mm. engine rated at 2}^ h.p., sailed to the summit
unaided, on the low gear of course. We are asked to

emphasise the fact that both machines were standard

models, fitted with standard gears^of 5 and 9 to i.

John's Hill, Notting Hill, W., with three
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THE V.S. TWO-SPEED HUB GEAR.
AT the present time, when two-speed gears are in-

creasing in popularity, a brief reference to the

excellent V.S. two-speed gear may be interest-

ing to our readers. The V.S. motor cycle,

which under another name was so popular in the motor
cycle world since its introduction, into this country

some six years ago, has been fitted with a two-speed

gear for some time. The number of these machines

Sectional view of the V.S. Two-speed Hub Gear. This gear enables the
engine to be started by the pedals with the back wheel resting on the
ground. A, Brake drum for engaging low gear ; B, brake band ; C, lever
operating low gear brake; D, hub shell; Di, extension oi hub shell for
ordinary traUe drum ; E, lever for ordinary brake ; F, lever for operating
free engine and engaging top speed ; G, dog clutch ; H, clutch disengaging
spring; K, pinion e-^ars ; L, large fixed gear-wheel on hub ; M, large loose

gear-wheel on hub.

in use has not been great, but those that have been in

use have given the greatest satisfaction to their owners.

[n company with many other firms who introduce a

really useful innovation, the V.S. Company has had
;ome difficulty in delivery, but now this difficulty has

been totally overcome, the two-speed V.S. motor

THE "GRIP" BELT FASTENER.
The patent belt fastener illustrated in the accom-

panying sketch has been desigried to minimise the

strain on fastener bolt and
the hole in the belt. The
bolts are rigidly attached
to the bottom jaws of the

fastener, and the top jaws
being hinged, they can be
forced down on the top of

the belt by screwing up the

nuts. This forcing down of

the hinged jaws causes them
to grip the belt and relieves

the bolts of some of the strain. It is made by Mr. H.

J. Smith, 60, Helena Road, Dereham Road, Norwich.

bicycles are likely to be exceedingly popular for side-

car work. A proof of the reliability of the gear is its

excellent behaviour in the End-to-end sidecar records.

One of the chief advantages of the device is that,

when it is in the free engine position, the engine can
be conveniently started with the aid of the pedals
with the road wheel at rest on the ground. It is

interesting to note that,' in the control of the gear, rods

Part sectional view of the V.S, Hub Gear. The letters are referred to
in the inscription unoer lue first illustration.

and not wires are employed. On referring to the

illustrations it will be seen that the gear is of the

ordinary epicyclic pattern, fitted with parallel pinions.

The engagement of the low gear is effected by applying

the brake band B, which is applied by means of the

lever C. The engagement of the top speed is by

means of dog clutches.

-<-

THE MOTOR CYCLE AND THE CAMERA.
Those of our readers who are not yet amateur

photographers ought to read the " Bumper Num-
ber " of Photography and Focits, which will

be on sale to-morrow (Tuesday), as its many
pages are given up to a demonstration of the charms
of photography as a hobby, the simplicity of modern
processes, and the very little expenditure that is neces-

sary, . even when one is a hard-working amateur. A
feature of the issue is the large number of very beauti-

ful photographs by those who are quite beginners,

reproduced in colour on art paper. " Photography and

Touring," "Large Pictures with Small Cameras,"
"Cycle and Camera," "Photography at Night," and

"Roll Film Photography " are a few of the subjects

dealt with in what is an enormous pennyworth.
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The Editor does not hold himbell fespon^iiolt lor the opin.jns of his correspondents.

All letters should lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Obtaining Particular Brands ol Oil when Tourirg.

[4510.]—We notice in your issue of February 21st that

Dr. Burrow mentions how difficult he found it to obtain
standard makes of goods, such as Price's oils, when touring.

We might mention that this has occun-ed with several of

our customers, and they have got over it by opening a
deposit account with us, which enables them to telephone or

telegraph to us from wherever they may happen to be, when
we immediately send off the goods by the next passenger
'train. This system has been found to be of very great con-

venience to many customers, and this is our excuse for

troubling you with this letter. A. AY. GAMAGE, LTD.

Steering of Sidecars.

[4612.]—Is llr. J. H. Lester's theory [4609] of Mr.
steering of sidecar in Tlie Motoj- Cycle, of Februarv 14th.

As I am about to fit a sidecar to my present n.achine, I

should esteem it a favour if yo\i Avould ask Mr. Porter the
'

distance between his motor cycle wheels. E. JONES.-
[The above letter has been submitted to ilr. Porter, whose

reply is given hereunder.

—

Ed.]
"Motor cycle wheels fronr centre to centre are 4ft. 10|in.

It is important that the motor cycle should stand up perfectlj'

vertical beside the sidecar when on a perfectly level floor."

—

Her]!Eet Pobtkr.

[4612.]—Is I\Ir. .J. H. Lester's theory [4609] of Mr.
Herbert Porter's difficulty in sidecar steering consistent with
the latter gentleman's practical remedy?
Mr. Porter suggests setting the sidecar wheel inwards.

This would mean that the sidecar wheel turns round a point

much nearer the front than shown in Mr. Lester's diagram.
Incidentally, I do not experience the difficulty in steering

that is so nnich discussed. I may say mj' sidecar is of tlie

'rigid type, and the axle is in line with the rear bicycle axle

(nearly). I have put motor cyclists in my saddle who have
never steered a sidecar before, and they have gone straight

away with no difficulty. My wife even, without any more
tuition than I gave her in the sidecar has steered me.

Sidecarists should remember that the inside wheels of any

^
vehicle rounding, a curve at speed tend to rise. As an

'

active sidecarist of some years' experience (though limited), I

should like to recommend others in general, and Dr. '\^incent
'

Burrow in particular (in retort to his complaint on page 152),

to tyres made by Messrs. W. and A. Bates, of Leicester.

Tliey are no-trouble tyres indeed. ily rear wheel is shod
with one of theirs put on early in 1907, since retreaded with
a R.O.M. non-skid; my front and side tyres are Bates's

Heavy, 26 x 2i, and are as put on in 1907, and used almost
daily in ray work. B. RICHARDSON BILLINGS.

American Records.

[4613.]—^"Another Colonial" has evidently made a
grave error in the .selection of his nom-df.-'pltimc. Surely he
.should have signed himself "American" right away and
been done \'.-ith it. He asks if I have ever heard of Peary.
I have, and, like most Briti.sliers, admire him immensely. 1

grant that there is no direct connection "between Dr. Cook
and the motor cycle," the point at issue being the methodn
of making and claiming records. There is little use of

twitting certain British explorers because they did not reach
the Pole. They never claimed to have reached it.

In short, "Another Colonial " would do well to remember
that British sport and records are essentially clean and
honest, and are universally accepted as such, and that doping
of racehorses, sprinters, etc., common in America, is looked
on with disfavour by British sportsmen. COLONIAL.

[4614.]—As a Britisher I must confess to a feeling of

ehame when I read of the unworthy and unsportsmanlike

attitude taken up by various Englishmen in your correspon-

dence columns regarding American records. When the

Indian machine was first introduced into England my
greatest wish was that it would not be long before it would

bow down to the superiority of British productions. But
when I read letters such as have appeared in The Motor

Cycle, I admit that it makes me long for the day when
America will sweep the board in every British competition

and thus lower the arrogant pride of the average English-

man. I sincerely hope there will be no more letters pub-

lished belittling American records, as they reflect discredit

upon the British motor cyclist as a sportsman.
FAIR PLAY.

[We do not understand why "Fair Play" should ask for

no more letters on this subject to be published. It is

our custom to give both sides a hearing.

—

Ed.]

Winter Riding.

[4615.]—I hope Mr. Warburton is not going to disappoint

us about further experiences with sash-cord as a non-slipping

device. If a simple thing like this will enable me to^ ride

on muddy roads without constant haunting fear of coming^ a

sudden cropper, I for one shall be very grateful tor the tip.

But I am lazy, and should prefer that Mr. Warburton should

make the experiment himself first, and let us know. With
somewhat worn rubber-studded covers I dare not go out on

muddy or greasy roads on a 34 h.p. machine.

I hope, when we hear from Mr. Warburton again, he will

let us know how far he could go on sash-cord (on mud, not

ice) without wearing it through. NERVOUS RIDER.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

[4616.]
—"Eoad Surveyor's" article discloses an unsatis-

factory state of things in Scotland. It seems to me there

aro three road users the Chancellor might have taxed instead

of raising the already high licence on motor cycles. 1st, trac-

tion engines in Scotland ; 2nd, horse carriages in Ireland

;

3rd, saddle horses in the whole of the kingdom.^ I need give

no reason for taxing the two first named. I think it will be

admitted by all fair-minded people that saddle-horses kept

and used solely for pleasure, sport, and show, are just as

much a luxury" as the poor man's motor cycle.

To put it plainly, if I could afford to ride for pleasure on

a horse worth forty guineas I should be exempt from taxa-

tion, instead of which I am to be hit from three or four

sides to the extent of over £2 (a moderate estimate) a year

for riding a motor cycle worth £8, or nearly three times as

much as lihe owner of a trap or governess car 'o carry four

or five persons, and as much as the gentleman', carriage and

pair.

It will be argued the saddle horse is costly to keep. Then

the man owning one can better afford than the motorist to

pay sometfiing for the rights he enjoys on the roads. I

have unsuccessfully urged this view on the local M.P. He
did not agree, but could not deny the luxury question, a]Tl

admitted it was a good suggestion for Mv. Lloyd George. If

motor cyclists would approach" their Parliamentary repre-

sentatives possibly this plunder might be stayed, but I am
afraid motorists are regarded as fair game to be bled. I

"should think that a guinea tax on saddle horses and hunters,

together with the usual licence on the other two read

destroyers at present exempt, would nett a good sum, and

also give them a chance to pay their fair share for the roads

they help to wear out and pollute. A. A.

A27
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L'ghtweighfs v. Heavyweights.
[4617.]—In reply to Mr. Marsljall ihomas's letter in

your journal of February 14th, [ shall be most interested to

.see if he and his friend riding a 3^ h.p. Triumph and Rex
machine respectively can climb Main-Portli hill mentioned
in my letter to you of a previous date.

If Mr. Thomas cares to communicate with me through
your paper, an ap|Kiintment can no doubt be arranged. Inci-

dentally I might mention that I know of a machine of the
lightweight typj fitted with a variable gear which can go up
the above hill on the low speed without pedal assistance. It
is a 2j: h.p. 1910 model. Both the owner and myself have
been up on it. It would certainly be instructive to see what
a heavyweight can do. G. E. CASE MORRIS.

[4618.]—Having taken a particular interest in the con-
troversy now raging in your "Letters to Editor" column re
" Lightweights versus Heavyweights," I thought I could
not let it pass without giving a word in favour of the heavy-
weight. With lightweights I have no experience.

Enclosed is a photograph of my machine, which was built
locally by Mr. J. H. Green, 186, Derby Street, Bolton.
The engine is a 3^ h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings, and a
Powell two-speed free engine hub. The engine starts by a
push of the pedal.

I am in the assurance-'business, and I use the machine^
for collecting every day. I might tell " Rus-in-XJrbe" that
on Mondays I have ninety calls, and fully sixty per cert, of
those ^ are.certainly not more than three hundred vard=: a^art.

The writer ol the accompanying letter on his 3; Chater-Lea Miatrva.

I^ might also say I am not exactly a Sandow, inasmuch as
eighteen months ago I had an accident at Gloucester, which
laid me up for nine weeks.
The machine has been used for this collecting business by

me every day—hail, snow, or blow—since last August up
to a fortnight ago, when t took the engine down for over-
hauling purposes. Previous to using the motor cycle for this
work I used a push-cycle, and from a six months' experience
of using the motor for same work " they can take all the
push-cycles to a desert island for what I care."

I think that, with all due respect to the gallant little

lightweight, I can say that, given a good free engine cluLch
and two-speed gear (starting to be operated by pedal)—and
the Powell hub I have found to be absolutely Al—there is

nothing to touch a heavyweight for everyday use.

I may say my machine complete weighs 210 lbs., but,
thanks to free engine clutch, it is as easy -as a pedal cycle
to manage. PAINLESS.

Lubricat'o.n.

[4619.]—I always find detailed experiences of riders over
some thousands of miles most interesting and valuable read-
ing. Makers' instructions concerning the above, for in-

stance, cannot always be taken as gospel. The following
are a few examples.

It is invariably stated, I think, that three pumps of oil

should be put into the crankcase after cleaning out with
paraffin. In my case there is quite a quantity of smoke when
A28

this is done, which never occurs at other times, yet my
engine is always properly lubricated. There have been
cases of plugs misfiring through this cause. I consider two
to two-and-a-half pumps sufficient.

When oiling magneto, if makers' instructions are followed
oil continually works into contact breaker, often getting upon
platinum, points and causing trouble.* In my case three or

four drops of ordinary cycle oil are put into each lubricating

well of magneto every 200 miles, and after 4,200 miles with
present mount I have not fourid any undue wear.
A certain variable gear which I have had fitted to my

machine requires the boss of the pulley to be lubricated with
grease, and the makers stated that it must be "well packed"
with it. But when this is done tlie grease flies out when
the machine is running on the road, and gets upon one's

- trousers. 1'he safest plan, from the point of view of cleanll-

ne.=s, is that when the pulley appears to be filled up with
grease, some should be extracted by reversing the direction

of the plunger of the grease injector. -

Why cannot British firms fit an "inspection window "in
the bottom of the crankcase? This, in conjunction with an
automatic lubricator, would practically dispense with a hand
pump at all for any ordinary riding, as on© could always tell

the exact level of oil in the crank case with no" trouble at

all, by looking through the window a few minutes after the

engine has stopped running to allow the oil to " settle." 1 !

have been told by a user that it is not a fact that the lubri-

cator stops working in frosty or cold weather, but, of course,

cannot assert this from personal knowledge. OILE.

Checking in Reliability Trials.

[4620.]—I am obliged to Mr. Scriven for his explanation

of the point raised by me in connection with his article.

Successful as this system of checking appears to have

been in trials organised by the Bradford M.C.C. it does not

convince me that the times as taken in this way can be

absolutely accurate and therefore irreproachable, and until

we get such a system there is bound to be "checking
grumbles" amongst the competitors. Now I do not wish

to occupy any more space in The Ifolor Cycle with regard

to this question, and I accept Mr. Scriven's statement that

the competitors who rode under these rules are satisfied.

After all, if they are all satisfied, what else matters.

Like Mr. Scriven, I also have had some experience at com-

peting as well as organising, and must say that I am not,

and never have been, satisfied with the usually adopted

system of timing, and shall not fail to put the Bradford

M.C.C. method into operation at the first opportunity. If

I find it works satisfactorily I shall be under an obligation

to Mr. Scriven iqy: the trouble he has taken to explain it.

I do not think I have ever had the pleasure of meeting

Mr. Scriven, and my name will therefore not be known to

him, but I append it and hope we shall "remove this

grievance" during 1910
A. E. DENDY, Hon. Trials Sec, West Essex A.C.

The Motor Cycle in the United States.

[4621.]—I find The Motor Cycle of the greatest interest.

Several of your recent articles relating to American machines

convey a rather wrong impression, however. One interview

in particular, published January 3rd, criticises our motor

cycles very harshly, and, I think, unfairly. The reply that

Mr. Ovington made to this article I believe to be a very

excellent one, but I desire to add one or two points in

regard to frame lines and belts. The American Motor
Co., with which I am connected, and which is one of the

largest exclusive motor cycle manufacturing companies in

the United States, has used the straight frame construction

since 1903. During the last four years we have used

an American belt, viz., the Barnes mineral tanned, flat,

and Ijin. wide. • I have known many of these belts that

were used over 12,000 'miles and were still in excel-

lent condition. We used last year a number of their leather

V-belts which proved highly satisfactory, though not so

durable as the flat. I would, also like to call your attention

to the fact that the handle-bar control by twistmg grips

which is making friends abroad originated here.

In consequence of the fact that we have never done any
racing our machine is probably unknown to you, as our
policy has always been to make a strong serviceable road
machine for business and pleasure riding.

New York. GEO. P. JENKINS.
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[4622.]—I have road with considerable interest youi'

issue of February 7th, and wish to reply to your editorial

footnote to the "letter headed "The Motor Cycle in the

United States," by "A Disgusted Belt User."

I have owned a motor cycle for the past Ei.x years, and

until 1908 liad never ridden a belt-driven machine. In the

spring of the latter year I bought a 7 h.p. Peugeot and had

it shipped to Los Angeles, California, wJiere I rode it until

last month.

I have motored many thousand miles on the Pacific

Coast roads for tmiring and business purposes, and have also

done some track lacing, all with a V-belt.

My machine came v/ith a French leather belt, from which

I could get abiHit 1,000 miles with very careful atten-

tion. Later I replaced this with a rubber and canvas belt

which only gave mo a little over 400 miles. Later still I

returned to the Fr-vncli leather belt with better success, as

I found that by running it a little slack I could get more
mileage. With the latter belt I had great trouble by Ha
pulling out at the fattening as soon as it began to get old. 1

had to carry many pieces for insertion, and finally carried a

complete extra belt for emergency, which often arose.

During the last seafion I was unable at time."; to get the

French belt without sending to France, hence was com-

pelled to return to the rubber. I tried several of American
and English makes, and not one of them carried me over

500 miles. I had exactly the same trouble as is mentioned

in the letter of "A Disgusted Belt User," and I must say

that at times I wished for anything but a V-belt.

In crossing mountain ranges in California, where the
roads are anything but good, I had my greatest trouble,

never being able to get my belt "just right." It was
always too tight to get started or too loose. Upon one trip

from Los Angeles to San Francisco (485 miles) I used two
rubber belts, and even then liad trouble in finishing with
the second.

It must be mentioned, however, that a 7 h.p. machine
will pull out a belt much more quickly than one of lesser

power. There are many belt-driven motor cycles in Cali-

fornia of, say, 1^ to S h.p. on which more mileage is done
than I am able to claim, but at the same time I have only

heard of one which gave over 3,000. This one was a French
leather belt.

Being in the rubber business myself I have naturally been
able to get hold of the best rubber belts for my personal

use. However, after reviewing my past experiences with a
belt-driven motor cycle, I think I shall return to my
original choice, "the chain." JAMES GARVEY.

Motor Cycle Touring in India.

[4623.]—I would like to make a few remarks on j\Ir.

S. H. Wilson's article "A Week-end Trip in India," which
appeared in The Motor Oyde. of January 3rd, 1910. Mr.
Wilson seems bent on impressing those not in the know
with the idea that the roads in India are well nigh im-

passable, but let me, with the experience of twenty years

in various parts of India, assure them that the main roads
ar6 quite as good as those in England and much wider. I

well remember my ride from Allahabad to Cawnpore and
back, a distance of 126 miles ea<;h way, on a cushion-tyred

pedal bicycle in the latter part of March, 1896. The roads
were perfect, and starting at 5.30 a.m. myself and a friend
similarly mounted rode until 10 a.m., when we had to halt

on account of the heat. We started again at 5 p.m. and
rode until 9.30 p.m., by which time we had covered ninety-
one miles. We easily reached Cawnpore early next morning.
We were both novices, and making due allowance for the
excessive heat in that part, a head wind, and a few short
halts, this does not, I think, sound like bad roads.
Although I am not now far from Bombay I am not

acquainted with the roads alluded to by Mr. Wilson, but
the roads here are, t-o say the least, very fair. Possibly
Mr. Wilson's trip took him over what we call jungle tracks

;

these are very similar to the worst of our country lanes in
England. The chief drawback to motor cycle touring in

India that I have yet experienced is the great distance be-
tween places at which petrol and refreshments can be
obtained, and as my mount is a lightweight this affects me
strongly. Ordinary repairs I am able to do my.«e!f. I
should add that our return journey from Cawnpore to Alla-
habad was accomplished two days later in -a similar manner.

Deccan, India. A.0.0.

^95

The A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

[4624.]—With your l;ind permission, in reference to Mr.
H. H. Bowen's letter [4589], 1 would like to say I am quite
aware that he reported his stops, but was .surprised at the
number of marks he was awarded.

I have read Mr. W. Cooper's letter in your issue of

February 28th, and note he states liis and Mr. Pratt's case
clearly. He says he was the second man to start up Dash-
vfood Hill, followed by Mr. Pratt. Ho says they both fell

owing to their front wlieels fouling a rut. l" am quite willing
to admit that the ashes thrown on the road were an advan-
tage in starting, but I would point out that Mr. Pratt got
forty yards from the start before he fell ; therefore I fail to
see how the ashes St the starting point would have prevented
liis fall. Mr. Cooper states that he is quite satisfied to abide
by the judges' decision, and then goes on to say he does
not agree with Messrs. G. Lee Evans and W. C). Bentley
(Indian) being awarded non-stops.

I cannot understand any competitor saying he is satisfied

when such glaring mistakes have been made, except he be
one of the favoured ones. I have no wish to have the
A.C.U. rules made to fit my own particular case, but would
like to know that the rules would be enforced in all cases.

1 have been a competitor in A.C.U. events since 1904,

!ind I quite agree with Mr. Cooper that the object should be
to assist rather than to disparage the judges, and would like

to suggest, their task being a heavy one, that they accept
some of the outside help so willingly offered.

I hope to compete in future A.C.U. events, and perhaps
it may not be to my advantage to complain, but I do so

in the interest of those competitors who wish to see fair play

and no favour. ELI CLARK.

A novel form of luggage earner attached to a Zenith Bicir in use iu

New Zealand, k wheel nm has been adopted, and a string hag holds all

necessary touring equipment.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J. S. P." (Lanes.) desires users' opinions of the Moto

sacoche or 2 h.p. Moto-Reve.
" J. S. V." (Warrington) would like readers' experiences

of the Mabon clutch on a 3^ h.p. Triumph, particularly in

connection with hill-climbing.
" H 3545 " would be glad if readers would give him their

experience of the F.N. two-speed gear with the 5-6 four-

cylinder motor bicycle, or of the same machine and sidecar

without the tvro-speed gear.

"A B. V." (Launceston) would be glad if any owner of a

3^ h.p. iMinerva (1908 model) could inform him how to prevent
overheating. He has tried lowering the compression without
any good result. Gear 5{- to 1. Weight of rider, 12 stones.

"E. F. E." (Ealing) would like readers' experiences with
the A.C. tricar (racing model). Does it compare favourably
with a motor bicycle and sidecar of equal h.p.?
"E. W." (Norfolk) would be glad to have owners' experi-

ences of the Unito or other coupling. Also of the 3 h.p.

N.S.U. motor bicycle, and L.M.C. variable pulley and free

engine.

A2g



British Magnetos in the States.

j\Ir. F. R. Simms. chairman of the

Simms Magneto Co., Ltd., is at present

in New York, where the question of

assembling and finishing Simms mag-
netos as well as their manufacture in

the States will oiii^npy his attention

during tlie nest two or three months.

Collier's Monoplane.
Motor cyclistj- interested in aero-

nautics should turn cheir attention to

The Aero. Many well-known motor
cyclists, such as Collier Brothers, have
devoted their attention to aeroplanes. A
detailed description with illustrations

of Collier's monoplane will appear in

this week's issue of The Aero, on sale

to-morrow.

The De Beers Atomiser.
Some time ago there appeared a

description and an account of some
experiences we had with the De Beers
carburetter jet. This jet, as our
readers may remember, consists of a

hollow cylinder containing a piston in

which helical grooves are cut. The
top of the cylinder is closed except

for a small orifice, while the petrol

entering at the bottom causes the

piston to revolve and atomise the spirit

in a most effective manner. The chief

advantages claimed for the jet are
economy, increased efificiency, and flexi-

bility. For one month only, Petrol
Elconomisers, Ltd., Avenue Chambers,
Southampton Row, W.C, have decided
to place these jets on the market at an
c-sceedingly moderate figure to enable
motor cyclists to give them a trial.

Catalogues Received.
'I'he Wearweil Cycle Co., Wolver-

hampton, are devoting a certain sec-

tion of their cycle catalogue, of which
we have just received a copy, to motor
cycle accessories which they stock.

The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., Acton
Vale, W., send us a 1910 catalogue of

the Moto - Reve lightweight motor
cycles. Including the lady's machine
there are now six models of the Moto-
Reve. varying in weight from 78 to

94 lbs. Model B, the single-cylinder, is,

of -course, the lightest of all. Copies
of this catalogue will be sent free on
application to the works at the above
address.

"Everything for the Motorist" was
the title adopted by A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., some two or three years ago for

their catalogue, and we do not think a

better title could possibly have been
selected for the 1910 issue, which is

just to hand. Practically every known
accessory on the market is included in

this bulky volume, which cons^sls of

158 pages. Not only are the up-to-date
articles in the way of accessories, cloth-

ing, tyres, etc., catalogued and priced,

but there are innumerable fittings in-

cluded which are constantly being

MARCH jth, igio.

required by motor cyclists who possess
machines which are not of the very
latest type. All the pages are not
devoted to motor cycle goods, the
catalogue being a general one embracing
the pastime from a motor car and
motor cycle point of view. Copies will

be sent on application to A. W.
Gamage, Ltd., Llolborn.

A Hint.

Customers unwittingly often give

manufacturers a great deal of unneces-
sary trouble, simply because they per-

sist in addressing letters to individual
members of a firm instead of to the

company. A recent instance of the

trouble caused by this procedure was
brought to our notice the other day.

A certain motor cyclist was an intimate
friend of a well-known rider employed
by a firm in London. The rider in

question was away in JIanchester. and
his friend addressed him a personal

letter instructing him to send for his

motor cycle from one of the London.;

termini, enclosing the cloak rooiqti

ticket. Owing to the individual tol

whom the letter was addressed being
away, it was forwarded to him at the!

Manchester Show, and after three days';

delay the head of the firm found oufci

what the instructions were, and theyi

were at once carried out. In tnel

meantime, the customer sent a furio^si

letter to the firm asking why hisi

communication had not received atteiiH

tion. We think this instance serves .to

show how important it is not to addrtas

business letters to individual membeift
of a firm.

> ^1 @^>—<-

A RECENT PATENT.
A Rotary Engine.

This engine (formerly known as ifae

Barry) h of the Gnome type, which is

being largely used on aeroplanes. In the

present case there are two lylinders A
diametrically opposite one another, and

By ERIC W. WALFORD F.C.I.P.A.

which is «omiected to one of the
pistons D. Tlie pistons consequently
move inwards and outwards together
at the same time as the cylmders
rotate. The carburetter is shown at E,
and as "the pistons move outwards

these rotate around a stat-onary

crankshaft B. The crankshaft is

formed with two crank pins C, eaeh of

suction is set up, drawmg the gas

past the spring-loaded valve F through
the hollow «rankshaf4 ai G, and into

the crank chamber H. As the pisto^sii

mova inwards, the gas is foroMi

tlrrough one of the nozzles J into a
storage chamber K, and from here .it

finds its way along the induction pipei

I L through the inlet valve N into thel

cylinder. The valves are bot'x operatedi

by rockers 0, tappet rods P, .a

adjustable cams Q, these cams beH®
mounted upon a crankshaft R rotatipSf

by spiral gearmg, as shown. Each lot

the valves is actuated by a spring all

S, which keeps it closed, but, of courser-

centrifugal action as soon, as the engiiiei

starts is sufficient to keep each valyS

on its seat. Exhaust takes pU
through the exhaust valve N„ enteringi

the exhaust passage T of the silencer

U. The silencer rotates with tliei

cylinders, and is ribbed for coolingi

purposes, the cylinders also being pro-

vided with inclined flanges V at suchi

an angle that the air impinges forcibly'

upon them, so that a maximum coolingi

effect is obtained. Lubricating oil is

admitted by the passage W into the

hollow crankshaft, and the outer por-

tion of the shaft is provided with

packing at X to maintain the cranfa

chamber gas-tight. Of course, .by'

employing rotary "cylinders, one can

dispense with the flywheels, and, as

there are no reciprocating parts, the

whole engine can be very easiJyi

balanced, and can be so constructed

as to be practically vibrationlesa.

—

W. A. Richards and C. R. RediTjp,!

No. 27,596, 1908.
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THIS
IS THE
MACHINE

the

m-m
LIGHTWEIGHT

—we wish to take you for your holidays. You cannot pos-

sibly do better. The price 27 guineas, the weight 78 lbs.

PRINCIPAL POINTS.—Magneto Ignition, Druid Spdng Forks, Entire

Handle-bar Control, Stand, Carrier, Number Plate, Single-cylinder

(60x85m/m). All complete and ready for use. Send for Catalogue.

MOTO REVE CO., LTD. C^^^t)

ACTON VALE, LONDON, IV.

OL/INOHER
MOTOR CYCLE XYRES.

^^j^ These famous Tyres are made in

four patterns but the

CLINCHER RUBBER-STUDDED TYRE
OR THE

DREADNOUGHT CLINCHER
are particularly recommended for

their remarkable non-slipping and
good wearing qualities, making
them

THE IDEAL TYRES'- WINTER WDRK
Write for unique Catalogue which will

give you all particulars.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd., '^fj,^' EDINBURGH.

RESILIENT. SPEEDY. SAFE.

smm
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to -mention "The Motor Cycle." A3

1
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case of

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen inser

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oUices of 'The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the oiTices of " The Motor Cycle,'-

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, B.C.), on
Tuesday morning previous to the date of issue.

When possible advertisements received at

Coventry on the Wednesday will be inserted.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers ol second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are ciassified into dis

tricts, 35 many readers like to know what machines aue
for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections

Nurthumberland
Wcstmnreland

SECTION II.

York and l-ancaaaire.

SECTION HI.
Carnarvon. Denbigh. Flint, Cheshire, t-^^oy, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth,

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, liutland, Northampton,
WarvvicU.

SECTION V.
NortolU, Suffolli. Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcister. Hereford, Radnor, llrecknock, Monmouth,

GlamorC'-in Carmarth'^n Cardisai, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel-Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, DorEieL. and Cornwall.

SECTION X
kotland.

SECTION XI.
•relaod and Isle of Man.

If you vtrant a gooii reliable

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLE,
buy now from

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

No. 2i68.—2h.p. New 1909 Standard MOTO-REVE ;

28 Gns. Guaranteed. At Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.
No. 2157.

—

zi b.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, Mabon clutch,
Palmer tyres, spring seat, horn, toolbag, tools, etc. !

£27 tOs. Guaranteed.
No. 2169.-34 h.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH, Clincher

studded tyres, usual spares ; £35. Guaranteed.
No. 2113.—2-i b.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, standard model,

stand, carrier, toolbag ; £24. Guaranteed.
No. 2164.—6-7 h.p. Twin BAT, 1909 model, Mabon

clutch, excellent condition, good sidecar machine; £35.
Guaranteed. At Wauchope'S.

No. 2177.—3 h.p. KERRY, magneto ignition, h.-b.

control, Rom tyres, spring forks, stand, carrier; £17.
Guaranteed. At Wauchope'S.

No. 1796.—ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, CUncher tyres,

Druid forks, new condition ; 16 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2104.—3^ h.p. MATCHLESS, spring frame and forks,

Rom tyre, magneto, J.A. P. engine, overhead valves, tool-

bag, horn, etc. ; £25. Guaranteed.
No. 1996.—3J h.p. 1909 Free Engine TRIUMPH, in

new condition , 40 Gns. Guaranteed.
- No. 2077.—2} h.p. 1908 Magneto Fealherweight REX,
Clincher tyres, unscratched ; jiu. Guaranteed.
No. 2019.—Four-cylinder F.N., Rom back tiTe, Palmer'

front, h.-b. control, petrol gauge, born, two toolbags, stand,-

carrier, etc. ; £20. Guaranteed.
No. 2172.-3^ h.p. N.S.U., in low Chater No. 6 frame,

two-speed gear, good tyres, horn, toolbag ; 1 8 Gns.
Guaranteed.
No. 1S57.—s^^b.p. 1908 Two-speed Magneto BROWN,

very good passenger machine ; 20 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2159.—4j h.p. 1908 Twin MINERVA, with rigid

sidecar ; SSI 10"s. Guaranteed.
No. 2125.—5 h.p. 1907 Two-speed VINDEC, standard

model, very good sidecar mount ; £28 lOs. Guaranteed.
No. 2150.—si h.p. igog TRIUMPH, standard model, as

new, ClincJicr rubber-studded tyres, usual spares ; £37 IDs.

Guaranteed.
No. 1899.—3^ h.p. 1909 BROWN, mngneto, new tyres,

enamel, plating, etc., very good ; 19 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 1885.

—

il h.p. Magneto F.N., spring forks, Engle-
bert tyres, very good condition for a second-hand machine

;

17 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2088.—2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE, Continental tyres,

lamp, horn, toolbag, carrier ; has not run 100 milps
;

26 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2113.—2j h.p. 1909 Standard DOUGLAS, Druid

forks, stand, carrier, etc. ; £24. Guaranteed.
No. 2 1 15.—3^ h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks, stand,

carrier, toolcase, etc., good tyres ; 16 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2139.—7-8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., 1909 model, Kempshall

back tyre. Palmer front, two lamps, two horns, mirror,

two toolbags, quantity of spares, almost new ; £55.
Guaranteed.
No. 214?,.—2? h.p. MINERVA, spring fork, Palmer

back tyre, Goodrich front, fitted with stand, carrier, pump,
toolbag, etc. ; £16. Guaranteed.
No. 2135.

—

1\ h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, niagneto, good
tyres, lamp, horn, toolbag, tools, spare tyre, etc. ; £17 IDs.

Guaranteed.
No. 1813.—1] h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 model, Druid

forks, good tyres, lamp, stand, carrier, horn, etc. ; £18 lOs.

Guaranteed.
7-8 h.p. 1910 Two-speed J.A.P.-BAT, Cowey speedo-

meter, F.R.S. lamp. Whittle belt, Rom non-skid tyres,

luggage carrier, etc. ; £60. Guaranteed.
No. 2127.—4 h.p. ANTOINE, good tyres, enamel, plat

ing, etc., very good ; £14 lOS. Guaranteed.
No. 211.V—3ih.p. 1908 Two-speed REX DE LUXE,

spring forks, cantilever seat, suitable for solo or sidecar

work ; £25. Guaranteed.
No. 210 1.—2;i h.p. CHASE, genuine M.M.C. engine,

spring forks, Palmer tyres, footrests, h.-b. control, stand,

carrier, and horn • £16 10s. Guaranteed.
No. 2o8t.—3 h.p. FAFNIR, Chater-Lea fittings, tool-

bag, pump, and horn ; £10 10s. Guaranteed.
No. 219G.—5 h.p. 1907 REX DE LUXE, magneto. Roc

clutch, good tyres, spring forks, and seat ; 17 Gns.
Guaranteed.

Besides those quoted in . this space, we can offer other
good bargains. Do not fail to get our prices before
definitely deciding. Recommended by all the leading

makers for exchange business. Terms on appUcation

WAUCHOPE'S, " '"L^liDONf""
"

,Phone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams : "Opificer, London.'

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, ijttci-s mav be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office, iWhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration i

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent -

for forwarding replies. Only the number win 'appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be address(;d, " No,
ouo, c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London"

is added to the address, thee to tlie number given c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20. 'I udor Street, I'.C.

'

!»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. TW
I ersons who hesitate to send moiiev to uiuuinwn persons

may deal in perfect safety by availi'g ihcmsc-Jves of our
iJcposit Svste . If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advisej ol this receipt, aod
upon intimation or the arrival and acceptance of the
s;oods, the money is forwarded less :i rh^r-f' nt is. for
registration. 'Ihe time allnwed for a decision after receipt
nt the Eood5 is three da vs, and if no sale is effected, each '

party to the transaction pays carriage one way. For all

ransai.Li.j.,a -M.t;eaih ^lu .n \.im(_', a deiiosit fee of
23. 6d. i- hargea. Ail deposit matters are dealt with
at Coventry, an cheques and money orders should be
made payable to lliiie and Sons i imiLed.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adver;isements and receive do

answer to their enquiries are lequesied to regard tlie

silence as ah indication that the Eoods advertised i-ave

already been disposed o(. Advertisers often receive so >

any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each 41

cne by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Noithumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and q

AVestmoreland.

3Xh-y). Rex, late 1908, magneto, new tyre and Whit- ti

2 tie belt. si)lendid order.—Northern Garage, LM-rX
Alnwick.

MOTO-REVE. twin, in good condition, many imprwe- *
mvnU; £22.—Rae, Oakroyd, Park Rd., Went

-

Hartleiiool.

N.S-U., 3ih.p-, unscratched. not ridden 100 miles,
studded back cover ; £28 ; immediate sale ; bo

offers ; barixain.—46, Per(.y TerrnL-e. ounderland.

MINERVA, 3ih-p.. tyres and belt like new. two accu-
mulators, spring forks all thoroughly overhauled,

and in good condition, £16 IDs.; 4h-p. Rushworth. bug.
low, footboards, spring foikg, iu good condition, £12.-3.
i''- Hill. 15. Cleveland Parade, Darlington-

SECTION n. :^-

Yoi'k and Lancashire.

HUMBER Motor Bilce, tuned up;
Evers, Wath-on-Dearne-

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3ih.p., perfect, run 60 miles;
14. Duchy Grove, Harrogate-

CROSS for Triumphs in Rotherham; 1910 and 1909 <
models in stock; £48 153, and £43.

1 Q09 Triumph, Palmer tyres, £34: 1909 T-T. Tri^
-!.</ umph Dunlops, like new, £40.—Cross, Triun^'J
Agent, Rotherham. *i'

BAT. 2JJi.p. genuine De Diouj spring frame; £H.-
80, Shirley Rd-, Cheetham, Manchester. i:

any trial ; £7.-

Tp N-, 41h-p-, footboards, n-h^ control.
tion; £18 18s.—Briggs,

perfect
Whitby. Yorka.

cangi

l Q08 Rex, 2fh-p., perfect order, magneto, tyres good' f'

J-«/ £14 lOs—26. Emerson St., Weaste, Manchester-

TRIUMPH- 1910. just delivered, unridden, must sell

£46, bargain.-4,195, TU Motor Cycle Oflices.

Coventry.

EASTER Cometh, and Douglas buyers wanting quick
delivery should drop a line to Haslam, 293, Ecclea-

all Rd., Sheffield

TRIUMPH, late 1909, splendid condition, new E.Q.M.
back tyre, compression perfect; £36.-Darling.

Sunnyside. Keigbley.

P.
and M., 1908. not run 3,000, fine machine for side-

car, complete, and with all spares; £32.-293,
Ecclesall Rd-. Sheffield.

1 Q09 P- and M., in eplendrd condition, two-speed,
X«7 magneto, handle starting, lots of "spareg. —
Elizabeth St.. Jiradford

BRADBURY, late 1909 model, direct from works j
ffuaronteed; £36 173. 6d.—"Uiiiie's, Itrooks

Liverpool. Royal 3782

TRIUMPH. 1909, 3ih.p. T-T. model, in perfect Cb§
ditiou. touring; bars, lamp and generator, horn l

toolf^, not ridden 2.000 miles; £34.—i'. Mackay, Wfi^
Park, Harrogate.

A32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention '^ The Motor Cycle.^
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£54 17s. 6d. for £42 10s.

In consequence of our offer last week to supply a
)rand new Two-speed Humber and Coronet Sidecar at

he absurd price of £42 lOs., orders have come in from
ill parts of the country, making a heavy drain ui^on our

,tork. If you wish to secure a " comB3ina.t(on '*

Jiat will " wha.ck " a £500 cnr on all points, ynu must
ct us have your cheque now. Ren\ember we arc the

jnly firm who can supply these Numbers, ha\'ingse-

;urcd the entire sto:k. 1^"' in time for Easter.

19

1903^ HUn/IBERS
[jrand new. These you can hardly tell from igio models,
aeing fitted with improved pattern silencers, spring forks.

larger pulleys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, H. B. control
registered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

pump operated by foot, stand and carrier, toolbag with
ill tools fitted to handle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£42 10s., complete with sidecar.

1909^ Single Speed Humbers.
We have a few of these beautiful models, brand new,

fitted with magneto ignition, Druid spring forks, handle-
bar control. Usual price ^^^45.

Our price~£34 10s.

NEW 1S09 ARrdOS.
We have a few Brand* New 3^ h.p. Models, fitted with

magnetos, h.-b, control, complete with tools, etc.

List price, f,^5. Our price, £32 IO5. Or exchange.
Cash offers wanted.

Other Sidecar Machines.
4. h.p. STEVENS Tricycle, two wheels in front.. £11 10
5ih.p. BROWN, twin, 1908, magneto, free engine £25 10
S h.p. Twin REX, four speeds, spring forks .... £1610
5 h.p. Twin REX, 1908, magneto, spring forks.. £24 10
5^ h.p. HUMBER, igoQ, two speeds, soiled only £32 10
4 h.p. BAT, magneto, two speeds, spring frame, . £24 10

Beautiful Solo Mounts.
il h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, etc., 1909 £35
:i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908, Mahon free engine £30
;^h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, in splendid condition . . £25
; h.p. DOUGLAS, 1909, studded tyres, like new £32 10
\\ h.p. REX, 1909. tourist, soiled only £32 10
;ih.p. REX, colonial model, magneto ignition .. £12 12
i.Vh.p. QUADRANT, 1909, Roc two-speed gear. . £32 10
;ih.p. QUADRANT, 1908, mag., beantitr] order £25
;i h.p. MINERVA, mag., enamelled Fren'-' grey £19 10
t|h.p. MINERVA, magneto, splendid cot dition,. £18 10
iljh-p. N.S.U., magneto, 2jin. tyres, low uaiU .. £22 10
^""ouf-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring foriss £17 10
;[ h.p. N.S.U., twin, igoS, magneto, two speeds. . £27 10
;; h.p. SPARK, vertical engine, magneto £8 15
i h.p. Twin REX, with Forecar £16 10
:l h.p. MINERVA, spray, good runniug order . . £3 15

BIG CASH DISCOUNTS.

THREE 1909 REXES.
Used for trials only. Standard Tourist
Models, Magnetos, H.B. Control.

£29 10 O. Each.

THIS WEEK'S SPICY BARGAIN.
3 h.p. NOBLE, verticil rnjinr, M.O.N'., complete, with

xiil, belt, and nccumul.Ttor, immber-platcs, etc., in good
npniii?. order.

£S 5s. £5 5s. £5 5s.
Ac will reserve machine upon receipt of £1 deposit, and
iccept balance 5 /- wcelky.

i.oos —
»Vaitin2.-

Wantcd, M:i^neto ^^otor Cycles Good prices
given.

19

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET, flff Square. Road,

'

iPhonc 1062. HALIFAX. ^S-rk.?*'" I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MANCHESTEIl Motorists can obtain Ariel. ISrad-

bury, Donglas. Norton, P.M.C two-stroke from
Dffieial a^ent. Gonilny, Fnllowdeld.

5 h.p. Twin Peusoot. handle control. Whittle, new
R.O.jM. back wlicel, good condition, fast, low; £16-

-Miithiiis, Latcbford, Warrington.

3ih.p. Magneto Triumph. 1907, new, h-b- control, belt

2 puliey, and tyre. .si)are;>, all accessories, ju.'^t over-

bauled; £24.—Ketton, Fuhvood. Preston-

31,]i-p. Mincrra, spring forks, magneto, in splendid
2 order, tyres perfect, stand, tools, etc.; £16 lOs-,

bavgain.—Burgess, 14. Abbey St., Accrington.

09 Bradbury. 3ih.p.. new June, little ridden, splen-

did conditiuu, complete ; £30 ;
good reason for

.celling.—Tate, Grosvenor House, Menston, near Leed=.

O ill. p. Noble, splendid condition throughout ; i^ould
/W 2 accept best ofi'er over £8, or exchange anything
useful-—J. Hanson. Halifax Rd., Hightown. Liversedge-

3ih.p. BroTrn, 1909 model, new last May, battery
2 ignition, S-E. tyres, handle-bar control, adjustable

pulley, tools spares, electric lamps; £20.-34, Exeter
Rd-, Eootle, Liverpool.

1 Q09 Triumph, only run 1,500 miles, new lamp and
J-*y generator, hern, spares, cyclometer, studded tyres,

machine as good as new; £38 10s—Longbotham, Miln-
thurpe Grange, Wakefield-

09 8h.p. Matchless-JA.P., specially built (£75),
spring forks, variable ^^ulley, starts instantly, ac-

cumulators, perfect, scarcely ridden ; £42 ; want lower
power.—Garnsworthy. Greenbill, Prestwich.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery, come and see me
before purcha^^ins your 1910 mount, any make

supplied; second-hana Triumphs taken in part payment
—Triumph Agent. 53, Trafford Rd- S dford.

ASTER, 3h-p., low Chater frame, grand condition,
two good accumulators, footboards, most comfort-

able and reliable machine, very easy starter, only wants
seeing; £16.—Johnson, chemist. Coronation St., Black-
pool. '

K-6h.p. 4-cyl. F-N-. 1909 model, footboards, £37 (eo^t

^ £53 10s- ; also two-speed gear (recently overhauled
by makers), £7, cost £10 10s-; and Wygall ,bueket seat.

little used. £2, cost £3 3s.; or the lot £A5.—M-, 14,

Union St., Ulverston-

41.h.p. Twin Minerva, 1908. Chater-Lea No. 6 frame.
2 only done 2,000 miles, in perfect order and condi-

tion, two accumulators, horn, lamp, bag, and tools.

Albion free engine pulley, new belt and rubber studded
tyre, never been punctured, good as new-—J. Phillips.

Queen's Rd- Chorley.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Chesliire, Derby,
Stafford, Sliropsliire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

5h-p- Twin Eerry. splendid condition; £14, tyres ex-
cellent.—Kelly Bros., Llandudno-

5h-p. Twin Res de Luxe, Roc clutch, magneto, splendid
condition ; £25.—Henshaw. wheelwright, Stockport.

3ih.p- Triumph, ] 908, just re-bushed throughout, splen-
2 did running order, fast; £33. or near ofler

—

Jarrett. Shrewsbury.

31,h.p- Broivn, magneto, new December, all accessories.
2 adjustable pulley; £34, as new-— 68, Wellington

Rd- Stockport-

PHELON and Moore, S^h-p., 1909 model, new May,
splendid condition, non-skid tyres, suitable for side-

car; 39 guineas-—Moss Wera.

"DES Lightweight. October, 1908, magneto, Amac,
-Lkj liiHip, etc.. complete, perfect condition; best ofEer-—
Eathbone, Derbyshire Lane, Stretford-

TWIN Rex de Luxe, magneto, very fast and silent,

perfect condition throughout, and most reliable, new
Continentals; cheap at £30, sacrifice £20.-27, French
St.. Derby.

^

. /

LOOK I—Going abroad- £10; Sih-p. Minerva. Brown-
Barlow, handle-bar control, new tyres, stand.

carrier, foot brake, rests, very low; trial-—Smyth, Green-
fields. Huxley. Chester.

8h-p. Twin Minerva, spring forts, all controlled from
handle-bar, very powerful, equal to new; 29 guineas;

guaranteed perfect; approval, or exchange lower power,
with cash.—Hallam, Baths, George St-, B\ixton-

FIRST Cheque for £6 10s. secures 3ih.p. Minerva.
Watawata. two brakes, stand and carrier, long

and low. swan-neck seat-pillar, very fast, and guaranteed
perfect. Dunlop.s; worth £12 12s-—Short, Spread Eagle
Yard, Chesterfield.

3ih.p. Birmingham Quadrant, just overhauled.
2 enamelled, and rebuslied. 1909 Bosch, Whittle

b-b. Amac. new non-skid, guaranteed perfect running
order, low frame, getting higher powered machine; 19
guineas.-Williams. High St.. Ludlow.

DOUGLAS, July, 1909, Palmer cords. Watawata, and
spure belts, 28 guineas; Minerva, 41h-p., twin, full

equipment, £22; 3;h-p- Yindec Special, magneto, Truf-
I fault, like new. £20 ; lightweight Minerva. 2h.p-, low.
'splendid gotr, £10-—Sugden. Douglas agent, Alfreton-

NORTON. 5h.p.. twin, new November, not done 200
mil'^s. makers willing to give full guarantee -to pur-

chaser, Lucas projector, generator, horn, valves, plugs,
fasteners, watch and clip, waterproof coat ; written guar-

[

antee siven: co.^t with accessories £65, nearest £40--C.
JRiLe-Oxley, Mcole, Shrewsbury.

Side-Cars

BOOTH'S MOTUaiES.

We nia.iiita.in the Coronet' is the BESl
DE&IGNED SIDECAR on the Market.

Free "from Side-slip.—^The "Coronet" Sidecai

is attached in three places, the front down tiibe, bottom
stay, and saddle bolt, and can be detached in thnt
minutes. Every tube of attachment is teiescopicai and
adjustable to suit any length wheelbase, any height oi

width. When attached the. combination is as firm and
rigid as a Tricar, and entirely free from side-slip, and
can be driven safely without passenger if desired.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
REXES, P. & M/s, N.S.U.'S.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market

.

Loose flange securely held

in any position by a simph^
yet ingenious contrivance.
Gear can be altered with-

out the aid of spanucLS, lock ring easily operated by hand.
Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable

ior hill-climbing.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,
supphed without tiie necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern. Discount t6 trade. _^_^
•GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

[T

1

Uj

o
o

o- o o o
o- o o o o

o c

c

Made from selected parts ot hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best Icatlier belt on tlie market. ix)nger hie

tlian rubber.
tin.. lOd. ; iin., lid.'; -^in., 1/1; lin., 1/2.

Special terms lu 'tl'-O trade.

TYFCES, XYKES. TYRES,
. SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

Clincher Covers: 2Gin. or 28 x sin., 2.iin., 2-Hn., 16/6.
Dunlop Covers : 26 x 2in., 15/6 ; 26 x 2^-in., 17/6 ;

28x2.|iu. or 2Ain., 15/6.
28x2in. Dunlop Covers: Beaded, 14/6 ; Wired, 10/6,
24 X a^iin. CUpper-Rertex, heavy treads, 12/6 ; ditto

tubes, 4/-
Large stock of Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sham-

rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS- MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from 59/6

Your old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your ma_chine to handle
bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.

Old Carburetters Bought.

(VIISCELLANEOUS.
De Dion Car Frame, whecU, differential £3 103.

New Water-cooled Cylinder M.O.V., 81 mm. bore 19/6
Six good Pliin Coils each 3 /3

Dozen good Trembler Cuils each 7/6
Mudgunrds and Slays 3in., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/fi

500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Coils fyour old coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Laraps^ with generators 14/9
50 Pairs New X'lall Spring Forks, latest 15/-
Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. carburetters .... each 5/6
Osborne Fomr-speed Gear, 35/-
Albion Free Engine Clutch, 29/-
Amac and B- & B. carburetters 7/6
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.

Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 lOs,

Norman Two-speed Gear, nearly new £2 5s.

New Twin Antoine Cylinder 20/-
New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9,6
De Dion Two-speed Gear Pox, nearly new .... £2 5s.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/6
New Pistons. 8r mm. diam 3/9

BOOTH'S n/lOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET (off Square f^oad), HALIFAX

Telephone ro62.

Z"?i ansiccrina fJicse advertisements it is U-^lrabht fo mention "'The Motor Cycle.' A35
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Earliest Possible Deliveries of any 1910 Models,

fole Yorkshire Agen's for the T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luze.

Sole London />gens f)r the N3RT0N. _.._.„..
Solo HaiifjcAgnts for TRIUMPHS, DOUGLAS, PHELON

moORES, BRADBURYS, etc., elc.

Evfry 1910 model we sell or offer for sale

carries the maKers' full guarantee regardless
of whether sold for cash or exchange;

- TfilUNiPH

19;0 TR-LMPH.
Standard mock-l £48 15
Tourist Trophy model .. .. £50

Free eogine £6 6s. extra. Earliest deliveries.

NORTON.
3i h.p. single cylinder.

.

4 J h.p. single cylinder

5 h.p. twin cylinder

DOUGLAS.
Model B 36 gns.
Model C 38 „

(radbury 3^
1910 standard model £46

Delivery from Stock.

T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe.
Wheel or handle-bar steering. 65 gns.

Discount to cash buyers.
"V.»."—5li.p.,«55; 7 h.p., £57; si h.p., £49.

Two-3pefd gear £10 exti-.t.

MOTO-REVE.—li h.p., 27 gns. ; 2 h.p., 36 gns.
De ivtry from Stock.

F.N.— 2ih.p., two-speed, £40; 6 h.p., four-cytinder, £50.

PREv.lER.—3' h.p. single, £47 lOi. ; 3} h.p. twin, £52.
Lists post free from

iviAUoes' nnu-TOR iviart,
Powell Street, HALIFAX.

Phnnc: 433. Teiearams :" Petrol. Ha ifax."

136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
"Phone; SU. MayfaJr. Teleffj-ams . "Abdicate, London."

19

N

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland.
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire,

"J
QlO Triumph Motor Cycles in Btock.—Stamfoxrl Gar-

jLV age, Stamford.

J Q09 Bradbury, new June last; £28, no offers- —
-JL *^ Morris, Bridge Inn, Retford-

2 ill. p. FN., belt driTe, all accessories, splendid con-
4 dition.— 3, Nortbgate. Sleaford-

1 Q09 Trimnpb, run 1.200 miles, in excellent order;
-Lt? £37.-Wilkin. Welholme Rd-, Grimsby-

TEItJMPH, 1909, standard, guaranteed perfect; £35
no offers-—169, Station Ed-. Long iiaton.

09 3ib p. Bex. brand new: sell best oflei; entertain
exchange.—22, Victoria Terrace,. Leamington.

'N.. 4-cyl., perfect condition, li-b. controL long foot-
boards; £22.~Clark, 48, Bridgegat^, Retford-

S-tX- 3ih.p. Cycle, magneto, adjustable pulley; £15
in good order-—L- Horton, The I'ira, Smethwiek-

"IQ09 Triumph, new in August, in good condition; ;

JLt/ bargain, £35, no offers-—Ward, 47. Bradford St-
Coventry.

TRIUMPH. 1908, 1909 en-ine, perfect condition, nev
tyre, etc; £51.-59. Willows Crescent. Cannoi

Hill. Birmingham.

3h-p- Lincoln Elk, in perfect condition, low. fast, ant"

reliable; genuine bargain, £12; approval willinglv
—B. Morris, Bourne-

3ih.p. Wolf, new condition, guaranteed perfect order;
2 £15: exchange with cash for magneto.—Ken-

worthy, Walpole. "Wisbech.

HTRIUMPH. Rex. Minerva, Excelsior motors^ new and
-i- second-hand; send for weekly list.—The Victoria
Garage and Electrical Co.. Ltd., Coventry.

1 Q09i Bradbury, Sjhp.. Mabon clutch, new EebniarvXv 18th. 1910; selling through heart failure; £36,
no cfiers—Marshall. Old Bridge Inn, Retford-

BROWN. 2fh.p.. in splendid order, just bored out tc
3h-p., new Dunlop tyre. 2i back; £12, or near

offers--E- Porter. Screiington, i?'ollnngham-

DOTTGIjAS. 1910 models, in stock, complete with lamp
horn, and accessories ; 38 guineas.-Norton ani

.

Sons, ironmongers, Smithford St-, Coventry.

T> OC, 4h-p., magneto. Amac carburetter, li-b.c- adju?t-
J-V able pulley, iree engine, handle >taitiiig; £24. cheap
—otevenson, Edgbastjn House. Broad St-, iBirmingbani

HTJMEER Motor Cycle, belt driven, 26in. wheels
Longuemare carburetter, trembler coil, low position

perfect; £6.-282. Garrison Lane, Small Hgath, Binning
ham-

^EVERAL 5J.h.p- Twin Rexes, spring forks, aluminiun
tinisli. blue lining, real sidecar machines; £16 10s-

each—C-CR. Motor Wks-. Ford St., St Anns well Ed.
Nottingham-

MOTOB Cycle. 25h-p- F-N-. perfect machine, very litth
used, non-skid studded tyres, footboards, etc.; ac-

ept £12.—Pork Butcher, 132, Green Lane, Small Heath
Birmingham-

3JLh.p., M-M.C engine, very low, h-b- control, foot-
2 boards. Advance adjustable. Palmer Cord ano

Clincher, new Gradior piston and rings; £10.—Alpha, 8
Shaftesbury Ed., Earlsdon, Coventry.

3ih.p. MJnerva, magneto, spring forks, B. and B-
2 handle-bar control (new) Palmer cord back (new),

lamp, tools, etc.. iirst-class order, ride 30 miles to pur-
chaser; £21, or offer—74, Bridgford Rd.. Nottingham-

PREMIER. 3^b-p.. late 1909 absolutely new condi-
tion, complete, lamp, horn, spares. £52~10s-; Hum

bers, latest, tworspeed and single speed, also Ariel and
Premier models ; immediate delivery ; liberal allowances-
—Evans. Agent, Sparkbill, Birmingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

LADY'S Singer Motor Cycle, magneto, in grand order
and condition ; 10s., or offer.-3a, Bridge St-. Cam-

bridge. _
2ih.p. J-A-P-, BlOO, light, low, fast, splendid condi-

2 tion ; £8.—G. Emmerson. 149, George St., Had-
leigh. Suffolk.

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do yon fancy? We can
supply and give early deliveries- We have

actually in stock new Triumphs, Premiers, and Brad-
burys. cash or instalments.—Parker and Son, St- Ives,

Hunts-

1 QlO Douglas, Eoc two-speed gear, free engine, hand
Ji*y starting, Jones speedometer. Watawata belt,

horn, spares; cost £58 end January; only done 300
miles ; cash offers ; bought sidecar reason sale-—:W-
Hazelwjod, Lower Hare Park, Newmarket-

33.h-p. De Dion. Chater-Lea. Palmers, spring forks,
4 seat-pillar. £7 10s.; 23h.p. J-A-P. motor, new

back cover, new Continental belt, £6 10s-; 3ihp- M.M.C..
Ohater-Lea No- 6. Longuemare. Gloria belt, two accu-
mulators. £10 ; Sih.p. Triumph. Bosch magneto, 1910
Amac, adjustable jet, everything new, £25.—Riddelsdell,
Hadleigh, Suffolk.

Before buying, send for our lists. We can guarantee to

save you money on any motor cycle, new or second-band.
Our fcrms are most Jberal and fair.

List of second-hand macnines for dis)osal— cash, ei-

change, or deferred payments.

LONDON STOCK.
HEX ^^ h.p,, iQoS model, two speeds, Bosch magneto.

A beauty m
MINERVA 3I h.p., magneto, spring forks. Good run-

ning order |2(

.^.S.U. 4 h.p., twin-cylinder, 24in. wheels, Mabon free

engine, magneto, 1908 model tZt

TRIUMPH 3H1.P., brand new, 1S09 model, spring
forks, magneto £41

3R0WN 21 h.p., magneto, low saddle position, good
tyres £1(

.M.S.U. 3^ h.p. model, magneto, low, long bars. Clear

at ". £11

>ENGER 3 t-p., vertical engine, magneto; cost over

50 gns. ; accept for cash * £1'

}LYbE 2f h.p,, vertical engine, magneto, good tyres £1'

CELECOM 4 h.p., Phoeni-x two speeds, very good
tyres, spring forks and seat £tl

\NTOINE 4 h.p., vertical, M.O.V., very low and long.

free engine, 26in. wheels, good.tvres. A bargain £11

,VHITE AND POPPE 3^ h.p., vertical. A bonny
mount. Low built £1i

lENITH 3 h.p. Bicar, sprung both wheels, two speeds,

very low tt
MNERVA 3i h.p., 26in. wheels, l3w built, free engine.

r- ^ ^,1 c^^vr,^ ^rHPT tit

i.S.\3. 3J- h.p., 2iin. tyres, spring forks, variable puUey III

TRIUMPH 3 h.p., spring forks, Amac carb., handle-bar'
'

control, very fine order £1

IJUADRANT si h.p., 26in. wheels, spring forks, very

good puller .-. SI

HAMILTON 4 h.p., Amac carb., handle-bar control,

26in. wheels, Ai condition fl

^.S.U. si h.p., magneto, handle-bar control. Roc two,

speeds, very low 12

,'EUGEOT 4 h.p., tu-in, low position fifS fH

\RIEL si h.p., B. and B. carb., low built £t4 f'

FAIRY 2 h.p., low, ideal lightweight , Siii4,\

AINERVA 3i- h.p., good tyres, low built £1^ .tl

OLARENDON 3 h.o., M.O.V. , accumulator ignition *t4''ti

EXCELSIOR 3 h.p'., grey finish, good puller SlO l(

'J.S.U. i^ h.p. Lightweight, magneto £16 1

TRIUMPH 3 h.p., magneto, low built £19 1

VIINERVA si h.p., Longuemare carb., good tyres £16 1

1INERVA 2! h.p., B. and B. carb., M.O.V £14 1

jischanges. Deferred Payments, or close Cash offets.

MADISON i3 h.p., spray £6

QUADRANT 2 h.p., low, good tyres £8

BARTER 3 h.p., spray, long bars £9

DURKOPP 2^ h.p., good tyres £10 1

BROWN 2 h.p., good Uttle mount £10 1

HUM8ER 2I h.p., chain drive £10 1

EXCELSIOR 2] h.p., long bars £10 1

BRADBJRY, 2^h.p. Fine goer £9

MINERVA, r4 h.p. Good faithful slave .. £7

MINERVA, M'.O.V, zl h.p £11

MINERVA, A.OJ.V. 2i h.p £9

W, and P., 3^- h.p., M'abon clutch £14

All in good running order. Balance 5 /• wcdtl

N.S-U. N.S.UMOTOn
CYCLES.

We have still a few N.S.U. 's to clear at exceptional'^

low prices, as below

—

Deferred List

Cash. Payments. Pnces.
Five 3 h.p. £25 — £39
Two 3i h.p. £31 £33 £42
Two si h.p. £37 £39 £52

All brand new and perlect, and fitted witii Magneto.'

Fullest particulars upon request. .
'

Send for our lists of Accessories and of Second-hai'

Motor Cycles, We guarantee to save you money.

TRICARS AND CA-^S
PRUNEL Car, 20 h.p., side entrance, four cylind©:, f()l

speeds. Bang up to date, Clc-ar at £130.
PHtENIX Car, 8 h.p,, two cylinder, two speeds, tw

seater, good tyres. £42. i

REXETTE Tricar, 5J h.p., two speeds open frame, wall

coolf d, very good condition. £32.
QUADRANT Tricar, 5A h.p., two speeds, open

air cooled. £15.
HUBBARD Tricar, 5^ h.p., water cooled, two

Chater-Lea gear box, perfectly sound. £26.
*

Every machine guaranteed in sound running order bfifol

- delivery. - .'

IVIAUDES' IVIOTOR IVIARTy j
136, Gt. Portla.nd St.

( off Oxford Circus),

LONDON. W.
rp , fgrama : 'Abdicat", London.^^^

1 plione : 6R2 MHyiair.

Powell St.

(bcliiud Victoria HaU),.i

HALIFAX

Tele
(Kiarasi'P.-troI. r«lir«i

ii))ionj:4u3NBtlciuil.

A3^ In answering these adverUsements it is desirable to mention *' The Motor Cycle"
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3TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1) 5h.p. Sarolea. No. 6 frame, h-b. Amao, 2^1n.

tyres, 27in. hisli, new, uufinished; best oflcr.

bailee.—74. Croydon Rd., Beckenbam.

rou Want Bargains in second-band motor cycles

you can get tbem at 'Wancbope'a, 9, Shoe Lane,
St.. Lcndon (just off Iiuds'ate Circus)-

[AN. 1910, 5h-p., twin, new few weeks back,
oarcely ridden ; selling tbruu^'b financial reasons
£45.-110, Clonmore St., Soutbfielda> S-W-

N Vindec, 3nag:neto, TrufEaiilt spring forks. i20,
lerfect order; 2.ib.p. MineiTa. very low. good going
£5. bargain-—57. Park Ed-, West Dulwicli-

9 Res. 5-6b.p-. E. and B- carburetter. 2h Dunlop,
not ridden 200 miles, as new. many extras, spares,

129-—F-, 1, l''ieldsway House, Higlibury Crescent.

Triumpb, Premier, F-N-, and Moto-Revc ; in-

stant delivery; best prices in excbange; send par-

s.~Batcbelor and Co.. Clarence St-, Kingston.

p. Jlinerva Twin, spring forks, two accnoiulators.

Watawata, trembler coil, first-class condition; 19
3.-88. Sbepberd's Bush Rd-. Hammersmitb.

9 2ih-P- liigbtweigbt twin N-S-TT-, as new, bought
last September ; 29 guineas.—Crook. Sunderland

, Asbcburch Park Villas, Eavcnscourt Parkj W-

Twin Antoine. just delivered from makers, un-
;ed. -Ciiater No- 6, b.b. control. 26 by 2iPalmprs;
)s-—Hairdressers. 59. Barking Rd-, Canning Town.

9 Triumph, lamp, born, spares. Palmer tyres, run
about 500 miles, a.g new; any trial; £35, no
-Motor. Wallace Lodge. Chadwell Heath, Essex-

p. J-A-P., handle-bar control, fast, very reliable,

new belt, stand, new back cover; only wants see-

acriflce £7 10s-—12, Market Sq., Horsham, Sussex-

p. Ohater-Lea. in excellent condition, complete
with accessories'; cash £14 for quick sale; also

riage, less tvres, cheap.—Briggs, Silver Band. Crow-
b.

DEO Special, 5h.p., twin, Truffault forks, magneto,
adjustable pulley, excellent machine, in sound con-

1 accept £24, bargain-—Dickson, Croft, Northwood,
isex-

p. Low Obater-Minerva Lightweight, new Contin-
ental, Ducoflei. practically new engine, most re-

bargain, £6 153.—Remington, Chalet, Sanderstead.

9 Humber, Sib.p., Roc two-speed, go, anywhere,
accessories, and spares, in splendid condition

;

Os-—Thomas, 38, Asbchuieb Park Villas, Shep-
Bush.

p. Fafnir, 1908. No- 6 low Cbater frame and fit-

tings. Palmers, Brooks. Whittle, long bars, splen-
mditiou ; bargain, £15 ; evenings.— 130, Dalston
Hackney.

p. Hobart, 1909 h-b-c Amac, plain coil, dry bat-
teries, stand- carrier, pump, spare belt and

s tube, good climber, fast; £10; trial given near
ook, Kent—No. 4,192, TJis Motor Cycle Ofdccs.
dor St.. E-C.

Antoine, low, powerful, long handle-bars, good
ondition, 15 guineas; also lady's Mudson cycle,

K'ill ensure satisfaction--Hutchinson, 35, Allen
"ioke Newington-

PHANT Motor Mart.—l^h.p. Minerva engine.
fitted with two-speed gear, and free, chain drive,

4ter, pipes, and silencer, new con'Iition, make
Igbtweight; 5 guineas.

PHANT-—Full value allowed on machines towards
ayment for the Coventry built 1910 Arno at £45.
ivith every refinement.

PHANT.—Motor cycles from £4; tricars, £12;
:irs, £25 J sidecars. £3 10a.; headlights, with separ-
leratjrs. I63. ; adjustable pulleys, 73. 6d.; 15 amp.
accumulators, 7s. 6d. ; bucket seats, 53. and 30s-

;

5tters, 7s. 6d.; new clearance covers, from 12s. 6d-;
5s.

PHANT.-We specialise in motor cycles and flt-

lent.?. new and second-hand; state requirements.—
nt Rd., London.

JMPH and Moto-Reve, 1909, new June and July,
idden 1900 and 800 miles, searchlight lamp, ac-

es, like new; £35 and £28.-55, Kingsley Av..
Baling. London.

p. Vindec Special, spring forks, Bosch, h-b- con-
trol. Derraatine. adjust, pulley, horn, toolbag;
'XcUange with cash for Silh-p- Minerva.—Dawson. 4,

>rpe Rd., Putney.

9 5h.p. Twin Res Tourist, cantilever seat. R-OM-
tyrea, not ridden 100 miles, practically new. lamp.
spares; price £28, or oflcrs.—Eedland House. Cars-
Rd-, Sutton. Surrey.

MENT-GARRARD. 2^h-p-, modern vertical en-
ine, splendid order and condition; £12, or near
>ffer ; trial by appointment-—Austin Smith, 22,
me Rd- Forest Hill, S.E.

:QAIN.—New 1909 Twin Eex de Luxe, two
peeds. 1910 improve iients, carburetter, handle-
arrier. etc-, uncrated ; 40 guineas nett, no offers.—
ioutb Lambeth Rd., London.

i-GAIN--S^h-p- Quadrant, magneto, spring forks
lotrests. Mabon fjee engine clutch. Palmer cords,
i-bushed, like new; £28.—Can be seen any time at
.
auxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S-W-

Collier s Motorics,
37, Park Cross Street,

LEEDS
(facing Town Hall),

OWING TO REMOVAL WE WISH
TO CLEAR THE FOLLOWING

EVERY OFFER CONSIDERED.
Brand New rgog TRIUMPH, 3^h.p., a decided

acquisition, guaranteed new £44 10
Brand New igog TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-

speed, magneto, spring forks and seat, Roc
clutch, handle starting, non-skid tyres, and the
ideal sidecar mount, 5 ^ h.p., guaranteed new .. £48

Brand New igog 3I b.p. REX DE LUXE, as above,
take you everywhere (and brine you back),
guaranteed new £45

Brand New igog 3^ b.p. TOURIST REX, five to

fifty miles per hour, guaranteed new £35
rgro V.S. MOTORS, all models, exchanges wilh
good class machines from £49

igog TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-speed, Roc
clutch with sidecar, second-hand, but practically

equal to new, 2Un. R.S. Clincher Dreadnoughts,
i|in. belt, and will do 45 m.p.h. with twenty-four
stones up ; a regular knock-out £47 10

rgog REX SPEED KING, used in last Tourist
Trophy, a really fast single, igio Amac adjust-

able jet carburetter ' £35
igog TRIUMPH, 3^ b.p., magneto, spring fork:?,

handle-bar control, extra good £33 10
igog 3^ h.p. TOURIST REX, another specially

good mount, low built, fast, and a m.odel of

rehability £33
5J h.p. SPECIAL REX, very low, magneto, handle-
bar control, exceptionally fast and good climber £30

3? h.p. P&M., magneto, two-speed, spring forks,

good condition, low cash bargain £31

igoS Racing REX, 24in. wheels, exceptionally

low, yet comfortable, has done 60 m.p.h. on
Brooklands. Called 3i horse £30

igoS 5^h.p. TWIN REX DE LUXE, with Roc
clutch, magneto, handle starting, rider sprung
front and rear, a good mount for sidecar £29 10

igo8 TWIN TOURIST REX, 26in. wheels, spring
forks easy starter, Bosch magneto, stand and
carrier £27

ROC, 4 h.p., vertical engine, h.-b. control, magneto,
clutch, rubber-studded tyres to both wheels, very
low and good £23

igo8 MOTOSACOCHE, m splendid order and con-

dition, low, hght, and handy, would suit a doctor £22 10
MOTO-REVE TWIN, 2 h.p., spring forks, mag-

neto, footrests, low, easy starter, good condition £19 19
TWIN ANTOINE, 5^ h.p., very powerful, in fine

.

condition, and goes well. Good for Sidecar. . . £15 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., magneto, 26in. wheels, low

M.O.V., a good machine at a low price £18
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., accumulator, spring forks,

in good condition, and runs very well, low, and
economical £17 10

REX TWIN, 5^ b.p., spring forks, good com-
pression, good general condition, a very power-
ful machine, suitable for sidecar work, at a
decidedly low price £16 10

ARIEL, 3I b.p., vertical engine, M.O.V., B. and B.,

Watawata belt, 26in. wheels, been used with
trailer and sidecar, very cheap at £15 10

igo6 3^ h.p. REX, low built, spring forks, M.O.V.,
long bars, cheap and good, especially at £14 10

REX 3J- h.p., H.B., control, very powerful, 22"
frame, a good handy mount £11

HASKARD, 2jh.p., easy starter, trembler coil,

very flexible engine, and capable of a really good
turn of speed, in very good condition £11

ALLDAYS, 2jb.p., vertical, 26ia. wheels, good
tyres, spring forks, svith carrier, and in good
working order £11

BRADBURY, 2J h.p., vertical, new tyre, girders,

spray, V belt, cheap and good £10
EXCELSIOR, in splendid condition, and beautiful

order, good tyre, good everything. 3* h.p £9 15
REX, 3:1 h.p., the Jobn-o'-Groat's model, 22in.

frame, an orphan who requires a good home for £9 10
MINERVA, 2^^ h.p., splendid condition, goes like

aclock, and fit for anyone £9 10
KERRY, 2.\ b.p., 26in. wheels, spray, Palmer tyre,

very low and handy, decidedly reasonable at . . S9 10
RALEIGH, 2 b.p., vertical, V belt, spray carbu-

retter, two brakes, as good as a modem lightweight £8 15
QUADRANT, ijh.p., very low, 26in. wheels, coil

and accumulator, an easy winner at £7 5
TRIUMPH-MINERVA, one of the old brigade

but a real good 'un £5 19
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAT, 3i-4h-p-, verj; reliable tyrea, enamel plating e:;-

eellent, engine just overhauled, as new; £15; cr
cxcliantje with cash for S^.li.p. magneto Triumph, simiidr
condition-— 7, Palatine Rd-, Stoke Newington.

IQIO Triumphs, Rex, P. and M. Douglas, Kerry
-M~*J Abingdoni5, etc., in stonk at the Kastern Gara^'f
Co.'s depot at 418, Romford Rd, Forest OciQ.' Wo slisiH

be pleased to quote allowances for sei'ond-hand ma-
chines. The following are thoroughly reliable:

09 Triumphs, with first-class sccesGories; £34 carb.
Below.

08 Triumph, lamp, generator, horn, etc., piiiiraii-

teed perfect; £28.—Below.

09 Tourist Rexes; 3ih.p.. complete with ac"c?-
sorico ; £28 each.—Below.

1 Q08 Eex, 3ih.p., T.T. engine, magneto, spring fort>,
JLt/ rubber studded tyre, all oecessones and tools,

a splendid machine; £20.—Below.

1 Q09 F.N., 4-cyl., new last June, F.N. footrests, b.b.
X*? control, R.O.M. combination tyro, with ne'ir^y

new. sidecar; £35,—Below.

1 Q08 Roc. 4h.p., military model, two-speed gear tnd freo
Xt/ engine. Bosch magneto, h.b. control, new R.O.M
combination tyre, appearance and conclition perfect;
£25.-Below.

"I Q09 Peugeoi, 5h.p., Cbater, adjustable pulley, R.O.M
Xt/ and Palmer cord covers, Davison's gauges anrl

fillers, F.R.S. lamp, etc.; £20.—Below.

I QOB Peugeot, Sh.p., No. 6 Cbater frame. Bosoh mag-
X<7 neto, B. and B. carburetter, h.b. controlled, tor-

pedo tank. Brooks saddle, very low; £17.—Below.

1 Q09 Minerva, 4ih.p., twin, Djagneto, spring forks,
X */ Hoc two-speed and clutch, Amac carburetter,
2iin. Palmer cord tyres, numerous "refinementB, ideal

machine for sidecar; :E33.—Below

1 Q09 Minerva, 3ih.p., magneto, spring forks, Amac
X«7 carburetter, entire handle-bar control, several

special fittings, grey finish, good as new; £26.—Below.
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WE CATER FOU EXCHAI^GES.
SEND FOR SUNDRIES AND TYRE LIST,

06 Minerva, 25h.p., Bowden h.b. control, low built.

perfect order guaranteed; £12.—Below.

TO 07 (late) Vindeo Special, 5h.p., TrufEault forks.

X?/ Bosih magneto, h.b. control, adjustable pulley,

tyres (R.O.M. back) and belt nearly new, enamel and
plating excellent; £23.—Below.

THE Eastern Garage Co. have, in addition to the
above, a number of good machines at prices rang-

ing from £7. Please favour ua with a visit at 418.
Romford Ed., Forest Gate, or telephone, Stratford 10.

Telegrams, Egaracoi London.

|Q09i Ariel. 3ih.p., magneto, h.b- control, B-B- cr.r-

Xt/ buretter, very fast, not ridden 500 miles; giving

up riding; £20, cost £41; a bargain; condition as new;
trial arranged-—Lock, Shenley Ed., Boreham Wood.

33.h.p. Brown, good order throughout, tyres good, uew
4. Lithanode. trembler coil. BIOO. T-B. seat-pillar.

long bars, L-A.C spring fork attachments. Matchless
stand, gas lamp, toolbag. etc-, very flexible; £10 lOs-—
Motor, 110, Sunny Hill Ed.. Streatham.

3JLh.p. Kerry, handle-bar control, footboards, lonj:

2 handle-bars, low position, handle starting, last,

and reliable, fine sidecar machine, all acceBsoriea, num-
bers; sacrifice £12, or exchange lower power and cash

adjustment-—12, Market Sq., Horsham, Sussex.

13.h.p. Mas Lightweight, vertical, Zedel engine. Bosch
4 high tension magneto, 18 by 2 Pabner cords,

handle-bar control, aluminiima footboards, and stand.

spare cord cover, new condition throughout; bargain. JO
guineas.—Wills, 130, Walworth Ed.. London.

31h-p- Minerva, B-B. carburetter, handle-bar control
2 French grey, low. new rubber studded back.

Bates non-skid front tyres, new Michelin tube, Mabon
clutch, two pulleys. Dermatine, spring forks, acceseorie>-

splendid condition; £16.—Beeching, 20. Oldhill St-.

Stamford Hill.

|n09 No. 4 Bat^J.A.P.. 6-7h-p., J.A.P. carburetter.
X*/ luggage carrier, patent stand, rubber studded 2in

back tyre, Riches detachable tube. Model de Course, Con-
tinental 2in. front tyre; cost £65 lOs- ; ridden about
300 miles, perfect new condition; accept £45.—T. N
Burberry. 16, Golden Sq.. London-

T>EX Twin, two-speed, late 1909, not run 700 milea.

XV grand condition, over £10 accessories, etc-, com-
plete with instantaneously attachable Montgomery side-

car, no faults, this desirable speedy combination com-
plete (machine only used by owner). £50 [ICini^ston-on-

Thames).—Bos No. 1,572, The Motor Cycle GttiL'es, .
20.

Tudor St.. E-0.

5-6h.p- Twin Peugeot, genuine Chater-Lea frame
throughout, spring forks, stand, and carrier. Bosch

magneto, handle-bar control. Advance adjustable puUey.
Duulop non-skid tyre. Autoclipse lamp, a perfect ma-
chine for solo or sidecar, in brand new condition, only

ridden few times; bought car; cost £55, accept £35.-294,
Kennington I'ark Ed.. S.E.

BAEGAINS for Easter.—8h.p. Minerva, £25; 4!h-p
Minerva, £19; forecar for either machine, £4; 1*

h.p- magneto F-N- lightweight. £19; Motosacoche. £16;
Eover forecar, £17 ; 3h-p. Quadrant, vertical engine, loiv

frame, £11; 8h-p- Euchet pacing motor, £53; sidecar.

£4.—Seen at, or further particulars from. Cripps Cycle
and Motor Co., 24-28. Woodford Ed- Forest Gate, Lon-
don, E. Tel.: 75 Stratford.

In answerlnq these advertisements it is desirable to mention ^^Tke Motor Ciicle.' \S7
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

TRIUMPH and ^MotosacOL'he. 1910 uiadels in stock,
cash, exchangei delerred paymeuts.—Uan Guy

Weymouth-

.

2h.p. Motor Cycle, Fuller coil, new accumulator, new
tyres, laiup, all in tlioiouffh order; £lQ.~Comer,

l'oIii:e Station, Clevedou, Somerset-

L.M-C-, 3ih.p-, condition as new, iratch, all spares and
accessories; £25-—Hawkins, Electricity Wks.. New-

<;uuy.

31.hp. Qugdrant. spring; torks. 1908. occumulatoi.
li Shamrock back .and Palmer iront tyre, butt-

mded tubes. Shamrock and Watawata belt; £17.
Ghowne. Southcombe, Crewkerne.

SECTION X.
Scotland.
LIGHT Quadrant, forecar, two-speed, fan, new tyres.

B- and B-, fine order; £15; or t-XLhange 4h-p. single
—Reive. Old Cumnock-

F.N-, 1910. two-speed, Ugrhtweight : immediate delivery
from stock; catalogues post free-—Rossleigh, Ltd..

32. Shand^ick Place. Ediiibur^gh.

TRIUMPHS, 1910 standard, or free engine models;
imiuediate delivery fmui stoi k ; catalogues post free

—Rossleigh, Ltd-, 32. SLandwlck Place, Edinburgh-

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm--Rex. V-S-
Indian. Moto-Reve. I'helon and Moore, Zenith

Djuglas. Roc. GrifEon ; we stuck all these, and can supp]>
any other make-—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian
Bd.. Edinburgh-

TWIN 4Ah.p. Chater-Lea-Minerva, Boaeh magneto. E-
and B. carburetter, ROM- tyre, silent and power-

ful: £28.—Deans, Mount Annan Drive, Glasgow-

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
TRIUMPH, 1909. 3ih-p.. as new. magneto, Bosch plug,

Shamrock- Gloria belt. Palmer cords both wheels, n'ot

ridden 500 miles, tools, ab-nhitely reliable; price £38;
owner buying small car.—Robert Bell, GrosTenor. Carlow-

TRICARS FOR SALE.
PULLMAN'S.—Aster tricar, 6ih,p., water-cooled, two-

speed-, £25.

PULLMAN'S—Wolf tricar, 4i.h.p., w.c, two-speed;
£20

PULLM^i-N'S.-Steven's Tricar, 4ib.p., w.c, two-
speed; £20.

PULLMAN'S. -Quadrant tricar, Sh.p., twin, two-

speed ; £22.

"pULLMAN Bros., London Rd., Norbury, London.

3ih-p. Rover Triear, in good order; any trial; £12
2 I0rt.-3a. Bridga St, Cambridge. -

9h.p. Rilev Tricar speedometer, lamps, jat-k. etc; £55
—Ronald Douglas. Broughty Ferry-

N'-S-U- Tricar. 4h-p- twiiu maaneto. tn-o-speed, good con-

dition ; £22—52. Perry Hill, Catford-

9h-p- Riley Tricar, re-painted and overhauled, splendid

mar,hine-W-, Elms House. Hamiuersmith.

RCVER. 4^h.p.. two speeds, free-wheel, steering, spares,

fine condition ; £20.—Rabson. Market Parade, Bal-
liam.

3ih-p. Tricar, free engine, two-speed, splendid condi-
2 tion: £20; coach-built-—74, Lady Margaret Rd-

Tufiiell Park, N.

9b.p- Tricar, three speeds and reverse, car tyres, spares,

lamps, etc.; £50. motor cycle part payment—785.
High Rd-. Leytonstone.

3ih-p. Raleighette. water-cooled, two speeds. Renolds
2 chains, excellent condition; £26. — Henshaw,

wheelwright, Stockport-

LIGHT Tricar, 3i-3ih-p. Rex, Phelon-Moore two-apeed,

good condition; £15; buying sidecar--la, Hanover
St. Peckham. 'Phone, Hop 2200.

6h-p. Rexette. in first-class order, complete outfit for

same; £32. bargain: seen by appointment.—Green.
147, Pembroke Rd.. New Southgate. London. N.

Sih-p. Rex Triette, Osborne four-speed. Whittle belt.

2 Amac carburetter, h-b- control; accept £21, or

exchange lightweight —56, Eangston Rd., Teddington.

LIGHT Racy Tricar, buckets, low, raked wheel steering,

tyres like new. ready for t:>uring; bargain. £38. or

near.—Particulars. Emms. "=2, Farnaby Rd., Shortlands

3i-4:;h.p. Minerra Tncar. two speeds, £20; also 2h.p-
2 Minerva motor cycle. Bowden lift, £6 IO3-; both

good condition; must sell; oflers.—136, Lambeth Walk.
London.

6h-p. Clement-Garrard Tricar, shaft driven, three-
speed gearbox, large clutch, heavy Dunlop tyr^s.

luxuriant fore,iar, in perfect running ureter
;

give trial

run. £20, all accessories-—210, Old Montague St., Lon-
don- E.

3i-4ih.p. Spring Frame Phcenix Trimo, two sper-ds
2 and free, chain drive. Amac, Clincher studded',

front. R-O-M- back, coach-built, new condition; £22 10s-.
|

or good lightweight and cash.-Webster, 1 59, Queen's
Ed.. DalstOD, N-E.

BRADBURY
3 1 h.p. MOTOR.

An expert opinion declared it to

be ahead of anything yet turned
out in the Motor World.

Owing to its special frame con-
struction, no other Motor Cycle
is as rigid, as well balanced, as
steady on the road, or provides
the same accessibility for repairs

or re-adjustment to engine parts.
6

EHCme 3H0WINC L-Uta FW FHPiMEWtJRK

Bradbury Motor Parts

- are Standardised.

No Trouble with Replacements

No Cradle.

No Bolts or Nuts to Work
Loose.

Brimful of Good Points.

A Champion Hill Climber.

We have a few 1909 Pattern

3^ h.p. BRADBURY MOTORS,
which we are offering at

reduced rates.

Write for particulars.

BRADBURY & Co. ltd.

OLDHAM.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
Tl/TT Perfect 5ih.p. Rexette Tricar, water-ruo]pd, w-LTX steering green upholstered: £^5, or nxeha
motor bike and cash—A. Heasley, 15, Clics^iier
Hinckley.

"pALEIGHETTE Tricar, 3^h.p., two gpeeds, clu
-M-ti watpr-i-oolpd engine, spare parts, good tyrea sn
did bargain; £15.-Blease. Elmsley Rd., Mo^Wv I
Liverpool- '

.

LIGHT Tricar. Bosch magneto. Roc clutch, twosne
5;h-p. twin Rex. new last July, perfect ruur

order; 39 guineas, complete—22, Victoria Terr
Leamington-

31.h-p. Humber Tricar, convertible, chain drive, w2 new back hub. engine, etc- in good oider- i
or cxi-liange lower power and cash. — A.(i.. 136 1
(.:ombe St., Derby.

^h.p- Double-eyl. Wolfe Tricar, water -cooled, t]" speeds, coach-built body, just repainted, splei
order throughout, large tyres; sacrifice to cluar, £3
Taylor's Garage, Kmg's Lynn.

PHODNIX Trimo, late 1907, open frame, coach-ht
wheel steering, 6h-p. twin, two speeds, clutch B

den coutr.Js. modern luxurious tricar; £28; motor 1

part payment—48, Waltun Rd., East Kolesey.

5h.p. Twin Eex Triette, air-cooled engine, Boech n
'

neto, tivo speeds. Roc dutch, Ik belt, specially b
July. 190e. engine new in 1909, cane seat, ioottoa
et^'. ; £38. or nearest ofier— G., 33, Meriden St., Coreo

h.p. Water-cooled Tricar, coach-bmlt, 26 by 2i fy
Mabon clutn-'h. smart, foot band brakea, Jin. I

embler; trial; bargain. £19—Easten, 1/, BMlord
E.

( ATE 1907 Model lOh-p. 2-Cyl. Rexette, open
-Li frame, 3-seater. exceptionally pertect, warrant ;

£29 10s., motor bike part payment.—48; Walton ]:

East Molesey.

4Xh-p. Phcenix, new bearings, sprockets, gears. Ian
4 wing mudguards, 1910 Ama^. good as new, tl

day.-i' trial, chain drive; £20. no oftera-—61, Demo i

Hill. Camberwell.

PHCENIX Trimo, sprung frame, coach-builfc ;

speeds and tree, Eenold cJiain drive. 4ih.p,. ]

mers, fan. spares, beadlisht. very reliable; any tt
bargain. £21.-30, Leabridge Rd-, Clapton.

CLYDE Tricar, 6h.p., w c, 2-cyl., two-speed, wl
steering, open frame (sprang}, perfi^ct condit

larf^e luggage capacity very smart, eoacL-built ; £30
nearest; seen and tried by appointment-—Motor iirt^

Great Queen St., W-C
5hp. Riley Tricar, ivinner 200 miles reliabili^ \j

challenge eup, gold medal 1909. first-class 'CSI

tion, run about 1,500 miles, splendid hill-climbef; Jl
£45 ; owner buying car—King, "Walton House, S\\im
Rd-, Kingston-on-Thames.

"

.^
'

-

SINGER Tricar. 6h-p.. twin water-cooled, two BBC*
wheel steering, just .'^pent £40 on overhaui^iffi

makers, repainted, nickelled. absolutely as new; i

would take fair ofEer; trial run: rea.son selling JtitBi

L-ar.—F.L-. Oakdale, Horley, Surrey.

REXETTE, Sih.p., water-cooled, two speeds, tfflffl

body, just overhauled spares, tools ; bargaiib^S'.
uT exchange for two-speed bike and sidecar, cashvw"
inent; also Humber 3ih.p. tricar, cane front sefftp,-|t

order. £10.—Comley, Burges. Coventry. '^.^

4 h.p.. Sims water-cooled engine, magneto, threffig
thaft drive, large clutch. Palmer cord and'"^..

sliall tyres, commercial box. in addition to laree^iiii

chair, the whole in first-class condition and nnnm
order; trial; price £26.—Page, 74. East Hill, Dartftf
Kent-

MINERVA Tricar, 3i to 4h.p., Eadie fittings/'baj i

front, cushioned, Palmers, one rubber stud&^J*
used, re-plated and enamelled, two accumulatoTfli I'

spares, motor coat, lamp, mirror, rubber and braffl fl4

footboards, splendid bargain, £25.-77, Beulah Ri. H
thamstoTv

41.h-p. Bradbury Tricar, water-cooled, open fraii

2 wheel steering two speeds, chain drivenj- coa

built seats, three lamps and tools, complete, condfti

as new; cost £95, sell £35; including coach-buMj^
for carrvinir goods to replace front seat--HaJBiSSi
Snodland, Kent. *-'i'

SIDECARS AND FORECARS,!
MILLS and Fulford Forecar, perfect, no tyresi"

lOs—133. Huist Grove, Bedford.

MONTGOMEBY, flexible, rijlit side, nearly newG*
tinental; i4.—Firth, Cromer House, Gravese-

SIDECAU good condition, fit any frame; lowest,"
153.~Markhum, 91, St- Janiea lid., Liverpool!

Londoii.

EIGID Trafalgar Sidecar, 26in. -wheels, upl
wicker, perfect; £3 15s.—Crossley, 25,

Terrace, York.

MILLS-FULFOBD Forecar Attachment .

condition, complete with tyres.—Ilogers, 6fll

Ed., Hendon, N.W-

SrUECABS. £4 17s.; baskets, springs, fittinga;
supplied.—Jliddleton and Co., Watson St., Si

ton Green, London. N.

SIDEOAB. Mills and Fnllord, castor wheel; Jmt 1

£12 12s.; only used twice, as new; £8. — 0»r
House Queen Victoria Bd,, Coventry.

SIDECAE, brand new, beautifully upholstered, 28 I

2in. Michelin tyre; bargain, ±3 18s. 6d., TTO |

idonble.—169, Newfoundland Kd,. BliBtol.

LoR In answering these a.dvp.rf.ispM.ents it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SIDECARS AND FOHECAHS.
;CIAli 12 Guinea 1910 Sidecar, biand new. and
built throughout with genuine Chater-Len fittings;

3.—H. Bert. 9, Gaskell St., Clapham, S-W".

.ENDID Ariel Forecar Attachment, fit any motor,
extended side stays to back wheel, fitted corrugated
r, two powerful compensating brakes, foot pedal.

2i tyres, as new. art cane carriage, apron, guaids.
must sell ; £5.—Knight, Maypole House. Bcsley.

EOARS-~Our £5 lOs. are built from Chator-Lca
fittings, including hub; our £4 15s- car is built
Ohatcr-Lea lugs; all are complete with side strain
md rnirdguard included; seeond-liands from £3 15s-;
while you wait, free-—0. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway
London, N.

,0T Sidecars, by test the best; our latest model.
£4 17s. 6d-. complete; is a really high-class pro-
tn. and must not be confounded with the sidecar.s

a elsewhere; our determination to make the be^t
jberate; assemblers compete in price only; appro-
deposit; gradual payments-—Manufacturers, Pilot
Co.. Soho Ed.. Birmingham.

jDING Sidecars, -wlU go through any doorway
where motor cycle will go without detaching, is

itely rigid, more comfortable and convenient than
xistin": sidecar, grade A, £7 7s-; grade B, £5 7s.;

old sidecar converted into folding for £1 17s. 6d.

;

iry detachable sidecar. £4 5s.—Sole Manufacturers,
Cew Moua Cycle and Motor Co-. Mona \sks-. Bar-
Grore, Stoke Newington, London N- Gli ••,<- it

lee and 168. High St., Stoke Newington, N. (see

repairers.)

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
i.p. Twin Minerva, sidecar, ridden twice ; bargain,

£31 ; exchange 3^h.p. and cash-—395; Strone Ed.,
r Park-

39 8b.p- Matchless, two ignitions, speedometer, lamp,
etc.. Nala two-speed gear, sidecar, Mills-Fulfoid-—

erson, 51. High St-, Oxford.

). Chater-Lea-J-A.l'. and sidecar, two-speed, chain
drive, dual ignition, car tyres, perfect condition;
-Toynbee, Hazelwood, Ham Ed-, Wortbing-

IN Rex de Luxe and sidecar, magneto. Roc clutch,
h.b- control, new belt, tyres as new. spares, good
; £21 casli—Bradley, Abbey Villa. Kirkstall-

CLE. strong, with sidecar, twin, magneto, about
411-P-, high grade tyres, spring forks, cash, exeel-
condition; bear thorough examination, expert.—
Mit-cham liane, Streatham.

i.p. Laurin-Klement Twin, spring forks, B-B. car-

buretter, h-b- control, perfect running order, also
(T-Lea sidecar,' nearest ofler to £25-—Apply, Mr-
. 145, Hughenden Ed-, High "Wycombe, Bucks.

IX de Luxe, late 1909, 5b.p., slightly soiled, two-
speed, free engine, perfect condition, Grose non-
lamp, horn, spares, also Montgomery sidecar; £42
or sell separately- — Taylor, Trinity St., Pcter-

gh.

I.p. Riley, water-cooled, and coach-built sidecar, two-
gpeed gear, foot clutch, and brake, starting handle

as a car), chain drive, nearly new tyres, in splendid
tion; 28 guineas--Conner, 736. Holloway Ed-, Lon-

JN Eex de Luxe, and flexible sidecar, late 1908, Eoc
ciutch, handle starting, spare belt, all ac-cessories,

it condition ; too powerful for owner ; accept £54
lick sale; only wants seeing--162. Hagley Ed-. Bir-
2am.

I.p. Rex, 1908, ball bearing engine, magneto. Tri-
umph carburetter, handle-bar control. Wliittle

Eich's tube, good tyres, stand, spares, etc-, Mont-
ry. flexible sidecar; 20 guineas the comBiuation.—
Sussex Bd-i Southport.

BUETON'S 3i;h-p- Tindec, Norman two-speed and
free, "Whittle belt, lamp, spares complete, with

;il quiuk detachable light sidecar, all wheels sprung;
won London-Edinburgh and 24 hours' gold medals
year—20, Fortune Green Bd.. "West Hampstead.
on.

9. N-S.ir.. late 1908. and Millford sidecar, magneto,
spring forks, two-speed, free engine, cooling fan,
jrm for luggage, rubber footboards, pedals, new
and Petei»-Union tubes, butt-ended in back wheel,

orns, headlight; bargain, £38 (evenings); no de.ilers;
:rial to intended buyer-- 53, Walm Lane, Willesden
a. N.W.

QUADCARS.
EMENT, new, Sih.p. water-cooled engine, two

.
speed-, clutch, new Ciipner tyres; £9 10;;—Mcr-
130, BrLxton Ed-. S-W.

h.p. Ariel Quad, in practically new condition, quan-
tity of spares, tyres, etc-; also 3h.p. Quadrant.

1
Triumph carburetter, h-b- control; no reasonable
ref'jSLd

; just bough't ear • exchanges entertained
wanted-—Q. P. Cole, 12, Cannon St., Birmingham

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
I

RUNABOUTS.
DTOR Tricycle, genuine De Dion, large seat, and

very comfortable, l;:h.p., will go up most hills
mt assistance; £6--Apply. 6. Brownswood Park.
li Horusey-

(SARfl

Dion engine, Dressed steel frame, absolutely pf-r

As a chain is only as strong

as its weakest link, a belt is only

as efficient as its least considered

essential.

The essential links in moto r

belting construction—Maximum
effective pulling surface: Elimina-

tion of stretch ; Tensile strength
;

Flexibility," Centring of core;

Prevention of twisting, ends

breaking, and surface cracking

—

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

experience, ensure a perfect whole.

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest possible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

r f r 1° If

CARS FOR SALE.
PA1JIHE.-10-I2h.p. Daimler lorry van. 2-cyl., sili<l>

curry over 30 Mvt- : £50.

"JpALMMU—8h-p. Jackson, racing type._ gen.nine D(

feet: £75.

PALMER.— 16-24h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau. seats ei^lit

persons, splendid reliable car, beautiful conditiuu

;

£55.

PALMER-— 91i.p- nearly new 2-seater. best French in:il;e

raked steering, wheel control, perfect; £90.

PALMER.—40-50h-p- De Dietrich, side entrance cai

latest model, fitted hood, screen ; £325.

PALMER--16-20h.p. De Dietrich. 5-seater. magiicto-

just" re-painted, and ready to go anywhere; £75

PALMER.-16-20h.p. 1907 Beeston Humber, side en-

trance, dual ignition, gate change, condition like

leiv; £175.

PALMER-—7-1 Ih-p. Pauhard, tonnean, hood, scrr-en

2-cvi-, Centaure, nice condition, very reliable : l>:ii-

igain, £45-

PALMER-— 15-20h-p- Panhard Chassis- with lent

body. 4-cyl.. good running order; £55-

PALMER-— 12.14h-p. Huinber, tonneau- Mo.seley per-

fect tyres- very smart car; £65.

PALMER-—9h-p- Jackson. 2-seatcr. bucket body gen
eral condition like new; £85-

PALMER-—9h-p- taxicab, latest style, landaulet body,
seating four inside, very smart; £150-

PALMER.—8h-p- Euchet chassis, late type, long sticke-

fast running engine; £75-

PALMER.—16-24h.p. De Dietrich Cliassis. late tj pe
M-O-V.. pressed steel frame; bargain. £85-

13ALMER-—In stock at Tooting- one^monoplane. 50ft

1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6
per
fiot.

span, ready to receive engine; £75-

PALMER—12-16h.J. Mutel, chassis, 4-cyl.. card.it

drive, late type, like new throughout; £60.

PALMER.—16-20h-p., Anglian, side entrance, limou>ine

all Aster fittings, and engine, silent and pert ei i

;

£135.

PALMER-—8-lOh.p. Humber, light side entrance, side

and head lamps. Stepney, like new car; £55.

..-.^^— -- ^ 1910 Darracq. I make
largest possible allowance lor old car; £225

T>ALMEE.-14-1 6h.p.

PALMER—24h.p. F-I.A.T-. Bjirlington body, lalf

type car, best grade car. perfect; £175-

PALMER.—All above seen at L- N- Palmer's, 9;i

Tcevelyan Rd.. Tooting- Garage one minute Meih-c
Rd- tram terminus. Tooting- 'Phone- 208, StrcatJium

Photos, details. Easy terms. Exchanges.

41h.p. - De Dion, two speeds- phaeton body, 700 In

2 85 wheels, jnst overhauled; £14.—Below-

8h-p- De Dion. 4-seater, two speeds and reverse; £4-

lOs.-Below. '

7-9b.p- Star. 4-seater, three speeds and reverse; £4 5—
Below.

a-p.
2-seater. racy type; £55-—Below,

3h-p. 2-cyl. M.M-C, 4
car; £47 10s—Below.

-| /\b.p. Pick. 2-cyl.. 2-seater. three speeds and reverse

XvF low built, and racy; £65; photos and till p-i

ticnlars; eschanges--128. High Rd., Tottenham- 'Phone
1982.

SMART Little 2-seater Car, perfect; £17 10s---16

Triangle Yard. Bishop's Rd-, Fulham.

9h-p.. 4-seater. good order throughout; £30 excbyi!;:f

2-seater-— 76- Dalton Ed-, Barrow-in-l-'arnes.-

1 /\-12h-p. Dennis, magneto, three speeds and revei--e

Xlf 2-seater. racy type; £55-—Below.

"I
/^-12h-p. 2-cyl. M.M-C, 4-seater, hood, fine tourin?

F. REDDAWAY
16, Great, Eastern St..

LONDON.

- CO., LTD.,
Works

:

IWanchester.

6 h.p. Rover, hood,
capital condition

;

spare cover, tube- toi-!^

-Salt, 95. Willes Rd- L. ;<

, Practical twtcs on Belting and Belt

.^*'!5^ ZJ^U'i/lg. Fourth edition. ji^f^.

lamps,
£65-

mington.

BELLE, 8h.p., three speeds, reverse, tonneau; £25
or nearest offer-— ^V alters, 524, High Rd-, Gocil-

mayes.

6h-p. De Dion Car, 2-?e3ter. bargain, £25; so:-d^_twi

exchange entertained
Bosemont, Lydney.

1908 Douglas, £15--Wati-

in perfect runnn,^
63- Efi:-

Q pr-BOh-p- Qobron-Brillie for sal

O order ; a bargain- — Apply, Ohaufleur

Ed-, Brixton.

6 h.p- Smart Humbei, 2-seater, hood, screen. Stepney:

£40: part exchange considered.—20, Potternewlon
Lane. Leeds.

1 Q08 Rex Featherweight, 2ih.p.. Bosch magneto, ah

XU solutely perfect; £12 12s.—Knight. Marpoli
House, Bexley, Kent.

1 /\-12h.p. Tony Hnber. 2 cj Is., tonneau- oxccKi -i

X" tyres, gears, etc.. splendid running order ;
£55--

4, Frances St-, Woolwich-

WOLSELET, 6h-p-- 2-seater, Stepney; cheap ca-l,

or modern bike part payment-—Dassault, i.t

Harborne Rd.. Birminghaiii-

ASTER, 12h-p-. 2-cyl-- 6-seater, four speeds and rr-

verse- Cape hcod- excellent- condition, tyres as ne\* :

£65-—51, Dalston Lane, N-B.

6-8b.p. DarracQ, 2-seater, three speeds and lever-c

thorough condition, recently overhauled ; £45
Deans, 51. Bonham Rd., Brixton.

In answering these O-dvertisemenls it is de. to mc.ii/.ion " TJie Motor Cycle. AV
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CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—14-161i.p. Darracq. the 1910 epeciality;

immediate delivery; £225; old car part payment.

ECLIPSE 20-32h.p. Darracq, side entrance, magneto,
nond. screen, speedometer, perfect; £155-

ECLIPSE.—25Ii.p. Argyll. 4-cyl.. semi-limonsine, two
ignitions; a real bargain, £155.

ECLIPSE.—40h.p- Napier. 4-cyl. tonneau, honeycomb
radiator; a real gift. £68.

ECLIPSE.— 18h-p. Siddeley. side entrance, hood, screen,

dual ignition; a gift, £115.

ECLIPSE.—16-18h.p. Leader. 4-cyl., 2-seater, magneto,
very smart runabout: £95.

[1GLIPSE.-I4h.p. Star. 4-cyl., M.O.T.. side entrance,
excellent order; £85.

ECLIPSE.— 14h.p. Forman. 4-cyl., M.O V . side en-

trance, new condition; bargain. £105.

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cyl., steel

frame, hood, excellent order; £72 10s.

ECLIPSE.— 12h. p. J.P., 2-cyl., long chassis, side en-

trance, hood, perfect order; £80.

1CLIPSE.— 10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, four seats,

)lendid order; £87 10s,

U'CLIPSE.—6hp. Siddeley, 2-seater, steel frame, re-

liable and good; £42.

E^

F/

hj

ECLirSE.— 61ip- Swift-De Dion. 2-s-eater, iiood, per-

fect order; £3ii-

-10-12h-p. Star bos delivery van. very good
£60.

rpCLIPSE.-
Ej order

T^CLIPSE-— 61i.p. De ])ion-Kegal. 2-seater, three speeds

Carette, coacti-built. tT\o

LLi very smart; only £31-

i:^CLIPSE-^6h^p- Quadrant
speeds; £20.

ECLIPSE-—3ih.p- RaJeigJiette tricar, two speeds, water-

cooled, splendid order; £20.

ECLIPSE-—5ih-p. Ties. Triette. 2-cyl., very fine ma-
chine; £20.

ECLIPSE-—liepairs and replacements of every descrip-

tion : trade work a speciality ; complete over]ia\ils

;

let U9 quote you.—Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co
255. Earlsfielii Rd-, Wandsworth- 'Phone, 1135 Putney
Station. Earlsfield. LS-W-E,.. 15 minutes from Waterlo

9h.p. Horley Car. 2 or 4-seater. detachable tonnean
threfr' -speeds, reverse, direct drive, no faults; £40-—

57. Wellington Rd- N-. Stockport-

GLEMENT, 9-llli.p., 2-cyl., three speeds, forward, re-

verse, live axle, tyres good ; bargain, £65, no offers-

—37. Wellington Rd. N.. Stockpoit-

PEUGEOT, 6ih.i».. honeycomb radiator, tliree speeds-
reverse, electric lamp.s. splendid condition, just been

re-varnished; £55-—37, Wellington Rd. N-. Stockpart-

MOTOR Car. 2 or 4-seater, wheel steering, artillerys.

bonnet front, three speeds, reverse, tyres excellent
complete, less engine; £12 10s-—Bourne, plmnber. Mill-
houses, Sheffield.

BARGAIN.— 14h.p- side entrance light Pope Tribune
car, only used for few trial runs; trial and any

examination given ; £100 cash, or motor cycle taken iu

part exchange—Service Co.. Ltd., 292, High Holborn
London
8-lOh.p New Orleans Car, 2-cyl., live axle, three speeds

and reverse, artillery wheels Michelin tyres, splen-
did order throughout, 2 or 4-.-:eateT, detachable tonneau

;

£30. worth £60; motor cycle part.—28. Woodbridge Ed-,
Ipswich-

8h.p. Genuine De Dion, detachable tonneau, wire
wheels, two speeds and reverse, fine hill-climber, in

good order, with lamps, horn, tools, spares, splendid car
for country or for beginner; £50. or nearest oHer for
quick sale; can be tried—Apply. Sporting Park, Clare-
mont Rd., Cricklewcod- Tel- : 4?, Hampstead-

ENGINES.
31h-p. Excelsior, compres.'^ion perfect ; approval ; £ 1

2 15s—Hamilton. 46, High St., Paisley.

ENGINES.—Roc. 4h.p-. single-cyl.. new 1910 type;
early deliveries.—A- _W. Wall, Ltd-, Birmingham-

MINERVA 4ih.p. Twin Engine; £8; perfect order
guaranteed-—W-. 16. Victoria St., Manchester-

8h-p. Twin J-A.p. Engine, complete, just returnrd
from makers; £15—Campbell, 9. Sandford Rd-

Bromley
23.h-p. De Dion Pattern Engine, witli carburetter.
4 silencer; 50s.. or cflers--Arthur Mills, 93, Deanc

Church Lane. Bolton-

Oih-p. J-A.P- Engine (Triumph), new, £4 15s.; 70 by
/W2 76 He Dion engine, £3; 3lh.p- ditto. £2 15s.—
128, High Rd- Tottenham-

5h-p. Twin Brown, good order, inlet pipes, frame, lugs,

spares, £6 ; CJiater-Lea tricar frame, 19s. 6d.

;

ditto tank. 6s. 6d.—Davis, 582, Romiord Rd-

NYE'SI—Engine exchange. Tour old engine and
cash for a new one- Try us- Speciality: Peugeot

Roc, J.A-P-—Nye's, 69. Leather Lane, Holborn, London-

MADISON Dynamo Electric Co-, Littleover. Derby,
specialise petrol engines, cycle or car, dynamos,

charging plant, launch engines, model petrol motors
ih.p- part machined, water or air-cociled; list, 4 stamp,'^.

ENGINE Experts-— 1 3 years' experience ; new and
secoud-hand; De Dion 1^ to M-M-C 8h.p.; all

renewals and repairs every type; moderate char^'cs; cash
or instalments--Record Motor Co., Wembley, Middlesex

THE Osborne Four-speed and Free Engine Pulley givis

four distinct speeds, and free engine' starting on
• hills, without pedalling ; has no cogs, etc-, to break

.

Bplendid testimonials-—Osborne Bros-, Princess Works
Lincoln

& .applied Ipillr''*

b!Cdl)RKS.BlRMli

YOUR
HAND
ALWAYS

IN

YOUR
POCKET
FOR

TYRE
COSTS?

fHAT NEED NO!
Bg

for with the aid of

CHEMICO
TYRE STOPPING

the havoc playnd by cut or gash can b'

ntirciy obviated. The cut or gash that';

filled with this stopping gives no furthri

irouble, and leaves no permanent trace of it-

happening.

6d. and 1/- Tins.

CHEMICO
MOTOR BIKE OIL,

I hi' Engine's best friend. Always a cooi,

--,wcct running engine, no matter how sever.

the test.

Quart Tins 1/8.

CHEMICO
CARBIDE.

Cli'^ansr-d—not a pound ot dust or .waste in a

ton — coated— consistent consumption from

~iart to finish. Can always be relied upon
for raajcimum g,^s yield and uniform flow.

1 lb. Tins 7d., i lb. 1 ins 4id.

A.U may be obtained at Motor Dealers

and Garages, or write

THE

County Chemical Co.,
LTD.,

Chemico Works, SIRMENGHAM.

London : 43, Gt. Eastern St.

Manchester: 235, Deansgate.
Glasgow : 128, Renfield St.

Dublin : 39, Golden LiLne.

IGNITION APPLIANCES,
MAGNETO. Coil, and Accumulator repaiiB in

days; guaranteed;- low prices.—Fellows, 49 i

fnrd St., Mayfair-

JEI3R0N Registered 291 - 289. vastly supeiloi
platinuu],- cures misfiring; best contacts i6t\jl

-=creiTs, rockers, magnetos, coils- Jebron has no eon

JEBRON. 2s. 6d- each rivet fitted ; Jebroa fexiiw
9d. ; Jebrou screws fit Boscli maynetos DAS,!

contact breakers 5a- 5b. 5c. 5s- 6d. pair; old aCMWB
ronised. 2s. 6.d. each- Over 10.000 fii<<!d. Try it,

JEBEON. fitted return post free.—From the inTfl
Jebron, 58. Herbert Ed-. Plumstead.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Me-srs. Collier E
Colver, and Martin, in making their recent m

records-

JRIDIUM Champion Contacts- — Any parts fitte*
turned same dav. Is. 3d. each, warranted j

-pccial iridium trimmers, 9d- ; magneto serewa refl
iB. 3d. each.—Williams. 16, Wellington St., Woolwi

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired, any m
accumulators repaired and charged: best worki

hip. moderate charges- Tel-: 453.—Glover Bros., ]

tricians, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS. Magnetos, and Coils repaired
magnetising, rewinding, replatinising; repntt

trade; catalogue-—The High Tension Co-, Uiow
Wks.. la. Guilford St., London- 1409 Holborn.

PLATINUM Contacts, guaranteed pure; le- eacli
1

or rivet, post free Is- Id-; any parts fitted
rPTurned f^ame dav rt^reived--E. C. Potter, jeweller
Myddelton St- Olerkenwe'l.

ACCUMULATORS, Coils, magnetos repairGd,
hauled by expert workmen ; a large stock o|

and second-hand goods; price list and quotationa ft
The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd., Coie

COUPLINGS.
THE Unito Patent Coupling, price one gatoeaJt

connecting motor cycle to pedal cycle- Nb .

>train or lean of machines through being oa diBi
levels- The Unito connects the steering and eo!

faultless alignment- When touring, use the C
Sociability is a charm of cycling : full particnlara 01

plication-~Unito Coupling Co. (Dept- B-). Brecon
Cardiff. Loudon, agents, 76. Bishopsgate St. Withoul

TYRES.
ly/TAUDES' for Tyrea.—Halifax and Londou,

MAUDES' supply every make of tyre; all tyrt

sell are fully guaranteed- We allow from
to 10s. on old covers, and 28. on old tubes in part
(lent-—Maudes'. 136. Great Portland St., London,
ilso Powell St., Halifax.

MOTOR Cycle Tyres re:fcreaded with fluest rntilqs

lowe-st charges.—See below.

"VTON-SKIDS fitted to your own covers at very k)
-Li charges.— See below-

WASTE Not. want not ; don't discard youi tyii

these days of liigh pnce new tyres; aehS '

to us and have luem maae serviceable again; coxre^ji

lence invited.-City Motor Tyre Co-, 1 and 2, Cta'

j
St-. London, E-C-

RE-TREADING with Rubber-studded- Treads-
covers. 4s.: motor cy< le 12s. 6d- ; sections fi

,
I'^ox. 30. John Bright St.. Birmingham.

QUANTITY Brand New Moseley Covers, reiy b
650 by 65, and 700 by 65, 303. each; laTB#'

of motor covers equally cheap-—Gamham andi(SH|t
wich- *"" '

ARDEA Co-'s retreading; all sizes motor cycle (J»'

heavy, plain, or ribbed, lis. 6d- ; rubber still

1 43- ; loose bands, tubes made butt-ended.
King St.. Hammersmith.

BASTONE'S.—New rubber studded motor cycle c
wired edge, 26 by 2, 17s. 6d.; 26 by 2h 1S&\

by. 2^, 19s- 6d.; 28 by 2, I83. 6d. ; 28 by 2*, 19fl.l

beaded edge 23- estra-

BASTONE'S--New motor cycle covers, ribbed pal

wired edge, 26 by 2. 2i lis. 6d. j 26 by flf. i(

2, 2i. 123- 6d-; beaded edge. 23- extra.

ASTONE'S.—Genuine Clincher A Won motor 1

covers, 28 by 2i, E.E. only; ISs. each.. ,

BASTONE'S.—Tubes, with valves, best .qoaHtyji

guaranteed, 26 by 2, 6s. 9d.; 26 by 2i, 7b.; *

2*. 73- 6d ; 28 by 2. 78-; approval against cash; 8iJ

to being unsold.-Kastone, 215 a^d 217, Pento:

Rd., King's Cross, London, N.

FOR Sale cheap, or exchange for 700 by 81

covers, one pair motor tyres, 26in. by 2itn«

pair motor tyres. 30in. by 2Ain.: both, paira^atO

with inner tubes, brand new.—D., 17, Glen^Bl
Erith. Kent.

NTE'S !—Tyre exchange ! Fxchange that old cW
a new one and cash difference; liberal allofffli

any make of tyre supplied on cash, exchange, ariia

pavments.—69. Leather Lane. Holborn, Londoir. 1

6299 Holborn-

MICHELIN* Covers, brand new, carrying makers'-'

antee, thick tre'ads, 26 by' 2, wired. 14a. eael

by 2i, wired, 15s- 6d. each; 26 by 2, beaded. 15

leaeh; 26 by 2h beaded. 17a each.—Stewart, 12, K

iSq-. Horsham, Sussex-

B

AJO 7?i answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TOURING.
, Cyclist, riding 31}i.p-, wislios tn carrGspond
I nil tiier who is likely to ride from Essex to

on Mnich 2ath.-Bpx LI .544. The Motor Cydc
\. TiKlur St., E.G.

[

TUITION.
1 Car driving and mechanism tnnght in one
:h.-No. 4 072, TU Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-

INSURANCE.
E send for reduced rates for 1910 poliey; per-
[ 5s.. inchisive 18s. per annuin-—Buss, insurance
igar

t Union Insm'ance Co., Ltd., give the best
s; prompt settlements; most generous treat-
^c lesal defence—Write, G- H. Jones, Talbot
chfleld.

lESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
JNE Old-established Business [motor and cycle)
sale; important town. South, main road, side
living accommodation ; about £200 required-—
, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

of Splendid Premises for sale, nearly nine
s unexpired, eminently suitable for motor
illied trade, in a well-known "West End thor-
very low rent—For full particulars. Box

Vie Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E-C

FINANCIAL.
Advance m.niey on good machines left with

1 on sale- No interest charged. The nicest
leal with in London. Many testimonials for
lements- Cheques are available for inspection

bu.^iness with you?—Nye's. 69, Leather Lane.
London. Thone, 6299 Holborn.

REPAIRERS.
;eR Motor Co. for all repairs-

EE Motor Co- for Antoine parts—Aston Ed-
Qingham-

NB Cylinders, pistons, etc : prompt delivery
emier Motor Co.. Aston Kd., Birmingham.

tESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
ted, 24s-; oldest engines restored to highest
Premier Motor. Birmingham-

lETE Parts accurately duplicated; irreproach
work; quotations free for ail repairs-—Premiei

'; Ltd-, Aston Kd-, Birmingham-

Ltd.. for repairs.—64, Grosvenor fid., Hanwell
Tel-: 43 3 P.O.. Ealing.

lESSION Restored, cylinders ground to .OOlin
anteed; pistons fitted.—Acer. Ltd.

E Repairs in all branches-—Overhauling, re
ling, replacements.-Acer. Ltd.

1

Delivery and reasonable charges.
. Ltd.

Lists free.-

.ccurate Cylinder Grinding, new pistons and
3, send to New Croker-Barnes. Ltd-, engineers

^D Cylinders, etc-, of motors successfully re-
2d by Lea's metallurgical process- — Leu and
ineers, Runcorn.

ES overhauled, new bearings, ringa, etc.

;

!e, £1; twin, 30s.: work guaranteed--PJiiUips
ers, 86, South End, Croydon.

POOL.—Re-boringi grinding, balanced pistons,
ashing, iniprorements ; expert worltmanship.—
Brooks Alley. Hanover St. Royal 3782.

Jikes Modernised, frame lowered, new tank,
control, enamelled; £2 IDs-—Atkinson, Clay
Vange, Essex, and Barking Rd., East Ham-

-RS of all descriptions--Pistons, rings, connect-
rods. parts made to specification, cylinders re-
neral machining, re-bushing, magneto repairs.
:eriiig and Darby, Belgrave Rd., Birmingham-

OCCC. — Compression means power; cji. re-
red and new pistons fitted; guaranteed fit

-. bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list-
Machine Co., Compression Specialists. Stafford.

-NGilAM.—Cylinders re-bored and new pistons
a ; engines re-bushed throughout ; connecting
s. pulleys, valves ; old high frames cut down and
!ip to date: first firm in the disitrict to re-bore
and njst firm to advertise modernising frames

;

3 by return, and prompt delivery.—Priest and
Bishop St.

PEST and Best I'lace to have your ear, motor
e, sidecar, tricar repaired, overhauled, re-enam-
ted. coach-painted, etc.; replacements and motor
every kind undertaken; no job too small, none
; nickel-plating, enamelling, lining, bronzing,
nne work for the trade ; everything done on the
cars stored and cleaned; established 28 years

13 Cycle and Motor Co.. Moaa Works, Barrett's

?eo ^?'i°eton. London, N. Garage at rear
168, Hiffh St., Stoke Newington. See under

EPAIl-Cv^
TO ALL MAKES OF

ACCUMULATOIR.S

CELL AS RECEIVED BY US.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK, AND
SPECIALLY CATER FOR THIS CLASS OF TRADE.
NO BATTERY NEED BE THROWN AWAY AS

USELESS OR BEYOND REPAIR.

JUST SEND IT ALONG TO US. WE WILL QUOTE
YOU BY RETURN, OR MAKE YOD AN ALLOW-

ANCE IN EXCHANGE FOR A NEW CELL.

CELL WHEN REPAIRED

THE ABOVE ARE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOS,

BEFORE AND AFTER REPAIRS OF AN AC-

CUMULATOR SENT UP BY A CLIENT, AND ARE
NOT SPECIALLY FAKED UP FOR ADVERTISING.

Our new List, containing 40 pages, sent

post free on request.

'^t:, RICHFORD & CO. '*ISlr^,:

153, Fleet Street,

LONDON, EC.

REPAIRERS.
COMPRESSION Specialists are we; the best a;..! tlic

cheapest; no firm has better machinery; no firm l>.i-

rnnit' experienced werkmcn; irrespective of price, no lu",:

giv(js better fit or finish. Cylinders re-bored and ftl-(-iI

with new pistons complete from 12a. 6d- ; all wmk ::;::.-:

anteed in every detail; prompt delivery; personal atli. :•

tinn.—Teunant Enf^^ineerinf: Co., 120. Perphore St.. Jlir

mingham.

EXCHANGE.
Q3.b.p. De Dion and 2ih p. Singer a
'W^ neto liike.-234. High Rd-. Lee.

nd cash tor ni;*;:-

3Xb-p- White and Poppe, perfect, for li^xhtweiglit. or
2 pu.^h bike—Hatfield, Edoiiham, Eouriic-

4ih.p- Rilcy Tricar. £25, or part excJ^ange motor cy. a-.

2 — Waterficld, 23. Mount St-, Nottiughum

FRONT Wheel. 28in , foroar axle, fcr' ^-h.^-. rarlur-
etter. suitciblc ^ih.p --19. Genrgo St., Tiiunvorth-

SMART 6h.p. Do Diiin-cncined 2-Scnt-r Ihr^o jpCil-:
£38. part exuliangc—20. Potterne-.rtt'n Lnnc. I.*v.:.-

EXCHANGE 23hp. Minerva and casJi for 1909 4.;.'. i.

F.N., sell £12.-Smitli. Sunnysidc. Mean-,voed. UV.N

AMERICAN Organ, nearly new. Vaitio £12, and t-.i.-li.

for motor cycle-—Particulars. WcbFtcr, diiiper, I'^ir-

leton-

GENT'S Racer and lady's cy^-Ie, nev, for 3^ ir aOi i-
MO-, condition no objort - 57. H;irroTv Rd . Le> h n-

stone.

WANTED. LiffhtweiyhL Motor Cycle and ca.-h for
6h.p. Darracq car, 2~;eater — Deniug, East St.,

Taunton.

EXCHANGE eent's ES A- fyi-Io. a.-; new, and cash. f. i

twin Douglas—PartiLUlciri^. A. Matthias, 76, ISiit-

tersea Rise, S-W.

Iih.p. Eagle-Minerva, overhauled, re-enamel'eO, and
2 Jewel gramophone, complete, for 2ih-p.—Ka* Iclcv,

4, Com St.. Witney.

FAST 2-seated Belt Driven Car, for lathe, new ey-.-lcs,

or motor cycles, or sell £20.— Stimpson, WtlK's-
boume, Warwickshire-

^-CTL. Aster Engine, specially adapted for motor boat,
f^ for good motor cycle, cash adjustment —Hamilton.
46. High St., Paisley.

3h.p- N.S.U., reliable, sound, £11. for 1908 3^h.p., two-
speed, h-b-. magneto, or,Triumph; near £22. ofTers-

—Thi^tlethwaite. Grassington-

LIVERPOOL.—Motor Cycles exchanged for h;?cst
models, or sold on commission.— White's Citv De-

pot, 22. Brooks Alley. Royal 3782-

4h.p- Aster, Chater. light, low, two-speed tricar, £1G;
gramophone and 70 disc records, Bapphire and needle

reproducers, £7; offers-—Jarvis, Hertford.

EXCHANGE new 1910 £16 I63- three-speed Golden
Sunbeam for good modern motor cycle ; state par-

ticulars—4.179, The Motor Cycle Ofiices. Coventry.

31.h-p., new condition, for lightweight, Moto-Reve cr
2 Douglas preferred, or sell £21 ; cash adjustment-

Box No. 4,180. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

4h-p. Antoine, Phcenix forecar, in perfect goin^j order,
for 6h-p. motor cycle, suitable for pacing, mu^t

be fast.—Cole, 8. Midhurst Terrace, West Ealing.

6h.p- Wolseley, fast, good order, Dunlops, nearly new-
hood, lamps. Stepney, for 1908 or 1909 Triumph

and cash--Inchley. 21, Waterloo St., Birmingham.

LIGHTWEIGHT, spring forks, studded tyre, enamel
and plating new. V belt, for cjcle and cash, or

sell £5. bargain.—Hipkins, 32, Osborne Rd-, Leyton-

EXCHANGE Baby Peugeot Car. 6^hp.. screen, cancpy.
accessories, lamps, etc, excellent condition, for two

speed magneto X909 motor cycle and little cash.—Thomiia.
P'ore St.. Tiverton.

6h.p. Stanley Steam Oar. in splendid running order

;

would exchange for motpr cycle, about 3ih.p.. two
speeds, and sidecar, or selt £35. — H:oT\Toyd. 54, St.

George's Place. Bradford.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle or Tricar, exchange
£100 Eroadwood superior horizontal grand piano:

sell £25; practically new. more value if necessarj---14,
Bushey Rd-. Harlington, Middlesex-

EXCHANGE 10-12h.p- 2-cyl. car. splendid runniu!:
order, garaged at The Motor House. London, foj

high-grade motor cycle and sidecar, or motor cvcle ii'Jd

cash, or sell £45.—Pearce, 10, West St-. Tavistock-

REXETTE, 5i-h.p., water-cooled, two-speed gear, wheel
steering, foot clutch, car tyre on back wheel, splen-

did running order ; exchange for good twin and sidecar, or
sell £24.-H-, 1, The Broadway. Denmark Hill.

DE DION Smart 2-seater Car. in excellent condition
throughout, fast, and very reliable; will exchange

for 1909 twin Scot, Rex, or Triumph motor cycle, or
sell £40--Re4 House, Lauriston Rd., South Hackney.

Sih-p. 1908 Triumph, Eoc two-speed gear, starting
2 handle, leather covered steel studded back tyre, fine

condition, for 4-6h.p. tricar, or car, magneto, chain or
gear drive, or sell £32, or near offer-—Whishaw, We.st
Ferry, N-B.

HIGHER power wanted.—Exchange (whole or part,

3h.p, M.M.O., low, h.b.c. Amac, apparently new.
£14; new three-speed Enfield cycle, £7; hew Hoban
lady's cycle, £5 10s. ; latest gramophone, £4; type-

writer, £5.-0/0 8. Orchard Villas, C'Uiyton Rd., Hayes
Middlesex.

^n answeririQ these adverHs&ments it is desirable tc mention ^^ The Motor Cycle.'* A41
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Immediate Delivery
of 1910 Models. No Waiting.

Write or wire at once for Easter Riding.

I can deliver from stock Triumphs,
Scott, 2-stroke F.N., Motosacoche,
Moto-Reve, Twin Premier, Lincoln
Elk, Humber, 2-speed and single,

Douglas. Best of Terms. Cash or

Exchange.

To the Man with £7 10. to £12 I shall

be pleased to offer—3 and 32 h.p.

Humbers, 3 and 3-}- h.p. Quadrants,

2|: h.p. Zedel, 2| h.p. F.N. 3 h.p.

Bradbury, 2| h.p. Star Griffin, i-J

F.N., If h.p. N.S.U., 2| h.p. Ariel,

3 J h.p. Smger, and about a dozen more.

To the Man with £12 10. to £16 10.

I can supply—5 h.p. Twin Fafnir,

5 h.p. Twin Minerva, 5 h.p. Twin
Peugeot, 5 h.p. Twin Rex, 3-^ h.p.

Rex, 3i h.p. Ariel, 3J h.p. Bradbury,

3^ h.p. Clarendon, 3|- h.p. Excelsior,

3I h.p. Kerry, 3J h.p. Quadrant,

3i h.p. N.S.U.. 3i h.p. Golden Star,

3I h.p. Singer, 3J h.p. Vindec Special,

and many more.

To the Man with £18 to £39 to spend
I will supply a modem magneto
machine. 3= h.p. Rex, 5 h.p. Twin
Rex, free engine and 2-speeds, 5 h.p.

Peugeot, 5 h.p. Twin N.S.U., 5 h.p.

Minerva, 3 h.p. Humbers, 2-speeds and
single, 1907, igoS, 1909 Triumphs,
some with free engine device, Moto-
Reve, I\fotosacoche, si h-p. Quadrant,

3J h.p Brown, 3 h.p. Quadrant, also

others too numerous to mention.

Tricycles, Tricars, Forecars, Rexettes.

Have good stock of right stuff to clear

cheap to make room for new goods.

Moto-Reves and Montgomery Sidecars.

Only 10 out of 50 Moto-Reves, only 6
out of entire stock of Montgomery
Sidecars. If you want one hurry up.

Specification free.

No reasonable offer refused for any
accumulator machine. I must sell as

room is valuable. Don't forget me for

Belting, leather or rubber. Tyres,

Tubes, Carburetters 1909 and 1910,

Plugs, Horns, Hooters, Lamps. Re-
member I am agent for Best of Eveiy-
thing and my prices are right.

The Brokery Department. In this I

buy and sell all and everything second-

hand pertaining to motor cycling, bettei

buy good second-hand in preference to

cheap new goods.

Before closing, remember my terms are
all goods on approval and carriage

paid if accepted. Therefore don't buy
anything untill you write me for prices.

Spring list now ready, send for one;
also note my advertisement in Motor
Cycling. Note name and spelling of
same.

C. H. HITCHEN,
Lancashire Motor Exchange,
Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.

Telephone

:

Teleerrams :

112.
"Motor, Morecambe.'

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE one 2ili-p. F-N. motor crcle, handle-bar

control, and one seuond-Jiand 4fia. by 6iu- hori-

zontal steam enicine. complete, with governors, both been
tlioTougbly OTerlianled. for mafrneto 3+h.p.. or over; also
Xl'all .=;pring fjrks. 7p. ; New Departure bub, auitablt,'

for 3ih p.. 73. 6d-—Ashfield EDtrineering Works. New-
castle, Staffs.

WANTED.
WANTED. Carburetter for 5>lh.p. Rex (1905). - 3,

Station Rd.. Ilkeston.

3.IN. Belt, leather or rubber, stands-—Godfrey Jones-
4 3 Glcftter Place. Swansea-

WANTED. Triumph, sound condition ; cheap for cash-
—4. iielper Rd.. iierby.

WANTED. 3in. belt, good condition; cheap-—8, Bi-
ce.^ter Rd.. Aylesbnry-

AT Front Forks, also cj-lindxical trembler coil.—47,
Markham Sq-, Chelsea, S-W.

TWO-SPEED Gear, good condition, cheap (N-S-IJ. pre-
ferred); also sidecar.— Kirk. Wlialley-

WANTED. 1909 Triumph or P. and M—Full par-
ticulars. 46. London Rd-. St- Albans.

LEATHER Pants wanted, fit 5ft. 9in.—G- Render.
Kirijnte. Hantjingheaton, I3ewsbury-WANTED, motor cycle, also sidecar, for cash.—New-

land, 35, Tantallon Rd-, Balham-

TWTN Douglas. 1908-1909, second-hand—Particular.s.
G. Matthias. 76. Battersea Rise. S-W-

FITAIjL Gear, perfect, complete; cheap-—John Joseph
Bullen, Chesterfield Rd-. Great Crosby.

TTRICAR, reliable, for cash. A.C., or other make;A particulars—Fielding. Buckden. Hunts-

ANTED, fonr 28 by 2i nlain tyres, good condition,
cheap-— 16, Holloway Rd., London.

WANTED, a good 5ih.p. M-C- engine, M-CY-; cheap
-Apply, Clifl. WeU Hall. Eltham-

B

W

M OTO-REVE. 1908 or 1909; cheap for cash.—H-S..
10. Cavendish Rd- Brondesbuiy, Ljudon-

WANTED, Triumph; state lowest price.—Particular^,
John Ewen, London Rd., King's Lynn.

WANTED, good 3ih-p. motor cycle, cash or part ex-
change cycle.—*' Earl's Coined' Cromer-

BACK Hub and Spindle, complete, cheap : also plain
coll.-Poyser. Swadlincote. Bnrton-on-Trent.

WANTED, modem motor cycle; exchange new £16
16s- Golden Sunbeam cycle--See Exchange.

WANTED, motor bike, reliable, for about £10 ca::h.-
Particulars. Salway, Ambergate, Derbysliire-

FRAME, and 26 by 2 -wheels, suitable for vertical light-

weight—Masters. 259, Brockley Rd-, London.

09 Res Tourist, 3ih.p. ; price about £20—Write. R-
J. Brady, 3. Allen St-. Canonbury, London-

ANTED. Magneto, single-cyl-. Xl'all spring fo^k^;
cheap lor cash— 572. High Rd-. Tottenham.

08 Triumph. Roc two-speed gear; lowest for cash-—
F- Schlotter. 5. Powerscroft Rd-, Lower Clapton-

ANTED, offers for 3h.p- Hobart motor cycle, tyres
as new, splendid condition.—133, Hurst Grove, Bed-

19
W
19
W
MOTOR Cycle, even if in need of repair ; must be

cheap-—Jeush, 3. Charles Lane. John's Wood.
N-W-

LIGHTWEIGHT, magneto, first-class condition; low-
est for cash—4,191, The Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-

entry

WANTED. 5 or 6h.p. Twin water-cooled engine. —
Price, particulars to Franklin, 11. Stokes Croft.

Bristol-WANTED. Motor Cycle, exchange magnificent bull-

dog; sell £12 12s.—Jamea 87. Bmdenell Rd..
Leeds.

WANTED, 6h.p. De Dion water-cooled engine. 5h-p..

air-coled', cheap for cash-—Phillips, 86, South End,
Croydon.

WANTED, pair 26in. by 2Ln. beaded covers, good con-
dition; cheap lor cash—Bright, 15. Hewell Rd-.

Redditch.

WANTED. Twin Minerva or Peugeot engine, with
plates for No- 6 frame--R. Barnes. Kingselere,

Newbury-

WANTED, Bat spring frame motor cycle, also Chater
No- 6 frame, complete.—Norris, Little Pagehurst,

Staplehurst.

WANTED, forecar attaahment. complete. 24in. wheels.
also two-speed gear.—Amor, Waltham St. Lawrence,

Twyford.

The Motor Cycle " required, Noa.
14, 20, 35.—R., The Motor Cycle Offices,

BACK Numbers of
3, 4. 10,

Coventry.

WANTED, 23h-p. or S^h.p., low. compact bicycle,
give cash and IJh-p. lightweight-—Darke, draper,

Sutton, Surrey.

ANTED, 4i-5ih.p. Twin Engine; exchange 4ih-p-
Dt^ Dion and 4h-p. Stevens--Colver, Lawson

Ed-, Sheffield.

WANTED. Lady's Motor Cycle, 1909 or 1910, 2>ih.p-
preferred, ^ith free engine--A.T., 7. Bold St-.

Liverpool.

W

The New JONB
MOTOR CYCLE

SPEEDOMET
At 3 Guineas?

With Trip Mileage in

addition 4 gain

And with maximum
Speed Hand also.. 5 gain

THE NEi

'VEEDI
MOTOR Ct I

TRIP

CYCLOME I

Specially desij i

Price ^Vpl Note—Large ^

I O /C S/# substantial <

' w7m constructio

Stronger mechanism, lai ger and str ff-

star wheel, cranked adjustable bra '

to suit clearance, etc.

Write for literature.

MARKT & CO. aondon), 1

6, City Road, Finsbury,

LONDON, C

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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AUXILIARY EXHAUST RELEASE.
RECOMMENDATION OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ADOPTED. THE QUESTION OF STARTERS.

WITH regard to the leaderette in last week's issue

criticising tlie proposition of the Brooklands Auto-
mobile Racing Olub to rule out machines fitted with
drilled cylinders or auxiliary exhaust ports, we are

pleased to, be in a joosition to announce that on further con-

sideration the rule appearing in the first sheet announce-
ment respecting the two Easter events has been deleted.

In its place the following words will appear :
" Entrants

must state on the entry forms whether their cycles are fitted

with drilled cylinders or auxiliary exhaust ports."

Major F. Lindsay Lloyd asks us to give publicity to the

above notice, and incidentally he assures us, that the rule

referred to was merely a condition which applied to the tv/o

Easter events for motor cycles, and to those two races only,

and there was no intention of making this a permanent rule.

Record attempts or international races, he points out, would

always be open to machines fitted with the drilled cylinders ;

consequently it was unlikely that a permanent rule would be
made on the subject.

Should Starters be Barred ?
Major F. Lindsa_v Lloyd, who exhibits a commendable

desire to please all, further says: "It would be interesting

to know the feelings of motor cyclists on the question of

starters. So far we have barred starters, acting on the
advice of prominent motor cycli-sts, but I find that there is

a growing feeling that starters should be allowed, especially

for the more high-powered machines." Correspondence on
this subject would be of interest and great assistance to the
B.A.R.C. Of course, should starters be allowed, stringent

regulations would have to be made with regard to tljeii-

leaving the track as soon as the machines had started.

THE 1910 END=TO=END TRIALS.
THE rules governing the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

Six Days' Trials, July 4th to 9th, are now complete.

The route has been altered since it was last pub-
lished, and the competitors, after leaving Taunton,

will go through Bridgwater, Highbridge, Cross, Axbridge,

up Cheddar Gorge, through Chew Stoke, Dundry Hill, to

Bedmiuster Bridge, Bristol. From Bristol the old route is

to be followed. Tlus alteration is the outcome of a sug-

gestion which lately appeared in the correspondence columns
of The Motor Cycle.

The time of starting, 8 a.m., and the entrance fees remain
the same as in 1908.

Bronze medals will be awarded to each rider who finishes

at John-o'-Oroat's before midnight on Saturday, July 9th,

i
and who otherwise fulfils the conditions of the trial and

I does not obtain any other award.

Marks will be awarded in the following proportions :

Reliability " 100

Brakes £0

Hill-climbing capabilities 80
Condition of machine during and after trial ... 100

Accessibility 20
Silencer ' 20
Condition of tyres at end of trial 50

The minimum time is calculated on a basis of twenty
miles an hour ; the maximum time eighteen miles per hour.
No repairs are to be done during the luncheon stop.

I

In order to discourage waiting outside controls any com-
'petitor arriving within one mile of the checking station

ten minutes or more in advance of schedule time will be
(penalised ten marks on each occasion.

;
Each day's run will finish at twelve o'clock midnight. Any

icompetitor not completing the full day's course by this time
^automatically retires from the trial.

j
A cumpetitnr may stop and make any repairs or adjustments

'to his machine that may be necessary during the day's run,
jbut there must be no organised assistance. Any replace-
jincnts, including tyi'es, must be made from parts actually
[carried on the machine ur person of the rider.

A driver will not be admitted to the storage until thirty
minutes before the official starting time, when he may clean
his machine and effect any replacements or adjustments.
i

All important parts of the machine will be sealed, and
this year tyres and belts will be branded.

On the evening of the running day when the machines
arrive at their destination they must be taken direct to the
storage and left in charge of the A.C.U. official by the com-
petitor. No adjustment whatever may be made.
The luncheon stop will be one hour instead of one hour

and a half as in 1908. During that period the tanks only
may be filled.

From the above alterations it will be seen that the Six
Days' Trial is far more strenuous than it was two years ago.

J. Scriven (Rex) and J. Adamson (Triumph) are the latest
entries for the Tourist Trophy Race.
H. H. Bowen has entered his Bat-J.A.P. for the End-to-

end Six Days' Trial.

A. J. Moorhouse, another of our best known motor cyclists, has joined the
Indian tribe, and Is on the warpath for the Tourist Trophy.

\J^' ^^ ^ -jv^
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Six Days' Trials Route Fixed.

The route for the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

Six Days' Trial has now been definitely fixed, and

totals about 1,006 miles.

A.C.U. Meeting.

This evening (Monday), at seven o'clock, a

meeting will be held at 112, Piccadilly, W., of

delegates of the clubs in the Aletropolitan centre &
of the A.C.U.

-

Next Weeh;

Accessories and equipment will be specially dealt

with. The issue will make a timely appearance
at this period, when motor cyclists are busy
fitting out their new mounts, and others renovating

and bringing up to date tried and trusty steeds.

Good News.

H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck has kindly con-

sented to give away the prizes on the occasion

of the British Motor Cycle Racing Club's first

meeting of the year, which will take place at

Brooklands on the 16th inst.

Open Hill-climb.

A permit has been granted by the A.C.U. to

the Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section) to

hold an open hill-climb at Aston Hill, Tring, on
Saturday, May 7th. This will probably be the

first open event of its kind during 1910.

The Motor Cycle Show at Olympia.

The necessary draft agreement is now being
drawn up by the Society of Motor Manufactureis
and Traders for the occupation of Olympia by the
Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union, Ltd., next November. We announced some
weeks ago that the latter body would hold a cycle
and motor cycle exhibition during that month,
following thf car show.

Brooklands Hill-climbing Certificates.

Major F. Lindsay Lloyd is now issuing printed
certificates to manufacturers and others for all

motor cycles which can climb the Brooklands Test
Hill from a standing start. The fee is 2s. 6d.
The certificate gives the frame and engine
numbers and the gradient of the test hill.

Free Legal Advice.

From the inception of The Motor Cyde in 1903
hundreds of our readers have received free legal

advice either by letter or through the medium of

the " Questions and Replies " columns. This is a
feature which has always been embodied with the
replies to correspondents, an ^erage of about two
hundred of which are dealt with each week from
this office. All enquiries of a legal nature are
submitted to our legal adviser, and the replies are
pos'ted to readers, the only condition being a
stamped addressed envelope. Only a few of those
of general interest are published

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Several entries have already been received for

the London-Edinburgh run, one from so far north
as Newcastle-on-Tyne and another from Cardiff

;

both are from members who rode in last year's

event. The new route has been greatly appreci-

ated, and no stone is being left unturned to

thoroughly marshal it, thanks to Mr. Bates and
other members of the Newcastle and Dis, M.C.C,
and Mr. Watson, ,of Edinburgh, The final control,

corresponding to Levenhall of previous years, will

probably be at the turning where the Galashiels

road enters the tram route into Edinburgh, enter-

ing between the Post Office and the North British

Hotel. The new route is, incidentally, free from
sliarp turnings and ten-mile limits, so that in this

respect at any rate the new route is an improve-

ment.

"TLciQe TO
1 IqIit X^ivips

March 7th (Greenwich) .

.

6.49 p.m.

9th 6.52 „

„ 11th 6.56 „

„ 14th 7.1

The Inter-team Trial at Easter.

The inter-team reliability trial of the Herts
County A.C. and North West London M.C.C. at

Easter is already an assured success. The
accommodation at one of the largest hotels in

Harrogate has been taken up by members intend-

ing to take part in the tour.

A Trade Item.

Under the heading of new companies, it is

announced that the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' and Traders' Union, Ltd., has just been
registered with three hundred members, each liable

for £1 in the event of winding up, to take over

the property and all or any of the liabilities of the

Cycle and Motor Trades' Association (established in

1890), of Coventry. The subscribers are: W. G.

Jeuks, A. S. Hill, H. Smith, C. V. Pugh, J. Hazle-

wood, W. H. Fulford, and R. Burns.

Hill-climbs in N.S.W.

The Motor Cycle Club of New South Wales
held a hill-climb, for motor cyclist members of

the N.S.W. Cyclists' Union, at Coogee, Sydney,
N.S.W. , on January 22nd. Out of twenty-two
entrants, ten started, racing in pairs until the final.

W. W. Reynolds, on a 3^ h.p. Triumph, defeated

J. Juleff (3 h.p. Lincoln Elk) in the final. S.

Crouch (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) made fastest time

under 3 h.p., and W. L. Cobb (3i h.p. Triumph)
fastest for over that power.

A.C.U. Inter-club Championship.

The rules for what was first termed the " inter-

club efficiency contest," but now the " inter-club

championship," are now ready. - We have not

space to publish them in detail, but the following

brief notes make clear the nature of the com-

petition : Reliability and petrol consumption will

be taken into account. Preliminary competitions

will be run off in the various centres, the winning

teams in each centre to meet in a final competition

to be, held in the Midland Counties. The contest

is open to any club affiliated to the Auto Cycle

Union, or officially recognised by the Motor Cycle

Union of Ireland and the Scottish Cyclists' Union.

Each club team will comprise six riders and

machines, and each club must nominate three

riders and machines as reserves. The actual com-

peting team must consist of four single-cylinder

motor cycles, and two multi-cylinder motor cycles.

Passenger machines are eligible. The entry fee

per team is 21s., which will be equally divided

between headquarters and the centre. The
distance of the final contest will be about 160

miles. For the preliminary contest, each centre

will select its own course, which must not be less

than 140, or .more than 160 miles. Pedalling is

orohibit-ed.
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Hill-elimb in Manxtand.

It has been definitely decided to hold an opern

hill-climb in the Isle of Man on tlie afternoon of

the day following the Tourist Trophy, namely,
Friday, May 27th.

Amulree.

Latest accounts from' Kenmore—the venue of

the hill-clioibing test in the End-to-end Trials

next July—show that the district is still coveied
with snow, and the surface of the hills is in a veiy
bad condition.
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AUXILIARY EXHAUST RELEASE.
Brooklands Regulation Withdrawn.

ACROSS THE AMERICAN CONTINENT ON
A MOTOR CYCLE.

ROTARY ENGINES FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

Annual General Meeting of A.C.U. Private Members.

The annual general meeting of private members
of the A.C.U. was held on Wednesday. The
business of the meeting was to receive nominations
of councillors who should be supported at the

election of the committee. The following mem-
bers were recommended for election on the

General Committee at the council meeting : Messrs.

Brooker, Cove, Pratt, Sharp, Bischoff, Reynolds,
Hart, Harding, Hali, Wells, Cooper, and Nelson.

A.C.U. Quarterly Reliability Trials.

The A.C.U. secretary, Mr. F. Straight, writes:

"The letters of complaint with reference to

the marks awarded in the last Quarterly Trial,

which have appeared in your columns, can be
divided into two classes. One series refers to

Dashwood Hill, and the other to various traffic

stops during the course of the trial.
" In the published report of the judges it has

already been explained that, owing to the icy

surface of the road at the foot of Dashwood Hill,

the competitors who, according to the regulations,

were stopped and instructed to restart from rest,

found it practically impossible to get a foothold.

The judges, exercising their discretion, thereupon
instructed the remainder of the competitors to

proceed up the hill without stopping. A difficulty

naturally arose as to awarding marks for Dash-
wood. Bearing this in mind, and after careful

consideration, the judges came to the conclusion
that the fairest procedure to all was to allow
those competitors who had rrade a good ascent to

score marks according to the performance, whilst
those who had stopped or fallen should be judged
by their performance on Rectory Hill. Therefore
the marks those competitors gained on Rectory
were also allotted to them in respect of Dashwood.
It will be seen, upon referring to the published
awards, that no competitor has been given fewer
marks for Dashwood than for Rectory. The
other series of complaints refers to one or two
riders credited with non-stops having been seen
running alongside their machines. One of the
regulations refers to traffic stops, which are, of
course, sometimes absolutely unavoidable, in the
interests of the public safety, and are therefore
not counted against a non-stop performance. The
Committee of the A.C.U. requested the riders in
question to attend a meeting to explain the cir-

cumstances. The judges heard their statements,
which were quite frank and satisfactory. They
saw no good reason for cancelling the non-stop
awards.

" The judges, in view of all the evidence before
them, do not see any cause for further considera-
tion of the awards as now published."

Upkeep of the Roads.

According to an authority, there are at the
present time 2,014 different bodies in England
and Wales having charge of the upkeep and main-
tenance of the roads. This is the cause of much
overlapping, whereas if one central body had
charge much unnecessary expense would be
avoided.

A.C.U. Notes.

At a recent meeting of the A.C.U. committee, a
number of new members were elected.

Handicappers.—Messrs. Ebblewhite and Dutton
have been appointed official handicappers to the

A.C.U.
Affiliation.—Tlie Westmoreland M.C.C. has

recently affiliated to the A.C.U.

Auto Cycle Legion.

Membership of the Auto Cycle Legion has now
been thrown open to all motor cyclists interested

and who are anxious to serve their country in

time of peace or war. The subscription will be
5s., which will include affiliation to the A.C.U.
The Auto Cycle Legion will be managed by an
Executive Committee, one of the members of

which will be an expert military authority.

A Proposal to the War Office.

A proposal is about to be laid before the Director
of Military Training, providing for detachments
of motor cyclists for dispatch riding, etc., in

different parts of the kingdom where required by
the Army Council. Each detachment will be
commanded by a captain responsible to the colonel

of the Motor Cycle Corps. It is suggested that the
corps be administered from the War Office in the
same way as the Officers Training Corps, and that
funds be provided for uniforms and preliminary
training by means of a capitation grant payable
to the corps on account of every efficient man.
It is proposed that the men be only sworn in for
one year at a time, owing to the fact that the
machines wear out and may not be replaced. Pay
and allowance on mobilisation or manoeuvres, staff

rides, etc., are asked for as follows ; Petrol and
cycle allowance, 6s. 6d. per diem ; special allow-
ance, 4fi. per diem (for board and lodging when
not provided). The above are in addition to the
ordinary Territorial rates of pay. The suggested
uniform will be on Territorial lines, but provides
for a field service cap which, when unfolded, will

give some protection, and also for oilskin overalls
of strong material. A few preliminary drills will
be necessary for the recruit to give him con-
fidence and a military bearing, but the preliminary
training to be performed each year by a trained
man in order to »';irn the capitation grant will
probably consist partly of lectures and partly of

instructional runs. Needless to say, the man who
does not earn his capitation grant cannot expect
to be detailed for manoeuvres or staft' rides. ..Tlie

intending recruit has therefore little of an arduous
nature to go through in- the matter of training,
and certainly not a tithe of what the Territorial
has to perform ; he makes up the balance by his
technical skill acquired by several years of road
experience.

I^
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East Sussex M.C.C.

The above club is of recent formation, and local readers
desiring information should write the hon. sec, Mr. R. G.
Hudson, Clifton Hotel, Eastoourne. The subscription is

5s., with an eutviiiice fee of Is.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
The Alfreton and District M.C.C. has extended an invita-

tion to members of the Nottingham club for tlieir smolving
concert at the Assembly Rooms, Alfreton, to-morrow (Tues-
day), at 8 p.m. Mr. J. Elliott Littlewood presided over a

committee meeting on Wednesday
last, when the hon. secretary re-

ported that Lord Henry Bentinck,
M.P., and Captain J. Archibald
Morrison, M.P., had accepted re-

spectively the presidency and vice-

presidency for 1910. Mr. P., W.
Johnson nad also consented to be a
vice-president. Messrs. Littlewood,
]Jance, Cuthbert, and Spring were
appointed to attend the inaugural
meeting of the Notts Centre of the
A.C.U.

W^ay

British Motor Cycle Racins Club.

The events down for ducision at

the meeting at Brooklands on
Wednesday week, tlie 16th inst., are ;

All-comers' Handicap, distance 5^
miles, start 2.50 p.m. ; and One Hour
'J'.T. Race.

Scarborough and District M.C.
The annual meeting was held at

the I'avilion Hotel on the 28th ult.,

Mr. Ringrose being in the chair.

The meetmg was very well attended.

The secretary (Mr. Tranmer) read

the report. The club commenced the year with twenty-one

members, and there were thirty-seven at tlie end. There is

a balance in hand of £8 4fi. 6d. Tt is proposed to hold more

competitions this year.

Bath C.C. Proposed Motor Cycle Section.

This well-known and old-established club is calling a

meeting of all motor cyclists residing in the district at the

Castle Hotel, Bath, for "Monday, March 14th, with the object

of forming a motor cyclist section and enrolling new members.

The University ,
of Bir-

mingham M.C.

The above club has

already held its opening

run. Meeting at 11

a.m., tile members pro-

ceeded to Stratford-on-

Avon, lunch being par-

taken of at the 8wan's

Nest Hotel. After lunch

the run was continued

to Sunrising Hdl,

several members maldng
clean ascents, notwith-

standing the heavy

roads. Thence to War-
wick, where a halt was

made, and home.

Redditch& District M.C.C.

At a well-attended

meeting, held at tlie

Unicorn Hotel last

Thursday, it was de-

cided to form a club, to

be known as above.

Mr. W. F. Skinner, 4.

Prospect Hill, Redditch,

is the hon. secretary.

'©/©/@/®/@/@/®/®/§/@/®/'©/®/®/®/'@/'

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. I6—(Wed.) British Motor Cycle Racing

Club Meeting at Brooklands.

„ 25—General Meeting of Northern Motor
Cycle Clubs at Richmond, Yorks

„ 25-28—M.C.C. Opening Run. Easter Tour
to Salisbury. Jarrott Cup Com-
petition.

„ 25-28—N.W. London M.C.C. and Herts.

County A.C. Inter-club Trial to

Harrogate and back.

28—Brooklands A.R.C. Easter Meeting (two
events for motor cycles.)

30 to April 2—Exhibition of Motor Cycles,

at Leicester Association Hall
/ vl T3—(Wed ) B.M C R C Meeting.

.. 20—A C.U. Second Quarterly Trial

., 27-28— Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting
- 30—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

4—B M C.R.C Meeting at Brooklands.

4—Herts. County A.C. (mowr cycle sec-

tion) Open Hill-climb.

13, 14, and 16 (Whitsuh)—M.C.C. London-
Edinburgh andLondon-Edinburgh
and Back Runs.

2'j (Thursday)—Internationa! Motor Cycle

T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.
27—Open Hill-climb in the Isle of Man

^^''^^W^/^'W®/^/®/®/®/^/®/^''^/^

Members ol the University o( Birmingham M.C.C. at the foot of Sunrising Hill on the

occasion of the openin;; run.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

There will be a " breakdown " competition at the Crown
and Sceptre Hotel, Streatham Hill, on Wednesday, March
9th, at 8 p.m. Small entrance fee. Local motor cyclists are
invited to attend.

Newcastle and District M.C.
The annual meeting was held on February 26th, when

Mr. Robson Crosier presided, and there was an excellent
attendance. The first annual report showed a balance of
£18. The report was adopted unanimously, and the following

officers were elected : R. Crosier
(chairman), E. Hawkins (secretary),

W. H. (Jutwin, L. Austin, S. W.
Carty, L. Rosevinge, H. Bradford,
H. M. C. Bell. E. L. Bates, R. Ellis,

J. F. Mallett, W. B. Kirsopp, R.
\yilson, R. B. Smith, aiid A. D.
Nicholson.
The Secretary announced that the

club had become affiliated with the
North-eastern Automobilt' Associa-
tion. Prizes were tlien presented to
the successful members in last year's
competitions.

It wa.*; intimated that Col. Yorke
(chief of the N.E. District Cycling
iiattalion) had promised to present a
trophy to the club for competition.

Glasgow University M.C.
Next Saturday, at 2 p.m.. a hill-

climbing contest is to be held on the
Peesweep Hill, Glenifier Braes,
Paisley. There will be six classes,

viz. : Class I., single-cylinders (un-

limited) ; Class IL, multi-cylinders
(unlimited) ; Class IH., scratch class

(singles up to 500 c.c, twins up to 750 c.c); Class IV.,

sidecars and tricars; Classes V. and VI., for cars.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

The annual meeting wa.^ held in the Carlton Hotel on
the 28th ult. The president, Mr. Norman Macmillan, occu-

pied the chair, and a satisfactory report and balance-sheet

were submitted by the hon. secretary and adopted.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The seventh annual general meeting will be held at the
Imperial Hotel on the
12tli in.st.,: to be
followed by a smoking
concert, to wliich all

motor cyclists in the
district are cordially
invited. The meeting
will begin at 6.30 p.m.
The programme for 1910
M'ill be discussed, and a
very active year is pro-
jected.

Herts County A.C. (Motor
Cycle Section)

Next Saturday, at 5
p.m., tlie opening rim
takes place from St.

Albans to Baldoclc and
return. Tea at head-
quarters, the Red Lion
Hotel, St. Albans, at
6.50 p.m. ; tickets 2s.

each. At 8 p.m. there
will be the opening of
the new clubroom, a
Bohemian concert, and
presentation of prizes.

Ladies are invited.

7^^' ^
Iliffe Jk Sons Ltd., Zand
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Simplicity.

NO
one will gainsay the fact that simplicity is

the keynote of reliability. When applied to

motor cycles it is particularly true ; therefore

a motor cycle should be as far removed from
complication as it is possible for it to be

without sacrificing the essential details which go
towards making a perfect machine. The moment
multiplicity of parts is introduced, reliability and
accessibility must suffer. In trials and other forms
of competition where reliability counts, other things

being equal, it is usually the simplest machine that

scores the greatest number of marks. The average

motor cycle is certainly the simplest form of mechani-
cally-propelled vehicle on the road, and it will become
simpler as time goes on. Whatever direction impro^'e-

raent takes in connection with our mounts, let us always
impress on those responsible for their design and
manufacture, simplicity and again simplicity.

Speed and Multiplicity of Explosions.

WITHIN a few weeks the riding season will again

be in full swing, and this year more than
ever motor cyclists will be .seen in greater

numbers on all the roads in the country. The
mcreasLng number of multi-cylinder machines

:in use and the introduction of two-stroke engines,

either in twin or single-cylinder form, have made it

necessary to point out that motor cyclists should
endeavour to acquaint the police and others in authority

that the sound caused by the exhaust of a high speed
multi-cylinder motor cycle engine, possibly running on
the low gear, does not mean that it is travelling at a
speed in excess of the legal limit.

The foregoing has been inspired by an incident which
recently came under our notice. A rider on a
four-cylinder motor cycle, minus a silencer, passed the

end of a street, close to where a policeman was stand-

ing, at quite a moderate speed. The officer, evidently

judging the multiplicity of explosions as those emanat-
ing from a single-cylindered machine being ridden at

an excessive speed, ran to the comer of the road and
watched the motor cyclist gradually disappearing, and
if we are not mistaken was just in time to secure his

number. We then explained to him that the rider

was not travelling at more than twelve or fifteen miles
an hour, but, owing to the number of cylinders and
the rapidity of the explosions, by which the officer told

us he estimated the speed, he probably appeared to be

travelling at about forty miles an hour.

Single-cylindered machines being in the majority,

the public ear becomes more or less accustomed to the

beat of single-cylinder engines, and both it and the

police are likely to attribute reckless driving to the

innocent owner of a multi-cylindered machine, which
may appear to them to be greatly exceeding the legal

limit of speed, when the rider is perhaps not travelling

so fast in reality as others mounted on single-cylindered

machines of whom no notice is taken. All motor

cyclists will be doing each other considerable service

if they Avill inform the police on al! occasions that it is

quite possible for the speed to be seriously over-

estimated solely by the fact that the number of explo-

sions is four times greater at a given speed on one type

of machine than it is on another. In the instance cited

above the rider of course had no right to use his

machine minus a silencer, and would have richly

deserved a fine if he had been summoned, merely

because he was making more noise than necessary.

AI3
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Across the deserts and prairies, one's

only guide for any sort of accommoda-
tion, water and supplies, is the railway

line. Experience had not yet impresse

this fact upon me, otherwise I would not

have listened to the short-f'ut stories of the

Laramie hotel folk. Fort Steele, the next

town where- petrol could be procured, was

ninety-three miles away, and I was told

that an excellent trail across country would

lead me " right straight there." I set out

gaily, confident of reaching, before dark,

Elk Mountain Hotel, at the foot of the

solitary mountain that gives the halfway

house its name. A night in the sage brush was not

the pleasantest of prospects. Luckily it was moonlight,

and I plodded on, trundling over sandy hillocks and
keeping my direction with a pocket compass. Between

ten and eleven o'clock I came across a dilapidated

ranch house. I was soon rummaging round, prospect-

ing in the cupboard for something edible. Pots and
pans and empty Milwaukee whiskey bottles were

scattered round on the floor of what had evidently

been the kitchen, but, other than an unopened packet

of Quaker oats, the cupboard was innocent of even

the proverbial bone. The hay loft over. the barn was
more tempting than the bedroom. Covering myself

with hay, I made an effort to sleep. Inside, the rats,

in battalions numerous enough to cheer the heart of a

German Minister of War, romped and raced round

about and over me ; outside, the coyotes' dismal howls

as they prowled around were just as insistent—and
unwelcome.

The Cowardly Coyqte.
The coyotes—the wild dogs of the American deserts

—are the most despicable, miserable wretches in the

whole animal tribe. They will not attack one ; they

are too big and cowardly for that. They delight to

slink round, in a sneaking, cunning way, preying on
weak sheep and lambs, sickly jack rabbits—on any-

thing that cannot put up a fight, or even a decent
struggle. At nights on the deserts their howls can
always be heard, dismal in the extreme, like the wails

of lost souls in the wilderness. Many a night when
I have been trundling along, dead tired, wondering
how far it was to the next section house or camp, their

shrill howls have made the dead silence of the vast

open spaces more intense and depressing.

I raided the packet of Quaker oats in the morning,
then returned to the cheerless task of finding the trail.

A.14

The first instalment appeared in

our last issue.

The summit of the only hill in the

vicinity showed a dismal outlook. Un-jt

dulating prairieland, broken here ana
there by clumps of stunted trees, as far as^

the eye could reach ; the only sign of life

a few scared cattle. Beyond these I noticedii

a smudge on the horizon—Elk Mountain,
"

guessed ! So far away ! In the clear atmos-'^

phere of the deserts of high altitude the eye

carries far. I knew that the mountain was
at least thirty miles distant.

It would be wearisome to detail the diffi|B

culties encountered during the day—at times

trundling across country without the shadoM
of a track, riding where a heavy dray would scarcely

have ventured ; and in the evening, after I had inte*

sected the trail, a river had to be forded.

Troubles and difficulties were never absent after }

crossed the Rockies, but my experiences betweeq
Laramie and Fort Steele were probably the most dis

heartening. I reached the Elk Mountain Hotel ai

hour after dark, worn out. The landlady, a kin(|

motherly person, brought me warm water to bathe m'

feet, and took charge of boots, stockings, and knickerS;

which had been soaked in the ford, and soon hai

ready a steaming hot supper.

Wretched Weather Delays Progress,

Lack of a decent trail had been my trouble the last

two days; on the morrow it was wretched weathe
The hotel folk predicted snow, and strongly -advised'

halt until the weather improved. The biting wind fron

the mountain was cold enough for anything; so col^
in fact, that the motor would not start on account oil

the piston sticking. So late in the season, howevq
(it was then past the middle of October), every da|

lost lessened my chances of getting across Wyomiag
and Nevada before the winter snows and blizzards

made the deserts uninhabitable.

Down a gorge with the rather suggestive name oi(

Rattlesnake Canyon, I followed the trail, against '.a

cutting gale. In spite of the down grade, the motoii

was twice blown to a standstill, and to walk againSb

the wind was practically impossible. At the westerni

foot of the mountain the track led into a vast plain &ti

prairie; led, one could wei! imagme from the outloi^

to some far away Nowhere, a Ne^'er Never Countrv^
billowy waste of stunted sage brush and sand. He^
clouds in the south-west formed an iuk\ backgrou^fi

for the drifting sand in the valley..

An hour's riding, given a fair track, would havei
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seen me safely at Fort Steele. An hour's ridel Not
one but five hours later I was still in the prairie, in a

blinding snowstorm, soaked to the skin, half frozen,

and no nearer to Fort Steele. It was impossible to

follow the trail after the first snow had fallen.

Night found me, not at the town, but in a shepherds'

camp, which I espied when the storm cleared away.

Had it snowed until after darkness set in, I fear that

it would have been necessary for those interested to

advertise in some lost, stolen, or strayed column for

one trans-Continental motor cyclist. Rigged out in dry

clothes I thawed gradually by the shepherds' stove in

their little house on wheels.

A Solitary Life.
In Nevada and Wyoming hundreds of shepherds

spend all the year in their camp vans, always on the
move, changing their dis-

tricts according to the sea-

son. In summer they are

to be found on the high
grounds ; in winter they

shelter in the plains. There
are vast areas in these states

that have no marketable
A'alue; but where there is

a little water, sheep and
cattle will, if kept on the

move, at least find sufficient

" picking " to live. Many
of the sheep and cattle men
send out a man and a

youth with a two-h'orse

ivan, provisioned for three

months, in charge of a flock

of sheep or a herd of cattle

to wander over these areas.

At shearing time, or when
prices rise in the Eastern
markets, the sheep or cattle

XK driven back again to

civilisation.

Not infrequently a state

3f war exists between the

cattle and sheepmen. Sheep
i-at closer than cattle. If

the sheepman encroaches
ya the cattleman's preserves,

rhe cattle starve. These
quarrels are sometimes serious.

n
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Over bridges like the o-'e shown
tlie trans-coatinental motor cyclist

States ol Wyoming and Nevada.

The roughest char-

acters obtainable are engaged on both sides, and fatal

combats are by no means uncommon.
The idea of . motor cycling across the Continent

paralysed my friends in the house-van. They could
not have been more surprised had an aeroplane alighted

in the neighbourhood, and I had to explain (as I had
on many previous occasions) the* mysteries of a motor.

"Well, I'll be durned," said one of the quaint old
waybacks. " I guess it's as trickey as my old woman
used to be."

So welcome did the shepherds make me that I was
loth to leave. With not more than half a dozen
favourite volumes, no worrying weeklies or newspapers,
I can well imagine that a year of such aloofness and
solitude as their life afforded would be a time of rich

experience and splendid development, to a student.

The tanks recharged with petrol and oil at Fort
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Steele, I headed west, being careful to keep close to

the railway lines. For the future short-cut suggestions
simply did not interest me.

Miles and miles of the prairie land traversed has
been arid enough. But my first real desert was ahead
—the Red Desert, immediately west of Fort Steele.

Instead of the sandy plain I expected, it was undulat-
ing—billowy, like the ocean when a big sea is running.

The most impressive feature of the great deserts is the

mighty silence and solitude that is so overwhelming.
The wind, which in the daytime blows continually

from the west, sings a mournful lonesome song in the

telegraph wires, always sad and cheerless. There is

no song bird—no living thing of any description, save

a stray, sick-and-sorry looking coyote, which, with a
furtive and evil glance at one, starts from his hiding

place and quietly slinks away.
Often there was a thick

coat of alkali over the sand,

white as snow. The deep
burning sand of the ordi-

nary desert is bad enough,
but the alkali flats are

wholly accursed. The fine

white dust penetrates one's

clothes and plays havoc
with the skin. My hands,

hard as they were, soon
cracked, and lips and ears

and nostrils. The alkali

flats, however, were firmer

than the sand ; it was pos-

sible to ride on them.
Where the sand was soft,

there was no alternative

but to bump the ties be-

tween the rails—a proceed-
ing calculated to wake up
even the Solar Plexus.

The Great Divide.
A peculiar interest

attaches to the Continental

Divide, which I passed at

noon next day, because if

a spring should rise at this

spot (which is not the least

likely), it is said that its

waters would divide, one
half flowing to the Atlantic,

the other to the Pacific Ocean. There is no Sweet
Vale of Avoca, let me remind the reader, at the
" Dividing of the Waters "—nothing but desolation and
utter dreariness. A railway telegraph office and a

section house have been erected there.

Evei7 twenty miles or so along the Union Pacific

Railway there is what is called in America a section

house, where the repairmen camp—little outcast

colonies of workmen, mostly Greeks, Italians, and
Germans, with usually an Irish foreman, cut off from
the world. The fast trains fly past, accentuating the

sense of loneliness and isolation. In fact, the only

tie with civilisation is the occasional call of a water

train to fill the tanks and leave provisions. Their

only visitors are tramps.

Motor troubles had caused a minimum amount of

trouble west of Denver, but my good fortune in this

respect forsook me farther west. A header on the

A17

ahove, but on an inlinitely larger scale,

has to cross 3 number of rivers in the
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.ine broke a petrol pipe, and all the precious fluid

wasted on the thirsty sand forty miles from Rock
Springs, the nearest town. A forty mile walk ! There

was no alternative. An all-consuming thirst (I mean
no irreverence) drove me almost mad as I trudged

through the blistering sand. The sky was white with

heat, and the sun's rays bounced back from the baked

earth, and literally burned. Every gust of wind was

like the breath from a liner's stoke-hole.

My petrol pipe soldered, another difficulty presented

itself west of Rock Springs—the Green River was not

bridged. They told me of this in the town, but said

that the ford could be negotiated " on foot, the river

being unusually low. Why some people delight to

give unreliable information in a positive, oracular

manner that brooks no question, is a question that

the water and hung on for grim death. With a rush,

an alarming suction, and a shrill whistle, the train

flew by. I have no doubt that for many a day the

engine-driver will relate with gusto how he nearly

scared the life out of a tramp one night on the Green
River bridge. Subconsciously as I walked along

gingerly, before I had an idea of the coming of the

train, I had thought out what should be done in case

I were caught. That possibly was my salvation.

More trouble was in store that night. Granger, the

next town, was fifteen miles west, and the line was too

badly ballasted for riding or for fast walking. In the

small hours of the morning, after being turned away
from one place as an undesirable tramp, I found a

saloon keeper, who for payment in advance produced

some bread and cold meat. He allotted me a bunk

in a room with five others, one of whom expressed, in

A CalUoruian oiange ranch on the trans-Contmental route.

romes up for solution with every stranger in a strange

land, even in the Country of the Free. It troubled

me in every State ; the average American has a
tendency to be so pugnaciously positive about every-

thing.

The alternative of the ford was the railway bridge.

Two fences had to be " got through " (I always carried

a file), and the stars were out before I reached the

bridge. Anyone who has seen an American railway

bridge will know that invariably it has no side

rails and that the planks do not protrude far at either

side of the rails. I have seen it stated that if a train

caught one on a bridge there was nothing for it but to

do some practical trapeze work and hang from the

ends of- the planks. That possibly would be the safer

way—for a man from a circus.

An Alarming Experience.
The Green River bridge is a long one. Before I

started what was necessarily a slow, precarious walk,

stepping from sleeper to sleeper and trundling the

machine, I listened carefully. There was not a sound
but the gurgle of the water against the piers ; the night

was as quiet as only a desert night can be. I would
risk it. When a little more than half over, I noticed

a tiny light in the distance, which quickly developed
into the glare of an electric headlight of a fast train.

Lifting the machine on to the outside of the rails, I

laid it flat on the protruding end of the sleeper, the

handle-bars and petrol tank well over the edge but
balanced by the weight of the motor. Sitting on the

edge of the sleeper, I shut my eyes and leaned over

A18

language more forcible than choice, his objection to

my late intrusion on his drunken dreams.

The Fertile Utah Valley.
Utah. Would that I could adequately sing the

praises of this State. What a relief to be where there

were springs of cool, pure water; to see the autumn
colours of the cotton woods, willows, and the ever-

green pines, and the green hills and flower-strewn

valleys ! There was a welcome down grade from

Evanston to Ogden, good roads, superb scenery dowTi

Echo Canyon. Instead of a monotonous waste, every

nook and corner some industrous Mormon has con-

verted into a prosperous farm. One hundred acres of

Utah would be infinitely preferable to the whole state

of Wyoming, all the towns thrown in as an extra

Christmas inducement.
The Utah Valley is truly an oasis in a wilderness

of desert. It is roughly situated right in the centre of

the waste between the Rocky and the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Surrounded by the protecting Wasatch
range, there are millions of acres of rich pasture,

thousands of orchards, and areas, measured by the

square mile, of towering corn. So far as my experi-

ence went, the hospitality of the people of Utah far

exceeds that of any other State in the Union.

C^To be concluded next week.)

In East Grinstead there is a baker who employs a boy
)

to drive an old motor bicycle, apparently 5 or 6 year? i

old, to which a carrier is attached, which serves to carry v

loads of bread he distributes during his daily rounds.

_^^j|j
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HENDEE
MANFG.
CO., LTD.,

184, Great
Portland

Street,

LONDON,
W.

Telegrams:
'' Hendian, Lond."

Power,

Speed,

Lightness,

Flexibility.

Telephone

:

1749 Ateyfair.

When you buy an

you get the power

you pay for right

in the motor and

not on paper. :: ::

Catalogue free.

In answering this advertisement it is aesirable to mention " 'jl'he Motor Cycle." A19
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If
you have perfect comfort when
awheel, perfect pleasure, perfect

heahh will naturally follow, but—

If perfect comfort is not possible,

you will never obtain the maximum
of pleasure, and your health and

happiness must suffer

—

Now nothing exercises a greater in-

fluence in this direction than the

Saddle, and

—

No Saddle is as certain to yield

you perfect comfort as a

BROOKS
Remember, every model of the

Anti-vibratory Saddles and Seats

which bears that name possesses

features which are entirely ex-

clusive—

These include the BROOKS COM-
POUND SPRINGS which absorb

vibration within themselves and at

the same time, by their compensating

action eradicate entirely all tendency

to bounce.

There are many other points in their

construction which must interest

you—they are described in the

BROOKS BOOK—
Let us send you copy free.

J.B.BROOKS&Co.,Ld.,
(Dept. B 45.) The Saddle Specialists,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE BROOKS
B 104P.

^

We would impress upon you that we have
spent many years in a study of how best to
cany th:m, and in the bags we have de-
signed we claim to meet th5 Motor
Cyclist's every need. Here are two—

B 9367.
The rearward extension

takes its bearing against the Saddle
springs, keeps the bag in an upright position,
and utilizes an otherwise wasted space. This ex-
tension is formed into separate compartment with
pockets for spares, and the bag is fitted with g^.od
pocket, loops for outfit, loose bag for sundries,
and outside oiler pocket.

Jts price is 12/- ; its size 8^ X 5^ X 4J.

Bi5j5. Strongly built for rfar vwar, fitted
with roll-up (29 X 7i) with pocket at end, and

supplied with two adjustable
metal clips for attach-

ment to carrier.

Price 14/-;

size 9^ X

Sx3i.

^ usa,
In answtrxnq 'his advertisement it is desirable to mention "T/ie Motor Cycle.''

Aid.
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THE Editor has asked me to write a short article

dealing with the choice of accessories, and 1

can only emphasise facts which ought to be
obvious, viz., that the accessories bought for

use with any machine should be good in quality, and
suited to the machine.

A machine is well equipped when it has a suitable

selection of extra tools, lamp, and generator, hooter,

spare tube in case, spare belt in case, luggage bag,
and a speedometer. The tools in which most makers'
kits are deficient are a good big spanner, a first grade
screwdriver, and a valve spring remover.

Good.
It is a great mistake to save a few shillings by buy-

ing cheap accessories. There are lamps which fall to

bits, generators which only burn an hour, hooters

which bend or shiver their clips and cannot make a

decent noise, leather bags and cases which melt

when it rains, or have flimsy straps and rivets. Those
ridel's who can make personal visits and select their

accessories from the store of a large dealer should
pay special attention to the nature of the fastenings,

which can seldom be too strong and substantial.

Country riders should get a selection sent down on
approval. I always have quite a crateful of fittings

and clothes down from town when I order a new
mount. More than once I have returned its entire

contents, and demanded goods of better quality. In

time one comes to know whose waterproofs, whose
lamps, whose horns, whose tools, etc., can be
relied on.

Suitable to the Machine.
I shed the silent unostentatious tear when I see a

Motosacoche carrying a 5in. Mangin mirror head
lamp, or a ;^55 twin equipped with a cheap lamp that

would hardly be fit for a ^5 pedal bicycle, or a

machine finished in nickel adorned with a brass hooter

and head lamp, or a carrier full of paper parcels and
small Gladstone bags, or a leather belt strapped on
naked, smeared with mud, or a spare tube looped
round the handle-bar. Such sights are not un-

common, and offend the eye.

Tyres.
The average rider will find that a rubber-treaded cover

with pronounced studs or bars, or other anti-skid, is

the most satisfactory for regular use all the year

round; that jointed and butt-ended tubes are now
perfectly reliable, and a great convenience in bad
weather or when time is short; that such tubes ought
to be stored in a specially designed case; and chai

the case needs broad and well riveted straps.

Clothing.
No colour is so well suited to all weathers as fawn.

Many single texture garments are not drencher proof.
A good price should be paid for a good article. The
coat must be capable of being put on without contor-
tions My last is an excellent protection, but it

gives me cramp to put it on, and when it is on, my
watch, pipe, and matches are inaccessible till it is

removed again, and its removal affords a most laugh-
able and undignified spectacle. The coat should be
covert length at least, and the neck proportion is

seldom adequate. Leggings are a large item in the
balance-sheet of most all-weather riders. The fit-

tight types look very neat, but few of them are
designed with an eye to any but ideal feet. They
are too narrow in the bore, and when a nailed boot

is thrust down them; it either rips them to ribbons

or seizes half-way. I have descended to a large

pair of macintosh trousers. They look unsightly, even
with cycle clips round the ankles, but I have grown
aweary of stumping up 15s. once a month to replace

torn breeks, and my stove pipe pair have lasted three

seasons, just because the bore is wide enough to

accommodate a No. 10 boot during the process of

insertion. Overalls should be provided with a water-

proof case for storage, otherwise the first downpour
often wets them inside.

Toolbags.
Eschew the Saratoga trunk variety. There is one

in my attic now. Its floor is covered with a kind of

cement composed of carbide and lubricating oil.

Embedded in the cement are some spare plugs, a

valve, cotters, terminals, springs, studs, a toothbrush,

a collar, etc. Now my oilcans spring into their own
private clips. The tools have a bag to themselves

;

ditto the spare parts; ditto the personal luggage.

When a late return is possible, the carbide tin goes in

a side pocket, a small wallet of light tools goes in the

other side pocket, and so forth. The family Noah's
ark type of bag is dead out of date, and its place has

been taken by several small bags disposed about the

handle-bar, the tank sides, and the side stays of the

carrier, leaving the carrier top and saddle back clear

for a special suitcase of suitable dimensions when the

machine is out on tour.

The meeting of the B.M.C.R.C. at Brooklands on
Wednesday promises to be a great success, and it is

to be hoped that a large number of motor cyclists will

visit the track. The admission fee is one shilling.
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The Hull (Kingston) M.C.

The opening run is to Richmond, Nortii Yorlsshire, on
Good Friday, leaving the Hayworth Arms, Newland, at

7.30 a.m. prompt.

North West London M.C.C.
The opening run is on the 20th inst., from Dollis Hill

Lane, at ten o'clock, to the Rose and Crown Hotel, Tring. •

Members who are unable to start for Harrogate in the inter-

club competition should communicate with the hon. secretary,

Mr. C. A. Stern, 14, Grove Road, Cricklewood, who will

make arrangements for a party to start later—probably on
Saturday afternoon.

WESTERN DISTRICT M.C. PAPERCHASE.

The " hounds" waiting for the eight minutes
to elapse to talie up tlie hunt.

Newport (Men.) and District M.C.C.

A general meeting was held at the

Central Chambers, when there was a

good attendance, and new members
enrolled. The officers are : Captain,

G. Scott ; vice-captain, J. H. Fore-

man ; treasurer, F. Purnell ; hon.

secretary, J. Pritchard.

The first run will be on Good
Friday, to Hereford, leaving head-
quarters, Queen's Hotel, at 10 a.m.

The Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The club suggests holding team
trials in conjunction with the open-
ing run to Richmond on Good Friday.
It is expected that this will bring out
a few more riders than usual, and other clubs attending this

and other meets might well follow this example. The New-
castle and District M.C.C. has found in the past that team
trials are interesting, and very beneficial to tire novice, as

it very often happens that an expert and a novice are drawn
together in a team, and the expert must get his novice home ;

consequently such trials can be looked to as a form of

motoring education.

Manchester M.C.
Next Saturday the opening run takes place to Sandbach.

The Kaster tour commences on the 25th inst., to Beddgelert
and Snowdonia. On Thursday next the return billiard

match with the Liverpool M.C. will take place at Liferoool.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.
The social evening arranged for to-morrow (Tuesday) wilj

take the form of a whist drive. It is hoped that all

members who possibly can will attend and take friends.

Shropshire M.C.C.
Tlie second annual general meeting will be held otf"

Thursday next, at the Unicorn -Hotel, Shrewsbury. Any
motor cyclist in the district desirous of becoming a member
should send his name and address to the hon. secretary, Cecil

Rice Oxley, Wheatlea House, Meole Brace, Shrewsbury.

Leicester and District M.C.C.
There was a splendid turn-out for the opening run of this

newly formed club, and the run itself was a Iiuge success.

Thirty-six motor bicyclists, two sidecarists, and one tri-

carist started for Market Harborough, where tea was
partaken of. (See photograph, page 231.)

On Sunday, the 20th inst., it is proposed that the rhembers

meet the Nottingham M.C.C. at Belvoir Castle. A hill-

climb will probably take place in May, and there will also

be runs to London and back and Skegness.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.
" Humorous Experiences with a Tricar " was the title of a

paper read by Mr. J. R. Sorrell, jun., to nearly thirty

members of the above club, at the headqiiarters, Corporation

Hotel, Middlesbrough. The paper was written after a journey

on the railroad to London and on the highway from London
to Middlesbrough, and was a great success, the lecturer pro-

voking much mirth by his witticisms.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and Dis-

trict M.C.

There was a good attendance of

members at the club's headquarters,

Wear Valley Hotel, Bishop Auckland,

to hear Mr. N. Dewhurst's paper on

"The Law and its Relation to Motor-

ists." Mr. Dewhurst very clearly

explained the numerous sections of

the Motor Car Act, and drew atten-

tion to several very important points.

A hot-pot supper and smoking con-

cert was held on Friday last.

The " hares' ' rode a Red
Indian and a Triumph.

The "hounds" starting off hot on the scent.
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5^
If you want the handiest,

strongest, lightest, and

most efficient lightweight

motor cycle there is,

order a

rrn

^

the lightweight with the refinements,

comfort, and reliability of an expensive

heavyweight.

Price 27 Guiumeas (ModeK
" B." )

with magneto ignition, single cylinder, entire handlebar con-

trol, Druid spring forks, carrier, stand and number plates.

WEIGHTonly 781b8.

Other models suitable for cdl purposes. Full details, prices, and

illustrations free on request. Free trials can be arranged.

MOTO-REVE
CO., LTD.
DEPT. A.

Acton Vale,

LONDON,

I n answering Ifiis advertisement it- is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A23
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HUNT'S
THE NORTH ROAD

DUST AND RAINPROOF
OVERALLS.

These meet a long-felt

^
want ; they can be in-

stantly slipped on over
'\ "fr^ the ordinary trousers,
-^:-.w-^ they fasten round waist

with a leather strap and
buckle. Being made in

one piece they are a great

protection to the stom-
ach, also it is impossible

for the rain to drive in

as with the ordinary
overalls. Made in three

lengths—short, medium,
and long. Shaped to go

over boot. Patent Side fasteners. Price, in fawn

waterproof material, 163. 6i. Postage 6d.

Double texture waterproof coat with collar and

rain and windproof sleeves to match above, 21 /-.

THE "ACME" WATCH
HOLDER.

Will not rust. Made in al-

uminium. Will fit all handle-

bars. Complete with Ingetsoll

watch that is specially con-

structed to stand vibration.

Watch can be set and wound
without removing same from

case. Each watch has a written

guarantee given with ii for 12

months. Price, complete, 8/6,

Case onlv, 3/6. Post free.

THE LODGE PLUG.
Suitable for magneto or accumulator

ignition. Spark brought well away
from all cold metal surfaces, enabling

maximum power to be obtained from
spark and extremely weak mixtures

to be fired. Three spark points and
centre rod all of absolutely pure nickel

j
and substantial in size. The spark

j will not burn them away. Porcelain

sleeve round central electrode, which
keeps hot enough to prevent the de-

posit of soot or any condensation, and
this without the possibility of preigni-

tion common to plugs with projecting

porcelains. Each plug guaranteed.

The City Motor & Cycle House,

NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C,

RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

. London's Lowost Prices

THE HUNT HELLESEN
DRY CELL.

No corroding terminals.
No acid. No charging.
Always ready, clean,
and dry. The "Flash."
Height 6ix4X2Mn. Ap-
prox. mileage, with
single - cylinder engine,
1500. Price 6/6. The
"Fi;ght" ditto. Height
5^^ X 5^ X 2iin. Price

6/6. The '"Midget"
emergency ditto. Height
5lX4gxigin. Will run
approx. 300 miles. Price
4/4. Postage 6d. extra.

BOWDEN HANDLE-BAR CONTROL LEVERS.

Single lever only. 4/6; ditto,

with 4ft. of combined cable
.ind stop, 6/4, Double lever,

6/- ; ditto, with two lengths
each 4ft- of combined cable
and two stops, 9/8. Post
free.

THE HUNT EXHAUST
WHISTLE.

A splendid road clearer.

Easily atted. Operated by

foot. Effective on one or

two cylinders.

Price complete, in brass,

with foot pedal, 10/6.

Post free.

THE "COMPACT" PANNIER

BAG.

Manufactured of
strong waterproof
brown canvas,
fitted with two
small outside
pockets to take
oil can and petrol
squirt, and large
leather pocket for

spares. It is

adapted for strap-
ping on the side of

a Lycett tubular
carrier. This bag will carry all tools, oilers, etc.,

also a spare tube and belt. Size 12 x 9 x 3in-

Price 12s. 6i, Carriage paid.

THE H.S. VALVE SPRING LIFTER.
By means of the conipound action the

stoutest spring is

easily raised by a

slight turn of the

winged nut, leav-

ing both hands
free. Price 2/6.

Post free.

THE HUNT
SILENCER.

Manufactured of

aluminium. No back
pressure. Very light.

Guaranteed silent.

Price 14/6, with cut

out 18/6. Ditto, with
whistle, 24/-,

free.

Post

THE HUNT MAGNETO
COVER.

Manufactured of best
patent leather, far superior
10 rubber as it does not crack
or perish. Will fit all types
of magnetos.
Price 2/3. Postage 2d. extra.
Protects the magneto from

dust, dirt, rain, etc.

The H.S. All-rubber Goggles, __-ijgj|^^^«^^i|tihw,
includmg one set eadi of ^M|{f^^ )JY(^^ ;^
smokea and plain glasses, ^^JJB^r-yrry Vfess^jj^^

Price 1/11. Postage 2d. ^'Ij^^ ^P*^
A24 CateJogue now in course of prepairation.-

THE HUNT EXHAUST
CUT-OUT.

Increases the power on

hills. Easily fitted.

Worked by the foot.

Price in brass with foot

Dedal, 4/6, "Post free.

HANDLE-BARS.
Best quality
only. Length,
23ins. Price
6/9. The P.M.
p a t tern, as
i 1-1 us t rated ;

-

lengthy i8in.,
stem §in. 'or
lin. Price 7/6,

Postage on handle-tars 6d. extra.

TOOL ROLL.

X 7iin.

A useful little acces-

sory, keeps all the tools

clean and separate. Can

be carried in the ordinary

toolbag, is fitted with

pocket for spares, manu-

factured of soft pliable

leather and has a strong

leather binding strap.

Postage 2d.

THE R.O.M. PUNCTURE PROOF COMBINATION

RUBBER AND STEEL NON-SKID COVER.

Give absolute immunity
from skidding under any
road conditions.

.\re long of life, and yet
resilient.

Are capable of being
ridden equally well in
summer or winter.

Present the greatest
possible resistance to

puncturing materials,

and yet have no leather

in its composi lion (lea ther

making the tyre "dead").

Price, 26 X 2, 52/- ; 26 x
2i, 55/-; 26 X 2J, 57/6;
24 X 2i, 53/- ; 24 X 2^,

54/6-; 28 X 2, 54/-; 28
X 2Mn., 60/. Carriage paid.

THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR AND MILEAGE
RECORDER (Guaranteed).

Protection from P.-osECUtion.—To the careful rider
the Cowey is invaluable, for the exact rate at which
the cycle is travelling can be seen at a glance, and
it is impossible to unknowingly exceed the maximum
legal speed. Motorists generally know the difficulty

.

of correctly estimating the speed at which they are
riding, and have been " trapped" when travelling—
as they imagined—well within the limit.

Registers a
speed up to 60
miles per hour.
Mileage recorder

^, registers up to
" 10,000 miles,
then automati-
cally starts
again.

The indicate!
can be easily

attached by anv
motorist, and once fitted requires no attention oi
adjustment whatever. It will continue to render
good service as long as it is attached to the cycle for
it is constructed throughout of the best and roost
suitable materials by expert British mechanics at
Kcw Gardens.

Price, in Nickel, 84/-, carriage paid.

THE NEW MODEL
MUD PROTECTOR.
With Side Wings.

Manufactured of bf-st

patent leather, strengthened
with iron supports. 1 1 is

attached by means of thumb
screws to front mudguard,
and can be fitted to any make
of machine in one minute;
protects both rider rmd motor
from all dust and m.ud tirowo
up by the front whei I.

Price 5/-.

Postage 4d. extra.

THE "PATCHQUICK" REPAIR OUTFIT.

Containing " Patchquick " patches, which amal-

gamate with the tyre, and are not affected by heat

Price 3/-

-Register your name and address

or friction. Used in conjunction with the "Patch-

quick fix," a repair can be executed that is equal

to any vulcanising process. Price 3/-. Post free.

for a copy, gratis and post free.
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Two Types of Machine in the Colonies.

The trade have yet to realise that two types of

machine will sell in the colQnies, and that of these one

alone can expect a really large sale in the near future.

Many of the machines such as we use on the old roads

at home are mostly useless for business and touring

purposes in the colonies. A genuine colonial roadster

must have a variable gear, high power, great strength,

large petrol capacity, and magnificent springing fore

and aft. A big colonial market is impossible for any

other type of machine at present. In the meantime a

much more restricted market is open to machines which

are practically fac similes of standard English types

;

it is this market which is being gently tapped by a few

firms already, but these machines are seldom used for

anything but short potterings in the neighbourhood

of the more developed settlements. Their owners

resemble the majority of American riders, in that

regular cross-country work never figures in their experi-

ence. This market is certainly worth having, worth

fighting for. But it does not compare in scope with the

other market. Only a few comparatively well-to-do

settlers will buy a machine for pottering within a

twenty-five mile radius. Thousands of hard-working

business men in the colonies will buy an efficient cross-

country machine, such as will climb Amulree in any

weather with certainty.

A Mission of Help.
•'.Several colonial riders have written to me during

the last few months in very similar strain. They agree

in asserting that very few colonial riders understand

how good the modern motor bicycle is. The writers

have been home quite recently, have sampled the

opinion of English riders, and have tested first rate

machines under home conditions, with the result that

they have each taken back to the wild fastnesses of

their respective homes in bush or on veldt an up-to-

date machine. They assert that if colonists knew the

capacity of the modern machine, the number of riders

in South Africa, Australia, India, etc., would increase

, by thousands within a year or two. One enthusiast

I

kindly invites me to purchase Jhe mount I think most

suited to the conditions he describes, and make a

princely progress on it through the colony in which he

, resides—an area about double the size of Europe. He
promises me a long round of lavish hospitality at the

1 houses of keen riders, and suggests I shall lecture at

! various centres, and attend petrolic smokers at others.

1 >J'othing would charm me more, but neither my purse

I

nor my engagements will allow of such a fascinating

1
holiday. Nevertheless, I believe two or three of the

big colonies are ripe for a visit from an expert rider,

!
who, mounted on the best colonial mount that- can be

I

produced, should make a missionary progress through-

lout its length and breadth.' I remember a Midland

I

Hrm once sent out their crack rider on a mission of

I
this sort, but the enterprise was premature. Nowadays
we can make machines which could be of real use to

ccasionar
-comment

the squatter, the Government official, the business

traveller, and the colonial evangelist. I believe

such an enterprise would repay a big firm already

engaged in the trade. Failing such a firm, the

tour would make a very pleasant outlet for the exuber-

ance of sundry wealthy enthusiasts in our ranks who
now spend their time in competitions at Brooklands

and elsewhere. Will any enthusiast make up a party

of keen and practised riders for a colonial tour in one

of those big dependencies of the empire?

New Rules in the Six Days' Trial, -sroa 9

The only changes of any importance in the regula

tions for the Six Days' Trial are the raising of thf

minimum speed from 15 to 18 m.p.h., and the addition

of a distinct penalty for loitering within a mile c

controls. The first reform will penalise minor stops,

and is therefore a sound innovation. It is a plagiarism

from the Scottish Trials rules of 1909, when it worked

very well ; but it will press rather heavily on the riders

unless the checkers get through their work more
expeditiously than is their habit, and unless the petrol

supplies are better engineered. Now that the riding

time has been pared down a little, the men must not be

delayed ten minutes at checking stations, nor must

there be long delays in getting petrol ; there may be

considerable friction unless these points are well looked

after. If the entry is large, there should be three

checkers and three time sheets at every station, and

the A.C.U. should invest in two or three dozen funnels,

and loan them to the garages the men will resort to,

each garage forwarding the funnels on to a garage along

the next day's route as soon as the men have passed

through. I do not say that riders are compelled to

lose marks by such delays as I describe, but I do assert

that the want of proper organisation in these respects

compels the men to ride hard, and robs the trial of

much potential pleasure. The second alteration is an

advance, but scarcely goes far enough. It imposes a

penalty of ten marks on any rider found within a mile

of a checking station when ten minutes ahead of his

schedule time. It imposes no penalty on riders loiter-

ing two miles outside a checking station. It will there-

fore be a dead letter unless the exact locality of the

checking stations is kept a secret. If the checkers

are posted at the familiar spots known to the older

hands, the men will wait about three miles out of con-

trol instead of close at hand. If riders are warned
that a check may be expected anywhere along a five

or ten mile stretch, we shall see the machines keeping
close to schedule all along the route, and we shall get

a much more searching test of reliability. We do not

want the ride spoilt, from a pleasure point of view,

by entire secrecy as to checks, so that a rider never

rounds a corner without fearing a check, at which he
may lose a dozen marks or more ; but we do not want
continual scrapping, and we do not want men to have a

loophole for unpenalised repair stops of varying dura-

tion in each dav's run.
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At this tinje of the year, when the whole of nature is about to burst into life, according to the calendar at any rate,

great activity will be displayed in«the ranks of motor cyclists. The machine ordered at the show has emerged from its

chrysalis, and there it stands waiting for the first long ride for which dry roads will lend enjoyment. The first few
preliminary spins give the rider the idea that several things are missing. His hands are cold, he needs to protect them; that

old suit of overalls, torn perhaps and travel stained, does not go well with the bright plate and. enamel of the new mount ; a
new lamp must be purchased, and a hundred and one odds and ends to add to the pleasures of motor cycling. We well know
that most motor cyclists would like to visit each accessory maker in turn and select his own wares, but to very many this

pleasure is denied. Consequently we need offer no apology in bringing this accessory and equipment issue before our
readers. No expense or trouble has been spared to make both drawings and descriptions as clear as possible, and no stone

has been left unturned to unearth novelties which are always cropping up from time to time. The study of accessories is

also an interesting one, as the numerous items designed to add to the convenience of the rider display much ingenuity, cost

comparatively little, and often as not their fitting on the machine gives as much pleasure as the use of them when ultimately

in situ. To prevent confusion and enable readers more readily to find what they want we have classified the various articles

under the following heads : Accessories, Equipment, Tyres, Electrical Appliances, Lamps, and Riding Apparel.

Mr. Anderson holds an advantage
over many of his rivals in that he has
been in the motor cycle trade for over
ten years. In fact, he first showed
his belts at the Crystal Palace show in

1899, so he may justly be considered a

pioneer. At present he makes a

speciality of the Elswick belt (a sturdy
leather accessory) and the Gnaviter
rubber belt (an equally serviceable

contributory to the motor cyclist's

welfare). A mere glance at these two
belts shows their utility and strength,

and Mr. Anderson's long experience

in the trade is suflScient to guarantee
their worth. He also specialises in

two neat little accessories which will

AodersoD's Belt Punches.

be useful to every motor cyclist, e.g., a

belt drill and belt punch. These are

compact devices which take up but
little room in the toolbag, and weigh
practically nothing, while they may
easily repay the small initial outlay in

purchasing them, in one short run.

Many kinds of wires, including elec-

trical cables, control wires, etc.—in

fact, there are 125 different kinds for

all purposes—and cleaning materials,

including Gnaviter wiper, conclude the
special lines marketed by one of the
first firms to cater for the motor
cyclist. (F. L. Anderson, 1, Fumival
Street, E.G.)

Most riders will discover, if they ex-

amine their tanks, that their knees un-
consciously grip the tank sides when
travelling fast, or in emergencies, and

that, in course of time, a patch of the
tank gets worn bare of enamel. The
latest accessory is a rubber pad,
strapped over the top tube, intended
to protect the tank at these points. It

\ Knee Grip tor motor cyclists. It prevents
the enamel being rubbed ofi the tank.

will doubtless find favour among riders

who are particular about the appear-
ance of their mounts. (A. K. Mfg.
Co., 35, Swain Street, Bradford.)

In addition to the Advance adjust-
able pulley and belt fastener, the firm
make a detachable luggage carrier and
mudguard. This enables" the luggage
carrier and mudguard to be taken clear
away from the back wheel when it

becomes necessary to repair a punc-
ture. With these obstructions out of
the way it is, of course, much easier
to remove the cover and patch the air

tube—an operation which often necessi-
tates taking out the back wheel in the

The " Advance Detachable Carrier
Mudguard.

and Rear

case of machines with carriers. It is

also an advantage when cleaning the

machine. It can be fitted to any make
of motor cycle, provided the distance
between the back- stays and mudguard
bridge and diameter of wheel are given
when ordering. The makers also

supply a number plate with the
carrier, on which the registered num-
ber of the machine will be painted if

the necessary instructions are given.

(Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Louise Road, Northampton.)

The Automatic lock nut is clearly

illustrated by the accompanying line

drawings. The nut is locked by means
of the coiled spring which encircles

the thread on the bolt. This spring
exercises a constant grip on the thread

The " Automatic " Lock Nut.

and prevents the nut turning back. If

it bj necessary to remove the nut the

pin shown is inserted in the hole on

the top of the nut, and pressure

exerted on the spring which partly

uncoils it, and allows the nut to be

turned backward. (The Automatic ,

Lock Nut Co., High Street, Birming-
ham.)

The Ideal ball bearing spring handle-

bar for motor cycles is an excellent

device, with which we have had some
experience, and therefore are in a

position to recommend it with con-

fidence to our readers. A lug on the

bar enables it to be connected to the
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stem by means of an adjustable ball

bearing, thus allowing a radial move-
ment controlled by a coiled spring

carried in a pocket formed on the lug

on the stem. Any lateral loss of

rigidity is taken up by the adjustable

ball bearing, and in practice the steer-

ing of the machine is not affected in the

least degree. Shocks which are often

apparent even with the best spring

forks are practically absorbed by this

spring handle-bar, and do not reach
the rider's arms. Of late these handle-

bars have been considerably improved,
and also reduced in price. (S. Allen

and Co., 8, Elswick Court, Northumber-
land Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.)

The Amao carburetter is a device

which is now so well known to our

readers that a lengthy explanation is

umiecessary. The most novel feature

about the 1910 pattern carburetter is

the method of carrying one of the

control cables through the other, so

that only one cable is visible on the

machine. Among the ' other special

Showing the arrangement of control wire and cables

features of the Amac are a variable
jet, by means of which it is possible
to vary the amount of petrol passing
through the jet orifice without dis-

mounting, an improved system of air

inlet by means of which a solid column
of air is drawn up the centre of a
tube which is fixed in the centre of the
jet tube. The result of this ingenious
arrangement is that the solid column
of air and the hollow column of

petrol meet together as they issue from
the tubes, and are further mixed by
colliding against an inverted cone at
the top of the mixing chamber. Of
course, air is drawn in via the usual
choke tube in addition, but all the air

enters the mixing chamber by one in-

let. The ordinary jet and choke tube
are supplied in place of the special one
if desired. The Amac carburetter is

beautifully made, and is an .accessory

which is fitted to a large number of

up-to-date models. (Aston Motor
Acces.'iories Co., Ltd., Aston, Bir-
mingham.)

One of the latest introductions is the
Brooks motor cycle carrier bag, B9682.
This bag is made with removable inside
cases, and both these and the bag
itself are manufactured throughout of

best quality waterproof canvas on
specially prepared three-ply boards.

The Brooks Motor Cycle Carrier Ba.s, with
removable inside cases. The smaller of the two
is for spares, the larger for clothing.

The two cases are of different sizes

;

the smaller of the two can be used for

spares, tools, etc., the larger for
clothing, and both, at the end of the
journey, can be- taken from the out-

side bag in a perfectly clean condition
and ready for immediate transmission
to the rider's room. That is an advan-

A combined Tool Roll and Case made by J.

B. Brooks and Co., Ltd. The tools shown are
not supplied with the roll-up.

tage best appreciated at the end of a
long day's run, and we have no
hesitation in saying that the adoption
of this bag will add materially to the
rider's comfort and convenience. (.T. B.
Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great Charles
Street, Birmingham.)

Two items particularly appealing to
motor cyclists are the Broadhurst tool

rolls. These are strongly made of

bro\yn waterproof material with the
edges bound to prevent wear. We

tools, but is otherwise of equal
quality. The articles comprised in

the larger roll are adjustable spanner,
pliers, magneto knife, two box
spanners, screwdriver, belt drill with
clamping screw to hold belt in posi-
tion, punch, oiltin, and right angle
screwdriver for two positions. (R.
Broadhurst, 25, Smithford Street,
Coventry.)

The number of uses for bifurcated
rivets in the construction of a motor
cycle are numerous. Belts can be re-

paired with them. They are useful
for making joints on straps, tool-bags,
and other leather articles. We have
even seen them used for attaching
splashguards. These rivets are self-

piercing, and can be obtained in boxes
with and without washers. They enter
largely into the construction of non-
skid tyres, and as a box containing a
gross with a tool for inserting and
clinching tliem can be obtained for a

trifle, they are a useful addition to any
motor cyclist's home tool-kit. (Bifur-

cated and Tubular Rivet Co., Ltd.,

Gfripwell Works, Warrington.)

One of the best known and most
accessible carburetters with handle-
bar control is the Brown and Barlow.
Its popularity is quite sufficient proof

THROnLE Sm CONTROL LEVERS

Broadhurst's Motor Cycle Tool Kit.

illustrate the larger of the two rolls,

which contains twelve different tools

of excellent quality and workmanship.
The smaller roll has half a dozen less

JET iCKOKE TUBES
DOTTED

The 1910 Model Brown and Barlow Carburetter.

of its efl5ciency. Without lengthy
description it will suffice to point out

;
that the principal 1910 improvements

' are a bayonet-jointed top to the spray-
ing chamber, which enables the
throttle and air slides to be with-
drawn for inspection by merely revolv-
ing the cover plate a quart-er of a
turn. The method of attaching the
carburetting chamber to the float
chamber is also made with a view to
rapid dismantling. Half a turn of
the hexagon nut shown surrounding
the dotted lines of the jet and choke
tubes ie sufficient to release the spray-
ing chamber, which is held in posi-
tion when the nut is tightened by
means of a conical contracting sleeve.

The throttle and air control levers
are extremely neat, and the jet can
be removed in less than a minute by

I screwing it out from the underneath.
If desired the makers of this excellent
carburetting device supply a neat case
containing four spraying jets of
various sizes enabling the rider to
tune his engine up for hill-climbs,
consumption tests, or long-distance

!
tours. (Brown and Barlow, Ltd.,

' Ho't Street, Birmingham.)
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It is largely owing to the enterprise

of the Bowden Syndicate that handle-

bar control has become so popular on
motor bicycles. Towards the end of

1903 the syndicate was engaged in per-

Triple Bowden Control Levers for throttle, air,

and magneto advance.

fecting what has been one of the

greatest boons with which motor
cyclists have ever been favoured. In
the last six years or so great improve-
ments have been made, and it is in-

teresting to note that nearly every
machine at the Stanley Show was fitted

with some form or other of the Bowden
control, which has greatly simplified
the handling of motor cycles, particu-
larly on hills. The same company make
a speciality of a triple set of levers
with celluloid tips, conveniently placed
so that any lever can be moved sepa-

The Bowden "clean" Handle-bar. The cables

are threaded through the bars and issue at the

lug in centie.

lately, which allows the spark, air,

and throttle to be easily operated.

The neat arrangement of the levers is

clearly shown in the adjoining illustra-

ticn. How neatly the Bowden control

can be fitted to a modern motor bicycle

may be seen by the above ilUistration

of the "clean" handle-bar, in which
the wires run through tubes and issue

near the stem. The control of the

magneto advance with the aid of a

handle-bar lever is fomewhat of a novelty
which has lately been brought ont by

Brake Pedal, Rod, and Foot-rests, one of the

Bowden Syndicate's many accessories,

the company. Yet another novelty is

the Bowden belt rim brake, which is

operated by means of a rod. The ac-

companying illustration shows the

control pedal attached to the footrests

of the machine, the whole being a

speciality of the Bowden Co. It will

also be noticed that the pedal can be
moved about and adjusted in almost
any direction. (E. M. Bowden's
Patent Syndicate, Ltd., 29, Baldwin's
Gardens, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.)

One of the most practical niotor

cycle stands on the market at the

present time is the Bradbury, which
possesses the advantage of being

British made, of being rigid, safe, and
very quickly put into action. It clips

on to the chain stays, and thus enables

the back wheel to be easily removed.
The movable arm on each side has a

slot cut into it, and attached to the

fixed portion is a tube containing a

spring plunger. To put the stand into

action it is only necessary to kick it

down with the foot, place the foot

against the transverse bar and jerk

the machine back, when the machine
rests firmly on the stand. To place

the stand out of

action the machine
is pushed forward,
when, on the stand

being put in its

normal position,

the spring bolt

drops into the

slot and it is im-
possible for the

stand to fall
down. The Brad-
bury stand can
also be supplied
with a luggage
carrier, which does
not in any way
interfere with the
latter. Now that
the use ^ of two-
speed gears is on
the increase there bined <5arrier and Stand,

is a greater de-

mand for footrests, and Joseph Biadbury
has brought out an excellent pair of

spring suspended footrests. which can be

fixed to any machine, and, when fitted,

can be adjusted to any angle to suit

any height of rider. The rests them-
selves are covered with rubber mat-
ting, and are suspended on spiral

springs.. Another useful tool is the Brad-
bury valve spring lifter, which, by
means of its compound action, enables

the stoutest spring to be easily raised

by a slight turn of the wing nut.

Other specialities manufactured at the

works at Braintree are .excellent sets

of tube spanners and other tools.

(Joseph Bradbury, New Street Works,
Braintree, Essex.)

The latest innovation on the part of

the Chater-Jjea Co. is a new plate

clutch which supplants the old leather

to metal clutch, and used on their

three-speed motor bicycle. This new
clutch contains thirty-eight spring

steel plates, and like others of its

kind possesses the advantage that it

can if properly lubricated in the first

place be slipped for some considerable

time without damage. It possesses a

groove which is cast on its outer shell

to take a band brake, which allows the

brake to be applied when the engine

is in gear through the gearbox. The
advantage of this is that when de-

scending a long and steep hill the ex-

haust valve may be liftel, Lind in

The Bradbury oom-
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addition to the retarding effect set up
by the internal friction of the engine
and gears, a further gentle yet effec-

tive checking action may be applied.
The footbrake rod connections on
some of the machines have been very
neatly arranged. We were also shown
a very practical spring fork to which
a front rim brake can be fitted ; it

was lately described in these pages.
(The Chater Lea ]\[fg. Co., Golden
Lane, E.C.)

Grippler rubber belts are being
marketed now by the Bancroftian Co.

Section ol the

Grippler Rubber
and Canvas Belt.

These belts have a canvas core, and
are exceptionally strong, though not
expensive. Another accessory is a

well-designed plug. The chief feature of

the Bancroftian sparking plug is that

the porcelain is hand-ground and not

moulded, this process making it more
immune from cracking; (The Ban-
croftian Co., 49, Bishopsgate Street

Within, E.C.)
Two patterns of spring forks are

sold by Collier and Sons. One is the
Matchless girder spring fork—a sciea-

tifically designed contrivance which
effectively absorbs the road vibration,
allows a front brake to be fitted, and
is totally devoid of side play. The
JMatchless spring fork attachment.^,
which have been some years on the
market, are chiefly suitable for bring-
ing an old pattern machine up to

date. The Matchless silencer is an-

other excellent invention : it is most
effective in deadening the noise of the
exhaust, and yet it is devoid of back

pressure, since - with
it fitted Matchless
motor bicycles have
scored heavily in

hill - climbs, and
have made remark-,
ably good perform-
ances in speed
events. The Match-
less adjustable
pulley when worked'
in conjunction with
the firm's' in-

genious adjustable
belt fastener are

two further inveii-""

tions of great iii-'-

terest. The pulley >

has slots of various,

sizes cut on the -

fixed portion, aiid

in the movabje tlaiige there is a pirii

engaging in theso. To alter the gear,^.:.

it is onK' necessary to press in th^*.
outer flange and engage the pin in tbej^,,

slot giving the desired ratio. No tools

are required. This firm ha.-s carefully

Tiie Mitchless
Petrol Filter.
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studied the question of brakea, and sells

several excellent types which are

applied to the belt rim. Two patterns

of these are sold complete with foot-

rests, on which the control pedal is

fitted. In addition to many other useful

accessories sold by this firm, there may
be mentioned the Matchless petrol

filter, which is neat, small, and light

—

an accessory which should be found cm
every up-to-date machine. Besides the
above advantages, it is easily dis-

mounted for cleaning. (Collier and
Sons. Ltd., Herbert Road, Plum.stead.)

It is often necessary to make a short
ditour from the route planned in search
of fresh supplies of carbide, either

because the lamp has not been replen-
ished previous to starting, or the con-

tainer will only
hold suflicient

for a few hours
of night riding.
To over come
this difficulty,

the County
Chemical Co.".

"one of the best
known firms in

the trade, who
supply excellent
calcium carbide,

have introduced
a small leather
case for carry-

The County Chemical Co.'s ing a i lb. tin
Case for carrying a J lb. tin of spare carbide,
of spare carbide. Xhe tin fits the
case exactly, and the latter is

strapped to some convenient part of
the frame, such as the seat tube
below the tank. ^ lb. tins of carbide
are not easily introduced into the
dimensions of an ordinary toolbag

;

therefore this little case should appeal
to those who have much nigbt riding
to do or who are apt to forget to
replenish the generator.

The G.B, vulcaniser consists of a cast
aluminium generator heated by a .'small

detachable methylated spirit lamp on

forated plate, by means of which the
heat can be regulated. It is suitable

for all sizes of motor cycle covers and
air tubes, and is beautifully made,
although not expensive. The same firm

are well known as makers of -the G.B.
motor cycle tyre repair outfits. (County
Chemical Co., Bradford Street Works,
Birmingham.)

Dunhill's stock a large variety of

motor cycle valiees to be strapped to
the rear carrier of the machine. The
valise will carry sufficient clothing for

one night, and the flaps are provide<i
with pockets for maps, etc. The
material consists of compressed fibre

which is thoroughly waterproof.

THREE OF DUNHILL'S

the brake is always ready at hand. In

addition to the above. Chase Bros,

make a beck-pedalling brake only, and

a compound brake, the control pedal

of wluch is attached to one of the

crank case bolts. (Chase Brothers,

Station Road West Croydon.)

One of the most popular motor cycle

speedometers is the Cowey. This

instrument works on a different prin-

ciple from most others. It is composed
mainly of three fundamental parts—

a

heavy balance wheel, a spring, and a

propelling device. The spring is con-

nected up to the balance wheel by
means of a small chain in such a

manner that it tends continuously to

A simple Exhaust Cut Out.

The G.B. Vulcanlzer.

the principle of the Bunsen burner. A
thermometer is provided to register the
temperature. This is fitted to a per-

A Combined Cut Out and Exhaust
Whistle. The whistle unscrews at A

to facilitate cleaning.

Several patterns, sold at different draw the

prices, are obtainable. In addition to

the above, other interesting acces-

sories are-—a new cut-out, a motor
cycle exhaust whistle, designed to be
clipped on to the exhaust pipe and to

be operated by the rider's foot, and a

lens mirror lamp and generator.

(Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., Euston Road,
N.W.)

The Continental motor cycle belt of

rubber and canvas carefully made to

the correct angle of 28° is a remark-
ably relia^ile article, and is manufac-
tured in sizes ranging from |in. to lin.

The Continental belt punch is also an
ingenious and useful accessory, as it

is suitable for all sizes, and is fitted

with an adjusting screw which presses

the belt up to the top when the larger

belts are used. Two other very useful

accessories are the Continental rubber
magneto cover, and a tyre puttee for

the temporary repair of a badly gashed
cover. (The Continental Tyre Co.,

Ltd., Clerkenwell Road, E.G.)

In thj issue of November 3rd, 1909.

reference was made to the practice of

fitting a brake control pedal on the
footrests, as in the event of the latter

becoming damaged there was no means
of operating the brake. Chase Bros. , well-

known as record breakers a few years
ago, have m their latest brake brought
out a dual control. The control pedal
may be fitted either to the footrests or

any convenient part of the machine,
and at the same time a back-pedalling

system is incorporated, so that in the
event of the footrests becoming
damaged, the rider has still means to

apply hjs brake by back-pedalling.

Also no matter whether the rider's

foot is on the pedals or on the rests

A neat Touring Valise.

balance wheel in one direc-

tion (the direction of zero on the duil).

while the propelling device gives a

series of intermittent impulses to the
wheel which tend to draw it in the
opposite direction. The faster the
machine travels, the more numerous will

be the impulses given to the balance
wheel by the propelling device, and
the spring, having more work to do in
overcoming tho effect of these impulses,
will be deflected and allow the balance
wheel to be angularly displaced to a

greater or less extent. The balance
wheel, in its turn, operates the indi-

cating pointer and
moves it into a

position which re-

presents the speed
at which the
motor cycle- is

travelling. I n
actual practice the
indicator is found
to be equally
steady on good
and bad surfaces,
and to be most
reliable. The
machine is of a

handsome appear
ance, and easily
read. An odo-
meter is fitted tc
each model. The
instrument i s

easily attached to
any machine,
whether fitted

with spring forks

or not. (The
Cowey Engineer-
ing Co., Archer
Works, Kew
Gardens, S.W.)

The Cowey Speed In-
dicator. The sketches
show the gear driving
mechanism attached
to the front hub. The
indicator Is clipped

to the handle-bat.
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A type of weather guard which we
havj proved to be very efficient in

keeping mud and wet from the rider's

legs is the Cameron. One end of each
guard is attached to the footrests and
the other to suitable supports bolted

he Clyno Adjustable
VPulIey.

annoyance to riders who indulge in

long-distance riding. (Hill Bros., 32,

Broom Close, Sheffield.)

A belt fastener which is easy to

connect and adjust is the D'All, which
takes its name from the maker, Mr.
J. B. Ball, of Ladybank, Fife. The
outstanding features of this fastener are
deep indentations on the inner faces of

the jaws and curved ends to the
bottom jaws. The former enable the
belt to be gripped tightly, and remove
some of the strain from the pin or bolt.

The latter stop the cutting of the belt

at the points where the jaws stop, the
belt being very prone to cut when
fastener is rounding the pulley. A
special extension link is provided for

use with adjustable pulleys. Electrical

welding comes into the manufacture of

this fastener, the connecting H links

being made up of rollers electrically

The Cameron leg shields. Note the waterproof
aproD, rolled up and strapped to the shield at-

tachment on top tube.

to, the top tube and hanging each side

of the petrol tank. A weather-proof
apron can be drawn over the knees
and upper part of the body frorri a

point near the top of the shields.

When the apron is not in use it can

be rolled up and fixed to the top of

the shield by two straps as shown
in the accompanying illustration.

(Cameron's Weatherguards, 30, West
High Street, Inverurie, N.B.)

The Clyno adjustable pulley is one
of the easiest to manipulate and ad-

just, the move-
ment being ob-

tained by means
of inclined planes
on the faces of

the sliding flange

and collar. Holes
are bored round
the rim of the
adjusting collar,

in which engages
a pin fixed to a
circular spring,

the spring beii!g

mounted on the
main boss of the puUey. To adjust
the pulley the long spring must
be released with the finger and the
collar turned either to the right or
left, thus raising or lowering the belt
in tlie pulley groove. The same firm
also make an adjustable stand com-
posed of one tube sliding in another,
which can be locked at different

heights, thus enabling the machine to
be firmly supported or) sloping or un-
even ground. (The Clyno Eng. Co.,
Thrapston.)

Hill's horn handle-bar grip is

one of the refinements of motor
cycling, as it is

intended to pre-

vent fatigue to I

the hands caused

[

by gripping the
handle too firmly.

It is certainly a Hill's Patent Handle Grip.

great boon to

riders who wear woollen gloves, as it pre-

vents the hands slipping off the ends of

the bars. It has no square end to dig
into the palms, which is always an

Tlie Forward belt fastener is both
detachable and adjustable, the adjust-

ing links, three in number, fitting in

slots in the clips. To insert a link

it is placed vertically in the slot of

the clip, the special grooved roller is

The D'All Belt Fastener with adjustable links,

welded to short pieces of steel wire.

Another device by the same maker
is a combined gauge, injector, and
tank syphon, which can be fitted to 1

existing tanks by any amateur. No
I

soldering is required, and it can be
done without spoiling the enamel of the
tank. It was recently illustrated and
described in these pages. (J. B. Call,

Commercial Road, Ladybank, Fife.) _

The firm of T. R. Ellin has been
known for many years as makers of

high-class tools. The two which
appeal to motor cyclists are the small

knife with file, etc., suitable for clean-

ing contact points, and a belt drill

with the drill portion made like a
carpenter's quill bit. The illustrations

speak for themselves. (T. R. Ellin,

Footprint Works, Sheffield.)

The "Footprint" belt drill and motor oyolist's

handy pocket knife.

The Harrison back rest with auto-

matic action was recently illustrated

and described in these pages. It was
exhibited at the Manchester Show and
met with keen appreciation. Many
tried the device, and we are informed
by the makers that the universal

opinion of riders was the necessity for

a back rest on long journeys. (Harri-

son Automatic Back-rest Co., 205,

Corporation Street, Preston.)

The "Forward" adjustable and detachable belt

fastener.

then inserted in the centre of the link,

and the link pulled to the end of the

slot, the remaining clip is inserted

in the same way. Our illustration

shows bot h rlips in position on the

longest link. (The Forward Cycle

Co., 9, Edmund Street, Birmingham.)

From the very earliest days of

motor cycling Mr. A. C. Davison has

carefully studied the wants of motor

cycle riders, and in consequence has

succeeded in placing on the market
numerous accessories of a thoroughly

practical nature. One of the firm's

Davison's Spare Petrol Tank,

latest innovations is a spare tank
holding a gallon of petrol, designed to
be attached by clamps secured by
winged nuts to between the end of the
carrier and the mudguard. A black
square is painted on the back, on
which the number may be painted.
The Davison paraffin tube is a handy
way of carrying this useful medium for

freeing the piston rings. It is attached
by clips to a convenient frame tube, an^
has a small filling screw, so that, it may

X'

Davison's ParafBn Tube with tap.

be replenished without removal. At
its further extremity it is provided with

a tap and a conveniently curved tube.

(A. C. Davison, 12a, Pleasant Row,
Camden Town, N.W.) -

The Perfecta spring seat-pillar,

which is designed to fit all makes of

motor bicycles is, in reality, a spring

support designed to take the ordmary
saddle-pillar. Mr. Cheewright, who
with his brother manages the London
business of the well-known firm ot

ignition specialists, Messrs. Lacoste t

and Co., is responsible for the produc-
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tion of this spring seat-pillar of excel-

lent design. It consists of a tube to

which a rod is attached, hung on two
hangers secured by a bolt passing
through the saddle hig of the frame;
two small steel rollers act as bearings
anu allow the bolt to be tightened in

the ordinary way without interfering

Tbe Perfecta Spring Saddle Pillar, made to suit any
pattern 01: motor cycle.

with the free movement of the hangers.
The plunger rod referred to passes
through a bearing clipped to the
saddle tube of the frame, and has a

spring above and below the latter, one
acting under compression and the other

acting as a check spring to counteract
too sudden a rebound. Two models
are manufactured, Model A for a

machine having a clearance of l^in. or

over between the back forks of the
frame, and Model B where there is in-

sufficient clearance. The support
springs are also supplied in various
tensions to suit the weight of the
rider. With such a device as the
Perfecta spring seat-pillar no motor
cyclist need fear the effects of road
vibration. (L. Cheswright, 184,

SJiaftesbury Avenue, W.C.)

The Dalman adjustable pulley is

made on rather novel lines. Reference
to the line drawing shows that the
pulley consists of very few parts.

There are the usual fiied and loose

flanges,, a spring controlled locking

key, one spring, and one bolt, that is

all, To adjust the loose flange the

BELT SECTION

locking key is pushed inwards when the
key comes out of engagement with the
keyway machined on the inside of the
loose flange. The loose flange can now
be rotated to the right or left when
the screw thread on which it revolves
causes it to expand or contract the
groove in which the belt runs. The
locking key, of course, slides in a key-
way cut on the boss of the fixed flange.
As this has ample bearing surface, it

should hold the loose flange quite
firmly and prevent rocking. (J. Da.l-
man and Sons, Birmingham,)

The East London Rubber Co. are
making a special point during the
coming season of their "Bar-Latch"
motor cycle stand, a stand which,
owing to its sound design and the in-
genuity it displays, calls for the closest
attention. The casting forms a clip
and a bracket attached to the chain
stays. On this casting is mounted a
hinged leg set at an angle ; this leg
engages alternately with two spring
catches, also mounted on the same cast-
ing. On the catch being released the leg
moves from the horizontal position to
the downward position, and automatic-
ally engages with a catch on the lower
of the two bars ; the machine is then

One of the East

London Rubber
Co.'s handy acces-

sories, the Kerry

Bar - Latch Motor

Cycle Stand. When
out of action, the

legs' are swung

back to a hori-

zontal position.

Tbe Dalman Adjustable Pulley

pulled towards the rider and the
opposite leg treated in the same
manner. The stand is extremely
simple and very quickly put into

action. To disengage the catch it is

merely necessary to press the corner
with the finger. The price of this stand
has been considerably reduced. (The
East London Rubber Co., 29-31, Great
Eastern Street, E.G.)

Since the motor cycle first came
into existence the firm of A. W.
Gamage, Ltd., have never ceased to

carry a large stock of accessories speci-

ally suited to readers of this paper,
and with the increased popularity of

the p.Tftime, they have increased this

stock lo such an extent that the motor
eycll.'t is nowhere better looked after

than at this famous Holborn House.
Lralher belts especially require care-

fn' nLtention when the roads are
ni'iil''y, as the particles of flint get
'J 1

1
\ f 1 into the leather and turn the

2ng

belt into a grinding machine, which
rapidly destroys the best of steel

pulleys. In days gone by motor
cyclists had to remove the flint with

Warren's Belt Cleaner, sold by A. W. Gamage, Ltd
The interior is lined with file card.

an old pocket knife—a long, tedious,

and dirty process. With the aid of

. a special belt cleaner now placed on
the market by A. W. Gamage, Ltd.,
which consists of a steel wire brush,
shaped to fit round the belt, this

wearisome and uncleanly operation

may be quickly and comfortably accom-
plished. The Gamage exhaust cut-

out, which clips round the exhaust
pipe, and consists of a shutter sliding in

The Gamage
Exhaust Cut-out
consistina of a
shutter sliding in

a sroove.

a groove, is specially worthy of atten-

tion,^ as it is well-designed and likely

to prove gaslight. The Gamage exhaust
whistle and a small brass mascot, which
may appeal to the more superstitious

motor cyclists, and • a set of folding

pocket spanners, are a few of the many
attractive motor cycle accessories

which we r-ecently inspected. (A. W.
Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.G.)

The Hanover Rubber Co, sell a very
excellent adjustable belt fastener with
patent quickly detachable link. The
Shamrock-Gloria belt has been improved
in that the grooves are deepened, ren-

dering the belt more flexible than
before. The S.G. butt-ended air tubes,

S.E. rubber-studded bands (which can
be fitted to any make of cover), an
excellent belt punch, a rubber strap

with a hook at one end and an eye at

the other, and a good elastic rubber
handle-bar cover, complete the numerous
accessories which this firm offers to the

public. (The Hanover Rubber 'Co., 29-

31, Old Street, E.G.)

Gardam and Sons, Staines, have pro-

duced .for the benefit of motor cyclists

and tricar owners some exceedingly
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serviceable houses for the storage of

their machines. These houses are

strongly made of best planed, tongued,
and grooved boards fitted on a strong

frame, the roof being of mat-chboards,

covered with patent Stoniflex roofing.

One of Gardam's Motor Cycle Houses.

requiring no tarring. If preferred,
rebated or chamfered weather boards
may be had. Prepared boards, fin.
thick, nailed to heavy joists, form the
floor. A glazed window, the size of
wliich varies according to the desire of

the purchaser, is inserted, and the door
is treated with a special wood preserva-
tive, being vermin and damp-proof,
and a strong lock is provided. These
houses vary in size from 6ft. to 10ft.

in length, 3ft. to 8ft. in width, and
6ft. to 8ft. in height. Immediate
delivery can be given, and the sections
are plainly marked before leaving the
works, so that re-erection is easy.

Inside benches are provided, these
being made to fall flat against the wall
when not required, and a cupboard with
lock completes the equipment of a
most serviceable motor cycle house,
which is reasonably priced withal.

(W. Gardam and Sons, Ltd., The
Wharf, Staines, Middlesex.)

In the early days of motor cycling
when rubber belts were unknown, the
twisted belt was going out of fashion,
and the leather V belt had only just

become popular, the hook fastener was
still in vogue. It was a tiresome con-
trivance, and in those days belts were
always a trouble to fasten up. With
their Simplex belt fastener^ Messrs.
Herwin, Canny, and Co. were the
first people to place on the market a

really reliable invention, and to them
the thanks of all motor cvclists are

Among the latest accessories

marketed by W. W. Genu are an ex-

haust whistle for motor cycles which
fits on the exhaust pipe, and is-

equally effective on engines with one ,

or more cylinders. It is operated by
foot, and is doubtless a splendid road
clearer. Another item is a silencer

fitted with exhaust whistle or cut-out.

The silencer is cast in aluminium and
is guaranteed silent. The "cut-out"
cuts out half the silencer, and is made
suitable for single-cylinder machines

up to 4 h.p. and twin-cylinders up to

8 h.p. If desired an exhaust whistle

can be fitted in addition. Mr. Genn
also markets an auxiliary air inlet

which fits on the inlet pipe and gives

a wider range of mixture. It is ajso

useful on a hot day when^ the engiae

sometimes requires more air than can

be given by "the additional air open-

ings to the carburetter. (W. W.
Genn, Gap Road, Wimbledon, S.W.)

Sufficient proof

of the efficiency

of the Druid
spring fork is to

be found by reason

of its great popu-
larity. It is fitted

to many up-to-

date machines
made by big firms,

in addition to

being in strong

demand as an ac-

cessory for bring-

ing old pattern

mounts up to

modern require-

ments. It is neat in

appearance, and,
moreover, permits
of the use of a

front rim brake.
(A. Drew, Cony-
bere Street, Bir-

mingham.)

The Lomax belt is built up of five

overlapping sections of chrome leather,

fastened together with copper rivets,

as shown. Washers are placed under
the screws on the top ply to prevent the

The Simplex Belt Fastener.

due. Of the reliability of the Simplex
fastener there can be no doubt, as one
of them was used by Collier when he
won the 1909 Tourist Trophy Eace.
Instead of the screws engaging solely

with the body of th§ fastener they
now screw into special nuts and so a

firm joint is made. The same firm

makes also a detachable fastener and
deals in general accessories. (Herwin,
Canny, and Co., 36, William Street,

Woolwich.

)

The uruid Girder Spring

Forli is very effective,

and is seen on many up-

to-date motor hicycies.

The "Lomax" Buiit-up Belt.

heads pulling through under the strain

of transmission. In place of the usual
belt fastener, screws are fitted to a few
of the joints instead of rivets. All

that is required is to remove one of

the screws when the belt can be ad-
justed to an inch. ' (The Lomax Tyre
Co., Birmingham..)

The "Clair" silencer, sold by J. C.

Lyell and Co., consists of a series of

metal cups which fit one into the
!

other, leaving a space between each

j

at the bottom. The holes in these

cups are set in diametrically opposite

positions, or if it is desired to give a

; freer passage to the exhaust gases they
I may be set in line. Another in-

genious device for which the same
firm are responsible is the concentric

Pilot valve, which really consists of

two valves, one ineide the other. It

is not always realised that the exhaust
valve has to open against great pres-

sure, and in the case of the concentric
Pilot valve (see illustration on the
next page), the area of the small
internal valve offers a smaller resist-

ance to the pressure of the gases, and
also serves to conduct away part of

the charge before the large valve
opens. The makers' statement is that

the ordinary valve has to be
.opened against a total pressure vary-
ing from 40 lbs. to 120 lbs. according
to the area of its head. For example,
a valve with an area equalling one
square inch, opening against a pressure

of 40 lbs. , at the rate- of ten times per

second (1,200 r.p.m.), has to overcome
a resistance equivalent to 24,000 lbs.

per minute. It will, therefore, be
seen that this is the cause of a very

seen that this is the cause of great loss

of power. (J. C. Lyell and Co., 55,

Victoria Street, S.W.)

One of the most recent accessoriesj

to be seen at Hunt's Stores is a par4

ticularly neat silencer in aluminiuma

with a brass foot-operated cut-out.^

This silencer

claimed to be most..

efficient in deadening

.

the sound of th&,
exhaust, as the exit ,:

holes are many and^
small,- and are largely!
distributed over thef
exterior surface.

;

Hunt's Stores have '

also just introduced a;l

small, neat, and in-

expensive air inle^
for fitting to the
inlet pipe, whic^fl
should be a boon
those who studj^
economy in petrol

consumption. It con-

sists merely of a cap with a milled

head fitting over a short tube con-

nected with the inlet pipe. In each

are holes placed at intervals, and
when these coincide air is admitted
to the mixture. The control is

effected by rotating the milled head
of the cap. Two other noteworthy
specialities are a deep note horn
known as the Serpentine, a patent

leather magneto cover, and a new all-

metal tool pad. The latter accessory

is particularly interesting, as it is

both well made and ingenious ; *he

Hunt's Tool Fad.

A Cast Aluminium Silencer with loot-operated

-cut-out. Sold by Hunt's|Stores.

chuck form tool holder is attached to

the receptacle which serves as a

handle, while the tools contained are of

.

a useful nature. (Hunt's Stores, New-"
gate Street, E.G.)
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Pollin telts are built up with two
or more layers of rawhide with ordi-

nary leather V pieces riveted on the

underneath at intervals. Some of these

belts liave an intermediate layer of
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PoUin's Rawhide and Canvas Belt.

canvas to pi'event stretching. They
are soundly constructed articles, and
from experience we have had with
them, kaow that they give satisfaction.

(W. Pollin, Spalding, Lines.)

The Ukantes stands are made in
.everal models which work on practi-

cally the sa.me principle. Part of the
casting forming the bracket which is

attached to the chain stays takes the
form of a quadrant, the extremities of

which are slotted, and at the upper
end of the leg is a slot, through w-hich
a pin passes. The leg is provided with
a spring which keeps it normally up
against the pin so that a boss on the
leg is in engagement with one of the
slots on the quadrant. There is a
further boss on the outside of the leg

enabling the latf/cr to be disengaged
from the slot by means of the pressure
of the rider's foot. The Ukantes
quickly applied prop works on tliis

method, and when in action projects
outwards, and allows the machine to
be propped up when the rider wants
to make a brief halt. When out of
action the prop is parallel with the
chain stays. The Ukantes popular
stand works on a similar method to the
above. To put the stand into action, it

is only necessary to pull out one of
the legs, lean the machine a few inches
away, pull down the leg until it engages
in the correct slot, then pull the

machine forward, and do the same with
the other leg. The Ukantes La Grande
stand is the same except that the leg
is provided with a trigger - locking
device. The Ukantes sidecar jack
works similarly, but, of course, only
one is used to jack the wheel off the
ground. Thi.s stand may be put into
operation by the foot. It is also made
in two sizes for heavy and lightweight
motor bicycles. Price and Co. also
make a speciality of front wheel stands,
the advantages of which are appreci-
ated by all who have suffered front
wheel punctures. , A brake which is

very quickly and easily dismounted,
and thus allows the back wheel to be
removed without difficulty is the
Ukantes duplex and triplex band brake
for rear and front wheels. It consists

of a coil with a hook at either end
loosely encircling the belt drum, of
which one hook is attached to the
bracket fastening to the chain stay
and the other to a link fastened to
the end of the Bowden control wire.
(Price and Co., 25, Eosebery Avenue,
London, E.C.)

The Ideal spring
fork is an attach-

ment which can be
fitted to any motor
bicycle. It was
recently described
and illustrated in

these pages, but we
now reproduce a
line drawing of this

article, which ren-

ders the design
somewhat clearer

than the half-tone
block from a photo-
graph previously
published. It will

be noticed that the
shackle plates are
attached at three
points, viz., the
ball head clip,

usual fork crown,
and the fork ends.
The Ideal fork en-
ables a front wheel
nm brake to be
fitted, is a well
constructed ai-tScle,

and should appeal
to riders who pos-

sess machines with
rigid forks and are
desirous of bringing
their mounts more
up to date. (Ideal

Spring Fork Co.,

Gilbert Road, Bel-
vedere, Kent.)

which is of the
fitted in the

•Ideal'

Tiie "UKantes" Hand-
controlled Band Brake
and quickly-applied Prop.

J. C. Lyell and
Co.'s Concen-
tric "Pilot"
Valve (see pre-
vious page).

' Spring Fork.

The Harris clutch

plate type, is fitted m the rear

hub. The chief advantages of a clutch

are that it is possible to disconnect
the drive of the engine from the road
wheel for controlling the speed of the

machine in traffic, and it also enables
a standing start to be made with the
rider seated in the saddle.- The clutch

consists of a number of plates, half of

which are connected to the hub barrel

and the remainder to a sleeve attached
to the rear belt rim. When the plates

are separated the belt rim and engine
can be revolved by means of the pedal-

Section and Elevation of the Harris Plate
Clutch Hub.

ling chain, while the road wheel' r»

mains stationary. When the platev

are forced . together by a spring
(operated by a lever on the handle-
bar or footrest) the friction between
their surfaces locks the sleeve plates
to the hub plates, and in consequence
the road wheel, hub, sleeve, and belt
rim rotate together as a solid mass.
The clutch hub is no wider than an
ordinary, hub and belt rim, and will fit

many machines without structural
alterations. (Harris, Ltd., Upper
Highgate Street, Birmingham.)

The firm of Neville, Williams, and Co.
are responsible for the production of a

new soldering medium known as Tinol,
which is a grey paste sold in air-tight

tins, consisting of the alloy of metals
forming solder reduced by a special

process to an exceedingly fine powder,
and mixed with a flux which is free

from acid—a point of especial import-
ance in soldering electrical joints. In
actual practice. Tinol is exceedingly
easy to manipulate, as under ordinary
circumstances no previous cleaning of

the parts to be soldered is necessary.
We have proved the efficacy of the
material after practical tests. The

The Tinol Soldering Lamp.

Tinol cored soldering stick is another
item of interest to those who do
their own repairs. It consists of a

tube of solder filled with Tinol paste,

and it possesses the advantage of

enabling soldering to be carried out ,

without the aid of any further flux.

To facilitate the use of Tinol, a neat

blow lamp is supplied burning methy-
lated spirit, which works admirably.
(Neville, Williams, and Co., 11 and
13, Southwark Street, S.E.)
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A simple adjustable pulley of new
desigu and requiring no tools to

operate it is the "Moveo." A large

range of gear ratios may be obtained

with the use of this pulley on account

of the deep

flanges. The
method of lock-

ing the loose

flange is sim-

plicity in the

extreme, a spring

stop dropping
into grooves

formed in the pulley

boss. The work of

altering the gear ratio

is but a matter of a

few seconds, the small

T 1. I <,.,r w catch merely being

Pulley. raised up the inclined

surface of the guide,

when the outer flange is free to move,

the stop fixing the flange as soon as it

registers with one of the keyways.

(J. H. R. Loxham and Co., Charnley

Street, Preston.)

The Wolf tool-kit consists of a leather

roll-up, containing eleven tools. The
case is sold complete with the tools, or

each tool can be supplied separately.

Another accessory is the Wolf double

purpose petrol can. This has a funnel,

permanently attached to the top of the

can, fitted with gauze strainer, and
fle.icible metal spout. (Wolf Engineer-

ing Co., Ltd., Pountney Street, Wol-

verhampton.)

One of the latest introductions into

this country is the Clarion sweet chime

bell, which gives a clear ringing note,

and for lightweights and silent motor

bicycles gives " audible and sufficient

warning " of a pleasant nature. For
many years motor cyclists have been

on the look-out for an odometer at

a low price. Their old and faithful

friend the Veeder is now sold in a

strong model suitable for motor cycle

use. The Veeder motor cycle trip

cyclometer is larger and more sub-

stantial than the old cycle type, is made
for 24in., 26m., or 28in. wheels, the

miles are shown in white figures on a

black background, and the tenths now
carried well away from the other

figures in red, also on a black hack-

ground. The star wheel is much
stronger than previously, and a spiecial

friction device is employed,
which prevents the wheel
from spinning when the
machine is travelling at a

high rate of speed. The
new bracket designed to

fit this instrument is ad-

ju.stable to fit any make
of machine. It is con-

structed to bring the cyclo-

meter as near the centre
of the wheel as possible
to allow the striker to de-
scribe as small a radius as _, ., „

.

.11
i. i 1 -J. Clarion Cnlme

possible so as not to hit on motor cycles,

the star wheel unduly hard. Markt

A long stout clamp holds it in position.

The roller lessens the wear on the star

wheel by giving a rolling instead of a

sliding contact. Another accessory for

which the firm are well known is the

motor cycle speedometer—an instrument
which has proved its reliability times

without number. It is made in three

types, the most attractive of which is

the Model 32, fitted with maximum
speed hand total register and trip

odometer. (Markt and Co., 6, City

Road, E.C.)
The Coronet adjustable pulley is

claimed to give a range of gear ratio

from 3 to 1 to about 7 to 1. The boss

MARCH i4ih, igio.

the improvements) the drive is engaged
by means of a bronze internal e.iipand-

ing ring, 2in. wide. We have pur-

posely dealt with these gears in brief,

as they hardly enter into the scope of

this special issue. One of the produc-
tions for which Lake and Elliot have
been most famous in the eyes of motor
cyclists is the iiillennium express stand

;

this is a remarkably ingenious device.

It is light, scientifically constructed,
and possesses the advantage of being
very quickly released. To put the
stand into action it is lowered to the
ground, and the machine is jerked up
against it. To release tjie stand, a

The Indicator of tho Jones Speedometer.

of the fixed flange is screwed to take
the loose flange, and on it and the loose
flange are cut keyways in which a key
is free to slide. The key is provided
with a slot engaging with the loose

flange by which the key is made to
travel inwards and outwards as the
flange is screwed up or down on the
boss. To fix the loose flange a knurled
lock ring is provided. (Booth's
Motorics, Charles Street, Halifax.)

The firm of Lake and JElliot have
for many years devoted their attention

to the wants of motor cyclists. Being
supplied with a well-equipped factory

they are capable of turning out the
very best class of work. As they were
cognisant of the clever designs executed
by A. D. Powell, Leicester, they have
purchased the patents covering his

"Fit-all" and "Hub" two-speed
gears, and are now manufacturing
these. It will be remembered that the
Fit-all gear is attached to the crank-
shaft of a motor bicycle, and will fit

any standard make. The Hub gear
has been considerably improved. On
the high speed (and this is one of

Bell for nse The Service Co.'s Waterproof Lamp
It is sold by Cover—excellent for those who

& Co. wish to keep.theirklamps clean.

The latest model
Veeder Cyclometer.

specially long lever is

operated by the foot. On
this lever being pressed
the stand is released, anfr flies quickly
back to its normal position. Another
ingenious device is the Millennium front
wheel combined carrier and stand,
which provides an excellent carrier

over the front mudguard, and also

A Valve Turning and True-
ing Device, marketed by

Lake and Elliot.

allows the back wheel to be jacked Ug,_

in the case of a puncture. Quite ah
ingenious tool is the Millennium valve
truer, for which motor cyclists are

sure to have need sooner or later in

their experience. When a valve gets

so pitted that grinding would be a

most tedious process such a tool as the

Millennium valve truer is a real boon.

It is remarkably simple, and consists

of a bracket provided with two bear-

ings for carrying the valve stem.

When the valve is held absolutely
parallel its face is brought up against
an adjustable cutter. A long lathe

carrier supplied with the tool is

attached to the end of the valve, and
by this means the latter is rotated, and
the face trued up in a remarkably short

space of time. The valve truer may
be held either in the hand or in a

vice. A tool for similar work, which
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displays great, ingenuity, also sold by
Lake and Elliot is made for truing

valve seatings, but as this is a job

more especially lor t'lo repairer it

Lake and Elliot's Valve Spring Lifter.

needs only a short reference. One of

the ueatest valve spring lifters we have
yet seen is the Millennium. It will be
seen from tLe accompanying illustra-

tion that its ingenious design allows it

to have an entirely parallel action,

enabling it to be free from any tendency

to bend the valve stem. After the jaw
has been inserted underneath the

cotter, if tho wing nut is turned it

causes both the jaws to open and keep
perfectly parallel in so doing. Another
excellent set of box
spanners for use on
motor cycle engines
are known as the
Midas. There
should be a ready

demand for these, as

they are compact and
useful. The tommy
bar is provided with a screwdriver end

which fits into the square provided

with the set. When this is placed in

position the rest of the tubes are

slipped ovei. and the whole forms a

Lake and Elliot's Stand.

particularly neat
j

screwdriver with a
1 convenient handle.

1
The A utog r ip
ispanner is another
imost ingenious tool.

jThis can be in-
'stantly fitted on to
a nut of almost any
size, and the force
lexerted to turn the
nut keeps the
jaws firmly closed,

so that the nut cannot be damaged. By
pulling out the lower jaw and replac-

ing it, three different adjustments
may be obtained. Two sizes of

spanners are sold, one taking sizes

from zero to lin., and the other from
zero to |in. When not required as a
spanner the tool may be used as a
pair of pliers. (Lake and Elliot,

Albion Works, Braintree, Essex.)

The Service Co., where so many up
to-date accessories are always to be
found, has just introduced a spare
petrol tank and number plate. The
tank, which is wedge-shaped, carries
about ii quart of petrol, and is shaped

Tliis spare Petrol Carrier fits on the front mud-
guard extension, and is sold by the Service Co.

to fit on to the front mudguard exten-
sion by the aid of two brackets, which
are fitted to the mudguard, where they
remain permanently. The spare can
slips into these two brackets, and is

then locked in position by thumb-
screws. On each side the front

A Hand Protector for cold weather—it enables

the control levers to be operated without remov-
ing the hand.

number may be painted. It is also

interesting to note that the tank may
be readily detached and its contents
poured into the main petrol reservoir.

Another accessory which should appeal
to all-weather riders is the Service
"hand muff" lined with fur. At the
extremity of the muff there is an open-
ing, which can be closed by the aid of

two patent fasteners, through which
the control levers are passed, so that
they are always in the mufi. The muffs

are also supplied with a steel stay run-
ning across the top to keep them clear

of the control levers. The Service Co.

are also marketing a rubber cover for

the high tension terminal of magnetos.
Yet

.
another accessory sold by the

same company is their special belt,

which, we understand, is giving great

satisfaction. The belt consists of two
strips of chrome leather, on which are

built rectangular pieces of raw hide

leather at intervals. The result is an

extremely flexible and highly efficient

belt". (The Service Co., Ltd.), .392-

293, High Holborn, W.C.)
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The H.H. handle-bar is a transverse
adjustable bar for fixing across exist-

ing handle-bars of any make for carry-

ing the watch, speedometer, or other
similar accessory, fitted with a loose

Hunt's Handle-bar Attachment for carrying
watch, horn, speedometer, etc.

plug end and clamps (to fit it, it is

only necessary to remove the plug and
cut the bar to the desired length, and
then replace the plug.) (A. H. Hunt
and Co., 115, Cannon Street, E.C.)

The Metropolitan Machinists' Co. is

specially devoting its attention to
motor cycle accessories, since the latest

catalogue devotes no less than sixty-
six pages to this subject. The num-
ber of items of interest sold by the
Metropolitan Machinists' Co. is very

great, nearly every
well-known aocessory
being stocked.
Among the numer-
ous samples recently
shown us we noticed
an excellent solid

leather telescopic

valise, strengthened
inside by means of

Holder with key. ^ skeleton u-on frame.
Sold by the Metro- which is provided
politan Machinists' with substantial

''°- straps and is sold
at a very moderate

figure; a tubular motor cycle luggage
carrier, which can be supplied to fit

any make of motor cycle, which is at
once strong, well made, and by no
means unsightly ; and the" Off-an'-On

"

motor cycle tyre lever made of the
best forged steel. This is really a
useful accessory. One end of it will
act as a screwdriver, while the other,
by means of which the tyre is levered
on or taken off, performs its functions
in the most satisfactory manner. One
side easily slips underneath the bead-
ing to remove the cover, while the
other when the lever is raised for-
ward allows the beading to drop
into the rim. Many motor cyclists

A simple! Watch

A useful combined Tyre Lever and Screwdriver
sold by the Metropolitan Machinists' Co.

favour handle-bar watches, and one of

this firm's specialities is a thiefproof
handle-bar watch holder, quite an in-

genious device, which, by the aid of a
special key, prevents the Wd,tch or
holder being removed when once
locked. (The Metropolitan Machinists'
Co., Ltd., 75, Bishopsgate Street
Without, E.C.)
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The L.M.C. Auto Varia pulley and
free engine device enables a higher

gear ratio to be used for the level than
would be advisable with any type of

fixed pulley, with a correspondingly

low gear ratio for hill-climbing. The
loose flange of this pulley is controlled

by springs of a strength proportionate

to the power of the engine. When

OTM((fCILE MARCH 14th, igio.
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The "Auto-Varia" Free Engine Pulley and
FootljoaTd Starting Device, which obviates the

necessity for pedals.

running on level ground the pulley
flanges are close together, and the belt

at the highest point in the groove.

On hills the extra pull on the belt

compresses the springs in proportion to

the gradient, so opening the pulley
groove, and lowering the gear ratio.

If desired,, a handle-bar controlled free

engine is obtainable by opening the
pulley groove until the belt drops on
to a ball bearing, when the engine is

free to run without propelling the
machine. (The Lloyd Jlotor Co., 132,
-Monument Eoad, Birmingham.)
The latest introduction of Lycetts,

Ltd., is a new pattern motor cycle

saddle. The framework is made of

six steel rods. Two support the rear
cantle, the remaining four being con-

nected two each to the top caps of

nests of five coil springs shown in the
illustration. The rods, to which are

fastened the bottom caps of the nests

of springs, are fastened to the rear

cantle. There is no front spring.

Lycett*s Latest Saddle with padded top and
new rear springing arrangement.

When the rider's weight is in the

saddle it is free to rise and fall the

distance shown between the top cap of

the springs and the underside of the

cantle, the movement being controlled

by the springs, which are always m
tension. The top is of specially selected

leather and well padded. Lycetts

make excellent toolbags for attachment

to the top or sides of the rear carrier,

and also make the rear carrier itself

This latter is made of steel tubing, and

is attached to the frame in the usual

manner with clips. (Lycetts, Ltd.,

The Saddlery, Birmingham.)

The Mabon clutch has now been
brought to a high state of perfection,

it is constructed on the usual prin-

ciple, there being seventeen plates

fixed alternately by means of keys and
keyways to the engine-shaft and to the
movable portion of the clutch. One
of the latest improvements is the fitting

of an adjustable pulley, which is carried

out in a particularly neat manner.
The hollow clutchshaft is now slotted so

that the pulley and clutch may be
removed bodily, and the engine-shaft

need not be disturbed. The arm hold-

ing the clutch fork is also slotted so

that it may be adjusted to suit all

sizes of crank cases, and the fork

pins may be arranged to take up their

positions centrally. The adjusting

screw which allows the tension of the
clutch spring to be varied screws on

Mabon Free Engine
Clutch or attachment
to the engine-shalt.

to the hollow shaft, and is provided

with a grub screw so "that it is firmly

locked into position. (A. ^Mabon, 54,

High Eoad, Finchley, N.)

The S.A. valve seater and truer' is

designed to facilitate grinding of

exhaust and inlet valve seats. A tool

and two cutters are supplied. One

cutter is used in place of the valve, and

by means of hand pressure only a light

cut is taken over the seating in the

valve chamber, and unless the seating

is very faulty only a very minute por-

tion of metai is removed. The seating

of the valve itself is then ,trued by

placing the stem through a hole in

the other cutter (this latter being held

in the hand or a vice) and gently

rotating the valve by means of a screw-

driver or other tool. It is claimed

that the faces produced by these cutters

enable the valve to hold petrol without

further treatment with any abrasive

compound. The cutters are made for

all standard makes of motor cyc.es,

and the cost is most reasonable.

(Southern Automobiles, Ltd.. 102,

Westcombe Hill, Blackheath, S.E.)

The P.M.C. shock-absorber is one of

the numerous accessories marketed by
the Premier Motor Co. The special

saddle L pin is hinged and connected
to a tube telescoping into another,

which is again hinged to a clip

fastened round the seat tube just above
the bottom bracket. The movement of

the telescoping tube is controlled by
two strong coiled springs, one taking
the downward thrust and the other

the recoil. These springs absorb

P.M.C. Shoclt Absorber.

shocks which would otherwise be trans-

mitted to the rider when the machine
was ridden over rough ground. The
P.M.C. shock-absorber is made to fit

any make of motor cycle, but it is

advisable when ordering to give the

diameter of the L pin and seat tube

and distance between top of seat lug

and bottom bracket. The P.M.C.
lamp and generator have made a name
for themselves. (Premier Motor
Co., Dartmouth Street, Aston Road,
Birmingham.)

The Speed King adjustable engine

pulley is marketed by Farrar's Motor
Elxchange. It consists of the usual

fixed flange and boss and a loose

sliding flange, which is prevented from

turning by keys fitting in keyways
cut on the boss

of the fixed

flange. To lock

the loose flange

in position, a

knurled locking
ring is provided,
which screws on
a thread cut en
the boss. A
three-note Fan-
fare horn, Far-
rar's Special
flexible canvas.
and rubber belt,

and the Albion
self-lighting gas
lamp are among
the accessories

handled by this

firm. The lighting device for the lanip

consists of, a spring plunger, which

operates on the principle of ^ flint and

steel. When the plunger is drawn out

and released smartly, a shower of

sparks is directed towards the burner,

and the gas is thereby ignited. (Farrars

Motor Exchange, Albion Works, Square

Road, Halifax.)

The " Speed King" Adjust-

able Engine Pulley.
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The S'.N.P. stand is attached to the

chain stays, and does not interfere

with the removal of the baolc wheel.

Tlie legs extend horizontally when out
of action, and to put the stand into

|j^^(^IL]S

A quickly-operated stand called the S.N.P.
(Smith, North and Priestland). It is attached
to the chain stays.

action each leg is pulled rearwardly
and then pushed down, when a catch,
operated by a spring, drops into a
groove af the opposite end of the
quadrant. (Smith, North, and Priest-
land, Birmingham.)

A small portable vulcaniser especi-
ally useful to motor cyclists is the
H.F. "Baby." Vulcanising tyre
patches is the only really safe and sure
method, and wlien possible motor
cyclists should have patches vulcan-
ised ito punctured or burst tubes. There

Harvey Frost's small size Vulcaniser.

is then no fear of the patch coming
loose owing to heat Caused by fric-

tion. (Harvey Frost and Co., Great
Eastern Street, E.G.)

The head of the firm of W. and R.
Jacobs is himself a keen and active
motor cj^clist, and so is thoroughly
appreciative of the wants of his
brethren of the self-propelled wheel.
One of the latest accessories placed on
the market by his firm is the Le Grand
Reflex goggle, which is provided Avith

\

Le Grand's "Reflex" Goggles, which are fltted
.

with side mirrors to reflect overtaking traffic.

j
tuirrors at each side of the main front
glass, in which, if the wearer cast his
eyes towards them, he clearly sees what
is behind him. Under normal condi-
tions, we are assured, the presence of
these mirrors is not noticed. In addi-
tion to the White's economisers for
controlling the main air supply of all

standard makes of carburetters, and
rendering the most refractory of the

latter easy starting, the firm sell

excellent tube and belt cases, known as

the Electary, in three types. Two
will hold either a tube or a belt, and
the third will take both. Metal clips

are supplied for attachment to the
frame of the machine or tlie side of

the luggage carrier. In ordering these,

if the approximate length of belt is

stated a case of the correct size will be
sent. In addition to the above, we
were shown numerous electrical and
other accessories. (W. and R. Jacobs,

39c, King William Street, E.G.)

For several years motor cyclists have
known the Stanley Dermatine motor
cycle belt as the product of much

,
thought and many experiments. It is

i

claimed for it by its makers that it is

,
the most flexible belt on the market.
A rubber casing, grooved in the bigger
sizes and plain in the small size.

The Stanley Dermatine Belt, and Hook Fastener
supplied with links of varying lengths.

covers a strong though pliable core, and
the belt is made in four widths, vary-
ing from |in. to lin. With this be'lt

it is advisable to use a Stanley detach-
able or adjustable fastener, either of

which serves its purpose equally well,

and it is worthy of note that the hook
of the latest patterns is guaranteed
against breakage. (The Stanley Der-
matine Motor Belt Co., 32, London
Road, Bromley Kent.)

The XL'All spring saddle has been
slightly altered in design since it was
last described and illustrated in these
pages. Reference to the illustration

The latest XL'All Spring Saddle.

shows clearly the double link construc-
tion, which gives a parallel easy motion
in any position. The springs are fixed
to an arched bridge piece connecting
the links, which allows the saddle to
clear the mudguard. The saddle is

fixed to the horizontal extension tube
as shown. An excellent type of spring
fork wliich is not at all difficult to fit

is also sold by the same firm. (XL'All
Co., 6 and "

7, Moseley Street, Bir-
mingham.)

Whittle's patent link grip belt is

designed to ensure great flexibility,

combined with gripping power, so that
when the belt is slack it will still drive.

It is a combination of leather blocks,
cut to fit the V gi'oove of the pulley,

and steel links. The V leather sections
are so attached to the links that no
metal comes in contact with the pulleys,

and no fastener is required. Any one

of the links may be taken out by re-

moving one scirv Tfirl in the same

Whittle Link Grip Belt, showjng method
of detachment.

manner the belt may be shortened or
lengthened to suit requirements.
The Whittle belt is now being t«sted
with satisfactory results on a Moto-
sacoche by the Motosacoche Co.
(Thomas Whittle and Sons, Ltd., Rose
and Crown Street, Warrington.)

A firm which will cater largely in the
future for motor cyclists' wants in the
way of accessories is Phelon and Moore,
Ltd. The P. and M. foot protectors
are at present made only for P. and M.
machines. They are attached to the
footrests and two bolts of the crank

P. and M. Foot Protectors.

case, and are shaped to protect the
feet only. In addition to the above,
P. and M. air tube cases attached to

the carrier by neat metal clips, valve
protectors, and sparking plugs, are
marketed. (Phelon and Moore, Ltd.,

12, Mortimer Street, W.)

The Simplex chain belt consists of

an ordinary cycle chain, on which are
mounted hollow steel V pieces at

intervals. These V pieces are sur-

rounded by leather riveted to the links

of the chain and to the V pieces by

" Siinplcx ' Chain Belt.

bifurcated copper rivets. The combina-
tion of the chain with the leather-

covered V pieces provides a fiexible

chain belt. When the leather covering
is worn through, it should be an ea.sy

matter to replace the sections. (Norton
Mfg. Co., Ltd., Deritend Bridge, Flood-
gate Street, Birmingham.)
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The Novdsl Co. market an extremely
neat combined carbide and match
carrier. This con.?ists of a metal case
about the same diameter as a tyre
inflator. Owing to its convenient size

it is easily carried in two ordinary
spring infiator clips. The interior is

provided with a coil spring to keep the
carbide from rattling about. The
caps have self-locking bayonet joints,

Novdel Spare Carbide Carrier.

and the insides of the caps are pro-
vided with substantial rubber washers
which prevent the damp attacking
either the carbide or the matches,
which, of course, are carried in separate
compartments. Each carrier holds
rsufficient spare carbide to fill an
ordinary sized motor cycle lamp. (The
Novdel Co., Ltd., 92, Bexley Road.
Northumberland Heath, Belvedere,
Kent.) .

The N.A.B. spring seat-pillar ha.o

been on the market for a number of
years, and is popular among motor
cyclists and pedal cyclists. It was one
of the first spring .seat-pillars to be
introduced, and, owing to its special
construction with rows of balls to pre-
vent friction between the sliding and
fixed portions of the pillar, it is not
only easy in its, action, but practically
unwearable. The makers are keeping
well up to the times, as they now con-
struct a horizontal tube to carry the
seat-pillar to fit machines like the
N.S.U., and others, where a horizontal
saddle stem is used. An angle clip is

also provided for fitting on to the side
of a horizontal seat tube, so that the
saddle is brought close to the frame.
(Reliance Works Co., Tram Terminus,
Floating Bridge, Southampton.)

Motor cyclists who have been
troubled in the past with chain pins
coming out through the nut working
loose will be interested in the latest
novelty in connection with Renold
motor cycle chains. This is called the
spring clip Joint. Two of the rivets
and one side plate are rigidly con-
nected together and are passed through
the holes in the rollers so connecting

up the chbin. The other side plate is

then fitted on, and in the recess of

the rivets a spring clip is placed lock-

ing the ordinary side plate in posi-

tion. Not only is this a safer method
of connection than the bolt and nut,

but it is also a very much easier matter
to connect and disconnect a chain.

In passing, it must be admitted that

cha'n transmission is gaining ground.
(Hans Renold, Ltd., Brook Street,

Manchester.)

The Tee Bee specialities for motor
cyclists are so numerous that it is

impossible to deal with them all in

this issue. The firm has two excellent

springing devices. One is a spring

fork on an entirely new principle

which allows the wheel to swing

Tee Bee Spring
Fork permitting

V\^ ot a trailing

New Renold Chain Connection.

N.A.B. Spring
Seat Pillar,

largely used on
motor cycles.

backwards and upwards. The usual
practice has been to swing the wheel
in front of the fork, but Templeton
Bros, place the centre of the wheel
behind the fork ends, allowing the
wheel to trail instead of being pushed
forward. It is worthy pf note that
the spring saddle attachment is so
made that the rider's position is not
raised. For high-framed machines
a special pattern is made, bringing
the saddle more over the back wheel.
(Templeton Bros., 535, Sauchiehall
Street, Glasgow.)

Practically since the advent of the
motor cycle in this country the name
of the Watawata belt has been before
the public. The canvas and rubber
belt is a keen competitor with belts
made of leather, but for those who
prefer a very flexible belt, and do not
mind a little increased trouble of
cleaning and dressing, there is no
question that' the Watawata saves
power and is an efficient means of
transmission. It is made up of two or
more strips of leather with specially
shaped leather blocks at intervals. By
this construction, -when the belt passes

round the small pulley the different

parts adjust themselves freely to the
small diameter of the pulley, eliminating
the destructive and power-absorbing
strains which are present in V belts

of solid construction. The annexed
sketch shows how the underpar-t of the

The Watawata Leather Belt.

belt accommodates itself to the small
diameter of a pulley by buckling or
bending up into the spaces provided
between the aforementioned blocks of

leather by which the strips are kept
apart. Large diameter copper washers
are employed on the top ply, which
prevent the plies doubling up, as they
often do when small washers are used.

. (0. and W. Ormerod, Railway Leather
Works, Rochdale.)

The Miller shields for the complete
protection, of rider and machine are much
sought after by those motor cyclists who
make a pomi of using their machines

. Miller's Mud Shield!

all the year round. The shield com-
pletely protects the rider's legs, thighs,

and feet from the cold wind and the

mud and wet which are thrown from
the front wheel. It does this without
screening the cylinder from the cold

draught of air which is essential to

the perfect running of the engine. In

addition to protecting the rider, it

will be noticed that the screen passes

underneath the engine and connects

up at the rear with a special back
wheel guard which protects belt, belt

rim, and rider from mud and wet
thrown from the back wheel. Another
small accessory made by the same firm

is a spare valve carrier. This is made
of hard wood, and takes one valve

complete with spring. (John A. Miller,

Bracken Road, Brighouse, Leeds.

Phras motor cycle belting is made
with a layer of leather at top and

bottom and a central layer of rubber

strengthened with canvas. It is 1

claimed by the makers that when the

belt passes round
the small puUeyj
the bottom la.ver oi

'

leather is com-
pressed into the
middle layer of rubber, swelling it side-

wise, and securing a perfect grip of

the pulley irrespective of the tightness
of the belt. Phrax belting is made m .

all sizes from fin. to l^in. ; also a

lightweight section. (Phrax Belting i

Co., 87-88, Cheapside, Birmingham.
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The special features of the Vulcan
belt fasteners are the method employed

, for preventing the ends of the belt
pulling out, and the extension hook for
taking up the stretch of the belt and
for use with adjustable pulleys. Our
illustration shows one of the Vulcan
fasteners with extension hook in posi-
tion. The bolts havo a thread of the

Vulcan Detachable and Adjustable Belt
Fastener.

usual kind for engaging with the nut
or button, but on the part which fits

in the belt the thread is similar to
that of a wood screw. The screws,
therefore, easily pull themselves into
the belt—a feature which will be ap-
preciated by every practical motor
cyclist. (Stanley T. Eobson, 59, Hob-
moor Road, Birmingham.)

During the winter and rainy months
magneto troubles are frequently caused
by wet attacking tlie vulnerable parts
of the insulation and winding. Mr.
Surridge has devised a neat and simple
remedy for this in the form of a rubber
case, which is both water and oil-

proof. It is very tough, and will stand
any amount of rough handling. Refer-
ence has been made to the Holdtite
patches (see our issue of November
22nd, 1909), which vary in size, and
are easily applied. The tube is first

prepared with coarse glass paper, after
which it is coated with a good thick
layer of solution. The patch is then
treated with a thin coating of solu-
tion, and after both have become
tacky they are placed together, and
the repair is done. These patches are
supplied in boxes of twelve, varying in
size.^ Mr. Surridge also makes a
speciality of a red rubber air tube
which lias every appearance of being
both strong and serviceable. (R.
Surridge, 58, George Street, Camber-
well, S.E.)

The construction of the latest
Middlemore and Lamplugh motor cycle
saddle is somewhat novel. Each side
frame member has at the rear extre-
mity tensional springs connected by a
plate supporting a central rod which

Miidlemore and Lamplugh's Kideasy Saddle.

IS connected to the saddle cantle.
There is no spring in front, the
elasticity of the tensional spring alone
being depended upon to provide a
comfortable seat. The top of the
saddle is hogskin comfortably padded

on the lines of the well-known
" Rideasy " made by the same firm.
The quality of the work is in the first

rank. (Middlemore and Lamplugh
Ltd., Coventry.)

As a means of comfort most motor
bicyclists have probably scoffed at the
possibility of a wind screen as being
helpful towards this end. However.
Mr. J. A. Taylor is confident of its

success, and has produced a service-
able wind screen for the use of motor
bicyclists and tricarists. For bicyclists
it^

. is adapted for any handle-bar
width, and being made of celluloid is

extremely light, weighing only just
over 3 lbs. It may also be fitted to
the passenger seat of a tricar or side-
car. In the event of the wind prov-
ing too strong for its use (whicli is

highly improbable, as it is very little

wider than the rider's shoulders) it is

easily removable. These screens are
made with polished walnut frames,
plated fittings, and brass bound
frames up to two feet square. (J. A.
Taylor's Cycle and Motor Works.
Lower Edmonton, N.)

The J.A.P. carburetter, which is

very popular among motor cyclists,

especially users of Bat machines, dis-
plays great ingenuity. The jet con-
sists of a plate or disc in which slots

are cut radially in pairs, and the
depth of these slots is varied in
different size jets. The jet plate fits

over a disc, the lower portion of which
is surrounded by gauze. The petrol
enters from the bottom and issues
through eight small holes in shallow
recesses which register with the cuts
on the jet disc. The main air enters
from an elbow at the bottom of the
vaporising chamber wliich is con-
trolled by a shutter, which will

partially close the air lioles. One of

these can be covered or uncovered at

will by a brass slide controlled by a

milled screw outside the carburetter,
so tliat the mixture may be altered

slightly according to the atmospheric
conditions and to fa;:ilitate starting.

Immediately over the jet there is fixed

a thick plate containing two sets of

holes, the outer set communicating:
directly with the outer air and the
inner set with the mixture from the

jet, the two leading into a single set

of holes communicating with throttle.

Normally, the holes communicating
with the air are covered up by steel

balls, but as the throttle is opened
furtlier and the suction increases,

these balls lift from their seatings

and the mixture is proportionately
weakened. Another well - known
J.A.P. speciality is the J.A.P.
sparking plug, which has been long on
the market, and has times without
number proved its excellence. (J. A
Prestwich and Co., Ltd., 1, Lans-
downe Road, Tottenham, N.)

We repeatedly receive enquiries
from owners of old pattern machines
with Longuemare carburetters with
regard to the fitting of handle-bar
control. The Wright adapter is

specially made for this purpose. All

that is necessary is to remove the
usual throttle and air adapter, and
replace it with a Wright adapter

2iy

which is illustrated in the accompany
ing sketch. Mills and Co. (Kettering),
Ltd., who make this attachment, also
market a device for valve grinding
which enables the valve to be ground
to a state approaching finish, before
it is placed on its seating, with the

Wright attachment Cor Longueniard carburetters.

result that the valve seating is not
worn away by repeated grinding. The
device is of a suitable shape and size

for carrying in a tool bag. (E. Mills
and Co. (Kettering), Ltd., Crown
Works, Kettering.)

The N.S.U. belt fasteners are made
in various sizes from Jin. to l^in.

With the l^in. size each link is held
by two screws. In addition to the

ab*)/e, they have a special belt fastener

for grooved belts. "The N.S.U. engine
shaft two-speed gear is, as most
motor cyclists are aware, capable of

being fitted to different makes of

machines. Its chief advantages are

excellent quality and lightness. There
are few gears more satisfactory. (The
N.S.U. Motor Co., Great Portland
Street, W.)
Every motor cyclist who starts out

on a lengthy ride without a perfect tyre

repair outfit is tempting the fates.

The Turco motor cycle outfit contains,

besides a plentiful supply of Turco,
lightning patches, canvas back attach-

ing sheet, rubber solution, canvas,
French chalk, glass paper, insulating

tape, valve rubber, and sparking plug
washers. The price is distinctly

moderate for such a complete outfit.

The firm also supply carbide. Made
and sold under the same brand of

The " Turco " Tyre Repair Outfit.

Turco, it is packed in handy oval

flasks, which enable a one pound tin to

be conveniently carried in the pocket
if there is no room for it in the tool-

bag or luggage carrier. (Union Rubber
and Chemical Co., Ltd., Shaw Street,

Ashton New Road, jManchester.)
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Melksham is on the borders of

Salisbury Plain, and in close proximity
to Stoneheiige, This will explain the

trademark of the Avon Indiarubber
Co., Ltd., which is a reproduction of

three of the mighty monoliths which
attract so many visitors to that part of

the country. Bemg large makers of

indiarubber goods they have not over-

looked the possibilities of the motor
cycle business, and market Avon tyres

in several different patterns. First

The Avon Tyre, with hexagon shaped
noD-skidiilDg rubber studs.

there is the Hexagon pattern rubber-

studded tyre in two qualities, then the

round rubber-studded in two qualities,

the Seven Lines or ribbed in_ three

qualities, and a steel-studded in one
quality. Special attention is paid to

the quality of the rubber studs to

withstand the severe strain upon them.

In constructing the steel-studded cover

the washers top and bottom make a

very firm grip of the cover, and the

studs are not liable to come out. A
speciality is made of the Seven Lines

or ribbed pattern type, and the steel-

studded tyre for motor cycle passen-

ger work. (Avon Indiarubber Co.,

Ltd., Melksham, Wilts.)

The firm of W. and A. Bates, Ltd.,

is making a speciality of motor cycle

tyres, turning out large quantities

which are giving most satisfactory

results. These tyres are made in

rubber-studded and ribbed patterns,

both in three weights—standard,
heavy, and extra heavy—according to
the weight and power of the machine.
The extra heavy is intended for

Bates Rubber-studded Tyre with square tread
and beaded edges.

passenger work. When the casing of

the tyre is in good condition it can
often be made as good as new by re-

treading. In such cases Bates's non-
slipping rubber-studded treads will

be found to give excellent results.

They are exactly the same in pattern

as the illustration of the rubber-
studded complete tyre on this page.

(W. and A. Bates, St. Mary's Mills,

Leicester.

)

The Continental motor cycle tyre is

specially designed for the heavy work
to which it has to be put. The
" Modele de Course " pattern is a cover

with a splendidly substantial tread

possessing just over a centimetre of

solid rubber and canvas at the

thickest portion of the tread. It is

speciallv recommendpf' fo nowerful
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on the tread. The cover is a substan-

tial one, and has four layers of canvas.

The twin rib double grip cover is one of

which the firm are making a speciality

for this season. It is undoubtedly most
effective against skidding, and is much
faster than the steel-studded tyre.

The twin rib double grip Peter Union
tyre was used by M. Geiger on the twin
V.S. when he broke the End-to-end
sidecar record, with great success.

The sectional illustration below shows
that the tread has a good thickness of

rubber, and is therefore likely to out-

last other covers unprovided with such
a liberal coating of resilient material

between the air tube and the road.

The Peter Union steel non-skid has
hardened steel studs, which cannot

come out with fair usage, and wear
gradually till they are flush with the

tread. The Peter Union puncture-
proof band is an efficient safeguard

against puncture, and the makers in-

form us it acts as an insulator, and
prevents heating of the inner ~ tube,

and is largely used. (The Peter Union
Tyre Co., 190, Gt. Portland Street, W.)

The Three Spires tyre differs from

multi-cylinder machines or motor
bicycles with sidecar attachments.
The rubber non-skid tyre with oat
pattern tread is a popular tyre, ad-
mitted to be most efficient against
side-slip. It is made in two
grades, the standard for machines
up to 3 h.p., and the Autobi for

heavier motor cycles and tricars. For
the latter steel-studded tyres are also

sold. The two lighter grades of

covers may be had with either wired
or beaded edges. The Continental
butt-ended inner tube, one of the
earliest and most successful on the
market, has been further improved,
in that the joint is now designed so

that the minimum amount of friction

exists, and a firm and safe joint is

provided. (The Continental Tyre Co.,
Ltd., Clerkenwell Road, E.G.)

There is no doubt that the Peter
Union tyre is a popular one among
motor cyclists, and the fact that the
company issue a special booklet de-
scribing their motor cycle tjrres shows
that they are really in earnest in catering
for this important section of the motor-
ing public. Several different types
of covers are made. The first is the
ordinary type, heavy pattern, all

rubber, and with longitudinal grooves

many others of the non-skid type

by reason that it is a non-skid

as long as the tread lasts. The
anti-slipping portion of the tread is

at the sides, and not in the centre.

In consequence, the tread can be made
perfectly smooth, which makes the tyre

much faster. It is manufactured in

beaded edge only, and in the following

The " Three Spires " Kon-slipping Cover

sizes : 24in. by Ifin., 26in. by l|in.,

2in., 2iin., and 2iin. (The Coventry
Eubber Co., Coventry.)
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There is no more famous tyre on the
market tlian the British-made Dunlop,
which has proved its excellence on
motor cycles tor many years. On first

examining a section of the cover, one
,is disjKised to think that the tread is

rather tliin, but, owing to the excellent

(|nality of the material used in building
up the tyre, it is really durable, and
[lossesses titat resiliency which a thiclver

lyre cannot well have. The latest pat-

tern is provided with a tread of lozenge-
shaped studs running down either side

of a central rib. As a non-skid, the
tyre is wonderfully efficient, and in

actual use on the road it has times

IJ^^^ILE 31(J

with Hutchinson reinforced motor
cycle tyres, afterwards aptly christened
the Brooklands type, H. V, Colver
secured the 50 miles, 100 milat, and
two hours' world's records on Brook-
lands track. Now, as all the world
knows, the surface of this famous
track is particularly hard on tyres,
and this, conpled with the fact that
exceedingly high speeds were main-
tained, speaks wonders for the dura-
bility of the tyres owing to the enor-
mous strains they had to withstand.
It is also interesting to note that the
extra reinforced Brooklands type
Hntchinfon tyre is guaranteed for
twelve months. This type of cover is

without number proved itself both
durable and eifective. In addition to
the rubber-studded non-skid tyre just
described, the company make a
grooved tyre, on. the tread of which
seven longitudinal grooves run. Son.e-
what of a novelty is the Dunlop butt-
ended -inner tube, which is cleailv
shown in the appended illn.stiation. It

will be seen that the joints are situated
near the valve. The solid ends of the
tube project some distance into the
outer portion before they reach the
butt, and to the further side is

attached a long flap provided with
eyelets, which is slipped over the
valve, thus preventing any possibility of
creeping. From what we know of "the
Dunlop material, this tube is likely to
become extremely popular. (The
Dunlop Tyre Co., Ltd,, Aston, Bir-
mingham.

The Hutchinson tyre made its debut
before the Briti.sh public at the end
of last year in a remarkable manner.
With his jNIatchless motor bicycle shod

A type of Hutchinson Non-skid.

also made in a lighter form. A cover
which Messrs, Hutchinson consider
will meet with a ready demand is the
extra reinforced non-skid, a square
treaded tyre with four wavy ribs on
eiti.er side of the tread, and with the
word Hutchinson moulded in between.
These ribs the company claim will

ensure a good grip of the road, and
will be effective against side-slip.

This cover has a very thick rubber
tread, (The Hutchinson Tyre, 70,

Basinghall Street, E.C)

>[ot<n- cyclists must be «ell

acquainttd with the principles of the

Kempshall tyre, which has saved many

Kempshall Motor Cycle Non-skid Cover.

plies of i-ubber and canvas solutioned
together, tacked by black rubber, sheet-
ing and faced with red rubber sheeting,
the whole being shaped so as to fit

inside the- cover, is an excellent adjunct
to the motor Cyclist's kit. Rows of

small but tbict pins, their heads being
embedded in the canvas and tbei?' points
sticking out, enter the fabric cf the
outer cover and keep the patch in posi-

The Kempshall Emergency Patch for repairing

a gash in the outer cover,

tion without the extraneous aid of

solution or tape. This is a great fidvan-

tage when one is in a hurry, as it is

always a most difficult matter to get

patches to stick to the fabric cf a

cover. (Kempshall Tyre Co,, 1, Tra-
falgar Buildings, W,C,)

One of the earliest firms to exploit

the rubber-studded tyre which is now
so popular was the B. F, tJoodrich

The latest Eunlop Eutt-

ended Inner Tulie. Note

the security flap which

threads over the inflating

valve, and prevents the

ends coming apart.

an intrepid rider from side-slip and
skid. In addition to the actual cover,
the Kempshall Co, is now introducing
a " Fearnought," which acts as a re-

inforced tube. This inside tubing may
be inserted round the tube under any
cover, however old, and lengthens the
life of the tube to a considerable extent.
Ribbed and anti-skid covers are another
feature of this firm. The Kempshall
emergency patch, consisting of several

Co. The construction of the ("ioodrich

tyres is without doubt interestirg. The
whole of the outer surface of the tread
is moulded in one piece, and is com-
posed of close-grained, soft ruliher,

which does not cut easily. It will be
found that, except with a very .sharp

instrument, the rubber does not lend

itself easily to be penetrated. X h\\v t

pin pushed into one of the rubber studs
will apparentlv enter a long way, and

y^
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perliapa bulge oat the other side, but

it does not cut the rubber at all; conse-

quently a Goodrich tyre is not easily

punctured. For 1910, the cover has

been considerably strengthened. It will

be noticed that in the (Goodrich tyres

the studs are placed close together,

and the company have found from
experience that the tyre does not hold'

tlie mud so readily as other makes of

studded tyre, as it is claimed that the

part of the tyre actually in contact

with tlie ground has the studs con-

tracted at the moment of contact, and
that as soon as the weight is released
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for tricars, the Shamrock-Excelsior
steel-studded tyre is particularly suit-

able. There are altogether three rows
of studs, the two outer ones being
close to the edge, with their surfaces

roughened, while the inner row is of

small studs placed farther apart. The
studs themselves are fastened to the
rubber tread, and, to make quite sure

that they do not chafe the tube, a

lining of felt encircles the interior of

the tyre. The rubber-studded and
corrugated tread tyres are made in

suitable sizes for lightweights. (The
Hanover Rubber Co.,"29-31, Old Street,

E.C.)

Goodrich Rubber-studded Non-
slipping Tread,

they expand and throw the mud clear.

Goodrich tubes, we are told, consist

of ninety-four per cent, of the best

Para rubber. The B. F. Goodrich Co.
have turned their attention to an excel-

lently made butt-ended tube. On the
ujiderside of the tube there is a
rubber button, which fits into , a slot

cut on the other end of the tube, while
on the other side there is an eyelet

which slips over the valve, thus making
the joint secure. (The B. F, Goodrich
Co., 7, Snow Hill, E.C.)

The Hanover Rubber Co. are best
known to motor cyclists as makers of
the Shamrock-Excelsior rubber-studded
tyre, which is made in the heavy type
only, and, being substantially con-
structed, tire reason for its popularity
is not far to seek. Another type is the
corrugated pattern, which is likewise
substantial, and differs only from the
other in the surface of the tread. For
the driving wheel of motor bicycles
used in conjunction with a sidecar or

The new Goodrich Butt-ended Air Tube Inflated.

In the lower drawing it is shown deflated ready
tor connecting.

Probably no motor cycle tyres ever
sprang more quickly into popular
favour than the Rom tyre, the most
popular model of which is the " covn-
bination " pattern. The tread of this

consists of rectangular bars moulded
diagonally on to the exterior of the

Shamrock-Excelsior Rubber-studded Cover.

R.O.M. Combination Steel Studs and
Rubber Bars.

cover, between which are steel etuds,
the object of these being to preserve
the resiliency of the tyre and yet to
provide a really efficient non-skid. It
is not generally known that the Rom
Tyre Co. make an excellent all-rubber-
studded tyre which, we understand,
is giving great satisfaction, while the
company also make a speciality of a
well-made butt-ended tube. (The Rom
Tyre Co., 31, Brooke Street, Holborn,
E.C.)

A strong and serviceable looking
cover is a leading feature of the Ban-
oroftian Co.'s output. The Gothania
cover, as it is styled, is provided

with a double row of steel studs,
and is made of the best rubber.
Riders who have damaged tyres will

A steel-studded cover—the Gothania.

do well to sample Mirabilis tyre stop-

ping, which is claimed to be an
efficacious j-emedy for bad cuts in

outer covers. Solution having been
inserted in the cut, the Mirabilis stop-

ping is added when the former is

nearly dry, and will vulcanise the

affected part in about five hours. It

is ,?old in small tins which do not take

up much room. (The Bancroftian

Co., 49, Bishopsgate Street Within,

E.C.)

Liversidge alternate Rubber and Steel-studded

Non-skid.

In the Liversidge non-skid motor
cycle tyre there is a double row of

studs. These are alternately rubber
and metal, this being, in the opinion

of the makers, the best preventive

against side-slipping and skidding.

The firm is pinning its faith to this '

form of tyre alone for motor cycles.

It may be noted that this tyre was once

known as the Scott, but its name has

now been ohaneed. (Liversidge and

Sons, 196, Old Slreet, E.C).

Probably no tyre has a better record

behind it for durability than . the

Palmer, and it speaks well for the

enterprise of the firm that they issue a

special catalogue of motor cycle tyres,

which is most interesting reading.

Palmer tyres are made in two gradts

—

one with an extra strong fabric and
the other with patent "' airless cord."

This famous cord tyre has been, as all

the world knows, an astounding suc-

cess. The Palmer fabric consists of

parallel threads of great strength, each
of which is thoroughly insulated with

.,a
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rubber, thus rendering it impervious to

moisture. People often wonder why
the cord tyre is known as the " air-

less " cord tyre, so it will be interest-

ing to explain the reason for the title.

In the vulcanising processes through
which the tyre has to go the air ex-

pands at the high temperatures and
prevents the rubber from making con-

tact with the fibres of the threads. The
.cord consists of a number of unit

threads (of about the same size as

sewmg cotton) which pass through
very long tubes of small bore into a

high pressure cylinder containing

indiarubber solution, maintained at a

constant pressure. As the threads

slowly enter the tubes they meet with
a gradually increasing pressure of

rubber solution, which forces the air

backwards from between the fibres of

the threads, with the result that the
space it filled is occupied by rubber
solution. The threads then go through

M

The latest Palmer production. This embodies
the patent cord casing described in the acoom-
pany.ng letterpress.

various building up processes, which
result in every thread being absolutely
insulated from the other by rubber,
and a cord is made composed entirely

of rubber and threads from which the
air has been excluded. After the cord
is laid a cover of rubber is applied
and the whole is moulded and vulcan-
ised, while the inside wliich comes in

contact with the tube is coated with
an aiiti-friction preparation. A thin
red strip is inserted in the thread, so

that when the latter becomes worn
down the strip shows and indicates
that retreading is necessary. From
the foregoing it may be gathered how
carefully Palmer tyres are constructed.
The best known Palmer tyre is the
three-ribbed pattern, which is most
efficient against sideslip, has a thick
tread, and is practically invulnerable
against small nails and_ thorns. The
latest type of Palmer is the rubber-
studded cord tyre, which possesses the
great durability and resiliency which
have made the cord tyre famous, and at
the same time has excellent anti-skid
qualities which cannot fail to render
it popular. It is interesting to
mention to which rims Palmer tyres
can be fitted. A 2in. rim will take
26in. and 28in. x 2in., and 26in. .nnd
;28in. x2iin. (specially made). The
;96£n. and 28m. x 2iin. and the 26in.

and 28in. X 2^in. Palmer tyres fif the
22in. Palmer rim only. The firm also

supply a 650 x 65 mm. motor cycle
tyre to fit rims not of their make. The
Palmer, Tyre, Ltd., have a splendid
record of the excellent performances
of their tyres and numberless flatter-

ing testimonials. (The Palmer Tyre,
Ltd., 121, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.)

A Riibbei-studtied and Ribbed Tyro made by
the Midland Tyre and Rubber Co.

The Midland tyres are made in two
patterns, as shown in the accompanying
illustrations. One is rubber:Studded

with a solid rib down the centre, a

single row of studs being placed on
both sides of the rib. - The other is a

substantially constructed tyre with a
thick square rubber tread hollowed in

the centre, where steel studs are fitted.

,The thickness of the tread exceeds half

A Midland pattern ot cover. Steel studs and
square rubber tread.

an inch, and makes this tyre particu-

larly suitable for heavyweignt machines
or passenger service. (The Midland
Tyre and Rubber Co., Ryland Street,

Birmingham.)

The Rich detachable air tube illus-

trated on this page has been on the

market over five years, and has proved
its reliability. It has a free circula-

tion of air right round the air tube,
and one of the advantages in connec-
tion with this is that patches may be
applied on the inside by turning the
tube inside out previous to applying

Rich Detachable Jointed Air Tube.

the patch. The air pressure then has
a tendency to keep the patch in place,
and it cannot move or cause a leak-
age. It is important when buying these
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tubes to see that the proper lubri-

cant is supplied for smearing on the
joint, as the tubes are often con-

demned through improper use. (The
Rich Patent Detachable Air Tube Co.,

Crawley, Sussex.)

In addition to the Lomax tyre, which
is made with a rubber-studded tread,

and in four patterns suitable for single

and passenger work, this firm markets
a detachable non-skid, which is easily

fitted to any worn motor cycle cover.

Three rows of steel studs are fastened

to a chrome leather band provided

with metal hooks fastened alor.g the

sides. These hooks engage in the

beaded edge of the rim. Detachable

TbeLomax Detachable Non-skidding Band.

non-skids are very convenient for those

riders who prefer a plain tread for

summer use, as they can be removed
during the summer months, when a non-

skid tyre is not so necessary. (The

Lomax Tyre Co., Ltd., Resilient

Works, Great Charles Street, Bir-

mingham.)

"Sir Bibendum " seems to ride

merrily on through all vicissitudes,

fair weather and foul, and never to

grow thin through his exertions. It

would indeed have to be a sharp and
well tempered nail to pierce this hardy
sportsman's heart. Michelin non-skid

motor cycle tyres differ in no respect,

except in size, from the all-conquering

car tyres, which have done such good
service both on the road and track. The
exceptional efficiency of Michelin

covers is due to the fact that the tread

is an integral part of the cover and
not an attachment. A band of stout

and trustworthy ,
leather protects the

cover, and the walls of rubber are not

Section of tbe Michelin Butt-ended Air Tub;.

entirely covered by this band. How
ever, it extends far enoagh to ensure
their being protected from cuts. Suffi-

cient ventilation of both cover and
tube is thus assured, while at the same
time the tyre is in no way deprived of
its resiliency. Michelin tyres may br

had either wired-on or with beaded
edges. One of the phief nuisanceF
when experiencing tyre troubles is thi

necessity of rerhoving the wheel if a

tube must be replaced. One of the
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Mithelin specialities is a biitt-ended

lube which can be removed without

detaching the wheel. This is claimed

to be a thoroughly reliable device, and
as long as the butt-ends are pushed
properly home there can be no fear of

their coming apart when the tube is in-

The D.H Magneto
ConiacL Breaker.

The Michelin Steel-stndded Non-skid.
|

tinted. Very satisfactory results may ,

be obtained by using this tube, and
j' Sir Bibendum " adds yet another to
!

his many triumphs by the introduction
of this device. (Michelin Tyre Co.,

j

Sussex Place. South KeuEington, S.W.)
j

The Challenge Eeinforced Inner TuLe i

for motor cycle tyres is an invention
which deservedly claims the attention
of our readers. All motor cyclists are
aware that if the cover of a motor
cycle tyre be severely gashed the i;ext

tiling that happens is that the tube i

forces its way through the fabric, and !

then liursts. Now if the tube is made
|

rsi'jccially strong such a continger.cy
will not occur, and the motor cyclist

w'ould be enabled to continue his

journey until such a time as a new
cover could be purchased. In outward
appearance the tube resembles any
other, Init in actual construction it is

quite diflferent, as it is reinforced by
two layers of specially woven and
almost untearable fabric embedded in

the rubber. This interlining extends all

the way round the tube except at the
base (adjoiiung the rim), where there

Motor cyclists who are unacquainted
with the U.H. magneto will do well
to make an early acquaintance with
this useful accessory. Every U.H.

magneto is
tested to run
up to 4,000
r.p.m. without
riiissiig a single
spark, and the
fact that 40,000
miles . of use
have caused
no appreciable
wear on the
machine shows
that it is

thoroughly reli-

able. The U.H. magneto is of simple'
construction, and there are few parts
likely to give trouble. They are
made for motor cycles of every h p.,
and are remarkably light and compact.
The contact breaker is on quite different

i.-! a narrow strip of pure rubber of

double thfc'mess, protected by the

rim, which serves to supply the neces-

sary elasticity. According to tests

tarried out by the iioyal Automobile
Ciuh, the resiliency of the Challenge
Iteiiiforced Inner Tube is precisely the

sane as that of a standard tube. The
Ciialienge tube has been most success-

ful on motor cars, and this added to

the (act that further improvements
have been made should render it qtiite

satisfactory for motor cycle work. It

adds but little to the weight, not much
to the cost, and allows covers to be
used which under other circumstances
wtiiild be tit only for the scrap-heap."

(The Reinforced Inner Tube Co., Ltd.,

218, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.)

Clincher Dreadnought Cover with Rattier Bars.

Very few important road events
occur without a good proportion of the
machines used being fitted with
Clincher tyres. Thi.s firm was one of

the first to introduce the rubber-
studded non-skid tyre which is now
so popular. In addition to the ordi-
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nary tyre with separate etuds the
"Dreadnought" is made with a
unique non-slipping tread, and is in-

tended particularly for heavy motor
bicycles or passenger work. The
North British Rubber Co. is one of

the oldest firms in the tyre trade, and
there is no necessity for us to enlarge
upon the qualities of its workman-
ship An illustration of the rubber-
studded non-slipping pattern will be
found on this page, and other Clincher
pattern.s are the "A Won" and the
"A Won Dreadnought" with a

ribbed tread. (North British Rubber
Co., Ltd., Castle Mills, Edinburgh.)

lines from the usual type employed on
magnetos. One of the platinum points
is mounted on a spring, at the end of

whifh is a fibre block, while the other
platinum point is attached to a plate
imjuediately below it. This spring
normally keeps the two points in con-
tact but the fibre block in process of

rotation strikes a cam forming the arc
of a circle fixed to the brass segment
forming part of the timing lever.

During the contact with the steel cam
the points separate. The armature

The Mos2ley Non-sliioing Tyre with wirefl

edges. The same tread is also mads with beaded
edj^es.

Moseley's non-slipping motor cycle

tyre is r^ade with both wired and
beaded edges. Our illustration is that

of the wired -edge pattern. The firm

makes the motor cycle covers of the

same quality of fabric and rubber as

IS used for its motor car tyres. We
had one of these covers in use on a tri-

car last year, and found it gave every

sat Refaction. INIoseley and Sons regard'

the wired edge cover as .safer than the

beaded e:lge. (David Moselcy and

Sons Chapel Field Works, Ardwick,
Manchester.)

runs oa caged ball bearings. (G. A.

Glaus. 83. Jlortime- Street, W.)

Numerous interesting accessories are

handled by the City Ignition Co^, who.

by the way, make a speciality of

repairing magnetos, coils, and accumu-
lators—a fact which may interest not

a Few of our readers who dailv ask for

U.H Single-cylinder Ma;nsto with contact

breaker cover removed.
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a suitable place whither coils may be

sent to be overhauled. Tlie firm fivst

came before the notice of iiiotor cyclists

when it introducpd the Voltoo two-
volt coil, vhich is niaiuifactured at the

company's premises, but it moves with

tlie times, and now makes a speciality

of a high-tension motor cycle magneto,
which is sold at an extremely moderate
price, and is guaranteed against

reasonable wear and tear for twelve
mouths. The magneto follows standard

lines. The armature carries both the

high and low-tension wmdrngs, which

are carefully insulated from one an-

otlier, while the condenser is fitted on

an insulated metal case situate between
the magnets, directly above the arma-

ture, thus completely enclosing the

latter and excluding oil and dirt. The
armature spindle runs on ball bearings.

(The City Ignition Co., 14, Spencer

Street, Goswell Road, E.G.)

The Bosch Co. was the first lirm to

put on the market a self-contained

magneto on which both high and low-

tension windings were earned on the

armature, thus doing away with the

necessity of a separate coil. The

Latest pattern Boscli Magneto for twin-oylindered
V type engines.

same principle carried out in the

earlier models is still maintained, but
many improvements in detail have
been added. Firstly, the old and at

times troublesome fibre ring has
been eliminated, and now, by insu-

lating the rocker carrying the platinum
point, and in.stead of tlie fibre ring

substituting steel segments, the contact-
breaker nas been simplified and
improved.. When the magneto was
first adapted to V type twin-cylinder
engines, a difficulty presented itself

wliich to many electrical experts
seemed to be insuperable. Owing to

the angle at which the cylinders were
set, one spark occurred near the
maximum position of the armature,
namely, where the greatest number o£
lines of force were cut. and the other
some distance away, which resulted in a
strong spark occurring in one cylirider
and a much weaker one or none at all

in the other. This resulted more often

than not in only one cylinder firing

when the machine was first started,

while the other would not chime in

until a good speed had been attamed.
Next, curiously enough, the intensity

of the sparks would change over, and
as the speed increased the spark which
had been strong would weaken' and that
which had been weak would increase in

strength. The whole thing was merely
a compromise, but, thanks to Bosch
workmanship, it did wonderfully well.

(The whole idea is clearly explained in

"Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them.") For some time a staggered
armature has been employed, which
allows the sparks to be equalised in

intensity. The latest and final improve-
ment is to support both sides of the
armature spindle on ball bearings, and
thus to minimise friction to the
greatest possible extent. The par-
ticular type of magneto with which
we have chiefly dealt is the D.A.V.
with ball bearings, but the same prin-

ciple is maintained in all the other
models, which ara made to suit all

types of motor cycle engines. To work
in conjunction with the Bosch magneto
Special sparking plugs are made, with
steatite insulators, and with four or
two electrodes. The latter are specially

suited to engines subject to excessive

lubrication. (The Bosch Magneto Co.,

Ltd., 23, Store Street, W.C.)
The G.B. Non-fhock terminal pro-

vides for instant attachment or detach-
ment from the sparking plug .without

shock to the rider whilst the engine
is running. To detach the terminal
all that is necessary is to place the
thumb and one finger of the left hand

Tlie G.B. "Non-sliock"
Spring Terminal.

on the insulated portion covering the
cable and the index finger of the right
hand on the small insulated knob.
Press the two parts together and the
terminal can be lifted oft' the screw
thread of the sparking plug. It is

impossible for the terminal to be sliakcn
olf the plug by vibration, and it dis-

pens€s entirely with any nut or other
fastening. (The County Chemical Co,
Chemico Works, Bradford Street, Bir-

mingham.)

Bluemel's sparking plug has a

patent enamel joint which is clearly

shown m the annexed sectional illustra-

tion. In making up the plug the

enam»l is poured between the insulator

and the metal body of the plug mak-
ing an absolutely permanent gas tight

joint capable of resisting the highest

cylinder pressure. The enamel joint,

SPECIAL STEfiTlie

INSULATION

ENfttvEL FORMING
GAS TIGHT JOiST

RUSTPROOF STEEL
BODY

COPPER-/\SBESTOS
WASHER

5 lANOAfm THREAD

PURE NICKEL PIN

PURE NICKEL PJiNTS
.: POINT SAP

A section of Biuemei's Enamel Jointed Spark-
ing Plug.

it is said, does not subject the insulator

to any pressure, furthermore it allows

for free expansion and contraction.

The insulator itself is a special steatite.

The plug points are all pure nickel

and adjustable. The usual packing for

making a- joint between the insulator

and the body is, of course, one of the
weakest points of most plugs, and this

patent enamel joint appears to solve

the difficulty. (Bluemel Bros., Wolston,
near Coventry.)

Despite the practically universal use

of the high-tension magneto on motor
cycles, there is still a demand for diy
battery ignition, and though the

majority of primary cells may be sold

to . supplant accumulators on old

second-hand machines, it is interesting

to note that Mr. F. A. McNab, the

clever exponent of the Trump-J.A.P.
motor bicycle on Brooklauds Track,
always uses a dry battery, a plain coil,

and a make and break contact-breaker.

It is for the Hellesen dry cells that the

firm of A. H. Hunt and Co. is most
famous, and wonderful results are

obtamable from this method of ignition.

It is not generally
,
known that the

secret of success with dry batteries is

to render the work of the latter as light

and intermittent as possible. A dry
cell which is given hard work to do for

a continuous period rapidly polarises,

but, provided the work it has to do is

either light or intermittent, it serves

its owner faithfullv and well, and will

oft-en last 1,500 "to 2,000 miles when
used for ignition. Naturally, a great

deal depends on the coil, which should

A. H. Hunt's Speoial Contact Breaker tor twin-oylindered enginej using dry battery ignition
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be as economical as possible, and in

consequence coils should be used which
use very little current indeed. During

MARCH 14th, igio.

Flash Battery Case for attaching a spare

battery to the frame. Observe the switch on the

cover.

a recent visit to the company's depot,

we saw a plain coil of A. H. Hunt's
make, with which a delicate ammeter
was put in circuit, register .15 amp.
when working, and a trembler coil use
.2 of an amp. The source of current
was a Flash size Hellesen dry battery.

It is interesting to note that in future

all Hellesen cells will be supplied with
insulated terminals, which will totally

obviate shorting against the top of the

tank. The same firm sell a special

toil with two insulated secondary
terminals for use with a double pole

plug. Two types of cases are sold for

the Hellesen battery. One is of metal
and the other of leather. One of the
latter is an especially neat model, as it

iias a switch fitted to its exterior, and
is also specially designed to fit on Druid
spring forks. A small electric lamp
for use with a dry battery is sold at a

moderate price, and is intended for

town or short-distance riding. Other
specialities which we saw were : An
all-metal switch, a particularly neat
fitting sold in two models (one-way and
two-way), which is well made and posi-

tive iu its action) ; a substantial
sparking plug, to which a neat terminal

can be fitted if desired ; and a simple,

ingenious, and efficient contact-breaker.

(A. H. Hunt and Co., 115, Cannon
Street, E.C.)

In these days when the fierce sparks

derived from a magneto running at

high speeds enforce the motor cycle

rider to buy perfectly made plugs to

•stand their ferocity, a short description

of the Pognon plug, which is one of

ilip most substantial on the market,
may be welcome. On referring to the

illustration, it will be seen that the

plug consists of three doubly baked
porcelains—A, B, and C. The porce-

lain A is held firmly in jiosition by the

milled nut D, which ]3vesses it firmly

against the shoulder of the gland nut
E, whiL-h serves to keep the middle

porcelain B pressed tightly against the

two washers, one each side of the
collar F turned on the central spindle,

and also to keep the porcelain C finidy

pressed against the bottom of the plug.

The object of these three porcelains is

to allow for unequal expansion, as it

is unequal expansion which causes

porcelains to crack. It will also be
seen that when the central spindle be-

comes hot there is no risk of its expan-
sion causing the jomts to leak. A large

holloA' space round the central point
also prevents any carbon forming,
which may cause a short circuit. In
the case of plugs sold for magneto
ignition, genuine platinum points are

fitted. It is interesting to note that
Pognon plugs are used by the principal
navies of Europe. Motor cycle Pognon
plugs are guaranteed for six months.
(H. M. Hobson, Ltd., 29, Vairxhall
Bridge Road, S.W.)

Section ol the The Oleo magneto
.Hobson-Pognon Plug with Mica insu-

Sparklng Plug. later.

A. B. C. In ulators.

D. Milled nut.

E. Gland nut.

F. Separating waiihcr.

When we called on the firm of Leo
Ripault and Co. we found the latest

arrival was a strong spring fork. It

will be one of the chief accessories of

this firm, and has every appearance of

being a useful adjunct to the machine.

It is hardly necessary to say that Oleo

plugs are still a leading feature of Leo
Kipault and Co.'s stock, their latest

being a sparking plug specially adapted
to engines with combustion heads
which are very close to the underside

of the tank. One of the models is

illustrated above. (Leo Ripault and
Co., 64a.' Poland Street, W.)

.H.T. CABLE FROM COIL MAGNETO
OR FROM DISTRIBUTER

Most motor cyclists are interested in

anything which will improve the run-

ning of their engines, and among the

earliest devices used by rai'ing motor-
ists was a double
or treble spark in

the cylijidei . oc-

curring simul-
taneously. In the
early days this

could not be em-
ployed without a
multiplicity {

coils and a net-
work of wires

.

but the increased
number of sparks
gave better re-

sults, or men like

Cissac,. Anzani,
Barnes, etc.

,

would not have
used them on
racing machines.
However, any
motor cyclist, with
slight alterations
to one-valve cap,
can have a double
spark by making
use of the Ledge
Double Pole Sparking

Section ol the Lodge
Double Pole Sparking

Plug.

Plugs. A
double pole plug is merely an insulator
containing two conductors or wires for

the current insulated from one another.
The current passes down one wire,
jumps the gap, and passes up the

other, searching for a path to eaith.

The frame or earth connection is made
by connecting the second of the two
insulate.d conductors to an ordinary
sparking plug, and the current in its

way to earth vi& the spark gap of the
ordinary plug appears a second time,

viz., at the points of the ordinary plug.

Both plugs spark practically simultane-
ously, and the plugs are arranged
one in the centre of the combustion
head and one over the inlet valve.

(Lodge Bros, and Co., 14, New Street,,

Birmingham.)

Accumulators are the leading line of

Richtord and Co., and the E.P.U._
requii'es little or no introduction to

motor cyclists. Guaranteed acid-proof

clear celluloid cases form the cover ng,

and, the four sides being formed of o;.e

sheet, leakage is impossible. Xon-
corrosive E.P.R. terminals are utilised;

in fact, everything of the best is used.

There are two separate types of

E.P.R. accumulators—the acid and the

unspillable. In the latter, spun g'a^s

takes the place of the celluloid separa-

H.T. CABLE To ORDINARY PLUC

Arrangement of sparking

pings and high tension

wires used with the Lodge

system ol double pole ig-

nition.
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MOTOR CYCLE
SPECIAL NOTICE — Rubber Non
skid Motor Cycle Tyres, wired-on

pattern, are specially made to fit the

F.N. Motor Cycles.

Size 2b X 2i for single-cylinder machines.

,, 26 X 2j for four-cylinder machines.

WITHOUT FEAR OF PUNCTURE OR SIDE-SLIP.

The ideal tyres for winter ridings
they stand up on greasy roads,

are resilient and durable.

BOOKLET FREE ON REQUEST.

Continental Tyre & Rubber Co. (Great Britain), Ltd.,

102-108, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.G. ^

In answeriiHj. I^ils advriisemtnt it is dcsirahle to menluiii "Th" Motor C'l/ch.'
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,11,
.
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YOUR COPY is

to (Dept. M), and
it by return.

YOU
MUST
HAVE
THIS

CATALOGUE

ready. Write
we will post

We' stock all Accessories and Clothing

needed by the modern motor cyclist,

AND THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

DUNHILL'S,
359, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.

MANCHESTER :

88, Cross Street.

GLASGOW :

72, St. Vincent Street.

Til nnsweriiig fhix advertisement H is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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tors, and this absorbs tlie acid and
simultaneously holds it in suspension.

Internal shorting is impossible in this

type. A speciality in which Richl'ord

and Co. deal is the Richt'ord grinding

compound for grinding in motor valves. -

It has the advantage of always be,ng

ready without mixing. Kichfoid
soldering; paste, which is specially to be
commenced for electrical purposes,

and will make a fast joint between any
metals except aluminium, is another
useful adjunct to the motor cyclist's tit.

(Richford and Co.. 153, Fleet Street,

E.G.)

One of the hardiest and most
practical little devices for preventing
trouble and annoyance caused by short
circuits from the high tension terminal
is the Palmer magneto terminal cover.

In the case of twin-cylinder magnetos
we 'have found one of these covers to
be of very great service when placed
on the front terminal which is apt to
catch the mud and wet flung from the
front wheel more
than the single-

cylinder model.
The cover is

made of india-

rubber, and is so

shaped that it

grips the insu-

lated portion of

the brush holder
and the high
tension wire,
thus preventing
mud and wet
reaching the
metal parts of

the terminal and connection. It can

be fitted in a moment, and the h.t.

wire can be removed from the t-erminal

and replaced without taking the cover

off. (R. Palmer, 30-31, New Bridge

Street, E.G.)

The makers of the Simms magneto
machine have been closely associated

with the manufacture of these useful

accessories for no fewer than seven
years. All Simms magnetos are now
provided with ball bearings and all

are constructed more or less on the
same lines. The addition of the ball

bearings and the carrying of the con-

Palmer*s High-tension
Terminal Cover.

The Simms Magneto for single-cyllndereil

engines.

denser on the armature-shaft are the

latest improvements. In other respects

these machines follow standard lines,

carrying the low and liigh-lension

windings on the armature, and thus

dispensing with the need of an extra

coil, while the contact breaker is pro-

vided with a steel cam, the rocker

being insulated by means of a fibre

contact block. The Simms new high-

tension terminal is a great improve-
ment, and is amply efficacious against

wet. The chief types are the S.J'P.

(which we illustrate), for single-cylinder

machines, the S.V.M. for twin-cylinder

V engines, and the lightweight mag-
neto As regards accessories, the Simms
Magneto Co. have introduced an excel-

lent magneto cove;' made of papier-
mache, hydraulically pressed and
moulded to the exact form. These
covei's are also strengthened at the

angles, and being oil and waterproof
cannoi lose their shape and cause short

circuits by so doing. As they fit

exactly, they do not require any extra
fastenings after being slipped over the
magneto. The Simms plug is one of

the most substantially constructed on
the market. The body is of the best

steel and the insulator is of special un-
breakable material. The electrodes are

substantially made, and are quite tough
enough to stand the hot sparks pro-

duced by a magneto. (The Simms
ilagneto Co.. Ltd., Welbeck Works,
Kilburn, N.W.)

Among the advantages which dry
batteries possess may be mentioned
cleanliness and reliability ; there is no
need to charge them, and they are

unaffected by vibration or rougVi usage.

On account of their low internal

resistance, the Siemens-Obach dry cells

have a large output of current. The
Siemens Co. recommend the carrying
of two batteries

connected to a
two-way switch,
so that they may
be used alter-

nately. Like other
manufacturers of

dry batteries,

they also recom-
mend the u.se

of a specially

economical coil
and suitable con-

tact breaker, giv-

ing as quick a

break and as

short a duration of contact as possible.

Siemens batteries are made in :.I1 sizes,

and are provided with a special locking

terminal, so that the wires cannot

come loose. In some cases it may
increase the life of the battery if a

small -adjustable resistance is placed in

circuit, and the company supply a

special adjustable resistance for this

purpose. (Siemens Bros, and Co.,

Ltd., Caxton House, Westminster,

S.W.)

It is unquestionably an advantage

to have a switch on the haiidle-bar for

use with cither form of ignition.
^
In

the case of battery ignition the switch

is, of course, provided to prevent the

batteries running down when the machine

is not in use. Eor magneto ignition^ it

is most serviceable in connection with

The Siemens Dry
Battery.
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tho cooling of the engine. For

instance, when descending a long hill

the magneto can be switched off, and

the throttle left slightly open when the

The Leicester Handle-bar Switch.

engine, if previously overneatedj will

cool more rapidly with a little cool gas

entering the cylinder .than by any
other means. It is also useful for

controlling speed. The subject of our
illustration is the No. 1 Leicester

switch. (T. Wathes and Co., 88, High
Street. Leicester.)

The United Motor Industries have
for many years devoted their attention

to motor cycle accessories. At the

present time they are fortunate in

having a manager who is himself a

practical motor cyclist—Mr. A. Hoff-

mann, who we remember some yeais

ago was a prominent competitor in

Motor Cycling Club events. The
chief speciality of the company is

the Eisemann magneto, which first

came into prominence about 1902, and
differed from its successors in that it

has a separate coil. The latest type

of Eisemann motor cycle magneto
follows standard practice, and carries

both high and low-tension windings en
the armature. Another speciality of

the'U.M.L, Ltd., is the L.M. plug,

which has stood the test of time.

Every L.M. plug—and there are

numerous patterns—has a porcelain

insulator which has been twice baked,

and after using a great number of these

plugs on air-cooled engines we have
never once had a porcelain crack.

(The United Motor Industries, Ltd.,

45, Poland Street, Oxford Street, W.)

The Pyramid sparking plug, as illus-

trated, is a well constructed article

with porcelain insula-

tion, and is specially

made for motor cycle

engines with small

diameter recesses in

the valve caps. It

has one central wire

and three sparking

points on the body.

The Warrior is an-

other pattern with

mica insulation and
body constructed

wholly of brass. The
centi'al conductor ter-

minates in a star with
eight points in close

proximity to the body.
On this plug the points

project a considerable

distance into the combustion head,' but

as the firm makes so many different pat-

terns a sparking plug ca"n be procured

to suit any motor cycle engine on the

market. (Sphinx Mfg. Co., 242, Brad-

ford Street, Birmingham.)

The Pyramid
Sparking Plug.
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A particularly neat magneto machine
is the " N.F." In accordance with
the latest practice, the armature
carries the high and low-tension wind-
ings, the former being wound over
the low tension winding and highly
insulated from it. The condenser is

fitted in an insulated metal case, the

whole of which fits between the
magnets, and is immediately over the
armature, thus protecting the latter

from oil and dirt. The magneto is

most accessible. The contact breaker
can be easily adjusted and all parts

are interchangeable. It is interesting

to note that the wearing parts of the
contact breaker are of steel insulated

with fibre, thus rendering them
durable and free from trouble. " N.F."
magnetos are fully guaranteed.

The firm of Brown Bros, probably
do as large a trade in motor cycle
accessories as any other business house
in Great Britain. Many of these
items are proprietary articles, but

"N.F." Magneto, tyre 1 M.R., for single-

cylindered engines.

and, we are told^ are tested before be-

ing dispatched to spark up to 5,000
r.p.m. The contact breaker of the
Wolf magneto shows considerable

originality. The whole of the interior

mechanism is mounted on a fibre ring

attached to the base plate of the timing

lever disc. The rocking arm has a

slot cut at one of its extremities, and in

it is carried a fibre contact block,
which comes in contact with a steel

cam on the armature shaft, which
actuates the make and break. The
whole of the contact breaker is acces-

sible and easily dismounted. The con-
denser is carried over the armature,
and the magneto has the decided,
advantage of giving a good spark at

remarkably slow speeds. (Wolf and
Co., 138, "Southwark Street, S.E.;

Section and Elevation of the
Sparking Plug.

A special feature of the Reliance
sparking plug is a very fine hair-like

insulator which is embedded in the

porcelain. This very fine insulator

causes the spark as it leaves so minute
a point to be concentrated to such a

degree that the heat of the spark
directed against the surface of the
insulator instantly destroys any short

circuiting matter surrounding the point.

As will be seen on reference to the

sectional illustration, contact with the
fine platinum wire is made by means
of a copper quill surrounded by a mica
tube to prevent leakage of current in

case of an accidental fracture. The
current pass,es from the cap or copper
quill to the central conductor by means

Brown Bros.' Lens Mirror Lamp.

there ^- one accessory for which the
firm are justly famous, and that is our
old and trusted friend the Autoclipse
lamp. This lamp possesses some
qualities to which no other lamp can
lay claim. In the first place it is, we
believe, the only motor cycle lamp
which can be had fitted with an anti-

dazzling mechanism, and those motor
cyclists who pay the small extra
amount required for this apparatus
and use it truly deserve the title of

considerate motorists. The device
consists simply of a dull black disc
which serves to cut out the reflector.

The reflector is one of the best Mangin
lens mirrors, and to- add to its

intensity the front glass is a weak
condenser lens which results in a very

MARCH J4th, igio.

of a small piece of high re.sistance

material, which serves the same pur-

pose as an air gap. The great claim

made by the makers of this plug is

that it sparks in water—a feat which
it is said is not possible with any other

sparking plug. (S. and F. Stephenson,

Hopwood Street, Liverpool.)

In addition to accumulators, head-
lights, coils, and other electrical acces-

sories, Messrs. Vandervell have their

own magneto, a well made and most
efficient machine provided with ball

bearings. It is an easy starter, very

light and neat in appearimce. It

follows ^standard lines as regards

design, (C, A. Vandervell and Co.,

Warple Way, Acton Vale, W.)
A handle-bar magneto switch which

' can be .most quickly put in and out of

action is the Byley, It is most simply

constructed, and
consists of a band
clip for the
handle-bar and an
ebonite insulator,

in which works a
spring " push

"

electrically con-
nected to the ter-

minal shown on
the outside of the
ebonite insulator.
The current is

broken by pressing the push, and re-
made when it is released. (J. A.
Kyley, Martineau Street, Birmingham:)

The " Autob " switch is a particu-
larly neat electrical fitment intended

,

to be attached to the handle-bar. The
lightest pressure on the switch handle
is sufficient to break contact, and the
mom>nt the handle is released contact
is remade. It can therefore be used
for controlling the machine in traffic,

provided the ignition is not too far
advanced. If it is desired to break
contact permanently the handle is

pulled back to its fullest extent, when
it remains in the "off" position until
the current is required again. .

(Utopian Works Co., 92, Myrtle Road,
Leicester.)

j

J.A. Ryiey's Magneto
Switcti.

powerful beam of light being shot for-

ward. Added to the above the lamp
is now provided with an extended.

The Autoclipse Lamp with eclipsing mechanism,
for which Brown Bros, are sole agents.
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g FORECAST FOR THE EASTER HOLBDAYS.

I The Weather will be- Allweathers.'
SECURE THE RIGHT SORT OF CLOTHING FOR THIS TIME OF THE YEAR.

4

4

The SERVICE " COLDWEATHER " JACKET.
An essential for Winter Riding. Valun Exceptional.

Ihoroughlv Wmdproot

I
liody and slee\'es lined Tan LL'aLlier. fitted with wind-
cut^s; 33m. long. In Grey \orlishire Frieze, 25/6
(approval deposit). All sizes stocked. State chest

measurement.
Chamois Leather Waistcjits from 11/6. Black ditto

(Lined) 25/- Special line Jaeger Woollen Caps, 2 -

J-?g^' Thrjat Protectors, 2/- Dungaree Cleaning
Jac.il ts, ?, '3 Dungaree Cleaning Trousers, ?,,'3.

SPECIAL LINES.

Tan Leather Gaiters, real pig-

skin, whole blocliecl, 9/6.

Tan Leather Gauntlet Gloves,

15in. long, 4/3.

Blaelc Pigskin Gauntlets,

14in. long, 3/3.

The Celebrated Black Asbes-
tol Gloves, with woollen wrist,

lined, 6/6.

Best Rubber Goggles,

1/3 per pair.

Service Caps, with Ear Guards
in brown, green, and grev
tweeds, 2/6 ; best quality, 3/6.

PLEASE NOTE.—AU goods
sent on approval against

deposit.

The SERVICE CO.,

Ltd.,

292-293, High Holborn,

London, W.C.

The SERVICE •^•^
"ALL- <5> «
WEATHER" f^

SDIT. ^
The Best and JJ-
Cheapest Water- ^g
proof suit yet C^
prorluced.

Guarantecu VVinelprool, VVaterprouj
,

and Dustproot.
Fawn and Grey, double texture mat' rial,

seam-stitched and solutioned extra strong.
Jacket only, 16/6. Legf;ings only, 8/6.
State height and chest measurements.

Trouser Overalls, with apron to protect
stomach, 13/6. State inside leg measure-
meat. Waterproof Bag for eairying Ali-

weather Siiit, 2,6.

<b

All the rage among those ^vho kn.o\7 !

The MOTOR CYCLE OIL that cannot be surpassed,

SWARC "B"
WE HAVE SOLVED THE PROBLEM OF A PERFECT LUBRICANT.

Following a series of most severe Tests, under all working conditions, it has been adopted and is extensively used
with unequalled results upon the following Motor Cycles

—

ARIEL,
ADVANCE,
BROWN,
BRADBURY,
BAT,
DOUGLAS,

DE DION,
EXCELSIOR,
F.N.,

G.B.,

HUMBER,
JAMES,

LEADER,
MATCHLESS,
MOTO-REVE,
MINERVA,
MIDGET,
MOTOSACOCHE,

N.S.U.,

NORTON,
PREMIER,
PHOENIX,
ROC,
REX,

QUADRANT,
TRIUMPH,
ZENITH,
&c., &c.

Try i± £LnGi vou will o.ciop± it.

I-Gallon Tins, 2/2. Quart Tins, 1/4.

It will repay yon, if your cycle or motor man does not stock Swaro " B," to send a postcard to

—

Sole

Manufacturers.SirW.A.ROSE&Co., 66, Upper Thames St., E.C.

WHO WILL GIVE YOU THE ADDRESS OF ONE WHO DOES.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "Th-e Motor Cycle.'
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Costs

little

to buy,

Upkeep
and

running
costs

low.

GRAND
MODEL

B.

£35 10

Hill

Climbing,

Reliability

Pace,

aU
OfTicially

Proven.

"^""^BRITISH "W^OLF"U55 100
Every bit British, not merely British assembling, but of British manufacture throughout—First-class

British engine—Magnificently equipped—Many exclusive features—Special stand—Approx. weight, all

on, 92 lbs.— No finer, value obtainable.

6 OTHER MODELS, ALL IN 1910 CATALOGUE—SEND FOR COPY TO-DAY.

THE WOLF ENGINEERING CO., LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON.

OLINOHER
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

These famous Tyres are made in

four patterns but the

eUNCHER RUBBER-STUDDED TYRE
OR THE

DREADNOUGHT CLINCHER
are particularly recommended for

their remarkable non-slipping and
good wearing qualities, making
them

THE IDEAL TYRES "'WINTER WORK
Write for unique Catalogue which will

give you all particulars.RESILIENT. SPEEDY. SAFE.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd., ".f,':;^' EDINBURGH.
IS45J

In answering these advertieements it is desirable to mention "TJie Motor Cycle."
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Lamps.
hood, and besides having the quali-

ties referred to above, it is not only

well and strongly made but beautifully

finished. Now the lamp we have just

described is a good one, and all good

things are necessai-ily expensive. Still,

not unmindful of the motor cyclist

with the slender purse, Brown Bros,

supply a well-made lens mirror lamp
strongly built of one piece of metal

(e.xoluding, of course, the door), the

body of which is enamelled either in

one of three colours or black. The
advantage of the enamelling is con-

' siderable, there is less bright metal

to keep clean, and the hard euan.el

always looks smart and is most dur-

able. The price of this lamp is re-

-markably low. Excellent drip feed

generators working on standard lines

are sold to supply gas to both the

above-mentioned lamps. (Brown Bros.,

Ltd., Great Eastern St., E.G.)

The Lucas separate generator head-

light is a beautifully made article.

Like all Lucas accessories it is not

only made to sell but to last. The
lamp and generator are carried on a

double bracket made of steel rods in

such a manner that the lamp projects

forward of the handle-bar and the

The Lucas Headlight and Generator carried
on one bracket.

generator behind. This allows foi

vertical adjustment, and at the same
ume balances the weight and removes
tome of the strain thrown on the
oracket by vibration. Reference to

the illustration of this lamp and
generator will make our meaning
clearev. The lamp is fitted with a

mirror lens, thick glass to the door
and hood to throw the light down-
wards. (Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Great
King Street, Birmingham.)

The " Polkey " acetylene projectors
are splendid specimems of British
workmanship. These lamps are made
in two sizes. The larger one lias side

brackets for a forked lamp bracket,
a bail handle, and legs which enable
it to be stood upright on the ground
or any convenient place while adju.st-

ments are made to the machine. The
mirror lens is 4in. in diameter, and
the front glass is divided vertically.

The burner can be readily cleaned by
means of prickers attached to thumb
screws which are an integral part of
the burner. Screwing these up sends
the prickers through the holes in the
burner, thus removing any particles
of dust which are so liable to clog the
fine holes of acetylene gas burners.
The smaller pattern has all the fea-

tures of the larger one, except that
the mirror lens' is smaller in diameter
and a single bracket is attached to
the back of the body instead of the
sides. We have had some per.=onal
riding experience with "Polkey"

projectors, and can recommend
them to any motor cyclists who like

a powerful light for night riding. (G.

|~\W^,

'''%\ /

m^M^m
^ /-

The Polkey Acetylene Projector. On the right is

shown the Special Mirror Lens.

Polkey, Ltd., Pitsford Street, Bir-

mingham.)

An interesting accessory at A. H.
Hunt's is a small electric lamp for

short-distance riding fitted with a

good reilector and a condenser lens.

An Electric Inspection Lamp which can be

used [or short distance riding.

It has a new form of plug switch

forming part of the wire connection,

which is a particularly neat fitting.

(A. H. Hunt and Co., 115, Cannon
Street, E.G.)

An interesting article sold by the

City Ignition Co. is the Cicoy motor
cycle electric lamp, an exceedingly neat
little fitting, which, when fitted with
an Osrani bulb, should be economical,
and yet give a powerful beam of

light. At the front of the bulb is a

The City Ignition Co.'s Electric Headlight,

condenser lens, accurately focussed,

while green and red side windows are

fitted. The lamp is provided with a
patent switch plug lamp holder, which
cannot drop out or shake loose. The
City Ignition Co. also deal in lens

mirror acetylene lamps with separate

generator, and numerous other practical

and interesting accessories ' and tools.

(The City Ignition Co.. 14, Spencer
Street, Goswell Road, E.G.)

The Seabrook-Solai generator works
on accepted principles, but it has
been considerably improved. For ex-

ample, the water does not drip direct

from the tank to the container, but
transversely across the bottom of the
water tank there is a pipe carrying a
wick. This pipe lias a nut at each

end, so that the wick may be readily

withdrawn for cleaning purposes. On
the top of the pipe the needle valve

is fitted, and when the latter is open,

the water first of all percolates through
the wick before it reaches the carbide,

thus controlling the drip to a great

extent and allowing the needle valve

to be fully opened without risk of

flooding the container, and causing an
over-production of gas. In the con-

tainer, the carbide rests upon a grid,

with the result that the vibration sifts

the carbide residue to the bottom and

Elevation and section of the Solar Generator.
The small sketch on the right is that of the

eccentric toggle joint.

allows the carbide to be readily
attacked by the water preventing dust
from reaching the orifices through
which the water and gas pass. Another
point about the generator is the method
of attachment of the container to the
water tank. Instead of using a

central screw, the attachment is effected

by means of special lever clips or

toggle joints. The lamp itself is well-

made and most substantially built. It

is fitted with a very fine lens mirror.

There is a neat fitting at the back for

the bracket. With the exception of the

door the lamp consists mainly of one
piece of metal, and all the riveting is

done on the inside. (Seabrook Brothers,

32, Featherstone Street, City Road,
E.G.)

The Pulco lamp. is a particularly well-

made article, fitted with a lens mirror
as a standard, but which, if desired,

may be fitted wilb a genuine Mangin

Pulco Lens lUrror Lamp sold by Carnage's.

mirror. The firm have also placed on
the market a small electric lamp with
the bulb in the centre (the mo.=t

efficient position), which should be
very useful, especially for short dis-

tances. (A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Hol-

bom, E.G.)
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Well known to our readers as the

makers of the F.R.S. lamps, which

have quickly obtained an excellent

footing among motor cyclists, the firm

of S. Hall and Sons have made quite a

speciality of their generators. The ac-

companying line

drawing of the
generator shows
that a vertical

tube is sup-

ported on the
top rail of the
machine by a
stout clip.

Fixed round
the body of

the generator is

an adjustable
band clip, end-
ing in a tube
o r support,
w h i c h tele-

scopes into the
one rigidly
fixed to the
frame of the

machine. This method of attach-

ment renders the generator instantly

removable for the purpose of clean-

ing or replenishing, and at the same
time the generator is held at a
point where the adjustment of the
water feed is in close proximity to the
rider's hands. The interior arrange-
ment of this generator is on the usual
drip feed lines, but it also contains a

grid or sieve which allows the spent
carbide dust to fall to the bottom of

the container, and leaves fresh carbide
waiting to be attacked by the water.

The F.R.S. automatic generator con-
sists of two c.ylindrical compartments

—

one for the water and the other for the
carbide. There is a small tap, which
is turned full on or off. When the tap
is on, tlie generation of the gases is

quite automatic. (S. Hall and Sons,

18-20, Swinton Row, Edinburgh.)

The F.B.S. Acetylene
Generator and Carrier.

Situated in the centre of the motor
cycle industry, it is not surprising that

this firm of boot
makers have
special ised in

motor cycle foot

gear. Those
who witnessed
the Tourist
Trophy Race
last year doubt-
less noticed that

several of the

prominent riders

wore particularly

neat high-legged

boots. These
w ere specially

i n t r educed for

the Tourist were worn by a number
Ager's T.T. Boots, which

T r o D h V Race. »f competitors in last

rv^ e year's T.T. race.Theyare,ot-'
course, equally serviceable for ordinary

touring, and look very much neater

than ordinary boots and leggings. The
same firm make excellently shaped

solid leather leggings for those who
prefer them. (C. Ager, Smithford

Street, Coventry.)

The Continental Tyre and Rubber
Co. is responsible for the introduction

Motor cycle gas lamps are doubtless

put to many uses on occasion besides

illuminating the motor cyclist's path.

The Broadhurst lamp was recently

temporarily used to illuminate the rear

premises of a provincial post office

during a heavy holiday rush, when the

postmaster fourid that it threw a

strong beam of light for upwards oi

fifty yards. The lamp and generator
are British made, and excellent value
for the low price charged. The body
of the lamp is solid brass, riveted and
brazed. A powerful mirror lens is

provided, and the whole of the lamp
and generator nickel-plated. (R.

Broadhurst, 25, Smithford Street,

Coventry.)

Broadhurst's Headlight and Separate

Generator.

The Powell and Hanmer acetylene

headlight is a well-made article, which
should commend itself to motor
cyclists. The firm have been known
for some years as manufacturers of

cycle and motor cycle lamps, and their

work can be depended upon to give

every satisfaction. Our illustration

shows that this headlight is supported
on a special forked bracket, which is

provided with a socket to fit the ordi-

nary lamp iron. The body is of brass,

r^'^
fRiding

of a pair of waterprof gauntlets, which
prevent rain from being driven up

the sleeves and ai'e dark grey in colour.

The backs of the gloves are covered

with a preparation of rubber, while

the underside is composed of leather.

Inside the gloves are lined with wool,

which makes them comfortable and

warm. (The Continental Tyre and

Rubber Co., Clerkenwell Road, E.C.)

John Piggott, Ltd., have an interest-

ing display at their Cheapside premises

of motor cycle clothing, among which

we may mention a neat yet inexpensive

suit of'oilskins, which are rather lighter

than those ordinarily used for seafar-

ing purposes, the coat of which has a

special 'storm_ flap, and the trousers are

fitted with a gusset, and patent clips so

that they fit round the calf and ypt'

totally exclude the wet. The firin also

make a- special point of selling a

Norwegian cap. made entirely of wool

riveted together, and the door hinge
and catch are particularly strong and
well constructed. The lamp has a 4in.

mirror lens and thick glass to the front

^--:3:'

Powell and Hanmer's Acetylene Headlight.

door. It is also provided with a hood
to cast the light downwards. No
back glare is possible, as the principal

ventilating holes are afc the sides of

the cowl. A separate generator is sold

for this lamp with a special bracket
which attaches to any convenient por-

tion of the frame or fork. (Powell and
Hanmer, Chester Street, Birmingham.)

The C. A. V. electric motor cycle lamp
is second to none, it is substantially

made, beautifully finished, and accu-

rately designed and constructed to

give the maximum amount of light,

while it is provided with a metallic

filament bulb which is not only

efficient but durable. To support it a

special fork bracket is provided made
ill two halves to clip round the handle-

bar stem. We have thoroughly tested

the lamp on the road, and can speak
of its excellence after practical experi-

ence, and we are glad to hear it is

meeting with a ready demand. (C. A.

Vandervell and Co., Warple Way,
Acton "Vale, W.)

on the Balaclava principle, which is sold

at a very ' moderate figure. They also

manufacture a set of dust overalls,

wlrich are showerproof. The leggings

amply protect the lower part_ of the

bodv and strap round the waist, and

there are slits in the sides so that the

rider can conveniently reach his trouser

pockets. A strap is provided to slip

underneath the boots, and the coat is

double-breasted. For cold weather an

excellent soft chamois leather
^
waist-

coat is sold, the sleeves of which are

made of the same material, but their

outer portion is of Italian cloth,

enabling the coat to be quickly slipped

on. The lining of the sleeves is perfor-

ated so as to provide ample ventilation.

Another interesting article is a pig-

skin legging made out of one piece of

leather, which is neat and durable, and

will fit almost anyone. John Piggott,

Ltd., also market a practical water-

proof coat, which is strongly built, is

fitted with adjustable wind cuffs, is

double-breated, and has the usual

storm flap. They also m.ai^e an umbrella

coat fitted with a gusset at the neck,

which buttons up securely, and is easily

donned and doffed. (John Piggott,

Ltd., Cheapside, E.C.)
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DON'T KORGEX
TO

•gTfc __ j^jff'^ -rjK 'T^ WHEN DECIDING ON
J[^E/ME/JM.1J11^Jc<. your mount for

EASTER that the

MOTOSACOCHE
THE GENTLEMAN'S MOTOR CYCLE

Will travel at

4 to 30 miles per

hour on the leveL

Up gradients of 1 in 10

WITHOUT pedal

assistance.

WHAT WE SAY IT DOES IT DOES.
IVIOTOSACOCHE, Ltd., 65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C

^
Y^ ikmML

=^

Price £50, nett.

Gradual Payment or Exchange price, £55 15s.

Delivered in time for Easter.

SJ H.P. iWOTOR BICYCLE

Starts like a Car.
There is no need to run along pushing

your machine if it is an "Ariel." You
start the engine, pull the lever, and
away you go with an easy, gliding

motion. Moreover, the "Ariel"

Free Engine and Variable Gear

provides a reliable and easily graduated

gear to suit all gradients.

Any of the Agents named below will give you
full particulars ;

WarrlugLon & Co., Birkenhead. Downic, Edinburgh,

Chyloii & Sons, Birmingham. Percy Cycle Co., Newcastle.

Bevan, R., Cardiff. Snell, F., Plymouth.

.-Iniocar Co., Cambridge. Eagle Motor Co., Norwich.

Or write us for illustrated catalogue.

Components, Ltd.
BOURNBROOR, BIRMINGHAM.J

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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ShamrocksGh^^ ^
The incomparable qualities of S. E. Tyres and S. G. Belts are universally

recognised. Let us remind you that the Great End-to-End Passenger Record,

and many others, are held and were made by their use. S. E. Tyres are the

heaviest and most durable of all ; imitators only succeeded in copying the

design. Compare before you buy !

Remember that S. G. Belts are fitted as standard equipment to Triumph,
Rex, N.S.U., Bat, Matchless, Bradbury, Kerry-Abingdon, V.S., Roc, Arno,

Clyno, etc., . motor cycles. They made and hold many World's Records,

and won the Tourist Trophy both in 1908 and 1909.

Be sure to buy the best

!

n

The two mseparable

foremost Favourites.

ALL GOODS SUPPLIED FROM STOCK!

S.G. Detachable and Adjustable Fasteners.
Very flexible. Accurate fit. For viii.. ^iii., lin. S.G. Ijrlts.

Protected D.-sisn.

S.E. BANDS FITTED TO OLD COVERS

^ ''''"•

-:\ (Vulcanized

Quickest and
Hasiest to fit.

Complete Catalogue on application,

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO., 29-31, Old Street, London, E.C

^SMntrnM^xcelBw^
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to tnention "The Motor Qycle.'
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Riding Apparel.

Any article made by the Dunlop
Rubber Co. can be relied upon to give
satisfaation. This

firm make a

speciality o f

motor ~ cycle

clothing. In the

annexed illustra-

tion we show a

pair of their

waterproof motor
cycling overalls.

These protect the

upper parts of

the rider's body
as well as the

legs and thighs
;

in fact, they are

practically water-

proof "trousers,

and not merely
single leggings

with straps. The
openings at the

sides ol the legs<

are fastened with
patent spring

fasteners, and
the gaiter por-

tions extend well

over the lace openings of an ordinary

walking boot. In addition t-n this item
of motor cycle clothing, the Dunlop
Rubber Co. make coats, caps, and suit-

ings in several different patterns. (The
Dunlop Rubber Co., Aston Cross, Bir-

mingham.)

The firm which make.'i the Bedford
riding breeches, etock a large variety
of specially woven riding tweeds,
which make up into ideal breeches for

motor cyclists. Every pair is made
to the purchaser's measurements, and
can be made up full or otherwise to
the buyer'-s requirements. If it be
desired the breeches can be provided
with double seating without extra
charge. A special feature is the strong

trimming of these
clothes. Jackets
suitable for
motor cyclists

are also made
by this firm.

The Richmond
leggings, either

black or tan,

are a sound in-

vestment for the

motor cyclist.

They are whole
cut and blocked
in one piece,

Bedford Motor which, combined
Cycling Breeches. ^th the fact

that they are made of best hide,

makes them a particularly strong
article. Having spring fronts and
clips they are easily adjustable. (The
Bedford Riding Breeches Co., 51,

Kingly Street, Regent Street, W.)

There is no doubt that the motor
cyclist has to face wet. wind, and cold
under less defensible conditions than
those existing with any other form of

land locomotion. For him, liberty,
warmth, and protection are absolutely
essential for ensuring comfort and
health, so that his garments require to
be of a very special and efficient charac-
ter, For such a purpose there is

no better material than Burberry's
Gabardine, which is wonderfully light

yet very warm, and absolutely " water-
proof. At the same time, it provides
sufficient ventilation to obviate the
disadvantages offered by oilskins or
macintosh. Burberry's have just

brought out a most excellent motor
cycling suit, made of Gabardine lined
with fleece. The coat is double-
breasted and has a wide overlap,
while it is fitted with a puttee collar

which wraps completelv round the neck
and then fastens on the collar of the
coat. With this coat, which is not
only light, but very warm the motor

Burberry's Gabardine OutSt for Motor Cyclists,

cyclist is excellently protected, especi-

ally as regards the parts of the body
most vulnerable to chill. Excellent
wind cuffs are provided to the

sleeves. The leg overalls are lined

with wool, and a puttee attachment is

supplied, which fastens tightly round
the calf and is held in position by
patent fasteners. With this set a
cap made in the Balaclava style is sold,

which can be turned down to protect
completely the ears and chin of the
wearer. This suit is one of the best

of the kind we have yet seen, and as

we can speak from experience of the
efficacy and comfort of Burberry's
Gabardine, we have no hesitation in

recommending it to our readers. (Bur-
berry and Co., 30-33, Haymarket, S.W.)

The Para Rubber Co., as their name
implies, make a speciality in waterproof
clothing. The suit illustrated consists
of coat and legging overalls, in Para-
matta waterproof material of first rate
quality. The same firm sell suitings

Clothed in the Para Rubber Co.'s Para-
matta Suit.

in heavy Irish tweeds double-brea-sted

coats, lined camel fleece and fitted in-

side with a large pocket containing a

leather tool roll. High-legged boots
are another speciality, (Para Rubber
Co., 93, John Bright St., Birmingham.)

22g
•

i A. Dunhill, Ltd., have now decided to
turn their attention seriously to cater-

I ing for the interests of motor cyclists.

They make a point of an excellent

j

suit of overalls, light yet strong, and

I

at the same time thoroughly water

j

proof. The coat is long, so as to pro-
I tect the seat, while the leg overalls,

j which are fitted with patent hook
' fastenings, are fitted with an exten-

sion to protect the lower part of the
body, and a strap to keep them firmly

in position, and to keep the rider
warm. Of the excellence of Dun-

• hill's waterproof overalls we can

I

speak from experience, as we have
had a set in use for some time. As
an alternative to the waterproof coat
they sell a special poncho, which is

well adapted for the use of motor
cycle riders. It is slipped over the
head and fastens round the neck with
the aid of buttons and a strap. For
ordinary weather Dunhill 's supply a

triple whipcord, double-breasted coat,

which is warm, comfortable, and is

sold at a moderate figure. In addi-
tion to the waterproofs, the holland
dustproof overalls will be useful

when the warm weather arrives. At
the present time warm waistcoats are

likely to appeal to motor cyclists.

We were shown a chamois leather

under waistcoat, which was beautifully

soft, and, of course, intensely warm.
Under garments are,- also supplied of

the same material. (Alfred Dunhill,
Ltd.. Euston Road, N.W.)

In the cloth-

ing line. Hunt's
Stores sell a

splendid pair of

mackintosh leg

overalls made
of material of

double texture
fitted with an
extension t o
protect the
most vulnerable
part of the
body, and pro-
vided with a
strap to fasten
round the
waist. The
overalls fasten

round the calf

with patent
fastenings. A
suitable coat is

sold to go with
these garments.

(Hunt's Stores, Newgate Street, E.G.)

The Albany motor cycle suit consists

of jacket, overalls, and cap all made
to match in guaranteed absolutely

waterprof paramatta cloth, and in two
colours^grey green and fawn. The
jacket is provided with storm cuffs, is

made of double texture material and

double breasted. The overalls button

from the knee downwards and are made
in single legs or trousers, with front to

protect the upper part of the body.

(G. Raws and Sons., the Albany, Old-

hall Street, Liverpool.)

Hunt's Mackintosh
Overalls.
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The Editor does not hold nimseli re^punsiHc lor uie upmions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX.. and shovld be accompanied by the writer's toll name and address.

Butt-ended Tubes.
[4525.]—The only butt-ended tubes I havo come across

have been fitted with a pin valve. So far as my experience
goes, these valves give al out four times the trouble of the
ordinary valves fitted to endless tubes. I should be much
obliged if you would publish this letter, as I am sure it would
tend to make " butt-enders " more popular.- R. B. BOYCE.

Riding in Spectacles.

[4526.]— I am one of the unfortunate motor cyclists

who have to wear glasses. In -mist or rain they at once
become useless owing to water collecting on the glass. Is

it possible to wear any .sort of goggles outside the glasses

made of some tiansparent substance that, while not obscur-
ing the vision, will at the same time prevent water collect-

ing on the glasses? If so, where can they be procured?
The Motor Cycle is invaluable to us out here, our nearest

approach to a "repairer" of any sort whatever' being a

Chinese blacksmith I

Pahang, F.M.S. SPECS.

Should Starters be Barred at Brookiands?
[4627.]—Major Lindsay Lloyd invites opinions of motor

cyclists through your columns on the question of starters in

Brookiands events. As a prospective competitor in this year's
races may I suggest that starters should be permitted, as

otherwise the strongest man with a light machine would score
in the start. Personally I am not nearly so nimble and active
as several well built riders I have seen in past events at

Brookiands, and on that account, (although not my fault)

I should be left in the rear in the first hundred yards. To
get over the danger of collisions between starters and com-
petitors, why not have a broad line across the track, say
twelve to twenty yards from the starting line, and pro-
hibit any .starters from crossing that line? This would pre-
vent the " pushers off " .straggling all over the track.

AUXILIARY EXHAUST.

Finish for All-weather Machines..
[4628.]—I heartily agree with the remarks of the corre-

spondent referred to by Jlr. Hulbert. Fancy vaselining
and unvaselining seventy-two spokes. Every practical rider
knows perfectly well that this dazzling spoke business is

simply a question of appearance Fancy an up-to-date car

with plated (so-called) rims and spokes. It is really about
time this was done away with and properly enamelled spokes
and rims insisted on, and then we shall have got rid of

about the last of bygone absurdities. I think we are all

about sick of bicycle cleaning, and the sooner the all-

weather machine comes on the scene the better, as the push
bicvcle has already done.

PRACTICAL AND NOT ORNAMENTAL.
(Member of the Edinburgh M.C.C.)

[4629.]—In the issue of the. 7th inst. R. G. Lindsay re-

commends aluminium paint for motor cycle frames, spokes,

and hubs. A few years ago I painted my pedal cycle as

friend Lindsay did his, but in my case the paint quickly
wore off, and in three months the rust was showing in

many places, although I often touched up the bad parts as

soon as seen. What I would like to know (and no donbt
many others would too) is how to make the aluminium paint
more permanent. If your correspondent can enlighten me
I shall be very grateful to him. A. DEAN.

P.S.—Having had an experience of aluminium, can some
one give theirs of French grey paint or enamel, not stoved?

Brookiands Hill-climbing Certificates.

[4630.]

—

Re the paragraph in last week's supplement con-

cerning Brookiands hill-climbing certificates, I suggest the

item of most importance to note on the certificate is the gear

of the motor cycle at the time of climbing the hill.

W. A. SANSOM.

A Puzzle or a Poser?
[4631.]—Regarding the blowing back of a spray of petro'

from the air holes of a carburetter. I used to ride a. 3 h.p.

chain-driven Humber, with the carburetter high up on the

right-hand side, and when travelling at a fair speed I always

noticed a spray of vapour blowing out of the large gauze-

covered air hole. I must sav I never troubled to consider

what the cause of it might be, but " Ixion's " article explains

it. It was an automatic inlet valve, and the machine always

ran wonderfully well. H. B. M.

The Surface ot Sutton Bank.
[4632.]—Seeing in The Motor Oyde that Sutton Bank l

has wintered badly, I well remember similar complaints last

year; still, all was ready just the same. However, if the

A.C.U. will wait a bit we will see what can be done. A
motor cyclist here is going to "have a go" at Sutton BanK
in two or three weeks, and I hope to examine the hill'

myself in a month's time, when I shall be pleased to giv^^

my opinion through The Motor Cycle. There is plenty o(-

time to get the celebrated hill into condition. One would-

think it was more important than the Budget.

Pickering. W. WRIGHT.

Club Competitions.

[4633.]—Whilst not agreeing with " Ixion " in the first 1

part of his advice to club secretaries, which by the waj >

wculd be rather a strenuous task for the secretaries of the li

larger clubs, I entirely agree with the latter half. Nowadays j

competitions are promoted in which no "old crocks " such c

as I possess would stand an earthly chance.

These big runs are all right for the man with a large incomej

and the trade, who can afford to Qwn and supply machiMS 1

that are new and right up to date. But with such as my-

.

self a machine has got to last three or four yearSj andn

towards the end oi that period gets a bit "short of breath")

so to speak, and is only good for such rambles as he_ suggests^ I

I am sure there are others who own such machines as I

have described, and who would welcome these "simplest

competitions with open arms.
BERTRAM P. G. FOWKE.

Perpetual Motion ?

[4634.]—In your issue of February 14th you publii

under Recent Patents a short account of an engine whicl

it is proposed to drive by compressed air. Surely this cani

not be serious on the part of the patentees. It is proposed

to compress sufiBcient air in the tank to start the engin^

and then by means of the geared pumps to replenish thj

air supply. This is somewhat after the style of the ide'q

of making a motor drive a dynamo and then using the

current produced to drive the motor. It is obvious that

there must be a loss in pressure in the cylinders due ft)

friction and in the turbine due to the effort required t?

move the rotor. Then the work given out, that is the presr

sure coming from the pumps, must be less than that comiiig

to the engine, and so it would be impossible to force the

air into the tank. To get any motion at all the efficiency of

the engine must be greater than 100 per cent., which is, of

course, absurd. C. A. COPPACK.

..li
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KEKRY ACCESSORIES.
BEST that MONEY CAN BUY.

The "Kerry" New Model Motor Cycle Lamp.—This lamp pro-

jects a powerful beam of light, is extremely well finished, and
is fittf'-i with a £ork bracket, extra strong, to withstand the
\ibration of motor cycles, Priice of lamp only, 18/6; genera-
tor for same, 10/6.

The " Kerry "

Motor Cycle Mirror
Adjustable to any
angle. Price, 6/6
each.

The "Kerry • Belt Punch.
Fitted with central screw ad-
justment to ensure perfect
accuracy in drilling of belt.
Price 2/6 each.

The " Kerry ' magneto cnt-

out, for clipping tn handlebar.
Operated by hand without
releasing the hold of hni dlobar.
Indispensable for traffic riding.

Tne " Kerry " Oil.—Huh cLis:- oil oi

a low price. Specially prepared !rr

motor cycle engines. Quart, 1 /-

:

half-gallon, 1 /10 ; one gallon, 3/6.

The " Kerry " Magneto
Sprockets.—All sizes from 9
to 28 teeth stocked. Prices

from 1/9 to B;6, according

to size.

The New " Kerry" Petrol

Strainerfof Motor Cycle Tanks.
Easil> fitted by screwing the

gauge into the existing petrol

tap bush. Price of strainer

only, 2/6.

East Londoa Rubber Co.,
29-31, Great Eastern St..

LONDON. E.C.;

or Kerry House, Furnival Street, SHEFFIELD;
and 101-2, Thomas Streei, BT115TOL.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Still Retains its Laurels!

^1*

The
Hutchinson
Square
Tread
attern.

With the

word
Hutchinso:i

worthed

Into Tread.

The

HUTCHINSON
*^^\^^'^\yi^^\/<^^^MOTOR CYCLE TYRE!

still holds the World's Records for
50 miles, 100 miles, and Z hours,

in spite of the many attempts that have
been made by numerous riders to beat them.

Riders!
If you require immunity from tyre trouble,

see that your machine is fitted with them.

Stocked by all the Leading Agents everywhere

THE HUTCHINSON TYRE,
70» Baslnghall Street, London, E.C.

In cmawervng thig cuivertitement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Benzol as a Fuel.

[4635.]— I um thinking of purchasing a second-hand four

cylinder F.N., and should be glad if any readers of The
Motor Cycle could inform mS whether they have tried run-

ning on© of these machines on benzol, and if so, with what
results.

Would they give me the quality of the benzol used, and
whether any alteration to the carburetter was necessary,

as I am an.xious to try it. R. P.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4636.]—I think most of the writers on the above subject

are on the wrong track. I think if they alter the timing

and give the exhaust a lead they will find that' raising the

valve will not make any difference to speed. When an
engine has such a fault it is very dangerous, if the rider is

not used to it, especially in going round greasy corners. The
trouble can be cured by having the timing wheel made
slightly larger or smaller, so as to make half a tooth differ-

ence, as one setting does not suit every engine alike—in fact,

some engines will run with the exhaust valve having a

lead of three teeth, which means the valve shut when piston

has half an inch to travel before reaching dead centre.

PONY.

Causes of Overheating.
[4637.}—In explanation to " C. McC." [4593], a

of air between carburetter and engine in induction pipe or

induction pipe joints will cause more petrol to be sucked off

the jet than necessary if the motor is to fire at all, thereby
causing a very rich mixture under any engine speed, assuming
carburetter to be designed and set correctly.

This overheating, I find, cannot be remedied by closing

the extra air lever to balance the air taken in at the joints,

as the suction acts on the leakages in induction pipe before
reaching the jet.

Now perhaps Mr. " C. McC." will want to know why
some misguided twin enthusiasts drill extra air holes in

their induction pipes which they find do not apparently
cause overheating. I suggest these extra holes are for speed

' purposes only, and evidently carburetter and pipes are not

designed for speeds above certain limits.

Again "C McC." might say that extra air holes tend to

keep the engine cooler. Then why not drill the whole length
of piping with holes, and have the engine as cool as

I wonder if Mr. " C. McC." knows the difference between
the oil pump and the explosion stroke yet. I assure him
that there is a difference, but I will be kind, and assume
that his education has not been neglected on this point.

P. G. J.
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The Future of the End-to-end Rocord.
[4638.]—I have read with considerable interest Mr. B. H.

Uavies's article in The Motor Cycle. I quite agree with
him in inferring that the actual speed a rider would have
to travel to beat the record would turn out to be a public

nuisance, as well aa being dangerous ; but I think the

general public would be far more interested if a motor cycle

travellea the whole distance at 20 m.p.h. without a

mechanical failure of any kind.

I intend to do this later in the year, and I think I

shall ride a 2 h.p. Moto-Reve, which is only capable of

40 m.p.h. "all out" on the flat, but can average 20 m.p.h.
all day with ease. Surely this would be a record for an
engine of its cubic capacity.

I also notice he says it would be a pitj for a " young
sporting undergraduate " to lose his life m trying to beat

Mr. Hart-Davies's record. So do I, as I happen to be an

undergraduate ! It will certainly bring a great deal of dis-

credit on the sport if the End-to-end route becomes a racing

track. C. PATTESON.
[There is no doubt that the Auto Cycle Union will put down

all future attempts on the End-to-end record with an iron

hand, and rightly so, too, as the speed is now too great to

allow the ride to be safely undertaken, while the record

rider is absolutely compelled to be driving at times to the

common danger if he wishes to have any chance of breaking

the existuig record. If, however, any rider of a light-

weight, or of any other type of motor bicycle for that

matter, desires to accomplish the journey on a continuous

run at 20 m.p.h., he is quite at liberty to do so, and if

he were observed all the time (a dUEcult matter,__it is true)

the performance would be officially recognised by the Auto
Cycle Union.

—

Ed.]

T.T. Machines for Touring Purposes.

[4639.]—I notice that " Ixion," in his reference to my
article which appeared in your issue of February 28th, is

of opinion that I omitted to mention two drawbacks con-

nected with the T.T. machines : An excessively cramped
position for riders of more than small stature, and the

necessity of supplementing the outfit with a pair of spring

forks for touring work.
If he is generalising, well and good, but -if his two " draw-

backs " are to be taken as applying to the particular make
of machine which formed the basis of my article, I would
remind hi.ji that the wheelbase of the" T.T. Triumph is

reduced by employing shorter back stays—^to bring the

back wheel close up behind tho diagonal tube—while the
rest of the frame, including saddle piliar, footrests (front

pair), and spring forks, remains exactly as in the standard
model. T.T.T.

An encouraging

turnout on the

occasion of the

first run of the

newly formed
Leicester and

District M.C.C.

Market Har-
borough was the

destination de-

cided upon.
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Standardisation ol Rims and Tyres.

[4640.]—We have noticed tiie letter appearing in your

issue of tlie 28Ui ult. witii reference to tlie above matter,

and we are surprised to read tlie experience of your con-

tributor " Ex-Liglitweiglit.

"

We have manufactured rims for motor cycles for some
considerable time, and beg to inform you that practically

the vphole of the tyre manufacturers have now come into

line with regard to the fitting of their 2in. and 2iin. tyi-es.

As far as we are aware our 25in x 2in. rim will take 2in.

or 2iin. tyres made by the following : North British Rubber
Ck>. (Clincher), Palmer Tyre. Ltd., Bunlop Tyre Co.,

Kempshall Tyre Co., and the Continental Tyre Co. We are

under the impression that the Palmer Tyre Ltd. have done

away with the 2iin. tyre, which fitted on to the 2iin. rim,

except in the case of replacements.

With regard to the 2iin. tyres, the tendency", as far as we
can see at the present time, is to use the same sized rim as

that used by the continental manufacturers, i.e., the 650 X
65 mm. We may tell you that this is thp rim which is speci-

ally used by the North Briti3.i Rubber Co. for their 2iin.

tyre, and also by the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., for their 2iin. studded

tyre. We think there is no doubt tliat iri the near future

the whole of the tyre manufacturers will definitely fix upon
the 650 X 65 mm. rim for their 2iin. tyre.

THE JOINTLESS RIM, LIMITED.
H. F. Beamish, manager.

The Motor Cycle In the United States.

[4641.]—I read in your valuable paper of February 7th

the letter of "Disgusted Belt User" in America. Poor
fellow, I am extremely son'v for him, as he must have had
lots of trouble, with those poorly maxJe English belts ! He '

says he could only get an average of 300 miles out of an
English manufactured belt. It seems to me very strange,

when in Canada we often get an average of 3,000 miles from
English belts over roads that they don't see anytliing like

in Mass., U.S.A. It is common here in the spring to have
holes in the road ten to twelve inches deep ; roads that never
see a load of gravel or stone—just a ploughed field with a
fence each side. I wonder what he got disgusted at—the
belts or himself? I have never heard an American yet give

an English manufactured article its full credit when it is

deserving. We can and always will give the English manu-
factured goods the preference, because they are superior
goods in every way to the American goods. There are
about forty motor cycles here, and they are all English made,
and belt driven too ; there is not a chain driven machine
around here that I have seen. Not because the chain is

inferior to the belt. But because we find the absence of vibra-

tion in the belt. If we used chain drive over these roads, I

don't know what would become of the riders. I thought it

was about time we wrote you to defend the old country goods,
as I have always found them very satisfactory in this

country, and hope I always shall. If the "disgusted"
man is dissatisfied, that is not to say everybody is that way.
London, Ontario, Canada. " BELT USER.

Lightweights v. H«avyweights.
[4642.]—May I ask Mr.' Measures to keep to the point,

viz., wiiich is the more serviceable machine for the profes-
sional man who in all weathers has to make frequent calls,

necessitating daily riding in traffic and constant wheeling of

the machine through gateways and passages and in and out
of its own shed.

Dr. Gaskell after much experience - of all kinds of machines
wrote in praise of the lightweight -for this Jjuid of work.
Mr. Measures, in reply, professed to be much amused at a
most sensible letter, and claimed that his heavyweight was
just as handy and suitable.

Since I ride the same make of machine as Mr. Measures, I

ventured to point out that, though young and active, I found
it far too fatiguing for daily riding in traffic and dodging
about from house to house, and asked Mr. Measures whether
he knew what it means to pay a round of calls on a, heavy
machine in a busy town in all weathers day after day for,

say, a year.

In reply to this, he again professed amusement, and tells

as that, although he lives in an obscure hamlet in Sussex,
nevertheless he sometimes has to go to Brighton or
Southampton—distances, I believe, of about fifteen and
seventy miles respectively-^and that, therefore, he knows
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what it is to ride in traffic. May I point out to him that'

an occasional visit to either Brighton or Southampton is not

daily riding in traffic, whicli is quite another matter. For
long-distance riding—and surely Southampton and back is a

long ride, for I take it that ISlr. Measures, being a profes-

sional man, must get back the same day—the heavyweight, as

I have already admitted, is facile jirince])s, but for gadding
about in a busy town day after day in any weather it is abso-

lutely unfitted, as Mr. Measures would soon find out were he

to live in such a town, and were his work confined to it and
the surrounding districts within five or six miles radius.

Mr. Measures takes umbrage at my criticism of his

assurance that he starts and stops as often as thirty times in

a couple of miles, which I pointed out resulted in one stop

every 117 yards. He now goes beyond this, for lie tells us

that when playing with his juvenile mechanics and boy
scouts he finds " it necessary to make " even " many stops

in 117 yards." This is utterly beyond me. He asks me why
I do not publish my name. To do so might possibly deprive

him of that amusement which he repeatedly assures us he

derives from this correspondence, so I refrain.

RUS IN URBE.

The Transmission Question.

[4643.]—With reference to the correspondence on the

above, I would like to give you my experience of the so-called

rigid type. I obtained delivery of a 5 h.^. F.N. on April 1st

(surely an auspicious day) last year, and have ridden the

machine practically every day since, having covered just on

10,000 miles. For the first 9,000 I never touched the trans-

mission except occasionally to put in some grease. I

then, unfortunately, broke two teeth off the small driving

bevel pinion ; no other damage was done, as I immediately
removed the parts of the broken teeth. I procured a new
bevel pinion at a cost of about 3s., fitted and adjusted same,
and the machine now runs as quietly as ever. About five

hundred miles were done with a sidecar.

I find tyres do not last long. I can only average about i

2,000 or 2,500 on the back wheel, but I attribute this more f

to the bad roads I traverse here (Derry and Donegal) than 1

to the rigid transmission.
I wonder more riders who do a lot of short-distance riding ,'

do not ride in long coats ; they are so much less trouble to

take off and put on than overalls, to say nothing of the

looks, and they keep one just as clean. My coat is made of

black rubber composition, very fuU in the tail, and can be

cleaned in a minute with a damp cloth. With a small

leather mud shield on a steel frame (home made at a cost

of 2s. 8d.) and the long coat, I can on arriving at my
destination take oil the coat, and be perfectly clean and 1

ready for business. As to the danger of the long coat, I

have had three or four falls from side-slip, and the coat has

not got in the way. Of course, before mounting you must it

throw the tails over the saddle. W. A. LANE.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Sinclair Wilmington writes :

" Why ever doesn't some
manufacturer bring out a complete belt cover? Such a
contrivance, although offering difficulties^. is by no means an
impossibility, and surely a fortune awaits tlie first successful
device."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" M. M. S." (Manchester) would like readers' experiences'

with the new 1^ h.p. Moto-Reve, particularly with regard to

petrol consumption, length and steepness of gradient it will

climb with 11 stone rider . without pedalling, and general-

1

handiness.
" F. F. " (London) would like readers' experiences of ijie' 1

Mabon ckitch and adjustable pulley on a 3^ h.p. engine.
Would it render tne machine easier to start and control
in thick traffic?

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all le?al responsiWlity in anyway (or

loss of copy in the form of manuscriot, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only he returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed lor the purpose.
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ROC J^e'e. Gears ^-^ Easter
Send your machine at once if you want the
ROC conversion for Easter. The conversion
comprises new back wheel, 2-speed gear, pedal-

operated clutch, live axle, hand-starting, new
rear frame members, brake work, large section

belt rim, etc., inclusive of fitting—finished and
tested for immediate use—at Twelve Guineas.
The conversion also includes the new ball-

bearing improvement to gear box. In ordering
your new mount, specify " ROC Two-speed," or

consign your machine to us to be modernised.

NOTE.—The "ROC Two-speed" has the largest

sale—adopted by leading firms under licence

—

the best tried system —enables you to glide away
from standstill like a car.

Particulars Jrom "Clutch" Dept.

See these names all eligible

for Roc Conversion

:

A W Wall, Ltd.,
ROC MOTOR WORKS,

Aston Rd. & Dartmouth St.. B'ham.

Telegrams: "Roc, Birmingham.'

5 ABINGDON
* BAT
* BROWN
* BRADBURY
* CHATER LEA
* DOUGLAS
; HUMBER
* L.M.C.
* MATCHLESS

§ Delivery from Sto

* MOTO-REVE
* MINERVA
* N.S.U.
* NORTON
* PREMIER
" QUADRANT
; REX
§ TRIUMPH
* VINDEC

ck.

' Conversion in few "days.
t Roc Licensed.

ROC Military Models.

4 h.p. single and 5-6 h.p. twin include the Roc
clutch and gear system in the standard speci-
fication. Booklet on application.

THE

PAI^ME^R
IS XHE

XHAX DOES GRIP
Even on greasy roads, as the three ribs which form the tread present

to the mud a solid wall of rubber, the bottom of which is in actual

contact with the road. Users of Palmers can confirm this.

The tread of the Palmer Tyre is very thick, but con-

tains no canvas or other materials that would affect

its resiliency and cause the tyre to wear itself out

at the expense of engine power and petrol.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD..
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue. LONDON.

DEPOT: 103, St. John Street, Clerkenwell.
w.c.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to meition "TJie Molor Cycle."
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BOSCH
Accessories.

BOSCH PLUG.

Sparks with unfailing regu-

larity. Never shorts, mis-

fires, or gets sooted. Try

it, and note the improved

^u.^ning of your engine.

Price 3/S

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
23, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.

Tckgi-apliic Address: Telsphones:
" Bomag, London." Gerrard 8610 (2 lines).

MAGNETO SPARE PARTS CASE
Contains duplicates of practically all parts :

DAi, 25/6 DA2, 30/- DAV, 31/6 Post free.

When ordering, state type of Bosch Magneto in us;-, and direction of rotation

of Eumature when looking from driving end of magneto ; and in V-shaped
engines state angle of cylinders or mal<e ot engine.

Belt Fasteners that Grip
are the only kind to ensure satisfaction, and
tlie gripping power is proverbial in the

N.S.U. Belt Fasteners.
They are easy to fix. You simply punch a hole in the belt, and once
they are there nothing on earth will move them until required.

With 2 serous for fin. " V" belt 9

„ 2 „ , lin. "V" „ 1

PRICES.
2

With 2 screws lor Jin. grooved "V" belt With i screws tor jin. " V

'

„ * „ 7, tin. "V-
„ i „ „ IJin. "V"

belt10..
lin. „ "V" „ 1 3 ..

liin. „ "V" ., 16..
N.S.U. Detachable Non-skids are cheaper than steel-studded tyres and just as safe.

Easier to attach and detach, too.

N.S.U. Motor Company Limited,
Offices and Showrooms: Goods and Repairs

i

186, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W. 83-83, BOS.SOVER ST„ LONDON. W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A selection of questions of general intjresc received from reader; and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Charg? Blowing Past Rings: e. j ..».juo ,.jSpeed not ABected by Spark Advance.
With reference to the engine

of my 1907 Vindec Special
(engine, 5 h.p. twin Peugeot),
the compression in the front
cylinder was very bad, and

when the machine was moved forward
the air could be heard escaping with
a hissmg sound. Consequently I took
the engine down, and found that the
three piston rings (which are all on
top of piston) are quite bright all

round, except that each of the rings
is black for a space of about one-
eighth of an inch on each side of

the aperture where they are cut. I

suppose that I am losing power by
this being the case, and shall be
glad if you can explain why they are
so blackened, and how I can remedy
this.—T. P.

The dark mark on the rings seems to

indicate that the charge is blowing
past them, and we should therefore
advise you to have three new rings
fitted. If this does not restore good
compression ajid full power, it may be
that the cylinder requires to be re-

bored and a new piston fitted.

Blow-backs in the Carburetter.

My 5^ h.p. twin motor
bicycle has lately been giving
me trouble in a peculiar way.
The engine starts well, and
runs well for perhaps a mile,

perhaps more. Then suddenly there
are several blow-backs in the carbu-
retter, and the engine stops at
once. Immediately after the stoppage
there always seems on trial to be
plenty of petrol in float chamber,
and on dismantling carburetter the
jet is perfectly clear. There is no
obstruction on the gauze below float

chamber, and the needle valve is set

so as to give a high level of petrol.
After a few minutes' waiting the
machine will run again, but only
lor short distances, everything seem-
ing to point to .starvation of petrol,

and yet, as I say, there is always
plenty in the carburetter.—A. T.

We are inclined to think that the inlet
valve may not close properly, and we
should therefore advise vou to examine
the valve and stem, and especially the
operating mechanism, and make sure
that

_
nothing is binding. A stem

sticking in its guide would cause -the
blow-backs of which you complain. If
the trouble still continues, make certain
that the carburetter is heated properly,
and try the effect of a restricted main
air inlet.

Can you please tell me why
my machine .(a single-cylinder)
will not answer to spark lever
(high tension magneto)? No
matter if I have lever

advanced or retarded the speed is

not altered. I have fitted new
! spring on contact breaker, also new
fibre ring, but it made no improve-
ment. Have also tried stronger
inlet spring (a.o.i.v.) but without
results. Is it likely that the mag-
neto requires re-magnetising, as it

has now been in use five years, but
the strange thing is that it never
misses, and gives a good spark?

—

G.J.

It is difficult to account for the trouble
as you have replaced the fibre

ring. This usually corrects any diffi-

culty in the engine not being respon-
sive to the movement of the spark
lever. Examine carefully the bell crank
lever, and if worn at all, replace this

part al^o, and adjust the points so

that they . break .5 of a millimetre.

If this does not effect the desired im-
provement, turn your attention to

other parts of the engine. Perha"s
the carburetter does not get sufii-

cient air at high speeds, or the
valves are not lifting their full extent.

Also the springs have most likely lost

their original tension.

A LUXURIOUS SIDECAH COMBINATION.

?

Free Engine Clutches.

What is your candid opinion
of free engines? Are thej
worth a place on a touring
machine, and is it really

possible to move off from a

standing start with a normal gear,

without a lot of care in manipula-
tion? I have heard many conflict-

ing statements. Does it hurt the

clutch to slip it on a long hill,

and is it likely to wear out quickly

as a resrdt?—I3.J.A.

Our opinion is this, that where a ridei

cannot afford to fit a proper two-speed
gear, a free engine is of great assist-

ance. It must not, however, be ex-

pected to fulfil the same purpose as a

variable gear. Provided the gear be
properly adjusted and lubricated, you
would be able to start from standstill

with a normal gear, say about 4^ to 1,

if you operate the clutch very care-

fully. It is not advisable to slip the
clutch unnecessai'ily, as the plates

would soon begin to wear. In addi-

tion, the constant friction would burn
up the lubricating oil, and as soon as

the plates got dry they would begin to

seize, with di.^astrous results to the
clutch parts and the hub bearings. A
clutch on a single-geared bicycle has to

perform very severe work, consequently
it is advisable to treat it carefully.

The bicycle is one ol the new pattern four-cylinder T,A.C. three-speed worm driven machines, and, as
will be observed, has a bucket seat and wheel steering. The sidecar is coach built and upholstered to
match the bicycle, the whole presenting a very taking appearance. All wheels are suspended on laminated
sorings.

A24
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Silencer Dimensions. Single-geared Passenger
Machine.

(1.) Will an esJiaust box
t^va. by S^in. be efficient

enough to silence a 5 h..p.

twin engine? (2.) Will a

5 h.p. twin with clutch take

a sidecar anywhere in reason with a

4^ to 1 gear, and, if not, what gear?

Weight of driver and passenger, 21

stones. Also can a clutch be slipped

on hills without damage if the load

is too much for the gear?—J. B. D.

(1.) The exhaust box should be big

enough, but it depends entirely upon
the design oi its interior. (2.) Tlie

only method of taking a sidecar and
passenger " practically anywhere " is by
means of a change-speed gear. A 4^ to 1

gear would be too high for hills of

1 in 12 LL 1 in 14. A clutch is not of

very great assistance in hill-climbing.

Tiie clutch may be slipped a little on
hills, and will enable the engine to run
faster, and so develop more power,
but even the best of motor cycle

clutches cannot be slipped indefinitely.

Automatic Lubrication.

Is an automatic drip feed

Q lubricator perfectly reliable in

> its working on a motor bicycle?
-i-l Would it be safe to dispense

altogether with the ordinary

oil pump and fit the lubricator in its

place? (This is the only way I

could have one fitted to my machine.)

Apart from the saving of trouble in

looking after the oiling, would the

alteration really be worth while,

and for about how many miles

might I expect it to prolong the life

of my engine?

—

Oile.

^ou may rely exclusively on automatic
lubricators during the summer months,
provided you use oil of the same con-

sistency throughout, so that you may
have a reliable guide for the adjustment
of the lubricator. We may, however,
state that one of the failings of an
automatic lubricator is that when the
temperature is below freezing it is likely

to cease working. If the rider stops

and leaves the oil tank of liis machine

exposed to the cold the oil solidifies,

and even after the engine has been
started the oil has been known to re-

main sufficiently congealed to prevent
it passing the needle controlled orifice.

Consequently it would be advisable to

retain the ordinary oil pump as an
auxiliary if this can be arranged. It
is impossible to estimate how much
longer the engine will last with auto--

matic oiling.

Magneto Switcli. Even Firing.

(1.) Is it possible to connect

?' I up a switch to the magneto as
fitted to my 2| h.p. twin

-^ Douglas, 1909 model, and if

so, how should I do same?
(2.) What is the object of the small

screw on left hand side of timing
lever situated mid-way, but rather
farther back, between the two
screws that hold on steel segment on
that side? (3.) Although compres-
sion is good and all electrical appar-
atus seems all right, the front

cylinder won't fire well under 10-15

m.p.h. if spark is at all retarded

;

that is to say, back cylinder fires

beautifully in any position of spark
lever, and will run as slow as you
like, but the front fires only inter-

mittently if retarded unless a lot

more gas is given, consequently it

is very difficult to ride slowly. 1-

have tried practically everything,
have changed over plugs and
inlet valves, yet the same thing
happeiLS ; when wire is disconnected
it sparks properly if held near
machine when running slowly. (4.)

What do you recommend as best to

use on a Harding triple band brake
I have fitted? Cylinder oil does not
allow of enough grip, and no oi! is

noisy and tends to wear out drum.
—LB 2305.

(1.) It will be difficult to fit a cut-out
switch to the magneto, as an insu-

lated terminal, carrying a blade mak-
ing contact with the screw securing
the contact breaker, would have to be
fitted between the steel segments of

MOTOR CYCLfflG IN RUSSIA.

the advancing sleeve, and both the "J
spaces available are unsuited for thie, sj

one space being occupied by the "
advance lever, and the other is covered
by the rod holding the spring clip for

the contact breaker cover. (2.) The .3

object of the small screw mentioned is jj,

to take up any looseness that may Tk

manifest itfelf through wear of the
timing lever carrying the steel seg-

ments. (3.) To obtain slow running,
make sure that the platinum contacts

are clean and very close, as also the
sparking plug points, cut off partly or
wholly the extra air, place the mag-
neto lever at midway of its range and
throttle down to the desired speed.

If the valve springs are equal in ten-

sion and well screwed down there is

no reason why the machine should not
fire regularly at low speeds. (4.) It

would be better to use dry plumbago.

READERS' REPLIES.
The Risk ot Soldering Petrol Tanks.

I notice frequent references to the
danger of soldering a tank which has
contained petrol. It is true that even
after filling with water and emptying
enough vapour may be generated to
cause an explosion. I suggest as an
alternative that the tank be first well

swilled out with paraffin. This would
dissolve any remaining petrol, which
would come away in solution. The
tank could then be filled with water,
and after again emptying there shomd
not be the slightest risk.—F. Alcock.

Balance and Speed ot Engine.

With regard to "G. A.'s" query in

the last issue, I notice he says his

machine is fitted with a trembler coil.

May I suggest that he should try a
plain coil and make and break, when
I think his trouble will vanish. I

once owned a motor cycle which had
a very sluggish running engine until

I changed the coil from trembler to
plain and fitted a make and break
c 'ntact.—BoEiNE.

i k-

Despite very rough roads and an atiundance of coblile stones, motor cycles are very popular round about St. Petersburg. The motor cyclists in the left hand
photograph were snapped at PuUsowa. The 44 h.p. Wanderer marked X won the Moscow to St. Petersburg road race in 1907. The best road near St. Petersburg,
'* Volkonskoe Schossia," is depicted in the riglit illustration. On this road, short distance car and motor cycle races are sometimes held.

426
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' Your wheels will grip

on the most greasy roads,

and you need not fear a

side-slip, if 5^ou fit

Non-skid Motor Cycle Covers.

They are practically unpuncturable, and

always remain efficient as non-skids until

worn out.

Michelin Butt-ended Tubes
can be removed and replaced without de-

taching the wheel or dismantling it in

any way.

Send for Illustrated Price List and Booklet.

42-53, Sussex Place, — — South Kensington, — —- London, S.W.

In OThSwering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The. Motor Cycle." A27
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For PLEASURE or BUSINESS.

The

L.M.C.
The Motor Bicycle that

** Starts like a car/'

Auto Varia Pulley.

FREE
ENGINE

(Pat. No. 19697, '08),

Footboard

Starter,

L.M.C.3ih.p.
Engine.

85x88 M.O.V.

Ball Bearings.

Patent Piston.

Designed by W. J. LLOYD, De^uner or the O viuilMAL QUAtiRANTb

PRICE from

£49.

A Luxurious Mount. Efficient. Reliable. Comfortable.
Write for Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue. Post free.

So Simple, yet Perfect

1. Start Engine, Machine jacked on Stand. -

2. Bring lever into back notch (Free Engine).

3. Push off Stand.

4. Cross Machine, Release Lever into Low Gear Notch,

MACHINE CRAWLS AWAY ON BOTTOM
GEAR ON STEEPEST GRADIENT.

No Strain. No Effort. A Car on Two Wheels.

Reatd " Riders* Opinions." Post Free.

L.M.C. FREE ENGINE & A.V. PULLEY.

L.IVI.C. Free Engine and Variable Patent Pulley, 63/- and 73/6.
Suits any standard engine.

L.M.C. Parts for " Original Quadrants " from stock. Lists free.

A few second-hand " Quadrants " for disposal, guaranteed perfect

The LLOYD MOTOR S ENGLNEERLNG Co., xz^,^^^^'^^:^^^^.^..

ua
A28 In anf'vcring this aiveriiscment it is desirable to mention " TJie Motor Cycle.
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THOSE readers who visited the last Stanley

Show, or who studied the detailed and illustrated

description of the exhibits in The Motor Cycle,

were doubtless struck with the extraordinary-

likeness of one motor cycle to another. , There is a

remarkable similarity in ideas and design, and it is

very pleasing to find our manufacturers so perfectly

in agreement as to the lines on which a motor cycle

should be built, with the result that the .
intending

purchaser has nearly a dozen excellent well-made

machines from which to make his selection, anyone .

of which will be quite as reliable and satisfactory as

another.

With identical frames, tanks, magnetos, tyres, and

so forth, it is very clear that the individuality of a

motor cycle must lie mainly in its engine, and, although

at the moment all the popular makes have practically

similar engines, it is safe to assume that manufacturers

v/ho desire a leading position will in the immediate

future pay particular attention to improvements to this

the most important item of the whole machine.

In what direction, then, will improvement be looked

for? Will it be in the direction of an improved

poppet valve engine, a two-stroke engine, or a

slide valve engine, and, .if so, which of these offers

the motor cyclist most in the way of comiort, relia-

bility, flexibility, power, and economy?

Is Finality Reached ?

The present poppet valve engine seems to offer little

room for radical impro\'ement, the general opinion

being that it has reached a point when improvement

becomes almost impossible, except in very minor

details, and we must consequently rely more on

improved methods of manufacture and better materials

if this type of engine is to he retained.

At the present stage of its career it is perhaps in-

advisable to say much about the t^vo-stroke engine,

but many readers will remember that all the early

attempts to employ this type of engine for motor cycle

purposes resulted in failure, and, although it is possible

that big improvements have been and will be made,
it is nevertheless very doubtful if the simple two-stroke

engine will ever reach the efficiency, flexibility, and
economy of the four-stroke engine. In my opinion

the defects peculiar to the former will be difficult to

overcome, except by adding parts that rob the engine

of its simplicity and make it as complicated as, or even

more complicated than, the four-stroke type.

The Ideal Motor Cycle Engine.
To my mind, and after a long and careful considera-

tion of the subject, the ideal engine for a motor cycle

will be a slide valve engine after the design of the

Silent Knight Daimler, and I propose, therefore, to

deal at greater length with this tyjie, and to indicate

how and why it is so peculiarly suitable to the motor
cyclist's requirements.

In a high-speed engine, as fitted to motor cycles, it

is absolutely essential that the mixture should enter

and the products of combustion leave the cylinder in

the quickest possible time, and the engines that can
do this most effectively must clearly be the most

eflicient, assuming, of course, that they are equal in

other respects. It follows, therefore, that the more
direct and unobstructed the passages to and from the

cylinder are made, the more efficient will be the engine

at all speeds. As the slide valve engine practically

has its inlet and exhaust pipes bolted directly on to

the cylinder wall, and opening directly into the com-
bustion chamber, it is obviously as perfect in this

respect as an engine can be, and is undoubtedly a

vast improvement over an engine with tortuous passages

of the older type, quite apart from the absence of a

\alve head which forms a very excellent baffle plate.

Greater Flexibility.

The slide valve engine thus holds a big advantage in

having perfectly straight and unobstructed inlet and
exhaust passages, so that high speed, increased torque

at low speeds, greater flexibility and power of picking

up quickly, as well as economy, may be expected from
this feature alone, not to mention the fact that getting

rid of the exhaust gases quickly and directly from the

cylinder is an important factor in obtaining a cool

running engine.

The majority of motor cyclists would appreciate a

really silent motor cycle, and there is no question about

the good effect such a machine would have—a silent

machine is at once suggestive of comfort and smooth
running—by appealing to the thousands of pedal

cyclists and others who are inclined towards motor
cycling but to whom the noise is objectionable.

Silence.

Although a certain degree of silence is sometimes
obtained by fitting an extra large and good silencer,

there is seldom room for it on a motor bicycle, but by

employing a slide valve engine we should get almost

absolute silence without the necessity of using any

special form of silencer. This is because the type of

valve fitted to a slide valve engine operates in such a

manner that only a comparatively gradual release of

the exhaust gases occurs whilst the piston is moving
about its lower dead point, the port opening increasing

with the speed of the piston on its up stroke, so that

full port opening coincides with the maximum speed

of the piston. The result is that the release of the

gases is more in the nature of a slow " swish " than a

sudden " pop."
Now that car engines are usually so silent, the noise

of motor cycle engines is brought into greater pro-

A20
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Slide Valve Engines,

—

minence, and certainly deserves more attention than it

seems to get, as it must appear very absurd to tlie non-

riding public to see a noisy little motor bicycle follow-

ing in the wake of a big silent car. A good deal of

the silence of a big car is brought about by the fact

that it is usually fitted with a four or six-cylinder engine

and a huge silencer, and the noisiest motor bicycles

only have one cylinder and a small silencer, but the

non-riding public do not know this. There can be
"

little doubt that motor cyclists would like to get rid

of the poppet valves, not only because they produce
noise, but because they give trouble in other ways. It

is quite probable that slide valves on motor cycle

engines would not only operate silently, but, owing

to their limited movement and perfect lubrication, it is

to be expected that they would never require attention

in the same way as do poppet valves—in fact, their

e.xistence might easily be forgotten.

Moreover, it takes considerably less power to slide

a sleeve than to lift a poppet valve against the pres-

sure of partially exploded gases, and the action is, of

course, far smoother.

As regards lubrication, a pump could be dispensed

with and a drip feed arranged to feed oil directly to

the sleeves (a certain proportion of oil would find its

way into the crank chamber), the oil, in my opinion,

being preferably fed to the lower end of the sleeves,

and not to the top as in the Knight engine.

One point to bear in mind is that the usual type

of exhaust valve lifter could not be employed with a

slide valve engine, so that a valve or compression

cock fitted in the combustion head and operated from

the handle-bar would be necessary. However, a slide

valve engine is almost as easily controlled as a steam

engine, and should prove ideal for those who ride

much in traffic.

Absence of Tortuous Passages.

The Knight engine has been proved a great success

on Daimler, Minerva, and other cars, but there are

many Avho doubt the practicability of employing this

engine on motor c)-cles owing to the possibility of over-

heating, and difficulty with lubrication.

It must, however, be kept in mind that the outer

cylinder is slightly longer than usual (about an inch),

and there is a complete absence of tortuous passages

or thick metal walls, apart from the fact that the

exploded gases are literally shot directly from the

cylinder, and consequently have no opportunity of

dissipating their heat in valve chambers, etc., and all

these features conduce to more, effective cooling. As
the head is removable, motor cyclists could easily alter

the compression to suit touring, racing, and other

conditions, by possessing, -say, two spare combustion
heads of different cubical capacity.

The Question of Balance.
There is, however, one feature of the Knight engine

that makes me doubtful whether it can be suitably

employed as a single-cylinder engine, and that is the

apparent lack of balance in the moving parts.

A study of the engine, - or of one of the many
published diagrams, will show that at one period of

the cycle of operations the two sliding sleeves are

moving in opposite directions and in another part are

moving together, whilst in other parts of the cycle one

or both sleeves are travelling first with the piston and
then a-way from it.

As the sleeves and piston are being literally shot

up and down some hundreds of times per minute, it

appears to me that some modification of the sleeve

movement would be necessary to obtain really- smooth
running. Of course, in a four-cylinder engine the'

sleeves are perfectly ba,lanced. With the sleeves per-_^

fectly balanced the single-cylinder slide-valve engine

would be ideal for motor cycles, and, instead of the

feared troubles from over-heating and lubrication, to

my mind the engine, compared with the ordinary type,

would run cooler and lubrication be simplified. It is

fairly safe to assume that any reliable makers of motor
cycles who emulated the Daimler Motor Co. and fitted

an engine of the slide-valve type would speedily obtain

a pre-eminent position, as practically all motor cyclists,

in my opinion, would welcome a slide-valve engine,

with its many and undoubted advantages over the other

types.
' Slide Valve.

JARROTT CUP COMPETITION.

MOTOR Cycling Club members are reminded that

entries for the above event close on Wednesday
next, i6th inst. 'It is satisfactory to note that

the minimum number of entries (six) required

for the awarding of the special prize for the most

meritorious performance on a lightweight machine

(engine limit 340 c.c), offered by Mr. Percy H.

Trotman, were received by Monday last, and it is

possible that three more will be sent in.

Harry G. Bell, who has made such a bold bid for

the Jarrott Cup in the past two events, may be seen on

one of the new 2^%. h.p. two-speed shaft-driven F.N.'s.

No fewer than five Douglas machines are entered.

Among those who have entered are : Capt. Sir R. K.

Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., E. Gwynne, S. G. Frost (winner

of the cup in 1908), L. A. Baddeley, Vivian Ollson,

G. Brough, W. W. Douglas, and Stanley Webb.

Many members who are unable to spare the time to

compete intend attending the combined opening run

and Easter tour to Salisbury.

430

RECOGNISING THE MAKE.
MOTOR cyclists are afflicted with a failing that

used to characterise pedal-pushers in bygone

years, viz., an irresistible desire to find out

the make 'of machine used by other riders.

At one time frame design revealed identity, but as

the diamond-shaped frame became stereotyped the

transfer or some other means of identification had to

be sought. A similar curiosity prevails in motor

cycle circles/'now. Nearly every rider tries to find

out the names of machines he sees on the road, and

the watcher's eyes search all over the machine for

some distinctive mark. One of the easiest to recog-

nise, even when in motion, is the N.S.U., ivhich is

identified quickly, if not by. shape and. other details,

by the illustration of a stag's antler combining between

the prongs the letters N.S.U. on the petrol and oil

tank. No matter in what part of the country one may

be, riders of the N.S.U. are sure to be met. The

different models which will be seen on the road vary

from the i^ h.p. lightweight to the giant 8 h.p. twin.
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DOUGLAS
Price 38 Guineas.En^rine, Bicycle, and Tyres made in England.

FOR DOCTORS, CLERGYMEN, AND TRAVELLERS, THERE IS ONLY ONE MOTOR BICYCLE—THE

TWIN-CYLINDER Lightweight DOUGLAS,
January 29th,

in the 1910 A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

Mr. P. Phillips,

Mr. G. L. Fletcher,

Mr. H. A. Cooper.

All succeeded in making; Non-stop Runs.
Out of an entry of 67, only 15 riders made Non-stop Runs.

The Douglas Motor Cycles were the only lightweights to do this.

This proves the exceptionally arduous nature of the Trials.

DOUGL.AS BROS., Kingrswood, BRISTOL.

\^:£:

/.V'

A Word About Tyres

"The alternate Steel and Rubber studded Tyres."

Every cyclist knows that rubber studs on a

tyre will check a skid when the roads on

which they run are dry ; but when the

surface becomes ivet and heavy the rubber

is of no email, and metal studs are neces-

sary to get the required "grip" for safety.

The Liversidge Motor Cycle Tyre is con-

structed with rows of alternate steel and.

rubber studs—studs that will not tear out,

studs that loill not skid on any surface. .

Unequalled for quality and long life.

Write for illustrated price list.

J. LIVERSIDGE & SON, LTD., 196, OLD STREET. E.G.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A31
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

eolumns~ld. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case of

Trade Advertisements a series ol thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertiiements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oilices of 'The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), on
Tuesday morning previous to the date of issue.

When possible advertisements received at

Coventry on the Wednesday will be inserted.

All letters relatin? to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue tne announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of ourchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisemeats, are classified into dis

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are
for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I,

Northumberland- Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreiuad.

SECTION II.

York and Lancasuire.
SECTION HI.

Carnarvon. Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION iV.

Nottinsfham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge. Huntingdoo, and Bedford.

SECnON VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan. Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckmgham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Esses, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
reland and Isle of Man^

No. 2i6,(.—7 h.p. BAT, Mabon clutch, good tyres, standi
carrier, toolbag, good passenger machine ; £35. Guaranteed
No. 2206.—23 h.p. MINERVA, spring forks, B. and B.

carburetter, handle-bar control, lamp, horn; £12 lOS.

;

Guaranteed.
No. 2i68.~2h.p, 1909 Standard MOTO-REVE, new;

28 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 21S3.—3ih.p. iqoS Magneto QUADRANT, spring

forks, footrests, Mabori clutch, good tyres, horn ; 23 Gns.
Guaranteed.

No. 2185.— 1:1- h.p. Magneto MOTOSACOCHE, 1909
model, Chnchcr tyres, usual spares, almost new ; £27 10s.
Guaranteed.
No. 2o?3.—3-^ h.p. igoS TRIUMPH-N.S.U., two-spccd

gear, F.R.S. lamp, bom, mirror, quantity of spares, ex-
cellent condition ; £35. Guaranteed.

No. 2203.—7-9 h.p. igog Two-speed V.S., Whittle belt,

in new condition ; £45. Guaranteed.
No. 202,1-.—3^^ h.p. 1909 MINERVA, Bosch magneto,

spring fork, Continental tyres, horn, stand, carrier ; 23 Gns.
Guaranteed.

No. 2040.—3^ h.p. ARNO, Roc two-speed gear, 1909
model, Rom tyre, stand, carrier, mirror, toolbag, etc., as
new; 30 Gns. Guaranteed.
A few left, 3i h.p. new igog Standard REXES, complete

witli lamp, horn, etc. ; £35.
No. 2000.—3A h.p. PREMIER, 1909 model, W. and P,

engine. Continental tyres, horn, mirror, toolbag, etc., as
new ; 29 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2060.-3* h.p. rgog T.T. TRIUMPH, standard

model, in excellent condition ; £32. Guaranteed.
No. 2r93.—5 h.p. NORTON, Druid forks, adjustable

pulley, handle-bar control, Rom tyres, front and back
stand ; £25. Guaranteed.
No. 2043.—5 h.p. 1907 REX, magneto, J.A.P, car-

buretter. Clincher studded tyres, spring forks and scat

;

15 Gns. Guaranteed
No. 2046.—2i h.p. 1909 Magneto ARIEL, handle-bar

control, spring for.ks, in new condition ; £22. Guaranteed.
No. 2075.—3? h.p. 1910 Twin PREMIER, standard

model, not ridden twenty miles ; 42 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2143. -3V h.p. N.S.U., spring forKs, stand, carrier,

toolcase, etc. : 15 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2157.—3J h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, Mabon clutch.

Palmer tyres, spring seat, horn, toolbag, tools, etc.

;

£27 10s, Guaranteed.
No. 2i6g.—3l h.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH, CUncher

studded tyres, usual spares ; £35. Guaranteed.
No. 2113.—25 h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, standard model,

stand, carrier, toolbag ; £24. Guaranteed.
No. 2177.—3 h.p. KERRY, magneto ignition, h.-b.

control, Rom tyres, spring forks, stand, carrier; £171
Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.
No. 1796.—U h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, Clincher tyres,

Druid forks, new condition ; 16 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2104.—3^ h.p. MATCHLESS, spring frame and forks,

Rom tyre, magneto, J.A.P. engine, overhead valves, tool-

bag, horn, etc. ; £25. Guaranteed.
No. 1996.—3ih.p. igog Free Engine TRIUMPH, in

new condition ,
'40 Gns. Guaranteed.

No. 2077.

—

z\ h.p. igo8 Magneto Featherweight REX,
Clincher tyres, unscratched ; £16. Guaranteed.
No. 2019.—Four-cylinder F.N., Rom back tyre, Palmer

front, h.-b. control, petrol gauge, horn, two toolbags, stand,
carrier, etc. ; £20. Guaranteed.

No. 1857.—3i h.p. 1908 Two-speed Magneto BRO\\'N,
very good passenger machine ; 20 Gns. Guaranteed.

No. 2159.

—

4I h.p. 1908 Twin MINERVA, with rigid

sidecar; £27 103. Guaranteed.
No. 2125.—5 h.p. 1907 Two-speed VINDEC, standard

model, very good sidecar mount ; £28 lOs. Guaranteed.
No. 2150.—sih.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, standard model, as

new, Clincher rubber-studded tyres, usual spares ; £37 lOS.

Guaranteed.
No. iSgg.—3-Vh.p. 1908 BROWN, magneto, new tyres,

enamel, plating, etc., very good ; 19 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 18S5.—12 h.p. Magneto F.N., spring forks, F.ngle-

bert tyres, very good condition for a second-hand machine
;

17 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2088.—2 h.p. igog MOTO-REVE, Continental tyres,

lamp, horn, toolbag, carrier ; h'as not nm 100 miles

;

26 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2145.—sA h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks, stand,

carrier, toolcase, etc., good tvres ; 16 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2148.-2? h.p. MINERVA; spring fork. Palmer

back tyre, Goodrich front, fitted with stand, carrier, pump,
toolbag, etc. ; £16. Guaranteed.

No. 2135.—i:th.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, good
tyres, lamp, horn, toolbag, tools, spare tjTe, etc. ; £17 10s.

Guaranteed.
No. 2127.—4 h.p. ANTOINE, good tyres, enamel, plat

ing, etc., very good ; £14 lOs. Guaranteed.

Besides those quoted in this space, we can offer other

good bargains. Do not fail to get our prices before

definitely deciding. Recommended by all the leading

makers for exchange business. Terms on application.

WAUCHOPE'S, "'
"'^^ilZi,''-i"

"
iPhone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams: "Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, iijtters mav be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office,
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be seal
for forwarding replies. Only the number will -appear in

the advertisement. Replies siiould be addressed, " No,
uuo, c/o ' Tile Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London *"

is added to the address, then to the number given c/c
"The Motor Cycle." 20^ 1 udor Street, E.C.

'

2Hr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown personi

may dral in perfect salety by availi.ig themselves of oui
iJcposit Svste 1 . If the money be -deposited with *' Thf
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised ot this receipt, anc
upon intimation oi the arrival and acceptjince "of thf
goods, the money is forwarded less a charce r>i is, fo)

registration. Ihe time allowed for a decision after receipi
of the good? Js three davs, and if no sale is eflected, eact
party to the transaction pays carriage one way. For al

iransacLiijus cxceedin.; £10 in value, a deposit fee

23. 6d. i= charged. All deposit matters are dealt witl
at Coventry, ' an cheques and money orders should bi

made payable to llitte and Sons limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adverMsements anrt receive m

answer 10 their enquiries are requested to regard tin

silence as an indication that the goods advertised havi

already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive st

any enquiriea that it is quite impossible to reply to eac)
.ne by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, ant

Westmoreland.

£8. bargain-—3ih-p. Excelsior. Brooks, Lithanode ai:

cumulator, tyres as new.—Particulars, Kouey, Hirst
Morpeth.

V.g.,
two-speed, 5h.p. tvdn, perfect con<3ition in ever,

respect ; seen any time
; price 30 guineas-—Porstei

Neville's Cross, Durham.

1 Q09 3ih-p- Ees. magneto, very powerful, and splen
M- %J did order ; £25. or close oner-—Motorist. 211
We-stmorlaud Rd-, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

MUST Sell. 5h.p. twin Rex. magneto, twin tyr(

spring forks, handle-bar contru], Mabon ciatcl:

new tyres; fX5, or nearest ofier.—64, Blenheim St
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

ZEDEL. Sh.p., splendid machine, just owrhauled an'

enamelled for season; £14; pnotograph and paj

tiLulars sent, or exchange higher poi\er. condition a
object-—Porthouse, 63. John St., Maryport.

WE Hold an entire stock of 1910 Ees motor cycle

from the Speed Kinp ai £42 10 the Sidette o

£75; also the Res valveleiw and the Sjh.p. plate clutc

machine; immediate delivery trom stock.—Eiriioi
Murray, and Co., Ltd., 43, Pilgrim St-, Newcastle-oi
Tyne.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

£7

l_h.p. Quadrant, masneto. h-b. control; £22.—"^1

2 Longley Ed.. Hudaer.jfleld.

10s.—Sh.p. Fafnir. Chater-Lea. h-b. control, ba:

gain—72. Walmsley St., Hull

HUMBEE. 3h.p., verj good condition; £9, or neara,

offer.-Birkliead, Holinflxth. Yorka.

CHAIN Drive Hnmier, jn.-t overhauled. French giejl

nearest £13.-2. Freehold St., Hull.

TEIUMPH. 1909. lamp. horn, tools; £33.-Jeflri«

Prince of Wales Hotel. Eotherham.
._,

CEOSS for Triumphs in Eotherham; 1910 and.^0
models in stock; fAZ 15s. and £43. jfv
09 Magneto Brown, Druids, new condition ; ^?.^19°

-| Q08 Twin Minerva. B. and B., magneto; £24—Ok«
Xt/ Triumph agent, Eotherham.

;.

ROVEE, Sih.p. ; £9 10s.; all spares.-Powell, 2'

Amos St., Church Lane. Harpurhey. Manchester.

TEITJMPH, 3h.p., magneto, h.b. control, spares, em
condition; £18.—A Pinder, Horsforth, LeedB. •

1O09 3ih.p. Eex. new, fitted with 1910 spring fort

-Li/ £35 10s.—Motor Exchange. Westgate Holiia

LATE 1909 3ih.p. Eex de Luxe, new, two speeds, lam

horn, spare valve ; £38—83, Birds Eoyd. Brjghoos

Olh.p. Cycle, good condition, 150 lbs. ; take £8; ve

/*2 cheap.—No- 4,202, TlKliotar Cycle Offices, Oo

entry. !

1 Q09 3.;h.r. Eex, special engine, almost new. ai

i-V trial; £29 105. — Motor Exchange, Westgai

Halifax.

A32 In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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VIOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
auMPH (July. 1909). Slh-p., ridden only 500 miles,

nrst-i-las3 condition: £35. no otfurs—4,245. The

j

,,)• Ci/cle Offlt-'cs. Coventry.

KUGEOT Twin. 41i-p., Bosch magneto. Cbater-Lea

J frame. Palmer tyres, linndle-bar control; £17 IO3.

.;. Bull Ring, BirininKham.

Lb-p. Minerva, new 1908. in perfect condition, 2iin.

:2 tyro3. two aeeuiuulatora, bad very little use; £25.—
; .^on. East Bond St-. Leicester.

'RICMPH. 1909. nearly new. in perfect condition.

Shamrock studded tyres, uuininctured. several .spares;

I) cash-— Geo. Sbarmau, Braekley.

(3.h.p. Minerva. 1908. new Clincher tyre, spare belt,

111. perfect crder; any trial; owner bougbt car; £18-

,:uwkius. Fletton. Peterborough.

)10 Humber, Premier, and Ariel motor cycles; im-
mediate delivery

' .

.
^ ^ -r

exeliimges
Birmingham.

wanted.—p. J
I

lis, ai-'eut. Spajkhill

''i^.IUMPH. Res, Minerva, Excelsior motors> new and
second-hand ; send for weekly list-—Tiie Victoria

[,age and Electrical Co.. Ltd., Coventry.

iiOXTGLAS. 1910 models, in stock, complete with lamp

I born, and accessories; 38 guineas.—Norton and
3,3. ironmongers, Smitliford St-. Coventry.

fUABRANT. 3h.p. vertical engine. Dunlop studded
y tvres. spring forks, very low, periect order; bar-

;;i. £13 10S-—12. Bull Ring, Jiirmingham.

r.HASE. 5-6b.p. twin engine. Palmer tyres, Bosch
{ magneto, handle-bar control, eiui-uelled French
: ; £19' lOs-—12. Bull Ring, -Birmingham.

/.-p. Twin Rex. 1906, very fast, good condition, also

I R.O.M- synchronised, as new, and Amac carbur-

_-.r; £13 the lot—25. Chester St., Coventry.

IOC. 4b-p-, magneto, Amae carburetter, h.b-c. adjust-

i able pulley, iree engine, handle starting; £24. cheap-

-i.'venson. Edgbant^ju House. Broad St., Birmingham.

i N.. 1909. 5-6h-p., handle-bar control, footresta.
4'« earner, etc-, only waui-i seeing': price £33 or

r ofEer for cash-—Hobroyd, Warwick Av., Coventry.

iiS. or nearest offer-—SJh-p. Brown, handle-bar control.

3 same tyres and belt, practicaly no wear-—W.T.. The
ars. Boldmere Rd-, Wylde Green, near Birmingham-

3YL. F.N.. 1909. equal to new, h.b- control, spring
seat-pillar, mirror, watch, lamp. horn, tools, and

jjea; £28; buying car.—164, Coventry Rd-. Hay Mills-

1|10 33h.p- Twin Premier, brand new; cost 50 guineas.
J" will accept 46 guineas ; reason for selling, ownes
?\g abroad--No- 4,238. the Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-

sy-

11STER Holidays--New 1910 Triumph, special tyres.

£48: or new 1910 Douglas, special tyres and,

sijne. £39—Box 4,236, The Motor Cycle OtUces, Cov-
ei'y.

Hjh-p. Minerva, late 1909, R.O-M. combination tyre,

'. Powell two-speed and free engine hub in back
ffiM. handle-bar control; £40-— Gibson, East Bond St..

I, ester-

1i09 Rex de Luxe. 3ih.p.. with Roc two-speed, will
J' take sidecar anywhere; went through all non-stop
tis without miabap; £36.-94, Akombe Rd., North-
&> ton.

1-p- Clement-Garrard Engine, as good as new. with
Dunlop, carburetter, and silencer; no rea.qonable

01 refused.—S- Gibsop, Woodside, Wake Green, Moseley,
B, liugham.

"1
1 09 Triumph, free engine, new in June, rubber

- studded tyre.-!, not punctured, complete with acce;

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgrate, HALIFAX.
Phnne. 766. Telceraras : " Perfection."

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
190S li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, bet i drive, goes well £19 19
1908 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE. magneto, V belt . . £22 lO
2 h p. MINERVA, spray, good climber £6
CT.FMKNT OARRARD, twin, snrin? forVs £9 15

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3ihp. Bat. spring frame; £12.—Lugar, Fornham Ed.,
2 Bury St- Edmunds.

1 Q08 Brown, 3h.p.. Eadie irame and fittings, perfect
JLt/ condition; £14.—Mason. Setch Brewery, King's

4ib.p. F-N-,
2 lamp. horn, spares, etc.;

new 1908. handle-bar control, good order.

. £25.-Box 4,244. The
Motor Cycle OfQces. Coventry.

5 h.p. Twin Rex. accumulator ignition, adjustable
pulley, good tyres, h-b- control; £12, oflers-—Wat-
Park Terrace, Cambridge.

1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £39
luoit s K.p. rWIN REX, n-ariv new , . £32 10

.TJ^rSr ?T^n?.^nPt'o'^.n^^^^^^ I^fl JS ATOTO-REVE, 1909- good conditioD. all accessories.
4.cylmder F.N.. magneto, spring forks £19 10 IVl ^p^yes, must sell; first cheque over £20 secures-
6h.p.N.S.U.. magneto, spring forks ^24 10. _Motorist. 1. Fair St.. Cambridge.
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, excellent order £14 141,^^,.,^,^^^,, ^ ^, ^ ,- ^,
6 h.p. Twin AN'TOINE, extra good. R.O.M £18 10 JP14.-Escelsior-M.M.C.. 2£h-p.. one of the inost reliable

^Min T.vin AavFPVA verv%nnd nrdpr £16 lo'
^'^ machines going low position, complete.-Wnte

A h ,n. I Mn 1,
1

I K V A vcTy gnod Order £lti lU p^.<.;^„i„. Benhall Estate Omce. Saxmundham.
»4 jp -«|=»0UARS." '"IXridAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy? We can

3!^ h.p. brand new TRIUMPH Magneto £43 10 VV supply and give early deliveries- We have
igogi ;iJ h.p. HUMBER, brand new £34 10 actually in stock new Triumphs, Premiers, and Brad-
1909":^^ h.p. Magneto REX, nearly new £29 10 burys. cash or inatahnents.-Parker and Son, St. Ives.

1909! 3* h.p. REX Speed King, as new £35 Hunts.

iqog special ^\ h.p. Competition REX £32 10
190S 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, soeciai machine . . £24 10
r9o8 Two-speed P. & M £31
3I h.p. Migncto QUADRANT, spring forks £24 8
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension maeneto £18 10

3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, z^m. Palmers £16 10
190S 3l h.p. Magneto MINERVA £24 1O

3 h.p. SINGER. V belt. h.t. magneto £16 10

1907 3ih.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £16 10

5C s; £45. no offers-—Bos
0! es Coventry

4.230, me Motor Cycle

I)UGLAS. 1910. Brooks B105/4 padded saddle, spare
tube. lamp, and separate generator, complete with

?1 s and all accessories; £56.—Waterlow. The Gables.
3' Nicholas St-, Coventry.

€ P- Triumph, h.b- controL new. cylinder, piston.
*- bearings thronghout. tyres, tank re-enamelled and
pi (1 December. 1909. guaranteed perfect; £.i8; getting
ea-119. Bristol Rd.. Edgbaston.

"NOTOSACOCHE. lih.p-, new June, 1909. not ridden
-L' 100 miles, spare belt, new lamp, unpuncturable
h; ,^, tyres perfect, spring fork, accumulator

;
price

£j —Jervis. Norton Disney. Newark.

ly SU-. 3Jhp.. 1908. magneto, new piston and cylin-

\ der. bristles with improvement.'?, ride reasonable
di. nee to meet bona fide buyer; price £22-—For full
pHiCulars write William5. 87, Monks Rd., Lincoln.

^.h.p. Triumph, handle-bar control, variable pulley,
V 1909 carburetter. Shamrock-Gloria belt new.
Pji'-T cord back practically new, Dunlop front, all
sij-snries. condition perfect, engine recently overhauled;
£>!—Taylor. Bagthorpe Infirmary. Nottingham.

rtMFORT, Cleanliness. Reliability are proven merits
'^ embodied in C-CR. .motor cycles, made by clever.
cr, riders of long experience ; exchanges ; trials ar-
raed.-CC.R. Motor Works. Ford St., St- Ann's Well
Ri Nottingham.

T .RGE Stock of second-hand motor cycles and tricars.

-^ alt makes cheap to clear; approval-—C-CR- Motor
Wks. address above.

iTUMPH. 1908. in excellent order, plating, enamel
j as new, Shamrock-Excelaior studded tyres un-
sc ched lamp and generator, horn, two Riches spare
lur tubes, ppa.e belt in case, etc-, every part ofm une guaranteed in perfect condition; the best offer
OM £52 secures this-- Hulbert. We^ion-in-Arden. Nun-
eai.

5J

1910
" HALIFAX

Spring Fdrk.
Stocked to suit all Rex

Models, and will be found a

marvellous improvement to

machines with the old style

spring fork, and allow a

front brake to be fitted if

desired.

Price for a short
time to popularise

footboards, tool bON
Matthews, Daltou Bd-.

39/6
Old forks taken in part paymnnt.

SPECIAL CASH BARGAIN&
3 h.p. BRAoBURY, long and low
rgo6 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V
4 h.p. STEVENS, h.b. control, handbrake .

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition

23 h.p. KERRY', light and low, spray

3J h.p. REX. 22 frame, re-enameilcd, trembler

3 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, spray
3i h.p. WERNER, used with passenger

2k h.p. Light ARIEL, low bnild, 26in. wheels .

2'h.p. F.N. S..\ROLEA wants adjustments. .

.

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, h.b. control

2J h.p. MINERVA, goes well, reliable

3 h.p. Humber, splendi i climber
Monster list on application. Cash offer consi

. £10
. £15 10
. £13 10
. £14 10
. £9 10
. £7 10
. £8 10
. £13 10
. £8 15
. £4 5
. £6
. £4 19
. £5 10
idered.

X> R AUI.OWED FOR GOOD PUS CYCLE
**** AGAI.vSr ANY OF THESE MA HIMES,

23 h.p. Kerry . . £9 10
2j h.p. Ariel .. £9 13

3J h.p. Werner £13 10
22- h.p. M.M.C. £9 10
2 h.p. Humber £8 10
3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10

si h.p. Excelsior £9 10

2j h.p. Bradbury .

.

f10
3 h.p. Clyde £15
3 h.p. Ariel £10
3 h.p. Humber .

.

£10

3J h.p. Re.K £10 10

3i h.p. Rover £14

2I h.p. Minerva .... £9 10

3ih.p. Rex, converted, cylinder reground, new pistor
2 rin^.s, long handle-bars,

good running order; £8-—A.
Lowestoft-

1 009 Humber, two-speed, B. and B. carburetter, just
J-*? fitted with latest two-speed control, Druid sprint:

forks, and extra wide pulley by Humbers. lamp, tools. _

spare tube, little used; owner having car; £38.—Bcs
Ll,088, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E-C.

TRIUMPH, bargain, Sah.p.. direct from works Augu.'^t
1909 .se'aree rinden uupunctured and unscratched

plating quite perfect, everything complete, spares, ac.

cessories. ete. ; want cash ; £40 ; seen by appointment —
4,247, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

N,S.U. Lightweight, magneto, nearly new, £15; Sih-p
Triumph, £26; 3Sh-p. twin Peugeot, £15; Motosa-

coche. £14; 2ih-p. lightweight. Humber engine, il. and
B., 1910, very low and fast, £13: Sh.p. twin Vindec,
two-speed, £30.—T- Cox, St. Andrew's mil. Cambridge.

VINDEC SPECIAL, 5h.p.. twin, magneto, two-speed,
free engine in b.ack hub, pedal starting, 2iin, Pal-

mer eord on back, spring fork. Whittle belt, in perfect
condition, engine and gear extra good; £29; would
take 1907 Triumph part exchange.—Cox. St. ^ndrew'3
Hill, Cambridge

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

MOTOSACOCHE for sale; £20. near offer.-Head, 30,
High St.. Newport. Mon.

PEEMIEE SJb.p. Twin. 1910 model, also Moto-Eeve.
—Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

TEIUMPHS two 1909 models, good condition; £36
and £38.—Withers, High St., Stourbridge.

3h-p. Clyde, low, magneto, free engine, new back tyre

;

real bargain, £10.—James, 39, Cromwell St., Swan-
sea-

CHAEM the Salesman ever so wisely—Don't buy a
belt or chain-driven machine. They are likely to

become obsolete, but the 2ihp. two-speed free engine
liirhtweiglit F-N. abides for ever--Heath, Salford Priors,
Evesham, delivers immediately-

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

"DEADBUEY, 1910 models, and exchanges.

DEADBUET, the rigid machine.

BRAI^IBURY, the well balanced engine--Sole agents
for N.W- Loudon, Gardner, 6a, High St-, Hamp-

stead-

DOUGLAS. 1909, only ridden 700 miles, guaranteed
perfect; £30—Campbell, Post Office, Boscombe-

4h-p. Twin Kerry, little used, splendid condition ; £17
cash-— Hunt. Queen's Rd-, i-'arnbircugn, Hants,

TEItTMPHS, 1910, delivery from stoek ; second-hand
Triumphs taken in part payment.—Laytons, Bicester-

ih-p. Quadrant, 1907, perfect order, new tyres; bar-
ain, £13 10s-—Green. Stoke Park, Westbury,3^

Bristol.190S REXES 1909
Brand New and fully guaranteed,

igoQ 3.' h.p. Tourist REX £3
igog 3S h.p. RE.X DE LUXE, two-speed £4
ig09 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £4

The 5 h.p. Twin de Luxe (two speeds and free engine)
is the best passenger mount on the market. No thumping
andovrhcating on hills Change your willing but under- oih.p. Minerva, in perfect condition, accumulator igni-
p ered single for one of these, and give your passenger a, O2 tion, lamp. go. d tyres, climb anything; bargain,
pleasant nde instead of walking exercise,

j —Halfpenny, Sunningdale,

ETLES and Eyles, opposite Town Hall, 0.xford—1910
Premier motor cycles, twins and singles, in stock

;

£47 10s.

Oih-p- Ariel, surface, in perfect going order; £5 ISs.;
'V 2 smart low machine.—R. G- Judd. Cocum, Bar-
ton-Stacey. Hants.

r
In answering these adverihemenfs it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de." A3
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ONE New 1909 FN- 5-6h.p.. Cowey's Bpeedometci,

BrtKjks spring seat, two studded tyres; wiat
ofiersP—See below.

/~kNB New 1909 Trivimph, 3ih.p—See below.

ONE Secona-hand Sih.p. Quadrant, magneto. Bioois
sprins seat, spring forks, in grand condition ;

£20.

—See below.

ONE 3ih.p. Minerva, accumulator. B.S.A. frame, 28in.

wheels. stand<-arrier, tyres, good condition; £13
or near oSer—Eandall. High St... Andover.

3JLh.p. Ariel, splendid hill-climber, Stanley-Dermatlne
2 belt: lor quick sals accept £10 10s.; worth double.

—Isaacs, 170. High St.. Slough.

31.h.p. Minerva, only done 400, 1908. square tank,

2 spring forks, guaranteed, condition as new ; price

£16, or near offer—Partington, Slougn.

TEIUMPH, 1908 (delivered November), little used,

splendid condition, lamp. horn, magneto cover, ac-

cessories; £30, no oflers.—Paxman, Tewkesbury.

T>00, 1908, two-speed, magneto, as new, E.OM
-CV .studded and I'ahner tyres, good sidecar machine;

sacrifice £20; owner bought car.—Seymour Hotel. Glou-

cester-

DOUGLAS,' 1909 model, as new, just been replated

and enamelled and overhauled by makers, neit

Palmer tyres and tubes; £32 10S.-129. Alma Kd..

Bournemouth.

31h.p. Brown, magneto. Brown and Barlow carbnietter

2 handlobar control. Pahner tyres, cord back, both

as new, excellent running order; £20.—Lonnen, Par-

sonage. Fordingbridge-

ROO, 4h.p.. military model, two-speed gear, free en-

gine, magneto Amac h.b. control, lamp, horn, car-

rier. tJolbag. new belt; £20; bought new one.-Freeman

161. Barton St.. Gloucester.

Slh.p. Eex de Luxe, new PahBer cord back, new Mifif-

2 '^lin front, Whittle, h.b.c, new Pistons, freshly

enamelled, accumulator ignition, footboards; £20 or

exchange for good lightweight.-Morriss, 395, Oxford Ed.

Eeading

31h.p. Eex. low built, been well kept by motor en-

2 gineer, new back rubber studded tyre, new Con-

tinental belt, footboards, and foot pedal for tlirottle

cam°er spare cover, and dry cell; £12.-Farrar, Olevedon,

Es.sex Ed., Basingstoke.

6h n N.S.rr,, bought 1909, not run 800 miles, spring

forks, Bosch magneto. Eoc two-speed gear, hand e

starting, spares, Lomas non-.*id, detachable, jniitth

belt, tubes, and valves, all new; £35.-Poole, flsh salcfl-

man. High St., Cheltenham.

1ft 09 4ih.p. P.N.. 4-cyl.. run 1.000 miles only, new

XU cindition, fited 1910 carburetter and inlets, ad-

justable footrests, brand new tyres, E-O.M. back; cost

owner £60; any trial or examination; an absolute gut,

£30, no offers—A. Ward. Home Farm. Ascot-

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

a .—2ih.p.. long bars. Palmers, as new.—75. Beknont
obD St.. Kentish Town.

Oih.p. Kerry, Palmers, girder forts, 8 guineas.—24.

42 Knighton Ed., Forest Gate.

5h.p. Eex. spring forks, Amae, Whittle, perfect; £15.

—74. Croydon Ed., Beckenham.

3ih.p. Twin Peugeot, spring forks; bargain, £16.-65.
2 Arcadian Gardens, Wcod Green.

23h.p. De Dion, as new. Clincher covers, Amac hb
4 control; £13 10s—See below.

3h.p. Kerry, fine order; £9 15s.—See below.

*Y-9h.p. Eecord, powerful, this machine in fine order;
1 £30.—Eadium. 336. Grays Inn Ed., WO.
'PEIUMPH, SJh.p., good condition; accept £23 quick
X sale.-J. Lewington, Enfield Wash, N.

.

^pEIUMPH, 1908-9, in splendid condition; £32, or
.1. offer —38. Eomilly Ed.. Finsbuiy Park.

MINBETA, Uh.p.. B.S.A.. perfect running order; £6,

uftVr—74, Seymour St.. Euston Ed.

R1-:S. 3ih.p.. good order; best offer over £10.—Seen at

Anglo-Saxon. 31, Newgate St., E.C

MUTOSACOCHB; seen by appointment: £14, quick
«„le-\VTiite Lodge, 209, Brixton Hill.

*>Xh r. Minerva, splendid condition; £14.— G., 69,
O'^ Three Mill Lane, Bromley, Bow, E.

YSIC.B.—5h.p. twin Eex, magneto. Eex two-speed,
equal to new; lowest cash, £28.

YM.C.E.—2h.p. lightweight, going order; £5, or
pu-h cycle and £3 10s.

YATES' Motor Cycle Exchange, Cavendish Place.
Eastbourne, agents for Eexes; send for particu-

L;;rs of 19iO models from £42.

3iih.p. Kerry, low built, splendid goer; to clear £7
4 15s.—128. High Ed.. Tottenham.

'PEIUMPH, 1910. delivery now from stock; £48 15s.
-1- —Eusticana 623, High Ed., Chiswick.

£27.—3ih.p. Phoenis, two-speed gear, chain drive.—
Adams, School House, Eusper, Horsham.

The House of Satisfaction

FARBAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

i^ FARRARS
MOTOR WORKS

£4. 7s 6d. completewith best tyres. Guaranteed
12 months. An ideal winter attachment, quite rigid-

Good, stylish, and comfortable. No side-slip.

Beautifully sprung on double C springs. Approval
anywhere. Send for descriptive circular. Don't
buy until you have seen ours.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, fine machine £32
J h.p. Twin REX, Roc 2 speeds £22
iQogJ Twin REX Racer, lovely goer £35
toogi 3^ h.p. REX Racer, soiled only .... £32 10
1908 Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control .. £26

h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26' wheels £16 10
Any of the above fitted with one of our new

Sidecars for £4 17s. 6d. extra.

SOLO MOUNTS.
3 h.p. VINDEC, Bosch mogneto £16
3 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, H.B. control £18
3j h.p. MINERVA, magneto, spring forks,

lovely machine, perfect £22 10
igro 3^ h.p. REX, slightly soiled. Offers wanted.
rgro 3} h.p. PREMIER, twia-cyUnder 50 Gns.

1909 REX SPEED KING, 3i h.p £32
1909 3J h.p. REX, R.O.M. tyres £30
rgoS 3* h.p. REX, ahnost hke new £22
1908 3I h.p. GRITZNER, mag., free engine £18
igo8 REX Lightweight, fine condition .... £17
1007 3j h.p. RE.X, lovely goer, very smart £15 15

3i h.p. N.S.U. magneto ignition £15
<} h.p. REX, M.O.V. spray £10 10
iS h.p. 1906 REX, M.O.V., spring forks . . £14
t| h.p. REX, Bosch magneto, fine goer £16
Hrand new r909 Twin REX DELUXE.... £48
Urand new Twin REX Tourist £37
Brand new 3} h.p. REX Tourist £35

LIGHTWtlGHTS.
rgoS N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto .. £1?
igog MOTOSACOCHE, soUed only £24
iqoS REX Featherweight, magneto £18
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £t4

(? rinuin SECURES ANY OF T «ESE.
Xia UUWII BAUAixCE 5/-perWEEK.

3} h.p. Rex £9
I
2} h.p. Stevens £7

li h.p. Rex, M.OV. £10 2} h.p. Orient £6

Iia UUWII BA' ANCe 5/- PER WEEK,
3 h.p. Vindec, mag. £16 [

Twin Fairy £14
3t h.p. Rex, mag. .. £16 ij h.p. 1906 Rex. . £14

BRAND NEW 1909

5i h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES.
complete with hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60

each. Magneto Ignition :^5 extra.

Very fine 5^ h.p. REXETTE TRiCAR, spring I

I frame, water-cooU^d. two speeds . . . . £24 |

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine, brand new, ... £80
2-speed Gear Box, new, unused £3
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds . . £12
5 h p. Twin Standard Engine £4

s. d.

Few Air-cooled Cylinders each 12 6
Montgomery flexible sidecar 80
Clincher Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2^. ... 29
28 X 2 or 2j Dunlop Wired Covers 11 6
"Camel " V Belting, I'm. or lin., per foot. . . , 1 3
Latest pattern Plated Handle-bars, drop ends 5 6
Three-note ''Fanfare" Horns, very penetrating 7 6
Cli[ichf'r Tubes, all sizes, with valves 4 11
1910 B. and B. Carburetters, h.b. control 28
1909 Amac Carburetters, h.b. control 19 6
Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels 80
Premier High-tension Magneto, new 59 6
Loop Frame for vertical engine 30 ,

Big stock Quadrant Spare Parts.

Get our Price List, Remember we are the clieapeat fi'iii

alive * Smalt proflts and quick retoras ' ia our motto,
Higli-claai machines wanted. Casta w&ifcintt.

Farrar's Motor Works,
Sq .lare Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone gig.

MOTOft BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WILTON.—Twin Minervas, 4ih.p., good tyies, aco

snries: £18 ea

TX/'II.TOJSI.—23h.p. Minerva, ditto: £9

TX/'ILTON.-23h.p. Ariel, tStto; £8-

"ITTILTON.-Sih.p. Eex; £9.

WILTON.—Tricar frame, wheels, and steering. £;

5h.p. water-rooled Aster engine, with clutch, j

103. : 23h-p. De Dion engine, water-cooled head £2 10s
Ue i)ion trike frame and wheels, fl.—Wilton Cycte
110. 'Wilton Ed.. Victoria Station, S.W.

HAMPSTEAD.—Premier, 1910. twin, as new, all t

cessories : great bargain. £42 only.

HAMPSTEAD.-3h.p. Chase, £12 ; good condiUon, i

acceasories ; bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Bat twin, free engine, good order, i

accessories; £22, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumph, 1910, from stock; nowa
ing; ea.-y payments taken, 5 per cent, estra.

HAMPSTEAD.—Douglas. 1909, twin, magneto ai

spring forks, splendid condition ; £25. bargain-

HAMPSTEAD.-Douglas, 1910, latest model, fro

stock; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—Eex. 3!h.p., tourist 1910, late

model, only run few miles; £39.108.

HAMPSTEAD—FN.. 4;h.p , late model, splendid cc

dition, all accessories; £22. special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-F.N. 4-;h.p., latest model, haa''
bar control, condition splendid, with accessorie

£24.

HAMPSTEAD.-P.N., 61i.p., late 1909, 2J tyn
E.OM.. splendia condition: £29, cost £51.

HAMPSTEAD—Ariel. 3Jh.p., good condition, all i

cessoiiea, new Palmer tyre; bargain, £10.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sidecar, best make, brand new, a

instable to any machine; £3 ISs.

HAMPSTEAD—Lincoln Elk. latest. 1909. 3h.p., Bple

did condition, with all accessories: £18.

HAMPSTEAD—Minerva, 3ih.p.. late 1909, magne
and spring forks, handle-bar control ; £25.

HAMPSTEAD.—Peugeot. 7-9h.p., 1909, very low, CO

dition like new; cost £60, take £27.

HAMPSTEAD.—£5 upwards allowed on cycles in pa

payment for new motor cycles.

HAMPSTEAD—Sob London Agents for Linco

Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.-Moto-Eeve, latest 1909 model, she

soiled condition ; special bargain, with acceaeorii

£25.

HAMPSTEAD.—Moto-Eeve, new condition, 1909. 8

cessories. spring fork, magneto ; special bargain, £2

HAMPSTEAD.—Moto-Eeve, 1908. twin, magne
and spring forks, ail accessories; £17

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (T;

nmphs, Indian), Premier, Douglas. Bexa, Humtii

etc. ; exchanges or gradual payments.-Eey, 5, Heath i

Tel.: 2678 P.O.. Hampstead.

GEIFFON, 6h-p., twin, perfect running conditioi

£16.— Gardner, 45, Seward Ed., Hanwell.

3 h.p. Quadrant, very good order, spring forks; f:

10s.—Leighton, Mottingham, Eltham, S.E.

3 h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, in splendid condition; i

10s.—Apply. .163, Forest Lane, Forest Gate, E.

4-Cyl. FN.. 6-6h.p., new last August, condition as nei

£35.—H.B., 1. Little Elm Place, Fulham Ed, S.\

WHITTLE'S —FN-, 41-5h.p.. 4-cyl.. magneto, h.b. cc

trol. spring forks, nearly new, nnscratcbed; £2

WHITTLE'S.—Fairy. 6-8h.p.. twin. Chater-Lea No.

frame, spring forks, very fast, beautiful orde:

£18 18s.

WHITTLE'S.—Minerva. 4!h.p.. twin. M.O.V.. sprii

forks, long bars, good condition; £16 16s.

"tlt/HITTLJS'S.-F.N., 4ih.p., 4-cyl., late model, nia

VV neto, spring forks, like new: £25.

WHITTLE'S.—Humber, 3ih.p.. spring forks, eo«
£7 153. J exchanges entertained.—Whittle's. Lt(

Motor Exchange, Earlsfleld. 'Phone. 711. Post. Wimbl
don.

3h.p. Hnmber, free engine, chain drive, Dunlops, perfe

condition, reliable; £8, oflers— 1. Ivy Lane, Broc

ley.

4h.p. Eoc, magneto, clutch, h.b. control, 1907, new c«

dition; oflera—Paradise. 129, Orchard Ed.. Plffl

stead.

3JLh.p. Eex. December, 1908, perfect conation, 19(

a handle-bar, B.B. : £23.-56, Eiverview Grove, Clu

vick.

1 Q09 LincolnElk, 34h.p., magnrto. all '5*5'* .j™'.™'

ments; £22, or offer.—38, Eomilly Ed.. Pinsbui.

A^6 In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to -mention

Park.

KEEET. new 1910 models;' delivery from stock; ea;

payments, or exchange.—Anglo-Saxon. 31. Newga
St., E.G.

£8.—Minerva, 2h.p., Chater-Lea, low. engine as ne;

Pahner cords, splendid hill-climber.- 11. Argyle »<

Ealing.

•The Motor Ovcle."
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INTER-TEAM TRIAL AT EASTER.

Maboh Mth, 1910.

THE rules for the inter-team reliability trial, London-
Harrogate and back, at Easter, between the Herts
County A.C. and the North-west London M.C.C.,
are now complete- The start is from the Gatehouse,

Highgate, at 7 a.m. sharp on Friday, the 25th inst. Com-
petitors must report themselves in readiness by 6.30 a.m., and
will be started at intervals of one minute. The route will
be vi& Hatfield, Welwyn , Baldock, Biggleswade (check),
Grantham (check), Newark, Donca«ter (check), Wetherby,
and Harrogate (check), returning by the same route. The
Bsaximum number of marks obtainable will be 200—100 for
each half of the journey. A mark will be deducted for every
minute under or over the schedule time.
The awards are : (a.) Team prize, the Service Cup ; (}))

return journey, 80% of total marks, replica silver cups ; (c)
return journey, 70% of total marks, silver medals; (d)
letum journey, 50% of total marks, bronze medals.

On Saturday, the 26th inst., there will be an inter-clnb

hill-climb with the Harrogate and District M.C.C., North e.

South, at Sutton Bank, at 2 p.m., for which sis classes have
been arranged

:

(1.) Lightweights weighing not more than 120 lbs. in

touring equipment. Pedalling allowed in this class only.

(2.) Single-cylinder touring machines with fixed gears.

(3.) Multi-cylinders; same as Class 2.

(4.) Variable geared machines with single or multi-cylinder

engines.

(5.) Passenger motor cycles.

The results in the above classes vrill be decided on A.C.U.
formula.

(6.) For machines of any power; fastest time to win.

There will be a social evening at the Clarendon Hotel,

Harrogate, on the 26th inst., and a run to Ripon next day.

B.M.C.R.C. MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.
THE first members' meeting of the B.M.C.E.C. will

take place at "BrooTJancIs on Wednesday next, 16th
inst. The first event in the afternoon -will be the
All-comers' Handicap, which will start at 2.30 p.m.

It ifl open to all cla.=ses of motor cycles the cubical capacity
of the engines of which does not exceed 1,000 c.c. Difitance

5^- miles. First prize, the club's gold medal ; second prize,

the club's silver medal ; third prize, the club's bronze
inedal. Starters are allowed. If engines are fitted with,

'auxiliary exhaust ports, whether covered or not, this fact
' must be stated on the entry forms.

The following entries had been received up to 6 p.m. on
Friday last :

2.30 P.M. All Comers' Handicap.

L', E. Bennett (Indian, twin)
W. 0. Bentley (Indian, twin)
Ji. H. Bowen (Bat-J.A.P.,

single)

H. _V. Colver (Matchless,
twin)

H. Lister Cooper (Triumph)
W. Chitty (Uxbridge, single)

D. R. Clarke (Indian, twrin)

G. Lee Evans (Indian, single)

A. G. Fenn (Triumph)
G. L. Fletcher (Douglas)
E. Gwynrie (Ti-iunipli)

F. A. "McXab (Trump)
A. C. Maitland (Trump)
H. Martin (Martin)

The One Hour T.T. Race, which should be a particularly

interesting event, is open to machines complying with the
1910 T.T. conditions, except that purely touring accessories,

such as mudguards or horns, may be removed. First prize,

silver cup presented by Mr. W. H. Wells; second prize,

club's gold medal ; third prize, club's silver medal. Starters

allowed. The entry fee for the first event will be 23. 6d.,

and for the second 5s., entry fees for the two events 63. 6d.

3.15 P.M. One Hotje Tourist Trophy Race.
0. E. Bennett (Indian, twin)

W. 0. Bentley (Indian, twin)

H. H. Bowen (Bat-J.A.P.,
single)

C. R, ColUer (Matchless,
twin) -

H. Lister Cooper (Triumph)

D. R. Clarke (Indian, twin)
G. Lee Evans (Indian, twin)
A. G. Fenn (Triumph)
E. Gwynne (Triumph)
W. Lamm (V.S.)
F. A. McNab (Trump)
A. 0. Maitland (Trump)

All machines must be fitted with round disc number-plates
as approved by the committee, which are obtainable, price
3s. 6d. per pair, from the honorary secreta,ry, Mr. T. ' W
Loughborough, A.M. I. A. E., Ashleigh House, Erith, Ken4.
At 4.30 p.m. the prizes and a large number of 1909 certifi-

cates will be distributed by H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck,
K.C.V.O., D.S.O. Tea will be served in the club house
from 4.30 to 6 p.m.

AUTO CYCLE UNION (NORTHERN CENTRE).
The annual general meeting of the committee of the above

j

centre was held at the County Hotel, Newcastle, on Wednes-
day last. Amongst other things the lion, .secretary, Mr.

I
E. L. Bates, reported that there had been four meetings of

1' the_ Centre Committee during 1909, but that only one com-

i

petition, namely, the hill-climb at Eagpath Side, had been
organised which had been a very great success. The revenue

I

of the centre showed a balance over the expenditure, and
1

as the centre was now in good working order a more active

I

programme could be arranged for 1910. There was a great
i deal of business before the meeting, and amongst other
things the inter-club efficiency trial had to stand over for a

I future meeting. The results of the hill-climb at Eagpath
Side previously reported were confirmed, and gold and silver
medals were awarded to Mr. T. Smith and Mr. E. Ellis

!
respectively in the single-cylinder class, and gold and silver
medals to Mr. C. Reinhart and Mr. H. Mason respectively
in the multi-cylinder class.

BROOKLANDS HILL-CLIMBING CERTIFICATES.
In the Correspondence pages a reader refers this week to

the above hill-climbing certificates, which, by the way, were
inaugurated owing to the representations "of Mr. W. 6.
Bower, of Zenith Motors, Ltd. The suggestion our corre
spondent makes, that the gear ratio or ratios' of each
machine at the time of climbing the hill should be noted
on the certificate, is an excellent one which may be adopted.

PRACTISING ON THE TRACK.
During the last few days a number of well-known motor

cyclists have been practising on Brooklands Track in view
of forthcoming events. Two strangers to the track seen
on Thursday were J. Marshal! and W. F. Newsome, riding
Toiirist Trophy Triumphs. Their special duty was ' testing
fittings in general and exhaust valves in particular, but
not in readiness for Brooklands ruces unfortunately. On
Thursday H. Martin was due to attempt records on a twin
A.S.L., but for various reasons he postponed his attempt.

?>^ ^^ ~'F^
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A Motor Cyclist on a Balloon Expedition.

Mt. W. H. JI. Pattisson. of Helming-
ham, Suffolk, is one of the promoters in

the Daily Grapliic long distance balloon

expedition,' whicli will start on Thurs-

day next if there is a west wind to

carry the balloon across Europe. The
object ot the aeronauts is to beat the

world's long distance record now held

by Count de la Vaulx, and standing at

1,190 miles. In the photograph .\lr.

Pattisson is wearing a Jaeger coat and
the cap which he is taking on the expe-.

dition, and he mentions that it is a

must e.Kcellent coat for winter motor
<;ycling. Inside it is lined with camel-

hair, and covered with a waterproof

material, making it very warm, but

light withal. Mr. Pattisson has been a

keen motoi' cyclist for the last four

years, and favours a Triumph. He en-

joys the distinction of never yet having
been stopped on the road from any

mechanical trouble.

! W H. H. Pattisson, one of ttie promoters in the

g; m-'r r-nphir i...n...:rti.;t!inrp Ba iiimn Rtimitilinn .

Police Trap.

A ten mile speed limit is now in force

in Great Missenden, and motor cyclists

should be careful to observe this when
passing through the village.

lUegal Speed Limit Signs.

The attention of all motorists wiio

pass through Ashton-under-Lyne is

drawn to the speed limit signs which
have been erected at certain prominent
positions on the main roads entering

the town. These signs have been erected

by the Town Council, without the sanc-

tion of the Ijocal Government Board.

Although stating that there is a ten

mile limit, motorists are under no legal

obligation to observe them, as no

prosecution can legally take place under

this limit notice.

North-eastern Automobile Association.

At a general meeting of the Jlotor

Cyclist Section of the North Eastern-

Automobile Association at the County
Hotel, Newca.'^tle-on-Tyne, Mr. Isaac

Baty was appointed chairman, and ilr.

E. L. Bates vice-chairman for the

ensuing year. Both are members of

the Newcastle and District M.C.C.,
and the appointments are an honour to

the club, as it is the first meeting at

v, hich the club could take any part

since its affiliation to the N.E.A.A.

Imports of Motor Cycles.

There was a substantial increase in

the value of foreign motor cycles and
parts imported last month. The
February figures for the last three years

were :

1908. 1909. 1910.

Vahie of motor cycles imported

—

£3,783 £2,593 £2,161
Paits t'u'rcof—

£1,060 £1,988 £4,187

£4,843 £4,581 £6,348

The figures during the two mont/i

ende I February were :

Value of .motor cvcles imported

—

£9,907 £3,222 £5.837

Parts thereof

—

£1,671 £4,172 £8,075

£11.578 £7,394 £13.912

Exports of British-made Motor Cycles.

British exports likewis-e show a con-

siderable increase, the Board of Trade
returns tor February, and the total for

the two months, showing record figures.

February exports were represented as

follows :

1908. 1909. 1910.

Motor cycles

—

£1,518 £4,058^ £6,556
Parts thereof

—

£2,587 £2,405 £2,904

£4,105 £6,463 £9,460

The total exports during the two
months ended February were :

£3,720 £6,519 £15,258

£5.188 £4,448 £5,187

£8,908 £10,967 £20,445

The Ke-exports.

The re-exports ot foreign-built machines

from this country during February were

represented by £150, the two months

t/ital being £674.

Monday or Thursday?

Last week we issued a query f.

that we could take a referendum
readers to decide whether the c.

publication of Tlir Motor C'l/cle

remain .Monday or be altered to

day. The last day for posting

is to-day, ilonday, the 14th. \V

not yet made a careful count, 1;

preponderance of replies is enor

in favour of Thursday.

Manchester Motor Cyclists In the T.T

The Manchester Motor Club
to have seven representatives

Tourist Trophy Race next JIa\

following riders have already ci

Harry Reed. Percy Butler, A. J.

house, F. Sirette, W. Heaton,
Stevens. Another member, C. E.

will probably ride a Premier.

G. Lee Evans covering a lap at Broo

of about 68 miles per liour (timel by \

mounts in fortticoming Broolilands e

The Surface of Sutton Ban

Early last week a number of t

of the Harrogate and Uistrict i

visited Sutton Bank in order to

the surface with a view to detil

whether a hill-climb could he, lie

on Easter Saturday. The- )

report that the surface is little,

worse than last year, but perhai

is more loose metal than usual,

the Harrogate club is endeavoi

have removed. In view of th

facts, the inter-club hill-cUmb i

the Herts County A.C., No

London M.C.C., and Harrogate i

trict M.C.C. win take place at

Bank on the 26th inst., comtnei

2 p.m., the necessary permi-ssioti

been granted by Major Bower, <

Chief Constable of the North r

Fine weather is only needed to

good afternoon's sport. . _

m^-
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I Accessories and Equipment.

1 addition to our usual special fea-

iji,
twenty-si.x pages of tliis issue, in-

l(iig 170 separate illustration!--, are

nied to descriptions of novel time-

fll accessories and tlie modern
oinent of a motor cycle.

London Centre of the A.C.U.

\A Monday eveninu a meeting of

J oiulon Centre of the A.C.U. was
lint 112, Piccadilly, VV. The pro-

iiigs began with the election of

Is. Mr. V. Hart was re-elected

ji an, Mr. H. B. Jlenner hon. see-

in,, and Mr. A. (i. Heynold.s hon.

al'i'er. The representatives of the
l| present then nominated their

Rites for the council meeting on the
'jinst. After this was done the
ellub championship rules were cou-

-J*
'
h,p. twin-cylinder Indians at the rate

6«f
lat more will be heard of these speedy

'• at some length, and the clubs
•: sked to convene a special com-
tei meeting to consider the advis-
lit of sending teams to compete,

'iidon Centre is composed of
^' clubs, and if the London
itijKliminating Trial is held on the
Sejid date, namely, Saturday, 'June
n.iie best three of the teams eut
U» fliu'teen will take part in the
J-jlne clubs have been asked to
,'eja course in the London district,

j replies from them will be sub-
teflto a special sub-committee, and
"jjlts in return be submitted to
V'tre Committee, which will be

edfo meet on .Monday, April 4th.
I'llowmg auditors have been

letfor the London Centre: Mr. J.
"''==!;ge (Western District M.C.),M &lyn-Eowden (North-west Lon-

Buying Petrol in Small Quantities.

With reference to tlie question of
small petrol supplies recently ventilated
ill tliese columns, a triiiing impioveinent
that would appeal equally to the garage
proprietor who does not want to break
a tin of petrol and the motorist who
does not require the whole contents, is

sugge.-ited by Mr. M. Hampton, of
Douglas, Isle of Man, well known to
T.T. riders. He says: "The objection
to breaking a tin is frequently made
because the seller ha.s not measures for
a small quantity, but if all tank gauges
were marked either on the glass itself

or the screw rod inside it. with a scale
of contents ,(like medicine phials, for
instance), there would be no necessity
for sloppy and wasteful measurement.
The petrol could be poured into the tank
direct, and both the seller and the
buyer would be satisfied, and objection
to sell less than a sealed two-gallon can
would speedily cease. As a seller, I
heartily hope that this improvement
may soon he a standard feature on every
motor cycle tank."

Monster Meet of Motor Cyclists.

It is known already that the under-
mentioned clubs will participate in the
general meeting of Northern motor
cyclists at Richmond (Yorks) on Good
Friday ;

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.
Newcastle and District M.C.C.
Bradford M.C.C.
Leeds M.C.C.
York County M.C.C.
Lancashire M.C.C.
Hull (Kingston) M.C.C.
Harrogate and District M.C.C.
Bi.shop Auckland, Darlington and

District M.C.C.
Hartlepool and District M.C.C.
Hull and East Riding A.C.C.
Huddersfield and District M.C.C.
Redcar and District M.C.C.
Scarborough and District M.C.
Batlev an4 District M.C.C.
Sunderland and Di.^trict M.C.C.

Mr. fJeoffrey W. Liddle, the organising
secretary, advises us that he is also in-
viting the Ripo.n and Doncaster clubs.
This meeting increases in popularity
every year, and it is anticipated that
at least 350 motor cyclists will fore-
gather at the Old Jlarket Square at
Richmon I between 10.30 and 12 noon
on the 25th inst. The meeting will take
the .-ame form as in 1909, the pro-
gramme being as follows :

10.30 to 12 p.m.—Assembly in Market
Square.

12 to 1.45 p.m.—Lunch independently,
as desired.

1.45 p.m. prompt.—Assemble at Market
Cro.?s for purpose of photograph
for T/ic Motor Ci/ch.

2 p.m.—Confeience in the Town Hall,
at which .Mr. F. Straight (A.C.U.
secretary) will probably b© present.

Agenda :

Election of chairman and president.
Election of hon. sec. for 1911 meet.
Election of committee.
To determine dates of inter-club meets

and competitions (if any).
We regret to announce that Mr. Liddle
cannot see his way to undertake the
duties of secretar.^ another year owing
to nreiaure of btF"own hnsineHs.

w

London-Edinburgh Run.
An innovation as regards the New-

castle control is announced. The New-
castle and District Motor Cycle Club
has kindly placed its club house at
the disposal of competitors. The con-
trol at Newcastle will therefore be
arranged at the Club House, and meals
will also be partaken of there.

Amulree in the End-to-end.

We have a number of illustrations in
preparation of Amulree Hill (Kenmore
side) which the A.C.U. End-to-end
TriaLs competitors will climb (?) next
July. The several turnings will form
the chief stumbling block to motor
cyclists, although the surface is exceed-
ingly 'ough in places. Snow has not
yet disa|i])eared from the summit, as
will be seen by the accompanying re-
production of a photograph taken last
week.

Snow has not yet disappeared from the top ot

Amulree (Kenmore s-de) wh.ch is the olDcial cliat:i

in the End-to-end Trials.

"i^
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Redditch and District M.C.C.

A general meetiiis; will be held ;it the Unicorn Hotel on
Thursday next, the 17th iiist., at 8 p.m., to adopt rules and
to enrol members.

Coventry and Warwicksliire M.C.
J^^ the annual general meeting on Friday next, the 18th

in^ rf at the Queen's Hotel, at 7.30" p.m., Mr. I.

B. Hart-Davies will deliver a lecture on "The
Knd-to-end Record." This will be illustrated with lantern
views of incidents of the journey and scenes en roult.
The opening run will take place the day following, when

members are invited to meet for the start at 2.30 p.m. at
Guiting House, Allesley. the residence of the president
elect, Mr. J. V. Pugh, J. P. The rmi will take the form
of a speed judging competition, for which a separate prize
will be offered for car owners and motor cyclists. Tea at
the Dun Co«-, Dunchurcli.

Derby and District M.C.C.
A fairly good response was made to the ann( -mcement

of the inaugural meeting of the above. ' A committee and
officers vpere elected, and a plan devised whereby it is

hoped the club may soon enlist the
whole of the motor cyclists in Derby
and district. The next meeting wUl
be held at the Carlton, Osmaston
Road, Derby, on Friday next, the
18th inst.

The hon. secretaiy is Mr. R.
Qreatorex, 1, Sidney Street, Derby.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The opening run was held on
Saturday lj,st, Kelham being the
destination.

This evening (Monday), at 7.45,

Mr. Vernon Brook, hon. secretary of

the Birmingham M.C.C, will give a
lantern lecture on " Variable Gears

"

at the Welbeck Hotel.

Altreton and District M.C.C
in enjoyable evening was spent at

smoker on Tuesday last, when Mr.
A. Aubrey Spring, the hon. secre-

tary of the Notts club, gave a lantern
exhibition of views, etc., taken during
inotoT cycle tours, trials, etc. Songs
were interspersed during the evening.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held on Saturday, March
5th. At the start all tanks were emptied, and each com-
petitor received a certain amount of petrol, depending upon
the size of the engine. Each competitor had then to go as

far as possible along the course, which wae Cambridge
to Godmanchester and Roystou. There was a strong head
wind for the greater part of the way.

Position. Name. Machine.
1. F. P. Dickson (7 V.S.)

2. A. W. Brittan (3^ T.T. Triumph)
3. E. H. McCormick {5 Indian)

4. R. G. Hevn (8 Minerva)
5. W. T. Palmes (3^ Triumph)
6. V, M. F. Oliver (7 V.S.) ...

7. C. K. Wigram (5 Rex)
8. E. H. Lees (5 Indian)

9. J.. M. Oakev (5 Vindec)

10. J. Ashwortli .(2| Minerva) ...

11. E. N. Clifton (4i Minerva)

Bristol Bicycle and M.C.

To "elebrate the commencement of another season, a

whist drive and dance was held on the 5th inst., eighty

members and friends being present.

The following fixtures have been arranged for 1910

:

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. I6—(Wed.) British Motor Cycle Racing

Club Meeting at Brooklands.
„ 25—General Meeting of Northern Motor

Cycle Clubs at Richmond, Yorks.
„ 25-28—M.C.C. Opening Run. Easter Tour

to Salisbury. Jarrott Cup Com-
petition.

„ 25-28—N.W. London M.C.C. and Herts.
County A.C. Inter-club Trial to
Harrogate and back.

28—Brooklands A.R.C. Easter Meeting (two
events for motor cycles.)

30 to April z—Exhibition of Motor Cycles,
at Leicester Association Hall.

Aph 13—(Wed ) B.M.CR C Meeting.
.. 20—A C.U. Second Quarterly Trial.

,, 27-28—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting.

„ 30—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.
May 4—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

„ E4—Herts. County A.C. (motor cycle sec-
tion) Open Hill-climb.

.. 13, 14, and 16 (Whitsun)—M.C.C. London-
Edinburgh andLondon-Edinburgh
and Back Runs.

26 (Thursday)—International Motor Cycle
T.T. Race in the Isle of Man.

,, 27—Open Hill-climb in the Isle of Man.

(SEE ALSO PAGE 202.)

Three reliability trials of 100 miles each, over a twenty-five

mile course, to be held in April, June, and August. The
fil'st two of these will also be eliminating trials to pick a
team for the M.C.C. inter-team trial for The Motor Cycle
Cup, for which the Bristol B. and M.C. has decided toenter.
A twenty-four hours' reliability trial from Bristol to Land's
End and back will also be held, starting Friday evening,

August 5th, and finishing Saturday evening.
Mr. E. J. Prosser, 1, Brecknock Road, Knowle, Bristol,

is hon. secretary of the Motor Section.

Southport M.C.C.

The above club is of recent formation. At present amateurs

only are eligible for membership. Mr. G. Arthur Gregson
has been elected captain, Mr. Hugh Gibson sub-captain, and
Mr. Hedley Breeze hon. treasurer. The subscription is

10s. 6d, The hon. secretary is Mr. R. Holford Jones, 9,

Westbourne Road, Birkdale.

Essex M.C.

The A.G.M. was held at the Great Eastern Hotel last

Tuesday, the chair being taken by Mr. 0. L. Summers. The
Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting, and also the

annual report, which was adopted.

Owing to the illness of the hon.

treasurer (Mr. A. G. Reynolds), it was
reported that the balance-sheet was
not available to place before the meet-

ing, and it was agreed that its adop-

tion be adjourned sine die and a

special meeting be convened tor the

purpose.

Western District M.C.

Distance Miles
Miles. per gallon

27.7 . .. 103.1
27.1 .. 144.2

. 26.1 .. 115.2
26.0 . .. 96.4

22.0 . .. 117.3

. 21.4 .. 79.4
20.1 88.2

. 18.4 8L1
17.6 . .. ' 77.5

. 17.3 .. 112.2

. 15.6 .. 68.8

The opening run (a paperchase) was
largely attended. The lots for the

hares fell to Messrs. Vowler and
Steeves, who after having decided

on their route were given some eight

minutes start. They laid the trail

vid Osterley, Hounslow, Feltham,

Colnbrook, and were duly run to

earth at Langley Station by Messrs.

F. MuUett and F. Ritchie, after a

trail of some twenty-three miles. They
were compelled to stop owing to tli

paper giving out.

Nevrcastle M.C.

At the first monthly meeting last

Tuesday, it was decided to renew
affiliation to the North-Eastern Automobile Association.

The opening meet, combined with a speed-judging com-
petition, takes jjlace at Belsay on Good Friday.
The president, Mr. Jos. R. Scott, has presented a silver

challenge cup to the club.

South Manchester M.C.C.

The third smoking concert of the winter session took place
at the club's headquarters, Denmark Hotel, Greenheys, and
was a great success. A hot pot supper was served during
the interval.

Shefheld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The opening run is on Good Friday to Newark, followed
two days later by a run to Bridlington. The first com-
petition of 1910 is on April 16th, which will take the form
of a speed-judging competition to Hathersage.

Southampton and District M.C.

The annual meeting was held on Wednesday, Mr. A. Q.
Butler in the chair. It was decided to hold the opening
run on Good Friday, the members meeting at headquarters
at 2 p.m., and afterwards funning to Hursley vid Romsey,
and home by way of Winchester. It was decided to fix runs
for 'Wednesdays, Saturdays, and Sundays, and to hold club
competitions in the form of a hill-climiD, motor paperchase,
reliability trial, slow running, speed-judging contests, etc.
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Our Readers Vote for Thursday.

IN
our issue of March yth a query was propounded
asking readers on A^fhich day they preferred to

have their Motor Cycle. , The circular set forth

the advantages and disadvantages of both Mon-
day and Thursday as days of publication, and our

readers were asked to decide the question for themselves

by each filling up a voting form. The voting has resulted

so unanimously in favour of Thursday that we have no
hesitation in deciding to publish in future on that

day, and the next issue will be dated March 31st.

No previous subject on which we have taken the

opinions of' our readers has elicited so many replies

or so much unanimity. When sending in their voting

papers many readers have written us also informing us

that they prefer well-considered and well-illustrated

descriptions of all week-end events to appear later in

the week and at a time when they have leisure to read

them. The question of the week-end seems to have
weighed very considerably, as many when \'oting for

Thursday suggest that Saturday might be better still

as nearer their time of leisure. The letters also show
that our readers emphatically believe in everyone

j

having one day's rest in a week, which in these times

I
is usually sufficiently strenuous without turning Sun-
day into an ordinary working day.

Club secretaries have voted strongly for Thursday,
and have confirmed our statement that it is often a
matter of great difficulty and inconvenience for them
to arrive at results of Saturday afternoon events
in,(time for Monday publication, and they prefer such
results and doings of their organisations to be in the
hands of thoir members on the Thursday following the

event in preference to the Monday week, which is in

evitable when such particulars do not reach the pub-
lishing offices the day after the competition.

The counting of the votes has revealed the follow-

ing startling figures—a result which we must admit we
hardly expected. Had we known that motor cyclists

were so undivided in their opinion the publishing day
of this journal would never have been Monday.
The figures are

:

For Thursday ... ... 94.5 per cent.

,, Monday 4.52 ,,

Suggesting other days ... .98 ,, ,,

When the large and world-wide circulation of this

journal is taken into account it will be realised that it

is bought and read for other purposes than ascertaining,

results of competitions. Thousands of our readers

are much more interested in accounts of tours, techni-

cal articles and descriptions of new machines and
accessories, correspondence, replies to queries, and

general information. This is a point which is rather

apt to be forgotten despite its importance.

That motor cyclists generally are not keen on Mon'-_

day publication is now an assured fact, and the refer-

endum has made our course clear. We shall publish

on Thursday, which will enable us to include more
interesting and critical descriptions of all competitions.

We' shall have more time to prepare an increased

number of better illustrations of current events. The
usual weekly features of the paper will be more
complete, and our readers will have the satisfaction

of knowing when they read The Motor Cycle that they

are assisting us to abolish Sunday labour and to

provide a better paper

A?
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Suggested Curtailment of A.C.U.
Trials.

OUR readers, and particularly those who sup-

port the Auto Cycle Union competitions, will

be interested to know that at a recent meet-

ing of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' and Traders' Union a resolution

was carried that in the opinion of the meeting it was

advisable that motor cycle trials should be curtailed in

number, and a voting paper has been sent out to all

members of the Union, and also to those motor

cycle manufacturers who have not yet joined it, ask-

ing if they will be willing to sign a bond not to com-
pete in (i) the Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trials and

(2) the Auto Cycle Union Six Days' Trials. The
decision of the Traders' Union . to obtain the

opinion of the whole of the trade on the subject of

trials has come as no surprise to us. We have already

commented on the subject, and hinted that the

number of trials was in excess of the actual require-

ments, and that it might be advantageous to curtail

them, but we certainly" never thought that such an

important event as the Six Days' Trials would be

singled out, and we hope that before coming to any

hasty decision -the trade will giv* the subject of trials

their earnest consideration, as the abolition of all, or

nearly all, trials would. mean stagnation. . .

Pros and Cons of Open Trials.

WHILE we are on the subject it might be advis-

able to set forth the advantages and dis-

advantages of open trials such as the two

events mentioned. To discuss the advan-

tages : First, trials improve the breed of

the machine by weeding out the incapable ones.

Second, they enable makers to prove to the public the

capabilities of the various motor cycles on the market.

Third, they advertise the pastime and increase the

amount of interest taken in motor cycles, drawing new
recruits to the ranks. . Fourth, small makers are

enabled to gain a footing in the industry, which may

A petrol stop at Baldock in the Herts County A.C. trial on theiath Inst.

The competitors are—W. Pratt (P. & M. an4 sidecar and C. C. Cooke

(31 h.p. Triumph). (See page 2«.)

otherwise take many years of patient advertising and

missionary work to obtain and at a cost very much in

excess of the expense entailed in competing. Fifth,

a8

open trials provide a means of testing new forms ol

mechanism and accessories against old tried ideas,

which latter might otherwise never be altered unless

opportunity existed to prove that later devices were
superior. Sixth, a sporting rivalry is created among
manufacturers, which ultimately benefits riders by pro-

viding them with improved machines. Seventh, open
road competitions are a more reliable test of the

capabilities of roadster machines as compared with

more or less artificial track performances, which,

although sporting and helpful, are net equivalent to

competitions held under ordinary touring conditions.

Having enumerated the various advantages to motor
cyclists and the industry, we will now refer to the dis-

advantages-;- First, open competitions of this nature

are costly to the manufacturers, and therefore in-

directly add to the price which the rider has to pay

for his machine. Second, they occupy,, the time nf

the .A.C.U. officials, who would otherwise be able to

devote more of their energies to the organisation of

motor cyclists and the amelioration of their lot. Third,

they are an incentive to makers to enter trained

professional riders in competition with their own
customers on the same machines- They are prac-

tically compelled to do this to prevent their customers

being beaten .by other makers' mechanics, As we
have repeatedly pointed, out, this often disgusts

owners, who seldom win unkrss they have the same
intimate knowledge of their mounts as the trade rider

and are prepared to devote unlimited cash and time

to the pastime.

Personally, we should not like to sj-e the Quarterly

or the Six Days' Trials abandoned, but if a choice

must be made, we should jirefer the Quarterly Trials

to be sacrificed in preference to what we think is

by far the more important trial. One day's ride of

120 miles, even though it has to l)e a non-stop, is not

the same proof of reliability as an eKtended competi-

tion amounting to an average of nearly 170 miles a day.

Two Suggestions.

THERE will be some consternation in the minds

of the A.C.U. officials when they hear that the

trade are considering- the question of curtailing

their competitioiis, but it would be advisabk

for them to see if the\' could not, by adopting a

different policy, depend more upon amateur riders for

their open events. .The A-CU- ^ay say it is impossible

because the entry fees are never sufficient to pay the

i.>ost of a- big trial. We should like to suggest that, if.

the trade decide not to support the Six Days' Trials,

the A.C.U. should re\i.se its definition of a private

owner somewhat to allow the makers to pay riders'

entrance fees, pro^•ided the latter pay their own expenses

and buv. their machine. Another suggestion is for the

whole of the makers and the trade to subscribe between

them sufficient to enable the A.C.U. to throw open

the Six Days' Trials at a purely nominal entrance fee

to all who care to compete. Either of these sugges-

tions would relieve the trade of the expense of sending

a big staff of their own men right through the trials,

and would ultimately result in a more perfect test of

reliability. Under the above conditions every machin? i|

w'ould be ridden by private owners possessed of no

more than the usual inechanical skill, and merit would

be sure to show itself to a greater extent, perhaps, than

it does to-dav.
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Motoring is made a great deal more

pleasurable providing your motor possesses

those fitments and refinements which

will make it more convenient and com-

fortable to ride.

No other motor is so fully and exclu-

sively equipped as the Tr.umph, and we
illusti:ate just two of its special features

—

there are many others, all illustrated in

the Triumph Catalogue.

The

Triumph Variable Pulley.

The Triumph Variable Pu Icy is a

great boon to riders touring or living

in hilly districts. It gives a range of

gears from 4J to 1 to 6;^ to 1, and

changes can be effected in a few

minutes.

The Triumph Carburetter.

Another Triumph exclusive feature is the patent

Carburetter. It will be seen from the sectional

illustration that t^vo small pii>tons govern the air

and gas supply. These are controlled from the

handle-bar, and the adjustment being extren\c'y

sensitive a most perfect niixture is obtained at all

speeds. It can be easily dismantled for cleaning

purposes.

Catalogue with new Booklet entitled '^Hints and
Tips for Triumph Motor Cyclists" post free.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
London ; 4/5, Holbom Viaduct, E.G. Leeds : 4, K ng Edward St.

Manchester: 160. Deansgate. Glasgow: 101, Mitchell St,

Dublin: (Wholesale only) 62, William St,

TRIUnPH

In ansiOi:rinci this advert iseinent it is cu-firable to iiictiuoii " 77(( Mntur Cijdc Ag
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'No tyres of recent years

have made more rapid ad-

vance in popularity than

Kempshall

Tyres.

jj

Anli-skid Tyre.

^

^

The Graphic, Jari- 29, '10.

'

"ALWAYS GRIP."
"NEVER SLIP."
The only tyres which have gained the R.A.C.
certificate for non-skidding.
Winners of no less than
9 GOLD MEDALS, 8 CUPS, & 10 FIRST PRIZES
Sure y this should convince of their superiority. Insist
upon having them fitted.

THE ONLY SAFE lYRES FOR YOUR WHEELS.
Gi?rrard (2

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE
CO. (or EUROPE), LTD.,

1, Trafalgar Buildings,

Northumberland Avenue,
LONDON, W.C.

'Phone : 244
lines).

Tel. :
" Studlc'ss, London."

Agents for the United States:
Cryder & Co., 583, Park
Avenue, New York.

Booklet post free on request.

Non-skid Tyre.

In answering this adverdsemenJ, it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN DESIGN.
By A.

HAS finality been reached in the, design of motor
cycles? 1 f;or one say emphatically, "No." In

;

the hope that my views may be of interest, may
I, suggest the following principles as sound?

Frame.—Give up the horizontal top tube; it alone

;tands in the way of the following : Seat low and
orward, long head and big tank. The accompanying
Uustrations are of an experimental machine I have
ad built. The tank holds two and a quarter gallons

rf petrol and half a gallon of oil. as ^well as a cup-

ward. I have had 2in. stoppers for years ; they are

one too big. The appearance of the complete machine
nay not be exactly elegant.

Back Wheel.—This should be sprung. The T.A.C.
nethod is the soundest that has yet appeared. A rise

nd fall of 4in. should be allowed for both wheels.

."here are plenty of roads in England which can hardly

le ridden on at much over 6 m.p.h. on a push-cycle,

.g.. those where every yard or so a sett has sunk an
neh or two.

Tyres and Wheels.—These would be better bigger,

t 3in. tyre would be a great improvement ; 26in. wheels

re quite the minimum for our roads; 28in. or 3oin.

iieels would ride easier.

Drive.—Though I admire, the worm, I do not admire
le shaft with its universal joints always at work, with

spring back wheel. I think the chain is more suitable, -

ut it must have an oil bath and an elastic (not a

ipping) connection. A chain of ample strength and
roperly cased should not be seen, heard, or felt during
whole year's riding. The usual slipping connection

, of course, only a makeshift, which prevents the chain

om breaking. We want something more than just

lis. It is quite unsound, as "starting friction" in

ich a case is greater than " moving friction." The
igine impulses should be absorbed and given out
;ain—not lost in friction.

A Novel Form of Variable Gear.
One word for the V belt. In conjunction with a

lain for gear reduction, it can provide a simple
.riable gear by means of two adjustable pulleys, one
orked by a centrifugal governor and the other kept
:) to the belt by a spring—a combination of a J.A.P.
ulley re\'ersed and a L.M.C. pulley. Such a gear

anges automatically, according to the pull and speed

M.I.C.E.

of the engine, and gives a sweet and silent drive. The
pulleys are both large, and the belt enclosed, of course;
but even then 1 doubt if it would wear a whole season.

For a chain drive, I think the least we want is a three-

speed epicyclic gear on a coimter-shaft.

Engine.-^The four-stroke type, with pressure induc-
tion and a large combustion space, would give more
power for weight than the usual type. Its strong point
is flexibility. The two-stroke engine sounds attractive,

but seldom if ever can be made to run slowly.

Small magnetos want improving, so as to give

handle-.starting on engine-shaft with all cold.

Carbure ter Design,
Carburetter.—This, in my opinion, is one of the

worst things about the modern motor cycle. I have
leanings towards the wick surface type, but as regards
the spray carburetter, automatic air adjustment is

essential. It is now successful on cars, and the davs
are past when a witty writer described it as giving an
incorrect mixture at all speeds. A simple improvement
would be the automatic regulation of the spark advance
relative to the engine speed. This must, of course,

be connected to the throttle by a le\-er with a moveable
fulcrum, so that one can get the wiiole range of speed
with different positions of the throttle, according to

the load. When tried without this last connection it

has always been a failure.

Silence, especially when running free, needs
immense improvement. The argument that a silent

machine is dangerous because it cannot be heard is

surely quite unsound. It is a good excuse for some
manufacturers whose machines are notoriously noisy.

MuDGUARDiNG.—This wants revolutionising, and it

is quite easy with a little thought. The mud has only

two proper places—on the ground and inside the

guards. It wants keeping on one or in the ether.

Weight.—The lower the better. Weight is a great

disadvantage, but this can be minimised by a really

efficient stand. On the other hand, nothing can atone

for the absence of comfort or reliability. It is largely

a matter of speed, and there is a good deal in the

length as well as the weight of the rider. I happen to

be leggy, and I simply cannot ride a machine unless

it has a longish wheelbase, and this do;^s not conduce
to liffhtness.

4 novel motor bicycle possessing many original features, built to the order of A.M.I.C.E. the writer of the article on taii pije.
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BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RACING CLUB MEETING,
HE first members' meeting of the

B.M.C.R.C. took place on

Wednesday last on Brooklands

track in glorious spring weather.

Hardly a cloud was in the sky,

yet there was a wind which blew

somewhat strongly down the

railway straight, and made its

presence felt unpleasantly by

the competitors. Wednesday's
meeting will always be remem-
bered in the annals of the

- B.M.C.R.C, as it marks the

first occasion on which Royalty has ever graced a

motor cycle event held in the British Isles by its

presence. Shortly after the hour'T.T. race had started

His Serene Highness Prince Francis of Teck, the

patron of the Club, arrived in Mr. J. W. Orde's

Daimler.

At 2.30 p.m. a large number of spectators had
assembled to witness the first event, the majority of

whom arrived by motor cycle. Never before had a

motor cycle event on the track been so well attended.

The All Comers' Handicap Race was open to all

classes of motor bicycle the cubical cylinder capacity

of whose engines does not exceed r,ooo c.c. First

prize, Club's gold medal; .second prize, Club's silver

medal; third prize, Club's bronze medal. Distance,

8.48 miles. " Fork " start, " Straight " finish. The
competitors passed the fork twice, and then entered

the straight. The following members took part in

this event

:

No. Rider. Machine.
1. F. A. McNab (1-cyl. Trump-

J.A.P.)
o, C. E. Bennett (2-cyl. Indian) ...

H.L.Cooper (1-cyl. Triumph) ...

G. Lee Evans (1-cyl. Indian) ...

D. R. Clarke (2-cyl. Indian) ...

A. C. Maitland (1-cvl. Triimp-
J.A.P.) ..."

H. H. Bowen (1-cyl. Bat)

W. 0. Bentley (2-cyl. Indian) ...,

W. Chitty (1-cyl. Uxbridge) ...

H. V. Colver (2-cyl. Matchle.ss)

H. Martin (1-cyl. Martin-
J.A.P.)

18. A. Oberlander (2-cyl. N.S.U.) ...

19. 0. Patteson (2-cvl. Moto-Revc)

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

15.

Bore Start.

and stroke. c.c. m. s.

85 X 85 482 1 51
70 x83 638 36
84 x86 476 1 65
82. e x93 497 1 9
70 x83 638 36

'85 x85 482 1 51
85 x85 482 1 9
70 x83 638 36
85 x60 340 2 20
85. x58 628 scr.

85 X 60 340 2 20
80 x99 995 25
50 X 85 334 4

Just before the race was started Major Lloyd gave
the spectators permission to witness the start at the

fork, on condition they immediately afterwards returned

to the paddock to see the finish down the straight.

This concession was much appreciated, but, unfortu-

nately, as is always the case with motor cycle races

which finish in the straight, it was almost impossible

to follow the riders' progress.

Harry Martin (Martin-J.A.P.), the llrst to finish in the All Comers' . ;:

Handicap Race. ',«,-

\

Martin came in an easy first far ahead of the others,'

but almost immediately before he crossed the line his

trembler blade came adrift, and he just managed to
.

complete the course. The winner's time was lom. i6s.

Staet.
M. s.

1. H. Martin (MarHn-J.A.P.) 2 20
2. W. 0. Bentley (Indian) 36
3. H. H. Bowen (Bat) 19

The remainder finished in the following order : H. V.
Colver, F. A. McNab, C. Patteson, C. E. Bennett, H. L.

.

Cooper, W. Chitty, A. Maitland, G. L. Evans, and D. Oiarkj.>:'

Start of the

Hoiu' Tourist

Trophy Race lor

motor cycles

complying with

the 1910 con-

ditions. There

were filteen

entrants.
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British Motor Cycle Racing Cluo Meeting.

—

The Hour T.T. Race.
The next event was the Hour Tourist Trophy

Race, open to motor cycles complying with the 1910

T.T. conditions, except that touring accessories, such

IS mudguards, etc., could be removed. First prize,

silver cup, presented by Mr. W. H. Wells ; second

prize, club's gold medal ; third prize, club's silver

medal. The start and finish were at the fork, so that

[he spectators were able to follow the race comfortably

ihrousrhout.

and stroke. c.c.

85 X 85 482
70x83 638
70x83 658
85 x 85 482
85 X 85 482
70 X 83 638
85 X 58 628
75 X 75 663
85 X 88 499
85 x88 499

lodi 10 miohines performed the hat trick Id the Hour T.T. Race.
G. K Bennett (ri^htl was first, W. O. Bentley second, and G. Lee Evans third.

i' _

The following competitors took part in this event:

,
Bore

Rider. Machine.
F. A. McNab (1-cyl. Trump-J.A.P.)
C. E. Bennett (2-ct1. Indian) ...

G. Lee Evans (2-cvl. Indian) ...

A. C. Maitland (1-cVl. Trump-J.A.P.)
H. H. Kowen (1-cyl. Bat)

W. 0. Bentley (2-cyl. Indian) ...

C. R. Collier (2-cyI. ilalcliless) ...

M. Geiger (2-cvl. V.S.)

A..G. Fenn (1-cyI. Triumph) ...

A. Oberlander (1-cyl. K.S.U.) ...

Messrs. Straight, Ebblewhite, and Button acted as

imekeepers and handicappers in both this and the

Drevious events. At the start Bowen got away well,

ind so did the others except Oberlander, who stopped
ibout 200 yards from the fork and then got under
Sfay again.

Immediately after his arrival Prince Francis of

Teck took a lively interest in the race, and after

:hatting for a few minutes with Major Lloyd, he walked
over to the timekeeper's table and there talked to

Messrs. Wells and Bischoff for some time.
-

j

'-'] The Lap Positions.

At the end of the first lap the men passed in the

iFollowing order : Bennett, Lee-Evans, Bentley, Bowen,
iCollier, McNab, Geiger, Fenn, Maitland, and Ober-
lander.

in the second lap Bentley was pressing Evans hard,
jCoUier crept up to fourth place, and McNab, Fenn,
Geiger, Maitland, and Oberlander followed.

Bentley assumed the second place in the third lap,

ivith Bennett leading and Evans third—a position
1 the three Indians maintained till the end of the

race. Bennett increased his lead lap by lap, and was
soon far ahead, reeling off the circuits at about sixty-

two miles an hour ; the rest were nowhere. Geiger

retired in the seventh lap through valve trouble, and
in the ninth lap Oberlander gave up. Maitland retired

during the eighth lap.

Gradually the leading; men assumed and maintained
the following order : Bennett, Bentley, Evans, Bowen,
McNab, Collier, and Fenn, till Collier retired at the

end of the seventeenth lap.

Class D. New Fifty Miles Record.
Fifty miles were covered by Bennett in 49m. 55%s.,

which constituted a record for Class D. Bentley's

time was 51m. i4%s., and Evans's time 53m. i4%s.
The following are the results of the T.T. Race, and

the distances covered in the hour

:

No. Eider and Machine.
1. 0. E. Bennett (2-cyl. Indian)
2. W. 0. Bentley (2-cyl. Indian) .,

3. G. Lee-Evans (2-cyl. Indian)
4. F. A. McNab (l-cyl. Trump-J.A.P.
5. H. H. Bowen (1-cvl. Bat)
6. A. G. Femj (1-cyf. Triumph)

At the conclusion of the race Mr. Wells ond the

riders of the Indians received the hearty congratulations

of the spectators for the splendid performances of their

machines. The prizes won last year were then dis-

tributed by H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck, K.C.V.O.,
D.S.O., in the verandah of the club buildings. Of
the recipients, McNab carried away three cups, one
bowl, and two silver medals, Bowen seven cups and
one gold medal, and Lee Evans four gold medals.

The numerous other certificates and prizes were also

awarded to those of the winners who were present.

In addition to these, gold medals were given to

Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite and A. G. Reynolds for the

special services they had rendered to the club. It was
indeed good to see Reynolds once again on the track,

last Wednesday being his first appearance since his

recent severe illness. Prince Francis concluded the

ceremony by congratulating Wells on the three Indian

machines finishing first, second, and third, and appre-

ciating the pluck and skill displayed by the competitors.

Dietance.
c.c. Mis .Yds.
638 59 870
638 58 1,040
638 55 690
482 54 1,715

482 54 1,420

499 48 1,020

H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck, K.C.V.OZ, D.S.O., presents the prizes.
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MILITARY MOTOR
CYCLING NOTES

By "CtLcRITiiK."

This fresh feature is specially contributed to " The Motor Cycle " by a military officer who has a very thorough

grasp of his subject in all its details. Those who read this month's and subsequent instalments—the feature will be

repeated monthly)—may rest assured that they are perusing an article which will give them a true insight into motor

cycling military matters, and teach them all there is to be known regarding the kind of warfare in which a motor
cyclist could be of service.

A GOOD deal of arrant nonsense has been written

lately on the possibilities of the motor cycle for

the purposes of war. It is a pity that people

who do not understand the subject should talk,

but it becomes worse when they write, and worst of

all when they get their writings printed. The majority

of the public are credulous, and when they see a thing

in print they usually believe ; those in the know smile

and treat the matter as a joke. It is no joke to mislead

people to believe that which is not true, more especially

where a question of national importance is involved.

I shall therefore take a particular delight in tearing

to pieces those false prophets who foresee armies of

motor cyclists careering coastwards to meet the invader

—a delight which will be only equalled by the joy I

shall feel in pulverising those pessimists who are too

thick-headed to admit that the motor cycle has its

uses from a military point of view.

The War Office Point of View.
The Military Authorities have, up to the present,

taken up their usual attitude as regards motor cyclists.

These economists have always adopted the maxim
that it is poor policy to pay for a thing which you can

get for nothing. They acknowledge and admit that the

motor cyclist is useful and frequently invaluable. On
manoeuvres, at a pinch, they can just manage to do
without him—in war time he would be "indispensable.

In peace time therefore they trade on the good nature

and keenness of motor cyclists, arguing that with luck

they will probably on manoeuvres get as many men as

they want for very little expense. As regards the more
serious business of war they content themselves with

the hope that some other fellow will be responsible

then, and get the blame—in the meanwhile they them-

selves are acquiring kudos by keeping down expenses.

The question now arises as to what attitude motor

cyclists intend to adopt. Are we going to be content

to fall in with the War Office scheme of economics and
volunteer individually for odd doses of Work at

manoeuvres, or are we going to play the strong man's

part and say, " Either we do this thing properly—and
at your expense—or not at all " ? So long as the War
Office, by spending a paltry hundred and fifty pounds
or so. can get as many motor cyclists as are absolutely

necessary for the conduct of the autumn manoeuvres,

it is unlikely that the scheme under consideration for

forming a Territorial Motor Cycle Corps at an annual

cost of one thousand pounds will obtain sanction.

It is merely a matter of negotiation—that is to say,

bluff and blarney ! Not so very long ago ,
military

cyclists were in exactly the same position. So long as

AM

they were content to mess along in a semi-authorised

way, they could not get concessions out of the'

authorities ; when, however, they took a firm stand and
insisted on proper organisation, recognition and pay,

they got it and are now a flourishing branch of the

service.

A. Hint from the Cyclist Battalions.

The Army cannot afford to do without motor cyclists,

but it vvill naturally make the best bargain it can to

obtain their services. It is more than possible that

within a few weeks all motor cyclists will be ask^ to

join that spectral force which is to be known as the
" Technical Reserve." Joining will consist in register-

ing a name and address, technicality will consist in

capacity to drive a motor cycle, whilst the reserve item

'

of the contract means that man will be in reserve unti)

he is wanted. An excellent arrangement so far- as the

War Office is concerned—and so cheap! but not of

much use to the motor cyclist who is anxious to do a

little military work.

For some years now the cyclist battalions have been

agitating to be allowed to enlist a section of motor

cyclists. The attitude of the War Office up to the

present has been one of tacit_ acquiescence, provided

no additional expense were incurred. On the other

hand, whenever motor cyclists were wanted by the

Army for manoeuvres, or by the General Staff for'

special duties, the authorities have come a-begging to'

the cyclist battalions—and never in vain. The batta-,

lions wanted the authorities to realise' how indisperis-'

able motor cyclists were. Thev have' achieved this

end. Next manoeuvre season the battalions will refusp,

to supply motor cyclists unless official recognition' arid'.

pay be granted for the organisation of a motor cycle

section. This, is the attitude that civilian mofpr-

cyclists also should adopt if they want to win this game
of beggarTmy-neighbour. If the Army want motor

cyclists, then it must, form a proper motor cycle-

corps, which will give the members thereof training

and experience, and, above all, an official status with

a chance of promotion and recognition of ser^dces. ':' '

The Scheme noyv before the Authorities.

The scheme for the forniation of the Motor Cycle'

Corps which is now being considered in Whitehall was '

outlined in these pages recently, and has much to

recommend if from both the civilian and the military

point -of view. Men who join will be afforded oppor- i

tunities of doing most interesting work without having
,

to put their hands into their pockets ; they will also >

receive a uniform and a recognised military position.
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It is no disgrace to

be beaten by the

HENDl CTDRINGCCD

GLASGOW UNIVER IFY MOTOR CYCLE
SCOTTISH HILL CLIMB on PEESWELP

HILL, March I2th, I9I0.

RESULTS

:

Class 2, for Multi-cylind-rs, UNLIMITED:
Mr. Alexander's 5 h p. INDIAN, FIRST,

and RECORD for the hill.

Class 3, Scratch Race for Singles up to 500 c.c. and Twins
up to 750 c.c. :

Mr. Alexander's 5 h.p. INDIAN, FIRST.

Catalogues free from

HENDEE MFG. CO., in Cre. Portland S^eet
LONDJN, W.

Telegrams: *' Hendian, London." Telephone: 1749 Mayfair.

©to-
des

But-why not have an

HE^JDEE||MA^n]ra:a~uRING cq

In answering tJiia actvertmenient it iti ui-^fraoie to ini^iuiun "TUf Mulur Vijut."

S.&H.
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Touring Topics
The question of luggage-carrying

equipment is one of supreme import-

ance—on it depend your comfort and

convenience when on Tour.

Now, in the consideration of such

question the BROOKS BOOK will

prove invaluable—in it are illustrated

and described many articles of vital,

interest to every Motor Cyclist.

Here we illustrate one only— the

BROOKS
CARRIER BAG

(B96S2).

This is shown complete with its inner cases,

together with the latter removed therefrom.

Both the bag and interior cases are made
throughout of the finest waterproof canvas,

on special three-ply boards. They are light,

strong, and dust-proof, and the two inside

cases enable you conveniently to divide the

articles you desire to carry.

The smaller case can be used for tools,

spares, etc.—the larger one makes a handy
receptacle for clothing, and, on arrival at

your destination, can be lifted out in a

perfectly clean condition and taken

immediately to your room.

Its size is I7in. x lOin. x 6Jin., and it can

be obtained with either one, or two, inner

caacs at 24/- and 26/- respectively.

Let us hear from you.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.
(Dept.B4S), BIRMINGHAM.

<^F^

^

If
you have perfect comfort when
awheel, perfect pleasure, perfect

health will naturally follow, but—

If perfect comfort is not possible,

you will never obtain the maximum
of pleasure, and your health and

happiness must suffer

—

Now nothing exercises a greater in-

fluence in this direction than the

Saddle, and

—

No Saddle is as certain to yield

you perfect comfort as a

BROOKS
Remember, every model of the

Anti-vibratory Saddles and Seats

which bears that name possesses

features which are entirely ex-

clusive—

These include the BROOKS COM-
POUND SPRINGS which absorb

vibration within themselves and at

the same time, by their compensating

action eradicate entirely all tendency

to bounce.

There are many other points in their

construction which must interest

you—they are described in the

BROOKS BOOK—
Let us send you copy free.

J.B.BROOKS & Co., Ld.,
(Dept. B 45.) The Saddlr Specialists,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE BROOKS
B 104P.

^

^
Al6 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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unitary Motar Cyele Notes.—

From the military point of view a reliable corps of

picked men, well trained to the duties they would have
to perform, will be available. The only drawback is

:hat everlasting stumbling-black—expense! Each
motor cyclist would cost the country ^£4 per annum
511 the average. It is not much when we consider that

.he Territorial infantryman costs £,; and the yeoman
,^14, and one can only say that if he is not worth ^4,
:hen he cannot ' be worth having at all—\Vhich, as

Euclid remarks, is absurd

!

An Appeal to R aders of "The Motor Cycle."
Whilst the authorities are still debating in their

iiinds what they will do in the matter, there is only

)ne course open to every motor c)clist who is keen
.0 see his hobby play an important rdle in national

jefence. He should send in his name to the Editor
ii this journal, stating that he would be willing to

ioin the corps when formed, but refusing to join any
lole-in-the-corner organisation. It is only by showing
I united front that we can hope to gain our legitimate

position and the recognition which we deserve. Doubt-
ess it is pleasant enough to go to army manoeuvres
n civilian attire with a badge on one's arm—it is

Dleasant, and the expense is almost covered by the

illowances—but is it playing the game? Why should
iiotor cyclists make what Mr. Kipling calls "giddy
lirumphradites " of themselves—soldier and civilian

00—^because the authorities are anxious to economise
I few pounds ? Like our friends of the Army Motor
iieserve, our cousins of the cyclist battalions, we
ieserve recognition and an official status. Let us see

prof((Y€IL@ H3

to it that we have it. Let the war cry go tortn, "No
Motor Cycle Corps, no motor cyclists for manoeuvres !

"

In the meantime let us strengthen our own position by
registering ourselves, so that when the tussle comes
next summer our spokesmen can turn to Whitehall
and say, "We have 250 motor cyclists ready to join

and to get into uniform if you will sanction the forma-
tion of the corps, but we are not going to have anything
to do with half measures."

An Ideal Club.
And if the authorities give way—as they will have to

do sooner or later—what an ideal All-England club

will be constituted ! There are thousands of keen
motor cyclists who do not belong to any motor cycle

club, and do not want to, perhaps, but even these

ploughers of the " lonely furrow " would be glad to

have motoring friends dotted all over the country

—

men whom they could arrange to meet for the week-end
jaunts—men, too, of about the same social and mental
calibre as themselves. Once the Motor Cycle Corps
is a concrete fact, it will soon become very popular
amongst the best of our motor cyclists. Pleasant days
on the road will be easy to arrange. Corporal Jones
of Nottingham will write to his friend Sergeant Brown
of Chester, and by return of post all will be fixed up.

The Nottingham patrol and the Chester patrols will

arrange a joint affair, and renew friendships formed
at last year's camp or autumn manoeuvres. Inci-

dentally, they will learn a few tricks of despatch-

carrying and of motor cycle warfare.

(Next month " The Art of Despatch-bearing.")

••-<-

THE OKILL PRESSURE GAUGE.
r^OR some time pa.st we have had one of Okill's

'^ compression indicators in use, and have found

it a most useful instruinent for verifying loss

of power. The indicator is particularly useful

or multi-cylinder engines, as one cylinder has often

better compression than the remaining

|ne or three, and it is difficult to locate

•here the leakage is actually taking

lace without some form of indicator,

ach as the one now under review.

In the case of some single-cylinder

ngines where the combustion head is

jery close to the tank it might be diffi-

jult to insert the indicator without re-

loving the engine from its cradle, but

j:
is easily screwed into the sparking

ilug hole of a V type twin-cylinder

ngine The engine can then be started

p on one cylinder, when the indicator

Jill register the amount of pressure in

jounds per square inch in the cold

ylinder. After one cylinder has been
b tested the indicator can be changed
jvet, and the amount of variation in

:ie compression of the two cylinders is okiiis o^essure

puS known. The explosion pressure inaicaior.

an 'also be registered with the same instrument, but
ji the case of air-cooled engines it is advisable when
ihisi is done not to run the engine more than a few
isco'nds, otherwise the indicator might be damaged,
rhe construction of the gauge is most simple, and

there are very few working parts. To use it the

knurled adjusting screw at the top is set to the

approximate figure of compression in pounds per

square inch which the cylinder should possess, and
the engine is then started. In the case of a single-

cylinder engine on cold compression test, it can be
pedalled over compression for a few seconds by a

willing helper. The tester then places a forefinger

on the top of the plunger shown at the top of the

indicator, and the knurled screw is turned backwards
or forwards until all trace of vibration is lost in the

plunger. When the plunger ceases to vibrate the

compression will be found on the figure scale marked
on the cylinder of the indicator. If it is not possible

to secure the aid of a friend to pedal, the actual

explosion pressure can be taken on a motor cycle

single-cylinder engine fitted with one ignition by pro-

curing a Y-shaped adapter to take the indicator in

one hole of the branch and the sparking plug in the

other. From experience with the Okill gauge we
have found it most useful, and, of course, it is a

far more practical and surer method of ascertaining

the maximum amount of compression in the cylinder

than by standing on the pedal or turning the engine

round by hand, as in the case of two-speed geared

and other motor cycle engines fitted with handle start-

ing. The makers of the Okill indicator are Messrs.

Taylors, All Saints' Street, Bolton, who will gladly

supply particulars and prices to any of our readers

who may feel disposed to add one of these indicators

to their kit as an aid to tuning up operations.
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Ogden, the capital of the state, is

a clean, spacious city; but Salt Lake
is for the Mormons—the City of

Saints. It, too, is exceedingly beautiful—

has wide streets, bordered by shady trees,

and by every pavement there is a stream

of cool mountain water. I had forgotten.

The Mormons to the Mormons are not

Mormons, but Latter Day Saints

—

a. fact

which the polygamous population likes

visitors to remember. Joseph Smith

—

"Prophet" is, I fancy, his correct title

—

is the present head of the church. Prophet

Smith's forty-fifth child was born just

about the time of my visit. But the good old days,

when every Mormon, like the Chinaman of to-day, was

allowed to keep as many wives as he could support,

or as many as he could persuade to support themselves

(which was much more satisfactory), were, of course,

recently brought to an end by an Act of Parliament

passed by unsympathetic and jealous Washington

Congressmen.
The famous temple, the chief attraction of Salt

Lake, one must admire from the outside. It is

guarded as strictly as a Japanese fort. The taber-

nacle is, however, open to the public, and at the

bureau established for the benefit of the visitors, book-

lets calculated to convert an Ingersoll are doled out

liberally.

So far as the population is concerned. Salt Lake
City, which for years was almost exclusively Mormon,
is now about evenly divided between Saints and

"sinners." The best daily paper upholds the cause

of Brigham Young; two others are controlled by the

Gentiles, and the two sects vilify each other in typical

Wild Western Yankee style—.no "by your leaves " or
" beg pardons."

The Tales of the American Abroad.
The American abroad is fond of talking with a

flourish of the big things at home—big trusts, big

fortunes, big ranches, huge buildings, and great lakes.

The complacent Britisher listens impatiently, smiles

sarcastically, and decides on a Continental tour.

"No desire to see America," says he; "Yankee big

things don't interest me." But does the American
exaggerate habitually? I do not think so. His
exaggeration is, it seems to me, greatly exaggerated

by those who might do W'Orse than study some of his

methods and achievements and learn something '
from'

his marvellous adaptability and enterprise.

Al8

Pfevious instalments appeared in

ovr issues of March jth and 14^/1.

One of the little known monuments
of American enterprise is in Utah

—

the Union Pacific Railway bridge

across the Great Salt Lake (see illustration

on page 179 of the issue of March 7th),

From the first plank to the last the dis-

tance is forty-five miles. . Like a taut

steel rope it stretches, straight as a die,

across the sparkling snow-white salt beach,

to lose itself away in the distance on the

dancing waters. In times of storm it is

lost in sheets of spray, which drench the

passing trains. At Mid Lake Station, in

the middle of the bridge, there is a tele-

graph station and a camp of repairmen, who keep

watch on the bridge night and day.

When the Union Pacific Railroad was constructed

the line ran round the head of the lake—^a detour of

forty miles—^\vhich necessitated also the negotiation of

a heavy gradient. This gradient disorganised the

traffic. It was the weak link in the chain, by which

train loads had to be regulated. Hence the Great

Salt Lake bridge.

Leaving behind me the comforts of Utah, I headed
for the bridge, although it is purely for railroad traffic.

It was dark before I reached the eastern side. The
only house in the neighbourhood would have nothing

to do with me.
"Here's a nasty old tramp, father," I heard the

girl who answered the door say to the gentleman whorr

it pleased me to imagine as cosily ensconced in a fire-

side chair. " He wants to know if he can get

lodgings."

A Rule " Never to go Backwards."
One of the resolutions made at the outset of ray

excursion was, " Never go backwards." Rather than

return to Ogden, I started across the bridge, there

being sufficient room for passing trains. There were

two structures—one the main line, and the other line

used, as I was informed later, by a company which

was experimenting on the salt from the beach. Of

course, I chose the blind alley, and was soon in a

sticky salt quagmire. All the hauling I was capable

of failed to extricate the machine, and I had perforce

to abandon it for the night. Crossing over to the

main structure, I climbed up the embankment and

walked along until I came to the first repairmen's

camp. Italians the lot of them. Their foreman was

in Ogden, and not one of them spoke a single word

of English. There were three rough and ready
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Across the American Continent on a Motor Cycle.

—

buildings—one which was already overcrowded, a hut

for some married folk, and a draughty, ramshackle

cookshop. Gesticulating proved useless; all the

signs on the calendar were lost on my soft-voiced

friends from Italy. At last, in despair, I walked
straight in and sat down by the smouldering cookshop

fire. The men—who no doubt concluded I was an

audacious tramp whose " record " if known would make
one shudder and grow pale—-stared and chattered, but

did not throw me out. Presently they left me lord of

my domain, and on two chairs 1 dozed the night away.

By the aid of planks I extricated the motor before

the men were astir. But, early as was my start, engine

troubles delayed me so much that at nightfall I was
still in " midocean." Another night with Italians—at

the Mid Lake Station. The
foreman here was kindness - -

itself. He had no spare

berth, but gave me the

bunk of one of the men on

night duty. The cook,

too, must have received

special instructions. Had
there been a trifle more air

space—-twenty-two of us

were crowded in a room
about the size of an or-

dinary double bedroom,
and not one of the inmates

was smitten with anything

so modem as the fresh ^air

fad ; the window was
jammed down tight—

I

could have enjoyed a week
at Mid Lake. These
Italians, I am certain, took
me for a railway magnate.
Strange to say, I was
always mistaken either for

a titled nobleman, a half-

mad magnate of some
description, or a tramp of

the criminal class, who to

elude the bloodhounds had
; stolen a motor cycle on

;

which to make good my
j

escape. More- frequently

I —at night invariably—it was the tramp 1

The Nevada Desert—A Spacious Workshop.

j

In looking back over my exjjeriences on the Nevada
deserts, there looms above everything a sulky, irrespon-

!
sive, cumbersome machine. E.xperience is a good

I

teacher, but the desert is a poor, if spacious, work-
' shop. The parts of the motor of which 1 carried dupli-

I

Gates appeared to be the only ones that did not wear
jout; cold winds glued the piston; my trip really de-

i generated into walking to 'Frisco, pushing a motor
1 cycle.

I
Near Carlton my excursion had a narrow escape from

rbeing brought to a sudden and inglorious end by a fast

mail train. I was riding between the rails. A strong
head wind was blowing, and with it and the throbbing
of the motor I did not hear the train behind until the
whistle shrieked almost in my ear. The motor was
stopped and I dismounted in a second, but in dragging

the machine off one of the pedals caught on the high

rails. I tugged frantically, bent the pedal, and cleared

the line just as the train rushed past. So close a shave

was it that the suction took my cap, and my nerves

were so shaken that for days afterwards, whenever a

whistle blew, I would give a startled jump ready to

fly for my life.

The rough roadside accommodation houses were

teeming with tramps, devil-may-care ruffians, beating

their way to the San Francisco earthquake boom. These
hobos, as the Americans call them, never pay railway

fares. They knoAV every hole and corner of the States

and Canada, and all their travelling they do at night

on the roofs of carriages, in freight vans, lying astride

buffers, or in the ice boxes of empty fruit and meat

Oiange picking in Calilornia.

Between Battlemountain and Wimiimucca (153
miles) I followed their tactics^oined three of them
on a midnight freight train. The motor was out of

commission, and there was no repairman in Battle-

mountain capable of doing the necessary repairs. We
loafed in a saloon, watching the roulette players, until

a freighter lumbered in at 11.30 p.m. I squared the

brakeman, and with the help of my three travelling

companions ^j;?-o tern.), the machine was quickly and
quietly lifted on an empty flat car, and as the train

drew out we climbed along the top of theWaggons imtil

we reached an empty ice box. There is an ice box at

each end of all fruit and meat cars. On account of

their cosiness in winter and coolness in summer, they

are favourite hiding places with train beaters. Unless

the "lid" is propped open they are air tight, and
many a tramp has lost his life bv being bolted in and
his car shunted off at a lonely siding. My companions
were quite at home. Two of them soon dozed off, and

A21
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the third told wild tales of adventures and villainies.

They were, I gathered, jacks of all trades—all the dis-

honest and disreputable trades.

Cold troubled me during the last weary stages to

Reno, at the foot of the Sierra Nevadas. The smell

of winter was in the air, cold winds blew daily ; at

nights there were biting frosts. At Reno it seemed
that, after all, the weather, would beat me. Snow
threatened. I worked practically all night priming the

motor for

The Final Effort.

Instead of following the rails through the snow sheds
and tunnels, I chose the old coach road from Carson
City, thirty miles south. The eight miles to the first

summit occupied just seven hours. Intermittent drizzly

showers occurred frequently enough to keep me soaked
and miserable, and the track, which was in a shocking
state of repair, was as slippery as a greased floor.

Between the two Sierra Nevada ranges, west of Car-

son City, there is one of the most beautiful lakes in

America, Lake Tahau. I found a ranch house on its

shores at night, and long before the sun was up ne.xt

day was slipping down among the western-slope foot-

hills toward Placerville—my first Californian town.

Eldorado, where the first gold was discovered in Cali-

fornia, is near Placerville, and Idoubt whether his dis-

covery gave the lucky pioneer more genuine satisfac-

tion than I experienced to realise that my journey's end
was near.

MARCH 2ist, igio.

The Pacific Coast was almost m sight. Sunlit
plains, perfect roads, and civilisation in one of the

most favoured spots in the world, sent me half delirious

with joy. Two short days saw me in the earthquake
stricken city of San Francisco—then a wreck, at which
(November, three years ago) a myriad hammers were
working feverishly building what we now know to be
a brighter and better city to stand sentinel and host

at the Golden Gate.

«•

Holding West. Snapshot of the author at Chic go, after the first 600 milej
had been covered. The motor bicycle wiS of only 2\ h.p.

> .c3&@ e» <

ADVICE TO EASTER TOURISTS.

AS numerous competitions will be held during the

Easter week-end, it will be as well to remind
motor cyclists who take part in road events that,

in the event of their having to dismount to make
any adjustment to their machines, it is both courteous

and considerate to jack up their motor bicycles as close

as possible to the near side of the road. It has been

our privilege to watch numerous competitions from the

very commencement of .the motor cycle movement, ^and
we have noticed on almost every occasion that men
who have to stop to effect tyre repairs or other adjust-

ments most curiously persist in jacking up their mounts
as near as possible to the centre of the road, thus

obstructing other competitors and other vehicles which

happen to be on the highway. Very often the offending

competitors have excuse, as, owing to the camber of

the road, the machine is not so conveniently jacked up

at the sides as where it is more level ; but we would
earnestly request those who are taking part in im-

portant road events to consider other users of the rdad'^

as far as possible. There is yet another point to which
we would like to call the attention of those who turn

up to witness events which are held partly during the

night. Often on the London to Edinburgh run we have

noticed crowds of motor cyclists and pedal cyclists at

,

all hours of the night and early morning turn out to

watch the competitors go by, with .their lamps brightly

burning facing directly in the competitors' eyes and,,

seriously hampering them. We sincerely hope that'

those who turn up to witness the London-Land's En 1'

run for the Jarrott Cup, and the London-Edinburgh

.

run (to be held in May), will remember to turn their
'

m.Tchines with the headlights facing away , from the

competitors.

->—g»cgp <

A FASTENER FOR ROUND TWISTED BELTS.

THE belt fastener illustrated by the annexed

drawing will especially - interest those motor

cyclists who use round twisted belts, as it is

remarkably ingenious in design. As will be

seen, the fastener consists of a couple of conical or

tapered plugs,
coupled together by /%=="
a link at their narrow
ends. The twisted

ends of the belt are opened out and wrapped
round the blocks and there secured by conical

rings of suitable size to enclose the belt ends

and the blocks and to bind strongly thereon when

tension is put upon the belt. The greater the tension .

the more strongly will the rings bind, by reason of the
^

fact that they are drawn towards the larger ends of the'-'-

conical blocks. The belt fastener shows great promise, '..^

since as far as we can tell H is the only fastener which
cannot, pull through.

There is only one fault with metal fasteners of this^^

kind when used with round twisted belts, and that isj;«-

they make a noise when passing over the pulleys. '

-

Francis Kelway Pope, of Dunedin, New Zealand, is

the inventor, but further particulars can be obtained-

from H. K. Pope, 7, Gloucester Square, Southamp-
ton, who has taken out the provisional patent.
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Bolton and District M.C.C.
The first event of 1910 will be a three days' tour in the

Lake District during the Easter Holidays. Members will

leave headquarters at 10 a.m. on the 25th.

Westmoreland M.C.C.

A hill-climbmg contest will be held on Friday next on
Shap Fell. Meet Low Burrow Bridge 2.30 p.m. Some
sixty members are now enrolled, and there are eight

special prizes to compete for.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
The opening run toolt place on the 12th inst. to Kelham

(Newark). The unlucky thirteen sat down for refreshment,

the weather being responsible for many absentees. Last
Monday evening Sir. E,. Vernon C. Brook (hon. sec. Bir-

mingham M.C.C.) gave a very instructive and interesting

lecture with lantern illustrations from working drawings,
entitled "Variable Gears." A number of questions were
afterwards asked and answered.

Ayr and District M.C.
Mr. John Robertson's lecture on the subject of "Magneto

Ignition" proved most instructive. A number of electrical

experiments were made illustrating the principle of current
generation in the magneto. A 1909 and 1910 Bosch model
magneto were also shown in motion to illustrate the inten-

sity ©f the magneto spark in comparison with that of a coil.

Interest was added to the evening by a series of limelight
illustrations from slides kindly lent by Mr. A. E. Bennett.
On Wednesday Mr. Geo. Cocker will discourse on "Two-
stroke Petrol Motors."
The A.G.M. will be held in the Photographic Society's

Rooms, High Street, Ayr, on Wednesday next, the 23rd
inst. Fixtures will be arranged, and other important busi-

ness discussed.

Streatliam and District M.C.C.
The breakdown competition on the 9th inst. proved a great

success. The machine used was a 3^ h.p. Triumph, fitted

vvith a Roc two-speed gear and clutch kindly lent by Mr.
R. G. Nye. Each competitor was given five minutes in

which to locate the trouble, the shortest delay to win. The
traps laid by those in charge of the trial showed great
ingenuity, water in the carburetter proving the downfall
of. more than one. C. E. Davis was an easy winner in 2m.

1
16s., the next best being F. Harvey in 2m. 19-^s. The

! judges and timekeepers were. H. P. E. Harding, W. Pratt,
and E. G. Nye.
Owing to several members having entered in the 500 c.c.

class at Brooklands on Easter Monday, the club will hold
a run to the track on that day, leaving headquarters at.

11 a.m. sharp.

Oxford M.C.C.
Members met under exceedingly pleasant circumstances

'' recently on the occasion of the visit of Mr. Basil H,

I

Davies, who delivered an informal lecture on " Aero-
I planes," their construction and the various methods adopted
1
by inventors to overcome air pressure. After giving a
short history of - some of the men who have made their
names famous in the study of aviation, he explained some
of the simpler and rudimentary principles which underlay
the handling of the aeroplane, this being followed by about
fifty lantern slides of ab-^orbing interest. Mr. Davies's com-
plete mastery of the subject was evident, as he kept an
appreciative audience spell-bound for an hour and a half,
not the least interesting part of his talk being his descrip
tionof the various types of planes, wind pressures, and the
pfforts of inventors to cope with them. Then in the matter

of locomotive power he pointed to the advance petrol

engines had made as a result of experiments with motor

cycles and the assistance motor cyclists had been in solv-

ing the power problem. Mr. Davies exhibited a number
of models which were minutely explained by him.

York County M.C.C.
The fixtures for Easter are as follows : Good Friday,

opening run to Richmond (Yorks) ; March 27-29, Windsor
for Brooklands; meet John-o'-Gaunt's Hotel, 8 am.

Southern M.C.
The A.G.M. will be held at Caxton House, Westminster,

this evening (Monday). Prior to ordinary business the

members will be regaled by two papers. Mr. E. J. Harri-

son on " Carburation," and Mr. W. J. Jones on "Vulcani-
sation." The Easter tour is to Eastbourne. The new secre-

tary is Mr. Arthur J. Vickers, 42, Theatre Street, Lavender
Hill, S.W.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.
The following competitions have been arranged : Good

Friday, team trials to Richmond meeting ; six riders to

constitute a _team. April 15th, slow hill-climb at Benton
Bank. May 1st, non-stop run with a hill-climb at finish.

June 4th, all night run to Edinburgh and back. July 31st-

August 1st, two days' reliability trial for N.S.U. Cup.
September 4th, hill-climb.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The first competition takes place on Saturday, April 9th.

when it has been decided to hold a speed-judging competi-

tion.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Last year the ancient town of St. Albans possessed a

motor cycle club of its own, but recently the St. Albans
and District M.C.C. decided to throw in its lot with the

Herts County A.C, and thus help to make the motor cycle

section of that club strong and representative. It was to

celebrate the amalgamation that Saturday, 12th March, was
fixed upon for the opening run, starting from the new head-
quarters, the Red Lion Hotel, St. Albans, ind Colney
Heath, Hatfield, Welwyn, and Stevenage, to Baldock and
back, a distance of about fifty-four miles, club certificates

being awarded to those members completing the journey out
and home within five minutes of schedule time. The
weather was about as bad as one could imagine, a fine rain

falling until within a few minutes of the time fixed for the
start, when the following hardy enthusiasts were sent off

by the timekeeper, Jlr. D. K. Hall : W. Cooper (3^ h.p.

Bradbury), F. G. Beard (3^ h.p. Scott),, W. Pratt (3i h.p.

P. and JNI. with sidecar). P. G. Batchelor (3i h.p. Triumph),
D. G. Nott (3i h.p. Brown), C. Gather Cooke (3^ h.p.

Triumph), and A. E. Deacock (2^ h.p. Wanderer). The
roads were in a very heavy and greasy condition, particu-
larly between London Colney and Hatfield. The Scott had
the misfortune to puncture between Hatfield and Welwyn
on the outward journey, and the Brown broke an inlet

valve at Stevenage, whilst Deacock, on the 2^ h.p.
Wanderer, had an encounter with a dog at Hatfield and
came off second best, the successful riders being Messrs.
Cooper, Pratt, Batchelor, and Cooke. At the conclusion
of the run a large number of members, many of whom had
since put in an appearance, sat down to tea, and later to
a smoking concert which was presided over by Mr. C.
Lowery. During the evening prizes won in 1909 were
presented.

FURTHER CLUB NEWS ITEMS APPEAR IN THE
SUPPLEMENT
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and ourrepli;^ thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, 'The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Position or Sidecar.

My mount is a 6 h.p. two-
speed N.S.U. with Mont-
gomery rigid sidecar (left). I

have had an argument with a
motorist friond as to which is

the correct side for the sidecar

attachment. It was originally on
the right, and I have had it changed
to the left-hand side. Wliich, in

your opinion, is the best; and why
do we see more sidecars on the left

rather than on the right-hand side?

—

J. E. L.
There is no doubt that the correct side
for the sidecar in England is the near
side, so that the passenger is protected
from the traffic met on the highway.
On the contrary, on the Continent the
sidecar is fixed on the offside, as in
most Continental countries people
drive on the right-hand side of the
road. Occasionally one sees sidecars
on the roads in England fitted on the
right-hand side, but in most cases this

is due to the fact that the usual
method of mounting by the pedal with
the left foot is rendered possible.

i Instruction Books on Motors.

(1.) I am ordering a four-

cylinder T.A.C., and not being
an expert in motor mechanics,
I want you to tell me of any
book on motors that would
me in the .management of a

cycle like the 7 h.p. T.A.G. The
motor shops in this country are few
and far between. I would like to

be able thoroughly to understand the
working parts of a motor of the
above type, so as to be quite in-

dependent. (2.) Can you also advise

me as to the best sidecar to use with
a machine of this sort?—P. R. P.
(Perak, Federated Malay States).

(1.) The T.A.C. motor bicycle rather

more closely resembles a car than a
motor bicycle^ and, in consequence, we
should recommend you to buy "The
"Autocar Handbook" and "Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."
The price of the former is 2s. 6d. and
the latter Is., postage for the two 6d.

Of course, in " The Autocar Hand-
book " you will find a good deal that
does not concern the machine, but the
general principle of the four-cylinder
engine and clutch, change-speed gear
and worm drive, are described in full.

(2.) The makers of the bicycle you
have selected supply a sidecar attach-
ment to order. If you require a special

type, all the standard patterns could
be amended to fit.

help

by..

A Light Four-Wheeler.

I intend builduig a light
runabout (four-wheeler). (1.)

What horse-power would you
suggest with a variable g'ear

between 3 and 9 to 1 (obtained
V belt and two expanding

pulleys on engine and counter-
shaft respectively)? (2.) Would
ordinary strong sidecar wheels be
strong enough for the work (two-
seater) ? Transmission by V belt
to counter-shaft, thence by central
chain to rear wheels. (3.) Would a
differential be necessary? (4.) Do
you advise air or water-cooled cylin-
ders? (5.) W^hat is the largest size

of Whittle belt made? (6.) Would
8ft. wheelbase and 4ft. 6in. broad be
about the right dimensions?

—

W. G. A.
(1.) We should suggest a 5 h.p. or
6 h.p. engine, especially if it is to be
used for passenger work. (2.) Extra
strong sidecar wheels should be satis-

factory, but we should require to know
more particulars as to weight to advise
you definitely. (3.) No, a differential

i would be desirable, but not absolutely
necessary, as you could overcome the

j
difficulty to some extent by driving
on one wheel. (4.) If you are going to
build the machine up as a miniature

j
motor car it would be much better to
fit a small differential and water-
cooling. (5.) The largest size Whittle
belt made is lin. (6.) The dimensions
you give would be about right.

A. Citroen, of Amsteiaam, non. sec. of the Dutch
M.C.C., on his new mount—a 6 h.p. twin Matcli-
less-J.A.P. Mr. Citroen speaks in the highest terms
of his motor cycle, and especially admires the
Sexibiiity of the engine and the comfortable riding
position.

Southampton to Birmingham, avoiding London.

It is my intention to ride
this year from Paris to Bir-
mingham. Would it be pos-

sible to land, say, at South-
ampton, and ride from there to

Birmingham without passing through
London? Are the roads as good as

those leading to the capital, and if

so, what is the route? Please also

give the return jom'ney, which I sup-
pose would have to be via London
and embark at Newhaven to reach
Paris via Dieppe.—^A. C.

You are able to travel direct to Bir-
mingham without touching London by
an almost entirely straight road, as
follows ; Southampton, Winchester,
Whitchurch, East Ilsley, Abingdou,
Oxford, Banbury, Warwick, to Bir-

mingham. The return journey would
be to Oxford as outward journey re-

versed, flien Henley, Windsor, Guild-
ford, Horsham, Brighton, to Newhaven.
The roads are good but difficult to

follow between Henley and Guildford.'

A Motor Cycle for Every-day Use.

(1.) Do you consider it

possible after a little practice

to ride twenty-five miles every
day to business, the road
being fairly flat and of very

good surface, allowing two hours in

case of breakdowns, there being one
town passed through (viz., Tewkes-
bury) eight miles from the end of

the journey? (2.) Would it be

possible to obtain a second-hand
machine suitable for this purpose for

from £10-£12? (3.) As a novice would
a 3 h.p. or 3^ h.p. heavyweight
single-cylinder, magneto ignition

machine be suitable? (4.) What •

would you estimate the cost per

week (Sunday excluded) in petrol,,

etc. ?—F. J.

(1.) There is no doubt whatever that a

novice could ride twenty-five, miles

each day to bu.siness, provided he is,

equipped with a good machine and_

takes an intelligent interest in it. (2.)

You could not expect a very good-

machine for the price named. . If you

increase the amount to about £20 yoii

would get a second-hand of first-class

make. (3.) 3 h.p. "would suit yoii_

well, but 3^ h.p. machines are the

most popular. (4.) It is difficult to.

estimate the cost, but we should

imagine that you could easily run the

machine for 7s. 6d. per week, pro-
_

vided, of course, you do not have to

go in for any expensive renewals or

replac ments.
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"The success of which has

been little short of astounding^.
—The Motor Cycle, 6/12/og.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY SIILL-CLIMB.
PEESWEEP HILL, 12th MARCH, 1910.

ROM. ROM. ROM.

].st. 2nd. Si'd.

ALSO

ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS
BROKEN

!

Fully iUusti'ated Booklet free on application

THE ROM TYRE & RUBBER CO. (1909) LTD.
61, Brooke Street, Holborn, London, E.G.

Telephone : 1513 Holborn.
Telegrams: "Romdom, London."

MANCHESTER—Brown Bros., Ltd., Deansgato,

EDINBURGH—N.S.n. Scottish Agency, 187, Morrison Street.
PRESTON—Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., County Garage (opposite

Central Station).
BIRMINGHAM—Thos. Clayton & Son, Ltd„ 125-8, New Street.
LEEDS—A. I. Greenwood, 39. Guillford Street.

SHEIfFIELD—J. Haslim, 293. Ecclssall Roal.

N. LONDON—Godfrey, Applebee & Mickle'.vood, The Broadway
Muswell Hill.

'

LINCOLN—W. J. Binks & Co., St. Benedict's Square
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE-The Percy Cycle Co., Northumberland

Street.

BRISTOL—Wholesale, E. London Rubber Co., 101-2, T.iomis St
Ketsll. Eli Clark 223, Cheltenham Road.^

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention '' The Motor Cycle.'
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"COODRIGH
ALL RUBBEIi

NON-SKID TYI

ADJU8TINQ RUBBER
SLOT. BUTTON.

1 1" r METAL
I * EYELET

% k TO FIT
OVER

nj VALVE
.; ^Hi Hr STEM

1 'S MBMm

THE NEW "GOODRICH"

BUTT ENDED INNER TUBE.

This tube differs from ail previous butted
tubes and is the oniy reliable example of the
principle.

It fits by compression and retains all the
qualities of an endless tube with the advan-
tages of the detachable type.

No joint to pull out or burst, no inequalities

of surface, no chance of creeping during
wear. Easiest to fit, easiest to detach. A
triumph of experience and mechanical skill.

Made in one -size only, and in one quality, viz.,

PURE PARA RUBBER,

PRICE

(26 X 2B only

16/- Each.
Of all Agents or direct

from manufacturers.

>^
BUTTON FASTENED
THROUGH SLOT.

SHOWING TUBE INFLATED.
NOTE ACCURATE FIT.

/n anxwering thin advertisemrnl it ii desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Respecting a Sidecar Attachment.

(1.) Is a 6 h.p. twin suffi-

cient, single-geared, for sidecar

work? Combined weight of

passenger and driver, 19 to

20 stones. (2.) What would
be the most suitable gear for ordi-

nary give and take main roads? (3.)

Is it necessary to pay a licence for

the sidecar as well as for bicycle?

(4.) Must the rear number be illumin-

ated? (5.) What should be the

approximate petrol consumption with
the load nientioned? The engine is a

J. A. P., the carburetter an Amac with
handle-bar control.—H. R. B.

(1.) The power is certainly ample, but

with a single gear you would often

find the want of a lower speed, especi-

ally when starting on a gradient or

wlien an exceptionally steep hill is met
with. (2.) We should recommend
about 5 to 1, which is really too low
for such a powerful machine. It would
enable you to get up mo.st hills. (3.)

The present 15s. licence (which may
shortly be increased to £1) covers both
the bicycle and sidecar. (4.) It is not
compulsory to light the rear number
when a sidecar is used, but it is ad^'is-

able to do so for safety's salje. (5.)

About fifty or sixty miles to the gallon.

Is an Engine More Powerful when Cold?

One frequently sees it stated

?' 'lat a motor cycle will climb a

steep hill better when the
-^ engine is cold than when it is

hot. And for this reason we
continually read of competitors in

trials stopping at the foot of test

hills in order to cool their engines

before making the ascent. My
exp"ri6nce, however, is exactly the
reverse of this. Can you explain?
Mv engine is a White and Poppe.
1907. 3^ h.p., and I alwavs find that

it will pull much stronger up hill

after it has been running for six or

, seven miles, and is consequently
nicely warmed up, than it will

when cold. I have proved this over
and over again. On one particular

rise of about 1 in 13, which I have
• to ride almost daily, I invariably
have to give pedal assistance if the
engine is cold, whereas I can go up it

unassisted and at a good pace if I

strike it after the machine has been
running for half an hour or so. I

shall be glad to know the reason of

this, and also whether it denotes any
defect in my engine.—(Rev.) G. C. A.

There is nothing extraordinary in
either case.- Some engines heat up

I
much more quickly than others, and,

j

consequently, it benefits them to cease
running, and when they assume a more

j

normal temperature they will climb

[
better. With your particular engine

j
it seems that this is a very efficient

\
one, and cools very rapidly, so that

! despite the fact that it has been run-

j

ning for some distance, the tempera-
;

ture it attains suits it best, and, in
' consequence, it climbs better than
:
when cold._ Theoretically, of course,

j

the hotter the engine is the better it

^

should run, but, unfortunately, in

(
actual practice this is not the case.

j
The behaviour of your engine does not

I
denote any defect, very much the

ri
reverse.

The

Accumulator Discharging Quickly.

ily machine is a second-hand

Q one ; in perfect condition,

^ plain coil and accumulator
ignition, make and break con-

tact breaker, and Oleo plug,

accumulator is a new 20 a.h.,

only charged three times. I have
had it e.xamined, and assured that
nothing was wrong with it. Petrol

supply quite clear, and the charge

gets to the cylinder all right. My
last ride was si.xty miles out, which
I did without one misfire or involun-

tary stop. On reaching my destina-

tion I removed the accumulator from
the tank (as is my usual practice),

it then showing full voltage on volt-

meter. The following morning I

started out for a run. Everything
went all right for about a mile, when
misfiring commenced, arid eventually
at about two miles it stopped
altogether. I went carefully over
everything, and finally tested the

likely to behave in this manner. We
do not think it is the coil which is at

fault, but you might get this tested

with a large amperemeter to show
what the consumption of it is. It is

always advisable to carry a spare
accumulator.

Faulty Carburetter Adjustment.

The power of my 4 h.p.

tricar is erratic — sometimes
splendid, other times will not
take hill on low gear usually
taken on top (all in, say, ten

minutes' running). Petrol floods over
top of mixing chamber on to supply
pipe at times, and at other times
there appears to be none at all, and
if the Longuemare carburetter is

" tickled " it sounds empty. After a

time petrol appears to resume normal
level. With jet removed, the petrol

stands about one-eighth from the top
of tube. Previously I ran ordinary
air full open, extra air inlet half

open; now it seems as though it will

Reproduction from a picture postcard received last week by The Motor Cycle. The wording on the
back IS : " Viele Grusse von 3 Deutschen Motor-radfahrern, alle Leser Ihrer geschalzten Zeitung sendet.
Fr. Reiser." (Many greetings from three German motor cyclists—all readers of your much-appreciated
paper).

battery and found it was only show-
ing 24 volts. This I could not
under.stand at all, as I could find no
trace of any short circuit that might
have run it down, and whilst it was
out of use it was put away out of

reach of anything and not tampered
with. I at once took the battery
and had it recharged, and the follow-

ing evening started on my return

journey home. The battery showed
full voltage on starting, but after I

had got the same distance as before

(two miles), exactly the same trouble

occurred. The battery now showed

2i volts on one cell but nothing on
the other. I have tried different

accumulators, with the same result.

—B. H.

Your trouble is certainly a mysterious

one, and we should be inclined to

suggest that the accumulator is not

very tightly packed in the compart-
ments of the tank, gets jolted about,

and short circuits against the top of

the tank. There certainly must be a

short circuit somewhere which you
are unable to locate, otherwise the

different accumulators would be un-

not have, any air one minute, and
wants all I can give it next.—O. W.

We should be inclined to think that
the trouble is in the petrol supply or

carburetter, there being something in

the tank or petrol pipe temporarily
obstructing the flow. It is also pos-

sible that the needle valve stem of the

carburetter may have been bent and
sometimes sticks, not allowing suffi-

cient petrol to get through.

READERS' REPLIES.
Curious Loss of Compression.

Perhaps the following may be of use

to "H. E. A.": At the last show I

saw an agent for a lightweight motor
cycle showing o£f its compression. I

was struck by the time he could stand
on the pedal, and so I looked closer.

The cause was, his hands were on the

handle-bar and his little finger on the

back wheel brake! After some time,

skilful manipulation showed the com-
pression leaking, as is usual ! I do not

infer that the person who sold the

second-hand machine did this, but just

pen these lines to show one of the tricks

of the trade !

—

Bain.
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Inspection Lamps.
I was guilty of a wee lapsus calami on page 185 in

my suggestion for a simple inspection lamp fitment for

use with electric headlamps. The two yards of flex

should be fitted with a plug adapter at one end, and a

bulb-holding socket at the other end. This device is

much easier to fit when the headlamp is wired on the

double pole principle, and standard fittings for applica-

tion to single pole lamps are not at present upon the

market.

The Scottish Motor Cycle Trials.

I hear unofficially that this year's Scottish Motor
Cycle Trials, organised by the Edinburgh M.C.C., are

likely to take place the first week in June, and I hope
that this year many English amateurs will support
them with their entries. The special advantage of

competing in such a trial, as opposed to a private tour

over the same ground, is that the route is picked by
men who know the country, avoids police traps as far

as possible, and includes the maximum of interesting

scenery. In addition one is constantly in the company
of real good fellows, instead of riding alone or with a

frequently disappearing companion. All arrangements
are ready made for one,_and at specially cheap terms,

which is a real blessing where Scottish hotels are con-

cerned ; and the sporting element adds an object and
an interest to the tour.

An Olla Podrida.
One of my most practical correspondents sends me a

budget of interesting notes. Speaking of the " wet
blow back " from the air holes of a Carburetter, he
contrived to convert his into a "dry blow back " by
doing away with the extra air intake on the carburetter,

and substituting an extra air inlet on the inlet pipe close

to the a.o.i.v. Whv this should effect an improvement
is not at all easily understood—on paper the blow back
should still have been wet in quality, and increased in

quantity": however, he savs it further reduced the petrol

consumption and kept the engine cooler. He is an
enthusiast on the geared-down pulley, permitting a

huge engine pulley. He says the belt on bis i^A h.p.

has in consequence of the geared-doA\Ti pulley covered
7,000 miles in all weathers, and looks good for as

much again. For a home made non-skid he recom-
mends strips of horse-hide attached in zigzag fashion
at intervals round the tread of the back tvre. but he
omits to say how they are attached, and how the
stitches or rivets are prevented from chafins: the inner
tube ; possibly he has no rim brake, and simnly lashes
them round the rim bet\yeen the sookes. The strips

of hide are '4in. wide and -j^rin. thick.

An Ancient Tip Repeated.
The recent sieht of several perspiring novices wrest-

ling with misfiring twin-cvlinders induces me to reprint

a very ancient tip, which is the t\vin-cylinder man's
right-hand friend. \Vhen the running of a t^vin-cylin-

der engine is unsatisfactory, the first test is to run each

cylinder separately, which is easiest done by starting

the engine up with the machine on the stand and
" shorting " each plug in turn by laying the blade of a

wood-handled screwdriver from the sparking plug ter-

minal to any convenient metal portion of the machine.

This test shows at once whether one cylinder is weaker

than the other—a fault responsible for a tremendous
loss of power—or which cylinder is misfiring, or not

firing at all. Incidentally it is of great help in locating

a fault. If either cylinder will run really well, it is

probable that those portions of the mechanism which

are common to both cylinders, e.g., the magneto,

accumulator, or carburetter, are in good order, and

the fault presumably lies in some detail peculiar to the

missing cylinder, its plug, or valves,' or compression,

I have just had a singular example of those rare

instances in which this test is misleading. A Moto-
Reve w^as misfiring slightly on the road. Cutting out

each cylinder in turn, I found they both fired perfectly

when run separately, but the engine as a whole went

dot and carry one with both cylinders firing. The
explanation was an obstruction in the flow of petrol in

the carburetter, which, so obstructed, supplied suffi-

cient gas for one cylinder to fire on, but ran almost

dry with two pistons sucking at it simultaneously.

Weight of Twin=cylinder Touring Models.

When we consider that a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder

machine seldom offers an increase of more than

I b.h.p. in power over the so-called 3^2 h.p. tourist

machines it is saddening to reflect that it usually

weighs about 40 to 50 lbs. more than the single-

cylinder rival. I have owned touring machines of

3^ h.p. which weighed under 160 lbs., but I have

never ow-ned a good 5 h.p. twin-cylinder touring

model which weighed less than 200 lbs., and a good
number weigh more. No keen enthusiast who has

once owned a good 5 h.p. t\vin regards a return to

a 3^ h.p. single as anything but a recantation and a

falling from grace, yet many are guilty of the change,,

for the simple reason that, owing to its increased

weight, the theoretic advantages of the twin-cylinder

are largely discounted in actual use, especially in

hill-climbing. A new twin-cylinder recently placed

on our market weighs considerably less than the

average twin, and has caught on chiefly on this

account. In many respects it conflicts violently with

our notions, but it admittedly offers the special advan-

tages of a 5 h.p. twin without the increase of weight,

to which Ave had grown accustomed in machines of its

power. When will some bold English maker step

fonvard and do for the home-made 5 h.p. twin what
others have already done for the home-made 3^^ h.p.

single, viz., increase its efficiency to the uttermost and

simultaneously pull back its weight to a lower figure?

When that individual at last arrives on the scene he

will find a greedy and eager public surging around
him ready to unload much cash.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE COLONIES.
IT

is with pleasure that 1 read The Motor Cycle, and
especially the comments of " Ixion

'

' and the hub-

bub they sometimes stir up. My motor cycling

experience is not very lengthy, dating from 1902

only, but I have ridden in all parts of the U.S.,

Mexico, and Canada, and so wish to chime in and add
my O.K. to " Ixion 's " article which appeared in the

issue of January loth regarding machines for the

colonies. I halve owned, ridden, and seen many English

and foreign machines, and lack of road clearance is

one very great fault. Most of -the American machines
are made with a bent down tube which goes under the

engine. This certainly does not look as well as the

"all straight tube " construction of English machines,

nor is it as strong, but how much better is a dented

tube than a badly cracked crank case? Even a 5in.

clearance is not always sufficient—a 6in. or yin. is

nearer correct, but that either makes the frame too

high or else cuts down the tank capacity. So American
makers put a protecting tube under the motor base.

TanK Capacity and Engine Economy.
Tank capacity and engine economy are also items

for consideration. Heavy, rough, and hilly roads eat

up petrol at an alarming rate, as all riders know. This
is bad enough when the gasoline costs from 20 cents

(rod.) to 75 cents (3s.) per gallon, but add to this the

fact that sometimes very great distances—300 miles

often—have to be covered before the tank can be
replenished, that is why capacity is so important.

" Ixion's " comments on "spills" and road condi-

tions are accurate and to the point. To illustrate

:

While on a trip in the foothills early this winter, my
machine skidded while crossing the Fallen Timber
River on an ice-covered dilapidated bridge, which had
no hand rails, and plunged 40ft. down in a tangled

mass of huge fallen trees, and finally into the water

!

Hood -bye, motor cycle. Fortunately I saved my-

.self by a lucky grab, but it was a near shave.
I have seen the roads up here during the rain)

season so muddy that it was hard work for a 3,200 lbs.

team of horses to haul an empty waggon over them,
and four and six-horse teams had hard work to haul
even a moderate load.

On the road from Chicago to South Bend, Ind., via

VVestville, I saw a rider wreck a well-known English
single-cylinder machine (Triumph) by hard riding

alone. This machine certainly was one of the fastest

and finest single-cylinders I have ever seen, but the

light bars, low engine and magneto position, and light

rear stays could not stand the terrific pounding of the

rough and sandy roads. The spijit was willing bht
the flesh weak. The motor was game to the end, and
ran well with a cracked crank case and the rear tyre

rubbing the stays. The machine was not " fall proof."

Alberta Winter Toggery.
To change the subject rather abruptly, I imagine

if I should put in an appearance in London during a

cold snap with my Alberta winter motor cycling tog.-?

on I would cause a laugh, and maybe get "pinched.'
Over a heavy corduroy suit of clothes I wore a pan
of " chaps," a short heavy fur coat, fur cap and gloves

For foot gear, two pair of woollen socks under a pair

of long heavy German socks, and over all a pair ot

Indian fur-lined "mushes." Yes, the outfit certainlv

was warm, but quite cumbersome. Looks, of course,

were not to be considered, for it is often 30° below
zero, and not infrequently from 50° to 65° below ! The
roads are usually at their best during the winter, and
the motor runs very well. The lightest spirit only can
be used, and the carburetter must be protected.

When once the farmers in this district wake up to

the utility of motor cycles, there will be a fine field

for some well-known, reliable, and enterprising firm.

.\ Pleased Reader (Alta, Con.)

AMERICAN RIDERS AND
IT

appears that if certain officials in the States have
their own way there is very little hope of any
American amateur riders coming over here to ride

in the T.T. Race and other competitions, as they

dare not do so for fear of losing their American
am^ateur status.

Some time ago Mr. Betts, a one time president of

the F.A.M., formed an alliance between the F.A.M.,
A,A.U. (American Athletic Union), and the A.C.U.
(American Cyclists' Union), by which motor cyclists

were classed with athletes as regards their amateur
status. This^ alliance cannot very well be broken, but
the F.A.M. hopes to be able to pass a rule which will

THEIR AMATEUR STATUS.
enable American amateurs to take part in British

competitions. Dr. J. P. Thornley, chairman of the

Competitions Committee of the F.A.M. , thinks that if

the Auto Cycle Union could see its way to adopt
some sort of classification tha:t would exclude any man

{

who had ever competed for cash, and called this class

j

an international class, it would enable him to introduce

a rule at the summer meeting of the F.A.M. that

I

would subject riders to the regulations of the ruling

! fiodies of the countries in which they compete.

We are afraid no such rule is possible, as it would
exclude all Brooklands competitors who have accepted

cash instead of trophies, and also all T.T. competitors.

In the early days of motor cycling Sir Charles
Friswell's well-known firm was agent for the Peugeot
motor bicycle, and one of these machines was ridden
in the first A.C.U. trials which took place in 1903.
Now Messrs. Charles Friswell, Ltd., have instituted

a special motor cycle department in their spacious
premises at No. i, Albany Street, W., which is in the

capable hands of Mr. W. H. Hayes, who has for many
years followed every phase of the motor cycle move-
ment. A large room on the first floor has been set

aside as the motor cycle showroom, and in it such

well-known makes as Bat, Brown, Rex, Kerry, Wolf,

Magnet, etc., will be on view, so that a permanent
motor cyple exhibition may almost be said to be con-

tinually in progress there. Accessories will be stocked,

and repairs will be executed. Ag-ents will be able to

make appointments with their clients at these show-
rooms, and special offices are provided in which they

ma\ transact their business. Owing to the amount of

space at their disposal, exceptional facilities are ofl'ered

bv Friswell's to club secretaries for assembling for

trials anil competitions.
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WATER COOLING ON MOTOR BICYCLE ENGINES.
By CYCLOMOTOR.

BEFORE the advent of motor bicycles, or, to

be more correct, when the pastime was in the

experimental stage and i J4 h.p. front-driven

Werners, with the engine forward of the handle-

bar, and i}4 h.p. Minervas were just opening up a

new era, we of the early brigade of motor cyclists

had, from sheer experience of cause and effect, arrived

at the decided opinion that for low gears, such as

were necessary on tricycles and quads, water cooling

was essential. Many engines were consequently con-

verted to semi-water cool-

ing by fitting water-cooled

combustion heads. I write

semi-water cooling for the

reason that it was only the

combustion heads which were
converted, the air-cooled

cylinders, with their radiat-

ing fins, being retained.

Air=cooled Marvels of
Efficiency.

There is no question that

these old tricycles and quads,

fitted with air-cooled engines

varying from i -"4 h.p. to

2^ h.p., fitted on the rear

axle and driving direct on

to the axle by pinions and
spur wheels, and weighing

anvthin:; between 2 and 4

cwts., were fairly efficient

vehicles. They were not fast,

in view of the load and the

r.ecessary low gear (roadsters

were usually geared about
8 or 9 to i) ; but they were

air-cooled marvels of eflfi-

cjency. It was only very bad
and long gradients that

stopped them, and it was in

order to obviate the troubles

of overloading on steep hills

that the fashion set in for

water - cooled combustion
heads and two-speed gears.

With one or two exceptions

the two-speed gears of those

days were not an unqualified

success, as they were usually

unmechanically supported,

and absorbed a great amount
of power. But if the two-

speed gears were somewhat
a failure mechanically, water cooling was an unquali-
fied success.

Ancient and Modern Engines compared.
Good as were these little air-cooled engines, semi-

water cooling rendered them wonderful little per-

formers, which feared no reasonable hill in the
country.

Load for load and gear for gear,' 1 doubt if any
modern engines could show better results.

That water cooling had such a useful effect on

MONDAY OR THURSDAY?
THE RESULT OF OUR REFERENDUM.

Day of publication to be altered to Thursday

by desire of our readers.

94' 5 per cent, in favour of Thursday
4'52 „ „ „ „ Monday
'98 ,, suggesting other days than

Monday or Thursday

these old tricycles and quads seems certainly to point

to the fact that for motor bicycles under like condi-

tions a similar result would apply. The water con

sumption was low, averaging in my case about an

eighth pint per hundred miles.

The majority of modern single-geared motor
bicycles, however, are run under somewhat dis-

similar conditions to the old tricycles. The former
are higher geared, and, given the speed, air cooling

provides almost all that is necessary, and it becomes
merely a question of effective

cooling by lubrication when
the load becomes heavy on
gradients. When a two-speed

gear is used, and also for

medium-geared motor bi-

cycles, there is little doubt
in my mind that greater effi-

ciency would be obtained by

a useful combination of air

and water cooling.

In this respect I recall a

motor bicycle vi'hich I rode'

in 1905—a 2 94_h.p. Bruneau.

manufactilred in France and

handled in this country by

Hobday Bros., of Great

Eastern .Street. E.G. It was

a most practical and unique

design for that period. The
engine had a water-cooled

head, with thermo-syphon

circulation; the water com-

partment was situated in the

front portion of the tank, and

held four litres (seven pints).

At each side of the tank were

vertical gilled tube radiators.

A single chain encased in an

oil bath was the method of

transmission, the one chain

being used for starting and

pedalling the machine, as

well as for transmitting the

power from the engine to the

road wheel. A good spring

front fork was also fitted.
,

I did not have the pleasure

of a long trial, but there

was no doubt about it, the

Bruneau was the embodiment

of eflficiency. Hills on which

air-cooled machines of similar

horse-power were jibbers were a mere nothing to the

Bruneau. It was surprising what that 2 f^ h.p. engine

could do, and it could have done even better h^d
it not been a single lever control, viz., spark, throttle,

and exhaust lifter combined—a method not conducive

to obtaining the best results from the engine. The
absence of loss of power in transmission, owing to the

chain drive, no doubt contributed alsonn some measure

to its efficiency, but I attribute it chiefly to the water

cooling.
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Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.—

Ease of starting with longer life for valves no doubt

followed in due course, but I did not have the machine

in my possession long enough to gain experience on

these points. It was a great pity that the Bruneau was

not actively pushed on the British market; but about

ihe time of its advent the motor cycle business was

somewhat depressed, as the industry was suffering from

J mild slump, owing to innumerable firms rushing in-.o

tiie business and either overproducing or making unsuit-

able machines, which the market could or would not

absorb. In consequence the Bruneau never got a show

in the British motor cycle world. At this time, also,

there were other water-cooled motor bicycles on the

market, which would have doubtless met with some

success, but the slump made their exponents doubtful

as to financial results. The Bruneau machine is still

sold in France. One bicycle which I well remember,

and which was probably frightened off the market by

the poor outlook, was made by Green's Patent Syndi-

cate of Bexhill. It was water-cooled by means of a

detachable copper jacket, arranged around a speciall}'

designed cylinder, and from reports of trials made by

the manufacturers did exceptionally well. I have also

read letters published in the correspondence pages of

this journal speaking well of this engine. It is un

doubtedly a good thing, as has been evidenced by thi

success of similar engines for aeroplane .work. Tht
Iris motor bicvcle was another water-cooled machine.

Water-cooling Efforts Five Years Ago.
'The efforts made -in 1905, both air and

semi-water-cooled, were perhaps a little before their

time, but they were none the less a distinct advance

in catering for those motor cyclists who prefer a

moderate power with the greatest moderation in the

consumption of lubricating oil. I give prominence to

the lubricating oil consumption because to my mind
air cooling at moderate speeds with heavy loads means
also oil (lubricating oil) cooling, and water-cooling

seems to be the cheaper and the better proposition, as

water is cheaper than lubricating oil.

But, on the other hand, for the speedy brigade with

sufficient engine power to maintain a high speed on

gradients and under heavy loads, air cooling gives

satisfaction, and is minus those winter troubles con-

nected with water-cooling, in the form of cracked water

jackets and cylinders, and such like annoying and

expensive items. Moreover, troubles with water pipe

connections- and radiators are not unknown even in

summer.

A NOVEL TYRE AND TUBE CHANGING DEVICE.

The flrst operation after removing tlie bolt

clamping the tfuter ring.

Tiie disc and tube after being rotated a

half circle.

One turn of tlie disc. The tube inside the

chain stays ready for fltting.

AX interesting novelty in the shape of a tyre and
tube-changing device is clearly shown in the

above illustrations. A description of the

device is hardly called for, seeing that the

photographs are practically self-explanatory, but we
may point out some of the advantages of such an
arrangement. As every push-cyclist and motor cyclist

knows, it is a long operation to replace a cover and
endless tube owing to the necessity for removing the

wheel and . the several connections. This, of course.

was the immediate reason for the introduction of but*-

ended and detachable air tub(;s. The clever device

illustrated, which is the subject of a recent patent,

has been introduced by Mr. Jas. Nuttall, 12, Hillfield,

Farnworth, near Bolton. The disc 'to which the wheel

spindle is attached is rotatable in the fork-ends

after removing a clamping bolt. The tube or

cover is inserted in the groove provided, and the disc

is then rotated, causing the tube to be gradually

worked inside the forks, without the necessity for

undoing any further connections. The air tube ma\
be removed by a reversal of proceedings. The inventor

is not at present in a position to make fittings, but is

willing to dispose of the invention, or grant a licence

for its manufacture.

With reference to the article on rotary engines in oui'

issue of the 7th March, we have just received a com-

munication from Mr. Lamplough, the inventor of "one

of the rotary engines described, and he informs us that

his firm are putting an improved model on the market.

The new engine works on the two-cycle principle, and

bevels have been dispensed with, an osrillatinf; rini;

being used in.stead.
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Motor Cycling for Healtb.
[4644.]—In the issue of December 13th, 1909, is a

))aragraph headed " More Halfpenny Paper Twaddle," con-
cerning motor cycling and healtii. I have been a push-cycle
rider for twelve years. About twelve months back I took
to a motor cycle, and practically gave up the push-bicycle. I

ride my motor across country and on very rough road's. The
resultant effect on me should be that (according to the author
of the article you criticise) I am a nervous wreck ; whereas,
when I gave up the bicycle I weighed 10 stones. I now-
weigh 11 stones, and feel better in every way. .-\s regards
athletic work, I have not been beaten at tennis, I have won
a bat for top average at cricket (batting), and won_ odd
trophies military target shooting, during my m^otor life."

1 do not care about exploiting my performances, but do so

in the hope of convincing any doubtful riders that the writer
of " Men and Beasts " is " talking through his neck."
South Australia. . CHAIN DRFTE.

Steering of Sidecars.

[4645.]

—

Ife steering of rigid sidecars, perhaps the follow-

ing tip will be useful to fellow readers. I find the simplest
way to learn a beginner is to sit in the sidecar and let tlie

learner start up engine and run alongside for a little while,

instead of attempting to mount, when he will quick'y learn

I hat the combination has to be steered, and not balanced.

E.S.

[4645.]—I was inten^sted to read the letter of my friend
.Mr. J. H. Lester [4609] in your issue of February 28th, and
to see his instructive diagram as to the probable cause of

the trouble experienced by me in steering my sidecar combina-
tion to the near side. Mr. Lester is lucky in that he travels

on four wheels, though he is perfectly right where it is

simply a question of steering round corners ; but I venture to

think that the "cranked" frame is made by design, as it

appears to be, in order, that the whole combination will

travel in a straight line with the least amount of interference

with the front steering wheel. As the chief amount of work
to be done is practically in a straight line, this is a more
important adjustment than one for turning corners to the
near side.

My explanation of this is best explained by the following

illustrations, though I am open to correction by others more
experienced :

In the above illustrations I have exaggerated the position
of the wheels to make my meaning clearer.

In fig 1, the wheel C being in front of B will tend to steer

that wheel (B), and as B is pushing C then C will be inclined
to push A out of the straight.

In fig. 2, B is dragging C, and being the leading wheel of

the two will tend to steer C ; as a result C will drag on A,
pulling A out of the straight.

The question now arises, at what point between A and B
should C be placed in order that A may run straight without
wobbling, and as in my case is 2in. in advance of B, and
slightly pointing in to A (see the- issue of February i4th),

which gives the best runnmg on the straight road, A running
quite true with a light touch on the handles.

I am having an adju.stment made to carry out ilr. Lester's
idea, and will see how this affects the straight running. At
present "I hae me doots." HERBERT PORTER.

The Motor Cycle in the United States.

[4647.]—I have read with interest some of your disgusted

belt users' letters, including ilr. J. Garvey's. Strange to

say, these complaints of belt drive mostly emanate from
America, where chain-driven machines are in favour. Xo
one for a moment would believe that the leading manufac-
turers in this country would stick to belt drives if rubber
belts went wrong every five hundred miles, as mentioned
by some of your correspondents.
Without wishing to enter into a controversy as to wliicli is

the best drive, I can only say from practical expeiience,

both as a maker and user of belts, that the instances given

are all contrary to my experience as to the life of a belt,

and can only conclude that your correspondents have used

either inferior rubber belts or perished ones. As a maker, I

have numerous cases where both rubber and leather belts

have run over 6,000 miles f in fact, I do not know of a

single case where our new Lyso belt has given way under

3,000. Anyway, if your correspondents will order a belt

from my firm, I will undertake to return their cash should

the belt fail to run 3,000 miles, if they will agree to remit

me twenty-five per cent, on the original cost should the

belt run over 6,000 miles, and I will r.ccept their word as

to distance. I only stipulate that the driving pulley must
be true to start with, and be trued up every 1.500 miles

(cost Is.) should it show wear.

EDWARD LYCETT.

Wired v. Beaded Edge Tyres.

1.]— I see that in letter No. 4578 Jlr. Karslake wants
to know what I mean by friction between cover and rim.

If there is no friction why is it that tyres creep, and why
do people use security bolts? If there were no friction be->

tween cover and rim there would be no creeping and no use
'

for security bolts. Personally, I do not use eecurity bolts,

as the inner tube is apt to chafe against them, but I use

anti-creep powder, which dispenses with bolts and prevents

tyres from creeping. The foregoing remarks show that the

friction is taken up on beaded edge covers where the tube,

being enclosed in the cover, has no rubbing, or at least,

very little. Now in the wired-on type a lot of the friction

is taken up by the inner tube pressing against both cover

and rim, and as the tube is the most delicate part of the

tyre, the result is that it rubs against the rim. and then
you get a rubbed puncture, which is the most difficult ti

repair, and in spite of paint and tape your inner tube cil

the wired-on type will always wear out first against the

rim. At least, that is my experience of about a score of

the best tubes on the market. Mr. Karslake also says that
paint and tape are cheap, so are repair patches and rubber
solution, but I do not care to have to do much with them,
even if they are cheap, as mending punctures, rubbed or

otherwise, is a great nuisance. G. V. LOBB.

Balaticing Motor Cycle Engines.
[4649.]—We observe in your issue of February 7tli o

letter signed "L.M.," referring to an engine we balanced
for him some months ago, and are pleased to note the satis-

faction the result appears to have given. With reference,':

however, to the surprise he expresses at finding the flywheel

under-weighted to the extent of 8^ ozs., it may be of interest

to him and other motor cyclists to know that of all the-,,

engines we have dealt with in this respect we have ntver
yet found one correctly balanced. The casting of the bob;
weights even in the best class engines appears to be con
ducted in a hopelessly slap-dash manner, and the varieties
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ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS ARE CATERED FOR
BY THE SERVICE CO., LTD.

Latest Models 1910 Motor Cycles, Second-hand

Machines, and Accessories. Terms — Cash,

Exchange, or Extended Payments.

Send for full List Post

FREE. _
*BELT RIM
BRAKES.

can deliver at once 1910 Triumphs, Rex*8, Indian*.

M-to-Reves, Douglas's, 2-8peed F.N.*8, Enfields,

Humbers, Kerry Abinsdons, etc. Let

us know your requirements. Stock

of good second-hand ma

_^^ ^^^ chines to clear at

ROM. ^**»^^^^^^ io„ prices.
26 by 2i rubber and steel

combination, 56/-

26 by 2 ditto.

2-note Sin. lone:, 4/6
3-note lOin. Ion?, 7/6
2-note 14in. loncs in best French, 10/6
3-note I8in. long, in best French, 15/6

— NEW ACCESSORY LIST IN A WEEK OR TWO. —
Let us register your name for a copy now.

2d2, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
Phone: 26o Central. Telegrams: "Admittedly."

STS

RADIOLENE
for C\!inders.

Gives a smart ap-
pearance.

Prevents riistinEf,

and does not inter-

fere with cooling.

lOid. per tin.

S RVICE BELTING.
Pliable, Durable, and Non-

Slipping.

iin., 1/9; Jin., 2/-; }in., 2/3;
and tin., 2/6 per foot.

STANLEY, SHAMROCK,
WHITTLE, and WATAWATA

stocked.
" BELTICUM." Absolutely
prevents slippinsr. 6d

lutely H

In answering these adverHsements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Start the season
with your machine fitted with Peter Union Twin

Ribbed Double Grip Tyres. The advantages

derived from the use of these splendid ali-rubber

tyres will be strongly in evidence right through

the season wherever and whenever you ride.

TWIN RIBBED DOUBLE
GRIP TYRES.

Write for Booklet on "Peter Union Motor Cycle Tyres.

THE PETER UNION TYRE CO.,

BIRMINGHAM :

160, Corporation Street.

Telephoae—No. 5338 Central.
Telegrams—" Pneuraeter, Birmingham,'

LONDON

:

190-2, Great Portland Street, W.

Telephone—No. 3433 Garrard.
Telegrams—"Pneumeter, London."

MELBOURNE

:

235, Flinders Lane.

Telephone—1217 City.
Telegrams—" PneiinaetHr, Melbourne.'

In am^wnring thu advert'iaement if i^ desirahle to me^iHon " The Motor Cycle.''^
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Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

[4661.]—I beg to express hearty concurrence and sym-
pathy with the Rev. R. Measures. Though I am not

honoured by the acquaintance of the reverend gentleman
(except by sight) I Irave frequently seen him speeding along

on his trusty mount, waging no unequal contest with the

elements of wind and water, slush and snow, frost and fog.

If Ji'Ir. Measures has to stop every 117 yards (which of

course he lias not), then a heavyweight will be the machine
he will requiie. As Mr. Measures says, the heavyweight
is both handier and superior to a lightweight in every way.
The heavyweight is relatively easier to uphold than a

lightweight, and is no more difficult to take in and out of

gates and doorways with one. I think a sportsman is natur-

ally attracted to a big large machine, and prefers it to a

puny lightweight with its feeble puff. No ; Mr. Measures,

I hope there will be plenty of enthusiasts like yourself, and
the heavier brigade will triumph all along the line.

B. HIND.

[4662.]—I read Mr. Edgcombe's letter [No. 4588] in your
paper with great interest, as his experience corresponds with
my own. Ever since I started motor cycling, in 1902, my
bugbear has been hill-climbing. When I bought a 1909

Triumph I thought 1 had done away with this, and I was
not disappointed 'until I went to Devonshire. I certainly

failed once or twice on Rectory Hill, but that was through
a fault which I discovered and rectified. After doing this I

could be certain of riding from London, and without a stop

take Rectory Hill at a good pace. My weight is 15 st., and
gear used was 5 to 1. When I got to Devonshire, however,
I found hills beside which Rectory Hill is child's play. Not
only are the gradients much more severe, but the surface

of the roads and the bends were, in many cases, appalling.

I should like to see a trial of motor cycles between Ash-
burton and Princetown rid Dartmeet. I would guarantee
that no single geared motor cycle would take all hills with-

out the rider dismounting, at least once, if not more often.

I made up my mind that I would never tonr again in Devon
without a two-speed gear, and if possible a chain drive.

At that tirrie I had not properly tried the Whittle belt. I

found rubber belts useless with the small pulley, and con-

tinued hill-climbing, so I bought a Whittle, but had not
then the time or the knowledge to dress it properly, and so

suffered from slipping. My subsequent e-xperience with it

however, shows me that when properly drersed it can be run
very slack, and it is in every way to be preferred to a rubber
belt where hard work and small pulleys are concerned. I

may say that I was delighted with the Triumph in every
other way and, its reliability in every part was marvellous,
but it wants a two-speed gear to make touring on one in

Devon a pleasure, E. L. SHELLA.

[4563.]—I have read with mi.ch interest the corre-

spondence on this subject, and especially the letters whicli

^57

have been published from the Kev. K. Measures and " Ru.=

in Urbe," as, having made the acquaintance of the forniei

gentleman during my motor cycling career, I am in a posi-

tion to know how well he is entitled to write on such a

subject. "Rus in Urbe" has given his imagination a run,

and takes it for granted that he is replying to a clergyman
who has half a dozen people to visit in a sleepy village when
the sun is shining.

Let me at once assure him that he has never made a

greater mistake. I do not know a motor cyclist who can
speak from more all-round experience than the Kev. R.
Measures. He has the necessity to use his Triumph daily

(and often by night) in all weathers, over all conditions of

roads, up all sorts of gradients, and through tratKc of all

descriptions. His journeys are oft«n of great length, and
include a large number of the busy towns in England, and
when occasion arises he does not hesitate to journey through
the heart of London. This work he has not been doing foi

one year, but for five to my knowledge, and, as must be

understood, this not only requires the dodging of traffic, but

entails numerous stops in the principal thoroughfares of the

towns he visits.

What the Rev. R. Measures does is to keep his machine
in the same good order as it is turned out from the works,
capable of doing anything from walking pace to fifty mile =

per hour, and of starting at the first attempt, with very

slight exertion, on some of the stitfest gradients, and if all

riders endeavoured to do this there would verv soon be no
call for lightweights. W. M. GUNNETT.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"C.H.B." (Newmarket) would be glad to have riders'

experiences of the Millennium "Fit-all" two-speed gear,

also the Mabon multiple disc clutch.
" H. T." (Chippenham) would like readers' experiences o)

the Wall Auto-wheel. Is it satisfactory for long journeys
of, say, seventy to eighty miles?

A.E.M. (Switzerland) desires owners' experiences with the

Wall Auto-wheel as regards fuel consumption, side-slipping,

and reliability. Also the 3^ h.p. Scott motor cj'cle for use
on the Continent.

" Sideca,r " (Leeds) would like owners' experiences with
the Lowen sidecar, particularly with regard to the power
required to drive it, use of Irak© on sidecar wheel, and how
best applied, ease of steering, if child is carried in addition
to usual passenger whether extra seat in front or extra wide
seat is preferable, amount of licence, and if the authorities
insist upon a tail light and car numbers being carried.

Will the occupants of a car who assisted two sidecarists

between Ripley and Guildford on Saturday, March 5th,

write to Messrs. E. K. Plowman and F. Tipping, 34, Church
Street, Lee, S.E., stating make, and size of car, when they
will be pleased to forward the tools which were left behind
by the car owners?

-ome memtiers of the Berts County A.C. (motor cycle section) who attended the opening meet at St. Albans, and also took part in the reliability ran
to BallocK and back. (See page 247.)
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Prompt Deliveries Assured.
Hiimber, Ltd., announce that their

London depot, 32, Holborn Viaduct,
can arrange for prompt delivery of

their motor cycles. The demand for
Humber 1910 models has been unprece-
dented.

The East Icndon Rubber Co., 29-31,
Great Eastern' Street, E.C., report that
tlie pressure of orders for Kerry-
Abingdon motor cycles caused them
to be ratJier -behind in deliveries, but
they have now arranged for a larger

output, and can supply on receipt of

order.

Vulcanising Motor Cycle Tyres.
The special H.F. vulcaniser sold by

Harvey Frost and Co., Ltd., 39,

Great Eastern Street, E.C., for repair-

ing motor cycle tyres, will, in iutiue,

be made up complete with tools and
material, and will be packed in a
special leatherette case. The dimen-
sions will be 6 X 5 X 4iin.

Reasonatle Accommodation when on
Tour.

We have received a booklet from the
Central Public House Trust Associa-
tion, giving a list of hotels and inns in

the various English counties which are
under the management of the Public

^ House Trust and People's Refreshment
House Association. It will interest

motor cyclists to know that the chief

feature of the Association is to cater
for tourists at a moderate price,

and though alcoholic refreshments are
sold the Association does not make a
point of pushing them to the exclusion
of food supplies, but strives rather to

derive a reasonable profit from general
catering. The inns and hotels are on
the whole remarkably well managed,
and no better examples in the London
district can be found than the Hut
Hotel, Wisley, and the Rose and
Crown, Tring. We strongly advise
motor cyclists to write for the list.

A ^M^ckly Operated Stand.
In the last issue, under the headirg

of " Accessories and Equipment," we
referred to a quickly operated stand
made by Smith, North, and Priest-

land, Holloway Head, Birmingham.

Price's Ukantes Stand made nnder Jicence by
Smith, North, and Piiestland.

Inadvert^ently this was referred to as

the S.N. P. stand, but it should have
been called Price's Ukantes stand,
as it is made under licence from Price
and Co., 25, Rosebery Avenue, E.G.,
who also make and supply the same
article.

New Birmingham Tyre Depot.
Owing to the increased demand for

Kemnshall tyres the company have
lOund it necessary to open a depot in

Birmingham, at 71, Lionel Street.

Mr. Reginald G. Prieet will be pleased
to hear from Midland motor cyclists

who are interested in these tyres.

A28

Touring Eqiiipir.cnt.

With the advent of Easter and the
touring season, motor cycliits are on
the look-out for suitable touring
equipment. A lock-up touring case
for attachment to the carrier and a
combined belt and tube case, sold by
the Priory Accessories Co., Priory
Mills, Coventry, are shown in the
accompanying sketch. The cases
are constructed of fibre board and
have a covering of pegamoid. Special
attention has been given to the
matter of suitable fastenings by the
manager of the company, JIi. John
F. Spencer, who is himself a keen

/ ' ; %
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A touring case and ccn.bined beJt and luLe carrier
sold by the Irioiy Accessories Co., Coventry.

motor cyclist, and consequently knows
a rider's requirements. Double locks

are fitted to the touring case. The
centre compartment in the belt and
tube carrier is deep, so that the tube
is carried snugly and the edges are un-

likely to get chafed or damaged by
vibration. The cases are light,

strong, and should prove most ser-

viceable, whilst the cost is very
moderate. Other specialities for

motor cyclists will shortly be intro-

duced by the Priory Accessories Co.

Catalogues Received.

The special Continental Tyre and
Rubber Co.'s motor cycle tyre cata-

logue contains particulars of their

driving gloves, various types of tyres,

magneto covers, belt punches; butt-

ended tubes, and other accessories. A
copy of this booklet will be sent to

any motor cyclists on application to the

Continental Tyre and Rubber Co., at

102-108, Clerkenwell Road, E.G.

The 1910 catalogue of Michelin

motor cycle tyres contains fully illus-

trated descriptions of the wired and

beaded edge patterns, also the familiar

red rubber air tubes, both endless and

butt-ended. When ordering tyres

the makers recommend that the follow-

ing particulars be mentioned ; Malce

MARCH 2isi, igio.

of m.achine, horse-power, date o)

model, make of tyres at pret-ent in

use, and make of rim. The standard-
isation of motor cycle rims is referred
to specially, and the makers point out
tire disadvantage to the public on
account of the variation in size and
form of rims manufactured by
different firms. For the wired-on
covers the Westwood rim has been
adopted as a standard. Copies of the
above catalogue may be obtained post
free from the Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd.,
52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington,
S.W.

The Hendee JWfg. Co., 184, Great
Portland Street, W., have forwarded
us an advance copy ot a catalogue for

circulation among British motor
cyclists. The first two pages aie

occupied by an introductory article

by Mr. W. H. Wells, in which he

explains his reasons for taking up the

sale of - the Indian ma-chine in this

country. The remaining pages are
devoted to illustrations of the 4 h.p.

single-cylinder and 5 and 7 h.p. twin-
cylinder Indian motor bicycles, also

illustrations and descriptions of some
of the important features of these

most excellent machines. Copies will

be sent to any rea<Ier on applica-

tion to the Hendee Mfg. Co. at the

above address.

Accessories and Equipment.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., are shortly

opening an accessory department at their

London depot, Mortimer Street, W.

A Neat Petrol Filter.

The makers cf the Brown motor
bicycle. Brown Bros., Ltd., Great
Eastern Street, E.C., are fitting a very
neat petrol filter to the tank. This
filter takes the form of a tube which
is screwed in place of the ordinary
petrol tap union, the tap itself being
afterwards screwed into the hexagon
nut to which the filter is attached.
The tube stands upright in the tank and
is provided with fine gauze strainers on
each side through which the whole of

the petrol must flow on its way to the
carbiivetter. This filter is practically

self cleansing, as the wash of the petrol

tends to clean off any deposits which
may adhere to the gauzes.

A Handy Spare Carbide Tin,

We have received a sample carbide
tin from the Union Rubbei' and
Chemical Co., Ltd., Shaw Street,

Aston New Road, Manchester. This
neat little tin carries one small charge
of carbide, and it is most handy to

f)ut in the pocket, as it takes up very
ittle space and weighs very~ little. It

is sold filled with Turco carbide, and
is always a sufficient reserve in cuee

the ordinary charge in the generator
runs out.

An Opportunity for Bargains.

The firm of A. H. Hunt, 115, Cannon
Street, E.C., are now clearing a quan-
tity of second-hand goods at extremely
moderate prices. Induction coils

(plain and trembler), accumulators,
plugs, lamps, switches, magnetos, and
many other accessories can be obtained
-at the above address at an extremely
low cost. -
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LIGHTWEIGKT^^^

THE NAME
THE MACHINE
and these few

DETAILS

Mito-Reve—Lightweight—Model "B"—Weight 75 lbs-—27 Guineas —
Mignetn Ignition- Entire Hindle-bar C >ntrol—Druid Spring Forks

—

Stand, Cirrier, Number Pi tes—Quick dc ivery—Free trials— Citalo«'oe

with full details of alt models free—Send now and get early d livery.

MOTO-REVE CO., LTD., Dept. "A," ACTON VALE, LONDON, W.

REMEMBER 27 GUIISrEAS.

^uiuuuiiuuimuuuiUiiui^
magnificent N.S.U. BELT

FASTENERS
save time in belt

shortening and do

not tear out.

Sizes to suit all

belt widths and

engine powers.

This is

the *twin'
—used in conjunction with N.S.U.

sidecar, whose behaviour Dr. Burrow, in his

"1,200 miles on a Motor Bicycle with sidecar,"

characterised as " admirable," " running with the

re ul rity of a locomotive." Of the N.S.U. Two-speed

Gear, Dr.Burrow wrote: "Without it . wc could not have com-

plcled the tour . . .it worked a near perfection as one could wish."

6
h.p.N.S.U

FITTED WITH TWO-SPEED
GEAR AND FREE ENGINE.

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LTD.
® Offices & Showrooms : 1 86, Great Porda d Street, LONDON,

Goods & Repairs: 83-85, Bolsover Street. LONDON, W.
W.

/» r:n.,ririnr/ these aaveriisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A29
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns -Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case of

Trade Advertisements a series ol thirteen Inser-

tions is chargsd as twelve.

Ail aivertiie nents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and bs addressed

10 tiid iices of 'The IMotor Cyeb," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach th3 olllces oi "The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), on
Tuesday morning previous to the date of issue.

When possible advertisements received at

Coventry on the Wednesday will be inserted.

Ail letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
i">)Ue tne announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of Durchasers ol second-liand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines £.r^

lor sale ;n their uumediate neighbourhood before going
fnrther afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections

SECnON L
Northumberland- Cumberland, Durham, '--d

WescmoretL-id.
SECTION II.

York and Lancasiiire.

SECTION HI.

Carnarvon. Denbi2;h. I-'lint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Sbrupshire. Alontgoraery. and Merioneth.

SECTION iV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, SufTolk, Cambridge. Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, HereforH, Radnor, Brecknock. Monmouth,
Glamorsan Carmarthen Cardisa'i. and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckmgham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland

.

SECTION XI-
Ireland and Isle ol Man.

A^o Tn anfiivpriniy fJi

No. 2237.—5-6 h.p. BAT, .I.A.P., M.O.V., standard 1910
model, Rom tyres, usual spares, as new ; 550.

No. 2224.—New 2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD, stan
dard model, Pahner Cord tyres. Otters.
No. 2222.-3^ h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, standard model,

Palmer tyres, in excellent condition
; £35.

No. 221Q.—3A h.p. 1909 HUMtjER, direct drive, grey
model, Druid forks, good tyres ; £28.
No. 2214.—4i h.p. 1908 Four-cylinder F.N., Rom tyres,

excellent condition, lamp, stand, carrier, etc. ; 24 Guineas.
No. 2212.—2 h.p. 1909 MOrO-REVE, standard model,

Continental tj'res, horn, tonlbag, stand, etc. ; 24 Guineas.
No. 2211.—5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., late 1909 model,

h.-b. control, foot brake, Englebert tyres, usual spares, as
new ; 33 Guineas.

No. 220S.—2j h.p. BRADBURY, h.-b. control, Clinclier
tvres, excellent condition ; 13 Guineas.
No. 2234.—2 h.p. PEUGEOT, good tyres, lamp, horn,

toolbag, etc. ; 9 Guineas.
No. 2021.—3J-4 h.p. MATCHLESS, J.A.P. engine and

carburetter, 26x2^in. Dunlops, magneto, spring forks,
specially built machine ; 27 Guineas.
No. r8oo.—i^ h.p. Lightweight F.N., magneto, spring

forks,- geared pulley, h.-b. control, igoS model; £17 lOs.
No. 2039.—4 h.p. 1909, Roc two-speed gear, lamp, horn,

tools, etc., new condition : 36 Guineas.
No. 2164.—7 h.p. BAT, Mabon clutch, good tyres, stand,

carrier, toolbag, good passenger machine ; £35. Guaranteed
No. 2206.—2| h.p. MINERVA, spring forks, B. and B.

carburetter, handle-bar control, lamp, hbm ; £12 10s,
Guaranteed.

No. 2168.—2 h.p. 1909 Standard MOTO-REVE, new;
23 Gns- Guaranteed.

No. 21S3.—3^ h.p. 1908 Magneto QUADRANT, spring
for!:s, fo- rests, Mabon clutch, good tyres, horn ; 23 Lm.
Guaranteed.

No. 2185.—1| h.p. Magneto MOTOSACOCHE* 1909
model, Clincher tyres, usual spares, almost new; £27 10s.
Guaranteed.

No. 2024.—sih.p. 1909 MINERVA, Bosch magneto,
spring fork. Continental t>Tes, horn, stand, carrier

; 23 Gns.
Guaranteed

.

No. 2040.—3J h.p. ARNO, Roc two-speed gear, 1909
mode], Rom tyre, stand, carrier, mirror, toolbag^ etc., as
new.; 30 Gns. Guaranteed.
A few left, 3^ h.p. new 1909 Standard REXES, complete

with lamp, horn, etc. ; £35.
No. 2060.—3i h.p. 1909 T.T. TRIUMPH, standard

model, in excellent condition ; £32. Guaranteed.
No. 2193.—5 h.p. NORTON, Druid forks, adjustable

pulley, handle-bar control, Rom tyres, front aiid back
stand ; £25. Guaranteed.

No. 2043.—5 h.p. 1907 REX, magneto, J.A.P. car-
buretter, CUncher studded tyres, spring forks and seat;
15 Gns. Guaranteed
No. 2046.—2^ h.p. 1909 Magneto ARIEL, handle-bar

control, soring forks, in new condition ; £22. Guaranteed.
No. 2075.—3? h.p. I'lio Twin PREMIER, standard

model, not ridden twent> miles ; 42 6ns. Guaranteed.
No. 2157.—3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, Mabon clutch.

Palmer tyres, spring seat, horn, toolbag, tools, etc.

;

£27 IDs. Guaranteed.
No. 2169.-3^ h.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH, Clincher

studded tyres, usual spares ; £35. Guaranteed.
No. 1796.—li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, Clincher tyres,

Dniid forks, new condition ; 16 Gns. Guaranteed.
No- 2019.—Four-cylinder F.N., Rom back tyre. Palmer

front, h.-b. control, petrol gauge, horn, two toolbags, stand,
carrier, etc. ; £20. Guaranteed.

No. 1857.—3i h.p. 1908 Twoj:Speed Magneto BROU^,
very good passenger machine ; 20 Gns. Guaranteed.

No. 2159.—42 h.p. 1908 Twin MINERVA, mth rigid
sidecar; £27 105. Guaranteed.

No. 2125.—5 h.p. 1907 Two-speed VINDEC, standard
model, very good sidecar mount ; £28 IDs. Guaranteed.

No. 2150.—3i h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, standard model, as
new, Clincher rubber-studded tyres, usual spares ; £37 1 0s.

Guaranteed.
No. 1899.—3i h.p. igo8 BROWN-, magneto, new tyres,

enamel, plating, etc., very good ; 19 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2088.—2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE, Continental tyres,

lamp, horn, toolbag, carrier; has not run 100 miles;
26 Gns. Guaranteed.

No. 2145.—3A h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks, stand,
carrier, toolcase, etc., good tvres; 16 Gns, Guaranteed.

No. 2148.-2? h.p. MINERVA, spring fork. Palmer
back tyre, Goodrich front, fitted witli stand, carrier, pump,
toolbag, etc. ; £16. Guaranteed.
No. 2135.—ij h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, good

tyres, lamp, horn, toolbag, tools, spare tyre, etc. ; £17 10s.
Guaranteed.
No. 2127.

—

4 h.p. ANTOINE, good tyres, enamel, plat
ing, etc., very good ; £14 lOS. Guaranteed.
Besides those quoted in this space, we can offer other

good bargains. Do not fail to get our prices before
definitely deciding. Recommended by all the leading
makers for exchange business. Terms on appUcation.

WAUOHOPE'S, "•
'""toiiook'Tc.

"
Phone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams: "Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convpnirnce of advertisers , ii.is mav bo

.iddTessed to i.iimbers at "The iUoior Cycle" Office.
When llus is desired, 2d. will be c.arged Iv r.-Kistralion
and tliree st.aniped and addressed enveu.pes must te sent
for forwarding replies. Only the numbei ivil;. appear in
llie advertisement. Replies siiould be addressed " No
uuo, c/o ' 'Ihe Molor Cycle,' Coven trv "

; „r il
" London "

IS added to the address, thei: to tjie number given c/o
' The Motor Cycle," 20. 'I udor Street, K.C

'

J»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. T«
J -^-rsons wlio hesitate to send nioiiev to iim.u^wn persons

may deal in perfect salety by availi s Ui.niselves o( 00c
IJeposit Svsle . if the money be depoaiteii with " Tlie
Motor Cycle," both parties are advise 1 01 tins receint, and
upon intimation oi tlie arrival and acceptance of the
goods, the money is forwarded less a rh...-,.,. -, 15 for
resistration. I he time allowed for decision after 'eceipt
of tlie aoodi is three riavs, and iLno sale is ellected, each
party to the transaction pays carriage one way. hor .ill

iran=.H Li.,..i3 --.xeeeain £iu .n value, a deposit fee of
2i. Od. i^ rhaiged. All deposit matters are dealt with
at Coventry, an cheques and money orders should be
made payable to lliffe and Soils I'imited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adverissments and receive no 1

answer to their enquiries are .eqnesied to regard Ite 1

silence as an indication that Ihe aoois advenised 1 an 1

already been disposed ot. Advertisers oiien receive ib'i
any enquiries that it is (juiie imaossiPle to reply 10 eacli

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and i

Westmoreland.

2 h.p. Minerva, gi ofl working order; £7.-Coate8, 163, i

Stanhope Ed.. South Shields.

jVF.S.U.. Sih.p.. 1908, two-speed gear, whole machine, '-

;^' including tj-rcs and belt, in new condition: JB21.-.-
Eiglye, l''owler St., South Shields. -

TRIUMPHS. 19J0 models in stock, for immediate de-
livery; send lor catalogue—Turver and Co., The

Motor Cycle Mouse, Sunderland.

TEIUMPH. Sih.p.. 1908. studded tyres, Cowey speed-
ometer, net run 2 000 miles, splendid machine ; £31

10s.—Eiglye. Fowler St., South Shields.

IQIO Enfleld Lightweight Twin Motor Cycles and
J-t^ N.S.D. latest models in Bto.lt. ii r iruuieniate de-
livery; send tor catalogues.—Xnrrey and Co.. The Motoi
yjicm House. Sunderland.

BEOWN. 23h.p.. spent £15 recently overhauling, foW
low ing new—tyre belt, pedals, accnmulator, enam^

ling; plating; first cheQue 10 guineas, no offers.—41,
Saville St.. North Shields. '.

23h.p. De Dion Engine, accumulator ignition, belt
4 dirive, 26 by 2J Palmer tyre, a bargain £6. —

Turvey and Co.. sole agents for Trimiiphs. Hmnben
N.S.U.. Enfleld lightweights, etc.; catalogue and boofe
let* free.-Turvey and Co.. The Motor House, Sunae^
land-

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

i43.-Heid. 1BEADS TTRY, 1910. brand new, 3ih.p.

:

34. .Market St.. W'igan-

3ib.p. Trimnph. late 1909, almost newj £40.—H. A.
2 Hyde. Oriuskirk. Luncs-

3ih.p. Quadrant, magneto, h.b. contr»l: £22—Wadft
2 Lonsley Rd., Huddersfield.

PHELON and Moore, 1908. 3ih.p.. two-speed, magneto;
£50.—HoLmes, Poliingtjn, Snaith. ,.

31.1i.p. Triumph, new May, 1908, beautiful conditioni
2 £26—27, Central Drive- Au^>ueii, x,ytnam-.

QUADRANT, good going order, new tyres and beltf
£5-—iYrnbank House. Winton, Manchester.

3JLbp. Bex, perfect condition, lamp, and spares; any
2 trial here; £16-—J. Gilpin, Gildersome. Leeds.',

3 ill. p. 1907 Triumph, in pood order, magneto; 20-

2 guineas; perfect condition-—Timberlake^s-WigaBi

"TITINERVA. 2b.p., perfect running order, tyres vejy
JJX good, spares; £7.—Pickering. 33eDna Garden, LiTer-
pool.

3ih.p.
2 miles

Premier, new August 1909, used about 500
bargain, £30—Timber!ake, King St*

3ih.p. 1909 ProRTSSB Motor Cycle, h.b. control. Braid
2 Bprinir forks, maeneto: £28.—En?land^& Drue Oe'^.2 'spring forks, magneto; £28.-

Snaith-
England's Drug Ob^<

WOLF Lightweight, 1909. practically new, horiL

stand, accessories; £16-—Adamson, 220, Spiing

.

Bank, Hull.

ach'erf'isewenfs it ?s deslrohlr to jnention *'The Motor Cycle.**
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EXPRESS DELIVERY.
Wo Iiave made arrangements to srnd these igog^ TWO-

5\PEED HUMBERS prr first passenj^er train on receipt of

money order or tclcgrnpliic money order, so that customers

will have full benefit of these machines for their Easter tour.

i)on't forget we are tlie nnly firm offering these new two-

speed models to show a clear saving of £12 los. Also note

they carry the usual guarantee.

NO ACROBATIC FEAT
is necessary for starting these HUMBERS. One turn of the

handle, and the engine is immedijiely set in motion.' Seat
yourself comfortably in the saddle, gently press with your
foot the push pedal operaiing low gear; the machme
instantly glides away as graceful as a car costing ^500.

If you would be the proud possessor of this beautiful

mechanism, commimicate with us NOW. Why not be in

time for Easter ?

'(oronet"
Side-Cars. £54 7 6.

fbr

£42 10 0.

1909^ HUIVIBERS
brand new. These you can hardly tell from igio models,
being fitted with improved pattern silencers, spring forks,

largpr pulleys, Roc Ucensed two-speed gear. h.-b. control,
registered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

pump operated by foot, stand and carrier, toolbag with
all tools fitted to handle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£42 10s., complete with sidecar.

1909^ Siagle Speed Hambers.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1Q10 Twin Premier, run lOO milea. priee £40; 1910
-!-£/ aii.i). Bat-J-A.P., new, £42.-143, Church St.
Btui'kpool-

i: Sh.p.. magneto, spring forks, quantity accessories,
pcrfHit ordur: trial; £24.-510. Upper Parliament

St.. Liverpool.

3ih.p. p. and M-. magneto. 1909 fitments, newly
U pI:iTed and enamelled-—Barraulougn, 446, Leeds

Ed- Bradford.

J? K Buys 2hp- Minerva Pattern, tyres good, aecu-
^«^ mulat^rs---Cru\rther, 27. Qcai Xop, Lockwood,
Huddersfield.

HALIFAX.—1909 3ih.p. Eex, special engine, nhnost
ni-w. any trial: £29 10s.—Motor Exchange, West-

tiTute, Halifax.

HALIFAX—1909 S^h-p. Rex. new, fitted with 1910
spring forks; £35 10s-—Motor Exchange, Westgate.

Hid ifax.

HALIFAX.—1910 Rexes; best terms; most liberal

exchanges at The Motor Exchange, Westgate.
ttalifax-

HALIFAX.—3h-p. Humber. splendid climber, spray;
cash bargain, £6 63.—Motor Exchange, Westgate,

Halifax.

"Id 10 Triumph Roadster, 32h.p., never been ridden;
JL9J owner to cease riding.—163, Moorside Rd., FIix-
ton-

REX Twin, 5h-p., spring forks, cantilever seat, fitted

ROM- contact breaker; £15; approval.—Gee, 194,
Castle Hill. Hindley.

23.h.p. River, good runnmg order, tyres very good, low.
4 litrbt; £12 12s—Wileman, cycle dealer, Wood-

bouse Lane, Leeds.

BRADBURY, late 1909 model, direct from works and
guaranteed; £36 178- 6d.—Unite's, iiicoks Alley.

Liverpool- Royal 3782

31.h p. Two-speed Chater-Lea Motor Cycle, Palmers,
2 Watawata, £16 lOs. ; new sidecar, £4 IDs—Grave-

son, Wbitlaud Rd., Liverpool.

5h.p. Rex, handlfr-bar control, gciod tyres, new Whittle
belt good Condition; £20. or nearest offer- — 17-

Stantion St., Clayton. Mancbeatcr-

MANCHESTER Motorists can obtain Ariel, Brad-
bury, Douglas. Norton. P-M-C. two-stroke from

official agent, Gourlay, Fallowfleld.

PHELON and Moore 1910 Touring Model, now due
for_ uclivery at works; casJi £55 nett.-Address,

WE CLOSE
£4 17s. 6d

^'(oronet"

5ide-Car5

Good Friday,
Easier Monday and Tuesday.

We maintain the "Coronet" is the BEST
D€t:IGNED SIDECAR on the Market.

Free from Side-slip.—The " Coronet" Sidecar
is attached in three placi"S, the front down tube, btjttom

stay, and saddle bolt, and can be detached in three

minutes. Every tube of attachment is telescopica! and
adjustable to suit any length wheelbase, any height 01

width. When attached the combination is as firm and
rigid as a Tricar, and entirely free from side-slip, and
can be driven safely without passenger if desired.

Price £4 17s. Sd. Discount to trade.

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held
in any position by a simple
yet ingenious contrivance.
Gear can be altered with-

out the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand.
Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable

for hill-climbmg.
Standard makes, such as Reses, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern. Discount to trade. „^^^___

Humber
TEN ONLY £34 lOs. each.

Druid spring forks, Bosch magnetos, h.-b. control, pedal-
ling gear, stand and carrier, toolbags, tools, number-plates,
etc, Usual price £45. A clear saving of £ii los. Only
Booth's can offer such value.

NEW 190S ARfMOS.
We have a few Brand New sih.p. Models, fitted with

magnetos, h.-b. control, complete with tools, etc,

Ust price, £45. Our price. £32 10s. Or exchange.
Ca'Jh nfters wanted.

Other Sidecar Machines.
4 h.p. STEVENS Tricycle, two wheels in front.. £11 10
5ih.p. BROWN, twin. 1908. magneto, free engine £25 10
5 h.p. Twin REX, four speeds, spring forks .... £16 10
5 h.p. Twin REX, 1908. magneto, spring forks.. £24 10
3>h.p. HUMBER, igog. two speeds, soiled only £32 10
3Jh.p. BAT, mar\cto, two speeds, spring frame. . £24 10

Beauti-ful Solo Mounts.
3j-h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, etc., igog -. . £35
3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, igo8, Mabon free engine £30
3jh,p. TRIUMPH, 1907. in splendid condition . . £25
3 h.p. DOUGLAS, 1909, studded tyres, like new £32 10
35 h.p. REX, tqog. tourist, soiled only £32 10
3lh.p. QUADRANT, 1908, mag., beautiful order £25
Sjh.p. MINERVA, mag., enamelled French grey £19 10
3ih.p. MINERVA, magneto, splendid condition.. £18 10
Sjh.p. N.S.U., magneto, z^in, tyres, low built .. £22 10
4 h.p. N.S.U., twin, igo8, magneto, two speeds.. £27 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, with Forecar £16 10
If h.p. MINERVA, spray, good running order . . £3 15

BIG CASH DISCOUNTS.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET, viS Square Road,

;

'Phone 1062. HALIFAX. '<Tni"s\iZT i

4.2S9. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3ih.p- Pedal Type New Humber, purchased Decem-
2 ber. 1909 never used; cost £45, bargain, £38.—

Lxuiuiue at Timberlake, 28. Kins St. Uigan.

3ih-p. Res Motor Cycle, good condition ; must be
2 -lU)

: fil'^i foreearriase for above, complete;
£15—4,284, The Motor Cycle OiHces, Coventry.

3ili.p- Kes, early 1909. not ridden 100 miles, mag-
2 neto, free engine. Shamrock belt, Lueas lamp,

stand, tools, etc; £25-—40, Gt. Moor St., Bolton-

31.h.p. Lightweight Magneto Eex, late 1908- Riches
2 uib'.- duu uew cover back, climb anything, splen-

did condition ; £12.—J- Bond, Summerbndge. Leeds-

MINERVA, 23h.p., spring forka Amao h.b. control,
uew tyres {rubber non-skid), lamp, horn. etc..

everything perfect-—Ashley. 53, Nicolas Rd-, Cborlton-

3ih.p. Two-speed Humber, used about 500 miles ; any
2 examination and trial; £35—Rev. Father Al-

mond. St- Cuthbert's, and Timberlake's Garage, Wigan.

1 Q09 Triumph, Palmer cords, perfect condition. Auto-
-i-tf chpae lamp, all spares; full details on applica-
tion ; £36 ill quick sale.—Holmes, 32. Agar St.- Bradford.

4-6h-p- 4-eyl. Durkopp, spring forks, high tension distri-
buter. 2iin- tyres, slitrht adjustment needed; best

offer over £13; must be Bold.—53, Traflord Rd-, Salford

BRADBUBT, 3ih.p., new June, 1909, little ridden,
splendid condition, complete ; £30, without spares

and extras £28.—Tate, Grosvenor House. Menston, near
Leeds-

PEUQEOT, 3ih.p.. twin, Chater-Lea frame and wheels.
Bosch magneto, two pulleys, perfect running (ider;

£17 lOs-—Hutton, 135. Brunswick St., O-on-M-. Man-
chester.

3ih.p- 1909 Late Triumph, guaranteed used under
2 2,000 miles, splenuid orcer; £37 lOs.-Rev-

Father Southworth. Pemberton, or Timberlake's Garage,
Wigan.

LIVERPOOL.—Motosacoche. Moto-Reve. Wolf, the only
veritable lightweights ; Phelon and Mjore heavy and

light—Sole official agents, British Cycle Co., 1. and
3, Berry St.

31.h.p. Phelon and Moore Motor Cycle, two speeds.
2 with Mills-Fulford sidecar, grand turnout, splen-

did condition; what offers?—Fillingham. Swiss Villa.
Pool, near Leeds-

03.h.p. Minerva, torpedo tank, accumulator ignition,
r^"^ h-b-c. new tjies and tubes. Clincher studded back.
in splendid condition throughout; £13, a bargain-—
Prispin. 48. Chatsworth Place, Harrogate.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery, come and Bee me
before purchasinji your 1910 mount, any make

applied ; second-hana Triuniphs taken m part payment-
—Triumph Agent, 53, Traefnrd Rd-, Salford-

ASTER, 3h.p., low Chater frame, grand condition
two good accxm[iulators, footboards, most comfort-

I

able and reliable machine, very easy starter, only wants
'seeing; £16--Johnson, chemist. Coronation St.," Black-
I

pool.

In ansicering these, adverdscmenfs it is chL.'.rahh to mention

' GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

o- 0, (

0; ,
o.<

Made irom selcclcil parts ot hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer lile

than rubber.

Sin.. lOd. ; Sin., lid. ; Jin., 1 /I ; im., 1 /2.

Sptcial terms to \hc trade.

TYRES- TYRES- TYRfcS,
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

Clincher Covers: 26in. or 2ts x 2in., ziin., 2jin,, 16/6.
Dunlop Covers: 26x2in., 15/6; 26x2iin., 17/G

;

28x2^10. or z^in., 15;6.
28 X 2in. Dunlop Covers : Beaded, 14/6 ; Wired, 10 '6.

24 X 2-lin. Clipper-Reflex, heavy treads, 12/6 ; ditto

tubes. 4/-
Large stock o£ Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Shanv

rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock oi the best makes from 59/6

Your old coil and ace, taken in exchan^

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converung your machine to handle-
bar control. We keep a large stock oi carburetters.

Old Carburetters Bought.

MISCELLANEOUS.
De Dion Car Frame, wheel;., diffrrenlial £3 10s.

New Water-cooled Cylinder M.O.V., 81 mm. bore 19/6
Six good Plain Coils each 3 /3
Dozen good Trembler Coils each 7 /6
Mudguards and Stays 3m., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Coils (your old coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Murror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9
.50 Pairs New X'lali Spring Forks, latest 15/-
Longueraare, Minerva, hJS. carburetters .... each 5/6
Osborne Four-s^.eed Gear, «• 35/-
Albion Free Engine Clutch, 29/-
Amac and B. & B. carburetters 7/6
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres...... £2 19s.
Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 10s.
Norman Two-speed Gear, nearly new £2 5s.

New Twin Antoine Cylinder 20/-
New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-speed Gear Pox, nearly new £2 5s.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/5
New Pistons. 8r mm. diam 3/9

BOOTH'S
CHARLES STREET

Telephone 1062.

"T'Ae M(for Ouch.''

n/lOTORIES,
(off Square Road), HALIFAX.
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"auoks' rjcTor rl«?T

Tin? finest sidecar

price.

;it pn-s-nt on the road irrespective of

"Par Excellence."
Double Cee springs. Stove enamelled in two
coats. No wasted or unnecessary plating.

Luxuriously upholstered either red or green.

Finished any colour to order.

However we could chant its praises " for months and
months and months," but send lor pamphlet.

5 O
ALL COMPLETE.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES FOR EASTER.
New 1910 BRADflUftY, standard '.

New 1910 iVIOiO-K£V£, 2b.p £37
New 1903 REX, 5 h-P-. two speeds £*&
New 1909 REX, 3^ h.p., Tourist Model £36

New N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto £25
New N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto £31

All ready for immediaie delivery. Close cash offers

entertained.

MINERVA 3J h.p.. magneto, spring forks. Good nm-
ning order £20

N.S.U. 4 h.p., twin-cylinder, z.^'m. wheels, Mabon free

engine magneto igo8 model £25
BROWN 2i h.p., magneto, low saddle position, good

tvres £16
SINGER 3 ti-p., vertical engine, magneto; cost over

50 gns. ; accept for cash £1 <5

CLYDE 2'J h.p., vertical engine, magneto, good tyres £1^

KELEGOM 4h.p,, Phoenix two speeds, very good
tyres, spring foiki and seat £16

ANTOIN£ 4 h.p., vertical, M.O.V., very low and long,

free engine, 26in. wheels, good tyres. A bargain £15

WHITE AND POPPE 3^ h.p., verUcal. A bonny
mount. Low built .^ £14

ZENITH 3 h.p. liicar, sprung both wheels, two speeds,

very low £15

MINERVA li h.p., magneto, 1909 model, G. and M.
carburetter automaUc £23

MINEHVA 3i h.p., siiijilar to above, but without
spring forks and black finish . £21

MINERVA 3^ h.p., accumulator ignition, vertical

engine, good order and condition £14

N.S.U. ii h.p.. two speeds, magneto, spring forks,

good condition £20

V.S. "i h.p., 1008 model, twin, magneto, Truflault

forks. Clear at £24
PEUGEOT 3^ h.p., TrulTault forks, magneto, good

lyres, very fine order .
. , £1

N.S.U. 3 h.p., vertical. 2Cin. wheels, iqoS model,

migncto, T.B. fooiho.irds. Clear at £16

MINERVA 3.', h.p., vertical, Minerva spring forks .. £14
F.N. 1 3 h.p. Lightweight Model, gt-ared pulley £15
MOTO-REVE 2 h.p., magneto, twin spring forks, low

built £16
PHOENIX Quad Car 8 h.p., two-seater, two cylinder*

a beauty £40

PLEASE NOTE.—We close Good Friday and Easier

Monday ^md Tursday.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
6 h.p. J-A-P-Matehless (1908), Phop'uis tT\'0-?peed and

i-!nteti, ui^i^neto. frame sprnng back and front.
d>ustable pulley. headli<rht. all tpLires, perlect order;
E28 lOs., lowest; exeltange lownr iitwer oi good make.—
'arrell. cl^tiiier Lowtrliead Row. Leeds.

T> OC. 5-6h.p.. twin. late 1908. Pahuer tyres, Bosch
-t-ti luasit-to. Ai)ia»- wirbiir*'tter. b b: rontrol. Druid
prmg .forks, two-spet'd wear, handle stitrtiiig, Davi.^tu

t:mks, two silencerr^, Cowpy sp^-^d indicatur. complete for
Toad. -spare Rii^h tube and many parte, a strong I'liaM'
uat-hine. not much ridden.—444. Chetiter Ed-. Manchester-

VINDEC. 5h.p.. late 1908, 26 by 2i Pahuer L-ord tyres
tront, and R-0 AI. t-ombination u n-kid back, both

aew. tvrc-?peed. eleetric lamp, jont-a 5 ^'Uiuva -peedoineter.
iiandle-bar tontrcj, lot of .spare.s. run libciit 4.000 milea,
ivinner of five sold raedals in reliabihty trials, in splen-
Md condition, just overhauled; £40-—Box No- 4,255. The
Motor Cycle Otti^^es, Coventry.

3J'"'-
bought July. 1908, fitted
fitted witu Rou "two-^peed

Res Motor Bike,
with niat^neto aLso

.ejr. hre axlp irt^e m'i;,^.

liTh horn. lamp, tools, and regi.'^tered. in absolute per-
"' T I li i.irn as new; hrst cash order for
:^27 secures same; this is a very special bargain-—Cor-
ingley, Motor ±Jaz:iur- Tel.: 21'. -.a.sjingden.

SECTION IIL
:arnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Chesliire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

6 h.p. Twin Ma^netD Rei, tuned for Easter; sell £18
or esfhange-—Alinshall. Stoneway. Bridg^uorth.

'ihp- Sarolea, just overhauled, new belt and back tyre
*i>

. it-b. control, itoibuurua; £12.—Wi^eway. burubbery
Walsall.

. Moto
Deane, Matlock Bath.

7 Q09 5-6h.p. 4-cyI. F-N- as new. £32 10s.
-1-«J' itpve. £22 IDs.; any trial.- Dphhr. ?"

IJerbyshire-

10-5-09 Triumph, free eneine model only 'ran 50CX«J ijiiles. lauj-p. hern, tools, etc; £37 10a-, nett—
voodfin, Tarvin, Che.ster.

1 Q09 Triumph, studded tyres (hardly scratched). Luca?
J-t' litud'i:i:t ptr.,ei-t (.-on' it on; £36; any trial.—

j

jidderdale. Weeping Cross, Sfciflord.

1 Q08 2;b.p. Bradbury, genuine machine, brand ne^
-I-t? Dunlops. new 20 amp. a^-cumulator. with spare:
.J.4 —WliHtinpham Newport. Salop.

F.N., 2h-p., Mabon clutch, new tyres, Wliittle belt
stand. ai'i.es.sories. spendid conuiiiou; £9 10s. for

iiiick sale.— HensJiaw. wheelwritrht btoiUport-

3Xh.p. Brown magneto, tyres and belt new. stand
2 carrii-r. lamp. uorn. £18- 2ih.p. Featherstone

rrand niarhiue, £3 83—Wasiiiuston Midrtlewich-

TRIUMPH. 3ihp.. matjnetu. lute 1907. tyres and bel
as new, perfect conditum overhauled at w.irkt^

piirea and accessories; £24-— King, Bartonrunder-Need
ffood.

TRIUMPH, 1909. T.T. model, touring handlebar
wheelM. saddle, new .June, like new. £38; abo tw

1909 standard models, splendid condition, £36 each.-
Mt'SH. Weiu-

3ih-p Rex, 1909. fitted with 1910 cyHnder. just over
2 hauled. \a p»^rtert i_rder. full "pares, Watawat:

belt valve, etc.; owuer buyinp tw. "-speeder; price £35
— (ilussop. Marple Brnlge. tJtoi'kptirt.

1009 Triumph, only ridden 300 miles; owner bought
At/ rr«; cuti.ue Tnutupj. £:.8: 1908 Triumph in

.'..lU idiiditiDU. ±28; 1910 Triumphs in stock--Jtiallowa,,
Bros.. Market Drayton. Shropshire.

3lh-p. Anel. Just overhauled, cylinder bored, nev
2 pisiou and i arburetter. handle-bar control, new

jcciiuiulator belt and back tyre as new; £18; buying
ar— Matthews, builder. Nantwich.

DOUGLAS
((iniplfte

19°
MAUDES' MOTOR MART,

136, Great Portland Street

(Ofl Oxford Circus),

LONDON, W
Telephone 552 Mayfair. ' Teleg.s : " Abdicate, London."

Hours 9 to 8. Sats., 9 to 6.

^32 In answering these advertisements it

1910, practically new, not run 250 miles
spare.s, accessi-ries. lamp spare MicLeli:

utt-ended tube, extra oind afip.s, splendid hill-climber;
ost £42. best oSer accepted--j^o. 4.281, The Motor Cycle
Dfflcea. Coventry-

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

3h-p- Minerva, inclined.^wants a little fitting; 70s-—
Mot.r. Park Lodge. Brackley.

IIGHTWEIUHT F.N- lih-p- magneto; £16 lOs—
i Maurice Hall, Eastgate. Louth.

1 009 Triumph. Palmer cord tyres, used very little,

XJ/ and car'ifuUy kept; £39.— Below.

1 Q09 Triumph, Palmer cords, new July; £35.—Below-

rC|08 Triumph, new Palmer cord on front. Clincher
*y with Grose non-skid on back, good condition; £32

— \\f^\<.iV}-

1 Q07 Triumph, excellent condition, h.-bar control, ad-
XtF ju^t;ib!e pnMpy: £29 lOs—Below-

09 Premier, new condition; £35.—Bull, 228. Wei-
hrmburcugh Rd.. Northampton.

1009 Triumph, in perfect order, unpunctured; £36-—
X«? WilUm. Welhobne Rd-. Grimsby.

3Xh-p. Clarendon, faultless, overhauled and re-bushed;
2 £12 10.-*-— 15, Houghton St-, Leice.ster-

EXCELSIOR. 3-ih.p.; £8 IO3., money wanted. — 140
Wright St-. Small Heath, Birmingham.

li,

HALiFAX AND

Our Hal fax Dep t w il be dosed
Good Friday, Easter Monday and

Tue day
GOOD IVI^OlM-r:=» FO» EA%»Tc.R

ready to be ridden a,way. j
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., magneto, brand new, 26xz:Jin. tyres, 1

low built _ i3ta
N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, brand new. only four left, cash £253
N.S.U., 5A h.p., twin, raagiietD, low built, only two left £3T^
REX, si'h.p., magneto, low buill, good tyres to both )

wheels, in beautiful condition throughout £22^!

BRADtlL RY, j^ h.p., brand new 1910 model, standard *!

throughout . £49^-.

TRlOMfti, 3 h.p., magneto, grey finish, Palmer tyres *

*

to both wheels, hanale-bar control, etc £20
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., low built, in good condition, etc ., £18
KERRY, <iJ h.p., low built, 2tjx2iin. tyrc^, in good

condition, a splendid sidecar machine £20
HAMILTON, 4 h.p., low buiU, h.'indlc-bar control,

tootboards, etc ; £14
.ARIEL, jA h.p., B. and B. carburetter, good tyres,

26x;:Jin., low built, etc £14
FEUGEUf, 4 h.p., twin cylinder, low position, a fine

climber £16 1

MINEKVA, 4^ h.p., twin, 26x2^in. tyres, handle-bar
control, in splendid condition £22 I

.MINERVA, 2^ h.p., hamlk'-bar control, cream finish £14 1

CLARENDON, 3 h.p., M.O.V., accumulator ignition,

good tyres Eft. I

b,\LELS10R, 3 h.p., grey finish, a good climber £10 I

.vllNERV'A, 3J h.p., grey finish, in splendid condition,
gotxi tyres to both wheels, 26 x 2|in £10 1

N.S.U., 3 h.p.. low built, long bars, B. and B. carbu-
retter, h.-b. control, V\ hit lie s belt, adjustable pulley £I0< t

ROVER, low built, aCin. wheels, cream finish, 26X
2!in. wheels. Amac handle-bar control, in good
condition throughout £ttr -I

1-Aii\ 1 , 2 h.p., lu*v Duilt, an ideal lightweight £14 I

DUMBER, 3^ h.p., two speeds and free engine, p«y
finish, as new, igoo model, all accessories £32, J

\'.S.U., i\ h.p., 1007 model, Roc two-sreed geir, low
built, splendid tvres to both wheels, a be.auty .... £28^1

BRADBURY, z^h.p., three-speed pulley, in good
running order .^ tt .'

MLnEKv A, 23 h.p., new tyres to both wheels, in first-

class running order and condition, first cheque secures £10

OUR EA^T&F* CFFER.
3 h.p. BARTER, in hrst-cla^s running order, complete
with number-plates, lamp, horn, etc, all ready for \^^.,

the road : W '

50/- down, and the balance 5/- per week 1

secures the fo'lowing':
1UADR.A.NT, 1% h.p., spray, good condition fl9

".ARTER, 3 h.p.. spray carburetter, long bars £0
)URKOPP, 2J h.p., good tvres, in Ai condition .. £10
;RO\VN, z h.p., a good little mount £10
LtXCELSlOR. 23 h.p., long bars, spray carburetter,

rubber and canvas belt, etc £10
iR.ADBURY, ^3 h.p., three-speed pulley, in good
running order £10

MINERVA, 1} h.p., spray carburetter, in fair con-

dliinn £0
All machines in good nmning order before lea\-ing oui

works, and tested by experienced men.

SEND FOR OUn L STS, POST FREE.
Have you had one of our Calendars. If not>

send postcard.

RCIVI V |\ABER
WE ARE THE LARGEST DEALERS in NEW and

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES, and can supply
any of the following :

F.N., BAT, P. & M., TRIUMPHS, NORTONS,
DOUGLAS, MOTO-REVES, HUMMERS, REXES, QUAD-
RANTS, MINERV.^S. BRADBURYS, WILKINSON,
r.A.C, PREMIERS. ROCS, ZENITHS, WOLFS, V.-S., etc

TRICARS AND CARS.
PRUNEL Car, 20 h.p., side-entrance, four-cylinder,

four speeds ; bang up to date \ clear at £130

PHO-^NIX Car, 8 h.p., two-cyUnder, two speeds, two-

seater, good tyres £43

REXETTE Tricu", 5J h.p., two speeds, open frame,
water-cooled, very good condition , ; . . £32

QUADRANT Tricar, 5.J h.p., two speeds, open frame^
air-cooled HE

HUBBARD Tricar, 5A h.p., water-cooled, two speeds,

Chater-Lea gear box, p-^rfcctly sound £26
Every machine guaranteed iu sound running order before

delivery.

IVIAOOES
136, Gt. Portland St.

(ofi Oxford Circus),

LONDON. W.
Hours 9 to S, Sats. 9 to 6.

(grnms: '.Midicat-", Lo
tphone: 562MHyfair.

VI0X0R IVIART,
Powell St.
(behind Victoria Hall),

, HALIFAX.
Hours 9 to 6, Sats. includet

TfliB ie-ams: 'Petrol, Hallfai.
^^'" Ipbone : 438 National,

desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 O09 Triumph- splendid fondition, very fa-i inaolnue;

Xt/ priL-y £35-— -LeM-is, butcLL-r, Stratford-un-Avon-

31). p. Triumph, splendid condition throughout, just

ovorhmded; £18 lOsi.— 61. Welloneate, Grimsby.

ARIKL 1909 2ih.p. Lightweight, accumulator igni-

ticm, s]H-mg iuilca. quite new; burgaiu-—26, Beech

Rd- Uoiiruville.

OA'iu Minerva, good tyres, spring forfes, stand, carrier.

/^2 >ii.irt'.^; £5 10s-, near ofEer-— Urury, Sturton-by-

Stoiv. Lini'ohi.

IjiXCKl.I.l'^NT Triumph
J tioiiiiUy reliable

Meltou Mowbray.

- To Prevent Disappointment. -| MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

late 1907, condition, exrep-
'£26.—Payne, House l''iunisher.

3 lip. Lincoln Elk (1908). excellent condition, accumu-
lator ignition; gemiine biirgain, £12; approval will-

iiiRly-—B- Morris, Bonrne-

31h.p. M-M.C. rebushed. 2-Tolt, Wliittle, speedometer
4 I'riH' engine, pulls sidecar; £13, or best offer.—

MfiHier. Town ilall. Nuneaton.

NEW 1910 TT. Triumph, touring saddle, tyres, handle-
bars, lamp, hern, and many extras-—Apply, Vic-

toria GariJge, Fleet St-, Coventry.

REX de Luxe. twin. mR^neto, Eoc clutch, spring

forlc^. spring saddle fjood condition; £19.—Hill,

K-'ctory Ed.,. Sutton Coldfield.

BAT, 3Ui.p- engine, tyres, belt, etc, all in good
order, accessories; £13 10s.—Spencer,. 27. Priory

St-, Coventry.

31h.p- 1909 Premier, very little used, like new. com-
^ plete with spares; low price to clear-—Main, 36,

I'anide, Leamington-

PEEMIl-IE, 3'Jh-p-, twin, just received from works;
immediate delivery; 50 guineas--Gillott, Cycle De-

pot, Loughburough.

TEIUMPH. 1908. engine, etc, 1909, perfect condi-

tion; £31, or be.^t r Her-—Lambourne, 59, Willows
Crescent. Cannon Hill, Birmingham,

rth.p- Minerva, fast, reliable, tyres as new. enamelled
/v and overhauled, good condition, not rubbish; £9.

bargain-—Larrington, Moulton, Spalding.

TEIUMPH, Eex. Minerva. Excelsior motors, new and
second-hand; send for weekly iist--The Victoria

Garage and Electrical Co.. Ltd.. Coventry.

DOUGLAS, 1910 models, in stock, complete with lamp
horn, and accessories ; 38 guineas-—Norton and

Sons, ironmonger-s, Smithford St-, Coventry.

33h.p. Clyde, vertical engine, mechanical valves, map-
4 neto. Clincher tyres, guaranteed in perfect condi-

tion; £12-—17, Dorking Ed-, Nottingham.

MINEEVA. 2h.p., M-O-V.. Palmer cords, Longue-
inare. lifiht. excellent condition, footboards, etc-

;

ibargain, £7.—Parsloe. 79. Bismarck St.. Leicester.

015, or nearest offer.-SJhp. Brown, handle-bar control.^ same tyres and belt, practicaly no wear-—W-T.. The
Cedars, Boldmere Ed-. Wylde Green, near Birmingham.

perfect order, Eoc clutch.
Grcse non-skids, all

pares.. ready for road; £27 lOs-, no offers--Willows, East
Stoi'kwith, Gainsborough-

MOTOSACOCHE. lih.p.. new June, 1909. not ridden
100 miles, spare belt, new lamp, unpuncturablr

'ands. tyres perfect, spring . fork, accumulator; pritr

'23.—Jervis, Norton Disney, Newark.

F.N.. 13h-p-, lightweight, magneto, spring forks. lamp
horn, stand, carrier, all uficsstines. new tyre and

ube on back, abs. lute perfect couditirm ; any trial-—38.

ipringfield Ed-, King's Heath. Birmingham- £15 53.

'^UADEANT, 3h-p {sTirface) present date, spring
'of forks, perfect condition splendid touring mount-
ood spares; £12 lOs--Malvern House, St. Matthew's
td.. Smethwick.

,IQ09 Triumph, perfect condition, spare belt, valve.
Lt/ plus, punch, valve extra.cter, etc, lamp and gener-

' tor, two Clinchers, practically new. very lartiully riaden

;

uspection invited; £36, or near ofler.—Macdonald. Tow
: ester.

^ih.p- Twin Eex de Luxe, Smas, 1908. free engine
'^2. Boc clutch, two-speed, cantilever saddle, absolute!?
s new. tyres not scratched; expert examination invited;

::30, close offer.-Whittaker, contract. r, StocUingford.
ivimeaton.

rEIUMPH, 1909, Triumph free engine. Palmer cord
tyres, self-sealing tube in back, • Antoclipse lamj-

lid generator, horn, spares, practically new; cost ovi'i

60, accept 42 guineas—Fred Percival, Long Causeway.
^Peterborough.

SECTION V.

jrorfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,

I

and Bedford,

rM IX 4'lip Minerva, free engine, not done 500
miles-- Wolf. Castle St.. Norwich.

^ „„ SPECIAL CASH BARGAINS.
3 h.p. BRAUbURV, long and low £10
igo6 3* h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V £15 10;
\ h.p. STEVENS, h.-b. control, band brake .... £9 15
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition .,., £14 10
2 J h.p. KERRY, Ught and low, spray £9 10
3} h.p. REX. 22in. frame, re-enamelled, trembler .- £7 10
3A h.p. ROVER, 26x2{in. Pakners

I

3 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, spray £9 10
3J h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 IQ
2j h.p. Light ARIEL, low build, 2611.. wheels £3 15
3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, h.-b. control, untested £5 15

h.p. HUMHER, splendid cUmber £5 lOJ
Monster list on application. Cash offer considered.

Three 5.V h.p. TWIN REXES, spring
forks, long bars, low frames, alummium
finish, blue lines, 2bin. wheels
Good sidecar machines. Exchanges or easy payments.

"1 Q08 Eex de Luxe, 3ih-p., _Xv two speeds, handle starting

Huntingdon,

19 09. 1910 Triumiilis, 1909 Premier; Silip. Broifn
f6.-Lambert, Castle St., Thetford.

rRIUaiPH. mar^nfto- ppTtVct order, tyres nearly new,
£18.—Ash. Leigh, Ellisley Av.. Cambridge., .

rWO 1909 Triumph Motors, as new; £40, one fref
engine £45.—Crawley. St. Mary's, BedJcrd.

We beg to advise cm- numerous clients that our
EXCHANGE will be closed on Good Friday, Easter
Monday and Tuesday.

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgrate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

SPECIAL OFFER.
!6X2m. and 28x2in. beaded edge covers, 13/6 each.
These are well-known standard make. New and perfect.
Tubes, 4/11. Bargain list nn application. Approval.

£16 10

1909 REXES 1909
Brand New and fully guaranteed.

rgog 3* h.p. Tourist REX £35
1909 3I h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £k5
19095 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £48
The 5 h.p. Twin de Luxe (two speeds and free engine)

is the best passenger mount on the market. No thumping
and overheating on hills. Change your willing but under-
powered single for one of these, and give your passenger a
pleasant ride instead of walking exercise.

23h-p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks, praetically new:
4 £15—Key, 63. Moorpool Av-. Harborne, Bii-

mingham-
3ih.p. Bat Motor Cycle, spring frame, footboards a.^^

2 new; £11 lOs-, bflers—Eiddelsdell. Hadlelgh,
Suflolk.

5-6h.p- Tmn Chase, spring forks, in perfect order and
condition; £15, or ofler.—37, Scarle St., Chesterton,

Cambridge.

WHAT Offers for brand new 2ih-p. 1910 J.A.P.. not

,

ri'lden. accuinnlat.r ignition, very low-— I'artiL'U-

lars, A. Muyse, Kessingland.

1 Q08 Triumph, 1909 piston, cylinder, new Kemp-
X*/ shall bat u tyre, new Dermatine, horn, etc.; £30-
—Crawley, St- Mary's. Bedford.

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy? "We can
supply and give early deliveries- We have

actually in stot.k new Triumphs, Premiers, and Brad-
burys, cash or instalments-—Parker and Son, St. Ives,

Hunts.

EASTEE Bargain.—3*h-p. motor cycle, nearly new.
Chiiter-Lcu. spring forks, twin accumulators, un-

punctured Continentals, hb- control ; exchange with cash
magneto machine, or sell dirt cheap.—Copeman, High St-,

Lowestoft.

SECTION VI,

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

PEEMIEE, 1910, 3£h-p., twin, for immediate de-
li\ piy ; ciisn or exchange.—Stour Cycle Depot,

Stourbridge.

TEIUMPHS, 1910 models in etock; also several ^ood
19u9 stanuaids irom £34-—Stour Cycle Depot

Stourbridge.

5-6h-p. 4-Cyl. F-N., 1909 model, in good condition

;

id2. ur cxcJiange Triuiupn-—Witiiers, High St-.

.Stourbridge-

CARS.
Any reasonable exchange considered. Room wanted.

rgo8 16 h.p. Four-cyUnder REMO, Bosch mas;-
neto, hood, screen, lamps, clock, speedometex,
etc. ; cost £425 ', accept £1 65

Brand-new O.T.A.V. Voiturette ; cost 102
guineas ; hood, lamp, etc £60

5/-

EASY PAYMENTS-
weekly and reasonable deposit secures any of these
machines. All tested and ready for the road.

2jh.p. Bradbury
3 h.p. Clyde
3 h.p. A^iEi.

3 h.p. HUMBER .

3} h.p. Rex . . .

2i h.p. Minerva
3S h.p. RnvER
?-i h.p. Minerva

£10
£15
£10
£10
£10 10
£6 10
£1«
£9 10

2 J h.p. Kerry
2i h.p. Ariel . . .

,

2j h.p. Werner .

3I h.p. Werner .

2.? h.p. M.M.C. ...
2 h.p. Humber .

3 h.p. Bradbury
3^ h.p. Excelsior

£9 10
£9 13
£8 10

£13 10
£9 10
£8 10
£10 ID
£9 10

1910 REXES. LIBERAL EXCHANGES.
Deliveries from stock of all models.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
1509 Two-speed TWIN REX DE LU.XE .- £39
1909 5 h.p. TWIN REX, nearly new £32 10
1908 TWIN REX, masmeto, spring forks £26 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19
too8 5 h.p. REX DE LU.XE, mag., e^tra good £29 10
fi h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, magneto £24 10
TWIN KERRY, very fine condition £16 10
ii h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £25 10
,)" h.p. T\vm ANTOINE, spring forks £14 10

1910 DE LUXE SIDECARS.
Special detachable fittings, no second adjustment neces-

sary, 26 X 2Hn. tyre, art cane or best wicker body, £5 17s. 6d.

Usual rigid "type, art cane, £4 ,17s. 6d. Illustrated pamphlet
on application.

POPULARS-
1909J HUMBER, brand new £34 10
r9or)"Two-speed HUMRER, nearly new £29 10

1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, nearly new £29 10

1909 3A h.p. Magneto REX, nearly new £29 10

[gnoi 3J h.p. REX Speed King, new £35
i909"Special si h.p. Competition REX £30
1908 3ih;p. Magneto REX, special' machine .... £24 10
C908 3! h.p. PHELON A MOORE, magneto £31

1Q08 31 h.p. Magneto MINERVA £23 10

i! h.p.'Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24 8

I
' h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 10

3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2jin. Pakners £16 10

i
h.p. SINGER, V belt, h.t. magneto £16 10

1907 3* h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £16 10

sCOTT 2-Stroke, Matchlesa, and Moto-Reve in stocli

at the tjtour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

MOTOSACOCHE (accumulator), Druid spring forks,
in splendid condition ; £15-—Ur. Burd, Upton-

un-3evern.

TEIUMPH Motor Bike, 1908, Sih-p., Bosch magneto.
lamp, horn, tools, splendid condition.—Simms,

Upton-on-S evern

.

3ih.p. N-S-U-, lato 1909 model, ahsolutely good a.s

2 new) not done more than 100 miles; £30.—Hop-
bins. Woodleigh Ed-. Ledbury.

£12.—5h-p- Automotor, splendid runnrug order; reaso:i

of selling going abroad : approval, deposit. —
Hainesi 3. Caeruu Ed-. Newport, Mon.

TEIUMPH, 1908 (delivered November), little used
splendid condition, lamp, horn, magneto cover, ai-

cessories; £30--Paxman. Tewkesbury.

£14-—3ih-p. "Wliite and Poppe. new tyres and accumu-
lator, B- and B.. h.b. control, water-coOled head

;

bargain.—Stimpson, Peekersleigh Ed-, Malvern.

1 Q07 5h.p. Twin Yindeo Motor Bicycle spring forks.
JLJ/ magneto, and Milllord castor wneel sidetrar; £30;
;ipproval; deposit.—Hitchiags and Son. Evesham.

6 h.p. Bat-J.A-P., 2iin. and 2iin. Continentals, ^V^littl(

belt plating, enamelling, re-bored cylinders, pistons,

rings. Aniac, h-b-o-, all new; genuine bargain, £25.—
Herbert Titt, Warminster.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

BAT. 82 by 80. perfect, low frame; £11—206, Stock-
well Ed-. Brixton.

3ib-p- Minerva (genuine); nearest ofler to £14; must
2 sell-— H^rd, Colnbrook Bufka.

1 Q08 Ees. Sih.p- escpllent working order, good condi-
J-t/ ti n; £16.—Col. Bagnall, Jersey.

Tt/TOEEIS. Holywell, Oxford, for second-hand Tri-

Jxl"~aird' stiinchn-d Truimphs, Indians, Douglas, V-S-

"VT.S-U.. 3-Jh-p.. magneto. 1908. brand new; clearance

Jih.p. Centaur, tvres aurt-tii-be-s nearly, new, guaran
, 2 teed; £12—Eeeve, Windsor Ed-. King's tynn

r ADY'S Singer Motor Cycle, magneto, in grand ordei
iL-i and condition; £10. cr ofler—3a, Bridge St.
^•nibridge.

In ansiverlna these advertisetnents it is desirable to mention

Wanted for exportrA fewiqro TRIUMPHS. Cash
waiting.

umphs- i-air iiri< e-;. i;nr dpuling

OEEIS for immediate delivery of 1910 free engine
and standard Trium ^ • -.

.

early delivery of P. and M.

U.. 3-Jh-p.. m__
price. £24, no offers-—Below.

HUMBEE. 1909, 3ih-p., two-speed gear, as new

;

£30—Below.

TEIUMPHS, 1910. delivery from stock; second-hand
Triumphs taken in part payment--Laytons. Bieester-

£7 lOs.-2h-p. Minerva, very fast, perfect, reliable,

tyres g^od; phuto sent.— 119. High St-. Eastleigh-

ONE New 1909 F-N-. 5-6j.p-. Cowey's speedometer.
Brooks spring seat, two studded tyres; what

offers?-See below.

rf^NE New 1909 Triumph, 31h-P-—See below-

NE Second-hand 3ihp. Quadrant, magneto, Brooks
spring seat, spriug forks. -in grand condition; £20-

—See below-

ONE 3ih-p. Minerva, accumulator. B-S.A. frame, 28in
wheels, etand-carrier, tyres, good condition; £13

or near ofler—Eandall, High St., Andover.

''The Motor Cycle:' A33
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAT. 2Jhp.. genuine De Dion engine, modern handle-

iiiirs, low tad le, frctboarda. good general order;
£9-—Heyb-urn, Motors, Maidenlipad.

4-Cl'L- F-N., 4ihp.. 1908. good condition, just over-

IjauJed. fcoLDoards. starts at walking pace, niag-
udo; £18—Tucker. Nurseries Faringoou. Berks.

IN Tune for Easter—1909 3^1)1). Rex n-lden 300
only, east £46. £32 setures; also Fairy ligbfweight.

new crindition througbout- £14-—Eastleigh. Cookham
Kise. Berks.

TRIUMPH (December. 1908). studded Shamrocks, ad-
justable pulley, spring seat-pillar, splendid iiondi-

tion. . spares, acres^ories, plating unscratthed ; f32.—

T

Milner. Tewkesbury.

"I Q09 Midget Bicar, 3ih-p., dual ignition, b-b.-cou-
J-«7 trolled Amac. not ridden 500 milea, tLcroughly
up-io-daie p 1. I juiuun; ^30.—J. Kington. 1.

Hauiilton Rd.. Reading.

FrN.. 4-cyl., 6b-p-, with Mills-Fulford sidecar, nearly
new. ^plpdo.l^etpr. lamp-, i^p re tubes an I non-skid

tyre.s
: price £45 real bargain.—Alsford, 43, Palmerston

Ed , Eoseombe. Bournemouth.

ROC. 4h-p.. military model, two-epeed eear. free en-
gine, magneto Amai- h-b. control lamp, horn, car-

rier, toolbag. new belt; £20; bought new one-—Freeman.
151. Barton St.. Gloucester.

i Q09 Triumph, as new. done 1.800 miles only. Pal-
Ji*y iiier lOra tyres. Triumph lamp horn more than
£5 worth extras; £36, or exciiunge lor 5 or 6h.p. pow-
erful t\vo-;^peed 1909 motor with sidecar--John Webber-
Craufurdri?e. Maidenhead.

TRIUMPH, late 1909 practically unused, R-O-M-
nun-kid-y. and 1910 Mabon clutch fitted. lamp.

horn, oyklotueter petrol filter, spare pair Clincher non-
skids: ccpt. over £bO. £48. or near oHer-—New, TVinch-
combe. Glos-

OQ —3h-p. Raleigk-Fafnir. chain drive, new chains^ t/ a<\u- iiu!J I or. and nearly new covers, Dunlop
front and Ji Im Bull ncn-^k'd ba. k ne.v/ tree Rl.eel.

jnst overhauled, good hill-climber; no offers-—G. Beeves.
Brooklyn, Farnburougii, Hants.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

"ORADBURY, 1910 models, and exchanges.

"ORADBURY, the rigid machine.

BRADBURY, the well balanced engine.—Sole agents
for N-W. London, Gardner, 6a, High St., Hamp-

fitead.

ECLIPSE.— 3ih.p- Rex motor bike, spring forks. Bow-
den control; £12 lOs.

ECLIPSE.—3h-p. Kerry motrr cycle, vertical, fine

order: £3 lOs—255. Earlsfleld Ed.

WILTON—Twin Minervas. 43hp-, good tyre" T'-e-'

series; £18 each-

TTn"ILTON.—23h.p. Minerva, ditto; £9-

TX7'ILTON.-2ih.p. Ariel, cRtto; £8.

WILTON— Sih.p. Eex; £9.

\T7ILT0N—Tricar frame, wheels, and steeiini:. £i:
VV Slip, water-cooled Aster ennine, with chitch. £^
IO3 ; 2Jh p. De Dion enpine. water-cooled head £2 10s.;

De Dinn trike frame and wheels. £1.—Wilton Cycle Co..

110. Wilton Ed.. Victoria Station, S.W.

EAGLKS.- Bradbury. 1909, Bosch magneto, sprinr
lorks. Clincher studded tyres, equal to new; £28.

EAGLES.—N.S-U-, SJh.p., 1908, magneto, low built,

two-sppca gear ana free engine; £25 10s,

EAGLES—Triumph, late 1908, Mabon clutch, splen-
did condition; £30-

I7AGLES,—NS-U- 4h,p.. model de luxe. 1909 mag-
-J ucto. ..spring forks, handle-bar control two-epeed

gear and free engine, new condition; £o3 10s.

EAGLES.— BCumber, 3Jh p.. 1909 Bosch magneto,
Druid forks, two-speed gear, as new; £30.

EAGLT'S,-NS.IJ. 6h.p. Twin. 1908 Bosch magneto,
spring forks, R.O M tyre two-speed gear and free

engine, Millford sidecar; £38 10s.; guaranteed perfect.

EAGLES.-Minerva, 2h,p. M 0,T.. low built, 26in.
tyres, in good order; £6 10s.

EAGLKS.--N.S.U-, 3ih,p,, magneto, adjustable pulley,
ex.ellent condition; £18 10s,

EAGLT^S—Any of the above can be had approval

;

deposit.

EAGLT^S —We have a few brand new N-S-tJ-'e, finished
in latest stvle; 3h.p £25 Sh.p. £c.l ; 3Jh.p., f 32 ;

6h.p. twins £40. two->pepd gears. £5 15s- extra; ex-

change-s entertained ; deferred payments-

EAGLES and Co., High St., Acton—N,S.U, West
Lonr'on District Agency 1910 mcdels from stoc.k

;

liberal allowances for machines in part payment; de-

ferred payments,

EAGLTS—N.S.TJ. 2ih.p., twin, lightweight, 1909.
mechanical valves, unr'er-geared pulley, liosch mag-

nito, as new; £28 10s,—High St., Acton-

3h.p. Quadrant, good order, just done up; £10 quick
sale—85, Beaconsfield Villas, Brighton.

AT LAST

!

[
A passenger machine at little money. '

We have secured a few BRAND NEW rgopj
5 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE machines. Srrci-

I

fication: 5-6 h.p. twin engine, Roc two-speed
gear and free engine, handle starling, Hosch
magneto, B. and B. carburetter, h.-b. control,

Conlinenta! rubber non-skid tyres, Rex spriiig

]
forks, and cantile\'er scat. Our price £48, our price.

This year's pattcxn will cost you £d2.

I

ALSO a few new 1009 Twin 5 h.p. REX Tourist
Models. Our price £37, our price.

I

ALSO a few New igog 3 J h.p. REX Tourist
Models. Our price £d5, our price.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.
iQogJ 3* h.p. REX Racer, soiled only £32 10
1908 Twin REX, magneio. h.b. control .. £26

I

o b.p. Twin kliX, spring lorks, 26" wheels £iu 10
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, Druids £15

'

3 h.p. VINDEC, Bosch' mogneto £16
, 3 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, H.B. control £1-8

1910 3J ^i.p- FRi-MiiLl<, twin-cylinder .... bU (ins.

1908 3i h.p. REX, almost like new £22
tgoS 3I h.p. GRITZNER. mag., free engine £16
igo8 kliX Lightweight, 6ne condition £17
1007 3J h.p. REX, lovely goer, very smart £15 15

I

3i h.p, N.S.U. magneto ignition £15

}J h.p. REX, M.U.v. spray £iJ 10

I
sk li.p. 1906 REX. M.O.V.. spring forks . . £14

3i h.p. REX, Boich magneto, fine goer. . . . £16
Brand new 1Q09 Twin REX DE LUXE £48

I

Brand new Twin REX Tourist £37
Brand new 3^ h.p. REX Tourist £35

LIGHTWtluiHTS.
rgoS N.S.U. Lightwi-ight, liosch magneto .. £17
I0o3 RIi.K Fealhcrwcigbl. magneto £18
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £14

fi rinuun secures any of t -<ese.
Xii> UUWII BALANCE 5/- per WEEK.
3i h.p. Rex kS\ zl h.p, Stevens £7
3i h.p. Rex, M.OV. £10

1 3 h.p. Chatcr-Lea £9

9^ rinwn s cuR-!^ anyofth^s".Sa UUWII BA n c= 5/-PEKWEEK,
i h.p. Vindec. mag. £16

|
Twin Fairv £14

3j h.p. Rex, m.ig. . . £16 3i h.p. 1906 Rex.

.

£14

BRAND NEW 1909

5i h.p. 0.i.A.V. VOITURETTES,
I
complete with hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60

' each. Magneto Ignition £^ e.\tra.

I

Very fine 5^ h.p. REXiiTTE TR.CAR, spring
\

frame, water-cooled, two speeds £24 t

MOTOa BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REY. 5. Heath St.. Hampatead- TeL: 2678. 1'.

Terms, ea.su or extena^d payuieuts-

HAMPSTEAD.—3h p Clyde, magneto, ffood oVdi

nitJi ar.ces.s(,ries ; £12 bargain-

HAMPSTEAD—1910 Rexes, all models in stockj 1

extra for easy payments.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD—Kerry-Abingxlon from sto.k: e

chan;:Ce or ^Tadual payment-s taken ; no extra.

HAMPSTEAD for Stewart's speedometers; in stocl

no wa..ting ; 553.. fitted free-

HAMPSTEAD— Premier. 1910. twin, as new, all s

cessories; great bargain, £42 only-

HAMPSTKAD—Triumph, 1910. from stock; nowai
ing; ea.-y payments taken, 5 per cent- extra-

HAMPSTFAD—Douslas, 1909. twin, magneto ai

spring forks, splendid condition ; £25. bargain-

HAMPSTEAD—Douglas, 1910. latest model, fip

stock : 5 per cent- extra for easy paymenta.

HAMPSTEAD—F-N.. 4i.Lp . late model, splendid co

drti.m, all accest^ories : £20, hpeciul baii,'am-

HAMPSTFAD—F.N- 4ih-p.. latest model, handl

bar control, condition splendid, with accessorie

£24.

HAMPSTEAD-—F.N.. 6h-p., late 1909, 24 tyie

ROM-, splendid condition; £28. cost £51-

AMP3TEAD—Ariel. 3ih-p-. good eonditiou, all a

cessories, new Palmer tyre; bargain, £10-

D-—Sidecar, best make,
I any machine; £3 158-

AMP 3TEAD—Lincoln Elk. latest. 1909. 3h.p., aple

did condition, with all acceds^-riea ; £18.

FAftRAft'S

HAL FAX
SIDECAkS.

FARRARS
t^OTOH WORKS"

H
HAMPSTEAD—Sidecar, bKt make, brand new, a.

instable to any u

aiQ conuillOD, wilu uu bijl ca3-.i jc.-. . ..*«.

HAJII'STEAIJ -Peugeot, 7-9h.p.. 1909, very low, Gd|
[lition like new; tost £60, take £27, .?|l

HAMFSTEAii—£5 npnariis allowed on cycles in pa:

payment tor new motor <.yeles-

HAMP^TEAD —Sr'3 Lcjdon Agents for Lincol

Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

AlIPiTEAIi-Mit^Keye. latest 1909 model, shoj

soiled condition: special bargain, with accessorie

HAMPSTEAD —Moto-Reve, new condition, 1909. a.

cessones, spring folk, magneto : speuial bargain, £21

HAMPSTEAD -Moto-Reve, 1908. twin, magnel

and spring torks, a.l accessories; il7

HAMPSTEAD tor latest 1910 models, m stock |Tr

nmphs, Indian). Premier. Douglas. Rexs. Humte

etc - exchanges or gradual payments.-Bey. 5, Heath b

Tel. : 2678 P-C. Hampstead.

31 h.p. English Mechanic Cycle; £7 7s. i and sejen

5 „thersT- VI aue. 84. Queen's Ed., Peckuam.

F

H
£25-

:.N.. 2ih-t): Spring forks, h-b- eontr..l, good condition

_ £12 10S.-63, Haaipstead Way. Golder's Oreen-

BKADBURY. 23h.p., £8; g-cd going order.-Marahal

29 Church Rd-. Guildford-
,

lOs.-Browa. 2^h.p -i condition--S- TaDna

Vicarage Rd.. Chobham-

WE MAINTAIN
Owing to our unique mode of attachment and
correct balance we have in the " Halifax " the

best and safest sidecar on the market. Nofe
where the front arm grips the centre of the

sidecar, and compare this design with the

lob-sided and unmechanical attachment
adopted by some makers.
£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres.

Twelvemonths' guarantee. Discount to the trade.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, 2iin. wheel £3

„ „ 26in. „ £3 10
„ 28in. „ £3

1909 Halifax Sidecar, 26in. wheel £3 15

6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine, brand new. . . . £8 §|{

2-speed Gear Box, new, unused £3
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds . . £12

5 h p. Twin Standard Engine £4
IMPORTANT.—Our works are closed Good

Friday. Easter Monday and Tuesday,

£8
31h-p. Twin Peugeot, spring lorks; bargain, £16

2 Arcadian Gardens,. Wood Green.

TRIUMPH. 3h.p., magneto, gO(d ccndition; fl8 lOs.-

Tuckwell. 137. Kew Ed., Richmond.

TRIUMPH, 1910, delivery now from stock; £48 16i

-Eusticana 523. High Ed., Chiswick.

012.— 3ih,p. Minerva, first-clasa condition, poweifn;

cV reliaoie,—io,/ nurreti Ed. Limehoose.

19
19
4h.D. Bat, Dion carburetter, coil. Clincher Diead.

noughts; £13.-31, Lauder Ed,, BtoclnveU,

V.S, Twin, 1908 model, magneto. Trufiault forta. per

lect ; £23.-8, Barrett St,, Manchester Sq.. «-
,

23h.p. Noble, vertical, just overhauled riding condi;

S tion; £8 10».-6a. Ancona Ed.. I'lumstead.
;

FN., 4ih,p-, late 1908, with 1910 fitments, guaranteed;

bargain, £25—41. Ashford Ed., Cricklwood.
(

3h,n. Mitchell, vertical, low, long bars, in runnlDf

/*S order; £5 15s,-Stone, 44. luord ttlU lllord.

10 F.N. Lightweight; cost £43. with fitting

£33 ; haruly used.—Tribe. Arona, Sunbury.,

09 Eex Twin, perfect condition, as new; £29.=-I'.

1, Fieldsway House, Highbury Orescent,

Gel our Piice i^t Uen.emlier we me the rheappst fi m
alive -Dial i.roflt. and fiiick returns ' U our motto, H'

HiKh-.. as- ra i(.]ii es wanted fash waitins.

Farrar's Motor Works,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone 919.

Til answerina them advertisements it is desirahle to mention

OS h.p. Chater-Mmerva. low and reliable; £9, offer

^I appointment,—227. Underbill Ed., E. Dulwicli

TRIUMPH, 1907, perfect, new cylinder; can be seen;

£23. or near.-Hay. 24d, King St-, HanimersmiUi

31 hp. Benz, two speeds, in very good running order;

2 £8 103, ; exchange.—14. Vanderbilt Rd.. tarlsfleW

33hn. F.N-. splendid condition, new accumulator anj

4 belt; bargain, fl2.-U.. 57, Brookville Ed,. Fnl

ham,

MINERVA. 23h.p.. splendid condition and mnnint;

order; £6 15s.—57. U'Eynsford Rd.. Camberweli

Green-

31 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition, ride 50 miles t<

2 bona-fide; £15.—Sunny Bank. Leicester Ed,. >en

Barnet-

31h.p. Giiflon-Zcdel. Chater-Lea. Palmers, low sent

2 very powerful; flC-Moody, 2, Oriental Plate

\> clang.

•The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES ROR SALE.
GENN'S. Wimbletlnn.—3ihp. Minerva, spring forks

R.O M., Contiiimtal. ns umv; £19 IO3.

KNN'S. Wimbledon.—3ihp- Arid, spring forks. Dun
Ioi)s. carrier, etc, perfect order; £12.

liNN'S. Wimbledon.— Sill. p. Minerva. Uunlopa. Brown
and Barlow, Whittle belt, splendid climber; £10

ENN'S, Wiinbledon.-2h.p. Minerva. Cliutcr-Lea fit-

tings. Palmers, good order; bargain. £8.

KNN'S. Wimbledon.—2-cyl. Aley.m, Flunlops, spring
forks, been re-bnshcd. fast; £15 IO3.

ENN'S, Wimbledon.—31i. p. Humber; see it go: £6.-
Motor Works, Gap Rd-

NXE'S!~SaIe Rooms- Special bargains for cash only
to be cleared bcf{ire Easter at specially reduced

liricca.

YE'SI—4h.p. Roc, 1909 engine, Bosch anogneto, two
-peeda: a bargain for £21.N

MXl-.'S !—mo 2ih.p. Moto-Eeve. used only for trial
runs; £34.

YE'S!—1910 Speed King Kex, only run a few lum-
dred milL>.s; £i-8.

TE'SI—1910 P. and M., latest model.

YE'S I—4h.p. Lagonda. No. 6 Chater-Lea fr.ime. in
good condition; £14.

YE'S 1-1909 6h.p. N.S.U.. Mabon clutch, magneto:
£31.

YE'S I—2}h.i(. Brown, magneto. Davison's tani; £16.

N
N
N'

N
N'
"VTYE'S !-2}li.p. Peugeot, low frame; £6.

NYE'S !—2Jh.p. Kerry, low frame; £8 lOs. Manv
others in stot-k. Exchanges arranged on all neiv

models.—69. Leather I^ane, Holborn, London. 'Phone,
6299 Holborn.

NO. 6 Chater, Sjh.p., very low, accumulator ignition,
copper tanks, l^rice's stands.—Gown, New Earnet.

Herts.

4-CTL. F.N.; £24 10s. : fine condition, perfect igni-
tion, etc.; lightweight wanted.—80, vs'iliesden Lane,

N.W.

£10.—3ih-p. Rex, Clincher, low, takes sidecar, good
condition; alter 6.—G. Lamb, 139, Marjlebone Ed .

N.W.

£6, or offers—2h.p. Minerva engined lightweight, going
crder. or exchange damaged machine.— 1, \\ orcester

Kd., Eei,^'ate.

MIKEEVA, 2h.p.. Chater-Lea, condition and tyres
good,, reliable jigger; bargain, £6.-51, Whitney

Ed.. Leyton.

3ih.p. M-M.C good running order, tyres good ; a bar-

c ,?„5'"l'^^~*'™"'''"^i'' *7, Royal Oak Place. Eliza-
beth St., S.W.

OSh.p. I'remier Twin, ridden 200 miles, tools, lamp,
,* „''°™ • cost nearly £55, bargain, £45.-18, Allison

ad., Horn^ey.

4 b.p. Twin Kerry. No. 6 Chater frame, h.b. control, good^ t,vres, enaaielled grey, very smart; £16 lOs.-29
Sast St., Barking.

BEADBUEY, 3!h.p., 1910 models; £46; delivery
irum ,«[otk.-Jiright and Hayles, 73, Church St.,

.'amberwell.

BEAPBURT. 3Jh.p., 1910 models; exchanges and
easy payments arranged.-Ungni and Hayles, 73

Jhurch St.. Camberwell.

ENFIELD 2{h.p. Lightweight; £38.-A^.enfs: Bright
-and nayles, 73 Church St., Camberwell.

ENl'IELD 2Jh.p. Lightweight; exchanges and easy
payments arranged.—Bright -and Hayles, 73

.'linrcli St.. Camberwell.

[[TUMBEE. 1909 model, fitted with -Roc two-speed
( r , ^^J' ""idition as new; £33 lOs.-Eright and
1
tayles. Church . St.. Camberwell.

31h.p. Rex Tourist, excellent condition; li guineas.-
-^ J 4, Harleyford St., Kennington, opposite Oval Tube
tition.

Jih.p. Kerry, low frame, h.b. control, good tyres
-'^ enamelled grey; a guineas; no oners.—29. Eajit
•t.. Barking. -

^i''S;.S<'^' 'ow. long bars. Whittles belt, in good con-

4 El 'n**^
lOs.-Motorist,- 43,- Carlisle St., Edg-

triNEEVA, 4Jli.p., twin, spring forks. Palmer, Con-
,.TA • tinentnl, good condition; £18.-Augarde. 59. Rob-
art St., Brixton.

P25,--5!h.p. twin Zedel, h.b. control, magneto, Druids.
y Mabon cluteh.-i''reciuan. Ill, King George St.,
.re>;iiwith, S.E.'

IPWIN Antoine. 6h.p., powerful machine. £16 10s.-

r, ^Jt^^.^f'l ^^ I'"". £9.-Godtree. 124. Romford
[td,. Stratford. E

ii4'''P; Fairy Lightweight, twin, good condition, sprin-
't* .

*orks, stand; £8, or exchange bicycle and cash.—
'6, High Ed., Lee.

i.p.N.. 1909 model, 4ih.p.. new condition, h.b. control,
[^ footrests, all acoessories; £30.—'I'ugwell, Belsize
rescent. Hampsteiid.

is'''; ^^^' '^Pl'^nJid condition, quite ready for Ea.^tcr,

:?. rr.'7 I'oi'ition
; *7 ; appointment.-E. E. Fricker,

[^l. High St., Brentford.

A WORD to the WISE.
Please note that after March 31st our address wiU be

Westgate, HALIFAX.
These bring larger and more convenient premises we shall

be enabled to carry a still larger and more varied stock.

rO SAVE COST OF REMOVAL,
We are open to take RIDICULOUS PRICES for

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES.
MAGNETO MACHINES AT RIGHT FIGURES.
NO EXCHANGES.

Brand New 1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-
speed, magneto, spring forks and seat. Roc
clutch, handle startuig, non-skid tyres, and the
ideal sidecar mount, 5A h.D., guaranteed new ., £47 10

Brand New iqog 3^ h.p!" TOURIST REX, five to
fifty miles per hour, guaranteed new £33 10

[909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-speed, Roc
clutch with sidecar, second-hand, but practically

equal to new, 2.Un. R.S. Clincher Dreadnoughts,
I jin. belt, and will do 45 m.p.h. with twenty-four
stones up ; a regular knock-out £46

1909 N.S.U., 4 h.p., Modele de Luxe, magneto,
M.O.V., handle-bar control, almost new £35

[909 REX SPEED KING, used in last Tourist
Trophy, a really fast single, 1910 Amac adjust-

able jet carburetter £33

1909 3Ah.p. TOURIST REX, another specially

good mount, low buil-t, fast, and a model of

reliability £28 10

s^ h.p. SPECIAL REX, very low, magneto, handle-
bar control, exceptionally fast and good climber £29 10

4 h.p, P&M., magneto, two-speed, spring forks,

good condition, low cash bargain ....': £31

1908 5^ h.p. TWIN REX DE LUXE, with Roc
clutch, magneto, handle starting, rider sprung
front and rear, a good mount for sidecar £29 10

ROC, 4 h.p., vertical engine, h.-b. control, magneto,
clutch, rubber-studded tyres to both wheels, very
low and good £20

igo8 MOTOSACOCHE, m splendid order and con-
dition, low, light, and handy, would suit a doctor £19

SINGER, 3 h.pM belt drive, high tension magneto,
beautiful order and good condition £15 10

TWIN ANTOINE, 5* h.p., very powerful, in fine

condition, and goes well. Good for Sidecar., £15 10

ANTOINE, 4 h.p., magneto, 26in. wheels, low
M.O.V., a grvid machine at a low price £15

QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., accumulator, spring forks,

in g( od condition, and runs very well, low, and
econ. mical £15

REX 1 vv iiN, 5| h.p., spring forks, good com-
pression, good general condition, a very power-
ful machine, suitable for sidecar work, at a
decidedly low price £15 15

ARIEL, 3 j h.p., vertical engine, M.O.V., B. and B.,

Watawata belt, 26in. wheels, been used with
trailer and sidecar, very cheap at £13

igo6 3i h.p. REX, low built, spring forks, M.O.V.,
long bars, cheap and good, especially at £12

ROVER, 3^ h.p., M.O,V., 26in. wheels, in splendid
order, a bargain for a working man at £12

REX 3i h.p,, H.B,, control, very powerful, 22'

frame, a good handy mount £10
HASKARD. 2} h.p., easy starter, trembler coil,

very flexible engine, and capable of a really good
turn of speed, in veiy good condition £10

ALLDAYS. aih.p., vertical. 26in. wheels, good
tyres, spring forks, with carrier, and in good
working order £9 10

BR.A.DBURY, 2} h.p., vertical, new tyre, girders,

spray, V belt, cheap and good £9 5
BEESTON-HUMISER, spray, chain drive, 3 h.p.,

but pulls like a 3A h.p., and a gift at £9
EXCELSIOR, in splendid c^indition, and beautiful

order, good tyre, good everything, 3J h.p £9
REX, 3} h.p.. the John-o'-Groat's model, 22in.

frame, an orphan who requires a good borne tor £8 15
MINERVA, 2^ h.p., splendid condition, goes like

a clock, and fit for anyone £8 10
ARIEL, 2^ h.p., light machiae, low and in running

order, dirt cheap at £8
KERRY, 2j h.p., 26in. wheels, spray, Palmer tyre,

very low and handy, decidedly reasonable at . . £3
RALEIGH, 2 h.p. vertical, V belt, spray carbu-

retter, two brakes, as good as a modern lightweight £7 15
QUADRANT, r J h.p., very low, 26in. wheels, coil

and accumulator, an easy wiimer at £4
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Collier's Motories,
37, Park Cross Street,

LEEDS
(facing Town Hall).

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1Q10 Triumphs, Rex, P. and M., Douelao. Kerry-
-LtJ AbinpUon.^, cte., in ptot-k at the Eastern Garat,'e
Co.'s depot at 418, Romford Rd. Forest Gate. We Bliall

be pleaded to quote allowaniea tor Becond-haDd ma-
liinca. Tlie following are thoroughly leliuble:

09 Triumphfl, with flrat-class accessories; £34 each.
Below.

08 Triumph, lamp, generator, horn, etc., guaran-
teed perfect; £28.— Below.

09 Tourist Rexes. S.'h.p.. complete with acces-
sories; £28 each.—Below.

08 Hex, 3ih.p., T.T. engine, magneto, Bprin;,' forks,
rubber studded tyre, all accesaoneB and tools,

I splendid machine; £20.— Below.

1 CfcOS Eoc. 4h-p.. military model, two-speed gear and free
-lH engine, Bosch magneto, h.b. control, new R.O M,
tiMibination tyre, appearance and conaition perfect;
e?5.-Below.

~i O09 Peugeot. 5h.p., Chater, adjiis-table pulley, R O.M.Xv and Palmer cord covers, Davison's gauges and
tillers, F.R.S. lamp, etc.; £20.—Below,

1 Q09 Minerva, 4jh.p., twin, n:agneto, spring forks,
-Ltf Roc two-speed and clutch, Amac carburetter.
2;.in. Palmer cord tyres, numerous refinements, ideal
iiachine for sidecar; £33.—Below

1 Q09 Minerva, 3;h p., magneto, spring forks, Amac
J-«/ carburetter, entire handle-bar control, several
-pei-ial fittings, grey finish, guud as new; £26.—Below.

1 Q06 Minerva, 23h.p-. Bowden h.b. control, low built,
-».»/ perfect order guaranteed; £12.—Below.

THE Eastern Garage Co. ht.ve, in addition to the
above, a number of good machines ai prices riing-

itig from £7. Please favour us with a visit at 418.
loraford Rd., For-ist Gate, or telephone, Stratford 10.
Telegrams, Egaraco, London.

N.. 4ih.p-, 4-cyl., late model, magneto, Bpring forks;
£25.-17. Algarve Rd., Wandsworth.

Jh-p. Quadrant, spring forks, inclined, pulla sidecar

;

' £7. or offer.-52, Perry Hill. Catford-

3ih-p- N-S-TJ-, spring forks. Watawata, new, spares,
2 ready for Ka.'^ter. splendid condition; £17, 01

nearest.—Motor. 20, Tresco Rd-. Peckham-

LIGHTWEIGHTS—Moto-Reve and Enfleld. ready
for dft^patoh ; your present motor in exchange.—

Hunting, Wealdstone-

3ih-p. Minervaa. several for sale, cheap; also otliera
2 from £4 IDs—Bunting, Wealdstone.

PREMIERS-—Immediate delivery; call and inspect-—
Sole agents, Reigate and Redhill, Tamplin and

Makovski, Ltd.

TRIUMPH. 3h.p-, magneto, studded tyre, new belt,

spring forks, in good order; £22.—W-B., 1, Nevada
St.. Greenwich.

BRTJNEAU, 2'ih-p., re-enamelled, good condition, low,
fast, stand, carrier, new tyra; £15--TiUey. North-

wood. Middlesex.

TRIUMPH 1909, splendid condition, Autoclipse
lamp spares; £32 no oilers—Miller, 44, Longfield

'Si: Wandsworth. S.W.

31.h-p. Vindec Special, magnet-o, new Dunlopa and
2 belt, late.'at h-b. control, complete; bargain, £16-

—A. Staples, Woking.

ROC, 4h.p., two-speed, late 1908 Military model, Bosch,
starting handle, perfect for sidecar; £29.—Rix

Broadway. Cricklewood.

TRIUMPH, 1909, unscratched. magneto, spring forks
Dunlops, acceSs-^ories, guaranteed as new; £35. —

15. Sandyhill Ed.. Ilford.

"I
QCB 3ih.p. Rex. perfect condition, and very little

-l-t7 used, 'splendid hill-climber; price £25-— *' A.." 3.

Leaside Av., Muswell Hill-

MINEEVA. 2^h.p., Chater-Lea, Longuemare, good run-
ning order; £10; after seven, evening-- 177, Lough-

bjrough Rd-, Brixton. S-W.

V.S-, Sh.p.. twin, new April, 1909, little used, perfect.
S-E. tyres, 2i, complete with spares, horn, etc;

£35.-121, Beaufort St-. S-W.

4) h.p. Chater-Lea-Mmerva. re-enamelled and plated, and^ new pi-^ton and bushes, perfect; £10--Baker.
Waldegrave Rd.. Teddington.

3ih.p. Brown, magneto. 26 by 2^ Palmer cord tyrea,
2 £13: also E.I-C- trembler coil, 8s. 6d.— 136.

Sebert Rd-. Forest Gate. Esse'x-

N.SU-, 33h.p., 1908, magneto, tools, spares; reasonable
otfer, or exL'hange 4 or 5h.p. twin same make-—

Jupe, 49. Minet Av., Harlesden.

3ih-p- Sarole^, h-b- control, low built, spring forts
2 fault le-.s condition, very reliable; £12.—Fowler

6 Marl:ind Terrace. Chislehurst

ELEI'HANT Motor Mart, sole London agents for the
All-British Arno. Mith every refinement, at £45;

liberal exchanges on present mount.

ELEPHANT.—Motor bikes from £4; sidecars, £3 lOg.;
tricars. £12: cars, £20: covers. 12s. fid.; tubes.

53. 6d- : headlights, with divided fronts and sepanite
generators finest on the market. 16,s. ; Dwarf 15 amp
arcuninlators, guaranteed. 7s- 6d-; Chater No. 6 frame,
in nearly new condition. 453.

ELEPHANT. — Adjustable pulleys, simplest and
clienpe.st on the market, fr.im 7s. 6d. ; let us quote

you- We carry a large and varied stock of new and
second-hand fitments; machines and mrtor yooda bought.
sold, or exclianpcd.—Elepliant Rd-, London-

In anstvering these advertisempnts it is de-'ii trthle to mention 'The Motor Ci/cle.'' A35
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WHITTLE'S—F-N.. 4i-5b.p.. 4.oyi.. maynetu. Amac,

u ij tunlrol. rspriuy forks, una(.TntL-lii'd ; £28.

WHITTLE'S—Fairy. 6-8h.p., twin, Obater-Lea No
b, sjirmi,' fiirlis, ext-elk-ut order; eaurifiuc £18 18s

WHITTLE'S.-Miuerra. 4ili.p.. twin. Si-O V-, eprint;
ii.iks, very inA. pertwt order; £16 16a.

WHITTLK'S—Himiher. 3^.1iip-; £7 ISs.-^liittle'f^
AX.tor ExcLan-e. Earlsfteld. 'Phone, 711. 1^0.

Wimbledon-

3Xb.p. NSTJ.. spring forks, Palmej cord, biitt-endr-d
2 tube, Lompiete; £12, lowest-^F. Jenny. Frimluy

Urc(?u. Surrey.

3hp. Fafnir, Cboter-Lea, PalmerB, low, long barj*.
splendid condition; any trial; £10 lOs-—2, Wincott

St.. Kennm^'ton-

2 111. p. Linlitweight, low, sprung seat, long handles
4: tXLelleut crder; fullest iuspet-tion; £7.—Girliuy

-M .iket St.. \\oolwii;b.

REX Twin, 5b-p., take sidecar anywbere, last and re-
liable ; easy starttrr, eub'ine overbauled; £14.-26.

Uaaonbury St., Islington.

3ib-p. 1909 Triumpb. Palmer cord tyres both wheels:
2 £.65; jiuiiranieeu.—At \\ auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane

fleet St-. London. E.C-

33.b p. Minerva, spring front forks, standard machine

:

4 £12 lOs- ; tjuaranteed.-At Waucbope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet St., Loudon, E.C
TRIUMPH. 1909. new June, ridden 2.000 milefi

searrbligbt laaip, spares, Uke new ; £35--~55. Kinge-
Icy Av- West Ealing'. London.

6 b p- Brand New Tvriji Antoine. Chater No. 6 frame
2 I'al.uers. £27 10s.. or exchange 3i and cash-—

59. Barking Rd.. Canning Town.

33,b.p. F-N., magneto, spring forks, sound machine:
4 £15 nett : >:uaranteed — Seen at Wauebope's, 9

Shoe Lane. Fleet St-. London, E.C-

23.b.p. F-N-, £10: all accessories, including gas lamp.
4 •aovn tyrea. take Rent's eycle and £5; must sell.

-462 Green St-. Upton Park. E-

SPLENliID 2Jh.p- Clyde, maeneto ignition. Clincher
tyres, perfect conrlition ; any examination; £10.

bareain.—101. KiuKsway. iloitlake.

BARGAIN—23h-p. F-N-. Chater-Lea, nearly new
tyres unpunctured- non-^kid back, battery; £12

1 Os.—236 Corporation St.. Plaistow-

1Q10 Triumphs, ECumbers. and Bradburys, instant de-
J-'J' livery; liberal allowanrei on second-band machines
-128. High Rd.. South Tottenham-

3.h.p. Kerry, low built, splendid goer; to clear £?
4 15.S.-128, High Rd.. Tottenham.

4-CTL. F.N.. magneto, spring forks. 4ib.p-, perfect con-
dition ; £25—Below.

3ih.p. Fafnir, Chater 6 frame, magneto, h.b- control.
2 every refinement; £25-—Below-

^7 103.-2|b.p. Brown. £7 lOs-; 22h.p Kerry, £9 10s-;
=V 2ihp. JA-P.. all in excellent condition, and good
running order; to clear— 128. High Rd., South Tctten-
bam- 'l*hone. 1982 Tottenham.

3ib.p. (about). Roc clutch, and two ppeeds, spring forks,
2 very low. h.b- control, worth snapping; £15.-17,

Kenmure Rd., Mare St.. Hai*kney. London-

FAFNIR. 3h p., Cbater-Lea, in splendid condition iar
Ea.ster tour; bargain at £13 IO3. cash; will climb

anything.— 13, Somerville Rd., New Cross-

1 Q08 Kex, 5ib.p- twin, magneto, splendid running
X*/ order, numerous ei-tras: going abroad; £18 lOs-
—Chauffeur, 3, .Elms Mews, Paddington W-

TRTUMPH, 1909. fitted with speedometer, search-
liglit lamp new Rom tyres, tciols. et^.--; £35- —

Bramfield. 28. Litbos Rd-. Hampstead. N-W-
7h-p- Twin Peugeot. Mabon clutch. R-O-M. ignition-

R.O M- back tyre, studded Brooks BlOO, foot-
boards; £18.—Butler. 22. Rosemont Rd- Acton.

TRIUMPH. 1910. brand new. delivered shortly. Cowey
.speed .meter fitted. F.R.S. lamp, generator; £49.-

15. Gleusbaw Mansions. Brixton Rd.. b-W-

LIGHTWEIGHT. £10. nett—Werner, 2h-p.. never
been used, low frame. 26iu. wheels, V belt, only

wants seeing.—Davies. 53. Clapham Rd., S-W-

5h.p. Twin Vindec Special. 1909 model, magneto, Truf-
fault spring f^rks; 19 guineas; guaranteed-—At

Waucbope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St-. London, E.C-

3ih.p. N.S-U-. spring forks, magneto ignition, nice
2 condition thromiliout ; £15: guaranteed —Seen at

Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. EC.

TRIUMPH, ^h.p-, new accumulators. Shamrock stud-
ded tyre. 26 by 2^ Lucjl« Acetypbote lamp, ju.^^t

overhauled: £15, or near-- Rawlin>on, Kearsney Dover-

MOTO-REVE. all grey, latest twin model, new, ridden
ouce, magneto, fnntrests. horn, lamp; 28 guineas,

lowest.—30, Smith's Terrace. King's Rd-, S-W-

LSO 1909 Triimiph, as new; £34; with speedometer
and raciui? bara. wheels, covers, £44, cost nearly £70.

—30, King's Rd.. London, S-W.

2b-p. Cbater-Universal, as new. F-N- carburetter, covers,
tubes new. enamelling, plating, uusrratched; £9-—

Particular?, Uawson. i*'orry Rd , Teddington-

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane,

Fleet St-. London (just ofl Ludgate Circus).

2
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READ THIS
Unsolicited Testimonial from Mr.

A. Rudd of St. Helen's as to the

merits of the 1910

radbury 34 H.PT

West View, iit. Ann's Road,
March 14, 1910. St. Helen's.

After giving your igio motor cycle

(with free engine in back hub) ex-

haustive trials, I am delighted with it.

I obtained one of your igog
machines, and but for an accident
should have been riding it to-day, as
I was very well satisfied with it, es-

pecially with the engine, and its general

efficiency and comfort.
When I saw your igio, I was so

attracted by the very great improve-
ments all over the machine, that I de-

cided on having one, and although
pleased with 1909, I am most agree-

ably surprised with this igio. The
engine is more powerful, it walks up
hills, and picks up in the middle of

steep gradients, which 1 had to rush
when riding one of the best known
makes of the same horse power. The
plate clutch in the back wheel enabled
me to put the engine to a severe test. I

let out the clutch on the steepest part
of a stiff hill, and came to a standstill.

I gently applied the clutch, and glided

away in a most gratifying manner.
The springs you are now fitting

are splendid, and although igog was
comfortable, igio takes the biscuit in

this respect. It is like sitting in a car.

I was beginning to think that I was
getting past motor cycling, as I am no
longer an agile youth, but the clutch

has rejuvenated the sport for me.
I have no doubt I shall use this

machine more frequently than evei

both for business and pleasure. I

am not interested in your bicycles

any more than that I happily possess

one, but I am so pleased with it, that I

thought I ought to let you know. You
may use this letter where and how you
think fit.

Wishing you the success which your
machine deserves to obtain for you in

the motor cycling world.

Yours faithfully, A. RUDD.

A Pradbury Motor Cycle in-
variably satisfies the most

critical motorist.

Price List and name of nearest agent
on application to

BRADBURY & Co , Ltd.,
OUDHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE. 1909. low frame, not ridden l,€0(

-miles, spriufi f rks. many ppares, perfect order; £1?
-Tudor, 60. Kingstourt Rd- Streatham. S-W.

13,h.p. F'N- Liehtwejpht. magneto, spring forks, ter]
4 little ridden- perfpi-t condition, many sparcB; £U

15>*.— M-urpan. 3. Fencburcb Buildings. E-C
33h.p. Griffon, Zedel enpine, Dunlops (neany new)

4 Lonjjuemare, new Hermatine. splendid cjnditiOD;
-Ell.—Lennard, 17, Endsleigb Gardens. Ilford-

TRIUMPH, 1907. magneto, improvements, lamp, horn
tools, spares, like new. excellent climber; £25 lOa

-iA Watson 37, BowerJean St.. Fulham. S-W-

TRIUMPH, 3h-p.. magneto. Bew Continental rear tyie
••'liiiUg- seut-pilhir. good t-ondition, very reliable;'

£17—Abbott. 46. Peldon Av.. Richmond. S.W-

1 Q 10 Triumph. Premier. F-N-, and Moto-ReTe; to
i-*^ slant delivery; best prices in eschanse; send pai-
tiuulara.—Batcbelor and Co.. Clarence St.. Kingston.

Q 3.h-p- Peugeot, racing or touring, low. fast, bandle-bui^4 control, been about 800. with extras. £15; latgi

Louguemare. B22. £1.-4, Maple Terrace, Surbiton-

K-6h-p- Twin Hex, spring forks, cantilever seat, MaI>OE^ clutcli. detachable tubes, new tjie. splendid sidecai
uachine: 17 gurneai?— 6. St. Faith's Rd.. Tulse Hill.

3ih.p. Minerva, pattern motor cycle, B-B.. handle-bai
2 coutroi, all aci^esauries. low po.sition. long handle

imrs. fast; £9-—Johnson, 8. Golden Aian.r. Hanwell.

3h.p- Quadrant, splendid hill-climber. £6 IBs.; 23h.p
Cbacer-Lea frame, jB4 lOs. : good condition; want!

.naing up-—Vickery, 1, King's Parade, South Ealing.

2h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, tyres perfect. iJowden lift

stand-carrier, spray t arbureiu r exi,t]:ent coni ition
£15, cliers; must sell-— 136. Lambeth waXk, London-

N.S-U-, 3ih-p., magneto, new, not ridden 50 miles;
obliged to give up riding; £28; will take less il

sold at ouce.—Apply. Gray. 86 Uxbridge Rd-. Ealing.

FOR Sale, cheap. 3ib-p motor cycle, splendid condl
tion. ena.uel and plating as new, handle-bar coU'

trol; can be seen and tried at 170, Fore St-, t.duiooton

SINGER, 3h-p.. wheel one side engine, handle-bar coo-

tr(I, piating, enamel tyres hke new; £6 10s.; beei
eld lor debt —Ardea. 331a King bi-. Hammersmith

6h.p. Twin J-A-P.. Chater-Lea frame, beantifully sprunp
engine just thoroughly overbaultd, condition as new-

very fast and powerful; £28-—26, Canonbury St-, Isling'
i-tiii.

SIX Motosacoehe lih-p. Lightweight Motor Cycles,

froui £12 10s.: guaranteed ;. exLiellent little goere.
- pen at Wauchopc'a, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
E.G.

4hp- Antoine Engine, Chat-er-Lea frame, long handlfr
bnr.s gutd condition hunde-bar_control ; £14; buy

ing car.—Miskin, Lamberuursi, Lee iva-, Blai'kiieatli,

.5.E

FN-. 1908 lightweight, magneto, spring forks, nearlj
• new, not run 300 miles, grand opportunity to se

ure first-class machine; £19-—Ayton, Grocer. Berwick-ou'
Tweed.

O ih-p. J-A-P-Triumph Engine, low saddle, spring forks,

/v 2 tyres and belt nearly new, £6 15s-; also forecai

itticbment, £2.—Dee, 34, Aberdeen Rd-, Wealdstone,
Harrow.

SIX Second-hand 1909 Moto-Reves, twin engines, light-

weight uutor ty.lcs: at £25 each, usual cost 36
ruineas —At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St- Lon-
don, E-C.

BARGAIN--3ih.p. Stevens, low built, guaranteed non
condition throughout, and pertet^t runninc order-

'lew lamp, horn; £9 10s-—Boot Shop 97, High St., Put-

ney, S-W.

MOTO-REVE. twin-cyl.. just cost £40, with spare bolt

;tnd aicessories, ridden 300 miles; price £25; ex-

uange tor Triumph-—E. H. Lambert. Land Agent, Mat-
held. Kent.

FAFNIR, 3h.p.. long handles, low seat, variable pulley.

tyres unpunctured. fast, splendid bill-cliniber.

LiQlled sidecar; £10; trial, appointment-—HoUidny, Stau-

ited, Essex

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain—3:b. p. Auto, grand madiine,
in splendid condition, spring forks, stand, lamp,

md all spares; £11.—Plowman, 9. Newington Green Ed-
Islington. N-

3ih-p. JVIinerva, 1907, carefully driven, French grey.

2, Cfntiuentala, 26 bv 2J. low. fast, complete ma'
Mne; £12 lOa--G-, Belgrave Mansions, Coldharbour

Lane, Briston.

Q3.hp. Motor Cycle, jnst thoroughly overhauled, lull

'V4. set of spare parts: £12, or reasonable ofier. a

liir^^ain for Faster {privatej-—B-, 107, EHiscombe Rd-.

Charlton, Kent-

REX Featherweight. 2ih.p-. magneto, spring forka

Brooks belt, Palmer tyre, new lamp, tools, stand

splendid condition; £17 cash.-Motorist, 89. Oxford Ed--

Walthamstow-

N.S-U-, 5ih-p., twin, two-speed gear, spring forks,. 2

J

Palmer cords two accumulators, and nice wickei

sidecar, perfect couditiun; £27; with week iustructiODf

(evenings) to beginner, £28.-41. Ashfoid Rd-. CricUe-

wood-

3ih.p. Vindeo Sppcial, Peugeot engine, magneto. B;

. 2 and B. carbnjeltei Mi.-helin" heavy tread ftno

Peter-Union, almost new. uud not ridden 300 miles; m
cept £30 ur exchange email car and cash.— 140. Napiei

Rd., Leytonstpne-

A36 In . an&wering ^these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cj/de.''*
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MOTOft BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REX. 1909. twin tourist, condition better than new.

fast imd reliable, must be t^old ; buying Speed

iCuig; sacnrti^e £28; witli accessories-— 16. Haveistoek

ilill. LoiiJoii.

1 O08 Moto-Reve, 2h-p.. majrueto. spring: forks. French
Itl (jT^y. n/agniflient cumtiression. splendid bill-

liiubcr, w.'udcrtuUy reliable-—86, Coivestone Crescent,

Ihlston. London.

CJl'LENDID Bargains in second-hand motor cycles at

5 \Vaui-h.pe'a irum £6 lOs-; inspection cordially in-

.-ited.—Call at 9. Shoe Lane, i-'lcet St., London, oU Lud-
:ate Cinus. E.C
lirOTOSACOCHB, 1909. magneto. Druid forks, Pahncr
ItA tyres, lamp. burn, stand, etc. perfect condition; 24
.miiL'Us; seen by appoiutmeiii—C, 42, Cambiidse ltd-.

iinuuley. Kent.

Qlh-p- 1909 Humber, grey finish, latent exhaust box,
[>2 muyueto. and Druid spring forks; 26 guineas;
mirinteed —At \^ auchope*s. 9. Shoe Lane, - I'Ueet St-,

jpudon. E-C-

LAtTELN-KLEMENT, 4h.p.. twin, fast, and powerful,
cscelleut guiug order, magneto, spring forks, tyres

pleudid condition, spares; £16.—l^ond, 549, West End
jane. Hamp.-^tead-

ITOTOSACOCHE. spring forks. Pahuer cord back, very
liJ. little ridden, splendid condition ; £19. or part ex-
lianLie first-class cycle i27in-}—Tavener, Hohnburv, Sal-

\ay Hill, Woodford-

LIGHTWEIGHT, splendid condition, IJh-p- De Diun.
bored out to 2h-p.. tyres ahuost new. trembler coil,

art overhauled; £6 lOs—Durrani, 16, Portland fid-,

jisbop'8 Stortford.

fiih.p. Fafnir, Amac, low Chater, new Palmer cord, A
L/2 Won front, splendid order, £14; 2ih.p. Pebok, very
ow frame, perfect order, complete, £7 15s-—Townt^ond,
,62a, Dalston Lane-

VfOTOSACOCHE. 1908. accumulator, engine first-class

M.
. condition, overhauled hy makers, where can be iu-

pected, not having been smce used; £18.—Normau,
-iurlcl VillaL,'e, Parley.

LADY'S Lightweight Magneto Cycle, Bosch, Amac,
two speeds, Clement engine, mud shields, covered

iiaiu drive, just delivered; sacrifice £25-—Studio, 61.
Jenmark Hill, Camberwell.

~lh-p. Twin Eex, not btien 500 miles {guaranteed pcr-
J2 feet), looks just like new, complete with taudem
ttacbment; would take sidecar anywhere; £16 10s-— 6,

ipwlett Ed-, Peckham Eye.

A FTEE You've Scanned these announcements, before^ deciding-, wz 'u t-', or call on, Pullman Bros-, Lon-
'on Ed-, Ncrbury, London, for a list of good machines at
eally marvellously low prices-

tlh.p. 4-cyl. F-N., E-OM- non-skids both wheels, lamp.
2 horn, tools, nice cL.nditijn; best possible bargain

rice 24 guineas; guaranteed.—At Wauchope 8, 9. Shoe
^ne, Fleet St., London, E-C
3ihp- Ees, fitted with 1909 Osborne 4-speed free en-
2 yine pulley, handle start, spring forks, in perfect

rder, take sidecar anywhere; bargain, £10.—Johnson. 56.
Censingtou Gardens, Brighton.

iih-p. 1908 Minerva. Palmers, electric headlight, two
2 br;iki-^. luuiouurdis accumulator ignition, 1910

.'town and Barlow, fast. low, and powerful; £16; trial-
-229, Burdett Ed., London, E.

'

I h-p. Stevens, Eip, sprung frame (back and. front).
t J.A.P. automatic lubricator, in fine condition, spare
Jt, valves, etc., first-rate touring machine; bargain, £17

1

4-—58, "Wallwood Ed-. Leytonstone-

; J-6h-p. 4-cyl. F.N., 1909 model, handle-bar control, ccn-
;

dition like a new machine, fast, reliable, and power-
il; 35 guineas; guaranteed —Seen at Wauchope's, 9.
boe Lane, Fleet St., London, E-C-

>l.h-p. J-A.P.. Chater-Lea frame, inclined engine, in
»2 perfect order, new tyres, spare belt, tools, separate
Iterator lamp; bought car; £15.—Shubrook, 9, Cum-
;erland Ed-, Preston. Brighton-

!:;iXCEPTIONAL Bargain—3ih-p. Eex, spring forks,
I

-J rubber studded Clinchers, accessories, all in new
mdition, guaranteed absolutely perfect; £12 lOa--64.
arwick Gardens. Harringay.

Ah.p. Minerva Lightweight, Chater frame, engine
-4 practically new. good accumulator and tyres, num-
;rs. horn, carrier, and spares; lowest £5 ISs--H.. 46,
'iDchester Ed., E- Tivickenham.

>l.h.p. J.A.P., low frame, spring forks, long handles.
«' ^ two accumulators, Brown-Barlow, Watawata and

i
lare belts, footboard.s, lamp, and tools; £6 15s- —
ribble, 30, Queen's Ed., Peckham.

ilTINEEVA. 22h-p., spring forks, in splendid condi-
;»x tion. £12 12s.; 3h-p. Pebok. nice machine- good
res. £12; 1909 Triumph, unused, offers: exchanges—
odfree. 124. Eomford Ed- Stratford.

I

q09 Humber, 3^^h-p., Roc two-speed, B- and B. car-*^ .-""retter. Whittle belt, accessories, and spares,
lagnificent condition ; £32 10s--Thomas, 38, Ash-
aorch Park Villas. Shepherd's Bush.
>ih-p. Minerva, spring forks. Mabon clutch, footboards.

t ^complete handle-bar control, new E-O-M- nou-
aa, J3rown and Barlow carburetter, Autoclipse. two
.nerators. two large accumulators, horn, spares, includiufr
10 butted tubes; £17—20, Priory Gardens. Highgate, N-
7OE Sale, 3ih.p. Triumph. 1906. perfect running order.
- *17 (seventeen poundsl : also 2i'h-p. Humber, leather
' metal clutch, chain drive, starting handle, two ac{ u-
lUlators, £10 lOa. (ten pounds ten shillings)—Eowlaud
filhams. Motor and Cycle Works, Walton Ed-, Ea.-^t

! lolesey.

^m 4^

<li[«V' Franco-British Exhibition 190S.

V 3
Grand
Prix.

8

GoH
Medals

As a- chain is only as strong

as its weakest link, a belt is only

as efficient as its least considered

essential.

The essential links in motor

belting construction—Maximum
effective pulling surface: Elimina-

tion o f stretch ; Tensile strength
;

Flexibility ; Centring of core ;

Prevention of twisting, end

;

breaking, and surface cracking

—

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

-_ experience, ensure a perfect whole.

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest possible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6
per

foot.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,
16, Great, Eastern St.,

LONDON.
Works :

Manchester.

Practical notes on Belting and Belt

Driving. Fourth edition.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QCAllEAXT, 3I1 p.. Bpnui,' forks. B. and B.. handle-

bar L-outrnl, just overliuulbd ; 12 f-'iiinoaB; good
puab bike in purt puyment.—A.E.. 130. Thuileigh Eil.,

Claphain Couimon.

TlurMPH, 3ih.p.. T.T.. 1908. •prlap; forks, splendiil

condition. £32: 3h-p. TriimipL. late 1905. m.ic-

:iitn. spnuii forks ball beariuK .sUhiue, eord tyre, uo-

i-.-d; £17.-143. Well St.. Hackney.

5 h-p- Brown (twinl. good order, inlet pipes, frame luga,

il. and B- hb. carburetter, bept twin coil and
<iKirPS. £7: ChatPr-Lea tricar frame. 193. 6d. ; ditto tank.
6a. 6d.— Davi.5. 582. Eomford Ed., E.

"I
QIC Two-speed Humber for sale, including Danlop

-J-*^ studded- baik tyre. Brnoka anti-vibratury seat. Auto-
lip--e lamp and generator. Serpeutiue horn eshausl

whistle. Vecder. and numerous sparer; this machine has
run about 300 miles, and given great satisfaction, ia in

first-rate coudition, and cnlv being sold as owner is

riiug abroad; price £42 lO.s. cash.—Apply to A.F-K-.
r'-i Service Co., Holbr.rn. London-

3JLh-p. De Dion pattern, Chater-Lea frame, Peter-tJnion
2 tyres. Stanley-Deriaatine belt, footboards, dry

battery, very fast machine, in good going order ; cheap
icr £10.—cjylvenden, Enslin Ed., Eltham.

REX, 3!hp.. late 1909. as new. magneto, hb. control.

21 Continentals lamp, generator, horn, etc.. climb

any hill :
give any trial ; buying small car ; £30-—Write.

J. Grove, Glencroft. Knights Hill. Konvood, SE.

QA by 80 M.MC. M-OV., Chatei No. 6, B. and B..OU h-b-c. Coventry Three Spires, footboards, lamp-

stand, carrier, ready for road- only run 500 miles: seen

evenings after 6-— 8. Albyn Ed-. St- John's. Lewisham-

AUGUST. 1909, 2ih.p. twin lightweight N S-0- jusl

overhauled by makers, ndden 1.200 miles, perfect-

E-O-H- back tyre, fast, silent; owner wants more power;
26 guineas--H- Dawson, 111. Burnt Ash Hill- Lee. S-E.

VIN'DEO SPECIAL 5h-p.. magneto, Truflaults, new
belt, B105. powerful, fast, low, escellent condi-

tion £21: also Sjh-p- Minerva, low, good condition, per

feet running order, £11--Pike, Barossa Terrace. Chuich
St.. Chelsea.

FAFNIE, 3ih.p.. Bosch magneto. No. 6 Chater-Lea. 26
by 2i Palmer cords, large footboards. Simples stand-

la iip ejer.iL- r- horn, tools, spare belt, valves, pulley,

absolutely perfect: giving up; £22 IDs—Edward, White-
horse Schools, Croydon.

2ih-p. Light Low J-A-P., perfect condition through-
2 out. with all accessories, including spare cover-

tube, and pulley, two accumulators, does not require one
penny spent on it : £9- or near offer.—Barnes. 2. Balmi
Ed-. Southgate Rd.. IsUngton-

"I QIO Bat. 5-6h-p-, standard model, twin engine-
l-*y M.O-V.. magneto, in tank, drip feed lubricaticn.

adjustable pulley, stand, and carrier, not ridden SO miles
j

£49. iirst cheque : guaranteed--At Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
Lane. Fleet St., London, E-O-

TEIUMPH, late 1909. free engine, practically new, run
about 900 miles. Clincher studded tyres lunpuno-

tured), C-.wey indicator. Premier lamp, horn, minor, all

spares and tools; £45. cost over £60.-0. H- Beagley.

36, Pepys Ed-, New Cross. London, S-E.

TEIUMPH, 1908, with 1909 engine, fitted Mabon
clutch- Whittle and Stanley belts, large fibre case

of spares, including plugs, valves, etc.. I'almcr cord tyres,

spare tube, kept fully tuned up for sidecar ; first secures

£35 ;
giT'e trial run.—Ernest New, Gower, Chobham.

4 h-p. Twin Werner, low- fast, powerful, for sidecai

work. 26 by 2i rubber ertudded Clinchers, spring

forks, Stanlev-Dermatine iin- belt, Marconi accmnulator.
machine ridden 800 miles- tyres, etc., faultless guaran-

teed; trial: accessories: bargain, £15, or exchange.— 17-

Bedford Sq- London. E.

VINDEO. late 1908. in splendid condition throughout,

tyres unpunctured, 3ih-p., F.N- engine. Truflault

forks. Bosch, adjustable puUev, two belts, Lucas headlight

and generator, spare valves, tools, handle-bar watch, etc..

fast, powerful, and reliable: any trial; £22.— VV. Elce,

47. King Edward Ed-, Eomford.

IQIO Two-speed Humber for sale including Dunlop
X«? studded back tvre. Brooks anti-vibratory seat. Auto-

clipse lamp and generator. Serpentine horn, exhaust

whistle. Veeder, and numerous spares; this machine has

run about 300 miles, and given great satisfaction, is in

first-rate condition, and only being sold as owner is

going abroad; price £42 10s. cash.-Apply to A-F-K-.

c/o Service Co., Holbom, London.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

3ih-p- Eex. 1909. not been driven 12 miles, complete.
2 —Vo.sper, Sherborne.

0ADEANT, 3ih.p-, good order; cheap, £15-—Victor
Pettingill, Shaftesbury. Dorset.Q

BAT-J-A.P., 4h-D.. new January this year, perfect con-

dition; £39.—Hicks. Tregarne Terrace. St. Auptell.

6 h-p- Ariel. J-A.p. engine, in good running order;
£25. or oflers; must sell.—22. Forester Av., Bath-

TRIUMPH and Motosacoche, 1910 modela in stock;

cash, exchange, deferred payments.—.Dan Guy-
Weymouth-
4 h-p. Roe, free engine and two-speed gear, magneto,

new Palmer tyres, spring forks; £27 3 0s-. or
offers; trial run, or push cjcle and cash--'Western,
Uflculrae. Devon.

J Q09 Motosacoche, lih.p., magneto model, with Druid
it/ spring forks, go d running order, not done 700
miles, headlight, generatnr. two spare belts, fastenrrs

inner tubes, born, stand, carrier, etc; £22.—J.E-M

.

Roby Hall. Torquay.

In answ&rinff thescL adcertiscjnents it is de-s'irahlc' to mention '^'The Motor Cycle.** A37
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH. 1909. perle.t oniiition. euaiuelUim ami

plat 112 ;i.-» Tifvr. rery littlt' ucfd; £38; new Tiiumph
in stock.—Kim her. Albert Ra. Devcupurt-

IQlO Quadrunt. 3ili.p., tittle used, guaranteed per-Av fi'it ; v\]\ ndn 150 lulled to i-!tendiii|^ puiuhader
— P. Thorue. Brunswiek. TlTerton, Devon.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

1 Q08 iui(3 1909 Triiunphs, in splendid order; £30 and
J-t/. £33.-Jame3 H. Scott, Melr,.se.

31.U.p. N S.U.. magneto, footrests, spring forks; £16.
2 sacrifice. — Sirobbie, 59, Mollinsburn St-. Spring-

burn.

BEFORE DeK,'idJug on your 1910 mount call and iu-
^prit tiip X3LT.. Prpiuier, liradbury L-M-C and

Royal Enfifld—Sfottisli Motor Agency, 167. Morrison
St., Edinbiiri-'lj

F.N-, 1910. two-.^^peed. liphtweif^bt; immediate delivery
from Mtu.b ; I'utalognes post free.—Eo.'^sleigh. Ltd..

32. Sbanflwii'k Place. Edinburgh.

TRIUMPHS. 1910 standard, or free engine models;
im iipduite delivery I'roiu ?to(k: catalofrues post free

-Rossieigh. Ltd.. 32 Shandnick Place. Edinburgh-

TRIUMPH. 1907, new cylindtr. piston, and bearings,
.iiljii>tiiblf pulley, studdrd tyres, in very cuod 'on-

ditum. lamp- btiru tools abdolutely reliable; £23.— Rjss, :

63. Cliiir. b St.. lurerue.ss-

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Finn.-Res. V-S-
U.b;iii M(>1i-RHve. Pi.-elun iiud Moure. Zenith.

Iinuu'la^*. fine Orittun ; we :*tock all the!*e. and can supply
nuy otliHf inHk**— Alexander's M^tur Exchange, Lothian
Rd-, £diubiiri;b.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
8h.p. De Dum open frame. 760 by 85 tyrea; £42-—Ivy

Cottage. KemaiuR. Sevenoaks-

6b. p. Huuiber coach-built, wheel steering, car control;
f3I -31. Lciudor Ed.. Sto-kwell--

FHKLON and Muore. splendid condition, j-ust over-
iKiiikil: II biirgiiin.—Henton. Livertedge.

'PRICAR. 6-8h.p. Antoine twin, very fast; bargain.X £20.-T;iylor, 112. New King's Rd., Fulham.

31h.p. Chater-Lea. open fr.ime engine, tvres, belt, new
2 £18 10>.—59. Barking Rd , Canning T.mn.

9h.p Rilpy Tricar, re-painted and overhauled, splend'd
tuaibine-— \V.. Elms House, Hammersmith.

TRICAK. 4b. p.. wheel steering, two-speed, free, clutch,
open frame; £16.— Muto. Ham. Old Windsor.

9h.p. Rilf^T Trirar, thr^e and rever.-je. perfect order;
£37 lbs— Baker. Waldegiave Rd-. Teddington.

O h-p. Fafnir Trii-ar. wants painting, -splendid runningO order; £10.—W. Cbambera. 93, Brook St-, Stepney.

QUAJ»RANT Carette. late type; 20 guineas, or ex-
change two-spt'Ml twin cycle —Fridby^s, Uells, Som-

4h.p. Antoine Tricar, good going order ; trial ; £ 1

10.1.-5, Bunheui Rd.. Bedftsd Park.-94a Chiswick.

31.b.p. Res Tricar. French grey, footboards, in good
2 rmmmg order ; £10.-785. tugh Rd., Leyton-

stone.

9h.p. Bile^. three speeds and reverse- car tyres, in fine
condition; any trial; £50.-785, High Ed-. Ley-

tonstone.

TRICAR Frame (olosed). complete with 26in. wheels.
Uiuk. batket seat, etc.; £4.-785. High E4.. Ley-

ton^tone.

3Xb.p. Raleighette. w-c. two speeds, Renolds chains,
2 fine condition; £25.-68, \\elIington Rd. North.

Sto< bport-

5h.p. Humber. coach-built, two speeds, car tyre on
baik- iu good running order; £50.-668. High Ed..

Leyionstoue.

MaBCH 2IST, 1910.

wheel,
Turnpike Lane

4J.h.p. Tricar, water-cooled, chain, two speeds
2 (oach-built. perfect; trial.—59. Turnpike

Hornsey.

TRICAR. 3ih.p., nearly new. low built, gnaianteed per-
fH-t: £20; photj.— 1, Frome Rd-, We.stbury Av-.

Wood Green.

5h.p. Twin Peugeot Tricar, fast, saving on petrol, and
perfect condition; price £20-—Butler, 14a, Kil-

burn Sq. N W.

5h.p. Res Litette. water-cooled, two speeds, magneto,
.jpleiiiiid condition; £25 ca,sh.—The Grove, Roberts-

bridge. Susses-

HALIFAX.— 5;h.p. Quadrant Carette, two speeds, open
frame trrand condition; £19 19s.—Motor Exchange,

Uestgate, Halifax.

£14.—3ih.p. Singer, coach-built, magneto, has been
tlnaoii;:lily overliniiled ; oilers; owner buying car.—

Stmng. jnn.. Actou. W-

5b.p- Riley-—Anyone wanting a,, good reliable maciiine.
all ready for the road, should apply to H. Ball

51 West^'at'.^ Peterborough.

1 /\-12h.p. Lagonda Tricar, three speeds, spares, perfect
J-Vf order; £d'^ — ( dna^'s Motor Works. Maze. Hill.--:-

borough, Down. Ireland.

QUADRANT Carette 6h-p.. two engines, two speed.s.
npenirainc. in .splendid condition; £20.-9. Cole-

.

%5g."--.g3
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JUNiyCHEMIii
l^uringCheinistsidffilll
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1
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The ENGINE-
Let it have your first and best attention,
and the very best oil that science can

supply or money purchase—to wit

"CHEMICO"
MOTOR BIKR OIL.
You know the advantages of a sweetly
running engine, friction is not getting in its
deadly work—this oil keeps friction and

heat at bay.

Quart Tins, 1/8 each.

TYRE ECONOnV
becomes necessary now that rubber is at
famine prices. Mend the cut or gash with,

our

CHEMICO'
TYRE STOPPING

and malcc it as good and as useful as ever.

6 t. and i/= Tins.

THE
REUANCe
MOTOR CYCLE
REPAIR OUTFIT

at 2/"
is the very last word in outfit efficiency,
completeness, and value. Everything you

want.

Ihe COVNTY CHtMICAL Co., Ltd

,

BIRMINGHAM.
London : 43, Great Eastern Street.

Manchester : 235, Deansgate.
Glasgow : 128, RenOeld Street.

Dublin : Golden Lane.

nuui St., New Nortii Rd., N.E.

3i"4:ih.p. Ariel Tricar, two speeds, Bowden lift, foot-
2 bnard,-;. gnod conditinn ; £18. part exchange. —

136. Ijaujbctli Wall;. London.

A3S ^n ansiverhuj tltese advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
1 A-12li.p. Lagonda three fipeeds, late model, coacR*-y^ built, three lamps; £32 XOb.; genuine bargaitt.-
Uhite. Lammas Villa, Staines

6-7h-p. Litette. perfect, new, Michelins thioughwU
complete \vith all accessories

; price £40.—'* A.,'
3. Leaside Av., MuSwell Hill, N-

^ih-p. Phoenix Trimo, epning- new gears, Amao, bear^A* ings, sprockets as new: worth £30, sell £20; wan'
car.—Studij. 61, Denmark Hill. Caniberwoll.

^ih-p. Riley Tricar, two speeds free engine, all in net^ 3 condition ; ex^:hange motor cycle and cash> o:
sell £24.—Sear, Confectioners, Chingford, Essex.

3ih.p. Coventry Eagle, Bucbet engine, coach-bnili
,
2 front seat, exrelient o.indition. thoroughly reUublp;

trial; 12 guineas.-The Lilacs, Butts, Coventry.

4h.p- Rover, two speeds, free, chain diivt;, coach-built
wheel steering :-pLire?. ext client condition

; £25
OT offer.—Rabson, Market Parade. BaUiam. B.W.

MINERVA Tricar, 3ih.p. Chater-Lea frame, goof
going order; reasfnablc cijer accepted. — W. J

Roberts, 128._ Fielding Rd., Bedford Park. Chiswick.

RKXETTE, 5ih.p., two speeds, eoach-built. whcf?! steer
v^'i ,<. I'iri* li i,idn^ ciu. -viater-cof led, Renolds chain

£20—Fnnnell. Yew Villa. Granville Rd- W althamstow-

WOLF Tricar, -w-c-. three-speed, handle starting
ccaiih -built, handle-bar cintrol. guaranteed ebn

dition, Clincher tyres; £20—Chilton, High St., VValfotd

LIGHT Tricai, twin Res Triette, Roc clutch, tw.
speeds Bosch magneto, new last July, perfect, an(

co-nplete; £36; any trial.—22- Victoria Terrace, Leam-
ington.

3ib.p.. Brown engine, Amae. Chater frame, peifefii.

2 running order, lately overhauled, good tyres, ac
lessories; for quick sale. £10 10s-—-Buroh, 57, "WaHei!
Rd.. New Cross.

41.h p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled, two-speed, cp^eh'
2 built front, splendid climber, sound condition, wint

-screen, apron, tools ; £25.—Master, Gamesley Huspitiil

Gloss^p, Manchei»ter.

4Xh p. Humber Tricar, coach-built forecarriage, water
2 co<-lMd. two speeds, handle starting, 9;in. clutch'

I

fir:?t-class order; £20—Apply, West, Leeds Motor Co-'

V\ ellington Rd-, Leeds-

AFTER Y^ou've Scanned these announcements, befon
deciding, write to. or call on, Pullman Bros.. Lon

don Rd-. Norbury. London, for a list of good machines a1

really marvellously low prices. , .

6h.p. Twin-cyl. Zenith, two speeds, sprung framei
late.-it things in every detail. £22 lOs-; also SiH.p

Clemenl-Garrard, three speeds, water-cooied. £20. — 27.

Kingsbury Rd.- Dabton.

6-Shp. Riley TTl(.^aI, twm-cyl., three speeds and
verse, cai tyres light blue body, red leather lini

!
back aluminium bucket seat, very fast, fine hill-climbe!

price £40-—Benzie, Cowes^

4h p- Singei Tricar, vertical engine, Bosch mawiel^
ignition, belt drive; must sell. £15 10s.; also ohaj

' I'Loenix tricar. Minerva. £8 lOs--Murray. 37a, Ohar^
St., Hatton Garden. Holbom.

HUMBER. 4ih.p.. water-cooled, two speeds, hani

starting, new tyres and chains, footboards^ ooau
r'rnnt, foot bell: £21. immediate sale—N-C-P., c/o Li^
Garage. Hurst St., Birmingham-

PHCENTS, Sh^p., twin, two-speed, coach-built,

steering, fau-fooled, spares, overhauled; photo, trial'?!

exchange Touring Auto Cycle, 2-seatrer car, motor bitftl

and cash--Fisher, Architect. Pontypool.

4b-p. Phcenis Trimo, Bosch magneto, two speeds,

engine, handle starting reqnir&s slightly overhaiftl
I ing, climb anything; sacrifice £20, take magneto cy^i
cxchanse-—R. Else- Leawuod. near Matlock-

LATEST 9h.p. Riley de Luxe, side doors, throe speed^
reverse practically new condition throughout, onUi

run 1.500 miles, complete with lamps and tnols; cdsM

£160, siacrifice £57 10s-—R. Else. Leawood, Matlock.

' ^h-p. Twin Res Triette, air-cooled engine, Bosch mag*<

tl neto. two speeds. Roc clutch. Ifi belt, specially built

.July. 1908. encine new in 1909. cane seat, footboardsi-

. etc. : £38. nr nearest ofler—G-. 33, Meriden St.. Coventryv

LAGONDA Tricar. Sih.p-. open frame, free engine. %m
spewls, chain drive, chitch, Continental car tyr°^

perfect running order, ready for road; £18; oau..-^

seen and tried-—Overstall, Sanatorium, Virginia WataS
Surrey.

4JLh.p. Riley, water-cooled, and coach-built sidecar,
2 spepd gear- fcot clutch, and brake, starting ha

(same as a car), chain drive, nearly new tyres, in splencL
i-ondition ; 28 guineaa.—Conner, 736, Holloway Rd., Lo|5
do».

CHATER-LEA Coach-built 6-8h.p. Advance, tw
water-c. oled engine, two speeds, chain drive, ra6j

wheel steering, tyres practically new. car tyre on
wheel, three lamps, tools, spares-—Baker, BeaworffiSS
Devon- ,:y3i|

9h p. 2-cyI. Singer Tricar, gear box like big car. ..,,""

excellent- car running like new. fa.st and- very siren^f
external condition excellent, tyres splendid, headlig;'"'"

«nd other accessories; £45.—Mann, Egerton, and '

Ltd,, Norwich.
. ,

3ih.p. Ariel. B-B- carburetter, 26 Palmer tyre
2 instable pulley. I belt, in splendid running

very fast machine, £13 10s.; also Matchless trican.
5.q., or would exchange for 23 h-p.. and cash,-— 20a. Loflj

Rd.. Sutton, Surrey-
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
Xb.p. Kiley Trtcir. water-cooled, coacb-built fropt,

:2 clutch; £15 153., or oxcliaiigo lor good low motor
,.[e.—Wilson Dovelioles, Buxtou.

1HICAE, 41i.p-, fan-cooled, coarh-built. chain drive.

. two-speed and tree. Antuine engine. Clinclier tyre^;

18. or nearest ofler-—F. Atkins. 78, Cobden St.
aicester.

TEIOAK. N-S-IJ., 61i-p., twin, fau-cooled. mag:neto.
t\vo-^l)t'cd. Pha^nix special coach-built 'forecarriaj^e

,ilti footboards, bos of tools and spuiPa; £35; seen Sat-

1

(Inys. or appointment.—85. Clydw Rd., Wood Grrc'ii-

; Ii.p. Excelsior-M.M.C- Tricar, cane foreeaniaije,
- Phd'uix attacimient. lamp,^. and all uccessoiie:;

it> oriicr and condition; ready for road; accept £15;
.ryaui.— tlowie, 68, Lansdowne Rd-, Vvest Didsbury,
aache.^ter-

I ih-p. PLceuix Trinio (eoach-bnilt). in thorough going
-2 ordt*r. Osborne foui-spced pulley, and free engine
'little belt, new tyres, aucuniulator ignition, tools, ete-

;

ast sell ; accept any reasonable titer.—41, Stansfield
.1., Brixton. S-W.

1RICAR. 6-8h.p-. water-cooled, magneto, pressed steel

fraaie. coach-built, wheel steering, and control, twc
(.ed.s. clutch, ear tyres, all spares, specially built, ne^v
iiiliticin; owner bought car; trial; photo; £58.—Tarr.
luetcry Rd.. Sheffield.

. S I "Want Cash will sacrifice my new (August, 1909)"
1. Eex twin Triette. clutch, and two-speed everything
rl".x't and uuseratehed. .'special body, two l-'-R-S. lanips^

M' tvres; co>-t £75 best otter over £50 e^n have it.

S*. 4,230. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

fcUAUTY.—Late 1907 Model Quadrant Carette ftri-

* carj.. 6-8h-p-, 2 cyls-. two speeds, coach-built, open
inie wh'^el steering, sprung, etc-, litt.le used, absolutely
new. guaranteed periect; cost 96 guineas, take £22

s., or motor bike part.—48. Walton Rd-, Ea^t Molesey.

> RXETTE (King of little cars), coach-built, sprung
1j clia.s^is, iMM^ect condition £20 spent last year on
jiroveiuents and overhauling, car tyres, nearly new.
iiiitity of >pares: £i9; exenan.^e popular Sth.p. motor
1.'.—82, Onkwood Rd.. Sparkhill. Binuingham.

Ih.p. J.A-P engine. Phcenix. Chater-Lea. two-speed.
2 chain drive, free engine, handle starting, fan-cooled-
rnig saddle, studded tyres, .-pare valves, tube, chains.
iip. all tools, rainproof cover ready for touring : price
0.—Young, 23. Priory Grove. South Lambeth, S-W
^AST 5h.p. Tricar, water-cooled engine, two speeds.

wheel steering, engip.e retently leoushed. bodv re-
iuted motor grey, reupholstered blue, new R-'O-M.
e first-rate condition throughout; £35; trial or other
rticulars.—Richards. 9. Fairview Rd... Cheltenham.

Oh-p. Lagonda Tricar, three Speeds, coach-built b.dy-
special bucket seat for driver, handle-bar control

3 by 80 tyres, spare engine parts, and tubes, tools, and
ipa; seen by appointment, and trial given; price £50
•I W". Randle, Woodthorpe House, Ashford. Middlesex

h-p. Kerry-Abingdon. twin engine perfect, chain drive-
fo.'lproof two-i^peed and clutch, handle startiu^•

chronised ignition, handle-bar control, climbs Birdlip
b three p:LS3engers, new Palmer cord car tyre back
ocher Dreadncughts frcnt ; £30 ; consider exchange
3ih.p. bike—Edge, bootmaker, Marple-

ITETTE, 7.6h.p., water-cooled, magneto, two speeds
and clucch Palmer cord tyres, cost £80 in Decem-

. 1908, has never broken down, very fast, silent, and
^' to start, ccachwork unscratchcd. Stewart cor speed-
ster, lens mirror headlitrht. "all spares, and a new
re tyre; any trial or expert examination; £50, or
rd ofEer.-Lieut. Prickett. Whale Island. Portsmouth-

["kh-p. Water-cooled Lag nda Tricar, coach-built body
I-' bucket seat for driver, h.b. eontrol. back tvr-
;

helin non-skid. 710 by 90. aides, Continental non-skid.
I

'
by 65. not done 3-000 miles," spare cover and tubes-

j

icket wheel,?, some new ana other spare parts, lamps-
1
accumulators, etc-, all in going order; £55. or nearesrt

i

r.-J. Sharman, Wdodcot, Woodthorpe Rd-, Ashford.
1 Idlespx.

I

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
;

'ILLFORD Castor, as new ; £7.-Motor. Park Lodge.
{ - Brackley.

1
ORECAR, ivith fine coach-built body, less tyres ; 45s.
a bargain.—92. Myrtle Rd-. Leicester.

I'lLLS-FULFORD Castor Wlieel Sidecar, as new

J-

perfect; £6 6s.-Truman, Sidcup. Eent.

i'ONTGOMERY, flexible, rane bodv, good condition
|- 2; tyre; £5—Stacey Wood, V\^ivenhoe, Essex-

1
EARLY new rigid sidei-ar, 26in- wheel, perfect: £3
{5s.—King, 6, Orrib Mews, Beadon Rd., Hammer-
{th.

J:DECAE- good conditi'Q, fit any frame; lowest' £3
' 15s.-Markbam, 91. tit. James Rd.. Liverpool Rd..

[-DECAR, new. Moseley tyre, tube, upeciallv uplu ]

' stered green; nearest offer £4— G-. 37, St.'Quintin
' . L:.ndoD, W.

H)KCARS, £4 17s-; baskets, springs, fittings; trade
supplied—Middleton and Co., Watson St. Newing-

Grppn.. London. N-

jOACH-BUILT Sidecar, 'ipbol.-tered green. 26 by 2
-,1^^^^^^^^ '^^^' °°'y ^^^f^ once; bargain. £3 173-

= -169, Newfoundland Rd-, Bristol.

jORECARRIAGE. cane seat, well sprung. 24in.
' wheels and tyres, good condition: £3 3s.-R.

'

^"ley. 339. Strobnall St-, Burton-on-Trent.

TO ALL MAKES OF w.

CELL AS RECEIVED BY US.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK, AND
SPECIALLY CATER FOR THIS CLASS OF TRADE.
NO BATTERY NEED BE THROWN AWAY AS

USELESS OR BEYOND REPAIR.

JUST SEND IT ALONG TO US. WE WftL QUOTE
YOU BY RETURN, OR MAKE YOU AN ALLOW-

ANCE IN EXCHANGE FOR A NEW CELL.

CELL WHEN REPAIRED.

THE ABOVE ARE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOS,
BEFORE AND AFTER REPAIRS OF AN AC-
CUMULATOR SENT UP BY A CLIENT, AND ARE
NOT SPECIALLY FAKED UP FOR ADVERTISING.

Our new List, containing 40 pages, sent

post free on request.

Di-pt.

A.R.
on (Acojm.jlator
U"" Specialists),RICHFORD

153, Fleet Street,

LONDON, EC.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
FORECAR Attachment, with side stays, band brakes,

mudguards nearly new, also Osnorne free engine.
four-speed.-Rei ve, Wmd^r Rd.. King's Lynn.
TTALIFAX.-£5 17s. 6d.. De Luxe sidecars, special
'--- detachable fittings, no second adjustment, art cane
or wicker body.—ilotor Exchange, Westgate. Halifax.

FORECAR long side stays, footboards, nearly new
tyres, fitted with band brakes to both wheels, per-

fect; £4 103—106, Pritchard's Rd-, Haekney, London

FORECAR Attachment, coach-built seat, detachable.
wheels 26 by 2i. Dunlop tyres, perfect condition.

-tcering as ear; wanted. No- 6 Chafer frame or similar
make, complete, 26in- wheels, tvres tank pnug lurk:..
etc.. suit 3J.h-p. vertical.-Cradock. St. Austell.

STDECARS.-Our £5 10s. are built from Chater-Lea
fittings, including hub; our £4 ISs. car is built

from Cliater-Lea lugs; all are complete with side
:?train and mudguards, including second-hands from
£3 15s.: fitted while you wait free.—O- A. i;.dgar, 123.
Holloway Rd-, London-

BEFORE it is too late order your Oakleigh sideear
now; £5- Remember we are the actual inventcrs

-

and originators of the sidecar, and know how a side.jir
should be built- We use only genuine Chater-Lea fit-
tingt* throughout- Not a part here and there- Deliverv
from stock —Oakleigh Sidecars. Ltd., 65a, Eosendale
Rd West Dulwich.

PILOT Sidecars, by test the best; our latest model.
£4 17s. 6d-. complete; is a really high-class pro-

duction, and must not be confounded with the sidecars
offered elsewhere; our determination to mate the be-i
is deliberate ; assemblers compete in price only ; appr'f
val : deposit

;
gradual payments.—Manufacturers. Pilot

Cvele Co.. Soho Rd-. Birmingham-

rOLDING Sidecars, will go through any doorway
where motor cycle will ko without detachiug, i?

absolutely rigid, more comfortable and convenient than
any existing sidecar, trrade A, £7 7s-; grade B, £5 7s-;

your old pidecar converted into folding for £l 17s- 6d-

;

ordinary detachable sidecar. £4 53.—Sole Manufacturers
the New Mona Cycle and Motor Co.. Mona wks.. Bar-
rett's Grove. Stoke Newington, Loud. •

(4 •
rear 166 and 168. High St., Stoke Newington, N. (see

under repairers.)

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
3ih.p- Quadrant (magneto), with forecar; £16 IDs-

2 or separate.—79, King George St-, Greenwich.

4h-p- Excelsior, strong, with sidecar, perfect runmn-.'
order; nearest offer to £16-— 6, Herrick Rd.. High-

bury.

7-9h.p. Peugeot and rigid sidecar. No. 6 Chater frame-
very low. reliable; lot 23 guineas.-29. East St.

Barking.

BARGAIN.—5-6h.p. Twin Peugeot. Chater. and side-

car: 27 guineas—Particuiaxs, 80, Cromwell Ed-,
Luton. Beds.

ROO. 4h.p-, and sidecar, free engine, magneto. adju,>^t-

able pulley, good condition; £25; seen any time.—
177, Roman Rd-. Bow-

5h p- Twin Kerry, three speed, and Montgomery flexible

sidecar; bargain, £24; trial here—BarUr, Hail-
^ham Rd.. Polegate, Sussex-

T.A.O. and Sidecar {as illustrated page 233 last week's
" M.'tor Cycle "). new. and unused.—Bos 4,240.

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. , .

4ih.p. N-S-TJ. and sidecar, clutch, and two-speed gear.

2 perfect condition; anv reasonable trial; £22.—
Hi pkins, Woodleigh Rd., Ledbury.

BAT, 4h.p.. spring frame, and sidecar, free engine
chit'!], studded tyres, in sound condition.—Ayden-

17. Blackst^.ek Rd.. Finsbury Park. N-

ROC. 5-6h.p., 1909 twin magneto. B. and B.. Whittle
haudle-bar control, Millj^Fulford sidecar; £25.—

Grove, Pond u ood. Wokingham, Berks.

3ih-p- Humber, sidecar detachable, splendid workin;;
2 order, new c.vers ; £12 lOs-, or offer complete —

The Schools. Kilbum Lane, Kensal Green.

1 Q08 Twin Rex and Sidecar unseratehed. guaranteed
Xt? ur-t lun 1000 miles. Palmer cords, e ery acce^-

>^ory ; open to offers.-" A-." Leaside Av., Mu^wcll HiU-

T> EX Twin-cyl. 5h-p. Motor Cycle, and Mills and Ful-
XV ford sidecar, cane chair, castor wheel; £16 16s.—
Can be seen and tried any time at Dean's Garage, Carn-
forth.

5h.p. Humber and Fulford castor sideear, two-speed
gear, handle-bar control, in splendid condition

;

£35 ; exchange considered part-—Vernon Whitehead,
Abingdon.

"I Q09 Triumph, perfect condition, Rom back tyre-

Xt/ lamp- iiorn. spare.'i. aisu jicmgi uerv flexible

sideear; £40 the lot—Pickford, 19, Pavilion Rd-.
Knightsbridgo, London.

3 h-p. Motor Cycle. Brown engine, Amac carburetter,
h-b. control. Palmer cord tyres tone new), perfect

condition,- with sidecar; £20 or would sell separately.—
M.C. I. Titchfield Rd.. Enfield Lock.

7-9h.p. Peugeot. Chater-Lea frame. Mabon clutch
Amac carburetter. Chater-Lea sidecar, nearly new.

not done 500 miles; seen by " appointment ; £40—Ed-
dington, 100. Mildmay Rd-. Chehnsford.

TRIUMPH. S^h.p.T 1907-8. h.b. control, grand engine,
little used. Mab_,n clutch, new Clincher studded

tyres, new belt. Mills-Fulford castor wheel sidecar com-
bination; £36.—Seen at 9, Linden Arcade, High Rd-.
Chiswick.

In answering these advertisements ii is desirable to mention ^^The Motor Cycle.^^ A39
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SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1Q09 5L-I!- Rex de Luxe, and sidecar. <teol studded
Xt» tyres. AutucUp.-e. Walatiata belt, extra front auu
tail lisht. ;>pares. hardly u.^ed; owner buying oar; per

fcit; barsain. £43 lOs.—J. Brooks. The Conunon, Eceles

aeia, Slieifleld.

7L.p. WaverJey-J.A.P.. and sideear, free enRine. variable

pulley, handle startinfi, wind screen, patent 9 fot-t

silencer, engine noisple.ss. luggage basket, quantity spares

all new la.st July, perfect rondition; £50.-0. Eigby. Ill

Cotton Exchange. Liverpool-

6h.p. Twin Antoine. Chater-Lea. two-speed, tree engine
new 2iia- FaLner cord tyres, rubber footboards

Amac carburetter. Uavis.n tank, with gauges, long, lev,

po.sition. rigid sidecar, la.iips, horn; bargain, £35-—\\il-

liams. El-Nido. Priest Hill. Caversham-on-Thames.

RES Tmn. two-speed, etc. late 1909. not travelled

.00 ..i.es, pe..ect condition, o\er £10 (present

low valuationl of accessorias, with insiantaneuusly at-

tachable n. -v- I .u.,aiu'u.ucry siaccar no faults; cash
( fie:-^ con.-idered for this desirable speedy tearing com-
bination, together or separate li.ing.-u u-i n-Tliaiues}. —
Box LI. 114. The Motor Ci/cie Offices, 20. Tndor St.. B-0.

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

MOTOR Tricycle, genuine De Dion, large seat, and
very comfortable, Ijh-p-, will go up most hilh

witij.)ut assistance: £6—Apply, 6, Brownswood Park
South Hornsey-

TANDEMS.
PHQSNIX Motor Jjadyback Tandem, excellent condi

tion, low built; lowe.-.t £12 10s-, with accej-sones-
—J.O., 261. Eotherhithe New Rd., KotuerHithe-

QUADCARS.
PHOENIX Quadcar, twin-Ly!., Fafuir enpine. dual igni-

tion, detachable frtint soat- tools, spares, rei enth
overhauled; £37 lOs—G- H- Wait and Co.. Leicester."

S
TRAILERS.

TRONG Motor Trailer; £1, or near offer.— 2, Moyce
St.. Keniuagton.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.—8-1 Ih-p.

,
Panhard waggonette, seats 8, 3

cyl- Centaure, Krebs. solid tyres, canopy; £45.

PALMT^R.— 10-12h-p. Daimler lorry van, 2-eyl., solids,
carry over 30 cwt. ; £50.

PALMl'^R.—8h.p. Jackson, racing type, genuine Dt
Dion engine, pressed steel frame, absolutely per

feet: £75.

PALMH:E.~16-24h-p. De Dietrich, tonneau, seats eighi
persona, splendid reliable car, beautiful condition

;

£55.
,

PALMKR.—9h p- nearly new 2-seater, beat French make
raked steering, wheel control, perfect; £90.

PALMER—40-50h p. De Dietrich. 6ide entrance car
latest model, fitted hood, acreeu; £325.

PALMER.-16-24h.p. 1907 F.I-AT.. side entrance
hood, screen, h-t. magneto, beautiful touring car;

£185-

PALMER-—16-20h-p. 1907 Beeston Humber, side en-
trance, dual ignition, gate change, condition like

new; £175.

PALMER.—7-llh.p. Panhard, tonneau. hood, screen
2-(y].. Centaure, nice condition, very reliable; bar-

gain, £45.

PALMER.—Hrunber chasGia. complete, ready receive
engine. £25; M-M-C chassis, complete, ready re-

ceive engine. £15.

PALMl'TR —9h-p. Jackson. 2-seater, bucket body, gen
eral condition like new; £85.

PALMER.— 9h.p- tasicab, latest style, landaulet body
seating four, inside, very smart; £150.

PALMER.—8b p. Buchet chassis, late type, long stroke,
fast running engine; £75.

PALM'vR.— l6-24h-p. De Dietrich Chassis, late type
MO-V- preRsed steel frame; bargain. £85.

PALMER.—In stock at Tooting, one monoplane. 30ft
span, ready to receire engine; £75.

PALMER —12 16h. p. Mutel. chassis, 4-cyl., cardan
drive, latp type, like new throughout; £60.

PALMER.— 16-20h.p.. Anglian, side entrance limousine
all Aster fittings, and engine, silent and perfe.i*-

£135.

PALMER.— 8-lOh.p. Humber. light side entrance, side
and head lamps. Stepney, like new car; £55.

PALMER.— 14-16h.p. 1910 Darracq. I make the
largest possiblo allowance for old car; £225.

PALMER.-24h.p. F-I-A-T-, Burlington body, lafe
type car. best grade car, perfect; £175.

PALMER.—All above seen at L- N. Palmer's, 9a.
Trevelyan Rd., ToMing Garage one minute Merton

Rd. tram terminus. Tnoting. 'Plione. 208, Streatham.
Photos, details- Easy -eerms. Exchanges-

Easter by the Sea.
Call and see mc I shall be opf^n Good Friday
and Easter Monday. How do these suit you ?

—

MAGNETO MACHINES READY for the ROAD.
TRIUMPHS—1909, condition first-class, studded

t3^es, and new leather belt, not done 500
miles ; £39,

igoS, good engine, magneto flap, cut-out,

complete kit of tools, etc, ; £32.
iqoS, free engin*^, fiiie sidecar machine, beau-

tiful condiliop, little used; £38.
HUMzSER— j-i h.p., exhaust under engine, con-

dition as new, Druid spring forks, cut-out,
large flap, magneto away from dirt ; £37 lOs.

PREMIER—New igro 33 h.p. Tv\in ; listed by
the makers £52 ids. ; my price £45.

REXES—3^ h.pr,*rQoa, condition first-class, tyres

good, padced saddle; selling at S28 10s.

5 h.p. Twin, free engine, two-speed gear, con-

dition first-class, age about igo-'^, engine been
lately overhauled, tyres good ; £35.

5 h.p., magneto, condition good, free engine,

belt and tyres first-class, Cantilever seat, spring
forlis ; £32.

5 h.p. Twin, free engine, condition very nice

indeed. Cantilever seat, spring forks, tyres and
tubes gnod, ready for road ; £30.

N.S.U.—Crirner, toolbag, good condition, leather

steel-studded tyres, spring forks •, £25.

MOTO-REVE—190Q, sUghtly shop-soiled, perfect

in every way, direct from makers this year,

complete kit of tools ; listed 39 guineas ; my
price £27.

F.N.—4^ h.p., fonr-cylinder, condition as new, very
low seat, ready for road, good ry-'-'s :

^''f^

2% h.p., good useful machine, spring fori s,

ready for road ; £16 lOs.

MOTOdACOCHE—igog, new Septen ber last, con-
dition first-class, spring forks, spi.ng hanuif
bars, extra air inlet, strong cranks, extra wii e
pedals, and many oth^r extras ; altogether
costing ^40; my price £2B.

ARNO—3 h.p., condition as new, slightly shop-
soiled ; listed at £'37'ios. : my price i.27. 10'.

CLYDE

—

2\ h.p., spring forks-, gor)dusc-ful n achiho,
tyres and belt good; £18 lOS.

PEUuEOT—3'^-P-t good uSpful macliine for hard
work, tyres and belt good; £19 10s.

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES IN RUNNING
ORDER.

TRIUMPHS—Two accumulator Triumphs, good
condition tubes and tyres, engines been over-
hauled ; £17 and £19.

QUAD.^ANT—3J h.p., studded tyres, decent con-
dition, ready for the road ; £12 lOs.

ALCYON— "S h.p. Twin, H.B. control, N.S.U. vari-

able pulley, tyres in good condition ; £18 10s.

KERRY—2^ h.p., low seat, tyres and tubes decent
condition ; £12.

WHITLEY— 3 h.p., ready for the road, tyres and
tubes good ; £10 IDs.

HUMShR—3i h.p., chain-driven, strong useful
machine, ready for the road; £12 lOs.

BRADBURY—3^ h.p., good tyres and tubes, long
handle-bars, horn, grips, carrier ; £12 lOs.

F.N.—ij h.p. Lightweight, almost new tyres, good
little machine ; £11.

HUrylBER—3i h.p., first-class condition, very
powerful little machine, go anywhere ; £13 lOs.

ROVER—3! h.p., good tyres and tubes, free-

engine clutch, chain-driven, very good machine
for sidecar work ; £17 lOs.

PEUGEOT—5 h.p- Twin, powerful machine for

sidecar work ; £22 lOs.

REXES—5 h.p. Twin, grand machine, perfect con-
dition, lake sidecar anywhere; t18 lOs.

3^ h.p., good useful machine; £6 lOs.

3I h.p., strong machine, in full running
order ; £10.

1909 MOTO-RGVES. 1909.

Just a few English models witli 1910 magnetos,
listed at f.^z ; ray price, £30.

Sis iQog Colonial models, with 1910 magnetos, to
clear at £32, listed £^^.

igio models waiting. Easter delivery of F.N.,
TRIUMPHS. SCOTT, MOTO-REVE, MOTOSA-
COCHE, TWIN PREMIER. DOaOLAS.
NOTE.—The roads around Morecambe are in

fine condition. My Garage' is first one over rail-

way bridge into town. Caimot get into town by
road without passing door.

Cash or E.xrhanse. Offers entertained for all and
everything. Spring List free.

Lancashire Motor Exchange,
Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.

Tels.; *' Motor, MorecambP." Tele.: 112.

Prop-ietor: C. H. HITCHEN.

I
CARS FOR SALE.

1^

"I /\-12h-p. Brnwo. 2-.=ipater. racy model, screen [adJLV hood; £uO— Below.

8 h.p. IJe liion. fl-seater. two speeds and reTcree 47
lOs.-Below.

7-9h-p- Star, 4-seater. three speeds and reveiBe; . ^
Below.

i

1 A-I2b.p. Dennis, masneto^ three speeds and n \

2-96ater, racy type; £55--Below.

1 /k-12h.p. 2-cyl. M.:tl C- 4-seater, hood, fine t( 1

X\7 oar: £47 10s—Below. ^ '

1 /\h.p. Pink. 2-cyI-, 2-aeater. three ppeeds and nj
I
X\f low built and racy; £63; phi t a and laJ k

ticulars; exchanges.— 1 28. Hitrh Rd., Tottenham. 'I
1982.

ECLIPflE.-40h.p. Napier. 6-cyl.. side entrance. J
uas touring i,ar. bplendid oraei ; £195.

ECLIPSE.—i4-16h-p. liarrarq. the 1910 speci
immediate delivery; £^25; old car part payme

I!^CLIPSE.— 20-32h p. Uarracq, side entrance, mai
. -^ liood. Bf-T^en, speeduuieter. perfect; £155.

ECLIPSE—25h.p. Ar;>yll, 4-cy!.. aemi-Iimousine
ignitions; a real barg'ain. £15S

ECLIPSE.-40h.p. Napier. 4-uyl. tonneau, hon^
radiator; a real ^'ift. £68-

ECLIPSE.-18h.p- Siddi'ley side entrance, hood, si

liuiil ipnition; a gilt. £115.
i

ECLIPSE—16h.p. Chenard-Wal kei. ?ide entranw U
ignitions. ht.od, splendid c-znuition; £115. I

ECLIPSE.—16-18]i.p- Leader 4-eyl., 2-Eeater, ma( l.
very smart runabout ; £95. '

ECLIPSK—iah.p. Star. 4-uyl.. il.Q.V., eide en'ti (

excellent order; £85-

pCLIPSE.-14h.p. Pt-nuau. 4-cyl.. M-CV., aid< ta-

i-i trance, new condition; barg'ain. £105.
j

ECLIP3E.-14h.p. Pritchett and Gold. 4.cyl... jel

frame, hood, excellent order; £72 lOd-
\

; J7CL1PSE.-I2h.p. J. p., 2-eyl.. loug chassis, sidJo.
I
Li trance, hood, perfeut order; £80.

' riCLIP3E.-10-12h.p. Gnitme landaulet, four i b

i-J splendid order; £87 lOs-

ECLIPSE—6h.p. Siddeley, 2-3eater, steel frame 'e-

liable and guod^ £42.

ECLIPSE.— 6h-p- Swift-JJe Dion, 2-seater. hood, r-

feet order; £38-

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h. p. Star box delirery van. very d
order: £60-

ij^CLIPSE —3ih p E,alei}:hette tritar. two speeds; fl t-

-J ct-oled, splendid order; £20.

ECLIPSE— 5;h-p. Eex Triette. 2-cyJ., very- fine i-

chine; £20.

ECLIPSE.—Repairs and replacements of every de! v
tion: trade wcrk a speeiality; rouiplete overlii ,;

let US qui te you--Eclipse l^uKiiieering and Motor -.

:55. Earlsfi-'M Rd-, Wandsworth. 'Phone. 1135 Par.
tation, Eau.sfipld. L S-W.R . 15 minutes from Wati )-

SALE or exchange, 5:h p. 2-6eater De Dion car; >,

or meter bike and cai^h-—Rich. Shifnal. Sal

6h-p- Vauxhall, 2-seater, in exceptionally fine e t

tmn taroughout; £15—71. booth Bide. CJap i

6ih.p. Darracq, 2-.seater. thiee speeds and rei '.

2 lamps; trial any time; £36.—Jevons, Che
, Cheshire-

ITAUXHALL Car. 5-p., two ppeeds. 2-peater. Dc i

-T tyres; exchange motor cycle.-57, D'Eynsforf
' Camberwell Green.

6-7h.p Light 2-seateT. racing model, excellent coodit
£30. or near offer.—Seen Nye's. €9. Leather I

I rear of Gamages.

1 1 A^P- Tony Huber, 2-seateT, 2-oyl. engine, live

,
-Lvf lamps, et'j. : £^3, or exchange-—Claude. 16. a» e

' Crescent. Acton. \V.

"I
Oh. p. Holseley-Siddeley. 5-Featei. hood, glass ec u

-L/W ritepney wheel, all lamps: £65-—Stimpson, Wi >

I urne, W arwickshire-

1 A-12h-p- 2-Cyl. 5-Seated Darracq. three and re? «.

-Lvr pei.e L . .-ler and condiuuu; £^u.—Baker, W «

-rave Rd-, Teddinaton.

1 Ah-p New Century. 2-eyl-. very comfortable 4-86 '

J-" mo^t reliable, exceptionally ffood mechanical
ilition ; £35-—Below.

1 Oh-p. Darracq. 2-cyl.. 4-seater, lamps, and hood. «

-L>W tal example of a well-kncwn type, fir'^t-class tj ;

£38.—Crescent Mctora. Park Crescent. Clapham, S-V

9 h.p. M.idern Oldsmobile, 4-seater. or as haudsonj
seater. with slopmg back, absolutely reliable, i

loolproof throughout, in perfect condition ; £38 —Et

1 /ih.p. Desehampa, 2-oyl.. four speeds anfl r-'v

X.\J hood and lamp.'*- very fast little 4-i:eatcr. n^n '

re-pointed; £42 lOa--Sully. 10- Old Town. Clapliam, :

THREE Smart 2-seater Light Cars, cheap, or pari •

change ffeod moior cycles.—20. Potiernewton 1 '

Leeds-

T0NT-HT:BEE. 10-12h-p., 4-3eater. in flrst^Jlaes »

dition. nearly new tyies; oaiy £55-—4. Frances ,

-

IVoolwich.

A40 In answering these advertisementr it -in desirable to mention ''TJie Motor Gyele.
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CARS FOR SALE.
';i»ECIAL jVIodel SiufclL^-sealtr. four wlicels. 5-61i.p. F.N.
,/ 4m'v1- eiij:ine. wheel atoeriug ; £60 (sixty)-—H. E-
;ill ami Co.. TonbrifU'e.

>OVER. eii.p-, 1908 model. 2-seater. psiellLmt condi-
1* tiou Iliu. lauiiH. tools, spare tube; £90-—Catlow.
li'U Auldyu. Kilmr-rej- I'ark, Ciio.ster.

>li.y. I'hofuix Car. new, delivery from stoi k, 2-iyl.. com-
} -plMi' with lamp* and horn; special price £125-—
Plily. Ijittle's Garage. Newi-ustle-ou-Tyne.

JIi.p. Baby Peugeot. 2-seater. bueket seats, honeycomb
) radiator, tliroe speeds and reverse, perfect condition;
10.— 60a. Trinity Rd-, Upper Tooting.

"\AiaiLER. ISli.p, 4-uyl., good tDuneau body, witb
J canewnrk panels, hood and folding screen; great
•iK'iin. £85—Heyb.ur-n, Motirs. Maidenhead-

)Ii.p. Uarraeq, detachable tonuean, seats four, newly up
J holstered. and new gears just fitted; accept £28;
vm wanted-— liarker. 34. Oxford Hd . Wcrtnius^.

3ANHARD. 15h.p., 4-cyl., tonneau body,, seats five.

^vllit^.^ dark blue upholstery. Stepuey wheel, etc-

;

I (initk s;i!c £75 —Heyboiiru, Motcrd, Maidenhead-

IORS. 4-cyl.. X0-12h.])., 6-seater body, large acety-
lene lieadKghtri. tyres, gears, etc, perfect, dark

!fen; great bargain. £55.—Heybourn, Motors, Maiden-
ad-

0-121i.p. Phcenix Car new. dilivery from stock. 2-

.'^eater. painted blue, complete with lamps and-
ra; special price £210.—Apply. Little's Garage, Nen-
stle-ou-Tyne. -

^ JLb-p. Darracq Car for sale, perfect order, guarantee
}2 good hill-climber, three speeds and rever^;e; £27
Is-: 4-seater, detachable wind Kcreen, horui tccls, etc--
well. Wells. Som-

*lh.p. Humbcr Car, 2-seater, bueket seats. IJunlop
9*2 and Clincher tyres, very neat, suit anyone want-
g a small car: accept £37 10s.. or nearest ofl'er-—20.
yde Kd-. Tottenham.

JiMAET 4-cyl. Pormau Car. 12hp., fast and powerful,
' up to date, pu-sh, pedals, forced lubricnt.t.n. .-^pi''

d order ; £70 ; Triumph luotor cycle part pavment-^P-
iddclsdell, Boxfcrd. Suffolk.

1 BAE3AIN to immediate purchaser for £45-— l-Oh-p.
L 2-cyl- car. in excellent running order, four speeds
,d reverse, DunLp grooved tyres-—Address. 4,231, The
vtor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

•h-p. Hover, excellent condition, two ignition.'^. Stepney
' and waterproof c-vers. hood, lamps, including acety-.
IP headlight, lock-up boxes, luggage basket, tools, etc-,

10 vfirth of extras; trial; price £85-—John Johnson,
<rub(;rough-

0-12h.p- M-M-C, 5-seated tonneau, uphoLstering not
scratched, body, paint, in splendid order, 2 cyls-,

duller engine, accumulator and coil ignition, four
eeds and reverse, chain drive, good strong hire car. or
ike good van up to 15cwt.: a bargain. £35. or ex-
auge for 1909 Triumph motor cycle--Turvey and Co-,
le Motor House. Sunderland-

ENGINES.
bp. lie Dion Engine; £7 10s.—143, Cliurcli St., Black-

Ijool.

3.h.p. Lightweight Engine, splendid running order;4 253.—Beeves, 70, Liverpool St., Walworth.

iih.p Deckert Engine, with puHej-. good condition

;

* 25s., or cfler.—24. College St , Islingt^.n.

ih.p. Water-cooled Madison Engine, new ; £5, or es-
2 i-bange sideear ; t tfers.—Davis, Miller. Leehlade.

'NGINES—Eoe, 4h.p.. single-eyl., new 1910 type;
' early deliveries —A. \\'. Wail, Ltd., Birmingham.
[IN l.'\A Twin Engine, .complete with adjustable

pulley, two siieniers and inlei pipes; £7 10s.—
. 16 Victoria St., Manchester.

ih.p. J.A.r. Engine (Triumph), new, £4 ISa. ; 70 bv
2 76 lie Dion engine, £3; 3'.hp. ditto. £2 15s—
8, High Ed., Tcttenham.
b-p- Matchless-J.A.P- Engine, winner of several com-

petitions; Iowe,-t £22 10s.
: guaranteed. — Al

rachope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London, E.C.

iih.p. Dp Dion, not done 300 miles since new cvl.
i and riu.g.i. Brown and Barlow h.b. carburetter,

t

V last August; £4.-99, Southbridge Ed-, Croydcn.
h.p.. Water-cooled, with carburetter, commutator, silcn-

i

ccr, £4 43. ; screw-cutting lathe £9 ; vulcaniser. £1 :

i.p. Minen-a, £1.-Chivers, Lyte St., Cambridge Heath.

TE'S I—Engine exchange. .Your old engine and
'jish for a new one- Trv us. Speciality: Peugeot

c. JAP—Nye's, 69. Leather Lane. Holborn, Loudon.
rXE'3!—7-9h.p. Pengect. good condition, to clear; £6.

TATE'S I—5h p. twin Princeps ; £4.-69, Leather Lane.
I HoIboTD. London.
tEUGEOT Engines, 23-3h.p., £S 15s. r 3;-4h.p.. £10

ICs.
; ditto. Al.O.I.V., £13 5s.: 3i.4h.p. twins. £11;

h.p. twins. £14 5s.-Wl)ite's. 22, Brcoks Allev, Livcr-
1. Eoyal 3782.

[UCHET, 7-9h.p.. twin. A.C.. two coils, two accu-
' mulators. Longuomare carburetter, Bowden con-
is all good condition; £10.-H. E.C., c/o Holstein
rage. High St.. Weyoridge. Surrey.

["ADISON Co.. Aerial Wks., Littleover. Derby
»- spceiaUse mair-litting aerial engines. 8 to lOh p
'

t t,'^ ™* '" ''"'^* engines, lou must enquire
at this tor your monoplane, ih.p. light air or water-
leu motors. Part machined cylinder, valves, crank-
cs machined. 9s. 9d., for model ttifrs; prices right;

The New JONES
MOTOR CYCLE

SPEEDOMETER
At 3 Guineas?

With Trip Mileage in

addition 4 guineas

And with maximum
Speed Hand also.. 5 guineas

THE NEW

*VEEDER'
MOTOR CYCLE

TRIP

CYCLOMETER.

Specially designed.

Note—Large and

substantial case

construction.

Stronger mechanism, laiger and stronger

star wheel, cranked adjustable bracket

to suit clearance, etc.

Write for literature.

MARRT& CO. (London), Ltd.,

6, City Road, Finsbury,

LONDON, E.C.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MAGNETO. Coil, and Accumulator repair.^ iu two

diij'd; guaranteed; low prices-—Fellows. 49. Hert-
ford St.. Mayfair-

JKBRON Kop^istered 291 - 289. vastly superior to
rlatinuui, cures inisfirinp: best L-ontacts for blades,

scre\7s, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal.

JEURON. 23. 6d. each rivet fitted
; Jebron trinimera,

9d. : Jebron screws fit Bosch mai^netos DA2. DAV.
coDtact breakers 5a, 5b. 5e, 5s. 6d- pair; old screws Jeb-
ronised. 2s. 6d- each- Over 10.000 titled. Try it-

JEBRON. fitted return post free.—From the inventor.
Jebron. 38. Herbert Rd.. Plumstead.

JEBRON Contacts were u^ed by Messrs. Collier Bros-
Colver. and Martin, in making tlieir recent T\'orId's

records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. - Any parts fitted re-

turned same dar. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure,
special iridium trimmers, 9d. : mas"neto screws refitted.
Is. 3d. each.—Williams. 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

ACCUMULATORS. Coils, magnetos repaired, ovei-
hauled by expert workmen ; a large stock of new

and second-hand goods ; price list and quotations free-—
The ViL'toria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd-.. CoTentry-

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired, any make;
accumulators repaired and charged ; best workman-

.^hip, moderate charges. Tel. : 453.— Glover Bros., Elec-
tricians, Coventry.

TYRES.
ly/TAUDES' for Tyres.—Halifax and London.

MAUDES' supply every make of tyre; all tyres we
sell are fully guaranteed. We aliow from 5s.

to 10s. on old covers, and 2s. on old tubes in part pay-
ment.—Maudes'. 136. Great Portland St., London, W.,
also Powell St., Halifax.

OTOE Cycle Tyres retreaded Tiith finest rubber at
lowest charges--See below-

ON-SKIDS fitted to your own. covers at very lowest
charges.—See below.

WASTE Not. want not; don't discard youj tyres in
these days of high price new tyres ; send them

to us and have them made .serviceable again ; correspond-
ence invited.—City Motor Tyie Co-, 1 and 2, Chiswell
St.. London. E-C-

M
N

800 by 80 Inner Tube, new, and perfect; 12s--
Mawson, draper. Morecambe.

In anHirarinq f/ir/^e advcj'tisemcnfs it is chisirahle to ?nenf}on ^T/ic Mohor Cudc.

ONE Dnnlop Cover and Tube, 26 by 2':, absolutely new
ana pene^;! ; 35s.—JiaRer. \\ aiaogiavt; Ku-, Ted-

diugtou-

CLINCHER Studded Covers, 26 by 2iin., run about
500 miles ; 55s. the pair.—Ernest ±iaddon, Bridg-

water.

MICHELLN Cover. 26 by 2J, Moseley cover, 26 by
2, beaded edge, brand new; 17s. eacli.— 5, Forest

Rd- Forest Gate. E.

Q^JIN. by 2i-in. Palmer Cord, unscratched, only run £i0

^yj miles; cost £3. accept 27b. 6d—Motor, 10, Bi;-
ham Gardens, Htgligate.

RE-TREADING with Rubber-studded Treads—Cycl^
covers, 4s.: motor cycle 12s- 6d. ; sections free--

L-'cx, 30. John Bright St-, Birmingham.

HALIFAX.—New covers, best makes, from 16s. 6d-;
tubes, with valves, 4s. lid.;' bargain list free.—

Motor Exchange- Westgate, Halifax.

ARDEA Co.'s retreading; all sizes motor cycle covers.
heavy, plain, or ribbed, lis. 6d.: rubber studded

14s-; loose bands, tubes made butt-ended. — 331u.
King St.. Hammersmith. -

CHALLENGE Reinforced Inner Tubes, for motor
cycles and carriers, all sizes now ready for immedi-

ate delivery; illustrated price list on application-—Haivt r
Frost and Co-, Ltd.. 27. Charing Cross Rd.. W-C

pi^IN. by 2iin. CUncher A Won New Motor Cycle
-V 1> Covers, 17s- 6d. each; also motor cycle covcr.-^

md tubes, cheap, all sizes-—Murraj', 37a, Charles St-.

Hatton Garden. Holborn.

NYE'S I—Tyre exchange! Exchange that old cover foi

a new one and cash difference; liberal allowances;
any make of tyre .supplied on cash, exchauire.— 69. Leather
Lane. Holborn, L:>ndon- 'Phone 6299 Holborn.

BASTONES-—New rubber studded motor cycle covers,

wiled edge. 26 bv 2. 17s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i, 18s.; 26
hy 2;. 19s- 6d. ; 28 by 2, IBs- 6d. ; 28 by 2i, 193- 6d.

:

headed edge 2s. extra.

BASTONE'S--New motor cycle covers, ribbed pattern,
wired edge. 26 bv 2. 2i lis. Gd.; 26 by 2K. 28 bi

2. 2i. 12s. 6d. ; beaded edge, 2s. extra-

BASTONE.—Peter-Union steel studded motor cycli

covers. 24 by 2i ; 30s. each-

BASTONE'S.-Tubes, with valves, -best quality, ami
guaranteed, 26 by 2, 6s. 9d.; 26 by 2i, 7s.; 26 b)

2^. 7s. 6d- ; 28 by 2. 7s.; approval against cash; subjeci
to being unsold.-Eastone, 215 and 217, i-'entonviiit

Rd., lijng's Cross, London. N.

MICHELIN Covers, brand new. fully guaranteed
thick treads, 26 bv 2, wired, 14.s.; 26 bv 2^

wired, 15s. 6d. ; 26 by 2 beaded. 15s. 6d. ; 26 by 2\.

beaded. 17s-; new guaranteed Continei!tal tubes. 26 bv
^. 8s. 6d-; 26 bv 2i. 10s.; new Continental rubber non-
;kids. beaded. 26 by 2 27.--. 6d. ; 26 by 2\ 30s.-Stewart.
\2. M-irki^'t Sq.. Horsham. Sussex.

A-ji
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COUPLINGS.
UNITO Patent Coupling, pri.-e one gninea, for con-

nettins uiolor i-yde to pedal eycle. Wlien touring
ase the UniTo. Many people have expressed the
opinion they prefer it to a siuei^ar and for a low power
niaehine it is much more suitoble- If you do not know
all abcut tJie Unit-o write tDept. B-j. Unito Coupline
Co.. Brenon St- Cardiff- Loudon Ayents, 75, Bishops-
gate St. Without.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
MOTOR Cyclist, 28, seeks position iu garage ehow-

m.-m di-'.iling in ;ic e^^itrie- and motor cyclp?-

some clerical work undertaken ; moderate ealary-—Blen-
karne. 64. Forthbridge Kd-, Clapham Common.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
MOTOE Cyclist wanted by large dealer in new and

seuond-iiand machines to assist in salerooms.
must be capable of tnning up. and preference given to
one with mechanical knowfcdLre— Write *' L.J.," c/o J-

W- Vickers and Co., 5, Nicholas Lane, E.G.

FINANCIAL.
WANTED, motor cycle miiher. who is also eschanpf

a,s'ent. to take up •^mall coimu**rcial venture; n<
risk.—No- 4.254, The Motor Cycle Oftlt--ea, Coventry.

NYE'S Advance money on good machines left wit!
them on sale- No interest charged- The nicesi

firm to deal with in London. Many testimjnials foi
quick settlements. Cheques are available fir inspection
May we do business with you?—Nye's, 69. Leather Lane
Holborn, London. 'Phone. 6299 Holborn.

TUITION.
MOTOR Car driving and mechanism taucht in one

month.-No. 4,072, TAe Motor Cycle Offices, Cov
entry.

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
SPLBX^IIID Opportunity.—Cycle, motur lycle, anrl cai

business for disposal, comprising three shops, separate
u'arage and workshops, situated London suburb, on om
of the best roads, po.sition commands bulk of the trade
enouRh repairs to keep .stafl Koini; all the year round, and
can be improved ; present owner, baring' another busi-
ness, has insufficient time to devote to both; price nil at
£1.200.—Further particulars fi^m Box LI,637, Ilu Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., B.C.

INSURANCE.
"OLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; per-
J- SI nal 5s-, inclusive I83. per annum—Bass, insuiance
broker. Ongar.

MOTOR Union Insurance Co.. Ltd., give the best
terns: proupt settleuients: most generous treat-

meT.t; free '..--il defence— Write, G. H. Jones, Talbot
House, Lichfield.

REPAIRERS.
pEEMIEE Motor Co. for all repairs.

PREMIER Motor Co. for Antoine parts.-Aston Ed.
Birmingham.

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, etc.; prompt delivery
—Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., Birmingham.

COMPRESSION.-Cylinders grorr 1 and new pistons
fitted. 24s.: oldest engine, iBstoied to highest

vitality.—Premier Motor, Birmingham.

OBSOLETE Parts accurately duplicated : irreproach-
able work; quotations free for all repairs.-Premier

Motor Co.. Ltd.. Ast..n Ed., Birmingham.

A OEE, Ltd., for repairs.— 64. Grosvenor Ed., Hanwell
t\. W. Tel.: 431 P.O., Ealing.

oauwen,

COMPBESSION Restored, cylinders ground to OOIln
guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer. Ltd,

ENGINE Eepaira in all branches —Overhauling, re-
bushing, replacements.—Acer. Ltd.

RAPID Delivery and reasonable charges. Lists free —
Acer I td.

WELDING—Broken cylinders, flanges, cracked water
jackets, valve seatings, pistons, connecting rods,

and general castings—Below.

MOTOE Repairs, cylinders ground new pistons fitted,
overhauling, rebushing, replacements, crank-

shafts trued.—Below.

WELDING.-Aluminium crankcases BUceessfully re-
paired work guaranteed —West London Welding

Co., Essex Place. Chiswick Telephone, 536.

'p'OE Accurate Cylinder Grinding, new pistons and
-i- rings, send to New Gtoker-Barnes, Ltd.. engineers.
Liverpool.

TWISTED Frames, alterations, etc.—Middleton and
Co

, tube specialists. Watson St., Newington Green.
Condon. N.

ENGINES Overhauled, new bearings and rings. Trow
mrtoT cycle, ajhp. 26 wheel, low frame, £16.-

Trow. Balham St-. Plai.stow.

CBACKED Cylinders etc., of motors successfully re-
paired by Lea 3 metallurgical process. — Lea and

Bon, Engineers, Euncoru.

RELIABILITY
AND

DISTINCTIVENESS.
A customer writes : " Your ' Handy
motor cycle is an exceptionally well-

thought out machine, and is a long way
ahead of all other lightweights in

accessibility."

Splendid performances on hills—no
pedal assistance wanted—fast on the
level—and a smadl petrol consumption
eJl the time.

The "HANDY " Light-weight.

Price 3S Guineas, complete,

2i h.p. Single-cylinder Engine,
automatic carburetter, Bosch mag-
neto, Hobart adjustable pulley,

Druid spring forks, handle-bar
control.

Cat logue anc3 particulars from

HOBART BIRD & Co., Ltd.

63, Cheylesmore, Coventry.

The Reliable Fork
All wise men frankly concede that there

must be CONFIDENCE before there can
possibly be comfort, and this

principle applies to motor
cycle riding just as it does
to everything else. It will,

therefore, be worth your
noting (and well worth it)

that the

•DRUID'
SPRING FORK

is an appliance on which you
can depend with the most
implicit confidence, and the

sooner you are possessed of

the details, the better.

A. DREW,
CONYBERE ST., BIRMINGHAIVI.

THE "QUIOK"
ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
Good apreiirance. smooth nil over.
Adjusted in three seconds with one
hand without removing belt,

dropping stand, or seekinfr sup-
port. As simple as winding ua
your watch Rema-na as set.
"Why he troubled with a e'ippinu
belt when you can dismount, alter
your pnl'ey, and be away nfrain in
ten seconds. Tbia can be proved

J. Chaplow & Sons, Kendal.

London Agents—The Service Co.

REPAIRERS.
ENGINES overbauled. new bejinuff.i. ringg. etc. ; 9I1 i

£1 - twin. 30.«- ; work jruaranteed-—Phillips and l
[

'Ts. 86. Sniitlj End. Croydon.
[

LIVERPOOL-— Ee-bnring. grinding, balanced pist ',

re-bii-hing. iujprovemeuts ; expert worlitnansbi
'

. Lite's, Brooba Alley. Hanover St. Eoyal ;782.
,

; > bPAlRS of all desL-nptions-—Pistons, nngs. codb '.

'-I' inp rndn. irarts made to Epetitiratinn, cylinders I

ured. EreoeraT mai-liining. re-busbinf:. maRneto repj I

tf-— Pickering and Darby. Belgrave Ed.. Birminghan
'

piCCCCCCCC. — Compression means power; cyl.

<-/ bored and new pistons fitted : guaranteed
M.OOOiQ.. bears 13 stone on Dedpl; wnte for Ii> :

Tiradior Machine Co.. Compression Specialista, Stafl

COVENTRY—Motor repairs of all denirriptions ; cs

ders re-bored and pi-tons fittfd. engine.'; re-biinl

'

.ears, valves, cams, piilleys. ci any part dupHcatf
'ovpntry Motor Engineering Co., Motor Experts, 1

St.. Ooventry-

BIRMINGHAM—Cylinders le-bored and new pist I

fitted ; engines re-bushed throughout; connect
[

ods, cams, pulleys, valves: old high frames cut down ;,

rought up to date ; first firm in the district to re-l

ylinders, and fliHt firm to advertise modernising Iraoi

aiotations by return, and prompt delivery.—Priest i

"o-. 66. Bi=;hop St-

COMPRESSION Specialists are we. with a plant sec

to none. Oxn work is a? perfect as experienue. 0.

ind best tools ran make it- Every detail guaranteed n
1 genuine all-embru< ing guarantee. We charge from 1'

Hd- for re-boring cylinders and fitting complete new 1

lens; better work cannot be obtained; further parti'

lars gladly eivpn.—Tennant Engxneeiing Co-, 120. I •

shore St-, Birmingham-
:

EXCHANGE.
lotor cycle for

North Main St-. Wexford-
T7SCHANGE motor^cycle for pnsh and cash-—Stew;

EXCHANGE- a new gent's CTcle- 24in.. for rigid ai

ear-— 17, Larkhill. Blaukbum-

6h-p. Twin, for smaller power and cash-—E^ 19j I
acre Rd-. \ViIlesden Green, London-

GENTS push Bike, new tyres, and 30s.. for lightweii
'

motor cyt-Ie-—64, IJavies Mews, Uavies St.. W. '.

HALIFAX-—Any exchange considered ; send for mi

:

ster lists.—Motor Exchange. Westgate, Halifax-

T71IELD Glasses and Case, for spring forks, or anythi
JT ouolonsii ; wanted, I belt, for cash.—Red Lion, toi

ton-

EXCHANGE Hnmber Motor and cash for Triumph,
,

good magneto machine-—Tapscott, King St-, Tiv

;

ton-
I

EXCHANGE Brand New 2^h-p." 1910 J-A.P-. r
ridden, and cash for small car-—A- Moyse, Kessii

land-

WILL Give 22h-p. Pebok Motor Cycle,' free engi:

for eddecar and eaah.—785. High Ed-. Leyti

,

stone. t

WILL Give gent's cycle just enamelled and plat«

,

and casn fox sidecar-—785, High Ed-. Leytt

stone-

EXCHANGE gent'.'? E-S-A. cycle, as new, and cash. 1

twin Donslas--Particulars, A- Matthias, 76. Bt

tersea Else. S-W-

SMART 6h.p- De Dion Engjned 2-seater, three spee<

'

reverse, for magneto bike and cash--20, Pott

,

newton Lane. Leeds-

1 f\ Gninea Centaur Cycle, and new vertical steam €

Jl\J pine, value £6, for motor cycle--Webb. Hor
Crjss. Greenhithe.

EXCHANGE small De Dion car (2-seater). good onli

for 3ih.p. motor cycle (magneto), or f20 easli-

Gazeley. Fenny Stratford.
.

EXCHANGE for 1909 Trimnph motor eycle. M-M.
car (see Car adverti.-^ement;.-Tnivey and Cp;,y3?i

Motor House, Sunderland-

WANTED. Triumph, 1909. complete; exehanire Gq&
binoculars, g Id repeater, and cash.—Aide, 4

Chichester St-. Belfast-

WANTED, motor cycle; exchange noted winning .-TCi

CMuirles toy spaniel.—Box No- 4>287. The MoM
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3.h-p. Gas Engine, dynamo, lamps, and sliafting.^ i*

4 lightweight motor cycle, or sell cheap--Burton,
Lewis Lane. Cirencester-

EXCHANGE 7h-p. Garrard tricar, three speeds,

drive, wheel titeering, for bike and sidecar--Walke
5. Cross Francis St-. Leeds-

NO- 6 Chatei Frame, tank; wanted, 5ihp- J.A-P<ej

gine. Roc. or Rex gear, cash adjustment, oi':m
—17. TamTvorth Park. MitHjham.

GENT'S £10 108- Centaur Cycle and geut's £6-15
Rudi;c i-ycle, both pr.f tically new,- for^good -twl

engine— 9. Beeton Rd-. Sheffield-

RUDGE-WHITWORTH Lady-back Tandem, ^ack
cally new. unscratched ; exchange fur good mote

cycle-—E- Bateman. South Shields-

LIVERPOOL—Motor Cycles exchanged for _
late*

models, or sold on commission— White's City. 'Dl

pot. 22. Brooks Alley. Royal 3782-

OSh.p. Minerva Carburetter and Silencer, in goodc^
/W4: dition. for 5h-p. twin, cash adjustment. — *
Anuitage, Florence Av., Ashley Rd-. Leeds.

A42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to "mention "The Motor Cycle,'



The Trade and th'^ Trials.

IN
the last two issues we have pointed out that some
members of the industry ha^'e under consideration

the cartaiiment of trials, and \ve have already

given our views as to ivlry it is inadvisable to cur-

tail these competitions. While this subject is

under consideration it may be interesting to compare
the numbers of private owners and trade riders in

last year's A.C.U. events, such as the Six Days'
and Quarterly Trials. Roughly speaking, the private

owners represented about thirty per cent, of the

entries, which 'does not by any means account for a

tithe of the expert private owners in the country. If,

instead of thirty per cent, private owners and seventy

per cent, trade riders, we could see the figures trans-

posed, we should be very much more satisfied, and the

results of the trials would be far more interesting to

the general bulk of motor cyclists. Prospective pur-

chasers want to know how the machines they intend

to buy will perform in the hands of average riders,

and, although some of the private owners may be
nearly as expert as the trade riders, few have tlie

facilities for gaining that thorough knowledge of their

machines that the trade rider has in his daily occu-
pation. If, instead of attempting to curtail the
f rials, the members of the industry would come to

.s(3me amicable arrangement to subscribe a certain

amount to assist the A.C.U. in organising its events,

then the A.C.U. would be able to secure an entry
composed wholly, or nearly so, of private owners at

small nominal entrance fees. At present the trade
makes the trials possible by providing the sinews of
war in the form of e.xpensive entry fees ; it might just

as well pay the piper in another way, leaving the com-
petitors to be recruited from the amateur ranks.

Where Iroprcvement is Needed.
CONTINUING the subject, we should like to

remind manufacturers (who apparently have
the making or marring of the trials in their

hands) that reputations have been partly built

up or lost in road trials, and that as these

competitions have been of service during the last few-

years, they are equally likely to be advantageous in the

future. No machine is so good or reliable that it can-

not be improved, and we particularly require improve-
ments in the direction of springing. Motor cycles have
now become so speedy that a rough road necessitates

better springing both fore and aft. There is

no hiding the fact that thousands are waiting

for perfection in this direction. There are a few well

sprung machines on the market, but the majority of

makers have not, up to the present, given that attention

to springing w-hich the matter deserves. When the

tyres are pumped board hard, as they have to be to

support a fairly heavy machine and rider, motor
bicycling on a rough road is not so comfortable as it

might be. For this reason alone, disregarding other

desirable improvements, trials should be continued.

Speed ird Multiplicity of Explosions.

ON the above subject we had something to say

a week or two ago, but we may be pardoned
for returning to the topic in view of an experi

ence we had during the Easter holidays. ^It

may seem puny to- endeavour to persuade the

police that, because a motor bicycle emits a continuity

of explosions, it is not necessarily travelling fast, but we
had abundant proof during the holidays that policemen

as a whole are easily misled by the sound of the

exhaust, and they have become so accustomed to the
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single-cylinder "pop, pop, pop," that they are

altogether baffled when a machine such as a two-stroke

twin-cylinder comes along. We were riding one of

these machines at Easter, and on two occasions a

policeman held up his hand as a signal for the rider

to slow down, and we are confident that the warning

was prompted merely by the continuous buzz of the

engine, and not by the speed of the bicycle. The
surprised looks of policemen in other districts were

sufficient to prove to us that they were in a perplexed

frame of mind, and hesitating whether to hold up their

hands or not. The rider's situation was as amusing

as it was serious, for a constable might easily have

stopped a rider and unjustly reported him for furious

or reckless riding, or however he liked to construe it.

In course of time, no doubt, the police will be

educated in this matter, but we would again urge motor

cyclists to lose no opportunity of explaining that the

noise emitted by a motor bicycle has no direct bearing

on its speed.

A LIGHT FOUR-WHEELED RUNABOUT.
FROM time to time I have noticed queries in The

Motor Cycle respecting a light runabout built

on motor cycle lines. It may therefore be of in-

terest to readers to know that I have just finished

building a small motor vehicle on these lines for my
own use. As the illustrations show, it is a two-seater

with a 7ft. wheelbase and 4ft. track: In appearance

it is a miniature car with bonnet and radiator com-,

plete. The latter is, of course, make believe, as the

engine is air-cooled. It is, ' in fact, the well-known

four-cylinder F.N. of 5-6 h.p. It is a very flexible

engine, and runs smoothly without vibration. It is set

in the frame crosswise, so as to give an open drive to

the counter-shaft. It also enables all the four cylinders

to face the direction of travel. On the crankshaft I

have fitted a flywheel, a twenty teeth chain sprocket,

and a Mabon friction clutch. The latter is operated

by Bowden wire from the steering column, and will

pick up the drive smoothly and without difficulty.

From the engine the drive is by Renold chain to a

thirty teeth sprocket wheel keyed solid on the counter-

shaft. This counter-shaft runs on ball bearings. Near
its centre is a brake drum and band operated by the

foot. On each end of the counter-shaft is a Lloyd's

Auto-varia pulley. These pulleys drive the two rear

road wheels which are fitted with V belt rims. There
is ncdifferential. I have not found one necessary, as

with this drive the car will take any curve without

trouble or detriment to the steering. Of course, one
of the belts overruns the other, and the L.M.C. pulleys

lend themselves admirably to this requirement.

On a straight road these pulleys act in unison

according to the gradient, working at full diameter
on the level and automatically reducing the gear ratio

on a hill. It is a pleasure to lean over the side of the

car and see the way they open and shut on an undu-
lating stretch of road. The rear driving belts are lin.

Whittles. As the total weight of the car is so light,

a reverse is not necessary. l"he machine is geared 6 to

1 normally when the L.M.C. pulleys are working at

full diameter. When the machine mounts a gradient

these pulleys allow the belts to drop lower in their

grooves, and the gear drops to 8 to i. Further than
this I cannot at present reduce the gear, but I am
just about to fit an epicyclic gear on the counter-shaft

which -will give, me a further reduction for use in

extreme cases. Most of the fittings used in this car

are of Chater-Lea make. Tyres are Dunlops 700 x
80 mm. The frame is of specially selected ash, every
part throughout is light but strong, and I have driven

at all speeds up to 30 m.p.h.

In conclusion, I would strongly recommend all who
contemplate building a machine of this type to drive

both rear wheels. The strain on the frame is thereby

equalised, and the work divided between two belts.

I notice a correspondent "W.G.A." proposes to

build a runabout and to make the front drive (from

engine) a belt one. He will find this very hard work
for a belt, and the mechanism he will have to employ
for moving the sliding flanges of his pulleys will have
to be very strong indeed. He will find a chain more
satisfactory for his front drive. Variable pulleys

answer in the case of any rear drive, as I have proved

by those on my machine. J. J. B.

aS

A smart looking belt-driven runabout built on motor cycle lines, and fitted with an air-cooled enjine. (See acDompinyinj dcssiiptive article )

:M
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HOW many motor cyclists—including Yorkshire-

men—are acquainted with the beauties of the

scenery in the North -Riding ? It is undoubtedly

neglected by the average touring motor cyclist.

Last summer three enthusiastic riders—the writer ohl

of them—decided to spend a week-end exploring the

beauties of the district, which had been described to

them in- eulogistic terms by several of their touring

friends.

Leaving the ancient and interesting old city of York,

after having spent the night at that old-fashioned hotel.

the Windmill,

whose buxom and
good-natured land-

lady is so well

known to motor
cyclists, we were
soon whirling away
down through

Bootham Bar and
along the straight

flat road leading

direct to Gilling

and Helmsley

—

the old-fashioned

market town on
the east of the

Hambleton Hills.

Our party con-

sisted of a 4j^
h.p. two-speeded
tricar and pas-

senger, and two
heavyweights—one
mounted on a
2 h.p. lightweight

and the other on
a 6 h.p. twin

—

and as the already

heavily loaded
tricar had under- Ruined mill and roadside spring, Bievaulx.

taken to carry all the luggage, camera, etc., and was
considered on that account to be the slowest vehicle

of the lot, a rule had been made that it was to form '

the vanguard of the party and always keep, in front.

How this rule, excellent though it seemed, led to our
party being divided for the best part of our delightful

little outing is soon told. For having traversed only

about ten miles of the twenty-three dividing York and
Helmsley, a mistake in turning to the left instead of

to the right caused us to part company with the tricar

for the rest of that day. and, greatly to the dismay
of the photo-
grapher of the

party, his camera
and apparatus had
gone as well

!

However, after

considering what
was the best plan

to adopt under
the circumstances,

and vainly toot-

tooting our motor
'

horns for the best

part of half an
hour, it was at

last decided to

make the best of

our way to Helms
lev, hoping to

meet the missing
tricarist there.

A little further

on we began to

encounter a series

of rather steep

hills, which
proved a little

troublesome for

the " little 'un,"

the rider having

AC)
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A Jaunt in the North Riding.—

to use his pedals rather vigorously. However, the

scenery gradually became more and more interesting,

and when Hearing Gilling we came across a wild

moorland road, and then on through roads bordered
with weird-looking

(ir trees, with a

lake or two shim-

mering in the dis-

tance. The two
heav)weights were
now quite con-

tented except for

the lost camera,
the lack of which
w a s constantly

lamented as view
after view worth
photographing suc-

cessively unfolded
itself.

Whilst they were
thus merrily spin-

ning along it sud-

denly dawned upon
them that they

were on the wrong road, and
they did not get to know their

wliereabouts until they passed
a beautiful estate, which was
after\yards identified as New-
burgh Priory—the place where
Oliver Cromwell is supposed to

be buried in its very walls, and
is now the property of one of

his descendants, Sir Geo. Womb-
well. Arriving in the middle
of the beautiful little hillside

village of Coxwold, the motor
bicyclists' eyes were at once
greeted with the sight of the
ideal old - fashioned country
hostelry, the Fanconbery Arms,
half timbered, and covered with
a mass of luxuriant

creepers.

Inside, the old
oak settles and a'

cheery landlord
gave just the touch
the place wanted
to make it welcome
to the now hungry
motor cyclists, and
they soon were set

down to refresh the
inner man, and
enquire their best

and nearest route
to Helmsley. This
was sooner said

than done, for the

worthy host had
evidently a very
hazy notion of what
the machines would do to negotiate the various
" banks " in the district, and a " bank," he announced
with great seriousness, would have to be climbed if

KievauU Village and Abbey.

they wished to see Helmsley before sundown that

day.

The choice of the " banks " included Sutton, Wass,
and Kilburn—all of them exceedingly steep, according

to local report. At last, after long consideration, it was
decided to follow

steep hill leading
irom tlie Helmsley
load into the village

ot Rievaulx.

Eievaulx Abbey, south-eastern aspect.

the route via Wass
Bank, although both

the riders were
afraid of the report

of the terrific

gradient to be en-

countered, the twin

being badly out of

tune, whilst the -

2 h.p. was hardly
suitable for tack-

1 i n g hills that

frightened even big
'

car - drivers.

However, thev

soon were under
steam again, and
another mile or so

^^_^_^_^^
along the road
brought them in

sight of the majestic ruins of

Bylands Abbey, standing close

to the roadside and situated
.

amongst splendid scenery. This/
lum stands right at the -foot

of the formidable hill, Wass,
Bank. The',

hiir itself is

hidden from
view by trees,

but a sharp

turn through

the small village of Wass
brought the riders unexpectedly

on the gradient. The surface

was very peculiar, consisting of

a series of step-like rises,

t auir.'d. probably, by the water

running across the

road during the

severe storms which-

often rage in these

hilly districts (any
'

reader who
attended the 1908
Sutton Bank hill-

climb will doubt-

less remember one

occurring on that

day).

The 2 h.p. when
about half - way
up the hill ceased

firing, and as- the

rider of the twin

passed the late

rider of the " little

'un," who was
rather exhausted by

the furious pedalling which he had indulged in, he gave

a sickly sort of smile, as much as to say, " All right,

wait till you get a bit further on !
" And further' on,
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The Terrace, Rievaulx. One of the small oinamental temples may he seen in the distance.

A Jaunt in the North Ridi-'g.

—

a bad bend and a stretch of about i In 4 proved his

undoing. As a matter of fact, the 2 h.p. reached the

top first, and its rider came down the hill again and
helped to push the

unwieldy twin the —'^^£^.~
rest of the way to

the summit

!

When the riders

had recovered from
their exertions and
turned to look back

at the grand pano-

rama spread out

before them—for,

like Sutton Bank,
the road has been
engineered right up
the side of a cliff

—a deep ravine

covered with trees

met their sight

when they leaned

over the stoiie wall

which protected

the road. The
views from these
" banks " are really

grand, as one can
trace the roads and villages for miles. It was there-

fore with reluctance that steps were retraced to the

motor cycles, and the journey continued across the

bleak moorland road that leads to Helmsley—past the

stately herds of deer in Dun-
combe Park, which, runs

parallel to the road all the
/

way down to -Helnisley. This

is a good road for a motor
bicycle, but very bad for a

tricar, as the ruts on either

side of the road, which is

very narrow, are sometimes
Sin. or lain. deep.

An Amusing Incident.
Arriving at Helmsley, the

first duty was to seek the

^aidof the local P.C. and
.ask him if he had seen any-

^ thing of the missing tricar,

Svhich, however, he had not;

so he was asked to keep a

look-out, and if he saw one

to stop it and inform the

, riders that the party had
arrived—which he kindly

did. The motor bicyclists

afterwards learned that the

owner of the tricar had
received a shock on entering

Helmsley when the man in

blue held up his hand and
signalled him to stop. Visions
of a piece of blue paper and
.-a police court at once
appeared before the astonished driver ; but explanations

were soon forthcoming, and the good-natured officer

waslwarmly thanked for his kindness.

All that remains of Helmsley Castle.

After a good meal at another old-fashioned hotel

—

the Black Swan, which stands in the old-world market
place of Helmsley—the two heavyweights again started

their iron steeds, and were soon romping up the gradual
incline that leads

...:oi.u. to that famous little

place, Rievaulx,
which is three miles

distant from Helms-
ley, and on the

direct road from
that place to Sutton

Bank and Thirsk
(nirie miles). Ar-
riving at the

entrance to the

renowned terrace

which overlooks the

valley, they left

their machines out-

side, paid the en-

trance fees, and
strolled along the

beautifully kept
velvety lawn, which
is half a mile long
and has a small

ornamental temple
erected at either

end, the ceilings of which were painted by some famous
Italian artist. On looking over the brink of the

terrace, the abbey could be seen nestling in the vale
below. This is a spot that all motorists visiting Sutton

Bank ^should not fail to see
-

, whilst in the neighbourhood
it being only seven miles

from the top of that famous

,

gradient, and anyone who
takes the opportunity of

visiting these splendid ruins,

will be amply rewarded for

his journey, if he only sees

this one beauty spot in a

charming country.

The Majestic Ruins of
Rievaulx Abbey.

At the foot of the terrace

previously referred to, one is

at once confronted with the

majestic ruins of Rievaulx

Abbey. The ruins stand in the

midst of a group of creeper-

covered thatched cottages

—

which are all pictures in

themselves—and the little

River Rye, whence the abbey

takes its name (Rye Vale),

winds its way to the sea

through the beautifully

wooded valley, whilst on

either hand tree-covered

slopes shut in this lovely

scene, so secluded from the

rest of the world. Here—greatly to everyone's surprise

—the two riders came across their lost friends, the tricai

having come along via Thirsk and Sutton Bank, which
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A Jaunt in the North Ridinj,

it had gallantly ascended minus its passenger, and
soon the re-united party were relating to each other

their adventures over an excellent cup of tea supplied

by a very old lady at one of the ancient cottages at

Rievaulx. After the long-lost camera had been
unpacked and a few plates exposed, a start was made

for the nearest hotel, where the party rested themselves
after an exciting though tiring day in the fresh air

amidst lovely scenery. After an evening, recounting

the many adventures and experiences, and a good
night's rest, a grand ride home was enjoyed, and the

participants were ready for business next day,

thoroughly refreshed in body and mind. S.T.H.

Tlie Northern Meefing ot motor cyclists at Richmond (Yorks.) on March 25th. Some of the motor cycles in the old Marlcet Square. Over 350 riders with their

machines joined in the assembly, so that the hotel accommodation of the little town was taxed to its utmost capacity.

->-•••—<-

T.A.C. IMPROVEMENTS.
THE Wilkinson Sword Co. ar-e extremely busy at

the present moinent in turning out T.A.C.
motor bicycles, for which a large number of

orders have been received. Since its appear-

ance at the Stanley Show the machine has undergone
several improvements. The design and material of

the starting device have been considerably altered for

the better, and the device now works admirably. The
inlet pipe and carburetter are extremely neatlij' fixed

to the engine. The pipe is provided with four out-

lets, which fit tightly against the inlet valve caps, the

pipe being held in position by means of two brackets,

and of these one end is attached to the cylinder cast-

ing and is free to move, and through the other runs

a screw with knurled head, which screws into a recess

on the top of the pipes. These two brackets hold
the pipe on firmly, and enable it and the carburetter

to be removed bodily Avithout the aid of tools, so

that the valves may be quickly reached. The diameter,

of the valves has also been increased. The magneto
is now provided with an improved distributer, which
can be pushed on or pulled off without using tools,

as it is held in position by spring clips. The. neat

little three-speed gear box is provided with a sump
or well, at the bottom of which there is a drain plug,

so that the dirty oil can be quickly run' out. The
AI4

standard gears now fitted are as foHows : First speed,

9.8 to i; second speed, 6 to i ; third speed, 3.5 to

1. The worm drive has been fitted with a new ball

thrust, which has greatly added to the ©ffioiency of

the transinission. Altogether things look very hope-

ful for the T.A.C, and it is a machine with which w«
hope to have a closer acquaintance on the iwad at

no distant date.
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Opening run ot the Newcastle Motor Club to Belsay. (See Club News pages.)
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Restoring Compression*

I should like to know, if 1

?' fit new piston rings to m\
engine to improve compression.

-^ whether I must have the
cylinder regrouAd? Some

manufacturers, ,1 believe, recommend
a new cj'linder in preference to re-

grinding.

—

G. G.
First of all we should recommend you
to try fitting now piston rings. If

these do not give the desired result
after, say, 200 miles running, it would
be better either to have a new cylin-

der, or to have the old one rebored.

Irregular Firing.

_ Could you please teJl me
gy why my 4^ h.p. twin only
> runs on one cylinder at any
-^ fcpeed, say, under 12 m.p.h. ?

It is a little better when using

the sidecar, but not much.—J.H.C.
The trouble may be due to (1) the
setting of the magneto (or contact
breaker if accumulator ignition) ; (2)

the design of the inlet pipes, and it

may be possible that at low speeds one
cylinder gets more gas than the other

;

also (3) to any difference there may
be in the lift of the inlet valves or

tension of the springs. We should
require to know more details before
we could point to the most likely cause
of your trouble.

Gear Drive. Fixed ignition,

(1.) Is the gear drive and
clutch of the 2i h.p. F.N.
lightweight reliable, and can

gear be changed easily while

in motion, on rough roads?

(2.) Is this machine faster than the

IJ h.p. F.N.? About what pace
will it take one on the level? INIy

weight is eleven stones? (3.) Is the

fixed po.'^ition of the magneto satis-

factory for low as well as high

speeds?—H.C.

(1.) As regards relia:bility, we refer

you to results. One of these machines
successfully completed the 555 miles

M.C.C. Jarrott Oup Competition run.

The gear can be very ea.sily changed.

(2.) The machine should be a good
deal faster. We sliould say about
thirty to thirty-tliree miles an hour.

(3.) We find the iixed ignition point is

satisfactory with this machine, but if

after trial you prefer a variable ad-
vance it could easily be fitted to the
handle-bar, and the magneto contact
breaker controlled by means of a Bowden
nire.

A18

?

Attaching a Motor Set to a Push Cycle.

I notice that there are some
makers of detachable motor
engine sets for clamping on to
ordinary roadster bicycles. I

am wanting such an engine for

my Humber standard 1908 pattern.

Can you tell me if the bicycle will be
strong enough to carry such an
engine, as I am afraid of the spokes
and frame getting pulled to pieces

with an engine of 2^ or so horse-

power. As there is nothing like that
pattern out here, I have to rely on
what I hear, and decide on your
opinion.—J. I). (Durban, Natal).

We are afraid you would not get very
mucli satisfaction from fixing an attach-

ment to your pedal bicycle. Certainly
the spokes would not be strong enough
if your roads are at all rough, the
s"pindles would also require to be
stronger, and the forks fitted with
girders. The tyres would soon give

out on account of the strain and extra
weight, and the machine would not be
comfortable. The cost of the attach-

ment would be quite equal to the
price of a second-hand lightweight
motor bicycle. Consequently what you
had better do is to write to some
friend or firm upon whom you can
rely, and get them to purchase and
send you a good second-hand light-

weight, which machine you could get

for about £15 or £17 in good order.

J. F. Crundall (3^ h.p. Humber racerj, who was

placed on scratch mark in the Easter Handicap

at Brooklands on Bank' Holiday Monday.

Assembling a Medium Weight.

I have ordered a 2^ h.p.'

J.A.P.-Chater-Lea motor bi-

cycle. (1.) I weigh 11^ stones.

Will a lightweight frame be •

strong enough? (2.) What
- ought the entire machine to weigh?-

I want it as light as possible with-

out sacrificing strength for weight..

(3.) Do you think it might safely ber
built to weigh about 110 lbs.? (4.)

Do you think this machine vnW take

'

me up hills 1 in 15 without pedal-

ling, and up to thirty miles per

.

hour on level?—^L.A.

(1.) The frame should be quite strong -

enough for your weight. (2-3.) About
110 lbs. limit would enable the
assembler to use substantial fittings*

throughout. A 2^ h.p. machine can'
be made to scale slightly under
100 lbs. (4.) The machine wTien in

"

good order will be capable of exceeding
,

thirty miles per hour maximum speed, !

and of climbing hills of 1 in 15 with v

the same gear.

Care Necessary with Petrol.

I have had a wooden struc-

?'
I

ture, 10ft. X 6ft. x 7ft. high,
erected in the garden of my

'—
I premises to house iny new

'

machine in. Tliis is my first

experience in the use of petrol, and
I am ignorant of its properties and i

behaviour under all circumstances.
Kindly tell me whether it will be
safe, when the warm weather comes, '

for me to light the interior of the
said structure with a lamp, such as
a hurricane lantern, so that I can .

do adjustments there in the evening,
aiid what is the limit of distance
within which a naked light should
be brought of the machine with the

'

petrol in its carburetter and\ tank.
Of coarse, I shall not store any other :

petrol inside the shed. What is the;
best method of lighting when elec-'

'

tricity is not available?—E. G.
You might be able to go for several
years without having an accident from-
using a lamp, but petrol is curious
.ftuff, and one never quite knows wliat
it will do. In the event of any petrol

oeing spilt from the machine when dis-

mounting the carburetter the room
might easily be filled with vapour in a
short time. The vapour is heavy, and
sinks to the ground, so that, if by any
chance you set the lamp on the ground
to examine some not or other, a con-

flagration might occur. Consequently,
we think that the best plan is for you
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to CI youi' shed up wtili a small electric
" lamij, run off a 40 a.li. accumulator, or

use a -imall portable electric lamji.

Theiu wouM then be iio danger, and
you would have quite sutBcient light

for ordinary purposes.

The Timing of a Jllagneto.

I understand the best way
^1 to drive a 3^ h.p. magneto
> I

motor cycle is by well advaiic-
-iJ ing the epark, keeping it

there, and regulating speed en

tirely by throttle and air lever. With
my 1909 machine if I attempt to do
this a slight tapping noise at once
starts, and to stop it I have to

retard the spark to quarter advance.
This tapping can be heard above the

noise of the engine, and is a much
smaller noise than the loud hard click

caused by a steep hill. Does this

tapping come under the head of

knocking? The nearest approach 1

can get to driving on throttle alone

is by first putting the spark lever at

quarter advance, getting speed up on
throttle, and then getting further

speed by very gradually advancing
the spark nearly to full. The tapping
goes on during the whole of this

operation more or less, but dies

away as speed accelerates. Having
at last got spark lever to desired
position (by now I am going thirty

to forty miles an hour) I cut down
gas and give as much air as possible

till I get engine down to a nice

hum (instead of a roar) and a com-
fortable pace. But this lasts a very
short time, as the slightest advance
to throttle at once starts the tap-

ping again, the slightest vise (as

over a bridge) or extra puff of wind
has the same effect, and so I have
to retard the spark, and the whole
operation of getting up necessary
speed to avoid tapping has to be
gone through again, and so on. It

amounts to my perpetually moving
spark lever backwards and for-

wards during whole of journey, just

as much as, if not more than, the
throttle lever.—E.J. H.

It is very hard to say if the noise is

actually "knocking," but we should Ij
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inclined to think mat it is, and the
cause is apparently due to the mag-
neto spark being timed to occur too
early in the stroke. Your method of

driving seams to be absolutely correct
at the present time. It is quite
possible to drive with more or less

fixed ignition on a motor bicycle with-
in certain limits, but this very much

Pefroi or ParaOln.

A steep section ot Sutton Bank immediately after
rounding tlie halipin bend.

depends upon the setting of tlie mag-
neto. This leads us to suppose that
your magneto is rather far advanced.
\Ve should have it retarded slightly

as an experiment, and note the eti'ect.

It may require setting still later

if you are desirous of running at

all speeds with the spark lever fully

advanced.

Every time I wish to start

my engine from cold I am
obliged to inject petrol. Is this

objectionable or harmful to the
engine? A friend tells me it

is, and by washing oil off the piston

is likely to cause a seizure.—S.E.H.

Provided you only inject a few drops
of petrol in the engine, no harm should
result. Thousands of riders adopt this

practice, and we have never yet heard
of any direct trouble accruing. An
overdose might wash away the oil

and cause a seizure, or crank case
explosion

Current Consumption. Road Dangers.

(1.) Please say if there is

any means of ascertaining the
amount of current consumed by
plain coil with make and break
contact? (2.) What symptoms

may be expected when magnets of

magneto machine are becoming weak,
and is this the result of time or the

distance in use? (3.) If any liability

attaches to the authorities for

damage to machine or person caused
by (a) manhole cover projecting

above road level at least two inches?
(b) Tramlines standing above or

below paving in places?—P.H.

(1.) By inserting an ammeter between
the coil and the contact breaker. See
reply to "D.S.," page 265 last week.
(2.) Misfiring for no apparent reason
and especially difficulty in starting.

Weakening of the magnets i£ the result

of time and excessive vibration. (3.)

Morally, you can claim damages in

both cases. However, those respon-

sible for the neglect at times are apt

to stand a good chance of winning
their cases, as they have much money
behind them. Should you have ex-

perienced an accident from either of

tliese causes it would be as well to

send those responsible for the neglect
a solicitor's letter, but if you are a
member of one of the motoring
organisations it would be better to lay

your case before them. A matter
affecting the general welfare of motor-
ists is sometimes taken up.

The steepest part of Sutton Bank, showing the road winding away in the distance. A motor cycUsl is seen topping the gradient at a good pace.
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HINTS ON CARBUR'ETTER ADJUSTMENTS,
By B. H. DAVIES.

THE novice is generally beset by a hankering

notion that his carburetter is wrongly adjusted,

and even if he has patronised a firm which can

be trusted to send out the carburetter adjusted

to a fair all-purpose compromise, the keen rider will

want to make fresh adjustments to suit varying

climatic and road conditions. ' The following notes

give details of some simple methods I have found
very serviceable for obtaining maximum efficiency,

M.C.C. JARROTT CUP COMPETITION AT EASTER.

higher level permanent, either of two adjustments may
be employed at will. One is to lock the float chamber
lid in its new position by packing it up with a washer.

The other is to mark the amount by which the level

has been' increased, and to shift the collar of the bob-

weights on their needle to suit. Thus the correct level

for maximum efiSciency is swiftly obtained. The set-

ting of the jet is even easier. Most carburetters now-

adays possess either interchangeable or variable jets,

and an hour spent at the nearest test hill will soon

decide which jet is the one to use when out for a

medal. " Otherwise a long tapered needle (a fairly long
,

stocking needle is usually the best), a millimetre gauge,

v

.;nd a single spare jet are all that are required. ^

Reamering out the Jet Tube.
The spare jet in the above-mentioned case should be

of narrow bore, with a single hole, of the slenderest

diameter through it. Take your original jet, and make
a road test with this jet on the worst hill to be found. If

not satisfied, reamer this jet out a little; the needle
may be used, but a triangular reamer is preferable.

Begin by increasing the size of the jet very slightly

indeed. Test the enlarged jet on the hill till dead
certain whether the alteration is an improvement or not.

If any difference is noticeable, remove jet, stick needle
through hole as far as it will go, and measure the

Three riders of Douglas machines who survived the 555 miles run.

W. W. Douglas, E. Kickham, and F. Phillips.

and this method conquers most of the obvious diffi-

culties. It may be taken for granted with ever_>

carburetter of good make that the extra air

orifices and the fixed air choke tube are roughly

suited to the engine in question. A choke tube

equal to one-sixth the diameter of the inlet pipe
affords a fair working compromise of efficiency

_and flexibility. The adjustments which may be
advantageous are generally confined to the size ot

the jet and the level of the petrol in the jet. The
level of the petrol is the point most likely to repay
attention, and the most awkward thing to verify or

alter. Up to this year I have always tested mine
by a very quick and simple method. It is obvious
that the level of spirit in the jet is affectt-il by
unscrewing the milled cap of the float chamber a
turn or two. On almost every carburetter the unscrew-
ing of this cap raises the level in the jet, for it lifts -the

bobweights of the float needle higher from the float,

and therefore a higher level of petrol is required in

the float chamber to press the float against these bobs,

and cut off the supply by jamming down the needle.

Very well.

Testing the Engine on the Stand.

I first make sure that the petrol does not flood

out of the jet %vith the machine at rest and the engine
stopped. If so, it is scarcely probable that the level

is too high. The engine is then started on the stand,

and the lid of the float chamber unscrewed a turn or

two, and the behaviour of the engine noted. If the

engine gains in speed and sharpness of bark, the higher

level thus obtained evidently suits it. To make the

Tue Bradbury coirtingent—A. T. Stanton, G. Wray, and Hugh Gibson. The two
last-mentioned completed the run, Stanton suBering tyre troubles almost within

sight ot the finish.

amount by which the needle protrudes with the milli

metre rule. Some jets are not reamered with a parallel-

sided reamer, but taper, usually from the under towards

the upper orifice. If so, be careful to gauge size of

hole by passing the needle up the jet from beneath, and

to do any reamering enlargements from the under side.

Make a note of the amount of projection of needle in

your pocket book, and next see if a further enlarge-

ment increases the efficiency still further. At each fresh

test, measure and note the projection of the needle;

After three or four tests you have arrived at a certain

fact, viz., that the engine climbs fastest or farthest

with a jet of such a size that your gauging needle pro-

jects so many millimetres when pushed tight in from

the under side. Take the spare jet and reamer it out

till the needle projects the exact number of millimetres
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arrived at by the test; and, hey, presto! you know that

your jet is just right. With an interchangeable or

variable jet no tools or notes are required
; you simply

make a couple of trial ascents with each jet or setting,

and judge the effect by the pulling powers of the engine.

No anxiety need be fe.lt about the extra air adjust-

ment. Its verification is absurdly simple. If the

supply is right, the engine will just, and only just,

accept all the air you can give when the engine is

the inlet pipe and fit a sliding collar over it. Some
of my twins have started from cold in summer with

a hole J^in. by %m. wide open in the inlet pipe.

The above notes make it plain that I regard the use

of a spring snap lid to the float chamber as a retro-

grade step in design, since it deprives riders of a verv

convenient mode of verifying the petrol level, and,
needless to say, the petrol level on the best machines
needs resetting from time to time as the needle and
bobs wear.

An Experience.
I remember in one Auto Cycle Union trial my

machine began to run comparatively feebly, and
baffled me for a time, till at last one day in the

preliminary rush at a test hill I bent down and un-

scre'wed the float chamber cap a turn or so. It

simply shot away with me. I never had time to reset

the bobweights on the needle, but I got two or three

copper and asbestos valve cap washers, and finally by
threading two of them round the thread of the cap was

SUTTOH BANK HILL-CLIMB. F. Maokay (Harrogate M.C.C ) travelUng
well on his Rex. He is just above the bad bend, and tne load be has

traversed may be seen winding upwards in the background.

running at its very fastest speed on the hottest of days.

If an engine will take all the air available at half

speed, or even at full speed on a cold day, it is certain

it could do with more air at full speed on a hot day,

and the orifices need enlarging. If an engine will

never under any circumstances take full air, the proba-
bility is that it always gets a trifle too much, and it

may then be awkward to start. As the upper air can
be shut clean off by lever, either a narrower choke -

tube or a larger jet is obviously required. A
medium choke tube is essential to flexibility. A
large choke tube may spell power when used with a
large jet, but cannot give flexibility.

Insufficient air supply on most twins.
I have never o\vned a twin which was not improved

by adding a second air intake in the inlet pipe, and
ray first attention to a new twin is to drill a hole in

The starting point in the Sutton Bank hill-climb on March 26th. H.
Wheater (holding the flig) is starting the unlucky Indian rider.

able to restore the correct level, which had been spoilt

by rapid wear of the float needle and bobweights.
Since then I have noticed one or two ingenious devices

for altering the level by means of an adjustable float

chamber lid, provided with an arrangement for lock-

ing it in position when correct adjustment is obtained.

Members who
attended the

ManehesterMotor

Club opening run

on the 19th ult.
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THE BROOKLANDS APRIL HANDICAPS.
THE B.A.R.C. will hold the following motor

cycle races at Brooklands on the 27th and 28th

of this month.
The Wednesday April Handicap.— For all

classes of motor bicycles the cubic capacity of whose
engines does not exceed 670 cubic centimetres.

Starters barred. Entrants to state on their entry

forms whether or not their engines are furnished with

drilled cylinders or auxiliary exhaust ports. Distance,

about eight miles.

The Wednesday Weybridge Handicap.—For all

classes of motor bicycles the cubic capacity of whose
engines exceeds 500 and does not exceed 1,000 cubic

centimetres. Starters barred. Entrants to state

on their entry forms whether or not their engines are

furnished with drilled cylinders or auxiliary exhaust

ports. Distance, about eight miles.

The Thursday April Handicap.—For motor cycles

that have been entered for the Wednesday April

Handicap. The handicaps to be the same as for the

Wednesday April Handicap, except that the winner

of that race will be penalised 4o_secs., the second

35 sees., the third 30 sees., the fourth 20 sees., the

fifth 15 sees., and the sixth 10 sees. Starters barred.

Distance, about eight miles.

The Thursday Weybridge Handicap.—For motor
bicycles that have been entered for the Wednesday
Weybridge Handicap. The handicaps to be the

same as for the Wednesday Weybridge Handicap,
except that the winner of that race will be penalised

40 sees., the second 35 sees., the third 30 sees., the

fourth 20 sees., the fifth 15 sees., and the sixth 10 sees.

Starters barred. Distance, about eight miles.

In each race the entrant of the winner to receive

lo sovs. or cup at option, the entrant of the second

5 sovs. or cup at option, and the entrant of the third

3 sovs. or cup at option.

There must be twenty-five entries for each race, or

the race may be void at the option of the executive,

or the number and value of the prizes reduced.
Entries close April 14th at twelve noon. Entrance

fee los. 6d. p.p. for each event.

The B.A.R.C. Committee is to be commended on
its action in increasing the nuiftber of motor cycle

events, as these races always secure a good number
of entries.

' ' ^^^^^g^yi^'^- a*^ ^!m:^s^,e^\s^4f^mms^^»'i(^:-i»^^%::

The inaugural

run of the newly

formed Redditch

and District

M.C.C. was well

attended. The

members are

shown assembled

in the yard of the

Unicorn Hotel.

NEW BLOOD ON THE A.C.U. COMMITTEE.
THE new A.C.U. Committee, which has recently

been elected, should be a particularly strong

one. In addition to the valued workers who
have made the A.C.U. the powerful body it is,

the following newly elected members have been added

as representing the R.A.C., Major Lindsay Lloyd and

Mr. J. R. Nesbit. Than Major Lindsay Lloyd the

committee could not find a better man. Being an

officer who was formerly a Royal Engineer, he under-

stands the technical side of motor cycling far more
deeply than the average individual, while the fact that

he holds the position of clerk of the course at Brook-

lands is sufficient proof that in helping to organise a

public body no better man could be found, since to

make a success of this post, as Major Lloyd un-

doubtedly has, needs • no small amount of tact,

diplomacy, and general ability. Mr. J. R. Nesbit is

chairman of E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, and

is in consequence closely in touch with motor cycling,

and on the Scottish A.C. is one of those members who
work mdefatigably, and by his powers of organisa-

tion has worked up that club to the high position it

now, holds. Representing the private members, Mr.

R. O. Mitchell is a young and energetic member of

the trade who should bring into the Union a healthy

strain of new blood, which cannot but help to in-

vigorate the A.C.U. Committee. Mr. W. H. Wells

is an old member his fellow committeemen are glad to

see back again. In the past he has done excellent work,

and has proved himself to be a valuable mouthpiece of

the trade on the committee. A few trade men on the

committee of any motoring iody are, in our opinion,

absolutely necessary ably to voice the views of

the trade on such important matters as trials and com-

petitions. Mr. Hawkins is, a private member of whom
not much has been heard in the past, except that he

reeularlv attends all the council meetings. We do no1

doubt that he, too, will do valuable work in the new

position which he has lately taken up. Altogether, we

consider the A.C.U. Committee to be stronger this

year than it ever has been before, and we heartily wish

it success in its labours.
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By "

Was it a Turbine ?

A motor cyclist asks me to give publicity to the

following weird yarn in the hope that the individual

concerned will supply some further details for pub-

lication in these columns. I accept no responsibility

for it. He says a stranger he met by the roadside

bet him that his (the stranger's) machine would propel

itself with the belt off. The stranger then removed

his belt fastener, and went back a hundred yards or

so up the road, substituting a piece of twine for the

belt hook. He came back driving at about eight

miles per hour. Opposite the observer the belt fell

off, as the twine broke, and the engine popped

merrily on for a quarter of a mile beltless. The
mysterious motor was provided with an unusual

metal box where its silencer ought to be, and my
correspondent believes he has seen the first motor

cycle turbine. Turbinists, please roll up, and send

line drawings of your patents to the editor. The
machine is said to have had a Precision engine. -

Automatic Carburetters.

I believe the next important alteration in motor

bicycle specification will be an automatic carburetter.

Excellent as present-day carburetters are, few of them

claim to be automatic. The type I am using at

present will choke from too rich a mixture unless 1

am particularly spry in jumping on when I start, so as

to get a little extra air supplied at once, while on

hills the air lever requires quite clever management
if Birdlip is to be climbed. One or (two so-called

automatic carburetters sell in fair quantities, but the

expert users of them mostly add a leak valve to

obtain maximum efficiency. Practised riders no
doubt enjoy fiddling with levers, but the prize duffers,

yfho, after all, form the majority of our ranks, dis-

like it intensely, especially when a mistake means a

false start or a failure on a bad hill, as would in-

evitably be a frequent occurrence with a novice riding

my own machine, for instance. I hope truly auto-

matic carburetters will be numerous at the next shows,

if only as alternatives or, as the Yankees call them,

;^' options. " I have just had a very ingenious device

^f the type submitted to me by a working man, which

has no springs or other parts liable to derangement.
I have also been helping a friend to tune up a three-

jet car vaporiser, which is automatic and derange-

ment-proof. It takes in all its air at the bottom
through choke tubes, and when these are correctly set

no leak valve can effect any improvement, while the

fuel economy is superior to that obtained with the

best adjusted single-jet device. Consequently auto-

matic carburation need not sp>ell any decrease in effi-

ciency, and it will therefore be extremely popular
with the lazier type of rider. It does reduce the

interest in driving, but if it is fitted as an "option
"

the club expert can continue to disdain it.

Tyre Gaiters.

The tyre gaiter is an item that very seldom figures

in a motor cyclist's kit, and yet it is not infrequently

wanted, and when wanted is very badly wanted indeed.
Two of my acquaintance have had their Easter holi-

days spoilt for want of this light and inexpensive
device. One of them ran over a broken jam pot,

IXION."

j

and sliced his back tyre pretty well down to both

beads ; the other was using a new back cover with a

fault in the fabric, and, though both were experts in

tyre repairs, neither was able to ' proceed far on the

proposed journey simply because his small kit did

not contain proper articles for repairing bad holes in

'

' the covers.

A Carburet'er Adjustment Tip,

A correspondent asks me to mention his method of

testing his carburetter adjustments. Riders use

various means. One man keeps putting his machine
at a favourite hill till his ascent becomes most rocket-

like. A certain technical professor attaches a tube

and gas bag to the exhaust port, takes a sample of

j

the waste gas, and analyses it. The writer, in ques-

tion removes his silencer and exhaust pipe, and runs

his engine on the stand in the dark until he has got

a colourless exhaust. We all know that the hottest

part of a flame of a common gas jet is the non-
luminous portion. My correspondent thought his

carburetter was beautifully adjusted until he made
]

the above test, when he found that his exhaust flame

[

was wholly coloured. Various adjustments trans-

formed the flame through the whole gamut of colours
until at last he got it practically non-luminous, which
as he says, signifies perfect combustion. He admits
this only applies to the flame when the engine is

,

running "all out," but he hopes by various radical

alterations in the design of his carburetter to obtain
a colourless exhaust flame at all speeds of the engine.

A Hint to Buyers.
When a salesman is enlarging upon the merits of

his adjustable pulley it is wise to discover by actual
test what is actually' the lowest gear obtainable with
it. Some engines have crankshaft bosses of such
dimensions that no adjustable flange can be screwed
out to give a gear much below 4^ to i. Most riders

buy adjustable pulleys with the idea of using them as

emergency substitutes for variable gears when their

summer tour brings them face to face with an
abnormal hill. Now 5 to i is a gear that an ordinary
rider will need for such common or garden hills as

Dashwood or Rectory if his machine is not in super-
excellent tune, and is loaded up with a heavy touring
kit. Such favourite touring grounds as Devonshire
and Scotland bristle with hills in which a 5 to r

gear is nowhere near low enough for the sort of rider

described. An adjustable pulley is in no sense a
true emergency gear unless it can on occasion supply
a gear as low as 6J^ to i. This point should there-

fore be verified before spending a guinea or so.

Some engines do not admit of such small pulleys,

and some cheap pulleys, which are made from cast-

ings, require such a thickness of metal at the boss to

avoid bursting that, no matter how slender the crank-
shaft bearing on the engine may be, the pulley will

not allow of a really low gear. With the capacitv
of a 6^ to I gear even a dufifer should be tolerably
confident upon the hills he may strike on tour, even

,

when his machine is a heavily laden 3J4 h.p. some-
'

what out of tune. A 5 to i gear is, of course, low
enough for a very powerful twin-cylinder machine in

such emergencies.
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B.M.C.R.C. SECOND 1910 MEMBERS' MEETING.

oN Wednesday next, the 13th inst., the following

events will be held at Brooklands by the British

Motor Cycle Racing Club :

2.30 p.m. RECORD TIME TRIALS, first of the

1910 series. Distances : Kilometre and mile. Each competitor

will be allowed one trial flying .start. Performances will be

classified in accordance with the undermentioned engine

sizes : Class E.—Engines not exceeding 275 cc. Class B.

—

Engines not exceeding 350 cc. Class C.—Engines not exceed-

ing 500 cc. Class D.—Engines not exceeding 750 cc. Class

E.—Engines not exceeding 1,000 cc. Certificates will be

issued for the best performance made in each class and the

Club's gold medal will be awarded in each class for the best

aggregate performance made during 1910. In order to be
eligible for the latter award, members must have taken part

in all but two of the series of time trials held by the Club
during 1910. Entry fee. Is. each class.

3.30 p.m. RELAY RACE. Open to members in pairs,

one of each pair to enter a single cylinder and the other a

multi-cylinder motor cycle^ the total capacity of the two

engines noL u> exceeu Xji/u cc. niiuier oi i.ne pair ina}^a
elect to start, and that competitor will be provided with a ?
bracelet that must be worn whilst riding. On completing a

lap the rider must stop and then hand the bracelet to his

partner, who will ride a lap and hand the bracelet back to
'

his partner in similar fashion.-^ The race will consist of four,
laps in all, each partner riding two alternate laps. The
starting, the three changes, and the finish to take place at

the fork. First prize, two gold medals ; second prize, twc
silver medals. Starters barred. Entry fee, 53. each pair.

4 p.m. ONE HOUR TOURIST TROPHY RACE, for

motor cycles complying with the 1910 T.T. regulations,

except that purely touring accessories such as mudguards or

tool-bags may be removed. First prize, silver cup presented
by Mr. H. H. Collier ; second prize, the Club's gold medal

.

third prize, the club's silver medal ;" and certificates to all

finishing. Starters will be permitted in this event. Entry
fee, 5s.

Entries close last post this evening (Thursday), and should
be addressed to the hon. sec, Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
A.M.I.A.E., Ashleigh House, Erith. Kent. '

->-•••-<-

NORTHERN LEAGUE OF MOTOR CYCLE CLUBS.
After the hill-climbing competition at Staxton on Easter

Monday afternoon, a large number of members of the

Northern League adjourned to the Balmoral Hotel, Scar-

borough, where tea was provided, after which a smoking
concert was held, Mr. James R. Kelly, of the Leeds Motor
Cycle Club, presiding. An interesting address on " Some
Points in the Theory of Belt Transmission " was given by
Mr. D. Bradbury, the hon. secretary of the Sheffield and
Hallamshire Club. This was followed by an exhibition of

lantern slides of the aviation meetings at Doncaster and
Blackpool, and several slides of last year's Staxton hill-climb.

These were shown and explained by Mr. J. W. F. Tranmer,
of the Scarborough Motor Club, the lantern being ably

worked by Mr. H. Kettle. It was proposed by Mr. J. E.

Brooke, of the Harrogate Motor Cycle Club, seconded by
Mr. E. Dent, of York, and unanimously carried, that Mr.
H. Frain, of Snainton, be appointed hon. secretary of the

Northern League, and that a conference be called, to meet
at York at an early date, to consider the position of the
Northern League in relation to the Auto Cycle Union. The
meeting closed with unanimous expressions that the proceed-
ings of the whole day had been a huge success. It was also

decided to hold a flymg kilometre contest at Whitsuntide.
The Yoi-hshire Evening Press contained the following

paragraph ;
" One of the amusing features of the afternoon's

contest was the appearance of an A.C.U. official, who warned
each competitor of the dire results of his participation in the

competition. It is said this same official himself defied last

year the body which he yesterday represented."

The impression among the motor cyclists at Staxton was
that if the Auto Cycle Union would ask for a reasonable

inclusive sum to hold an inter-club hill-climb, they would be

quite ready to recognise the Union as the authority of the

sport.

MARTIN AGAIN ATTEMPTS RECORD.
A communication reached our office on Friday last to

the effect that Harry Martin had designs on the two hours'

750 cc. record at Brooklands Track that afternoon. Martin,

who rode a twin-cylinder A.S.L. with J. A. P. engine, started

just before three o'clock, but after being on the track for

threequarters of an hour, and travelling at a good speed,

was compelled from various causes to abandon the attempt..

Messrs. Straight and Ebblewhite were the timekeepers.

THe air-sprung frame A.S.L. on which H. Martin again attempted to breali record
last week. The engine is a J.A.P. twin-cylinder.

Immediately before the start. The attendants are

inflating the air-springs to the desired pressure— a
good point of the A.S.L. suspension.

i^B
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RESULT OF M.C.C. JARROTT CUP COMPETITION.

VVlXNEB OF THE JaEROTT CuP AND ClUB GoLD MeDAL.

1. Sir R. K. Arbutlinot, Bart. (3i h.p. Triumph).
Error on outward journey ...

Error on liomeward journey ...

Total error

Winners of C'ltjb Gold Med.il;

Rider and machine.
S. G. Frost {M li.p. Minerva, twin)

Stiinley Webb (iSj h.p. Triumph) ...

H. C. Griffin (05 li.p. Griffin-Simplex-Premier) 4m. 13s

G. L. Fletcher (2J h.p. Douglas, twin)
S. G. Perryman (3j h.p. Ariel)

A. J. Stevens (3 h.p. Wolf, twin) ...

W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas, twin)
R. 0. Clark (2i h.p. F.N., two-speed)
E. Gwynne (7 h.p. V.S., twin)
P. G. E. James (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

Hugh Gibson (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ...

Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas, twin) ...

E. Kickham (2| h.p. Douglas, twin)
P. Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas, twin)

16. _ E. Wray (3i h.p. Bradbury)
'Winner of P. H. Trotman's prize for best performance on

a lightweight.

Winner »p Silver Medal.
17. F. C. Dee (7 h.p. V.S., twin).

History of the Jarrott Cup Competition.
The Jarrott Cup ha.s been presented to the Motor

Cycling Club for three consecutive years by Mr.
Chas. Jarrott. Each year the winner has beaten the

previous best performance, and the percentage of

riders to complete the double journey has improved.
S. G. Frost on a. 4% h.p. Minerva twin won the

first event held in 1908, when the contest was more

2.

3.

4.

'5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

U.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Im. 14s.

55s.

2m. 9s.

Total error

3m. 14s.

3m. 55s.

•) 4m. 13s.

4m. 25s.

4m. 59s.

5m. 58e.

7m. 3s.

7m. 9s.

8m. 47s.

9m. 8s.

11m. 17s.

11m. 56s.

12m. Os.

12m. 40s.

15m. 17s.

.severe than it has been since, on account of the out-

ward and homeward journeys being completed m
two consecutive days.

In 1908 S. G. Frost's total error from punctuality

at the several secret checking and timing stations was

4m. 9s.. F. G. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph) won last

year with a total error of 2m. 22s. ; Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot, this year's winner, 2m. 9s. Twenty-five

entries Avere received for both the 1908 and 1909
events, which were held during the August Bank
Holiday, but this year the club's decision to hold the

competition during the Easter holidays resulted in an

increased number of entrants, totalling thirty-six,

thirty-five of whom actually started. Easter there-

fore appifcntiy suil; member^ of the '-'ub better tha.

August.

Taking into consideration the extremely arduous

test, it is interesting to compare the smallest and

largest machines which took part in the competition.

The smallest was R. O. Clark's 2J4 h.p. F.N., with

a cubical capacity of 249 cc, the largest being the

three 7 h.p. twin-cylinder V.S. machines which were

ridden by E. Gwynne, V. Olsson, and F. C. Dee and

the 7 h.p. Peugeot ridden by O. L. Summers, the

cubical capacity of these being 944 cc.

It is reported that one competitor who arrived back

at Cranford Bridge in the small hours of Tuesday
morning, March 29th, was so tired that he went to

sleep on a seat outside the Berkeley Arms, and was

found there by the hotel proprietor . when he opened

the premises to resume business at the usual hour.

»—•••—<

INTER=TEAM RELIABILITY TRIAL.
HERTS. COUNTY A.C. WINNERS OF THE SERVICE CUP.

THE marks awarded in the above reliability trial

from London to Harrogate and back cannot

be announced at present, as there is another

joint committee meeting to be held, at which

the marks awarded will be approved. We are,

however, in a position to announce that the Herts.

County A.C. are the winners of the Service Silver

Challenge Cup for the first year.

The competition will be an annual one for at least

three years, and it is necessary for a club to win it

three years in succession before becoming the actual

owner of the trophy.

The following were the riders who represented the

competing clubs, and it is worthy of note that all

except two completed the run:

Herts County A.C.
J. S. Harwood (3^ Phelon
and Moore)

E. A. Colliver (3i Triumph)
E. M. Down (5 Indian)

*W. Cooper (5^ Bradbury)
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)

*H. B. Karslake (^ Dread-
nought)

F. J. Beard (3i Scott)

A. V. Deaeock (3 Wanderer)
A. H. Colliver (3^ Triumph)
B. Marians (3i P. and M.)
C. Gather Cook (3^
Triumph)

Mrs. Gather Cook (3^
Triumph)

*0utsid6 schedule at Harrogate.

X.W. London M.C.C.
W. Davenport (3^ Ti-iumph)
H. Bean (3i Triumph)
C. M. Simpson (5 V.S.)
G. E. Purchase (3^ Triumph)
H. V. Bate (5 V.S. and

sidecar), retired at Harro-
gate

C. S. Westacott (3i Triumph)
G. A. Stern

(3i

:3i N.S.U.).
retired at Grantham

G. H. HoUis {3i Triumph)
R. G. Goslett (3i P. and M.)
A. J. Browne (9 Bat and

sidecar)

Glyn Rowden (7 Bat and
sidecar)

Gathering on the occasion ol the Southampton and District M.C. opening meet.
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Police Trap.

We have received information of a

police trap which is in operation
between Andover and Weyhill on the
main road to Wincanton.

A Road Danger.

The Finchley and Barnet Centre of

the Motor Union is organising a

petition protesting against the erection

of central tramway standards on the
Gre<it North Road.

The M.C.C. Team Trial.

Six clubs have already decided to

send teams to compete for The Motor
Cycle challenge cup in the Motor
Cycling Club's Team Competition near
Daventry on June 18th. The Edin-
burgh Motor Cycling Club will again
be represented. Last year four of

its team gained full marks. The
list of competitors will be found each
week in our " Future Events."

A Lucid Explanation.

Joshua Wheelrim in Motor Cycling

(Chicago) gives the following lucid

explanation of pre-ignition : "When
there is carbon in ther cylinder it gets

ved-hot and stays that way until a

fresh charge of gas mixture is admitted

ter ther cylinder, when it fires ther stuff

before it is time and catches ther piston

coming the wrong way. When ther

legular spark gets ter work there ain't

any gas ter explode."

A.C.U. Lecture.

A lecture on "The Role of the

Motor Cycle in Campaigning" wi,

be given by Capt. C. Battine this

uvening at 8.30j at the Royal Auto-

mobile Club, 112, Piccadilly, W. Any
leader may obtain a ticket upon

application, or admittance to the

lecture on presenta-

tion of his visiting
,

card.

Another T.T. Aspirant.

F. Mackay, of

Harrogate, has, we
hear, deeided to co*n-

pete for the Tourist

Trophy. He would

have competed in

the Staxton Hill-

slimb but for fear of

being suspended by

the A.C.U., the Stax-

ton event being

banned: His brother,

J. Mackay, was a

competitor in both
the Sutton Bank and
Staxton hill-climbing

competitions.

Martin's Win Upheld.

At the recent race meeting of the
British Motor Cycle Racing Club, on
the 16th ult., there was some doubt
as to the validity of Martin's win in

the All-comers' Handicap Race, owing
to his trembler blade breaking just

short of the finishing line. The judge
decided that he won, but the matter
was gone into formally at a committee
meeting held -recently, with the
result that the judge's decision was
upheld.

A Praiseworthy Performance.

G. L. Fletcher's performance in the
M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Competition was
distinctly praiseworthy. He no£ only
carried off P. H. Trotman's prize for

tne best performance on a lightweight
motor bicycle, but he came very near

Hill-olimbing contest on the famous Shap Fells organised by the Westmoreland Motor Cycle Club.

(1.) Scene at the starting point. (2.) A competitor crossing the finishing tape.

A JAUNT INTTHE NORTH RIDING.
Illustrated,

CLUB NEWS FROM ALL PARTS.

HINTS ON CARBURETTER ADJUST.
MENTS.

to the leaders, actually finishing fifth,

only Im. 16s. separating him from the
cup winner, Sir R. K. Arbuthnot.
Fletcher rode a lightweight twin-

Douglas. A. J. Stevens, riding a twin-
cylinder Wolf, was next in order of,

merit for the lightweight prize, his

total error being 5m. 58s.

Danger of Level Crossings.

A peculiar accident took place at the

level crossing over the Great Northern
and Great Eastern Railways at Beck-

ingham the other evening. A clergy-

man who had ridden his motor cycle

from Oldham took the red danger lamp

on the closed gates for the tail light

of a traction engine, and in turning

aside to pass the vehicle, as he thought,

he crashed into the closed gates. His

machine was wrecked, but he escaped

with a severe shaking.

Another Score for Two-stroke Engines.

Staxton Brow and the Staxton Hill, it

should be noted, are two entirely

different _gradients. Staxton Hill is

the rise on which the competition was
held on Easter Monday, the average

gradient of the steepest portion (which

measures 1,550ft.) being 1 in 6.9.-

Staxton Brow is the steeper ascent ; in

fact, according to the Scarborough Post,

it had not been surniounted on a motor
cycle until Easter Monday morning,

and only one car has negotiated the

hill. Tlie motor cyclist who performed

tbe feat was Wm. Fawcett, of Harro-

gate, and the machine he rode_ is a

twin-cylinder, two-stroke, two-speed

Scott—a veritable hill-eater. By the

way, we shall have something to say

with regard to the Scott in an early

issue

M.C.C. Hill Climb at a

Secret Venue.

The next event of

the Motor Cycling

Club is a hill-clirab

for cars and motor

cycles (members only)

to be held on the

30th inst. . on a

gradient north of the

Thames, and iti the

district lying between

the Oxford Road and

the Great North Road.

All machines must

be_ standard tourist-

models. Three clasjes
,

for motor bicyclef :

and one for passenger ;.

motor cycles have

been included.
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A.C.U. Second Quarterly Trial of 1910.

The next Quarterly Trial is to be
lield on April 20th (Wednesday) over
the usual course from Uxbridge to

Banbury and back. Entry forms are

now ready.

T.T. Race Fund.

Donations to the Tourist Trophy Race
Fund have been received as follows :

Kent Automobile Club, one guinea ; Dr.
E. W. Brewerton, one guinea ; Western
District M.C., half-guinea; The Motor
Cycle, £5.

Entries for the T.T. Kace.

Further entries for the Tourist
Trophy Race on May 26th have been
received from J. H. R. Loxham, C.
Goulding (machines, not stated), and
Howard Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph),
bringing the total to forty.

Motor Cycle Exhibition at Olympia.

At a meeting of the Management Com-
mittee of the Society of Motor Manu-
facturers and Traders on Thursday last,

the agreement with the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers and Traders Union,
Ltd., for their tenancy of Olympia for

the purpose of holding an exhibition in

November next, was executed on behalf
of the Society.

The Jarrott Cup Competition.

Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot's Jarrott
cup win is an extremely popular one,
and is a just rev/ard for his consistent
performances in various long distance
trials promoted by the Motor Cycling
Club. The London-Land's End-London
course is exceptionally severe, and the
fact that 555 miles have to be ridden
in two days, with a rigid a<lherenc6 to
schedule tim&s at different points, ren-
ders the trial probably the most ardu-
ous of any, excepting perhaps the
double journey London - Edinburgh-
London competition.

HiU-elimhing in the Antipodes.

The Sydney (N.S.W.) Motor Cycle
Club held a hill-climb open to amateurs
affiliated to the N.S.W. Cyclists'

Union on the hill at Eastwood on
February 26th. Fourteen started,
racing in pairs through heats, semi-
final, and a final. 0. Clafton, who
has recently joined the ranks of

motor cyclists, rode a 5 h.p. Sarolea,
received 18s. start, and won from
S.. ELnight-Eaton (3| h.p. Premier)-.

12s. D. St. Clair (5 h.p. Rex) did
fastest time from scratch, 50s. The
hill is three furlongs long, and of an
average gradient of 1 in 10.

An Unfortunate Collision.

A member of the Western District
M.C., Robert King, met with an un-
fortunate accident in Uxbridge Road
last Saturday afternoon, colliding with
1 girl aged '7. Both the girl and the
motor cyclist received injuries of a
minor character, but were able to pro-
ceed lo their respective homes. Mr.
King won a gold medal in the End-to-
end run of 1908, and a silver medal
in

^
the Six Days' Trial last year.

Being confined to his room he is dis-

appointed at the prospect of not being
able to enter for this year's End-to-
end trial

Motor Cycle Racing In N.S.W.

The Australian championship was
run for the first time at a race carnival
at Sydney, organised by the Motor
•Cycle Club of New South Wales, on
February 16tli. H. Jenldns, a repre-
sentativp of the Victorian Motor Cycle
Club, proved victorious, riding a 3^ h.p.

Tourist Trophy Triumph. In the first

heat Jenkins covered two miles in 2m.
30|s. , and won the final in 2m. 32|s.

At the same carnival, a mile scratch
race for motor cycles up to 2i h.p.

resulted in a win for J. 'Tliury (2 h.p.

Moto-Reve) in Ira. 43|s. J. Williams
(2 h.p. Moto-Reve) was second.

H. Jenkins (SJ h.p. T.T. Triumph), holder ot the Amateur
Motor Cycle Championship ol Australia.

A two-mile scratch race for macliines

up to 4 h.p. was won by J. E. Yee

(3i h.p. Triumph), N. Saunders (3i h.p.

Bradbury) being second. Winner's
time, 2m. 35|s.

In a scratch race for machines of

I

4 h.p. and over, distance two miles, H.

I

Jenkins scored another win, the time
again being 2m. 32|s. for two miles.

Motor Cycle Exhibition in Leicester.

From Wednesday to Saturday last

"week there was an exhibition of motor
cycles at the Association Hall and
Buildings, Leicester, and the attend-

ance of visitors greatly exceeded
anticipations. The show was represen-

tative and up-to-date, most of the lead-

ing models, which are familiar to our
readers, being on view. The most im-
posing and attractive combinations
were probably the four - cylinder
T.A.C. and sidecar, the 7-9 h.p., V.S.
and sidecar, and the 6 h.p. twin N.S.U.
sidc'-ar machine. Other motor cycles

represented included the chain-driven
P. and M., Corah-J.A.P.'s, Hobart,
Triumph, Arno, Rex, Moto-Reve,
Wolf, Clyno, Excelsior, Kerry Abing-
don, Indian, Clyde, and Royal Enfield.

Accessories were shown by the
Utopian Cycle Works, Clarke Bros.,
Paskells, Ltd., and Sutton and Co.,
whilst W. and A. Bates, Ltd., ex-

hibited a full range of tyres. There is

every prospect of this show, which is

being organised by the local traders,
increasing in interest and becoming a

strong annual local enterprise. The
first exhibition reflects much credit

upon the organising secretary, H. E.

Smith.

A Reply to Various Correspondents.
" C. W.," who recently wrote that he

had,. seen a lightweight machine fitted

with a change-speed gear perform
wonders in hill-climbing in the neigh-

i)ourhood of Bishop's Stortford, ad-
vises us that the gear is one of the
old type Clement-Garrards.

A Prospective Competitor in 1910 Events.

J. IMorris, of Retford, who won a
silver medal in the last year's Six Days'
Trials on a 3^ h.p. Bradbury, is unfor-

tunately in the Sheffield Infirmary Sv'*er-

ing from acute appendicitis. He writes
that he is now going on splendidly, and
hopes to be fit m time for the London-
Edinburgh Run and the Six Days' Trial.

The Richmond Group.

A number of motor cyclists who
attended the Richmond meeting have
expressed a desire to procure a copy of

the group photograph taken for The
Motor Cycle in the Market Square.
Any others who would like a copy may
have one for Is., either the 1909 or 1910
groups ; 12in. by lOiu. size, 2s. 6d.
Envelopes containing applications for

prints should be marked " Richmond
Photo."

Exhibition in Birmingham.

On March 21st an exhibition was
opened at Bingley Hall, Birmingham,
called the National Trades and Indus-
tries Exhibition, and naturally motor
cycles are represented there. On the
stand of the Colmore depot, Colmore
Row, Birmingham, are ten machines,
three twin-cylinder Premiers, two
single-cylinder Premiers, two Douglas,
and three Royal Enfields. The exhibi-

tion will remain open until May 28th,

and will doubtless be visited by manv
Midland motor cyclists.

nter-team Reliability Trial.

The competition between the Herts
Cbunty A.C. and the North-West Lon
don M.C.C. to Harrogate and back wa>
very keen, as proved by the close result

(which, unfortunately, we are not at

liberty to publish until approved by
the committee). It is, however, known
that the Herts County A.C. (Motor
Cycle Section) are winners of the Ser-

vice cup for the first year.
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East Sussex M.C.C.
The opening run was to Bexhill, and was well attended.

It is proposed to hold a sports meeting at a future date on
Bexhill track. The club committee would be glad to arrange
inter-meets with clubs in the neighbourhood.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

On April 16th a slow hill-climb is to be held on Benton
Bank (near Armstrong Bridge). There will be four classes,
viz.. singles, multi-cylinders, variable gears, and passenger
machines—no entry fee. An enamelled bronze medal will be
awarded to the winner of each class.

Edinburgh Waverley M.C.C.

The A.G.M. was held on the 33rd ult., when the office

bearers for 1910 were elected. President, G. F. Hamilton

;

vice-president, G. W. Muirhead ; captain, W. Sharp ; secre-
taiy, R. H. Sloodie. The members who had been success-
ful in competitions were presented with the medals won in

1909. and the secretary announced that two additional
medals and another trophy had been presented to the club.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

.Mr. A. E. Bennett, A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.E.E., has kindly
consented to give a lecture on " Caiburation " to the mem-
bers at headquarters on Wednesday next at 8 p.m.
The club is holding its first hill-climb on Saturday, the 16th

inst., and intending competitors are requested to apply for

forms of entry without delay. There will be three classes

—

one for machines whose cylinder capacity does not exceed
500 cc, one for machines of over 500 cc. capacity, and
one for passenger machines. A.G.U. formula will be used.
Competitors will meet at the Clayton Arms, Godstone, at

three o'clock, when the hill selected will be announced.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The above club held a very successful opening meet at

Stratfoid-on-Avon on Saturday last. Some fifteen members
started from Birmingham at intervals of a tew minutes in

order to avoid each other's dust, whilst other members joined

the gathering at the Swan's Nest at Stratford. In all some
thirty members and their friends partook of tea. For the
benefit of new members and those who did not join in this

meet, it is announced that an attendance prize Avill be
awarded at the close of the season for the highest number
of attendances at the Saturday runs. Motor cyclists wish-
ing to join the club are requested to write to Mr. R.
Vernon C. Brook, Oakdene, Cambridge Road, King's Heath,
Birmingham, for full particulars. The run on Saturday is

to Rose Hill (Lickeys), meet top Griffin's Hill 2.45 p.m.

Norwich and District M.C.C.

On Easter Monday the Norwich Motor Cycle Club held
a 100 miles reliability trial for a cup presented by the presi-
dent, Mr. Thorn. The result was : -1, Mr. Everard,
Triumph ; 2, Mr. Chapman, Triumph ; 3, Mr. Brown,
Triumph.

Westmoreland M.C.C.

A successful hill-climbing competition was held on Hucks
Brown, on the road from Kendal to Shap. The course
measured just short of 1^ miles. Fastest time was accom-
plished by W. Westwood on a 3^ h.p. Triumph; time, 2m.
8^s. The handicap was won by V. G. Blackburn (3^ h.p.
Rex), W. Westwood (1909 Triumph) being second and R.
Hutchinson (1910 Bradbury) third.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

During the past year the membership has doubled, and
there are now about 100 members. Fixture lists for 1910
are now in the hands of members. On the 23rd inst. there is

the opening run to Lauder, and on the Saturday following
an open hill-climb has been arranged. The annual Scottish
Five Days' Trial is fixed for June 6th to lOt^h. On June-
18th a team will represent the club in the M.C.C. team trial

at Daventry for Tlie Motor Cycle challenge cup. Jlr. R. J.

Good is the new trials hon. sec.

Motor Cycling Club.

The next event in the club's active programme for 1910 is

the members' hill-climb on Saturday, April 30th. The event
will start at 4 p.m. ; the weighing-in time is three o'clock.
The start has been made as late as possible consistent with
the carrying out of the event before darkness sets in, and it

is hoped by this arrangement many more members will be
able to compete. The event promises to be a good sporting
affair, free from special machines. The venue of the hill is

being kept secret until the last moment.

Southern M.C.

Those members not present at the A.G.M. will be pleased
to hear that Lieut. -Col. Mark JIayhew has accepted the

presidency of the club. The paper recently read by Mr. E.

J. Harrison on " Carburation " caused so much discussion

that the whole evening was given to it. In consequence of

this Mr. Jones's paper on "Vulcanisation" will be read al

a future date, due notice of which will be given.

A committee meeting is to be held at headquarters to-nighl

(Thursday) at 8.30. Intending members should write Arthur
J. Vickers, hon. sec, 42, Theatre Street, Lavender Hill,

London, S.W.

5*

At Stratford-on-

Avon.

The Birmingham

M.C.C.'s opening

run on Saturday

last.
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Club News.

—

Rlpon and District M.G.C.

There are now about twenty riding members in this club

which was only formed a month ago. The opening run wa:

to Richmond (Yorks). Competitions and
other runs will be arranged in order to --

make the club more interesting to its

menij^ers. Eiders in the district should

write for particulars to the hon. sec,

Fred W. Taylor, 14, Market Place,

Rip'on.

Hull (Kingston) M.C.

The opening run was to Richmond
(Yorks) on Good Friday, and the club

tlien commenced a three days' tour through
the Lake District, finishing up at the

Staxton Hill-climh. near Scarborough.

Bishop Aucliland, Darlington, and District

M.C.

Forty-four members of this club

assembled at Piercebridge for the open-

ing run to Piichmond (Yorks), and later

in the day rode up as far as Keeth.

Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.

The first run of this newly-formed
club was to Hereford, where lunch was
partaken of at the Mitre Hotel, and a most enjoyable day
was spent.

Newcastle M.C.

This club held its opening meet at Belsay (Northumber-
land) on Good Friday, when about forty members assembled
for luncheon at the Pavilion, Belsay. Afterwards a speed-
judging competition was held on a six mile course on the
Belsay-Ponteland Road. There were seventeen entries, and
the results were : 1, Robt Rowntree (3^^ h.p. Bradbury)

;

2, H. Mason (4^ h.p. Bercley and sidecar) ; 3, T. W. Hilt«n

m h.p. Bradbury); 4, J, Jones (7 h.p. Clyde); 5, J. S.

Rees (2J h.p. Bradbury).

Hertfordsliire County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A members' hill-climb has been arranged for the 23rd
irist. at Aston Hill. The following classes will be included .

(1.) For members who own old-pattern machines only, and
who have never won a prize in a hill-clLmb. No machine
of a later date than 1907 will be allowed to compete in this

class. (2.) Single-cylinder machines with fixed gears. (3.)

Multi-cylinder machines with fixed- gears. (4.) Variable
speed class. (5.) Open to any class of machine, fastest

time to win. All machines must be standard touring models
except in class 5.

Western District M.C.

A flexibility hill-climb was recently held on Rectory
Hill, Amersham. The event was run off in glorious

weather, and proved popular with the members of this

energetic club. The hill, although not exceptionally steep,

was quite steep enough to bring failure to some of the
competitors in the slow climb. The spirit of the com-
petition was that a competitor could use any size engine and
,o;ear, but that the same gear was to be used in both the
fast and slow climbs, the greatest difference between the

times to decide the winner. Quite the best performance
from the spectators' point of view was that of F, H. Mullett

(3| h.p. Triumph), and he deservedly proved the winner in

his class. His handling of the machme was quite masterly

Inaugural run ot the Hull (Kingston) M.C. This newly formeil organisation boasts 22 members.

as he went from side to side of the road with the engine
running quite slowly. H. J. M. Hughes (5 h.p. V.S,), the

club's sports secretary, proved a popular winner of Class II.

An amusing incident was witnessed in the slow climb. W. F.

Ritchie, on a 5 h.p. V.S., when about twenty yards from
the finish called out in a cheery voice, "I'm not up yet." He
was not destined to reach the top, for he almost immediately
accidentally stopped his engine, which caused much merri-

ment amongst the group at the finishing line. Mr. D.
Steeves, on a 5 h.p. Indian, made fastest time of the day,

but, unfortunately, failed in the slow climb.

Class III., for variable geared machines, was not run off,

as there were not sufficient entries.

Class I.—Single-cylinders,

Competitor. Machine.

F. H. Mullett m Triumph)
J. V. Armstrong (3^ Triumph)
D. W. T. Holloway (3^ Triumph)
H. T. Crook (3i N.S.UJ ,

...

H. H. Buckmaster (3i Triumph)
H. Vowler (3^ Triumph) ...

Class II.—Twin-cylinders,

H. J. M. Hughes (5 V.S.) ...

L. E. Holloway (6 N.S.U.)
C. H. Dobson (5 Rex)
D. Steeves (5 Indian)

F. W. Ritchie (5 Indian) ...

W. F. Ritchie (5 V.S.)

C, R. 'Taylor (5 Indian)

any capacity.

Fastclimb. Slow climb.

.. 28is.

.. 27|s.

.. 32|8.

.. 31|s.

.. 32|s.

.. 38is.

any capacity.

.. 32|s. ...

.. 41fs. .,

.. Failed ..

.. 20^s. ...

, 25s. ...

.. 24|s.

.. 23is. ...

Im. 37^s.

Im. 26|s.

Failed
Failed

Im. J||s.
Om. ^|s.

Im. 43|s.

Im. 50|s.

Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed

Surrey M.C.C.

On the 10th inst. there is to be a club run to Brighton,
leaving lieadquarters at 10 a.m.

Assembly on the

occasion of the

first run ot the

Newport (Mon.)

and Dist. M.C.C.

Hereford was the

destination.
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AMERICAN RELIABILITY TRIAL.

THE third annual endurance run of the New Jersey
Motor Cyole Club, sanctioned by the P.A.M., will

take place on May 29th and 30th. Readers of The
Motor Cycle may doubtless like to peruse the regula-

tions for an American reliability trial ; we accordingly publish
below extracts from the programme.

Classes 1 and 2.—Private owners' and trade riders' classes

as defined by the F.A.M. rules.

Class 3.—Passenger class includes sidecars, tricars, tandems,
etc. Passengers must weigh 110 lbs. or over.

Class 4.—Ladies' invitation class. No entrance fee. Any
lady finishing the entire course, either passenger or individual
rider, will receive a special medal. No time limit.

Gold medals will be awarded for scores of 1,000 points

;

silver medals for 980 points and over ; bronze medals for 950
points and over.

For failure to adhere to schedule the following penalties
will be imposed ; One point for each minute late at "any
control; two points for each minute in advance of schedule;
thirty minutes in advance shall entail disqualification.

There will be a hill-climbing- test at Cushmall Hill. At
this hill (near Singac) riders wul be required to register, but
no time will be taken, although consistent running time will

count in case of ties for special cups, etc.

When nearing foot of the grade selected for the hill-

climbing test, competitors shall dismount and, in the order
of their arrival, undergo the hill-climbing test by making
the ascent of the hill without regard to time, but under the
observation of officials stationed thereon.

Penalties will be imposed at the hill as follows : Single-
cylinder machines—25 points for dismounting, 10 points for
making the ascent with pedalling assistance. Multi-cylinder
machines—50 points for dismounting, 25 points for pedalling.

Two-speed geared machines in their respective cylinder
classes will receive double the above penalties. (The italics

are ours.)

Speed limit in State of New Jersey is 25 m.p.h. Average
speed first day, 17 m.p.h. Average speed second day, 15
m.p.h to Monroe and 17 m.p.h. from there to Newark.

Riders may check controls five minutes earlier or later

than schedule, without penalty.

No repairs or adjustments allowed in controls until after

rider has checked.
Riders coming within sight of control must continue to

control and check in. Riders failing to comply with this

rule shall immediately be disqualified.

At Philipsburg machines will be locked up over night, and
owners cannot have access to them until 5.30 o'clock the next
morning. Six o'clock starting time.

3Che total distance is 353 miles.
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"THE LION AND THE LAMB."
A title suggested for this photograph by our Northern representative. *

From left to right ; F. Straight (A.C.U. secretary), Jas. R. Kelly (Leeds
M.C.C.), and Felix Scriven (Bradford M.C.C.), at the Inter-cluh Hlll-elimb
at Sutton Bank,

THE NORTHERN LEAGUE OF MOTOR CYCLE CLUBS.
The following letter has been addressed to Mr. F. Straight,

secretary of the A.C.U., by Mr. Felix Scriven, Bradford
Motor Cycle Club :

" Referring to our conversation which
took place at Sutton Bank on the 26th of last month, I here-:
with beg to make the following suggestion, which I trust
you will put before your committee. Having been present
at the conference of the Northern League of Motor Cycle
Clubs at Richmond on Good Friday last, I am of the opinion
that some agreement should be come to between the League
aforementioned and the A.C.U. I would suggest that a con-
ference be convened at which one or more representatives of

the A.C.U. should meet the secretaries of the Northern clubs
concerned, and that the conference should consider the ad-
visability of the clubs forming the League being affiliated to
the A.C.U. for a lump sum, instead of so much per head, on
the same lines as the North-eastern Automobile Association
has been admitted. I trust that your committee will see

their way favourably to consider the above."

, FUTURE EVENTS.
April 13th (Wednesday).—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting at

Brooklands.
,, 20th.—A.C.U. Second Quarterly Trial—Uxbridge to

Banbury and back.

.. 27th-28th.—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting.
,, 30th.—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

.May 4th.—B.M.C.R. Meeting at Brooklands.
(motor cycle section) Open

(Whitsun).—M.C.C. London-
London-Edinburgh and back

4th.—B.M.C.R. Meeting
4th.—Herts County A.C

Hill-climb.

., 13th, 14th, and 16th
Edinburgh and
Runs.

,. 26th (Thursday).—International Motor Cycle T.T. Race
in the Isle of Man.

,, 27th,—Open Hill-climb in -the Isle of Man.
June 18th.—M.C.C: Team Trial for The Motor Cycle Chal-

lenge Cup. Competing teams : Motor Cycling

Club (holders), Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C., Bristol B. and M.C.. Streatham and
District M.C., Sutton Coldfield A.C, and--

Edinburgh M.C.C.
,, 25th.—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

July 4th-9th.—A.C.U. Six Days' End-to-end Trials.

Geoffrey W. Liddle (with Mrs. Liddle), of Middlesbrough, organiser of the

Richmond conference, with the youngest motor cyclist.at the meeting The

machine is a two-speed V.S.

' Messrs. Mann, Egerton, and Co., Ltd., of Norwich, havfe-.-i

been appointed agents for the sale of Premier motor cycles .

throughout the whole of Norfolk with the exception of Thet:

ford and Diss.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to theEditor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Military Motor Cycling.

[4682.]—I send in my name as one willing to join a mili-

tary body, but not altogether at my own expense.

Congratulations on Thursday publication.
^ ARTHUE JNO. STROUTS.

A Hint to Advertisers of Second-hand Machines.

[4683.]-—The^ shortsightedness of advertisers in not giving

full particulars of the articles they offer for sale is much to

be regretted. What offers? Nearest offer. Seen here. No
ignition mentioned, nor date. Belt offered, no size nor

length ; and so on.
'

W. H. PASSMORE.

Our New Publishing Day.

[4684.]—Please accept, both to yourself and your staff,

my heartiest congratulations on the result of your referen-

dum. I am particularly pleased with the fact that Sunday
work will be avoided. You may count on me as a regular

subscriber to your useful and interesting pajjer.

C. A. ELLIOT.
[Numerous letters in much the same strain as the above con-

tinue to reach us.

—

Ed.]

Auxiliary Exhaust Release Ports.

[4685.]—I notice in letter 4659, in your issue of March
21st. ilr. Gasston, jun., has .something to say on the above
subject. Your readers may be interested to know that 1

have three |in. holes in the front of my cylinder with a lin.

copper pipe to lead the exhaust gas into the silencer. My
conclusions are that they very .much increase the power,
especially over long distances of speed, that they lower the

petrol consumption, that the engine is appreciably more
powerful at slow speed, and keeps cooler, and runs with less

vibration. Other details are that the exhaust valve does
not scale at all, and that a rat one-third more lubi-icating

oil is necessary to compensate for that lost through the holes.

As to the holes being open to the crankcase at the top of the
stroke, I avoided this by having my new piston made with
a lip on it, and a corresponding piece cut out of the baffle

plate in the crankcase. The ports certainly have no dis-

advantage, excepting the loss of oil, and a lot of this can
be avoided by oiling a little at a time and often.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

[4686.]—It may be of interest to many to know that I

have fitted my 1905 3i h.p. Rex with an auxiliary exhaust
port with every success. The engine hauled a sidecar with
passenger and luggage, total load inclusive 5cwt. 14 lbs.,

fixed drive (belt), gear 5^ to 1.

Since fitting the exhaust release port the engine has gone
about its business with ease and grace, will run slowly (four

miles per hour), and how fast I do not care to try, as

20 m.p.h. is plenty for me with a sidecar. Engine keeps
cooler, does not require more oil or gas, runs more smoothly,
but requires more silencing.

The port has a ^in. bore, and is completely uncovered
^in. before piston lias reached end of firing stroke. It is

placed between the two valves, and has a separate exhaust
pipe to silencer. I am not troubled with a smoky exhaust.

W. H. MUSEETT.

Finish for All-weather Machines.
[4687.]—Following the correspondence on "Finish for

All-weather Machines," and noticing that Mr. A. Dean
[4629] wants to know how to make aluminium paint more
permanent, I gladly address you this letter just to let him

and the "many others" he suggests know of a hint which
I trust he will find of good service.

Once the old enamel has been completely scraped off, he
should apply first one or two coats of boiled linseed oil to
which he may add a sma'l quantity of white or black enamel
to enable him to see that an equally thin coat is given.

When perfectly dry, any kind of enpmel, not stoved, French
grey, or' aluminium paint, applied upon the oil surface, will

be found to wear exceedingly well, standing vibration and
eve.n light hammering without coming off.

I must thank you for the good advice and many hints I

have read in The Motor Cycle.

Spain. JUAN L. DE CASTRO.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4688.]—I have been much interested in the discussion

of the advantages of lightweights over heavyweights. I have
tried bot>h, and am of the opinion that the latter are infinitely

preferable.

Last year I spent part of my summer holiday touring on -

a 2 h.p., and lived to regret it. On any stiff hiU of moderate 1

length I had to pedal hard, and as there were many very.)

stiff climbs (for I was touring in the Lake District) my tas^i

was not an easy one. And when, finally, the near pedal'i

broke off and disappeared into the ditch, I determined thati

lightweights and I should part for ever.

I now have a 10 h.p., which when equipped for touring,

but without rider or luggage, weighs close on 3 cwts. It

starts easily, and is exceedingly comfortable to ride. It.

is a positive pleasure to meet a really steep hill. Belts arei

expensive, but that is made up for in tyres, _with which '

I have never had any trouble, either with punctures or side^l

slips, although I use 2iin. smooth treaded Clinchers and i

ride in all weathers, wet and fine. Another great advantage!
in a heavy twin is its capability to take plenty of luggage,;

and 80 overcome the nuisance of sending on luggage in

advance.

A new pattern Rex twin-cylinder engine was referred to in our Brook-
lands report last week. It is illustrated above. The cylinders measure

77i X 71 mm., and overhead mechanically operated - inlet valves are
Qsed. These exu'emely fast engines will be used in the Toorist Trophy

Race next month, and chain transmission may also be fitted.
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I think, if tliis meets the eye of a certain motor cyclist

ivhoni I met one dark, wet night, gloomily preparing to push

his machine four miles to the nearest railway station, and
wlio, with the help of a lengtli of rope, arrived there fifteen

minutes later, he will agree with me when I say, " Give me
a heavyweight and powerful twin.'"

TWKLN'E STONE.

Road Dangers at Night.

[4689.]—One hears so much about road
ctiingers at night that I think the following

tin of having two burners in the lamp instead

of" one may be worth knowing. I think that

it some burner manufacturers made an
irticle sonietliing like the one illustrated it

A'ould have a ready sale.

LARGE LIGHT.

Wear of Canvas and Rubber Belts.

[4690.]—In December last I bought a canvas and rubber
motor cycle belt. After 200 miles it came to pieces and I

5ent it to the makers. After examination they offered to
supply a hew one for 5s. This, as I pointed out, would
have been a reasonable offer if it had run one-third its

p.ormal life, the original' cost having been some 15s. I

offered 2s. 5d. to settle the matter, as I calculated that if

letting the engine fire till you have begun to master the
tendency to drive into the hedge. When this stage of pro-

ficiency has been reached you may drop the valve lifter

and allow the engine to do its own work for a short dis-

tance, raising the valve again whenever a "wobble" appears
imminent. If you try to mount with the engine started
you may overturn the whole combination, as 1 did at my
first attempt, or if you succeed in moimting you will most
likely charge the nearest lamp post, as a friend of mine did.

Steering down hill with exhaust valve lifted is the only safe

way, and will make anyone proficient in a very short time.

Rubbe'' belts, however efficient on a "solo" machine, are

a perfect nuisance on a powerful twin with sidecar. Of
course, ii one's pullej'S were always perfectly true (but.

whose are?), a new rubber belt might do well for a time;
but I find that the life of rubber belts is short on a
passenger machine compared with that of a good leather

belt. Personally, I have found complete satisfaction in a

Phanomen girder belt (three-ply clirome leather with steel

girders between the two lowest plies). The- Phanomen costs

no more than a good rubber belt, and never requires to be
dressed—two great advantages over some other popular
leather belts. I have - often used it to convey heavy pas-

sengers in a very hilly border distrirt, with a single-geared
5-5 h.p. twin and Millford sidecar, and it has never pulled
through in 2,000 miles, though it has broken some of the

IC.C C. JARROTT CUP COMPETiTION AT EASTER.

A secret cbecfcing station at Teovll. The
rider is F. Smith (5 h.p. Clyno).

An incident near Honiton, snapped from the seat oC a

car following. It may be of interest to know that this

photograph was talien through the wind screen.

Stanley Webb (1910 Triumph) negotiating the
unrolled stones near Land 5 End. These stones

unfortunately unseated several ol the competitors

,000 miles were its normal lite, and it had only run 200, a
iiayment of one-twentieth of its cost would meet the case.
'This offer was refused.)

j

Putting tliis before the makers, they say 3,000 miles is

f.u average life. I accept this estimate as being more accu-

j

ate than my own. They say the belt has been in stock a
'ear, and attribute its failure to that fact. Granting that a
lelt deteriorates by being kept, is it not reasonable to sug-
;est that the makers should warn intending purchasers not
o buy their belts without a guarantee that they are fresh
tockf
Kodak photographic films, for instance, have a notice
ttached that they are not to be used after a certain date,
o that buyers are safeguarded against buying worthless
tock. I suggest that some such notice should be attached
'.o belts which deteriorate by being kept, as it is an absurd
lemand for makers to insist on payment of one-third cost
irice for worthless belts which, fail after running onlv one-
ifteenth their normal life. H. S. PHILLIPS.

Sidecars, Belts, and Other Matters.
' [4691.]—^The best way to learn to steer a rigid sidecar
s as follows : Get a friend who can steer it to drive you
> a passenger to some place where there is a moderately
teep and long down gradient. Arrive-l at the top, your
Iriend and you change places. "- 'takes the sidecar seat,
ou sit upon the bicycle, '---le constrvhaust valve, and steer
he combination down '^^ °^ t'^is typ^ jf necessary, but not

strongest fasteners made. I don't suppose I shall ever

manage to break this belt, and I am sure it is good for twice

2,000 miles.

All leather belts, however, are great pulley grinders

unless one keeps them scrupulously clean. But, after all,

"truing up" does not cost more than a shilling, while even
a new pulley is cheaper than a new belt.

Another disadvantage of the leather belt is that one often

has to use it tightar than a rubber one, which will cause

more wear in course of time at the engine axle bushing.
Automatic inlet valves on a twin should not he allowed

to open more than -^th of an inch, A thin washer or two
slipped over the valve stem, above the guide, inside the

spring, will cure a good deal of the unsatisfactory running
that occurs with automatic inlet valve engines after a pro-

longed period of wear. " Ixion " and the other people who
have been complaining lately about wasteful blow - backs
of petrol through the air inlet should turn their attention

to the lift of their automatic inlet valve, and reduce the

spare . of possible opening to Jth inch where they find it

exceeds that. They will lose less petrol through the car-

buretter air holes after they have attended to this simple

point.

May I be allowed to correct a minor point in your reply

to "W.G.A." in a recent issue? The Whittle belt is made
l^in. broad, and I believe even of larger sizes to order.

Wishing long life to your most useful and interesting

paper, (Rev.) J. GORDOK.

I
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Automatic Carburetters.

[4692-]—Wliilst I agree >vith nifiny of " Ixion's

"

remarks in tlie last isgue on tlie subject of automatic car-

buretters with single lever control I should like to talse

exception to his comparisons between the carburetters fitted

to cars and thoge fitted to motor cycles.

Whilst the automatic carburetter will give first-class

results on a car engine which is run at practically a con-

stant speed, it is no argument to say that the same results

would be obtained if it were fitted to the motor cycle engine,

which, through it not having a train of gears, has to run
at all speeds from 200 to 3,000 or more revolutions a minute
in prder to meet tlie varying conditions constantly met with
on 'the road.

The average motor cyclist strives after the a'lEolute

efficiency of his engine to a much greater extent than does
the car owner, simply because lie desires the smallest,

lightest, and handiest vehicle that will take him up hill

and down dale without liaving to resort to pedalling and
other means of assisting his m^^ehine, and such being the

case the form of carburetter that will give the greatest

efficiency must always be the most popular one in spite of

the extra "tap twiddling" that has to be resorted to.

HOWARD SMITH.

American Records.

[4693.]—I was greatly amused to read the letter of your
Toronto correspondent in the issue of February 21st, who
signed himself " Another Colonial." If he be a colonial he
is evidently not a disinterested one, and is probably con-

cerned in the handling of some American machine. As -an

amateur I protest against the fallacies of this individual.

"Another Colonial" mijst think we are all fools. His letter

Inter'team Trill to Harrogate and bick. At the Geor;e Hotel, Qranlham,
during the luncheon interval on the outward journey.

is rash and childish, and he seems to have his nerve with
him when he says "we Canadians."
We give Peary the CTedit of reaching the Pole. Did

America wait for verificatiou of Cook's story? Oh, yes!
And did he receive no reception in the States? Oh, no J

If America did want veritication, why should one man be
treated better than another, or are the Americans still

doubting Peary's story tooV
I trust the big 7 h.p. Indian will meet with the success

it deserves during the coming season. American motor
cycles will not drive English machines from the track, or
beat "all creation," as your correspondent would have us
believe. I fully appreciate the merits of the Indian motor
cycle, but before purchasing my present English moun1>-^
which is not my first—I saw many machines; English, Con-
tinental, and American, amongst them the Indian, on the
streets of Toronto. ~

I am very pleased to see that in England ''American hot
air" does not go. Watch American records, and American
stories—believe me they need it. It was but last week that

A28
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I heard of an American -antonaobile that made seventy-live
miles per hour for twenty-four hours. Look out for youi
laurels, Mr. S. F. Edge. It is not infrequent to read in the
press of the fastest mile ever accomplished—ithe one done
in Florida by Curtiss on a motor cycle in twenty-six and a
fraction seconds. Strange to say, Americans believe these
stories.

In reply to our colonial friend's question, why English
firms do not send racing machines to America, I would point
out that as the duty into U.S. on motor vehicles is almost
fifty per cent., the advantage, therefore, in favour of the
Hendee people is considerable,
We have all foi'med our opinion of "Colonial's" refer-,

ence to British prestige. The Empire has lived a longtime,
and if it continues to do in the future as well as it has done
in the past we shall be satisfied.

Touching the remarks of another correspondent, I might
say that English belts in Canada are not afflicted with
" galloping consumption," as we ai'e told they are in the
south. Like all English productions they are first-clas.s,

"all wool and a yard wide." CANADIAN.
Winnipeg. Canada.

The Steering of Sidecars.

[4694.]— I have been much interested in the recent corre-

spondence on the "steering of sidecars." It surprised me'
to find that so many riders of sidecar combinations experi-
ence a side pull on the handles, some when proceeding in a
straight line, others when turning corners.

As I have never experienced this trouble during the twcf

years I have driven my sidecar, I thought il suiSciently

interesting to find out the reason. Assuming the sidecar
to be on the left hand side of the bicycle, I proceeded to

reason as follows :

Disregarding the front wheel for a moment, what would
happen if the two back wheels were free to move at their

own sweet will? The driven wheel of the cycle would at

once turn to the left and continue to circle around the idle

wheel of the sidecar. Hence there must be a continual pull

to the left on the head of the machine, and also on tlis

front wheel.
What condition must be fulfilled, in order that this pull

shall not affect the steering, or shall not pull the handle-
bars round? It is that the centre jine of the stem of the
front fork shall, when produced, pass through the point of

contact of the front wheel with the ground. This is neces-

sary to prevent any castor wheel-like movement on the part

of the front wheel.
This was my reasoning, and I found that my machine

exactly satisfied the above condition. I may mention also

that the spindles of my back wheels are in the same straight

line and the wheels are set parallel to pach other, as so

clearly described by Mr. J. H. Lester. This is necessary
tor easy steering round corners, and to avoid undue wear
on hac£_ tyres.

If Mr. Herbert Porter can arrange liia wheels as I have
described I am sure he will much appreciate the easy, steer-

ing and longer life of tyres resulting therefrom. O.J.P.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"FE523" wishes to point out to readers the kind treat-

ment he received at the hands of Meeson Bros., Wormley,
Herts. He says :

" I requested a gallon of spirit, with
which I was duly supplied, by their breaking open a two-

gallon can. Whilst pouring it in the tank they informed me
they had no licence at present to sell spirit, but rather than

inconvenience me they preferred to give it to me."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Patent" (Bristol)- is anxious for users' experiences and

opinions of the Lowen two-whee]ed sidecar.

'Dr. W." would like readers' experience.3 with the

4-5 h.p.

Bramson
Norton with or without sidecar, a,nd also the

^. ^ A REMINDER.
^'^(t'ke to remind readers that every letter.

'/d ^A\Cijclii requiring aji answer must be
<5k> s '<<•

,„jj addressed envelone. Readers
send

^%? ""^.liYitl, addressed envelope. Reader?
'%'^ mechanfiiJ5.thers must always

gi./engines will be l

/ chain tracimission .
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RECENT PATENTS.
A Belt Tensioning Device.

The construction illustrated is in-

tended for use with expanding pulley

gears, and is so arranged that as the

lever is moved to

vary the effective

diameter of tlie pulley

it automatically oper-

ates a jockey pulley,

whereby the belt is

maintained at its

correct tension. Ad-
justment of the pulley

A is effected by a
fork B actuated" by
the operating lever C
through bevel gearing

D. Mounted at the

rear of the machine is

a structure E, which forms the pivot for

a rocking arm F carrying the jockey

pulley G wliich engages the belt H.
The "other end of the rocking arm F is

connected to the operating lever C by a

rod J, in which is inserted a spring K
to afford a resilient action, and the

length of which may be adjusted by a
right and left-hand screw device L.

Thus as the lever is moved to lower the

gear the rocking arm and jockey pulley

are simultaneously moved to take up.

the slack of the belt, and vice versa.—
T. R. S. Kynnersley, No. 9,646, 1909.

An Exhaust Silencer.

Elimination of back pressure is the
object aimed at by this construction,
which comprises a cylindrical casing
A, mounted between end plates B,

secured upon a
spindle C. Mounted
upon the spindle
C are two fans
D E, which have
their blades set in

opposite directions.

These fans are
retained in their

* correct positions
by distance pieces

F mounted around
the spindle G.
A clearance is left

between the peri-

pheries of the fans
and the interior

^jy" of the casing A,
fO |j O 0m and to prevent the
S^ss^^sj^^?^ e>:haust gases pass-

^ ^ ing directly around
the fans conical baffles G H are used,

which deflect the gases to the centres
of the fans. The usual outlet holes
are provided at J.—T. Brooks, No.
14,608, 1909.

To Facilitate Tyre Removal.

The changing of tubes and covers on
motor cycles is rendered difficult by
the fact that the tyre parts cannot be
completely removed from the wheel
owing to the presence of the fork. A
few constructions have from time to
time been produced whereby the tyre
can be coTnpletely removed without re-

moving the rear wheel. These con-
, structions involve a collapsable or two-
part wheel spindle, and the construc-
tion under consideration is of this type.

By ERIC W. WALFORD F.C.I.P.A.

The major portion A of the spindle is

bored out at B, and the part C D tele-

scopes in it. The spindle is completed
by the bolt E, which screws into the

K

part D. The part C D is held outwards
by the spring F, and a helical groove G
is formed 'in the part C, this being
engaged by a projection carried by the
spindle part A. A lever H is attached
to the part D to enable it to be rotated.
To remove the tyre or tube, the bolt E
is slacked off, and the lever H rotated
so that the telescopic part CD is forced

6

back into the part A. A gap is now
left between the end of the spindle and
the fork end allowing the tyre to be

removed. At these times the wheel
is only supported on one side so that
the parts have to be restored to their

normal .position immediately.—A. J.

Ginestes, No. 25,750, 1909.

Mudguard Extensions.

The mudguard A is provided with
a number of studs B, and an extension
piece or flange C is fixed to the mud-
guard by these when required. The
extension piece is formed with slots

D of a special shape to drop over the
studs and over the bolts E. When in

position the flange is moved length-

wise, so that the narrow part of the

slots D surrounds the bolts when the
nuts on the bolts are tightened up.
A deep side flange is thus detaohabiy
fixed to the guard when required.

—

F. T. Jackson, No. 2,429, 1909.

Lubrication and Carburation.

Each combustible charge taken into
the cylinder is accompanied by a
small quantity of oily vapour drawn
from the crankcase vid the carbu-
retter. The carburetter A is put into
communication with the interior of

the crankcase B by means of a pipe
C. Several methods of connecting tlie

pipe G to the carburetter are shown
in the specification, but in that illus-

trated a jet D of the Longuemare type
ifi bored out to receive it, the end E

of the pipe projecting slightly above
the level of the jet D.—Rex Motor
Mfg. Co., Ltd., and H. Sarginson,
No. 16,511, 1909.

One of the most important stands
at the recent Aero Exhibition was that
on which Green's engines were shown.
If one looked very hard for it a water-
cooled motor cycle cylinder was to be
seen, and a conversation with Mr.
Green, the clever inventor, made it

clear that he was by no means
likely to neglect its manufacture.
Several standard makes of machines can
be fitted with the engine without diffi-

culty. Mr. Green assures us that on
all sides the cylinders have given the
greatest satisfaction, and he is

thoroughly convinced that the water-
cooled motor bicycle will soon become
popular. He is now giving the matter
his serious attention, and in the near
future we shall probably hear more of

water-cooled motor cycle engines.



Agencies Wanted in Eastbourne.

Motor cycle manufacturers who are

on the look-'outr for an agent in East-
bourne should send -lists and particu-

lars to Mr. V. Yates, Motor Cycle
Exchange, Cavendish Place, East
bourne.

An Appointment Wanted.

Mr. G. Holland, who for over thirty

years was with til© Singer Cycle Com-
pany, and represented their interests in

London, is at liberty for a fresh engage-
ment. Communications should be
addressed to him at 5, Queen's Club
Terrace, West Kensington, W.

Second-tiand Machines.

The Moto-Eeve Co., Ltd., 183,

Acton Vale, W., have several 1908
and 1909 second-hand Moto-Eeve
models for sale at various prices

which have been taken in exchange
for newer mounts. These machines
may be examined and trials arranged
at the above address.

The Advance in Rubber.

Owing to the continued advance in
the price of raw indiarubber, the Rich
Detachable Air Tube Co., Crawley,
have slightly increased the price of
all sizes of detachable air tubes.

A New London Firm.

Mr. H. Taylor, who was for twelve
years with the Service Co., Ltd., has
taken premises at 21, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, lately occu-
pied by Horner and Co., and will

there deal in complete motor cycles

of the best known makes, and all types
of accessories, while business will be
done in exchanges and on the ex-

tended payments eystem. The firm
will be known as H. Taylor and Co.

The Class D Fifty Miles' Record.

When C. E. Bennett brought the
Class D fifty miles record down to

49m. 55is. on March 16th at Brook-
lands, he was using Shell motor
spirit, whose purity and regular ..vapori-

sation are greatly appreciated by
motor cyclists.

A Good Opening.
We know of a good opening for a

keen motor cyclist who is capable of

taking over the management of an old-

established business dealing in com-
plete motor cycles and accessories.

Capital is not essential, but preference
would be given to applicants prepared
to take a financial interest in the busi-

ness, and for whom a seat on the board
of directors would be provided. Letters
addressed to "Keen Motor Cyclist,"
c/o the Editor, The Motor Cycle, will

be forwarded to the right quarter.

Catalogues Received.
Messrs. Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., 359-

361, Euston Road, N.W., are seriously
taking up the question of equipment
for motor cyclists, and have now pub-
lished a special motor cycle catalogue,
which will be sent to readei-s upon
application. This catalogue not only
deals with motor cycle clothing, but
it also lists almost every motor cycle
accessory known.
The Lloyd Motor and Engineering

Co. have just issued a complete 1910
catalogue illustrating and describing
most of the L.M.C. improvements.
Special pages are devoted to descrip-
tions of the Auto-varia pulley and
free engine device, the pedal -operating
exhaust lifter, the double lamp
bracket, etc. Two views of the work-
shops in which the L.M.C. motor
cycles are made are also included, and
a number of testimonials from satis-

fied purchasers. Copies can be
obtained from the Lloyd Motor and
Engineering Co., 132, Monument
•Road, Birmingham.

APRIL jih, igio.

A Prcfjsely Elustrated Booklet.

Brown Bros., Ltd., have issued ail

interesting booklet to mark the
.

majority attained by the firm. It is

the biography of a big business, and,
indeed, the immense proportions to

which the ,
business has grown will

come as an eye-opener to many on
perusing the booklet. AH the different

departments are depicted in illustra-

tions, and there is very tittle reading

. to tire the reader. Copies are obiain-
,able from Brown Bros.j Ltd., 22 to 34,
Great Eastern Stre'fet, E.G.

Touring Equipment.

The 1910 catalogue of Brooks motor
cycle saddles, tool-bags, touring hags,

etc., has just reached us. Like all

things turned out by this firm, the
catalogue is representative of the best

style and quality of printing. It in-"

eludes excellent illustra-

tions and descriptions of

such articles as the B104,
motor cycle saddle, with

.

backrest, which we illus-

ti-ate. Practically every
possible, type of tool-bag,
IS included for attachment
to carrier, saddle, or

Scene at the start of the Norwich and District M.C.C. reliability trial tor the President's Cnp. A
competitor on a 1910 Ariel puslilng oH. (See Club News pages.)

Brooiis B104 saddle witli

baclirest.

frame. Brooks touring bags, particu-

larly the latest type with removable
inside eases," are splendidly designed ,

for the purpose for which they are

required. The firm also make spare

belt and tube cases, and for those who
require them tool and touring bags caii

both be supplied with good locks and .

keys. Copies of the catalogue can be

.

obtained on application to J. B.

Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great GhxcWi^^
Street, Birmingham.

"Continental" Items.

We have received from the Conti-

nental lyre and Rubber Co., C'erkenr
well

,
Road, E.G., four different sec-

tions of their well-known rubber
motor cycle belts, grooved pattern.

These belts are considerably improved
in construction, and the grooves ara
much deeper than previously. Can-
tinental belts are made in the follow- -

ing sizes : lin., |Ln., |in., and |in.

'Arrangements have been made by the .

company to retread motor .cycle';

covers of any make, with rubber noh-

"

skid treads at their Willesden works. .

All work entrusted to them will be-

carried out in a similar style to their'

motor car tyre repairs, for which they
are justly famous. All goods shoula

'

be plainly addressed to the repair"

works, Hythe Road, Willesden. Bjfi^

the way, Harry Martin was using ConJ*'.s

tinental motor cycle tyres when he won.--'

til© Easter motor cycle handicap at

Brooklands on March 28th.

M2
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EARNING!
n't pay £48 for a gearless machine. Until our stock

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ROYAL Enfield. 1910 model (new), 2-cyI., UghtweitTl

just delivered from works; no fault; other reas
" ;elling; 32 guineas-—Golby. Batley.

haustetl, we will supply n brand new iooqA TWO IQIO (few weeks old) Triumph; 58 guineas; will ex-
ID NUMBER and CORONET SIDECAR for £42 10s. XU change lor 1910 twin Douglas and cash.-Whit-
usual price hcing C'^$, we show a clear saving of taker. 63, Union Rd., Oswaldtivistle, Lancashire-

ros. Goods bought right are half sold, and vve have qih.p. N.S.U., magneto, late 1907, lin. belt. 26in. by
:ly got through half ot these combmations. Ihe «^2 21in. wheels, accessories, machine and engine very
ion is. bow lone will the other half remain unsold i;uod condition; £16-—Clark, Green Lane. Spennjiuoor.

5ive you our solemn warning, the end is near, and, oh.p. Motor Cycle for sale, condition aa new, 1909 fit-
opportunity of securing value to the extent of _l£>

liuf^.^ tiiruugiiout; any trial given iiy appointment;
£55 for £42 105. Wir^ain for quick sale.—Apply, 350, St. Helens Ed..

be gone. The quality and finish of these Humljcr? Daubhill, Bolton,

iipcrb. Remember, one turn of the handle sets this

liful machinery in motion : a slight pressure from

loot puts the noiseless gear in operation ; the " com- |if-iit,_Snln official
^ " 3. Berry St.moves gracefully away, leaving the " gapmg

i amaTied ;
' unrvellous " is on every tongue.

LIVERPOOL—Motosacoche, Moto-Reve. Wolf, the only
veritable lightweights; Phelon and.Moore heavy and

gents, British Cycle Co-, 1, and

(ORONET
SlOE-C*RS. ^ S54 7 6.

for

£42 10 G.

1909^ HUIVI3&RS
d new. These you can'hardly tell from icjio models,

; fitted vfiih improved pattern silencers, spring forks,

r pulU-ys, Koc hcensed two-speed gear. h.-b. control,

u;rcd tank, high tension magnetos, Uunlop tyres, oil

J operated by toot, stand and carrier, tooibag with
'ols fitted to hd.ndle-bar. Fully guaranteed,

£42 10s., complete with sidecar.

£38 IDs., less sidecar.

1909^ Single Speed Humbers.

Number
TEN ONL'i' £34 IDs. each.

^ id spring lorks, Bosch magnetos, h.-b. control, pedal-
i! .'ar, stand and carrier, tooibags, tools, number-plates.
Usual price £^g. A clear saving of ;^ii los. Only

), 's can offer such value.

j
NEW 1909 ARNOS.

,1 have a few Brand New 3i h.p. Models, (itted with
bI ;tos, h.-b. control, complete with stand, etc.

t price ^45. Our price, £28 lOs. Or exchange.

LATE 1909 Twin Tourist Rex, magneto, spring forks,
(aiitilever seat, etc e(inal to new. very fast and re-

liable: bargain, £28; only wants seeing.—Stanley Motor
Gara-e. Westbrock St.. Boltou.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery.
before purcha^irr, your 1910

SOLTTHPORT.-5-6h-p. Twin Rex
assemljie.l 1910. Palmer

frcnt " " . - .
. -

panels

come and see me
mount, any make

uuplied: ?econd-hanu Triinuphs taken in part payment.
—Triumph Agent. 53. Tratford Rd-, Salford.

engine pprfp'.t- re-

. _ batk. Continental
h-b- control, finished Frenrh ^'rey, with blue
a flier; £23 10^.; seen aftfr S-p-m— 50, Duke St.

T

other Sidecar MacKines.
STEVE.N'S I'ricycl!-, two wheels in Iront. . £11
BRttVvN Iwin. ;f)oM m;i?iif)o Irrr in-line ^"^S
REX DB LUXE, Roo clutch, magneto.

.

£21
Tivm UEX. 190a, magneto, sprung lorks.. J.i;4

HUMliER, rgoo, two speeds, soiled only £:.S
liAT, magneto, two speeds, sprins Iramc.. i24

Beautiful Solo Mounts.
TRIUMPH, magneto, etc., 1^09 £35
TRIUMPH, IQ08, Mabon free engine £30
TRIUMPH. igo7, in splendid ron.lilion .. £25
UOUGLAS, 1Q09, studded tvrcs, like new t£7
REX lono lourist soiled onlv . f 8
MOTO-REVE, igo8, nice order .^£18
.\ll.Stil<\ A, mag., enamelled I'rench grey ti9
MINEKVA, magneto, splendid condition.. £13
N.S.ll.. maffneto, jHn. turns, low built .. 118
BRADBURY, 1909 model £26
Twin RLX, wilh lotecar i16MINER \ A. spray, good running order .. £3

BIG CASH DISCOUNTS.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigli, Flint, Chesliire, Derby,
Stafford, Sliropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth,

RIUMPH, 1909, equal to new, with lamp and spares;
£:j9— JJrailiurU House, Cradley Heath.

I>
EX Lisiitwejght. magneto, new November. 1909.

t lib. ec.mrol; £16 10s. cash, no otters—Graham.
Spring- R'b. \yre.';ham.

PHELON and Moore, 34Ii-p.. 1910 model, duo from
makers next week, with sidecar, nicely upholstered,

wicker body :^ £65. or near otfer.—Moss. Wem.
TRIUMPH, Sih.p., September, 1908, perfect order.

£^2; Quadrant, 34h.p.. 1908 h-b. control, splendid
condition. £18.— Lawrence. Lichfield Rd.. Eloxwich

N.S.U., Sli.p., just overhauled, good condition, two
;irc:imrututors, lamp, horn, and all accessories,ROM. non-skid on back; £12.—Cope cosleigh. Wem.

"IQ09 5-6h.p. 4-Cyl. F.N.. pannier bags. h.b. control,
J-t7 pra. ncallv new, ridden under 500 miles; quick
sale, £30; no cflers; any trial.—Deane, Matlock Bath.
Derbysliire.

"1 Q09 Trinmph. perfect order, mo.st carefully kept.
J- ^ studded Clinehers. Dermatine. tools, spares, horn j
buyinL; 1910; 35 guineas for quick sale—Vickers, Offley.
Newport. Salop.

TEIFMPH. 1908. overhauled by makers, 1909 piston
and fittings, l-'almer cord tyres, everything complete,

spare new belt, two valves, plug, guaranteed perfect; £30.
-17, Cramer St.. Staflard.

8 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forta. very low. controlled
iroui hanule-bar. equal to new, not soiled, guaran-

teed perfect; approval; 27 guineas, or lower power with
cash.—Hallam, 1, Uaths. George St., Buxton.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.
3 h.p. Lincoln Elk. almost like new, fast and reliable

;

bargain. £12.—B. Morris. Bjurne.-

3 h.p. Minerva, accumulator ignition, spring forks. Wata-
wata belt; £10.— OoIIin. London Ed.. Grantham.

1 Q^^;, 1^*^; Huraber,_two-_speed. Roc clutch, as new.

£4 17s. 6d.

"(oronet"
5ide-Car5

BOOTH'S MOTOaiES.

We maintain the "Coronet" is the BEST
DESIGNED SIDECAR on the Market.

Free from Side-slip.—The "Coronet" Sidecar

is attached in three places, the front down tube, bottom
stay, and saddle bolt, and can be detached in three

minutes. Every tube of attachment is telescopical and
adjustable to suit any length wheelbase, any height or

width. WTien attached the combination is as firm and
rigid as a Tricar, and entirely free from side-slip, and
can be driven safely without passenger if desired.

Price £4 17s. Sd. Discount to trade.

LATEST PATTERN HANDLE-BARS.
Slightly upturned, with drop ends, built of heavy gauge

tubing, and well plated. Per pair^ 6/6.
We build handle-bars to your own dimensions from 7/-

LOW SEAT-PILLARS, 4/3.
Discount to trade.

SILENCE.—My own Silent Silencers. Noise reduced tc

a minimum. No back pressure. Hundreds in use. Only
3,3 each.

' GRIPSKSN " BELTING.

o
. o

o ;o- o o"
0- o o o o

o
o' (

Wiiittle belt; £50:
HirminKham.

-IS, Homer St., Balsall -Heath,

MOTO-REVE. new September, 1909, little used; cost
£41. take £25.-No. 4.372, The Motor Cycle

Oflices. Coventrj'.

"IQ07 Triumph, 3h.p-. with accessories, perfect; £21;
J- V .mny be tried by appointment-—Dr. Bigg, Bmg-
ham, near Nottinsham.

4ih.p- Minerva, new 190J, in perfect condition, 2Ain-
2, 'tyres, two accnmulators. had very little use; £25-

Madij irom selected pans ot hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer lite

than rubber.
|m., lOd. ; ;lin., lid. ; ^in., 1/1; lin., 1/2.

Special terms to the trade.

TYRE3. TYkES. tyres,
SPECIAL CLEARANCE,

Clincher Covers: 25in. or 28 x 2m., ajin., s^in., 16/6.

Duulop Covers ; 26 x 2in., 15/6 ; 26 x z^in., 17,6 ;

28x2|m. or 2|in., 15/6.
28 x2m. Duulop Covers; Beaded, 14/6; Wired, 10/6.

24 X 2iin. Clipper-Reflex, heavy treads. 12 '6
; ditto

tubes. ,4/-. 28x2jin. Clincher Tubes, 3/3 each.

Large stock of Continentals, R.O.iM., Palmers, sham-
rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large slock ot the b«t makes from 59/6

Your old coil and ace, lakon in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for convertmg your machine to handk-
bnx control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.

Old Carburetters Bought.

ipOTH'S MOTORIES,
I ARLES STREET, *ff square Road,

'

' nc 1062, HALIFAX 2 minutes walk
.

-Sibpon, East Bond St.. Leicester.

TRITTMPH. Rex, Minerya, Excelsior motors, new and
second-hand; send for weekly list-—The Victoria

Garage and Electrical Co.. Ltd., Coventry.

3ih.p. Quadrant, h.b. control, spray, new tyres, fine
2 t:f iiUitinn ; £7 10s- : part exchange half-plat<^

camera.—Johnson, watchmaker. Nuneaton.

J JI
T^RItJMPH. 1908, with lamp, horn, touring bag.s, and

10 X spanes: not ridden since overhauled bv makers; £28.
151—Bos No. 4,343. The Motor Cycle Offices. Ckiventry.

I

"I
QIO Triumph, new, as unpacked from crate, not yet

J-«./- been riddeh'; best offer over £45, immediate dis-
posal; must sell.—4,366, The Motor C'?/c)e Offices, Cov-
entry-

7-8h.p. Minerva, late 1909, R.Q.M. combination tyre,
Powell two-speed and free engine hub in back

wheel, handle-bar control; £40i—Sibson, East Bond "St.,
Leicester.

In ansiaerino these advertisements it is desirable tomention

MESCELLANEOUS.
DeDion Car Frame, whetib, difft reniial £8 10s.

New Water-cooled Cyhiider M.O.V., 8i mm. bore 19/6
Sis good Plam Coils each 3 /3
Dozen good Trembler Coils each 7/6
Mudguards and Stays i . . .sin., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Siient Silencers tor engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Coils (your old coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9
50 Pairs New X'lall Spring ForUs. latest 15/-
Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. carburetters .... each 6/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, 35/-
28 X 2^ Clincher Tubes 3/3
Amac and B. & B. carburetters 7/C
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.

Light Car Frame, with springs and vheels .... £2 IDs.

Norman Two-speed Gear, nearly ne.v £2 5s.

New Twin Antoine Cylinder. _ 20/-
New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-speed Gear lox, nearly new .... £2 5s.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/6
New Pistons, 81 mm. diam 3/f

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
r CHARLES STREET (oR Square Road), HALIFAX
iTelephoQe 1062.

'The Motor Cych." A^-i
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The finest sidecar at present on the road irrespective of

price.

'Tar Excellence."
Double Cee springs. Slove enamelled in tivo

coats. No wasted or iinnecessary platingi.

Luxuriously upholstered either red or green.

Finished any colour to order.

However we could chant its praises " for months and
mouths and months," but send for pamphlet.

£5 5 O
ALL COIVIPLETE.

DISCOUNX TO TRADE.

Immediate Deliveries.
We are experiencing some little difficulty in getting

deliveries of Triumphs, and offer £46 nett for free engine
models (three) and f^^z ids. standards (new).

N.S.U.'s

Six 3 h.p. models, with magneto, N.S.U. spray car-

buretter, 2Jin. Potej- Unions, 26in. wheels, any colour
6nish, which we can offer for £25. Brand new.

We are buyers of any number of good magneto machines,
with or without two-speed gears, also of small modem cars.

Cars and Motor Cycles sold on commission, 5%. No
sale, no charge. AH advertising, garage, rlpajung, etc.. free.

Special CBearance in Accessories.
Complete Lists upon application.

Sis new soiled Bosch Plugs ; listed ^ /6 2/8
Two igro ,Amac H.J^.C. Carburetters.. 27/6
One igro B. and B. ditto 27/-
Two 20 amp. h.r. Fuller Accumulators ; listed 77/- 11 !-

Two Pairs Matchless Spring Forks; listed 15/6 .. 12/6
Ten 26x2}hi. Clincher Red Tubes (new) 3/3
Fourtepn 26x2|in. ditfi Grey (new) 4/6
Three Two-cybrd"'r Trembler Coils (new) 10/'

Six Toolkits. Marvellous value ,. 7 /S

S-parate Generator Lamps, large size, complete .. 12/6

Send for Lists. We have a very large number of gootls

to clear at throw-away prices.

PH(ENIX Quad Car 8 h.p., two-seater, two cylinder,
a beauty £40

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, Great Port'and Street,

(Off Oxf :»rd Circu:-),

LONDON, W.
Telegs. : " Abdicate, London."

Sats., 9 to 6.

Telephone 552 Mayfair,

Hours 9 to 8,

A^6

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
THIFMPH. 1909 L-ondiiinn as new. liuup. bcru spares.

CimvT -pi'filnnu'ter : £58 10s.—Wnruer. VSarwick.

2iti.p. Res Lightweieht. magneto, splendid condition;
2 £16 lOs— 31iub«y. Schools. Wafwicij.

F.N.. 5-6h-p-, 1909, with handle-bar .ontrol, fnntrests,
hntm li^d indui'tion pipe, supplymp tras separately

til faeh i^ylinflpf; bargain. £30.—Holroyd, Warwick Av-.
EarlsdJD. Corftutry

MOTO-REVE Twin Lightweiffht. late 1908 machine,
oia-jutin, spring forks, ciaKniliL-eDt ttoer. and in

perfect i-ondition; ±120; approva.1; deposit-—JoJinson,
44 Clareiidim St-. Coventry.

IQlO Twin Premier. 33h-p-, new in February, speed-
JOy ornctPT, lamp two senerators. horn, perfect in
every respeet ; eost £57 lOs- accept £44 XOs—Welford.
251, Man.sfield Rd-. Nottingham.

1 Q09 Peujieot. S^h-p., free engine, two-speed gear.
JL t/ tritb -iiflpcar. complete. Lut run 1000 miles; cost
£h2. will dci-ept £30: immedint-^ puT'hiii^e. buying car.
—Gas Mamtenahce Co.. Georgre St-, Nottingham.

SECTION V,

Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,Norfolk
and Bedford.

1 Q09 Tniiinph. standard model, studded tyres, in nice
Xt/ (jider: lowest £33-—Apply, Alutor, 70, Mawsoa
Rd.. Cambridge-

1 Q09 Triumph. 3ib-p.. perfect condition, practically
J. t/ new; owner di^d shortly after purchasing; £35.—
lusSip. Hardwi.'ke. SbpfFord. Beds.

f>3h-p- F-N-. compression perfect, takes sidecar. Con-
^^4 tinental. Palmer iUnscratohcd). spring fcrks long
har.-^i £12.—Cannon. Taylor's Restaurant, Duti.-^table-

5-6h.p. Sarolea Twin, with sidecar to seat adult and
rhild Chater-Li=a Palmer cords, splendid condition.

;ood hill-climber
LutoD

bargain, £25.—W-, 13. Wellington St.

Premiers, and Brad-
E*arker and Son, St. Ives.

VINDEC Special- 1907, 5h-p.. magneto, two-speed gear,
2'in. tyr-^s. Whittle belt, in sound rJinning '-.rder

and condition, been little used; £26.—Wallis, grocer. Hills
Ed.. Cambridge-

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy.? We can
supply and give early deliveries- We have

actually in stock new Trium^"
burys. cash or instalments--
Hunts.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock; Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1 Q 10 Triumphs, standard and free engine models

;

-I- 1/ delivery from stock-—Stour Cycle JJep jt, Stour-
bridge.

TEICilPHS.-Several gcod 1909 models from £34;
also 5-6h-p. F.N.. 4-cyl., 1909, £32—Withers. High

St-. Stourbridge.

TIES, 3ih-p.. £6 15s-; good tyres, in running order,
XV accumulatjr and coil, complete, with horn.—Jones,
Cycle \^'o^ks, Velindre, Henllau.

lirown and Barlow carburet-
rol, excellent running order;

£14-—Jacob, Mertonville. Newbridge. jHon.

SECTION VII.

Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Hants, and Channel Islands.

3ih-p. Brown, mqgneto,
2 ter. tiandle-bai. control.

Gloucester,

Wilts, and

CLYDE. 23h.p., magneto, g. od
£8.-Xelson, Fleet Rd- Fleet,

condition,
Hants-

TRirMPHS. 1910 models
ridge. 9-11, Market St..

delivery from stock.-

Altou, Hants.

"IQIO Tntmiph. complete; immediate disposal; going
J-tJ abrfiHd; £38-—Innoclis. Nibley. Dursley, Glos-

TRIUMl
31st-

•H, 1910; delivery from stock after March
-Uavenport Vernon. Ltd-.- Higii Wycombe-

MORRIS for second-hand machines at bargain prices-

Let me send you a list- All make's in stock-

ORRIS.-
u?rin'M

1 Q09 Lightweight
J-iJ Uiiie used: £16.

Immediate delivery
Triamphs-

Wolt

09 3^lij-p- Speed. King Hex.
L'ondJTion; £co.

of Standard and free

belt, perfect couditiouj-

very fast, low, splendid19
1 C409 Trnuuph, excellent condition throughout; £33-—
Xt/ .\i( rris. riol>^\eU, Oxford sole flistnct agent for
P and M-'s, Indian, Triiimph, V-3.. and Douglas motor
cycles-

TRIUMPHS. 1910, delivery from stock; second-hand
Triumphs taken in part payment.—Laytons, Bicester.

LATE 1907 Triumph, warranted periect, detachable
on-skids; price £28; low frame-—Jiarper, Cainc

Wilts.

N-S.TJ-. 19.09. perfect condition, tyres goad as
new; best cash offers to Rossiter, 23. South Rd..

Eine-.iwoad. Bristol.

chain, good condition, splendid engine.
be^it offer.- Greenwood. Jaarwell, Steven*

3¥-'-

3 h.p. Humber,
accessories

;

All machines guaranteed in good running order belt
deUv( rv

NEW MODELS FOR liVliViEDlATE DELIVERY.
New 1910 BRADBURY, standaro , |
New 1910 MOrO-REVE, 2 h-p ]
New 1909 REX, =, h.p., tw.. speeds |
New 1909 REX, 3^ h.p., Tourist Model .JNew N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto J
New N.3.U., 3i h.n,. magneto |

SECOND-HAND MACHINES ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
RUO, tgoij model, 4. h.p., two speeds, latent Spring

lorks, liosch magneto, variable pulley, g(jod
order, and like new j

ROC, two speeds, low built, magneto, good condition
and order . , j

CARS FOR SALE.
We have a very g'i«id 20 h.p Four-cylinder PRUN

Car, four speeds and reverse, magneto, side entrance, ^^

head and tail lamps, which, being rather high bujlt,

arknirably suited for colonial usage. Just bad nearly
sjient on new bodv, radiator, and general overhaul. \

crrfte h-f-'C and pay freight charges to any port in
world for £160. A bargain.
^STANDARD Car, 16-20 h.p., six-cylinder, magneto,

as new, complete with hood, folding screen,

Stepney, head, side, and tail lamps, 6vr-seatCT,
side entrance, cxtellent coiuhtion throughout; £

PH(HN1X Quadcar. ** h.p., two-rvlinder, two speeds, &
reverse, good t>Tes, new tears, and perfect ..,,

LOCOMOBILE 5 H.p. Steam Car, good order '

*N.S.U. 3th.p., magneto, brand new, 26x2jin. tyres,

low built ,

*N.S.U. 3 h.p., magneto, brand new, only 4 left; cash
*N.S.U. 5^ h.i--., twin, magneto, low buiJt, only 2 left

*REX 5^ h.p., magneto, low built, good tyres to both
wheels, in beautiful condition throughout

^BRADBURY ^^ h.p., brand new 19x0 model, standard
throughout ,

TRIUMPH 3 h P-, magneto, grey finish, Pahiier tyres

to both wheels, handle-bar control, etc.-

*TRIUMPH 3 h.p., low built, in good cooditipn, etc...

*KERRY 5J h.p., low built, 26x2^111. tyres, in good
condition, a splendid sidecar, machine

HAMILTON ,j h.p., low built, handle-bar control,

footboards, etc. . .
.'.

ARIEL vj h.p., B. and B. carburettPF, good tyres,

26 X 2.!. in., low built, etc >.

.

^PEUGEOT 4 h.p., twin-cylinder, low position, a fine

climber ,

.

*MBNERVA 4^ h.p., twin, 26x2jin. tyres, handle-bar
control, in. splendid condition ,

MINERVA 2? h.p., handle-bar control, cfeam finish

CLARENDON 3 h.p., M.O.V.. accumulator ignition,

good tyres ._

EXCELSIOR 3 h.p., grey finish, a good climber ,.

MINERVA 3\ h.p., grey finish, in splendid condition,

good tyres to both wheels, 26 x 2|in

N.S.U. 3 h.p., low built, long bars, B- and B. cai-

buretter, handle-bar control, Whittle's belt, ad-

justable pulley '

ROVER, low built, 26in. wheels, cream finish, afrJt

2|in. wheels, Amac handle-bar control, in good

condition throioghout ;
^

piFAIRY .; h.p., low built, an ideal lightweight *

HUMBER 3-J b.p., two speeds and free engine, grey

finish, as new, igog model, all accessories '

*N.S.U. ii h.p., iqo7 model, Roc two-speed gear, Iqw
built." splendid tyres to both wheels. A beauty.. (

'BRADBURY 2^ h.p., three-speed pulley, in good run-

ning order «• *

OUR SRECIAL OFFER. '

3 h.p. BARTER, in first-class running order, epm-

,

plete with number-plates, lamp, horn, etc. AU i

ready for the road • • f

Or 20/- down and balance 5'- weekly.

50/- down, and the balance 5/- per w<
secures the -following:

QUADRANT i2 b.p., spray, good eondition

*DURKOPP 2-} h.D., good tyres, in Ar condition v-

BROWN 2 h.p. A good Uttlc mount .*.

EXCELSIOR 2] h.p., long bars, spray carburetta-,

nibber and canvas belt, etc; .•••.

BRADBURY 25 h.p., three-speed pulley,

running ordfo:

MINERVA 13 h.p., spray carburetter, in fairconditioi

All machines in good nmning order before leaj^f

works, and tested by experienced men.
Machines marked are in stock at HaMfas>

London.

IVIAUDES' IVIOTOR IVIART,'

I Q08 5-6h-p
J. *7 i^ew Palmer cord

Vindec (h-b- control), adjuatahle pulley,
and Chneher studded tyre.s;

Hunt. Ascot-

In answering tJiese advertisements U i& desirable tc mention

136, Gt. Portland St-

(off Oxford Circus),

LONDON, W.
Hoyrs 9 to S, Sats. g to 6.

Toio Jgrams : 'Atdlcate, London.
^^'^

1 phone: CB2 Mayfair.

The Motor Cycle.*"

Powell St.

(behind Victoria: Hall

HAUFill

Hours 9-to 6, Sats. incll

m I fciamsi 'PetroUS
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SECTION IX.

mersei, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

tlllUMPH ?n(J Motosacoclie. 1910 models in stock;

cn'ali. exchange, deierred payments.—Dan Guy.
lymouth-

'ih.P' Humber, chain driven, epray carburetter; £6
,2 15s.. or nearest utt'er.—Selby. Wimborue, Alos-
,lra Ed.. I'nrlcstoue, Dorset-

INQLE-OYL- Magneto (N-S.tT-). spring forks, perfect

running order, numerous refinements costing £7

;

titulars; £19 10s—Miller. Redlands, Weymouth.

[109 3Ah-p. Rex. new September. Osborne four-speed
.*./ pulley, starting handle, net ridden 500 miles;
.u-\ inihiii abro:i(] ; price £35: full ]i;irtit.'Ulars on ap-

raliim.—L. J. Hjok, High St W-. Honiton.

SFXTION X.
Utiand.

[tlip- Ariel. Sl'all spring forks, good running order;
i,2 £10.—Cran. Dingwall.

tiUTJMPH, 1909. with Cowey speedometer, and 1909
Bradbury, as new; particulars-—Uott Thomson,

II ir.

)09 Triumpli, engine newly overhauled by makers,
1910 piston,

,
spares: £35- — McLaggan, Glen-

lioad, ilethven.'

"! K., 1910. two-speed, lightweight; immediate delivery

J from stock; catalogues post free.—Rossleigh, Ltd.,

? Sliiiudwick Place, Kdinbiirgh.

^iKJilPHS. 1910 standard, or free engine models;
. iriimediiite delivery from stock; catalosues post free.
- Hi-sleigh. Ltd.. 32, Shandwiik^Place, Edinburgh.

*thp. Rex. 1908. magneto. Michelin studded tyre rear,
"" Continental front, 1909 B- and B. carburetter, fast

reliable; £14—Miller, Golden Sq-. Duns.

iliQTLAND'S -Largest Motor Cycle Firm-—Rex. V.3-.
' ludiaa. Mutn-Ueve Phelon and Woire. Zenith.

?las, Uou, Grition ; we stoi-k all these, and can supply
other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Lothian

% Edinburgh.

] TRICARS FOR SALE.
fl h.p. Crypto Trif^ar. splendid condition; £20.-74,
^1- Lady Margaret Rd.. Tufnell Park-

(1 p. Riley Tricar, re-painted and overhauled, splendid,
*\ machine-—W., Elms House. ^Hammersmith.

H P- Eiley, water-cooled, Chater-Lea frame, wheel stecr-
t hi'A' bucket seats, two speeds; £28.—78a, Ercwnhill
R Catfird.

1 LEY Tricar. 6h.p., three speeds and reverse; expert
Jj i-xau!inuti(m or trial; £43, l^\vest.—Aricoma, Brigh-
ttlRd., Parley.

Sh.p. N.S-U-, and foreear. two speeds, magneto; any
.

trial; 35 guineas —Motor Unionist. 18, St- John's
Ai Prieru Barnet, N-

£25. or
Harmer

3;li p. cyrle
St.. Graves-

TlCAR 6h.p-. wheel steering;
J and cash-—Particulars. 41,
eij 700 by 85 CLiVtT wanted.

n< ICAR. - perfect condition, modern standard make
J ,w:itt=v-i^tinitd. magneto ignition preferred) ; rheap-

— I
Ashruore Ed., PaddinglLU-

5:. p. Magneto Rex. metal clutch, two speeds, just
thoroughly overhauled, climb anytiiing: bargain,

£^ -268. Victoria Park Rd., NE.
1; 'i-p. Lagonda Air-cooled Tricar, in perfect condition

;

1 £35, ur exchange with rash for good car-— 54,
Si csdale Rd., Stirchley, Birraiugham-

51. Antoine Tricar, Phrenix two-speed, free, two new
,

tyres, Whittle belt, comfortable cane scat, perfect
wn;, £25.-Dodd, tailor, Wojltuu Hill. Newbury.

5; • Stevens. Chater-Lea. open frame tricar, water-
I
cioled. two speeds, chain drive. . coach-built, new

Pa rs; buying car; £35— Brill, haker, Sidtup-

pOilNIX Tricar, 1909. not used 800 miles; co.'st 100
J-j ;;uineag, in best condition, four lamps, speedometer,
epi]

, take £55, or near ofler—Randall, Andover.

Q! B. Tricar, three speed, handle start, coach-built,
*^\ yres as new, in working order ; can be seen any
tint £14. or offers—Boult, 7. Holywell St., Chesterfield-

"P'ENIX. 5-6h.p., water-cooled, magneto, multiple disc
•* I'luteh. poach-built. wheel steering, spares, as new,
Pei^t order; £55.-Atkins, 7, Slaithwaite Rd., Lewis-
haij

Q'iDRANT 5-6h.p. Tricar, good condition, free en-
^|;ine. two epecds. two brakes, wheel steering, coach-
btui £20. or ofler—G- Clovelly, Eerndale Rd., Leyt.m.

T IHT Tricar, twin Rex. two speeds. Roe clutch.
^.-iiisch magneto, perfect, and ^(:lilpl''t^ new la>-t
Hii, £56; mc'oi 40 miles.—22, Victoria. Terrace, Lea-
inn nn.

T;CAR. 4{h.p- M.M.C., water-cooled, free engine,
jTT. ^^hain drive. Anglian two-speed gear, in good ccu-
mi|' £18; seen by appointment.—Jones, 26, Minster
Ha-flricklowood. ^

K\ Trif-ar. water-cooled, coach-built, free engine, two
v.,, ^ijceds, clutc-h, etc, wheel steering, tyres all new;
willivihange for good motor cycle-—J. Ewen, London
KQ-I wing's Lynn.

A^ p. Westfield Tricar, water-cooled, coach built, three
r-l speeds, handle -starting, wheel steering, fast, powcr-
Uu.,|,;ilendid order, lamp" horn, spares, etc.; £20.—

ime. ijuersharii, Bucks.

COLLIER'S
FOR

CAPABILITY.
HOUSE WARMING OFFERS

WELOOIVIED,

CLEARANCE of 28 x 2 and 28 X 2i
COVERS, brand new, 13/9.

Brand New 1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-
speed, magneto, spring forks and seat. Roc
clutch, handle starting, non-skid tyres, and the
ideal sidecar mornit, 5J h.D., guaranteed new . . £48

1909 TWIN REX DE LUXE, two-speed. Roc
clutch with sidecar, second-hand, but practically

equal to new, ajin. R.S. Clincher Dreadnoughts,
1 Jin. belt, and will do 45 ni.p.h. with twenty-four
stones up ; a regular knock-out £47 10

igoo N.S.U., 4 h.p., Modele de Luxe, magneto,
M.O.V., handle-bar control, almost new £35

1909 REX SPEED KING, used in last Tourist
Trophy, a really fast single, rgio Amac adjust-

able jet carburetter £33
rgog si h.p. TOURIST REX, another specially

good mount, low built, fast, and a model of

rohability £29 10

1909 TWIN REX, 5I h.p., stand.ird model, in

fine order aud condition, cheap for cash £35

5^ h.p. SPECIAL REX, very low, magneto, handle-
bar control, excpptionally fast and good climb'T £29 10

3J h.p. P& M., magneto, two-speed, spring forks,

good condition, low cash bargain £31
N.S.U. Twin. 6 h.p., magneto, spring focks, long,

low, and comfortable
ROC, 4 h.p.. vertical engine, h.-b. control, magneto,

clutch, mbbfr-studdcd tyres to both wheels, very
low and good, fiandlc-startine £20

igoS MOTOSACOCHE, m splendid order and con-
dition, low, light, and bandy, would suit a doctor £i9

5I h.p. T\^1N REX, b'ark finish, new t>Tes,

cantilever seat, and almost tike new, spring forks £18 15
SINGER, 3 h.p- belt drive, high tension magneto,

bi-autifnl. order and good condition £15 10
TWIN ANTOINE, condition like new, ROM

contact, spring forks, beautiful order £15 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p.,' magneto, zfiin. wheels, low

M.O.V., a good machine at a low price, 6 h.p. . . £15
QUADRANT, 3A h.p., accumulator, spring forks,

in good condition, and runs very well, low, and
economical £15

REX TWIN, sh h.p.> spring forks, good com-
pression, good general condition, a very power-
ful machine, suitable for sidecar work, at a
decidedly low price £15 15

CLYDE. 3 h.p., vertical, magneto, easy starter,

and pulls well, in good condition £12 10
1906 3^ h.p. REX, low built, spring forks, M.O.V.,

long bars, cheap and good, especially at £12
ROVER, sh li-P-, M.b.V., 26in. wheels, in splendid

order, a bargain for a working man at £12
STEVENS, 4 h.p., very powerful, vertical, and

fitted "with late h.b control carburetter, wonh
£15 of anybody's money - £10

HASKARD, 22 h.p., easy starter, tremblei: coil,

very flexible engine, and capable of a really good
turn of speed, in very good condition £10

ALLDAYSr 2.Vh.p., vertical, 26in. wheels, good
tyres, spring forks, with carrier, and in good
working order £9 10

BRADBURY, 2'j; h.p., vertical, new tyre, girders,

spray, V belt, cheap and good £9 5
P.EESrON-HUMBER, spray, chain drive, 3 h.p.,

bnl pulls like a ^l h.p., and a gift at £9
EXCELSIOR, in splendid condition, and beautiful

order, good tyre, good everything. 3A h.p £9
REX, 3I h.p., tho^John-o'-Groat's model. 22in.

frame, an orphan who requires a good home for £8 15
MINERVA, 2S h.p., splendid condition, goes like

a clock, and fit for anyone £8 10
ARIEL, 2i h.p., hghl machine, low and in running

order, dirt cheap at £8
KERRYt 2J h.p., z6in. wheels, spray. Palmer tyre,

very low and handy, decidedly reasonable at . . £8
RALEIGH. 2 h.p. vertical, V belt, spray carbu-

retter, two brakes, as good as amoclcrn lightweight £7 15
QUADRANT, i.^ h.p., very low,'26in. wheels, coil

and accumulator, an easy wirmer at . . » £4 q

LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND SECOND-HAMD
SUNDRIES.

Collier s Motories,
WESTOATE,

In ansvxrino t.hese adve'i'tisements

HAL.IFAX.
It is desirable to mention

TRICARS FOR SALE.
AFTER You've Scanned these announcements, before

dccidinp, ivrite to, or call on, I'ulliuan Bros.. Lon-
don Ed., Norbury, London, for a list oi good machinea at

really marvellously low prices-

PHCENIX, 6h-p., twin, two-speed, coach-built, wIiclI

steering, fan-cooled, spares, overhauled; photo, trial;

exchange Touring Auto Cycle, 2-Beater car, motor hike,

and cash.—Fisher, Architect, Pontypool.

4ih.p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled, two speed, coach-
2 built front, strung built-in rear wheel, with Chater-

Lea hub, good condition, enpine perfect; price £16 —
Burbery, 28, Thornhill Square. Barnsbuiy. London.

6 h.p. Riley Tricar de Luxe, three speeds forward 'and
reverse. Graek horn, electric acetylene head lamp,

bodywork and upholstery in hplendid condition; £50. or

near offer.—Strettons, Ltd., Bath Rd., Cheltenham.

5 h.p. Twin Res Triette, air-cooled enfiine, Bosch maK-
neto, two speeds. Roc clutch, lA belt, specially built

July, 1908. enpine new in 1909. cane seat, footboards,

etc. ; £38, or nearest offer.- G., 35, Meriden St- Coventry.

X> EXETTE, 5ih.p., water-cooled, two speeds, fool

-tV clutch, wheel steering, car tyre on baek. splendid

running order ; sell £23, 01 eXLliange for modern meter
cycle, twin preferred.—H-, 1, The Broadway, Denmark
Hill.

CHANCE Seldom Met—7h.p. coach-built tricar. 2

Lyls.. two speeds, clutch, wheel Bteering, new Lonias
i(m-skid and Hiehelin tyre back wheel, lamps, tools,

.pares; trial: cash wanted; send offers.-S., 185. Torts

down Rd.. Maida Yale, London-

6I1 p- Quadrant Tricar, open frame, wheel steering, air-

cooled -free engines, two speeds, lamps, coaeh-buill

removable front, not much used; cost over £100; strong

wooden house for storing; price £39.-4,322, The Motor

Cycle Offlcea, 20, Tudor St., E-C

TRICAR, 9h.p. Singer, twin wheel-steered, ooach-built

thrir-e spteds, reverse, neavy Dun lop tj-res. wuth'r-

cooled, three electric, one acetvlene lamp, splendid onk-r

;

owner going in for car.—Ritchie, Dental Chnmbt-rs-
Shettleston, Glasgow-

C^
HATER-LEA Model F., 1908, open sprung frame-

> eoa<-li-bailt wheel steering, two speeds, clut4h.

6h.p. twin, CAT tyres all %vheels, luodern. and nearly new;
£28, motor bike part. Res, de Luse preferred--48, "Wal-

ton Rd., East Molesey.

LATEST 9h-p. Riley de Luse Tricar. sid<» doors, pia-ti-

cally new condition throughout, only run 1,500
miles, most lusnriouf ma<rhine on road; cost £130. sacri-

fice, complete lamps, tools, and spares, £57 lOs-—R. Else,

Lfiawood. near Matlock-

WOLF Tricar, 6h.p.. Stevens twin, water-cooled, three:

speedr chaiu driveo. Fullers three tinits c-dl. wheel
stepring, open frame, works enclosed- da.-hhoard like car.

seate* two in front, pood running order; co^t 100 guinea^,

nearest to £45—Lindsay. Oxford Rd., Runcorn.

SINGER Tricar, 6h.p.. twin, water-cooled, two speeds,

chain drive, wheel steering, two new accmnulators.

trembler coil, coach-built, new gears, all accessones. two
acetvlene lamps, electric tail lamp, whole tricar lately re-

painted dark red and re-nirkelled at co'^t of £40. making
practically new ; must sell this week ; will suenfice at £45.
lowest, no offers ; good reason for selling ; trial witli

pleasure.-L. Uoone. Cottage, Merstham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
BAT Porecar, fits Chater No. 6 frame; £3 5s.-59,

Cranfleld Rd., Erockley, S.E-

SIDECAR for sale, TOs.. or exchange for light trailer

and cash.—165, Sirdar Ed., W^od Green.

ILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, good condition; £5—11.
Richmond Rd.. Westbourne Grove, London. W.

WICKER Sidecar Manufacturer.-A Cook, 37. Water-
loo Bridge Loudon- Price lists on appHcation.

SIDECAR, good condition, fit any frame; lowest £3
153--Mcirkham, 91, St. James's Rd-, Liverpool Rd.

London.

MONTGOMER^t^, flexible, right side, nearly new Con-
tinental. 26 by 2i, clips for Triumph; £4.—Firth,

Ciomer House, Gravesond-

SIDECARS. £4 17a-; baskets, springs, fittings ; trade

supplied—Middleton and Co-, Watson St-, Newing-
ton Green. London. N.

STANDARD Wicker Sidecar, 26 wheel, Hght, strong.

left side, splendid condition, £3; ditto, 28 wheel,

483.-Dison, 17, Ford Sq-, E-

SIDECAR, new, unused, beautifully ui'hnlplered, 26
by 2in. trre. fit any machine; bargain. £3 18s. (?d.

;

worth double.— 169. Newfoundland Rd., Bristol.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, easily adjustable, to

fit any 26in. or 28in. wheel machine, in very good
condition; £2 lOs--Slocombe, Holders Hill, Hendon.

SIDECAR, rigid, absolutely as new. upholstered preen,

with art cane, all points adjurtable. unscratihed

Continental tyro and tube, 26 by 2i; 70s.—28, Rye Lane.

Pcckham-

PHGUNIX Forecar Attachment, long stays, brake**,

wicker seat, etc, perfect and complete, £3 ; also

LM.C Auto-Varia pulley, to suit L-MO-, 17s. 6d.—The
Compression Specialists, 120, Pershor© St.. Birmingham-

SIDECARS—Our £5 IDs. are built from Chater-Lea
fittings, including hub; our £4 15ft. car is built

from Chater-Lea lugs: all are complete with side

strain stay and mudguard included- second-hands froui

£3 15s.: fitted while you wait free--C A. Edgar 123.
' HoUoway Rd-, London, N.

M

"The Motor Cycle." A3P
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SIDECARS ArfD FOHECARS.
RIGID Sidecar, left side. Rood conditi in. Palmer tyre,

also connei.tious. suit Triumph, bargain, £3 10s.

;

Jlabon clutch, 30s.; 1909 Triiunjih, delivered AUKUSt,
£36; climb anything.—Fraaer, coachbuilder. Tain, RosS'
Bhire.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6h.p. Ball Bearing Twin, Chater-Lea. foutboards, Rpaie

tyre, tube, rigid sidecar; £23.—Olutsom, Quora.
LougbboTough.

£8 lOa-—F.N-, 2ih-D-, good condition, new Dermatine
belt. alM> sidecar; cheap.—J?'ountain, 24, Old Bed-

ford Rd-. Luton.

1 Q08-9 Triumph, Koc two-speed, and MiUford castor
Xt/ wheel sideL-ar. excellent condition; £40.—Foster.
34, AH Saints St, Bolton-

4-5h.p. Twin Givandan, B. and B. carbtiretter, h-b-
coutr'il. perfect arid rigid sidecar; £11, complete.

—Confeetioner. Ii93, Garratt Lane, Wanasworth-

7h-p. Pengeot. sidecar. Chater-Lea frame, R.Oil. tyres.
R-O-At- ignition, adjustable pulley, hamilH-bar con-

1

trol, very low and fast; £19 lOs-—18, Rauelagh Av-,
Barnes-

P. and M-, new July. 1908. geared, handle starting.
fitted with ilillri-Fulford coach-built sidecar, ab^o-

Intely perfect in every way. fine passenger machine;
oflers.—293, Ecclesall Rd-, Sheffield.

1 Q09 Triumph, "perfect condition, Eoru back tyre.
X«7 lamp, liorn. spures: in-i .ut.u.^u .n-- , fii-xible

sidecar; £40 the lot; would separate- — Pickiord, 19,
Pavilion Rd-, Knightsbridge, London.

REX Twin, two-speed, etc., late 1909. not ridden 700
miles, genuine, over £10 aciessoriea. complete, Mcnt-

gomery sidecar; c-aah oflers. togetlier or separate; King-
itoB-on-Thames.—Bos L1.783, The Motor Cycle Olflces, 20.
Xndor St., E-C
7h-p- Waverley-J.A-P.. and sidecar, with wind screen,

free engine, handle starting, variable pulley, patent
9 foot silencer, engine noiselens. quantity spares, luggage
basket, perfect condition, new last July; £50, bargain.—
O. Eigby, 111. Cotton Exchange, Liverpool.

6h.p- Sarolea Twin, flexible and powerful, fire at two
m-p-h.. J-A-P automatic carburetter. R-O M Gupuet

high speed trembler coil, bar control. Brooks pan Raddle,

low build. Tariable pulley, 2iin. Palmer i-ord and Gaulois.
Toitnrette tubes, unponctured. first-grade art cane Moot-
gomery flexible sidecar, detathable luncheon banket, mag-
niflcent lot: £35, or separate; photo sent.—15a, Claren-
don Ed., Walthamstow.

QUADCARS.
PHCENTX 2-eyl. Quadcar. bonnet for front, to make it

single seater, three lamps, two spare outer ct-Ters,

one studded, brand new. and a lot of other spares ; bar-

pain. £40, or near offer-—104, High St., Southend, Essex-

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

3h.p- Singer Tricycle, magneto, good order; £4 lOs-—
Ooxmty Garage. Pretrton.

TWO Eagle Eunobonts. three wheels, open frame, two
speeds, car tyres, bucket seat. 4; lip. De Dion- £36;

6h-p. twin Fafnir. magneto. £55; pboto-—Potter, 21,
Leicester Grove. Blactuoan Lane. Leeds^

CARS FOR SALE.
h-p. Pick Car. 2-cyI.. three speeds and reverse, racy

2-8eater; £65.—Below.

16h.p. Dennis. 2-Beater. three speeSs and reverse,
very smart, racy type, magneto; £65-—Below.

-9h,p- Star. 2-cyl., tonnean, three and reverse, nice little

car; £45. bargain —Below.

-12h-p- M-M-C. 2-cyl., three and reverse, seats five,

excellent car; £45--Below.

h.p- De Dion, single-cyl.. two speeds and reverse, seats
four; £47 10a—128, High Ed-. Tottenham.

61 h-p- Argyll. 2 or 4-fieateT, condition good, tyres new.
a lamps, spares; £27 10a-—Arthur Cox. Alton.

SMAET 6h.p- Humber, 2-seater. hood, screen. Stepney,
splendid condition; £38. part exchange-—20, Pot-

ternewton Ijane, Leeds.

3-8EATEE 3-cyl. Car. Collier 36 by 5i tyrea, fast and
powerful: £20. nr take magneto motor cycle-—41,

Coronation Ed-, Coventry.

1 /^-12h-p. Sandringham, 5-seater. excellent condition:Xv £50; mot .r cvrle. tricar, or small car part--28.
Grove Lane. Stamford Hill.

2-SEATEE Humber Car. grand climber, three speeds,
reverse, side (change, fapf and reliable; £36 lOs-—

Whiteman, 4. Grove Lane. Camberwell.

OLD8M0BILE. 6h-p.. artillery wheels. 700 by 90,
strong Dunlop tyres, tools, spares"; photo; £22 IDs.,

bargain— 101. Willes Ed., Leamington tipa.

CLAPHAM—8-lOh-p- Coventry Progress, 2 cyls., very
handsome little 4-seatpr. live axle, good tyres, me-

chanism perfect, overhauled by us; £38--Below.

CLAPHAM.-lOh.p. New Century, 2-cyl.. MOI-V-.
pressed -teel frame, comfortable and exceptionally

reliable, mechanism perfect, overhauled by na; £33.—
Below.

GLAPHAM-—12h.p. Darracq, 2-cyl-. tyres and mechan-
ism in really splen^lid conditi. 'U. very speedy car

hood, lamps, and registration ; £45 —Crescent Motors, i

Park Crescent. Clapham. I
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BRADBURY
3i h.p. MOTOR.

An expert opinion declared it to

be ahead of anything yet turned
out in the Motor World.

Owing to its special frame con-
struction, no other Motor Cycle
is as rigid, as well balanced, as
steady on the road, or provides
the same accessibility for repairs

or re-adjustment to engine parts.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—tOh.p. Napier. 6-cyl.. side enttano*

1

ous touring tar, splendid older; £195.

I^OLIPSE.-l4-l6h.E. UarracQ. the 1910 speri
-^ iiumediate delivery; £225; old car part paym>f

EOLIPSE.-20-32h.p. Darracq, side entrance, ma,
hood, screen, speedometer, perfect; £155t / [

ECLIPSE.—25h.p. Argyll, 4-cyl., Bemi-limoiis(ne 1
ignitions; a real barjjuin, £155. '

ECLIPSE.-40h.p. Napier, 4-cyl. tonneau, honei
radiator; a real fitt, £68.

ECLIPSE.— 18h.p. Siddeley, side entrance, hood, t

dual igDition; a gift, £llo.

ECLIPSE.—leh.p. Chenard-Waklier. side entram
ignitions, hood, splendid ondition; £115.

I:fiOLIPSE.-16-18h.p. Leader. 4-cy|.. 2.seater. ma
-i very smart runabout; £95.

I:jl0LIPSE.-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M-O V., side cut
-^ excellent order: £85.

ECLIPSE.— 14h. p. Forman, 4-cyl., H.Q.V., aid
trairce. new condition ; bargain, £95.

ECLIPSE.-14h p. Mutel. 4-cyl., steel frame, hoc
cellcnt order; £72 10s.

Ir'0LIPSE.-12h.p. J.P., 2-cyI., long chassis. ' Bic
J trance, hood, perfect order; £80.

I^OLirSE.-10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, four
J splendid order; £87 lOs.

£0LIPSE.-6h.p. Siddeley. 2-Beater. steel tram
liable and good; £42.

ECLIPSE.-eli.p. Swift-De Dion. 2-sealer, hood
feet order; £38. :

ECLIPSE.—6ih.p. Gladiator, four scats, three ^

extremely reliable-; £31.

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h.p- BtEtr box deliiery-van. rcri

order; £50.

I7CLIPSE—3jhp- Ealeighette tricar, two speeds,
-i cooled, splendid order ; £20.

Rex Triette, 2-cyl-, very fln

CMIK6 5H0WNC WtS FW FfiW,\EWOSK

Bradbury Motor Parts

- are Standardised.

No Trouble with Replacements.

No Cradle.

No Bolts or Nuts to Work
Loose.

Brimful of Good Points.

A Champion Hill Climber.

IriCLIP3E.-5ih.p.
li chine; £20.

ECLIPSE.—Eepairs and replacements of every d
tion : trade worli a speciality; complete over

let us QUC'te you.—Eclipse Engineering and llotc
255, Earlsflelil Ed., Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 V
Station, Earisfield. L.S.W.E., 15 minutes from Wa

PALMER.—16-18h.p. DairacQ, side entrance,
chassis, 1906, magneto, beautiful car: £125

PALMEir.—I6-22h.p. L'Automotrice, doable Ihn.

seating seven, magneto, splendid hire car; £

PALMER.—8-lOh. p. Humber, side entrance.
Stepuey. head and side lamps; £55.

PALMEE.-10-12h.p. absolutely new M.M-C
solid tyres. 2-cyl.. late model; £55,

PALMER.—Sh.p. Benz, 4-seater, solid tyrea, ri

good running order; clearance price £12.

We have a few 1909 Pattern

3^ h.p. BRADBURY MOTORS,
which we are offering at

reduced rates.

Write for particulars.

BRADBURY & Co. Ltd.

OLDHAM.

PALMEE.-10-12h.p.
carry over 30 civt-

Daimler lorry raa, 2-cyl-,

;
£50.

PALMKE—8h.p- Jackaon, racing type, geouin tJi

Diou engine, pressed steel Irame. abaolutel] «
feet: £75.

16-24h-p. De Dietrich, tonneau, seats *t

peraons, splendid reliable tar, beautilul cond O)

pALMEE.

I

PALMER.—8-1 Ihp. Panhard waggonette, 3-cyI.

tyres, canopy, storm curtains; £45.

PALMER— 16-20h.p. 1907 Beeston Hiimber, si

tr.'iui p, dual ignition, gate change, conditio

new; £175.

PALMER-—Humber chassis, complete, ready

.

engine, £25 ; M M C- chassis, complete, tea

ceive engine, £15.

PALMEE —9h. p. Jackson, 2-seater, bucket boll

eral condition like new; £85.

PALMER.—91i.p. taxicab, latest style, landaulet Jr.

seating four inside, very smart; £150. I

PALMEE.—eh. p. Buchet chassis, late type, long ft
fast running engine: £75. i

PALMEE.-ie-24h.p. De Dietrich Chassis, lati r

M.Q.V.. pressed steel frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER.—12 ISh.p. Mutel, chassis, 4-cyl.. '>'

,

drive, laio type, like new throughout; £60.

PALMER.-16-20h.p., Auglian, Bide entrance lim •»

all Aster fittings, and engine, silent and p< (|l

£135.

PALMER.-14-16h.s. 1910 Darracq. I mato »'

largest possibb allowance ior old car; £2;

PALMEE —Bleriot type monoplane, splendid lu:

has flown ; price, less engine, £75, with eugiae

PALMER.-All above seen at L. N. Eahner'!

Trevelyan Rd.. Tonting. Garage one minute 1'

Ed. tram terminus. Tooting- 'Phone. 208, Stia «

Photos, details. Easy terms Exchanges.

JACKSON, 6h.p. De Dion, on the road daily:

26. Bristol Ed., Birmingham.

ARGTLL Car. 8h.p., three speeds and leversF «

good running (irder: £45, or part exchau^'cv

Motor. 31. Woodside Gardens, Brace Grove, Tott* ""

A40 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cj/cle.'
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CARS FOR SALE.
rONY-HUBEE. 10rl2h-p., 4-Benter. hood. Stepney,

everytliiny iu splcnilid condition; trial; £55, bar-

.liu; talio bike part payineut-— 4, Prances St., Woolwich.

JUMBERETTE. 2-seater. 5h.p.. two speeds and re-

ri verse, fast, reliable, smart little car. painted green,

imps, tools, etc. ; £35.—Owen. Cottage, ilelbourno

odge, Ealing.

<MALL Hvimberette Car, complete, less engine, back
? axle wants little repair. 2-sejiter, in splendid con-

tioD; £10 the lot; tyres in excellent condition-—Topp.
arlisle St., Goole.

1 BARGAIN to immediate purchaser for £45.—lOhp.
iV 2-cyI. car in excellent running order, four speeds
iid reverse, Dnulup grooved tyres.—Address, H., 2, Ro-
lester Rd.. Earlsdon, Coventry.

|^TANLEY Steam Car lOh.p., boiler just re-tubed,

i) everything; uviThauied at cost about £60 tyres ftrst-

,a33. Mndfl EX. 1907, many extra tittinga. paratfin bur-
I ; tube i-'ood 1909 or 1910 motor bike part exchange
I

value £80.—Eossiter, 57. Walter Rd., Swansea.

i>ARQAINS.— \"\"6 do not sell "auction c-ara." Ten
;> years pru'^tnal experience ot ujoiors enables us
,

puruliase sound machines, overhaul them cJirefuUy,

id oiier with guarantee ot satisfaction to out custouifrs-
le append d selection. Fullest details on application-—
I'lOW-

' ih.p- Darracq, smart little 4-seater, £30; ia-12h.p-
' 2 AstiT, uj.n.i-v.. side entrance, powerful and fa<t,

;i5; 151i.p StJir. 4-('yl.. Stepney and lamps, tour spi>fd^

lii reverse, meihiun'im as new, £60; 10-12h p Speed-
;,II very ni>e medium size car, 2 cyLs. runs like 4-i'yl.

; , £C5: 8-lOh-p Dcschamps, four speeds and reverse
chI. £42 lOs.-Below-

UVENTY Minutes from Bank by tube will land you
here tor luspe.tion of above and otlier cars.—Sully

i Co-. 10, Old Town, Clapham, S-U. 'Phone, 1781
i.ttersea.

0-12b-p. M-M.O... 5-seated tonneau, upholsterinp not
scratched, body, paint, .in splendid order* 2 cyl;

imler engine, accumulator and coil ignition, four
red? Qnd reverse, chain drive, go:,d strong hire car, or
ke good van up to IScwt-; a bargain. £35, or ex-
iinge for 1909 Triumph motor cycle-—Tuivey and Co-
? Motor House, Sunderland-

ENGINES.
ii.p. Engine, carburetter, pfrftM-t order ; 35s.—Gib-

son. Huwth View. Merrion, Dublin.

Ih-p. M.M.O. Engine, £3 5s-; 2h.p. Werner, 17b. ed
3 .-59 Uranfieid Rd., Brockley. S-E.

NQINES—Roc, 4h.p., single-cyl-, new 1910 type;
early deliveries-—A- W. Wall, Ltd-. Birmingham.

ip NS-U., with magneto, m-o-i-v., perfect condition;
' rash oners.-Aico^k Oranmore, Meads, Eastbourne.

] YE'8 1—Engine exchange. Your old engine and
.4 cash for a new one- Try us- Speciality^ Peugeot
Ji, J.A.P.—Nye's, 69." Leather Lane. Holbom. London

"
J
th.p. Humher w-c- Engine, complete with silencer.

«i carburetter, clutch, and pipe connections, etc-.

r ect. and equal new; 10 guineas-—Topp, Carlisle St.
Cle.

* p. Air-cooled M.Q-T. Engine, expanding pulley.
< periect t:oudition, with Chater frame and front
yf^\ (no tyre); 27b- 6d. to clear—Ashdene. Enslin Rd-
I am-

/ p. Antoine Engine. 85 by 85, fitted T\-ith new clutch.
- also startinc handle, cost £3 IGs. ; accept £4 15s.
0| ^change lower power and cash ; also inch u i:ittle belt-
- Grosvenor Ed-, Walthamstow-

I V- JA.P.. 85 by 85. A O-I-V., with magneto, cnm-
•' pl§te with cliain dnve. and adjustjible pulley,
Q : new; £11. or nearest oSer-—Parsons, Seeburg. Her-
u:^ Hill, South Wotdford. 'Phone- Wanstead 60.

£ p. Twin Antoine. Longuemare carburetter, exhaust
V pipes, and silencers, all fitted, vcrv powerful, guar-
ai (] perfectly sound. £7 lOs. ; Mabon clutch tj fit
'i! perfect order, SOs—Wallis, grocer. Hills Rd-, Cam-
bi e-

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
C i^EEAi 20 uiiip. O.A.V. accumulators, nearly new.

Aaiscd; 63. ed.—White, 94. Copeland Ed., Pert

:,CIALi Offers in accximulators. 4 volt 20 amp.,
M 10s- 6d.i approval.—A. Collis, 53, Jiiishton Ed.,
B\ lale.

"\iGNETO, Coil, and Accumulator repairs in two
fT days

: (]runrauteed ; low prices—Fellows." 49, Hert-
tolSt.. Mayfair.

.

TbroN RpRistered 291-289. vastly superior to
^'i platinum, cures misfiring; best contacts for blades,
BCi. s. rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal,

T tRON. 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmers,
" 9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2, DAV,
coict breakers 5a, 6b, 6o, 6s. 6d. pair; old screws Jeb-
roi d, 2s. 6d- each. Over 10.000 fitted. Try it-

T iEON. fitted return post tree—From the inventor,
": Jebron. 38, Herbert Bd., PlnmsteaO.

T'EON Contacts were nsed by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
^ Colver. and Martin, in making theil recent world's
rec Is. . .

Tl DIDM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted re-V turned same day. Is.- Sd. eaoh, warranted pure

,

mi indium trimmers, 94; magneto screws refitted,
't-'L each.- WillUma IS WellinBton St., Woolwich-

As a chain is only as strong

as its weakest link, a be lt is only

as efficient as its least considered

essential.

The essential links in motor

belting construction—Maximum
effective pulling surface: Elimina-

tion of stretch ; Tensile strength ;

Flexibility ; Centring of core ;

Prevention of twisting, ends

breaking, and surface cracking

—

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

experience, ensure a perfect whole .

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest possible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

r r r
1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6

per
tnol.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,

16, Great, Eastern St., Works :

LONDON. Manchester.

id.
Post.

notes on Bdtin^ and Belt

Fourth edition.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired, any niaUe:

accumulator-'^ repaired and charged; beat woikman-
Hhip. moderate charges. Telv 'V;:,3.-rGlover Bros., l.U-i

trician3. Coventry.

ACCIJMULAT0R3, CoilB, magneitos repaired, ovi i-

hauled by expert workmen- a large etocli of new
and second-hand pooils; price liet and quotatione freo

—

The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co.. Ltd.. Coventry-

COUPLINGS.
UNITO Patent Coupling, price one guinea, for con-

nettine motor <ycle to pedal cycle- When tourini;

ase the Uoito. Many people have expr^-ftapd tlie

opinion they prefer it to a HdHi-ar and for a low powti
ma*;hine it is much more suitahle- If you do not -knoi\

all al*"iit the Unito write vI>Hpt. B-), Unito CouplinL*
Co.. Brecon St.. Cardiff- London Agents, 75, Bishcps
gate St. Without.

TYRES.
TV/rATTDES' for Tyres.—Halifax and London.

MAUDES' supply every make of tyre; all tyres we
sell are fully guar inteed. We allow frrim 5?.

to 10s. on old covers, and 2s. on old tubes in part pay-
ment - Maudes'. 136, Great Portland St., London, W.,
slao Powell St.. Halifax.

RE-TREADING with Rubber-studded Treads.—Cycle
covers. Is-; motor cycle 12s. 6d- ; sections free.-

Fox, 30. John Bright St.. Birmingham.

BARGAINS-—A number of motor cycle covers and
tulje> all ^iZHs to clear chnap. wired and beaded-

-Murray. 37a, Charles St., Hatron Garden, Holbuin-

BASTONE'S—New rubber studded motor cycle coverg.

wired edge. 26 by 2, 17a. 6d. ; 26 by 21, 18b.; 26
by 2i, 19s 6d. ; 28 by 2, 18s. 6d. j 28 by 2i, 198. 6d.;
beaded edge 2s- extra.

BASTONE'S —New motor cycle coveiB, ribbed pattern,
wired edge. 26 by 2. 2i. lis- 6d. ; 26 by 2\. 28 by

Z. 2i. 1 2s- 6d. : beaded edge. 2b- extra

BASTONE'S--Tubes, with valves, best quality, and
guarantped, 26 by 2; 6b. 9d.; 26 by 2i, 78. ; 26 by

2i. 7it 6d ; 28 by 2. 7a ; approval against cash ; snbjuct
to beine onsold.—Bastcne, 215 and 217, Pentonville
Bd.. Kinp'e Oroaa, London, N.

A RDEA Co-'i* retreading; all sizes motor cycle covers,

t\. heavy, plain- or ribbed, lis. 6d. ; rubber studded.
1 4s. ; loose bands, tubes made butt-ended. — 331a.
King St., Hammersmith-

NTE'Sl—Tyre exchansel Exchange that old cover fox

a new one and cash diflerence ; liberal allowances

;

any mate of tyre fUtiplied ou Lu^h. exchange-—69, Leather
Lane. Holborn. L.^ndon. 'Phone 6299 Holbom.

FOB Sale, two Clincher covers and tabes. 26 by 2i, in
flrnt rate order, one cover rubber etudded, only run

about 1.200 miles on Triimiph motor cycle; price £2
the lot-—A-EE., Stony Yanowa. Mayford, \Voking.

MICHELIN Covers, brand new, carrying makers' guar-
antee, thick treads. 26 by 2, wired, 14h. 6d. ; 26 by

2i. wired. 163-: 26 by 2. beaded, I69-; 26 by 2i, beaded.
17a. 6d.—Stewart, 12, Market Square, Horsham, Sussex.

TUITION.
MOTOR Car driving and mechanism taught in one

month.—No. 4,072, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry-

" 'T'HE Model Engineer " Laboratory and School of
J- Alechauics-— Private instruction ^iven in lathe work,

fitting, repair work, practical electricity. Pupils can
make or repair their own engines, motnrs. or apparatus
under the supervision of a competent instructor ; tests

made and technical advice given—Write for illustrated

prospef^tus. post free, or call, 26-29, Poppins Court. Fleet

St-, London, E-C

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; per^

Bonal 5s-. inclusive ISa- per annum-—Bass, insurance
broker, On^ar.

MOTOR Union Instuance Co., Ltd., give the beat
terms; prompt aettlements; most generous treat-

meut ; tree le^^al defence-— Write, G. H. J ones. Talbot
House. Lichflcld-

JNSURE Tour Motor Cycle with Hugh J- Bnswell, In-
surance Emker. Norwich, who is in the position to

offer the cheapest rates ever oflered, vii-. Are 2fl. 6d..

third party 78-. accidents to cycle 14a. 6d-. accidents to
lider. 19s.; inclusive policy. 17a- 6d. ; please write for
particulars-

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
STABLING, for tricar, or motor cycle, with bench and

vice; 6a. month —72. Harrowgate Rd., South Hack-
ney- -

,

SEMI-DETACHED House for sale," three bed, two re-

ception rooms, bath, h-c-. 4-foot sideway. motor
shed, suit tricar; £315; 97 years-- 18, St- John's -Av..

Frieru Barnet, N. ,

FOR Sale, old-established cycle and motor busiuivs,
main thor-mghfare. provincial towu. good hiring

trade : reasonable price accepted for stoi k ;
good reason

for Belling--Apply, Rivera and Milne, 88, Gracechurch
St. Cornhill, EC

Zn answering these advertisejnenfs it is desirable to viention *Tke Motor Cycle.'" \4I
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THE riL THAT DOES
even under adverse conditions ensure
a beautllully cool, sweet running engine
The outcome oi many monttis of close
lab ratory research and ultra severe
practical tests under varying conditions

out on the road.
It is a perfect boon to the motor

cyclist.

Your enr-iee can only work ideally
under ideal conditions, and the use of
an ideal oil is absolutely essential.

1/8 per Quart Tin. m

*GHEIVI1C0'
"

FINANCIAL.
SHAEES—lOO FuUy Paid Service Co-'s. last dividend

6 per cent.; what ofl*er.s;—Taylor, 34, Jlilton Kd..
Hanuell

WANTED, a worldnK partnership in cycle and motor
business-—Writt; Box No. 4,340, The Motor Cycle

Ofaccs. 20, Tudor St., E-G-

GENTLEMAN, with £1.000 to £5 000, for motor cycle
(-xchanf^f. t'ood security and interest-—Bos 4,373.

The Molar Cycle OfSoes, Coventry.

GOOD Opening for young man with £250, centre of
Liverpool; want larger premises; good motor cycle

repairs conneetion ; also add second-hand and exchange
trade.—4,365. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

NYE'S Advance mctney on good machines left with
them on '^ale- No interest charged- The nicest

firm tu deal with in London- Many testim;inials for
quiL-k Kettleinents- Cheiiues are available for inspection
Mav i\e do business with you?—Nye's, 69, Leather Lane.
Holborn, London- 'Phone. 6299 Holbom.

PROFESSIONAL.
CATALOGUES—Engineer, wijh considerable journal-

istic and advertising experience, is upen to prepare
and de.sigu catalogues of inotor i-ars, motor cycles, and
accessories, including deeoratiye covers, literary matter and
ilhi-itrations, either photographic or perspective line

drawings. Low charges and satisfaction guaranteed-
Estimates submitted for complete production of cata-
logues, booklets, etc., including printing, and. if desired,

tribution.—Box 4,370, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EXPERIENCED Motor Cyclist desires position with

motor cycle firm or dealers, as salesman, demou-
Btrator, or otherwise-—Pike, 3, Tichbome St., Leicester-

EXCHANGE.
LADY'S Cycle, nearly new, for good sidecar-—Burditt,

7, Bull Ring. Coventry.

6h.p. Two-speed N-S-U. and sidecar, for single; si^U

£34—W- Evers, Birkdale Ed., Dewshnry.

EXCHANGE Osborne Four-speed Gear for twin trem-
bler coi 1-—Mathias. Latchford. V\ arrington.

Pu.sh -Bike, excellent condition, for
-Paice. Towtthed Farm, Ooatbridge,

A^l NOVELTY

THaEE-SPBED
jiiotor cycle-

I" TYRE
STOPPING

adds to the length of life of tyres by
supplying a perfect means for repair-
ing cuts and gashes. Marvellous

results.

6d. and 1/- Tins.

a GHEMICO j»
CARBIDE

is carbide without the trouble giving
elements

;
waste, dust, foreign matter,

and erratic consumption tendencies
all elimmated.

7d. per I lb. Tin. 4Jd. per '-lb. Tin.

"C.B
39 REUA^ECE

OUTFITS
containing everything needed for the
quick, easy and permanent tyre repair.
All of the best and an abundant supply

of everything.

2/- each.

All motor and cycle dealers can supply.

The COUNTY CHEVirCAL Co. Ltd.,

Chemco Wjrks,
BIH iINGHAM.

London—4.3, Great Eastern Street.
Manchester—235, Deansgite.
Ghsc;ow—128. Renfield Street
Du'ili —Goll'-i Lane.

SPLENDID 25Il.p.

uieut luot.ir

REALLY Good Piano wanted, in escbanye for tricar
and motor bike-—P- Eadford, 2a, Kelvin Rd-, High-

bury, N
EXCHANGE First-class piano, cost 35 guineas la^^t

year, for modem motor cycle-—Millard. Creswell.
Mansfield

EXCHANGE gent's brand new green enamelled
roadster cycle for good sidecar-—Short. Spread Eagk'

Yard. Chesterfield.

EXCHANGE Locomobile steam car, 6h.p., for good
low build 3ih.p. laotor cycle, or cflef-s.—4 and 6

Mill St., Nantwich.

EXCHANGE for 1909 Triumph motor cycle, M-M.C
car (pee Car advertisementj.—Turvey and Co-, The

Alotor House, Sunderland.

WANTED, small car; exchange 6h-p. water-cooled tri-

car, open frame, excellent eonditiou.—P- Turner.
ij\iorn, Loughborough.

5hp. Riley-Ohater-Lea Water-cooled Tricar, two speeds,
wheel steeriuR, for magneto cycle, good condition.

-78a. Erowuhill Rd., Catford.

Q-SEATEE Car, less engine, gear box, tyres, for cycle
/V eugme or other parts-—Particulars, Williams, Low
tirantre House, Spennymoor.

Beeston Humber and 2-seated Clc-
s, everything ; compulsory sale, ui

li.irt exchange.—Good, Kilwinning.

LIYEEPOOL—Motor Cycles exchanged for latest
models, or sold on commission-— Wnite'a City De-

pot. 22. Brooks Alley. Royal 3782.

EXCHANGE brand new Oeutaur roller skates, cost 30.^-

uett (.ash last week, for 18a-, or anything in motor
line--Millard, Shaudon, Chesterfield.

-A DYERTJSEE wishes to dispose of 42 guinea Pohl-,
-^3u tcuinn piano, or exL-hange for good second-h^nd tri-i

rar.—Exchange. 11, Lexden St., Warrington.

EXCHANGE Half-decked Sailing Boat, yawl rigged,
thoroiit,'n i-onditiou, all accessories, for motor cycle,

magneto-—B-, 27. Maison Dieu Rd-, Dover.

N.S-0., 3ih-p., free engine and two-speed; any trial;
exchani-^e lower power and cash, or sell £26-—E-

Dndd, 57, Parrin Lane, Monton, near Manchester.

EXCHANGE handsome lustrous single Btone diamond
ring, perfect stone, cost 55 guineas, for 1009 Tri-

imiph. must be free engine.—Tomm is. pawnbroker, North-
ampton.

9h-p- Laurin-Klement Car, magneto. 2-seater, 2-cyl..
hood recovered, thoroughly overhauled, repainted;

price £100. magneto motor cycle part.—J^'isher, 6a, High
St-, Hampstead.

DLTiSLKY-PEDERSEN Cantilever Gent's Machine,
15-guinea model, brand new, and just from works;!

motor lycle wanted, up-to-date, and good make; eend
particulars—Clarkson, Prospect St-, Batley.

%
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ELECTRIC
MOTOR CYCLE SPARE LAMP.

For the road and " repairs."

Fitted with special economical bulb.

Complete with wire for instant use.

Price 10/6 complete.

"CROSS BAR"
Fitted with removable and adjustable

clips with universal joints.

Can be fitted immediately in any posi-

tion, on any part of the handle-bar.

Price T /6 complete.

State width of handle-bar when orderiug.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC
HAND LAMPS.

Fitted with HH Hellesen Dry Batteries.

"Flash" type 28/6 complete.

Write for Catalogue.

A.f1. HUNT,
115-117. CANNON ST.,

LONDON, E.C.

mm

A42 In answering these advertisements it is desiralle to mention "T!ie Motor Cycle."
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Variable Compression Ratio.

AN
article in this issue on the ratio of compres-
sion in motor cycle engine.s shows that an
internal combustion engine is working under
most unfavourable conditions, particularly in

the case of single-geared machines. If all

motor cycles were variably geared, and particularly

if they were provided with three or four speeds, the

ratio of compression could be higher with good effect,

than in the case of single-geared motor cycles. This
question of ratio of compression recalls the great

advantages that would accrue from a device to vary

the compression. The first engineer who succeeds
in making an internal combustion engine with a prac-

tical system of variable compression will have accom-
plisheii a very great stride in the direction of eliminat-

ing the variable gear question. Numerous devices have
been patented at various times for varying the ratio

of compression, 'but none of them, so far as we are

aware, have ever been perfected. As the contributor of

the above mentioned article points out, compression
IS variable by means of the throttle, or, to be more
explicit, by the amount of gas the rider allows to

enter the cylinder. It is also variable to some
extent by the position of the piston with regard to

the time at which the spark takes place and explosion
occurs. Putting these two means of varying the

compression on one side, it will readily be seen that

on level roads, the ratio of compression might reason-
ably .be raised to a considerable extent. For hill-

climbing purposes, when the greatest power is re-

quired, the opening of the throttle and admittance of
as full a^ charge as possible raises the compression.
This is a disadvantage, because it occurs when the
ngine is revolving comparatively slowly, and has

difficulty in overcoming the increased compression

at the slow speed at which it is forced to run. If

the compression ratio could be varied in the engine

to such an extent that a variable gear would not be

required on a moderately powerful motor bicycle, it

is one of those improvements which woulci tend

towards greater simplicity and increased comfort.

The M.C.C. Inter-team Competition.

ON page 317 we publish the 1910 rules and
regulations for the Motor Cycling Club Team
Competition for The Motor Cycle Challenge

Cup. Two improvements in the rules which

we think might well be introduced for 1910,

and which we recommend to the notice of the organ-

isers, are : (i) Pedalling might reasonably be pro-

hibited. The course is only 100 miles in length, and

any motor cycle ought to be able to cover this distance

without the rider having to resort to pedal assistance.

The competition is promoted to bring out the driving

skill of riders,- and the trophy goes to the team whose

members take care that the mechanism of theij

machines is in perfect order previous to the start.

There is, therefore, no reason why belts should not

be run in beforehand to obviate any possibility of

slipping through stretching. It is a common sight

to see competitors pedalling on the steeper hills to

relieve the belt. (2) The members of each team should

wear a distinctively coloured armlet as well as a

number. We think this would . simplify the duties

of the officials as well as making the event more inter-

esting from a spectacular point of view. We recom-

mend the secretaries of clubs" intending to enter for

the competition to bring, the matter before their

oomraittees without delay.
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FHE broad
w h i t e

road,
wind ing

Devonshire lanes, high banked and gorgeous with

\-iolet and primrose below, gorse and blackthorn above,

plough and pasture, river and streamlet, busy market
town and sleepy hamlet ; the " puttah-puttah " of a

well-tuned twin, slipping belt, punctures, shying frantic

horses, cream and cider—such are the outstanding

memories of a sidecar tour in the spring in the Garden
of the West.
On the Thursday morning after Easte'r, my wife and

I set out upon our trip from London. Our equipment
consisted of a 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe motor cycle and
Montgomery sidecar (flexible or rigid at will), 2j4h-\.

Palmer Cord tyres on sidecar, 2in. Michelins on the

twin-tyred driving wheel, Roc clutch and single gear

with adjustable pulley. We took with us a big expand-

ing basket on the carrier, a well filled dress suit case

under the sidecar body, and odds and ends of all

kinds under the cushion and mat of the car ; the whole

outfit, including passengers, weighing exactly 6 cwts.

A leisurely progress, delaj'ed by the loss of a small

handbag which dropped out of the car, but which

was subsequently recovered, brought us to Hungerford

about five o'clock. Extensive building operations were

going on here, and one of the contractor's pet rocks

went through one of my back tyres. This necessitated

a somewhat lengthy repair,

and here I took the oppor-

tunity of lowering the gear

and fitting a new Whittle

belt which I had with me.

The stretch of this incurred

continual shortening at first,

and delayed us so much
that we only reached Marl-

borough that night. We
stayed at one of the best

hotels of the town,' which I

will not name. The com-
fort of the place left nothing

to be desired, but the bill

somewhat neutralised the

pleasure.

Marlborough to Bristol.

Thence on the Friday we
set off for Bath and Bristol.

All went well until we were
approaching Calne. I may
mention that the sidecar,

which had begun the

journey rigidly fixed for

'he better negotiation of The writer's Rex de Luxe motor cycle and Hontsomery sldscar.

London traffic, had been made flexible the day before

(only a five minutes' job). The consequence of this

. was that a shower having come on, we made a gallant

and determined attempt to knock down two stone

cottages in Calne by means of a wild skid at a

dangerous corner. Conversion to rigid once more
brought us to tea with friends at Bristol, and. from
there we ran to Brent Knoll, on the road to Bridg-

water, and were most pleasantly received at a little

wayside inn called the Fox and Goose. Here we were

made most comfortable, and the cost of our night's

• entertainment was considerably less than half what we
had paid at Marlborough. Next day we had- an

uneventful ride through Taunton to Minehead and
Porlock.
A Circuit to Avoid Lynmouth and Parra ombe.
At Porlock we stayed till the Tuesday, spending our

time in rambles upon Exmoor and the shore. Our
hope was to continue o'ur journey to Ilfracombe, but

the intervening mass of headland and mountain for-

bade us the direct road. We might have got to

Lyntnouth, but we should never have got out of it

again, and much the same might be said of Parra-
combe, so we were compelled to make a circuit. This
we did, starting on the Tuesday afternoon back to

Dunster and then by Wheddon Cross to near Bampton,
and then turning to the right to S. Molton by routes

791, _ 729, and 792 of the Contour Book (Western
Section). On this day we encountered our first engine

trouble. Hitherto, our few-

involuntary stops had been

caused by belt, tyres, and
wet on the magneto.

This day, the weather, and
the engine were both hot,

and there was a lack of

power" consequent upon a

warped and pitted exhaust

valve, and a considerable

deposit of carbon in the

front combustion chamber.
The passenger had a two-

mile walk on the last por-

tion of the eight-mile hill

to Wheddon Cross, which

is considerably more trying

than Gall and Inglis would
lead us to suppose. After

that we went on without

further trouble to South

Molton, where we stayer!

the night. The villa ef

constable here has a. mis

sion to reform the world,

and holds stringent ideas

upon the time that is
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The
Trusty

again wins the

Jarrott Cup<

EASTER. 1910.

M.C.C. London - Land's End and

Back Reliability Trial, Jarrott Cup.

Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, R.N.,

3i Triumph - - Winner.
His total time error over the

double journey was only

2 min. 9 sec.

Mr, Stanley Webb,

3i Triumph - - -

The Absolute Reliability of the

Triumph is again proved by
these splendid performances.

3rd.

Art Catalogue and Booklets, " Hints and Tips

for Triumph Motor Cyclists," post free.

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., Ltd., COVENTRY.
London—4/5, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. Glasgow—101, Mitchell St.

Manchester—160, Deansgate. Leeds—4, King Edward St.

Du1).bi—(Wholesale only), 62, William St.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A13
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On London grease they

"ALWAYS GRIP,"
"NEVER SLIP."
On rough country roads
they are unsurpassed.
Insist upon having them fitted to your machine.

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. (OF EUROPE), LTD..
1, Trafalgar Bnildings, Northumberland Avenue, London, W.C.

Telephone No.: Gcrrard 244, two lines. Telegrams: "Studless, London."

Paris

—

i6. Rue St. Charles. Antwerp—31, Rue Haringrode.

Agents for the United States—CRTDER & CO., 583, Park Avenue, New York.

^

AI4 In answering this ajdvertisement it is rlesirahh to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Westward Ho I with a Sidecar-

allowable for a motor cycle to stand in a street totally

devoid of traffic. If he were transferred to London,

the rates would go up and prison accommodation

have to be doubled. The police force of S. Molton

gives one the impression that it consists of five men,

of whom four are superintendents longing for something

t^- happen that would mean promotion.

A Wayside Overhaul.

Next morning was fine, and a mile or so along the

road to Barnstaple I took down the engine and give

it the attention that it sorely needed. Then I broke

the oilpipe. I bestowed a few words of benediction

upon the genius at Coventry who had ordained that

that oilpipe should enter the crank case directly behind

the ma,gneto, and necessitate the removal and retiming

of the latter when anything had to be done to the pipe.

I drove on'to Barnstaple (about ten miles) without oil,

and there had a new pipe made and fitted it myself,

retiming the magneto. That afternoon, after sundry

their sober mothers—for what more ideal country could

the jaded city-dweller hope?
Of course, we missed a good deal of beautiful

country by avoiding the Lynmouth road, but the

scenery of the Exe Valley between Wheddon Cross

and Bampton well repays one for the long detour.

Bideford, with its sister villages of Appledore and

Instow, forms a little western world of its own. The
gleaming whiteness of the buildings, the characteristic

smell of tar and ozone-laden mud, and the ample

trousers of the seafaring men and lads who lounge

upon its broad boulevard quay, and, above all, its

puffing little street railway, give Bideford the appear-

ance of a Dutch or Flemish, rather than an English,

town. But when you come to mount the streets which

lead up from the quay— i in ^iV^ some of them—the

illusion passes' and you are

In Devonshire once more.
On the Saturday afternoon we meant to pay a visit

to Clovelly, so the passenger set off by herself, and I

The Taw at Barnstaple.

lug troubles, cau.sed b\ detached particles of carbon
i.jslodged during my wayside o^'er,ha,ul, we reached

.

[Ifracombe. The Thursday was ,wet, and I took
dvantage of that to fit a new B. and B. handle-bar
[ontrolled carburetter, of which I had failed to get

tlivery at Easter.

,
On the Friday we made our way back thruugii

jiarnstaple to Bideford—the furt-iiest point of our
'avels.

Here, perhaps, a few general remarks will not be
miss. It is impossible to do justice in words to the

i-nery of this part of the world. Porlock and the

i^xmoor country have a charm of their own, and the

iillage itself is one of the most beautiful in the king-

pra. The combined fragrance of a Devon or Somerset
iillage, compounded of spring flowers, cows, and
at smoke, is a thing that one may experience and
f after remember, but never adequately describe.

he rolling wastes of Exmoor, the only home in

ngland of the wild red deer, the tiny gurgling trout

. irejtii%Si tlie larch-clad dales, lush green pastures in

'le^ valleys, crowded with skipping toy-lik^^ lamlis :inil

The road to Bideford is over the bridgj.

got the machine up the aforementioned streets by clutch

slipping and the following of many circuitous back
alleys. But we were doomed to disappointment, for

having travelled successfully enough some five miles

on our course, we came upon stones—no ordinary

stones, mind you, but great aggressive rocks that would
not have passed through a i2in. ring—sharp arrow

heads of the Stone Age, apparently others—stones of

every conceivable shape, size, and description, as they

stretched from side to side of the road as far as the

eye could see. With a reluctant sigh we turned back
to Bideford, and did not see Clovelly. We now started

on our homeward way, and reached Crediton that

night. It was a splendid run, and the glories of the

setting sun lighting with a hazy splendour the purple

masses of Dartmoor, forty miles away to our right, gave

an impression that we shall never forget. From this

mid-De\'on road one can see at the same time, north-

ward, round-topped rolling Exmoor, and the wild rocky

tops of Dartmoor far to the, south. ...
Crediton we found recovering- from its annual cattle

fair held that dav, and the streets' were awa'sh w'ith
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disinfectant, and the farmers -with another liquid,

taken, no doubt, purely as an antiseptic. We were

well catered for, however, at the Ship Inn, and the

next morning saw us threading our way through

High Street, HuDgerlord.

Exeter, which seemed a clean and comfortable city.

We had meant to attend service at the cathedral, but,

finding ourselves out on the Honiton Road without

having so much as seen the cathedral, we gave up the

idea.

From here to Ilminster we found the most trying

section of our whole tour in the

matter of hills. The gradients

are not terrific, but the hills are

vei'y long and trying to an engine
already overloaded. We left the

London-Plymouth and Land's End
route after Honiton,, and followed
routes 689 and 682 of the Contour'
Book to Andover. I think that

the organisers would find this a
better route than the otlier for long-

distance trials. Shortly after pass-
ing Ilminster the worst mishap of

the tour came to us—the front

spindle broke. My wife and an
assortment- of village children
groped about in the road for

escaped balls, what time I took -

dijt the wheel . and coaxed the
cones on to a spare spindle. These
were stiff on the thread, and ga\-e

a great deal, of trouble, but finally

the job was done about 7 p.m., .

just as it was coming on to rain.

Ilchester was but seven miles
away, and I reckoned on stopping
th": night there and getting our
tV' gs dried, so I did not trouble

to unpack and put on my rubber overalls. We dis

covered two inns at Ilchester. Both the landlord;

regretted that it was quite impossible for them to dc

anything for us, " the missis " in both cases being ai

church. The disjDlay of a golden sovereign and tlif

jingling of many keys in thf

pocket proved of no avail. I coulr

not even have a room to change

my breeches in until the " bettei

halves" should have finished theii

devotions. So on we went anothei

six miles in the rain and came t(

Sparkford. Here at the Sparkforc

Inn mine host was in the- samf

predicament, namely, that his wif(

was at church, but he took us in

regardless of the conjugal wratl

that might fall upon his devotee

head, as a consequence of hi:

having extended hospitality to tw(

poor soaked travellers. Here wi

spent the last night of our tour

and right comfortable we were.

Our greatest distance in a day

so far, had been a potter of al)ou

eighty miles. The Monday nigh

saw us home in Essex with a day'i

mileage of 130 to our credit. Wt
came through London at night, a:

I advise all others .in like circum

stances to do, and arrived hom<

in the rain at 1 1 p.m.

Throughout our trip we experi

enced nothing but consideratioi

and courtesy from road users and police, witl> thi

exception of one incident. A big limousine car, witl

a London number and, unfortunately, no club badge

did its best to annihilate us on a greasy hill neai

Calne, owing to the wild Way in which it was driven

All over the 'West Country we seemed to be a subjec

Down Devonshire way.
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r
THE ^SILENT' ROAD

OR
TRACK-
IT'S ALL
ONE TO
THEIS ESSENTIALLY

A ROAD MACHINE. ^^^^^^

Any expert motocyclist will agree that racing on Brooklands track for one hour

at a speed of sixty miles per hour is a harder test on a motocycle than running

from London to Edinburgh at an average speed xsf 20 miles per hour, for witness

the failures of many who attempt long distance records at Brooklands.

Do not forget that INDIAN motocycles have received the highest awards
for the past three years in the A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trials.

The INDIAN was a Gold Medal winner in the 1909 London to

Edinburgh Run.

The INDIAN was the winner of the Cup in the Essex Motor Club's London
to York and back 24 Hours' Reliability Trial, 1909.

And cJso winner of the highest awards in many Club Reliability Competitions

on the road during 1 909.

Don't forget that it is an actual fact that the machines which run so success-

fully on Brooklands are absolutely standard roadsters as delivered to the public.

For track work they are merely stripped of superfluous parts, equipped with

gears suitable for high speed on the track, and fitted with racing handle-bars.

We remind you of these facts, as we have occasionally heard it

mentioned that the INDIAN—while it may be fast on the track—is not a

road machine.

The best proof that this is an erroneous impression is proved by the fact that

the 5 h.p. INDIAN which went through the Six Days' Reliability Trial last

year, And won Gold Medal, with the Auto-cycle Union's Seal still intact,

went on to the Brooklands Track and established what is still a world's record

for the flying kilometre for the 750 c.c. class, viz., 65 1 /8th miles per hour.

Catalogue free.

HEN DEE MANFG. CO., 184, GREAT PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W. 'Phone—Mayfair 1 749. 'Grams—" Hendian. London."

in answeri/ng this advertisement it i8 desirable to mention "T/ie Motor Cycle." A17
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If
you have perfect com-

fort when awheel, per-

fect pleasure, perfect

health will naturally

follow, but

—

If perfect comfort is not possible,

you will never obtain the maximum
of pleasure, and your health and
happiness must suffer

—

Now nothing exercises a greater

influence in this direction than the

Saddle and

—

No Saddle is as certain to yield

you perfect comfort as a

BROOKS
Remember, every model of the

Anti-vibratory Saddles and Seats

which bears that name possesses

features which are entirely ex-

clusive

—

These include the BROOKS COM-
POUND SPRINGS which absorb

vibration within themselves and at

the sanie time, by their compen-
sating action, eradicate entirely all

tendency to bounce.

There are many other points in

their construction which must in-

terest you—they arc described in

the BROOKS BOOK—

Let us send you copy free.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,
49, Criterion Works, BIRMINGHAM.

Vl'^-'lPtf^ • ' .

-^Brooks Patent Anti-vibratory Motor Cycle Seat, B 1 50.

^ ^

We would impress upon you that we have

spent many years in a study of how best to

carry them, and in the bags we have design-

ed we claim to meet the Motor Cyclist's every

need.

Here are tv/o.

B9432. This bag is

made of stout brown

waterproof Canvas of"

the finest .quality.

Special fibre board is

used in its construction,

and it has fall front

fitted with good lock.

It holds set of tools

and spares, and fits be-

tween hack down-tube

and rear mudguard.

Itssizeis loi'xaj'x^l"

and it can be obtained

at two prices

—

8/9 and 11/6.

B9685> A carrier Bag

which will be found an

exceedingly handy and

commodius receptacle for the carrymg^ of tools and

spares of all descriptions.- It is strongly made of the

finest waterproof Canvas on special three-ply board,

is attached to the Carrier by means of two wing-nut

clips, and fitted with strong English Lever Spring

Lock. Size io''xo''x5''—price 9/6.

There are many more in the BROOKS
BOOK, of which we will send you copy

on request.

J. B. BROOKS & Co. Ltd.,
49, Criterion Worlis, BIRMINGHAM.

In answcr'inri this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Westward Ho I with a Sidecar—

of great wonder to the natives, animal and human.

Horses shied wildly at us, and sometimes I had to

stop the engine for them as often as twice or three

times in a mile. Sheep and lambs courted death

from exhaustion by the panic-stricken stampede in

which they indulged -at their first sight of us; cows

fled in lumbering terror at our approach, and the

local worthies held deliberative council round the Rex
whenever we stopped.

A Mistahe not Warranted by Appearances.
The following is a true story—the mistake, I need

hardly say, was not warranted by my appearance at

the time. Elderly yokel, pointing out to his cronies

the' Rex transfer on the tank :
" Zee heve got his crest

and coronet put on 'un."

The machine really behaved splendidly. The
passenger had to be dropped more than once on hills,

I admit, but considering the most trying nature of

our route I think that its performance may be con-
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go back to a flexible sidecar pure and simple. The
flexible form is faster and pleasanter to drive for both

driver and passenger so long as the conditions suit it,

but it is unhandy and clumsy when running very

slofvly or stopped, and necessitates the use of a non-skid

on the steering wheel, and eveii then is a mOst awkward
affair on tramlines or in dense traffic.

The rigid variety has its drawbacks also. It is

uncomfortable and awkward in crooked winding lanes,

and on roads that. are irregularly carnbered, and it

takes appreciably more power to drive than the other

form, but, in combination with the clutch, its steadi-

ness in performing intricate movements gives it a

distinct pre-eminence, while the fact that it caivnot

skid under any circumstances, alone, is sufficient recom-

mendation. My experience is all in favour of rear

wheel iDrakes only for sidecar work. I never used
but one of mine on this tour—a foot-applied leather-

lined band brake—and it sufficed to bring the 6 cwts.

to a standstill on single-figure gradients.

Bideford, the most westerJy point reached on the tour. The famous

sidered as a triumph (no pun intended) for the Rex
material and design. It was painfully overloaded for

its single gear, and, moreover, it was under-tyred.
Only the 2in. Michelins were punctured, but of actual
wear they showed hardly a trace. The steering wheel
md sidecar tyres did not even require pumping up
he whole time. The two brefakages were to the oil

jipe and front spindle. Both these details have been
setter designed since.

j

Our expenses, which worked out to less than we
ixpected, and including very heavy bills at Marl-
jorough and Bideford, averaged i6s. a day inclusive

or- the two of us. The running expenses of the

machine came to between r5s. and ;£i, but this, of

rourse, takes no account of wear and tear, or depre-
[iation.

I A year or more ago the sidecar question was much
liscussed in these columns. I have already said that
aine is a Montgomery, rigid or flexible at will by a
mall contrivance of my own, and, taking all things
iito. consideration, I prefer it rigid. I would never

bridge over the river Torridge may be seen in the foreground.

For the assistance of those who contemplate what
I may call a married outfit such as mine, I may say

that my machine and sidecar complete cost me under

^£30 second-hand. Compare this holiday of ours with

the conventional middle-class trip for a fortnight to

the seaside, and then you will realise something of the

immense sphere of usefulness that there is for the

motor cycle. Some day we mean to get a new two-

speed Rex and tour on the Continent, by way of

showing what the British industry can do.

A Fe^w Words of Advice.
In conclusion, I would give a few words of advice

to tourists, for there must be many inexperienced
readers who hope to tour this summer. Take water-

proof overalls and put them on when it hegins to rain

—you never know how long it will last. Use the

Contour Books intelligently, and you \yill not go far

wrong, but do not judge your hill-climbing capabilities

by the gradient in figures—these, as the books explain,

are usually the' average^ gradients, and steeper pitches

are met with.
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The Engine of a Speed Mount,
I rather

.
regret to notice that motor cycling is

passing through a feverish period analogous to that

from \vhich pedal cycling has already emerged.

Most of . us can remember when every young cyclist

aped the genuine speed men by specifying a pair of

ram's horn bars, a short steering head, open-sided

sfjrint tyres, and an apology for a saddle. He might
not be a speed merchant, but he had to look like one,

or. pass for an old fogey. Much the same is happen-
ing in certain sections of motor cyclists. Long, low,

light machines," with very little silencer and lots of

hooter, are the thing ; if you carry a toolbag more
than an inch thick you are wnritten doAvn as a potterer

and no sportsman, because certain racing jockeys and
their track equipment are the models upon which the

hero-worshippers of the day mould themselves.

Well, externals do not matter so very much, and
if it amuses " the boys " to ape a Brooklands record-

holder in general get-up and outfit, nobody will be
much the worse ; but unless I am much mistaken quite

a number of peaceful and secretly rather timorous

clubmen are yielding to the craze so far as to purchase
special speed mounts fitted wdth special speed engines.

They do not intend to touch " sixty on the road,"

though they may very probably brag of having done
so; they simply want to be in the fashion, and a

harking, buck-jumping T.T. is the fashion in their

qlub. I have been riding this type of mount a good
deal lately, and I assert emphatically that it cannot
compare with the standard touring types, for

ordinary use.

I am not now speaking of the machines we Avere so

f.imiliar with last j'ear, carrying engines of high com-
pression ratio, which shot away from the mark like a
projectile from the muzzle of a 4.7, and which died

away in a glow of plum-coloured heat within a couple
of miles. I am thinking of something much more
up to date.

I sat last week over perhaps the most efficient engine
I have yet sampled. It was perfectly controllable, in

that it would start easily and run at speeds from six

to sixty miles an hour ; it had quite a normal com-
pression ratio, and showed no dying away symptoms
after a long burst of speed; it was a topping hill-

climber, and would roar up Sutton Bank at racing

speed, and, what is more wonderful, take the same
climb at a comparatively moderate speed. But it was
absolutely devoid of balance. Mounted on a frame
of: normal design, provided with the usual springing

at saddle and forks, it was misery to sit on it at all

speeds. The engine is experimental, and no duplicate
exists—possibly its posterity will achieve balance, as

well as the other merits. I only mention it because
it strikes me as being typical of a class. The average
touring engine of high grade, capable of from 4 to 45
m.p.h. with a touring gear ratio, combines all the
touring essentials, except the power to climb excep-
tional hills without adjusting, the pulle}'. .
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The special speed-merchant machines marketed by
some firms afford higher speed capacities and climb
butter, but some of them do not possess a single engine

speed which is vibrationless and smooth ; and this

last merit is that with which the average rider can
least conveniently dispense. I advise . riders who
ha\'e no sincere lust for speed to be content witlj

tourist pattern engines.

We shall recover our sanity in time, just as the

pedal cyclists did ; and balance, comfort, and smooth-

ness will within a few years be combined wjth an even

greater efficiency than the best makers can give us

to-day. _
Belts and their Fasteners.

I w'as out with one of my clubs down South the

other day, and witnessed the usual exhibition of

futility, discrediting both makers and riders. The

leader for the day tricked the fleet of riders into

swooping gaily down a most formidable hill, which

had to be ascended on the return journey, and quite

a large proportion of the company failed to negotiate

the ascent. Why? For want of engine power?

Not a bit of it. To take the single-cylinders first,

every one of them had an adjustable pulley, which

needed opening out for the abnormal climb. Not

one had provided himself with either an adjustable

fastener or a spare bit of belt. The unlucky wights

had , to choose between shortening their belts down

to a 5 J-^
gear and going home on an ultra low gear or

else pushing up. Most of them chose the latter

alternati^e. What is the good of the maker sending

out a machine or the rider starting to- ride a machine

with an adjustable pulley and a* single non-adjustable

belt fastener? In my opinion, all makers should

educate purchasers by supplying a really good adjust-

able fastener and fitting it as a standard, or the belts

should be cut down to the length required for the

lowest gear, and two extra lengths of different dimen-

sions should be added, with a half fastener at each end.

Riders will then utilise their adjustable pulleys, and

show up w^ell on very steep hills in their private rides,

which will do the sport more good than all the racing

in the world.

Secondly, the twins. These had power enough to

roar up the ascent at forty miles per hour if required,

and, of course, the daredevils in their saddles meant

to create a small sensation. But the machines were

new ; their belts were tight ; the fasteners w"ere of

the light order, identical with those fitted to the

tourist single-cylinders.. Two fasteners and one

belt snapped in these tumultous ascents, and the three

riders concerned had to walk to the summit, borrow

bits of belting or spare fasteners, return to their

machines, and make- a fresh ascent at a slower pace.

The moral is obvious enough. A machine possessing

an adjustable pulley ought to be sent out with all -

requisites ready for the immediate use of the adjust-

j
ments, and most twins demand .wider and stronger

belts, and, above, all, stronger belt fasteners. •
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DUNHILL'S MOTORITIBS
FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

TROUSER OVERALLS.
Made from Finest Double
Te.Kture Waterproof

Material. 16/6.

)U-HOUR WATCH, to ax
on Handle-bar, 5/6,-

CARBIDE CARRIER.
Complete .1 '8,

Fitted with Carbide 2/-,

"UKANTES"
MOTOR

CYCLE REST.

Made to fit all stan-

dard and up-to-date
machines.

Firm and rigid in
action. Can be oper-
ated without using
the hands,aud will be
found a great con-
venience for resting:

the machine.

Finished superb
black enamelled, 5/-
each.

The second edi-

^ tion of tbis Cata-

logue is now ready,

and may be ob-

1
tained on applica-

tion to Dept. M.

ALUMINIUM GOGGLES, 2/6.

PUSH ACTION
SWITCH, 3/-.

DunHILL'S
359361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

88, CROSS ST., MANCHESTER. 72, ST. VINCENT ST., GLASGOW.

In answering this advertisement it Is desirable to meiUinji. " The Motor Cycle." j
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This IS the new extra-strong Motor Cycle Cover,

The

^CHELlR
Trident,

for Motor Cycles of all weights.

Send for the Trident descriptive leaflet,

containing full particulars.

Sussex Place, — — — South Kensington, — — — London, S.W.
12-53^

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle:
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M.C.C. INTER
THE rules governing the 1910 competi-

tion for The Motor Cycle fifty-guinea

challenge cup have now been circu-

lated among the various clubs, and

applications for entry forms are beginning

to flow in to the trials hon. sec, Mr. J.

Van Hooydonk. This year's competition,

which is to take place on Saturday, June

1 8th, will be the seventh consecutive event.

Last year there was a record entry of eighteen

clubs, and the gathering at Daventry of

competitors, reserves, and enthusiasts was

believed to be the largest purely motor cycle

gathering for an open event that has yet

been held. In 1909, for the first time

in the history of the competition, the trojjhy

was awarded to a club making the maximum
score (all six riders covering the 100 miles

course without a stop). The name of the

winning team—the Motor Cycling Club

—

is the first inscribed on the new trophy, the

old one having been won outright by the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club.

1.—This cup is a challenge trophy, entitled The Motor
Gyd& Challenge Cup, of which the Motor Cycling Club are
trustees and administrators.

2;—It is to be the award in a competition between teams
of riders, members of, and nominated by, recognised a;uto-

mobile clubs, motor cycling clubs, or cycling clubs. In case
of doubt as to whether any entrant is or is not a "recog-
nised" club, the Motor Cycling Club shall adjudicafe. No
club may enter more than one team.

Z,—If the cup be won three times, not necessarily in suc-

cession, by the team representing any one club, it shall

become the absolute property of that club.

4.—Each team shall consist of six riders, at least one of

whom shall drive a two-seated motor cycle with passenger
attachment, such, as tricar, sidecar, or quadcar. A passenger
must be carried. Passengers tor the two-seated motor cycles

must be provided by the entrants. Such passengers shall

travel and act as observers on the machines appointed to

them by the officials. A passenger shall not leave his seat

during any part of the competitioUj shall not assist the
driver in any way whatsoever, and shall furnish the official

in charge with a written report at the close of the competi-

tion. The joint weight of passenger and driver shall not be
less than 20 stones.

S.-^The competition shall consist of a 100 miles non-stop
run-; a circular course, to be covered four times, will be
selected in the Midlands.

6.—The number of miles, up to 100, accomplished by each
ridei: of each team without stoppage other than stoppages
due to the exigencies of tralfic, will be added together, and

I

the team scoring the highest mileage thus arrived at slial] be

}
the winner. Unavoidable stoppages due to traffic must be

I

reported, and will not count against the rider. No adjust-

j
meats are pei'missible during any such stop.

7.—A period of not loss than one hour and twenty minutes,
or more than one hour and thirty minutes, must be occupied

1 aver each section of twenty-five miles ; transgression of this

irule
over any section wdl disqualify the rider from scoring

on that particular section. These times apply to the distance

as given on the map and route card, with which competitors

i^vill be supplied, which distance must be taken as correct for

the purpose of this competition.

8.—The competition will start at 1 p.m.
9.—The entry fee shall be two guineas per team.
10.—Clubs must send an entry form, duly filled in, together

with the entrance fee, to J. Van Hooydonk, trials hon. sec,
Spring Villa, North Finchley, N., on or before June 11th.

11-—The judges shall be three in number, one nominated
by the donors, one by the Motor- Cycling Club, and one by

TEAM TRIAL.
Again the competition is to start at i p.m.,

so as to enable most of the teams to travel

to the scene of the start on the morning of

the trial. This arrangement was appre-

ciated by clubs generally last year, as proved

by the record entry. The A.C.U. having

granted a special permit for this trial, motor
cyclists are free to compe;te without an
A.C.U. licence. The details and venue of

the competition will be substantially as last

year, and clubs should lose no time in

forwarding their entries. At the time of

writing, more than two months before the

date of the competition, six clubs have
already decided to compete.

Various clubs have different methods of

selecting their teams, but we do not know
of a better system than a prelihiinary trial

of one hundred miles on similar lines to

the Motor Cycling Club's trial of last year.

A proof of the soundness of this scheme is

that the M.C.C. won the cup in 1909.
Following are the rules for 1910:

the Auto Cycle Union. The judges' decision shall be absolute

and without appeal.

12. In the case of'a tie between two or more teams the

tie shall be run off under the same conditions at a date to

be fixed upon between the teams. ..

13._The Motor Cycling Club reserve the right to refuse

any entry.

14.—Should it be deemed advisable in the interest of, the

competition, these regulations may be revised or added to

by the Motor Cycling Club.

15.-?rhe Motor Cycling Club shall not be held liable, for

any damages caused accidentally or otherwise to the com-

petitor's machine whilst in charge of the officials of the club.

The Motor Cycling Club will award a silver medal to each

of the members of the winning team.

P. W. Bischoll, a hard worker on behalf of the Auto Cycle Union, and
who Is also greatly interested in the scheme for the forinaiion of- a - military

motor cycle corps. Mr. Bischoll occasionally delights to disport himself at

Brooklands on his Tourist Trophy Triumph.
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PROBABLY but few of the amateur riders who
enter for hill-clirhbs and similar contests would
deny the superior skill of the trade riders with

whom they have to compete. The majority

recognise that such superiority is only the inevitable

result of lengthy experience in <iriving under all kinds

of conditions. Very many amateurs, however, wax
plaintive on the subject of the special machine ; they

contend that in most cases they have to cope not only

with highly specialised talent, but with the additional

advantage given by machines expressly designed for

the particular event in view. Many and various are

the machinations of which makers are accused in their

efforts to assist their nominees to put up creditable

performances, but the count upon which they are most
frequently indicted is the higlv compression engine, it

being considered possible, apparently, to accomplish

anything by its agency.

The Influence of Compression.
The crowding of fifty odd miles into the hour with

a 76 X 76 mm. engine, the fuel economy shown by tiny

engines whirling at turbine speeds, ' or a specially

brilliant hill-climbing performance, all are discounted

to the level of the ordinary when it is explained that

the engines used were designed with very high com-
pression ratios.

High compression is undoubtedly of immense im-

portance, but it is a little difficult to accept its presence

as the sole explanation of these various feats, par-

ticularly as their performance would in most cases have

been impossible without the nicest judgment in driving.

The effect of squeezing a charge of gas before firing

is simply to pack together its constituents so closely

that when combustion commences the resultant flame

is transmitted throughout the body of gas with the

least possible loss of time, and the entire charge is

thus able to be burnt within the small space of time

available when an engine is running at high speed.

That is the beginning and the end of the influence of

compression. The charge of gas has got to be burnt

within limits ; the quicker the burning is carried out

the better.

Slov\r Burning and Rapid Explosions.

Nevertheless, this more ' rapid combustion will not

seduce by a fraction the quantity of petrol required

for a stated amount of power, any more than it will

enable one ounce more power to be obtained from a

specified bulk of fuel. Given a cylinder full of gas

exactly proportioned for perfect combustion, its burn-

ing at atmospheric pressure will yield as much heat

as if it had been compressed to 90 lbs. per square inch

before ignition. The difference will be merely that

betweeih a slow burning and a rapid explosion. The
successful operation of the petrol engine demands that

combustion shall be as rapid as possible within the
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limits beyond which piston speed cannot well b#
increased, because when a body of gas is burnt and'

expanded rapidly there is less time for loss of heat

by radiation, and it is the object of preliminary com-

pression to provide this necessary rapid combustion.

The Effect of Throttle Opening on Compression.i

Compression ratio, however, is not the only, or evert

the dominant, factor in determining the pressure at

which the gas is actually ignited. There are several^

conditions besides the purely mechanical one of pisto^

displacement. A partly closed throttle, by reducingi

the bulk of gas admitted to the cylinder during a given

cycle, will correspondingly reduce the pressure attained

when firing takes place. Then there is the amount
of heat absorbed by the walls and returned to the

fresh charges, which may easily make all the difference

between a healthy degree ' of compression and the

unpleasant extreme when so much heat and pressure

are produced that ignition takes place spontaneously

and knocking or a backfire results.

Obviously, the slower an engine is running, the longer

the flaming gases are in contact with the cylinder walls

before being released by the exhaust valve, and

therefore the greater will be the proportion of pressure

which is dispersed in the form of heat via the radiating

fins ; also the fresh charges will have a longer time

during which to be affected by the high temperatuYe:

of the cylinder. Conversely, a fast-running engine

will burn its charges rapidly and quickly release them,'

so that most of the waste heat will be got rid ofi

through the exhaust valve, having little time allowed

it to radiate through the walls; and the correspond;

dngly short time occupied by the two succeeding strokes

will give but a short time for the fresh gas to becomg
heated by contact with the cylinder.

Consideratiofi, shows that these two factors not only

influence the degree of compression reached by ariyi

given charge of gas, but they operate automatically so

that the variations produced are just those which are

undesirable if the best results are to be obtained,

Throttle manipulation, by maintaining maximum comH

pression practically only when an engine is labouring,

causes combustion to be far too rapid for the slowly^

moving piston to take advantage of, and the explosion

being completed long before the piston has finished

its downward stroke, the pressure has escaped in the

form of heat through the cylinder walls and is worse

than wasted.

Light Loads at High Speed.
On the other hand, in the case of an engine dealing

with a light load at high speed, the throttle, is probably

half closed and compression correspondingly reduced)'

in spite of the fact that what is required is a very:

rapid expansion of the gases to keep pace with the

flying piston. The same perversity is apparent in the
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LIGHTWEIGHT.
" The man who prefers a high-powered machine for solo work
under any conditions is welcome. 1 do not want it, nor does
the average man, and it would be exceeding folly to advise the

neophyte to try his 'prentice hand at it." alex. j. m. gray in • Fry's
Magazine."

The machine for solo work under

any conditions is the genuine

lightweight MOTO-REVE.

PRICES FMOM 27 GNS.
including entire handlebar control,

magneto ignition, Druid spring forks,

stand, carrier, and number plate

—

all complete ready for the road.

Send for Particulars of all Models.

THE MOTO-REVE CO., Ltd., Dept. A.

ACTON VALE, LONDON, W.

Swarc
it ^^^ ^^

As used by the leading motor cycle
manufacturers with unequalled results.

Quart Tins, 1/4, of all dealers.

Sole refiners:

SIR W. A. ROSE & CO., 66, Upper Thames St., E.C

In ansiverine 'hese advertisements it is desirable to meidion " The Motor Cycle."

i^..
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The simplicity of the

g^ m^)IMG€^

Moto=Velo
is one of its distinctive advantages. You can take the

engine off to o^'e^haul it, and every engine part is readily

accessible. You can mount from the pedal, or from the

kerbstone, just as in the case of an ordinary bicycle ; and if,

on an abnormal gradient, pedal assistance becomes necessary,

the machine is so light—it weighs only 84 lbs.—that no great

exertion is required, and the assistance is really effective.

It is a i^- h.p. motor cycle, fitted with Bosch high-tension

magneto, gear driven from engine shaft. The control is all

from the handle-bar.

Lei us give you a demonstration.
Singer & Co. (igog), Ltd., Coventry.

London Sho'vvrrooms : 1 7, tlolborn Viaduct, E.C.

" All about the Singer Moto.Velo"
is an interesting booKlet which we

send post free.

In. mnswering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Jlotor Cycle." i
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Compression : The Limit.—

behaviour of the factor of residual cylijider heat. When
an engine is pounding at reduced speed uphill and
every ounce of power is wanted, the course of events

ICE YACHT V, MOTOR CYCLE.
AN INTERESTING TEST AT THE MOUTH OF THE NEVA LAST MONTH.

In spite ot the ice, it was found
tiiat a motor cycle could witli ease

keep pace with a racing ice yacht.

will be roughly as

follows : The throttle

being open, the engine
is taking full charges,

and compression is

therefore maximum.
The burning charges

will heat the cylinder,

Avhich in turn will

transfer its heat to the

fresh gas, until com-
pression becomes suffo-

cation, and the respira-

tion of the engine is

rendered more ster-

torous stroke by stroke

until it eventually stops,

either through pre-igni-

tion, or because the

difference in the pres-

sures of the charge
before and after ignition is .so small that it does not

supply a margin of power to drive the machine. The
process will be accompanied by an increasing amount
of "knock," caused by the extremely rapid spread of

flame through the charge. Briefly, the very condi-

tions which demand a slow burning speed of the

gases, and therefore a low compression, actually com-
bine to cause a rise in the speed of combustion till

a point i.s reached when the charge is exploded with
such rapidity as lo produce no useful thrust upon the

piston.

It is fairly clearly demonstrated, then, that in order
to secure the greatest possible benefit from the fuel

used it is imperative that combustion should progress
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at a speed sufficient to ensure its completion, before,

but not long before, the piston commences its scaveng-
ing stroke. It is evident, too, that though a high rate

of combustion is an advantage from the point of view
of fuel efficiency, as mechanical considerations make
it impracticable to increase piston speed beyond a
certain point, and rapid combustion is only of value
when accompanied by a suitably high piston speed,
then the limit of the one is perforce the limit of the
other, and both decide the poin.t at which raising of
the compression ratio ceases to yield an increase of
power. Indeed, we are told that during the experi-
ments leading up to the production of some of the
marvellous high-speed voiturette engines of last year
it was discovered that useful increase of compression
ceased at about 90 lbs. per square inch. Preliminary
compression of the charge is, of course, purely on the
principle of using a sprat to catch a mackerel, and
development of the idea finds the size of the sprat

increasing so much faster than that of the mackerel
that presently there is no advantage in the exchange.

It being agreed that

the three factors men-
tioned are responsible

for deciding the pres-

sure attained by the

charges before ignition,

there is yet another
most potent influence

which determines what,
if any, rise of pressure
shall take place be-

tween the instant of

ignition and the moment
the pi.5ton commences
its

, downward stroke.

This influence is spark
advance, which, acting

as it does to burn a

portion of each charge
while compression is

still progressing, so that

its heat and expansion

Owing to the wind dropping, the motor
cyclist performed a service hy towing the
vanquished yacht home again.

Getting up speed. The ice, with its hard crust of frozen snow, provides a

very good riding surface, we are told.
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may be added to the compression given mechanically

by the piston, can be made to partly compensate for

the vagaries introduced by throttle variation.

A judicious advance of the firing moment when an

engine is running fast on light charges will produce
ttie necessary amount of compression to give the

rapid explosions required. On the other hand, a

retarded spark will often help a struggling engine by

causing the gases to burn slowly, as well as by put-

ting off the moment when the compression of the

fresh charges, expanded by the heat retained by the

cylinder, becomes" too much for the overloaded engine.

It is difficult to over-estimate the importance of this

principle of ignition control in the evolution of the

motor cycle.

APRIL 14th, igio.

The points dealt with are those which affect the

burning of the gases before ignition has commenced,
or at least t>efore the piston has begun its power

stroke. There are other factors helping to determine

the speed at which combustion progresses after com-
mencement, such as form of compression space, size

and position of spark, as well as the arbitrary one of

piston speed, which tends always to create the con-

ditions least suitable to, itself. None of these

matters, however; affect compression proper, and they

are therefore outside the scope of this article.

To summarise, it may be- taken that compression

has reached a point beyond which it is unlikely to go.

It is a necessary evil which, heretical though the

suggestion may seem at the present, time, may be dis-

carded in the march towards perfection.

-^^-^•» <

SUCCESSES ON ROAD AND TRACK.

AM A C H I N E
which, till

last year, was
little known

is the Trump-J.A.P.
In 1909 this ma-

chine was extra-

ordinarily successful

in two A.C.U. Quar-

terly Trials, and also

at many B.A.R.C.

a n d B.M.C.R.C.
meetings, where the

honours gained have

been quite numer-

ous. The machine
is constructed princi-

pallv on standarcJ

lines. and is - a

pleasing - looking

mount which is par-

ticularly well de-

signed.. The frame

is low and strong,

and Druid spring

forks are fitted to the touring model to absorb the

road vibration. The J.A. P. engine is so well known
that it needs no further comment. We mav, however,.

F. A. McNab, probably the heaviest and tallest racing motor cyclist on record. The photograph
proves that he knows how to compress his bulk into small space.

A NEW MOTOR
THE latest motor cycle stand which has been sub-

mitted to us is named the Quick. This stand

has separate legs, which are clipped to the

chain stays as shown in the accompanying illus-

trations, the legs being pivoted at C. When the

stand is in use and the leg down, a projection on the

leg fits a recess at B, which prevents side play.

\Vhen the leg is raised out of action, it is held firmly

in a horizontal position tiy the spring bolt A, w'hich

latrer is automaticallv forced back when the leg is

rai.ijd. The action of the spring causes the rounded
end of the bolt to fit into a recess on the lop. of the

leg. The stand i.s made" Ijv J. Horswill, jun., 74,

Brook Street, Chester, who also makes a \-ery handy
tvre lever bearing the same name as the stand. 'This

tyre lever has specially shaped single and prong-

draw attention to

the extra tubes from
crank case to rear

fork ends. The
machine is sold

fitted either with

Bosch gear-driven

magneto or with

Hellesen-Hunt bat-

terv and coil system,

which Mr. McNab,
the able exponent of

the Trump-J.A.P.,
strongly recom-
mends, especially on

the racing model.

The touring mode!
is fitted with a Davi-

son tank with that

maker's patent
tapless oil pump.
The handle-bars are

long and upturned,

and are fitted with

Hill's patent horn
grips. With every machine a complete set of tools and
spares are supplied. From stem to stern the machine
is thoroughly practical and deserves popularity.

CYCLE STAND.
shaped ends, and is much better for detaching covers

than a screwdriver or other implement as it is unlikely

to damage the air tube.

Horswill's " Quick " sand, shown in and out of action.
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WITH 1910 IMPROVEMENTS.
Transforms your machine into a motor vehicle of pleasure and com-

fort. Starts away from rest like a car.

Write for particulars to the Sole Manufactiurers and Patentees—

A. W. WALL, LTD.,
ROC Motor Works,

Aston Rd. and
Dartmouth St.,

BIRIVIINOHAIVI.

SOLE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS EOC
, Easiest to Drive

MILITARY MODELS— Safest in Traffic

4 h.p. Single-cylinder - 45 gns. Best for Sidecar

5-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder - 55 gns. - use.

How users talk :

March, 1910.

"The Roc two-speed has Riven
every satisfaction on my 3j h.p.

machine. It will take sidecar and
load of 22 stone up a hill of about
1 in 8 easily, which is verv
cratifyins. it is A 1 in traffic."

C. PALIVIER.

March, 1910.
" Am delighted. To take hills with

sidecar without having to rushThem
is a treat." E. NEWBOLD,

April, 1910.
"The gear is giving great satis-

faction on 31 h.p., with sidecar. Our
customer is highly pleased."

BAKER BROS.

&4 Well up to time

\ymm
and running like a clock/'

Such was reported of the

3i h.p. MOTOR BICYCLE
Fitted with

FREE ENGINE & VARIABLE GEAR
which was ridden by Mr. S. C. Ferryman through the recent London-Land's End and back trial,and

Gained A GOLD MEDAL.
If you are contemplating the
purchase of a reliable motor
cycle, with many exclusive
improvements,

Write for the ARIEL Catalogue to—

ARIEL WORKS
Dept. 2

Bournbrook,

BIRMINGHAM.

=^

^ p^/ur/

In answering this advertisetnen. it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle."
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One of a
fine "stable." promptly,

efficiently.

and satisfactorily
execnted.

This machine has 85 ^x US en-

gine, double row ball bearings

to engine shaft, gear driven
Bosch magneto, handle - bar
control, M.O.I.v., low frame,
internal expanding brake and
belt rim foot brake, spring

Model

N.S.IJ.

lorks. Long comfortably ar-

ranged handlebars rear half of

back muQguard detachable,
stand, carrier, tool case, etc.

Can be fitted with two speed
gear and free engine pulley at
extra cost.

Write for Special List of single-cylinder types, free on request

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED,
Ofliccs and Showrooms—18?, Great Portland Street, London, W. Goods and Repairs—83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W. .

7 lv»I^-

MEDAL

•S.l-H.

"The Aristocrat of Motor Cycles"
again acquits itself admirably by winning a

Gold Medal in the M.C.C.'s Reliability Trial

— (London to Land's End and back). —
"MOTOR CYCLING" says:

"
. . He and F. C. Dee, both on 7 h.p. V.S., which are fine machine sfor

not showing the dust, owing to their cream finish, went up Yarcombe and Chard
hills in fine style ; in fact they were some of the fastes-t."

LATEST SUCCESS, London W.D.M.C. Flexibility Hill Climb, Rectory
Hill, Amersham, April 3rd. Class 2. Multi-cylinders, V.S, FIRST !

ORDER IMMEDIATELY FOR WHITSUN.

Telephone :

34 14 Mayfair.

Catalogue giving full particulars sent 'ree.

THE V.S. CYCLE & MOTOR CO., LTD.,
178, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.

Goods and Repairs : 89, Bolsover Street, W.

Telegrams :

"Vinmotes,
London."

Tn answering these adv&rUsementa it is deairahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE SCOTTISH
E have just received details of the

regulations for this year's Scot-
tish open reliability trial, com-
mencing Monday, 6th June, and
desire to draw the attention of

English riders to a most sport-

ing and enjoyable trip, in the
hopes that more entries will be
received from this eide of the
Border. Mr. B. H. Davies
was one of the few English en-

thusiasts who went through the
first big Scottish reliability trial

for motor cycles, organised by the Edinburgh M.C.C. last

year, and was greatly struck by the attractiveness of the
event from an amateur rider's point of view. He considers

that the following points distinguish it from the A.C.U.
trial ;

1. There is great freedom from vexatious regulations.

The entry is smaller, the controls much longer, and the

speed a trifle higher. Consequently the trial resembles
a hard rider's touring run much more than a cut and dried
reliability trial.

2. The scenery is infinitely superior. No part of England
contains such constant and prolonged panoramas. Only
Devon and Wales afford even a faint approach to the Scotch
scenery, and dull intervals are much briefer and less frequent.

3. The hotel terms are exceedingly cheap, and the
quarters are comfortable, as the party is comparatively
small, and there is no overcrowding Exorbitant hotel bills

are the chief drawback to touring in Scotland on one's own,
but in this trial the organisers arrange terms as cheap as

can be obtained anywhere in England, and that at good
class hotels.

In a word, the Scottish trials enable a motor cyclist to

traverse the picked portions of the most sporting motor
cycling country in the world "on the cheap," and with
the minimum of red tape. The date—June 6th-llth— will

suit many riders who cannot get off in July for the A.C.U.
End-to-end. The accompanying map shows the route.

The distances are ,as follows ;

First day
Second day
Third day
Fourth day
Fifth day
Sixth day ...

Total " ...

The chief hills are Rest and Be Thankful, Amulree (from

Sma' Glen side), Devil's Elbow, Tomintoul, Berriedale
(going north), and Glendoe (near Fort Augustus). There
are to be no compulsory timed hill-climbs, but there will be
an optional timed hill-climb at Glendoe, for which com-
petitors may enter or not as they like. There will be special
prizes for this hill-climb, and as the riders have to ascend
the road in any case, most of them will probably have a try
for the extra prizes. Altogether the Scottish trials bid fair

to live up to the high reputation they won last year, as a
delightful sporting outing for hard riders. About one thing
there is no doubt whatever—that the Scottish trials will

again afford a very searching test of the machines. The
Scotch officials plump for bad hills—^the English trials

seldom include more than one genuine precipice.

FmsT Day (17J miles).—Edinburgh—Stirling—Drymen (on

Loch Lomond)—Arrochar (on Loch Long), lunch—Inveraray
(hill-climb at Eest and Be Thankful, passing Loch Fyne)

—

Dalpially—Killin—Aberfeldy.

Second Day (164 miles).—Aberfeldy—Amulree (hill-climb

up Sma' Glen side, returning to Aberfeldy)—Pitlochry

—

Kirkmichael (thence crosscut of four miles to Persie Inn,
where join Perth to Braemar Road)—Devil's Elbow (hill-

climb)—Braemar (lunch)
—

^Tomintoul—Grantown—Cairbridge
—Inverness.

Third Day (176 miles).—Ordinary End-to-end route vid

Beauly and Tain up to John-o'-Groat's, lunching at Golspie,

proceeding on to Thurso to sleep. Hill-climb at Berriedale.

FoTTKTH Day (157 miles).—^Thurso—Melvich—Bettyhill

—

321

SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Strath Navar—Bonar Bridge—Ardgay (lunch)—Alness-
Beauly—Drumnadrochit^Fort Augustus.

Fii'TH Day (122 miles).—Port Augustus (on Loch Ness),
proceed along south shore of Loch Ness over Glendoe to
Whitebridge, rejom End-to-end route at Craggie Inn turn
south—Kmgussie—Dalnacardoch—Trinafour—Aberfeldy.
Sixth Day (105 miles).—Crieff—Lochearnhead—Callander

(lunch)—Doune—Stirling—Edinburgh.
The rules are left almost exactly the same as last year,

but the route has been revised to take the riders through all
the finest scenery m Scotland, practically all the famous
lochs heme: visited.

173 miles

164 ,.

176- ,.

157 „
122 ,.

105 ,,

897 miles

'^ ^q] "^Persie Inn

> W- Day, 173 miles

n , ,, Killin^ fAmulree
Dalmally j. Jtr^ 6 Hui-oMmb.

1 Lochearnheade'°"*<»o>-¥„ . „
7 C ui'ieTT

'.^•('V- \_CalJander

nver^cay,.5T A^, Arrochar fe^Doune-X°N(on Looh Lo
\ Lunoh.

.<^Drymen ^^^
(on Locfi Lonjond), ^.^'^•r^

V
(OcDc^

EDINBURGH
sixth Day. 105 miles

Scottish Six Days' Trials route, June 6tli to lltli, 1910.

THE T.T. RACE FUND.
Further donations to the Tourist Trophy Race fund are

as under : E. M. P. Boileau, 10s. ; Manx Automobile Club.
£2 4s. 6d. (made up as follows : G. Drinkwater £1 Is., D
Gilmour 2s. 6d., and T. H. Moors £1 Is); R. E. S.
Spender, Ss. ; Vacuum Oil Co., £5 5s.; Continental Tyre
Co.

, £3 3s. ; Bowden's Patents Syndicate, £5 5s.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE IN WARFARE.
LAST Thursday evening at the Auto Cycle Union and

R.A.C. associates' -jremises. 112, Piccadilly, Captain

Battine (late 7th Dragoon Guards and 15th Hussars)

delivered an interesting and instructive lecture on

"The Role of the Motor Cycle in Campaigning." Lieut.

-

Col. Aspinall presided

Captain Battine said there was a tendency on the part

of persons ignorant of military matters to exaggerate what

could be done with motor cycles in war. It was always

the unexpected that happened, and not only commonsense

was required in war, but special knowledge, and the special

laiowledge which the owners of motor cycles could bring to

l,he aid of the authorities would be of the greatest use.

One great weakness of motor cycles was the tremendous

length of room which they would take up on a road, thus

offering easy targets for the enemy. Field guns were now
trained to such a jpitch of accuracy that they could sweep

at a range of four miles any given space. Hence he

thought that the proper role of motor bicycles in war was

to be attached to other units rather than be a unit in

themselves. For reporting and carrying despatches the

motor bicycle had been found in che recent manoeuvres

invaluable.

Some Duties of a Military Motor Cyclist.

In war motor cyclists could also be used to rush a

bridge or hold a railwaj' station temporarily, hold a defile,

or ascertain in advance whether a particular pass was

open or not. No doubt they would assist in reconnoitring,

bat he did not think the motor cyclist would be able to

go beyond the line of his own outposts. Undoubtedly the

best way in which they could be employed would be upon
the lines of communication, and not as fighting machines

themselves. For police work also the value of the motoi;

cycle would be immense. Those unacquainted with

military matters did not realise the great, practical difficulty

of moving troops in concert or getting the different units

at a given spot at a given moment. The employment of

motor cycles to carry orders to different generals and
transmit news of what was occurring was self-evident and
needed no emphasising. The real difficulty in getting

troops to act in concert was felt most on the battlefield

itself, and although space was now overcome by telephone,

telegraph, and in the future perhaps by wireless, there

was still nothing like having the verbal report from the

man who had actually seen the position with his own eyes.

With regard to bringing up ammunition, he did not think

that motor cycles could do more in this respect than was
at present done by motor car. Artillery and modern rifles

consumed ammunition at such a rate that large and heavy
supplies were indispensable. What could be carried on a

motor cycle would practically be of no use whatever to the

firing line. A great deal of the work which had hitherto

fallen on cavalry would in future fall on the motor cycles.

Of course, there was the question of the supply of petrol,

and a system would have to be devised for storing it at

proper spots and in sufficient quantities. No doubt that
would be a feature of modern organisation in war. Per-
sonally he was not one of those who believed in the danger
of invasion, though, of course, this country had been
invaded before and might be invaded again. The probable
points of invasion would be as before, the east and south
coasts. He urged that we should take a lesson from the
experience of the Franco-German war. In this country
there should be a complete and efficient organisation sl

that motorists of all sorts would know where to go and
what to do in case of invasion. Without such preparation
all would be confusion, and the splendid material and
machines at the disposal of the military authorities would
be of no avail. (Cheers,)

Captain Trapmann (25th County of London Territorials),

from personal experience with the manceuvres, testified to

the disadvantage of motor cycles for scouting purposes on
account of the noise being heard a long distance away. He
referred to the hindrance to swift communication owing to

troops monopolising the whole of a roadway, and suggested
that commanding officers should insist on a road being kept
open to the right of a marching column for fast traffic.

Mr. P. W. Bischoff endorsed the view that some
knowledge of military matters was required by motor
cyclists before they could be of use even for despatch work.
Mr. Summers urged that there was plenty of material for

the military authorities to work upon, but he thought a
new tj'pe of machine was required for military purposes.
This, however, would not be forthcoming until there was a
definite status for motor cyclists in the field.

Mr. Stafford urged the importance of motor cyclists being
able to read a map quickly and accurately.
Mr. Hart said that from what he had seen from the

Thames Valley manceuvres last year the pedal cyclists

would be of no use on roads cut up by marching troops
and heavy mechanically-propelled transport waggons. A
specially equipped machine with puncture-proof tyres was
essential.

The Lecturer's Reply.
Captain Battine replied to the various points which had

been raised. He explained the difficulty of keeping large
bodies of men to one side of the road. A column of cyclist,s

would be an extremely difficult body to manage, and along
a white road would present the most excellent target for

modern field artillery. In fact, they would be annihilated.
If the A.C:U. were made the centre for organisation he
thought something could be done in the direction of

organising motor cyclists for military purposes. There- was
no doubt that just as in civil life motor traction was
asserting itself, so in military affairs motor traction must
also assert itself, for the problem of obtaining a sufficient

and constant supply of horses was becoming every year
more difficult.

AUTO CYCLE UNION OFFICIALS.
At a committee meeting of the A.C.U. last week, the

following officers for 1910 were elected : Chairman, Mr.
Robert Todd ; vice-chairmen, Messrs. J. Lyons-Sampson, C.

A. Smith, H. P. E. Harding, and V. Hart; hon. treas., Mr
C. A. Smith, The above are ex-oMcio members of all com-
mittees. The following are the A,C.U. sub-committees for

1910 :

Competitions.—iMessrs. J. W. G. Brooker, A. G. Rey-
nolds, A. Sharp, F. A. Hardy, E, J. Bass, R. G, Booth, D.
K, Hall, C. C, Cooke, E, M, P, Boileau, and H, B. Renner.

AfTO Cycle Legion Sub-committee,—Messrs. H. A,
Wildy, H, P, E, Harding, T). K, Hall, W, Cooper, an'l

I, J, G, Babbage,

Finance Committee,—Messrs, E. P. Hawkins, F. A.

Hardy, E, J, Bass, and H. B. Renner,

Relations and Lkoi.slative Sub-committee,—Messrs, E.

J, Bass, F, A. Hardy, J, W, G. Brooker, H, G, Cove, and
W Pratt.

Representing the A.C.U. on the R.A.C. (Jenkbal
Committee.—Messrs. Robert Todd, G. F. Sharp, V. Hart,
H. G. Cove, H. P. E, Harding, A. G, Reynolds, D, K. Hall.

R. G. Booth, and F. Straight (secretary).

MIDLAND MEET OF MOTOR CYCLISTS
STRATFORD=ON=AVON.

On Whit-Monday ,
next the third annual meet of motor'

cyclists will be held at Stratford-on-Ayon as arranged at the
meeting of club delegates last year. On the last occasion

150 motor cyclists gathered together, and a very enjoyab!o
time was spent. It is hoped the number will reach 250 r.

least this year. A special large dining room has been
booked at the Swan's Nest Hotel with balcony overlooking
the river, and boats and a motor launch will be reserved,

A full programne will be issued shortly, but in the mean-
time club secretaries who have not rec^eived particulars are
requested to write Mr, R, Vernon C. Brook, Oakdene, Cam-
bridge Road, King's Heath, Pi/mingham.

In our report of the M.C.C. Jarrott Cup competition on
March 31st, it was stated that F. C. Dee (7 h.p; V.S.) had
suffered tyre troibles. This, he informs us, v/as not the

case, as the Peter Union tyres he used did not cause him
the slightest trouble, and during the three or four years lie

has used these covers they have given him every satisfaction.

Considering that Mr. Dee was riding a powerful twin, tin

length of the course, and the loose condition of the roads,

the behaviour of his Peter Union tyres was remarkably good.
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April 14.- 753 p.m.

„ 16 7.56 „

,.18 8.0 „

„ 20 8.3 „

The Lightweight Prize in the Land's End
Trial.

Last week we credited A. J. Stevens

with being second in the running for

the lightweight prize in the Jarrott

cup competition, but we now find that

liis Wolf engine exceeded the limit of

340 cc. W. W. Douglas comes next

in order of merit to G. L. Fletcher (2|

h. p. Douglas), R. 0. Clark on the 2{

h.p. lightweight F.N. being third.

An Unfortunate Occurrence.

C. Rice-Osley, of Shrewsbury, will

have the sympathies of all motor

cyclists. He was returning home from

testing his twin-cylinder machine on

Wenlock Edge, when it caught fire

owing to the waste petrol tap turning

on. The motor was totally destroyed.

The rider escaped with a shaking sus-

tained through jumping out of the

saddle to avoid the flames.

The T.T. Race.

Prospective competitors in the Inter-

national Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy

Race on May 26th should note that

entries finally close on Saturday,

April 30th.

So far, the Tourist Trophy entries

are represented by
machines of three

countries — England,

America, and France.

Before the list

closes, we hope
the entries will

bear a more In-

ternational as-

pect.

Permit.

A permit has been granted by the
A.G.U. to hold motor cycle races at

the Tunbridge Wells Sports on Whit-
Monday.

Collier's Choice for the T.T.

Charles R. Collier, whose photograph
is published below, has already decided
upon his Tourist Trophy mount, and,
in fact, has covered several hundred
miles on it. Again C. R. will pin his

faith to the short stroke engine, the
dimensions of his J. A. P. being 85 by
58.5 mm. = 664 cc. capacity, i.e..

7 cc. short of the limit. In design, the
engine is very similar to the one his

brother, H. A. Collier, used when he
won the Trophy last year. It has
mechanically-operated overhead valves,
magneto ignition, and a Loriguemare
carburetter controlled by thumb slides.

C. R. Collier has competed in all

three T.T. races. He won the
Trophy in 1907, was second in

1908, and his brother won last

year. The two brothers iliay be

expected to do their utmost to

keep the International Trophv in

the British Isles

at least another

JpeAXU.R.6S

WESTWARD HO ! WITH A SIDECAR.
Illustrated.

M.C.C: INTER-TEAM TRIAL RULES.

COMPRESSION : THE LIMIT.

Inter-team Hill-climb.

F. A. Hardy, who was a competitor
in the inter-team hill-climbing com-
petition at Sutton Bank on March 26th,
wishes us to point out to our readers
that the reason he and other riders
were disqualified in Class V was be-
cause they had entered two-speed geared
machines in a class intended solely for
machines with fixed gears. Mr. Hardy's
intention was to use only one gear,
and if required to ha-^e the change
gear lever sealed. He says that, in

his opinion, a two-speed geared machine
should be allowed to compete against
single-geared machines provided the
gear lever is sealed, otherwise the addi-
tional cost of the gear may deter some
riders from equipping their machines
with what many regard as an indis-

pensable accessory.

Imports o{ Motor Cycles.

There was a big revival in the im-
ports of motor cycles and parts last

month, as may be seen by the figures
below culled from the Board of Trade
returns :

1908. 1909. 1910.
Value of motor cycles imported

—

£2,998 £4,018 £4,754
Parts thereof

—

£2,614 £1,947 £6,131

£5,612 £5,965 £10,885

The import figures for the three months
ended 31st March were £17,190,
£13,359, and £24,797 in 1908-9 and
1910 respectively.

Exports of British Machines.

British exports show a correspond-
ing increase, easily eclipsing previous
figures for the same periods; Last
month's exports were represented as
follows :

1908. 1909.^ 1910.
Value of motor cycles imported

—

£2.463 £4,357 £7,560
Parts thereof

—

£1,858 £3,272 £2,901

C. R. Collier and the Malchless-J.A.P. he will ride in next montli's Tourist Trophy Baca. The engine has
overhead valves, and the bore and strolie are 85 x 58'5 mm. The machine is fitted with Bosch magneto,
Shamrock-Gloiia lin. belt, and Hutchinson 26x2iln. tyres.

£4,321 £7,629 £10,461

The rapid increase in our exports is

illustrated by the under-mentioned
figures for the three months ended
31st March, and it will be seen that
in two years exports have more than
doubled.

1908. 1909. 1910.

Valae of motor cycles imported

—

£6,183 £10,876 £22,818
Parts thereof

—

£7,046 £7,720 £8,088

£13,229 £18,596 £30,906
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A Good Suggestion.

Ancnt tlie discussion on the sug-

gested curtailment of n.otor cycle trials,

a correspondent this week suggests

that the Auto Cycle Union and the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
and Traders' Union should co-operate,

the one body representing motor
cyclists and the other manufacturers.
Trials and competitions could then be

promoted jointly.

Dangers of "hanging on."

Early last week, a pedal cyclist was
badly injured by colliding violently

with a car. It appears that the cyclist

in question was riding behind a motor
cyclist with his head down. The motor
cyclist safely passed the oncoming car,

but the cyclist swerved, and dai'hcd

right in front of the car, and was
thrown through the glass screen. He
now lies in a precarious condition.

The motor cyclist was John F. Keller,

of Birkenliead, and he writes that he
had warned the cyclist several times.

Quarterly Trial Entries.

The following entries have been re-

ceived for the Spring Quarterly Trial,

which will be held over the usual

course, starting from Uxbridge at 9

a.m. on Wednesday next.

W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradbury).
W. Pratt (3i h.p. P.. and M.)'^

H. Roberts (3^ h.p. P. and M.)
The Clyno Eng. Co. (5-6 h.p. Clyno).

E. A. Golliver (2i h.p. P. and M.) '

E. H. Lees (7 h.p. Indian).

E. B. Dickson (7 h.p. Indian)."

B. A. Hill (3^ h.p. Kerry-Abingdon).
C. K. Wigi-ara (5 h.p. Rex).
G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p. Douglas).

J. G. T. Firth (3^ h.p. P. and M.)
R. Sampson (Sj h.p. Precision).

V\ . A. Lockwood (3^ h.p. P. and M).
t. Phillip (3i hk|). Scott).

Police Traps.

Police traps are in operation between
Lbndon Colney and St. Albans, and
between St. Albans and Redbourne,
on the main road from London to

Dunstable, vid Barnet.

\
FUTURE EVENTS. <!

^ April 20— A.C.U. Second Quarterly Trial. (

j) „ 27-28—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting. ,

V „ 30—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb. ^

y May 4— B M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.
(

.
,, 4— Herts. County A.C. (motor cycle section)

^ Open Hill-climb. (

>) „ 13, 14, and 16 (Whitsun)—M.C.C. London- r

•s Edinburgh and London-Edinburgh
^ and Back Runs. (

!) „ 26 (Thurs.)—INTERNATIONAL MOTOR ,

. CYCLE T.T. RACE ''

y ,, 27— Open Hill-climb m the Isle of Man. (1

)\ June 4—Motor Cycling Club second private race

^
meeting & gymkhana at Brooklands.

y ,, 6-1 1—Scottish SiK Days' Open Reliability

\ Trial, organised by Edinburgh M.C.C.
'^

„ 18—M.C.C. TEAP- TRIAL FOR "THE
MOTOR CiCLE" CHALLENGE
CUP. Competing Teams : Motor
Cycling Club (holders), Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C., Bristol B. and
M.C., Streatham and District M.C.,
Sutton Coldfield A.C., and Edinburgh f

M.C.C.
^

„ 25—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb. (

July4-9—A.C.U. Six Days End-to-end Trials.
/j.

r'©/'©/'©/©/ '- '©/'©z'©/©^'©/©/©/©/©/©/©/?

The Next Brooklands Meeting.

Four handicap races have been in-

cluded in the Brooklands programme
for the two-day meeting on April 27th
and 28th. Entries close to-day at 12

The Staxton HlU-cllmb.

The Auto Cycle Union has written
to the clubs who organised the Staxton
Hill-climb, and to the riders who took
part in it, to ask for an explanation as

to why they were associated with or

competed in an unauthorised event.

Tenth Anniversary of the 1,000 Miles Trial.

The first one thousand miles trial

promoted by the then Automobile Club
took place on April 23rd, 1900. A
committee has been formed to organise

a celebration of the pioneer event on
Friday, April 22nd, and those who
took part in this trial and others who
would wish to participate in the cele-

bration should send their names to

Mr. Claude Johnson, c/o Rolls Royce,
Ltd., Derby. It is suggested that the

celebration should take the form of a

luncheon at a conveniently situated

town. The motor cycles which com-
peted in the 1,000 miles trial of 1900
were three Ariels (a quad and two
tricycles)—one with trailer, one Cen-
tury tandem, one Empress tricycle,

one Royal Enfield quad, one M.M.C.
tricycle, and one Simras tricycle.

M.C.C. Race Meeting and Gymkhana.

The second private race meeting of

the M.C.C. is to be held at Brook-

lands on Saturday, June 4th. The
skeleton programme includes the mider-

mentioned events foi motor cycles :

Six handicap races, a hill-climbing

competition (handicap), skilful driving

competition (Mrs. Jarrott's prize), four

gymkhana races, and a great sporting

match. With regard to the latter, it

will be between well-known racing

members, and the idea is to arrange a

race for a Rex, Triumph, and Indian
(and others if they can be found)

machines to be picked from stock.

Another interesting event proposed
is a push bicycle race, one lap (handi-

cap; If only Edge, Stocks, Jarrott,

Schafer, Platt-Betts, Hooydonk, and
Ilsley, who were all prominent cyclists

at one time, will turn out, a good race

is assured. The hon. sec. is S. H.
Fry, 5, Highbury Grove, N.

J. Gibson. A. J. Moorhouse. C. B. Taylor. C. E. Bennett. D. R. Clarke.

A group of six well-known riders of Indian motor cycles, W. H. Wells, the London manager of the Hendee Mfg. Co., standing
group, Moorhouse, Bennett, Clarke and Bentley are to compete for the Tourist Trophy.

W. 0. Bentley.

in the centre. Of this
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Auto Cycle Union (Midland Centre).

The annual general meeting will be held this day (14th

inst.) at headquarters, when the A.C.U. inter-club cham-
pionship will be discussed, and other business transacted.

Bradford M.C.C.

The minor chmb has been postponed until the 23rd inst.

on account of difBculty re hill. The Rex Cup 150 Miles

Reliability Trial will be run on the 24th inst. over a sealed

course. Previous gold medallists are barred.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

A general meeting will be held at the new headquarters,

the Hop Market Hotel, Worcester, on Saturday evening

next at 8.30, for the purpose of electing an hon. secretary,

committee, and other officials. Motor cyclists hailing from

Worcester, Malvern, Evesham, and Pershore will be cordi-

ally welcomed.

Winchester and District M.C.C.

A general meeting was held at the Tichborne Chambers
on Tuesday, last week, Mr. C. E. Godwin in the chair.

The opening run was fixed for to-day (Thursday), starting

from the Market Hotel, Winchester, at 2.30 p.m., to

Basingstoke (via Alresford and Alton). Tea at Basingstoke

at 5 o'clock. A series of interesting events will be arranged •

during the summer, and a successful year is anticipated.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The first competition—a hill-climb on Burke-Brow, near

Guisbro'—is to be held on Saturday next. An appeal is

now made io all motor cyclists in the district to join the

club, and particulars will be sent to anyone interested by

the hon. sec, Geoffrey W. Liddle, 367, Linthorpe Road,
Middlesbrough. The sports hon. sec. is W. A. George, 27,

Nelson Street, South Bank.

Shropshire M.C.C.

The above club held its opening run to Hereford. Owing
to the inclemency of the weather the attendance was leather

poor, but notwithstanding the elements the few who went

thoroughly enjoyed the run. The following runs have been

chosen for April : Thursday, 14th inst., Llanrhaida, start

2.30; Sunday, 17th inst., Lake Vyrnwy, start 10.30; Thurs-

day, 28th inst., Tong via Shifnal, start 2.30.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Owing to pressure of business, J. Haslam has been

compelled to resign the secretaryship of the above club.

The new secretary is Daniel Bradbury, 3, Fulmer Road,

Sheffield. He would like the names and addresses of club

secretaries in the North to facilitate the arrangement of

inter-club meets, competitions, , etc. At a meeting held at

headquarters on the 7th inst. it was decided to re-affiliate

to the Motor Union.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

This young club has now a membership roll of forty-six

active riders ; it is going strong, and the weekly runs are

well attended. The competition season will be opened with
a paperchase to-day (Thursday), meeting at Groby Road
terminus at 2.20. The members will have to follow the
hares over an intricate route in the Bosworth district. A
smoking concert will be held some time this month at head-
quarters, and Mr. Spring, hon. sec. of the Nottingham
M.C.C, has kindly promised to give a lantern lecture on
that occasion.

Bristol Bicycle and Motor Club.

The first of three reliability trials arranged for 1910 will

be held on Saturday next, starting 2 p.m. sharp. The follow-
ing is the route. Start—Stoke Gifford (Beaufort Arms),
thence Hambrook, Winterbourne, Iron Acton, Rangeworthy,
Cromhall, turn left top of Charfield Hill to Falfield, thence
main Gloucester Road to Thornbury. Alveston, Almondsbury,
Patchway, turn Jeft before reaching fourth milestone to
Stoke Gifford. The circuit to be covered three times, the
last one being reversed. Entrance fee, 2s. for each of the
three trials. Entries should be sent to E. J. Prosser, 1,

Brecknock Road, Knowle.

York County M.C.C.
On the 17th fast, there is a run to Hull, meeting at

Roundhay P.O. at 10 o'clock, and journeying via Hull.
The consumption trial is fixed for the 23rd inst.

Southern M.C.
Club run on the 17th inst. is to Worthing: lunch. Rail-

way Hotel
; tea at Dog and Bacon, Horsham. As the

handbook of the above club is now nearing completion, the
hon. see. will be pleased if any change of address, members'
telephone numbers, or any information likely to be useful,
IS sent to him at once.

Birmingham M.C.C.
The second Saturday run of the season was held last

Saturday, the venue being Rose Hill on the Lickevs
Several members went with the idea of trying their
machines up the hill, but unfortunately the "law"
ordained otherwise, as a plain clothes policeman and onem uniform were on the hill. Some fifteen members sat down
to an enjoyable tea
Next Saturday the run is to Sudbury, via Lichfield

Meet, Perry Barr Station, 2.45; distance about 30 miles.
On the 17th mst. there is a whole day run to Farlow

Bank. Meet, Fountain, Hagley Road, 10.30 a.m.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
A speed-judging trial was held last Saturday over a

distance of eight miles. Competitors assembled at the Red
Lodge, Fosse Road. It was decided to hold this particular
event, because so early in the season few members have as
yet tuned up their machines to concert pitch, and this kind
of trial is a sort of go as you please event. The result was

Time
declared

Name. Machine. previous
to run.

Actual Error
time ofjudg-

taken. mert.

27 .

25 .

26 30 .

26 30 ,.

48 .

27 .

30 30 ..

27 ..

m. s. m. s.

26 36 . . 6
27 10 . . 10
25 43 . . 43
25 39 . . 51
24 39 . . 1 51
45 38 . . 2 22
24 36 . . 2 24
33 50 . . 3 20
34 6 . . 7 6

C. R. Smith (3i C.C.R., Smith) 26 30
J. Fairburn (3i C.C.R., Smith) — "

Geo. Brough (3^ Brough)
Jos. Mitchell (3^ Triumph) ...

F. P. Johnson (7-8 Matchless)...
J. W, Cos (3i T.T. Triumph) .;.

J. E. Trueman (7-8 Matchless)...
R. G. Toplis (3i Triumph) ...

G. W. Canham (3i Rex)

Pontefract M.C.C.

At the monthly meeting at the Queen's Hotel, Ponte-
fract, on the 6th inst., it was announced that there are
four trophies for competition. They were allocated as
follows

: Trophy by Col. Shaw (president), for an annual
reliability trial to be competed for in July ; Mr. W. J.
Robson's cup, for a hill-climb in June

;
prize' by Dr. Dolan

(captain), for a speed-judging competition in August ; and
members' trophy, for a reliability trial in September.

Gathering on the occasion of a run ol the newly-tormed Ripon and
District M.C.C.

J
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RELIABILITY PROVED
Essex M.C. 200 Miles Run.

HIGHEST AWARD.

SPEED PROVED
M.C.C. Meeting at

Brooklands

—

Ist.

HILL-CLIMBING
ABILITIES PROVED

Full Marks for

both Test Hills ^^ / »!> j

A.O.U. j^/4^^^^
QUARTERLY
TRIALS,
1910.

/^,

J"

^

i^ ^.^

//

Cycles.

.pes turned
over and
brazed.

^

"<%.
<&.

-^^

RELIABILITY

HILL- CLIMBING
VV%GSLn^

PERFECTION
Call and inspect or write -for Catalogue:

THE SERVICE CO., Ltd.,

292-3, High Holborti, W.C
'Phone: 260 Central and 2071 City. 'Grams: "Admittedly, London." ,/////.

In a/nswering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Perfection?
One constantly reads o< the perfec-

tion of the modem motor cycle, and
it may be granted to a few firms that
B'orkraansliip and finish fall littli-'

short of it ; but. respecti is design and
material, there is a good deal to be
dune yet-

Now where does this perieetion lie?

Is it in cylinders cast with an alto
gi'ther superfluous amount of metal in
tiie radiating fins, which, to conduce
to good radiation, should present a
maximum surface of metal with a
minimxim amount?

Is it fittiug a cast-iron piston, when
a steel one could, for strength, be
made much lighter, which is very
iimch required in moving parts of
high speed? Or perhaps it is in
fitting pistons with ecccutrically-
iiirned rings, which means that one
side of the ring is much thicker than
the other, so that, when the cuts are
in one line, the piston is forced over
to that side of the cylinder where
tlie rings are tliinnest ; loss of com-
jtression takes place, and uneven
wear of both cylinder and piston.

Is it in the breakage of valves,

which seems to be a common defect,
re which, in writing .some time ago.
I suggested that it valves were drop
lurged of tough .-iteel. with a very
small amount of carbon [as higii

percentage of carbon is simply ask-
ing for erosinu). thus having the
tensile resistance runing froiu ^pindle
til valve lip unbroken, tbere would be
less complaint, pioviaiug the hori-

zontal planes of valve seating and
valve head were truly right-angled to
perpendicular planes of guides and
spindles respectively: otherwise, no
matter how well the valve was made.
it must break?

Is it in the flanges of exhaust
pipes coming adriit so commonly?
'I'his defect is always put down to
vibration, which, by tiie way. is an
excuse for many defects- No ; bad
brazing is the cause, for no amount
of vibration will sever a soundly-
brazed joint- Outsine bearin^rs 01
timing pinions, in some niai.iiines.

get very sparse lubrication. The
spindles eould be drilled blind, and
a small hole drilled at right angles
about centre of bearing, which would
ensure lubrication, and. at the same
time, lighten the pinions- The ex-
haust valve pinion .-spindle, to which
is attached spur wJieel for driving
magneto, could be drilled riglit

'

through. The writer had that done.
and has no complaint on th%^ score
of lack of oil. If the spindle is too
small to bear a small hole being
drilled, fit a iiu. or Ain- Rotherham
oil cup exactly over

, magneto spur .

wheel, and if bore is so large that
oil runs through too quickly, choke
it with worsted or piece of wire, so
that oil will drop-

Do we see perfection in holes for
bushing being out of alignment, the
defect being dodged uv boring bush
eccentrically, so that iin- thickness
of bush may be 1-1 6in. on one side
and 3-1 6in. on the otnerp Or is it

in the parts which should be thor-
oughly case-hardened, but whitdi,
from the wear, seemeu to liave only
smelt some prussiate of potash—

a

lazy and indefensible method, only
to be used, as a makeshift?

One can hardly pasd through a
tovm without seeing an old Huiuber
or Exielsior running;, yet where are
the 1904. 1905. 1906 machines of
tJieir contemporary makers? And
what 1907 machines there are have
mostly been re-engineu- Time alone
t;ived proof of material and work-
manship.

Perfection must unquestionably
mean reliability, and the large
amount of faith both the authorities
and riders plared in their imchines
was fully borne out by the one allow-
ing an hour every day for a week to
bility, and reliability means perfec-
tion.

Novice.
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Oxford M.C.C.

The members' opening hill-climb will be held on Saturday,
May 7th, at 3.30 p.m., when the headquarters for the day
will be the Unicorn Hotel, Teddington.

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.

Mr. H. R. Lane having resigned the post of hon. secretary

to the club, Mr. Howard Smith, " The Dingle," Four Oaks,
the former trials hon. secretary, has taken up the position

of general hon. secretary.

A speed-judging competition was held on Saturday last.

Each competitor balloted for a ticket on which was stated

the speed in m.p.h. he was to average throughout the run.

The route was from headquarters via Stonebridge to the
Abbey Hotel, Kenilworth. Tlie result was : 1, W. B.

Clayton (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ; 2, Howard Smith (3^ h.p.

Triumph) ; 3, J. W. Leno "(3^ h.p. P.M.C.)

Bolton and District M.C.C.

A speed-judgment competition is to be held on the 23rd
insfc. to Blackpool (37 miles). Entries close on Thuredaj!
nest. Gold and bronze club medals will be awarded.

Coventry and Warwielssliire M.C.

The organisation of the motor reconnaissance, to be held
on April 30th, is well in hand, and at a committee meeting
on the 6th the routes to be occupied' by the defending
force were explained.
The club wishes to secure the assistance of as many

motor cych'sts as possible, and cordially invites members of

local clubs within a radius of 25 miles of Coventry to par-

ticipate in the event, when positions will be allotted to

them as near as possible to the districts in which they
reside. Intending participants should communicate with
the hon. sec, E. W. Walford, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry!

Sutton Coldfleld

A.C. speed judg-

ing contest last

Saturday. Timing {

in J. W. Lenp,

the last to finish,

outside the Abbey

Hotel, Kenil

worth. He was

third in the com>

petition.

.^SL&.

INTER-TEAM RELIABIUtY TRIAL.

The officials results of the above trial to Harrogat© and
back for the,. Service Cup are given hereunder. Last week
we announced that the Herts County A.C. were the winners
of the cup for the first year, and the marks lost by the
riders representing the competing teams are detailed below.
The first nine in each club (omitting Mrs. C. Cooke, who

did not wish to be in the team), form the team, and the cup
has been awarded on these results

:

Herts Cotojty A.C.
Name. Marks lost,

C. C. Cookem Triumph) 6

F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.) ... 1

B. Marians (3i P. & M.) 9

A. H. Colliver {3i
Triumph)

E. A. Colliver (3i
Triumph)

W. Pratt m P. and M.)
E. M. Down (5 Indian)

Mrs. C. C. Cooke (3i
Triumph)

A. V. Deacock (3 Wan-
derer)

J.S.Harwood(3iP. &M.)
F. G. Beard (3^ Scott) 50

H. Karslake Z^ Dread-
nought) 100

W. Cooper (3i Bradbury) 104

North-West London M.C.C
Name. Marks lost

R. G. Goslett (3iP.&M.) 6

A. J. Browne (9 Bat
and sidecar) 7

G. Kowden (9 Bat and
sidecar) 13

C. S. Westacott (3i
Triumph) " 13

H. Bean (3i Triumph) 18

G. S. Purchase (3^

Triumph) 18

W. Davenport (3^

Triumph) 21

G.H.Hollis(3i Triumph) 27

C. M. Simpson (5 V.S.) 32

H. V. Bate (5 V.S. and
sidecar) ... ... 110

C. A. Stern (3^ N.S.U.)
retired.'

Herts County A.C. Awards.
Silver Cups.—Messrs. Cooke, Hardy, E. A. Colliver, A.

H. Colliver, Pratt, Down, Mrs. Cooke, Deacock and Har-
wood.

Silver Medal.—F. G. Beard.
Bronze Medal.—H. Karslake.

B.M.C.R.C. SECOND 1910 MEMBERS' MEETING.

THE following weie the entries for yesterday's

B.M.G.R.C. meeting at Brooklands, details of which

were given on page' 298 last week :

Reoobd Tna'B Trials.

Class A.—C. Patteson (Moto-Reve, 50 by 70 mm.) ; W
Chitty (Givaudan, 70 by 70 mm.)

Class B.—H. Martin (Martin, 85 by 60 mm.) ; G. L.

Fletcher (Douglas, 60 by 60 mm.) ; W. Chitty (Martin, 86

by 60 mm.)
"Class C—F. A. McNab (Trump-J.A.P., 85 by 85 mm.);

A. C. Maitland (Trump-J.A.P., 85 by 85 mm.); R. C.

Griesbach (Triumph, 84 by 86 mm.) ; F. A. Applebee (Rex,

83 by 89 mm.); R. T. Exshaw (Zenith-Gradua, 85 by 85

mm.); S. A. M. Whitham {Triumph, 85 by 88 mm.); S.

Findlater (A.S.L., 85 by 85 mm.)
Class D.—H. H. Bowen (Bat, 85 by 58 mm.); W. 0.

Bentley (Indian, 70 by 83 mm.) ; C. E. Bennett (Indian;

70 by 83 mm.); W. H. Wells (Indian, 70 by 83 mm.); G.

Lee Evans (Indian, 70 by 80 mm.) ; D. R. Clark (Indian,

70 by 83 mm.)
Class E.—G. Lee Evans (Indian, 82.5 by 83 mm.)

Relay Race.
McNab and Bowen; Maitland and C. R. Collier (Match-'

less, 85 by 58 mm.); Grie<:bach and Colver (Matchless);

Exshaw and H. A. Collier (Matchless); Applebee and

Gpiger (V.S.)

One Hotjr Todhist Trophy Race.

F. A. McNab; H. H. Bowen; A. C. Maitland; C. E.

Collier; R. C. Griesbach; H. V. CoLver ; B. Yates (Humber,

85 by 88 mm.) ; W. 0. Bentley; R. T. Exshaw; M. Geiger;

C. E. Bennett; C. Patteson; G. Lee Evans; J. Gibson;

D. R. Clarke; H A. Collier; A. G. Fenn; T. A. Carter

(Humber, 84 by 70 mm.); J. F. Crundall (Humber, 85

by 88 mm.)
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L.o^soo^l

M.C.C. EASTER TRIAL
—March 25-28--—
London to Land's End and Back

555 MILES-

of the winners of GOLD MEDALS, as well as

the winner of the TROTMAN GUP for Light-

weights (Mr. G. L. Fletcher on a Douglas), used

ROM A I.I.-BRITIS H
NON-SKBODING

TYRES
Fully Illustrated Booklet free on request.

THE ROM TYRE & RUBBER CO. (1909), LT».,
31. BROOK STREET, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.
Telephone: 1513 Holborn. Telegrams: "Romdom, London."

MANCHESTER—Brown Bros., Ltd., Deansgate. EDINBORGH—N.S.U. Scottish Agency, 167,
Morrison Street. PRESTON—Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., County Garage (opposite Central
Station). BtRMINGHAIV!—Thos. Chyton & Son, Ltd., 125-6, New Street. LEEDS—A. I.

Greenwood, 39, Guildford Street. SHEFFIELD—J. Haslam, 293, Ecclesall Road. N. LONDON
—Godfrey, Appiebee & Micklewood, The Broadway, Muswell Hill ; N. London Garage, Corsica
Street (open day and night). LINCOLN—W. J. Binks & Co., St. Benedict's Square.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—The Percy Cycle Co„ Northumberland Street. BRISTOL—Whole-
sale, E.London Rubber Co., 101-2, Thomas St. Retail. Eli Clark, 223, Cheltenham Rna'i

In answermg these adverfisemenU it is deeirahle to mention " The Motor Cyele."
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The

Li*Jflot^«

For PLEASURE or BUSINESS.

The Motor Bicycle that

''Starts like a car.
11

Auto Varia Pulley.

FREE
ENGINE

iPat. No. 19697/081,

Footbocurd

Starter,

L.M.C. 3H.P-
Engine.

85x88 M.O.V.

Ball Bearings.

Patent Piston.

PRICE from

£49.
Designed by W. J. LLOYD, Designer of the "OKlGlNAL QUADRANTS"

A Luxurious Mount. Efficient. Reliable. Comfortable.
Write for Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue, also "Riders' Opinions," post free.

^.rVl.C. Free Engine and Variable Patent Pulley, 63/- and 73/6.
Suits any standard engine.

L.M.C. Parts for 'Original Quadrants' from stock, lists free. A few second-hand 'Quadrants' for disposal, guaranteed perfect.

The LLOYD MOTOR S ENGINEERING Co.,
L.M.C Works :

132, Monument Rd., . Birmingiiam.

A

ALMER

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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LEIURS TO THE. EDITOIR.

Cotabining Business and Pleasure.

[4695.]—I am commercial travelling at present per motor

cycle, and have ridden from North Wales down to

Mertliyr. My return trip includes Abergavenny, Brecon,

Builtli, Llandrindod, Welshpool, Chester, and home. I have
saved pounds in railway, tares, and find the motor cycle

much faster than the railway train, and, of course, more
convenient. Some of the scenery that I have passed

through has been magnificent. H. GIBSON.

How to Overhaul a Motor Cycle.

[4595.]—A small detail regarding an interesting article

under the above heading in The Motor Cycle has lately

occurred to me.
The reader was recommended to have the exhaust valve

seating "trued up ' when a "pocket" formed after re-

peated grinding in. Then a bigger headed exhaust valve

fitted restores the power. But the user must note if the

valve cap opening is big enough to allow of a larger diameter

valve being passed through it before he sends cylinder away
to have alterations carried out. (Dr.) T. S. WATSON.

Motor Cycle Tyres.

[4597.]—! was pleased to see letter 4580, signed J. F.

Bviggs. in the issue of The Motor Ci/cle for the 31st ult. , as

I suffered from the same trouble five weeks ago. In seven

days I had my tube cut four times, without having any
weight on whatsoever through sharp spoke heads. I cured
the trouble by fitting a band two inches wide, made of

green baize, and made the join with elastic, which keeps

the band tight and prevents it from moving when taking

a tube out. Half a yard is sufficient when cut in strips

and sewn together for two wheels. I have not had a

puncture since fitting these bands. BERNARD LEE.

Automatic Carburetters.

[4698,]—I notice in " Ixion's " Comments of March
31st that he refers to a carburetter suitable for the
" unmechanical duffer."

It may interest your readers to learn that a carburetter

with onfe lever control was patented by me, and is at

present used by the Quadrant Jlotor Go.. Ltd.
This carburetter is, I believe, the simplest that has, up

to the time of writing, been put on the market. It is

so designed that it is impossible for the most inexperienced
rider to get a wrong mixture, and although the Quadrant
Co. fit two types of carburetters, most of their riders

prefer the single lever control, and I myself at the present
moment am experimenting with a single lever control

carburetter which I believe, when finished, will give as

nerfect a mixture at all speeds as it is possible to obtain.

T. SILVER.

The. Taxation Question.

[4599.]—Your correspondent in letter No. 4670 suggests
that the tax on small cars is not sufficient according to the
tax on motor cycles, but when we consider that an 8 h.p.
tricaT or motor bicycle is only taxed at present 15s., and a

5 h.p. car £2 2s., merely because it has one more wheel,
I don't quite agree with him. He also says that motor
cycles should be taxed according to h.p. Now the petrol
taxes the" large machines much mor« than the small ones,

and I rautt say I think it would be better to tax all motors
according to their market value if it were possible. A man
who can afford a £50 machine can afford to pay more in

taxation than he who pays £15 for a secondhand one. This
plan would give many <?f the poorer class a chance in the
sport, and would help to make ti'ade better, as the old

machine could be disposed of easily. I should like to see

other correspondence on this matter. J. COTTON.

The Trade and the Trials.

/4700.]—If the various trials for motor cycles are done
away with or curtailed as is suggested, the average amateur
will have no idea at all of the capabilities of new pattern
machines.

I congratulate you on your alteration of the publishing
date. What we enjov are criticisms on trials—real criti-

cisms. " ' HENRY KEAN.

[4701.]—The Motor Cycle Trials might be made interest-

ing and successful both from the point of view of sport and
the point of view of the trade by the adoption of some such
arrangement as that suggested in your first leading article

last week. The practical object of trials is to improve the <

br«ed, so to speak, of the motor cycle. This in the long
run benefits both rider and manufacturer, so that there is

no conflict of interest in the matter. The only question is

how best to promote the trials so as to bring about the

desired resjit. If this community of interest be not recog-

nised, the makers, viewing the matter solely from their own
point of view without reference to riders' wishes, will say
that they do not consider it worth while to spend money
on trials which will only demonstrate what they themselves
and the public already know, namely, that their own
machines are reliable and stand in no need of improvement.
This is what is commonly known as advertising bluff. There
is no machine so perfect as not to be open to improvement.
Now that the whole question has been reopened it may

not be out of place to suggest that an opportunity presents

itself for reconsidering it in the light of your suggestion,
which contains the nucleus of a complete reorganisation of

the system of promoting such trials. The matter might be
dealt with on a broader basis than hitherto by co-operation
between the A.C.U. as representing riders and the Cycle
and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union repre-

senting manufacturers. Trials promoted jointly by these
bodies wouH attract competitors, and the best interests of

both riders and manufacturers would be served. The best
interests do not necessarily mean, as is so often presumed
to be the case, the merely temporary advantage of individual
firms of manufacturers. C.J.

A Puzzle or a Poser ?

[4702.]—With reference to the article by " Ixion " on
petrol spray blowing back, I wonder whether amohg.st the
hundred odd machines he has tried, he has tried one fitted

with a .J. A. P. automatic carburetter?

, I have one, and I cannot detect the slightest moisture
with it. T imagine " Ixion " is aware that the J. A. P. has
an automatic air supply, but no springs or valves, simply
brass balls that lift and let air through the holes on which
they are seated when the speed, and so the suction, becomes
great enough to require more air. My trouble used to be
to run the engine slow enough, but now with this carburetter
I can crawl along with the throttle almost shut.
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A little device ia fitted which consists of a sort of slide

plate that ha.s to be set by experiment by turning a milled

nut until the exact amount of petrol flows that will

give the correct mixture for slow speed. It is a bit tricky

to set, but half an hour's work the first ride I had did it.

I have ifot touched it since, and engine fires regularly at

a speed one would think not fast enough to overcome the
compression. Also it starts easily and Slowly, no rushing
awjiy as with previous machines I have owned.

CHAS. D. FITZGERALD.

[4703.]
—

" Ixion's " article under the above heading opens
up a question on which I hope we shall have a lot of

correspondence, as when reading his article I had one of a

similar nature to send on to you.
I use a B. and B. 1909 3^ h.p. Fafnir, and iiave tried

everything in my power to stop the spraying out, which in

my opinion exceeds twenty-five per cent. I haye now fitted

a gauze over the extra air, which prevents it to a large

extent, but the gauze requires cleaning at every stop. On a

2| h.p. Lurquin et Coudert, with a Longuemare, in the fine

warm weather I used to fit a gauze ^ap (made like an
inverted mantle) over the jet, and this prevented the
spraying out, and gave me quite twenty miles a gallon

more and wonderful flexibility, but, alas ! unless it was a

fine warm day condensation clogged it.

" Melange " described some weeks ago how he inserted a

coil spring in the inlet pipe, and I used a fan device in the
inlet pipe last summer during some fine hot weather, but it

clogged up and throttled the engine on cold or damp days

;

but when used the difference in power and mileage per
gallon was wonderful. I sat in the train with a man who
said he got 150 miles to the gallon with a 3^ h.p. engine and
B. and B. carburetter. I average seventy, but he declined

to tell me how he did it.

I have a 3^ h.p. Fafnir engine, governed on inlet, but
although I have reduced size of jet till . I lose power, it is

very extravagant with petrol, owing chiefly to the spraying
out, and overheats and knocks on a long hill or at slow
speed in traffic. LN 3980.

The Transmission Question.

[4704.]—In some of your recent issues I notice some
letters dealing with the question of transmission. Some of

your readers coming out here would perhaps like to know
which type is best suited to Indian conditions.

I have ridden both belt and chain-driven machines in this

country for some years, and I most certainly consider the
latter drive, as put into the P. and M., the most satisfactory

here. Our extremely hot season (when roads are inches deep
in grit and sand), and the following months of heavy and
almost continuous rain, simply play havoc with both leather

and rubber belts, no matter what care ia taken of them.
Chain-driven machines are gradually being introduced, and

I make no doubt will surely displace bfelt-drivers in the near
future, especially where garages and repair shops are not.

Berhampore, India. - T. H. C.

Increase ol Power when Exhaust Valve is Slightly Raised.

[4705.]—From time to time one sees in your excellent
paper a variety of reasons for the increase in power when
the exhaust valve is slightly raised, and my experience with
this phenomenon wiU probably interest your reaCers, as tli«

solution appears to be still distant.

When first I purchased my machine I found that a light

lifting pressure on the lifter trigger improved the running,
and on watching the lever on the crank case that is actuated
by the Bowden wire, I noticed when running on the road
that this lever was danoing in such a manner as to bump
up against the descending exhaust valve cotter with suffi-

cient force to neutralise materially the closing force of the
exhaust valve spring.

After fitting a small spring in tension between the lever

on the crank case and the footrest in order to prevent the
dancing, the engine ran much better, and pressure on the
exhaust valve trigger has now no effect except of course to.

stop the engine. Possibly this may be the explanation of

this peculiarity in other cases. " W. ISlETTLESHIP.

Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.

[4706.]—I was surprised to read the articles by
" Ailette " and "Rotator" in The Motor Cycle of 'January
3rd and 10th suggesting that designers should cudgel their

brains for the best means of artificial cooling, because we
(South Australians) have been riding a very successful water-

cooled motor cycle of 3 h.p. for several years.

I have been riding a Lewis water-cooled motor bicycle for

the past two years, and my experience is no trouble from
overheating, which means we never stop at the foot or part

way up a hill to allow our engine to cool, neither have 1 1

ever had an inlet or exhaust valve break.

You will note on page 29 of the Lewis catalogue, a copy

of which I enclose, a certificate from the Automobile Club

of South Australia for the annual hill-climb run on the

R.A.C. formula. This hill is about two miles long, has

twelve severe bends, and for a short distance a gradient 1

of 1 in 45. I may add that some of the best British and I

Continental machines competed in the same competition.

No doubt a water-cooled engine is of more advantage tff

us than to you, as our summer heat is usually fairly high.

The average heat for eight days, viz., from February 13th

to 20tli, was 101.5 Fahr. in the shade. Our hills on the

main roads are usually also severe. On the Mount Barker

Road in a distance of twelve miles from Adelaide the rise

is over 2.000 feet, and yet I can travel this road on the

hottest day without overheating of the engine.

I have no interest in the Lewis Cycle Works otherwise

than a satisfied client. ALFRED MOYLE.
Northfield, South Australia.

[The Lewis motor bicycle is fitted with a neat looking single-

cylinder water-cooled engine. The water tank and

radiator are arranged saddlebag fafihion . on the forward

part of the petrol and oil tank, and the water circulates

on the thermo-syphon principle.

—

Eb.]

The Northamp-

tonshire M.C.C.

opening run of

1910 to Edge Hill,

Warwickshire.
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OLINOHER
MOTOR CYCLE XYRES,

These famous Tyres are made in

four patterns but the

CUHCHERHUBBER-STUDDEDTYRE
OR THE

DREADNOUGHT CLINCHER
are particularly recommended for

their remarkable non-slipping and
good wearing qualities, making
them

THE IDEAL TYRES -WINTER WORK
Write for unique Catalogue^ which vsill

give you all particulars.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd., '^,?,^' EDINBURGH.

RESILIENT. SPEEDY. SAFE.

N.S.U,
TWO-SPEED
GEAR PULLEY.

FOR N.S.U.

MACHINES
11 The two -speed gear

(illustrated) is specially-

designed for use on
N.S.U. motor cycles,

to which it can be fitted

easily and without any
alteration. You simply
detach the ordinary
pulley, substitute the

two-speed gear, and the

job is done.

Price

£5: 15:0
nett.

Write for Pamphlet.

THE N. S. U. MOTOR
Offices and Show/rooms :

186, GT. PORTLAND ST.. LONDON, W.

FOR TRIUMPH

MACHINES
"(I
We stock a suitable

two-speed gear for

Triumph machines.

This can be fitted lo

the engine shafi in

place of the ordinary

pulley. Made in two
sizes, 4.1-in. and 4.',in.

for ;in. belt. This

two-speed gear is aisc

SUITABLE FOR
MANY OTHER
MOUNTS.

Price

£6:15:0
Write for Pamphlet.

CO., LTD.
Goods and Repairs

:

83-85, BOLSOVER ST , LONDON, W.

In mntwering that adverdsements it is desirajble to mention " The tletor Cycle."
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Well-known Riders' Opinions.
F. C. DEE, Esq., writes March 23:

" I have used P.U. for last six motor bikes, and the only time

•JJ^^JJJJJ^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1 had to retire I'rom a competition was througli continual bursts

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^Ha of outer cover ol one other make T tried. Your tyres took me
successfully through London—Edinburgli run, London—Plymouth,
I, GOO miles trials— (to say nothing of two extended tours in

France), without so much as pumping during the various runs."

VIVIAN OLSSON, Esq,, writes March 30 :

" I am very p'eased with the twin-rilibed tyres you supplied me
with for the London -Land's End an 1 back ride of the JiI.C.C.

" I think the tyre is unusua .> last ;ind coinfortable taking
the weight and strength thereof into ,-iccounl.- It isone of the most
comfortable tyres I have ridden,

"Beyond two small nail punctures, which after all is a malter
of lucli, tlrey gave no trouble whate\'er,"

J. HATHWAY, Esq., writes :

" I must congratulate you upon the durability of your tv^n
ribbed motor cycle tyre.

'
I ha\e use<l various made tyres during the si.x yea.rs I have

ridden, bul can fairly say none lias given me such satisfaction.

During !ast season and all through the winter I ha\e ridden your
tyres on a 3 h.p. Twin Rex without the unpleasant experience ol

side-slipping or punctures.
'

I have recommended tliese to several of my friends and they
orm the same opinion as myself."

A. VICTOR DEACOCK, Esq., writes April 4 :
\

"I have much pleasure in informing you of the behaviour of the"
Iwo Twin-rib Peter Union tyres with which you supplied me last

September. Up lo the present it is impossible to detect any more
wear on the co\-ei^itted to the back- wheel than the front, although
ihe.se have now done nearly 4.000 miles.

" I have used these covers exclusively .on a Wanderer motorcycle
^B^^^^^^^m^imtmmt^^^^^^^m which you know is not a slow machi ie by any means.

" In conclsuion, I may mention that I shall most decidedly con
tinue to use these covej-s, as up to the present I have not had .1

single puncture of any kind."

The Twh-ribbed Type— illustrated— has become extremely popular. In addition to being fast,

comfortab.e, and durable, the corrugated tread forms a most effective non-skid. Unequalled for

single and twm-cylmder machines.

Write for Booklet "Peter Union Motor Cycle Tyres."

THE PETER UNION TYRE CO.,

Twin-ribbed Type.

BIRMINGHAM :

160, Corporation Street.

lelephone—No. 53,^^ Central,

telegrams—" Pneiippter, Birminstiain,

LONDON:
190-2, Great Portland Street, W.

2433 Garrard.felephone
I'plpijrnm^-

-No. _^,,,
-" Pnpupeter, London.'

MELBOURNE.
235, Flinders Lane.

Telephone—1217 City.
Telegrams—" Pneupcter, Melbourne.

/?i answering these adverUsements it is desirable to m&ntion " The Motor Cycle.
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A Suggestion Irom a Motor Cyclist in Mexico.

[4707.]—As a reader of your paper for the last four

years in England, and now out here (where it seems even

more interesting), I wonder if you could find room for tlie

following in your correspondence columns.

It has always seemed to me that the exhaust opening for

motoi- cycle engines is never large enough, so I made the

following experiment: I timed both m.o. valves as exhausts,

and fitted an a.i.v. into one of the valve caps, and provided

an extra exhaust pipe, and the difference in power was most
marked, and it was impossible to overheat the engine. It

also has the advantage of only costing a ' very little. Let
somebody try it in the hill-climbing competitions or at

Brooklands, and he will be surprised. Also one can have a

higher compression without overheating.

There are a few motor cycles out here, mostly four-

cylinder F.N.'s, some lightweights of the same make, a few
Indians, Peugeots, and I saw one Humber. There are very

few roads, and they are very bumpy.
Mexico. P. H. T. HOARE.

Two Triei Tips.

[4708.]—I offer for the benefit of your readers two tips

which I have for the last year seen doing excellent service

on a heavy motor cycle with sidecarriage, also on a tricar :

First—Belt Stretching and Breaking.—This has been
entirely overcome in a most simple manner. The V belts

used were ordinary three and four-ply leather, usually called

low-priced variety, one |in., the other lin. Two ordinary

^in. pitch pedal cycle chains were procured and a gross box

The belt tip mentioned in letter from J. Copland,

of |in. screw nails, round heads. These chains were placed

round the outside centre of the belts, and secured by a screw

every three links or so, the first link at each end being

included with the belt fastener bolt (see sketch).

A Tyre Tip.—Recognising that even the best motor cycle

covers are liable to puncture from a hundred and one metal

objects, not to , speak of

thorns, the writer has

resorted to the following

preventive, which does not

to' any marked "degree

destroy resilience nor slow

the pace. The , tyres ' or

covers treated are S-iin. by
26in. Each was lined with
an ordinary pedal cycle

outer cover of compara-
tively smooth variety, the

size for above, 26in. by
i|ih., the beads or wires

cut clean off, and -|in. cut

out of the circumference.

These are squarely fitted

inside the motor covers by
about one dozen very small

artists' drawing pins with
thin flat heads (see sketch).

A very cheap class of cycle cover serves the purpose, or even

pretty well worn cycle covers. The writer is perfectly awaie

that this is perhaps ancient practice, but ninety-nine out of

every hundred motor cyclists do not try the plan, but spend

time and patches instead, J- COPLAND.

A Protest against the High Prices of Tyres.

, [4709.]—When is the rise in the price of tyres likely to

stop? Who knows? It ee^ms to me that manufacturers of

rubber goods are reaping unreasonable profits. The big

dividends that some tyre manufacturers pay yearly prove

that lower prices could be charged for covers and tubes.

These high prices cannot stand for long, and it is my firm

opinion that great harm is being done to motoring generally,

and hundreds deterred from joining the ranks. I know two
friends' who were on the point of buying new motors but

the high prices of tyres frightened them. Tyres are the

chief.source of expense and worry-in connection with motor-

A motor cycle cover lined with

an old push cycle oover to prevent

punctures.

529

ing to my mind, but people will not stand continual re-

placements at high figures for ever. Once bitten, twice
shy, and rubber manufacturers would be well advised to
go into the matter of prices at once. What with' the in-

creased tax, high prices for petrol, and other incidental
expenses, I am honestly considering wjiether to give up
motoring altogether, or to revert to the more economical
motor cycle. I have just given up a car solely oh account
of the expense and the trouble with tyres, and I have heard
of others doing the same. The remedy is in the tyre
makers' hands. D. 0.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4710.]—A .somewhat interesting discussion lias been

going on week after week in your columns on this subject.

I have hesitated to take part in the controversy, as it seems
to have taken rather a personal tone. The evolution of the
motor bicycle is, despite the opinion of a somewhat hide-
bound section of manufacturers, still in an indeterminate
stage. When in April, 1904, I started the first of the 60,000
miles of motor travel which I have experienced, the form of
the motor bicycle which I then bestrode was absolutely
different from that of the little twin Avhich now carries me,
although the nominal h,p. was the same.

Since then I have ridden singles, twins, and four-cylin-

ders of high and low power. My work necessitates day and
night riding summer and winter in a hilly county where
even the main roads are in such a condition that £50,000
has just been voted for their repair. Under these circum-
stances handiness and easy starting are of more importance
than speed, and therefore I have found the machine I have
ridden just over a year the most satisfactory investment in
the motor cycle line that I have ever struck. I refer to the
1909 Douglas with |in. belt rim and adjustable pulley.

On this I have covered 11,536 miles in twelve months
with the consumption of three gallons. of D oil (Societe de
Colombes) and 104 gallons of petrol, including that used for

cleaning, etc. These figures are not guessed. With the
exception of 423 miles the distance covered has . been on
local roads, where every foot is known to me, and my mile-

age has been entered up daily. I can start my machine on
1 in 25 with a push or two on the ground on each side

when seated in the saddle, and as I am on the wrong side

of forty and weigh over fourteen stones I have fitted a step,

and can mount by the step on any gradient under 1 in 15.

I certainly could do with an emergency second speed for
heavy pitches (1 in 6 to 1 in 9) in the winter, but rarely
find the need in the summer.

In conclusion, I would suggest to my fellow motor cyclists

that the various classes of machines now on the market fill

certain requirements, or they would not find purchasers.
The machine which runs on for a day at a time at a speed
sometimes touching fifty-five miles an hour, and rarely be-
low twenty, would be of no value to me, as there are few
roads where over legal limit is safe or comfortable, while
many journeys necessitate over half a . mile of cart track
or a mile of open downs, often in the dark. On the other
-hand, if I were a despatch rider I would prefer the fastest

machine made that would give the least chance of a skilful

shot at the running deer bowling me over.

I am not writing this letter for the purpose of puffing
Douglas Bros., but because I think it right where others
have given their experiences of machines ridden a few
hundred miles to state what a lightweight (for anything
under a hundredweight is a lightweight) and a heavy man
can do in a difficult county in a continuous twelve inonths'

riding in the course of professional work.
CHAS. L. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.C.S.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will L. C. Cuffe send his address, riot necessarilj' for pub-

lication, but as a guarantee of good faith?

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"T.E.G." (Yorkshire) would be glad of owners' experi-

ences with the Lowen sidecar.
" E. S."- (Derby) would like users' experiences with the

A.S.L. motor cycle, and especially as to the comfort of the

air springs, and it they are thoroughly reliable.

"V.A." (Hampton Wick) would like an amateur rider's

opinion of the 1910 Triumph plate clutch. On what gradient

will it start the machine, and is it usefi\l in traffic?

A.2S
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Improvements in the Royal Enfield Lightweight.

MOST of our readers will remember the intro-

duction at the last Stanley Show of the Royal

Enfield twin-cylinder lightweight, which- was
- described and illustrated in our show numbers.

Since that time -the Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd.,

has steadily progressed with the manufacture of its

motor cycles, and these machines are now being turned

out in considerable, numbers. When we last visited

the works a week or so ago Mr. J. W. Davis, the

managing director of the company, showed us a shop

full of these well-designed

and e.xcellently constructed

lightweight machines which

were ready for despatch to

customers. The Enfield

Cycle Co., Ltd., has on
its books ah enormous
number of agents both at

home and abroad, who are

all keenly interested in

the latest production of

the firm—an article which
is certain to add to the

very excellent goodwill

already enjoyed by this old-

established concern, which
has always borne a reputa-

tion for good workmanship,
material, and design, and
an honest desire to pro-

duce nothing that will

cause dissatisfaction among
its mde clientele.

The only British Private
Testing TracK.

Everything possible has

been done to ensure the

machines giving satisfac-

tion when they are delivered

to customers, as we saw
quite an army of testers

tunmg up the machines
which had been handed to

them from the finishing

shops. In addition to that,

and before going on the road for a final test, the

company has built its own private testing track at the

reaj of the works ; this, we believe, is the first

track owned by a British firm of motor cycle manufac-
turers. We reproduce on the next page a picture of this

midget motordrome, whereon is depicted a team of

testers going through their daily occupation of en-

circling the track on motor bicycles preparatory to

taking them on the road. The testing shop is close

alongside the track, and after machines have been
run for a shoi't time on the stand to ascertain that all

is in order, they are taken on the track to test the

flexibility of the engine, acceleration powers, etc.

If the track test proves satisfactory, the machines are

then taken for a final run on the road and tried on
some of the extremely stiff hills which abound in the

neighbourhood of Redditch.

We had a short spin on one of the new models, and
found it to be speedy, considering its power, and

A7.6

The compactly desi^nsd and beautitully made V twin-cylinder engine
flttcd to the Royal Enfleld lightweight.

particularly quiet. With a ten to eleven-stone rider

in the saddle the machine takes a gradient of about -•

I in 8 without pedal assistance—in fact, we saw one .

climb a particularly .steep luJl near Beoley Cross,
which it romped up without any difficulty whatever.
To return to the actual machine, since it was .

described and illustrated in The Motor Cycle several
improvements have been made—^notably the pedal for

the belt rim brake is now pivoted on a separate bolt
attached to the frajne just behind the bar carrying '^

the footrests. A fall, or
skid, even if the footrest be
bent, has no effect on the

working of the brake. It ,

may seem surprising, but it
'

is nevertheless true, that the
paraffin pipes and pump
which were fitted as a re-

finement—^and one which
Ave should have thought
would have appealed to all

motor cyclists^have not
proA'ed as satisfactory in use

as one might at first

imagine.

Some of the Recent
Additions.

In the hands of an expert

rider or anyone who under-

stands the running of the

machine, the paraffin pipes

and pump are doubtless a
great saving of time - and
trouble; but novices' have
been known to leave the

taps partly open, witH the

result that the engine has
overheated. In conse-

quence the paraffin pipes

and pump will shortly be

dispensed with and a small
oil tin provided for injection

of paraffin through the com-
pression cocks. The latest

-innovation in connection
hub strikes us as a great

knows how troublesome a

rear wdieel

Everyone
with the

advance.

free-wheel clutch can become on a dusty or

muddy road. The Enfield Cycle Co. has designed
and made a special hub for motor cycles, the free-

wheel mechanism not being contained, as usual, in

the sprocket. To obtain the free-wheel action and
retain the pedalling gear for starting and assisting

the machine up very steep hills the back hub is pro-

vided with a coaster mechanism, which allows a free-

wheel action, but no back-pedalling brake. This
coaster or free-wheel mechanism is contained in the

barrel of the hub itself, and it cannot become clogged
vi'ith dust or mud, nor can grit or dirt affect its

wearing qualities, as there is no place for the dust

to enter. Between the -ehain wheel and the hub a

dust-excluding cap is fitted- This method o£ obtain-

mg a free wheel and pedalling gear without the draw-
backs of an ordinary free-wheel clutch is one that all
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THE

DOUGLAS
Engine, Bicycle, and Tyres made in England.

which was admittedly the most successful Lightweight in 1909, winning numerous Cups
and Gold Medals in all kinds of competitions, continues its- success in 1910 by winning

MR. PERCY TROTMAN'S

SPECIAL Cup
AND

Five Gold Medals
IN THE

London to Land's End and Back
COMPETITION.

No other make gained more than three gold medals. DOUGLAS LIGHTWEIGHTS were
5, 8, 13, 14, 15, showing marvellous consistency and reliability of the twin opposed engine.

Mr. G. L. Fletcher gained Mr. Trotman's Cup for BEST PERFORMANCE by Light,

weight, coming in Fifth, and beating thirty competitors riding machines up to 7 h.p., over
exceptionally severe course of 555 miles. Only varied 4m. 25s. from schedule ; best

performance by heavy-weight, 2m. 9s.

We claim that the above performance once more provies the

equality of the Douglas Lightweight to machines of greater power

and weight without their corresponding disadvantages.

DOUGLAS BROS.. Kingrswood, BRISTOL.
Or London Office: 336, Goswell Road, E.G.

In answering iliu advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A27
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front wheel is a

Improvements in the Royal Enfield Lightweight.—
motor cyclists will recognise as an excellent feature,

free-wheel clutches being so liable to become clogged

on a motor cycle unless provided with some sort of

dust-excluding device or protector

A notable improvement to the

metal splashguard. This consists,

as will be seen by the illustra-

tion, of two curved metal sides,

which are rolled on to the ordinary

mudguard during the process of

manufacture. Near the mudguard
stay the splashguard is swept for-

w-ard, and below the stay back
again to the mudguard, so provid-

ing a very efficient protector, which
should keep all mud, wet, and dust

from the rider's feet and the

engine. The exhaust valve lifter

wire is now provided with an
adjustment, which enables stretch in the cable to be
taken up, and the stand is provided with a spring clip

attachment, which permits the stand to be kicked
down and up. The clip, which -is adjustable by a
wing nut, is both simple, neat, iind effective, and
holds the stand quite firmly, no matter if the machine
is ridden on rough roads.

The Royal Enfield motor bicycle is certainly one of

the neatest and lightest twin-cylinder motor bicycles

on the market. The engine (whicli has mechanically
operated uilet valves) is beautifully made, and
is fitted with a special device by means of which the

magneto spark can be advanced and retarded to suit

varying engine speeds, while obtaining a maximum
spark in any position.

I..) The adjustable siring
lilted to the rear mudguari
the kick -up stand.

Clip

[or
(2.) Detail arraigement o£ the

metal front splashguard.
(3.) The advantages of a fron

wheel stand are numerous, and
the Enfield Co. has not been slow
to recognise them. '

Mr. Davis informed us that his firm was turning

out about twenty-four of these motor cycles per week
at the time of our visit, and that two hundred of them
had already been sold.

The .company has a staff of demonstrators on the

road, and any motor cyclist who contemplates the pur-

chase of one of these machines can obtain a trial run

by first making an appointment with the Enfield

Cvcle Co., Ltd., Redditch, Worcestershire.

^

A private testing trick has been installed at the EnOeU Cycle Co.'s works at RedJitch—the only one of its kind in England.
lightweight motor cycles may be seen undergoing their preliminary test.

A batch of Royal Enlleld

> ^O^ <

NO SIDECAR NEEDED.
Mary had a. little lamb,

But that was long ago :

For Mary's grown up witli the times.

While lambs but sheepisli grow.

So Mary's boiiglit a motor bil^e,

That's warranted to go ;

And go it does when Mary ride;,

For none could call lier elow.

Slie's most enthusiastic, too

;

You'll see her at the Show :

You'll meet her down at Brooklands, and
You won't in. Rotten Row.

A member of a dozen clubs,

She's done the Edinbro',
The Thousand Miles, the Quarterlies,

As oft as any pro.

I'm pretty often there myself,

And that is how I know.
In fact, they call me Mary's Lamb,

Becau.se I'm "sure to go."

And so I am, and by her leave,-

I always will be so.

And, faith, we'll need no fidecar when
It's Mary, Lamb, and Co.

•

,/ M.'s. L.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

A Broken Carbon Brush.

I have a 5 h.p. V.S. fitted

with Bosch magneto ignition

(D.A.V. twin). Whilst remov-
ing the back cylinder carbon
holder for the purpose of clean-

ing I, unfortunately, broke the car-

bon brash into two pieces, and one
piece tell into the magneto. (1.)

Will it do the magneto any injury to
run machine with the broken piece

of carbon inside? (2.) Can I re-

move the same without taking the
magneto down ; if so how? If the
magneto must be taken down, please

- inform lae as to the best way to

proceed.—T. B. W.
riie broken carbon brush should cer-

tainly be removed before you run the
machine again, or shorting will result.

There are two ways of removing the
broken part. Remove the magneto
from the bicycle and takfe out the

carbon holder ; then shake the mag-
neto until the piece falls out. . If this

method does not succeed, it will be
necessary to take off the brass end
plate (which is not a difficult matter),

and the broken part may then be re-

moved. This is probably the quickest

way. The Bosch booklet of your mag-
neto will show you its internal construc-
tion and with this before you the
method of procedure is quite obvious.

BHying a Second-hand Mount.

(1.) I am about to purchase

?' a second-hand motor cycle.

What is the total amount of
-^ the licences? (2.) Would a

3^ h.p. Fafnir^with adjustable

pulley take a sidecar with passen-

gers, total weight eighteen stones,

over moderately hilly roads? Should
like to know if it %vould be able to

take me with passenger as far as

Brighton? (3.) Could I get a reli-

able machine for £15, and what age
would it be?—E.G., Wandsworth.

(1.) The cost of licences is 25s., made
up as follows : 5s. registration, 5s.

driving licence, and 15s. local taxation
licence. '(2.) The machine would take
a sidecar in .fairly level country if

geared low. It is, however, .under-

powered for general passenger work.
It would take you probably to

Brighton with occasional pedal assist-

ance, bi.it you might have trouble in

getting it up Handcross Hill on the
leturn journey., (3.) You should get
.such a machine 'tor £15, but it would
be about four year's old.
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Mixture Probably Too Rich.

I have a new two-speed 5
?h.p. twin-cylinder with side-

car. As soon as ever I open
-^ the throttle the engine chokes

itself to a standstill. A wait
of ten minutes suffices to get under

.

way again, and if the road is a little

bit up hill, the same thing occurs in

about threequarters of a mile. 1

have changed the inlet springs and
reduced the opening a fraction. Also
changed the jet from 31 to one of 29

;

slight improvement. There is no
deposit on the cylinder head, and the
engine does not knock, but simpiy
dies away in spite

of careful throttle

New use for a danger sign. Snapped on the road last

week-end.

manipulation. To change down to
second speed only means that it stops

very much sooner.—A. T.
We should say that your trouble is due
to the engine choking itself with an
over abundance of petrol. In other
words, either the jet is too big, the
level of the petrol too high, or the air

supply altogether insufficient. If the
consumption exceeds fifty to sixty miles
to the gallon, you may be sure that
the carburetter is wrongly adjusted.
When the throttle is half open, can
you maka the engine misfire by open-
ing the air lever wide? If not the
extra air inlet should be enlarged, or a
smaller jet substituted. It is unlikely
that the trouble is due to any fault in

the engine, but do not omit to oil

frequently until the bearings are well
run in.

?

Cutting Out One Cylinder.

Kindly give me the correct

wiring diagram for interposing

a switch in the electrical

circuit of a magneto twin
motor cycle, so that either

cylinder can be "cut out" inde-

pendently whilst liding. Would the

switch wire connections be made
direct to the magneto or the plugs,

of would the h.t. cables require

cutting into? The magneto is the

DA2 type Bosch.—N.S.

Unfortunately, a switcn to cut out

either ol the cvlinders would present

some little difficulty. Tlie ordmary
earth connection cuts out both cylin-

ders, and it would therefore mean
that you would have to bring the cur-

rent flowing down over the plug wire

to earth, and probably the simplest

way to do that would be to have one of

the many cut-out switches for attach-

ing to plugs, which can be obtained

from Carnage's (Holborn, E.G.), H. M.
Hobson, Ltd. (29, Vauxhall Bridge

Road, S.W.), and other accessory

dealers. It would be far better to

arrange your exhaust valve-lifter so

that one valve could be lifted before

the other, and so run on one or two
cylinders at will.

Cracks in Exbanst Valve Seating.

I recently purchased a

second-hand 3^ h.p. motor
cycle, and on removing the

exhaust valve I discovered

two minute cracks across the

seating in the cylinder casting.

They are situated in two ^separate

places where the wall of the valve
aperture is thin, and are so faint

that thej' have almost the appear-
ance of scratches. Can you tell me

—

(1.) The likely cause? (2.) Whether
there is a remedy, and if not is

there any great disadvantage? (3.)

Are they likely to extend? The
cycle goes fairly well, but will not
climb Westcrham.—G.C.

It is difficult to account for the cause.
Probably there was a slight flaw in the
casting causing the cracks. It is quite

possible that these cracks will extend,
and we should not advise you to ride
the bicycle very long without getting
a new cylinder. The best thing to do
would be to order a new cylinder at

once, but we do not think there would
be any harm in riding the machine
while you are waiting for delivery,
although you may get stranded through
complete loss of compression.
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Accumulator Chargin<;.

We have in our workshop?a 105 volts dynamo for light-

ing the workshop and some—
' houses, ako the village streets.

Tlie lamps are 25 c.p. Tlie
question is what should I do so as
to be able to charge, my motor cycle
accumulators, which are four volts?
Also which way are they to be con-
nected?—E.E.U.

You first of all want to find out the
capacity of your accumulators. When
you know how many ampere houi's

they are you ehould arrange to charge
at a ten hour rate, that is to .say,

you charge the accumulators ju^t
sufficiently fast to be fully charged at
the end of ten hours. Next, you
must see that the current is con-
tinuous. When the necessary resist-

ance has been inserted the positive of
the accumulator should be connected
to. the positive of the charging wire,
and the negative of the accumulator
to the negative of the charging wire.
It is a good plan to use a sv/itch
controlling two lamps and connect up
directly to the switch. You should
insert a block of wood or vulcanite be-
tween the contact plates of the switch
so that it cannot be switched on, attach
the wires to the small plates £o that
the wires make contact with the
metal portions, and are insulated from
one another by the wood or vulcanite.
The two lamps will then offer the
necessary resistance. Accumulator
charging is the subject of a chapter
in " JMotor Cycles and How to Jlan-
age Them."

Carburetter Query. A Rustproof Cqvcring.

(1.) My 1909 Moto-Reve does
not seem to get enough petrol
supplied to the carburetter,

working jerkily on level and
stopping dead on stiff hills,

although this can be altered by
depressing needle valve. I have
adjusted float to give highest pos-
sible petrol level, which is well up
to top of jet. Would enlarging
needle valve orifice or weighting Hoat
improve matters? (2.) Would one
enlarged jet act as well as the two
now fitted, as even very fine sedi-

ment getting past gauze in bottom
seems to choke them up? (3.) What
would be the cost (approximately)
for galvanising or other rustproofing
of present machine, not having seen
any advertisements for such in
The Motor Cycle.?—W. B.

ll.) We should think that the trouble
could be overcome by having the jets

slightly enlarged, but you could easily

try the effect of weighting the float

slightly, which would raise the petrol
level. It would appear that there is

some obstruction in the feed pipes pre-
venting the flow of petrol. (2.) We
should not recommend you to fit one
larger jet in place of the two already
fitted. What you had better clo is to
get into communication with the
makers. (3.) Probably about £2. We
regret we cannot tell you the exact
cost of galvanising or other means of

rustproofing the machine. Your local

agent could probably give you an
estimate.

A Question ol Engine Powet.

I am about to purchase a

?' two-speed free engine Indian
motor cycle, and am not sure

-^ which would be suitable. I

would like to be able to take a
sidecar with a 12 st. jjassenger dur-
ing the summer months when re-

quired, but the greater bulk of my
riding will be alone. (1.) Is the
4 h.p. two-speed free engine powerful
enough, and what are the steepest
hills it would mount with car? (2.)

Would there be much difficulty in

cost of petrol, wear and tear of tyres,

etc., between the 4 h.p. and the 7
h.p.? (3.) Is the 7 h.p. two-speed,
etc., any easier to manage in traffic

than, say, a 3^ single-cylinder? (4.)

Would there be much difference In

and heavy to ride alone? (5.)

Can one start from a standstill with-
out fear of damaging clutch?—C.T.

(1.) If you propose doing much sidecar

work we should strongly advise the 7 h.p.
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Formalities (or taking a Motor cycle into
Germany.

I am going over to Germany
Q shortly to staj' for about six

^ months, and wish to take my
-^ motor cycle with me. (1.) If

I joined the A.C.U., would I

need to pay a high tax to get it

iiico the country? (2.) Would I need
to take out a licence for keeping il

and driving it? If so, how would 1

get the licences? (3.) Would I need
to alter my number plates? (4.) Are
the petrol, oil, and tyres any dearer
than in England? (5.) Which would
be the best route?—D.N.D.

(1-2.) Yes, certainly you ought to

belong to the Auto Cycle Union, or
.some similar body. The following are
th.! formalities for taking a machine
into Germany : Copy of the entry of

3'our machine in the County Council
register should be taken to the German
Consul, 49, Finsbury Square, E.G.
Tire copy must bear the official stam;

Quarterly Trials competitors stopped at the foot ol Dashwood for the "(est of lull climbing." The
regulations for next Wednesday's Trial remain unaltered, so that riders will again be stopped at the foot of tie
test hills and allowed to climb them with cool engines. We shall be glad when the A.C.U. sees its way to stop

tbe riders two miles further back, and prevent the competitors overtaking one another until the actual hill is

reached, under p^in ot disqualification.

twin. If, however, you only intend to

use a sidecar occasionally the 4 h.p.

should be sufficiently powerful with a
two-speed gear. Hill-climbing depends
entirelv on passengers' weights and
gear ratios of machine. (2.) There
should not be very much difference in

the cost of running the two, say, about
£7 to £10 per annum. Tyres are the
chief source of trouble with powerful
passenger machines, so the plan is to
have heavy covers fitted in the first

instance. (3.) We should say that the
machine fitted with, two-speed gear
would be easier to manage in traffic

than a single-cylinder with fixed gear,

although we have not yet tried the
two-speed twin. (4.) You might find

the 7 h.p. rather more difficult to con-

trol alone, but it would have a great

advantage when used Avith a sidecar

(5.) Yes.

of the registration authorities. Pro-
vided this copy has been endorsed, it is

not necessary to obtain German licences

after arriving in that country. If you
send a copy of registration licence to

the Auto Cycle Union before 10 a.m.

it is generally possible to get it en-

dorsed the same day. A sum of 7s. must
accompany this application to cover

the fees, expenses, etc. Y^ou might
read an article entitled "A Fortnight's
Tour in Rheinland," which appeared
in The Motor Cycle of November 22nd,
1909. In it you will see that the cost

of Steuerkarte is three guineas, which
is recoverable at any frontier customs
house when leaving the country any
time within a year of entry. (3.) We
do not think so for a short .s'tay. (4.)

Petrol, oil, tyres, -etc., are about the

same as in England. (5.) Harwich tc

the Hook of Holland.

I
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A Handy Tube Changing Device.

- The novel tyre and tube changing
device illustrated' in the' issue of

March 21st has been named the
" Nuttall and Birtles " patent.

Opening for an Assistant.

We know of a firm which is desirous
of engaging the services of a motor
cyclist as assistant in the motor and
accessories trade. Letters addressed
to the editor, and marked "Assistant,"
will be forwarded to the firm in

question.

A New Contour Map.
Messrs. George Philip and Co., 32,

Fleet Street, E.G., have lately pub-
lished a contoured motoring map of the
British Isles. The map, which is on
a, small scale, clearly shows by different,

colours the various altitudes obtaining
throughout the United Kingdom, and
should be useful to motor cyclists plan-
ning an extended tour in England,
Scotland, or Ireland.

A Puncturing Instrument.

The accompanying sketch shows a
Lancashire clog iron which entered one
of the tyres of a Motosacoche while being
ridden in a Northern town by A. D.
Tyler, one of the Motosacoche Co.'s

representatives. The article was

U^^(^ii,ii APRIL 14th, igio. i

The olog iron reterred to in the accom-
panying paragraph.

originally the shape of a horseshoe,

and one end entered the tyre and
tube and curled up as shown. The
streets of some Northern towns are
notorious for puncture-providing instru-

ments, not only due to clog irons, but
also to the nails which fasten them on
to the clogs.

Improvements in Motor Spirit Cans.

The Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd.,

. proprietors of Pratt's spirit, have in-

troduced another improvement in their

well-known green cans. The faucet
is now set in a dome-shap'ed stamping
on the top of the can, so that when
inverted every drop of its contents is

emptied. This renders it easier to clean

the can before refilling, and also ensures
no waste of the precious fluid.

Catalogue Received.

The Bowden Album contains illus-

trated descriptions of the Bowden
patent wire mechanism which is ap-

plied to levers and fittings used in con-

nection with the control of motor cycle
engines, brakes, carburetters, etc.

Many new devices are introduced for

1910, and any motor cy<:list who con-
templates additions to his machine in

the way of two-speed gears, handle-bar
control of- carburetter, magneto, etc.,

.should make, . point of .=!ending to E.

M. Bowden'a; Patent Syndicate, Ltd.,

Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Road,
Holborn, E.C., for a copy of this use-

ful and well illustrated catalogue.
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Increase in Price of Rubber Goods.

In consequence of the rise in the
price of raw rubber, Lycett's Rawido
Belt Co., Ltd., Bromley Street, Bir-

mingham, have been compelled to in-

crease the price of the Lyso rubber
belts ten per cent.

Prize Competition.

The Tennant Engineering Co., 120,

Pershore Street, Birmingham, are

offering a prize of £1 Is. for the best

advertisement setting forth their merits
on the reboring of cylinders and the

fitting of new pistons.

Exhibition in Birmingham.

The Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row, Birmingham, who are exhibiting

motor cycles at the Bingley Hall Trades
and Industrial , Exhibition, Birming-
ham, have purchased a certain number
of admission tickets, and are willing

to send one to any motor cyclist who
is on the look out for a new machine
and would like to make a thorough
inspection of this firm's exhibit.

Useful InformationJConcerning Sidecars.

A treatise on sidecars has just been
issued by W. Montgomery and Co.

,

Coventry, in wliich all the popular
types are dealt with, viz., (1) flexible,

(2) ca.5tor wheel, (3) spring wheel, and
(4) rigid. The question " Which is the
best sidecar?" has many times been
threshed out in our columns, and it

is worthy of note that Messrs. Mont-
gomery and Co. consider that there is

no immediate answer to the question,

because no one type can embody all

the desirable points. They therefore
wisely set out in the catalogue the
features of each type, leaving the
question to be settled by individual
judgment.

A New Chain Belt.

The Haslam chain belt is made up
of steel links joined together by means

of side plates and pins,

the eyes of the linlc^

being fitted with hard-

ened steel bushes. The
V-shaped pads are cut

to tlie requisite 28°.

angle, are made of

leather or rubber, and
can be renewed when
worn out. The maker

is Mr. James Haslam, 9, Racton Road,
Fulham, S.W.

Reinforced Inner Tubes.

Challenge reinforced tubes for motor
cycles are now made in 28in. x 2^in.

as well as the 26in. x 2|in. size.

Brown Bros, Ltd., keep a stock of the
above at their showrooms in New-
man, Street, Oxford Street, W.

The London-Land's End and Bacit Run.

R.O.M. tyres did exceedingly well

in the Land's End and back competi-"
tion recently organised by the M.C.C.
It will be remembered that the roada
were very dry and loose, and conse-

quently severe on tyres. A lightweight
machine shod with R.O.M. tyres won
the Trotman prize, and 50% of the club
gold medals awarded , were to riders

who also used this make of cover.

Mnltum in Parvo.

The appended sketch is practically

self-explanatory. Our readers are
doubtless familiar with that excellent

accessory, the Ukantes belt remover,
and it will be seen by the above that,

incorporated with this, is an excellent

belt punch. The whole tool is made
in four separate sizes to suit all dimen-'
sions of belts from fin. to lin. in width.

The tool is sold by Price and Co., 25,

Rosebery Avenue, E.G.

A Dressing for Leather Belts and
Clutches.

Those who are. troubled with slipping

leather belts, fierce or slipping leather-

lined clutches, or leather - lined ,
band

brakes which do not grip, properly,

should make a trial of Motiphos, a
material made by the. Motiphos Co.,

24, New Bridge Street, E.G.,. which is

a special cure for leather. ' To keep
leather in good .order it is essential

that it should be dressed at intervals.

Motiphos is composed of materials

which preserve leather and restore it

to its original state. It is a viscid

substance, resembling liquid glue in

appearance and consistency, and,

according to an analytical chemist who
thoroughly tested it, it is composed of

an oily basis of a non-mineral origin

and of a non-corrOsive character. It is

practically unaffected by temperature.
On the occasion of this test several

strips of disused belting which had
become stiff, hard, and dry, were
painted over with the substance, and
after twenty-four hours the; material

had been absorbed, and the leather

had become soft and elastic. Motiphos
is sold in small tubes and costs very
little. A properly-dressed leather belt

may be used a great ' deal more slack

than a belt which has been neglected,.
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The City Motor & Cycle House,

NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.

RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

London's Lowest Prices
THE NORTH ROAD

DUST AND RAINPROOF
OVERALLS.

Tbcse mi^ct a long-felt

want; they can be in-

stantly slipped on over
the ordin ary trousers

,

they fasten round waist
with a leather strap and
buckle. Being made in

one piece they are a great
protection to the stom-
ach, alS3 it is impossible
for the rain to driA/e in

as wi th the ordi n ary
overalls,. Made in three
lengths—short, medium,
and long. Shaped to go

over boot. Patent Side fasteners. Price, in fawn
waterproof material, 13/6; best quality, 16/6. Post-

age 6d. Double texture waterproof coat with collar

and rain and windproof sleeves to match above, 21/-

THE "ACME " WATCH HOLDER
Will not rust. Made in al-

uminium. Will fit all handle-
bars. Complete with Ingers3U
watch that is specially con-
structed to stand vibration.

Watch can be set and wound
without remoWng same from
case. Each watch has a written
guarantee given with ii for 12

months. Price, complete, 8/6.
Case only, 3/6, Post free.

THE LODGE PLUG.
Suitable for magneto or accumulator

ignition. Spark brought well away
from all cold metal surfaces, enabling
maximum power to be obtained from
spark and extremely weak mi.xturcs
to be fired. Three spark points and
centre rod all of absolutely pure nickel
and substantial in size. The spark
will not burn them away. Porcelain
sleeve round central electrode, which
keeps hot enough to prevent the de-
posit of soot or any condensation, and
this without the possibility of preigni-

tion common to plugs with projecting
porcelains. Each plug guaranteed.

Post free.Price 4'

THE HUNT HELLESEN
DRY CELL.

I

No corroding terminals.
No acid. No charging.

j

Always ready, clean,

I and dry. The "Flash."

I

Height 6^x4 X2 Jin. Ap-
Iprox. mileage, with

I

single - cylinder engine,

I 1500. Price 6/6. The
"Fight" ditto. Height

I

5-5 X 5^ X 2Jin. Price

I 6/6. The ""Midget"
j
emergency ditto. Height

I
5iX4gxigin. VVillrun
apprqx. 300 miles. Price
4/4. Postage 6d. extra.

BOWDEN HANDLE-BAR CONTROL LEVERS.

THE HUNT EXHAUST
WHISTLE.

A splendid road clearer.

Rasily fitted. Operated by
font. Effective on one or

two cylinders.

'PriCi"; complete, in brass,

with foot pedal, 10/6.

Post free.

^^^^^
Single lever only, 4/5; diUo,

I with 4tt. of combined cable
,

and stop, 6/4. Double lever,
6/-; ditto, with two lengths
each 4ft. of combined cable
and two stops, 9/8. Post
free.

THE HUNT MAGNETO
COVER.

Manufactured of best

i

patent leather, far superior
to rubber as it does not crack
or perish. Will fit all types
of magnetos.
Price 2/3. Postagii 2d. extra.
Protects the magneto from

dust, dirt, rain, etc.

The H.S. All-rubber Goggles, .^t^^^^^^'^^^iimi^i''^'^^
including one sef each of Mttl^^W^^^
smoked and plain glasses. ^iB^l.-^^1_^

Price 1/11. Postage 2d.
'^^^--^ ^- -*

THE "COMPACT" PANNIEH

BAG.
Manufactured of
strong waterproof
brown canvas,
fitted with

, two
sriiall outside
pockets to take
oil can and petrol
squirt, and large
leather pocket for

spares. It is

adapted for strap-
ping on the side of
a Lycett tubular
carrier. This bag wlU cirry all tools oilers, etc.,
also a spare tlibe and belt. Size 12 x""9 x 3in.

Price 125. 6d. Carriage paid.

THE H.S. VALVE SPRING LIFTER.
By means of the compound 'action the

stoutest spring is

B easily raised by a
'slight turn of the
winged nut, Icav-

\ ing both hands
free. Price 2/6.
Post free.

THE HUNT
SILENCER.

Manufactured of
aluminium. No back
pressure. Verj' light.

Guaranteed silent.

Price 14/6, with cut
out 18/6. Ditto, with
whistle, 24/-. Post
free.

THE HUNT EXHAUST
CUT-OUT.

Increases the power on
hills. Easily fitted.

Worked by the foot.

Price in brass witli foot

redal, 4/6. Post free.

HANDLE-BARS.
Best quality
onl> . Length,
23ins. Price
6/9. The P.M.
p a 1 1 c r n, as
illustrated

;

length i8in.,
stem ^in, or
lin. Price 7/6.

Postage on hand!c-b; i 6J. extra.

THE "COMPACT" TOOL ROLL.
Size 15 X yUn.

A useful little acces-

sory, keeps all the tools

clean .and separate. Can
be carried in the ordinary

tooibag, is fitted with

pocket for spares, manu-
factured of soft pliable

leather and has a strong

leather binding strap.

Postage 2d.

X 2lin., 60/. Carriage

THE R.O.M. PUNCTURE PROOF COMBINATION
RUBBER AND STEEL NON-SKID COVER.

Give absolute immunity
from skidding under any
road conditions.

Are long of life, and yet
resilient,

Aro capable of being
ridden equally well in

summer or winter.

Present the greatest
possible resistance to
puncturing materials,
and yet have no leather
in its composition (leather

making the tyre "dead').

Price, 26 X 2, 52/- ; 26 x
2}, 55/-; 26 X 2I, 57/6;
24 X 2i, 53/- ; 24 X 2\,
54/6-; 28 X 2, 54/-; 2B
paid,

THE COWEY^ SPEED INDICATOR AND MILEAGE

'

RECORDER (Suaranteed).

P.'otaction from Prosecution.—rTo the careful rider
the Cowey is invaluable, for the exact rate at which
the cycle is travjilling can be seen at a glance, and
it is impossible to unknowingly exceed the maximum
legal spted. Motorists gcnexally know the difiiculty
of correctly estimating the speed at which they are
riding, and have been *' trapped" when travelling—
as they imagined—well within the limit.

Registers a
speed up to 60
miles per hour;
Mileage recorder
registers up to
10,000 miles,
then automati-
cally starts
again.

The indicator
can be easily

. . ,
attached by anv

motorist, and once fitted requires no attentioi. or
adjustment whatever. It wiU continue to render
good service as long as it is attached to the cycle for
it is constructed throughout of the best and most
suitable materials by expert British mechanics at
Kew Gardens.

^Pnce, in Nickel, 84/-, carriage paid.

THE NEW MODEL
MUD PROTECTOR.
With Side Wings.

Manu factured of best
pa tent leather, strengthened
with iron supports. It is

attached by means of thumb
screws to front mudguard,
and can be fitted to any make
of machine in one minute

;

protects both rider and motor
from all dust and mud thrown
up by the front wheel.

Price 5/-.

Postage 4d. extra.

THE "PATCHQUICK" REPAIR OUTFIT.

Containing " Patchquick " patches, which amal-
gamate with the tyre, and are not affected by heat

Price 3/-

or friction. Used in conjunctibn ^dth the "Patch-
quick fix," a repair can be executed that is equal
to any vulcanising process. Price 3/-, Post free.

1910 Catalogue now ready, gratis and post free. ^.13
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS,
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns— Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In tlie case of

Trade Advertise uents a series of tliirteen inser-

tions is cliarged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and ^e addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All 'etters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are ciassifted into dis

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines ar^

for sale m their im.niedJate neighbourhood before goinp
furtlier afield.

Plan showing division of England Into Sections,

-5 h.p. VINDEC Special, T.T.model ; £60 1 OS.

SECTION I,

Cumberland, Durham,ISorlhumberland-
\Vestmore!UJj3.

SECTION II.

V;:irk and Lancaauire.
SECTION ill.

Carnarv{3n. Denbig;h. Flint, Cheshire. Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Is'uttin^ham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
NnriolU. Suffolk. Cambn ise Huntingdon, and Bedford,

SECTION VI.
"

\\ orcrster. Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,
'^^'';. Glamorgan Cnrmarth'^n Carrliqa < and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

S:SCTION [X,
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

S'S^ION X.
Scotland, , ,

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man. '

'

No. 2315.
Guaranteed,

3^ h.p. new igio HUMBERS, two-speed gear, free
engine models ; £50. Immediate delivery.
No. 1939-—8 h.p. MATCHLESS Racer, J.A.P. engine;

winner of several competitions
;
price £22 lOs. Guaranteed.

No. 1(364.—3J-4 h.p. ROC, Druid spring forks, magneto
ignition; £15. Guaranteed.

No. r832.

—

zh h.p. ARIEL, shop-soiled only, 1909
model; £15. Guaranteed.
No. 1599.—14 h.p. F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring

forks ; £1 5. Guar mteed.
A few only igio Two-stroke slh.p. REXES, new

price £48.
No. 2307.—si" h.p. 1909 Eree-engine TRIUMPH, separate

generator lamp, horn; spare valve, complete, condition as
new

;
price £42. Guaranteed.

No. 2308.—5 h.p. VINDEC Special, 1908 model, two-
speed gear and free-engine clutch ; £28.

No. 2318.—4i h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA M.O.V.
Motor Cycle, fitted with Roc two-speed gear and free
engine, spares, lamp, horn ; £25 t5S. Guaranteed.

2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 1910 model; 36 Guineas.

3$ h.p. PREMIER Twin, 1910 model. Offers.

No. 2247.—3J-h.p. VINDEC, magneto, good tyros, F.N.
engine, toolbag, horn, lootrests, stand., carrier; £15.
Guaranteed.

No. 22^8.-—3* h.p. Magneto MATCHLESS, J.A.P. engine
and carburetter, Rom back tyre, in excellent condition
£25. Guaranteed.

No. 2249.—3J- h.p. WOLT-', Clincher tyres, horn, tool-

bae:, etc., enamel, plating, engine, etc., as new; £15.
Guaranteed.
•No. 2260.—2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE, standard model.

Continentals, lamp, horn, toolbae, et^. ; £24. Guaranteed,
Two 5 h.p. igog Twin REX DE LUXE, two-speed

gear, standard models, ne^v ; 42 G"ineas each. Guaranteed.
No. 2224.—New 2ih.p. igio ROYAL ENFIELD, stan-

dard model, Palmer Cord tyres. Offers.

No. 220S.—2| h.p. BRADBURY, h.-b. control, CUncher
tj'res, excellent condition ; 13 Guineas. Guaranteed. ----.„,

No. 2234.—2 h.p. PEUGEOT, good tyres, lamp, horn, nVT-^'^^^^*^ Motor Cycle, 2ih.p. (74 by 74}, built 1909.

toolbag, etc.; 9 Guineas. Guaranteed. ^ .
tew parts missmg; £15. to clear.-Edw. Irving,

No. 202i.-3Wh.p. MATCHLESS, J.A.P. engine and'
*^^'^^ Djckray, Pennth.

carburetter, 26x2iin. Dunlops, magneto, spring forks, 3,hp. Lamberjack, Zedel engine, Xl'all spring forKs.— - " • ^^4 good euvex*. splendid ^condition, very low built;

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, i titers mav be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office
When this is desired, 2d. will be c larged f^r retdstratioo,
and three stamped and addressed envehjpes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the numbei will appear in
the advertisement. Replies siiould be addressed, " No,
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London '*

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
•'The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, F.C

'Sm~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "^(S
persons who hesitate to send moiie\ to tuKiiown persons

may deal in, perfect safety by availi' g ihcmsclves of our
'Jcposit Sysle <. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," botii parties are advisej bi this rr-ceiot, and
upon inlimntion of the arrival and acceptance of the
goods, the money is forwarded less a rh^rce nr is. for
registration. 'J he time allowed for a decision after receipt
of the gfinds is three da^ s, and if no sale is effected, each
party to the transaction pays carriage one way. tor all

iraiisacii. lis L.iceedui £10 ;n -value, ti deposit fee of
2s. 6d. i= charged. All deposit matters are dealt with
at Coventry, an cheques and money.orders should be
made payable to iiiiie and Sons I imiied.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are -.eque=ted to regard the
silence as an indication that the eoods advertised have
already been disposed ol.- Advertisers often receive so
'>;any enquiries that it is t^uite impossible to reply to eacb
cne by post.

SECTION I

Northumberland, Cmnberlaird, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

1 niO Triumphs in stock—L. Smith, The Garage, Barn-
-ti/ ard Castle.

specially built machine; 27 Guineas. Guaranteed,
No. 2039.—4 h.p. n)OQ, Roc two-speed gear, lamp, horn^

tools, etc, new condition ; 34 Guineas. Guaranteed.
No. 2i6\.—7 h.p. BAT, Mabon clutch, good tyres, stand,

carrier, toolbac;, good passenger machine ; £35. Guaranteed
No. 2185.—li h.p; Magneto MOTOSACOCHF, iqog

model. Clincher tyres, usual spares, almost new ; £27 10s.
Guaranteed.

No. 2024.—3-V h.p. igoq MINERVA, Bosch magneto,
spring fork, Continental tyres, horn, stand, carrier ; 23 Gns.
Guaranteed-
A fe V left, 3i h.p. new loog Standard REXES, complete

with lamp, horn. etc. £35:
No. 2if)5.—3h.p. NORTON, Druid forks, adjustable

pulley, handle-bar control, Rom tyres,, front and back
stind : £25. Guaranteed.

No. 2046.—2i h.p. 1909 Magneto ARIEL, handle-bar
control, spring forks, in new condition ; £22. Guaranteed.

No. 2075.—3? h.p. 10 10 Twin PREMIER, standard
model, not ridden twent\ miles ; 42 Gns. Guaranteed;

No. rrqfi.—Tih.p. MOTOSACOCHE, Clincher tyres,

Druid forks, new condition ; 16 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 1857.—3J h.p. igo8 Two-speed Magneto BROWN,

very good passenger machine ; 20 -Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2150.—4i h.p. igo8 Twin MINERVA, with rigid

sidecar, £27 ids. Guaranteed.
No. 2125.— 5 h.p. 1907 Two-speed VINDEC, standard

model, very good sidecar mount; £28 lOs. Guaranteed.
No. 1899.—3Vh.p. igo8 BROW>^, magneto, new tyres,

enamel, plating, etc., very good ; 19 Gns. Guaranteed,.
We have the following New Motor Cycles ready for

immediate delivery

3J h.p. REX Speed King, new model, spring forks £44
3A h.p. REX Tourist, plate clutch £54 0|
5" h.p. REX DE LUXE Two-speed macliine £62 0,

3^ h.p. KERRY-ABINGDON, igio model £43
3* h.p. 1910 DOT £47 10
5 h.p. VINDEC Special, igio model, two-speed

and free engine model . .

,

£64
3^ h.p. L.M.C., two-speed and free engine model,

1910 £48
3l)h.p. 1910 QUADRANT £47 Oi

3J h.p. Two-speed igio HUMBERS £50

3I h.p. BRADBURY, new, 1910 model £46
3i h.p. iqog Tourist REXES £35
5-"6 h.p. BAT, M.O.V
3-^ h.p. EXCELSIOR, free-engine clutch, 1910

model £54
Besides those q.uoted in this space, we can oiTer other

good bargains. Do not fail to get our prices before
definitely deciding. Recommended by all the leading
makfrs for e^ch^nge business. Terms on application.

WAUCHOPE'S, ''•\"5^^*cJ'~Vec"
'"•

"Phone, S777 Holbom. Telegrams: "Opificer, London."

gOGI
£i^: can
Carlisle.

be seen
splendid
iondon.- Rennett,

very low built;

Scaleby Castle.

TRIUSIPH Motoi Cycle, 1910, free engine, new. foi
sale

; also ii'-N-, second-hand, 2h.p., splendid con-
dition ; trial —Robiuf^on and Co-, M-,tor Depot, Belloid,
Noithimiberland-

,

CENTAUR, 32hp..-magn«to, new 26in. wheels. Palmer
back Clincher front; good ~eondilion,' chain dxiven.

compression good, stand;- £15.. offers-— tiawley. Corpora-
tion Rd., Workington- ...
3ih.p. Rex. M-0 v., Brown-Barlow, handle-bar oon-

2 trolled carburetter, adjustable puiiey, brand new
2iin. tyre.-^

lowest.—23,
stand, sound, and perfect' coudition

:

H^pe St.. Crook-

19^

SECTION n.
York and Lancashire.
3Shp- 1910 Twin rremier; listed br makers £52 10s-,

4 my price £47 1 Os.—Hitehon-

D.iuglas, jnst in; 38 guineas T" no waiting, im-
mediate dispatch; cash or escliaufrc-—Hitcheu-

TWO-SPEED Humbers, exhaviat under eneine. per-

fectly new; £45 cash, or exchange terms; offers

wanted for the Hiimber and sidecar complete-—HitcbeDr
163. Euston Rd-. Morecambe.

DOUGLAS. 1909. as new. tools, spares; £27, lowest-

—Rodgers Broom Lodge, Kotnerham- ^

41h-p- 4-eyl- FiN- 1908. 2* Palmer cords. now-Boadi
2 magneto; £22—Potter. Blenheim Sa-. Leeds."

3ih.p- 4-stroke Scott, unpaclced. eann.it accept deliveiT;
2 £53—4,422. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry;--

I QIO 3jh-p- Humber. two speeds, as received in crate;

Xf/ £45 -K- Blezard, 26. Bank Hey St, Blackpool.

33.h-p- Minerva, very low. and in good condition ; trial

'

4 given; £8.—Forrest, Smallwood Mouse, Standish-

DOUGLAS, 1910, the King of lightweights, in stock;

sole agent for Manchester distriot-—Gourlay, Fal-

lowfield-

WOLF Lightweight. 1909- practically new. spares

accessories; £15.—Adamson, engineer. Sfnng
Bank, HuII-

3ih-p. N-S-U,, 1908, magneto, excellent condition;'

2 nearest £25-—Illingworth, 345. Newport Ed-, i

Middlesbrough-

LIVEEPOOL—Motosaooclie, Moto-Eeve. Wolf, the onlj

veritable lightweights; Phelon and Moore heavy and i

light—Sole -official i agents. British Cycle Co- l.-apo

3- Berry St. .
- •

._ - -,
. . j;_ ^

Tj Q08 N-S-U- lih:p. Magneto Lightweight: perfect;

J.*y anv trial; winner most pj'iz^ -recent Hajrofwe
Club Gymkhana; £14 14s—Crossley, 26^: Qljiremont. Tet

race, York- ' -
.

"

' '
'

--.•-'*•

*;!4 In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mentton "Tin Motor Cycle."

li.
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1 SPEED V. 2 SPEEDS
We cannot imagine anyone paying i\^ for a machine

6tU'd with one speed, when we can offer a MEW TWO-
SPEED NUMBER and CORONET SIDECAR for £42 10s.

It is equivalent tn throwing money " down the gutter."

Kemember, the usual price of the above " Combination "

is ('tt, sliowing a clear saving of ^12 los. It is like

MOl^EY FOR NOTHING.
Tlicse " Combinations " will pass a )C5oo car anywhere

al ;uiy time. A turn of the handle suffices to set in

inolion the mechanism of these beautifully designed
machines. They are designed to take two passengers
^-peedily, comfortably, and stylishly at a minimum cost;

and they do it. Please njtc, we have only a few left.

"(oronet"
Side-Cars. ^54 7 6.

for

^42 10 O.

1909^ HUMBERS
brand new. These you can hardly tell from igio models,
being fitted with improved pattern silencers, spring forks,

larger pulleys, Roc licensed two-speed gear, h.-b. control,

registered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

pump operated by foot, stand and carrier, toolbag with
all tools fitted 'to handle-bar. Fully guaranteed.

£42 lOSi, complete, with sidecar.

£38 10s., less sidecar.

N-S.U-, 3ih-p., free engini
;iuy trial: £26. or cSLliniiL:

—57, Parrin Lane. Munton, ne;)

19091 Single Speed Humbers.

HUMBER
TEN ONLY £32 IBs. each.

Druid spring forks, Bosch magnetos, h.-b. control, pedal-
ling gear, stand and carrier, toolbags, tools, number-plates,
etc. Usual price £45. A clear saving of j^ii los. Only
Booth's can offer such value. .

NEW 1909 ARNOS.
We have a few Brand New jjh.p. Models, fitted with

magnetos, h.-b. control, complete with stand, etc.

List price ^(45. Olu: price, £28 10s. Or exchange.

Other Sidecar Machines-
si h.p. BROWN, twin. igoR majneto. Iree ensine £25 10
jjh.p. REX DB LUXE, Roc clutch, magneto.. £21 10
5 h.p. Twill REX, igoB, magneto, spring lorks.. 124 iO
Sj-h.n. HUMBER. igog, two speeds, soiled only £i8 10
3j h.p. BAT, magneto, two speeds, spring frame. . £24 10

Beautiful Solo Mounts.
3! h.p. BRADBURY, igog model £26 10
3i h.p. RE^ Tourist, igog, run about 150 miles. . £28 10
5 h.p. REX Twin Tourist, igo8 model £21 10
ijh.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, igoS model £16 10
3-6 h.p. REX Featherweight, magneto, igo8 model £1S 10
j h.p. Twin REX Speed King, magneto, igo8 model £21 10
3i h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, low built £18 10
Sjh.p. MINERVA, magneto, very nice order £16 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, 26in. wheels, spray £3 15
2i h.p. HUMBER, spray, spring forks £410

£1,000 WAITING.
We want good magneto machines.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET, vi)« Stjuare^jRwa::

Phone 1062. HALIFAX. •,:r'""i'',>r„"'K

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
41.h.p- Twin Minerva, sprinp forks Itmip and horn

;

2 liny running test; £19—139, Cltiveliind Kd-,
Crmnpsall. Manehester.

N.S.U-, 5ih.p.. twin, magneto, spring forlis, nond tyrea.
in Kood i-oudition ready fir the road; £25.—H-

Jteadows, Hall Lane, Hindley-

3h.p. Noble. Chater-Lea fittings, .^onnd eonditinn; £9-
:x take .sideear part payment.—40, Monton St-,

(jreenlii-'ys. Manchester.

MOTO-REVE, late 1908, all 1909 improvement?, in
good eondition ; no time for riding; saiTifiee £18.—

Al-lreseo I'avilion, Frizinghtdl, Uradford.

DOUGLAS. 2Jh.p., new June, 1909, perfect order,
tyn-'s unpnnftured, rubber studded back; £28, or

near eash oft'er—Ellis, 157. South Ir'arnde, Cleekheaton.

tivo-.^pi^i^d. now eondition

;

lower power and ca^^h-

M;tnr]iHster.

"1 Q09 3-,|:li,p. Bradbury, nnpnnctnrrd, Cowt-y indicator.
Xt/ special fittings, extra I'ast, uud absolutely fault-

le.ss. injured kni-'eonly reason ; £30, no ofilers.-P-T-, "V\"est

View, Bolton-Ie-Sauds.

TRIUMPHS, immediate delivery, come and see me
before pureha'^iiv your 1910 mount, any make

supplied; secoud-luinu Triiniiidis takcu in part payment-
—Triumph Ag'ent. 53, Trat^ord Rd-, Salford-

*| Q08 4h-p- Twin N-S-U-. t^pring forks, two-speed gejir.

Xi/ inagueto. handle-bar control, very low, .'!;tand and
fooLboards. "ridden 1,500 miles, guaranteed perfect; cost
£60 bargain, £39—Duckworth, 197, Manehester Ed-
Sudden, Rochdale.

4ih.p- Twin Minerva, overhauled l>y makers three weeks
2 ago, R-0 M ignition, twj new Fuller eoils. Brown

and Barlow handle-bar control carburetter, adjustable pul-
ley. R-O-M.'back tyre. Whittle iin. belt; price for quick
sale £25: seen and tried any time--11, South Parade,
Jliiddersfield-

ARIEL, 3ih-p-, 1907, perfect running order, splendid
climber, hiind starting, rubber footboards, unpuuc-

tured Clincher 28 by 2 tyres. B. and B-. handle-bar con-
trolled. Advance adjustable, trembler, ana wipe contact.
two accumulators, new Powell and Hanmer lamp, new
spare steel studded Peter-Union non-skid and Clincher
Matchless silencer, recently overhauled, .stand, horn, car-

rier, and to.ls ; £15--D. C Swinton, Masbani, Yorkshire

Bradburys. 1910, standard models. £46; de-

livery from stock; Sjh.p- 1909 Bradbury, with
tree engine, Rom tyre, gooa as new. £32; 3ih-p. 1909
Bradbury, standard model, ahnost new, £30 ; 2ih-p-
Bradbury, light and low, good order. £9; 2ih.p. Kerry,
iood order, cheaper than a push bike. £6; good allow-
ince for old niachim?s in -exchange for jiradburys. —
Parry, George St-. jOldham. sole agent for Bradbury
and Douglas-

SECTION \\\.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Ciieshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

TWIN Fairv, 2Jh-p.. late model, fine condition; £11.
-Hall, Richard St-, Northwich-

31i-p. Motor Cycle. Minerva engine, t-oofl eondition ; £9
10s-—4,408. Tfte Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

S^h-p. Twin Res and adjustable foreoar ; lot £19 10s-. or
^f separate.—Turner, 405, Cheotham Hill Rd-, Dukin-
field.

I 009 Triumph, perfect condition, tools, lamp, etc-;
Xtf £52 10s.—T. Lidderdale. 'WeepiDS Cros^, Staf-

31h-p.
2 li-

MINERVA Twin, 4ih-p.
either. fuP

Vindec Special, 3ih-p-

;

'Quiitped ; £20--±iollingwortli.
Alfreton.

Bradbury
me

verhampton

33,h.p. N-S.U-. December, -1908, magneto, speedomet^
4 new tyre and belt, perfect condition; £25.—Den

3ih-p. Bradburv, vertical, in good louditiou; seen anv
2 time; £8 10s--H. Shacklock, Manby St., Wol-

tyre and belt, perfect condition; £25.—Dean,
Hollies, Sandbach-

MINERVA, 1908, 3ih-p., handle-bar control, magneto
just thoroughly overhauled; £25. -- Ricbardt.

Chronicle," Shrewsbury-

3JLh-p. Zenith Bicar, siring frame, luxurious machine.
2 fast, reliable, and climb anything; sacrifice £17-

—R- Els^. Leawood, near Matlock.

TRIUMPH. 1909, standard model, only ridden few
hundred miles, absolutely as new, except little

wear on tyres; £38-—Moss, Wem-
_:. 1910, B.B. carburetter, h-b. control

Wuittle belt, new adjustable pulley, good condi-
tion; any trial; £11-—" Craig Lea," iiatli St., Rhyl-

3 h.p. Minerva, 26 wheels, low, enamelled green, tcols.
lamp, and stand ; £10, or exchang:e tricar or higher

power--Mill.y, Slade House, Kegworth, Derby.

MOTO-REVE. magneto, two Clinchers, perfect condi-
tion, unscratched. Druid .spring forks, not gone

seen in Manchester; £24-— Oliver. Lymm,

31h-p. Re:
4 Wuit

200 miles

;

Cheshire.

TRIUMPH. 1907, just overhauled, new cylinder, bear-
ings, etc-, handle-bar control, adju-stable pulley,

new non-skid tyres, Stanley belt and headlight, horn, etc-
—26, Western Rd., Derby.

MOTOR Cycle. 3ih-p-. just thoroughly overhauled, now
tyre driving wheel. Palnier cord "front, spare Clin-

cher, all tools, spares; £9 10s-. or ofler.s.—Whiting, but-
cher. 5, Bird St., Lichfield.

£4 17s. 6d.
"(ORONET^
Side-Cars

We ma.Entain the "Coronet" is the BEST
DHi EGNED SBDECAR on the Market.

Free from Side-slip.—The " Coronet " Sidecar
is attached in three places, the front down tube, b^jttom
lay, and saddle bolt, and can be detached in throe

minutes. Every tube of attachment is telescopical and
adjustable to suit any length wheelbase, any height or
width. When attached the combination is as firm and
rigid as a Tricar, and entirely free from side-ilip, and
can be driven safely without passenger if desired.

Delivery -from stock to suit TRIUMPJ-IS)
REXES, P. & M.'S, N.S.U.'S.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

LATEST PATTERN HANDLE-BARS.
Slightly upturned, with drop ends, built of heavy gauge

tubing, and well plated. Per pair, 6/6.
We build handle-b?.rs to your own dimensions from 7/-

LOW SEAT-PILLARS. 4/3.
Discount to trade.

SILENCE.—My ovm Silent Silencers. Noise reduced to

a minimum. No back pressure. Hundreds in use. OqIv
3/3 each

' GRIPSKIN " BELTING.

.
o ' O ' o- o o o

.o-._ o o- o o
o <

Made from selected parts ot hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer lite

than rubber.
|in.. lOd. ; Un., lid. ; ^in., 1 /I ; lin.. 1 /2.

Special terms to th.c trade.

TYRES- TYnES. TYRfcS,
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

Clincher Covers; 26in. or 28x2in., 2}in., 2lin., 16/6.
Dunlop Covers: 26x2in., 15/6; 26x2-iin., 17/6;

28x2iin. or sHu., 15/6.
28 X 2in. Dunlop Covers : Beaded, 14/6 ;_ Wired, 10/6
24 X 2iin. Clipper-Reflex, heavy treads. 12/6 ; dittc

tubes. 4/-. 28x2jin. Clincher Tubes, 3/3 each.
Large stock of Coniinenlals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sham-

rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part pa3''men t.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from 59/6

Your old coil and ace. tal<en in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-
bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.

Old Carburetters Bought.

MISCELLANEOUS.
De DioQ Car Frame, wheels, diltcreniial £3 10s.

New Water-cooled Cylinder M.O.V., 81 mm. bore , 19/6
Six good Plain Coils each 3/3
Dozen good Trembler Coils each 7 /6
Mudguards and Stays sin.j 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 3 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated '...... 5/6 and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Coils fyour old coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators .,,.,- 14/9
50 Pairs Nev^ X'lall Spring Forks, latest 15/-
Longueraare, Minerva, F.N. carburetters .... each 5/6
Osborne Four-speed Gear, 35 /-

28x2^ Clincher Tubes 3/3
Amac and B. & B. carburetters 7/C
Good Forecarriage, complete, with .tyres , £2 19s.
Light Car Frame, with springs and wheels .... £2 10s.

Norman Two-speed Gear, 7carly new £2 5s.

New Twin Antoine Cylinder 20/-
New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand paur XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-speed Gear Box, nearly new , , , , £2 5s.

Low tension Magneto suitcar ..,;,.... 27/6
New Pistons, 81 mm. diam 3/9

Tn answering these advertisements it is desirahU to mention "The Motor Cycle,**

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET (off Square Road), HALIFAX.

Telephone 1062.

A35
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riALIFAX AND |o N DON

"TheSlDECA"

Tlie finest sidecar at present on the road irrespective ol

price.

"Par Excellence."
Double Cee springs. Stove enamelled in two
coats. No wasted or unnecessary plating.

Luxuriously upholstered either red or green.

Finished any colour to order, ,

However we could chant its praises *' for months and
months and months," but send for pamphlet.

£5 5 O
ALL COMPLETE.

DISCOUNT TO TRADE.

Immediate Deliveries.
VVc are experiencing some little diffirulty in getting

deliveries o£ Triumphs, and offer £46 nett for free engine
models (three) and f^^2 los. standards (new).

N.S.U.'S

Six 3 h.p. models, with magneto, N.S.IJ. spray car-

buretter, 2iin. Peter Unions, 26in, wheels, any colour

finish, which we can offer fnr £25. Brand new.

We are buyers of any mnuber of good magneto machines,

\vith or without two-speed gears, also of small modem cars.

Cars and Motor Cycles sold on commission, 5%. No
sale, no charge. All advertising, garagc; cleaning, etc., free.

Special Cieara.nce in Accessories.
Complete Lists upon application.

Six new soiled Bosch Plugs ; listed 3/6 2/8
Two igro Amac H.B.C. Carburetters 27/6
One 1910 B. and B. ditto 27/-
Two 20 amp. h.r. Fuller Accumulators ; listed 77/- 11 1-

Two Pairs Matchless Spring Forks; listed 15/6 .. 12/6
Ten 26x2Jin. Clincher Red Tubes (new) 3/3
Fourteen 26 x 2;!in. ditto Grey (new) 4/6
Three Two-cylinder Trembler Coils fnew) 10/-
Six Toolkits. Marvellous value 7/6
Separate Generator Lamps, large size, complete .. 12/6

Send for- Lists. We have a very large number of goods
to clear at throw-away prices.

PHSNIX Quad Car 8 h.p., two-seater, two cylinder,

a beauty £40

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, Great Portland Street,

(OfFOxfjjrd Circus),

LONDON, W.
Telephone 552 Mayfair.T Teiegs. : "Abdicate, London."

Hours g to 8. Sats., g to 6.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q09 Triumph, with mirror searchlight, and tools, eom-

,4.*'-. tplete..:£37; al^o 2ihp-' Trrumph-Minerva. .£8. or
best cash offer ; new stand and carrierj combined, 5s-—
N'ewport. Tattenhall, Chester-

.
^

- .

4h.p- Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea, live axle, Whittle belt.
cut-out. studded tyres, etc.. a powerful and reliable

easily controlled machine, in first-class condition, suitable
for sidecar w:rk; a genuine bargain, £15 IO3. ; trial-—L.
S- Fearn. Alfreton.

TRIUMPH, late 1909. only run 500 miles, guaranteed
perfect condition. Cowey speedometer. King of

Road lamp, generator, horn, spare valve, carbide carrier.
all tools, tyres perfect: cost £56. accept £40. or nearest
cash otfer ~Woodnouse, Lily Bank. Hereford St.. Sale-

PEEMIERS (twin or single). Douglas, and Enfield—
Birmingham and district agency. Samples on view

at depot, and at Stand 131. of the Bingley Hall Exhibi-
tion- Trials arransed- Present machines taken in part
payment: deterred payments if desired. Few second-
hands-—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row (opposite
Cathedral Church)-

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
. Northamptonsliire, and Warwickshire.
3h.p. Lincoln Elk, almost like new, fast and reliable

;

bargam, £12.—B. Morris, Bouxne-

MOTOSACOCHE, bought last November, only ridden
700 miles: £25-—Wall. Heu^^ar Lod^, Leamington.

DOUGLAS, king of lightweights, C- moaela in stock;
inspection invited-—T. Norton, iromuonger, Cov-

entry.

3ih.p. Res, magneto ignition, new tyres, in good con-
2 diti^n; £18.—E- Harbourn, 34, Boston Place, Cov-

entry.

5 h.p- Rex, new tyres, "Whittle, complete, and oilskins;
£11, absolute bargain-—59. iiartiepool Ea., Cov-

entry.

Oiti-p- Clement-Garrard. in first-class condition, Wata-
1^ wata bell, Amac h-b. control-—-tJulterfield, Stech-
ford-

SINGLE Werner for sale; £12. or nearest offer; in
good condition. — Hairiinan. 44, Gladstone St-,

Leicester.

MOTOR Cycle; F-N-, brand new, 1910, not ridden 500
aii'es; £32.—F- E. Baker, Ltd-, 90, Mooraom St-,

Birmingham.

1Q10 Premier Twin, brand new. perfect, complete,
J-*J lamp, generator, horn; 42 gmneas-—4,429, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRIUStPH. Rex, Minerva, Excelsior motors, new and
second-hand; send for weekly iist-—The Victoria

Garage and Electrical Co.. Ltd-. Coventry.

1 Q09 3ih-p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks. £2 5s-
X«7 lamp, not done 800 miles, guaranteed perfect;
£28 lOs— 214, i'osse Rd. North. Leicester-

WOLF Lightweight, good as new, tyres not worn, 2
h p.. very fast, spring forks, stand; £12. or

neare.5t offer.-Gelder, 38, Park St.. Lincoln-

FOR Sale. 5h.p- Twin Kerry, in perfect order, acces-
sories lamp, spare tubes, etc-, complete; £16. —

Apply, W. Vaisey. 61, Leeming St.. Mansfield.

MINERVA" Motor Cycle. 25h-p , vertical. 'MO-V-,
spring forks. BlOO saddle. Peter-Union. Dermatine

belt; £12 10s-; low built— 56. Sutton St.. Aaton'Manor-

33.h.p- Twin Premier, new last rpoath. hardly ridden,
4 * complete, spares; any trial; cost £56. accept £43.

a genuine bargain-—T- S- Walker. Market Sq., Retford.

31.h.p- Twin Werner, enamelled grey, h-b- control,
2 variable speed gear, footboards, 5in. mudguarda,

spring forks; £16.—David, 44, Arthur St.. Lough-
borough.

3ih.p. Ariel, 1910 model, nearly new, free engine, vari-
2 able gear, starting handle, complete with £2 2s-

!amp. 3-note horn ; £40-—Lean, Holly Moimt. Upland
Rd-, Selly Park, Birniingham-

MOTOSACOCHE, in grand condition, exceptional
good liill-climber. t^o accumulatrs. lamp, spare

cover, and all accessories; £15 10s-; g\iaranteed perfect
and looks equal to new.-Oswald House, ^ueen Victoria
Rd-. Coventry-

1Q10 Himiber. latest model, also latest Ariel, fitted
At/ witii Dunlop studded tyres auti iSrocks padded
B104 saddle; £42 each; slitihtly soiled; exchange sen-
tertained—Evans. 358, Stratford ltd-, Birmingham.

4 h.p. Roc Motor Cycle for sale, cheap, £19. handle
starting, with two-speed gear, hanale-bar control

Whittle belt, magneto, in fine cj^ndition, or exchagne
for good 3ih p. magneto.—Carter, 257. Tiverton Rd-,
Boumbrook. Birmingham-

PREMIERS (twin or single). Douglas, and Enfield-
Birmingham und distri* t aeeucy- Samples on view

at depot, and at Stand 131. of the Bingley Hall Exhibi-
tion. Trials arranged. Present machines taken in part
payment ; deferred payments if desired- Few second;
hands.—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row (opposite
Cathedral Church).

SECTION V,

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3a,

All machines guaranteed in good running order befii
deUverv.

NEW MODELS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
New 1910 BRADBURY, standard 1

New 1910 MOTO-REVE, 2h.p f
New 1909 REX, 5 h.p., two speeds

, {
New 1909 REX, 3^ h.p., Tourist Model £
New N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto §
New N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto t
SECOND-HAND MACHINES ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
ROC, 1909 model, 4 h.p., two speeds, latest spring

(orks, Bosch magneto, variable pulley, good
order, and hke new |

ROC, two speeds, low built, magneto, good condition
and order {

CARS FOR SALE.
We have a very good 20 h.p. Four-cylinder PRUNM

Car, four speeds and reverse, magneto, side entrance, wi-
head and tail lamps, which, being rather high built,

admirably suited for colonial usage. Just had nearly f
spent on new body, radiator, and general overhaul. VV

crate free and pay freight charges to any port in t

world for £160. A bargain.

^STANDARD Car, 16-20 h.p., six-cylinder, magneto,
as new, complete with hood, folding screen,
Stepney, head, side, and tail lamps, five-scatcr,

side entrance, excellent condition throughout ; £2C
PH(£N1X Qtiadcar, f^ h.p., two-cylinder, two speeds and

reverse, good tyres, new gears, and perfect . . . . f
LOCOMOBILE ^ h,p. Steam Car, good order f
*N.S.U. 3 J h.p., magneto, brand new, 26x2^in. tyres,

low built t
*N.S.U. 3 h.p., magneto, brand new, only 4 left ; cash £
'N.S.U. gi h.p,, twin, magneto, low built, only 2 left £ ,

*REX 5^ h.p., magneto, low built, good tyres to both
j

wheels, in beautiful condition throughout f| J

"BRADBURY 3^ h.p., brand new igio model, standard i

]

throughout fli i

*TRIUMPH 3 h.p., magneto, grey finish, Pahner tyres : 1

to both wheels, handle-bar control, etc jK I

*TRIUMPH 3 h.p., low built, in good condition, etc. ^ il
*KERRY 5^ h.p., low built, 26x2iin. tyres, in good

condition, a splencUd sidecar machine £! J

^HAMILTON 4 h.p., low built, handle-bar control, "

,

footboards^ etc £1

J

*ARIEL 3A h.p., B. and B. carburettpr, good tyres,
]

26x2jin.. low built, etc £li

F.N. if h.p., magneto, F.N. carburetter, handle-bar
j

control, good tyres to both wheels, in perfect 1

condition ^£1

1

•DURKOPP 2^ h.p,, spray carburetter, black finish,' j

good tyres to both wheels, 26 x 2in £||

^CLARENDON 3 h.p., accumulator, ignition, M.O.V.,
J

good tyres, green and gold finish £1 i

ROVER 22 h.p., Amac, handle-bar control, footre^ts, 1

splendid tyres to both wheels, 26x2-|in., cream
I

finish ; , £1 i

REX 5^ h.p., accumulator ignition, Cantilever spring

seat, good tyres to both wheels, black finish,. '-
J

enamelling and plating as new ' £1
^

"BRADBURY 2^ h.p., three-speed pulley, in good rim-,,';
1

ning order and condition ..'ifli

REX 5^ h.p., accumulator ignition, splendid tyres to.' !

both wheels, 26 x 2|in., footboards, aluminium 1

finish £1

1

EXCELSIOR 3 h.p., grey finish, a good chmber .. £1*

*MINERVA 3^ h.p., grey fini»n, in splendid condition,

good tyres to both wheeL=;, 26 x 2^in. £11

c^FAIRY J h.p., low built, an ideal hghtweight £11

^HUMBER 3.V h.p., two speeds and free engine, grey,
finish, as new, igog model, all accessones £3*

OUR «;f»eoial cash offer.'
QUADRANT, B^ h.p., spray carb., in good con-

dition, complete with number plates, lamp,
horn, and all ready for the road. £7

50/- down, and the ba.lance 5/- per weel'
secures the fbilowin^r:

I

•QUADRANT i^- h.p., spray, good condition i

DURKOPP 2i h.p., good tyres, in Ai condition .. £1

EXCELSIOR 23 h.p., long bars, spray carburetter,.

rubber and canvas belt, etc £1

BRADBURY z^ h.p., three-speed pulley, in good
running order , £1

MINERVA it h.p., spray carburetter, in fair condition I

All machines in good nmning order before leading. 01

works, and tested by experienced men. ;

Machines marked are in stock at Halifax, others i

j

London.

3ih.p- N-S'TJ.. magneto, perfect, as new; £15--
2 Bridge St., Cambridge.

WERNKR 2:^h.p.. belt drive, good running condi-
tion; £6 10s.— ward, Pavenhaul, Eeds-

\36 T)i o.rf^wcrinfi these advertisetnents it is desirable to mention

IVIAODES' IVIOTOR IVIART,
The Fair Factors,

Powell St., HALIFAX.
Telephone: 433 day; g04 night.

Telegrams .
" Petrol, Halifax."

Also at 138, GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON^ VI

(off Oxford St.)

'Phone; 552,^ayfair. Tels. :
" Abdicate, London*"

TM Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SINGKR. magueto, £4 lOs.; lih-p- Minerva, £6 lO.s-

;

both running-.—Oliivers, Lytu St.. Cumbritlj^e H";oth.

MOTOSACOCHE, niaf^neto. new Auyiist, 1908. in por-
fiH-t runuiuff order; £17.—Ur. Jumes, Fessing-

tiaekl, Harlestou. Norfolk.

l!Q3.h.p. I'lemier Twin, not done 200 miles, visual price
i|04 £52 10.4., sucriflco £48 lOs- j 3in.p- Bradbury.
I'usrd ouee, studded ts'res, both wheels, usual prir-c £46
ill2s-. to ck'fir £43.—Parker aud Sou, St. Ives, Hunts.

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy? We can
supply and give early deliveries. We have

iflctually in stock new Triumphs, Premiers, and Brad-
Iburya. cash or instalments-—Parker nnd Bon, St. Ives.

Hunts.

TRIITMPH. 1909. good as now. bousbt" August, not
ridden during winter Dt-rmatiui; belt, studded

iCliuclicra. lamp and genenitor. horn, tools. and acces-
' dories; buyia.n' 1910- £39-— " Beckville," London Rd-.
lit- Ives. Huuting'donshire.

TRIUMPH, 1909. as new. Palmfer cords. F.R.S- lamp,
two .--pare valves, complete, case magneto spares,

imiiNvd. horn; 36 guineas, or exchange lor lightweight,
liiiULila.s or Moto-Rove preferred, cash adjuf-tmeut.—
\y:illi-;. c/o Bedwell's. Newmarket.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

3 ill-]). Humber, chain drive, free engine, good condi-
2 tion; £10 10s—Grove. Church St.. Kidder-

minster.

1 Q08 2ih-p- Magneto Rex. excellent condition, .rubber
X«7 studded tyre, adjustable pulley; £17.—Pailthorpe,
Kveshaiu-

THROUGH Health, must sacrifice new 25 guinea Rex^
2ih-p-. for £18. only ridden 300 miles, good as

new.— Glenroy, Middleton Hall Rd.. King's Norton.

PREMIERS (twin or single). Douglas, nnd EnfiL-ld—
Birmingham and district agency- Samples on view

at depot, and at Stand 131. of the Bingley Hall Exhibi-
tion- Trials arranged- I'resent machines taken in part
])aymeut ; deferred payments if desired- Few second-
hands-—Colmore 5)epot, 31. Colmore Row (opposite
Cathedral Church)-

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

ood running order: £10 lO.-^- for (puck
High St-, Slough.

p. 1909 Kex Tourist, new condition, new Mitjhi.*liu

non-skid ; £28-—Rowland. Salisbury.

TRIUMPH. 1910; delivery from .'^tock after March
31st-—Davenport Vernon. Ltd., High Wycombe-

TRIUMPHS. 1910, delivery from stock; second-hand
Triumphs taken in part payment.-Laytons. Bicester-

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westsrate, HALIFAX.
'I'hone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

,1 MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£15-~AbsolutL'Iy no offer.s; no rubbish-— 2li. p.

raDt-engiued Iit:htweight. modern littinyrj.

^SPECIAL CASH BARGAINS.
i h.p. BRADBURY, very smart and good £10
ir)05 3l h.p. REX, soring torks, M.O.V £15 10
-I

h.p. STEVENS, h.-b. control. Palmers «9 15
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition £14 10
ij h.p. KERRY, light and low, soray £9 10

3i h.p. KEX. 22io. frame, trembler coil £7 10
3* h.p. ROVER, 2Sx=!in. Palmers £lt 10
3 h.p. BEESTON-HUMBER, spray £9 10
2 h.p. QUADR.'^.NT, h.-b. control, spray £5 10
2 h.p. F.N.-SAROLEA £4 5
2j h.p. DE DION pattern, spray £5 10
I.', h.p. MINERVA, wants attention £3 5
3 h.p. HUMBER, splendid climber £5 10

Monster list on application. Cash otter considered.

SPECIAL OFFER.
26x2in;'and 28x2in. beaded edge covers,*13/6 each.
These are well-known standard make. Npw andperfect.
Tubes, 4/11. Bargain list on application. Approval.

.•; J h.p. TWIN REXES, spring forks,

long bars, low frames, alunfinium
finish, blue lines, 26in. wlieels ....

Good sidecar machines.

£16 10
Exchanges or easy payments.

B?a^d'"New 1909 REXES 1909.
The 5 n.p. Twin do Luxe (two speeds and free engine)

is the best oassenger mount on the market. No thump-
ing' and overheatmg on hills. Change your willing but
under -powered single for one of these, and give your
passenger a pleasant ride instead of walking exercise.

igog 3.^ h.p. Tourist REX, with 1910 forks, etc. £38 10
lyog 5" ft.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £48

Compare these with rgio pric?s.

31.h.p. Ariel-
2 sale.—Isaacs,

O2 '

I
ATE 1907 Triimaph. warranted perfect

i non-skids; price £28; low fr
detachable

Harper, Calne.

\r-S.T:. ^ ^ ,^ ^ . ..._

i-' belt, perfect running order

;

lih.p. Lightweight, magneto, tiood tyre^. V
perfect running order: £12.—Uox 139, Post

.)fHr.^. Jlristol.

3ih.p. Quadrant, 1908, Bosch magneto, with all spares,
2 Clincher tyres, in good condition, machine recently

'verhaulcd; £20, or ofi:ers.~4.360. The Motor Cycle
Offices. Coventry.

31.11-p- 1909 Model Humber Motor Cycle, two speeds,
2 free engine, not ridden 500 miles: also castor

Ahed sidecar; price £42 lOs--T. Baker and Sons, motor
engineers, Beading.

3ih.p Ariel Motor Cycle, in splendid running order;
a price £10 10s-—T. Baker and Sous, motor cngi-

leers. Reading.

a bargain, £7.—T. Baker
ading

splendid condition

CARS.
Any reasonable exchange considered. Room wanted.

ifio8i6h.p- Four-cylinder REMO, Bosch mag-
neto, hood, screeHv lamps, clo:k, spoedomctcr,
etc. ; cost £425 ; accept £165

Brand new O.T.A.V. Voiturctte ; ccst 102 gns,

;

hood, lamp, etc £60

5/-
EASY PAYMENTS.

weekly and reasonable deposit secures any of these
' machines. All tested and ready for the road

Quad-
.-..-.--.,-. --- - - „ spray,

spring fork,s," Triumpli shape bars, foatrests. stand, car-

rier, etc., V belt. 2in. tyres, very low frame, torpedo tank,
exeelleut condition throughout, fast, reliable, smart,
;;uaranteed. French grey finish; ride interview.—Smith.
59, Cowley Ed., Oxford.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

TJRAliBUIlY, 1910 models, and exchanges.

"DRAIJBURY, the rigid machine.

BRADBURY, the well balanced engine-—Sole npeat.i

for N".W. London, Gardner, 6a, High St, Hamp-
stead.

]yYE'S!-1910 2Jh.p. Moto-Reve, soiled only; 433-

"VrVE'S:—1910 p. and M., trial machine ; £52 10s.

"Vri'E'S!-1909 5-6h,p. l-eyl. F-N-, as new; £33.

NYE'S!-1909 SJlip. Rex, with 1910 improvements

;

£27.

TVryB'S' 1909 5-6h.p. V-S., two-Sliced; £35.

NYE'S !-'jt'o be Sold by Tender to make room for nen
stock.

-2Jh,p. Brown, magneto; £

3ih.p. Rex. 1907; £10.

-2ih.E. Kerr;-; £9 lOs.

snip- N-S.U-, nearly new;

3 h.p. Clyde
3 h.p. Ariel
3 h.p. Humber .

.

33 h.p. Rex . . .

.

^,1 h.p. Rover

£15
£10
£10
£10 10
£14

2^- h.p. Kerry .... £9 10
2.V h.p. Ariel £9 13
2.? h.p. M.M.C £9 10
2 h.p. Hl'Mper . . £8 10
3 h.p. Bradbi'ry £10 10

131U REXES. UIBERAL t-XCHANGES.
Deliveries from stock of all models.

^li.p- Triumph Motor Cycle

,

** and Sons, motor en;?ineers, Reading

r>3.1i.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle.
^4k nrii

". - .

Keadiii!

5 h.p. Twin Bex de Luxe, two-speed, 1909 model,
riddwi

'
not

guaranteed perfect and un-
Baker and Sons, motor engi-

perfeet
r: trial

Norton,

400 -miles,
ratelied': iirice £40.—T,

iieers. Reading.

Oihp, Brown Motor Cycle, puarautced in^2 eonditian, magneto, splendid hill-elimbe
mywliere; distance no object; price £17 10s,-
138, Westgate St-, Gloucester. •

IQlO 31hp. Speed King Bex, specially tuned up by
i*' the Bex Co.. 2in. -wired-on Dunlops. Lycett rub-
ier belt painted French grey, new in crate, as delivered

;

raying Bex twin; £38,—Heme, Treoda. Whitehureh.
tear Cardiflf.

6 h.p, Bat-J.A.P., spring frame, new 2jin. bv 2Jin
. Continentals and Whittle belt, '

.
..

i-b. control, lamp, generator, horn
irder, new condition; £25; will ride 100 miles,
lert Titt Warminster.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
1900 Two-speed TWIN REX Dli LUXE £39
1909 5 h .p. REX Speed Kinij, a flier £32 10
1909 5 h.p. TWIN REX, nearly new £32 10
1908 TWIN REX, magneto, spring forks £26 10
Special Two-stroke RE.X DE LUXE £39
6 h.D. N.S.U., spring forks, maq^eto £24 10
51 h.p. REX DELUXE, Roc clutch £25 10
6' h.r. TWIN ANTOINE, spring torks, like new £16 10

19tO DE LUXE SIOE.ARS.
Special detachable fittings, no second acljustment neces-

sary, 26 X 2 Jin. tyre, art cane or best wicker body, £5 17s. 6d.
Usual rigid type, art cane, £4 17s. 6d. Illustrated pamphlet
on application.

POPULARS.
1910 3l h.p. REX Special, second-hand
igoql HU.MBER. brand new £34 10
1908 Two-speed HUMBER, nearly new £29 10
1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, nearly new £29 10
1909 3,4 h.p. Magneto REX. nearly new £29 10

1909J 3i h.p. REX Speed King, new £35 q
1909 Special 3j h.p. Competion REX £30 Q
1908 3i h.p. Magneto REX. H.B. control ...... £24 10
1908 sjh.p. PHELON & MOORE, magneto £31
190S 3i h.p. Magneto MINER\'.A. £23 10
Two-speed PHELON & MOORE, accumulator . . £21 10
3.', h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24 8
4' h.p, ANTOINE. high tension magneto £18 10
3 h.p." Magneto SIMMS, ijin. Palmers £16 10
3 h.p. SINGER. V belt. H.T. magneto £16 10

, - ij Minerva Engine J51 5
Amac and entire xi-all Spring Forks 9/6
spares, thorongh

^y..^ gee Spring Forks 9/6
11910 Amac Carburetter £1

i#^oo„ii, »r, ^, ^' ^ ^ „ Is-ro h.p. two-cylinder water-cooled Rex Engine,
1 U 09 4Jh,p. Minerva throughout, sprmg frame, Con- eood order . £1S!» tmental tyres, steel studded back, two nrr..,m,.i.- !

gooo oracr , t15
,o^^, pedals; bargain, sell £30; carries sidecar: 1909
aontgonie.ry .sidecar, cost 14 guineas, sell 7 guineas.— •% t\f\f\
ffooltord, "The Chestnuts," Binfleld, Braekuell. tf\J\f\t

J^YE'Slr

J^YE'S!-

J^YE'S!-

J^YE'Sl-

^YE'S 1—1908 Motosaooehe, spring forks: £14.

NYE'S!—1909 3;h-p. Humber. two speeds, nice con-
dition ; £29.

MANY Others to select from.— 69, Leather Lane,
Holborn London. Ti-l. : 6299 Molborn.

TO 10 2ih.p. Bhaft-drive Two-speed F.N-, ridden 200
XtF miles £30. ^

3ih-p. Minerva, in good condition, new R.Q.M. tyre,

2 £14.

3JLh,p. Twin Peugeot, magneto, very low, good tyres;
2 £21.

TRIALS of these machines with pleasure on any of the
hills in Kent ;-Frank Whitaker. Green Street Green.

Orpington.

Olh.p. Ariel, splendid running order; £7.—Aust, 864.
f^ 2 Higu Ed., Tottenham.

3jLli-p. Centaur, good working order; £10.—"Wiles, 40.'

2 Carlton Ed., Mile End, E.

3I.h,p, Rex. excellent condition: lowest £9 15s.—231,
2 New King's Ed., Fulham.

31.h.p, Minerva, new condition; £10,—Barrett, 332,
2 High St. N., Manor Park.

3 ill. p. Centnur. good working order; £10.—T. Wiles
2 40. Carlion Ea., Mile End. E.

WHITTLE'S.—Triumph, 3Jh.p„ late 1907. magneto,
like new; great bargain to clear, £24.

WHITTLE'S.-F.N., 4.1-5h.p., 4 eyls., magneto, Amac.
h-b. control, nearly new; £28.

latest No. 6
£18 I83.

1908-9 Magneto Machines wanted for spot
cash. Full trade value given.

WHITTLE'S.-Fairy. 6-8h.p.. twin,
Chater-Lea spring forks, like new;

WHITTLE'S.-N.S.TT.. SJli.p., late 1907, perfect : bar-
gain. £12 lOs.-Whittle's Motor Exchange. Earls-

field.

5h.p- Twin Peugeot. French grey; photoj £15. — 162.
Forest Bd.. Walthamstow. -

x

ROVEE. Bhp,, tools, lamp; trial given; £70.—Upper
William St., St. John's Wood.

4-CYL. FN"., 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, like new;
£25.-17, Algarve Ed-, Wandsworth.

31h.p. Bex. h.b. control, E-O M. back tyre, butted
4 tube; £10-- 5, Iveley Ed., Clnpham.

3ih.p. Bex, magneto, late 1908, condition like new;
2 £22.—Jermy. Frimley Green. Surrey.

TRIUMPH, 1910, delivery now from stock; £48 ISs
—Eusticana 523. High Rd.. Chiswiek.

31h.p, Wolf, Tc-enamelled, overhauled; photo; £12
2 lOs.-H-, 59, Houston Ed.. Forest Hill.

3h.p. Humber, free engine, new accumulator, excellent
condition; £10—Perrin, Ewhnist, Surrey- '

3ih,p. Clvde Motor Cvcle, magneto, splendid condi-
2 tion ; £10.-4a. Mount Bow. East Ed., j^.

1 009 3ih.p. Triumph, as new, not done 800; appoint-
i-v ment; £37 10s—50, Manor Ed-, Broekley.

Bex Tourist, low, excellent condition ; 1

1

guineas.— 2, Hartleford St.. Kennington Oval.

In answering tJicse advertisements it is -Icsirahh (n men/ion.

qih.p02
s

1008 V-S. Twin, magneto, Triiflault spring forks;LU £23.-8, Barrett St., Manchester Sd-, London.

3ih.p. Ariel Fleet, nothing better; 10 guineas; com-
2 pulsory sacrifice.-313, St. Ann's Ed., Harringay

'27ie Motor Cycle." A-i7
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD—3b.p. Chase, goofl rendition, all acces-

sories; £12. bargain; Chater fittings-

HAMPSTEAD.-F-N.. 5-61i.p.. late 1909. low frame.
spii-iidid condition, all accessories; £25.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sih.p. Quadrant, magneto, handl-?-

bar control, splendid order; £18; all accessories-

HAMPSTEAD—Brand new 4-rvl. F-N.. 5 to 6h p
latest model, guaranteed pe t; bargain. £38-

HAMPSTEAD-—2ih. p. vertical 1908 Minerva, splen-
did condition, witb all accessories; £11-

HAMPSTEAD.-3ih p. Triumph, 1909. splendid condi-
ticu. with all accessories; bargain. £35-

HAMPSTEAD—3:h.p. 1909 free eu^-ine Triun;ph.
splendid condition, all accessories; £38 10s.

HAMPSTEAD--1910 2ih-p. two-speed KN.'s; £40;
no extra for easy payments.

TTAMPSTEAD.—1910 Rexes, all models in stocli

;

extra for easy payments.—Below-

HAMP.STEAD.—Kerry-Abin^don from stock; ex-
change or gradual payments taken; no extra-

HAMPSTEAD-—Premier. 1910. twin, as new. all ac-

cessories ; great barpain. £40 only-

HAMPSTEAD—Triumph.. 1910. from stoct; no wait-

ing : ea;y payments taken, 5 per cent, extra-

HAMPSTKAD-—Douglas. 1910. latest model, from
stock ; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—F.N.. 4;h.p - late model, splendid con-

ditiju. all accessories; £20. special bargain.

tTAMPSTFAD--F-N. 4ih-p-, latest model, handle-
bar control, condition splendid, with accessories;

£24.

rAMPSTEAD—Si8ecar. best make, brand new, ad-HAMPi
instable to any machine; £3 15s-

HAMPSTEAD—Lincoln Elk, latest, 1909. 3h
did condition, with all accessories ; £18-

HAMPSTEAD —£5 upwards allowed on cycles in part
payment for new motor r-ycles-

HAMPSl.'EAD.-Sc'g Lcjdon Agents for Lincoln
Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.—Moto-Reve, 1908. cwin, magneto
and spring forks, ail accessories; £17

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 "models, in stock (Tri-

umphs, Indian), Premier. Douglas. Rexs. Humber.
etc- ; exchanges or gradual payments-—Rey, 5. Heath St
Tel. I 2678 P-O-, Hampstead-

3h.p- Triumph, magneto, perfect condition. Riches
tubes, accessories; £21—54, Wellington Ed-. N-W-

3b-p. Werner Bicycle, t'ocd running order. Whittle belt

;

bargain, £6 lOs.-109, Broadway, Cricklewood. N-W.

Kh-p. Vindec, magneto, B- and B.. h-b. control, guaran-
ty teed perfect; £28; trial.—15, Lychett Rd-, Bromley.
Kent-

3ib.p- Rex. long bars, low seat, excellent condition:
2 bargain. £10.-C. H-, 27. Ansehn Ed., Fulham.

s.w.

33.h-p- Peugeot, good condition; £9 lOa--Apply after
4 5 pm-. Smith. 31. Cambndge Mansions, Batter-

sea Park-

3h-p. Brown Motor Cycle for sale, in splendid condition

;

sacrifice £10 10s.—Apply. X63, Forest Lane, Forest
Gate, E.

F.N., 24-h-p., spring- forks, h-b. control, accessories.
spares; £12 lOs-— 63. Hampstead Way, Golder's

Green-

BABGAIN. £7 10s—2]i-p.. Palmers, aa new. ready
drive away; must sell-—134, itigngate Bd-, Kentish

Town.

1 QOS 3ih-p, Standaid Minerva, accnmulator. in good
-JL*/ condition; £1" ' " " ' '"''

Barlow', handle-
66, Manor Rd-.

-Ellis, 13, London Rd.
Grin stead.

3h.p. Fafnir-Chater-Lea magneto. Brown-
bar control; £13, cfEer—Motor. 6

Brockley.

LDOE.—1908 3'ih.p- Brown, splendid condition; £16
10s-—Motorist, 149, Sandringham Ed., Dalston,

London.

Oih-p. J-A.P., Chater-Lea frame, fast, good hill-

'^2 L-limber; trial gjv-a; £15—109. Vvood St-, Wal-
tham-stttw-

TWIN AIoto-Reve and spares, not soiled, perfect condi-
tifa; seen after 7-30.—50. Lansdowne Ed-, Clap-

ham, S-W.

1 Q09 Triumph, ridden 2,200 miles, as new, lamp.
At/ spires; £35 -Mullett, Kingsley Av., West Eal-
ing. Loudon.

MINERfA-B.S-A.- LigliTiweight, 13h-P-. spring forks,
wi'H equipped ; £7 ; ofEers.—Liddell, 9, Heath Villas,

Hampstead.

FAFNIR. S^h.p., Chater-Lea, splendid condition; £12
12s-: sidec-ar, £2 10s.. and spares.-29, Acre Lane,

Brixtnn, S-W-

3ih.p. Minerii'a Motor Bicycle, fine condition, low
2 seat lung Inmdles; 17 guineas, or nearest. —

-JefEery Tring-

i!>ih.p. F.N-, going order, two accimanlators ; £7. accept
f^ 2 iiu^h bike and"! oasU-—Smith, 8a. Mildmay Av.,
Mildmar P^irk- i

3ih.p. Zedel Lightweight, Lamberjack. in perfect run^.
2 niug <;onditi'on ; £8 lOs-—Apply. W. I'iner, Coin-

brook. Middlesex.

A>38 In a^siOerino tkes>

Farrar's Motor Works,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone qrq.

We have secured a few BRAND NEW rgogj I

5 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE machines. Speci-
FiCAiioN : 5-6 h.p. twin engine, Roc two-speed
gear and tree engine, handle" starting, Bosch
magneto, B. and B. carburetter, h.-b. control,

Continental nibber nou-skid tyres, Rex spring

forks, and cantileveuseat. Our price £48, our price.

This year's pattern will cost you £o2.
ALSO a few new 1909 Twin 5 h.p. REX Tourist

Models. Our price £37, our price.

ALSO a few New 1909 3A h.p. REX Tourist
Models. Our price £35, our price.

CASH, CREDIT. OR EXCHANGE.
7-Sh.p. PEUGEOT, h.b. control £19 I

3J h.p. igog BROWN, magneto, h.b. control £21 j

J A h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £21 j

5-6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control £20-
i

1910 3* h.p. REX Tourist, brand new .. £45
\

11)00^ 3* h.p. RHX Racc-r, soiled oiilv - £32 10
igo8 Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control ,. £26
i) h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26' wheels £t6 tO !

f'j h.p. Tmn RE.X and Sidecar ,' £20 I

h.p. CLYDE, magneto. Druids £15
p. VINDEC, Bosch mogneto £16
p. VINDEC, magneto, H.B. control £18 Oj
SJh.D. PRKMliiR, twin-cyimder £45 ,

i<*oS 3.1- h.p. REX, almost hke new £22
I

no8 3I h.p. GRITZNER, mag., free engine £18
|

igo8 KEX Lightweight, fine condition .... £17
I

IQ07 3* h.p. KEX, lovely goer, very smart £15 15

ij h.p. N.S.U. magneto ignition £17

;J h.p. RE.X, M.U.v. spray : £10 10

-.h h.p. 1906 REX. M.O.V.. spring forks .. £14
^1 h.p. REX. Buscb magneto, ene goer £!6
Jrandnew igog Twin REX DE LUXE £48
Brand new Twin REX Tourist £37
Brand new 3^ h.p. REX Tourist £35

' LIGHTWEIGHTS.
rgoS N.S.U. Lightwpjghl. BoSch magneto .. £1? I

igoS REX Fe^lherwoighL, magneto £18

I

Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £14
f

fi finurn secures any of t-<ese.
Xta UUWII BALANCE 5/- per WEEK.
3i h.p. Re.'i £9

I

=3 h.p. Stevens .... £7

3J h.p. Re.x. M.OV. £10
| 3 h.p. Chater-Len £9

4>S« rifkivn S-'CUREb ANVOFTHESE.
**» UUmSl BA' A.%'Ct 5/- PER WEEK.
3 h.p. Vindec, mag. £16

j
Twin Fairy £14

3j h.p. Rex, mng. . . £16 3* h.p. 1906 Re.v. . £14
Push bilces accepted part payment. ^

BRAND NEW 1909

5J h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES.
complete with hood, lamps, tools, and spares^ £60 I

each. Magneto Ignition ^5 extra.

6 h.p. REX LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled,
two speeds, £35.

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

\VE MAINTAIN
Ov\ing to our unique mode of attachment and
correct balance we have in the '* Halifax " the
best and safest sidecar on tlie market. Note
where the front arm grips the centre of the
sidecar, and compare this design with the
lob-sided and unmechanicai attachment
adopted by some makers.
£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres.

Twelve months' guarantee. Discount to the trade.

MISCELLANEOUS BARtiAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, 26in. wheel £3 10

„ „ 2Sin. „ £3 Q
Montgomery Sidecar, coach-biiilt ......... £5
Two-speed Gear Box, new, unused £3
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds .. £12
,5 h.p. M.M.C. Engme, W.C £5
Carburetters—New rgro Amac, variable jet 27/-

New iqro B. and B 27/-
- New rgog Amac 19/6

Old carburetter in part payment.

advertisements it ^-^ desirable to rnentioii

F

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRItTMPH. 1906. 3h.p.. accumnlator. perfect ozdei

good t.Tres and spares; £16.—Marriott, Park St
near St. Albans-

£6.—Thomas Lightweight, "Whittle belt, long ban-
very low. good condition-—H. Lemm. 14, East Jeai

body Sq.. Chelsea-

ROC, 411.1)-. magneto, two epeeds and free engine; ei
(.-han-T'' luouern lightweight.-J^rowning, 49, Qjoji

,

\^ale. E. Dulwich.

TEIUMl'H. 1909, perfect condition. Pahnera; £35^-
Metropolitan Machinists Co.. 75, Bishop^att

Without. Loudon. E.G.

Ilh.p. Lightweight. N-S-TT., 1908, magneto, new- 6b:
4 excellent londition ; £16, ofEers—8-H-E., ^16

George St-. Croydon-

TRIUMPH. 1907. Palmers, born, lamp, spares; _^_
Metropolitan Machinists' Co., 75, ' BishojiBWili

Without. London, E.G.

N-, 4-cyl-, 4ih.p.. very little used, spring footestts-
speedometer, brand new back tyre; £28—^M-

Broomfield. Chelmsford. "^ -

ROYAL Enfield. 3::h-p.. Minerva, Longiiemare, -Kl

I

mers. go-.d condition ; £10 10s-— Goddari'lgtt
Avenue Ed- Brentford. '•![.

•!> 3h-p- Brown, low frame, 26 by ^i tyres, co
-^4 as new. not ridden 5U0 miles; £15.-119.
burongh Ed.. Brixton.

"

-^i

3 h.p- Ealeigh. penfeet throughout, spring forts, Sffi^
saddle, spares, accessories; £18-—166, SelnnBli

Ed., South Norwood, S-E-

TEIUMPH. genuine, excellent condition thiotigiottl'

magneto ; £23 : bougut car-—Dar.by, c/o JoeIBdbI

Market Place, Chelmsford. "
-t

•^PWIN Rex, Mabon. clutch, spring forks and cantifewHA seat-piiiar new tyre, spiendid machine; £Wi-8'
St- Faith's Ed- Tulse Hill.

"I
Q08 N-S-TJ.. Sih-p.. 26 by 2i Pcter-TJuion tyres, %in

JiU belt. G.A.V. aucumulators, little used; £16 ;10b:
— 89, Avenue Ed.. Acton.

LIGHTW:EIGHT, 2ih.p., just overhauled, handy Uttlii

mount, vertical engine, Watawata; bargain, £5.-
730, Garratt Lane. Tooting, S-W-

3h.p, Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame, handle-bar contioli

footboards, atijustable pulley, tyres as new; ;1J
guineas.- wnite, 5, Hargrave Ed-. London, N.

K-6h.p. 1910 Bat. M-CV., once used only; first chi^ £49 secures-—Seen at V\ authope s, 9, Shoe Ijasei
Fleet St., London, E.G.

TEITJMPH. only done 3,700. guaranteed perfect anc*

as new; £35. including spares and accessoriMf-f
106, Empress Av., Ilford.

2^h.p. Quadrant, perfect condition ; £10, or woulca

4 accept push bike and cash.—Address, F. F. Sntitlu

Baker St., Enfield. Middlesex-

3ih-p. Chater-Lea, Peugeot engine, excellent Conliiu
2 ent-al tyres, fast and perfect; £14--4, Francet.

St-. Artillery Place, Woolwicu.

RES Twin, 5h.p., new last December, only run *20(;

miles, with all accessories ; £35—AJdridge, 12
Brownlow St-. Holborn, London-

3ih-p. Minerva, re-enamelled grey, sprung back anci

2 frcnt. Palmer cord, unpunctured Biehes t^e^
£15—74, High- St., Wimtriedon.

1 QIC Moto-Eeve, 52 by 70, twin, 2ih-D., Stewai*

X«/ speedometer, butt-enders. spares; £55-, ofiers.

-

Klsiu, 51, Trebovir Ed- London.

3JLh-p. Rex, magneto, December, 1908, handle-iiw

2 B.B-. acve&iories. perfect condixjon; £22 lOst-^

56. Eiverview Grove. Chiswick.

33h-p- Kerry. Palmer corcU. Chater frame, low posi'

4 tiun; £12. or near ofier; after 6 p-m.-A-G-, 226!

SimthaiuptoD St-. Camberwell. S-E-

£11.—22h.p- F.N-, engine just overhauled, cost £4. nOB
Duco lamp. belt, and coil, tjrres unscratched, spj^l

did goer.—179. Selhuist Ed., S-E.

MOTOSACOCHE, excellent order, accumulator; i)fi

bargam ; trial and inspection within 20 miles, -•

Eector: \\ iekham. Halstead, Esj^ex.

1 Q09 4h-p- Matchless-J.A.P-, Nala two-speed, magneto*
Ji*J R.O-M.. Whittles. Amac. good condition; £35^-

MacKenzie. Oakamoor, West Byfleet.

4-Cl'L- F.N-, fine condition, all accessories, magnetor

prat-'tically new: £23: after 6; lower power waiiteai

-48. Streatly Ed-, Kilburn. N-W-

3ih-p. M-M-C, M-0-V-, No. 6 Chater, rubber stud^c*
2 Clinchers, 1910 B- and B.. h-b-c. very low. n^ariji

new; £19—20. Duke St-. Piccadilly-

OlJi-p. Kerry. 3h.p. Fafnir, Chater fittings, bothK
-^2 cellent condition, running order; cheap- — ..^,'

Wentworth House. East Finchley. N-

MENTEEVA, 3Jh.p.. spring forks. Continentals, lOTfi

reliable, .spares, good condition; £13-—14a, EcfcrDg*

t^n Gardens. Monson Ed- New Cross-

3ih.p. Fleet Brown-Barlow. Dermatine, Dunlops
2 26in- wheels, perfect, reliable; £10, offers.-

-

Letters. 21, Newton Ed., Cricklewood.

31.h-p. Minerva, low, splendid condition, 26 by ' 2;

2 Conrinentala- spring boards; casii clfers, or IflTW

power and cash.—Colonial Stores. Colnbrook-

AN F-N. 4-cyl- 4ih-p- Bicycle, with speedometeL .(UiCi

accesjjories, ridden only 1.435 miles, i^ on s^lajl.

the F.N Depot Cost £57, selling £24.

*'The Motor Cyde."



NORTHERN CLUBS ANii THE AFFILIATION QUESTION.
By GEOFFREY W. LIDDLE, Hon. Sec. Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

HE meeting of Northern riders of 1911 at Rich-' gathering would be in the hands of, or at least under the

govemmerit of, the A."G.U. The Easter meeting

would, I think, be a fine opportunity for that body to

hold some form of competition in which the Northern
motor cyclists (who, I think, are left somewhat in the

cold by the A.C.U;, except for permit and licence

fees and proclamations, which latter are forgotten,

evidently, as soon as made) could take part.

WorR for the Governing Body.
As a membei of the Committee of Eight two or

three years ago, I stated my views that the A.C.U.
should not expect a club to pay for permission to hold

its own comoetitions, but should manage its own
affairs as a club, and devote the funds received from

affiliated clubs to the improvement of the lot of the

general body of motor cyclists, viz. , in efforts to reduce

the exorbitant licence and taxation fees, or take up

cases of unreasonable fines inflicted on unfortunate

riders who can only just afford ordinary running

expenses.

As a member of the aforesaid Committee of Eight,

I was once dubbed " the silent member," but I thought

at that time anything I might venture to say would be

waste of breath. However, I now think the time has

arrived w^hen the whole of the clubs in the country

should be pressed to combine for their mutual good,

and here let me openly avow that the Middlesbrough

Club has not at any time been directly invited to

become affiliated to the A.C.U.,, nor have any

advantages derived from such affiliation been pointed

out to the officials. This may read somewhat strangely,

but it is nevertheless true.

A7

I mond or elsewhere must not, in my opinion, be

run on the same lines (perhaps I should say
" want of lines ") as this year. I mean by this

statement that the committee must organise a good

programme of some kind, and not hold a conference

of the nature of the recent one. Personally I should

say that better results would accrue if the Good
Friday meeting were taken in hand, and organised by

those who ate responsible for the working of the

Northern League of Motor Cycle Clubs, and the

meeting made the opening event of each year.

To Discuss the Affiliation Question.

With regard to the most suitable venue for leading

motor cyclists representing Northern clubs to meet and

discuss the affiliation question, I have received com-

munications from several hon. secretaries that York

would be a better centre than Leeds. I would be very

glad if club secretaries would let me have their views

on the matter. All clubs are invited to elect a

representative on the committee, as it was decided at

the Richmond conference that the Auto Cycle Union

should be approached with a view to affiliation of all

the Yorkshire clubs for a stated lump sum on the same

lines as the North-Eastern Automobile Association. I

shall be pleased to have the addresses of the nominees

of all clubs interested, so that I .can notify them of

intended meetings. T think all will agree that the

j)ossil)ilities of advancing the general welfare of riders

of power-propelled cycles arising out of the Northern

Meet of Motor Cyclists are almost inestimable, especi-

ally if some scheme could be devised whereby the
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TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE THOUSAND MILES TRIAL

to London. It.

S Avas briefly mentioned in the last

issue, this year is the tenth anniver-

sary of the Thousand Miles Trial
,

which originated with Mr.
Claude Johnsoii, the secretary

of the then Automobile Club.
It has now been arranged

that a celebration luncheon will

be held at Northampton, the

town at which the Thousand
Miles Tour competitors lunched
on the last day of the tour on
tlieir journey from Nottingham
has been suggested, among

other items, that the participants in the gathering
should bring with them number plates, prizes, photo-
graphs, and other trophies of the event, and that a
collection of photographs of the participants, together

with a record of the original event and of the cele-

bration, should be placed in an iron box and deposited
with the Royal Automobile Club.

A Brief History of the Thousand Miles.
The Thousand Miles, as it was called, was the first

British long distance motor trial. The Club had
previously held tours and.awardecl prizes for the

best performances,

but nothing in the

nature of an organ-

ised trial and de-

monstration had pre-

viously been at-

tempted. Present

day motor cyclists

will naturally be in-

terested to know if

there were any motor

cycles which took

part in this historic

event. In 1900 there

was no Auto Cycle

Union, but the

Automobile Club, re-

:ognising the import-

ance of fostering the

motor cycle movement, graciously permitted motor

quadricycles and tricycles to take part, these being

the only forms of motor cycle which were on the

market in 1900. Motor bicycles were even theii

in use, but they had not emerged from the experi-

mental stage, and beyond a few early models which

were in the hands of a few enthusiasts who had

imported them from abroad motor tricycles and quad-

ricycles were the vogue among those who favoured

the motor cycle type of vehicle. Below will be

found a list of the tricycles and quadricycles which

started from London on April 23rd, 1900, with the

names of the riders. Among the latter was J. W.
Stocks, now the manager of De Dion Bouton, Ltd.

With him as passenger was Cecil Edge, brother of

S. F. Edge, w-ho, our readers will perhaps remember,
succumbed to a serious chest complaint in July, 1908.

E. S. Cheel has -not been- heard of in^motor circles

since the trial, but his Ariel tricycle, with Whippet
trailer, which was practically a lady's push bicycle

T .0 CvT.tu y T-.ndem zwi Ariel Ti-:c;cIo with Whippet trailer at one of the exhibitions.

frame without the front fork but with the rear wheel
and pedalling' gear, and was attached to the rear

of a tricycle, made some very fast times on the

hills. Buck (2J4 h.p. M.M.C. tricycle), the rider

of the Simms motor wheel, and Herbert Ashby
(Empress tricycle) have dropped out of motoring
circles. S. Begbie (Century tandem) is still con-
nected with the industry, as also are A. J. Wilson
(Ariel tricycle) and E. M. Iliffe (Enfield quadricycle).

A List of Starters.
'^'^- 3j 3/'8 h.p. Ariel quadricycle, driver J. AV.

Stocks, passenger Cecil Edge; No. 4, 2^ h.p. Ariel

tricycle with .Whippet trailer, driver E. S. Cheel

;

No. 12, 2% h.p. M.M.C. tricycle, rider Buck;
No. 20, 2^4; h.p. Simms motor wheel (a tricycle with

two wheels in front, one behind, front driving, and
rear steering); No. 39, 3 h.p. Century tandem,
driver S. Begbie; No. A 16, 2% h.p. Ariel tricycle,

rider A. J. Wilson; No. A 20, 2^ h.p. Empress
tricycle, rider Herbert Ashby; No. A 28, 2% h.p.

Royal Enfield quadricycle, driver E. M. Iliffe,

passenger W. Grew.
The makers of the Enfield quadricycle and the

Ariel quadricycle and tricycle are to-day making
modern motor, bicycles, and the makers of the Simms

motor wheel are at

work on magnetos.

S. T. Bidlake,

-although not a com-
petitor in the tour,

accompanied the
cortege for some
considerable dis-
tance. I believe

he finally retired

somewhere near to

Kendal, and com-
pleted the tour per

motor car.
'

The route was

:

First day, London
to Bristol via Marl-
borough and Bath.

Second day, an ex-

hiliition of all the competiirg vehicles was held in the

Drill Hall, Bristol. The third day was occupied hi

journeying from Bristol to Birmingham, a short stay

being made at the Winter Gardens, Cheltenham, where
another informal exhibition took place.

The First HilUclimb.

The fourth day was entirely devoted to another

exhibition in Bingley Hall, Birmingham, and on the

fifth day the competitors tackled the first serious hill

on the journey, viz.", Taddlngton Hill on the day's route

between Birmingham and Manchester, via Matlock

and Buxton. In this hill-climb A. J. Wilson on his

"Ariel tricycle made an astonishing performance, beat-

ing the Panhard car driven by the Hon. C. S. Rolls,

which w^as the fastest vehicle on the road in England
at that time. Needless to say, pedalling was not

barrel in 1900. If it had been, the writer does not

hesitate to say that very few of the quadricycles or

tricycles would have completed the journey.

A9
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Tenth Anniversary of the Thousand Miles Trial.—
On the Saturday following (the sixth day) another

exhibition was held in the Manchester Botanical^

Gardens. Monday (the eighth day) was devoted to

a hill-climbing competition on Shap Fell, the journey

from Manchester to Kendal being taken in the morn-

ing and early afternoon of that day. The Empress
motor tricycle and Ariel tricycle and trailer were first

and' second respectively of the motor cycle vehicles,

the steepest portion of the ascent being used for the

purposes of the competition.

Ascent of Dunmail.
On the ninth day another hill-climb was held on

Dunmail Raise between Kendal and Carlisle, when
the Ariel and Enfield quads and Empress tricycle

did well, and finished near the top of the list. In

this as well as most of the other hill-climbs, the

quadricycles had to drop their passengers, and both

tricyclists and quadricyclists gave more than L.P.A.

to their single-geared steeds. It will thus be seen

that the two-speed gear problem was with us e\'en

at that early period. On the tenth day in the ascent

of Birk Hill, between Carlisle and Edinburgh, tte

motor cycles occupied the following positions : Ariel

quadricycle second, Ariel tricycle and trailer third,

M.M.C. tricycle fourth, and Enfield quadricycle fifth.

The speedy motor cycles were only beaten by one
car, the 12 h.p. Panhard belonging to the Hon. C.

S. Rolls.

On the eleventh day an exhibition was held in the

W'averley Market, Edinburgh. On the twelfth day

the route was from Edinburgh to Newcastle-on-Tyne,

and the writer particularly remembers what a stiff

ride that was along the Berwickshire coast and against

a strong gale of wind. The thirteenth day was
devoted to an exhibition in the Cambridge Drill Hall,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and on the fifteenth day, en route

between Newcastle and Leeds, the vehicles were dis-

played in the grounds of the Railway Hotel, York.

On the sixteenth day there was an exhibition at the

Drill Hall, Leeds, and on the seventeenth day the

participants journeyed from Leeds to Sheffield via

Harrogate and Bradford, an open air exhibition being

held in both Harrogate and Bradford, and also iii

Sheffield on the following day.

Speed Trials at WelbecK.
On the nineteenth day, while most of the cQmpeti-

tors journeyed from Sheffield to Nottingham, some
diverged to Welbeck, and- indulged in speed trials.

In this event the Ariel tricycle and trailer was third

and the Century tandem sixth. The twentieth and
last day was the longest run of the whole tour, \iz.,

Nottingham to London via Northampton, 1231,^ miles.

At the end of this article will be found a list of

those who finished the trial with an average speed of

twelve miles an hour throughout. Of those who did

not get through, the rider of the 2% h.p. M.M.C.
tricycle, who pluckily stuck to his task, was eventually

forced to retire somewhere in Yorkshire, either at

Leeds or Bradford. The 2?<; h.p. Simms motor
wheel was hors de combat rather early in the tour,

and, as far as the writer can remember, was not seen

after Birmingham. A. J. Wilson (Ariel tricycle)

retired on the Scotch border through the batteries run-

ning down—a frequent source of trouble, particularly

if accumulators were used. The pioneers of the

APRIL 2iit, igio.

motor tricycle, De Dion Bouton, Ltd., always recom
mended dry batteries, and it would appear that their

experience was correct, and is now being borne out

by the reintroduction of dry batteries in cases where the

high-tension magneto is not fitted.

Alternately Motoring and Repairing.

Although it was not the original intention of the

organisers that the exhibitions should have served

any other purpose than a public display of the com-

peting vehicles, exhibition days were often the saving

clause with more than onff of the vehicles; in fact,

it has been said since the tour was held that it was

a case of one day motoring and one day repairing,

which in many instances was very true.-^ If ajiything

like the stringent regulations of modern times had
been applied to the Thousand Miles Tour it is more

,
than probable that no awards could have been made.

As an instance of what the tour ,did for motoring

i
generally, it may be mentioned that the year 1900 was

j
quite a boom year as far as the sale of motor tri-

;' cycles and quadricycles was concerned. Compara-

i

tively large numbers of these machines were bought,

but the introduction of the motor bicycle about 1901-

1902 and other circumstances proved disastrous to

the popularity of tricycles, and with the advent of

the bicycle came the forecarriage attachment, and
then the tricar, so that " trikes " and " quads," as they

were called, very soon became back numbers.

Spectators on the Route.
No motor cyclist who witnesses a modern trial and

did not see the Thousand Miles Tour can have any

idea of the thousands of spectators who lined the roads.

People drove and rode horses and were otherwise

conveyed miles to see the motors pass. The crowdr
in the large towns were densely packed, and only a

narrow lane was allowed for the vehicles, the drivers

often experiencing great difficulty in getting through.

Riders of modern motor cycles fitted with exhaust

valve lifters, handle-bar control, variable gears, and
free engine clutches will sympathise with the pioneers

of motor cycling, A\-hose only means of controlling

the machines were the switch handle and an e.xhaust

release in the form of a small compression tap on
the top of the combustion head, through which a poi
tion of the exploded charge escaped with a loud
spitting noise. The rider pedalled to get going, and
then the tap was closed (it was operated by a long
rod and a lever on the top tubs), and the engine took
up the drive.

The Survivors of the Trial.

No. 3, Ariel Quadricycle, J. W. Stocks/ No. 4,

Ariel tricycle and trailer, E. Cheel ; No. 39, Century
_;

tandem, S. Begbie; No. A 20, Empress tricycle, H."'

Ashby; No. A 28, Enfield quadricycle, E. M. Iliffe.

'So ended the pioneer reliability trial, from which ,

have grown all the modern events, such as the Six
Days, the Quarterlies, the London-Edinburgh, etc.

i

It is safe to say that no modern event has- done so

I

much for motoring generally as the Thousand Miles,
,

or been more enjoyed by participants. W.G.

The nett imports of foreign motor cycles during the

'

first three months of r9io showed an increase of 87%.
The e.xport3 of British-made motor cycles showed an

"

increase of 66%.
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A Nasty Smash.
The following incident contains a moral which some

of our readers should take to heart. A motor cyclist

was racing a car, and he had a passenger seated on
the rear carrier. He was nicely ahead of the car,

when his back tyre burst. Such a mishap would be
of small importance if the machine had but one man
on board, but under the circumstances it skidded
right across the road, and threw both men off. To
nvoid the men. the car had to be steered clean across

the recumbent machine and on to, the grass at the

roadside, narrowly escaping an overturn in the pro^
ciss. High speeds wdth the weight of an additional

jiassenger on "the machine are suicidal, and any rider

who utilises this method of giving a friend a trip

ihould keep the pace down to rational limits, especially

when he. has -not got the road to himself.

Springing.

I recently enjoyed several rides on machines
with special fittings for reducing vibration, and a

wiubsequent return to the standard type with no rear

springing of any sort and only a very moderate spring
fork in front has made me extremely discontented. I

-fear some firms do not realise what extreme comfort
can be provided on a motor cycle. Within a year or
two a few thousand riders will have enjoyed personal
trials of a few good springing devices on the road,
ai)d tmless those firms who have not up to now studied
th;^ question do not begin to cater for the conse-
quent demand they will suffer. I personally do not
intend to purchase another machine which is not
sprung in some manner both fore and aft, and many
hundreds of riders will take similar vows in the next
two years. Standard motor bicycles are a great deal
more comfortable than the outside public ever
imagine, but they are very, very far from perfection
in this respect.

The Scottish Trials.

I have just amused myself by traversing the route
of the Scottish Trials with Inglis's contour book and
in the comfort of my study, and I see that the hardy
sportsmen of the North have a distinct penchant for

hills. There is scarcely a practicable precipice north
of the border which has been omitted from the trials,

and any English riders who fancy they can round
corners at speed and that their engines can keep on
plugging up miles of stiff gradient will learn something
if they enter for these trials. Given a good hill-

I'limber for one's mount, I can imagine no jollier

holiday than making the round with the keen spirits

of the Edinburgh M.C.C., whether as an assistant

official or as a competitor. I understand the officia^s

desire some help along the route in the way of
checkers, marshals, and observers, and any southrons
who would like a truly sporting jaunt should offer

their services to Mr. Macmillan. No previous motor

cycle event has ever traversed such a wealth of

gorgeous scenery. All the finest lochs in Scotland

will be visited, and the minor officials will have ample
leisure to look about them, though the competitors

will be concerned with more strenuous things. The
trial bids fair to be the most severe in history. Tyres
should be particularly large and stout for tb.ij job.

The Motor Bicycle and Automatic Carburatioh.
I see Howard Smith [letter 4692] rather diagrees

with my view that many motor cyclists desire an auto-

matic machine which makes the ininimum deniLind

upon their intelligence and attention. That i^

admittedly a matter of opinion, although the existcnc-:

of a few thousand riders who regard "tuning" as a

bother would justify the listing of automatic car

buretters as an "option." But I must take the

strongest exceptions to the ground on which he bases

his difference of opinion.. Time was when the de-

signer of a car planned his vehicle to be worked at

a constant engine speed, leaving variations in the

work to be met by a change of gear, just as Mr.
Smith asserts ; ibut those days are over for the present,

though they may return when the infinitely variable

gear comes along. At the present time the engines

;i^^--™^t

A new Bex Speed King, model No. 2. It is Qnished black, and has
2iin. non-skidiing tyres and spring forks.

of the most up-to-date cars are as flexible as a good
motor bicycle engine. F. Hulbert once drove a

Triumph, motor bicycle at speeds ranging from five

to fifty miles per hour in a non-stop trial ; there are

now many cars which can surpass this performance.
It may interest Howard Smith to know that last week
I drove a 12 h.p. two-cylinder car at speeds ranging

from ten to forty-five miles per hour on its top gear,

and that this feature is considered the car's best

"talking point" by its makers. What will interest

him most of all in the performance is that it was
achieved with an automatic carburetter, and so far

the car in question has failed to equal the perform-

ance on any hand-controlled carburetter. Moreo^'er,

the carburetter in question is devoid of any springs or

other devices capable of derangement and demanding
periodic adjustment.

M 3
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AN EXTENDED TRIAL OF A SCOTT.
VER since the two-stroke Scott

motor bicycle carried all before

it in the Coventry Motor Club's

hill-climb of 1908 we have

longed for a lengthy trial of

this fascinating machine. Short

runs mean nothing really, and
are not reliable guides, for it is

within the bounds of possibility

that a good motor cycle ma}-

develop a fit of the sulks and give

one a bad impression, whereas a really

doubtful quantity may run at the top of its form for

a short period, and thus give a false impression of its

general qualities. The true test is an extended trial

under normal conditions day in and day out, and it

i? of this the average rider is most anxious to hear.

The Scott was probably the most talked of motor

bicycle at the last Stanley Show, and it was partly to

allay criticism and doubt concerning its strikingly

original design that Mr. Eric S. Myers accorded us

the opportunity of an extended trial, and we are now in

a position to dilate upon its good qualities. It was

rather a tall order to endeavour to embody all motor

cyclists' ideals in one machine,

yet that was the ambition of

Mr. Alfred A. Scott when he

designed his two-stroke, two-

cylinder, two -speed motor
bicvcle.

A fast-running Engine.

It so happened that on the

occasion of our first trial of

this machine the roads were

thick in mud, and although
the stability of the niachine

left nothing to be desired, we
must candidly confess we were
not altogeAer happy. The
speed of the engine surprised

us—3,000 r.p.rn. was nothing
ta it—and consequently we
found it .«;omewhat more diffi-

cult to control at slow speeds
than a four-stroke , engined
]~iount. This, however, was
almost entirely due to our
inexperience with the Scott,

for, since we have become
accustomed to the manipula-
tion of the half-compression
lever (on the left handle-bar),

the spark and throttle levers

(right handlebar), and the

change-speed pedal on the
right footboard, we have
developed a great liking for

ih.e machine, and are quite at

home with it in thick traffic

or- on winding roads.

As regards its running, it

may be compared to four-

cylinder machines, the two-
cylinder two-stroke engine

MS
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Flan view 0! the Scott. The lettered description shows the disposition

of the various parts.

being equivalent in torque to the four-cylinder four-

stroke type. This is saying a great deal, for everyone-,

knows there is only a negligible amount of vibration

with four-cylinder engines. This even impulse of the

two-stroke Scott motor accounts in a great measure
for the longevity of the tyres and the success of the

chain transmission. Never have we experienced such

comfort from a positive method of transmission, and,

what is more, the Renold chains have never given a

moment's trouble, and have only required shorten-,

ing once in 700 miles. In fact, the machine as a

whole has proved wonderfully reliable, our one and
only contretemjjs being the result of misfortune more
than anything else. It was in connection with the

carburetter. The high-speed driving chain is immedi-
ately under the float xhamber, and the chain having
developed a certain amount of slackness, _gradually

chafed a tiny hole in the carburetter casting, and
caused a leakage before the trouble was found out and
rectified by adjusting the chains. ,

The Foot=startlng Device.

- The original method of starting the Scott engine is

a great success. 'One has merely to inject a small

.
quantity of petrol into the trans-

^^^^^^ra^^asiws^sCT^f!^ fer ports, flood the carburetter,

and with a smart rearward dig

of the foot whilst seated in the

saddle, the engine is humming
merrily. The acceleration

powers of the engine are truly

wonderful considering its size—2 5^in. bore by 2.J^in. stroke.

It takes up the drive from a

standstill without the slightest'

hesitancy, and the high gear,

can be engaged after thirty or

forty yards. Knocking is

unknown with this engine, and,

'

what is more, the unique
system of constant thrust is-

obtained under all normal,
conditions, so that slackness
in any of the bearings has no
effect in causing clanking or'

noise. We have nothing but
praise for the two-speed gear..

It has received no attention'

whatever at our hands, but its

utility .is undoubted. All parts

are made from mild steel,

pressings and stampings, and,'-

every wearing part is case-

;

hardened and ground to limit',

gauge to obviate wear. As
may. be seen by the illustration,

of the gear, a system of centi-al ."

drive is
. adopted. On either [

side of the flywheel is mounted.*
a sprocket, driving on to ' a

'

counter-shaft in which the.,

change-speed gear is incor-
\

porated. The gear consists of

two metal-to-metal expanding
^

ring clutches, and bv the;'
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An Extended Trial of a Scott.

—

rocking motion of tine gear pedal either gear may
be engaged, the horizontal position giving a free engine.
The final drive to the rear wheel is by a single chain.

The low gear en-

abled a clean ascent
of Warmington. on
the Edge Hills,

with tTie roads ex-

ceptionally heavy,
and there was plenty
of power in hand.
Hills such as Bunny,
near Nottingham, it

takes in its stride.

The writer had made
a non-stop rim from
Newark (twenty-five

miles) well up to

legal limit, but if

the designer had
seen the way the

Scott roared over
Bunny when the

throttle was opened
it would have done
his heart good. For
speed on the level,

the Scott can easily

hold its own with
the best 33^ h.p.

machines of orthodo.x type. There are many special
features embodied in the design, some of which we
may refer to briefly. The open frame, for instance,

is very convenient, and enables the rider to wear a
long thick motor coat enveloping the knees and legs.

In the colder months we found this an untold blessing.
The spring footboards are also good, and entirely do
away with that stiffness one notices after riding a, long
distance with the legs in one position. The water-
cooling apparatus has been well thought out, the spring
forks arp very effective- -all.ieit thev develop a rertnin

T.ie system oi central drive. The sim-
plicity of the counter-shalt gear may be
gathered from the above.

amount of rattle when the rollers are worn—and the
crank case inspection covers are useful to enable one
to ascertain the amount of oil in the base and the
condition of the big-end bearings.

The Bosch magneto is located above the counter-shaft
gear, and driven by means of a chain. Some time ago
a contributor to these columns pointed out that this

indirect drive of the magneto may cause trouble by a

variation of~ the timing owing to chain stretch. We
find that the very slight variation which can take place
from this cause is easily rectified by the position of
the ignition lever on the handle-bar. B\ the way, the

At club meetings and competitions tho two-speed Scott is invariably the centre
of attraction by reason o( its novel design.

The twin-cylinder two-st.o.ie Scott engine with water-cooled heads,

showin;; carburetter and auxiliary air inlet, transfer port covers, and
crankcas3 inspection covers. This unit forms the nucleus of the frame.

Scott engine has the ignition set much further advanced
than the usual four-stroke engine, for the spark should

take place (with ignition retarded) exactly at the top

of the stroke.

One or two readers have at times queried us as

to what would happen in case of a backfire into the

crank case with a two-stroke engine. Speaking from
experience with the Scott, we have noticed that the

crank case covers tremor visibly—that is all.

Backfiring is due to burnt-out gauzes in the transfer

ports.

From our experience th§ following minor points

might receive attention : The oil pump is somewhat
inaccessible, as also the auxiliary air lever. It may,
however, be mentioned in connection with the latter

that, once set, it is right for the remainder of

the run, unless exceptionally steep gradients are

encountered. The spring stand fastener is hardly
secure enough. We should also like the change-

speed and brake pedals placed further forward.

To sum up, there are very few points open to

criticism on the Scott motor bicycle ; the engine
certainly cannot be coaxed to run as slowly as the

four-stroke type, and the petrol consumption is much
higher—about fifty miles to the gallon—but against

these disadvantages one has the simplicity of the

two-stroke motor writ large on the memory, and a

.machine that can run as smoothly and do what
the Scott can without valve gear, cams, and poppet
valves is a competitor to be reckoned with.
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B.M.CR,C. SECOND MEMBERS* MEETING,
I

HE Second Members' Meeting of

the British Motor Cycle Racing

Club took place on Wednesday,

13th inst., in typical April

weather. The day was mild,

but throughout the afternoon

several sharp showers fell, while

a gusty wind blew from the

south-east. In consequence of

the wet the record time trials

did not talce place till after

3 P-m.
The B.M.C.R.C. must be con-

gratulated on its programme, which gave not only' the

fullest particulars of each event, but a distance table,

a speed table, and a list of previous best performances

in Classes A, B, C, D, and E.

There was a good entry, and a

fair sprinkling of spectators, but

rot nearly enough of the latter,

considering the interest and the

excellent sport these ' meetings

afford. There were many attractive

machines on the track, which we
refer to elsewhere, but the three

Matchless motor bicycles which
will actually compete in the Tourist

Trophy Race attracted considerable

attention.

The Record Time Trials, the

first of the 1910 series, were started

from the fork and run towards the
aeroplane sheds, so that the men
accomplished the trials with the
wind in their favour. The times
were taken over the kilometre and
mile with flying starts.

According to the programme, a
certificate will be issued for the

- best performance made in- each
class, and the club's gold medal
will be awarded in each class for

the best aggregate performance
made during the 19 10 season. In
order to be. eligible for the latter award, members must
have ridden in all but two of the series of time trials

held during the season.

In Class A, the best previous performance to Chitt\ 's

was by Fletcher on a Moto-Reve, who covered the mile
in im. r9.2 13s., speed 45.447 m.p.h., July 14th, 1909.

In Class B, Martin beat Dayrell, Avhose tim-? for the

mile was im. 16.038s., speed 47.345 m.p.h., August
i8th, 1909.

In Class D, the best previous performance to Bowen's
was by Lee-Evans, who covered the mile in 55.640s.,

speed 64.702 m.p.h.

The following are the results

:

Cl.\ss a.—Engines not exceeding 275 c.c.

Bore
and stroke, c.c.

Cliitty (Givaiidan) ... 70 x 70 ... 270

Class B.—Engines not exceeding

Martin (Martin) ... 85 x 60 ... 340
Chitty fMartin) ..-. 85 x 60 ... 340

-li. Fletcher (Douglas) 60 X 60 ... 340

Class C.—Engines not exceeding

Bore
p,nd strolie

S. A. M. Witliam (Triumph) 85 x 88
F. A. McNab (Trump-
- J.A.P.) 85 X 85
A. G. Fenn (Triumph) ... 85 x 88
R. C. Griesbach (Triumph) 84 x 86
A. C. Maitland (Trump-

J.A.P.) ... 85 X 85

E. A. Applebee (Rex) ... 83 x 89

J. T. Bashall (Triumph) ... 85 x 88

Class D.—Engines not exceeding

H. H. Bowen (Bat-J.A.P.) 85 x 58
G. Lee Evans (Indian) ... 70 x 80
W. 0. Bentley (Indian) ... 70 x 83

D. R. Clarice (Indian) ... 70 x 83

C. E. Bennett (Indian) ... 70 x 83

500 c.c.

c.c.

499 .

sees.

.. 59.32 .

m.p.h. ."

. 60.7

482 .

499 .

476 .

.. 60.79 .

.. 65.01 .

.. 67.30 .

. 59.2

. 55.3 '-

• 53.5 .

482 .

482
499

.. 69.46 .

.. 68.37 .

.. 76.41 .

. 51.8 i

. 50.7

. 47.1

iding 750 c.c. "U

658
616

639
639
639

.. 52.76 .

.. 55.27 .

.. 56.60 .

.. 65.63 .

.. 83.47 .

. *68.20 -

. 65.1

. 63.60

. 54.8 -

. 43.10

w.

H.
W.
G.

A. G. Fonn (3J h.p. Triumph) and H. A. Collier (6 li.p. Matchless) winners of tha. Relay Race.
' Fenn is receiving the bracelet for the last lap.

Class E.—Engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

Bore
andstrolie. c.c. sees. m.p.h.

G. Lee Evans (Indian) ... 82.5 x 93 ... 994 ... 50.57 ... 71.1 -_

World's record.

The Relay Race.
The next event to be run off was the Relay Race— '

a highly sporting and most interesting affair which ;

greatly pleased the onlookers. The following com-
j_

petitors took part : McNab and Bowen, Maitland and
|^

C. R. Collier, Griesbach and Colver, Fenn and H. A.
*'"

Cojlier, and Applebee and Geiger. The latter rode a '-^

V.S., the others the same machines as in the previous .f-

event. ]'':

The men entered in pairs, of which one rode a

single-cylinder and the other a twin, the combined '

capacity of which did not exceed 1,170 c.c. Either

one of the pair, whoever decided, started and wore a -'-

" bracelet "—in reality a large elastic band—which he

handed to his partner at the end of each lap. The
race consisted of four laps in all, each partner riding ,:j^.-:

sees. m.p.h.

. 71.23 . . 50.5

350 c.c.

. 61.46 . . •58.5

. 66.78 . . 53.8

. 92.06 . . 38.8

;vl8
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cannot get

better tyres for

your motor cycle

than the 1910

RUBBER-STDDDED

DUNIOPS
They are better than ever, more

popular than ever, this year.

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM

;

ALMA STREET, COVENTRY.

Branches^London, Nottingham, Minchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

NOrE^Tyres from which the Dunlop Co.'s private marks have been removed are not guaranteed.

In an-iwerintf this achertisement it is dexirnhle, to mentiam,. ''-The. Motor Cifde."
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B.M.C.R.C. Second Members' Meeting.

—

two alternate laps. First prize, two gold medals

;

second prize, two silver medals. The start, the three

changes, and finish all took place at the fork, and
most exciting it was.

The Start.

At the word " go " Maitland broke his belt, arid

C. R. Collier made a poor start. At the end of the

first lap H. A. Collier romped in first, stopped neatly,

During the progress of the Hour Race, H. H. Bowen stopped for p.trcl.
Many were the Milling hands who rushed to help him.

and quickly handed the bracelet to Fenn, who slipped

it on and started, while the others managed fairly

well. At the second lap Fenn stopped neatly and lost

his partner no time, but Geiger and Bowen overshot

the mark, while Griesbach was somewhat late. At
Ihe third lap Collier and Fenn again hit it off neatly,

and so did McNab,' but Applebee flew past the line.

Result: I, H. A. Collier and Fenn; 2, McNab and
Bowen; 3, Applebee and Geiger. It had been raining

just previous to the race, and as the spray from the

numerous middle; fl'^w n-n ''r-.m ^'-. >•'
•

' ' ' '•-<,

slipped badly, and the engines raced as if they were
in free engine.

Up to the end of the second event the weather had
been fairly fine, but during the Hour Tourist

Trophy Race for machines complying with the 1910
T.T. regulations (except purely touring accessories

such as mudguards and toolbags, which might be

removed), there were several heavy showers, and the

spray flew from the front wheels of the machines like

the bow "wave of a motor boat, soaking' belts and
magnetos in the most disastrous manner. ' For this

race the first prize Was a silver cup presented by Mr.

H. A. Collier, the second prize the club's gold medal,
the third prize the club's silver medal, and certificates

to all who finished. The following competitors started :

Bore and stroke, c.c.

r. A. McNab (Trump-J.A.P.) ...

H. H. Bowen (Bat)

A. C Maitland (Trump-.J.A.P.)
C. E,. Collier (Matchless-.J.A.P.)

H. V. Colver (Matchiess-J.A.P.)
Bert Yates (HnmbeT)"
W. 0. Bentley (Indian)

G. Lee Evans (Indian)

J. Gibson (Indian)

D. R. Clarke (Indian) ..;

H. A. Collier (Matchless-J.A.P.
A. G. Fenn (Triumph)
J. T. Bashall (M.A.B.)
S. A. M. Witham (Triumph) ...

At the word "go" almost all

except Bashall, who stopped within

yards, and at the end of the first lap the men pas.sed

'in the following order: Bowen, Bennett, and C. R.
Collier in close order, Clarke, H. A. Collier, Lee
Evans, Geiger, Bentley, Colver. Fenn, Yates, McNab,
Gibson, and Witham. In the second lap Bowen
kept the lead, C. R. Collier took second place, and
Bennett third. In the third lap Bennett took second
place, which he kept till the eighth lap, when he

caught up Bowen. H. A-., Collier had then assumed
.'the third place. At the tenth lap Bowen stopped
for petrol, and left the lead to Bennett till the

thirteenth round, when he overtook Bennett, whose
machine was not then running well. The brothers

Collier crept into second and third positions, but,

amid the hearty cheeratof the spectators, Bowen main-

tained his lead to the end. Result

:

85 X 85 .. 482
85 X 58 ,, 658
85 x85 .. 482
85 X 58 .. 658
85 X 58 . . 658
85 X 88 . .. 499
70 X 83 . .. 639
70 X 83 . .. 639
70 X 83 . .. 639
70 X 83 . . 639
85 X 58 . .. 658
85 X 88 . . 499
85 X 60 . .. 340
85 X 88 . .. 499

made a fine start

hin two hundred

1. H. H. Bowen (Eat-J.A.P.) .. 56 miles 1038 -yards

2. C. R. Collier (Matchless-J.A.P.) .. 53 ,, 326 „
3. H. A. Collier (Matchless-J.A.P.) .. 51 „ 740 „
4. C. E. Bennett (Indian) .. 50 „ 1035 „
5. M. Geiger (V.S.) .. 46 „ 937 „
6. Bert Yates (Humber) 42 „ 1113 „

Lining up for the start ot the Hour Tourist Trophy Race. There were nineteen entrants, British machines flnishinf first, second, and third.
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B.M.C.R.C. Second Members' Meeting.—
There were many retirements through wet on the

belts and magnetos, .and Evans had trouble early in

the race through losing his filler cap. It is interest-

ing to note that the three winning machines were

fitted with J. A. P. engines, and the Humber .was the

only single-cylinder machine to finish. Bowen used

a Watawata belt, which seemed little affected by the

wet. Those who ofificiated were: Judge, Major F.

Lindsay Lloyd j starter, A. B. Ebblewhite; marshals,

A. G. Reynolds and W. H. Wells; clerk of the lap

scoring board, A. G. Reynolds.

Mechanical Details of the Racing Machines.
Auxiliary exhaust ports were very popular. On

Bashall's M.A.B. the poirt was protected by a drilled

box fastened by a clamp round the cylinder. Martin

had two circular drilled boxes each side of his exhaust

port proper and an extra exhaust port at the bottcm

of the stroke, protected by a drilled sheet metal sleeve.

Chittv's Givaudan was fitted with a Model B Longue-
mare carburetter, auxiliary exhaust ports, and two old

pattern push pump lubricators were fitted, one to intro-

duce oil into the crank case and the other to the

piston. . Fletcher was riding a 1908 Douglas, which
had run in countless competitions. As regards the

Matchless racers, these w'ere referred to in the last

issue, but it is interesting to note that they are fitted

with a foot-controlled belt rim brake, situated on the

off side of the machine, close in against the- frame.

All the corners in the Isle of Man are on the near side,

so that in the case of a spill the brake would not be
damaged. H. A. Collier was riding with a belt guard

in front of his engine pulley, a device sorely needed

on the 13th, owing to the amount of wet on the track.

An interesting point about the Matchless tanks was
:he size of the fillers. All were of a sufficient size

to enable petrol to be poured in quicklv. Fenn was
riding what he called an "Imperial Triumph," which
ivas rendered somewhat unrecognisable from the usual

run of Triumph machines by a torpedo tank, a weird

pattern' Longuemare carburetter, and a cardboard

belt guard.

The success of the Bat machines was quite remark-

able, and Wednesday, the 13th April, 1910, will be

handed down to posterity as a day of victory for the

J..'\.P. engine.

H. H. Bowen and his victorious twin Bat-J.A.P. He scotel a very popular
win in two events. Bowen's appearance is accounted for by the wet state

cl the track, and ihe mud and dirt thrown'up by the front wheel.

It IS interesting to note that Martin on his record'i

ride used A.S.L. air spring forks, which, ~w'e believe,|^

was the first time these were used in an importantJ|

racing event.

A NOVEL SPARKING PLUG.
c .

The J.B. sparking plug, primarily introduced for

aeroplane engines, is a distinct novelty, and will

doubtless be largely used
for air-cooled motor cycle

engines, particularly those

with high compression which
are prone to overheating, as

this trouble after a time re-

sults in the failure of the

plug. With a view'to keep-
ing the body of the spark-

ing plug as cool as possible,

it is made with thin radia-

tors on the lines of an air-

cooled cylinder. The new
J.B. ping should solve the

difficulty with the insulation

breaking down, as the cool-

ing flanges should keep it

at a much lower temperature. We shall report on

its behaviour in a motor cycle engine in due course.

The agents for this original plug are G. H. Smith

md W. H. .Dorey, Ltd., 14a, Great Marlborough
Street, W

— =

M^

A DEVICE FOR OBTAINING A LOWER SEAT.

The accompanying sketch shows a seat-pillai

fitted by a reader to two different motor cycles, in

order to lower the seating" position as much as

possible without moving the saddle backward. Both
machines had the ordinary forward 7 seat-pillar

and Brooks saddles. The resultant gain is about
an inch and a

quarter.

A is an iron bar

i^in. by ij^in.,

tapered towards F.

B is a solid piece of

round stegl welded
to A and fits the ^g
seat-pillar tube. C
or D (according to

the design of the

saddle springs) is

bolted to A by a 3-8 in. bolt E, and supports the rear

saddle springs which are bolted to it. The front spring

is bolted at F. Small adjustments to get the right

clearance between the seat and the frame can be

made by fitting C above or below A and inserting

washers between them.
.

if-v

V

J.
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THE CENTAUR REDIVIVUS.
ANY of our readers, we opine, have

pleasant recollections of the

chain-driven Centaur motor bi-

cycle, for six years ago it was
one of the most substantially

built machines on the market,

id to this day a large number are running

on the roads. Since the manufacture of

chain-driven Centaur motor cycles was relinquished

there has been greatly increased activity in motor
Ly cling circles, and recently the

Centaur Cycle Co., Ltd., resolved

to place two new patterns on the

market—a standard and a T.T.
model. The very latest practice

has been embodied in the design

of these machines, and they

are thoroughly well ronstructed.

Thanks to . the courtesy of Mr.
W. G. Jenks, we have in-

spected the two latest models,

and are enabled io give our readers

a few advance particulars and
illustrate one or two of the more
important features. Dealing firsl

with the standard tourist, in

general appearance it is on ortho-

dox lines^ with the engine carried

vertically low dovra in the frame.

Spring forks with the springs

enclosed in hollow tubes are used,

and other usual details, such as

pedalling' gear, footrests, stand,

and carrier, are included. The
control of the B. and B. car-

buretter is on the right-hand

grip. As regards the engine, which is rated at

3J^ h.p., the bore and stroke are 85 by 87 mm.
The mechanically operated valves are situated in front

of the engine, where they receive the maximum cool-

The spring fork of the
new Centaur.

ing draught. The main shaft is carried in ball bear-

ings, and the pulley

is adjustable. The
piston (which we
illustrate) has three

diagonally slotted

rings, two being

placed above the

gudgeon pin and one
at the bottom as a

guide for the piston.

Holes are drilled

at equal distances

around the circum-

ference to assist

lubrication. The
flywheels are large

and heavy on the

periphery, ensuring

steady running. On
the standard model

the chain-driven

Bosch magneto is

carried in front of

Tho piston, connecting lod, and heavy
a;wheeiB. The piston, which has three

rings, l> drilled to assist luhrioation.

the engine between a couple of tubes extending from
the steering head to the front of the crank case, and
protected by a leather cover.

No. 2 model is a Tourist Trophy type, and, besides

having rigid forks and one set of footrests in place

of the pedalling gear, the magneto is located abaft

the cylinder, and carried on a platform xast integral

with the aluminium crank case. The carburetter is

in this case on the right-hand side of the cylmder.
One of these models is being entered for next month's
Tourist Trophy Race, and very probably that veteran

expert F. W. Chase will ride it.

In the case of either model the brakes are the
usual belt rim foot applied and front rim hand

The power unit of the Centaur T.T. model, showing disposition of magneto
and carburetter. By removing the orankcase holts, and undoing the petrol
and oil unions, the engine, carburetter, and magneto may be removed bodily
from the frame without disturbing any other adjustment.s

applied. The transmission is by J'sin. V rubber

belt. The oil and petrol compartments are capacious.

A petrol gauge is fitted, and the oil pump is en-

closed in the fore part of the tank. Palmer tyres

and Middlemore Rideasy saddles complete the equip-

ment of a thoroughly sound machine, which is almost

bound to spring into popular favour before very long,

as the workmanship and finish are of the highest order.

It is expected that deliveries will be commenced in

about ten days' time, and meanwhile applications to

the Centaur Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, for catalogues

will be filed and receive attention immediately the

lists are out of the printers' hands.
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PREVIOUS to last

year's London-
Edinburgh run,

and again tiiis

year, whien interest in

this popular event is

aroused by the pre-

liminary announcements
and descriptions in the

press, a number of

potential participants

have written me asking

if I can tell them the approximate expense entailed

in becoming a member of the Motor Cycling Club and
riding throughout the twenty-four hours' run. A few

words, therefore, on the subject may interest readers,

and incidentally save me a considerable amount of

correspondence at a busy time.

I may as well confess, however, that, although I

have ridden in the event three consecutive years, I

have never kept a close record of my expenses, for the

simple reason that I have always looked upon this

run as a Whitsuntide holiday, and when holiday-

making one does not usually keep count of every odd
shilling spent ; and I would here urge that the run is

a holiday, so interesting, albeit fascinating, does it

become the further one travels towards Edinburgh.

Expense to a Non^member.

Dealing first with a non-member of the club, he

must first be elected to membership at a cost of twenty-

six shillings—five shillings entrance fee and one guinea

subscription. Applications should be directed to Mr.
A. Candler, i. Lime Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W.

Country members will have the expense of getting

to the starting point ; but as the majority ride up, this

is after all an insignificant item ; besides, those who
live north of London save on the return home—unless,

of "^course, they enter for the double
journey. For instance, a member living

at Newcastle (the second entry received

for this year's event was from a New-
castle member) rides up to London,
possibly in one day (I believe I am
right in stating that entrants from
Newcastle have ridden up the dav pre-

vious to the start), and rides comfortably
home from Edinburgh in another day.

Taking an opposite case, the third

entry received was from a member at

Bristol, but as he is a car owner his

pocket is doubtless a deep one. How-
ever, a day's run to the scene of the
start does entail expense, the least

of which is incurred on the run itself

for two or three meals and petrol. A
day's run means riding to London on
the Thursday and staying there, so

Tbe handle-bar clip tor carryins tbe route card
relerred to In tbe accompanying article.

,M.C.C/rRIALS HON: SEC,

tjaat there are hotel ex-

penses. In some cases

it would doubtless be

cheaper to train up to

London on the Friday
(starting day), the fare

for self and machine
coming to no more than

the expenses of riding

up and hotel, etc., after.

I suppose if I ignore

equipment expenses 1

shall be " dropped on " ; but whilst I recognise that

many new things in the way of inner tubes, cases for

carrying same, belts, tyres (if the machine is an old

one), lamps, matches, spare parts, etc., are necessary,

I would point out that one only buys these things in

a lump, so to speak, instead of by dribs and drabs
during the year. Regarding lamps, it is no novelty

to see some machines at the start fitted with no fewer
than three, but I think this number, or even two, quite

unnecessary. I have used one good lamp and one good
generator on each occasion, and have never had
trouble; in fact, my lamp has been burning long after,

sufficient daylight has appeared to do without it, except
last year, when I turned it out at Norman's Cross
after refreshment—yes, you can get refreshment at this

place.

I, however, started late last year, and did not get
so much riding in the dark as some; still, how long
does it take to refill a generator or change a refractory
burner ? If some of those over-ambitious riders who
exceeded the fifteen minutes' allowance last year had
had lamp troubles they would have experienced a
"blessing in disguisa" Those who enter for the
Challenge Cup may perhaps be excused for carrying'
a second lamp, since it is imperative that they do' not
get ahead of schedule time, and do not want to stop

for anything.

Expenses Incurred on the Run.
Now we come to the expenses

incurred on the run. The first check is

at Biggleswade, and here most of us
are glad of a cup of hot coffee and a
couple of sandwiches—a humble shil-

ling, say, including cigarettes. Next

-

come meals at Grantham, York, and
Newcastle. A set of coupons for the
single journey cost 8s. Tea at Jed-
burgh, IS. Add to this 5s. or 6s. for

petrol and 2s. 6d. for lubricating oil,

and perhaps an odd shilling for refresh-,

ment at Biggleswade (where most riders
take refreshment), and we have i8s. 6d.
for the journey—say. ^^i, allowing for

sundry refreshment en route. London
to Edinburgh for £1 is not an
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exorbitant sum for 400 miles, is it? Now :ul;l hotel

expenses at Edinburgh. Dinner on the Saturday night,

bed, and breakfast Sunday morning— los. 6d. After

this it depends on what one decides to do. The
majority, of course, stay at Edinburgh until the Whit-

Monday morning, and this involves an expense of

about another 15s. ; a few make a start- home by road,

and others return to London by the Sunday night

train in order to race at Brooklands, or if they par-

ticularly wish to get back for any other reason. The
ideal way for those living in LxDndon is to tour nonu
in three days, though business has always prevented

mv doing so. The first year I rode to Penrith on the

Monday; rode out and'had a look at Lake Ambleside
on the Tuesday morning, and caught the 2.35 express

to London. The second year I also rode to Penrith

on the Monday, and from there to Warrington (over

Shap) on the Tuesday, staying at Warrington a few

days, and subsequently making a one day's run home
to London.

Last year I had. to be back in London on the

Wednesday, so rode to Carlisle ^^ '"

on the Monday, and on to

Doncaster the next day, catch-

ing a train at the latter place

soon after six o'clock. There
are many different ways of

returning, each having special

attractions, and a party of

riders can have a real good
time. Assuming that my last

method is followed, i.e., riding

to Doncaster, the expense after

leaving Edinburgh, including

carriage of machine, would
amount to about ^£,2 los.,

reckoning first-class hotels and
dinner on the train.

Summarising the various

items, we get a total expendi-

ture made up as follows

:

Expenses on the journey, ^\ ;

Saturday to Monday hotel,

^i 5s. 6d.
;

journey home,
including train fare for rider

Speeding along the excellent surface of the Great North Road,

Not a street accident, merely competltorsiin^aiM.C.C. long distance trial

being checked by a timekeeper.

Ye Olde Gate House, Highgate, the scene of the start at 10 p.m. on
Friday, May 13th.

^^-^^ and machine from Doncaster
^

.,_ to London, j[^2 los. Total,

£a iSS- 6d.

The run then costs, roughly,
a " fiver." Non-members will

have to add another j[^\ 6s.

If the return to London be
made by road in two days

—

and many do this—an appre-
ciable saving can be made,
because 15s. railway fare is

saved, also the fare for the

machine and dinner on the

train. One should be able to

save ^i this way.
In conclusion, I will men-

tion a tip in regard to the

carrying and treatment of the

linen route cards. These
should be first coated with

ordinary size and afterwards
carefully coated with ordinary

paper varnish (I believe this is

a spirit varnish, since it dries

quickly) ; this will protect it in case of wet. I have
my last year's route cards now, and they are as good
as new, the directions, schedule time, etc., thereon

being quite legible, despite exposure to rain.

Regarding carrying the route cards, I have always

used a pair of spring steel clips as used in paper shops,

etc., for show purposes. I have improved on these

clips, and Messrs. Terry and Sons, of Redditch, have

been good enough to make me some of these improved

clips, which I shall be pleased to sell to any readers

at IS. each. They clip on the handle-bar, and the

sliding clips on the vertical piece serve to hold the

route cards secure. I have, of course, seen much
more elaborate holders, especially on machines entered

for the Motor Cycling Club Challenge Cup, but for

the ordinary medal hunter these clips are really good

enough. S. G. Frost, I remember, has his route and
time-table made out on a strip attached to a roller,

these being enclosed in a box with a transparent top,

an electric light completing the outfit. No doubt his

ingenuity in making this elaborate accessory helped

him to win the cup in 1908. Harry G. Bell.
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THE SECOND QUARTERLY TRIAL OF 1910.

YESTERDAY (Wednesday) the second Quarterly Trial

of 1910 was to take place over the usual course.

Below will be found the list of competitors ;

BlCTCLB AND TrICTOLE ClASS.

Rider and machine. No

Miss L. Bereud (2 Moto-Reve)

\V. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)

E. A. CoUiver (2^ P. and M.)

H. Robert (3i P. and M.)

F. Smith (5-7 Clyno)

E. D. Dickson (7 Indian)

E. H. Lees (5 Indian)

B. Allan Hill (3i Kerry-Abingdon)
C. K. Wigram (5 Res)
J. G. F. Firth (3i P. and M.)
W. A. Lockwood (3i P. and M.) ...

F. Philipp (3i Scott)

Reg. Samson (3i Reg. Samson)
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)

P. M. Pridmore (3i Triumph)
F. H. Stevenson (3i Triumph)
P. Phillips (2J Douglas)

C. J. Fox (7-8 Bat)

G. T. Gray (3 N.S.U.)

C. J. Janssen (2| Moto-Reve)
A. 0. Robbing (3^ Humber, two-speed)

H. A. Cooper (2| h.p. Douglas) ...

A. V. Deacojk (3 h.p. Wanderer) ...

F. A. James (1^ h.p. Omega)
H. S. James (1^ h.p. Omega)
F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Re.K)

A. L. Barker (3i h.p. Clyde)

A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ...

Wm. -Keep (4^ h.p. Midget Bicar)

V. Underbill (3i h.p. L.M.G.) ...

W. G. Ayling (3^ h.p. Midget Bicar)

B. Jones (3|- h.p. Premier)
F. Savory (3^ h.p. Premier)

6. E. Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier) ...

J. S. Holroyd (1^ h.p. Motosacoche)

W. Hewitt, jun. (3i h.p. Excelsior)

H. Lord (3i h.p. Excelsior)

J. Slaughter (3i h.p. Ariel)

H. S. Selves (6-7 h.p. T.A.C.) ...

S. R. Cooke (2| h.p. Douglas)

R. Measures (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

R. G. Mundy (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

J. V. Robinson (2J Douglas)
E.'Leighton (3^ Triumph)
C. Cross (34 L.M.C.)
A. C. Wills (3i Arno)
C. Pattison (li Moto-Reve)
J. F. Crundall (35 Humber)
Bert Yates (3^ Humber)
F. E. Edmonds (3^ Humber)
A. D. Arter (Sj James)
George Allen (3^ James]
J. Marshall (3i Triumph)
Wm. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ...

G. E. Brough (3i Brough)
F. J. Ellis (34 Matchless)

F. A. Applebee (Rex)

A. L. Lamb (34 Humber)
D. R, Clarke (34 James)
A. R. Abbott (8 Matchless)

S. C. Ferryman (34 Ariel)

S. A. M. Witham (34 Triumph) ...

— Islip (24 Enfield)
— Greaves (24 Enfield) ... ...

H. Cox (2J Douglas)

Passenger Class.

H. C. Grifien (34 Simplex-Premier)
Wm. Beninson (5-6 A.C. Sociable) ...

John Portwine (5-6 A.C.)
G. N. Higgs (5-6 A.C. Sociable) ...

M. Geiger (7-9 V.S. and sidecar) ...

F. Hill (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

A. C. Forbes (5-6 A.C.)

MOTOR CYCLE RACES AT BROOKLANDS.

of Cyls. Bore Stroke

. 2 52 70

. 1 87 87

.. 1 82 88

. 1 66 76

.. 1 82 88

.. 2 76 82

..
2'

82.5 93
.. 2 70 83

.. 1 84 86

.. 2 76 ^ 79

.. 1 82 85

.. 1 82 88

.. 2 66.66 53.5

.. 1 85 88

.. 2 60 60

.. 1 84 86

.. 1 84 86

.. 2 60 60

.. 2 86 85

.. 1 80 80
.. 2 50 85

.. 1 83 90

.. 2 60 60

.. 2 60 70

.. 1 65 65

.. 1 65 65

.. 2 774 80

.. 1 85 85-

.. 1 87 85

.. 1 80 90

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 80 80

.. 2 66 80

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 62 75

.. 1 844 89

.. 1 844 89

.. 1 85 85

.. 4 60 60

.. 2 60 60

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 85 88

.. 2 60 60

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 84 89

.. 1 60 86

.. 1 83 90

.. 1 83 90

.. 1 83 90

.. 1 86 96

.. 1 86 96

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 85 88

.. 1 84 86

.. 1 80 85

. 2 774 80
„ 1 83 90

.. 1 86 96

.. 2 85 85

.. 1 85 85

.. 1 84 86

.. 2 52 70
2 52 70

'.'.

2 60 60

.. 1 85 90

.. 1 90 102

.. 1 90 102

.. 1 90 102

.. 2 80 95

.. 1 90 102
... 1 90 102

ENTRIES FOR NEXT WEDNESDAY'S MEETING.

THERE will only be racing on Wednesday at the
B.A.R.C. meeting, and not on Thursday also, as

was anticipated. The first event is the April
Motor Cycle Handicap, for which thirty-six entries

have been received. The Weybridge Handicap, timed to

start at 3 p.m., has attracted twenty-two entries. Below we
give the complete lists

:

2=0 p.m.—The April Motor
Limit capacity, 670 c.c. Distance,

Rider and machine.

D. R. Clarke (Indian)

A. G. Fenn (Indian)

C. E. Bennett (Indian)

A. G. Fenn (Triumph)
G. Lee Evans (Indian)

H. Shanks, jun. (Kingfisher-J.A.P.)

R. E. Dicker (Chater-Lea)

E. S. Myers (two-stroke Scott)

W. A. Groombridge (J.A.P.)

A. J. Moorhouse (Indian)

John P. Scott (Rex)

W. 0. Bentley (Indian)

W. Dewar (Triumph)
H. G. Partridge (N.S.U.)

J. F. Crundall (Humber)
Bert Yates (Humber)
A. Oberlander (N.S.U.)

A. C. Maitland (Trump-J.A.P.) ...

W. Chitty (Martin-J.A.P.)

H. Martin (Martin-J.A.P.)

.1. W. Draper (Minerva)

D. F. Steeves (Indian)

F. A. McNab (Trump-J.A.P.) ...

H. A.^CoIlier (Matchless)

H. V. Colver (Matchless)

C. R. Collier (Matchless)

R. T. Exshaw (N.L.G.)
R. C. Griesbach (Triumph)
R. T. Exshaw (M.A.B.)
A. E. Woodman (Indian)

H. H. Bowen (Bat)

F. W. Barnes (Zenith-Gradua)
J. T. Bashall (M.A.B.)
J. Gibson (Trump-J.A.P.)
.L P. Le Grand (Rex)

C. Patteson (Moto-Reve)

G. W. L. Meredith (N.S.U.)

Cycle Handicap.
about eight miles.

No. ofOyls. Bore Stroke

... 2 70 83

2 70 83

1 85 88

2 70 83

1 85 60
1 79 76

2 2|" 3"

1 85 60

2 70 83

1 844 89

2 70 83

1 84 86

1 85 88

1 85 88

1 85 88

2 52 74

1 85 85

1 85 60
1 85 60

1 67 70
2 70 83

1 85 85
2 85 58
2 85 58
2 85 ?8

1 84 86

2 70 83
2 85 58
1 85 85

1 85 85
2 774 70
2 50 85
1 80 80

3=0 p.m.—The Weybridge
For engines between 500 and

eight miles.

D. R. Clarke (Indian)

A. G. Fenn (Indian)

C. E. Bennett (Indian)

F. E. Barker (Buchet)

G. Lee Evans (Indian)

E. S. Myers (Scott)

F. W. Dayrell (J.A.P.) ...

A. J. Moorhouse (Indian) ...

E. B. Ware (King's Own) ...

A. E. Woodman (Indian) ..

W. 0. Bentlty (Indian)

H. G. Partridge (N.S.U.) ...

A. Oberlander (N.S.U.)
W. E. Cook (N.L.G.)
H. E. Parker (N.L.G.)
D. F. Steeves (Indian)

H. A. Collier (Matchless) ...

H. V. Colver (Matchless) ...

C. R. Collier (Matchless) ...

.1. Gibson (Indim)
J. P. Le Grand (Rex)
H. H. Bowen (Bat;

Motor Cycle Handicap.
1,000 c.c. Distance, about

2

2

2
2
2

2

2
2

2

2

2
2

2

2

2
2

2
2

2

70

70
76
70

2i"
85
824
85
70
70
75
80
80

85
85
85
70
774
85

83

83
73
83
3"

85
93
85
83
83
90
99
99
94

58
85
85
83
70
58
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THREE' NEWr .MODEL'

COST OF COMPETING IN THE
LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
THOUSAND MILES TRIAL

(Illustrated).

iyi.C.C. Inter-team Trial.

Mr. J. W. G. Brooker has been

appointed judge to represent the

A.C.U. at this competition.

Lighting a Dangerous Gate.

The A.C.U. has decided to share

with the Sussex Centre of the N.C.U.

the cost of placing and maintaining

a lamp on a dangerous gate at Jacob's

Post, Wiversfield.

A Paper before the A.C.U.
On the 27th April, at 8.30 p.m., Mr.

I. B. Hart Davies will read a paper

illustrated by lantern slides, before

members of the Auto Cycle Union,
at 112, Piccadilly, entitled " My
Experiences from End to End." All

motor cyclists interested will be wel-

come.

Chains for Power Transmission.
Mr. Alec S. Hill, a member of the

Institution of Automobile Engineers,
read a paper entitled " Chains for

Power Transmission " before members of

the I.A.E. on the 13th inst., at Storey's

Gate, St. James's Park, S.W.
The paper dealt, as far as motors

are concerned, with the transmission
of power by chains on motor cars,

but a shock-absorbing spring wheel
similar to the one which was fitted

to Singer chain-driven motor bicycles
a few years ago was rnentioned. Near
the close of the lecture, Mr. Hill,

suggested that
'

' there is a future for

a chain-driven motor bicycle by using
a light form of inverted tooth type of

chain in connection with a shock-
absorbing or spring wheel, resulting
in a more efficient transmission of

power than could be obtained by the
present method of belt transmission."
The lecturer apparently overlooked the
fact that there are three well-known
makes of chain-driven motor bicycles
on the market, and although the" belt
drive is the more popular form oi

transmission, the chain drive on the •

Indian, Phelon and Moore, and Scott
motor cycles gives every satisfaction.

With regard to the use of the in-

verted tooth type of chain, this was
used with good results on the Century
and Eagle tandem tricycles about
seven or eight years ago, and doubt-
less a light form of silent pitchles.o

chain could be used on motor bicycles

with advantage.

Chester Historical Pageant.

At Eaton Drive, Chester, a historical

pageant is to be held daily at 2.45 p.m.
from Monday, July 18th, to Saturday,
July 23rd. There will be 3,000 per-

formers.

AiQliations to the Governing Body.

The Keighley and District A.C.C.
and the motor cycle section of the
Bath Cycling Club have decided to

alEIiate to the A.C.U. Application
has also been received from the
Aspatria College M.C.C. (Cumberland), '

which will be accepted subject to the
club's rules being in order.

April 21 8.5 p.m.

„ 23 8.8 ,.

„ 25 8.11 „

27 8.14 „

James R. Kelly, a well-known leader in northern
motor cycle circles. His new mount is a long-
stroke 24I1.P. Moto-Reve, 50 X 85 mm. Last year
Mr. Kelly had a 2 h.p. of the same make and a
7-9 h.p. Minerva, but has now forsaken the latter
for a car which he employs chiefly for business pur-
poses, using the Moto-Reve for pleasure.

Police Traps.

We have received information of a

police trap a furlong in extent in Foxley

Lane, Purley, on the down grade from

Woodmansterne to the Brighton Road.

The measured distance is just before

the junction formed by Plough Lane

and Foxley Lane is reached.

There is a police trap working in

Hyde Street, Winchester, a continua-

tion of the main road to Basingstoke.

Tar Spraying Operations.

The Preston - Liverpool - Southport

Road is being tar sprayed between

Penwortham Bridge and Longton.

Half of the road is at present in this

condition, and a number of small loose

stones are scattered about, but one

can easily ride through with a little

care.

Checking Road Dangers at Night.

A Stockton contractor was fined 15s.

at Middlesbrough Police Court on
Friday for not having a light at night

to warn passengers that the road in

Cumberland Road, Middlesbrough, was
being excavated. It was stated the

excavation was two feet deep, but
defendant said it was only six inches,

and he did not think a light was
necessary.

The Team Trial on June 18th.

The trials hon. sec. of the M.C.C.
Competition advises us that further
promises of entries have been received
from the undermentioned clubs :

Southern Slotor Club.
Harrogate and District M.C.C.
Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.
Hertfordshire County A.C.C (Motor

Cycle Section).

North West London M.C.C.
Essex M.C.
The above, together with the Motor

Cycling Club (holders), Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C, Bristol Bicycle and
Motor Club, Streatham and District

M.C. Sutton Coldfield A.C, and Edin
burgh M.C.C, brings the total numbei
of teams to twelve.
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Racing at Tunbrldge Wells.

A permit has been granted to the

Tunbridge Wells Whit-Monday Sports

Committee to hold the following motor

cycle races ; Three miles handicap, five

miles handicap, and three miles scratch.

A Novel Defence.

/ A motor cyclist who was recently

summoned for exceeding the speed

limit put forward the novel defence

that the inch-long ash of his cigar was

unbroken at the moment at which he

was stopped. This circumstantial

evidence secured his acquittal.

Pacing Motor Cycles Not In Favour.

The pacing motor cycles recently

furnished by the management of the

Winter Track in Paris for the respec-

tive pacemakers of the various riders

engaged have not proved a success.

The idea was that all the competitors

should be equally served as regards

pace, but neither the public, pace-

makers, nor riders relished the idea, so

the paced events fell flat.

A Grumble.
W. Douglas Hawkes writes : "I,

like many others at the last Brook-

lands meeting, was very much annoyed

a1 not being able to get a programme,
because I turned up after the first

race. If this sort of thing continues,

it is likely to keep many people away,

as those who do not know the riders

well by sight have no chance of

following the races." No doubt the

matter will have attention after this.

New Patterns with Old Names.
This issue contains the first illustrated

description of two new model motor

cycles to be built by the Centaur Cycle

Co., Ltd. It is refreshing to us to see

so many firms returning to the manu-
facture 'of motor cycles. Within the

last year or two Humbers, Ltd., re-

commenced the manufacture of power-

propelled bicycles, next followed the

Excelsior, Singer, and Bradbury, then

the Royal Enfield, and now the Centaur

Co.

Entries for tlie T.T. Race.
The following additional entries have

been received for the International

T.T. Race on May 26th: The Rex
Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd., one

machine, bringing this firm's number
up to four; Humber, Ltd., three

machines ; J. Baxter, Rex ; C. E.

Murphy, one machine ; H. H. Bowen,
Bat-J.A.P. ; F. Mackay, Rex ; W. E.

Grange, 3^ h.p. Rex; and F. Geddes,
one machine. The total number of

entries has now reached fifty ; last

year's total was fifty-eight. Entries

close Saturday week, April 30th,

Reduce Speedlln Towns and Villages.

Motor cyclists should be careful as

to the speed at which they pass through
Water Orton and Coleshill, W^arwick
shire, particularly on Coleshill HiU. It

is said that a plain clothes officer at

Stoiiebridge overheard a party of

motor cyclists wagering as to the
speed at which they could ascend the
hill at Coleshill. The result is that
a constable has been stationed at the
points named, and registration
numbers of passing motors are being
noted.

fj^^fiCLII

Brooldands Meeting Next tVednesday.

The next Brooklands meeting is on
Wednesday, the 27th inst. Originally

this was intended by the B.A.R.C. to

be a two days' affair, but, owing to the
insufficiency of entries (apparently not
in the motor cycle classes, judging by
the long list), there will only be racing
on one day.

FUTURE EVENTS. ^
April 27—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting. (S)

,, 30—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb. ^
May 4—B M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands. ^

,, 4—Herts.County A.C. (motorcyclesection) (S)

Open Hill-climb.

,, 13, 14, and 16 (Whitsua)—M.C.C. l,.ondon-

Edinburgh and London-Edinburgh
and Back Runs.

„ 26 (Thurs.)—INTERNATIONAL MOTOR
CYCLE T.T. RACE

,, 27—Open Hill-climb in the Isle of Man.
June 4—Motor Cycling Club second private race

meeting & gymkhana at Brooklands.

,,
6-11—Scottish Six Days' Open Reliability

Trial, organised by Edinburgh M.C.C.
„ 18—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE

MOTOR C/CLE" CHALLENGE
CUP. Competing Teams : Motor
Cycling Club (holders), Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C., Bristol B. and
M.C., Streatham and District M.C.,
Sutton Coldfield A.C, Edinburgh
M.C.C, Southern M.C., Harrogate and
District M.C.C, Great Yarmouth and
District M.C.C, Herts. County A.C,
E^ex M,C., and N.W. London M.C.C.

Sunday Competitions Again.

Owing to the action of a certain
i

motor cycle club in holding a hill- -

climbing test on Rectory HiU, Amer-
sham, during church service hours, the
police are taking an unpleasant active
interest in motor cyclists who make
trial runs up the hill on the one day
of the week set aside as a dav of rest.

The Amersham police have always
taken a most kindly view of the

Quarterly Trials, which are carefully

carried out by the A.C.U. in a proper

and orderly manner. It would be a

pity if the inconsiderate action of a few
were to bring discredit on this useful

and popular competition.

Addresses Wanted.
The Wolf Engineering Co., Wolver-

hampton, have recently received

enquiries from E. W. Clegg, R. S.

Goodwin, T. P. Smith, and R.
McDonald, which they are unable to

reply to, as the addresses in each case

were omitted.

The B.M.C.R.C. Programme.
Apart from containing a list of the

entries for last week's race meeting,
the B.M.C.R.C. programme, to which
we refer in our report of the event,

contains such useful information as a

distance table, a speed table giving the
lap times in seconds and the equiva-

lent miles an hour, and a table of best

previous motor cycle performances on
Brooklands track. Copies may be had
on sending three peimy stamps to the

secretary of the B.M.C.R.C, Ashleigh
House, Erith, Kent.

The Bournemouth Centenary Fetes

In view of the large number who in-

tend to visit Bournemouth during July
next for the aviation meeting and the
Centenary fetes, the Motor Union is

making special arrangements on behalf
of its members. Hotel accommodation
has been secured at the Hotel Metro-
pole, and this will form the Motor
Union's headquarters throughout the
entire fortnight. A special enclosure
has also been reserved for Motor Union-
ists, with reduced charges for admission
to the meeting.

Harry Martin, who established a world's record at Brooklands on Wednesday last week, by covering a mile in
61 '46 sees. = 58'6 m.p.h. He used the 85 y 60 mm. overhead valve J.A.P. engine shown. An A.S,L. air spring
fork was fitted in place of the rigid one in the photograph.
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NEW MACHINES IN THE QUARTERLY TRIALS.
NEW model which was entered for

the Quarterly Trials is the 3J/2 h.p.

Reg. Samson motor bicycle.

This has a specially designed

frame with sloping top rail to give

a low position, the distance from
the ground to top of saddle being

32in. The engine is a 3^ h^p.

Precision, 85 mm. bore by 88

mm. stroke, with ball bearing crankshaft. The
magneto is a Simms, and the- carburetter either a B.

and B. or Amac to order. The whole of the power unit

—engine, carburetter, magneto, etc.—can be entirely

. removed from the frame by detaching three bolts. Mr.

frame, to which are attached the stand, carrier, an
foot brake, are brazed, not bolted. The cables for
the front brake and valve lifter are concealed in the
handle-bar, and issue from the centre of the handle-
bar clip. The machines can be supplied exactly as
illustrated, with full kit of tools, belt carrier, tool
bag carrying tail numbers, etc. It will be noticed
that the Druid spring fork is fitted, also the Lyso
belt_ and 2i4;in. Clincher rubber studded tyres. Mr.
Reginald Samson, Ladywood Road, Birmingham, who
is responsible for the design of this machine, also
makes a speciality of several motor cycle accessories,
which we hope to deal with at a later date. Most
of the improvements which have been embodied in the

machine are the result of practical riding— experience.

iId

The 1

A new model which was entered lor the Quarterly Trials. It is named by its maker the Reg.
Samson, and its principal features are^described in the accompan^ng letterpress.

Samson has introduced several registered features of

his own design on this machine, among which is a

box on the front mudguard combining a front number
plate and carrier for a spare detachable tube. The
magneto driving chain is adjusted by means of four

bolts in the sides of the engine plates. These bolts

pass through a sliding magneto platform, and obviate

any necessity to insert a spanner underneath the mag-
neto. The pedal for the rear brake is carried on a

separate stud, and not on the footrest. The filler cap
of the petrol tank is exceptionally large, and is pro-

vided with a large gauze filter. All the lugs on the

Omega Lightweight.

A few days ago one of the partners of th^'

Omega Motor Cycle Co., Wolverhampton,
Mr. H. Summerhill James, kindly lent us

an Oniega motor bicycle for a short ride.

Two of these machines were entered for the

Quarterly Trials on Wednesday. For the

benefit of those of our. readers who did not

see this machine at the last Stanley Show-
er the illustration and description of it which

appeared in our show report, we would point

out that the machine closely resembles a

pedal bicycle, the crank case of the engin^

occupying the usual position of the bottom
bracket. Through the centre of the hollow -

engine crankshaft is fitted an axle on which

are cranks and pedals for starting and assist-

ing the machine up steep hills. The reduc:

tion in gear is effected by means of an epicyclic

train, the drive from the motor to the rear wheel

being by chain, which is enclosed in a metal case.

There is also a friction clutch contained in the crank

case, which is operated by means of a lever on the

handle-bar. The cylinder is horizontal, the car-

buretter is in front of the cylinder, and the magneto,

which is gear driven, is mounted on the crank case

casting. The petrol tank is behind the seat tube,

and the oil tank and pump behind the steering socket

tube. Two brakes are fitted, one a front rim brake,

the other a back-pedalling band brake.

Omega lady's and Gentleman's model lightweights. The engine is horizontal, and the transmissloii is by gear and chain.
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New Machines In the Quarterly Trials.

—

When we took the machine over we were instructed

to disengage the clutch, mount, and pedal the

machine, which was quite easy, owing to its light

weight. Once under way, the exhaust valve was

lifted, the clutch engaged by means of the lever on

the handle-bar, and on dropping the valve the engine

fired immediately. The trial embraced about twenty

miles of undulating roads, on which the machine

liehaved very well indeed, considering the power of

the engine, which is only ij^ h.p., the bore being

65 mm. and the stroke 65 mm. For free-wheeling

down long slopes the clutch is a great advantage,

also for starting and wheeling the machine about.
For riders weighing ten to eleven stones this machine
should prove very serviceable. With a weight of

over thirteen stones in the saddle we found it jibbed

at one rather severe hill with a gradient of i in 9,

but this was with the standard gear of 6 to i. The
makers are now trying a slightly lower gear for heavy-
weight riders, which will doubtless enable the Omega
to climb practically any main road hill in the kingdom
unaided in the case of lightweight riders and with

slight pedal assistance from others. The machine we
tried was excellently finished, and reflects credit on
those who are responsible for its production.
<

INTER-TEAM RELIABILITY TRIAL.
We have received the following communication respecting

the inter-team reliability trial from London to Har-
rogate and back for the Service Cup at Easter. The results

as published on page 326a of The. Motor Cycle last week
were supplied by 0. C. Cooke, the hon. sec. of the Herts
County A.C. (motor cycle .'section). " In your issue of

Thursday, 14th, you published the ' official ' result of the

competition between this club and the Herts County M.C.C.
I beg to inform you that the committee of this club does

not agree with the results as published, because it claims

that as the contest was arranged by a joint sub -committee

>—

«

of the two clubs, no result ought to have been issued until
passed by thi.s joint committee. Further, this club does
not admit that the figures, as published, show the correct
result. I shall feel obliged if you will kindly insert this
notice in your valuable paper.—(Signed) Cliffobd A. Stern,
hon. sec. North West London M.C.C."
The following awards have been made by the North-west

London. M.C.C. in connection with the above run: Silver
cups—R. G. Goslett, A. J. Brown, Glyn Rowden, H. C.
Bean, George E. Purchase, G. Hollis, W. C. Davenport,
C. Simpson, and E. G. Westacott.

GREAT YARMOUTH AND DISTRICT M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB.
The above club held a most successful hill-climb test at

Ringland, near Norwich, last Thursday. The president.

Dr. H. R. Mayo, superintended the proceedings, and Mr.
R. H. Williams acted as starter, and was in charge of the

electrical timing apparatus, which he designed and carried

out. The club is greatly indebted to him, as upon this

appai-atus depended the success of the event. It is intended

to use the same timing arrangement at Gunton Park later

in the year, when Colonel the Hon. A. C. Harbord has kindly

consented to the club holding a race meeting there.

The length of the hill is one-fifth of a mile, the total

rise 105.6 feet, the steepest part being 1 in 6.9 feet. A
standing start had to be made on a gradient of 1 in 13^.

Notwithstanding this, everyone got away well, and only two
failed to finish. The fastest time of the day was made by
F. C. North on a 3^ h.p. Ariel, R. 0. Clark making second
fastest time on his 1909 C.F.N. Tourist Trophy mount.
Halfway up the hill the scene was a very busy and

animated one, as each -machine and rider had to be weighed
for the purpose of working out the formula as laid down by
Professor Callender, as the events were run on a handicap.

Result of Class A Handicap (singl

Place. Rider and 'machine.
1. R. 0. Clark (IJ F.N.) ...

H. Boswell (1| F.N.) ...

A. Adcock (4i F.N.)
H. Adcock (5-6 F.N.)
C. F. North (3i Ariel) ...

G. H. Cross (2| Anghan)
R. 0. Clark (4 C.F.N.)
C. B. Duberly (3i Ariel)

L. Wilford (3i Premier)
H. Lock (3i Triumph)
T. W. Hancock (4i F.N.)
R. A. Milligan (4i F.N.)

Class B (two-speed gear a

0. Clark (2i P.N.) ...

Master (2i P.N.) ...

B. Duberly (3i Ariel)

C. North (3i Ariel)

H. Blake (2| Anglian)
Collins (5 Roc)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

R.
H.
C.

P.
V.
H.

[e-geared machines).

Remarks.
Pedalled.
Pedalled.

Fastest time.

Failed.

Failed,

,nd clutch)

Pedalled.
Pedalled.
Fastest time.

The electrical timing apparatus at the start. C. B. Duberly (3^ h.p. Ariel),
who made fastest time in Class B, is seen on the starting line.

The finishing point, showing R. 0. Clark (1{ h.p. F,N.), winner of the

handicap in Class A, crossing the tape.
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Rideis who attended the opening run of the Stockport and District Motor Cycle Ciub. Multi-cylinders are very popular with members of this club.

Essex M.C.
There is a club run to Southend on the 24th inst.,

luncheon at the Marlborough Hotel at 1.30 p.m.

North-west London M.C.G.
Any members who are not competing, but who would act

as marshals or checkers, at the Petrol Consumption Trial

next Saturday, are requested to communicate with the trial

hon. sec, G. H. HoUis.

Hertfordshire County A.C.

A splendid list of entries has been secured for the

members' hiir-clirab on Saturday next at Aston Hill, near
Tring. The entries in five classes total forty-five, viz., four

in Class I., nine in Class II., nine in Class III., eight in

Class IV., and fifteen in Class V. The classes are detailed

on the next page. The open hill-climb is on ^tay 7th.

Walthamstow M.C.
The above club held its first competition of 1910 on the

10th inst. It was the first of a series of four trials for W. S.

Low cup. Result of first trial : Marks lost.

A. G. Peppercorn (3^ h.p. Triumph
A. T. Stanton (3i h.p. Bradbury)
J. W. Percival (6-7 h.p. Fafnir Royal Tricar) ...

A. A. Blunks (3^ h.p. Rex) 1

'J. H. Kerr (5 h.p. Rex) 5

H. J. Beal (3i h.p. Rex) 45

Next Saturday a members' hill-climb will be held.

Newcastle and District M.C.
A slow hill-climb was held on the Benton Bank, New-

castle, last Saturday afternoon. The event, unfortunately,

took place in a heavy downpour of rain, which considerably
marred the success of the competition. The results were :

Single-cylinders.—R. S. Ellis (3^ h.p. Rex), Im. 8fs.,

winner; D. Mallett (3^ h.p. Bradbury), 59s.; C. Spencer

(3^ h.p. Bercley), 43^3. ; S. Hudson {5^ h.p. Premier), 30s. ;

F. Keir (3 h.p. Dene) pedalled and was disqualified ; E. L.

Bates (3| h.p. N.S.U.) did not finish.

Twin-cylinders.—F. Holzaphel (5 h.p. Rex), 49|s.,

winner; F. Mallett (6 h.p. N.S.U.), 43|s. ; R. S. Ellis

(5 h.p. two-stroke Rex) did not finish.

Birmingham M.C.C.
The Trials Committee met on the 15th inst. to make

final arrangements - for the hill-climb on Saturday next.

Pull particulars will be issued to all members to-day
(Thursday). The reason for not disclosing the name of the

hill until the day of the climb is, in the first place, to avoid
trouble with the police, and, secondly, to give all members
an equal chance. There wiU be three classes, for light-

weights, singles, and twins respectively.

The run to Warmington on Saturday, the 30th, will not
count for the attendance prize, as several of the members
have expressed their desire to join in the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. Military Reconnaissance. The meet-
ing place is the Barrack Square, Coventry, at 11.30 a.m.

The A.C.U. (Midland Centre).

The annual meeting of the above Centre was held at head-

quarters on Thursday evening last, when the following

officers were elected : Chairman, R. Vernon C. Brook i hon.

secretary and treasurer, H. C. Pickering; hon. auditors, E.

W. Winckle and Howard Smith. The accounts for the past

year were examined and the balance, amounting to 17s.

7jd., was carried forward.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

At a general meeting held at the Hop Market, Worcester;
on Saturday evening, the 15th inst., G. R. A. Deacon.
" Bronsil," Hill Avenue? Worcester, was elected as joint

hon. secretary of the above club. An assistant secretary

will be appointed later.

Twelve new members were enrolled and a committee

formed, which will meet shortly to arrange fixtures.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

A members' hill-climb was held on Tilburstow Hill, God-
stone, Surrey, on Saturday last. The weather was showery,
but the road surface was good. Machines were weighed at

Caterham railway station. The results on A.C.U. formula

are as follows :

Class I. (Engines under 500 c.c.)

Place Competitor and machine. Figure of merit.

1. A. R. Hunter (3i h.p. Triumph) ... .01141

Hunter (35, h.p. Triumph)
F. Hunter (3i h.p. Triumph)

Mundy (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Pattison (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Nelson (3^ h.p. Chater-J.A.P.) ...

Jeffrey (3^ h.p. Zenith Tricycle)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

G.
H.
D.
H.

H
G
R
S.

6
.1.

C. J. Feeriy (3i h.p. ' Triumph)
.1. W. Ayres (3^ h.p. Zenith)
R. G. Nye (3^ h.p. Rex)
L. G. Callingham (3 h.p. Ariel)

Class II. (Engines over 500 c.c.)

Cooper (3-^- h.p. Bradbury)
A. .Johnson (5 h.p. Vindec)
E. DaA'ies (5 h.p. Rex)
R. Greig (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
Pattison (5 h.p. Patna)
Harvey (5i h.p.. N.S.U.)

Class III. (Passenger machines.)

P. White (31 h.p. P. and M. and
sidecar)

The fastest time of the day was made by H. Hunter, the

next fastest being A^ R. Hunter and G. F. Hunter.

Results of Sealed Handicap.
1. H. A. Johnson (V.S.), reo. 24 sees.

2. A. R. Hunter (Triumph), rec. 18 sees.

3. D. R. Greig (JBradbury), rec. 29 sees.

8.

9.

10.

11,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

W.
H.
C.

D.
D.
F.

H.

.01139

.01120

.01056

.01054

.01031

.00921

.00903

.00703

.00677

.00640

.01098

.01038

.00851

.00846

,.00749

.00679

.01182

%:

^
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Club News.—
Wansbeck M.C.

The above club opened the competition season with two

hill-climbs, last and slow, held at Weldon Bridge Hill. The

attendance was good. The gears of

competitors' machines were limited

between 4 and 6 to 1, each rider to enter

both trials and to use the same gear in

both. The fast climb results were

:

T. W. Hall (3i h.p. Bradbury), Im. 14s.
;

H. Howitt (Rex twin Speed King), Im.

14^8. ; J. Arkle (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), Im.

35^3. The slow speed was won by J.

Arkle (3i h.p. L.M.C.), the only com-

petitor to complete the climb. The mem-
bers were afterwards entertained to tea

hy their president, Mr. J. J. Hall.

Southpoit M.C.C.

The above newly-formed club held

its opening run to Ribchester. A some-

what longer run had been arranged, but

owing to the Umited time before dark-

ness the original route was slightly

curtailed. Although the roads were very dusty, a most
enjoyable afternoon was spent.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

The first run of the newly-formed Doncaster and District

M.C.C. was to Swinderby (Lines.), when nineteen members
turned out. The membership is now twenty-seven. The
home journey was vid Lincolii and Gainsborough. Mr. G.

F. Stafford having resigned the secretaryship, Mr. E.
Ebdell, of Rowenroyd, Queen's Road, Doncaster, has been

elected in his stead.

North West London M.C.C.
,

The first club competition, a petrol consumption trial,

will be held on Saturday next, over the usual course near

Stanmore. May 7th is the date fixed for the Coventry
and back twelve hours' ride. This run is usually the best

supported competition of the year. As members are started

in order of entry, it is advisable to enter as early as

possible. The marks will be awarded on a slightly different

basis from last year.

Hertfordshiie County A.C.

A members' hill-climbing comprtition will be held on
Aston Hill, near Tring, on Saturday next, at 3 p.m.

There will be five classes open to motor cyclists, which
will be as follows : Class I.—For bicycles manufactured

in 1907 or previous years. Open only to members who
have not previously won a prize in a hill-climbing competi-

tion7 pedalling allowed. Class II.—For single-cylinder

machines v/ith fixed gear^. Class III.—For multi-cylinder

355

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The general idea of the military, reconnaissance which

will be held by the above club on April 30th is that South-
land (red), having declared war on Midland (blue), crosses the

The newly-lormed Doncaster and District Motor Cycle Club's opening run was well attended.

machines with fix;ed gears. Class IV.—For machines fitted

with variable gears. Class V.—For any make of motor
bicycle. Fastest time to win. Classes I. to IV. will be

decided on A.C.U. formula. The machines must be presented

for weighing at Boimoor L. and N.W.R. Station between
noon and 2 p.m. on Saturday. Number cards will be snp-

plied at the weighbridge, and wUl be allotted in order of

entry. Competitors will take up their proper positions at the

bottom and top of the hUl, and must remain in their places.

No vehicle which has finished the ascent of the hill may
return to the starting point without special permission.

Competitors in the slow and fast hlli-cllmh organised by the Wansbeck M.C. at Weldon Bridge Hill.

latter's frontier, and on April 30th reaches a line with its

divisions based on Oxford. Three Midland divisions

mobilised at Coventry are facing the Southland army when
information is received that a second red army is occupying
Bedford and is advancing on Northampton. The duty of

the defending force will be to reconnoitre all roads leading
between the two armies, to forward the information gained
to the army headquarters at Coventry. Despatch riders on
motor cycles will be attached to the defending forces as well

as motor cyclist scouts, who will ride in advance of the
cars. Several motor cyclists will be wanted for each car,

and members of clubs within a twenty-five mile radius of

Coventry are invited to join in the run. Communications
should be sent to E. W. Walford, hon. secretary, 19,

Hertford Street, Coventry.

York County M.C.C.
At a recent meeting the arrangements for the Leeds-

Edinburgh and back reliability trial, which is arranged for

July 16th and 17th, were discnssed.

There was a proposition put forward that this should be
made into a 36 hours instead of 24 hours run, thus giving 12
hours at Edinburgh, during which time all machines would
be locked up. This would do away with all-night riding.

A vote on the subject was found to be even, the chairman
giving the casting vote in favour of 24 hours.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.
The committee has decided to postpone the hill-chmb

until the 30th inst. There will be three classes—(1) open
to novices who have not won a prize
in any hill-climb. Entry fee to club
members Is., non-members 2s. A.C.U.
formula. (2.) Single-cylinders and
twin-cylindera confined to members
only. Entry fee Is. If six competi-
tors in each event three prizes each, if

four two prizes, three competitors one
prize. Several novelties are included
in the summer programme, viz., paper-
chase, scout race, and flexibility hill-

climb. It was decided that the club

should do all that lay in its power to
further the interests of the Northern
League of Motor Cycle Clubs, and to
attend the conference in this connection
which is to be held at York. The
results of the recent team trial run to
Richmond in connection with the

Middlesbrough and District Motor Cycling Club has just

been announced, and the winning team is declared as

follows : E. Young (3i h.p. Bradbury), R. W. Day (3i h.p.

Triumph), and J. H. Dale (3i h.p. 'Triumph). 'The prize,

according to the rules of the competition, was to have been
awarded to the team which did the journey at a speed

nearest to twenty miles an hour. The winners put up a

good performance, being only one minute out. The second

team, which was two minutes out, consisted of R. Richard-

son (Moto-Reve), H. Fangrieve (5^ h.p. Triumph), and W.
Turner (3i^ h.p. Triumph).
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shoDid be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor C7cle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and addius.

Tyre Gaiters.

[4711.]—With reference to "Ixion's' remarks in a recent

issue I for one would like to know where a tyre gaiter,

for, say, 2iin. tyres, can be procured. I mean the variety

which encircles the tyre completely and fixes by lacing,

either through eyelets or by hooks. Such would no doubt

be a great boon, but up to the present I have not been

able to discover any firm supplying such an article,

although they are sold for car tyres. I often think how
useless it is recommending articles without knowing for

certain that they can be procured.' Many things advised

are very good, but, if they cannot be procured, what is the

use of suggesting them? ' Writers who make these kindly

suggestions would greatly oblige by intimating where the

articles can be procured, and then all would be well.

W. CLARIPGE.

Motor Cycle Tyres.

[4712.]—Mr. J. F. Briggs [No. 4680] airs his grievances

on motor cycle tyres. As one who has had a little experi-

ence with such queer things, I should like to advise him to

use the Dunlop security bolts, which are fitted with neat

rubber seats and tops, ' and do not chafe the tube. If he

adopts them he should have no trouble.

What kind of rim is he using? I suppose the same as

fitted to his 1909 P. and M.—beaded edge. Then, surely,

he must have a beaded edge cover on it. If he gets such

spoke-head punctures as he says he does, I can only say

that he does not know how to fit tyres. Does he, by the

way, use chalk when fitting a tube? And why does he want

to kink it? Then he says that the Michehn tube appears

to be too long. No, it is not! It is made purposely longer

than other tubes to prevent it stretching unduly, which

would enable it more easily to puncture.

It Mr. Briggs is a rider of over twelve stone I strongly

advise him to go in for a E.O.M. S^in. cover, so long as he

rides the ^ P. and M., for it is a heavy machine. The

cost of altering his rim would only cost about
_
6s. at any

decent cycle maker's. He will then' he able to ride in peace

for miles, and miles, and miles.

I have no interest in either of the articles mentioned.
L. C. CUFFE.

The Motor Cycle in the United States.

[4713.]—I have only just seen the article by "Trans-

atlantic " in the issue of January 3rd on the American motor

cycle. "Transatlantic" is correct in some respects.

As regards the loop frame construction, I fail to agree

with him on that point, as there can be nothing that can

embody a stronger construction than a one-piece tubing in

loop form.
Referring to the exhaust pipes being long and twisted,

the reason for this is that we Americans attach a great deal

of importance to general appearance, so that the silencer is

placed out of sight, thus necessitating long exhaust pipes.

As regards enamel, I think that some machmes are

gaudy, but usually it is the purchaser who specifies a certain

colour among optional colours. The manufacturers usually

state that plain blue or black is best suited.

Now a word in regard to your foreign machines. I think

they are pretty substantial looking and of good plain lines,

notably the Triumph; the only fault I find is that there

is much complication in the control in order to gain an end.

There are too many levers and wires. Our system is simply

twisting grips, which operate spark and throttle.

Boston, #ass. A READER.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

[4714.]—After reading "Twelve Stone's" letter in a?
recent issue^ I feel I must give my own experiences from a
lightweight point of view
About five weeks ago I purchased a twin 2 h.p. motor

cycle, and since then have riddeir it over 500 miles, my
weight being twelve stones. My average pace works out
at 20 m.p.h., and although this country (Wales) is not so
hilly as the Lake District, we can boast of some excellent
hills. In only one case have I had to assist with the pedals,

and that on an exceptionally bad hill. During all the 500"

miles the machine has not been touched with the spanner
in any way, every run having been a non-stop. If reli-

ability, portability, cheapness in running, and ease of

handling in traffic count for anything, give me the light-

weight. No more heavyweights for me (10 h.p. in par-

ticular). PORTABLE.

Automatic Carburetters.

[4715.]— I have followed the articles in The Motor
Oycle on automatic versiis two-lever carburetters with
interest. JNIy experience is that when one drives slowly

round a dangerous corner and imrnediately faces a stifi hill,

the setting of the extra-air lever becomes a matter of guess-

work and luck. Sometimes one sails to the top at a good
speed, and sometimes one gets off and pushes.

Now my ideal carburetter would automatically give a

correct mixture at low speeds, and allow a quick opening of

the throttle on hills without fear of misfiring. It would have
an extra air lever to twiddle on the open roads where speed
is permissible. Some car owners obtain something of this

sort by fitting a Bowden air valve to the induction pipe of

an engine with an automatic carburetter. N. S.

[We were shown recently a carburetter which should comply
with our correspondent's suggestion. It will be described

and illustrated very shortly.

—

Ed.]

Wear ot Canvas and Rubber Belts.

[4715.]—Your correspondent, the Rev. J. Gordon, says

in his letter to you on the- above subject, appearing on page

307, that "rubber belts, however efficient on a solo machine,
are a perfect nuisance on a powerful twin with sidecar."

I have been using a 6 h.p. variable geared twin with side-

car attached for some considerable time, and I . also do a

large solo mileage each year, and until the commencement
of the present one my views entirely coincided with those

expressed by Mr. Gordon.
In February last, however, I fitted a Im. Dunlop belt to

the twin, a,nd have since donS some 700 to 800 miles with
the sidecar, and the belt is absolutely as good as new. It

has only been shortened twice, and runs fairly slack without
ever slipping. Its strength must be enormous, for I never

spare my machine, and often take 11 st. and even heavier

passengers. The speed gear also puts an additional strain

on the belt, as it is of the expanding pulley type, giving a

variation from 3| to 1 to about 7 to 1.

Of course, I know that ajiy well-made rubber and canvas

belt ought to do well up to the first 1,000 miles, but my own
experience is that belts often go to pieces in the firs't few
hundred miles in sidecar use. The Dunlop looks none the

worse yet for the heavy work it has done.

May I add to the host of others you have received my
appreciation of the fact that you have done away with

Monday publication.

GHAS. S. LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

riH.
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The Unrolled Stones Danger.

[4717.]—Whilst returning from Sheffield to Leeds late

on the night of April 11th I had the misfortune to become
acquainted with the above danger in a way which might
have proved very eerious for me. I have frequently read

of it in your paper, but this was my first experience, and I

hope will bf; my last.

The patch was about forty yards long, and covered the

whole road with the exception of a narrow track at the

side, and it was near Chapeltown. There was no warning
light or anything to call the attention to the danger. I was
riding very carefully and at a slow pace, as I am not well

acquainted with this jjortion of the road, nor am I keen on
night riding at any time, but the impact was sudden and
startling. Sly light went out, and I was nearly thrown ofl

as the machine bounded and swerved across the road and I

pulled up at the foot of a hedge. I could hear one or two
|5eople about, but no one came near me to ask if I was hurt

or required assistance, which I am thankful to say I did

not. It is almost impossible to discern a patch of unrolled

stones at night until one is on top of them, and it seems
to me criminal that urban district councils should allow

users of a public highway to be exposed to such a danger
without making any attempt to warn them of it. A red

light at eaclr end of the patch would call attention to it

and save disaster. I trust you will insert this letter in

your widely circulating paper, as I am sure too much
prominence cannot be given to a subject of such importance
to all who have at times to use the road at night.

T. CARTER.

Dry Battery Ignition.

[4718.]—For several weeks past there have appeared
letters from your readers dealipg with dry battery ignition,

some of which have been highly complimentary to my dry

battery, particularly the "Flash" motor cycle size. The
correspondent " D. S." in your issue of the 31st ult. raises

a point I should like to make quite clear to users and
prospective users of this system of ignition. -

To obtain the best results from any dry battery a good
plain coil with a make and break contact breaker which
makes a reliable contact of the shortest possible duration

should be employed ; most make and break contact

breakers are suitable if the blade is adjusted as lightly as

possible.

When a trembler coil is employed it is important to

make a careful test of the current consumption, which can

be varied considerably by the adjustment of the trembler

screw, but in any cai=e a make and break contact breaker

should be employed, the contacts being adjusted a littK-

closer, so as to allow of a longer duraton of contact
necessary for the satisfactory operation of the trembler.

The only satisfactory method of testing the actual
current consumption of a coil is to connect a sensitive dead
beat ampere meter having a very open scale, reading aL

one-fifth to two-fifths of an ampere in circuit with the
battery, and then run the engine at its normal speed, when
a steady reading Avill be obtained.
With the " H. H." non-trembler coil and a good make

and break contact breaker, the current consumption should
not exceed one-fifth of an ampere, whilst with the
" H. H." trembler coil and a slightly closer adjustment of

contact breaker the current should not exceed one-third

of an ampere v^ith the engine running at normal speed.

It wiii be at once apparent that liy decreasing the
cm'rent consumption by one-half, the mileage obtainable
from the battery will be more than doubled, whilst
burning of the platinum points is obviated and general
reliability greatly increased.

I must apologise for the length of .this letter, but from
the letters recently appearing there is no doubt that the
subject is one of great interest to motor cyclists.

A. H. HUNT.

Belts and Other Topics.

- [4719.]—I should like to sympathise with H. S. Phillips

[4590]. I have had a similar experience with a well-known
firm of rubber belt manufacturers. , My belt began to go
very badly after 830 miles on a 2| h.p. lightweight twin I

The core was not nearly central. I wrote to them and eent
a piece of the belt ; they said it was last year's type, and
they would send me another if I sent the old belt and
5s. 6d. (original cost lis.) I replied that a new belt would
probably deteriorate before I had time to use it, as I had
had at once to purchase another spare, which would last

me a good time ; 9s to it being last year's pattern I bought
it on a new machine on January 24th, 1910. In ordering
the machine I had asked for a Whittle instead of the
standard, but the firm replied that it would slow the
machine considerably, slip v/hen new, and grip too well
when worn in. I have met a friend since who has used one
on the same machine for a very long distance, and he is per-

fectly satisfied, and would not change back in a hurry. I

am sorry I gave way. The belt firm have not replied to my
second letter asking for 5s. instead of a belt cheap.

I am surprised to find that B. H. Davies in a recent issue

says he found " two copper washers under the lid of the

float chamber made the level right," as my petrol level is

Opening meet of the Cambridgeshire Motor Cycle Club. This organisation consists of about fifty riders, and, as showing the keenness of the members,
we may cite the fact that thirty-five took part in this run to Bodtord.

A27
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rather low and I do not want to tamper with the jet.^ I

tried his advice, but found that one washer made the spirit

overflow all over the place. His needle valve mnet have

been very worn to bear two.

[Obviously the washer used by IMr. Vine was much too

heavy.

—

Ed.]
In contrast to the belt company's attitude I should like

to mention how the E.O.M. people treated me. I returned

my back tyre and tube which had had two punctures and a

burst at the bead; after 1,500 miles the tread was still in

good condition, rubber-studded. I sent tyre and tube by

post, and said I should like them replaced by return as I

was in a hurry. Two days afterwards I received a new
tyre and good second-hand tribe by rail at 9 a.m., and by

post a letter saying the old tyre was unsatisfactory, and they

hoped their replacements without charge would meet with

my approval. It did, and I let them know it by post, as

well as through the medium of your columns.
B. T. VINE.

An Appreciation of a Lightweight.

[4720.]—" Well, I must say, after reading The Motor

Cycle for April 7th, I am content with my little Motosacoche.

Just returned from calling at Lady W ,
and it took me

up the steep bit of tramway beautifully. I go to Elmstone

Sunday by Sunday without a bit of trouble from start to

finish, take my service, and come back again, and the coun-

try is lovely."

Dear Mr. Editor, the above is an extract from my
journal, and I thought it hardly fair to my nice little

machine to hide its praise, and so I send it to your useful

paper to publish if you like. And let me add what I con-

sider its praiseworthy points.

First ; It climbs stiff hills, I wish I had known it earlier,

in Bucks, when I was constantly getting involved between

high hills on a motor of another make. On my Motosacoche

I have not yet met the hill it will not go up with just a

little help from me if the belt is not tight. I have now
learnt how to take off a bit at the end without any trouble.

Secondly : The wings on both sides to catch the wind are

a decided gain. The air mixture is automatic, and I never

know what over-heating is.

Thirdly : I have the free-engine device, and this is a great

comfort to me, as I can mount as I do with my ordinary

bicycle, but with less hopping—in fact, a shove off. This to

an old man—I am past 70—is a great advantage, especially

as I can mount uphill. The weight ol the machine is only

80 lbs.

I should say' I am passionately fond of the country after

some fifty years, less furloughs, in India, Mauritius, Ceylon,

and other places. I can recommend the machine to any
persons of my tastes, who love English scenery, but who
have been longer away from home than at home, and now
when they are getting too old for pedalling a bicycle still

wish to enjoy God's scenery, his glory in the country, with-

out undue fatigue.

" 0, what a glory doth this world put on

To him who with a fervent heart goes forth;"

—Longfellow.

(Canon) V. W. HARCOURT.

Water-cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.

[4721.]—We have read with much interest the articles

and letters which have recently appeared in your valuable

joBrnal on the subject of water-cooling on motor bicycle

engines, especially the several references made to Mr. Green
as one of the early pioneers in this direction. But for this

we should not have asked you to insert this letter.

We feel, however, to remain silent any longer might be
misinterpreted, and, further, perhaps that some explanation

is due to those of your readers who have been anxiously

looking forward to the day when a water-cooled motor
bicycle engine such as they have so long been waiting for

would be un fatt accompli.

it is many years since Mr. Green attempted to solve the

problem of making a water-cooled motor bicycle engine which
should embody the essentials of extreme lightness with a

compact and neat design. The result of his earhest efforts

was first shown at the Agricultural Hall in March, 1906, when
we exhibited a patent water-jacket and cylinder adapted to a

'
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machine of standard make. Subsequently a few new sample
machines were made, which amply proved the value of the

invention, but soon afterwards, the motor bicycle trade

becoming affected by the general depression of the motor
industry, we decided to await a more favourable opportunity

before placing the invention on the market, leaving Mr. Green
to take advantage of the- interval to make still further

improvements in his invention. We had just begun to

make arrangements to put this improved engine on the

market when tlife demand which suddenly arose for light

engines for flying purposes absorbed the whole of our atten-

tion, compelling us to postpone carrying out our intentions

with regard to motor bicycles yet a little longer.

We are glad to be in the position to inform your readers

that steps are now being actively taken to place Mr. Green's

invention on the market. We shall be happy to furnish

further information on application.

GREEN'S MOTOR PATENTS SYNDICATE, LTD.,
J. MiLLiiE. ManacriiKi Director.

A Jaunt in the North Riding.

[4722.]^I was much interested in the above article in

the issue of the 7th inst. I can vouch for the rough sur-

face of the road over Wass Bank and the ruts, together
with the stiff gradient. A friend of mine and I rode
up it in the dark after the hill-climb on the Saturday at

Sutton Bank at Easter. The surface was covered with loo.se

stones, and I had a puncture from one of them, but my

Triumph climbed it well. My friend had a nasty spill on
the top in one of the ruts and broke off his right pedal and
bent his footrest. Helmsley was safely reached aftfer a

most enjoyable ride from Southport. The photograph here-

with [reproduced.

—

Ed.] was taken on Easter Mondav near

the top of Sutton Bank. R. HOLFORD JONES.

EXPERIENCES WANTJUD.
" R. G." (Birkenhead) would like to have readers'

experiences with the Lodge double pole and single pole

plugs working in conjunction. Does an engine so fitted show
any appreciable difference in power and economy?

" H. E." (Bungay) would be glad of the experiences of

readers who have converted .a 1903 or 1904 Rex from
surface to spray carburetter ; also the mode of conversion

and its effects.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscriot, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and ohoto-
graphs will only he returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the^purpose.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,
must be accompanied by a stamped addresssd envelope for r3ply.

A Reply by our Legal Adviser.

I was cycling along a country
road and met a farmer with a
young sheep dog. The dog
jumped at me as I passed (I

was going slowly) and ripped
my waterproof overalls. Can you in-

form me whether the owner is

liable for the cost of repairs? I have
his name and address and that of a
witness.— 3569.

The owner of the dog would not be
liable in the case mentioned, unless it

could be shown that he knew the dog
to be of a savage disposition. Strong
evidence would be required of this.

Detachatla Tubes. Benzol.

^(1.) Do you recommend the

?' use of (a) butt-ended tubes ;

(b) any tyre filling {Pfleumatic,
'-i-l Miraculum, etc.)? (2) Will an

ordinary motor cycle run on
benzol or must the carburetter be
altered?—H. V.

(1.) We regret we have had no experi-

ence with any tyre filling, though we
have heard good accounts of both of

the fillings named. Detachable jointed

tubes are quite a success, and are most
convenient in use, provided a spare is

carried, as punctures can then be
repaired _at home. (2.) Benzol is ap-

parently quite satisfactory for motor
cycle engines. You might have to

weight the float slightly. You will

find some useful hints on this subject

in T!ie Motor CycU for Jan. 24th last.

The Uses ol a Clutcb.

Kindly inform me : Would
a Mabon clutch fitted to

a 1909 Triumph enable me
(a) to start from a standstill

on a fairly steep hill? (b) To
climb steep hills after turning a sharp

corner better than at present? (c.) Is

engine started with handle?^P.A.F.

(a.) A clutch that does not embody a

change-speed gear will not allow you

to start from standstill oh a very severe

gradient. Starting from a standstill

depends on the gear ratio and weight
to be moved, (b.) If you slow down
for a sharp corner and allow the clutch

to slip it would enable you to pick up
sneed again. (c.) We cannot recom-
mend handle starting on the engine-

shaft in the case of sniall magneto-
ignited engines. It is far better to jack

up the rear wheel, start the engine by
means of the pedals, and then put the

lever in the neutral position.

?

Slow Running.

My machine is a 1908 twin
N.S.U., and although it runs
excellently at high speeds, and
will take any hill round here,

yet I cannot get it to run
slowly. At any speed under about
seventeen miles an hour one cylinder
does not fire regularly. I have tried

new plugs, with no effect. The gear

is 4 to 1. Is this too high? I shall

be very much obliged if you can
suggest something to help me out of

my difficulty.—M., Meriden.

You do not state the horse-power. If

your machine is one of the 6 h.p.

models the gear is about right. To
enable the engine to run slowly you
probably require to close one of the
air inlets. It you examine the carbu-
retter you will find that there are two
discs, the air openings of which should
be varied by turning the disc round
and locking it by means of a screw in
the centre. Try partially closing one
of these openings until the engine will
run slowly. Inlet valve springs should
be exactly the same tension, and the
amount of opening should be the same,
say one-eighth of an inch. If you
have any doubt about the inlet valves,
change them over, and if the change
causes the other cylinder to misfire,
you will know which of the inlet valves
is at fault.

^?

A. G. MillBr, of Mitcbeldean, Clos., who speaks in bigh
terms of praise of his twin Premier. He informs us he
recently tooli a ten stone passenger on the carrier of
this machine a distance of Hi miles in 24 minutes, and
that he finds his machine a perfect hiii-climber, most
reliable, and silent.

Lite of Majnets. A Club in Hampshire.

(a.) I have been told that
a magnet never needs re-

magnetising, but sometimes
becomes "depolarised." Is

this so? (b.) Is there any
club which organises motor cycle

competitions in or near the county
of Hampshire? If so, could you
give nie the address of the secretary?

—S. R. C.

(a.) Jlagnets may in some instances

need re-magnetising, say after three

or four years' continuous use, and
they do not become depolarised. This
is a terra used in conjunction with dry
batteries which are kept in continuous
work for which they are not intended,

(b.) The most active club in the

county of Hampshire is the Southamp-
ton and District M.C.O. Secretary,

Mr. H. Percy Young, Dunelm, 87,

Shirley Park Road, Shirley, South-
ampton.

A DilDcult Diagnosis.

I have just assembled my
3 h.p. Fafnir motor cycle, and
find there is no spark when
the lever is retarded, and it

will not run slower than ten

miles per hour. Last year I could

slow down to five miles per hour. I

have examined all the parts, and
everything seems in good order

;

timing not interfered with. Above
ten miles per hour the engine runs

well. Wliat would you advise me
to do? Should I alter the timing, or

have the coil tested (plain). Rocker
in good order, and no missirg above
ten miles per hour.—T. B.

It is difficult to answer your query
without personally examining the

machine, but if you have altered any-

thing in the way of valve springs, 01

setting, or opening of. valves, that may
be the reason why the engine refuses

to run slowly. For instance, if the

inlet valve spring has been substituted

for a stronger one, that would account

for it. The adjustment of the carbu-

retter is also important. You say there

is no spark when the lever is retarded.

This would point to the fact that the

contact breaker is badly adjusted, or

when the lever is retarded it brings one
of the wires into such a position that

it short circuits. Before doing anything
else, try another sparking plug, and
set the points very close together. It

is unlikely that there is anything wrong
with the coil.
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Setting of Trembler. Carburetter Adjustment.

I have a 1906 2| h.p. Ariel
fitted with Minerva engine
and Minerva Loiiguemare car-

buretter. The coil is a

trembler, and I have a make
break contact breaker. (1.

)

How ought I to set the trembler?
(2.) How ought I to set contact
breaker? At present the machine
is very difficult to start, and mis-
fires very badly at slow speeds. But
when going fast (with no alteration

of throttle) it does not miss at all,

and seems to run quite properly. I

think it is the trembler, as 1 have
had it set (by means of an ampere-
meter) to take a minimum of cur-
rent, and it gives a very high note.

I do not think it is the mixture, as

the engine misses badly at slow
speed with every setting ' of the
extra air, though it is all right when
going faster with air half open. 1

have fitted to my main, air intake a
shutter, such as there is on a Bray's
incandescent lamp to regulate the
air. (3.) Even if I have too large a

choke tube, wiU regulating thiii

main air come to the same thing ai

altering the choke tube? (I believe
the choke tube is too big.) (4.)

What effects have over-oiling besides
causing sooting?—AK 612.

(1.) You ought to set the trembler
with the points touching one another
as lightly as possible, so that you get
a good spark and do not use much
ciu'renL The coil should give a fairly

high note. (2.) Bet the contact breaker
to make a fairly firm contact. The
best way to adjust tire contact screw
is with the engine running on the
stand. The points should not bear
too hard together, or pitting and mis-
firing will result. (3.) Yes, you will
get much the same results as by alter-

ing the choke tube if more air is re

quired. If, however, the difficult

starting is caused by too great air

supply a smaller choke tube will im-
prove matters generally. ' Some useful
hints on the adjustment of carbu-
retters appeared in the issue of April
7th. (4.) Over-oiling, of course, leads

to an excessive amount of carbon
deposit (which in turn causes over-
heating and .knocking), and a dirty
engine, as the oil exudes from every
joint.

A Motor Cycle for Laflies' Use.

Kindly give me your opinion
on the Motosacoche. Is it

suitable for a lady? Is the
machinery easy to learn and
understand and the driviirg.

simple? Is it more difficult thair on
an ordinary cycle to keep one's

balance? "Is it really noiseless,

and can you give me any idea of the
expense of the upkeep? Also would

-it require a boy to clean and keep in

order?—(Miss) 'C. A. F.

We , shonld say that the machine in

question is highly suitable for a lady.

APRIL 2ist, igio.

It is very light, and it is not difficult

to control or to understand. There is

really less difficulty in balancing a
motor bicycle than an ordinary bicycle.
You would find the machine to be
practically noiseless. The expense of
upkeep would be exceedingly small,
say about Is. 5d. per 100 miles for fuel.

It would be best to get a boy to clean
the machine, but, of course, this de-
pends very much upon the inclination
and wishes of the rider.

A Tricycle Attachment. A.O.I.V.

It is just possible I shall get
a 3^ h.p. with two-speed gear,
do away with the front wheel
and substitute two, convertiSg
machine into a "two-wheels in

front " tricycle (without forecarriage).

Please tell me—(1.) The cost of up-
keep for, say, 20() iniles per week
for a vehicle of this description. (2.)

Could you tell me the cost of the two
front wheel arrangement? (3.) What
weight would this attachment add,
taking into account weight of original
front wheel removed? (4.) How
many miles would a.o.i.v. springs as

fitted to twin Moto-Eeve, be likely to

run before requiring renewal?—J. P.

(1.) The cost of upkeep should not
exceed 10s. per week for a single-seated
three-wheeled velrdcle. (2.). The cost of

the forecarriage frame, complete with
wheels, mudguards, and front brakes -

would be about £10 lOs. The fitting

would cost about 15s. extra. (3.) The
attachment would add between 30
and 40 lbs. to the weight of the bicycle.

(4.) This entirely depends upon how
the machine is driven and the condition
in which it is in. 'If the engine gets
very hot the springs soon lose . their
tension. If. _however, it is driven with
care, and oiled at regular intervals; the
springs will last for a very long time

L.:

Mart.n Geiger, a consistent performer on a twin-cylinder V.S. at Brooklands and elsewhere. On Wednesday last week at the B'.M.C.R.C. meeting he covered
46 miles 937 yards m an hour „„ the 5 h.p, V.S. shown. He WiU be remembered as the holder of the land's End to John-o'-Groat's Sidecar Record on a
7hp. two-speed machine of thi sime makei

4.30
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Both lusty

and trusty.

Equally salisfactcty

for solo wo k as

for side and fore

car purposes.

N.S.U. DETACHABLE NON-
SKIDS cost less than steel-

studded tyres. They are quite

as effective ; easier to attach

and detach, too.

This excellent machine has
75 X 90 mm. cylinders, M.O.I.V..
p:ear driven Bosch majrneto protected
by leather case, handle-bar control,
spring forks. Ions comfortably
arranged handle-bars, internal ex-
panding brake, belt rim foot brake.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder

N.S. U.
IVrile for Special List of Twin-cylinder l^odels.

lin. V belt, mud flap to front mud-
guard, divided rear mudguard, foot-
rest,?, stand, carrier, etc. If desfred,
this machine can be delivered with
two-speed gear and fr?e engine appar-
atus on engine shaft or in rear hub at
extra cost.

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED.
Offices and Showrooms—186, Great Portland Street, London, W. Goods and Repairs—83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

In answering these advertisements %t is desirc^ble to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns— Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In tlie ease of

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this sectioTi should be

accompanied with remittance, and be aadressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted in

time to reach the ofTices of "The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further ahcld,

Plai showing division of England into Sections,

Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION n.
\'ork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, FUnt, - Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamptoni

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hert ford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, O.vford, Buckingham, Berks» Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
5 .nierset, DevoU; Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Sc ii'and.

SECTION XT.
Irehnd and IsV of Man.

No. 2272.—2j h.p. MINERVA, magneto, Dunlop tyres,
horn, toolbag, stand, carrier ; 16 Guineas. Guaranteed.

No. 2330.—3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, footrcsts and
pedals, good tyres; £17 10s. Guaranteed.

No. 2287.-23 h.p. Twin FAIRY, Palmer tyres,
perfect condition throughout; £12 lOs. Guaranteed.
No. 2073.—3-ih.p. Magneto QUADRANT, good tyres,

spring forks
; £17. Guaranteed.

No. 2261.—4-n- h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring
forks, footrests, good tyres, two toolbags, stand, carrier,
etc. ; £24. Guaranteed.

No. 2290.—3* h.p. 1908 Two-speed REX DE LUXE,
Cantilever seat, spring forks, good tyres, good solo or
sidecar machine , £25. Guaranteed.

No. 1710.—2j h.p. 1909 LA FRANCAISE, horn, stand,
carrier, as new; 15 Guineas. Guaranteed.

No. 2282.—sih.p. Magneto BROWN, rubber-studded
tyres, igo8 model, excellent condition. Guaranteed.
No. 1953.—5-6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. Racer, adjustable pullev,

Rom tyres, J.A.P. carburetter, almost new ; £35. Guar-
anteed.

No. 2209.—6 h.p. MATCHLESS, Pahner tyres, mag-
neto, WTiittle belt, spring frame and forks ; £25. Guar-
anteed.

No. 2164.—6-7 h.p. BAT, 1909 model, good tyres, Mabon
free engine, stand, carrier, toolbag, etc., excellent solo or
sidecar machine ; £35. Guaranteed.

No. 233=;.—3i h.p, igoo Two-speed HUMBER, Dunlop
tyres, toolbag, usual tools ; machine is as new, enamel,
plating, engine, gear, etc. ; 30 Guineas. Guaranteed.

No. 2111.—4J-b.p. iQoS Twin MINERVA, spring forks.
Continental tyres, excellent condition throughout ; 20 Gns.
Guaranteed.

No. 2314.—2^ h.p. Lightweight Two-speed F.N., 1910
model, spring forks, stand, carrier, pump, toolbags, etc.
as new ; £33. Guaranteed.
No. 2332.—3^ h.p. 1908 Two-speed G.B., Nala gear,

good tyres, enamelled grey, lamp, horn, pump, two tool;
bags, etc., would make good passenger machine ; £^5^
Guaranteed.

No. 2298.-13- h.p. Magneto MOTQSACOCHE, Druid
Eorks, Palmer tyres, enamel, plating, engine, etc., as new

;

£24. Guaranteed.
"

,

No. 2333.—3^ h.p. 1907 MINERVA, spring forks, adiust-
able pulley, handle-bar control, stand, carrier, toolbag, etc.

;

£15. Guaranteed.
No. 2237. ^5-6 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., rgro model, Rom

tvres, shop-soiled only ; £49. Guaranteed.
5 h.p. 1909 Twin REX DE LUXE, Rom tyre, two-

speed gear, engine, enamel, plating, etc., in excellent con-
dition ; £36. Guaranteed.
No. 1939.—S h.p. MATCHLESS Racer, J.A.P. engine;

winner of several competitions
;
price £22 lOs. Guaranteed.

No. 1664.—3J-4 h.p. ROC, Druid spring forks, magneto
ignition ; £15. Guaranteed,
No. 1822.—2^ h.p. ARIEL, shop-soiled only, igcg

model; 16 6ns. Guaranteed.
No. 1599.— li h.p. F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring"

forks ; £15. Guaranteed.
A few only 1910 Two-stroke 3J h.p. REXES, new

;

price £48.
No. 2308.—5 h.p. VINDEC Special 1908 model, two-

speed gear and free-engine clutch ; £28.
No. 23i8.~4J-h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA M.O.V,

Motor Cycle, filled with Roc two-speed gear and free

engine, spires, lamp, horn ; £25 15s. Guaranteed.
No. 2247.—3^ h.p. VINDEC, magneto, good tyres, F.N

engine, toolbag, horn, footrests, stand, carrier; £15.
Guaranteed.

No. 2249.—3ih.p. WOLF. Clincher tyresf horn, tool-

bag, etc., enamel, plating, engine, etc., as new ; £t5.
Guaranteed,
No, 22fio.—2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE,- standard model,

Continentals, lamp, horn, toolbag, etc; £24. Guaranteed.
Two 5 h.p. igog Twin REX DE LUXE, two-speed

gears, standard models, new ; 42 Guineas each. Guaranteed,
No. 2224.—New 2i h.p. igio ROYAL ENFIELD, stan-

dard model. Palmer Cord tyres. Offers.

No. 22o8.~2j h.p. BRADBURY, h.-b. control, CUncher
tyres, excellent condition ; 13 Guineas. Guaranteed.
No. 203g.—4 h.p. 1909 Roc, two-speed gear, lamp, horn,

tools, etc., new condition ; 34 Guineas. Guaranteed.
A few left, 3I h.p. new xgog Standard REXES, complete

with lamp, horn, etc. ; £35.
No. 2ig3.—5h.p. NORTON, Druid forks, adjustable

pulley, handle-bar control, Rom tyres, front and back
stand ; £25, Guaranteed.

No. 2046,—2i h.p, igog Magneto ARIEL, handle-bar
control, spring forks, in new condition ; £22. Guaranteed

Besides those quoted in this space, we can offer othpr
good bargains. Do not fail to get our prices before
definitely deciding. Recommended by all the leading
makers for exchange business. Terms on application.

WAUCHOPE'S, '''*ll^^l]i!^^iJ"-
'Phone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams : " Opificcr, Londofi."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the C0!>venknce of advertisers, letters may fci

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " OBiecWhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registratiffli
and three stamp >d and addressed envelopes must be sen'
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear ii

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No
300, c /o * The Motor Cycle," Coventry "

, or it " London '

IS added to the address, then to the number given tic I• The Motor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street. E.C. .'.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pctAns.

may deal in perfect safety by avJ.Ung themselves offe
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt, and
upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance of tbe
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is. for
registration. The time allowed for a decision after receipt
of the goods is three days, and if no sale is effected, each
party to the transaction pays carriage one way. For all

i

transactions exceeding £10 in value, a deposit fee ol
2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit matters are dealt with
at Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be
made payable to lUffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and reeelve tio

answer to their enouiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indicati >n that the ?ooils advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries tjiat it is quite imposiible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and

Westmoreland.
Q^h.p. Twin Fairy, low, good climber, new condition:
/V* £12.—Myers, Oottage. Ambleside.

1 Q09 Lightweight N-S.U-, magneto, spring forks, nei^

X«7 (onditton, and perfect; £17.—Motorist, 28, Part
Ltd., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

r.N"., ^ihV; August, 1909, not run 500 miles. Broad-
liurst lamp, hjru, etc.. as new, only wants seeing;

£30.-15, Oaklauds Gardens. Harrowgate Hill. Darling-

ton. -

TEIUMPH Motor Cycle, 1910, free engine, new, foi

sale : also F-N-, second-hand. Sh.p., splendid con-

dition : trial —Robinson and Go., Mjtor Oepot, Belford,

Northumberland.

TBinMPH Motor Cyde lor sale, last year's machine
as new. Clincher rubber studded tyres, horn, and

one or two spares: £35.—William Scott, 70, Shielfleld

Terrace, Tweedmouth.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

4-CTL. F.N.. shaft drive, magneto, splendid condition;

£25.—Oarr. Bury.

33.h.p. Chain-driven Humber, engine in excellent order.

4, —Carr, Fleet St., Bury.

3ih.p. Quadrant, spring forks, little used, in exi elleni

2 order; £16.—Carr, Bury.

TRIUMPH, just overhauled. Eoc two-speed; ofiers.

cash.-Clegg, Suffolk St., Eoehdale-

Oih.p. De Dion, good running condition; £8-—Mars-
^ 2 land. 188, Worsley Ed.. Patricrott.

3ih-p. Triumph, 1907. recently overhauled by mahera.

2 handle-bar control; £26.—Carr, Bury.

1 Q09 Humber. 3ih.p., two-speed. Bosch magneto, pel-

X*7 feet condition, little used, ridden, in London-

Edinburgh run; £29 IO3—Capt. Harkness. Depot, york

DODG-tiAS, 1910, the King of lightweights, in stock;

sole
""

"
"

lowfield-

sole agent for Manchester district.— Gourlay, Fal-

REX, 3.1h.p.. lodtboards, spring forks, Palmer. Clin-

Cher; £12 IO3.—Eoper. 1, Broadflelds, Saxon B*.
Sheffield.

MOTO-BEVE Twin, 1909. riddeti only small mileage,

lamp never been lit; £27—McNab, Queen's Hotel

Southpjrt.

23.h.p. Eoth-»'ell-Minerva; £8 10s., a bargain. — 12

4 Mount Pleasant St., 'Whiteaere Ed., Ashton

uiidcr-Lyne.

SALE or exchange, 3£h.p. Triumph motor cycle, _|n

splendid condition ; ofiers.—Clark, tobacconist. Fails-

worth, Manchester.

TOOC, 4h.p., two speeds, h.b. control, heavy Clinclier

JCV ..itudded. spares : exceptional bargain, £26—M03-

ley. Grindleford, Sheffield-

T-Sh.p. Minerva, handle-bar control, spring forks, late

1908. new condition, plenty spares; £26.— Clark-

son, 6, Gibbet St., Halifax.

Tn answerino these advertisemeiUs it is deiirahle 10 mention, "TIk Motor Ctfcle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3XIi.p. Clureudon. magneto iguition ; accept £16; e?;-

2 irhaii^'c new B-S-A. De LiL\e bicycle and cash —
I'nd- Hunt. Whiltlesea, Cambs.

QFAPRANT. 3ihp-, good condition, new liu- Wata-
\ratji. carrier, two accumulators, spring forks, lamp,

tools; £16.—H. W- Eads. Park Sq-. Luton-

33.li-r- Noble, re-bushed, re-enamelled, tyres good, looks

4 like new: £15. or nearest offer ; B. and B., handle-

bar control.—Bird, Bevan St-, Lowestolt.

GUARANTEED Teriect. 23h.p. De Dion, low, com-
lortable, evi-ry ani's>ory, splertiid condition; £11.—

Aiue;

;
The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgrate, HALIFAX.
'Phono. 766. Telegrams ; " Perfection."

70 Hov.ell." Hall Rd-. Fakenham. Norfolk.

31.h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea No. 6 frame. LonBuemare
2 (jloria belt. Joot' belt rim brake. 26 by 21 sood

tyres: £8 10s.. cr oiler.—Eiddelsdell. Hadleigb, Suffolk

3ih.p- Brown, B. and B., hb. control, two accumu-
2 lators, low. and fast 26in. by 21in. Palmers; £16.

-L. C- Burn. Cam Villa. Garwood. King's Lynn, Norfolk.

1 O08 Moto-Reyc. new .January. 1909. jus{ oyerhauled
lV by makers. Druids. 11105. adjustable pulley.

Watawata. 2in- rubber .studded back, spares, low, fast;

£18 10s.—Ben Scott, Dunstable.

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy? We can
supply and give early deliveries- We have

ictually in stock new Trimuphs. Premiers, and Brad-
lurys, casb or instalments—Parker and Son. St- Ives,

flunts-

SECTION VI.

S^'orcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,

Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TEITTMl'HS—Several good 1909 models from £34—
"Withers. High St , Stourbridge-

QUADRANT. 2h-p-, good condition, just overhauled;
j

£5-10, Market Place. Redditch.

PREMIER. 33h.p., twin. 1910 model, ae new; best

cash offer—AN ithers, High St., Stourbridge.

F.N-,
4-071-, 5-6h.p.. 1909 machine, splendid condition,!

numerous spares; £30.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stour-

,

)ridge-

I Q08 Triumph, lately overhauled, perfect order;
It/ thri'Ughout, will climb any hill; £28, cr near

fter ; buying bigger power--Davies. Western Rd-. Hagley.

OJLh-p. Lloyd, just overhauled, long bars, trembler. Pal-

W2 mer tyres, fine order, French grey, very reliable:

irice £8, genuine-—Dr- Templeton, Llantwit Major, Car-

iff

.

3ib-p- Cycle, splendid condition, Palmers, long, low.

J2 35 to 40 m-p-h- : trial; £15, or nearest, or ex-

hauge magneto lightweight-—Motor, 12, Victoria St-.

lerthyr Tydril-

SECTION VII.

iloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.
.

>ih.p. 1909 Rex Tourist, new condition, new Michelin
>2 non-f^kid: £28.—Rowland. Salisbury

rRIUMPH, 1910; delivery from stock alter March
31st.— Davenport Vernon. Ltd., High Wycombe.

HRTUMrHS, 1910, delivery from stock; second-hand
L Triumphs taken in part payment.—Laytons, Bicester
' ATE 1907 Triumph, warranted perfect, detachable
J non-skids; price £28; low frame.—Harper, Calne
"ilts-

>i)i.p- F.N., two-speed, lightweight, and tricycle attach-

-'4 ment to match; £50, new; no ofEera— Phelps,
indhurst. Berks-

)3.h-p. Chater-Lea, Barter engine, vertical: £16. or ex-
•'4 change wirn cash for good lightweight—68, Corn

' ., Witney. Oxon.

>3.h-p. Brown, accumulator ignition, engine as new;
V4 £15. or offer.-Bishop. 2, Montague Villa, Glou-

f -ier Rd-, Newbur"-

:>3,h.p- Minerva, splendid condition, B-S-A. fittings

-'4 throughout, thoroughly reliable; £8.—Radford-
: 13. Clare Ed-, Maidenhead.

909 N-S-TT-. 6h-p., twin-cyl-. magneto, two-speed
gear and free engine, excellent condition, lamp.

- >rn, etc.; £35-—Hopkins, Woodleigh Ed-, Ledbury-

909 3ih.p. Res, ridden 300 only, cost £46. £32
secures: also Fairy lightweight, new condition

iroughout, £13.~Eastleigh. Cookham Rise, Berks.

3HEL0N-M00EE, 1910. SJh-p., delivered March, con-

dition new, ridden under 100 miles, spares; 50
lincas, or nearest ofEer—Fuge, chemist. B-igh Wycombe

DAT, 4h.p., single. Whittle belt, new tyres, plating
5 and enamel as new, in excellent working order ; any
ial; £16.-Kingston, Ashover, Long Ashton, Erist:.l

910 Premier Twin, never ridden, . in crate as de-

livered from makers, absolutely _ perfect ; must
cleared immediately; 42 guineas.—129. Alma Rd-r

nurnemouth.

»ihp. Quadrant, 190,8. Bosch magneto, with all spares,
* 2 Clincher tyres, in good condition, machine recently
erhauled; £20, or offers-—4,360, The Motor Cycle
^ces. Coventry.

. »ih-p. Minerva. . M-O-I-V-. splendid condition, pood
* 2 climber, tyres hardly soiled, ready for tounng

;

are„st £16, only wants seeing ; trailer, 303 —Crown
mdwater. Bucka.

1909 REXES 1909
Brand New and fully guaranteed.

1909 3i h.p. Tourist REX : £35
lyog 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £48
The 5 n.p. iwin de Luxe (two speeds and free engine)

is the best Dassens:er mount on the market. No thump-
and ovcrhoatih^ on hills. Change your willing but

under-powered single for one of these, and give your
passenger a pleasant ride instead of walking exercise.

1910 DE LUXE SIDECARS.
Special detachable fittings, no second adjustment neces-

sary, 26 X 2iin. tyre, art cane body, £5 17s. 6d. Usual rigid

type, art cane, £4 17s. 6d. Illustrated pamplet on appli-

cation.

SIDECAR MACHINES-
1900 Two-speed TWIN REX DE LUXE £39
rgoQ 5 h.p. TWIN REX, nearly new £32 1*1

Special Two-stroke REX DE LUXE, two speeds . . £C9
190S TWIN REX, magneto, spring forks £26 10
igoS 4i h.p. MINERVA, Palmer Cords £18 18
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19
6 b.p. N.S.U., Pakner cord, magneto £24 10

5i h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks £16 10
s| h.p. TWIN REX, cantilever, new 2iin. tyres £18

BARGAINS IN

BRAND NEW 1909

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4h-p- Antoine, low frame, spring fork-!. II- and B. car-

buretter, good running order ; £10, or exehungo
lower power and cash.— Barrow. 4, Albert St., Wind.*i

FOR Sale, 3ih.p. Auto Motor cycle., footboards, iv-

pedals, nearly new. £10 10s. ; also Humber tricar
3 'h.p-, just overhauled, £18.—F. Colbourne, Lowbounn-,
Melksham, Wilts-

1 QO?' 3ih.p. Minerva, spring forks, magneto, 19ID
X«^ Amac, h.bc-, lin. Shamrock belt, Mabon ciutcb.

R.O-M. tyre, three brakes, footre.-^ts, spares, pene; t c-on-

ditiou ; £22.—Simpson, jun., Sandhurst, Bcrk^.

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent.

and Sussex.

NYE'S!-1910 3ih-p. Two-speed Humber, excliaiigcd

wanted; £40.

NYE'S!—1910 3ih-p. Two-speed Humbcrs; csclian.^c'

T\-anted; £50.

YE'S 1—1910 T.A.C, 4-cyl., exchanges wanted.

NYE'S!—1909 3ih-p. Eex, 1910 improvements; ^J -

gain, £27.

NYE'S!—1908 S^h.p. N.S-U-, magneto, ueiiilj r,e\--.

£22 10s.

"VTYE'S!-4h.p. Lagopda. good order; £10 lt)s.

NYE'S!—1909 3ih-p- Ariel, magneto, Druids, nnt mu
many miles; £23.

NYE'S!—1908 Motosacocfie, good order, spring forks;
£12 10s.

NYE'S !~The nicest firm in London to deal with.-
69. Leatner Lane, Holborn, London. 'Phone, 6299

Holborn-

DOUGLAS, 1910, in stock; no waiting at 5, Heatii
St.. Humpstead. K-W-

RES, 1909. 5ih-v-, cash—Write. Turner, 72. George
St., Baker St., London.

h.p. Rex, excellent condition; lowest £9 15s-— 231.

N

Sih.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES, complete with hood^
lamps, tools, and spares, £80. Dual ignition £6 extra.

Exchanges considered.

POPULARS.
igio TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., new £45
igro 3i h.p. TOURIST REX, second-hand, Uttle

ysed
1909 3i h.p. Magneto REX, nearly new £29 10
rgog 3* h.p. REX Speed King, new £32 10
I'jooi sk HUMBER. ^ new £34 10
igog 4 h.p. N.S.U. DE LUXE, like new £29 10
looa 3^ h.p. Magneto MINERVA £22 10
Two-speed P. and M., ace. ignition £21 10
4 h.p. ROC clutch, rubber non-skids £24 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 10
3I h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24 8
3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2|.in. Palmers £16 10
3 h.p. SINGER. V belt. H.T. magneto £16 10
igo8 MOTOSACOCHE, splendid order £19 19
1908 3^^ h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks £26 10

5/ weekly arid reasonable deposit secures any of
/ these machines. Discount to cash bycrs.

1 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
rgo6 3J h.p. REX. spring forks, M.O.V £15 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, h.-b. control, Pi-lmers £10 15
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition, good £14 10
3 h.p. M.M.C., vertical engine, spray £9 10
2} h.p." KERRY, light and low, spray £9 10
3i h.p. REX.-22in. frame, re-enamellcd trembler. . £7 10
"3 h.p. ARIEL, M'.O.V., spray £10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spraj, chain drive £9 10
i^ h.p. MINERVA, wants attention £3 10
2 h.p. MINERVA Lightweight, spray £5 15
2j h.p. DE DION pattern, spray, V belt £5 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT Lightweight, h.-b. control £5 15
2S h.p, DE DION Tricycle, grand condition .. £5

Monster hst on application. Cash offer considered.

O2
REX, 5h.p.. good reliable machine, overhauled; £13-—

26, Canonbury St-, Islingt^in-

4ih.p- Twin Werner, good condition; £12-—Reed. 49.
2 Nunhead Lane, Peckham Rye-

r*/'.~2-;hp. SiugeT, Loi'guemare. splendid conditio:.;
"VO must sell—38, Peckham Eye.

3ih-p- Eex; £6 lOs-, bargain; wanted, De Dion. —
4 Errington, 78, Coomer Ed-. J^'ulham.

F-N.. 2ih-p.. good order; reason for selling; trial; £9-
—104. Thornlaw Ed-, West Norwood.

4-CYL. "F-N-, 4ih-p., magneto, spring forks, like new;
£25.-17, Algarve Ed- Wandsworth.

03.h-p. Minerva, MO-V-, almost new; any trial; £15.
/W4 —Uaston, 322, Kennington Rd-, S-E.

WHITTLES—Triumph, 3Ah.p.. late 1907, magneto,
like new; great bargain, to clear, £24.

WHITTLES.-Fairy, 6-8h-p., twin, latest No-* 6
Chater-Lea .spring forks, like new; £18 18s-

WHITTI4ES.—Kerry 2fh.p. Model de Luxe> 26:n-
wheels, good order; bargain, £8 15s.

WHITTLES.—Res de Luxe, 5-6h-p.. twin, magneto.
Roc clutch, nearly new, unscratehed; £26*

WHITTLES—Minerva, 44h.p-. twin. M-O V-. spring
forks; cheap. £16 16s--Whittle 3, Motor Ex-

change, Earlsfield.

BALHAM.-4h.p. Kelecom, fine condition; £12 15s.;
exchange lower power.—48, Pentney Rd.

3ih-p. Rover Lightweiglit, in good condition; £11 IO3.
2 -Wilson, Lancaster Ed.. Uxbridge.

TRIUMPH. ,1910. delivery now from stock; £48 ISs.
—Eusticana. 523, High Rd-, Chiswick.

4 h.p. Bat, rigid, Dion coil, carburetter, nevt studded
tyre; £11—5, Bromfelde Ed-, Clapham-

F.N-, 23h.p-. spring forka. good condition; £10.—Ibbef-
son. Station Rd-, Church End. FincBley.

N-S-IJ., 3ih-p-, uiagneto. Palmers, variable pulley; £1R-
-43, Barkuorth Ed-, Old Kent Rd- SE-

21.h-p- J-A.P., low and fast, good condition ; £6.— Mar-
2 tin. 15d, Douglas Ed-. Euston Ed-, W-C-

MOTOR. Minerva. 2i to 3h.p.; gent going abroad:
. what cffers?-118, Lowden Ed., Heme Hill.

1Q10 2ih.p. F-N-, £32, or exchange fr;r higher powci
Xt7 and sidecar— 220. Walm Lane, Cricklewood.

33.h-p- Kerry, vertical engine, 26in. wheels, in excellenl
4 order; £7 15s—43. Wimbledon Ed- Tooting.

MOTO-REVE. twin, 2h-p., late 1909, excellent condi-

tion; £26.-11, St. Mary's Terrace, Paddington.

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—3ih. p. Eex, as new; It
'.guineas.—Chas. Swann, 26, Uueen St- Gravesend

SPECIAL OFFER.
26x2in. and 28x2in. beaded edge covers, 13/6 each.
These are well-known standard make. New and perfect.

, .Tubes, 4/11. Bargain list on application. Approval.] -pAFNIR. 3Ah.p., Chater-Lea, Palmer;

F-N-, 2Jh.p., condition perfect; ready for immediatt
running; £12.— 3. Little Park, iJnfield, Middlesex

„ built 1909, al

accessories; £18-—110. Commercial Ed., Peckham
1910 REXES- ^ LIBERAL EXCHANGES.

;
- IGHTWEIGHT F.N., 1909 catalogue model, mag

Deh\-enes from stock of all models. Li neto, enamel and plaring as new; trial any time;

"TV"rr Z 1- A r.cnT/-, T, u T

—

Z
—7* cheap, spot cash.-J. White, The Warren, Guildford.

1O08 16 h.p. Four-cylinder REMO, Bosch magneto, hood, „ «, ^1*1- i.
- .* 1 ^ * 1 .;.„^a

screenf lamps, _'c.ock speedometer numS^us acce.: 2i''-\oTr.Zn?e.f'!,f^ ^^ l^^^.t^
sones; cost £425- Accept £165. Any trial, pelhom Kfl. South. Grayesend-

In answering these advertisemertts it is desirable to mentian- "The MoIot Oyde-' A^5
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MOTOJl BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—He^th Street Motor

Works. 5. Heath St. Tel.: 2678, P-O.

HAMPSTEAD.—S^li.p. Quadrant, magneto, handle-
bar control, splendid order; £18; all accessories.

HAilPSTEAD.—2ih.p. vertical 1908 Minerva, splen-
did condition, with all accessories; £11.

AMPSTEAD—3ih.p. Triumph. 1909, srlendid condi-
tion, with all accessories; bargain. £35-

HAMPSTEAD—1910 2ih.p. two-speed F.N.'b; £40;
no extra for easy payments-

HAMPSTEAD—1910 Reses, all models in stock; no
extra for easy payments.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD—Kerry-Abingdon from stock; ex-
change or gradual payments taken ; no extra-

HAMPSTEAD—Premier, 1910. twin, as new, all ac-

cessories ; great bargain, £40 only-

HAMPSTEAD—Triumph, 1910, from stock; no wait-
ing; easy payments taken, 5 per cent- eitra-

HAMPSTEAD-—Douglas, 1910. latest model, from
stock; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—FN.. 4Ah-p.. late model, splendid con
dition, all accessories; £20, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD—F.N- 4ih.p., latest model, handle-
bar control, condition splendid, with accessories;

£24-

HAMPSTEAD-—Sidecar, best make, brand new. ad-
justable to any machine; £3 153-

HAMPSTEAD.—£5 upwards allowed on cyclea in part
payment for new motor rycles-

HAMPSTEAD—Sole Lcadon Agents for Lincoln
Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

AMPSTEAD-—2ih.p. 1910 F.N-, almost new, with
accessories; £33. special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD-—3ih.p. 1909 Minerva, magneto, and
spring forks, all accessories ; £25.

HAMPSTEAD for Moto-Eeve Model A-: in stock;
no waiting: no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD-—F,N.. late model, magneto, and spring
forks, splendid condition, all accessories; £22-

HAMPSTEAD—3h-p. Trinmph, good order, with ac-
cessories; £16, special bargain-

HAMPSTEAD.—5h.p. twin Peugeot, magneto, and
spring forks, good order; bargain, £18-

HAMPSTEAD—1909 twin Douglas, splendid condi-
tion, with all accessories; £26, a bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—l^h.p. F.N-. good condition, all ac-
cessories; £13;" magneto, and spring forks-

HAMP3TEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (Tri-

umphs, Indian). Premier, Douglas, Eexs, Humber,
etc. ; exchanges or gradual payments-—Bey. 5, Heath St

'

Tel. : 2678 P-O-. Hampstead.

BAT, 80 by 80 M-M-C. perfect, low frame, fast; £10.
—38. Hawthorn Rd., Edmonton (neai Silver St-)

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., Dunlop tyres, free clutch model, in

perfect order, with lamp, horn, and numbers; £36-

Kh-p. Vindec Special, twin, fitted with Phelon and
*J Moore two-apeed gear, magneto ignition, TrufEault
t^jiring forks. comi>lete, with Montgomery flexible sidecar,
all in perfect order; £25.—Wallace, 36, Clarence St..

Kingston.

£12-—3jh-p. Mineiva, perfect condition, spring forks;
wanted higher tower-—14, Maple Rd.. Surbiton.

2iih-p- Kerry, just fitted new cylinder and piston ; offers

4 wanted.—^Vhitaker, Green Street Green, Orping-
ton-

MOTO-RETE, eaily 1909 pattern, only ridden 600
miles; £20.—Letters only, S-, 9, Gt. Tower St..

E.C-

PHELON and Moore, 3ih.p., 1908, with 1909 fitments,
as new; £57.—Henry, 54, Aslifoxd Rd-, Crickle-

wood-

3h.p. Motor Cycle. Just overhanled, good tyres, low,
Longiiemare; £8 10s-, offers-—Guest, Sawbridge-

worth.

4-CYL. F-N., 5-6h.p., all accessories, perfect condition;
£25.-Seen at P-N-. Agency. Gt- Portland St., Lon-

don-

BRADBIIBT, the hill-climber—Come and see them
climb at Hampstead-—Gardner, 6a, High St., Hamp-

stead-

3ih.p. Midget Bicar. latest, mechanical Fafnir, low.
2 light, reliable; £16 10s.—84, Rodenhurst Rd-

Clapham-

3h-p- Fafnir-Ohater-Lea, magneto. Brown-Barlow, handle-
bar control; £13, offer.—Motor, 66, Manor Rd-,

Brockley-

5h-p. Antoine, very low Chater-I/ea. fast, everything in
good condition; £14.—Rooke, 26. Grosvenor Ed..

I'lchmond.

FOR Sale, 4-cyl- F.N., new May, 1908, good condi-
tion; £23—0- p. Shadbolt, Eylstone, Harefield.

LTsbridge-

3ih.p- 1907 Minerva, new, tyres, splendid condition;
2 bargain, £15 10s—Particulars, 26. Eillingfou

Rd., New Cross-

AEIEL, 3h-p.. good running order, tyres nearly new,
two accumulators; will lake £10-—M- L- Couch-

man, Hurstpierpoint.

3ih-p. Rex, 1908, magneto, handle-bar control, good
2 condition; £19; after 7-—Hill. 47, Shepherd's

Bush Ed-, London, VV.

THE IDEAL
S/DECAR MACHINE.

Shop-soiled 1909 5-6 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE
Roc two-speed and free engine, handle starting.
Our price £48, our price.

This year's pattern will cost you £62.
ALSO a few new iqoo Twin 5 h.p. REX Tourist

Models. Our price £37, our price.
ALSO a few New 1909 3 J h.p. REX Tourist

Models. Our price £35, our price.

CASH, CREDIT. OR EXCH.ANGE.
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control £20
tgio 3i h.p. REX Tourist, brand new . . £45
1909J li b.p. REX Racer, soiled only £32 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26" wheels £16 10
6 h.D. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
! h.p. CLYDE, magneto, Druid forks £15
3 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, H.B. control £18
1910 3} h.p. PREMIER, twin-cylinder £45
igoS REX Lightweight, fine condition £18
ij h.p. REX, M.O.V. spray £10 10

iJ h.p. 1906 REX, M.O.V., spring forks ..£14
3I h.p. REX, Bosch magneto, fine goer. , . . £16

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
190S N'.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto , . £17
190S REX Featherweight, magneto £1S
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £14

f'i rinuin SECURES ANY OF THESE.
Xl<> UUWII BALANCE 5/- per WEEK.
3l h.p. Rex £9

I 3j h.p. Re.i, M.O.V. £10

9K rinu/n sfcures any of these.
XKa uuwrii balance s/- per week,
3 h.p. Vindec, mag. £16 I Twm Fairy £14

3l h.p. Rex, mag. . . £16
|
3! h.p. igoS Rex. . £14

Push bikes acceptetf part payment.

BRAND NEW 1909

5i h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SACE.
O 3.hp. Kerry, new tyres, belt> spring forks; £10 10^.
'»4 exchange with cash for 3ih.p.—Dunning, 40:j
Culford Rd.. Kiugsland, N-

i f> 3.h-p. Phcenix Cob, two speeds, Bo.^ch, B- and It

f^4: enamel and plating as new; £20 (private)-— 66
London Ed-, Twickenham.

23.h-p- De Dion, Chater-Lea frame, rebored, new pi-
4 ton and rings, in pr:;rfect condition; £9 10s- -

' Chiltou. High St.. Watford.

MINEEVA. 23h.p., spring fcrks. low built, splendi.'

condition; £12; exchange lihp-, low built- -
Eenfrcc, 7, Hampton Ed-, Ilford.

,

3ih-p. J-A-P-. Chater-Lea, h-h- control, fa^t, liglit

2 in perfect running order; bargain, £13 10s. —
Saunders, 34, South St, Eastbourne.

TWIN Ees. Mabon clutch, spring fork*, and canj^i
lever seat^pUlar, new tyre, splendid sidecar -"^^

chine; £17.-6, St. Faith's Ed-, Tulse mil. 0^

OXh-p- N-S-tr., low, Watawata, Pi^-tcr-Ucious. spriM
t^2 forks, many spares; •hacTilice £16; must seli.3
Mater, 20. Tresco Ed-, Pcckham Eye. S-E- :^

BEADBUEY8. 1910, in stock. £46; iJradburr. 13oid5
model, £36; liberal exchanges-— 123. ±iigh Rd-v

Tottenham-

BEOWN, 2-2h.p-, Tcrticnl, perfect condition; £3 lOs.
—128, ±iign Ed.. Tottenham- 'Irnone, 1982 Tofc

two-

12^,1

complete with hood, lamps, tools, and spares, £60
each. Magneto Ignition_£5 extra.

6 h.p. REX LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled,
two speeds, £35.

FAfiRAR'S
HALIFAX
sidecars;

i^ FARRARS
iMOlCR WORK

LATEST TESTIMONIAL : " 1 am very pleased with
sidecar ; it steers and runs splendidly-"

E. CUNNINGHAM.
£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres.

Twelve months' guarantee. Discount to the trade.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, s+in. wheel ,?3 o

26in. ,, £3 10
„ „ 28in. „ £3

Montgomery Sidecar, coach-built £5 o
8 h.p. Twin _Rexette Engine, two speeds .. £12
5 h.p. M.M.C. Engine, W.C £5
Carburetters—New igio Amac, variable jet 27/-

New rgro B. arid B 27/-
New igog Amac 19/6

Old carburetter in p.irt payment.

i
WAMTED—Good Motor Cycles. Cash waiting.

A36

Farrar's Motor Works,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone gig.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

HUaCBEES. 5Jh-p-, 1910, tourist model. £45;
ppojii, £50. in stock; liberal exchanges. —

High Rd-, Tottenham-

PHCENIX. 2ih.p., magneto,* two speeds, suit doct(rf:i
£14 10S.-128, High Ed., Toltennam- -?..

TEIUMPHS. 1910. in stcek. £48 ISe. and £55; libel
exeliunges.^128, Hi-h Ed-, Tottenham. 1982 ToS*'

tenham -

31h.p- Kex. magneto, spring fcrks. fine machine: £aOi.'

I

2 -128. Migti Ed., Tottenham. ^ ..

;
1 Q09 Lincoln Elk, 3ih-p., masneto. all latest improve-
•itf ments; £20; m.ust sell—38, Eomillv Ed-, Fins-.

[
bury Park-

|Q09 Sih-p. Premier, as new, ridden 400 mile=, poofl >

Xt/ rea.-on for sale.—Osman. 26. Mcrtlake Et.1 , Eicli-

1

iiiond. Surrey.

Q 3.h-p. Curry, low, long bars. Clincher trrcs. -ppleudid..
^4= gcer; sacrifi.-e £8 10s—Pulling. 28. Lakc:; Eil.^'>

Kestcn, Kent-

3ih-p. Triumph, ridden about 1,000 miles, erpry ac-<

2 cessory. as new ; £30 for quick sale--23. Abc-rdeetf
Ed- _ Highbury.

5 h.p- Vindec Special, in thorough good order, not doo«!i

more than 6-OQO miles; £19.—G. Pearce Jone«.>
Clnygate. Surrey-

MOTOSACOCHE. 1910. magneto, not done 50 miles;
must sell; £33, cr offer—4,436, The Motor Cycit

Offi?es. Coventry-

2ihp- Minerva, only ridden 400. two aecumnlators.
2 accessories: bargain, £12 15s. — Singer, Hearj;

Ed-, South Tottenham-

MOTO-EEVE, twiu-cyl., magneto, spring fork.s, iu per-

J>Lt (.-end . - £10 io^.— ^ .^j-_.-iUan, Bridf:&
St.. Bishop's Stortford.

METAXLUEGIQUE, 3h.p., in excellent condition;
£10 !Os.-F. Spear.iian Bniis'e St-. Bi^ln p's

Stortford.

MINERVA, 23h-p., in splendid condition; £12. — K.
Spearman, uridye tt- iJi^Lip'.; aiortford.

KEEET, lady's, 2ih.p-, Palmer cord tyres, in srlenMiJ
running order; £11 Us.-F. Speurman, Bridge St,

Bishop's Stortford.

f>^h-p. Werner, just rverhauled and rebored. tvrea
^4: nearly new, good hilKlimber ; £13—14. Ke*;tons
Rd.. Ber;iioud;ey.

Oih-p- Kerry, very low, reliable, fast, two bi'lt- find'

/wa -p:ire^: £10, or ofler—CP., 26. Laudsrer Ed-
Holloway. London-

3ih.p. Brown, h-b. control, accmnulator, eniinu-
2 bu!-hed. fast, powerful, peri'eL-t; £13.-Liirgp.

Horeham Ed-, Sussex

TRnjMPH. 1907, Palmers.-bom. lamp. sp:ire- : £28.-
Metropolitan JMachinists' Co-, 75, Bishcp---ate

Without. London. E-C.

X> OYAL Enfield, SJh-p , jMinerva, Lon?iiPmaic. T'al-

-ti* mers, sojd conclition ; £10 IDs--Gtddurd. =11.

Avenue Ed., Brentford.

1 i\07 3ih.p. Triumph, magneto, thorough conditiniiJXU all spares; £25—Hering, 23, Carysfoot Ed.. Hb^ktT
Newington N.. London-

5h-p. Twin. E.O-il- tyre and contact, Amac, =iriiif^

forks, ete. £j8-—Wnte. "Walker, 1, Overjiniad
Mansions, Battersea. S-W-

3ihp. Centaur, in good condition, spring forlcs, tyres

^

2 nearly new. spares, and lamp; £13 —Pon-iord''
53, Grcsliam Ed-, Brixton-

33.1i.p. Chater-Minerva. £8 lOs- ; also l^h-p. P.N. li^ht-;;

4 weight. £7 10s., bargain; appointment-— 227,'';

Underhiil Ed-, E- Dnlwi-h- '

3h.p. Kerry, splendid condition, fast, "low, lonfe <

/V4 hiindl-.-. ledt.Hiyni-;; biirgjm, £10 10s-— G. Dn\ies. ,

9, Park Ed-, Enfield Lock- .;

41i.p-, Antoine engine, Chater-Lea frame, long handle^

-

Uhts, in very good condition ; £13 10-— Gr'.cU.,

172, Brownhill Ed-, Catford.

'The Mvioi Cycle."
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j TRICARS FOR SALE.
QUADRANT Triuar, 5i-6h.p-, twin engines, two .speeds.

i'oai.'l)-lniilt, I'almer tyres. \VlHttlu belt, and chain
Irivp; for n quick suit' £16; any trial—Grove, Glencroi't,

KniKlit's Hill. Norwood, London. S-E.

e' h-p. Peugeot. Ohuter-Lea frame, exceptional condi-
ti tion throughout, three speeds, liandle starting.
MU-kot seat, prat-tieally new luarhine, powerful and
troiig; £20.—Jb'ieldiug, Bmkden. Hunts.

PHtl-lNIX 4Jh.p. Trimo, coach-built, two-speed, free
engine, tyres as new. I'almer corfls. fan-cooled,

wo accumulators ; sell cheap ; part exchange 3ih-p.
>iotor cycle.—Riddels dell. Hadleigh, Suffolk.

4ih.p- Riley Triear, water-cooled, pump circulation,
2 perfect order, spares, two tubes, three chains.

• in-A. valve, contact screw and blade, tools; £25.—Abbott.
.7. Lilycroft. Bradford. Yorks. (No dealer.^;.)

^h.p. Twin-cylinder Air-cooled Rex Triette. two-speed
J gear, Roc clutch, Bosch magueto, cane fbrecar
i.irou. pt-rfect condition, specially built to order; £35.
'-No. 4.497, TJte Motor Cycle Oilices. Coventry.

i-lOh-p- Rexette Tricar, twin-cyls.. water-cooled, wheel
J steering, seats three, car tyres, nearly new, two
iiupH. and generator, new apron, spares, in good con-
itijn; £35.—Bodden, 460. Edgware Rd.. London

,:»h.p- Water-cooled Rexette Tricar, wheel steering, in

I
J pcrfet.it condition, lamps, pump, tools, coach-built
I'ont and bucket back seat, |yres as new; £30.—AVorby.
:, Elizabeth Mews, England Lane, London, N-W-

OHOSNIX Trimo, sprung frame. 33-4!h.p., "two speeds
!L and free, chain arive, Amac. Clincher studded and
.0-M., coach-built, new condition; any trial; £25, or
Dod piano and cash.—159, Queen's Rd., Dalston. N-E-

Oh-p. Lagonda Tricar. Dunlop tyre.s. handle-bar cen-
tral, lamps, and tools, everything in perfect order,

'jd machine ready for road; trial ran given; price £39;
iTD any time —C/o Balchin. Schulz, and Co., 27a, Glou-
ster St., Southampton Row, W-C. .

908 Chater-Lea Tricar, 5-6h-p., coach-built, water-
cooled, two speeds, sprung open frame, whei-1

.

rperiug, etc.. absolutely as new; cost 86 guineas, take
22 lOs. : motor bike and cash, or sidecar combination, t

:
Francis, High St., Esher, Surrey.

|

["IRICAR for Sale, in splendid condition, just thcr- i

oughly overhauled, 6h-p. Sarolea. two-speed gear,
|

agneto, new Palmer cord lyres, very fast, climb any- 1

!ing ; sacrifice £35, cost £110 ; selling only for ill-
[

: alth.—Apply, Lumsden. 9. Otto Terrace. Sunderland- |

I
UMBER Tricar, just been overhauled, new Palmer!

tyres en iiunt wiieels, steel-.^tudded tyie on back. I

;uii driven, everything in perfect condition, pair of

«

dit lamps: owner no time to ride; bargain. £25, or
j

:ar offer.-Apply, A. Burman. 35, Ellerslie Rd-. Clap-
im Park. S-Vf.

j

0-12h.p. Singer Tricar, three speeds and reverse.

'

magnificent condition, just been completely over-

j

,uled. head, side, and electric tail lamps, beautifully
ted up. numerous spare parts; owner bought car; seen,
ng's Garage. Cambridge : price £45. — Dr. Goiildes-

[|

;->ugh. Addenbr:.oke's Hospital, Cambridge. " I

'EW Hmnber Tricar, water-cooled, two speeds, free;
engine. Jiandlle starting, coach-built, thoroughly |i

labie. will climb anything, extra new back tyre, large P

orlment spares, very smart looking machine" railway f

e refunded, and will drive 50 miles with purchaser
; j

."I going abroad.—Apply, Smith, butcher. Bold St., S

ithport-
f

ARGAIN—4ih.p. Phcenix Trimo, coach-built, two ji

' sjiceds, free engine, starting handle. Amac carbur-
r. hand!e-bar control, footboards, four new lamps,
^e new tyres, spare tyre, accumulator, chains, valve.

!

-^^, recently re-painted, varnished, and overhauled, also
'

'I span roof, specially biiilt for tricar, felt covered

;

t £4}; sacrifice £21. or exchange—Edwin Smith.
fl,^ind Sq., Bakewell.

As a chain' is only as strong

as its weakest link, a belt is only

as efficient: as its least considered

essential.

The essential link's in motor

belting construction-^Maximum

effective pulling surface: Elimina-

tion of stretch
; Tensile strength

;,

Flexibility
; Centring of core

;

Prevention of twisting, ends

breaking, and surface cracking

—

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

experience, ensure a perfect whcle.

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scien tific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest p ossible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

r r r i" n
t/i 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6

p^r
foot.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
j

£6 lOs.-AtilUtiNIX Eorecar Attachment, as new
WaucLope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E,C.

I'ECAR, 26 wheel, rigid, uphol^te^ed in preen; £3
5-;-— 1, Gascoigne Rd- Barking.

^ IC'KKR Sidecar Manufacturer—A Cook, 37- Water-
loo Bridge. London. I'rice lists on applicaticn

';FT, rigid, cane, upholstered green, 26iu. Michelin,
- adjustable; £3 5s.—28, Norfolk Kd., Dalston, N.E.
'IiECAR, good condition, fit any frame; Ijwest £5
:' 15s.-Markham, 91. St. James's Rd., Liverpool Rd-
i idon.

i:'AMFORD HILL Sidecars. £4 18s. 6d. ; a.'^tonishing
[

value; particulars by return.—128, High Rd., Tot-
l ium.

J.JJECAR, Basket Seat (upholstered), with sprinv.s.

\
perfect condition; 22s. 6d—108, Warstone Lane

t mngham.

MILLS-FULFORD Castor Wheel Art Cane Sidecar -

^
lost £14 14s. September. 1909. £9.-Jaiues, Hatter.

i dermmster-

T TICKER Porecar, 3in. tyres, band brakes. C springs
all in excellent condition; £5—J. Babington, The

hai;e. Coulsdju. Surrey.

tDECAR, brand new, genuine - Chater-Lea fittings.
*- comfortable; 7 guineas, bargain— Goddard. 67,
Pice Rd.. Streatham Hill, S.W-
tDECARS £4 17s-- baskets, springs, fittings; trado
»- supplied—Middleton and Co- Watson St., Newiup-
I '<r.:ren. London, N. 21-26 Dalston-

REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.
Works

:

IVIanchester.

Great, Eastern St.,

LONDON.

Practical notes on Belting and Belt
Driving. Fourth edition.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
N.S-U. Sidecar, in splendid condition, new body, up-

holstered green, with cushion, 2iin. tyre; 3acrifi<'0
iiS 15m—I'hilpott, Newfoundland Rd., Bristol.

SIDECARS.-Our £5 10.s. are built from Chater-Lea
fittings, including hub; our £4 153. car is built

irom Chater-Lea lugs; all are complete with sidu strain
-tay, and mudguard Included ; second-hands from £3
15s.. fitted While you wait free—C A. Edgar, 123, Hol-
loway Rd-, London. N-

THERE is only one sidecar, and that is the Oakleigh.
Others try to imitate, but they only fail- Remem-

oor we are first. The cheapest and largest firm of sidecar
builders in the world. We defy anyone to dispute it-
Xothing but [genuine stamped Chater-Lea fittings used
ihrnughout. Orders taken for next week's delivery. £5.
—Oakleigh Sidecars. Ltd.. 65a. Eosendale Rd.. West Dul-
wiL'h.

^ ^^OLDING Sidecars, will go through any doorway
-4- where motor cycle will go without dc-tuchiug. is
ib=olutely rigid, more comfortable and convenient than
any existing sidecar, price £8 Ss- ; your old sidecar c n-
vtrted into folding for £1 l-7s. 6d. ; ordinary detachable
sidecar, £4 15s.; trade supplied-—Sole Manufacturers
the New Mona Cycle and Motur Co.. Mona \\ ks.. Bar-
rett's Grove, Stoke Newingtcn, London, N. Garage at
rear 16S and 168, High St.. Sioke JNewingtoa, N. (see
under repairors.)

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
lip. Antjine, two speeds, sidecar, liin. belt, all reno-

vated; £27.—Firth, Bromley Ed.. Binsley.

OC, 41i.p., handle starting (same as car), magneto, and
sidecar; £18.-65, High St., Stolce Neivington,

S.U., 1908, Ssh.p., magneto, flexible sidecar, acces-
sories; £30.-l'ilsell, Burnell Ed., Sutton.

3h-p. Bradbury, magneto, Montgomery sidecar, spring
lorks. Palmers; £14.-32. Durlston Kd., KIngsttn,

1 C|09 3Uip- Rex de Luxe and sidecar; £37 10s.. or
Xtf e.xchajigc higher power.—215, Monton Ed., Mon-
tou. Manchester.

£26.—3ah.p, NS-IJ. and Sidecar, magneto, all spares,
new condition; any trial.—Kirby. Capel Crescent,

i^ewport. Men.

KT-Shp. Twin Sarolea Motor Cycle, in Chater-Lea frame.^ and art eajie sidecar; £18.—Sear, 'X'ram Terminus,
South Ohrngford.

5-6h.p. Twin N-S.U., two-speed; 1908, two accumula-
tors, arid wiclier sidecar, guaranteed; £28, bargain,

-41, Ashfrrd Ed-, Criclilewood.

CHATEE No. 7 Montgomery Sidecar. 6h.p., twin, mag-
neto, chains, speeds, clutch, tyre good, beautifully

got up; £39.-127, Hoe St., Walthamstow.

5h.p. Twin Sarolea and sidecar, perfect order, new tyres
and Whittle belt; £16; owner bought car.—Apply,

Harry Sinclair, 7, Netherball Gardens, Hampstead.

PEUGEOT, 3!h.p.. 1909, Chater-Lea, Hoc 1910 tv,o-
speed gear. Bo5cn magneto, with Chater-Lea side-

car, perfect; £35—Healey, 16, Bainbow St„ Camberwell

3ih-p. Eerry and sidecar, Longuemare carburetter,
2 Whittle belt, low and powerful, excellent condi-

tion; real bargain, £15.— Son'unerfleld, 332, Mare St.,
Hacltncy, N.E.

FN., 4ihp., 4 cyls,. 1907, recently overhauled, £20;
Triumph, Sih.p., 1907, and sidecar. £28, or separ-

ate; owner going abroad.—Full particulars, write, B.,
\A interbourne, Weybridge.

O-'-eh.p. Twin N.S.U., 24ia. wheel, magneto, handle con
trol, horn, and lamp, just overhauled makers, thor-

ough order; also Mills-Fnlford 24in. castor wheel side-
car, .-^pare cover.-242, West Parade, Lincjlu.

4ih.p. Eiley, water-cooled, and coach-built sidecar, two-
2 speed gear, foot clutch, and brake, starting handle

,>aiue as a car), chain diive. nearly new tyres, in splendid
i.-ondition; 28 guineas.—Conner, 736, Holloway Rd., Lon-
don.

1Q09 p. and M. and rigid sidecar, snecial cane seat.^*J (Jcwey speedometer, and many siiares, in perfect
jGi'dition. recently Ihornughly overhauled by makers;
£42, couiplete,-Write, Marcus Smifli, Nunlands, Stan-
more.

5ib.p. N.S.A., magneto, spring forks, new non-skids,
2 and belt, and sidecar, £26 10s,; 6h,p, Peu-eot,

nearly new, £23 lOs,, very low; 3h.p. Fafnir, very good
condition —J, Chapman, 47, Highbridge St., \7altham
Abbey.

3ih.p. Chater-Lea, W. and P. engine, magneto, clutch
2 Amac, Lycett's belt, n'105 saddle, spring forks,

larse carrier, stand, horn, lamp, and spares, with side-
car; bargain, £24", or sell separately.- 12, Shaftesbur,-
Ed.. London, N
"OHELON and Moore, 3ih.p., 1909 model, not been a
-»- thousand miles, absolutely as good as new, I'almer
cord tyres, also Mills and Fulford castor wheel sidecai
mew): prii'e £60 the lot -A.E., 39, Westbourne Ter-
race North, ^'Paddington, W.
MINEEVA, 8hp., 1909, fitted Eoc 2-speed. J.A.r

automatic lLibricati.,n, 'Uliittle belt, lamp, horn, and
numerous spares, Chater-Lea coaeh-built sidecar, guaran-
teed perfect; cash oSers, or exchange 1910 Triumph.—
Withers, High St., Stourbridge.

41.h.p. 1908 Stevens, with rigid coaeh-built .sidecar.
2 handle starting. Osborne four-speed pulley, new

S U. belt and dry battery, three nearly new Continentals
one brand new E.O.M. combination, spare cover, perfect
order throughout, uuiuerous accessories and spares :

giv-
ing up motoring; complete, £30.- Motor. Tne Priory.
Boston, Lines

Iji answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A^q
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SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
Srii-p. Twin Peugeot-Chuter-Lea. Chiiter-i.ea ri^ir

sidecar, upholstered green, spare cover, Palme]
cord, tube, belt, adja'^table pulley spring torks, one o
the finest sidecar combinations on road, splendid condi
tion; buyin-j car; £25—8, Packington Si, Essex Ed
London. N-

3h.p. Humber. chain, accumulator, trembler, Dunlop:
gooa, guaranteed perie^t order throuffhont. all

tools, spares lamp, unused Hellesen, splendid climber:
trial any time; £8, or near offer; also flexible Mont-
gomery sidecar, fitted new Continental and tube, eau
be used witli above mai'Jiine; 55a.; must Bell; bought
twin.—Buxton, draper, Southminster

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

FOE Sale, Shp. De Dion Tricycle, two-speed gear
and Bosch maEneto; fl4.—George and JoMing.

South St-. Newcastle-on-Tyne-

RUNABOUT. Uglit. PhtEnix Trimo type, Bradbnn
2ili-p enf?ine. all in sood order; 10 guineas.—Mat

tliews. stationer. Lower Mortlake Ed.. Richmond. Surrey

TANDEMS.
PHCEJJIX Lady-back Motor Tandem, low built. Min

f-rva engine, excellent condition; lowest £12-~J.C.
261, Botherluthe. New Ed-. Kotherbithe-

QUADCARS.
PHOSNLS; Quadoar. 8h.p.. twin-cyl.. dual ignition,

overhauled, excellent order; any trial; £30.—Q. H.
Wait and Co.. Leicester.

ROCHET Quadcar. excellent, two speeds, spares, tyre
tubes, valves, three lamps- seat three; trial; £'21.-

152, South View Crescent, Sheffield.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.— 20-32h.p. Dartacq, side entrance, magneto

hood, screen, speedometer, perfect; £155-

ECLIPSE—25h.p. Argyll. 4-cyl.. semi-limonsine. tw
ignitions; a real bargain, £155.

ECLIPSE.—40h-p. Napier. 4-cyl- tonneau. honeycom
radiator; a real gift. £68.

ECLIPSE-- ISh.p. Siddeley, side entrance, hood, screen
dual ignition; a gift. £115.

ECLIPSE.—16h.p. Chenard-Walcker. side entrance. U
ignitions, hood, splendid condition; £115.

ECLIPSE—25h.p. Clement, side entrance, two ign
tions. hood: £115.

EOLIPSB.-16-lSh.p. Leader. 4-cyl.. 2-seater. magnet
very smart runabout: £95.

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl.. M-O-T., side entranoi
excellent order; £75.

ECLIPSE— 14h.p. i'orman. 4-cyl-, M.O.T., Bide m
trance, new condition ; bargain. £95-

ECLIPSE.-14h-p- Mutel, 4-cyl-, steel frame, hood, es
cellent order: £72 10s.

ECLIPSE.-12h.p. J.P., 2-cyI.. long chassis, side oi-
trance, hood, perfect order; £80.

I^OLIPSE— 10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet. foul seat.-
-^ splendid order; £77 Ifls.

ECLIPSE—16h.p. Panhard chassis, steel frame. Kiebj
very good order : £55.

ECLIPSE— 6h.p. Siddeley, Z-seoter, steel frame, re
liable and good; £38.

ECLIPSE.—6ih.p. Gladiator, four seats, three speeds
extremely reliable ; £31.

ECLIPSE— 10-I2h. p. Star box deliiery van. yery goo^
order: £50.

ECLIPSE.—Ssh.p. Benz. two speeds, good order; ex
change; £6 lOs-

ECLIPSE -3Jh.p. Ealeighette tricar, two speeds, watei
cooled, splendid order ; £20.

I?CLIPSE-5!h.p. Eex Triette. 2-cyl., very fine ma
J chine; £17.

ECLIPSE Engineering and Motor Co.. 255. Barlsfiel
Rd-., Wandsworth- 'Phone. 1135 Putney- ritatioii

EarlsBcld. L.S.W.E.. 15 minutes from Waterloo.

8h-p- Brow.i Car, detachable tonneau. very good order

:

£35— Green. 172, Brownliill Ed.. Catford, S.E.

REGAL Smart 2-seater. 6h.p. De Dion engine, beant
ful orilcv; £38—26. Waynflete St.. Earlsfleld-

6JLh p- -Aigyll, 2 or '4-.seater. condition good, tvrer
2 iit'M-. lumps, spares; £27 lOs.—Arthur Cox, Alton

6hp. Peugeot, 4-seater. 25 guineas, good running orOei
—\Vade, Pianoforte Warehouse, Queen's Ed-. Peili

ham.

6ih.p. Vauxhall. two speeds and reverse, chain driv
2 good order; £15.—Batchelor, Clarence St., King-

ston.

A NICE Little 2-scater. with ho3d. etc.. 2-cyl.. art-'

lery wheels; £30; appointment.—38. The Avenue.
Finsbury Park-

6h.p- De Dion Car. two speeds. ho:d. good condition
£27 tOa.. or exchange A-0. tricar.—49, Abbotts

Park Ed.. Lcyton.

BAEGAIN—6h.p. De Dion small car. three pppp'^

cardan, screen, perfect: £23 10s.—Motorist, 85.
Eucklidge Av.. Harlcsden, London.

You can't get the best
results from the worst,
or even from compara-
tively poor, oil — in no
case where oil is em-
ployed is it safe to say
"That will do" to the
first article that comes
along—in the case of
engine oil the necessity
for care in selection is

greater. We've studied
this matter in the labora-
tory as practical chem-
ists, we've worked it out
on the road as practical
motor cyclists, and offer
you of our very best.

1/8 per Quart Tin.

THE

COUNTY CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.,

B IR IVI INQHA IVI

.

London : 43, Great Eastern Street.
Manchester: 235, Deansgate.
Glas;?ow: 12S. Renfield Street.
Dublin : Golden Lane.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER—15-20h.p, Charrcn ICG.V.), limousine, di j

IgTiition, full euuipment. superb car; £225.

PALMER—32-40h.p. Siddeley, long chassis. duaMgi i

tion, (?ate change, maKniflcent car; £200-

PALMER—16-18h-p. Darraeq. side entrance, lol

chassis, 1906. magneto, beautiful car; £125.

PALMER—16-22h. p. L'Automotriee, double landari]
seating seven, ma^eto, splendid hire car; £1^

PALMER.—6h. p. Benz, 4-seater, solid tyres, rel

good running order; clearance price i;i2.

PALMER.—10-12h.p. Daimler krry van, 2-cyl.. logj
carry over 30 cwt- ; £50-

PALMEE— 16-24h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau, seatg,
persons, splendid reliable car, beautiful condij

£75.

PALMER—8-llh.p. Panhard waggonette, 3-cyl.,
tyres, canopy, storm curtains ; £45.

PALMER.—16-20h.p. 1907 Beeston Humber, sidi

trance, dual ignition, gate change, condition
Qew; £175.

• »ALMEE— 9h-p. Jackson, 2-3eater, bucket bodj^
eral condition like new: £85.

PALMER.~9h-p- taxicab. latest style, landaulet )

seating four inside, very smart; £150.

PALMER.—8h-p- Buchet chassis, late type, long i

<QHt innning engine; £75-

..>ALMEE—16-24h.p. De Dietrich Chassis, late-^
i M.O.V., Dressed steel frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER.—12 16h-p- Mutel, chassis, 4-cyl.,

drive, laio type, like new throughout; £60-

JALMER.—16-20h-p-, Anglian, side entrance limoi_
L all Aster fi-ttiugs, and engine, silent and pertiB

«135.

PALMER— 14-1 6h.i?. 1910 Darraeq. I make ;^
largest possibb allowance for old car; £225.

{

PALMER.—Bleriot type monoplane, splendid macfi^t
has aown; price, less engine. £75. with engine SS"

PALMER-—All above seen at L. N. Palmer's,' -g
Trevelyan Rd-. Toiting- Garage one minute Mgi

d. tram terminub, Tooting'- 'Phone. 208, StreatJ
'iintos, details- Easy teims Exchanges- -^
6-8h.p. Darraeq, 2-seater, three speeds and re^eri'

aci-essuriea. spare:*, excellent condition; £AQM
>i-;ine 96. Branksome Rd.. Brixton.

61,h.p. Darraoq, 4-seater car. three -speeds and revsrif*

2 good condition; £30, oi t?xrhange magneto iptjt

.Motor. 50. Ball's Pond Rd- Dalaton
'

SUNBEAM Mabley Car, genuine De Dion engine^'S
sppedri. >i)li^ndid ronditir n ; £15.—Muiray^ "

';!irlet? St.. Hfltton Garden. Holborn.

8hp- M-M-C- 4-Seater Car for sale, splendid
tion. yuoti hili-cUmber, tools, spares; bargain,^

Motor, 164, Dairyhouse Rd-, Derby

REGAL, smart 2-seater, 6h.p. Aster engine,

'

speeds and reverse, artillery wheels; £42, bw,..^

-Jenny. Leigbton Holme, Frimley Green, Surrey.'.'^

8h.p. Starling, two biicket seats, three speeds, rew
Step It-*- wneel, km-.p-;. tools, f^ciii comiiiion ; JCSg

Rowley. Beverley, Leigham Court Rd.. Streatham.^

6-8h.p., 2-seater, three speeds and reverpe. tom-^
Dunlop tyres, car is in excellent condition^

riven; £40.—Wheeler. Somerville weaidntone, Mm
SMART Tonneau. 2-cyl. Clement-Talbot. good cog

tion; twenty mile trial run; accept reasonableo
r take in part 1909 Triumph.—J. White. Warren FrnnJ

iiiildford-

1 ft '^P' 2-Cyl- Daimler 20-seater Char-a-banc, wonli

-l-O make first-class lorry, carry two tons, good Bolii

vres; can be seen and tried any time; £75.—Davie^
'est St.. Bognor.

9h.p. Laurin-EIement Car, magneto, 2-seater. 2-oyl

hood re-covered, thoroughly ovprhauled, re-painted

iiiue £100, magneto motor cycle part--Fisher, 6a, Higl

t-. Hampstead-

BABT Peugeot Car, 6ih.p., screen, three speeds, if

ver.se, lamps, excellent condition ; exchange ft/i

.909 motor cycle and sidecar, or little cash.—Thomas
'ore St.. Tiverton.

HALLAMSHIRE, 4-cyl., 2-aeater. push pedals, whe*

control, three speeds and reverse, excellent ortjer;

£ j5 : good tricar or motor cycle part payment.— 28, Wood'

ridge Rd-, Ipswich-

6h.p. Wolseley, three speeds and revor,?e, Bosch ma?

neto. 700 bv 85 Dunlops. Stepney, lamps, finishei

green, and guaranteed; trial; £45—Nye's, 69, Leatiei

me. Holborn, Loudon- „^

6ih.p. Darraeq, three speeds and reverse, light 4-seat'''

2 detacliable tonneau. thoroufrhly reliable little ^t

T smart condition, climb anything; £30—SuUy. 10,,

Old Town, Clapham, S-W.

PRUNEL. 12-16h-p-, side entrance, tlirpo and i.
>?

live axle, complete, like new; bargain, ^SO ;'^
,

Iianse magneto cycle and cash, or 2-seater.—30, Suiitl-
|

Terrace, King's Rd., S.W-

A BARGAIN to immediate purchaser for £45.— lOh-P

2-cyl. car. in excellent running crder, four spepo-v

and reverse, Dunlop grooved tyres—Address.' H-, 2, aO-

rliester Rd.. Earlsdon, Coventry.

LINDSAY.-Brand new 8-lOh.p. 2-cyl.. smart 2-^i'at'^'

^ody very fa^it and quiet; maimers' list price taau

oflered now £110; new car at second-haud prico.-Hiim

ham and Co., Premier Garage, Ipswich.

A 40 In answering these adiertisem&nts it is desirable to mention **The Motor Cycle.'*

A
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ENGINES.
MAGNETO Twin, or suitablo lor single: fa-

Hoe St., WuIthnin,stow.

2

E

M

QiliP- Dq Dion Engine, carburetter, coil; 50s-— Gar-^4 rood. Alconbury Hill, Huntingdon.

Ih-p. Siimiis Engrine, magneto, pulley, silencer, perfect
^ order; 45s.-16, Chestnut Av-. Derby-

iiX'iiV HD- Pattern, nearly new, exoouUonally well
-ii-t uuide; 37s. 6d.—38. Pcekiiani Itye.

NQINES—Roc. 4hp-, single-cyl-, new 1910 type;
early deliveries—A- \V. Wall, Ltd., Birmingliam.

N.S.U. Two-speed Ereo Engine Gear, complete: -£2
10s-—Lockyer. Lyndliurst, Parkstone At-, Horn-

hurch-

BARGAIN— lili-p. Steam Engine and Boiler, very
best running order.—Particulars, iiurton, NotwicJi

id-, Lowestoft.

i)ib.p- Singer Eni-'ine. with Simms magneto, fair con-
V dition; £4 15s-, carriage paid.—Hovey, Blair-
rove, Coatbridge, N-B.

r>3h-p- Calrert Engine; perfect, fitted with 1910 Brown
•V4 nud Barlow b.b- carburetter; £2 12s. 6d-— 1.
iascoigne Rd-, Barking.

INERVA Twin Engine, with two silencers, inlet
pipes, and adjn.stable pulley, perfect order guaran-

eed: £6 10s—W-, 16, Victoria St-. Manchester.

BRAND New 1910 Humber Engine, 3^h.p., M O.Y..
magneto, wheel, and adjustable pulley, guaran-

eed; bargain, £8—105. Milnrow Rd., Rochdale.

^YE'S I—Engine exchange. Your old engine and
.1 cash for a new one- Try us- Speciality: Peugeot
.00- J.A-P.-Nye's. 69. Leather Lane, Holborn, London

>-inh-p. J.A.P. Engine, 90 degree cylinders, light fly-
' wheels, specially- made for airship, as new; £15--
ecQ at Wauchope's, 9, Shee Iiane, i-ieet St-. London.
C
JTRST Magnetos, for single-cyl. engines. . new, and
-X guaranteed; £2 15s- each—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
aue. Fleet St-. London, E-U.

3 EX Engine Parts for 1906 to 1910 model—"Wau-
.\> chope's, 9, Shoe Laue. Fleet St., London, E-C
*h.p. Twin Antoine, in perfect running order, with car-
' buretter and silencers, in use until sold; bargain.
8. - Williams, El-Nido, Priest HjU, Caversham-on-
liames-

'iOO ^°<^^l Petrol Water-cooled ih.p. Motors, with
' ^^^ cylinders, crank cases, and valves machined,
1. 9d. each: cheapest motor on earth; list 4d.—Little-
er Aenal Works, Derby.

^ASH, Instahnents, or Exchange.—Engines, new and
-' second-hand, powers to suit all; repairs to motors-
ars. magnetos, coils a speciality, with 13 years' Cov-
try experience; 22h.p. converted to S^h.p. see testi-mials—The Record Motor Co-, Wembley, Middleses-

COUPLINGS.
TNITp Coupling, practically new; 12s- 6d—Beddows,
'' ,^.51, High St-, Erdingt^n-

TNITO. Patent Cuupling, price one guinea, for con-
' necting motor cycle to pedal cycle; the only Patis-
tury couphng on the market- If yoa have not had our
.kk-t write now to (Dept. B-) Unito Coupling Co-
Htiiii >Vt.. Cardiff- London supplied from 75. Bishops-

bt. Without, where the coupling can be seen at any

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
fAQNETO, Coil, and Accumulator repairs in twoL days; guaranteed; low prices- -Fellows. 49, Hert-
d St., Mayfair-

CCUMULATORS. buy on approval from makers;
- ^J amps., lis-; SO sizes; dealers quoted--
uuuty "Accumulator Wks., Brentwood Rd-. Romford.

EBRON. Registered 291-289, vastly superior to
platinum, cures misfiring; best contacts for blades

eTTs, rockcra, magnetos, coils. Jebroii has uo equal.

EBRON. 23. 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmera,
9d.: Jebron screws fit Bosch raat'netos DA2 DAV

itaet breakers 5a, 5b, 5c, 5s. 6d. pair; old screws Jeb-
ised. 2s. 6d. each. Over 10,000 titled- Try it-

EBRON, fitted return post free.—From the inventor,
' Jebron, 38." Herbert Rd., Phimstead.

EBRON Contact.'; were used by Messrs. Collier Bros..
* Colver. and Martin, in making their recent world's
'orda.

, ,

IIDIUM Champion Contacts- — Any parts fifted re-
turned same dav. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure^

'I'll iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws, refitted,
Zd: each-—Williams. 16, Wellington St., Woolwich,

OOli!—Accumulators charged at home, latest tnr-
binamo, £2; approval, or exchange.—Littleton.

Jioceston-

" iNITION Coils ana Magnetos Repaired, any make

;

- accumulators repaired and charged; best workman-
6?, moderate charges. Teh: 453.—Glover Bros-, Elec-
t ians, Coventry.

CCUMULATORS. Coils, magnetos repaired, over
J hauled by expert workmen; a large stock ot new
" =econd-hand goods; price list and Quotations free--

Victoria Garage and Electrical Co-, Ltd- Coveatrv

APOLOGY

!

r^^

We feel bound to offer to many ol

our customers, both retail and

trade, our sincere apology lor any

inconvenience we have put them to

recently through our "mabiUty to

execute their orders with the usual

promptitude.

So extraordinary, however, has been

the demand of late tor

H. H. HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

that it has been impossible to cope

with the business, and orders have

had to be " held up."

Necessary arrangements have already

been made and we are now able to

deliver by return.

May we also draw your attention t<.

our new

PORTABLE ELECTRIC
HAND LAMPS

employing the above Dry Batteries-

Made in five sizes.

From 18/- to 32/6 each.

MV

Wri'.e for Catalogues and Lists.

A. H. HUNT,
5-117, CANNON ST.,

LONDON, E.C.

M
TYRES.

AUDES' for Tyrea.— Halifax and London.

MAUDES' supply every make of tyrer all tyres wc
sell are fully guaranteed. We allow fn ni 5«,

to lOs- on old covers, and 23. on old tubes in p:irt puy-
meiit.—Maudes'. 136, Great Portland St., London. W.,
also Powell St., Halifax.

PALMEE Cord Tyre, 26 by 2i. nnuscd; barjaiu, £2.-
A., 547. King's Ed-, Fulham.

248., lowest.— 2,PAIR New Continentals, 26 by 2;
Albert Hill, BislioD Auckland.

TWO 26 by 2a Palmer Inner Tubes, brand new; 18s.—
41, Abbey Walk Soutb, Halifax.

RE-TEEADING with Fox rubber studded fn-ads;
12s. 6d. ; list and section free.—Fox. 30, Jobn

Bright St., Birmingham.

TTEES.—Pair 870 by 90 non-skid Midland covers,

new. used, no further use ; 40s, each, bargains.—28.
Woodbridge Ed-, Ipswich.

MIOHELIN 26 by 2J chrome leather steel studd-d
cover, newly retreaded, on perfect base ; uo rub-

bish; £3 8a. cover, 35s.—Grant, 114. Bothwell St., Glas-
.;ow-

AEDEA Co.'s retreading; .all sizes motor cycle covers,
heavy, plain, or ribbed, lis. 6d. ; rubier studded

143.; loose bands, tubes made -J>utt-ended. — 331a,
King St., Hammersmith.

NYE'S !—Tyre exchange 1 Exchange that old cover for
a new one and cash difference; liberal allowances;

any make of tyre supplied on cash, exchange.—69, Leather
Lane, Holborn. London. 'Phone 6299 Holborn.

ONE Pair 28 by 2i Dunlop wired-on tyres, complete,
25s.: one Continental. 700 by 65. complete. 15s.—

49, Woodlield Ed.. Ealing.

KEMPSHALL Non-skid. 26 by 2i. not run SO miles,
faultless; £2.—G. Scott. Highlield. Eochdale.

MICHELIN Covers, brand new. carrying makers' guar-
antee, thick treads. 26 by 2. wired, 143. 6d. : 26 by

2i. wired. 16s.: 26 by 2, beaded. 16s.; 26 by 2J, beaded.
17s. 6d-—Stewart, 12. Market Square. Horsham. Sussex.

MOTOE Cycle Covers.— Michelin. 700 by 65, round
tread. 17s. 6d. : Peter-Union. 26 by 2. leather,

steel studded. 37s. 6d. ; also 28 by 2i ribbed. 25s.; al'

beaded: 26 by 2'.. leather, steel studded, wired, 5s.— G-.

126. Southgate Ed.. N-

FINANCIAL.
£2 per week as assistant manager offered to investor of

£250. fullv secured; London. S-E-—Particulars.
Box Ll,901. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E-C

GENTLEMAN, with small capital. ^would like to enter
a motor business with good prospects in L.mdon

(northern district preferred)-—Address, Bos 1,423, kil-
lings, 125, Strand, \V-C.

PARTNER wanted with £500 to extend well-eptnh-

lished motor cycle manufacturing business (Mid-
lands) splendid opportunity for commercial man-—4 49S,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

NYE'S Advance money on good machines left witli

them on sale- No interest charged. The nicest
firm to deal with in London. Many testimonials for
quick settlements. Cheques are available for inspection-

May we do business with y&u?—Nye's, 69, Leather J.aue-

Holborn, London- 'Phone, 6299 Holborn-

TUITION.
MOTOR Car driving and mechanism taught in one

month-—No- 4.072, The Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry.

- INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; per-

sonal 5s., inclusive ISa- per annum-—Bass, insurance
broker, Ongar.

MOTOR ITnion Insurance Co., Ltd., give the bept
terms ; prompt settlements ; most generous treat-

ment ; free legal defence-—Write, G- H- Jones, Talbot
House, Lichfield.

INSURE Your Motor Cycle with Hugh J- Eoswell, In-
surance Broker, Norwich, who is in the position to

offer the cheapest rates ever offered, viz., fire 2s- 6d-.

third party 7s., accidents to cycle 14s- 6d-. accidents to
rider. 19s.; inclusive policy, 17s- 6d ;

please write foi

PLrticuiara.

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OH WANTED.
CYCLE, Accessories, and Side Line Business for sr/.c,

in gcod market town, Hertfordshire, established 7
years, fully stocked; really no opposition; good -living for

worker; price £245-—Apply, Box 4,421. The Motor Cyc-.'e

Offices, Coventry.

WANTED.
WANTED, trailer, suitable for H'Jil r-yde.—J-ickson,

New Ed., Keudal.

WANTED. Motor Cycles, any con.llliiin. tor spot cash
-45, Church Ed., Acton.

WANTED, Triumph' or Douglas, clicap ior c.ish.— iL.y,

5, Heath SU Hampstead.

WAJSTED. 1908 magneto Eex. cheap for casl.— lii-

sall, Chelston Sq.. Torquay.

F.N- Lightweight. 2Jh.p. ; lowest price.—Wells. 230
Smithdown Ed., Liverpool.

k
In ansxuerihg iheie: advertisements' it} is desiraOlt to mtnHon "The Motor Cycle.\
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Dr. Laijage. Nantw-ich. Cheshire.

ANTED, car tyre, 26in- by Sin., or 650 by 80.-

Eruwn, Woodlield Terrace, Ayr.

WANTED.
CYCLE, Biiilt to order, and cash, for tricar.—E.U..

2. Albert St., Mansfield, Notts-

TEITJIIPH Motor Cycle, 3!h.p.. 1909; cash.—F. J.

Eddershaw. High St., Swansea-

5-7h.p. Twin Air-cooled Eugine wanted. — Erue=t
Schmidt, 12, Dock St., Hull.

*\T7 ANTED, engine, 3h.p-, or over, good make.—Pinker
VV Litchfield Ed-, Sutton, Surrey.

"I
Q 10 Douglas; immediate cash : approval, deposit

CYLINDER Head for Sihp. Excelsior, M.MC. en-

gine.— 30. Firsby Ed.. Stamiord jull.

WANTED. 3ih.p. .motor cycle, magneto, low Beat

good make—E. W ilkinson, Beccles.

WANTED, Whittle belt, 8ft. 4in., Jin., new condition-

—Benson, Albion.. North Oimesby.

BAT. 1909-1910, single, with P- and M. gear preferred

—Horwood, The Lawn. Henley.

WANTED, good magheto motor cycle; approval—

G

Drake, Wick Hill. Finchampstead.

"ITtTAJSTED, Late 1908 or 1909 Twin de Luxe, also

VV sidecar.— S.. 51. Prestwick Eu., Ayr.

FEONT Cylinder. 3in. bore, piston, connecting rod. for

twin Eex—68, Kaglan Ed.. Smethwick.

WANTED, Twin Peugeot or J.A.P-, imigneto; cheap,

cash.—Ebbutt, uueen's Ed., Croydon.

WANTED, immediately, 3!h.p. T-T. Triumph, 1910
model.-41, Saxe Coburg St., Leicester.

7ANTED. Sih.p. Cycle, magneto preferred; cheap,

casli—Daines. 41, Harmer tit. Uravesend.

WANTED, 1909 two-speed Humber. cheap for cash.—
Hy. Hadfleld, 4a, Duncan St., Canklow.

WANTED, 1909 Triumph, or good Douglas—Box No.
4,495, The Motor Cj/cie Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, a good up-tjo-date second-hand tricar--

Give particulars to J- Bradley. Haltwhistle-

W^

w^

WANTED. Douglas or Moto-Eeve twin; give £50
overstrung piano.—Clegg, postman, Eochdale.

W-ANTED, 3!h.p. Magneto Quadrant; full particu-

lars; photo.—Fox. 19, Teville Ed., VvorthinE.

WANTED, motor cycle, good make; cheap for ca^h

—Low, Gregson Lane, neat Preston, Lanes.

W-ANTED, 6-6h.p- J.A.P. or Pengeot magneto engine.

—Particulars, Monson. Crown jaotel, Lowestoft.

POWEEFUL Twin Magneto Cycle, two-speed prefer-

red.—Carue, Fexnbrae, iansdowne Ed-, Fincbley-

GUVE 15 amp- C.A-V- and 26 by 2 nnnsed Eich's
r for Unito coupling--14. Edgington Ed-, Streafham.

WANTED, second-hand flexible or castor sidecar, left

side-—Armstrong, Oakdene. Ash Vale, Aldershot-

W-ANTED, a motor cycle, one in need of repairs not

objected to E- Greener, 213, Marylebone Ed-, W.

2h.p. Clement-Garrard torpedo model, two-speed gear,

belt.—White's, Brooks Alley. Liverpool- Eoyal
3782-

/"ANTED, sidecar, flexible, cane, left-hand. 28in.

wheel, good condition.—Hills. 26, Denmark. Ash-
ford.

W-ANTED, twin Eex, Bat. or V.S.. 1908 or 1909
good condition- — A-B-, Latchingdon, Maldou,

Essex. ' -

_.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle; particulars, lowest

cash.—Frost. 461. Mill St., Openshaw, Manches-
ter-

ROC Conversion set or Fitall for 1909 Triumph, good
condition, and cheap for cash-—A. Shaddick, Plain,

Bristol.

ROYAL Wolf, B.- preferred, uerfeet condition
cash: fullest particulars.—43,

Bournemouth.

WANTED, free engine, with two (or more) speed gear

to suit 3ih.p. Minerva.—E. Mason, Dorset St.,

Southampton.

__ 8-lOh.p. Stevens
engine, for cash.

New Southgate..

HEAD, for M.M.C. air-cooled engine. 80mm. bore;
also front forks for 1905 Eex—Willis, Eichard St-,

Hetton-le-Hole-

3X to 5h.p- Sidecar Combination, magneto, two-speed.
2 —Particulars to Gooding, 142, Sydenham Ed.,

Sydenham. S.E.

SIDECAE wanted, Montgomery, flexiWe preferred, good
condition,

bury,.Shropshire.

7'ANTED, modern motor cycle or tricar, not earlier

than 1908: must be cheap for cash.-66. Hamp-
ton Ed.. Southport.

WANTED, good 3J to 5h.p. engine, J.A-P- or Peu-
geot prelerred; approval--Smith, 4, Storey Sq-<

Barrow-in-Furness-

WANTED, 3h-p- Magneto Bike, exchange high-class

new hall-plate field camera, ana splendid two-
speed gent's cycle.—B., 2, York Villas, Chandleisford,
Hai.ts.

lowest
Fortescue Ed..

WANTED, cylinder head of 2-cyl, _

engine, for cash.-Finsbury villa. Goldsmith Ed.,

W^

-Glenn, Ratlingliope Vicarage, Pontes-

—ACGUMUUTOR—

REPAIRS.
We are specialists in Repair Work and
specially cater for this class oi trade.

No batterj' need be thrown away as
useless or past repair.

Just send it along to us, we will quote
you per return, or make you an allow-
ance in exchange for new cell.

All work carried out promptly and
cheaply.

Silent Testimony

(CELL AS RECEIVED BY US.)

of Repair Work

(REPAIR WHEN FINISHED.)

carried out by us.
The above are from actual Photos
before and after Repair Work carried
out for a cUent, and not specially faked
up for advertising.

OUR NEW LIST, CONTAINING 40 PAGES,
AND ADDRESSED REPAIR LABELS, GIVING
FULL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SENDING UP
DAMAGED OR FAULTY CELLS, SENT POST

FREE ON RECEIPT OF POSTCARD.

RICHFORD & CO.
(Dept. AM.),

153, Fleet St., LONDON, E.G.

WANTED.
MAGNETO Motor Cycle, working order not essentft

.

spcciliL'iitiou, det^cription, lowest price.—Motorist, I

Glendarvon St., I'utney, tJ-W.

PHELON and Moore Motor Cycle, with or with*
sidecar ; state price and fullest particuL*rs.—fi [

ford, 55. Park St-, Bii^ol.

WAJSITED, Clementi-Garxard Bike, any conditii^
cheuii for spot cash; single or twin-—Owen, Qi

tage, Melbourne Lodge, i.aling. 1

LIVEEPOOL—Motor Cycles exchanged for larl

models, or sold on commission.—White's City !

pot, 22, Brooks Alley- Koyal 3782.

5h.p. Twin Two-speed, with or without sidecar; c
or exchange 1909 Douglas as part-—Tnomvi

Sandford Mile Ed., Cheltenham-

SADDLES. Whittle belts. Eoc two^peed, and
^ears, twin engines, and any inoior stnfl.

Kosendale Ed.- '" -
.

.

3i^-'-.

West Dulwicn-

Two-speed Magneto Phelon-Moore. Baty^
other good make, lor sidecar worji--

zl6, CJive Ed-, West Dulwicb, ti-Jii.

THE Stockport Garage Co-r 37. WelUngton Ed- Norti
Stockport, purchase motor cycles, tricars, or ca

ior immediate cash- Tel-: 438-

FITALL Two-speed Gear. Montgomery or Millfo:
rigid OI heilole sidecar, Whitxle tin- belt; chea

—Broadhuist, Henry St-, Glossop.

WANTED. Triumph, in good condition; will
ih.p. gas. electric light plant, and cash ba

—S. Green. 145, Manor Ed- Brockley-WANTED, small runabout car. condition immateriaji
exchange 2i;h.p. new Clarendon bicycle, cash a>

justment-— 10, Dover Ed-. Folkestone-

MLLLS-FULFOED Castor Wheel Sidecar wanted, nea
or second-hand.—Particulars and lowest cash price I

cjwain, 19. (Jueen Victoria St-, London.

WANTED, small Motosacoche ; exchange 6h-p. ti!

car, condition excellent; trial any time.— G-, (D
Darville, 317a. King St-, Hammersmith.

WANTED. 5h.p. Twin, two-speed, 1909 V-S. pretej!
- red, peilect eonaition; WTite, stating price, at

cessories. etc-—Spanton, Woking, Surrey.

MAGNETO Motor Cycle wanted, cash or part a
change new iuruiture, pianoforte, cycle, etc.-;

Evans, furnisher, Spaikliill. iiirmingham- '*

WANTED. Lightweight, in exchange for good 251i,|b

.Alinerva, new condixion, cash adjustment I
necessary-— 5. Station Ed., Ecigwarc, --^..iuiedex.

WANTED, handle-bars, saddle, low seat-pillar, .

with space for accumulator,- coil, tyres wired. -21

by 2; lever for exhaust-—Kenworthy, Walpole. WisbfflAs

WANTED, "good make lightweight second-hand nidto i

cycle, engine J-AP., free, two-speed ; exehangin
new cycles or cash; approval-—Gittces, Cycle Stores. J?e|.

Eadnor,

WANTED. Phcenis Epicjxlic Gearbox, out of quad
car, complete with all fiiviug::., leVerse P'^dal

L'lumge lever,

rtick. Hants.

C^OE CASH 1—If you wish to realise immediately .a

-T your macliine gxa to Nye's- Any modern magnd
iihichme bought-—69, Leather liane, Holborn. Londoi.t
Phone. 6299 Holborn.

WANTED, 9h-p- Eiley or Singer Tricar, in gooi

order; give cash or 4h-p. 2-cyl. motor cycle, coet

£50 only six weeks ago, in part-—Box No- 4,493, Tin

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

MOTOE Cycles and Tricars bought, sold, exchange^"!
highest prices ; clients waiting

;
quick sales ; satiPt

liution guaranteed-—E- M- Pullman and Bros-, motoi''

cuyineers and salesmen, London Ed-, Norbury, London-

WANTED, 1910 "Douglas, also up-to-date high pow-

ered motor cycle not earliei:, than 1909 6t(^
'.Direst, price for spot cash; no dealers-—204, Worple Sffl

a imbledon- Jj

WAJl^'TED, magneto motor cycle; exchange PhOOT|
5 to 6h-p- twin, coach-built, wheel steering, m

-peed tricar ; no rubbish
;

particulars and illustraaffl!

c;uii way-—Fisher, architect, Pontypool-

T^T"ANTED. Magneto Motor Cycle, high power, low

VV built, with sidecar; exchange Inp- gas engiae-

ilp'.tric ignition, also dynamo (50v- 10a-) and cash to

viilue-—Edward, 528, Manchester Ed., Hollinwood, Old-

ham.

WANTED, motor cycle, forecar, or runabout, in ei-

change for brindle bull dog, Eoyal Stone etrnin.

16 months old, suitable for the show bench, stud yari.

or companion; approval willingly- — Hindle, 19, St-

Thomas Ed., Chorley-

and Quadrant.—Harfield, Almorah, Svm-

EXCHANGE.
3}h-p. Eex Engine for higher power, cash adjustiueut-

—Todd, Slurley Hall, Brailsford, Derby.

LONGTJEMAEE. 6h-p-, exchange variable pulley, 01

sell £1-—Young, Buchan Hill, Crawley.

WANTED Triumph Motor Cycle; exchange Wolifley :

4-seated 2-cyl- car--E- Griflin, Eendal-

Motor Cycle, perfect condition : cash, or ft.^-

change cob pony.—27. Elmsdale Ed-, Waltbam-
stow.

HAMMOND Typewriter, in perfect working orAer;

exchange for motor cycle--C. 130, Brixto Ho.

s.w.

gih-p-

A42 In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention "The Moto- Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR COLONIAL USE.

IN
recent numbers of The Motor Gyde (writes an
Australasian correspondent) I have read with

interest articles in reference to the building of

motor cycles suitable for colonial use, and as a
" rider with a knowledge of South Africa, New

Zealand, and Australia, I should like -to give you an

account of some of my experiences.

At present I will refer only to Australia, where
;'I am now located, and where my business is con-

tinually keeping me on the road in town and country,

over the tarred esplanades of fashionable resorts, and
along the winding and lonely bush tracks, once the

happy hunting, grounds of notorious bushrangers.

On the whole, the roads in and around the great

cities such as Sydney and Melbourne, are good, and
the many fine views to be obtained and the gloriou.s

panorama of sea and sky which is the reward of the

wheelman make motor cycling a real pleasure. .

However, one naturally refuses to be kept within the

boundaries of more or less energetic municipalities, and
a lengthy tour is arranged.

We will suppose that a run from Melbourne to.

Sydney is decided upon, a distance of 575 miles. For
the first sixty miles to Seymour the road is good, but

after that—well,, here the troubles of the rider of a

machine built for British conditions only commence.
The road is immade for the most part, and in the

summer very deep in dust and sand, an alternative

..being at one's disposal of running in and out of the

gum tree bush through which the road was cut in the

bad old days, but this is very risky, even with the best

of brakes, the path being thickly strewn with fallen

trees and branches.

However, nothing daunted, you struggle on )'X>ur

circuitous course, considerably lengthening the journey,

until you arrive at a more formidable obstruction in

the guise of a dry river bed, deep in sand.

Now, my brethren of the motor cycle, unless you
are riders of powerful twins and have a free engine,

whereby you may get a fresh start should you get

bogged, I advise you first of all to dismount and
reconnoitre the position. The most fordable portion

of the watercourse must be found, unless thei;e happen
to be a plank bridge which is wide enough for you
to scramble across.

The trying part, however, for the motor bicycle, and
particularly the spring forks, frame, wheels and rims,

is the frequent occurrence of subsidences across the

road, caused by rushing narrow streams in the rainv

season. Riding across these gutters se\'erely strains

the whole machine, and, in fact, it is an art to

manipulate it at all without dismounting.

Resuming your Journey, should you successfully

accomplish the first 100 miles, you will find the con-

ditions of riding just as strenuous for practically the

whole distance, until you are rewarded for your perse-

verance by a sight of glorious Sydney Harbour.
Although the use of motor cycles on the bush roads

of Australia calls for such exceptional care on the part

of tlie rider, there is an ever-increasing number of

motor cycles a.ppearing year by year, and they are used

by all classes,, both for business and pleasure ; there-

fore it behoves the home manufacturer who wishes to

keep his machine to the fore to go thoroughly into the

question of strength of general construction besides

reliability of running power.

A13
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MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING NOTES.
By "CELERITER."

THE ART OF DESPATCH RIDING.

I

CAN h«ar some motor cyclists say, " The art

!

Why, it's as easy as skidding on greasy asphalt

!

So much for ignorance; now to the facts. Of

course, any motor cyclist who can read a map is

able to take a message from one place to another.

But that is not the sort" of job a military despatch

rider has to undertake. Let me take a very normal

case as an example, and we will imagine we have

two motor cyclists at our disposal. One, who is an

old hand at the game, we will call Jones, the other

Brown, a keen and enthusiastic motor cyclist, but a

novice at military work. They are attached to

General Snooks, commanding the 5th Cavalry

Brigade, which is moving from Newbury on Walling-

ford, expecting to come in touch with the enemy
somewhere near the
Thames. Away to the right

the 6th Cavalry Brigade,

commanded by Col. Robin-

son, is moving from Basing-

stoke on Reading and
Henley, whilst the head-

quarters of the Divisioii,

under the able, leadership

of General Smith, is moving
from Basingstoke to Pang-

bourne.

Hew it should Not be
Done.

The staff officer for the

5th Brigade tells our two
despatch riders to keep near
the general. Brown inter-

prets this literally, and for

five miles rides close at

hand,
,
overheating his

engine, frightening the

horses, and making himself

generally unpopular. Jones,

who has played this par-

ticularly unpleasanf game
before, does his riding in

sections of half a mile at a

lime, waiting for the' general to come up, and
then going on again. By the. end of five miles

some officer on the staff, probably for the sake of a
lit,t)e peace, sends Brown back to Newbury with the

laconic message, "Go back, find the 2nd Line Trans-
port, and deliver this message, , then, rejoin." Off

goes Brown right doAvn the long line of squadrons,

cordially cursed by everybody, instead of taking some
side I'oad. He meets lots of waggons, and in vain

enquires for the 2nd Line Transport. After a good
deal of wandering he eventually discovers them water-

ing their horses in a secluded park, gives his message,
and prepares to return. He has not the faintest idea

where to return to save along the road to Walling-
ford. On his way to this town he passes all sorts

of troops, buf caiinot find his genera! anywhere. He
may be lucky and meet Jones, who will tell him that

until noon' the general has established' his headquarters
at the Post Office. Yattendon, in Which case he will

l.)e all right; if not, he is not likely to find his gener.il

until well on in the afternoon after fruitless miles of

riding and' many questionings.
,
When he arrives ihe

staff officer

Transport ?

some park

says, " Where did you find the 2nd Line
' The only answer he can give is. "Li"

near Newbury."

O. C. Godfrey, with the actual 3^ h.p. single-cylinder Rex machine r.e will

ride in the Tounsl Trophy Race,
able nozzle.

An Expert at Work.
Now let us turn with relief to motor cyclist Jones.

All the while he has carefully noted the position oi

headquarters on the map. By an occasional 'question

he has kept him.self informed of the movement of the

A-arious detachments, so when he receives the order

to go to the officer commanding the 23rd Hussars
he knows where to look for him.- He knows, for

instance, that the latter

reached East Ilsley at 10

a.m., he knows they ^ were
.

moving on Streatley, and
so he can calculate exactly

where he is likely to find

them. He does not see the

fun of riding along a narrow
..

road, encumbered by wag-
gons. A glance at his map
shows him a better road, a

mile or two further perhaps,

but along which he travels

at high speed without let

or hindrance. Two miles

short of - Streatley he finds

his quarry, delivers his

message, and in reply to

anxious - questions \'ouch-

safes the following informa-

tion: "General established

his headquarters at Yatten-

don at '9.30 a.m., sir, and

will remain there until noon.

The 24th Lancers are due

to ' reach Steventon at 1

1

p.m. No signs of. the

enemy's patrols by the road

I travelled."-- Before leaving for his return journey he

enquires, " In case I have to come back to you, sir, in

which dkection are you moving from Streatley?"

That is 'Ae difi;rence betw^een the expert and the

novice. .

Al'ways on the Alert.

The despatch bearer must remember that he has

invariably to deal with busy men, who have no time

to give him information, but are generally anxious

>o obtain information from him about the movement
of other bodies.' He must therefore, first and fore-

mO'St, keep a continuous watch on the movement of

all bodies of troops with w'hom he is likely to have

to (jommunicate. He must as far as possible

familiarise himself with the names of officers com-
manding various units. He must keep his eyes and

ears open, then he will find that his knowledge will

save him very many useless miles of wandering and

much valuable time.

The carburetter is an Amae with adjust-
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Military Motor Cycling Notes.—

Gradually and with practice lie will learn of whom
to make enquiries as to the whereabouts of individuals

or units. He will discover it is a waste of time to

ask a ca\'alryman- questions with regard to his own
infantry and guns, that nobody except the senior

otificers ever has any idea where the general is to be

found. There are a thousand and one hints I could

give the novice on these points alone, but he would
forget them .at once. The only thing to impress

these points on his memory is practice and experi-

ence. Then he will find them out for himself.

Intercepting Cavalry Across Country,

I recollect some four years ago at army manoeu\r-es

being sent off to try and find the Cavalry Brigade.

The only _address given was that they were last heard

of fifty minutes ago at a spot some ten miles distant.

Instead of immediately -starting off to this spot and
endeavouring to trace them, I asked where they had
been heard of previous to that

.

The reply showed me that

they were obviously moving
east at the rate of about

seven miles an hour. I

accordingly rode in a direc-

tion and at a speed which I

thought would intercept their

course, and within forty

.rninutes had delivered my
message. Five minutes

after my departure another

motor cyclist was given tlie

same errand. He rode
straight away to the place

where the brigade had been
last heard of, and it was only
owing to the fact that he
happened to meet me on my
return journey that he man-
aged to deliver his message
under two hours.

The motto for a despatch
rider is that a pennyworth of

brains will save at least a

shillingsw'orth of petrol, not

to speak, of lives, teniper,

and time, which would be of the utmost importance
in war.

A. G. Fenn, the faddist, and his imperial Triumph which he has altered

in various ways to ooDform to his id als.

Captain C. Battine's Paper.

On Thursday, the 7th inst., at the A.C.U., Captain
C. Battine delivered a most interesting lecture upon
the uses of the motor cycle in warfare. The lecture

was followed by a discussion, in which several Avelf-

known men both in the military world and in motor
cycling circles took part. The result of the dis-

cussion tended to emphasise the point that to be of

any use in war time the motorist must have been
educated during periods of peace to the duties he
would have to perfonn. Another point which was
also made clear was the folly of forming motor cyclists

into fighting units and of arming them with rifles in

the fond hope of using them in the firing line.

The motor cyclist will have to make use of many
things on service, but a rifle is not one of them.
l'lui:k, endurance, intelligence, speed, and military

knowledge will be his stock in trade. When these

qualities fail him the possession of a rifle will not

help him out of the difliculty, and at all other times

he will find that weapon a useless encumbrance.

The Motor Cycle Corps.

Since my appeal to the readers of The Mvlor Cyde
was published quite a large number of readers have

sent in their names expressing their willingness to join

such a corps when formed. One and all, howe\'er,

ha\-e laid stress upon the condition that the corps

should be a properly authorised body conducted on
miUtary lines. I feel quite sure that all readers of

this paper will sympathise with the spirit that dictates

such a condition. The man who wants to pose in

picturesque costume according to the fancy of his own
ideas on military motor cycling has ample oppor-

tunities of doing so. There is no legal bar to his

dressing himself up in any clothes he may happen, to

fancy and in plaving at soldiers on the high roads to

his heart's content, but I

think most people w'ith sense

will be content to allow him
to plough (?) a lonely fur-

row. Those of us, on the

other hand, who are more
seriously ininded, and think.

more of making ourseh'es

useful than ornamental, will

refuse tO' join any organisa-

tion not officially sanctioned

and supported by Wixr Office

funds.

A Further Appeal to
Keen Riders,

At the risk of obsessing

the keen motor cyclists f

wonld like to point out that,

though the London District

and the Western Command
hav'e produced quite a lot of

enthusiastic x-olnntefrs for

the proposed corps, Scot-

land, South, Xorth, and
Eastern England ha\e not

proved fruitful up to the pre-

sent. I would appeal to the

Lincoln, Nottingham, Essex,motor cyclists of

Kent, Hampshire, Wales, and Yorkshire to send in

their names as recruits for the new corps when formed,

and I ask everv individual man who is interested in the

scheme to carry on an active recruiting propaganda

amongst his motor cyclist friends and his clubmates.

The onlv -wav we can get what we want from the War
Office is to 'come foT\^ard with the scheme and the

men. _ The scheme has already been put forward ; it

remains for you, readers of The Motor f't/cJe, to pro-

vide the men. We want 250 in all, and unless we can

get at least this number of volunteers there is very

little chance of the corps ever being started. Surely

it is not very much to ask. To send a ])ostcard to the

Editor of this paper only costs a halfpenny anA com-

mits the writer to nothing. Roll up, all keen riders of

the "petrol horse," and let us make a success of this

corps of ours. Surely we motor cyclists can do as

much to help our country as our cousins of the motor

car.
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A Complete Stud.
Visiting an old acquaintance the other day, I found

him in possession of a quite ideal stud. For dry roads
and speed work he owns a nippy little T.T. racer,

scaling no more than 140 lbs., and capable of a mile
a minute bat on Brooklands. For ordinary comfortable
long-distance work he rides a much heavier machine
—a single-cylinder two-speeder, weighing 200 lbs. all

on. game to climb any hill in any weather with a big
kit on its carrier, finely sprung fore and aft, reliable

as they make 'em. But he says he is getting too stiff

and fat and old for the T.T. type of jigger. It cramps
his spine, it bucks and curvets overmuch, and keeps
his wrists too low. So for speed work in 191 1 he
looks forward to a heavy, well-sprung, high-geared
8 h.p. twin. The roadster mount sometimes tugs a
sidecar, when solitude irks him. This is the sort of

stud for a two-machine enthusiast, and the man who
can run to a third mount should add a little 80 lbs.

lightweight for completeness' sake.

A Non=stop Trial Tip.
Examining the reports of sundry 1909 non-stop trials,

I was interested to notice how many men had been
outed by broken belts or fractured belt fasteners. The
rubber belts have yet to attain as sound a joint as some
of the leather belts. I always carry a leather belt

with me, for use if furious rain should give my rubber
a bad fit of the slips, and several seasons have elapsed

since I broke or pulled out the fastener of a leather

belt ; as readers are aware, the joint is quite the

strongest portion of several patent leather belts, whereas
it is invariably the most vulnerable detail of a rubber
belt. The rubber belt scores heavily with its special

merits of cleanliness and absence of stretch or glazing.

Automatic Carburetters.

I mean to keep dinging away at this point, because

r know how many riders botch their driving on hills,

as they are too clumsy to coax the best out of their

engines with the modern two-lever device. I leave

it to the trade to meet the coming demand, but just

let me point out that a multiple-jet carburetter can
ea^sily be designed to supply a perfect mixture at all

engine speeds. Your first jet is the only one un-

covered with the throttle in the starting position

;

jt cati be adjusted to supply a rich mixture fo-r start-

ing and very slow running. Jet No. 2 will then

supply a vapour consisting almost exclusively of air

to dilute No. I's mixture for faster running at speeds

from twenty to thirty-five miles per hour, and No. 3
is set to work when the throttle is swept recklessly

open, and adds a complement of well-balanced mix-

ture for packing the cylinder cram-jam full in real

hard work. Such a carburetter takes in all its air

through the choke tubes, possesses only the one lever

which actuates the throttle, and on cars has been
proved to give maximum power, maximum economy,
and real autom'aticity. There are other designs, of

ccasional

^"I^IOlS"

course, but here is a simple, inexpensive, and fool-

proof alternative to the patterns we are using now.
All its three jets may be instantaneously accessible

from the outside without touching any other portion,

and all its air supply may be filtered by a simple
spring bayonet-jointed gauze cap, slipped on and
off in a second. It is, however, by no means impos-
sible to design ,a truly automatic and efficient single

jet device.

Exhaust Whistles.
I have been using an exhaust whistle for some time

past, and, while I strongly deprecate recourse to such

violent and piercing alarums in traffic and populous
regions, there is nothing to touch them for shifting

drivers of traction engines and hooded vans out on
the open road. I do not at present know of a

sample which I can unreservedly recommend for use

on a single-cylinder, though almost any type will

work well on either' a single or a twin when the engine

is running really fast. At slow speeds on single-

cylinder engines all the samples I have tried produce

but a feeble noise. I think, however, that I can

. Voel er, (3 h.n. twin N.S.U.) a successful com^et tor in the New York
M.C.C. Quarterly Tr als oo Apr.l £rJ. He tlim.ei Doth the test hills easily,

and On.shed with a perfect score, gaining a gold medal.

tell designers how to make a whistle which will be
efiicient on even a single-cylinder at slow speeds—it

must possess a sliding reed. I examined a whistle

of this type on a car engine the other day. The reed

portion had three flats on its sides, and this reed slid

backwards and forwards in a tube under the influence

of a lever and cord. The variable orifice thus pro-

duced responded admirably at all speeds, and made
quite sufficient noise when the car was barely moving
on top gear with the throttle shut right off, since the

closing of the reed orifices enhanced the feeble pres-

sure of the exhaust, and made the most of it.

lUfe
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THE I^PITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsibli? for the Ofin'.ons of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and shouii be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

How to Overhaul a Motor Cycle.

[4723.]—In regard to letter 4695, April 14th, lOlff, by
Dr. T. S. Watson, I should like to mention that there is

no need to fit a larger valve than was previously used, after

truing up, as described in the article mentioned. The
actual valv^ seat remains exactly as it was before, only the
"pocket" being turned off to give a free passage to the
gases. CON-ROD.

A Tyre Tip. The Motor Cycle Corps.

[4724.]—The following hint will perhaps prove useful.

On returning from a torn- at Easter I had a bad burst> in the
front tyre, and no repairmg canvas. The difficulty was ""over-

come by putting a cloth pad inside the cover arid binding a

broad strap round the outside several times. I did the
remaining thirty miles comfortably and without trouble.

I shall be only too pleased for you to enrol my name
amongst those willing to join a Motor Cycle" Coi-ps. My
machine is a 1910 Minerva 3^ h.p. H. A. POWELL.

A Carburetter Experience.

[4725.]—I have a tip that may be of use to some users

of Longuemare carburetters. I was for a long time troubled
with petrol streaming out of the hole in cap on float

chamber at higji speed. When standing it would not flood,

and everything seemed to be in order. At last I formed a
theory that when the petrol lifted the float high enough
the plunger used for flooding carburetter caused float to

tilt to one side. This caused the needle instead of sliding

freely to bind, so I removed the plunger, and have had a
well-behaved carburetter ever since with no other alteration.

A. M. a.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4726.]—If Mr. Nettleship thinks he has solved the
problem by stopping his lifter from doing a " jig," I am
afraid he is greatly mistaken, as I fi]id that engines with the
vah'e lifted by the tappet are the worse offenders.

Perhaps Mr. Nettleship did not see my last letter ; if not
I think he will find the solution "if" he wdll experiment
with his engine by varying the timing to suit his engine.
This should stop its peculiarity for good. PONY.

[4727.]-—We observe the reappearance from time to time
in your columns of this hoary-headed "phenomenon" with
an ingenious but generally illogioa! explanation proffered in

each case.

May we venture with all due diffidence to point out that
modern academic investigation of the above and suchlike
problems has placed the solution rather beyond the realms
of mere surface surmise, and for the benefit of those
enthusiasts who are interested in this particular phenomenon
we would append the accepted explai-iation as arrived at by
scientific investigators. By the aid of a contrivance known
as the revolving mirror the exact action ot a rapidly-moving
body such as an exh.'iust valve may be watched and ulti-

mately studied. Its application in this case discloses a

tendency of the valve to bounce on its seating, which
bounce gradually increases with the cam speed until at high
rates of revolution it is extended well into the induction
stroke very much to the detriment of the incoming mixture.
The judiciously applied support of a Bowden operated

exhaust lift acts upon this bounce like a dash pot, there
being a certain degree of non elastic "give" in the Bowden
wire which to a. great extent checks the bounce without
actually preventing the valve closing, hence the increase of
pov.-er which is evident on its application at high speeds.

THE COLVILLE MOTOR WORKS.

Tyre Gaiters.

[4728.]—Regarding Mr. Claridge s letter [No. 4711] in

last week's issue, I personally bought two gaiters for E

2in. tyre about eighteen months ago at Gamage's, Holborn.
but whether they stock them now I do not know. Thej
were exactly what Mr. Claridge describes. They should be
£oaked first in water to soften.

J. WILSON BUSHNELL, D.B.O.A.

[4729.]—In a comment by " Ixion " in the issue of the
7th I see he relates the sad experience of'two motor cyclists

who had not provided themselves with tyre gaiters. A few
months back I had a somewhat similar experience. I have
not means enough to carry tyre gaiters, as they run into

money, and maj' not be used for months, and so have tc

lay my money out on other spares that may be required
at any moment. Finding that I had a burst cover which
allowed the tube when cover was repaired to blow out

to size of a small football, I made my way to an "iron-

monger's shop and bought a few yards of chair webbing foi

a few pence. This I bound round the gash, starting wind
ing at the end where the gash was farthest away from the
road surface, so that the laps prevented grit from entering
the gash. This wore so well that I had it on for very nearly
a month, when I fitted new tyres. I may say that now 1

carry with me a few yards of chair webbing, being inexpen-
sive and handy for parcels. I advise all motor cyclists tc

carry a yard or two of webbing; it costs 4jd., and can be.
bought anywhere ; also a small ball of string for binding
the final end. AN, IRONMONGER.

Delay In Execution of Orders.
[4730.]—May 1 _ encroach upon your space to direct

attention to a grievance experienced by motor cyclists, and
proba43ly car-owners also, in the mattci' of supplies and

A. Oberlander, a competitor in yesterday's Weybridge Handicap at Brook-
lands. The machine is a two-cylinder m.o.i.v. N.S.U., with bore and
stroke of 80x99 mm.
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A.C.U. QnARTERLY RELIABULITV TRIAL. SCENES ON THE TEST HILLS, DASHWOOD AND RECTORY
(AMERSHAM).

S. R. Cooke and J. V. Robinson (2^ h.p. Douglas motor cycles), climbiag Dashwood on the outward
journey to Banbury.

W. Cooper {6* n.p.
Bradbury) ascends
Dashwood in a con-

tented mood.

replacements. For example, seven wteks ago 1 ordered a

f
lat©-clutch in back-wheel, delivery being guaranteed within

a fortnight from receipt of order, cash was asked for and
sent, but I am still without the raacliine. On mentioning
the matter to our club members I find that the complaint
is general among us—one member, in tact, ordered a replace-

ment as far back as November last, sent cash, but is still

without the goods, notwithstanding his repeated applications^

The practice appea^'E to be, for some manufacturer to solicit

orders by advertisement through your valued medium, or

otherwise, then on receipt of order to send pro forma invoice,

receive cash, and the customer may wait until sick and weary
for the goods, and in the meantime be debarred from his

pastime. This method of doing business is not i-estricted

to small firms, but is practised by some firms whose reputa-
tion leads one to expecrt different treatment.
The motor cycling autliorities assist their members to some

extent in meeting tlie legal persecution to wliich they are

subjected, and I think it would be an advantage if some
association were found whereby, on the payment of a nominal
6um, members could invoke assistance in these cases.

Individually, we cannot do much but suffer in patience,

though collectively such pressure could be brought to bear
as would put an end to a state of affairs peculiar, I hope,

to the motor business. DISGUSTED.

A Suggested Motor Cycle Museum.
[4371.]—I am writing to ask if some attempt cannot be

made to collect some of the ancient motor cycles, which are
now so much scrap iron, but which in a few years' time will
probably be of great interest. For instance, I bought the
other day a 2 h.p. gear-driven Singer motor cycle in perfect
working order for £1. A friend of mine has just bought
for 30s. an 8 h.p. (R.A.C. rating) four-cylinder water-
cooled Holden motor cycle. I saw advertised in the mis-
cellaneous columns a few weeks ago a front-driven Werner for

£4 15s., and a four-cylinder Binks is periodically advertised
for sale in The Motor Cycle. No doubt there are varioss
other interesting machines lying about rusty and disused in

different garages. With reference to the Singer a f'jw

words may be of interest. When I received it a week ago
the engine and magneto (low tension) \vere covered in rust,

but it started up at practically the first turn, and it easily

does 20 m.p.h. on the level and climbs well for its power.

So far it has done about thirty miles, repairs having cost 9d.

I think this speaks volumes for the workmanship put into

the machine, as I believe it dates from 1903, and probably

had not been used for two or three years until I tried

it. The four-cylinder Holden hops along well on the level,

but weeks of patient labour' have so far failed to make more
than three cylinders work together. H. E. KENDALL.

The second bend on Rectory Hill,

Amersbam.,

A. C. Robbins (3J h.p. two-speed Humber) commencing the ascent of Rectory, the second test hill.

A'-

5

kk
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A. Puzzle or a Poser ?
[4732.]—With reference to the recent correspondence in

The Motor Cycle re petrol spraying from the extra air

inlet of the carburetter, I do not think the design of either

the ordinary motor cycle engine or carburetter can be
blamed, or why should some riders have so much more to

complain of than others?

On my own machine (a 3^ h.p. Bradbury), although the
consumption is fairly high (eighty miles per gallon with a

No. 30 jet), I can detect no trace of blow-back of petrol. I

have the valves set in a normal manner, viz., exhaust opens
threequarters of an inch from bottom of firing stiolce, closes

at top of exhaust stroke, and inlet opens as exhaust closes.

The extra air inlet has been increased in area about fifty

per cent.

On a friend's machine, twin a.o.v. , a sjmUar carbuietter

(1909 B. and B.) is fitted, and engine wastes apparently
about fifty per cent, of the fuel through blow-back. Person-
ally, I should be inclined to blame the valves for the

trouble on any standard machine.
J. C. BENNETT MITCHELL.

The M.C.C. Inter-Team Trial.

[4733.]—I am afraid that in reviewing the rules of tlie

1910 competition you did not give tliose rules the same amount
of consideration to which they were subjected when being
reviewed by my committee, for I feel sure that you would not
then have suggested the improvements mentioned in last

week's issue of The Motor Cycle. In the first place, although

good name, and we are all great believers in leaving well

alone.
I do not wish you to think that we hold ourselves above

criticism ; nothing is so good that it will not bear looking
into ; what should, however, be first considered when suggest-
ing new rules is the possibility of carrving them out.

J. VAN HOOYDONK, Trials Hon. Sec.

[We should like to point out that, when we suggested that
pedalling should be barred, we anticipated that pedalling
chains would be removed. By ringing the changes on colour
and design we think it would be possible to select eighteen
or more suitable combinations.

—

Ed.]

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

[4734.]—iJe letter No. 4710 in your issue of April 14th, in

which Dr. Patterson relates his experiences with a 1909
Douglas lightweight, I think that if the Doctor would give
slightly fuller details of the running expenses it wOuld very
materially enhance the already high value of the letter.

I may say that though not the fortunate possessor of one
of these splendid machines, I have nothing but unbounded
admiration and enthusiasm for their capabilities. They
appear to me to stand quite in a class by themselves, com-
bining as they do all the really desirable features of the
standard heavyweight, together with certain unique features
only found in lightweights.

I would suggest that such particulars should be under the
following headings : (1.) Belts used (make and distance

travelled). (2.) Tyres used (make and distance travelled).

A. R. Abbott (8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar)
leaving the Red Lion, Banbury.

LAST WEEK'S QUARTERLY TRIALS.

F. Greaves (21 h.p. Royal Enlleld) making a good
ascent ol Rectory Hill, Amersham.

Homeward Coind.
Competitors nearing Uxbridge.

il may be, and probably is, de.sirable that pedalling should
be prohibited, the fact is that it is impossible unless the whole
of the twenty-five mile circuit were lined with officials in

view of each other to see that this rule should be enforced.

I have a recollection of quite a recent competition where
the judges had to refrain from awarding marks under a cer-

tain heading for the only reafon that the awarding of such
marks was not practical. It is not the right thing to have
to worry out definitions of rules after a competition is finished

and the competitors look for results, and for this reason,

if for no other, it was decided to leave the rules as regards
pedalling just as they have served for the previous success-

ful competitions. The fact that so far only one team has
succeeded in obtaining a full score justifies the opinion tliat

even with pedalling it is not child's play to get a team of six

riders to make a clean one hundred miles non-stop.

With regard to the wearing of a distinctive coloured arm-
let by the members of each team, last year we had eighteen

teams, and to me it appears somewhat difficult to select eighteen

different colours, each sufficiently distinct to be easily

recognised.

Our method of giving each team a different set of numbers,
so that one team, shall be all 20's, one all 30's, another all

40's, and so on appears to have worked well so far.

Mv committee has no%v had a good deal of experience in

ri nning competitions. I believe that I am not going too far

in saying that the organisation of M.C.C. events bears a

4.26

(3.) Replacements, such as plugs, valves, bushes, etc. (4.)

Days out of commission through breakdowns of any kind.

(5.) Whether a complete overhaul is included in the year's

running. I submit that if these be given they would form a

really solid basis for comparison, and would be the means
of gathering into the motor cycling fold many would-be
enthusiasts who now remain outside. LB 2727.

Motor Cycle Tyres.

[4735.]—In reference to the letter of J. F. Briggs in the

issue of March 31st, I am afraid he is one of very many who
have been suffering with tyre troubles of the same nature he
has so aptly described, and, as he observes, most frequently

found when starting for a spin. There is no doubt that_

security bolts are a prolific source of puncture trouble, and
I am also of J. F. B.'s opinion that the butt-ended tubes
supplied with the machines mentioned (P. and M.) are too

long, causing kinks. These kinks chafe and eventually
puncture.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H. J. K." (Salisbury) would be glad of readers' experi-

ences with the N.S.XJ. engine shaft gear on a Triumph.
" F. A." (Kettering) would be glad to have readers' ex-

periences of the IjOwen sidecar.
" B. R. B." (Hants). The Roc gear, particularly with

regard to tracking of front and rear wheels and braking power.

J
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ack.

Wm. Bennison near the top of Dashwood on his A.C. sociable.

ON Wednesday, the 20th inst., the Auto Cycle

Union Spring Quarterly Trial took place, start-

ing from Uxbridge at 9 a.m., and extending

over the usual course. Despite the recent

suggestions to curtail trials and competitions, the

entries numbered seventy-three, and of these the

majority came from the trade. The fact of the matter

is that the motor cycle trade is highly appreciative

of the Quarterly Trials, as they serve effectually to

bring new machines before the public notice, while

the regulations imposed which enable marks to- be

awarded for brakes, hill-chmbing, general convenience,

etc., all tend to improve the modern motor bicycle

and bring it still nearer perfection.

Th e r e w a s

barely room to

move in the

Chequers Hotel

yard just before

the start, as it

was full of ma-
chines and com-
petitors rushing to

;
iind Straight and

I

Beasle}-, and from

I

them to get pro-

i grammes and
!
route cards, while

it he judges,
i
Messrs. ^ Brooker,

Cove, and Sharp,

dodged hither and
thither among the

^

forest of motor

I

bicycles, examin-
ing each one with
Iscrutinous care.

[Several of the

jmounts possessed
jinteresting and
Inovel features. H.
iS-oberts's P. and
jM. was provided
jwith an alarm bell

'worked by the
tight - hand in-

The motor bicycles lining the roadside belong to interested spectators.

1 verted \&\&x on the handle-bar. Two ladies' machines
took part—one -Miss Berend's Moto-Reve and the

other an Omega ridden by F. A. James. The neat

appearance of the new Hurabers (ridden by the com-
pany's experts of long experience, Crundall and
Yates), the Brough, and tlie Arno, rendered these

machines especially conspicuous. The latest Brown
Midget Bicar was also there, with an expanding pulley

gear worked by a side lever; with this gear the slack

in the belt is taken up by pressing down on the foot-

board, which pushes back the rear wheel, and when
the correct tei'.sion is found it is locked by turning a

screw on the top tube. Other interesting machines
were the 3 h.p. Wanderer, with under-geared pulley

and horizontally-

cast radiating fins

on the front cylin-'

der; the 3^4 h.p.

Premier, fitted

with auxiliary ex-

haust release ; the

three James
models ; and the

two new Enfield

lightweights.

. Just after 9 a.m.

Miss Berend, the

daintv lady com-
petitor, led the

throng, the others

following in quick
succession. Miss
Hind was present

at the start, and
regretted she
could not com-
pete, as her new
machine had not
been delivered.

Only three of the

entrants failed to

put in an appear-

ance. The weather

was dull, but as

the glass was high

there was every

.-\2<)

Immediately before the start. Competitors lined up in pairs outside the

Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge.
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prospect of it being fine, and as it had rained early

in the morning the road surface was just of that con-

sistency to be firm and dustless. Greasy patches

—

fortunately few and far between—A\ere encountered

on the long hill descending into Loudwater, at Stoken-

church and Aston Rowant.

On Dashwood.

On Dashwood Hill, where the usual crowd of spec-

tators had congregated, the surface, especially on the

near side, was good; there was no wiiid, and next to

no traffic, so that the hill-climbing conditions were

ideal. Though thipgs would have looked more cheerful

had the sun come out, the roads would have dried too

quickly and would have become dusty. All those who
reached the foot of Dashwood Hill made satisfactory

ascents, and the following are a few remarks made
from careful observations on the hill.

The first competitor to come in sight was Miss

Berend, whose little machine brought her up at a

smart pace, though she used the pedals pretty vigor-

^S(^1LII APRIL 28th, 1910.

Leaving Banliury on the return journey, F. Philipp (two-stroke Scott>

leading. The famous Banbury Cross may be seen in the bacltground

.

ously. What appeared to be especially good ascents

were made by W; Cooper (3^2 h.p. Bradbury), F.

Smith (5-7 h.p. Clyno), E. D. Dickson (7 h.p. Indian),

A. V. Deacock (3 h.p. Wanderer, which came up in

splendid form), G. E. Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier), C.

J. Fox (7-8 h.p. Bat), F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex),

A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury), F. Savory {^Ji h.p.

Premier), and Marshall and Newsome on Triumphs,

while Islip on an Enfield made a particularly fine

ascent for a lightweight. The remainder, except where
otherwise stated, appeared to climb the hill in excellent

form: E. A. Colliver- (3 J^ h.p. P. and M., low gear),

W. Pratt (31^ h.p. P. and M., top gear), H. Robert

(3J^ h.p. P. and M., low gear), B. A. Hill {5% h.p.

Kerry, first time a 1910 model has appeared in public

competition—quite a good ascent), W. A. Lockwood

(5% h.p. P. and M.), G. L. Fletcher (2-% h.p. Douglas),

P. Phillips (2^ h.p. Douglas), A. R. Abbott (8 h.p.

Matchless and sidecar, Nala gear), E. H. Lees (5 h.p.

Indian), C. K. Wigram (5 h.p. Rex, carne up steadilv),

A30

Afternoon tea at Amersham, provided by *' The Motor Cycle," was very
popular. The competitors were anxious to be snapped drinking con-

tinued success to this journal.

F. Philipp (3>^ h.p. Scott), R. Samson (3^ h.p. Reg.

Samson), M. Geiger (7-9 h.p. V.S. and sidecar), G,

T. Gray (3 h.p. N.S.U., low gear), P. -M. Pridmore

(5% h-P- Triumph), F. H. Stevenson (35/^ h.p.

Triumph), C. J. Janssen (2^ h.p. Moto-Reve, pedalled,

but came up well), A. Forbes (5-6 h.p. A.C.), V. Under-

bill (31^ h.p. L.M.C.), H. A. Cooper (234 h.p.

Douglas), A. C. Robbins (3^ h.p. Humber, came up.

on top gear, but had to change down actually on the

crest), F. A. James {1% h.p. Omega, pedalled, but

came up well), E. Leighton (3^ h.p. Triumph), J.

S. Holroyd (ij4 h-p. Motosacoche, pedalled lightly),

H. Lord (3J^ h.p. Excelsior), A. L. Barker (3>^ h.p

Clyde), W. Hewitt, jun. {^y^ h.p. Excelsior), A. E.

Wills (314 h.p. Arno), J. F. Slaughter {5% h.p. Ariel),

G. N. Higgs (5-6 h.p. A.C.). W. Keep {4% h.p. Midget
Bicar), W. G. Ayling (31^ h.p. Midget Bicar), S..R.

Cooke (2^4 h.p. Douglas), J. V. Robinson (23^ h.p.

Douglas), R. Measures (3I/2 h.p. Triumph), F. Savory

(3^ h.p. Preniief), C. Patteson {ij4 h.p. Moto-Reve,
pedalled), W. Bennison ($-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable), J.

F. Crundall (3^^ h.p. Humber), B. Yates {^Yz h.p.

Preparing to leave Banbury after the luncheon stop. H. Robert (P. & M.),
C. K. Wigram (5 h.p. Rex), and £. D. Dickson (7 b.D. Indian!.

1
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A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.—

Huniber), F. E. Edmonds (3 'a h.p. Humber), G. Allan

(31,4 h.p. James), A. D. Arter {^% h.p. James), G
Brough (3>2 li-p. Brough), C. Hill (5-6 h.p. A.C
Sociable), F. J. Ellis {^% h.p. Matchless), S. C
rtrr\man (3}^ h.p. Ariel), A. L. Lamb (3J2 h.p

iUuiiber), F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), S. A. M
Witham (3 J/2

h.p. iriumph), J. Portwine (5-6 h.p,

A.C), J. Greaves {2}^ h.p. Enfield), H. Cox {2% h.p,

Douglas), and H. C. Griffen {31,0 h.p. Griffen-Simplex

Premier).

Clear of Aston Rowant the going was excellent,

diough the early part of the Wheatly-Islip loop road

uas somewhat i)umi)\. All through Oxfordshire the

[lolice behaveil magnificently ; all cross-roads were

watched by constables or sergeants, and here and there

an inspector was seen on his

bicvcle inspecting his men
at their posts. Only one man

a non-competitor — was
stopped by the police, and
that was for driving too fa'st

in Stokenchurch. Following

in the tail of the procession,

very few machines were seen

in trouble. A. D. Artei

(3 Jo h.p. James) was seen

suffering from a burst tyre :

Miss Berend had one stop,

apparently through overheat-

ing ; and Yates had one stop

for plug trouble.

The fianbury Control.

When we arrived in Ban-

bury, the first person we met
was the Mayor of that town,

who made full enquiries

about the day's trials, par-

ticularly with regard to the

way in which the marks
were ' allotted, etc. It is

worthy of note that, although

the trials' luncheon stop has

been at Banbury ever since

the inauguration of the Quar-
terlies, no untoward incident

has ever occurred, and the

police have, as far as we
know, been thoroughly satis-

fied with the conduct of the

whole of the competitors. The garage at the Red
Lion presented its usual animated scene, and the

number of spectators and interested riders was larger

than usual.

At 12.13 P-ni. the competitors began to arrive. W.
Pratt (3>2_h.p. P. and M.) led the way, followed by W.
Cooper (3J'2 h.p. Bradbury) and Miss L. Berend (Moto-
Reve). Miss Berend did not appear in the slightest

degree distressed with her long ride. Between 12.13 and
12.30 nearly all the competitors had arri^-ed, and very

soon a telegram was received from Mr. Straight, advis-

ing the officials that sixty-nine competitors had left

Dashwood Hill. We hardly expected, despite the

reliability of the modern motor cycle, that everyone

would turn up at Banbury within the schedule time,

but by 12.53 the whole of the sixty-nine had reported

Miss L, Berend (2 h.p. ilioio-Ruv

at

themselves, and a quarter of an hour later the officials

began dispatching the early arrivals on their retun.

journey to Uxbridge, via Bicester and Amersham.
One unfortunate competitor, V. Underbill {t,]/^ h.p.

L.M.C.), broke his belt fastener within a few yards

of the garage doors and returned to report and repair.

This was the only incident of any note that took place

during the luncheon control, and before 2 p.m. the

party of willing checkers were seated at lunclu-on.

On the return journey, Stanton was seen at the foot

of the hill out of Banbury with plug troubles, while

Applebee, sen., had a stop from a similar reason. 1 he

road to Aynho was pretty good, but a fair quantity

of mud was met with under the trees. The roiirse

was well marked—in fact, better than usual and P.

W. Bisrhoff rendered valuable assistance in this direc-

tion. Messrs. .-V. H. Hunter.
— Maybury, F. A. Hardv,
and A. E. Woodman ren-

dered the organisers great

assistance by following the-

men on motor bicycles. On
Rectory Hill the surface was
in very good order, and what
wind there \yas favoured the

competitors. As on Dash-
wood, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite
took the times at the start

and Mr. Straight took the

times at the finish. Tea was
provided for the men b\ Th(
Motor Cycle at the foot of

the hill, which was much
appreciated.

Excellent ascents were
made by- W. Cooper (31-.

h.p. Bradbury), E. D. Dick-
son (7 h.p. Indian), G. E.

Stanley (3J.4 h.p. Premier).

G. L. Fletcher (2 -"4' h.p.

Douglas), F. Philipp (3 '2

h.p. Scott). C. J. Fox (7-8

h.p. Bat), A. V. Dracdck

(3 h.p. \^'anderfr), W. Hr\\itt

(3J2 '''P-
Exielsicir), J.

Marshall (^J-2 h.p. Triumph).
F. A. Applebee (^ h.p. Rex).

J. F. Slaughter' (3I2 ii.p-

Ariel), W. New'some (33-2

h.p. Triumph), — Islip (2;-2

h.p. Enfield), and .0. X.

Higgs (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable). Satisfactory ascents

were made by F. W. Applebee (s h.p. Rex), W. Pratt

{7,% h.p. P. and M.). H. Robert (31.^ h.p. P. ancTM.),

E. H. Lees (5 h.p. Indian). B. A. Hill (31.^ h.p. Kerry),

E. A. Colliver (21^ h.p. P. and M.), A. R. Abbott (8 h.p.

Matchless and sidecar), F. Smith (5-7 h.p. Chno), C.

K. Wigram (5 h.p. Rex), P. Phillips (23,4 h-P- Douglas,

pedalled, but came up well), W. A. Lockwood (3^/^ h.p.

P. and M.), M. Geiger (7-9 h.p. V.S. and sidecar

—

engine missing, but came up well), R. Samson (3^2 h.p.

Reg-Samson), G. T. Gray (3 h.p. N.S.U.), E. I.eighton

(31^ h.p. Triumph), F. A. James (1^2 h.p. Omega,
pedalled). A. C. Robbins {t,% h.p. Humber), H. A.

Cooper (234 h.p. Douglas), F. W. Phillips (ij.^ h.p.

Omega, clutch slipping). A. Forbes (5-6 h.p. A.C), G.

H Brough (314 h.p. Brough), P. M. Pridmore (3^2 h.p.

ei and G. E. Erougli (3i h.p. Biough)

Uxbridge.
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Triumph), F. H. Stevenson (3^ h.p. Triumph), C.

Cross (31^ h.p. L.M.C.), J.
V. Robinson {2% h.p.

Douglas, pedalled), J. S. Holroyd (ij^ h.p. Moto-
sacoche), S. R. Cooke (2 ^ h.p. Douglas, pedalled),

H. Lord (3)^ h.p. Excelsior), J. F. Crundall (3^^ h.p.

Humber, top speed), F. E. Edmonds (33^ h.p.

Humber), R. Measures (3)^ h.p. Triumph), C. Patteson

{1% h.p. Moto-Reve), W. Keep (41^ h.p. Midget
Bicar), B. Yates (3^ h.p. Humber), A. L. Barker

(3^^ h.p. Clyde), J. Portwine (5-6 h.p. A.C.), F. J.

Ellis (3>^ h.p. Matchless, pedalled), V. Underhill

(3^ h.p. L.M.C.), B. Jones (3^- h.p. twin Premier),

F. Savory {2>% h.p. Premier), G. . Allen (3^^ h.p.

James), S. C. Perryman (3^^ h.p. Ariel), S. A. M.
Witham (3^ h.p. Triumph),- A. T. Stanton (3^^ h.p.

Bradbury), C. Hill (5-6 h.p. A.C.), — Greaves {2}^
h.p. Enfield, pedalled), A. L. Lamb (3;^ h.p. Humber,
impeded), C. J. Janssen {22,^ h.p. Moto-Reve. mis-

firing), A. E. Wills' (3^ h.p. Arno), W. G. Ayling

.(3;-2 h.p. Midget Bicar, dismounted), W. Bennison
(5-6 h.p. A.C., shed his passenger), H. C. Griffen

(3^2 h.p. Griffen-Simplex-Premier and sidecar), and H.
Cox (2 i'i h.p. Douglas, plug trouble, arrived too late to

be timed). C. Patteson (i J^ h.p. Moto-Reve) had
trouble close to Uxbridge ; he dismantled nearly every-

thing on his engine, including the timing gear,

reassembled the parts, and finished the journey without
finding the cause of the trouble.

Of the seventy-three entries, those who did not start

were J. G. T. Frith, H. S. Selves, and R. G. Mundy

;

while of the seventy starters only one failed to complete
the course—D. R. Clarke (3^ h.p. James), who gave
up before reaching Dashwood. All the passenger
machines which started finished. The above informa-

tion is unofficial.

Preliminary List of Non=stop Runs.
The following competitors report finishing the jour-

ney without trouble, but this result must not bu

regarded as official. The official awards will only be

made public after the A.C.U. Committee has met
to-morrow evening and passed the judges' report.

B. Jones (3| Premier).

F. Savory (3^ Premiev).

J. S. Hoh-oyd (li iloto-

W. Coopei (3i Bradbury).
W. Pratt (3^ P, and il.).

E, A, CoUiver (2^ P. and M.).

H. Robert (3^ P. and M.).

F. Smith (5-7 Clyno).
B.. A. Hill (3i Kerry-Abing-

don).

W. A. LockvTood (3i P. and
M.).

F. Philipp (3i Scott).

R. Samson (3^ Reg. Samson).
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas).
P.

_
M. Pridmore (3i

Triumph).
F. H. Stevenson (3^ Triumph).
C. J. Fox (7-8 Bat).

Ct. T. Gray (3 N.S.U.). .

A. 0. Bobbins (3^. two-speed
Humber).

H. A. Cooper (2| Douglas).
A. V. Deacock (3 Wanderer).
F. A. James (I4 Omega).
F. W. Phillips (li Omega).
A. L. Barker (31 Clyde).

sacoche)
H. Lord (3^ Excelsior).

J. F. Slaughter (3^ Ariel).

-

S. R. Cooke (2| Douglas).

R. Measures (3^ Triumph).
J. V. Robinson (2|'Douglas)

E. Leighton (3^ Triumph).
C. Cross (3J, L.AJ.C).
J. F. Crundall (3^ Humber)
F. E. Edmonds (3^ Humber)
G. Allen (3^ James).
J. Marshall (Sj Triumph).
G. E. Brough (3^ Brough).
F. J. Ellis (31 Jfatchless).

S. C. Perryman (3^ Ariel).

A. L. Lamb (3L Humter).
F. A. Applebee (5 Rex).
S. A. M. Witham (3^

Triumph).—
. Islip (2J- Enfield).

A. Forbes (5-6 A.C. tricar).

«

Passenger Class.

G. N. Higgs (5-6 A.C. tri- I A. Forbi.s (5-6 A.C. tricar). .

car).
I

C. Hill (5-6 A.C. tricar).

Mr. A. G. Reynolds, who was unable to follow the

whole trial, did excellent work in marshalling the

machines on their arrival at the end of the day. Each
competitor as he came in had to place his machine in

its proper numerical position, so that the judges were

enabled to check the arrivals and to carry out their

work of inspection with ease.

^>-««»-<-

HERTS. COUNTY A.C. HILL-CLIMB AT ASTON (see opposite page).

J. P.Le Grand (5 h.p. Rex) at speed in the All-comers' Class. Crowds o{ spectators lined the roadside almost the whole length ol the hill.
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HERTS. COUNTY A.C. MEMBERS' HILL^CLIMB,

At the start—W. S. StaHord riding a 5 h.p. Kerry in the class for machines manufactured during or prior to 1907.

ON Saturday last the Herts County Automobile Club
oarried out its members' hill-climbing competition on
Aston Hill, near Tring, a venue which is closely

identified with the promoting club, as it has

for some years past held, in ^addition tio its members'
events, open competitions for both motor cycles and cars.

The hill, which has more than an average gi'adient, is nearly

a mile in length, and th-^ steepest portion is encountered

.soon after the start. The surface on Saturday was in e.tcel-

lent condition. The weather was 41111 and cold,

;iiid although at times it looked very threatening only a

slight shower fell while the event was in progress. A very
j^iirij entry had been received, and this would probably hiivo

lieen larger, but the committee of the club refused to elect

a number of candidates who had applied for membership
api)arently for the special purpose of taking part in the com-
petition. Unfortunately, just before the conclusion of the

motor cycle events, W. A. Jacobs, one of the competitors in

Class 5. had the misfortune to fall when travelling at a great

speed, the cause of the accident being due to his goggles

dropping from his cap across his face, and in removing them
he lost control of his steering. Fortunately he did not

sustain any serious injuries, although he was rather badly
cut about the face by the glass from the goggles.

In order to encourage the owners of old machines who are

npi, to think they do not get a fair chance when competing
ill the same classes with riders of more up-to-date machines,
the committee provided a class for motor cycles manufactured
during or prior to 1907, but apparently there are not many
old machines in the club, for it only attracted three entrants.

The weighing of the machines having been carried out
expeditiously at Boxmoor Station, a start was made with
commendable promptitude at the advertised time, the com-
petitoi's being despatched at intervals by Mr. T. H. Woollen.
The followmg are the results of the various classes :

Ci,.4ss 1.—For bicycles manufactured in 1907 or previous,

years. Open only to members who have not previously
won a prize in a hill-climbing competition. Pedalling
allowed.

Fig. of Difference
Kider and macliine. merit. in time,

i. H. Karslake (3^ Dreadnought) ... 126 ...

2. W. S. Stafford (5 Kerry) ... ..."172 ... 4s.

The "old crocks," as they were called by the spectators,

iiiiide a very creditable show, bvtt the riders naturally came
in for a great deal of chatEng from their friends.

CL-i.s-s 2.—For single-cylinder bicycles with fi.xed

1. W. Cooper (3-J, Bradbury) ... 88

2. C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph) ... 100

3. Miles Bruntou (3-i Triumph) ... .101

4. W. A. Jacobs (3i Rex). ... 102
,5. F., VTaiie (3^ Bex) 121

5. E. Gwvnne (3;^ Triumph) '' "
... 124

7. A H. Coilivcr {3i Triumph)'
'

... 127

gears.

11|b.

12is.

5|s.

19|s.

24|s.

284s.

107 .. 28i8.
114 . .. 6a.

123 ..

124 .. 2l3.

140 .. 2818.

147 .. 12s.

161 .. 7|3.

172 .. 38|s.

Cooper climbed the hill in splendid style, as also did
Jacobs, and special mention should be made of Hon. Sec.

Cooke, who made an excellent ascent.

Class 3.—For multi-cylinder bicycles with fixed gears.

1. A. V. Deacock (3 Wanderer)
2. G. M. Down (5 Indian) ...

3. J. P. Le Grand (5 Rex) ...

4. F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.) ...

5. W. H. Wells (5 Indian)
6. E. Gwynne (7 V.S.)
7. G. Rowden (7-8 Bat)
8. W. S. Stafford {5 Kerry)

It was quite apparent when Le Girand hove in sight thai
his was a good performance ; in fact, it was the fastest of

the day so far.

Class 4.—For bicycles with variable gears.

1. E. A. Coiliver (2i P. and M.j
2. H. Karslake (3^ Dreadnought)
3. F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)
4. B. Marians (3i P. and M.)
5. W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
6. R. G. Goslett (3i P. and M.)
7. F. J. Beard (3^ Scott) ...

Beard's machine could not have been going at all well, for

he made a very poor show, and nearly stopped. The low-
powered P. and M. took the hill in fine style.

Classes 1 to 4 . were only open to standard touring
machines, and the results were decided on the A.C.U.
formula.

Class 5.—^For any motor bioyelej fastest time to win.

The results of Class 5 are not yet available.

The following are the officials, who worked hard to make
this event the success it undoubtedly was, and they are to

be congratulated upon the '..'xcellence of the general
arrangements: Judge. Lord Herbert Scott, D.S.O. ; clerk;-

of the CO ise, Messrs. S. Saker, F. .T. Jenkins, F. G. Carter,

and R. G. Booth ; marshals, J'lessrs. F. M. Carson and J.

Jaggard ; clerk of the scales, Mr. A. F. Petch ; timekeepers,
ilessrs. T. H. Woollen and C. Wheeler; hon. secretarv, Mr.
C. C. Cooke.

93 .. 25f8.
12b .. 23fs.
VAl ..

133 .. 2Dis.
156 .. 33ts.
167 .. 52fs.
272 .. 87s.

In our last issue in the de

second members' meeting, we
and speed in the Record Time
rode a standard Rex 3^ h.p. ;

482 cc, and covered the flynig

per hour. Applebee's position

have been first instead of seve

competitor who accomplished
machine with slightly greater

regret the error, which was of

scription of the B.M.C.R.C.
gave F. A. Applebee's time
I'rials incorrectly. Applebec
iingle-cylinder 83 by 89 mm.
mile at a speed of 60.7 miles
in Class C should therefore

nth, as ho tied with anothei
the same speed but on n

cylinder, capacity. We much
a purely clerical character.
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A.C.U. SPRING QUARTERLY TRIALS
(FULLY DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED).
MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING NOTES:
THE ART OF DESPATCH RIDING.

HERTS COUNTY A.C. HILL-CLIMB AND
OTHER CLUB EVENTS.

The T.T. Fund.

Farther contribution,

ing fund aiv

:

Co., Ltd., £5 5s.

\V. Heaton. 2s.

Co., Ltd., £10
Brown per The

Price's Patent Candle
; A. J. Sproston, 10s.

;

5d. ; Triumph Cycle
Jebroii (J. E.

Ci/rlc), £1.
10s. ;

Tourist Trophy Entries.

Entries foi' the Tourist Trophy Race
received since our last i.ssue went to

press are : J. Gibson (3^ h,p. Trump-
.LA.P.). T>. E. Rea (3^ h.p. Mor.s),

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd. (two 3,^ h.p.
Premiers and one 5 Ilji. twin Premier,
riders G. E. Stanley, F. Savory, and
B. Mckers .lones respectively). Zenith
.Motors. Ltd. (two Zenith Graduas), .J.

R. \\'oodward (5 h.p. Rex), Compo-
nents. Ltd. (two 3i h.i), Ariels), \V. G.
.McMiunie.s (3^- h.p. Triumph), F. W.
Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat-.T.A.P.) The
futiry of F. Geddes has been with-
dra\vn. The complete list now totals
sixty-one, and the A.C.U. reminds com-
petitors that it reserves the right of
refusing or limiting further entries.

An Object Lesson.

Mr. P. W. Bischoff, who was recently
stopped ou the Embankment for exceed-
ing the speed limit, speaks in warm
terms of the courteous treatment he
recei\-ed from Sergt. Thomas, Avho

was in charge of the control. The
measured distance of 220 yards was
actually 225 yards. Furtlier to elimi-

nate any possibility of error, any dis-

crepancy between the watches is added
to the time, and no prosecution follows
unless the speed then works out at

over twenty-three miles an hour. IMr.

Curtiss Bennett, at Bow Street, recog-
nised that the offence was purely
technical, and imposed a fine of 22s.,

including costs. Snch impartiality is a
notable object lesson to the procedure
of certain other benches.

F. J. Beard on a 3i h.p. Two-stroke Scott in the Herts County A.C. Members' Hill-climb at Aston
last Saturday. (See previous page.)

Open Hill-climb in Scotland.

An open hill-climbing contest is being

arranged by the Glasgow Motor Cycle

Club for Saturday, the 7th prox. The
venue will only be made known to com-
petitors.

B.M.C.B.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

On "Wednesdav next, at Brooklands,
the B.il.C.R.Cl will -hold its third

members' meeting of 1910. Three
events are on the programme, com-
mencing at 2.30 p.m., details of which
will be found on another page of this

issue.

Special Issue of "The Motor Cycle."

The seventh spring issue and T.T.

special nnmber will appear on Thurs-

day. May 26th, the day of the Tourist-

Trophy Race ill the Isle of Man.
Besides special articles and illustra-

tions, it will contain an illustrated -

historical article descriptive of the

International Cup Race (the forerunner
of the present T.T. Race), and the

Tourist Trophy Race to date, photo-
graphs of competitors in this year's

event with specifications of their

machines ; touring centres, illustrated,

with maps of the best roads in tlje

vicinity, etc.

The New Licence Fee of £1.

Under the guillotine- motion tH
Budget of this year was to have pass©
through its last stage in the House of

Commons yesterday (Wednesday), and

the new uniform rate of £1 Uir motor
cycles will be enforced for the second
six months of 1910. J.,icences taken~nit
this year are Ui cea.^e to ha\e effect

after June 30tli. and fresh licences will

have to be taken out on ,liily 1st, but
allowance will be made for anv duty

paid for any period of 1910 presious to

July lst.__

New Regulation at Brooklands.

The B.A.R.C. has issued a new regu-

lation which will appear in future upon
the instructions that are always sent to

competitors before a meeting. This

refers to passing at the fork, and is

intended to present the recm'rence nf

any accident such as the one whicli

occurred near (he fork at the Eastei

meeting. I'he regulation reads as

follows; "A line has been painted oil '

the track, near the outer edge, opposite."

the entrance to the 'straight.' Com-
petitors must keep this line on their

rigkt hand unless in the act of passing
a car." The same regulation applies

to motor cycles.
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First Ouin Event of 1910.

Tlie lirst open liill-i'limb of 1910 takes

[ilace at Aston Hill, near Tring, on
tlie 7tli piox. The event is being
oigaiiised by the motor cycle section

of the Herts Comity A.C. lllntries close

tci-morrow (Friday) at 6 p.m.

London-Lanl's End-Lonlon Awards.

In connection with the above com-
petition for the .Jarrott Cup, the M.C.C.
has now decided to award silver

medals to 0. L. Summers (7 h.p. twin
Peugeot) and .T. V. Robinson (23 h.p.

twill Douglas). The.-;e two names were
h(4d over lor further consideration whe.i
the first list of "awards was published.

A Meeting ol Northern Club OfTicials.

An important meeting is to be held
at York on Saturday, when officials

representing all the important clubs in

tlie North will meet to decide whether
the clubs composing the Northern
League will affiliate with the Aiito
Cycle Union or fight that f.ody. The
decision of the hitter j:;onrse would be
most unfortunate. A copy of the
agenda is given on another page.
8ome enlightened individual said the
other day that there were only four
important unaffiliated cdubs. If he
knew- anything of t-lie conditions of the
North, he would find that there are
more than four important unaffiliated
clubs even in Yorkshire.

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Those who rode in last year's event
will be interested to hear that the
bridge that was under construction at

Doucaster and was so awkward to

negotiate is ^lo^v practically finished,

and no trouble will be experienced at
this spot this year.

New System of Timing.

Another important alteration so lai

as entrants for the ilotor Cycling Club
challenge cup for motor bicycles and
Hover cup for cars are concerned i.'^ the
entirely new system of timing to be
adopted—a system which should
certainly prove advantageous, especi
ally with so many entrants. There will

be a minimutii of fi\ e " surpiisc

checlcs "' each way. at each {»f whii h
will be stationed a tiniekeeijor with a

gi'eeii tlag corresponding with the giten
ribbons carried by the riders in these
two events. .Should any " surprise
checks be arranged in the dark the
I imekeeper will .show a green lighl.

Riders competing for these two tro|)hies

only win be required to stop and be
time:) (riders for club medals will not he

required to stop). The object of these
"surprise checks" is to avoid the
timekeeper being harassed by a crowd
of nnn-e than one rider stopping at one
lime so that accuracy can be assured.

Another ' interesting feature is the
special signposting' of the Great North
Road, which is being carried out by
the Roval Automobile Clnb, This, in

conjunction, with the numerous direr

tion arrows w-hich are posted U]i all

along the route by willing helpers and
membei'S of different clubs, should still

furthi'r prevent any man going astray.

Entries 'which closed at ordinary'
fees yesterday) have been flowing in for

the run. ITp to .May 2nd entries will

he accented at double fees

Speed Trials at Whitsuntide on Filey Sands.

Permission having been obtained for

tlie use of Filey sands for a speed con-

test, the Scarborough and District

M.C. will hold a "flying kilometre"
speed contest on these famous sands on

Whit-Monday, open only to members
and visiting members. Any motor

\ FUTURE EVENTS. t
April 30—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb. ^

V May 4—B M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands. (0
\ „ 7—Herts.County A.C. (motor cyclesection) !^
^ Open Hill-climb, tp

)) „ 13, 14, and 16 (Whitsun)—M.C.C. London- /g)

^ Edinburgh and London-Edinburgh n^

V and Back Runs. (w
^ „ 26 (Thurs.)—INTERNATIONAL MOTOR ^
( CYCLE T.T. RACE ^^^

V ,, 27—Open Hill-climb in the Isle of Man.

J\
June 4—Motor Cycling Club second private race ^^ meeting & gymkhana at Brooklands. vP

i) ,, 6-11—ScottisI} Six Days' Open Reliability ^
^ Trial, organised by Edinburgh M.C.C. >,

5 „ 18—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE (®

D
MOTOR C^CLE " CHALLENGE ^
CUP. Competing Teams : Motor ^,

y Cycling Club (holders), Coventry and (S)

N Warwickshire M.C, Bristol B. and ^
' M.C, Streatham and District M.C, *!r
tj Sutton Coldfield A.C, Edinburgh (©
s M.C.C, Southern M.C, Harrogate and \
y District M.C.C, Great Yarmouth and ^
D

District M.C.C. Herts. County A.C, /a)

Essex M,C., and N.W. London M.C.C. \

cyclist who desires to become a " visit-

ing member " may do so on payment
of the fee of 2s. 6d. to the honorary
secretary. Mr. H. Fraiir. A special

electrical timing apparatus (probably

wireless) will be used. Entries will be
divided into classes according to

cubical capacity, and the winner will

be judged entirely on speed.
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Somewhat Ancient.

Evidently the promoters of the
Tunbridge Wells Whit-Monday Sports
are unacquainted with modern motor
cycle matters. The names and ad-
dresses given on the list of events
we have received are so hopelessly
out of date that we cannot refiain
from referring to them. Here are
one or two examples : Under the regu-
lations of the A.O.G.li.I. Competitors
must be licensed by the Aiifomiihih
Chih, IS, Doimi iStred. IT. Handi
capper, Mr. F. Straight, Aiilo Chih.

Police Traps.
We have received information that

the police are very active at Ombersley.
on the Kidderminster-Worcester Road.
If they fail to prove excess of the legal

limit the conviction is generally for

driving to the common danger.
We have received rimiours of a police

trap between St. Albans and London
Colney. The exact extent of the
measured distance is not to hand, but
between St. Albans and the village, a
distance of three miles, caution is

advised.

Motor Cycles in Denmarlc and Germany.

On September 1st, 1909, there were
in Denmark 699 cars and 3,418 motor
cycles—a comparatively high number
of motor cycles, figuring out at thirteen

motor cycles per each 10,000 inhabitants.

In Germany with 22.479 motor cvcles

(January 1st, 1910) there are only 3 to 4

motor cycles per each 10,000 inhabi-

tants. On the other hand. Germany,
with her 27.462 motor cars, boasts five

motor cars for each 10.000 inhabitants,

whilst the figure, as far as Denmark is

concerned, is only between two and
three per each 10.000 inhabitants.

^i^:

J. T. Bashall—a brother of W. H. Bashall—has had the above sporting little racer built for speed
work, and entered it for yesterday's April Handicap at Broo'<lands. The machine is a M.A.B. and the engine a
J.A.P.. measuring 85 ,60 mm. J. T. and W. H. Bashall will ride Twin Bats in the T.T. Race.
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COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C. MILITARY MOTOR RECONNAISSANCE.
The map which accompanies this

piiiagiaph shows the area which will

be covered in the Military Motor Re-
connaissance on Saturday next. Each
car will be in command of a territorial

.>fficer in uniform, who will also have
charge of the motor cyclists attached
lo the car. One or more cars will be
allotted to each of the roads marked
A to J. The motor cyclist scouts will

be s€nt ahead and down each by-road
at right angles to the advance, the

car awaiting their report. All im-
portant information will be sent by
motor cyclist despatch riders to the

routes marked X. On these routes

there will be despatch riders who will

take the information to the General
Officer in command of the Midland
forces. The routes marked 1, 2, 3, are

the lateral communication routes, 1

being the first reached from Coventry.
Here lateral communication will be
established ; each car, by means of the
motor cyclist scouts, will get in touch
with cars on its right and left. When
this has" been done a move forward
will take place to routes 2 and 3. The
meet will be at the Barrack Square,

Coventry, at 11.30 a.m., and tea at

the Wheatsheaf, Daventry, about
5.30 p m.

CQVEMTRYj^ND- — \
WARWICKSHIRE MOTORXLUB "

MJLITARY MOTOR RECONNAISSANCE

lAUf MEUF JPtMIlM?

llUESlEr

J^(? I^outes deitcfed tin fi'ffures ars the iateral

Ecmmtinietitions fJlose lettered_M fo Jjre tb.s linB_sj}f_

ecmmunicDiian, and the two /effered X are the— =.--. d0spate/i__riders rcu/es, —^

SClLEIiHIDTHEIILE

2 3 4 5

,Hm HDIFTil WIE

B.M.C.R.C. THIRD 1910 MEMBERS' MEETING. m
The ©vents down for decision at the meeting at Brook-

lands on Wednesday next, the 4th prox., are ;

2.30 p.m. ALL COMERS' HANDICAP, for all classes

of motor cycles, the cubic capacity of whose engines does

n(jt exced 1,000 cc. Distance about 8^ miles.
- 3 p.m. ONE MILE SPRINT RACE, for all classes of

motor cycles up to 1,000 cc. engine capacity.

>-

4 p.m. THE THIRD AND FINAL ONE HOUR
TOURIST TROPHY RACE, for motor cycles complying
with the 1910 Tourist Trophy conditions in full, except that

the regulation as to the weight of tools carried will not be
insisted upon.

Entries close- mid-day, April 30th. Admission to members
is free ; to the general public, la.

NORTHERN LEAGUE OF
A notice respecting the inaugural meeting of the above

has been iss'-.ed to over thirty clubs -north of the Witham
and Dee, and it is expected that all will be represented.

The hon. sees, and chairmen will in most cases represent

their respective clubs. Should any have been overlooked

they are requested to regard the notice reprinted below as

an invitation to attead.

"I beg to inform you that a meeting of motor cycle club

officials has been arranged to be held at the Royal Station

Hotel, York, on Saturday, April 30th, at 5.30 p.m., to dis-

miss and transact the following business ;

"To consider a scheme for the tJnion of the Motor Cycle
Clubs in the North of England, and to officially form a

league of such clubs as proposed at the meetings held at

Scarborough, 1909-10

MOTOR CYCLE CLUBS.
"To elect officers and council of the league, and discuss

the rules and constitution of the association.

"To discuss the relations of the league with other motor
cycle organisations.

"To make arrangements for a later meeting to be held,

and suggest the business to be brought before the assembly

on that date.

"To make arrangements for a meeting" and combined
competition to be held at Whitsuntide, and also to propose

any other social gatherings to be held this season.

"As it will doubtless be apparent to you after reading

the above agenda, this meeting will be of great importan;e

to all those interested in the club movement in the North.

I would therefore ask your club to kindly send two or

three representatives, including yourself and the chairman

of the club if possible.—(Signed) T. H. Stb.vkee, hon. sec."

North-West Lon-

don M.C.C. Con-

sumption Trial.

Competitors lined

vp outside Stan-

more Station

after the weigh-

ing 04,erations.
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Edinburgh M.C.C.

The first evint of 1910 takes place on Saturday next, in

the form of a hillv:limbing competition at Peebles.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The first hill-climb of 1910 was held at Bangor on Satur-

.tay last, the entries being divided into two classes, "A"
foi' novices and "B" open. A handicap was arranged,

3ntrauts competing in pairs. There were twelve entrants in

Class A and twenty in Class B.

>:* ^*J>fss:-sc-?^;ii

Motor Cycle Union of Irelanil (Ulster'Centre) Hill-climb at Bangor. The
winner, B. J. McManus (3J h.p. Premier), leading in the final.

In Class A the final was won by B. J. McManus (3^ h.p.
Premier with auxiliary exhaust) from C. E. Martin (3^ h.p.
Triumph).

In Class B the finalists were B. J. McManus (3^ h.p.

Premier) and C. Eea (3^ h.p. Triumph), the former again
[iroving successful.

Reading and District M.C.C.

A meeting will shortly be held to reorganise the club.

Will readers interested and willing to join please send names
:ind addresses to Hon. Sec. Frank Deacon, 4, Fatherson
Road. Reading. An old member is offering a j^rize for an
opening hill-climb.

Abertillery and District M.C.C.

At a well attended lirst meeting of the above club, R.
Wessendovff, Pleasant \'iew. Llanhilleth. was elected presi-

dent. H. Campion treasurer, and W. D. Lewis-Evans, M.A..
hon. secretary. Arraugemeuls Avere also made for reliability

trials and hill-climbing and speed-judging competitions.

York County M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held ou Saturday last.

The course .selected was Wetherby to Boroughbridge and
back, 12|^ miles each way. Result

:

1. C. Benn (3^ h.p. Triumph) ..

2. W. Bougiil (3i h.p. Bradbury)..
3. — . Fenton (3^- h.p. Triumph) ..

4. H. Wilkinson (3l h.p. Triumph
5. F., Scott (3i h.p. Triumph) ..

6: H. Whitfield (3| h.p. Triumph)
7. — . Boyd' (3-1 h.p. Humber)
8. Dr. Deane (5 h.p. Rex) ...

There was a strong head wind and rain on return journey.

Miles to Fig. of

gallon. merit.

. 173 .. 36.08

. 160 .. . 34.4
. 135 .. 28.8

) 129 .. 27.9

. 131 .. 27.37

) 125 .. 24.6

. Ill ,. 23.9

. 77 .. 23.2

Lewes M.C.C.
On Tuesday ne.\t, at the White Hart Hotel, at 8 p.m., a

general meeting is to be held for the purpose of drawing up
rules and enrolling members of the above club. Local
readers are invited.

Glasgow M.C.C.
This club has arranged to hold an open hill-climbing con

test on Saturday, 7th May. The committee, looking out for

a fresh hill, have discovered one within easy reach of

Glasgow which is ideal as regards steepness, straightness,

quality of surface, and absolute freedom from interrupting
traffic. It makes a real test of the hill-climbing capacity of

the modern 3-2- h.p. machine. To avoid possibility of inter-

ference it is not considered advisable to publish the venue,
but this is stated on the entry forms, which can be obtained
from the hon. secretary, A. Gordon Bostock, Students
Union, University, Glasgow.

Walthamstow M.C.
On vSaturday last a merabeis' hill-climb was held near

Nazing, being well supported. Aft-er the successful events
thirty members and friends sat down to tea at the Sun,
Nazing Common. Messrs. A. G. Reynolds and J. W.
Percival were timekeepers, Result as follows :

Class A.—Sealed handicap for passenger machines.

1. J.

2. F.

3. F.

4. S.

Nett
Rider and machine. time.

H. S.

H. Kerr (5 h.p. Rex) 52-L

W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) ... 57-'

A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) 1 2

McMinn (6 h.p. Phanomen) ... 1 lOf

Handicap
time.
ai. s.

49-^

55-1

1 2

1 9«

Class B.—^Sealed handicap for single-cylinder bicycles.

1. A. A. Blanl5S (3i h.p. Rex) ... ..'. 43^ ... 39=

2. A. 'i\ Stanton (3i h.p. Bradbury) ... 42| ... 40|
3. T. J. Sidney (3^ h.p. Brown) ... 431 ... 41=

Eight competitors.

Class C.—Sealed handicap multi-cylinder motor cycles.

1. J. H. Kerr '5 h.p. Rex) 36 .,.' 33

2. F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) ... 381 351

3. F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) ... 361 361

4. G. McMinn (6 h.p. Phanomen) ... 423 ... 391

Class D.—Scratch event for single-cylinder motor cycles,

run up in pairs, winner in each heat to compete again until

winner was found. Winner, T. J. Sidney (3^ h.p. Brown).
Class E.—Scratch multi-cylinder motor cycles under same

condition as D. Winner, J. H. Kerr (5 h.p. R^-x).

Class F.—Winner of Classes D and E, J. H. Kerr (5 h.p.

Rex).

North-west London M.C.C. Consumption Trial at Stanmore last Saturday.

H. J. Pooley (3.ih.p. Premier) the winner, G. H. HoUis (3} h.p. Triumph)

second (see next page).
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Club News.—

North-west London M.C.G.

A petrol consumption trial was held on Saturday last on a

difficult course near Stannmre. The result was : 1st, H.
Pooley (3|| h.p. Premier), 149.5 miles per gallon ; 2nd, G.
Hollis (3^ h.p. Triumph). 144 miles per gallon. Carburine
spirit was kindly supplied by Mr. Brock, of Stanmore, whc:

also lent a car for the use of officials. Mr. H. G. Cove,
riding his new ilatchless, acted as judge. Entries for the
Coventry and I'eturn trial close ncNt 5londay, May 2;id.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

On the occasion of the day run to Warwick and Kenil-
worth on May 1st, all members are a;ked to please be at

the place of assembly punctually at 9.30, because the mem-
bers of the Leicester and District ,\1.C.C. are joining at

Leicester at 10.30 prompt.
The Forest Sports Obstacle Race for nintnr cyclists is nn

May 7th. Will members who intend to compete in thi.'^

event please send in entries to ]\lr. Spring by to-morrow
(Friday)? The obstacles are to be arranged, .^o that nl!

elapses of motoT cycles can easily accomplish the race.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The speed-judging (nmpetiticui. although held in wet and
boisterous weather, attracted a fair nundjer of ridtrs. who,
in spite of the muddy rnads and showers, enjoyed themselves.
One competitor who was driving a sidecar experienced a

puncture, and Hnished the run seated in the sidecar with his

passenger. The results. are as follow:

< Speed in Figure
Rider and machine. n.p.h. of merit. Remarks.

F. Strafford (3^ h.p. Triumpli) 17 .. X ... Fast
W Fawcett (3^ h.p. Scott) .. 16 51.4 ... Slow
3. A. 'I'indall (3^ h.p. Triumpli) 20 .. 112.3 Slow
F. Mackay (5 h.p. Rex) 18 .. 117.1 ... Fast
K. Spencer (3^ h.p. Scott) ... 17 K5.1 ... Slow
0. S. Sayuer (3 h.p. 'Triumph) 20 .. 151.4 ... Slow
W F. Broadbank (3i h.p.

Triumph) 20 .. 170.4 Fast
T. C. Atkinson (35h.p. 'I'riumpli 20 .. 270.1 ... Slow
W Parker (34 h.p. 'Premier)... 18 ... 452.1 ... Fast
J. :\Ia€kay (2i h.p. Moto-Reve) 17 561.1 ... Slow
,J. Braniley (3^ h.p. Triumph

and sidecar) 16 ... 657.0 ... Fast
\V E. Grange (Sj h.p. Rex and

sidecar) 19 ... 981.4 Slow

Birmingham M.C.C.

The above club held a most successful hill-climb on Satur-
day last at Cox's Hill. Dunham.
Each competitor was allowed one attempt only. The hill

is not a particularly steep one, but is a long grind of about
three-quarters of a mile, with two rather stiff portions and
two awkAvard corners.

'J'he results on time were annoiniced shortly after the com-
petition, and are given herewith together with the results

on formula. Owing to a slight error in working out **"the

APRIL 28th, irjTo.

times Newey was announced as being third, whereas he
should be bracketed with Slaughter for fTrst place, Halberd
then taking third place instead of second. The question of

first ]5rize will have to be gone into by the Trials Committee.
The officials were : Chief judge and timekeeper, Mr. E. R

Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb on the 23rd inst. Competitors comparing
watches at top of the hill.

Lycett, assisted by .Messrs. A. H. Haden and E. W.
Winckle ; starter, Mr. R. V. C. Brook. Synchronisef^

watches were used for timing in this instance. Results:

Si\"Gi.E Cymndehs.
Position Difference
on time, in time.'Name and machine.

•T. H.. Slaughter (3^- Ariel) 1

R. W. Duke (3L Triumph) 4

H. Newey (3J S^orton) ... ... 1

.1. Troraan (Sg Triumph) ... " ... 5

R. H. Halberd (3J- Bradburv) ... 3
H. J. Cox m Singer) 12

R. H. Edwards (34 Triumph) ... 8

T. B. Clavton (3J Bradburv) ... 4

S. K. Jones (3^ L.M.C.) " 10
H. D. Jones (3i New Comet) ... 5

R. Samson (3^ Reg. Samson) ... 9

F P. Mayell (3^ Triumph) ... ... 11

X
6^
X

1 49J-

9|
- 6^-

29-1

17|
301

Fig. ot

merit.

. 12.5

. 9.86

. 8.8

. 8.42

. 8.4

, 8.0

, 7.97

7.9

7.6

7.6

7.3

6.66

Twin Cti.indeus.

H. R. Fowler (5 Rex. twin) ... 1 ... X ... 7.7

S. C. Perrvman (5 Norton, twin) ... 2 ... 9| ... 7.43

S. Snrith.(5 Norton, twin) 3 ... 14| ... 6.47

A. D. Arter (3^ James) failed through duodmg carburetter.

Note.—Time is given in seconds slower than fastest. X
W

= fastest. Formula used is —
C X T.

Some competl-

t or s in the

Harrogate M.C

Speed Judging

Comretitlon last

Saturday assem-

bled for the

start In the

garage of the

Clarendon Hotel,

'

Harrogate.

.:^.jsi&^t£t-*^ia:j^ '-^>^w»«j.«*"M* ft^ ^Ki^ jrasaS'tii*^*^.
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Club News.—
Bristol Bicycle and Motor Club,

The first of three reliability trials arranged by the above

club tooK place on Saturday, the 16th iiist., pver a twenty-

six and a half miles course, which had to be covered three

tinu's. There were checks at the completion of each circuit

and a secret clieck on each. Competitors were penalised

1 mark for each, half-minute outside schedule time at eacn
check, and 20 marks for each stop, the one losing the least

number of marks to be declared the winner. The course was
a somewhat trying one, and the result was :

Lest
W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas), non-stop ... 5 maiks
P. Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas), non-stop 7

F. C. Wasley (2-| h.p. Douglas), non-stop ... 7 .,

Eli Clark (2J h.p. Douglas), non-stop 10 ,,

P. Qrout (2| h.p. Douglas), non-stop 10
G. B. Fry (3^ h.p. Rex), non-stop 17 ,,

B. Adams (4 h.p. Roc and sidecar), 2 stops ... 64
F. Bevan (5^- h.p. Rex and sidecar), 1 stop ... 106 ,,

E. Kickham (2| h.p. Douglas), 1 stop 116
A. Fisher (6 h.p. N.S.U. and sidecar), 1 stop ... 206 !,

Manchester M.C.
A few members of the above club took part in a week-

end tour in Wales, making Llangollen their centre. A most
enjoyable run was made round the surrounding district,

and a scratch hill-climb for a three guinea sweepstake was
the event of the day. The events were divided into three
classes, and the winners doing fastest time of the day were
•as follows : Tv?in-cylinder class, A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p.

Indian) ; single-cylinder class, J. Scott (3^ h.p. Rex)

;

passenger class, Jack Tytler (5 h.p. Dot and sidecar). The
return home was made vid Ruabon; Wrexham, Chester,
making a stop at Cranage Farm for tea, where about twenty-
four members sat down after a very successful week-end.
On Saturday next the inter-team motor cycle hill-climbing
competition with the Liverpool contingent takes place, head-
quarters Llangollen. The annual 400 miles reliability trials

for cars and cycles commences May 18th-20th. •

Essex M.C.
The speed judgment test on the 17th inst. over a dis-

tance of twelve miles resulted in a win for Stanley Webb
(3i- h.p. Triumph), 6|s. error; 2, A. Brassington (twin Rex
and sidecar), Im. 57s. error; 3, A. G. Peppercorn (3i h.p.

Triumph).

Competitors

in the

Bristol B. & M.C.

Reliability Trial,

the results of

which are given

on this page.

Winchester and District M.C.C.
The opening run of this club was to Basingstoke, via

Alton. The weather was favourable, and an enjoyable time
was spent. Tea was provided at Tyrrell's Cafe, Basingstoke.

Western District M.C.
Members are reminded that the closing date for names of

intending competitors in the Bath and Back Reliability Trial
for the " Smart Cup " is to-morrow (Friday). Names should
be forwarded to the Trials Hon. Sec, Hubert J. M. Hughes,
223, Acton Lane, Chiswick, W. Competitors in this run
must be at headquarters at 7.30 a.m. sharp.

Scarborough and District M.C.
The following letter has been sent to all Northern motor

cycle clubs, the secretary's addresses of which are known
to the secretary of the Scarborough Club :

" I should esteem it a favour if 'you will kindly let the
members of your club know that the Scarborough and Dis-
trict M.C. has decided to accept as members any of the
motor cycling members of your club who may be visiting

Scarborough, at a reduced fee_ of 2s. 6d. Such ' visiting
members ' will have the right 'to enter into special com-
petitions which will be arranged from time to time, and also

be entitled to the use of the clubroom and garage during
their stay in Scarborough. It is felt that Scarborough being
the only watering-place on the north coast with a motor
cycling club such an offer, as outlined above may be appre-
ciated by motor cyclists of other clubs. If any of the motor
cycling members of your club care to join on these terms I

shall be very glad it they will communicate with me.—Your?
faithfully, H.vrold Frain, Hon. S«c.
" N.B.—A special competition—a flying kilometre—will bf

held near Scarborough on Whit-Monday."

Edinburgh
Waverley irf.C-

competitors at

the start of the

first reliability

run of 1910.

From left to right

the riders are :

W. Gerard (Twin
N.S.U.),

J. R. Alexander
(Twin Indian),

A. H. Alexander
(3ih.p. Rex),

and A. A. Hay
(Matchless).

The hon. sec,
P. E. Tolfree, is

at the extreme
right astride his

Matchless.

,,ii.^X,rfi'il'-C:r.in'-~T/y:^:\diini^

A?5
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Chib News.^
Swansea and District M.C.C.

A general meeting was hela on the 20tli Lnst., when officers

were elected. Afterwards, Mr. Alfred Webb read a very

interesting paper on " The Benefits of Clubs and Unionism,"
which was very much appreciated.

It is probable that the club will affiliate this year to the

A.C.U., M.U., and Welsh Automobile Club. The subscription

will remain 10s. per annum.

Essex M.C.

Forthcoming events are as under-noted :

May 7th.—Petrol Consumption i^ompetition.

June 12th.—Non-stop Competitiiu.

,, 30th.—Cripples Outing.

July 16th.—Members hill-climb.

August 19-20th.—Twenty-four H> urs' Ride to York and back.

September 3rd.—Gymkhana (provisional).

The committee has decided to ent«-. teams for the M.C.C.
Inter-team Trial and the A.C I" ipt-r-elub contest.

Burnley Victt>r'ia C. and M.C.

The newly-formed section of the above club intend to

hold a hill-climb on Saturday, May 14th, for member? only.

There will be two classes—(1) For machines under 500 c.c.

(2.) For any machine. There will ako be a prize for the

fastest time of the day. The entry fee is 2s. per class, and
entries must be forwarded to the hon. sec, E. Brown,
Myrtle Cottage, Burnley, on or before May 7th. Full par-

ticulars of membership may be obtained from the secretary.

The club starts from the Yorkshire Hotel every Tuesday
and Saturday at 2 p.m., Sunday 9 and 2 o'clock. The sub-

scription for motor cyclists i? 5s. 6d. per annum.

Shropshire M.C.C.

On the 17th inst. there was a run to Farlow Hill. C. Rice

Oxley, the secretary, made a splendid climb on his new 1910

standard Triumph, from which the pedals had been removed
the previous week. His machine was fitted with standaid

jet and full touring equipment, and, in spite of this and
the rider's weight (12 stones), the engine picked up well

round the bend, and carried the rider to the top at a com-_

fortable speed. H. G. Potts, on a 1910 5-6 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.,

made three clean ascents, the machine needing no skill what-

ever in its manipulation round the bends, but simply goirg

round at a walking pace and picking up with ease each time.

Surrey M.C.C.

A speed-judging trial was held on the 20th inst. The com-

petitors were required to ride over a measured distance of

one mile at a speed which was fixed by the drawing of a

lot before the start at 18^ miles per hour. The results were
as follows

:

Error.

1. L. Kennard (5 h.p. Vindec) ... ... O^s.

2. H. Mitchell (3^ h.p. Triumph) 125s.

3. J. A. Manners-Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph)... 16|s.

J. H. Sparks ( ), error 20is. ; G. Pine (3^ h.p.

Triumph), error 22|s. ; A. C. Maitland (3^ h.p. Trump-J.A.P.),
error 22|s. ; P. Mitchell (2^ h.p. F.N.), error 30!a. ; H. R.

Owtram (3-^- h.p. Triumph), error 44is. ; C. Gammon (3^ h.p.

Rex), error 54is. ; C. J. Feeny (3^ h.p. Triumph), error

6913. ; F. A. McNab (3i h.p. Trump-J.A.P.), error 981s.

The next run will "be held on Wednesday, May 4th.

Destination, Leith HiU. Start at 2.30 p.m.

Sutton ColdEeld A.C.

As four members of the above club will be competing in

the Touiist Trophy Race in the Lsle of Man next mouth it

is hoped that a good number of well-wishers and supporters

v.'ill maue the journey across to the island to witness what
is the most popular motor cycle event of the year.

Members with T.T. macliines will bo catered for on
'

the occasion of the club's annual hill-climb on May 7th,

when there wLU be three separate classes and also a
" slow " climb if time will permit after the ordinary events

of the day.
There will be gold and silver medals for best on formula

in each class and a special gold medal for fastest time of

the day.
Full particulars may be had from the hon. secretary,

Howard Smith, The £)ingle. Four Oaks.

A36

Birmingham M.C.C.

On Whit-Monday the club will join in the third annual
meet of Midland motor cyclists at Stratford-on-Avon,
whilst on Whit-Tuesday a 200 Miles' Reliability Trial will

take place to Lincoln and back, this latter will in all

probability become an annual event. On June 4th the club

will meet the Oxford M.C.C. in a hill-climbing competition.
- An efficiency trial is being arranged, and this wUl make
an entirely novel competition. Particulars will be
announced later.

Southampton and District M.C.

The first competition of 1910 was held on the 20th inst.,

this taking the form of a speed-judgir.g test. The route
selected was to Lyndhurst, via the C.ump, Romsey, Paunte-
foot Hill, Ower, and Cadnam (eighteen miles). The result

was a tie between G. Bunting (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore),
who had drawn 16 miles per hour, and arrived 15s. slow
Only, and H. P. Young (4^ h.p. Humber tricar), who had
drawn the 15^ miles per hour slip, and was 153. too fast;

third, E. Prince (3 h.p. Raleigh), who had drawn 19 miles
per hour, but was Im. too fast. Other competitors were
various amounts in error, 8Jm. too fast being the greatest

divergence scored.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

A most interesting and instructive lecture was given by
Mr. A. E. Bennett, A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., the late official

examiner to the R.A.C., the subject taken being " Carbura-
tion."

Mr. Bennett carefully went into the elementary chemistry
of the elements, viz., carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, laying

some stress upon the danger of allowing exhaust gases to be
emitted in a closed room. He showed a most interesting

experiment of the properties of carbonic gas and hydride.

This was ingeniously obtained by the use of an ordinary
soda water sj'phon. He then proceeded to the main
subject, " Carburation." At the bottom end of a glass tube
some thirty inches long, a plug of waste, saturated with
petrol, was placed. A light was then applied at the top,

and by use of foot bellows air was forced through the

bottom end. This clearly demonstrated how an excess ol

carbon produced a smoky flame, and as the proportion oi

petrol became less, the flame became absolutely non
luminous, and ahnost immediately afterwards a light blue

flame was seen to travel down the tube, showing the slow
burning of a weak mixttu'e. He concluded with some valu-

able hints as to the methods of tuning up carburetters.

QUARTERLY TRIAL.—Scene on the road, three miles Irom Aylestary.
Miss Bcrend (Moto Reve) and W. Pratt (P. anl M.) in the foreground.
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The Humber Single and Two-speed Geared Models.
THERE are few machines over which the experi-

enced and critical motor cyclist can run his

e}e without being able to suggest some improve-

ment, even if only one of detail, but a very close

scruliny and examination of the latest Humber motor

cycles has left no doubt in our minds that these fine

machines may safely be included in that small and

select category. Messrs. Humber, Ltd., have, we

think, done wisely in confining their 1910 models to

what really amounts to one machine built in two dis-

tinct styles. Whilst all the requirements of the

"single " man are satisfied in the single-geared, model,
those who want a

handy machine with

a t\vp-speed gear for

sidecar or heavy
touring work are well

catered for. At the

same time these two
machines are prac-

tically the same
model, the two-speed
machine differing

only from the single-

geared in being fitted

with a gear and
being pro\'ided witli

footboards instead

of pedals.

Starting with the engine, this is a neat single-cylin-

dw' with a bore and stroke of 83 mm. by 90 mm.
respectively. Both valves are mechanically operated,

and are situated at the side of the engine in an
extremely accessible position. The timing gear is

enclosed in an oil-tight aluminium casing, which also

covers the intermediate and magneto pinions, whereby
the Bosch magneto is driven off the exhaust timing

wheel. The magneto itself is carried on a platform

forming a forward extension of the crank chamber
A means for lifting the exhaust valve is incorporate:':

TOOL CASE 8c ROLL EXTRA AIR LEVER

Fig. I.—The double pelrol tank, showing
method of fitting tanks to top and bottom
frame tubes.

EXHAUST VALVE

LIFTER LEVER

Fig. 2.—The handle-bar control arrangement and tool case fitted to the
3i h.p. Humber.

in the timing gear, and the crank for this purpose
passes through the timing gear case and is connected
up to the lever on the left handle-bar through a
system of rods with ball joints. Being enclosed the

exhaust valve lifting mechanism is kept constantly

lubricated, and does not form a harbour of refuge for

dirt and grit. The exhaust pipe deserves a special

note; it is of most sensible diameter, and contains no
sudden bends. The silencer is underneath and forward

TO BROKE PEDflL

Fig. 3.— Foot-operated rear belt
rim bralte worked by a pedal
shown in fig. 4.

of the crank chamber, and is fitted with a neat cut-

out operated by the right foot. The crankshaft runs

in ball bearings.

The crank case of the engine forms an mtegral port

of the frame. The front down tube is attached to the

extension of the case which carries the magneto, whilst

the saddle tube and rear forks unite in a short bracket

to whiclj the crank case is also bolted. This arrange-

ment is shown in fig. 6.

The B. and B. carburetter is placed behind and
close up to the cylinder, -where it is within easy

reach from the saddle.

A very notable feature of the Humber machines' is

the arrangement of the petrol and oil tanks, which is

illustrated in fig. i. The tank is made in two com-
plete halves, each quite

independent of the other,

and fitted with its own
filler and outlet tap. The
sectional shape of these

tanks is such that when
placed together two square
spaces are left for the top

and bottom tubes of _the
frame to pass through, the

double tank being secured

in position at the top by
a long sliding clip which
also carries the tyre inflator, and at the bottom by a

couple of small lugs and bolts. The right-hand tank

is divided into two compartments, the forward one of

which forms a receptacle for lubricating oil which is

drawn therefrom and supplied to the engine crank case

by an inclined hand pump. As its petrol capacity is

therefore considerably less than that of the right-hand

tank, the latter is used for ordinary running and the

former in case of emergency. The two outlet pipes

from the tanks unite in a neat little fitment, which

allows petrol for injection and other purposes to be
drawn out of either or both tanks. As shown in fig. i,

the combined tank

is neatly bevelled, iii'l'Ui.Bti))

and is decidedly

pleasing in appear-
ance. On its left-

hand side a cavity

is formed to afford

easy acces? to the

sparking plug and
valves.

With the excep

tion of the ignition

advance lever, which
is on the left-hand

side of the tank, the engine is completely controlled

from the handle-bars. As can be seen in fig. 2, the

right hand has charge of the throttle and extra air

lever, whilst the left controls the exhaust valve. The
right hand also actuates the front rim brake through a

Bowden wire. The extremely neat and original

way in which the tool case is mounted in the forward

portion of the handle-bar is shown in fig. 2, and is

such an excellent idea that it needs no further recom-

mendation at OLU' hands. The extra strut on the handle-

bar for carrying a watch or hooter will be noted.
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The Humber Single and Two-speed beared Models.—

The braking arrangements on both^the singlcrgeared

and two-speed machines alike leave nothing to^ be
desired. The front wheel rim brake is common to both
types, and in the single-geared moder it i-; supple-

mented by a neat and strong belt rim brake operated

by the right foot. This fitting and its mode of actua-

tion are shown respectively in figs. 3 and 4, the latter

illustration showing also the comfortable rubber-

covered footrest whicli is fitted in addition tO' the

OUTEFl RrNG

FOOT BRAKE BAND'

Fig. 5.—Humber [wo-spceci gearea nuu (macie under Roc liieiice). The
braking surfaces of the pedal braises are steel to cast iron. The wheel
spokes have been omitted for the sake ol clearness.

usual pedals. The rests are carried on a bar extending
across the front of the crank chamber, and are

capable of being' swivelled on this bar into the most
comfortable position.

In the case of the two-speed model, the rear wheel
brake is fitted on the right-hand side of the back hub.
I'his brake is exactly similar to the two others on the

opposite -side of the hub which serve to engage the

clutch or lock the epicyclic train enclosed within it.

Fig. 5 shows the brake side of the two-speed gear and
its general arrangement. The drum upon which the
brake acts is of large diameter, and is of cast-iron ; the

contracting ring which forms the brake shoe is of steel

and is stuTounded with a. guard ring, or "keep,"

MAGNETO ADVANCE ROD

HIGH SPEED PEDAL

HIGHSPEED

PEDAL RELEASE

Fit;. 6. — Power unit of the 3i h.p. Humber two-speed geared -.tiodtl.

The foot brake pedal of this pattern is on the right footboard.

ivhich ensures it expanding, when out of action, evenly
all round and just clear of the drum. The clearance

being small prevents grit finding its way in

between the surfaces. The bell crank through which
the brake is applied is pivoted on a crescent-shaped

bracket supporting the guard ring and secured to a

branch of the back forks by a short tube. The crescent

for the bell crank of the low gear, the drum for which
is between that of the high gear and the brake, is sup-
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ported by two separate tubes as shown. The high

gear brake, which causes the whole gear box and hub
to run solid, is actuated through a shaft which slides,

in the tubular axle, and is pushed in and out by an

external bell crank.

Fig. 6 exhibits the pedal control of the two-speed

gear, the position of the pedals being the same as when J

the high gear is in, the high speed pedal being secured

in its fuUy-on position by a neat catch passing through?

the rubber-covered footboard. When both pedals are-i

released the epicyclic gear is in neutral. A slight

pressure with the foot on the low speed pedal causes

the gear to take up the drive, the brake—which acts as

the clutch—being slipped to any desired extent. To
get into high gear the toe is moved from the low

and finally locked " home " by the trip-catch. Pressure

on the latter makes the engine " free.
'

'

It will be realised that with this gear a. third and
powerful brake is pro^dded, as when the high gear is

in operation gentle pressure on the low gear pedal

puts on a brake. The brake actuating rods are pro-

vided with right and left-hand turnbuckles, so thai

the clutches can be adjusted to a great nicety.

Both the single-geared and two-speed models are

fitted with an adjust- ^
(

able engine pulley,

which allows the

gear ratio between
engine and road
wheel to be altered

through a fairly wide
extent.

Among the ad-

vantages of the Roc
type of gear is the

hand starting, the

arrangement for
which is shown in

fig. 7. A handle,

which when out of use is carried in the handle-bai

tool bag, is fitted to an extension of the back axle on

the right-hand side, the engine being started without

jacking up or running along. A neat little fitting'

supplied with the ixiachine is the grease squirt with

which the gear box is supplied with lubricant. The
body of the squirt screws into the back axle extension

in tile place of a small plug, and grease is pumped in

with the aid of a wooden piston.

Beaded-edge Dunlop tyres 26in. by aj^'in. are fitted

to both wlteels, and the standard machines embrace

stand, carrier, number plates, ?^in. rubber belt, and

all requisite tools.

As regards cornfort and appearance, . the 3V2 h.p.

Humber machines reach a very high standard, the

black-edged chamfered tank, long handle-bars, sensible

mudguards, and general tout ensemble being very

taking.
>—^» g» <

^\ e ha\e received a communication from tlie Assistant

Comptroller of the, G.P.O., calling attention to the

embarrassment of the sorting staff caused by the num-
ber of letters reaching The Motor Cycle bearing the

word "London"' only. The address of the editorial

offices of The Motor Cycle (20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G.) is clearly given at the foot of the "Contents" ,

on the first page. Correspondent!?" should make a note

of this for future reference.

Fig. 7.—The hand-starting device iitted to

the rear hub axle. On the left the grease
squirt with wooden plunger for injecting
grease into the hub through the axle which
is hoHow.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, TudDr Street, E.C., and whether intended fc

must be accompanied by a stamped adir8333d envelope lor reply.

A Motor Cycle for Canadian Roads.

(1.) What make of motor

Q cycle would be best for use in

> Manitoba, Canada? (2.) What
-2J good English or American firms

have a depot in Canada?

—

B. V. R.

(1.) Naturally, we cannot recommend
any one specific make, but if you will

look through our advertisement columns
and select a machine which you think
will suit your requirements we will let

you know, if it will suit you. You will

require a machine with the crank case

fairly high off the ground, and one that
is not too heavy, but yet strongly built.

(2.) Brown Bros., Ltd., is the only
English firm we know of having a
depot in Canada. The address of the
depot is Tangent Cycle Co., 418. College
Street, Toronto.

Ground Clearance. Magneto Switch.

(1.) Do you consider 2^in. to

be enough clearance between
the bottom of the crank case

and the ground, as I have had
a new 6 h.p. J.A. P. engine

fitted to a No. 5T Chater-Lea frame,
and could not get the engine any
higher up on account of the silencer
fouling the bottom bracket. I think
that i^m. will clear any road. (2.) I

also want to fix a switch so as to cut
the magneto out. Would you inform
me as to how to do it? (3.) Is it pos-
sible to make the engine so that I
could cut out the back cylinder at
times? The magneto is Bosch type,
D.A.V., and the engine is one of the
latest 6 h.p. J. A.P., with gear-driven
magneto and m.o.i.v.—C. V.

(1.) We think that 2iin. is barely suffi-

cient clearance ; hardly enough to clear
the average brick, should you unfortu-
nately encounter one in the road. It
would also be risky for you to wheel
the machine off a pathway on to the
road. It is, we think, cutting it rather too
fine. Four inches is the minimum safe
clearance. (2.) It is quite easy to fit a
switch. You merely connect a wire
from the earth terminal of the mag
neto (immediately over the contact
breaker) to the switch. The switching
off is done by earthing the current

;

that is to say, hen the switch is
" on " and the wire connected to earth
through the handle-bar, the magneto is

put out of action. (3.) Yes, you can
easily arrange to cut out tlie bad:
cylinder by fitting an exhaust lifter,

which will raise one valve before the
other.

Exemptions from the Local Taxation Licence.

The writer has a ' motor
cycle which he uses for business
purposes only. The machine
has a bag carrier at the back
on which is a handbag of cata-

logues. It has been registered, and
has the plates properly fixed at back
and front. Will you kindly say if I

require an Inland Revenue licence

provided I have my firm's or my own
name and address painted on in not
less than lin. letteres?—S. R. G.

It seems that the Local Taxation
Licence Authorities only recognise a
machine to be exempt from licence duty
provided it is specially constructed for

the transport of merchandise. If you
can persuade your local authorities that
they have no right to tax your machine
and have your name painted on the
tank in lin. letters, you will be entitled
to exemption. You will not, however,
be able to use the machine at any time
for pleasure purposes.

H. Hunter, who, riding the above
1310 Triumph but in touring trim,
accomplished the fastest time of the
day at the Stieatham and District
M.C.C. hill-climb at Tilburstow.

for publication or not.

Fitting an Exhaust Cut-out.

I am informed that by fitting

a cut-out to the exhaust pipe

or silencer of my 2| h.p. F.N.
I shall obtain more power on
hills and keep my engine

cooler. Please inform me—(1.) Is

this correct? (2.) If a cut-out is an
advantage, why is it not fitted by
the makers? (3.) Is it sufficient to

drill a hole in the exhaust pipe and
fit a slide? If so, should the position

of the cut-out be about half-way be-

tween the cylinder and the exhaust
box? (4.) What size ought the hole

to be?—W. E. E.

(1.) In certain cases, where an ineffi-

cient silencer is fitted, a cut-out will

improve matters. (2.) However, it is

a barbarous fitting, which renders motor
cycles unpopular, as it causes much in-

convenience to other users of the road.

(3 and 4.) You might drill out the hole.3

slightly in the exhaust pipe without
greatly increasing the sound ; but, if

you like, you can fit a cutout just

short of the silencer by cutting a proper-
sized hole in the pipe and fitting over it

a cut-out which can be bought ready
made.

Selecting a Machine for Sidecar Worli.

(1.) Would you prefer m.o.i.v.

or a.o.i.v. on a 5 h.p. twin
light J.A.P. engine? (2.) Do
you think that the J.A.P. auto-

matic lubricating system is

superior to the ordinary method of

pumping oil into the engine? (3.)-

Is a 6 h.p. light twin J.A.P. engine
powerful enough to fit into a No. 5T
Chater-Lea frame and sidecar, weight
to carry about 22 st., without having
to assist on steep gradients with the
pedals? (4.) Do you consider the
J.A.P. automatic carburetter is an
improvement on the ordinary carbu-

retter?—C. V.

(1.) In a twin-cylinder engine we should
emphatically recommend mechanically
operated inlet valves. (2.) The lubri-

cator in question is a good one and un-

doubtedly a saving of trouble and
worry during the warm months, but
in cold weather requires careful manipu-
lation, as cold often causes the oil to

flow very slowly. (3.) The engine
should be quite powerful enough for a

sidecar, especially if a two-speed gear
is fitted. (4.) We have a high opinion
of the carburetter mentioned. Leave
your decision as regards this accessory
in the engine maker's hands.
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An Old Trouble. Pitting of Valves.

I am troubled with the ex-

haust valve of my 3^ h.p. 1907
machine pitting badly, which
soon makes the compression very
poor. I have found cast-iron

head valves very good, but the heads
break so soon, and at present am
running on a steel valve. Is the

trouble likely to be the carburetter,

do you think? It is a Longuemare
with a five-slot jet.—B. A.

Of course, if the mixture is very strong

it will tend to pit the valves more than
if you were running on a correct or

cool mixture. Verify the adjustments
of the carburetter by previous hints in

these columns. On the other hand, you
may find some improvement from a
valve of nickel or nickel-steel, or other

special heat-resisting material.

5 or 9 li.p. for Sidecar Work.

(1.) Is a 7-9 h.p. Peugeot a

suitable mount for solo and
sidecar work, or is it too

powerful? Would it be capable

of climbing 1 in 9 with tvi-o

up, total weight 21 st., or would a

5-5 h.p. Peugeot answer the purpose

just as well? What gradient might
1 expect the latter to climb with a

suitable gear ; also what gear "would

you recommend?—H. P.

The 7 h.p. machine would be better

for sidecar work than as a solo machine.
If hill is short, it should climb 1 in 9

with two up on top speed if you get a

good run at it. The 5-6 h.p. would take
about 1 in 12 on top speed. Of course,

for sidecar work a two-speed gear is

desirable, and practically indispensable

for touring in moderately hilly districts

or driving througli traffic witli comfort.

For passenger work you should gear the

7-9 h.p. 4i to 1 and'the 5-6 h.p. 5 to 1.

An adjustable pulley would enable you
to experiment with slightly higher or

lower gears, depending oh the weight
of machine and passenger.

Engine Stiffness.

Would it do any barm in

IqI the way of overheating to my

I
? two-speed motor bicycle to use
LSJ Vacuum A water-cooled oil in-

stead of an air-cooled oil? It

is most difficult to .start the engine

with handle on the back axle, and I

invariably have to pour two oil cans

of petrol in at least before I can get

the piston free, which must be bad
for the engine, as I get such a head
of gas on in the engine that it always

backfires first. What I want to know
is whether it would be better to stick

to air-cooled oil and keep on pouring

in petrol in quantities stated, or use

a water-cooled oil and only a few
drops of petrol.—H. J. E.

You may well use the thinner oil, as

if the stiffness yon complain of is

entirely in the engine you are using
much too thick oil. Do not free the
piston with petrol, but use paraffin if

you have to free your rings. So much
petrol will be likely to cause a seizure,

or a crank case explosion is not even
unlikely. In the summer time probably
you will be able to use the slightly

thicker oil with good results. By the
way, are you sure that the stiffness is

entirely due to the engine? We should
be inclined to think that something is

binding in the gear, or the brake

bands are too tight. Try revolving
wheel and engine with the belt removed.
Another point is to see that the exhaust
valve is lifted well off its seating when
the lifter lever is raised. If not, there
is a partial compression in the engLi^e.

\ou may cure this by taking up the
slackness in the wire.

Tnrottling Down a Four-cylinder.

I have a 5-6 h.p. F.N. which
goes very well except when one
wants to redace speed below,
say, fourteen or fifteen miles
per hour. If tlie throttle

is further closed the engine imniedi-'

ately stops firing, and the only wsy
to drive in traffic is to set the throttle

about a third open and use tire

exhaust lifter. The ignition is, ap-
parently, in perfect order, and the
compression good the valves also

are timed correctly. I have a stan-

dard F.N. carburetter with separate
throttles over each cylinder. I have
also an inlet pipe the same shape as

the 1910 model, i.e., the gas enters
between the second and third cylin-

ders. If the engine is run light when
on the stand it is practically im-
possible to control it at less than 600
or 700 revolutions per minute. If the
throttle is further closed the engine
immediately stops. If this is a
peculiarity of this type of machine
and cannot be alterfed, of course I

must put up with it.—B. B. .

We should recommend you to see that
there are no air leaks in the inlet pipe
and carburetter unions, and to exclude as
much extra air as possible. For running
slowly you want a strong mixture and
little of it. You should also examine
the throttles, and see that each one has
the same opening. If you find that this
is not the case, you must file the open-
ings until they are absolutely equal in
every case. The new carburetter fitted

to the latest type of F.N. would greatly
improve the machine, but unfortunately,
the makers are at present unable to
deliver it. As a last resource, you
should try restricting the main air

intake, and then, if no improvement,
slightly weaker inlet valve springs.
The difficulty you mention is not com-
mon to four-cylinder F.N.'s. We have
personally witnessed one of these

o
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machines run slower than ten miles an
hour, with the engine tiring regularly.

A Silencer at Rear of Machine. Economy in

Pctiol.

(1.) I am thinking of fitting

a 3^ h.p. Rex with a silencer

somewhere towards the rear of

the machine, and leading a
copper exhaust pipe back to it..4

Will you let me know whether thi^
would be advantageous in tlie way.J
of cooling the exhaust gases, and als6i|

the minimum thickness (in the walls)

"

- of copper tubing which one may use

for the purpose, from the point of,

view of economy? (2.) What is thei
principle of so-called " petrol econo-|
misers "? Would it be simple to thake.

some such fitting to attach to a 1910

Brown and Barlow carburetter?—G.B,

(1.) Yes, it is quite good practice t(

have a good long exhaust pipe, as thi^
cools the gases and so reduces the:

sound. You must not, however, use

coi^per pipe ; the joint would always
be giving trouble, as it does not stand

the heat. The pipe would have to be
a steel one of the thickness of the
existing exhaust pipe. (2.) The petrol

economiser referred to (we presume
you mean White's) is really a device

for controlling the fixed air supply
to the carburetter, and is very useful

for starting in cold weather. It is

not really an economiser except that

in some cases it allows a smaller jet to

be fitted than previously if the ail

at the bottom of the carburetter is

partially closed. .In the case of a

B. and B. 1910 model you can fit the
" economiser," or a suitable adapter can
be supplied wJiich will ensure easier

starting if you have any trouble in that

direction.

Gordon L. Fletcher and a 1908 pattern 2? ii.p. twin-cylinder Douglas on which he has set up some notable
performances, particularly in long-distance reliability trials. His most recent successes were in the M.C.C.
Jarrott Cup Competition (when he won Mr. Trotman's prize lor best performance on a lightweight), and a
no-trouble run in the last Quarterly Trial.
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THE Akk-FAnnOUS

COWEY SPEED INDICATOR
BRITISH-MADE AND GUARANTEED AGAINST REPAIR CHARGES FOR 12 MONTHS.

Can be fitted to any make of Spring Fork on the Market.

ipssrasiaEsnstXz."

The Speed Indicator with the finest reputation in the world

—

The COWEY
—built on a principle which has been specially designed for use on motor
bicycles. Instruments built on centrifugal or magnetic principles cannot
possibly give satisfaction on a motor bicycle, and only end in disappoint-

ment and failure. There are thousands of COWEYS in use all over the

country, and we are not misrepresenting fact when"we state that they are

giving unqualified satisfaction.

We invite motor cyclists to call and see our instrument working, or to write lor booklet to

Price
COIVIPLETE WITH

MILEAGE
RECORDER

Registering from
5-40 or 10-60 M.P.H.

£4 4s.

The COWEY ENGINEERING Co., Ltd., 1, Albemarle St., Piccadilly, London, W.

WORLD'' RECORD
WITH

AMAC.
Martin Motor Cycle, J.A.P. engine,

AMAC Carburetter, ridden by H.

MARTIN at Brooklands, April 13th,

1910. B class, 350 c.c.

FLYING MILE. 61 SECONDS.

CLASS C, 500 c.c.

F. A. APPLEBEE on 34 Rex.

FASTEST TIME, AMAC.
607 Miles an hour.

The Aston Motor Accessories
Co., Ltd.,

Talford Street, Aston, Birmingbam.

Found at

last-a

Non-

stretch-

able

Chain

Belt.

LEATHER
or RUBBER.

FULLY
PROTECTED.

Made in all sizes.

FROM 2/- PER FOOT.

Write for booklet.

J. HASLAM,
eii

9, Racton Road, Fulham, S.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desiraJble to mention " The Motor Cycle." A47
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

BOlumns —• Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case of

Trade Advertisements a series oJ thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied vtrith remittance, and be aadressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION T.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

NOTfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon^ and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmo^ith,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
iLrtford, Essc:i, SUddlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
S.,raerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Sc )Uand.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

No. 2353.—ijh.p. Magneto MOTOSACOCHE, Clincher
tyres, pump, stand, carrier, toolbag, etc., a reliable light-

weight ; £20. Guaranteed.
No. 2339.—3^ h.p. Magneto N.S.U., Clincher studded

front cover, Palmer back, lamp, horn, toolbag, stand,
carrier, etc.; 18 Guineas. Guaranteed.

No. 2343.—3^ h.p. Standard J.A.P.-BAT, stand, carrier,

etc., magnificent machine, as new ; 30 Gns. Guaranteed
No. 3342.—5 h.p, 1908 VINDEC, good tyres, handle-bar

control, horn, carrier, toolbag, etc., good solo or sidecar
machine ; 26 Guineas. Guaranteed.

No. 2356.—6 h.p. 1909 EAGLE Runabout, magneto,
two speeds, Dunlop tyres, well sprung, very fast, horn,
lamps, etc. ; £58. Guaranteed.

No. 2370.—8 h.p. MINERVA, magneto, two speeds,
spring forks, with Montgomery sidecar, quantity of spares,
an excellent combination ; 38 Guineas, Guaranteed.

No. 2358.-31 K.p. 1907 MINERVA, spring forks, good
tyres, stnnd, carrier, toolbag, a smart, reliable machine

;

16 Guineas. Guaranteed.
No. 2351.—3^ h.p. new 1909 Tourist REX, 1910 im-

provements; £38. Guaranteed.
No. 2286.-3^ h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea frame, good

tyres, very reliable, suit beginner ; 10 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. 2350.^s h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, No. 6 Chater-Lea

frame; magneto, handle-bar control, horn toolbag, stand,
etc., in excellent condition, suitable for sidecar work

;

20 Guineas.
No. 2362.— ::? h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, standard model,

good tyres, horn, toolbag, stand, carrier, a fast reliable

lightweight, in excellent condition ; £28. Guaranteed.
No. 2272.—2jh.p. MINERVA, magneto, Dunlop tyres,

horn, toolbag, stand, carrier ; 16 Guineas. Guaranteed.
No. 2330,—3^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, footrests and

pedals, good tyres ; £17 lOS. Guaranteed.
No. 2287.—2'] h.p. Twin FAIRY, Palmer tyres, in

perfect condition throughout; £12 IDs. Guaranteed.
No. 2073.—3i h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, good tyres,

spring forks ; £17. Guaranteed.
No. 2261.—4i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring

forks, footrests, good tyres, two toolbags, stand, carrier,

etc. ; £24. Guaranteed.
No. 2290.—3* h.p. igo8 Two-speed REX DE LUXE,

Cantilever seat, spring forks, good tyres, good solo or

sidecar machine , £25. Guaranteed.
- No. i7ro.—2? h.p. 1909 LA FRANCAISE^ horn, stand,
carrier, as new

; 15 Guineas. Guaranteed.
No. 1953.—.^-6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. Racer, adjustable pulley,

Rom t>Tes, J.A. P. carburetter, almost new ; £35. Guar-
anteed.

No. 2209.—6 h.p. MATCHLESS, Palmer tvres, mag-
neto, Wliittle belt, spring frame and forks ; £25. Guar-
anteed.

No. 2335.—3J h.p. 1909 Two-speed HUMBER, Dunlop
tyres, toolbag, usual tools ; machine is as new, enamel,
plating, engine, gear, etc. : 30 Guineas. Guaranteed.

No. 2111.—4A h.p. 1908 Twin MINERVA, spring fo ' s.

Continental tyres, excellent condition throughout ; 20 Gns,
Guaranteed.

No. 2314.—2i h.p. Lightweight Two-speed F.N., 1910
model, spring forks, stand, carrier, pump, toDlbags, etc.

as new -. £33. Guaranteed.
No. 2332.—3i h.p. 1908 Two-speed G.B., Nala gear,

good tyres, enamelled grey, lamp, horn, pump, two tool-

bags, etc., would make good passenger machine ; £25.
Guaranteed.
No. 2333.—3^ h.p. 1907 MINERVA, spring forks, adjust-

able pulley, handle-bar control, stand, carrier, toolbag, etc
;

£15. Guaranteed.
No. 2237. -5-6 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., loio model, Rom

tvres, shop-soiled only ; £49. Guaranteed.
No. 1939.—8 h.p. MATCHLESS Racer, J.A.P. engine:

winner of several competitions
;

price £2? IDs. Guaranteed,
No. 1664.—30-4 h.p. ROC, Druid spring forks, magneto

ignition; £15. Guaranteed.
No. 1822.—2^^ h.p. ARIEL, shop-soiled only, 1909

model ; 16 Gns. Guaranteed.
No. I'sgg.—ii h.p. F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring

forks ; £15. Guaranteed.
A few only 1916 Two-stroke 3J h.p. REXES, new

;

price £48.
No. 2247.—3J h.p. VINDEC, magneto, good tyres, F.N,

engine, toolbag, horn, footrests, stand, carrier ; £1 5.

Guaranteed.
No. 2249.—3ih.p. WOLF. Clincher tyres, horn, tool-

bag, etc., enamel, plating, engine, etc., as new ; £15.
Guaranteed.
Two 5 h.p. 1909 Twin REX DE LUXE, two-speed

gears, standard models, new ; 42 Guineas each. Guaranteed.
No. 2208.—2} h.p. BRADBURY, h.-b. control, Clincher

tyres, excellent condition ; 13 Guineas. Guaranteed.

Besides those quoted in this space, we can offer other
good bargains. Do not fail to get our prices before
definitely deciding. Recommended by all the leading
makers for exchange business. Terms on application.

WAUCHOPE'S, »
""^^^iSKx""

'Phone, 5777 Holbom. Telegrams : " Opificer, London.''

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters n

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle

"

When this is desired, ad. will be charged for regis
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
for forwarding replies. Only the number will ap
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed,
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

, or if " Lc
is added to the address, then to the 'number gi
" The_Motor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, E.C.

i^- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to imknowu

1

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
Motor Cycle," both parties are adwsed of this reccii
upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of
registration. The time allowed for a decision after
of the goods is three days, and if no sale is eilectec
party to the transaction pays carriage one way.
transactions exceeding £10 in value, a deposit
2s. Cd. is charged. All deposit matters are deal
at Coventry, and cheques and money orders sho I

made payable to Ilifie and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and rece t

answer to their enquiiies are requested to rega 1

silence as an indicalian that the goods advertise( 1

already been disposed oJ. Advertisers often rece s

many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply |i t

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, (

Westmoreland.

4 111. p. Twin ilinerva, magneto ignition, m
2 IrCrtVct coudition; £17 10s.—Forster, Jit

Cross, Durham. v.»

N.S.U.. 3^1j-p., magneto, splendid eonrtitioil,: 1

model., lamp, generator, horn and spares, lree»
little ustu; £21.— Fo.K. 1. High Eow. uarliDg^ui

4h.p. Pcuyeot-Chater-Lea for sale, in splendjd-i
order, good tyres, ac.. Watawata. and stand;,!

Apply. Rowntree, Worswick St.. Newcastle-qVl')i

TEIUMPH Motor Cycle for saleT last, year's'sl.
machine. 3ih.p.. as good as new. Clincliei r

studded tyres, horn, one or two spares ; owner proli
fr.^ic rfdiiia: price f35.—William Scott. 70. F"
Terrace, Tweedmouth.

41j.p. Bat-Steveiis, Euthardt, magneto, Longuei
toolbag, lamp, Fitall two-speed, two pulleys,

.sparu valves, etc., grand going order: £14.—Jam
16, South St., Sunderland.

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire. T

im about'TEiriirH. Inle 1909 almost new.
milps

; £38.-Ityae, OnnsKirk

3JLh.p. N.S.U., magneto, soring forks, just orerha'
2 £20—Procter, Boston Spa.

TEIUMPH, 1909, excellent condition, not trni
miles, spares and accessories: £37.—Below.

AEIEL. 3ih.p., 1910, rear sprung, Varial gear

free engine, not run 100 miles: listed £51
accept £.45: either, but not both above.—Dr. Hiii

Stockton Heath. Warrington.

3ih.p. Minerva. 1908. accumulator, as new; 1

2 27. Amos St.. Church Laae, Harp. Mamli'

1 QIO 3jh p. Humber, two speeds, as received io li

J-C f45.-E. Blezard. 26. Bank itey St.. Bloi k

rEIUMI'H, 1907, magneto, new tjtes and belt. !•

fill mhning order; £22.—Edmunds, 44. fere
Eotlicrham.

P. and M., 1908. geared, handle starting, mncliii,,

tyres good as new, not rnn 3,000 mihii: auy t

£32.—Below-

BRABBUET, 3h.p., accumulator, spring lori,^

mcrs, almost new. powerful and reliable; b-ni.

£15.-Ha.-lam. Ecclesall Ed.. Shcffleld.

PEEMIEE, 33h.p. twin, brand new; good reosra,

^''lling: £40.—Wray, engineer. Virginia St.. Si

port.

1 Q09-10 Moto-Reve. practically new. only re,

1-iy seeing: £24 lOs., bargain.—Burgess. Wini-'C'

ShpiBeld.

31h.p. 4-Strcike Scott, just delivered, still in «'

2 £53.-Apiilr. Box 4,568, The Uohir VycU OH
Coventry.

DOUGLAS. Bradbury. Norton; Ariel. Lincolli

I'.M.C. two-.stroke; sole afcnt lor Manchestci

trict. tiourlay. l-'allowfield.

^48 7(1 cnsiurrinf? these advprtisemenls it is desirable 10 mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCI^ES FOR SALE,
Slh.p- Triumph, 1908, I'almer t'ord tyre.s, lut.ks liki

S now; £32.~C- R- A. Wurtnuby.f CliDston, Murl;rt

lurboroupb-

1 QIO Twin rremier, brand new, and perfect, lamp
i«/ luirn. aud spares; 40 guineas-—Apply, Box 4,57b

fltc Molor Ctide Offices. Coventry.

HUMBER, oil. p., in good condition, free engine, chain-

driven ; £10. cir best tfler,, n iiargain.—RobinKon
\. Bvlv(.ir Ed-. Coalville.

1009i Hnmbcr, fwo speeds, Dimlop studded., perfed

iislioptou Rd-, Smethwick.

0T03AC0CHK, Moto-Reve,
nui^'iii^to; tuU par"

Min.sfirld Ud., Nottin^'haui,

^-fOTOSACOCHK, Moto-Reve, DdugUiS lightweight,
-*.l nui^'iieto; tuU partituilars ; eiiah—Geu, 475.

fQUADRANT, l^h.p- surface
yd ' Clinelier tyre, back ever and tube new
01. Willcs Rd., Leamington.

J.A.P.

arbnrettcr. nou-trembter
£4 5s-

ROC. two-siieed, 4ih.p. J.A.P. engine, Bosch mag-
neto, Palmer cord, Uruid forks, peifeet condition

'83, Waterloo Rd., Smethwick.

ROYAL ENFIELD. 2ih.p., B. and B
b.b. control^ Palmers, j?nod running order

carburetter,
£10,

IIRIIIMPH. Rex.
L second-band; send for weekly list-—Tue

38, Eastwood Rd., Birmingham,

Minerva. Excelsior motor.?, new and
. . , . Vietorla

rago and Electrical Co.- Ltd-, Coventry.

F-N- 5-6h-p-. 1909. h-b- control, footrests. fast, com-
fortable, ' good condition, branched imhiction

I, pour lubrication-—Ho'iroyd, Earlsuon. Coventry.

rRIUMl'H Motor Cycle, 3Jhp., new Sepliimber last

little used, iu perfect order; cost £48, what olJer.sr

-Writc, Box 4.471,- The Motor Cycle OHices, Coventry-

1 009 3ih-p- Minerva, magneto. Gro.se non-skid, punc-
It/ tureproof, butted tubes, new belt, adjustable pulley
pares, new condition ; £25.—Allen, Rockingham Rd-
iettering-

[>ih-p- Bradbury, new July last, cuij run a few times.
L>2 adjustable pulley, two-note horn; i will ride fifty

dies to purchaser; £25; giving up riding.—Orbell, New-
ind. Lincoln.

DE Dion, 2ih.p-, genuine, low seat, long iandle-bais
copper tank, footrests, new belt, and Hellesen''-

attery; £10 10s—Walker, Ashmouut. Loring Rd--
P'hetstone.

> l,h.p. Rex, excellent condition, handle-bar control,
>2 spring forks, adjustable pulley, accessories; £15-
ill ride 50 miles to likely buyer.—Allen, .la. Waterway
t-. Nottint^ham-

I

QIO Humber, Premier, Ariel, and Enfield, latest
Li/ models, in stock; exchanges; special allowances;
iish offers, entertained; several snop-soilea.—Evans, 35ii
tratford Rd., Birmingham.

DREMIER, 3ih.p., latest model, with White and
L Poppe engine, studded Duulops, absolutely as
i\v, spares; cost £47 IDs., accept £36.-90, Thornhill
d., Handsworth, Birmingham.

jTOTO-REVE (nearly new, September, 1909), only
WL slightly used, every latest improvement; cost
11. will accept £23; will ride any reasonable distance
likely purchaser-—Edwards. 50. Wellington St-. Lei-

ster. .

909 Free Engine Triumph, new back ryre, at pre-
sent at Triumph Wks-. where the mai'hine is

ing thoroughly overhauled, lamp and generator, all

mplete; for £43-— G- Smiti. 37, Korthunberlaud Rd.,
'ventry.

jili-p. Triumph, magneto, in perfect order, engine re-
*2 bushed, new piston, new belt, two new Palmer
res, .spring seat-pillar, handle-l^ar control, all late.^t

iprovements, very cheap, with spares, lamp. horn, and
lis, £29.-Bomford, Exhall Court, Alcester.

PREMIERS (twin or single}. Douglas, and Enfield-—
Birmingham and Ifistrict Agency. Samples on™ at Depot, and at Stand 131. of the Bingley Hall

'cbibition; trials arranged; present machines taken in
irt payment; deferred payments if desiiea; few second-
inds.—Colmoie Depot, 31, Colmore Row (opposite
ithedral Church).

SECTION V.

)r!olk, Suffolk, Cambridge, HunUngdon,
and Bedford.
i3.h.p. Brown, perfect;
'4 Cambridge.

£8 103.—43, EUisley Av.

liPECIAL Bargain— 3ih.p- Rex. good ordfr: £9 10s-,
!' spot cash.—Full particular.-!. R. Bone, Fakenham-
[TEW 1909 Bradbury, 3ih.p., ball bearing engine, mag-
t' neto, handle-bar control: best ofter over £36 taken
I^Bclow-

910 Bradbury, second-hand, as new; 40 guineas, oi

offers-—JJelow.

909 Premier, 3Ah.p., magneto, handle-bar control, new
rubber studded back tyre, new spare belt, Cowey

leedometer, and numer.-us spares, splendid condition;
ist offer over £38 taken—Below-

Jl^h.p. Minerva, B- and B-, handle-bar control, foot-
4 boards, fast machine, and low position; £12.—

How-
!;lh-p.

. M-M.C. Chater-Lea, footboards, new back
^ - tyre and belt, engine gust been re-bushed, very

iv p.sition; £10, no offers-—All above at French's
btor Works, Tavistock St-". Bedford.

The Halifax Motor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS,

16, Wests£ite,
HAL.IFAM.

Thone, y66. Telegrams :
" Perfection."

lfi:^t'"New 1909 REXES 1909
The 5 h.p. Twin dc Luxe (two speeds and free engine)

.5 the t>est passenger mount on t]ie market. No thump-
'ng and overlieating on hills. Change your willing but
jiider-powered single for one of these, and give your
Jassengor a fleasant ride instead of walking exercise.

1509 3* h.p. Tourist REX £35
1909 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX £37
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £48

Compare these with igio prices.

Cash, Exchange, m Easy Payments.
rgio Twin Tourist REX, nearly new.

1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £39

1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £32 10

1 )08 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £35

1908 twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10

1908 4i h.p. MINERVA, Palmer Cords £18 18

5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, chltch, handle slariing £22

5j h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
i9lC3^h.p. Tourist REX, nearly new.
r909 3! h.p. Magneto REX £29 10

1909 3i h.p. REX Speed King, soiled £32 10

1909 3* h.p. Two-stroke REX DE LUXE, Roc
clutch, two speeds, as new £35

1909 3i h.p. Two-speed DE LUXE, good £36
I908 3I h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10

r9o8 3^ h.p. Two-speed P. and M., spring forks.. £29 10

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, new rubber non-skids .... £24

23 h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, two-speeds £22 10

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, VVatawata £9 10

3} h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24

3 h.p. SINGER, V belt, high tension magneto .. £16 10

2i h.p. ALLDAYS, light and low, spray £11 10

3 h.p. BRADBURY, excellent order £10

1906 3.1 h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V £15 10

3 h.p.'ARIEL, light and low, spray £9 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, handle-bar control, new tyres £12 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, high tension magneto ignition .. £14 10

23 h.p. KERRY, light and low, spray £9 10

3 h.p. M.M.C., vertical, spray, good £8 10

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame £7 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, powerful £10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, handle-bar control, very low £5 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, wants attention £6 10

ij h p. MINERVA Lightweight, untested £3 10
2" h.p. RALEIGH Lightweight, vertical £6

2} h.p. DE DION pattern, spray £5 1)

2;3 h.p. AUTOMOTOR Tricycle, grand condition. . £4 15

Monster List on application. Cash Offers considered.

TYRES.
No advance in prices. \Vc have every size in stock,

well bought, and can quote you specially low prices,

Try us.

^^V^^V REXES. Special liberal exchanges against
1*^ u\^ second-hand Rexes, Send requirninents.

1910 DE LUXE SIDECARS.
Special detachable tit'.m?-. no second adinslment neces^

sarv, 26 X 2Jin. tyre, an cane or best wicker body.
£5 178. 6d, Us'ual rigid typ^.. art cane, £4 17s. 6d. Illus-

trated pamphlet on application.

i|A|^ Forks to suit all REX -machines, 39/6. Old
l^yi\# forks taken in exchange. Pamphlet on

application.

8-ro h.p. Twin-cylinder REXETTE Tricar, carries

three, water-cooled, two speeds £27 10

6 h.p. REX Litette, two speeds, water-cooled .. £35

1,000 1908-1909 Magneto Machines Wanted for

J^***** spot cash. Full tradevalue given

III answering these advertisements it is desirable to menth^ "The Motor Oyde,*'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH. 1910. free engine, not run 100 mile;

price £46 : can^e ill-health-—Apply, Mai-cmoro.
Henlow. Biggleswade-

41.h-p. S'N.. new 1908, handle-bar control, good order,
i2 lamp. horn, spares, etc-; £22.-4,552, Tlie Motor

C}/clc C)flices, Coventry.

23.h-p. AUdays. perfect running order, recently over-
4 Imnled. new front tyre; £8 15h-—Smith,- Sbiub-

l:inds, 33nrr St. Edmund's.

31Ji.p- Triumph, delivered Juno, 1909. all at-oes.sori^s

:

li ((n.idrd tjar^-ain at £35.-rull particulars, Rolan 1

Bury St. Edmund's.
-Rex 3Ui-P- inotor cycle, two
new belt; alsj i-'afnir, 3ih.p.,
take £11 each.—Softly. Noifh

/^ ENUINE Ear'.'ain,
^^ i^iMi aeiumlatia-.-

^luiuf:' ituks. nciv Ivn.

Rd., St. Ive^. Hunt.'

5 h.p. Two-speed Vindcc Special, magneto, spring
fork-.s, 26 by 2i tyres, Whittle bolt, in very nice

cundilion, enpine an new, fast and powerful; £26.—
"Wallia, 29, Hills Rd., Cambridge.

NS.ir.. twin-eyl.. new conditiDn, not been ridden juore
than 1,000 miles; bu::;ines3 man, having no tiiijie to

ride; in.-^pection invited—W. W. Amos. Es(i-.- 30, \ork
Rd., Bury St. Edmund's.

WHAT Make Holur Bicycle do yon fancy? We can
supply and give early deliveries- We have

actually in stock new Triumphs. Premiers, and Brad-
burys. cash or instalments-—Parker and Son, St. Ives,

Hunts

23.h.p. Twin Fairy, h.b'. control, new back Max studded
4 tyre and tube Druid spring forks; also last year's

B.S-A- racing cycle, wooden lims, llin. sprint tyres

;

pXi'hanj^e for higher powered motor--Nunn, Needham
Market-

2ih-p- Mineiva engine n-utor cycle Quadrant, handle-
4 bar control, in perfect order, and ready for tour-

^., 26in- wheels, very low, newly enamelled and cver-
hanled £10; 26in- 'by 2-lin. back wheel. Clincher -iyre
and tube, lis- 6d—F. Herbert. Groton, Boxfoid, Suffolk.

4ih.p. Twin Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings and spring
2 forks, oil and petrol gau^e, handle-bar control,

lamp, stand, horn, watch, in spltncLid condition, not
crat'Ched. trial given; sacrifice. £18 10s.; bought car;

al.^0 Montgomery flexible sidecar, £4 lOs-—S. Felts, 14,
Park Rd-. Kempston, Beds-

SECTION \I.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Bietk
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmurlhen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

ARIEL Motor Cjcle, Minerva, engine, not run over
1,000 miles, almost as new; £13 10s.—Rcbbins'

(Jarage, Eve-sham.

1 QIO Sah.p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks, B- and B.,
J-«^ perfect, three weeks old; £31, or offer.-Perrins-
86, Victoria Av-, Newport.

3ih.p. Rex, in good running order; seen any eveD-
4 ing after 7, or Saturday afternoon. — Baker,

Greenfield Av., Stourbridge.

TTRIUMPH Motors, standard, also free engines; de-
livery from stock; second-hand Triumph motors

part payment.—Geo. Clarke, Port Talbot.

5ih-p. Twin Res. magneto, spring seat, spring forks.
2 nearly new Continental tyres; absolute bargain

at £22 lOs—Oliver, Roundstone St-, Trowbridge.

ENFIELD, Douglas, Premier {twin or single}- —
Birmingham and District Agency. Samples on

view at Depot, and at Stand 131, of the Bingley Hall
Exhibition ; trials arranged

; present macliines taken in
part payment: deferred payments if desired; few second-
hands.—Cclraore Depot, 31, Colmore Row (opposite
Cathedral Church).

SECTION VIL
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

3ih.p. 1909 Rex Tourist, new conditinn, new Michelin
2 non-skid; £28.—Rowland. Salisbury.

3ih.p. F.N. shaft-driven Lightweight. 1910.-4,574,
4 The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SWIFT, 3ih-p-. tw,>speed gear, accumulator .ignition.
chain drive; £9 10s.—Owers. Newbury.

3ih.p. Royal Enfield, Palmers, fast, sound; £12. —
2 Fraser, 52, Nightingale Rd., Southsea.

3ih.p. Minerva. B-S-A. frame, accumulator iguiti n, in
2 best order, tyres and belt; price £12, or near

oiier.—Below.

5-6h.p- New 1909 F.N., special tyres, speedometer
iCo^vey's) ; what ofler.^ ?—Below.

3 ill. p. Trimnphs, 1909, new, from works; what ofi'er,;?

2 -Below.
31b-p. Quadrant, magneto, spring forks, - new belt,

2 tjTcs in best condition, Bro^tks spring scat ; £20.
or mar offer.-Randall. Andover.

DE DION, 23h.p., 2Sin. wheels, spring forks, excel-
lent condition; price £12,—C, i;/o Henry Keith,

Sunningdale.

<r>Xh.p. Minerva, excellent engine: £G; selling tlirough
f^ 2 unemployment--" Motor Cycle," Coleman's. News-
agents, Trowbridge.

3ih.p. Zedel Lightweight, Lamberjack, in perfect
2 running condition; £8 lOs.-Apply, W. Piner.

Colnbrook. Bucks-

A5
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MOTOP BICYCLES FOR SALE.
2JLli.p. J.A.P., nearly new belt, accumulator, and tjTes,

2 siilcndid cundition; £10.—Mills. 1.45, Huglien-
deu Rd.. Hi^-b Wycombe.

10 Two-speed F-N-. purchased new montli ago, rid-

den bO miles onlv; £4 v.citu 01 exiiius; £o4 10s.
—Browne. 10. Thames St- Winrl?or-

REX, Sih.p., twin, magneto. K,oc cliitcb, tyres unpunc-
tiirea. canrilever j^eat, ne'p acetylene lamp; £27

10s.—Croi;ker, 139. Above Bar. Sontliaiupton.

1Q10 Triumph Motor Cycles; immediate delivery from
X»/ stoclv 01 6in!,'le and vaiiable Kpeed moaeN-—H. G.
Norton and Co.. Ltd.. "We-^tgate St-. Glouce.ster.

BARGAIN.—3 Jbr- Brown, perfect condition, long
bars, sprint; i.iks, i'(.otb(ards, BlOO saddle, very

low; approval; £13.—Nicholls. 38. Oxfcrd Kd., \\ycombe

f>ih-p- Triumph-JA.P-. ne^arly r.ew, en2;ine, Bpareti.
f^ 2 littingd, execHent condition, light, reliable, silent;
all parlitnlars by posi

;
price £10.—Jiurniit, v^.ateHart

St-. Wycombe.

ROYAL ENFIELD 1910 Lifhtw-'right. as new, D.in-
lop.s ;

ijost, with accessories, i;43, ^ell £35. or ex-
rliange lor 1910 Sjii-p. laaehire.—i.Taus. " Cranmere,"
Cosliam. Hams.
31h.p. Quadrant. 1908, Bosch magneto, with all pparpp.

2 Clincher tyres, in good condition, machine recently
overhauled; £20, or oflers-—4.360, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

3ih-p. Tourist Rex, magneto., late 1909, variable piil-

2 ley, tyres new. two uew Shamrock, one new Whittle
belt, new RiL'lie.s detachable tube, eeiiarate generatcr.
head laiJip handle-bar mirrcr, ^pare raive-s, tools, etc-

;

£29-—Marshall, Riverside, Chesham^ Bucks.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

I^YE'S!—1910 Bradbury; £46; exchanges-

l^TE'SJ—1910 2-speed Hiimher; £50; exchanges.

lyYE'-S 1-1910 2-speed F.N.; £40; exchanges.

lyYE'S 1-1910 T.A.C; exchanges.

1C'YE'S!-1909 Ariel, magneto, Druids; £23-

T^YE'S 1-1909-10 3ih-p. Rex tourist; £26 IDs.

"VTYE'S!—1908 Motosacoche, spring forks; £15.

NYE'S!—2h.p. Werner, very low frame, 26in. whtM'ls.
plated tank, and fittings; £10 10s.

TyYE'SI—1909 twin Rex tourist, as new; £35-

NYE^!—The nicet^t ^rm in London to dra! with fS
Leather Lane, Holborn. London- 'i'iionc 6299

Ilolborn.

NYE'S!-1910 3:lh-p. Two-speed Humber ; exchange-
wanted: £40-

NYE'S;— 1910 3:h-p. T«'0-speed Humbers; exchani^es
wanted; £50.

"W'YE'S:—1910 T.A.C., 4-cyl-. exchanges wanted.

NYE'S 1-1909 3ih.p. Rex. 1910 improvements; bar-
gain, £27.

NYE'S 1-1908 Sih.p. N-S-TJ.. magneto, nearly new;
£22 IO3.

I^YE'Sl-4h.p- Lagonda, good order; £10 lOa,

NYE'S!—1909 3Jh.p. Ariel, magneto, Druids, not run
many males- £23-

NYE'S!—1908 Motosacoche, good order, spring fork,^

;

£12 lOs.
^

NYE'S!—The nauost flrni in London to deal with-—
69. Learner Lane, Holborn, London- 'Phone. 6299

Holhorn.

F.N-. 2Jh.p., good order; reason for selling; trial; £9
—104 Thornlaw Rd-. West Norwood.

3h-p. Chater-Lea; £10 lOs-; good order.-76, Murchi-
Bon Ed-. Leyton-

RES Twin. Roc clutch; £16 to realise—39. Harpon-
den Rd , Manor Park.

8.—Rex. 3U1-P-- new tyre and accmnulator--1, Mel-^ vilU "' - - -

THE IDEAU
SIDECAR MACHINE.

I

Shop-soiled rgog 5-6 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE,
Roc two-speed and free engine, handle starting.
Our price £48, our price.

Tliis year's pattern will cost you £62.

I

ALSO a few new loog Twin 5 h.p, REX Tourist
Models. Our price £37, our price,

ALSO a few New 1909 3^ h.p. REX Tourist
Models. Our price £35, our price.

OTHER GENUIiVE BARGAINS.

j

3^ h.p. F.N. , magneto, handle-bar control. . £19 1

3^ h.p, N.S.U., magneto, handle-bar control £19 ]

3I h.p. 1909 REX Tourist £29

I

3^ h.p. r909 REX Tourist, Rom tyres £31 I

5-6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, h.b. control £20
1910 3^- h.p. REX Tourist, brand new . . £45
1909^ 2>i h.p. REX Racer, soiled only £32 10

I
6 h.p. Twill REX, sprifig forks, 26" wheels £16 10 I

6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20 I

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, Druid forks £15
f

3 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, H.B. control £18
i9ro 3ih.D. PRI-MIER, twin-cylinder £45
-(J h.p. REX, M.O.V. spray £10 10
3i h.p. igofi REX, M.O.V.. spring forks . . £14
\\ h.p. REX, Bosch magneto, fine goer. . . . £16 1

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
igoS N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto . . £17

]
Twin-cylinder FAIRY, very smart £14

4>I^ Hl^Uin SECURES ANY OF THESE.
IpO ^ti^WII BA A5>!Ce 5/- PER WEEKi

j
3 h.p. Vindcc, mag. £16 |

Twni Fairy £14

I
3i h.p. R.-\. mns;. . . £16

|
^l h.p. igo6 Rex. . £14

Push bikes accepted part payment.

BRAND NEW 1909

5^ h.p. O.T.A.V. VOITURETTES,
I complete with hood, lamps, tools, ^nd spares, £60

each. Magneto Ignition ,^5 extra.

6 h.p. REX LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled,
two speeds, £35.

LATEST IJh.p F.N- equal new. new back tjTe ; £18
18s.—Pntland, Tunbridge Wells.

3h.p. Clyde, wants new piston; sacrifice £.*..—Davies,
1. WeliiDt'ton Biiildiii!;*. Bow. E.

F.N-. IJh.p-, first.-ela.'ss condition; £16 lowest.—Mars-
den, 43, Dartford Ed., Dartford.

TWIN l*<^nf.'wt. maffpeto. nearlv new: £26.—Aldinptou,
69. Haydou's Park Rd., Wimbledon.

3 h.p. Noble 26in. wheels, low frame, tyrea in good con-
dUicm; £6 10s. -52. Perrj- Hill. Catford.

MINERVA. 4ih.p. twin. M.O.V.. low position, perfect,
£20; also Sih.p. single, £14.—Below.

BEADBDRT. 35h.p., very fa.st. £8: also Excelsior,
3ih.p. M.M.C. engine, cash price £7 IDs 60a,

Trinity Ed., Upper Tooting.
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FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Owing to the continued advance in tyres, we shall
shortly increase the prices of these splendid sidecars.

Be wise, and order now. DeUvery from stock to

fit Triumph, Rex, N.S.U., P. and M., etc.

£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres.

! wf'lve months' guarantee. Discount to the trade.

MISCELLANEOUS B.-^RGAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, 2jiii. wheel £3

„ „ 28in. „ £3
Montgomery Sidecar, coach-'built £5
8 h.p. Twin Rfxette Engine, two speeds . . £12
5 h.p. M.M.C. Engine, W.C £5
Carburetters—New igio Amac, variable jet 27/-

New iqio B. and B 27/-
New 1909 Amac 19/6

Old carburetter in p.irt payment.
Second-hand Longuemare, Minerva, etc .... 5/6
Second-hand Brown and Barlow and Amac . . 7/6
New Premier High Tension Magnetos 59/6
Midget Prested Trembler Coils 14/6
Clincher Tubes, all sizes post free 5 6
New Sidecar Baskets, upholstered 25/-
New Sidecar Wheels, plated 12/6
Continental Butted Tubes, 26 x sjin 12/6
Clincher Butted Tubes, z6x aiin 10/6
Three-note Fanfare Horns 7/6
" Mirrora " Lamps, separate generator .... 9/6

WANTED—Good Motor Cycles. Cash waiting.

Farrar's Motor Works,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone 919.

advertisements it is desirable to mention

MOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE
j

"1009 Triumphfl, iu first-rate condition, cbmifletsi-
Xt/ ai_'L'e.ssones; £34.—Below.

chine; £23—Below
06 Triumphj_^ magneto ignition, guarfintccd per

"I
Q07 Triumph.^ handle-bar control, an excellent

-LO order; £19.—Below.

1 Q09 Rex. 3ih-p., Tourist, cantilever seat, oniy'j^
JL*J few tinie.'i, equal to new; ,i,oQ.—Below.

1 Q09 Rex. 3ih.p., Tourist, standard machine, v^}
JLtr accessories, splendid oruer; £28.—Below. '-'-i^.

1 Q09 Jiinerva- 3ihp.. mapneto ignition. spriDg-^
J-t/ Ama<i t-arbnri'vter, handle-bar conTiol, gi

refinements ; £25.—Below.

"IQ09 Peugeot-Chater, 5h-p.. 22m. Palmer eor-tli

S-U F.R.S. lamp, etc-: ideal machiue for gi

work: £20—Below.
, .;.;"^

THE Eastern Garage Co. have, in addition ' to .

abovp. a i.u iiber of coou macliines at prices ia
ing from £7- Plea?e favour us with a \isit at 4:

Romford Rd., Forest G;ite, or telephone, Stratforft ^
Ttrley:rams. Lgaraco, London. ,^j
Olh-p. Douglas, 1910. sliphtly soiled, highest M
/QZ £35.-128, High Hd-. S. Tottenham.

-"

4ih.p. 4-cy]. P.N-, inajinetn. hums like a ton
2 128, High Rd " -

Tcttenham-

1910, in stofk, .£46; Bradbury,;

£25

noLlel, £36; liberal exchanges-— 128. ni^r'h.'^
"DRADBURYS
Tottenham.

BROWN.. 23h.p., vertical, perfect condition;. £8 Jl(_;-- —-—..- - .*-

tenhara.

HUMBERS. o^h.p., 1910. tourist model, £45;^^
speeil. £50. in stock; liberal exi-hanges- — 12

High Rd-. Tottenham.

PHOENIX, 23h.p., magneto, two speeds. ?nit dtjCtiB'

£14 10s.—128. Hi^h Rd- Tottennaui-

TRIUMPHS. 1910. in stock. £48 15s. and £55; llbnl
exchanges-—128, High Bd-, Tottenham. 198^^

teuham- ;'

3JLh-p. Rex. magneto, spring forks, fine machine;,
2 —128. Hig ~

' ~ " '

HAMPSTEAD
Works, 5, Heath St

Rd.. Tnttcaham

for Bargains.—Heath
Tel.

Quadrant

Street MOW
2678. P-O-

magneto, lioiidliiHAMPSTEAr).-3-:b.p-
bar control, splendid order; £18; all aecesa^B'

HAMPSTEAD.—2ilj.jr. vertical 1908 Minerva, ^&i
did condition, with all accessories; £11-

HAMPSTEAD— 3-;h P- Triumph, 1909. srlendid Mua'.
tion. with all accessories; bargain, £35-

:

HAMPSTEAD -1910 2i-h.p. two-speed F-N- 's;

no extra fjr easy payments-

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Rpxcs. all models in stotA

extra for easy payments-—Below.

HAMPSTEAD—Kerry-Abinpdon from stofit;

chans^e or gradual payment.^ talten; no extra.

TTAMPSTEA.D.-5h^p. twin Peugeot,

HAMPSTEAD
ditiju.

maKneto. anr I

spring forks, Osborne fonr-^speed pullpy ;
£16-

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumph. 1910, from stock; notraii

ing.

HAM1»STFAD—Donj^Ias. 1910. latest model, fioti

stock; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments. '

F-N-. 4!h-p. late model. Bplendidtou
all accessories: £20. special buryain.

HAMPSTEAD—F-N. 4ih.p.. latest model, bamlle

bar control, condition splendid, with aceessoriesT

£24.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sidecar, bes:t make, brand now, fifl-

ju^table to any machine; £3 15s-

HAMPSTEAD.—S-'t Lo.idon Agents ' for Lmcoln
Elk's, all models in stock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.-2Ah-p. 191.0 F-TS^ almost new, witli

accessories; £33, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD—3:h.p 1909 Minerva, magneto, fiml

spring forks, all accessories; £25.

AMPSTEAD for Moto-Reve Model A.: in etck;

^viKting: no extra f.r easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD--E-N- late model, magneto, and spring

forks, splendid condition, all accessories; £22. ,

HAMPSTEAD—3h.p. Triumph, good OKler. with ao?

ic-tri'-; ±:16 >itecial bargaiu- .

HAMPSTEAD--5h.p. twin Peugeot, magneto. .fivA

spring,- forkf^ good order; bargain. £16. -

'

splendid cOD'li-

bargain.

all ac;

H^.^

sprint' forkri,

HAMPSTEAD—1909 twin Djuglas.
tiun, -with all acLessories : £26. a

HAMPSTEAn.-lJh.p. F.N., Rood coniaition,

cessories : £13; magneto, and spring forks.

HAMPSTEAD for lote.st 1910 models, in stock fflri-'

iiiiiphs. Indian), Premier, Douglas. Eexs, Humber,

.tc. ; exchanges or gradualpayments—Key, 5, Hentb St.

Tel.: 2678 P.O.. Hanipstead.

WHITTLES.-Triumph. 3illj)„ 1907, msgneto,

epring forks, like new
;

great bargain, £24. .

WHITTLBS.-Eex de Luxe, 5-6h.p., twin, magneto,*

Hoc clutLii, nearly new, unscratehed; £26,

WHITIiES. — Minerra. 4iSh.p., twin, aplins

forks; sacrifice £16 16s.—Whittles. Motor Ex-

change, Earlsfield.

3ihp. Excelsior, Amac, h.b.o., re-enamelled, good con-

2 dition; £11.—Hill House, North Dulwich,

Tke Motor Cyde."



The Northern League.

AS
reported in our last issue, an important meeting

of Northern club officials was held in York on
Saturday, April 30th, the outcome of which
was the formation of a League of Northern
Motor Cycle Clubs to conduct Northern com-

petitions and form rules and regulations for those

clubs which decide to throw in their lot uith the

Lengue. Northern club officials consider that their

organisations have been left too much in the cold by
the governing body—the A.C.U.—except in the matter
of the licence and permit fees.

In connection with practically all sports and pastimes
there have always been differences of opinion between
North and South as to how matters should be regu-

lated. Exactly why this should be it is impjossible

to say, but the fact remains that it is so. The A.C.U.
has certainly done a good deal to conciliate Northern
clubs and to draw them into the fold if possible, but so

far without any very great measure of success, or the

meetings referred to would not have been held, nor
would the decision to form a Northern League have
been so unanimous. A large number of riders, par-
ticularly in the North, seem to think that they ought
to be able to work independently of any other body,
the bone of contention with the A.C.U. being the right

to hold inter-club contests without paying a permit
:fee to the A.C.U. and without the riders being com-
pelled to take out a riding licence for one open event
during the year.

'

. The A.C.U. has announced that in future the licence
;For one event will be is., increasing to 5s. if the rider
Jompete in more than one event during the year, but
,;his concession was too late to help to stem the tide of
iivents. The A.C.U. had made this and one or two

other concessions purposely to prevent the League
assuming shape, but it could not be expected to pass
over the infringement of its regulations with regard
to the proclaimed hill -climb at StaAton without loss of

dignity and diminution of power. It will be very

regrettable if the Northern League does not own allegi-

ance to the Auto Cycle Union in some form or another.

We nevenheless trust that the two organisations will

work amicably, and that, even if the Northerners cannot
see their way to apply to the Southerners for permits and
licences, they will at least endeavour to formulate some
scheme to enable both bodies to work under the sa.me

rules as far as the conduct of competitions is con-

cerned. Their highest aims and objects are identical,

and there is no reason why each in its own geographical
sphere of influence should not carry on its operations,

not only without causing offence to, but in harmony
with, the other.

A Car Licence covers a Motor Cycle.
N a recent occasion we received a query from a

correspondent to the effect that, he had dis-

posed of his car and asking if he could keep
one or two motor cycles without taking out a
fresh local ta.xation licence, j)resuming that

the two-guinea licence he had paid would rover, the

cost. of two motor bicycle licences. This query is one
we have seen raised before, and we therefore decided
to obtain an official view of the position. On making
application to the Comptroller of the Local Ta.\;riJon

Licences Branch of the L.C.C. we received the fclinw-

ing reply: " 1 beg to acquahit you that, in the circum-

stances you mention, the licence would cover one
vehicle only, the rate of duty in re.spect of wliich does
not exceed two guineas."
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1910 Improvements—stamina and Efficiency.
At the last Stanley Show 1 heard several really

clever critics complaining that the exhibition contained
"nothing new"—just a range of furbished up 1909
models, with a few new talking points of no very
special importance. I was half inclined to agree with
these carpers, but since then I ha:ve sampled quite a
little fleet of the despised 1910 models, and my opinions
;tre now revised. . From a superficial standpoint the
1910 model may in many cases very closely resemble
its predecessor of last year, but when we come to ride
them we instantly discover a marked difference. For
example, many igog 31^ h.p. tourist mounts had an
evil and incurable habit of knocking. When they
slowed up on- a- bad hill, "clank-clank-clank" ham-
mered the engine, and not infrequently such metallic
clangour was aroused under far less arduous circum-
stances. But the alleged duplicate of 1910 is usually
guiltless on this count. The same applies to the
"dying away" habits of 1909. Some cheerv souls are
wont to open the throttle rather liberally along deserted
stretches of straight road. In ,1909 the' machine would
exact its own penalty for such illegal dri^•ing by
refusing to ascend quite an insignificant incline after a
few miles of this bucketing. The 19 10 patterns, as I

am credibly informed by the miscreants who so handle
them, will romp up Birdlip after a ten-mile scrap.
Again, the' 1910 engine has . a better hill-climbing
compass than its sister of 1909; it goes farther and
faster up the few forbidding precipices that still make
a motor cyclist feel nervous. Altogether, we must
admit that last year has produced some very real and
vital improvements in engine design. Let us hope 1910
will push the motor bicycle a step further towards the
heights of ideality, even if no startling novelties come
to light.

Congratulations to the A.C.U.
The A.C.U. got rather a rough handling both from

the trade and amateurs over the conduct of the first

Quarterly Trial this ye^r, and now that it has run
off the second event more efficiently, it must receive
our congratulations. At the same time, this trial has
ceased to be of any real value as a criterion of reli-

ability. Even if we credit it with perfect management,
it is too short to hall-mark the machines of 1910. Our
standards have outgrown such petty little distances, and
the hill-climbs are infantile; who considers Dashwood
or Rectory a real climb nowadays on summer .surfaces ?

The trial may continue to serve a certain purpose of
moderate value. It is a good school for novices in trial

riding, and it encourages faint hopes of unknown
machines, which make their first bow to the public
therein. If the trade demand a reduction in the number
of trials, there are few open trials we could spare with
less regret. But so long as fifty or sixty- amateurs are
willing to use it for'practising purposes, there is no
radical objection to its survival. I think these amateurs
who are now the backbone of this trial have a right to

expect that the turns shall be properly marked; it is

hard lines when a non-stop certificate is sacrificed

because the organisers have neglected to place a huge
arrow in a sensible position at an awkward or crucial
turning.

Automatic Carburation.

A firm of carburetter patentees write taking objection
to my eulogy of the triple-jet carburetter as employed
on cars. They assert with much truth that the auto-

matic single jet is enjoying a greater vogue than the
automatic triple jet. This is true. It happens to be
true because a triple-jet carburetter requires very

skilled adjustment. This adjustment is too laborious

for most busy manufacturers of carburetters to attempt,

varying as it does with each of the hundreds of different

engines which in a year pass through their hands,

and it is too delicate a task for the average owner. I

Another rejuvenated motor cycle belonsin| to P H. Paine, of Walberton,
near Ar nac . The tn yu t is a combination of a loo pattern ..i h.p.

E. ce s or with forecar attachment minus fr nt seat. A Ruthadl magneto
and B. snd •.. hand e-bar controlled carburetter liave bee" added besides
other up-to-..ate adjuncts.

have been experimenting with automatic carburetters

for some time past, though I am not financially inter-

ested in any of them, and after "two years' hard " at

the game I regard the automatic triple jet as slightly

more efficient than the automatic single jet for car

work, though less simple, and therefore less practicable.

But I do not press the claims of the triple jet for motor

cvcles. Even greater success is being achieved by

single-jet automatics on cars, such as the Zenith, White
and Poppe, and Claudel-Hohson. There is a great

future for motor cycle carburetters in the same field.

Yet a large firm can easily employ a triple jet on motor

cycles, if they wish to. These patent carburetters are

sold as separate accessories in the car market ; hence

the bother about adjustments. A large motor cycle

factorv, turning out fifty or one hundred machines a

week, would have no such trouble. The same series of

jets and choke tubes would suit practically every engine

in the output without any finicking about.

A13
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The B.M.C.R.C. Third 1910 Members' Aeetin^. i

\.

Competitors starting for the One Hour Tourist Trophy Race.

WHEN the meeting started, at 2.30 on Wednesday,
the 4th inst., the weather was fine, but a strong

breeze blew down from the members' hill and
black rain-laden clouds loomed in the distance to

windward. The first race was the all-comers' handicap for

all classes of motor bicycles, the cubic capacity of the
cylinders of which does not exceed 1,000 c.c. First prize,

the club's gold medal ; second prize, the club's silver medal
;

third prize, the club's bronze' medal. Distance, 8 miles 269

yards. Starters allowed. The following competitors took
part

:

Rider and machine.

C. B.. Collier (Matchless) ...

H. V. Colver (Matchless) ...

Gr. Lee Evans (Indian)

H. H. Bowen (Bat)

H. A. Collier (Matcliless) ...

C. E. Bennett (Indian)

VV. 0. Bentley (Indian) ...

M. Geiger (V.S.)

E'. A. McNab (Trump-J.A.P.)
J. Gibson (Trump-J.A.P.) ...

R. C. Griesbach (Triumph) ...

VV. Chitty (Martin-J.A.P.)...

A. Maitland (Trump-J.A.P.)
E. Gwyune (Triumph
G. L. Fletcher (Douglas ...

This race, as was the case with all others which were run
on Wednesday, started and finished at the fork—quite the
best arrangement. At the end of the first lap the men
passed in the following order : Fletcher, Gwynne, Maitland,
Gibson, Griosbach Chitty, McNab, Geiger, Bi>wen, Bennett,
H. A. Collier, Lee Evans, 0. R. Collier, and Colver. In the

Bore^and S-strippctj Start
Cyls stroke. r-touriug 31. s.

2 85.5 X 85 T Scr.

2 85.5 X 85 T Scr.

2 82.5 X 93. S Scr.

2 85.5 X 58 T 33
2 85.5 X 58 T 33
2 71.5 X 82.5 T 33
2 70 X 82.5 S 39
2 75 X 75 S 1 3

85.5 X 85 T 1 33
85.5 X 85 T 1 33
84 X 86 S 1 36
85 X 60 s 1 48
85.5 X 85 s 2 42
84 X 86 T 2 42

2 60 x60 T 4 30

.second lap Gibson led, and was followed by McNab, Gries

bach, Gwynne, Fletcher, Bowen, Chitty, C. R. Collier, ,

Geiger, Lee Evans, Bennett, Maitland, and Colver. At the

finish Bowen was leading, but his rear cover blew off and,

bent the mudguard double. Then Collier led the throng,

and, for some reason best known to himself, went careering

down the straight. Result

:

1. J. Gibson (3^ h.p. Trunip-J.A.P.)
2. F. A. McNab (3| h.p. Trump-J.A.P.)
5. G. Lee Evans (7 h.p. Indian)

.

and the rest as follows : Griesbach, Bennett, Geiger, Colver,

Gwynne, Chitty, and Maitland. Time, 8 min. 29| sec. net.

McNab's machine was fitted \vith the Hellesen-Hunt dry

battery ignition and plain coil.

A Novel Event—The Sprint Race.
The next event, which took place at 3 p.m., was a sprint

race over a distance of about a mile, in which the com-

petitors were classified as follows : Classes A and B, engines

not exceeding 350 and 500 c.c. ; Class C, engines not exceed-

ing 500 c.c. ; Class D, 750 c.c. ; Class E, 1,000 c.c. The men
were allowed a Hying start, and' rode for some distance till

they caught up the official car, dressed in line in close forma-

tion, and at the sound of Ebhlewhite's syren, started.

Divided as they were into classes, the members m consequence
were almost equally matched in each class, but contrary

to anticipation the finishes Avere disappointing. The winners

were : Classes A and B, H. Martin (one-cylinder A.S.L.,

85 X 60, 340 c.c.) ; Class C, 1 Gibson, 2 McNab (Trump-
J.A.P. 's, same machines as before); Class D, C. E. Bennett
(two-'cylinder Indian) ; Class E, G. Lee Evans (two-cylinder

Indian). The first prize in each class was the club's silvei

medal.

Th3 Sprint Race. Competito.s joc'teyin^ their machines to get-in Hne-with the timekeeper's car.

AI4
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Cyl. Bore Stroke c.c.

2 85.5 X 58 . 666
2 71.5 X 82.5 .. . 662.5
2 75. X 75 . 663

85 X 88 . . 4S9
85 X 88 . . 4S9
85.5 X 85 .. . 488
85.5 X 85 . 488
84 X 86 . 476

The B.M.C.R.C. Tliird 1910 Members' Meeting.—

'I'he piece de resistance of the meeting was tte hour
r.T. race at 4 p.m., in which the full T.T. conditions, except
IS regards the weight of tools carried, were enforced. First

prize, silver cup, pi'esented by the club ; second prize, the
club's gold medal; third prize, the club's silver medal; and
perliticates to all who finished. Unfortunately, several well-'

known riders failed to start. Seven in all took part in the

race, these being

:

H. V. Colver (Matchless)

C. E. Bennett (Indi n) ...

M. G-eiger (V.S.)

J. F.. Crundall (Humber)
A. Oberlilnder (N.S.U.) ...

F. A. xMcNab (TrumpJ.A.P.)
J. Gibson (TrumpJ.A.P.)
E. Gwynne (Triumph)

It was not announced till the actual . start that Lee
Evans wns to be a non-starter, so several of the very fair

number of spectators were anxious to back him. Tom Tyler,

the bookmaker, who is quite a feature at these meetings,
wuuld only give 2 to 1, a price which wa-s not at all attrac-

live, and as an excuse continued to shout, much to every-
one's am'isement, " 2 to 1 Evans! 2 to 1 Evans. Certain to

win. Beat a motor car once, he did!" Colver's starting
prxL-e was 4 to 1, and McNab's 6 to 1. After several

shovver.s of rain the weather cleared for the start, which
took place at 4.15. At the end of the first, lap Colver led

by a loug c'istance, while Bennett, Gibson, JIcNab, and
Geiger followed in close order, then came a gap, and
Crundall and Oberliinder brought up. the rear. In the
.second lap Oberliinder lapped Crundall. In the third lap

Colver passed with his stand trailing on the ground, to

which he pathetically pointed. In this lap Gwynne retired

witli a broken valve. In the fourth lap Gib.son had valve
trouble and did not restart till the seventh lap, retiring in

the fifteenth. In the fifth lap the order was Colver, Gib.son,

McNab, Geiger, Oberliinder, Crundall, and in the next round
Colver stopped, fastened up his stand, and was in hot pur-
suit of Bennett in next to no time. Only for one lap did
Bennett hold first place. In the ninth lap Bennett stopped.
For the r.ext few rounds the following or'der : Colver,
McNab, Geiger, Oberliinder, was maintained, till in the
fourteenth lap Colver stopped for oil and gave McNab the

lead. Rain poured down in torrents, and Cofver rode with
his band before his face. In the fifteenth lap Geiger retired
owing to a broken petro! pipe. McNab was now leading by
a long way, while Colver going well now was in hot pursuit.

J. Gibson (35 h p. Trump-J.A.P.), winner of Ihe handicap event,

the ma-hine he will riie in tue T.T. Race.
This Is

and Geiger, Oberliinder, and Crundall followed. The excite-

ment was intense as McNab was soon hard pressed. At the
twentieth lap Colver was on his rival who led by Is., and
on the next lap passed him in a deluge of rain. Distances
covered : (1) H. V. Colver, 55 miles 720 yards; (2) F. A.
McNab (who piit up a splendid race), 55 miles 550 yards;
(5) A. Oberliinder, 50 miles 45 yards; (4) J. F. Crundall,
47 miles 252 yards.

The One Hour Tounst TrOtihy Raeeinprogress. J. Gibson leading, closely followed by Geiger, MoNab, Bennett, and Colver. H. V. Colver (5 h.p. Twin
Mat,ihless) teat F. A. McNab (3i h.p. Trnmp-J.A.P.) by 170 yards only, inset, the winner, with his T.T. mount.

A17
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A FORECAST OF THE T.T. RACE.
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THERE is obviously going to be what the noith-

country soccer enthusiast would call a " grate

file " for the Marquis St. Mars trophy on May
26th. Fancy the A.C.U. having to limit the

entries—and ninety naachines being the limit—when
we can remember what a job the A.C.C. had a few
)e;irs ago to rake up tltree motor cyclists with racing

machines to fight for old England in the International

(-'up. Now the cream of the dare-devil amateurs are

mustering and tuning for the Isle of Man, and, as for

good professional riders, one or two firms would give

A great deal to find one unemployed; there is a great

dearth of ten stone men with iron nerves, steel wrists,

and tlie gifts of an expert mechanic.

A Review of the Teams.
I'hen look at the teams! One's eye runs down the

li:it, and pauses at many an item. What do you, think
of three twin Matchless machines, with the two Colliers

and (Jolver up—invincible trio. The father of the

firm never worries if one of them breaks a piston and
another bursts a tyre, for he knows that the survivor

will nobly carry the creilit of Plumstead. Here is a

winner, for sure. But, wait a bit; here are tivelve Rexes,
with a big factocy behind them, and amongst their

Jockeys Godfrey, the most daring midget of the entire

bunch, with urbane Applebee, Sproston the apostle of

pluck, the two Yorkshire cracks Scriven and Mackay,
and .=,even other staunch henchmen, if mischance befalh
the first string.

Or, again. Triumphs—the machine that was always
good, and gets a little bit better every day—three times
three of them, with cute Jack Marshall at the helm.
B-eaten he was last year; 750 c.c. was too tough a

proposition for 500 c.c.
;
yet if his engine could have

.stood the racket for an extra thirty miles he would
have shaken the big twins up to the very finish, and
might even have snatched a narrow victory. This year

he is certain to be a few miles faster in every hour.

Can the twins say as much with a drop of 80 c.c. in

their capacity ? If accident overtakes them, Newsome
and Creyton are richer in experience than they were,

.ind thf^ir igio engines will stand more driving than
the rgog; behind them are a small fleet of first class

amateurs—Witham, who does sixty an hour on Brook-
lands ; Adamson, who can climb Amulree till the clouds
roll by, with a hot engine all the time : McMinnies the

Dark Blue; and several more.

Wants to Win a Dry Race.
Then come the vermilion Indian crew from the land

of the Stars and Stripes. If the roads are wet and
dirty, this crowd should have things all their own way,
for few of the belt-drivers will get round ten times
non-stop as the chains are. expected to do. Tet's hope
for a fine day, or the race may peter out disappoint-
ingly, and Wells wants to win a dry race if at all.

Scarcely a man in this team but has shown his

poWr to tune by dointr sixty-fi-\'e or so in a sprint, and
AlS

several of them have come \eiy iieai the complete
sixty in the hour. It will be a good combination that

finishes ahead of the leading Indian when the course

is closed, and the tailed out unfortunates are flagged

off the road. Nor are we through all the threatening

contingents yet.

Who can afford to ignore four twin Bats, with Day-
rell, Bowen, and the two Bashalls up? A leetle spice

too much daring here, if anything ; it might be a caso-

of '' let the engine have its head, and chance getting

round the corner"; but this quartette are a year or

two older, and have a tumble or two in their memories.
There are bigger impossibilities than that they should

top the list.

Dark Horses.
Lots ol them. Stanley, on -the Premier, was only

fractionally less dangerous than Jack Marshall last

year, when he was a new man on a new machine. B.

V. Jones is a finisher every time, and has put on a lot

of speed—'eighth last year, wasn't he? McNab, th;'

ponderous Mercury; two Scotts, quit their mark like

greased lightning, and the easiest jiggers in the race

to sit, if they can keep going fast all through their

jocks will be fresh as paint after ten laps.

Rumour says' the new - Humbers—chain-driven, by

the way—jre presently going to teach all the old hands'!

something new in design; Crundall and Yates to sit-

them, men who were racing, aye and invincible, toO,-

when soa:e of the entrants were in their cradles; Reed,i

who won the twin-cylinder class once, and thinks hisi

turn is about due again ; Norton, technical expert, anch

f

-^ j\ ^^^'^^fet^^taR'iA3gfr.^::.ay;-::e:; :

E. B. Ware on his 8h.p. twin-cylindfr King's Own-\A.P. Ths macmne is 'M
chain-driven and i tied with a ). and M. two-speed gear—unusual Sittings tol

-f^'i

such a (owertui racer. Ware rode at Brooklands on Aoril 2ith.
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most indefatigable of sportsmen; Harry Martin,

cushioned by air springs from the cruel potholes, and

many another. Pick the winner? Well, I think not.

'if ' ifs ' and 'ands' were pots and pans," I might.

If it is wet, keep your eye on the Inoians and two-stroke

Scotts ; (hey will come away in a bunch on sloppy

roads, 1 fancy; if so, they should be hunted home by

a few survivors of the belt-driven brigade, who dodge
transmission stops until the seventh or eightb lap, and
j)Ossiblv one or two belt-drivers might even then press

them right through.

Single V. Twin Cylinders.

In no case do I regard a single-cylinder win as really

probable. The entries of singles and twins are so large

that luck ought to be levelled up between them.

Good men on both t}pes ought to come through without

accident or trouble. Quite apart from personal fads,

we have two facts to support the expectation of a

twin-cylinder win. , The Matchless firm have chosen

to enter three twins, instead of a mixed team—that

alone is tolerably eloquent. Secondly, in all T.T.
events at Brooklands the single cylinder has been out-

distanced when the race has been prolonged. A single-

cylimler T.T. with a track gear of, say, 3j4 to i can

undoubtedly cover a single flying mile on the fiat

almost as fast as the T.T. twins; but it cannot live

with them for an ho.ur.

Comparisons of Speed.
In the B.M.C.R.C. hour T.T. race in March several

Indians covered upwards of fifty-five miles, but the

single-cylinder Bats only managed fifty-four miles, and
the Triumphs forty-eight. Multiplying by three, to

get near the Manx distance, the twins would win by
ten miles or so. Actually they will not, because only

short patches of the Manx course are suited for them
to utilise their undoubtedly higher speed capacity. But

I am convinced that only a perfect holocaust of bad
luck can prevent a twin-cylinder win, and I prefer to

regard the singles as fighting out a separate^ battle

among themselves. Given dryish roads, there should

be a battle royal between five or six twin-cylinder

machines for the leading places, and behind them a

rather smaller band of singles, tolerably close up, may
be expected to wage an equally .exciting struggle of

even greater general interest. Kirk Michaet..

->-•••-«-

TOURIST TROPHY MODELS.
THE REX SINGLE AND TWIN-CYLINOER MACHINES.

TvVO models—a single-cylinder and a twin—have

been entered for the Tourist Trophy Race by

the Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Coventry, and several

of each will take part in the race. The single-

cylinder engine with a bore and stroke of 841-^ by

89 mm. is practically the ordinary standard model,

but the twin-cylinder embodies a number of new

features. The most prominent amongst these is the

arrangement of the valves in the engine; the inlets,

instead of being side by side with the exhausts, are

inverted over the

exhausts, and are

worked by an over-

head rocker and
tappet, as shown in

the annexed sketch.

The inlet cam is

mounted upon an
extension of the

shaft \vhich carries

the exhaust cam,
the timing gear
box having been
widened for this

purpose. This illus-

tration show's tiow

large are the radi-

ating fins with

which the vah'e

chamber has been
provided, and the

neat arrangement of

the exhaust and
inlet pipes leading

One ojlinder ot a T.T. Twin Rex, sh, wing
i\e. .eaci *ai.e moton ana Lodge uoub.e-poie
iar.,.ng tlug.

hereto. The cylinder casting with which the valve

ox is integral deserves special mention, not only on

crount of its neatness^- but also for the fact that there

lis to be no surplus metal anvwhere

Jt will be noticed that Lodge double-pole ignition

is employed, a two-pole plug being placed in the side

of the valve box, and an ordinary plug in the cylinde'

head.

The engine has undergone considerable modification

in point of cylinder dimensions from the standard twin

model, and to comply with the regulations the bore

and stroke of this T.T. machine are 775^ by 71mm.
respectively. The behaviour of this engine will, no
doubt, be watched with interest, especially in con-

junction with the double pole ignition.

As might have been expected, the reciprocating parts

have been made extremely light so as to permit the

^ .^
- r—VV^^ >^
yTsT'^^ ^^

^^ ^|||;il:i))))l)l)i)|jj||J^^

^^^^g
.
^^^

Tbe torpedo lubricating oil tank on tlie Rex T.T. models.

engine to run up to a high rate of speed. The pistons

are of cast-iron, and are a fine piece of work. Two
wide rings only are used, and above and below these

oil grooves are formed. The piston head is consider

ably -domed, thus allowing the maximum amount of

metal to be machined away without impairing its

strength. The gudgeon pin is tubular, and i= ninds^
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3J h.p. single-cylinder T.T. Kex. The cylindrical tank on the top tube :s for
lubricating oil, and permits ol increased petr«l capacity.

slightly taper, so that it fits securely in position \s ithout

the aid of any other locking device.

The connecting rods have also been considerably
lightened. A notable feature is the length and
diameter of the big and little end bearings and the

manner in whicti they are assured of lubrication. The
big end has grooves cut right through the connecting
rod boss and its brass, so that the crank pin receives

a supply of lubricant not only at its ends but also at

two intermediate places. At the little end a single

groove is cut and serves the same purpose, but in this

case an auxiliary hole is bored through to the bearing
at each side of the connecting rod, so that it receives

oil from below as well as from jbove.

No pains have been spared to make the lubrication

arrangements as perfect as possible, and very

thoroughly they have been carried our First of all,

the piston gets a certain amount of lubrication throug''.i

the inlet pipes in the usual Rex manner. For this

purpose a pipe from the crank chamber is led up to

?—

a

the mixing chamber of the carburetter, so that the

suction of the engine draws in a certain amount of

oil together with the mixture. As it has been found

necessary to enlarge the petrol tank in order to carry

a sufficient supply of fuel, the lubricating oil is carried

in a separate torpedo-shaped tank placed above the

petrol tank, and at its forward end. From this oil is

supplied to the engine mainly by means of the drip

feed arrangement on the. right-hand side, or, in casejSf

emergency, by the ordinary .plunger pump, which is'

on the lefl.

The question of transmission has not yet been sf.-it!fd,

but we understand the Rex Co. have been, or are still,

cariying out exter.sive tests with r^:;. i.-;1r !':'.- relative

merits of chnin and belt drive, a'^d ,<iil not decid?

which to i>e r.ntil trials iiave been inadeon the course

and th y hive proved to their satisfaction which is the

faster.

Th.::- machine is on standard Rex lines, with th'^i

evrjTition of the points dealt with above, and has the

appeara~r.ce :;f a fast and at the same time a liglit and

!.r.:::.v mount, - .

Twin-cylinder T.T. Rex. The engine has mechanically-operated overhead
inlet \alves and Lodge double-pole ignition.

WHIT=MONDAY EVENTS AT BROOKLANDS.
Following are the entries for the two motor cycle handicaps

at Brooklands on Whit- Monday:
2,20 p.m.—THE M.A.Y HANDICAP.

Cylinder capacity between 500 and 1,000 c.c. Distance
ibout 8 miles.

H. H. Bowen (Bat)
B. Yates (Humber)
A. J. Moorhoiise (Indian)

H. G. Partridge (N.S.U.)
J. P. Le Grand (Rex)
W. E. Cook (.V.L.G.)

H. Parker (N.L.G.)
A. Oberlander (X.S.U.)
R. T. Exshaw and W. H. Bashall

(N.L.G.)
F. H. Arnott (Y.S.)

A. Q. Fenn (Indian)
H. V. Colver (Matchless)
H. A. Collier (Matchless)
C. R. Collier (Matcliless)

J. T. Bashall (Bat)

Bore and stroke,

.,. 85i X 58 ,

82-^ X
75 X
ni X
80
80
80

84
75
70
86-^

86^ X
854 X
85i X

93
90
70
99
94
99

90
75

83
85
58
85
58

Cyls.

. 2 .

, 2 .

. 2 ,

. 2 .

. 2 .

. 2- .

. 2 .

. 2 .

. 2 .

. 2 .

, 2 .

. 2 .

, 2 .

, 2 .

3,25 p,m.—THE WHITSUX HANDICAP,
Engines up to 670 c,c. Distance abuiii 6^ miles.

H, H. Bowen (Bat)

W. Dewar (Triumph)
3. Ybles (Hunibei)
A. Brunton (New Century)
A. II. Willde (Triumph) ...

H. Shanks (Kingfisher)

85i
84

58
86

76
88
60

c.c.

666

£94
808
670
995
945
995

998
663
6,";9

976
666
976
666

666
477

349
499
340

H. Hunter (Triumph)
G. F. Hunter (Triumph)
F. C. Wood (N.S.U.)
1{. C SvKes I Quadrant) ...

F. C. Broome (F.N.)

F. W. Applehee (Centaur)

W. A. Jacobs (Rex)

J. P. Le Grand (Kex)
Capt. Sir E. K. Arbnihnot,

Bart, R.N. (Triumph)
H. V, Colver (Matchlpss)
W, E, Cook {N.L,G.) , .

W. H. Bashall (Bat)
A. Oberlander (N.S.U.)
F. H, Arnott (V.S.)

R. T. Exshaw (N.L.G.)
A, G. Fenn (Indian)
II. A. Collier (Matchless)
C. R. Collier (Matchless) - ...

Wm, Nichols (N.S.U,)
F, A. McNab (Trump-.J.A.P.),..
A, C. Maitland (Trump-J.A.P.)
F. W. Barnes (Zenith-Gradua) ,,,

J. T, Ba,«hall (Bat)

85 X 88 . . 1 . ,, 499

85 X 88 . ,. 1 . .. 4£S

85 X 88 , . 1 . .. 4£9

76 X 76 , , 1 , .. 349

48 X 57 . . 4 . .. 413

85 X 87 . . 1 . ., m
84i X 89 . 1 . . 499

77^ X 70 . . 670

84 X 86 . , 1 . . 477

85i X 85 . , 2 . . 976

85 X 85 . , 1 . . 482

S5i X 58 . , 2 , . 666

52 X 74 . . 2 . . 314

75 X 75 . . 2 . . 663

85 X 85 . . 1 . . 48a

70 X 83 . . 2 . . 630

85^ X 58 . . 2 . , -666

85i X 58 . . 2 , . 666

52 X 74 . . 2 , . 314

85 X 85 , . 1 . . 48a

85 X 85 . . 1 . 4b2

85 X 85 . . 1 . . 482

85i X 58 . . 2 , . 666

MoT^gciE SPRING ISSUE
and T.T. SPECIAL NUMBER

On sale everywhere, Thursday. May 26th. Id. as usual.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and addrtn.

A Good Liver Stirrer.

[4751.]—In reply to letter No. 4737, I have had sufficient

acquaintance with horsemanship and motor cycluig to assure

"India" that he will find the latter little, if any, inferior

to the former as a "liver stirrer." On a good machine the

vibration is negligible. I have ridden a 5 h.p. twui P. and

M., two-speed gear, Druid spring forks, for three years, and

have dene about 160 miles in the day without undue fatigue.

I am 55, weigh about 14 stones, am a literary man, and fird

that notliing " stirs my liver " better than a good run on

the motor cycle. AB 668.

The Auto-wheel.

[4752.]—What has become of the Auto-wheel, which, at

the time of the Stanley Show, numerous journals thought

had solved all sorts of motor cycle difficulties? It reminds

me of some daily newspaper articles a few years ago advocat-

ing shaving by means of a piece of paper after applying

some sort of rnixture. We were told that it would soon be

universally used, and leave the face as smooth as alabaster.

I have patiently waited for it, but it still seems a long way
ofi. C. BRIGGS.

Scouting on Motor Cycles.

[4753.]—I have done a little bit of this. My greatest

practical difficulty occurred when riding along a narrow road

—I met an enemy's scout practically face to face. It needs

a smart rider to turn round and get away without being

captured. On the other hand, to leave one's motor cycle

and walk some distance away is also open to objection.

Can any of your military readers tell us what to do ?

SCOUT.
[In case of real warfare both parties would be armed with
revolvers and the one who got away without being cap-

tured would be the better marlfsman.

—

Ed.]

Increase of jpeed on Partially Raising the Kxhaust Valve.
[4754.]— With all due respect to the one who signs him-

self " The Colville Motor Works," I thank him for the exact •

copy of an article which appeared some time back in Tlie.

Autocar. I won't try to contradict the explanation .arrived

at by scientific investigators, viz., that the valve has a

tendency to bounce off its seating and so upset the incoming
gasj but why not allow for the tendency to bounce (by
setting timing), so that inlet valve commences to opeii when
piston has travelled an eighth of an inch down on the
induction stroke? By that time the exhaust valve will be
firmly on its seating and allow incoming gas to be sucked
in without being upset by the bounce of exhaust valve.

PONY.

[4755.]—In the issue of April 28th "Pony" says, "If
I will experiment with my engine by varying the timing to
suit the engine," the exhaust lifter peculiarity "should"
stop for good. I hope "Pony" won't be cross, but either
bj* accident or design the makers managed to time my
engine correctly ; at any rate it is now two years and eleven
months since I fixed the spring which prevents the lifter
doing a jig, and the peculiarity "has" stopped absolutely.
"The Colville Motor Works" mention the valve bouncing
theory, but if "modern academic investigation" is as
simple and infallible as they suggest, I shall expect to hear
that the man who coaxes his engine round Brooklands at
the fastest rate will be found to have a Bowden lifter or a
dashpot fitted to the inlet valve, as well as to the exhaust
valve, as undoubtedly a partially opened valve would affect
the lengine more on the compression stroke than on the

induction stroke, and incidentally the valve bouncing theory
becomes one of the possible explanations of the blow-back
peculiarity mehtioned in " Ixion's " A Puzzle or a Poser? but,

of course, this is merely "surface surmise" on my part.

Your correspondents assume that their respective explana-

tion of the valve raising phenomenon is conclusive in all

cases. I should not care to go quit© so far, as I think that

in different engines entirely different causes may show pre-

cisely similar symptoms, but I can vouch for cause, effect,

and cure in the case I quote.
WHITTLESHIP.

Delay in Execution of Orders.

[4756.]—" Disgusted " in his letter [4730] deserves the

thanks of all motor cyclists for drawing attention to a state

of affairs which is notorious ; one might almost say
scandalous.

Last season 1 returned my machine to the makers for over-

hauling, and received it back—after much correspondence
and many promises—in seven weeks. Three weeks ago I

ordered a new mudguard, and am still waiting for it. But
by far the most annoying thing is the neglect of one's letters

;

' one would think that a man who had bought a £50 machine
and would probably buy again was worth a little attention.

The manufacturers' idea seems to be to sell a bicycle and
then the purchaser may go to the deuce. Let us hope, with
your assistance, makers will mend their ways, and realise

that these small orders are often of vital importance to the
sender. CHARLES LYALL.

Hill-climbs and Other Matters.
[4757.]—As one who lives in the neighbourhood of

Sutton Bank, and who witnessed the contests there on
Easter Saturday, I could not help feeling the futility of it

all. This is a grand district for making one think out the
best methods of getting the best use out of a motor cycle

;

there are much worse gradients than Sutton Bank within
five miles of it which cannot be ruxhed ; they are not so
long, it is true, but far more twisty and lumpy, inviting

bad spills in cart-ruts and gutters running across the road.

Wherever the best scenery is to be found there also one
generally finds the stiffest and often roughest hills such as
described in the issue of April 7th, " A Jaunt in the North
Riding." Now, it strikes me as a pity that when one
starts out on a pleasure jaunt to have to do a turn of
" hard labour," such as the riders in the above article had
to do up Wass Bank. The object of this letter is, out of

gratitude for the many tips I have got from reading The
Motor Cycle regularly, to pass them on to a few more
readers who may not have read this interesting weekly so
long as I have.

Practically,, the whole thing is to fit a two-speed gear
and Whittle belt (Jin. or lin.) to a 3^ h.p. of one of the
best known makes of machines. There are so many choices
nowadays of machines that are equally good, but they won't
climb stiff, twisty, lumpy banks, slowly, so as to be both
comfortable and safe.

Personally, I ride a 3| h.p. N.S.U. fitted with two-speed
gear and, free engine (both bought second-hand), and tackle
these liiUs daily as a matter of course with the very greatest
ease and comfort. Rubber belts and ordinary leather belts

are of no use here, as it means shortening every few days,
and slipping, and short life. The cnly improvement on the
Whittle (for this district) would be a chain drive. My motor
cycling now is practically all pleasure, where it used to be
marred before by some very hard work.

EXPERIENTIA DOCET.
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Automatic Carburetters.

[4768.]—I havfi read the letters in The Motor Cycle

regarding automatic carburetters, and have been much
interested in them. I purchased a 3^ h.p. new Kover tricar

in July, 1906, and this machine is fitted with a carburetter

which is entirely automatic. It is the simplest carburetter

possible, has only one lever to operate throttle, and no
extra air device whatever , no flap or sliding tubes, and it

will give a correct mixture at all speeds. The engine will

run dead slowly and wiU run fast. Weather is no object,

and as proof of perfect mixture during the time I have had
the machine {I have worn out three back tyre covers) the

exhaust valve is as clean as most inlet valves, and shows
no signs of burning'.

I am "never troubled with overheating, and my longest

non-stop run was from Thornton Abbey to Peterborough,
about eighty-nine miles. If a carburetter as simple as

this could be fitted nearly four years ago, I cannot under-

stand why more are not on the market. I do not know the

maker of the carburetter ; it was fitted by the Hover Co.

,

but it is not the Rover automatic. AT 394.

The Motor Cycle in the United States.

[4759.]—I have read with great interest the correspond-

ence which appeared in Tlie Motor Cycle on the above subject

and certaii'ily feel very sorry for "Disgusted Belt User."
I am at a loss to understand how he uses his belt if he can
only avsiage about 300 miles with an English belt.

~

In this hot country I have never found my belt run less than
2,000 miles, and often average more than this figure. It is

a fact that if the pulley is not true and the belt not in a

.straight line, the life of it will be short, but even in this case

I find the belt is good for nearly 1,000 miles.

My friend owned a 3^ h.p. motor cycle, fitted with an
automatic pulley; -the flanges of it are not true and yet he
has covered more than 1,000 miles with the belt and it is

still in use.

I received my new motor cycle fitted with Roc" free

engine and two-speed gear last month, and have since
travelled about 300 miles on it. I have never shortened the
belt yet, and it still looks like new.

I write this letter to let you know how your rubber and
canvas belts behave in this part of the world, and certainly
disagree with " Disgusted Belt User " abjout the short life

of an English belt. SATISFIED BELT USEE.
Perak, Malay States.

Storing Accumulators.

[4750.]—We have noticed at various times, enquiries in

the press on the above subject, and in many cases the advice-

given is such that, if followed, damage to the accumulator
might result. We, therefore, give a few hints as to the
methods to be followed, which an experience of twenty
years in the manufacture of small portable accumulators for

ignition and lighting purposes suggests are the best.

(1.) If an accumulator has never been charged, wrap it

up or store it in a dark dry place.

(2.) If Vi is desired to put away an accumulator that has
been charged for an indefinite period, run it down on a
lamp till each 2-volt cell registers 1.9 volts, then empty out
the acid and let it dry off, and store as No. 1. The slight
sulphate formed in drying (if any) will disappear at the first

charge.

(3.) If a charged accumulator is to be put by for any
period up to six months, charge fully, wipe perfectly dry,
and grease the terminals. Store in a dry dark place free

from dust. At the end of the time very little of the charge
will have been lost.

Water should never be put into an accumulator, whether
charged or not, under any circumstances.

C. A. VANDERVELL AND CO. '

The London-Edinburgh Run.
[4761.]—My object in writing this letter is simply

because I think there must be other readers of your journal
who have had the same treatment meled out to them at the
hands of the committee of the M.C.C.
On April 24th I offered myself as a candidate tor the

London to Edinburgh run, and I therefore cnraplied with

the necessary conditions set forth in H. G. Bell's article in

The Motor Cycle, viz., one guinea subscription, five shillings

for membership, ten shillings and sixpence for entrance tee

for run from London to Edinburgh, and eight shillings foi-

food. This, I conclude, was all that was necessary, but to

make sure I enclosed three trade references. Now comes the

worst of all, and you may guess what a surprise I had when
I had my money returned with a note that I had failed to

get the necessary votes from the committee. I might add
that the same thing occurred last year, and was a great sur-

prise to many of my motoring friends, who will no douLt
read this letter.

Can any reader offer me an explanation, as this action on
the part of the il.C.C. Committee appears to me to be some-
what arbitrary.

JACK MORRIS.

An Appreciation of a Two-speed Humber.

[4762.]—In the early part of this year the Humber Com-
pany were good enough to let me have a trial run on one ot

the two-speed models, and I was so pleased with its running
that I placed an order for one. The machine arrived just

in tinrt for Easter, and I lost no time in putting it through
its paces. I thought my experience of its capabilities might
interest some of your readers. Pleased as I was with the
1909 mpdel, it cannot be compar.ed with the present one.

A. C. Robbins and the 1910 c^ h.p. Humber, which he eulogises in the
accompanyinj letter.

Its remarkable freedom from engine vibration, its soft

gliding motion even when travelling slowly, its ease of

control and handiness in dodging ruts, etc., all combine in

making it one of the ideal mounts of the season. The opera-
tion of working the gears is much easier, with their neat
adjustable rods, also the smooth handle-bar free from any
sharp edges, and the roimded handle grips make it a comfort
to ride.

It is a fair hill-eater; I find it wiU climb Swain's -Lane
hill without any hesitation on top gear of four and three-
quarters to one without any rushing. I find it also capable
ot travelling at a very fast pace over long stretches without
overheating ; on the Great North Road (early in the morn-
ing), between Barnet and Biggleswade, it will go at speeds
bordering on double the speed limit.

On the whole I consider it an exceptionally good tourist
mount, and one which should be seen on the road a lot this
year. The specification may be of interest : 3^ h.p. Humber,
t\yo-speed gear, Bosch magneto, B. and B. carburetter,
Liversidge rubber and steel-studded back tyre, Dunlop
front, Dunlop butt-ended tubes, WTiittle belt, and Brooks's
saddle. I can speak very highly of the Liversidge tyre,
and also the Whittle belt—one free from punctures, the
other tree from breakages. A. C. BOBBINS.
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A Light Four-wheeled Runabout.
[4763.]—I was very interested to read in 'I'ht Motor

Ciide the account of a belt-driven four-wheeled runabout

with four-cylinder F.N. engine. I have had one built

almoet exactly like it. It was finished last August, and
has been very successful. Mine has a 9 h.p. Advance twin,

water-cooled engine, Bosch magneto, C.M.F. radiator, Kent
three-speed gear, no reverse, Hans Renold chain from engine

An Extended Trial of a Scott.

[4764.]—I read the article under the above heading in

the issue of the 21st ult. with great interest, the more so as

I am an enthusiastic rider of a Scott, but have done over

double the distance you mentioned. I have nothing to find

'fault with the major portion of the article, but find myself
in disagreement with you on one or two items, notably,

"petrol consumption." I may say that I ride one - of the
new 1910 4 h.p. models, vifhich, while having the same stroke

as the standard 3^ h.p. machine, has ^in. bigger bore,

namely, 2|in., against 2|iii.

I completed 1,007 miles on fifteen gallons of Shell petrol,

and had probably enough in tank to carry me ten miles

more, but, having a twenty-five mile journey, was reluc-

tantly compelled to fill up again. A simple calculation shows
that this is slightly better than sixty-seven miles to the
gallon, and I am hoping in my second 1,000 miles to improve
on this and do over seventy.
Slow running : I find that I can throttle down comfortably

to 10 m.p.h. on high gear, which is 4.3 to 1, but on the
low 7.3 to 1, I can crawl at a speed, firing regularly, too

slow to be shown on my Jones's speedometer, which is not
very sensitive below 8 m.p.h., so that I don't think there is

anything to complain of on that score. On the high gear,

given a good level road, I have not the slightest difficulty in

touching 50 m.p.h., while on a slight down gradient I have
increased this to sixty out of curiosity to see what one could
push it to. Needless to say, one does not often indulge in

such bursts of speed, but on open roads I usually settle down
to a comfortable 30 m.p.h., which is the Scott's most com-
fortable speed.

I have never myself found any trouble with the spring
stand, and it has never come adrift, nor did I find it neces-

sary to adjust the chains until I had completed 1,100 miles,

and then but a trifle.

Like you, I, too, found the extra air lever somewhat in-

accessible, hvA as it only wants once adjusting, it seemed to

A bdlt-drtven runabout, propelled bv a twin-cylinder V type Advance engine,
(See letter No. 4763.)

to three-speed gear, lin. Whittle belts, geared 5.8 and
10 to 1, but I am going to raise the gear, as it takes
absolutely everything on top with two up. The wheelbase
is 6ft., track 3tt. 6in. All four wheels are fitted with 26

X 2iin. Palmer cord tyres. I have run about 2,000 miles

and had no trouble with the belts and not a single puncture.
The body is painted dark green, with black and white lines.

I got a local coachbuilder to make the body and paint same,
and he finished it very nicely. It has quite a smart, up-to-

date appearance. I hope the enclosed photograph will be of

interest. W. A. McKEGGIE.

be a pity to complicate matters and put handle-bar control
on it. One dark night, however, after starting, in putting
my hand down to open it, I got hold of the sparking plug
instead ! Needless to say, my opinions underwent a violent
change.
There is one point that you have not touched upon,

which is one of the features of a Scott motor, namely,
the water cooling. I have been asked numberless times if

this causes any trouble, and if the water boils away. I have
never yet had the water boiling at aU, and in the first 1,000
miles only twice added about a teacuptul to the tank.
Wishing, after the first 1,000 miles, to take the engine

down and see what was the condition of same, I telephoned
the Scott people for some exhaust packings, telling them
that I was proposing to take it down. They told me it

would be a much better plan to run up and have it taken
down at their place, which I did. Showing the wonderful
accessibility of the Scott, I may say that the whole engine
was taken down and laid ready for my inspection in less

than a quarter of an hour. When we proceeded to try'the
various parts on the limit gauges, there was not a shadow of
wear or a shake in any part, and bar the fact that I had,
through over lubricating, slightly choked up the exhaust
ports, nothing wanted doing.

In conclusion, should anybody wish to use a speedometer
with Scott machine, which is practically necessary on a
first-class machine, I should strongly recommend him to
have it coupled up, as mine is, to the back wheel, and
clamped by a neat fitting, which the makers of the machine
supply, to the down oil tube. It is extremely neat and out
of the way, and is of great use for " tuning up purposes,"
as one has but to start it on the stand, slip in the high
gear, and if it will touch sixty on the dial, with the throttle
about half open, you may depend upon it it will give a
good account of itself on the road. I need hardly say that
the only connection I have with the Scott Engineering Co.
is that of a satisfied user of one of their machines.

R. B. CAFFERATA.

Exhaust Whistles.

[4765.].

—

Re exhaust whistles on single-cylinder machines,
I have such a whistle on my machine, but did not get good
results till I fitted a
shutter that worked along
with pedal of whistle, so
that the whole of the ex-

haust gases must go
through whistle. Again,
if you are running through
a town, throttle shut, and
need to give a warning, it

is an easy matter to open
throttle just for a second
and give two or three sharp
toots.

I used to have a lot of

bother with a trinote horn
being choked up ; in fact,

if there was any dust on
the roads it was put out of

business in less than five

miles. I now have fitted a
baffle in front of each

This has stopped the dust
getting in, and horn is

always in order, but I pre-

fer the exhaust whistle, as

the hands are left free.

A.M.

Horn Baffle.

A. Horn. B. Baffle.

Exhaust Whistle.
Pedal B. Shutter. C. Whistle.
D. Cut-out. E. Silencer.

F. Exhaust.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Beginner" (Ventnor) would be glad of readers' experi-

ences of the Royal Mail tricycles used for the carriage of

letters and postal parcels in the London streets.

"J. P. H." (Galway) would be glad of readers' opinions

of Morganol lubricating oil for motor cycles.

"H.A.H. " (Pontypridd) would be glad of readers' experi-

ences with the Millennium Fit-all two-speed gear on a 5 h.p.

twin-cylinder engine with sidecar.

A reply to an enquiry addressed Mr. Percy Pelt,

Grantham, has been returned as "not known."
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Time TO

(GREEN'AVICH).
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A FORECAST OF THE T.T. RACE.

SATURDAY'S OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

THE NORTHERN LEAGUE.

Whit-Monday Racing at Brooklands.

For the Whit-Monday meeting at

Brooklands, there are sixteen entries in

the May Motor Cycle Handicap, and
twenty-nine in the Whitsun handicap.

Tourist Trophy Race.

The -machine entered by D. E. Rea
is a 3^ h.p. Moveo. which will be ridden

by Hugh Storey. There will be three

itoveo motor cycles in the T.T.—

a

design hailing from Preston.

I.O.M. News.

The entry for the Tourist Trophy has
eclipsed all previous figures ; the
latest received appear elsewhere in this

issue. The race will be followed by a

hiU-climb on the mountain road, which
will be held at 2.30 p.m. on Friday,

27th inst.

The Seott T.T. Racers.

The two two-stroke Scotts entered

for the Tourist Trophy are now run-

ning on the road and pi'omise very well.

Eric S. Myers and F. Philipp will ride

the machines in the race. They are

more powerful than the standard model,
and of amended and lighter design, as

may be gathered by the illustration

below. The bore is 2|in. and stroke 3in.

The effective stroke is only 2^in., so

that the engine really is a short stroke

engine viewed from the thermal aspect.

The capacity is 39 cubic inches, com-
pared with 27 cubic inches of the stan-

dard engine. At 2,000 revolutions per
minute the new engine is calculated to

give 6.3 b.h.p., whereas at the same
speed the standard Scott gives 4.35.

The T.T. mode.l is geared 2^ to 1 on the
high, and 3.78 on the low gear, so that
at sixty miles per hour the engine makes
2,017 revolutions on the high and 3,041
on the low gear. A mechanicar oil feed

has been .adopted in addition to the
ordinary hand pump. The machines
are exceptionally silent in running. The
Scotts are the only two-stroke engined
machines ent.ered for the Tourist Trophy
Race.

Eric S. Myers mounted on the 5 h.p. two-stroke Scott he has entered for the T.T. in the lfileIot_Mati
on the 26thjnst. Some details of the machine are given in a paragraph above.

Official Repairers.

A number of motor cycle repairers

have now been officially appointed by
the Auto Cycle Union.

4 Fine Performance.

The only private owner to obtain

full marks in the recent Quarterly Trial

was H. Robert, who rode a two-speed
P. and M. Only one trade rider—to

wit, J. F. Crundall (34 h.p. Humber)—
was equally successful.

International Licences.

With regard to a paragraph pub-_.

lished last week which referred to the
new international licences for motor
cycles, it is advisable to point out to

readers that for the present the usual

triptych issued by the A.C.U., M.U.,
A. A., etc., holds good, but in the very
near futui^e the new licences will be
compulsory, and although they will be
obtainable from the above organisa-

tions, they will be also issued to all

motorists whether members or not.

Police Traps.

We have received the following in-

formation from a correspondent. There
are a large number of traps in the

Edgware Road (Hendon district), a road
which is much frequented by motor
cyclists at Aveek-ends. A trap has
recently been working on the Silkstream

Bridge, between West Hendon Broad-
way and the brewery, where there is

a dip in the road. There is one working
near Edgware, either in the middle of

the village or nearer London, by the

Hendon Woi-khouse at Burnt Oak. It

is also advisable to drive carefully from
Hendon to Brockley Hill.

Racing at Sydney, N.S.W.

The- Sydney Cycle and Motor - Club
held a combined night carnival on the
Sydney Sports Ground on March 23rd.
A two miles race for machines 3 h.p.

and over was won by S. L. Bailey
(5 h.p. Massey-J.A.P.) from J. E.
Yee m h.p. Triumph) in 2m. 22is. A
mile, for machines under 3 h.p., was
won by C. Crouch from A. Levi in-

Im. 34s. Both rode Moto-Reves. In
the final, F. Crouch, brother of the
winner, through his footrest striking
the grass, swung wide up the track and
sustained a bad fall. The five miles
championship of New South Wales was
won bv S. L. Bailev (5 h.p. Massey-
.T.A.P.) from J. JE. Tee (3i h.p.

Triumph) by threequarters of a lap,

with L. W. Firth (3^ h.p. Triumph)
third. Time, 6m. 14s.

I
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KING EDWARD VII.

THE great and glorious King whose death was announced to a startled world on Saturday
last reigned during the nine years through which automobilism emerged li-om iU
embryo stage, and developed in that period into the universal means of locomotion

it now is. His late Majesty, the first sportsman in the land, was largely responsible for

the rapid rise to popularity which motoring enjoyed. Taking to the method of travel we
all so dearly love "In its earliest days, our deeply lamented Sovereign never forsook it, and
almost to within a few days of his demise he enjoyed the use of his car. Not only did he
help to popularise motoring by setting the example to the highest in the land, but he took

a keen and active interest in its doings, and three years ago became patron of the governing
body, then the Automobile Club ot Great Britain and Ii'eland, granting it permission by
Royal Warrant to assume the title of the Royal Automobile Club. Through his influence

the present Queen's Ijrother, Prince Francis of Teck, became chairman of the R.A.C., and
ipso facto President of the Auto Cycle Union. It is not for us to enlarge upon the great

loss sustained jjy Great Britain, Europe, nay the whole world ; but it would be unfitting

not to dwell upon the great blow which has fallen upon automobilism, including, of course,

motor cycling, through the death of its great and noble patron. The whole nation is plunged
in sadness, and the small yet ever increasing motor cycling community bewail the loss of the

greatest motorist in the land. To the Queen Dowager, King George, his Consort, and tlie

Roj'al Family, we offer on behalf of our readers our heartfelt sympathy in this great sorrow.

The fact that the new King is an ardent supporter of motoring is indeed welcome.

The King is dead 1 Long live the King !

Latest Donations to the T.T. Fund.

A. N. Wood, £1 Is. : the Motor
CyoUng Club, £2 2$.

Entry for the Six Days' Trial.

C. Patteson (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) is the
latest entrant for the End-to-end trial

next July.

Motor Cycles Increased in Price.

An advance in the price of motor
cycles varying from 20s. to 30s. has
lieen made hy most of the prominent
manufacturers, in consequence of tlie

high prices of tyres.

London to Coventry and Back.

The North -West London M.C.C.
twelve hours run to Coventry and back
was postponed from Saturday at the

last minute, and May 28th has been
announced as the probable date. A
large crowd collected at the finishing

p;iint on Saturday evening on the
supposition that the competitors had
started.

A Champion Tennis Player and Motor
Cyclist.

A. F. \Vildiug, the old Cambridge
lawn tennis captain, and well-known to

our readers as an enthusiastic motor
cyclist and rider- of a Bat. has returned
to England, and is looking very fit and
well. Since his return home to New
Zealand in 1908 Wilding has gained
many honours. He is now anxious to

follow in the footsteps of Brookes and
secure the English championship. This
week he will take part in the tennis

tournament at Wiesbaden.

The Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle

Section) Hill-climb.

When the sad news of the death of

King Edward was announced no one
expected the hill-climb at Aston would
take place, but as no one of those inti-

mately concerned received news to tire

contrary a number of competitors made
their way to Tring. On the way
down, in Hemel Hempstead, Mr. Sal-

mon, the secretary of the Herts County
A.C, was met, and he first gave the
official intimation of the postponement

;

then, when clear of the village, Geiger
rounded a bend, and sadly shook his

FUTURE EVENTS.
May 13, 14, and 16 (Whitsun)—M.C.C. Londorj-

Edmburgh and Loadon-Edinburgh
and Bacl£ Runs.

„ 26 (Thurs.)—INTERNATIONAL MOTOR
CYCLE T.T. RACE.

,,. 27—Open Hill-climb in the Isle of Man,

June 4—^Motor Cvcling Club second private race
meeting and gymkhana at Brookhnds

,, 6-1 1—Scottish Six Days' Open Reliability

Trial, organised by Edinburgh M.C C.

„ 18—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE
MOTOR CYCLE " CHALLENGE
CUP. Competing Teams : Motor
Cvding Club (holders), Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C, Bristol B. and
M.C, Streatham and Distrirt M.C,
Sufon Cold eld A.C, Ef'inburgh

M C.C, Southern M.C, Harrogate and
District M.C.C, Great Yarmout.i and
District M.C C, Herts County AC,
Essex M.C, N.W. London M CC,
Oxiord M C.C, Nottingham and Dis-
trict M.C.C.. and Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.

head-, while a little further on came
Wells, Hedstrom, Bentley, and others

on Indians, all homeward boimd. At
the Rose and Crown in Tring. Jenkins,

Bootli, Straight, and a few others were
to be seen, all very quiet and sad look-

ing. On the hill itself a number of cars

and motor cycles were gathered, and

one or two were trying their machines
up its gradient.

Annual Spring Number.

We have a number of special features

in preparation for our special Sprhrg

Issue and Tourist Trophy Number qn

May 25th—a fortnight hence. Illustra

tions and sketches by well-known artists

will be a feature, while, in addition to

our usual features, special articles

already arranged for include the

following :

Through Great Britain and the

Continent—an interesting narrative

of a 4,000 miles tour, by Dr. A.

M. Webster.
An historical article descriptive of

the International Cup Race (the

forerunner of the present T.T.

Race), and the Tourist Trophy
Race to date.

Suggested Holiday Tours in England,

showing routes for an enjoyable tour

on a motor cycle in Northern, Cen-

tral, and Southern England.

Photographs of competitors for the

Tourist Trophy, with specifications

of their machines.
Latest news from the T.T. course,

with illustrations and special refer-

ence to the practising.
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Brooklands Whitsun Meeting.

The Whitsun race meeting, which was
to have been held at Brooklands on
Whit-Monday, has been postponed.

The London-Edinburgh Run.

We hear on going to press that the
annual M.C.C. London-Edinburgh and
back run will be held this week-end as

originally arranged.

T.T. Items.

S. A. M. Witham wiU ride a 5. h.p.

J.A.P. and not a 3^ h.p. Triumph as has
been announced. The Moveo machines
entered by Messrs. Loxham and Co. are
a 5 h.p., rider R. Loxham. and a 3^ h.p.,

rider H. Holding. Both these machines
are fitted witli J.A.P. engines.

Worth Trying For.

The Vacuum Oil Co, offer a prize of

£25 to the winner of the T.T. should he
use Vacuum oil in the race, or £10 to
the first home of the first three who use
this well-known lubricant.

The Filey Speed Trials.

As regards the speed trials at Filey
on Whit-Monday, we understand that
the organisers will follow the example
of other clubs as regards the holding
or postponement of the event.

M.C.C. Race Meeting and Gymkhana.

We have been favoured with an
advance proof of the events to be held
at the above meeting at Brooklands on
June 4th. From it we notice that there
are six racing events for motor cyclists,

a hiU-climb, and a special invitation

race for a silver cup, besides three
gymkhana events. We have already
briefly referred to the invitation race.

It is to be a contest between selected

and representative riders of the most
popular makes of motor bicycles as

offered to the public, and the M.C.C.
invite applications from members who
desire to take part in such a contest.

Every application will be considered,"

and the committee will select one suit-

able machine of each recognised make
submitted to them, and wiU put up as

fair a sporting competition for a silver

cup as lies within their power.

The Board of Trade Returns.

Imports of motor cycles and parts

show a considerable increase during
April. The month's figures were
£11,020, as compared with £6,374 in

April, 1909, and £6,093 in 1908. The
returns for the four months ended April
30th were :

1908. 1909. 1910.

£ £ £
Imports of motor

cycles ... 17,360 12,263 15,669
Parts thereof... 5,923 7,470 20,148

£23,283 £19,733 £35,817

The British Exports.

Exports of British-made motor cycles
and parts still show an upward
tendency. The April figures for 1908-9-

10, were £4,558, £6,188, and £11,196
respectively. The export figures for

the four months ended April 30th
were

:

1908. 1909. 1910.

£ £ £
Exports of motor

cycles ... 9,014 15,467 29,022
Parts thereof... 8,773 11,317 13,080

A. H. Alexander (single eyiinler T.T. Bex), fastest in
the s Dgle cyl nder clais ot the Ei ni>ur h Waverley U.C.
s[e d lest. He w II ride this mach.ne in the T.T. Bace
fitted witn wind scoops as shown.

£17,787 £25,784 £42,102

Re-oxports.

Foreign motor cycles and parts re-

exported from this country during the
four complete months of 1910 reached
a value of £1,522. During the corre-

sponding period of 1909 the figures

were £6,673.

TOURIST TROPHY RACE. LATEST DETAILS. THE OLD COURSE TO BE USED.
Although eighty-three entries have been received for the

T.T., it has been decided to reduce the number to seventy, in

accordance with the regulations and to meet the wishes. of the
Isle of Man authorities. The prizes will be as last year, viz. :

1st, £40; 2nd, £20; 3rd, £10; 4th, £5. A cup will be
awarded to the first private owner not finishing among the
first three and a silver medal to all who complete the course.
The old course will be used, viz. : St. John's-Ballacraine-
Creg Willeys Hill-Kirkmidhael-Peel-St. John's. During prac-
tice competitors must not leave Ballacraine corner after

7.15 a.m., and after 7.30 a.m. the legal limit must not be
exceeded. Machines must bear numbers carried on round
discs, as at Brooklands, on both sides of the front forks, and
on a wooden board facing forward, and armlets in addition.
Competitors will be expected to deposit 5s. with the A.C.U.
for the loan of the boards. Machines will not be weighed this

year, but the inspection by the judges will take place at

St. John's at 10,30 a.m. on fihe 25th inst., and the brake and
silencer tests will follow.

The judges nominated are : J. W. Orde, Robt. Todd, V.
Hart, and J. W. G. Brooker.

The Isle of Man Steam Packet Co. announces that from
May 23rd to June 30th (Sundays excepted) there will be a

double day express service. The sailings will be as follows

:

From Liverpool : Dailv, 10.30 a.m. and 2.45 p.m. Extras,

-

Wednesday,- May 25th, 12.50 night.

From Douglas : Daily, 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Extras, Monday,
12.30 a.m. (Sunday night) ; Thursday, May 26th, 6 p.m.
Thursday, 26th 'May, the day of the race, there will be

a one-day excursion. Sailing as under : Liverpool to

Douglas, Wednesday, 12.50 night ; returning from Douglas
Thursday, at 6 p.m. Day fare : Steerage, 4s. ; saloon, 6s.

Four days' excursion tickets will be issued on Wednesday,
May 25th, by steamers leaving Liverpool at 10.30 a.m., 2.45

p.m., and 12.50 night, available until the following Satur-

day. F'our days' excursion tickets, issued also on Monday,
23rd May, available until the following- Thursday. Fares

:

Steerage, 5s. 6d. ; saloon, 8s. 6d.

The charges for machines when accompanied by pas-

sengers are : Motor bicycle, 2s. 6d. ; with trailer, 5s. ; motor
tricycle, 5s. If more than one seat, 2s. per seat extra.

Petrol must be emptied from tanks before going on board.

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS.

It has now been decided to alter the route slightly. On
the second day the circuit from Aberfeldy to Amulree
Hotel and Kenmore is left over till the last day. Thus, on
the second day the competitors will go straight to Pitlochry,

Braemar (lur,ch and control), Grantown (timed check), and
Inverness—about 136 miles. On Saturday they will leave

Aberfeldy and go straight over to Amulree Hotel, and then
over the Amulree Hill to Kenmore, down the north side of

Loch Tay to Killin (timed check), then on to Lochearnhead
and home by Callander (lunch and control), Stirling, and
Mnrrayfield car terminus (Edinburgh)—about 109 miles.

This considerably reduces the second dav's task.

MEET OF MIDLAND MOTOR CYCLISTS.
The third annual meet of Midland motor cy lists wiU be

held at Stratford-on-Avon on Whit-Monday.
Ten clubs are expected to be represented, and programmes

have been sent to the hon. secretaries of all clubs interested
for distribution to their members. The programme is

.

Lunch at the " Swan's Nest " at 1.15 ; group photograph
at 2.15 ; tug-of-war between teams of six members Df each
club represented at 3.0 ;

prizes, road maps of England and
Wales.

All motor cyclists in the Sfidlands are cordially invited,
whether attached or unattached.
The meet in the two previous years was a great success.
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MILITARY MOTOR RECONNAISSANCE IN THE MIDLANDS : OFFICIAL REPORT.
»N connection with the military motor recon-

naissance of the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C., on April i50th,

and reported in our last issue, Col.

J. E. Gaunter has now gone care-

fully into the matter, and issued

his report, an extract from which
we give below. The despatch

riders, it will be observed, come in

for especial praise by the military

authorities

:

General RemarKs.
"The G.O.C. wishes to thank all

who took" part in the motor recon-

naissance on April 50th, and to record his appreciation of the

keenness and intelligence shown in carrying out the work.
" In spite of the inclement weather, which made efficient

reconnaissance a matter of great difficulty, the many excellent

reports received at the headquarters, Coventry, conclusively

prove the value of a motor reconnaissance carried out under

such circumstances as mentioned in the general and special

idea.

Motor Cyclists.
" The motor cyclist despatch riders performed their duties

in a most efficient manner. Only one case came to notice of

reports having gone astray or of despatch riders losing their

way. In one or two instances the distances were traversed

at the rate of upwards of thirty miles an hour, the average
pace working out at twenty-four to twentj'-five miles an hour.

In all, some thirty-six messages and reports were delivered.

Observing Officers.
" Although much good work was done, there are one or

two points to which the attention of observing officers must
be drawn if we are to get full value in future from a
reconnaissance of the nature under consideration. The prin-

cipal mistakes noticed were that reports did not always
contain the information especially called for in the instructions
issued to all observing officers, e.g.: Car No. 33 reported
the interception of a Blue message, but no place or time
was given. On D route a message (No. and place of
despatch omitted) stated that Southland troops had been
sighted, but gave no further details. The message was not
signed. Several others omitted either the place of despatch

or the hour at which the information

1|J
was obtained, both points absolutely

^' necessary for the G.O.C. to know, and
without which a report is practically
of no value."

I
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THE NEW INTERNATIONAL PASS.

N the past the path of the motor
cyclist visiting France has been
beset with difficulties, the principal
of which was the question of

licences. Most motor cyclists grudged
the outlay of 50 francs, or £2, on laud-
ing, and some of them in blissful ignor-
ance of the law's requirements, and
others, perhaps, knowing the law but
trusting to luck, have ridden in France
without licences. When no accident
happened the chances were in favour
of getting through with success, but
the consciousness that one might be
stopped by any agent de police and
asked some awkward questions tended
to detract somewhat from the complete-

ness of one's mental comfort.

These difficulties are now, for-

tunately, a thing of the past. The new
international arrangements- which have
just come into force enable the motor
cyclist to provide himself with all

the papers required at an inclusive

cost of half a guinea. The Motor
Union, in conjunction with other bodies,

has been appointed to issue, after

examination, certificates of fitness of

machine and competence of driver, and
to supply the holder of these two passes

with an International Pass which will

take him, without further difficulties

on account of licences, from one end of

Europe to the other. Motor cyclists

should write for further particulars to

the Secretary of the Motor Union.
Caxton House, Westminster.

The B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands on May 4th as seen by our artist

INTER-CLUB TEAM TRIAL.
Promises of entries for the M.C.C.

team trial, on June 18th, have now
been received from fifteen clubs, the

three latest being the Oxford M.C.C,
the Nottingham and District M.C.C
and the Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C.C, all of which clubs were repre-

sented in the last event, the Oxford
team occupying third place at the finish.

k
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Aberdeen and District M.C.C.

The cKib held its first competition of the year—

a

llexibility trial—on the Slug Road on Saturday, 30th April.

The winners, with tlieir respective ratios, were : 1. J. Hay,
9.00 : 2. .T. Rnice, 7.72 ; 3. J. E. Wilks, 7.13.

Lewes M.C.C.

A general meeting of the above clut was held at the

White Hart Hotel, Lewes, on Tuesday last week, when
officers were elected. The secretary was. asked to obtain
particulars from the A.C.U. and M.U. with reference

to affiliation. It was resolved that the subsci'iption should
be 5s. per annum with a.n entry fee of Is. Sixteen new
ni embers were elected.

Surrey M.C.C.

A club run took place on the 4th inst., to Leith Hill.

The journey to and long climb up the hill were accomplished
without incident, and tea was taken at the Leith Hill Hotel.
The return was made by way of Dorking in heavy rain.

A two-day tcur through. Kent to Hastings has been
arranged for Whitsun ; members who propose to attend are

requested to notify the hon. sec. at once. Start on Sunday
at 10 a.m.

Western District M.C.

The reliability trial to Bath and oack for the "Smart Cup
"'

held on the 1st inst. proved very popular, and the running of

the leaders was remarkably close. Sixteen .started, and
following are the results subject to the confirmation of the
committee ;

Difference in

Entrant and machine. seconds from Kemarks.
schedule time.

1. Stanlev Woods (3^ Triumph) Non-.stop

2. H. J. 'M. Hughes (5 V.S. and sidecar) 10 Non-stop
3. H. Caudwell (3^ Triumph) ,50 Non-stop
4. C. H. Dobson (5 Rex) ... 1:^0

Nottingliam and District M.C.C.

At the Notts Forest F.C. Sports there was an obstacle

race confined to members of the above club, no free engines

01' starters allowed. Competitor.s had to thread two sets of

four flags each.

The result of the first heat was : 1. W. Welford (3^ Scott) ;

2. J. Fairburn (3^ C.C.R. -Smith). Welford. riding with

excellent judgment, won easily. He had to use the low

gear entirely owing to the regulations.

Heat 2.— 1, G. C. Holmes (5-6 Roc); 2. A. E. Lole (5-6

F.N.) Geo. Brough (3i Brough) skidded when taking the last

obstacle and came down. Holmes winning easily.

Heat 3.—1. J. D. ilitchell (3i T.T. Triumph) ; 2, C, H.

Sewell (3i Triumph) ; 3, J. King (5-6 F.N.) Jiitchell won
fairly easily, Sewell skidding . slightly. King was handi-

capped by a bad start.

Final.—1, Holmes; 2. Welford: 3. Mitchell. Gold medals

were awarded to each rider.

The competition was voted a thoroughly sporting event by

participants and spectators alike.

Westmoreland M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on Saturday, May 7th, the

route taken was from Kendal to Keswick and Penrith ma
Grasmere, and returning over Shap Fells to Kendal. The

day was bitterly cold and frequent hailstorms prevailed.

There were four controls, all speedometers barred. A maxi-

mum of 100 marks was allowed each man, five marks were

deducted for tyre troubles, ten marks off for any other stop

whatever, one mark deducted for each minute soon or late

at each control, average speed not to exceed 18 m.p.h Thft

result; were as follows: 1, W. Westwood, Triumph, 100;

2, Dr. Dick.. P. and ]\I., 99; 3, R. Hutchinson, Bradbury,

97; 4. T. Armstrong, Triumph, 95; 5, H. Harrison, Brad

bury, 94. The secretary would like members to note tlie

next two hill-climbs are—May 21st, Dr. Dicks, Tugs
Vicarage: June 9th, Mr. V. G' Blackburn's, Greyhound.

Some of ttie

despatcii riders in

the Coventry aiid

Warwiclisliire
M.C. military
reconnaissance,
handing reports to

the Commanding
Officer. The
official report
says that the des-
patch riders "per-
formed their
duties in a most
efficient manner."
It may be men-
tioned that the

machines were
chiefly Triumph
and Rex, in

charge of F.

Hulbert and H.
Williamson re-

speciively. (See

previous page.)
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Club News.—

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The annual hill-climb took place on Saturday at Coalpoi't,

near Ironbridge, on a private road which can be closed to

other traffic when desired. The event proved a great success.

Mr. R. H. Duke officiated as judge, whilst Mr. F. W.
Finnemore. C.A., rendered assistance as accountant, thereby

enabling results on formula, etc., to be posted up and be

made known within two minutes of a competitor ascending

the hill. The results were as follows

:

Class I.

—

For Single-cylinder Touring Ctcles.

Position on Time,
formula. m. s.

1. H. J. Heaven (3^ Bradbury) 1 24|

2. James St. John (3^ Triumph) 1 47-^

3. Howard Smith (3^ - Triumph) ... ... 1 38-^-

4. F. P. Mavell (3^ Triumph) 1 48|

5, T. Blyth Clayton (3| Bradbury) ; 6, H. C. Newman (3^

Ivy) ; 7, R. N. Corah (3^ Corah), did not finish.

Cla.ss III.

—

Fob ToirRiST TaopHr Machines.
Position on Time,
formula.

1. Howard Smith (3i T.T. Triumph)
2. J. L. Norton (3j Norton) ...

3. W. D. South (5 Indian)

4. James St. John (3^ Triumph)
5. Rem Fowler (5 Rex Speed King)

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

A very successful trial was held on Saturday last.

The competition took the form of a non-stop lun for eight

miles, then climbing Eglingham Bank. After lunch a second

hill, known as Lemington Bank, was climbed. T. Smith
(3^ Triumph) made fastest time, Dr. Goodall (3^ Triumph)
winning on fornaula. In the twin class, J. F. Mallett (5

N.S.U.) was fastest and also first on formula. I. Baty
(3^ Dene) won the gold medal for best time aggregate, and
also for best formula aggregate.

Edinburgh Waverley M.C.

A speed competition was held at Dolphinton, near West
Linton, on Saturdajy last, when some good speeds were
recorded. The results of the competition are :

Speed Trial. m. s.

T. B. Hunter (5 twin Indian) 1 12
J. Baxter (5 T.T. Rex twin) 1 15
A. H. Alexander (3^ T.T. Rex) 1 17

Gerrard (4 Matchless) 1 18
Durie (3^ Triumph) ... ... ... 1 25

J. A. Brown (3^ Bradbury) 1 30
Slow Trial.

J. A. Brown 2 35
A. H. Alexander 2 18
F. Durie ^ :..- ... Failed.
W. Gerrard ... , Failed.
J. Baxter Failed.
T. B. Hunter ; ' Failed.

W.
F.

Redditcti and District M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climbing competition was promoted
and carried out by the members of the above club on
Wednesday evening. May 4th. Eleven motor bicycles and
one tricar entered. Mr. Frank Hyde kindly provided the
first prize, and Mr. J. W, Davis" the second prize. The
competitors were started off by Mr. F. Smith, the captain,
and checked at the finishing point by the Rev. G. Charke.
The machines varied in power and weight from the 2^ h.p.
Enfield weighing 120 lbs., to the 4 h.p. N.S.U. weighing
220 lbs., and the times taken to ascend the hill varied from
79 seconds to 117 seconds, and 179 seconds for the tricar

Sutton Coldfield A.C. hill-climb. Scene at the foot of Coalpott Hill,

showing a competitor starting.

and passenger. The results on formula are :

*1, J. Cocker (2i Enfield) ; 2, W. F. Skinner (3i Tricar) ;

*3, Stanley Smith (2-^ Enfield); 4, W. Spencer (31 N.S.U.);
5, H. Bryant (3^ Triumph) ; 6, F. Wright (3^ Triumph) ; 7.

F. Woodfield (2| Douglas) ; 8, F. Hopkina (3^ Triumph) ; 9,

G. H. Mansell (2\ Enfield) ; 10, W. E. Brough (3^ Rex)
;

11, Wm. Ellis (4 N.S.U.) ; 12, H. W. Wynn (2J Wynn).
*As the first and third riders had not been elected members

of the club, the committee Irave to. decide as to whom to

award the prizes. The fastest time was made by W. E.

Brough, a lightweight I'ider of nine stones, on a 3j Rex,
whilst H. Bryant, a twelve stone rider, took two seconds
longer on a 3| Triumph.
A day run has been arranged for May 18th to Cheltenham.

Start from headquarters at 10 a.m.

Competitors In

t h e Edinburgh

Waverley M.C.

Speed Trials at.

Dolphinton.
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I I 1^ Ifg ^It The City Motor & Cycle House,
RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

rli#ni I o NEWGATE ST.. LONDON, E.C. LoHdon s Lowest Ppjces

MOTOR
CYCLISTS'

CONVEX LENS

MIRRORS.

For attaching

to

handle-bars.

I-'i'i<:e, plated.

Ciiy Agents for MILLS & FULFORD SIDECARS.

Stocked to tit all makes of motor cycles.

No. I.

, lens.

5 11

Enables the

rider to see what
is behind him,
and, what is 3in

more inriportant,

the police trap. ^^^

Fitted on^i„_i,,j
handle-bar,

v^Made so that it

ran be adjusted

to any angle, with ball-joint.

Adjustable in

height. Postage 4d.

THE WALBRIM PARAFFIN INJECTOR.
7~^

No. 2 is nttrd

Pnces from £8 8s. Immediate delivery.
Catalogues post tree.

THE "HUNT ACCUMULATORS

THE NEW SOLAR MANGIN LENS MIRROR LAMP.
This is ovir new lens mhrror Head light for motor,

cycles, of the same
design and con-
strurtion as oui
motor car lamps.
Made ofheavy brass
rein lorced an-",

riveted m asseml51
ing, from the inside
which simplifief

cleaning. Is 6in
hii2^h and 4^in. long,

Has removablf
powerful 4in. sola-

lensmirror re

flector, front glass
and --t^ft. burner.
Made for standax
flat bracket, wh'i h

, ^ . .

,

fits in a castin!? con-
cealed mside Uie back of lamp, the body ot wh rh is

EASY STARTING IN ALL WEATHERS.
No gummed up pistons. No laborious pedalling.
No leaking oil cans. No oily pockets.
No waste of time. Always ready.

Electro-plated and well finished.
Size: Length, e^in. : Diam., liin.

Carries enough Paraffin to last several weeks.
Price 4/= Postage 2d.

THE HUNT ACETYLENE LENS
MIRROR HEAD LAMP.
English Copper
manu- riveted.
facture. Powerful.
Width of lens

front, ra irror,

4^} in. will throw
Mirror, a beam of
3*in- light lio
Weight, yards.
30 OES. ITtted
Solid with
Brass or Bray's
Nickel- burner.
plated.

Price, complete, with generator
19/11. Postage 6d.

Strong Tubular Carrier,

Size : 21 X Sin.

Can be supphed to fit D or
oval stays, with or without
dropped ends. Price com-
plete with straps, 6/6.

Postage 6d.

THE HUNT HELLESEN
DRT CELL.

No corroding terminals.
No acid. No charging.
Always readv, clean,

and dry. The "Flash."
Height 6J X 4^ x 2Mn.
Approx. milfage, with
single - cylinder engine,

1500. Price 6/6. The
* Flight" ditto. Height

'!•' X 5^ y zMn. Price

6/6. Tlie ""Midget"
emergency ditto. Height
5^X4ix i^in. Will run
approx. 30O miles. Price

4/4. Postage 6d, extra.

made m one piece. The bracket fastens to lamp with

Tu ^
. r

^ ^^* screw and to handle-bar stem with a clamp, sn
these are British manufacture, made of the finest lamp turns. Intended to be supn'ied with ?as iro'.i
'''''*'' -^t..,.io c:..,;.n.,

golar Motor Cycle Generator or Tank and gufranteed
to withstand motor cycle use, to be the most power-
ful 4in. lens mirror made, and projects the light a
long distance ahead. Lamp only, 27/6-

Solar Patent Gcncratoi-, 22/6 extra.

"Matchless" Spring For/s.

Makes an old pattern ma-
ch ne up-to-date. Easily
fitted, cheap, and highly
effective. Hundreds 01

testimonials from delighfe

T

purchasers,

Prire 15/6 per pair.

The "XI AH" Spring Fork
Attachment,

(For any power up to 5^.)

No side play. Inrreased
safety. Riding made a

luxury. Fitted by anyone
in a few minutes.

No filing, drilling, or
brazing.

Price, enamelled black,
15/0 per pair.

S?EED INDICATORS (THE COWEV),
Registers up to ro miles per hour, with total mileage
recorder, 84/- The Jones ditto, 63/- The Good-

lad, registers up to 50 miles per hour, 42,=. State
yea^nd make piachine when ordering.

THE NEW MODEL
MUD PROTECTOR.
With Side Wings.

Manufactured of best
patent leather, strengthened
with iron supports. It is

attached by means of thumb
screws to front mudguard,
and can be fitted to any make
of machine in one minute

;

protects both rider and motor
from ail dust and mud thrown
up by the front wheel.

Price 5/-. -

Postage 4d. extra.

THE NORTH ROAD
DUST AND RAINPROOF

OVERALLS.
These meet a. long-felt

want; they can be in-

stantly slipped on over
ordinary trousers.

quality materials". Spef iaily
constructed to stand vibra-
tion.

No. o. 10 Amps.
Size 5x ^x ijins.

Price 9s. 6 .

No. I. 15 Amps.
Size 6 X six ijins.

Price lis. 6d.
No. 2. 20 Amps.

Size 61rX4iX2iins.
Price 12s. 6d.

No. 3. 40 Amps. Size,

6^ X 4^ X 3?ins. Price 21s.
No. 4. 60 Amps.

Size 'Hx4i X g^ins.

Price 27s. 6d.
Post free.

THE SERPENTINE HORN
An eiiiirel

new m (3 e 1

,

loud and pene-
tratins;. Gives
off a deepjloud,
last ng note,
and can be
heard from a
great distance.

Fitted with
best rubber

bulb and plated dust cover.
Length, iiin. Price H /6 Postage 4d.

FULLER COILS.
Non-trembler 2^ x 3 x 4J.

Price 10/6=
Tw n ditto, ^iX3X4i^.

Price 21/=
Fuller trembler ditto, ^ij x 3

X4Un., 17/6 =

Tw n ditto.six 3X4jin.,31 /.

REPAIR BANDS.

The H.S. for bursts

or gashes in the outer

cover
;
goes completely

over cover, and is

tucked inside rim. Price

l/6» postage 2d.

1910

In

The "Hunt" A.LL MetalSwitch.
The desisu of this Switch is so ex-

tremely simple that there is DOthinK
in it to get out of order ; the contact
is Quick iina definite for both make and Ijienk. The whole of
the switch is made out of heavy pbeet biays well finishfd and
uickelplated. thetenniniil Is insulated with extra large ebonite
washers and the fixing clip is attached by a bolt and a nut
Pftssiiii thidugh tiie sides of the metal case, thus cnauiiiin a
reliab 8 attachment to the handle-bar.

Price. One Way, 2/3. Two'\Vay,29. Po-tageid.

Motor Cycle Box Spanners.

Containing six sizes with
tommy. English manu-
facture. Guaranteed.
Sites fj,, ?4, ;^!'j,, ^, 11, ^in.
Prire 2/6 set. Postage 3d.

^
The Auxiliary Air Inlet.

F ts on inlet pipe. Gives a
wider range of mixture. Useful

on a hot day.
Price 3 = Postage 2d.

they fasten round waist
with a leather strap and
buckle. Being made iu

one piece they arc a great
protection to the stom-
ach, also it is impossible
for the rain to drive in

as with the ordinary
overalls. Made in threi-

lengths—short, medium.
and long. Shaped to go

over boot. Patent Sidi; fasteners. Price, in fawn
waterproof material, 16s. 6(1. Postage 6d.

Second iiuaiity ditto. 13/6 jita- pair, i-ouu.e texture water-

proof co.1.1 Avitti coHiu' ami rain and wiudproot sleeves tw match
above, 21/-.

Illustrated Catalogue
answering thin advert tsctacnf

now ready, gratis and post -free.

it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.^^
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Club News.—

The Harrogate and District M.C.C.

A hill-climbing competition was brouglit to a satisfactory

onclusion on Saturday last in showery and boisterous

weather. The hill is known as Kearly Clili', and from start

to finish is about 550 yards long. A flying start was

lUowed. The results are as follows

;

Class II., single-cylinder touring mounts.—lat, J. A.

TindiiU; 2nd, A. B. Hughes; 3rd, Jim Mackay ; 4th, H. W.
Fortune; 5th, F. Strafford; 6th, J. E. Brooke; 7th, C. H.

IJraniley ; 8th, W. F. Broadbank ; 9th, C. F. Smith. All

the above rode Zi Triumphs. W. E. Grange, riding a 3i

T.T. Rex, was placed in Class VI. by the judges. Class TV.,

variable-geared touring machines.—1st, W. Fawcett (3i

Scott); 2nd, F. F. Topham (5 V.S.) Class V., passenger

machines.—1st, H. W. Fortune (3i Triumph and sidecar)

;

p. F. Topham (5 V.S. and sidecar) failed. Class VI., for

single-cylinder special machines.—1st, T. C. Atkinson (3i

Triumph); 2nd, W. E. Grange (3i Hex); 3rd,

E. R. Davies (2-| Japumber). Final class, for the

handsome trophy kindly presented to the club

In- Messrs. Pilchers, Ltd.—1st, H. W.
Fortune (3i Ti-iumph and sidecar)

2nd, W. Fawcett (3i Scott) ' '

r C. Atkinson (3i T.T.

Triumph) ; 4th, J. A. Tin-

dall m Triumph). T. C.

\tkinson made fastest time

of the day. H. W.
Fortune's success in

climbing the hill with

sidecar and passenger
;

creates a record, as it

is the first time it has
been accom-
plished on
single - geared
motor bi-

Time in sees, x (diameter of cyl.' x No. of cyls.) x V stroke

Total weight in lbs.

Time,
44.4

34
33

F.M.
6197
6227
6274

1. Chas. Carver (3- N.S.U.)
2. J. Meredith (3i Triumph)
3. J. Johnstone (3^ Triumph)

Twin Cylinder Class.
1. P. Armstrong (5 twin Rex) 34.2 .. 9811
2. G. Cocker (5 twin Rex) 32 ... 10231.
3. A. Somraerville (5 twin Rex de Luxe) 39 . . 1059.-J

The Lancashire M.C.C.
The above club held a petrol consumption trial on the

5th inst. Unfortunately, the weather was very tempestuous
and only two members, out of a numerous entry list, turned
out The course was thirty miles in length, and Dr. Ryan
and. Mr. Welden, the two competitors, riding 1910 Triumphs,
were supplied with two and a half pints of petrol eaclj. Mr.

Welden finished with just over half a piia left

and Dr. Ryan with a little less. T'!ie result

_^ _ _
will be announced later. CoDsidering

I'**"—
^

^''*=OS!S--^. the fearful weather and the shocking
of the roads, the result was

regarded as satisfactory.

The club is holding its

annual hill-climb on June
16th. A sub-committee has
lieen appointed to find a

suitable hill, and it

is proposed to handi-
cap all previous win-
ners and riders of

special machines, so
that all the members

will, as far as
possible, have

an equal
, chance of
1^^ winning.

iK'j^^^^^Sr:^E;:^;=^^:!^E?!!r:7:S>-nr:^7^^

Ayr and District M.C. opening hlll-cUmb. Tbe competitors at tbe starting point.

crossing the starting

Ayr and District M.C.
The Asylum Brae, near Ayr, was the venue of another

successful hiU-climb organised by the A.D.JI.C, and held on
Monday afternoon last week. The ideal weather prevailing
at the time attracted a goodly number of spectators and
competitors alike, and with the surface of the course in
excellent order and a strong wind blowing uphill, fast times
were the order of the day. Twenty competitors took part,
and the prize for fastest time was won by George Cocker
in 32s., riding a specially-reconstructed 5 h.p. twin Rex.
Tlie awards were based on the following formula :

The winner is third from tlie right. The upper photograph depicts a competitor
line at (all speed.

Leicester and District M.C.C.
On the 1st inst. there was an enjoyable inter-club meeting

with the Nottingham and District M.C.C. at Kenilworth.
The date fixed for the hill-climb is May 19th (Thursday).

There will be four classes, e.g., Class I., lightweight
machines under 340 c.c. ; Class II., over 340 c.c. but not
exceeding 500 c.c. ; Class III., exceeding 500 c.c. ; Class IV.,
open class (Tourist Trophy models will be allowed to com-
pete in this event). The entries close on the 14th inst.

Competitors are urged to be at the headquarters not later

than 2.15 p.m. to be weighed in.
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Club News.

—

Birmingham M.C.C.

The club will attend the Strattcrd-on-Avon Meet on Whit-

Monday. On Whit-Tuesday the annual reliability trial for

the Sangster Cup will be run off.

The run is to Lincoln and back.

Start Perry Barr 8 a.m., finish

Imperial Hotel, Birmingham, 6 p.m.

Time of arrival at Lincoln, 12.15

p.m. First prize, Sangster Challenge

Cup ; second prize, gold medal ; silver

medals to all accomplishing meri-

torious performances ; bronze medals
to all who do the journey within nine_

and a quarter hours, if they have not
won any other prize. A big muster
is anticipated.

^Glasgow M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

The above club held a hill -climb

last Saturday on Stonymoulin Brae,
, near Balloch. The contest was open
to motor cyclists in Scotland. Owing
to the wet state of the hill there
were not many starters. The twin
class was most disappointing. Out of

an entry of eight only one succeeded
in reaching the top. The hill was a

real test for any machine, being 1,230

yards long and having gradients of

one in five in several places, but no
severe "bends to call for any great

skill on the part of the rider. The
first performance of merit was that of

R. Morrison on a 4 h.p. Bat, which
he had ridden over from Edinburgh
in the morning. He was followed by
R. H. Jones, who travelled up well

on his 3^ h.p. Speed King Rex.
Each competitor was allowed two
runs up. R. Morrison had a nasty
skid some hundred yards from the
top on his second ascent and finished

practically broadside across the road.
This spoilt his time by several

seconds, A. G. Bostpck, whose
petrol had been shutting off on his

first ascent owing to the excessive

vibration from the bad road surface,

tied down his petrol tap, and came
roaring up the hill, making fastest

time of the day. T. L. Rankin was
only three-fifths of a second slower
on his Bradbury, but his large
capacity brought him down on
formula. Many enthusiastic motor
cyclists turned out to see the climb
in spite of the bad weather.
Results

:

Single Cyllndeks.

_ M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).

The hill -climb in connection with the reliability run to

Ballycastle, reported in our last issue, was decided on a

special formula which will be found below.

STf ^O'^ , Wi J-

Glasgow Motor Cycle Club's open bUl-climl) on Saturday. Sketched at Sionymoulln Brae, nr. Bauocn.

Time in sees. -I- cub. capacity

First Second Fig. of

run. run. merif.

1.35 . 1.25 . .. 765
1.28 ,. 1.26 . .. 728
1.33 .. 1.33 . .. 692
1.31 .. 1.251 . .. 654
2.7 .. 2.2 . .. 438

A. G. Bostock (3-L Bat)
R. Morrison (3^ Bat)
R. H. Jones (3^^ S.K. Rex) ...

T. L. Rankin (3i Bradbury)
H. W. Ballardie (3i Triumph)
6. W, Orr (3-^- Ariel) ... Stepped and restarted. —

Twin Cylinders.

W. Alexander (5 Indian) 2.24 ... — ... 282
W. Deans (5 Indian) Failed. Failed.
D. S. Baddeley (6 Baddelev) ...Failed.... --—- (6 N.S.U.) ... Failed.. ^-

York County M.C.C.

The first quarterly trial of the above club arranged for

last Saturday was postponed owing to the death of His late
Majesty the King. It has been arranged to hold the run
on the 22nd, starting from the Wellington Inn at 10 a.m.

Weight of rider and machine
Results : 1, M. J. Lindsay ; 2, Cecil Rea ; 3, D. H.

O'Flaherty ; 4, J. J. Kennedy; 5, J. Stewart; 6, Jas.

Martin (all on 3^ h.p. Triumphs) ; 7, B. J. McManus (3i h.p.

Premier); 8, B. D. Capper (3i h.p. Triumph); 9, S. P
Corry (5 h.p. Indian); 10, L. MacLaine (3^ h.p. Triumph);

11, G. Simpson (4 h.p. Indian) ; 12, C. R. Martin (3i h.p.

Triumph) ; 13, Dunville Coatee (3^ h.p. Triumph). J-

Lavery (3^ h.p. Triumph) had a stop on the way owing to

a -burst tube, and Foster Coates and J. Kane, both on

Triumphs, had trouble on the hill. The riders were started

by E. B. Waring, secretary of the centre, and T. Moles

acted afi timekeeper at the top of the hill, being assisted

by the president (Mr. R. G. Lindsay) who is taking a very

practical interest in the various competitions. On the 14th

inst. a hill-climbing competition will take place at Maghera-

morne, Co. Antrim. The centre is at present in a very

flourishing > ondition, new members being enrolled at every

committee ineeting.
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THE following is a complete list 01 entries for the above
run, kindly supplied by the energetic trials hon.
secretary, Mr. Harry U. Bell. The Motor Cycling
Club members will assemble at the Old Gatehouse,

llighgate, to-morrow (Friday) evening, at eight o'clock, and
the first motor cyclist (the captain, E. B. Dickson) will be
despatched at 9 p.m., the remainder following at half-minute
intervals until the last competitor to enter (A. R. Abbott)
will be sent away at 9.57 p.m. It will be noted that
97 motor bicyclists and 16 passenger motor cyclists are
taking part, a total of 113. Last year the total reached
112, made up of 91 motor bicyclists and 21 passenger motor
cyclists.

Motor Bicycles.
Rider and machine. Cyls.

E. B. Dickson (5 Indian) "2

E. Gwvnne (7 V.S.) 2

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno) 2

H. M. Barton (3^ Humber) 1

5. Capt. P. J. Harkness (2i Enfield) ... 2

5. F. E. Wasling (2J- Enfield) 2

7. F. Philipp (3i Scott, two-stroke) ... 2
8. Mrs. Cooke (3^ Triumph)

C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph)
P. Janson (3^ Bat)
G. L. Fletcher (2-J Douglas) ...

W. Hornsbv (4 Cheviot, J. A. P.)
W. M. T. Atkinson (3^ Cheviot)

G. Wray (3^ Bradbury)
J. S. Holroyd (1^ Motosacoche)
B. G. Fray (1-^ Motosacoche)
G. Moore (3^ Triumph)
H. Gibson (3;^ Bradliury)
J. Stout (3^ Triumph)

No.
tl.

t2.
3.
4.

' 9.

10.

•*11.

12.

14.

*15.

tl6.

tl7.

18.

*19.

20.

21. R. B. Timmis (8 Matchless)
22
*23,

24.

t25,

t26.

C. B. Ferguson (3^ Triumph)
A. T. Stanton (3i Bradbury)
H. F. Irrkson (3i Excelsior)" .

W. A. Sale (Rex)

F. Mussell (3i Rex)
*27. R. Ellis (5 Rex)
+28. H. Robert (3i Phelon and Moore)
29. W. Pratt (3^ P. and M.)
30. P. Shaw (3i Phelon and Moore)

*31. E. Kickham (2J Douglas)
32. H. G. Byng (3i Phelon and Moore)
33. S. G. Byng (3^ Phelon and Moore)
34. T. S. V. Phillips (1^ Motosacoche)

*35. J. V. Robinson (2| Douglas)
36. Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot

Triumph)
37. S. T. A. Oldfield (2J Douglas)
38. G. Lee Evans (5 Indian)

*39. S. Wright (3i Humber)
40. P. H. Mullett (3i Triumph) ...

42. B. 0. Howard (5 Vindec Special)
*43. W. L. Squire (3^ Quadrant)
+44. B. A. Hill (3| Kerry-Abingdon)
+45. W. Cooper (3-^ Bradbury)
45. J. Eastwood (3A Bradbury) ...

•47. Stanley Webb (31 Triumph) ...

48. P. Piatt (3i Bradbury)
49. R. M. Brice (3i Brown)
50. G. W. Raper (6 N.S.U.)

*51. G. Purchase (3^ Triumph) ...

52. S. W. Carty (3^ N.S.U.) ...'

53. L. A. Baddeley (4^ Baddeley)
54. D. S. Baddeley (6 Baddeley)

(3i

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

2
1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

2
2

Ignition.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
A.
M.
M.
\\.

M.

M.
M.
-M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M. .

M.
M.
M.
M.
M. -

M.
M.
A.
M.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

No. Rider and machine. Cyls.

*55. Eli Clark (2| Douglas) 2

56. H. W. Turner (3^ Triumph! 1

-57. P. E. Tolfree (3^ Matchless) 1

58. F. C. Dee (7-9 V.S.) 2

*59. A. V. Deacock (2^-3 Wanderer) ... 2

60. J. Godsal (6-7 Bat) 2

61. A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber) 1

62. W. 0. Bentley (5 Indian) 2
*63. H. Karslake (4 Dreadnought) ... 1

64. F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.) 2

65. C. -Janssen "(2| Moto-Reve) 2

. 66. R. C. Davis (5i Griffon) 2

*67. W. C. Wasley (2| Douglas) 2

68. J. CuUey (3i Triumph) 1

69. S. C. Ferryman (3^ Ariel) ... ... 1

70. J. Stevens (2 Wolf) 2
*71. E. C. W. FitzHerbert (5 F.N.) ... 4

72. — Stevens (3 Wolf) 2

73. A. J. Stevens (2 Wolf) ' 1

74. Dr. Moss-Blundell (3^ Triumph) ... 1

*75. F. C. North (3^ Ariel) 1

76. L. Vedy (3^ Phelon and Moore) ... 1

77. Dr. C. G. Watson (4^ F.N.) 4

73. P. R. Heighten (3^- Humber)...- ... 1

79. C. B. Duberly (3J Ariel) 1

80. G. E. Roberts (3-i Rex) 1

81. Dr. C. J. Stanley (5 Indian) 2
82. A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Triumph) ... 1

*83. G. Brough (3^ Brough) 1

84. W. Rice (3-l Rex) 1

85. H. E. Davison (3i Rex) 1

+86. G. Jacobs (5 Vindec) 2

*87. A. Webster (2| Handy-Hobart) ... 1

88. W. E. Haines (3^ N.S.U.) 1

89. E. H. Chaytor (7 Lurquin-Coudert) ... 2

+90. A. J. Gilpin (2\ Enfield) 2
*91. J. C. Collins (5-6 Roc) 2

92. E. R. Hibbert (5 Rex) 2

+93. Rex Mundy (3^ Triumph) 1

94. J. H. Slaughter (3i Ariel) 1

*95. W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas) 2

96. F. Watson (3i Triumph) 1

+97. A. L. Colyer (3i Humber) 1

98. Harry G. Bell (2i F.N.) 1

*99. (34 Scott, two-stroke) ... 2

P.\s.SENGER Motor Cycles.

E. J. Pocock (6 Matchless) 2
^ ~ "

2
101.

+102.

+103.

Ignition -

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
A.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M..

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

M.
M.V. Olsson (J.A.P.)

E. W. Brighten (8 Chater-Lea,

J.A.P.) 2 ... M..

+104. W. Lamm (5 V.S.) 2 ... M.
105. J. T. Rankin (5 Rex) ... 2 ... M.

+106. E. Frasetti (7 V.S.) ... 2 ... M.
107. A. Mabon (3 Mabon) 2 ... M.

H. Williamson (3i Rex Sidette) ... 1 ... M.
108. W. Chater-Lea (7-9 Chater-Lea)- ... 2 ... M.

+109.- J. Winslow (5 Re.x) 2 ... M.
+110. H. C. Griffen (3i Premier) 1 ... M.
111. W. Watson (9 Chater-Lea, J.A.P.) ... 2 ... M. &A.
112. A. H. D'Aeth (7 V.S.) 2 ... M.
113. G. Rowden (7-8 Bat) 2 ... M.
114. E. T. Newton-Clare (5-6 A.C. tricar) 2 ... M.
115. A. R. Abbott (8 Matchless) 2 ... M.

With the exception of the A.C. tricar, all are sidecars.

•Entrants for M.C.C. Challenge Cup.

tEntrants for M.C.C. return journey medals.
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TINKERING WITH A TWIN.

MAY 12th, igio.

LAST Saturday week I met Jackson humming along

the main road towards home. He pulled up
when he saw me, and I noticed he was looking

rather glum.
" Hullo 1

" I said, " Where been?
"

" Oh, a spin round with Huntly ; VVesterham way

and round through Tonbridge."
" Decent ride ?

'

'

"Not bad."
I looked at his clothes. " Been cutting out the pace,

haven't you? "

He nodded. " Huntly's hot stuff, you know; fact is

I've got the hump. He's tied

me up badly all along. We tried

Westerham, and I stuck at the

bend, and at River Hill he
simply walked past me. Makes
me sick ! Same engine, too,

and his a year older and the

heavier man."
I smiled. I know Huntly.

I fancied myself a bit in the
" engine efficiency

'

' line, but

Huntly—I could quite under-

stand poor Jackson had not had
much of a show.

I looked down at his engine.

"Been pretty hot, hasn't at,"

I said, tapping the exhaust pipe
with my toe.

" Hot! Hot isn't the word
for it. Had the carburetter on
fire twice. Got the fair hump
to-day," he repeated. "Look
here, old chap ! Candidly do
you think I'm getting the best

out of this crock ?
"

Dear Jackson ! he looked so

serious 1 hadn't the heart to

smile. The best out of it, in-

deed ! There are lots of things

Jackson knows quite a lot'

about ; and there are no flies,

so to speak, on Jackson as a

business man, but mechanics

—

well!

However, I like Jackson, he
is a nice chap, so I simply said:

"Well I don't know; wouldn't
be any harm in having a look
over it, would there; doing
an5rthing to-morrow ? No

!

Bring it round to my place, and we'll have a look over
it together." Agreed, and off goes Jackson as fast as
he can. The engine has cooled, and J. is evidently
going to do his best to make it piping hot again.

Some Causes of the Sluggish Running.
Two nights later we look over the machine together.

_

" Turns rather stiff. How often do you run your old
oil out of the crank case, Jackson? "

" Oh, goodness knows ; haven't touched it for ever
so long."

About half a pint of filth is run out of the crank

The route of the 1910 London-Edinturgh Run. This year's

starting time from H»ghgate Is 9 p.m.

case, a swill out with paraffin, and three new charge^

of oil given.

"Cylinders off lately?" "No." "Better look,

don't you think? " Cylinders come off, and about an

eighth of- an inch of deposit on piston heads and cylin-

der domes cleaned off. Rings renewed lately ? One
a little discoloured ; any spare rings ? Yes, a new one
while we're about it. Right. Now for the valves.

Jackson is enthusiastic about the "grinding in." 1

don't attach a very great deal of importance to it, but

we give them a turn while we are at it, but very care

fully, with frequent lifts and a most scrupulous cleanj

with paraffin afterwards. Now.
the springs. Exhausts are weaka,
and, what is more particular,

the front is stronger than tb
back ; new ones on here, am
new cotters while we are abouf
it—they are getting r,ather thin

in the middle. There is too

much clearance over these tap-

pets. We must see to that pre-

sently. Either heat the stem

of the valve and hammer it out

a little, or, better still, braze a

very thin steel plate on the

tappet itself. Oh, those inlet

valves ! The springs are far

too weak, the cotters and
shoulders are worn, and coB^

sequently the valves open far

too much (" No wonder your

carburetter caught fire, Jack-
son "), and when the heads are

pressed together one pushes the

other nearly full open before it

starts to open itself. This will

never do. New springs first;

seem about the right tension

and both alike, but we will

make sure of that after. First,

about this opening, the slot in

the valve is fairly long, so we
will see if we can find some
deeper cotters. That is better,

but still too much ; a little steel

washer on the shoulder of the

seating small enough to clear

the- spring. Ah ! that is more

the thing—about 3-32nds now.

Jackson thinks this amount

of opening too little.

" Why, man, it will never get any gas," he says.

" It will get quite enough, old-chap, and it will set

down to a bare eighth before you have ridden far.

Your poor engine has had indigestion all along as a

matter of fact." Now the heads together again. One

a little bit stronger than the other; very slight, if it were

more we would cut a bit off the spring, but as it is we

will just try pulling the weaker one out a bit. Now
they're right. New copper washers, but first let us

scrape that seating nice and clean. Good.
What about this carburetter. Longuemare, eh ! with

side air slots. We will just have that all down and
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clean out each slot. 1 doubt whether you get enough

air for that twin at anything like speed. Adapter and

jet? 22 and lo ought to be about right. Ah! cap

missing from the top of

the needle valve (they

always are); a loose lit in

the guide too. ^Ve must

make a damper to prevent

the carburetter flooding

through the needle jump-

ing about.

This can be adjusted to

allow any lift desired, and

I explain to Jackson that he will soon find out the

adjustment that gives him the best all round results.

Well, we start the engine up, and it runs like a bird,

but when I short the plugs alternately one cylinder is

decidedly faster than the other. Face up the con-

tacts and try again, adjusting each screw with the

cylinder running until we get it doing the highest r.p.m.

we can. Both going like smoke now, but when run

separately still a slightly higher speed on the front

A damper to prevent the carburetter

flooding owing to ttie neeale jumiiing

aljout. A l03K-nut enaules the screw
to Le bxei in any desired position.

one. Not much, still enough to worry me. We try

everything to bring the back cylinder up to it; no

difference. Very well, if we can't get the back

cylinder up to. the front, we must get the front down
to the back. Jackson demurs—" the front cylinder

is a daisy, why not let it alone? " I explain to him
the golden rule of synchronisation, and a half-turn of

the front contact screw does the trick.

Now, Jackson, I think with luck you ought to get

the benefit of that extra two or three stone of Huntly's.

The other evening as I reached the top of Poll Hill,

outward bound, somebody was coming up like a streak

of greased lightning—^Jackson sure enough. His face

was all smiles when we both pulled up.

"Well, what luck?
"

" Grand ! River Hill all out, cool at the top, too

!

Any speed you like on the level. Huntly's behind

somewhere. Old man, you're a brick."

I looked across at the little Poll Hill Arms.
" On an occasion like this, Jackson," I began

He smiled and took my arm, "Come on," he said.

"This is UD to me! "
T. E. Heninghem.

A FRENCH ROTARY VALVE ENGINE.

WE are mdebted to La V ie Automobile for the

following interesting description and diagrams

of a rotary valve engine, which is the inven-

tion of a Frenchman, Monsieur H. Boissier.

The patent drawings are those of a four-cylinder water-

cooled engine,- but the valve system would be just as

easily applied to a single or twin-cylinder motor cvcle

engine. It will be noticed that the

cylinder and valve ports are water

jacketed. We are aware that rotary

valve engines on similar lines have

been designed and tried in England,
but the diagrams so clearly illus-

trate the cycle of operations that

they are well worth reproduction.

Situate on the top of the cylin-

der, and cast with it, is a cylin-

drical valve chest A, in which
rotates a valve or tap B mounted in

ball bearings, which, are held in

adjustable cages in such a manner
that the rotating part of the valve

can be adjusted in every direction

by means of set screws until it is

absolutely concentric with the

sleeve in which it rotates. The
lengine being of the four-cycle type,

'the sleeve or valve is geared to turn

at half the speed of the main crankshaft, and
(driven either by a chain or bevel gearing.

!D is on the left and exhaust E on ilic ri^iit-

i Fig. 1 shows the position of valve and piston at

jdead centre of exhaust and inlet strokes. The edge of

;:he slot I, in the distributing valve B, is just about to

Ijncover the port D, through which the mixture is

'admitted to the engine.

1 Fig. 2 shows the piston H at the end of the induction
stroke. The edge J of the slot in B has now arrived in

such a position that the communication port G from
valve chamber to cylinder is closed, preventing the

escape of gas which has entered the cylinder.

Fig. 3 shows the compression stroke. B has con-

tinued to turn in the direction of the arrow, but no
slot or opening having uncovered the orifices G D E,

the gas- is compressed in the cylinder.

Fig. I. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

A. Valve chest., B. Distributing valve. [C. Passage between distributing valve and cylinder.
D. Inlet. E. Exhaust. ^F. Slot in distributing valve. G. Cylinder. H Piston.

I. Front cut-off on slot F. '
J . Back cut-ofi on slot F. K. Distributing valveshaft. ^

IS

The inlet

In fig. 4 B still continuing to turn, the edge of the

slot r has now arrived in the position indicated,, and
further movement of the crankshaft and valve B in

the. direction of the arrow uncovers the orifice G and
the port E by which means the exhaust gases are ex-

pelled from the cylinder by the rising piston.

The great question in connection with a design of

this description for motor cycles is whether the rotating

sleeve could be kept cool enough without water-cooling,

and the difficulty of providing the necessarv lubrication.
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The Vibrationless

Forks were used by Mr. HARRY MARTIN
in his recent

WORLD'S RECORD
which conclusively proves the SPEED of the
Air Spring device. We shall be pleased
for you to test the comfort for yourself.

Mr. Martin's Opinion.

"Cannot speak too highly."

"Riding is far less tiring."

"Extremely light on tyres."

" I intend to have

Air Springs fitted

for both racing

and touring."

Air Springs add 100% to pleasure of motor cycling.

ALL Vibration and Road Shock absorbed.

May we send you particulars P

AIR SPRINGS, LIMITED,
STAFFORD.

7n aiutceri/ng these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' -
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope (or reply.

Pitting of Trembler Points.

Ihe contacts on my tremblor
^Tl coil soot up every few miles,

^ thereby causing misfiring. The
_2J contacts are pure piatini;m.

Can you tell me the reason for,

l.lif above, and how can I cure it?

The accumulators are always kept
well charged.—G.V.L.

The trouble is probably due to the
fact that the coil is fitted with an in-

offic-ient condenser. Either you set
tho adjusting screw bearing (00 hard
on, or the points arc not pure platinum
hut of some imitation metal. Pirforo

having the coil overhauled, it would lie

cheaper to try genuine iridium poiiit.s

such as tlie .lebron.

Excessive Petrol Consumption.

I have a 2| h.p. r^iotor cycle
with Longueuiare carburetter,
seven spray, warm air pipe to
exhaust, which seems to use up
a lot of petrol. On a recent

run I used half a gallon in nineteen
miles. Is that not excessive? Can
you tell me the cause and how to
alter it? There is no leakage any-
where.—A. C.

We cannot believe that the engine is

using such a lot of petrol. Tiiere must
be a leakage fmm the joint oi- the
carburetter itself is flooding badly owing
to bad fit of the needle valve, or too
high a level. The consumption is

certainly most excessive. After attend-
ing to the matters named, you might
try stopping up one of the slots in the
jet andbsee if this will improve matters.

A Test ol Silencers.

Could you tell me a practic-
able method of testing with
approximate accuracy the effi-

ciency of various types of
silencers and obtaining rough

ratios of comparative efficiency, and
that without an excessively large and
expensive plant?—F. H. R.

The testing of a silencer requii'es a
somewhat extensive plant. In the first

place, you would have to give the
engine a brake test to prove the tffi-

ciency of the silencer as regards power
and absence of back pressure, and
sec.mdly, you would have to test it for
sound, and the simplest way of doing
this is to use a device which was made
by Col. H..lden,__R.A., F.R.S., called
an " Audiometer." consisting of a micro-
phone, in the circuit of which resistance
was put. The resistance was first of
all cnt out. and the sliding Mock incived

along a coil of wires until the
exhaust was inaudible. The amount
of resistance employed to render
the exhaust inaudible was thfO
measured and compared with other
silencers tested. This method was
employed in the A.C.U. Silencer Trials
held a few years ago. A practical test

on the road would be to run the engine
"all out" for a mile to the foot of a
steep hill, and note how far the machine
ascends with the different silencers

fitted, every otli(>r adjustment to remain
unaltered.

Level of the Petrol Too Low.

I am in trouble with my
Fafnir engined machine 'with
spray carburetter. I have
had all the engine down
since about November and

put it together. I tried it on
stand and it fired after about

?

just

the

Tile Indian tropiiy, measuring 1 in. deep and 16in. wide,
tD be presented to-tlie first 1 r.va e owner riding an Indian
motor cycle to flnisii in the Tourist Trophy Race.

three turns of the pedals, but would
only go' for short periods at a time
after Hooding the carburetter. If 1

kept pushing the plunger of the float ,

chamber down to keep it flooded it

went as right as could be, but as

soon as I relea-sed the plunger it

stopped after about ten or fifteen

.seconds. I have since had the car-

buretter to pieces, and everything
works all right, such as the float and
the needle, but when 1 filled the float

chamber with petrol I could see the
spirit oozing out of the jet in the
spray chamber. I took the feed pipe

off from the tank, thinking pei-haps

it was not quite clear, and cleaned

it with a piece of wire, then
put all together again. I tried it on
the shind again, and it seemed

slightly better, so took it on the
road. The first time it ran for

about 'fifty yards and stopped,
flooded carburetter again, and this time
it went about 200 yards, but on
slowing down to round a corner it

stopped again. Kindly locate the

difficulty.—F.J.J.

The trouble seems to he due to Iho

fact that the level in the float chamber
is wrong. Get an old jet, cut it down,
and fit a piece of brass or copper pipe

over it, exactly the length of the

standard jet, so that you will be

able to see how far up this pipe

the petrol comes. Vou will probably
find that it is far short of the top,

and you should adjust the weight
on the needle until the petrol comes
within ^in. of the edge of the pipe.

If the carburetter is a Longuemare
merely remove the jet. Then put back
the standard jet, and you will probably
find the trouble cured. The matter is

gone into fully in the latest edition of
" Motor Cycles and How to M.anage
Them."

An Aljsence of Power.

' I have a 3 h.p. motor cycle

which, although it has gone
well in the past, now has a

peculiar way of sometimes
starting well with full power,
after two or three minutes

diminishes in the power of its explo-

sions so that they sound weak and'

muffled. I have gone over evei-ything

that I can think of, and I find that

the spark is all right, also the carbu
I'etter and the timing. After stand-

ing a few minutes I sometimes have
a difficulty in starting, and when
started have to keep pedalling until

speed and power are developed. What
is the probable explanation?—H.J. P.

The trouble is one which is difficult

for us to diagnose without seeing the

machine. Carefully examine your
valves, and see that there is a slight

clearance between the stem and the
tayipet. Probably owing to the heat

the valve stem becomes elongated, so

preventing the valve from closing. The
remedy is to file ch'\^. off the ends.

Also make sure- that the valves are

working properly and moving freely in

their guides. Also try new valve

springs. If the compression of the
engine will not bear your weight on
the pedals for "half a minute, that would
account for the absence of life in an
engine.

A27
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A Single-cylinder Magneto on a Twin.

Can a single-cylinder mag-
neto be fitted to a twin engine,
say, on the principle of the
Clement-Oairard type, whose
cylinders, as you are doubtless

aware, are placed very close to each
other in the V? _Now, this ques-
tion, let me tell you, is merely the
outcome of a suggestion to a friend

of mine, who happens to be tlie

owner of a twin Clement, built in the
form of a. lightweight, and which
also is very fast for a 3 h.p. machine.
Only quite recently he had trouble
with the sparking coil, and it took
some considerable time before he
really found out the cause of the very
slight misfiring. During the time_ of

this trouble in ignition, several sug-
gestions were put to the owner of the
Clement-Garrard to fit a twin-cylinder

magneto, but he does not think by
spending £6 on this particular item
that he will get any more value for

his machine when the time comes to

sell it. He is under the impression
that it is possible to fit a single-cylin-

der magneto by makmg alterations

to the make and break contact, and
usmg Ln conjunction a K. and C.
high - t-ension distributer. flease
oblige with your \'iews.—M. E. M.

We do not think that your friend would
find that a single-cylinder magneto
would work well with a twin-cylinder
Clement-Garrard, althnugh as the angle
of the twin-cylinder is very small, it is

quite possible that he would be able to

get a spark in each cylinder, but we
fancy that the effective range of

advance and retard of the ignition

would be so- much reduced that the
whole arrangement would not prove
satisfactory. We have given this

matter very careful consideration, and
have come to the conclusion that to

get really good results with any V tj-pe

engine a specially designed magneto
would certainly be essential. Should
your friend try the experiment and be
successful in obtaining satisfactory

results we should be most interested to
hear further from you, but, as suggested

S«(^€ILE

above, it seems improbable that the
system would work weil. Early V-type
engines gave trouble tlirough not having
a sjjeciaily made magneto.

Overheating and Knocking on Hills.

My 1910 3^ h.p. motor cycle

]iri will not climb hills such as

% Dashwood after a non-stop run
° I of five miles, and will not keep

up thirty miles per hour on the

level for more than half a mile, but
slows down and knocks, and no altera-

tion of the levers will induce it to

pick up. 1 can go up Dashwood fast

with a cold engine. The engine used

to get excessively hot, so I put a
smaUer jet in, but now 1 cannot get

any speed at all over about 25 m.p.h.

Formerly it used to require full air

with one-third gas, - and now it

requires scarcely any air at all. Do
you consider that I should improve
matters by replacing the original jet

and filing out the extra air holes?

I oil every twelve or fourteen miles

A. B
.^^^..,^, ^.^^^^,.^^. .>>. .^^ ....,........,....,..,--.. .^ ,^ s .-. v

\
Aj:rai'i:|eiiient of silencer described bv G. A. Sautte'

letter.

A. Elbow. B. Copper pi-ing }-D. in ide diameter,

holes. D. Cut o It wo ked oy Bo dcnle-eron
E. O.lginal silencer. F. E haiist troin

with Price's Hiiile de Luxe. The gear

IS 4| to 1. Is this too low?—D.OR.
Possibly the tr-ouble is due to an exces-

sive amount of carbon deposit on the

cylinder. head and piston, and we should

advise you to clean this off as soon as

possible. It may be that the spark

should be limed earlier. Yes, certainty

put back the original jet and file out
the air holes. We presume you under-
stand that with a smaller jet a less

quantity of air is required. Are you

MAY isih, igxo.

sure you manipulate the levers properly

in climbing hillsV The procedure is to

open the throttle wide if the gradient

demands it, and, should the engine

-show signs of slowijig down or knock-

ing, close the extra ajr lever gradually.

The spark may be very slightly re-

tarded for the last few yards of a very
_

steep knuckle. The gear is -slightly too"

low for an 11 st. rider. If you weigh
between 11 and 14 st. the gear is about
right.

READERS* REPLIES.
Throttling Eown a FoLr-cylinder.

B.B.'s trouble in slowing down with

a 5-5 h.p F.i^l. is, 1 teei sure, due to

excessive amount of opening of the

iii-et valves. As a rider of one of

these fine mounts I find ^va.. open-

ing is ample.—H.A.XJ.

A Si.sneer at Rear of Machine.

With reference to " G. B.'s " enquiry

about fitting a silencer at the rear

of a motor cycle, I

may be able to give

some inlormation of

interest. I have had"
a double silencer

fitted to my 4 h.p.

twin- N.S.U. for over
a. year, and find it a

^

great boon, especially
when passing frisky
horses. I enclose a

roufh sketch of mine
to show what I mean.
With the cut-out open
it is much more silent

than must machines ]

have seen, or, rather,
heard. With the cut-out shut it is abso-
hitely noiseless, save for the clickirgoi
the valves. I only use luaximuin silence

when the speed does not exceed fitteen

miles per hour, as it has a tendency
to overheat the engine, but with the
cut-out open it is silent enough for any-
thing, except a horse that performs';)
cake walk vyhen it sees anybody Ju
goggles. The pleasure obtained bj
using a silent silencer is greatly in

creased.—G. A. Sautter.

IT
3
\

C. Rov of ^in.
the handle-bar.
engine.

The Kew pattern r?, h-p. Centaur roadster model ) t will be remembered that we described and illnstrate'd the main features of the TT: and roadster model

CentaLrs in our issue of Aoril liist The eneine of both t?pes measures 85 x ST mm., the mechanically-operated valves being situated in front.
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FOUR LEFT OSMLY!

"(ORONET
Sioc-Cai £55 O O

for

£44 O O.

-1UMBER

1909} HUIVIB£F;S
brand new. Tluse you can It.irdly tell from iqio mtxlels,

being-titled with improved pattern silencers, spring torks
larger pulleys, Kot licensed two-speed gear, h.-b. control,

registered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

pump operated by tiMt, staiul and e^irrier, toolhrig with
all tools fitted to handle-bar. Fully guaranteetl.

£44, with sidecar.

£40. less sidecar.

Single Speed Humbers.

KUMBER
SI.\ ONLY £33 153.

Druid spnng torks, LJosch magnetos, h.-b. control, pedal-
ling gear, stand and carrier, tooibags, tools, number-plates,
etc. Usual price l^^. A clear saving of ill los. Only
Booth's can oiler^uch valuf

3-6 ili.p. Eex Lightweights.

igoS models, magneto, very ioiv built

-iach £16 10s., or exchange.

NE\A/ I909 ARCMOS.
We have a tew Uraiid New i! h.p. Models, fitted with

magnetos, h.-b. control, complete with stand, etc.
List price ^45. Our price, £28 10s. Or exchange.

Other Sidecar Dfla-chines.
5^ ll.p. I'.RfUV^. iwin. lonK magneto, Iree eiifjine £25 10
5j h.p. REX Dli LUX?., Roc clutch, magneto.. £21 10
5 h.p. fwui L<i.S.. L.joa. m.i^ni I. .. spr.ui^ i()rhs.. j.i;4 lO
3j h.u. l-lUMl'iliR. i()ou. two speeds, soiled only L.S lu
3ih.p. 13AT. magneto, two speeds, spring frame.. £24 10

Befiuti-ful Solo Mounts.
3j h.p. BRADni'RY, tqoQ model £26 10
3^ b.p. Rli.\ Tourist, igoq, run about 150 miles.. £28 10
5 h.p. REX Twhi Tourist, 1508 model £21 10
1} h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, 1908 model £16 10
3-6 h.p. REX Feath.Tweight, magneto, 1908 model £16 10
5 h.D. Twin HEX Speed King, magneto, mo8 model £21 10
6 h.p. Twin PllANOM EN, magneto, Nala 2-specd £30
3? h.p. MLNEKVA, magneto, very nice order £16 10
2 h.p. IVIIXERVA, 20111. wheels, spray £3 15
2i h.p. ARIEL Lightweight, vertical engine, sfi'iii"

wheels H.H e .ruro!

2 h.p. .MOTO-REVE, i<)og,
£3 15

nearly new £24 10

£i,ooo Waiting. We want any .number of Magneto Motor
Cvel"s for Cash.

BOOTH'S MDTdRJES.,

iPhonc 1062. HALIFAX. ^Sl"tnSi< I

MOTOft BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ft III'- 1909 SiHicial Tmn Res, 2ain. whpelB. R.O-M.^ hink and iront, fast, and iiico new; ii29.~ilelow.

EEX, Sihp.. lato 1909, bettor than new, not done 400
iuilp>: £24— Below.

-

EEX. 3)1]. p.. 1908, good condition, new Dunlop tyre,
Wljittltf belt; £21. cheap.—Below.

BROWN. 3Ah p.. B...sch ma|,^neto, Mabon free engine.
sjiniJt: torks. stand. carricT. <-i<-.: £\8. bargain-—

StLinley Mutor Gurag''. W'estbruok S!-. Bolton-

HUMBER, 3jh p., free engine, in good order; what
offer.-iF-G. \V. Warrinei, 57. Micklegate, York.

TEI[:MPHS, 1910, for sale, old Trinmpba taken
in on new ones.—G. W. Warrinei and Son,

Mirk]f*i:ate. York.

HUMBER. 3h.p... splendid condition; £16.—Broadbont,
69. W-odgrove Rd-, Burnby.

powerful

:

5b-p- Twin Ant^ine, good eondition
£13—Martin.- Anfield Rd

,
cheap

;

LivnrpooJ.

h.b. control, magneto, pfrfect order,
tj-rcs ; £2 1 .—Briggs, Wliitby.

FN.. 4ih.p..
• inchiding

1 QIO Triumph Motor, nupaclted ; immediate delivery;
J-«J' £48 15s.— Fred Lee, I'ocklington.

"1 QIO 3;h p. Hiimber, two sppeda. as received in crate;
JLeJ' f45.-R. Blczard, 26. Bank Hey St.. Blackpool.

1009 4h.p. J.A.P. ; will tak
exchange; £30.—K.

lightweight in part
Harvey, Chapeltown, Sheffield.

TRIUMPH. 1908. condition excellent: accept £28
15.S., a real bargain--Seal and Ball, Nevill St.,

Soutiiport. . . f

1 Q09 Triumph, not done'500 milea, bought Easter,
-t«^ 1910, Uunlop studa; £41.—Loekwocd Farmer,
Rotherham.

Poppe, Amac, handle-bar contna,
£15, or cfler.—F- Robinson, Batli i

eih.p. White and
2 lon^^ and lew;

St-. 'Bolti n.

PHELON and Moore, August, 1909, Kempshall, per-
ipi-t condition; £40. cr near ofler— v\yrill, 32, Rt-

benca St., Bradford.

33.h p- N-S-U-, magneto, spring forks, studded tyres.
4 [Id id order; £15, offera.—Braithwaite, Parkside

MHiiuwcfid. Leeds.

3,ih.p., new at Easter, only n.^cd once; take
[:r nearest offer; bought tiicat-—Motorist.

29, Yictcria St-. Gnole-

free engine, detachable
plendid order; £24.—J. Earnshaw.

£4 17s.
''(ORQNET^
5ide-Car5.

6cJe

We maintain the "Coronet'' is the BEST
D SIGNED SIDECAR on the Market.

Free from Side-slip.—The " CtiroiiPl " Sidecar
is attached in three placi's, the front down tube, bottom
stay, and ?addU- bolt, and can be detached in three

minutes. Every tube of attachment is telescopical and
adjustable tu suit any kngih whedbasft, any hfitjht or
width. When attached th.e combitiaiion is as firm and
rigid as a Tricar, and entirely free from side-slip, a:'.'-i

can be driven safely without passenger if desired.

Delivery -from stock to suit TRIUMPHS^
REXES, P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'s.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

1Q09 Rex,
Xi? £52,

K ih p. Twin N-S-D"-. magneto,
non-'•kid^'.

decrator, Bingley.

DOUGLAS. Bradbury,
I'.MC two-^tn.ke; ;

Norton. Ariel, Lincoln Elk.
ole agent lor Manuhester dis-

.e; ih.p.O 2 spi

a. urlay. Fullowfleld-

Iilh.p. Pha-nix, ppray, good order, trial given; neare.-^t

4 £5, or exchange eyele, part cash.—Stausfield,
Smithwell, Heptonstall, Yorks.

3JLh.p- Rex. good eonditinn. aceiminlator, 26 br 2
2 wheel>;:-£12 lOs- ; just been 600 milea tour.—Seal

;rad Ball- Nevill St-. S.mthpurt.

BEX 6h-p. Twin, maguoto. perfect, handle-bar control.
"Whittle'^ bell :;tudded rear tjTe; £19.—Harlow.

188, Middlewood Rd-. Sheffield- '

REX, 5h p. twin, sprin^r forks. 1907 model, in per-
fei.'fc order, si-areelv been ridden ; £20, bargain.—

G. W. Warriner. 57, Mickletrate, York.

?!^-6h.p. 4-cy]. F-N-. 1909 model, with two-speed gear.
tJ* fo tbrard,".' tyreiJ nearly new; 38 guineas cost over
£64 new-—M-, 5, Lawson St-, Barrnw-in-Furness-

Rex, magneto, Roc clutch, handle starting,
piin« forks anil seat pillar, in fir.'^t-class con-

-Htwn; £1M lOs.-AtkiDson, Thornthwaito Mill, Darley,
Leeds.

LIVERPOOL.—Movosacoche. Moto-Reve, Wolf, the onlv
veritable hghtiveights ; Phelon and Mjoro heavy and

Hi:'\'t —Sole official agents. British Cycle Co., 1, and
3, Berry St.

ROYAL Enflcld Lightweight Motor Cycle, twin cyls-.

mafrneto. mechanieal valve.'^; 38 guineas; from
<t()L'k--Iiistrii t agents. Newton and Co., 50, Blackfriars
St-. Miiniho.-^ter-

N-S U.. 3Jhp., 1908 model, magneto, sprinc forks, two
s()eeds, free eji^ine. footboards, excellent coadiTinn.

spares, lump ete-j

ton-cum-Hardy.

4h.p. Roe, 1908. magneto, clutch, free engine, handle
r^tartinjT, studded bwek tyre, in good order; £28. or

fL'Li^nnable titer; trial on application-.—Captain Grounds
Rarraeks, \\ arrington.

rRllJMPH, 2ih.p., handle-bar control, stand, carrier,
horn, lump, two belts, cut-out, Clinelier tyres [one

dmost new), eouifurtubie, perfect running order; £8.—
22. Roe Lane, Southpurt.

P.
and M-. magneto, two speeds, b-b- control, just been
tlinrtiutililj nvt-rhauleil. cyhndPT boreii and new pis-

ton fitteil, tyres nood, tubes detaihable; any trial; £26.—
Hattersley. Little Horton, Bradford.

CLYNO Motor Cycles, the finest tonring mount fo:
Yorkshire hills; send P.O. frir list, or send addrenn;

I
will dernntistrate sample mat^hine —Potter, Agent,
jLeiiester Grove, Blackman Lane, Leeds.

£22 10a.— 19, Dartmouth Rd., Chorl-

1Q09 Motosnerj.^he, 1+h.p., not run 350 miles, com*
i^ plet". head lamp, watch, spring forkt, stand,

mirror, hnm, numbers, tools, aecnnuilator, ipare.-^; £28.
—Box 4,678. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose tiange securely held

in any position by a simple

ypi ingenious contrivance.

Gear can be altered with-
out tlie aid of spanner?, lock ring easily operated by hand.
]iuv a "Coronet" pulley and gear your machine suitable
lot hill-rlimbiag.

Standard makes, such as Rexe3, Triumphs, Minervas,
supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley foi

pr.ttcm. Drs^ount to trade.

'GRIPSKIN" BELTBNG.

Made from iclectcJ parts of bidea, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer life

than rubber.
Sin.. lOd. ; Jin., lid. ; ^in.. 1 /I ; rin., 1/2.

Spcnnl lerin^. 1(. lln- ir;ide.

TYRESi. "rVrtfcta. T Yr(«-;=>.

SPECIAL CLLARANCE.
Clincher Covers: 2(ii[i. or 2ex2in., aj^in., ajin., 16/6.
Dunlop Covers: 2bx2in., 16/6; 2bxz\m., 17/6;

28x2{in. or 2.1iti.. 15/6.
2Sx 2in. Dunlnp Covers : Beaded, 14/6 ; Wired, 10/6.
24 X 2im. Chppcr-Re|ie.\, heavy treads. 12/6; ditto

tubes. 4'-. 2uX2Jin. Clincher Tubes, 6/6 each.
Large stock of Continentals. R.O.M., Palmers. Sham-

rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old
cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock ol the best niakts Irom 69/6.

Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND HARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for convertms your n"'nel>in'= fn li,iii

bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.
Old Carburfttfrs Bought,

le-

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mudguards and Stays 310., 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers tor engine^ to 3 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated ". 6/6 and 6/6
500 Puller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
00 Fuller Plain Coils (your old coil taken in exchange) 10/6

2f)0 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9
50 l-'airs New X'lall Spring Porks, latest 15/-
L''nguemirr, Miiierv;i, p N carburetters each 5/6
Amac aild B & B. carburetters 7/6
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.
2& X 2i Clincher Tubes each 6/6
NoruiHii Twfi-siieed Gear, nearly new £2 5s.

New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Maichk^ss Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-?peed Gear B,j.t. nearly new .... £2 53.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/6
New Pistons, 81 mm. diam 3/9

^n answt'.rino fkcse adverdsemcnis It is dc^-iraMc to mention

BOOTH'S MOTOR! ES,
CHARLES STREET (oil Square Road), HALIFAX.

Telephone 10G2.

" T7ie Motor Cycle." A31
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Earliest Possible Deliveries of any 1910 Models.

Sole Yorkshire Agents forfheT.A.C. Mator Cycle de Luxe.

Sole London Agents for the NORTON.

Bole Halifax Agents for TRIUMPHS, DOUGLAS, PHELON
MOORE, BRADBURYS, fits., etc.

Every 1910 model we sell or offer for sale
carries the maKers' full guarantee regardless

of whether sold for cash or exchange.

1910 P. & M.

35 h.p. £55

Delivery from stock of two models.

NORrow.
3^ h.p. single cvlioder.. ., .. 43

j

4^ h.p. single cylincji r . . .

.

45
5 h.p. twin cylinder 53

DOUGLAS.
Model B 36 gns.
^^od'l c 38 ..

/^^^^l.

1910 MOTO-REVE,
li h.p. Mndftl, single . . . . 37 gns.
2 h.p. Model, twin 36 giis.

T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe.

Wheel or hjnclh'-bar steering, 65 gnS.

F.N.—2} h.p., two-sp^cd, £40 ; 6 h.p., four-cyHndor, £50.

PREMIER.—3} h.p. sUi^W, £47 IDs.
; 3I h.p. twin, £52.

LISTS POST FREE FROM

M AU DES'
Powell

'Pboner JJJ.

n/ioxoR 1VIART,
Slreel, HALIFAX.

Telf-tf'i r.a :" Petror, Halifax."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T^WO-SPEEI> Twin de Liixe Rex, late 1909,^ per-

feet eondition; £33 lOg.-Willis, Carr Lane, HiiH.

tf>3.h.p. Kerry, engine reground, new pi^iton, new Con-
r^4: tineutal covers, 26 by 2 beaded edge, F.N. car-
burettei, good leather iin. V belt: r.-nion for selliuf?.

bonglit new machine; any ofler orei £9.-9, Stanley
St., Cnlne.

MOTO-REVE, lightweight, twin, au new. £^.0 lOs.

:

3;h.p. Rover, chain drive, first-class order. £1 1

:

al^o 4h-D' twin Clement-frarrard, ready icr road. £13;
also 5h p- I>urkopp. 4-cyl.. sprint,' frrks, needs sliabt re-

pair to crank-shaft. £12.-53, Traflord Rd-, Salfnrd.

FOR Anything you want in the way of new or aeconrt-
I'fin^ nM'tir it'.v'le^ or jicre.^^ori'-i write me. Note.

I advertise what T^hare to sell, not tlunJift I have net in
stock- See my column adveitisv-ment -aci week Lists
free— Hitchen. Lanca,shire M^tur Exchange, Euston
Rd., Moreoambe.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

TRIUMPHS and Royal Fnfields. 1910 models in stock:
exchanges; satisfaction guaranteed —Below.

HUMBER, 1909. single speed, medal winner sis day:^'

trials, like new: £30.-Below-

TWIN Minerva. 4ili.p., fau!t'e.=a condition, grand side-
car machine; £18.-Below.

N-S-U-, S^Iip., magneto, grand order. £16: sidecar t:.

tit, £3.—Parker, Melbourne, Derbyshire.

1 Q09 Triumph, thorough good order, and spares; £34XU —Oapt. Blockley. Hadley Park, near Wellington,
Shropghire-

3 h.p. Minerva, £10; 2ib.p. Bradbury. £12; twin
Rex. £15;- all in good order.-174, Stamford St.,

Slalybridye.

3ih.p. Rex, Longuemare, new tyre, spares,' over-
4 hauled, enamelled,. excellent order.—Bank^!,

Kedleston, Derby.

£15, or near offer-— 3ih p. Pbcenix. chain drive twn-
speed gear ; also Dau Alboue baby carrier, good as

nt'w, 17^. 6d.—Adams. Rusper.

3ih.p. Zenith Bicar, spring frame, luxurious maehiuf-
2 praetiaally new condition thrcugnout, only run

800 miles; sacrifice £15.—R. Else, Leawood, Matlock-

HUMBEU. SO' by 80. chain drive, leather to metal free

engiae clutch, three accuiHn]irt(^rs. grand condition:
£11 cash.—Atkins. Ketley Bank, Oakeugates, Salop-

delivered November, 1909. perfect con-
not riildeu 1,000 miles, well found,
parliculnrs.-Cox, Homestead, Upton,

s., 5h:p.,
• dition,

bought car

;

Birkenhead.

REX, 3ih.p.. 1908, splendid condition, magneto.
Ainac carburetter, H.B. control, good tyreji,

piiinea lamp, new Harrison's back-rest, tcols, and bag;
trial given; 2a guineas.—A. Warner, 239, Ruskin Rd.,
Crewe.

£10 or nearest offer, Ariel, 2;tb.p., surface, new
belt, saddle, brak^ and handle-bars, just been

ti>ornu':hly overhauled, and guaranteed in i^scellent

nmning order.—F. E. Barlow, Chequer, Wlntehurch,
Salop.

5-6h.p- Twin Sarolea Midget Bicar, 1910 magneto. 1910
Amuc variable, Eitall two-speed, powerful, low,

fl-^xible. easy starter. Whittle belt, take sidecar ^plendfdly.

nxiliary exhaust; £30. — Hambleton, Stockport Rd.
Bredbury.

JQIO Triumph, free engine, from stock; 1907 Tri-
it7 umph. 1910 handle-bar and' carburetter. Simms
mafrni'td. £25; 2i^h.p. Ariel, mafrneto, h-b. central car

burettrr, Rideasy saddle. £11; Millers shields for Tri-

u'up'i: oiEers- — Jones, Triumph agent, Efailnewydd.
Pwllheli.

TRIUMPH, 1909, good as new. perfect running order.

C wey speedometer new Triumph lamp and trener-

at T. full set of tools, full bck of magneto ^pare parts.

spare belt. tube, valve, etc-, two extra spares bags; £40.
—4.693. The Motor Cycle Ofiices. Coventry.

DOUGLAS. Enfield, Prpraier (twin or single). —
Birmingham and T>i-;irict Ageiiey. Samples on

view at IJppct, and at Stand 131. of the Binsley Hall
Exhibition; trials arranged; pre.-^ent machine? taken in

part payment; deferred payments i/ desireu; few second-

hands.—Culmore Depot. 31. Colmore K^w (opposite

Cathedral Church)-

TOURIST Trophy Twin 1910 Ma+chlesa, Brown and
Karlow. spriae forks, ti-unny and racing handle-

bars, fix-^d and adjustable pulleys, Trininpn fini-Jh Stan-

ley Show model. Cowey Hpeedometer. lamp, and -iparea of

the be.>t. mile a mi ante Eruarantecd ; co^t £80 accept
£45-- Replies should b*- addressed to No- 4.649, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

DUT'TTELD'S Motor Exehanse—T am gin'ng £5 5s.

sidecars away for a short time to purchasers of m-w
motor i'vcIps from me (cr accessories to value)- Second-
hand motors in -itock; -state wnnf-; . tnhniar i-arriers. 18iu
bv Bin. 3s. 9d : with number plate. i> 6d. ; bos spau-
oprs. sets of three l.<i. ; double b-b. iimtrol levers, p'atfd
i-omplete. with cable. 4s 6d-; sinirle levers. 2s. 6d-—
Braybrook St.. West Bromwich. Staffs.

All machines guaranteed in good running order be
delivery.

NEW MODELS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,
New 1910 MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p
ISpw 1909 REX, 5 h.p., two sreeds
New N.S.U., 3 h.p. magneto

SECOND-HAND MACHINES ACTUALLY IN STOC|:
ROC, igoi) model, -i-h.p., two speeds, latest springSi

h magneto, variable puhey, good

:

t

136. Great Ponland Street, LONDON, W
Phone: 552, Mjy^alr. Tel*g>'amB; '* AMiC-ite. London/

A17 In anstcerino these adver(isew.enf-s it is desirMe io mention ^^ The Motor Qyclc.^

loik:
_

order, and like new _

'N.S.U. i\ h.p., magneto, brand new, 26 x 2jm. tyresj-T
low built

J

*N.S.U. 3 h.p., magneto, brand new, only ^ left ; cash)
*fi!.3.U. 5ih.p.. twin, mngncto, low built, onlj' z '^ftJ!
*REX 5-ni.p.. magneto, low built, good tyres to botHi

wheels, m beautiful condition throughout ;^J
*BRADBURY y,X b.p., brand new igio model, staiidard=<'

throughout .\^
*TRIUMPri 3 ii.p., magneto, grey finish, Pahner tyres^

to both wheels, handle-bar control, etc •••4i•TRIUMPH 3 h.p., low built, in gx>d condition, ctc„->4
*KERRY 3^ h.p., low built, 26X 2^:n. tyres, in goooM

conditinii, a splendid sidecar machine .^

HAMILTOW ,th.p., low built, handle-bar controI,.i
footboards, etc ..3

•ARIEL li h.p., B, and B. carburctt'^r, good tyres, ',

26 X 2iiti.. low built, etc ', J
*F.N. ij h.p., magneto, F,N. carburetter, handle-bar;;^'

control, good tyres to both wheels, in perfect'' .c

condition >
.'"

*DURKOPP 2^ h.p., spray carburetter, black finish,

good tyres to both wheels, 26x2in ,-...• I
•CLARENDON 3 h.p., accumulator ignition, M.O.V.,'

good lyres, green and gold finish ,jS

•ROVER 2,' h.p., Amac, handle-bar control, footrests,

splendid Ijtcs to both wheels, 2DX2^in., cream
finish ^ .J

MINERVA -tih.p.. twin, 1908, low built, good tyreS ft

F.N. 4J h.p., lour-cylinder, good tvres, spnng forks ..ft
CLYDE 2 J h.p., magneto, good t res ft :

SINGER 3 h.p., ne^v tyres, magneto, good order ...>iBl:
REX igoo, 3.^ h.p., magneto, cantilever seat, MaboMV'

clutch .,^
ARIEL 3 h.p., M.O.V., 26in. wheels, low built, very^*

good order ^-H I

KERRY c h.p,, twin -cylinder, 26in, wheels.-low buiH'Jll
MINERVA 3I h.p., 26in. wheels, spring forks, very low,

good order '

£| {

*REX 5^ h.p., accumulator ignition, Cantilever spring
;

seat, good tyres to both wheels^ black finishf

enamelling and plating as new £1
'

•BRADBURY 2J h.p.. three-speed pulley, in good run-
ning order and condition . .

."
t1

*REX 5^ h.p., accumulator ignition, splendid tyres to

botli wheels, 26 x 2^in., footboards, aluminium
finish £1

EXCELSIOR 3 h,p., grey finish, a good climber .. £1

•MINERVA 3?/ h.p., grey finish, in splendid conditior-,

good tyres to both wheels, ab x ^iin fit

FAIRY z n.p.. low built, an ideal lightweight £1'i

NUMBER 3.V h.p., two speeds and free engine, grey
finish, as new, rqoo model, all accessories £3!1

50/- dowri} and the ba.la.nce 5/- per weelM
secures the fo'lowing':

QUADRANT ij h.p,, spray, good condition ., S
DURKOPP 2% b.p., good tyres, in Ai condition .. |1ll

•EXCELSIOR 2'] b.p., long bars, spray carburetter, '

rubber and canvas WW, etc ' till

BRADBURY zj «.p.. three-speed pulley, in good -

nmning order ^ , , fIB<

•MINERVA !,' h.p.. sprav carbur'-tter, in fair condition €6

BOWDEN 2 h.p., low built •«
MINERVA 22 h.p., good goer flC^

TRICAR.
REX 5 h.p., two-cylindei, two speeds, low built,

handle starting W8

WANTED-
any number Magneto Motor Cycles.

.All machines in good mniiing ortler before leaving .oui

works, and tested by experienced men.
Machines marked * are in stocky at Halifax, othcfs at

London.

IVIAVJDES* IXAOTOR IVIART,
The Fair Factors. Powell St., HALIFAX- <

Telephone : 433 day
; Q04 night.

Telegrams :
" Petrol, Flalifax."

Alpo 135, Gt. Portland St, W. {off OxfonTdtJ
"Phone: 552, Mayfairr Tels. :

*' Abdicate, LondoD.,
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
j

AMl'STEAP fnr Barcnius.—Hoatli Street Motor,JAMl'STEAll fur Hi

1 Works. 6. HcHlh St

AMfSTEAII.-SJh.p

Tel.: 2678.

JAMfSTEAII.-SJh.p Qi

X bnr cnnfrol. splendid order

Street
I'.O.

Quadrant. maBneto. handle-
£18; all accesajriea.

did condition, with all aecessorie.s

;

Minerva.
£11.

6plen-

JAMl'STEAD.— 3!b p Trimnph. 1909. sfleiidid condi-
1 tirn. with all aeiesnoriea: barirain. £35.

JAMl'STKAf)—1910 2ih.p two-speed I-.N.'b; £40:
X no e.itra for easy payments.

JAMl'STEAll.—1910 Ee.'ces,.all models in stock; no
A extra for easy payments.— Bclow-

iAMl'STEA II— Kerry.Abingdon from stofk; ex-

cliant'e or g:radnal payments taken : no extra.

ITAMPSTEAD—Triumph. 1910, from stork; no wait
X ing.

qrAMPSTPAD-Donclas. 1910. latest mndel, fromX stock : 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

ITAMPSTEAD.-P-N., OShpX diti.tn. all acees:
lato model, splendid con

oriee: £20. special bargain.

ITAMrSTFAD-F N. 4Jh.p.. latest model, handleX bar control, condition splendid, with accessories.
24.

LTAMl'STEAD—Sidecar, test make, brand new. aX justablc- to any machine: £5 ISs.

aAMPSTEAD— Sc'') tc.idon" Agents for Linco'-D
Elks, all models in stock: no waiting.

aAMPSTEAl).-2Jh.p. 1910 F.N., almost new, with
accessories : £33. special bargain.

aAMPSTEAn for Moto-Beve Model A. : in stock

;

no wa.ting: no extra f.,r easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD—F.N.. late model, magneto, and spring
forks, splendid condition, all accessories: £22.

aAMPSTBAn.-1909 34h.p. Triumph, free engine,
splendid conditi in : £59: all accessories.

AMPSTEAn.-I909 3!h p. Triumph, good condi-

Collier's Motories,
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

CLOSED WHIT-MONDAY & TUESDAY.

RUBBEil IS UP! BUY NOW.

TYISES (Best iVlakes).

For a Few Weslis only.

Covers. Tubes.
r)X2 ., n/6 5/3
26X2J ,. 21/- "/a
OX2t .. 14/6 /

24X2t .. 12/6 1,,.

'The above are Teaded Edge.
26X2 (Wired Edg.-'. 14;-: 2R x 3, 16/-; 28x2, 14/.

Rubber-studded Clinchers, Beaded. 2fSx2, 27/11,

20X2J, 32/11.

Brand New and Perfect,

Covers. Tubes
2Sx2 .. 14 6 b/6
28x2l .. 14 6 5/6
28X2J .. 14/6 5/6

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5hp- Virniec mapDPto, Ppleudid conrlitinn, tyres un-

scratcliud; £20-—Harris, BchaoUmiBter. Roydou.

TllIUMPH,
Dnulop

As liford.

1907, magneto, excellpnt condition, new
tyre; £24.~Puwson, 104, Beaver Ed.,

ordflr andMOTOSAOOCHE, 1908. (rood running
tyres, many extius: £14.—Inues. Suttoo Valence,

M.iidstone.

4ib-p. Roo. Military Mod^l. two-speed, startaofr handlo.

2 P'^rtect S-O.
'' """ " ' '"'""'' "'''machine : £29.-41, Asliford Rd.,

Crii'lrlewood.

4 111. p. Twin Minerva. 1908; sell or exohange liicher

2 power ; particulars, stamp-— 8, Mayfleld Plaeo,

EHstbnurue-

Twin Minerva. 1908. perfect; £20, or neare.H
otJer; particulars, stamp-—91, Melbourne Rd-.

Eastbourne.

4ih.p.

two speeds, handle starting', splendid
£22, near Liler.-Piuliett, Comfiekl

15-

96

a a;
ti

aAMPSTEAn-1909 model twin Moto-Heve, ma^
neto. and sprint: forks; £20: all accessories.

aAMl'STKAO
ditinn ; £29. with all accessories

1908 3ih p. Triumph, pplfndid con-
bargam.

aAMPSTEAD.—3h p. Eprry. good condition, acces-
sorie.-;. £10; 1909 Lincoln Elk. maguelo, £20.

HAMPSTEAD-— For Stewart speedometers, in stock:
uo waitiut:; 55.=;.: and Cowey's speedometers-

HAMJ'STEAn.-1909 late 3:'.bp. magneto Minerva, all

uccpssories, like new : £27-

HAMPSTEAD.-Late model V-S.. 5h-p., twin, mag-
Deto. spring ftirks, splendid conditijn; £25.

HAMPSTEAn—Humber, 2b.p., £2 lOs.

;

2b.p.. £2 lOs-. requires sMpbt repairs-

HAMPSTEAD for latp=t 1910 moi^els. in stock (Tn
umptia. Indian). Preiuier. HouKlas. Rexa. Humber

tc-; esiliaiipe.-j or (Traduai payments.—Rey. 5. Heatli St
'el.: 2678 P.0-, Hampstead-

F.N-, 4jh.p.. 4-cyl-. magneto, spriuK forks, nearly new;
£26.-30a. Swaby Rd , EarLsfldd.

FAIRY. 2ih-p., twin, bb- control, like new; saerifiLC
£8 15S.-17, Algarve Rd., Wandsworth.

^HATER-LEA. 3ih.p.. 26in- wheels: £3 10s.; oftei
-^ 7— Lacoik. 52. Lausanne Ed-. Hcmsey-

30UGLAS, 1910, brand new, uncratcd; 38 guineaa
" St. Albuns." Brondcsbury Park. N \V-

?12.—3ih.p. genuine Minerva, faultless, also sidecar
" £3; any trial- 14a, Maple Rd., Snrbiton.

>3.h.p. Minerva. £9; also Ijh.p
•'4 £7 10S.-227, UnderhilURd..

F.N. liphtweight.
E. Dulwich.

&.AIVIR5.
The " COLYTF " Separate Generator (larfc

sizp) Mirror Lens Lamp, divided glass." Equa
to othTS at double money. Beautifully plated.

The " COLYTE " Sepprate Generator Lamp for

Ughtweights.^ A marvel of Uriiish euterprise.

Plated.
Send for one on appro.

41i p. Roc,
ditiou

;

Eastbourne.

Qib.p. J. A.P., in excellent running order; £8
1^ 2 or offer; appuiutment.— 101, Camberwell
Rd.. S.E. '

BROWN, 3ih.p., and trailer, very powerful machine,
Riiud crdpr. tyres nearly new; price £16.—Kings

mill, Sittinghourue. -

IDs..

New

7/9
4/11

Plated. Sold else-

HORNS.
Largest size Three-note,
where at 12/6.

The famous' Double-twist, Deep Note, Larg
Bulb, and fit for any machine.

^n. RUBBER BEUTIISIG.
UNDER MAKERS' PRICES.

We are not allowed to advertise the make of this,

it is made by one of the largest firms in the trade.

1 /6 per foot,

rin. SHAMROCK GLORIA, 13,6 per Sft. length,

iin. BELTING, 1/7 per foot.

but

•iQ-iri AMAC CARBURETTERS OT /^*' FOR CASH ONLV Af/"

two speedfl. clutch, watci-
price £20.-43, Wimbledon

MINERVA. 2b.p..

kill-i limber. -

th-p. Antoine. Chater-Lea. low. footboards, good con-
dition; £12-—Jermy. Eriniloy Green, Surrey.

DOUGLAS. 1910. in stock; Humber two-speed, and
Triumph, no waiting.— 5, Heath St., Hamp.-it'jud-

spring frame; ±15; must sell, going
86. New King's Rd., Fulham.

3^h.p.,CJAT,
-* abroad.-Jones,

>ihi). Kerry, good condition. cLeap. or exchange 3;
'2 bp.. magneto-— 12. Ratheoole Parade, Hurusey-

• ih.p. Kerry, good order, light,2 £12. -Lloyd. 28. Horaell Rd.,

V-'
-, 5h.p-. new condition.
mai;neto. h-b-c ; £25.—

i

fast, and reliable;
Highbury, London.

Palmer cords, spring forks.

i4. Greenside Rd.. Croydon-
r> AT, 23h-p., low frame, recently overhanled. perfect
'J conditinn: £12-81 New Church Rcl-. Camberwell.
rEIUMPH. 1909. Qstra condition, accessories; £37--

Fisher, 60, High St-. Hampstead-
ih.p. Res, low, excellent condition ; 10 guineas;,
2 or nearest.— 2, Harleyford St., Kenniugton Oval.

i>3.h.p. Res, in perfect running order; bargain. £5 5s.—
^4 H., 26. Springbank Ed., Hether Green, Lewisham,
IE.

3 EX. 1910, 3ih.p., brand new, just delivered; take
•^ £40.-Bos No- 4.696. The Motor Cycle Offices, Gov-!
litry.

>3.h.p. Curry, splendid goer, must sell; £7; low, I

y* long bars.—Pulling, 28, Lakes Efl., Keston,
j

ent.

ivi I *^C e k cA M Eo i-i s.
Armstrong Typewriter, in proper order, a bargain .. £8 10
Twin Re,\. less engine £6 10
New XL'All Sprmg Porks 13f.
Pair Simplex Spring Forks 1 /i

Low T<'nsion Magneto, good order 25 '-

Low Tension Magneto, good order 21 6
plain Coil, needs repairs 5/-

3i h.p. Rc.\- Engine, silencer and contact breaker,
good condi tion 77/6

Minerva Spring Forks 29/6
Broiiks's Broo Saddle 12 '6

New Lyc<-lt's Saddle, large size 10/3
New Tool Wallets, four strap, wfth tool roll 5 '11

Forecjrriagc with tyres and seat 55/-
Watcr-cootcd Twin Rex Engine, contact breaker

and silencer £12 15
Six-cylinder h.-t. Magneto £6 10
Rex Frame, enamelled, 22iii £2
Bosch Plugs post fref; 3 /6
Belt Punches, screw down '. 1/4
Forward " Adjustable Fastciurs 1/6

New Midget Accumulators 8/9
Stanley Hook Fasteners : 1 /•

Vim Rim Brakes, new 7 '6

Handle-bars, Rex pattern, plated, drop ends .... 6/6
Cork Grips post free 1 '

rgo8 Rex, spring forks 25 /

igog R x spring forks 29 /
New Plain Coils 10/6
New Trembler Coils 15/.
F.N., Longuemarc, etc., C.irburetters, second-hpnd,

from 4 /6

RALEIGHETTB. 3ih.p.,
eonled, splendid order:

Rd-, Tooting.

23.h p. Peugeot Eneine. pair 700 by 70 tyres, wheeU.
4 complete, new condition; £8.—Hopkms, 32, Thane

Villas, Holloway.

FOR Sale, 1909 Triumph, in perfect condition, all

acees.soriesj £35 cash.—Trewin, Clarendon Rd-.

Watford, Herts-

N.S-tr.. 6h p.. twin, two-speed. 1908. two accumulators
and wieker sidecar; £28, bargain.-41, Aahford

Rd., Cricklewuod.

V-S- Sh-p Twin, magneto, h.b- control. Mills-Fulford
cat^tor wheel sidecar; £30.-8. Barrett St-, Man-

chester 8q-, W.

LFNCOLN Elk, 3h.p., 1910 model, B. and B., handle-
hflr control, magneto, new condition; £20.—A-F-N-,

The Elraa. Hendon-

Iih.p. Minerva, tyres as new, thoroughly overhauled,
4 splendid condition i £5 ISs.—3, Strode Rd., Bruce

Grnre, Tottenham.

Longuemare, just overhauled, gccd
^t. splendid order; £7-—Grace, 28.

li'tti^'Ias Rd- Surbilon-

31_h.p- Lagonda. perfect cbndition ; £8 lOs-. or near
2 iitSer ; no accommodation.—Barden, 38, Ambler

Rd., FInsbury Park-

rRIUMPH. 2/h.p. J.A.P., In fine condition, spare

cylinder, piston, etc. ; rare bargain, £10 lOe.—61,
Denmark Hill, S.E.

RALEIGH, 3h-p.. Peter-TTniona. two accumulators,
splendid condition, spares; £16. — Middleton.

Restaurant. Dsbridge-

ERRT Motor Cycle, 23h.p-, Palmer tyres, practically

uew, fiiip condition; £12.—Lufflngham, 22, Wast-
dale Rd.. Forest Hill.

perfect condition, Palmer cords.

£13 18s.—Boss, 100,

Tower Bfitltrs Rd.. S-E.

TRICMl'H (magneto], excellent condition, good acces-

sories: £21 cash;- bought car.—Darby, c/o Joslins.

Market Place. Chelmsford-

PHELON and Moore. 3-:h-p-, two-speed. 1908. new
crnditiou; £37—169, Castellain Mansions, Maida

Vale- 'Phone. 3578 Pad.

10 Res. latest. 3ih-p., just delivered; owner unable

to take delivPH': accept £43—Taylor, 21a, Store

St.. Tottenham Cjurt Rd-. W-C-

OTOR Cyf les by extended payment without extra

'lifiree-—Write partii-ulars, Taylors, 21a, Store St-,

Tottenham Court Rd-, W-C
GUARANTEED Clement Lightweight, 24h.p.. as new.

26 Clinelicr, Ricbe.-^ tubes, very low; approval; £7.

—H. Dew, Eynsford, Kent.

Oih.p. Zedel. Chatcr. low. Brown and Barlow. Palmer
/W3 cords, rcbushed; £11; exchange sidecar machine
--10. Gosberton Rd., Balliam.

1909 Motor Cycle, 4ih.p.,

gi

31.h.p- Quadrant,
2 >apTiiie r'urks^ _accessories;

19^
St.. '.

^SIDECARS.
The best, three-bolt fastening, with roomy body, well

sprung, enamelled and plated, sHn. tyre, and equal to
others at ,so% more money.

NOTE THE PRICE £5 17 6
Do away with that worn out body on your sidecar

and get one of our Art Cane Bodies, as fitted on the above
sidecars, New and Upholstered. 17/6.

rpROW _.--- , .

i sidecar any hills: trials given any time;

LSLrso Stock o-f

NEW and SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
SEND FOR LIST.

,>I°I°L^°9°5f?'//.°i-or/r'°fc"''S,rS'°^U^5: CASH WAITING tor GOOD UP-TO-DATE MACHINES. 4Ab.p^,T^n Miner.».^M^y.^ JP-f J^.-^--,-

very powerful, take
cost f26-

Trow. Ealaain St..

oaii.p Brown, Telcphose dry cell ignition and spare
/W4 .iri'uunilHtor, ar<t-i'laKR order ; f10.—Tliompson.
69. York Ed., New SouthRate.

estremPly reliable, new tyre, ffood

lamp, liorn, all aocesaories; £11 lOa.—

Call. 64. Mercer's Ed., Holloway.

1 (108 N.S.O., Sih.p., 26 by 2i Peter TTnion tj-re",

J.I/ Iin; belt, aci'urQulators. lamp, tools, little used;

£16 ID."*.—89, Avenue Rd.. Acton.

TETHMPH, 1909, with Eoc two-speed, perfect order,

spare tube, exhaust valve, valvo extractor, etc. i

£43.-1.. D. P. Swift, Eastbourne.

Xh.p. Twin Mincrvs. M.O V.. sprins forts, powerful

N.S.IJ., 3h.p.,
cliBiber. low,

.'J. chanse. or sell £24.
Md.

-Gardner. 6a. High St., Hamp.
iReoent make SIZAIRE2-Seater WANTED CHEAP for Cash Wnachope'a, 9. f3hoe Lane. London.

In answcr'inn these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A.W
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1 009 5h-p. Rex de Luxe, oejirly uew;
J- 1/ exi^lmnired fur T T miidel : £48—

MOTOft BICYCLES FOR SALE.
THE Eastern Garu^e Comjiany re-sjieiarnlly pclKit en-

qQirit*fi fur sfrtmd-liuud lum-iiines. ot whu'b they
h;ivp D hir^'e -trxk at priteH ruii{;mt-' from £7 —Below.

1 Qt)9 Triumphs [sevprall complete with acc-esporiesr
J- *y and gTiaruTitefid perfect in all aetails ; £34-—
Be! w.

1 Q08 Trinmph. etandard machine, in bott<n- conditionXU thau iijusi 1909'3. lamp. horu. tooU; £28-—Below.

previous owner
Below.

"1 QIO 3ih-p. Tourist Rpx. used for few trials only, par-
it? tii'ularly tine marluDe; £?7. -Below.

1 Q09 Keses. aereral 3ib.p. Tourist models, all in
J- tf !,'uaraiiteed couditiuu ; from £26-— Below.

"I Q09 Mineiras; two'3ih.p. and one 4th-p., carefully
±tJ on^rliauted: £2^ and £30.— Below-

THE Eastern Garage Company Jiuve the above machines
in -^trxk at dis aoiuford Rd-. Furest Gate, E.

Xel.: Stratford 10. T-A. : EL'araio. London.

BAT, 8b p., nearly new. twin-cylinder, spring frame,
speedometer, bpadliclit. t<>ols and spares; £40, no

offers.- 127. Ea^^t Hill. AVaiidriworth.

C HATER-LEA. 4ih.p. Al Al.C.. Fitall two-Fpeed,. rom-
plptely 'n-crlmiiled. tua.uelled and plated; £20.—

4,686. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

TWO speeds, free enfiine, 4h.p. Auto. Chater, Loncae-
ma-re, 26in. wlieeli, pood comiition; £13.—J.

Dsorri>. Little Pagehnrst. Staplehurst.

MINERVA 2b.p. LipliTweicht good running order.

ii b ii.ntrol; i:a>h wnuipd; £/.— idotor, 31, Wood-
«de Gardens. Bruce- -Grove. Tottenham.

i.p- Res. good condition. 1909 fittings, Brown and
Bsirlfiw. bb. coiitrnl aftumnlator ignition; £12

lOs.-WrigLt. 138. Hi»;b St-, Lewisham.

IpAGLES.—N.S.U., 4h.p.. twin, Bosch magneto,
J fort.s,- lin. belt, two-spend (rear and free

with ilillford sideoux; any trial: £34 10s.

adjust-
£18.

I7AGLES.—Rex, 2h.p., v&rtical em^ine, rspruy car-
-i biiretter, Dunlop tyres, long Landle-bar, low saddle;

£7 15--,.

EAGLES—5h p. Peufreot Twin, 1938. Bosch magneto,
girder fnrlc^, N.S. Q. two-spt-ed pear and frt'e

euj,'ine. aud Miiiford sidecar ; any trial ; £30,

3i'-

I:pAGLES.-N S.U., 3iU.p., magnt-to. lin. belt,
-i able pulley, 26 by 2i Continental tyres;

pprmp
engine,

EAGLKS.-2ib.p. N.S.TT. t^vin.

Bdscb uiau'ueto, under-geared
dition; £28 lOd.

1909.
pulley,

M.O. valves,

perfect con-

EAGLES.-N.S.U.,
built, excellent

3h.p., accniunlator ignition,
condition ; £13 lOs.

RAGLES-—Motosacoche, 1908, excellent condition; allE
EAGLES.-N-8 U-. 3ih-p-. ig^S magneto, N S-TT. sprinj--

fdrW-. lin. belt, Shamrock-Excelsior uou-skid tyre,

perfect condition; £21 lOs.

EAGLES-—Any of the above can be bad on approval.
dep«':)it.

EAGLES. -We have a few brand-new N.S U.'s, .lust

dcliptred.- liiiislicd in latest style; 3h.p., £25; Sih.p.,
£31; 6h.p. twins. £40; two-speed tjoars, £5 15^ extra;
esihangea entertained; deferred payments; inspection
invited

T.TAGLKR a"d Co.. High St-. Acton—N-S-U Wc-t
Xj London Di&trict Agency 1910 lurdel? imm stock;

liberal allnwaoces foi machined in part payment. Tel.:

556 Chisfficli-

2h p. Minerva. t=pray carburetter, good tyres, stand, and
caiTier. gf-ing order; £6, or offer.—23 MelliSoH-Rd-.

Tooting.

Ih.p. Minerva, splendid condition*- £6 IBs.; will take
2
ham Cross, London.

light,

asli and ride it away
good order: seen any time;

£5 lOs.—76. Siuujjier-
2h.p. Wejuer, low,

bring
bin Rd.. Tutteubam.

TJ EX. 3:ih-p., Longuemare, Watawata. long bars, tyres
-tV as new pprtect running order ; trial ; £10—76,
Kenyon St.. Fullmin-

Twin Res de Luxe, two speeds, Palmer
le"-.exclian«e. -or fair

Rtcke N'*>nington. N. .

offer.-48,
ord;

Londeaborough

revpY.5e ^'Ord

trial, "appointment; £40.
liingford-

Tr>ILEY. 6h.p-. water-cooled three sppod=i

-JlV conditi.iD climb anything
—Maber. Police Station.

F.N-. 2ih.p.. spring forks, eiiuirt, reliable good appear-
ance, oriler, £9, All-wpjit' px suit, .15s.—Rowans,

Lduway ltd.. Palmer's Green. N.

-r'ring tcrks, low takes side-

Wandsworth Ed.,
31.hp. Minerva, l*hrenix

2' rar; £12 I2s.: seen: tria

London iflvp uimntes

MATCHLERS. 6b-p.. twin .LA i

fiatne. spriiis fork.s., splendid

168.
frmn Vauxhalll-

couditinn: £24-

JLh p. Fleet.
2 tino. fast

4, Frun-'is St-

Brown-Barlnw,

Palmer tyres, spring
ninning order and

Wnolwifu-

26iu. Dunlops Derma-
£8 1 0*. ; cash offers

;

Kilburn.
and reli.ible

letters.- 50, Priory Park Ed,

;h.p. Twin flarolea. Siin- I'almer cords, frotrePt?, car-

rier- stand ex'^llfrnt cmiditina ; only £20; spares
1 Tt^li ±5.- Feasoy. Bnntingfnrd. Herts.

^ETI'MPH- 1906-7. h-b control, spring forks, licrn,

Pa!ii;er cor.l tyre.s. perfect cndition; bargain- £18
-il

- - - - - -

5*

As a chain is only as strong

as -ts weal^iest link, a belt is only

as efficient as its least considered

essential.

The essentia! links In motor

beltinp construction—Maximum
effective pulling surface: Elimina-

tion of stretch ; Tensile strength
;

Flexibility ; Centring of

Prevention of twisting,

core ;

ends

breaking, and surface cracking^-

when evenly considered and sup-

ported by suitable materials and

experience, ensure a perfect v/hole.

Camel Belting, owing to its

uniform wear, due to scientific

construction, is offered and sold

as being the nearest possible to

the ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,

16, Great, Eastern St.,

LONDON.

Works:

Manchester.

J/6Km.
Practical notes on BeUins and Beli

Driving. Fourth edition.

^?5?

h3,6

'400. Sfc'ni'stcaii Ei'.Catloid. SB.'

In answering these, udvertisemeufs it is desirable to menlijx

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

J"
ATEST Chater.Lca No. 7 frame, complete with

~i spring forkw, ininiHe-bars, - mudiniard^, etc., all
rtw: £4 18S.-12. lluirldrk Ed., C:itford.

4-CYL. F.N.. spring forks, studded tyre- bauk. butted
tubes, footrest.g, matjneto, carrier-stairG, . gpod coa-

ditioh: £17.-13. Lontrley Ed.. Tcotins a.W.'

FOR Sale, 4h.p..J.A.P.-Chater-Lea, Bosna. Palmer cotd.
Clihrhfr btnflded. built tj (irder las-t month, used

once: £26 lO,';—84. Kodenbuist Ed.. Claphatn.

BRADBURY, 3ib.p., in good condition: trial ar-

rant'ed ti'ord tyres, ensy startitig. good brll-fliraber;
£10 ca3li.—Boe.kbani. 13. "Wortliingtou St.. Dovor.

F-N. Lightweight. 1909 catalogue moaol, lik,^ new,'
mugnetd, spring ttrks: ouly wants sc'lng; iiccept '

reasonable spot cash otler.—J. White. Warren, Guildfordi

^3.h.p. Kerry, splendid condition, fasli, low, long'^4 Iiandl(,-biirs, footboards; no reasonable cfHer : rft:

,isi-d.— G. E. Davois, 9, Park Ed., Enllcld Lock. ;

LIGHTWEIGHT IJh.p., low, stylish, photo. £12: alaoi<

3;b.ii . in perfect conditi n. £13 10s.. photo.—Ap:j,
ply. Rayuer Canhaui, 40. Sli'een " Lane. Mortlabc. S.W. -.

'

BAEGAIN.-3ih.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea fittings, spraj

,

carburetter condition a,* ucw; £15. or near offer.,

—Apply. F. Matthias, 76. Battcr,-:ca Rise. London. S.Wt.;

TRIUMPH, July, 1908, 3ih.p., Palmer cotd tyres;.",,,

splendid condition, trailer, good coaditiou, nmit
tyres; £33, no offers.-Shoosmith, Cobhain, Snrrey.'

SJlTi-p. K.S.U., low frame, new ncn-s,v-d tyre on
2 back, new belt,- brass taute, stand, luggage

carrier, gas^ he.adliBht; £15.—Seen. 93a, Askew Rd., W.

MOTOR Cycle. 3Sh-p., spring forks, hb. control, and
ever-' retjuisite ftr same all uP'to-date: £15: buy-

ing car—Hall, grocer. Queen's Terrace. St; John's Wood.-

31h.p. Fafnir. Druid spring forks, adjustable pulley,

2 itutbardt magneto, footboards, tyres lilce new, rub-

bei belt, grand condition; £18.-785. High -Ed., Leytou-

stone;

7-9h-p. Peugeot. Chater-Lea special frame, Simms mag-
neto all spares and tcols, condition as new, fast,

low machine : owner bought car.—C. 36, Willcsden Lane,

London.

QUADEAXT, 3ih.p.. perfect, new tyres, car lauip,

spceilometer, complete; worth £20, sell f..r hylf;

all spares obtainable —Architect, c/o Thomas, 92, High
St.. Barnet.

3 ih.p. Quadrant, magneto ignition, special Ch.iter-Lea-' ii

2 spriua forks, practically new in condition; qnioftt
sale, £20.—Tebboth. 10. Devonshire Ed., Mottinghain,fJ,

Kent.

FOE Sale, motor cycle. 3-lh.p. Centaur throURlisuitA-'

nearly new tvrcs. i'l- god running order: 12r.a

guineas, or near o'fler.—H. Parr, 8, Worple Ed.,

"ivirabledon.

5h-p- Twin Kerry, pood condition, tyres nearly .
new. /,

"- iicciiinulatcr. cylinders re-bored, new- -pistons lllfir;.;!

month: £16: full particulars on application.—EgertOB,-

Gomshall. Surrey-

3JLb.p- Twin Norton, Bosch magneto, Drnid f',rks,

2 studded tvres; nearly new. Shamrock belt, stand,

tools, two lamps; £21.—F. Becston, Kent ArnM, Gil-
-

liugham, Kent. . .;,

4h-p. Antoine, magneto ignition, h.b. control, in:per#'-

feet i-ondition, been thoroughly overhauled; a- '

genuine bargiitn, £12 lOs., or near offer.—23, Aber-

deen Ed., Highbury.

i>3.h.p. Lurquin-Coudert.'-low. light, in excellent <«a-

1^4, dition and running order, 26in. by 25m tyres; IJun-

lop front- studded back, both as new-; £8.-50. Castle-

ton Rd-. Goodmaye-s.

TRIUMPH. 1907. in perfect condition, just been fver-

hauled by makers- costing over £8, including uew

lamp. horn. belt. etc. tyres perfect; £28:-B.. 27, Cam-
pion Ed . Putney. S.W.

-Krh.p. Twin Peugeot, spring frame, accumulat-ir i;;ni-

O tion- speeiallv timed. B B. carburetter, petrol lou-

sumption very low; £25.—H. Marshall, 143, Cornwall

Ed.. Netting Hill. W.

TRIUMPH, 1908; price £28. but will accept ftret

off»T over £25: good tyres, spares and tools, and-

trial hill one hundred yards away.—The Hills, i-urzo-

held Ed-, Eeigate.

TRIUMPH. 3h.p.. B- and E., handle control, tyres per

feet, head lamp, all accessories, perfect conditicaj

throughout: immediate disposal; £15 cash—Burton. 150.

High St.. High Barnet-

3 Ih.p, Humber. 1909, nearly new. Roc clutch, twtj

2 speed free engine, etc., £36: 3Jh.p., Rex, splendli

order, £10; 3h.p. Rex, £5, in going order.—Luias ami-

Co., High Ed., Chiswick.

3 Ih.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, B. and B. carburetter,

-

2 b b control, footrests, E.O.M. back. Palmer

cord froit. Whittle belt, splendid order, :S18.— 210,

Hoe St., Wnlthamatow.

LIGHTWEIGHT, ISh.p. Minerva, brass torpedo t-,iiik.

Aiuac. h.b- control, new coil accumulator, stand-

carrier gas lamp, booler; £5 10s.—Motor, 24, bt

Asaph Ed., Brockley, S.B. .

31h-p. Minereva, magneto. No.- 6 - frame, 'OTiittle-

2 belt latest B. and B. carburetter, tyres as new,

good order: £16 10s., olSers.—Caretaker, Buildings,

Warwiek Ed., Sutton.

FN 4-cyl., 4ih-p., with Manning tricycle attachment,

magneto, PaPner cords, lamp, horn, tools, spares;

cost £62, take £25; offers, or exchange.—A. Fort, ad,

Italia,n St , Pi,rtlimd Place.

TTie Motor Ci/de."
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS,
QinECAK. nei4. left. Cbat'_T-Leix throughout. I'almcrO cur) lyri'. wii-ker. upUcl^liired ^.tccii. nimm band
tiralio. double lumpartment box, neiirly new. perfect; £5
10s.— Ed-rttnl, Wii.ti^hcrse Si'lionls. Cruyaon-

PILOT SidfHHr^. amartost and best, unrivalled f.ir dfl-

^i^ii. uial<'rial> nuilimau^liip. and tiuisli. estjuisitc
l)ody. i^niartls upJioNlered ; approval; yraHual payments;
£3 17s. 6d-; lt&* tyre.— I'llu* Cycde Co.. Suho Ed.. Bir-
uiiiifiUam-

FOKECaR Attarhiuent, art cane, estendod siil.*

rtta)"s to biirli wliiifl. two po'^crful roiupHUftaiini-'
)rak08. 26 by 2i tyrn-*, new, iuiid,L;uards, etc., in spi^^n

lid condition, til aay umtor cycle; £4 lOs., absuUitu
iowcst'—Knislit, Maypole H..use, Bcxley. S-E.

SIl)ECARS.~Our £5 10s. are built from CIiater-Lt.a
fittiin;s. including hub; our £^ IS-i- car U built

iroia Cliati-r-Lea Iukh ; all are complete with sid*? strain
itay, and luinljruanl inchid^d : ?econd-lmtnIs from £5
t5.i-. fitted while ynu wait tree—C ,A. Edgar. 123, Hol-
oway Rd.. Lnndon. N.

rHE Crowsley Sprin? Whee'l makea an ideal sidecar

:

no vibration ea.-;y ,<teerintr. faster; level of sidecai
;aD be adjusted to your own litinj;; any maker of ^ide-

;ar can supply- it: insist on having it on your 1910 side-
:ar; part.^ c^d be obtained frf)m Messrs. Cliater-1-.ea, cr
roni E- A. Crowt?Iey. 167. Victoria St-, S-U-

WE Must AD<doei-*e to our customers for the delay in
supplvint.* cMir ^idpi-arn. and must thank them fur

paitins wt pniipntly. tCnwpver. wo have put extra haud^
m fur the Whitsfin ru^h and can supply everybody tmu
vom stotb. ('ru-e -itill the same. £5. and ^euQint-
!hater-Lea fittings thrnuirhout ; trade tsupidied—Ouk-
L-i-h Sidecars. Ltd.. 65a. Eosendale Ed., Wet't Kulwich

FOLDING Sideoarg. will go through any doorwaj
where motor eyrie will sro without detaching, i-

bsclutelv rigid, more comfortable and convenient than
uy existing sidecar, price £8 83 ; your old ^^idecar c u-

erted into foldins for £1 iVs. 6d- ; ordiuuFy detachable
|

ideear. £^ 15.^ ; trarie supplied—Sole Manufacturer?
lie New Mona Cycle and Ri^>lor Co Mnna \\ K^. Bur
?tt'3 Grove. Stcke Newingtcn, London. N-.- Garage ol

ear 166. and 168. High St- Stoke iSewinffton, N. (5e^

nder repairiirs-J

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
!jh.p. , Chatter-Lea Cycle und sidecar, sparer. fine,-t on
f road; £25.-8, Packington St., Islington, London.

> Ih.p. Kerry and Ridecnr. powerful. TVhittle belt, splen-

1

-JS did condition : bargain, £15.-332, Maie St.
j

[ai'kney.

>h.p. Kelerom. Chatpr-Lea. Palmers. " Bowdenp. and I

^ Chater ^ide^ir; 19 guineas.—Jackson, 158, Briston
|

;d., London. . 1

r AUEIN-KLEMEXT. magneto, Sih.p-, and sidecar I

U pcrfeit; any trirti ; £16.~\Vrite, or call. Kingslcigh I

/hitton Rd.. Hnun-inw.

^h.p. Twin Kerry- thrt^c -^pefd. and Montgomery sidecnr (I

' t'StellMiit .niidithm; trial; £20.—L. Barber, Hails-
an? Rd.. pnipirate. Sushis.

THEJIOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement xi.) AdvertiseMENTS. 39

>ih.p- Brown, hiindie-bar control, accumulator igni-
'2 tion and Millfnrd ca-Jtor sidecar, new Septembei
,st: £54.-ia. Fcmior Ed- Forest Hill. S-E-

^.S.IJ.. I90R. 34h.p. maL'uKo. and Mills-Knlford side-
~ car. little ndd^B (•xcdlcnt <niiditicn : sacrifice £25
Particular)*. ShennHOH, Homestead, Sutton.

3HEL0X and 3Jn,,re, 3jh.p., HB. control, two
speeds, excellent iH^mdition : £52 : with sidecjii

star wheel, £37; epares.- 11, Strawberr7 Dale, Harro-
ite.

3 OC. 4h.p.. Military Model, and sidecar, free enginet inai:ni-to, adjustable pulley. £25; withcfut sidecar
22; splendid condition: seen any time.—177, Roman
d.. Bow. _

Ih.p- M il-O- and sidecar, Chater frame, no pedals
^2 sprint; footbifird*. fa-it. powerful, good cn'nditinn,
w buiit: £16 IDs., oouiplete.—Smith, 46, Lorriinore
;., Walworth, S. E

'h.p. Two-speed Vindeft, with aperinl Mills-Fulford PJtie

car. iiitMt pprt*^ t condition, spring fo(ttl>o*ird>*.

dah; cost over £80. will take £45, or near offer-
rauklin, CraiemilUi S Croydon- 1

I hp. Twin Werner. -ptPHdid condition, rubber studded
c 26 by 21 Clin. her'*, i belt. Hrown accumulMtnr
rins fnrk.^. fa^t. p werfnl all accenyorips; £15; witL
lecar £18: trial— 17. Bedford Sq-, Stepney.

,

J
AT Sprinc frame and sideear, 4h p. Stevens entrine.

free entrine dntili. nearly new stndded tvres,
!3 lOii. ; also 3ih.p- But. M M.C. engine, rnacneto,
8.—Ayden Bros., 17, Blackstuck Rd., Fiasbury Park,]

>AT, 8h.p two-speed, P.M. free engine. R.O M.
'

* tyres (sparesi, valves, etc., 1910 model, not
en ridden five hundred miles, with sidecar second-
ed; £55 the lot.—G. W. Warriner, 57, Miuklegate.
ark.

909 5h-p. Twin, Crater-Lea. raaeneto. Mabon clnt.<'h

h b .nntnil, lainp^. many spares, and ritrid M<tnt-
niery sider-ar. with ehild's sent behind, all in excellent
pditinn: trial; £37 lO-*.. co-1 £67: owner bought car-—
i. B'iston Terrace, Jesmond. Newcastle-on-Tyne.

T-B: 7-9h.p.. 1910 two-spped cycle, with rigid VS- side
car. not run I 000 mites, with new Palmer ford

re CD rear wheel two lamps, horn, spares, unused tube
Ives, etc.; £60.-Wobteucroft and Stevens, 19, Bricb

. Piccadilly, London-

NEW "IVIIDSET" LAMP
For emergency or inspection.

To te carr.ed in buiionho.e.

Pfice 6/- each.

The "ALL-METAL" SWITCH
One-way, Two-way,

2/3 each 2/9.

THE
EEONITE" SWITCH
One-way - - . 3/- each

One-way with jlug 3/6 „
Two-way - - - 4/- „

THE /^ COILS

THE MOST ECONOMICAL.

Pla n Coil,

13/6 each.

Trembler Co I,

17/6 each.

W^
HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES.

MOTOR CYCLE SIZES.

Price 6/6 and 7/- each.

THE /^ NEW

"CROSSBAR'^
New size for " Triumph " machines raady.

Any Size. 7/6 each complete.

THE /fi^ NEW
ROUTE CARD OR MAP HOLDER

WILL BE OUT THIS WEEK.
Giving: complete protection to

route card or map.
Write for particulars.

A. H.HUNT,
116-117,

CANNON STREET
LONDON, E.G. '

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
K-6h p, Tvnti A.Dtoia6 and aideuar. apriuj? lurks, B. and
*^ B t-Mitiuretlcr, variable pulley. evtjryUiiuii io first-
class conditi-.n Just b^tju overbaulpd . £24. or wuuld
sfll Beparale— 242, CroxleJ Rd., Uorne Hul. S-li,

1 Q 10 IVu(reot. Slip., twin, mat'ueto, real cane eidctar,
*- 1, uiiliiii.^tierl. less tyres auU uL-uessuries ; cost £60
ariL'ut £40: rm.^on Boing abroad—il.,turist, 7. tarli
raraue, Hnriesden, N,VV.

pHELON and Moore, 1910, as new, Antoclipse lamp,
*- t-'crieralur, lioru spare valve, spare baik nlieel coin-

j
pli'te, sidet-ur, and solo pears, non-suip yuarterlv tri.tl
lost £60, £62.-W. A. Lockwood, 37. New St., Huddrrs.
fleld,

I

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
I RUNABOUTS.
' ptrXABOTTT (EaelPl, 6)b.p. De Dion, two speeds,
' * * tyre-*, chaior*. etc., in .rraud coujition; appoint-
.
iiiPQt.—Eajjle, Kirkella, Uarpruden,

t Oh-p. Kiioabout. low built, spriup front bucket peat, on^ spnuirs. Aniac carburetter, trt-tnbler, clutcb. 12
i'cars, lin. belt drive: £18.-317 Eegent Rd.. Salford-

2i.h.p. Motor Tricycle, De Dion engine, new tyres,* in excellent ruuninp order, suit loiddle aged
Iicr.son; price £15 15s,—Cutlibert Bradley, -Folkiug-
liam, LinLOlnshire.

TRAILERS.
TRAILER, splendid condition. Palmer tyrea, CJhater-

^ ''' tiitiu','s; oSers.—Buldwin Manufacturing Co.,
Nottinffham.

COVE^'TRY Eagle Coach-bnilt Motor Trailer, bos peat,
es<«^ll'-nt condition; £2.-4-687. The Motor Cycle

OJflcea, Coventry.

QUADCARS.
QTJADCAR, twin-eyl.. masneto ignition- in splendid

coiniition tliriiii^'Lout. two nppfdf» forward and re-
verse; £30, or near ofier.—Wait and Co., Leicester.

QUAHCAR. Phoenix. 8b.p. twin Fafnir. water-cooled

,
euirine. coai h-built. two speeds and rever.-^e. lamps.

.1 AP rarhiuptter and' every refinement; £40.-128-
HiKb Rd-, Ttittenham.

QUA I 'CAR, 3h p- De Dion air-conled eneine, two
<l,iHHd-j and tree, new treiirs, in perfect order; £10-

ur eschiinfre for motnr cyiic m-^h adjustment either way
—Fisher, Dublin House, Harrow.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.— 20-32h-p. Darracc;, eidp ciitrain-e. magneto,

hood, screen. Bpetdunieter, perfect; £155-

ECLIPSR—25h.p. Arcyll. 4-cyI.. bieiiii-Umousine, two
isnitiona; a real bar;;;iii), £155.

ECLIPSE— 18h p. Sidd.'iey side entnuue, hood, screen,
dual ignition; a gift, £116.

ECLIPSE— ISh.p. Chennrd-WakkPr. >;ido entrance, two
itrnitiuna, bnod, splendid cc-ndition; £115.

ECLI F'SE.-25h.p. ClemeDt, side entrance, two igni-
tiMiis. liccd; £115.

ECLIPSE.— ISh-p- Darrarq, 1908. long chassis, side
piitrttiii-e, uiat;neto; £130.

Ii^CLIPSE-— 6h.p. Swift, 2-spater. hood, in splendid
J order; bari,'ain, £32 10s.—43. Wimbledon lid-.

T.oting.

ECLIPSE— 14h-p. Star, 4-cyl., MOV., dde entran.-«,
es< ellent order; £75.

ECLIPSE— 14h-p. Formau. 4-cyI.. M.O-Y.. side eu-
traneo. tk w condition ; bargain, £95.

ECLIi*SE.-14h.p. Mutel, 4-cyl., steel frame, hood, ex-
cellent .ider; £72 lOs-

[VCLIPSE— I2h.p. JP., 2-cyl-. Umg eliaisis. side eu-
-2-J trance, hood, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE.— 16h-p. Panhard chas-jis, steel frame, Krcbs.
vtry h'ood order; £55.

r^OLIPSE.— 6h p- Siddeley. 2-6eater, steel frame, re-

J liable and gnod; £38.

ECLTPSE— 6sh-p- Gladiator, four seats, tlirce speeds,
extremely reliable; £31.

ECLIPSE.— I0-12h p. Star boi delivery von. very go ^d

order; £50.

I^^CLIPSE.-Sjhp. Bena, two speeds, good order; C-S-

-J cliauKO; £6 lOs-

ECLIPSE Eupncering and Motor Co., 255. Earl^field
Rd.. Wand.-worth. 'IMmne. 1)35 Putney Station,

ICarlsfield. L-S W R.. 15 minutes from Waterloo.

1 /\-12h.p- Darracq Car, 2 cyla-. nearly new tyrea. hood.
J-" tiiies^oriea ; £65; part exchange-—20, Pottemew-
tdu Lane. Leeds.

h-p. I'eugeot. smart 2-seater. three speeds, raverao; £38.
—20, i'titteruewton Lane, Leeds-

8-lOh.p. Coventry Progress. 2-cyl-, 4-soater, live axle,
-iiriiirt apiifjtrarite. <piPiifli.i tyrea, excellent condi-

tion lamps, and horn; £38.— Below.

1tf>-l4h.p- Beeston Hmnber, 4-pyl.. four speeds and re-

'W ver^e. most cfmiiori-ihle and fa«t car; any exam-
iiiatitm and trial; preiit Imnrain at £68.—Crescent Motors.
Park Cresrent. Claphara- S-W-

DAIMLER, 14h.p-. 4 cyls., four speeds and reverse,

i.iiH . liunL-e. S-^eated body. Qve lamps ; Br.criflce

' It-ar £50.-Motoridt, 12, Kew Bridge Rd., Brfutfrrd

6
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CARS FOR SALE.
PALilKli —30-4Dli.p. James and Browne, double lan-

Jaulet. e-cyl.. superb narriaue: £275.

PALMEE.-30-aoti.p. Tom-HubPi, side entrance, 4-

cyl, dual ipnition, Bteel frame; £150.

PALMER.—15-20Ii.p. GOV.. !imou.-iiue. fl-cyl., dual
i^rniliun, .silent. maKniricent car; £225,

PALMER.— 15-20b. p. Itarracq, tonneau. 4-cr!., wants
rppaintin,?, pond runuiug order : £55.

PALMhlR.— 16-18h.p. Darrarq, side entrance, very

kito model, maeneto itrnitinr ; £125.

PALMER.— 16-20h.p. WUitlOi-k. Aster, 4-fyl., dptach-

ab!c liiuonsine. side entrance; barcain, £100.

PALMER.— 10-12h.p. DaTrarq, side entrance. 2-cyl.,

ijiuid, SLTeen. speedometer; cheap, £85.

PALMER.-24-30b.p. De Diptrich. aide untrance, - 4-

ryl.. roagneto, bood, si-reen : £100.

PALMER. -16-20h. p. De Diptrii-.h, tonnean, seat

eiglil, 4-cyl., magneto iirnition: £75.

PALMER.— 16-24b. p. De Dietrich lorry, 4-cyl., long
sT,pel frame, sulids; £100.

131ALMER.—16-20h.p. Eeeston Humher. side entrance,

dual ignition, beautiful car: £125.

PAiMRE, 9-nh.p. Tasutab, landaulet, seating four

inside, condition like new ; £ 1 1 5.

PALM ER. —9-1 1 h.p. Burhet. late^^t pattern 2-seater,

siiigle^-yl., splendid value; £85.

PALMER—9h. p. Jackson, 2-seater, 2-cyl., Gnome
motor, special clearance ; price £50.

PALMER.—8-llh.p. Panhard wacsoaette, S-cyl.,

Centaur. Kreba. solid tyres;- £45.

PALMER—12-16h.p. Corre chassis, 4-cyI., M.O.V.,
cardan, good ruuninf; order; £55.

PALMER —16h.p. J.A.P. engine aeroplane, 2-cyl.,

dual ifcrnition, Weiss^ propeller; £90; three aero-

plane's in stock.

PALMER.—4ih. p. Bens 4-seater, electric ignition,

wood wheela, solid tyres; £6.

PALMER.—All above seen at L. N. Palmer'.s. 9a,

Trevelyan Rd.. Tooting. 'Phone, 208, Streatham.
Piiotos, details per return; easy terms; exchanges.

1 /\-12h-p- Brown. 2-cyl.. three and reverse, 2-.soatHr

J." racinj: type: £55-—Below-

8hp. De Dion, 4-seater, two speeds and reverse; £47
10,^.—Jtelow.

7-9h-p- Star. 4-seater. three speeds and reverse: £45.—
liiilow.

12h.p. Dennis, magneto, three speeds and reverse.

2-rioater. racy type; £55.— BeU'W-

12h.p. 2-cyl. M-M C. 4-3eater, bood, flue touring
lar; £47 lOd— Bel w.

h-p- Pick, 2-cyl., 2-seater. three speerKi and reverse,

10
10
10 It'w: built iiud racy ; £65: pljotOK.anu full partlcu-

aigb Rd., Tottenham- Phone-hii-; exr:bangea.—128, Hij

19R2.

SUi-p- O-T-A-V. Voiturette, new Dnnlopa, magneto.
2 liood—Hume, Electricity Works. Vort.

Kihp. Humber Car, 2-senter, in thoroughly good
O '2 .onditiun throughout; £30, or ofler.—Fitze,

Witiiey. Osi'U-

6-8h p. liarr^rq, 2-<»pateT. three speeds, good tyres,

fill*' running order; sacrifice, £27 lOs.—61, Den-
mart; nill. S.E.

SWn-'T. 6h p., 2-'5eater, in perfect running order, all

iitw tyve>: £25, or nearest ofier.—G. W. Wuiriner,
57. Miiklt^i-'ute. York.

8)1 p. rmrracq Car. 2-seated. glass* screen, hood, bead-
ll^'Ilt. !iH -ipiiren. in perfei-t running order; £45, or

otY'T—?a Brids** St. Cambridge.

£35— Argyll car, 8b. p.. 4-spater, good rnnninff order,

part escbHiiire ttiotor cycle or furniture.—216,
Waiidsttorth Brid--6 Rd., Fulbam.

9-llhp- CleniPDt-Talbot. 2 or 4-sentPr. 2 cyls.. three
-pF'fds livp iixle. perfect, cunipl'^te. lamps, etc

;

£45: trial—Write. H-l*., 32. Rylett Rd.. W.
D.VRRAC<.i. 8h.p., 4-seater, detachable tonneau. in

tiMiiiitifuI cntnlition. any trial; £65, accept oaag-

netn iiiotnr cycle part.— 127. East If ill, Wandsworth.

"\170LSELET Car, 121i.p.. detuL-bable limousine, tyres
VV ur-jiriy upw ; woiiTd mabp tine hire cjjt; any trial

and in-'pection ; sacrifl.-p £50.— O'.Tcn Cottage. Melbourne
Lurtire. Queen's Walk. Ealing

ihp. Darracq. 4-seater, three speeds and reverfie,

2 splendid cunditiun. c]iui)> anytbiUiT: £29-- BHow-

8-lOb.p. A'-ter. 2-cyl., 4-?>atpr, h.-iod and lamps, mo#t
useful aad rnliabl'-^ car; any examination, recently

re-paiiited: £52 lOs.—Belnw-

]r^h-p Star, 4-Lyl.. 4 or 5-apater. fonr "pped? and re-

.k9 vot<h. Stppnev wheel, tyre, and lanip'i. absolutely
ppTtei-t: anv trial; £58.—Sully. 10, Old Town, Clapham.
SW.
8-iOh p- Dpcauville. 4-':pater, t-f^yl. car- live csle. Sam-

•'on auu--;kids. £20 no ofiers--Brown. Imperial
Wharf- Townmead Rd-. Pulham-

TnXY-tirnER. 10-12h.p., 4-spatpr. Ptppney. bond.
tyres a-* new. excellv'ut (!onditii>n throughout; £55;

take bike part —4. Frances St.. Wnnlwich.

>| -CYL. FafniT Car. eood running nrrler: any trial:
yt £75. Bimd riiiike factor cycle taken in part es-
ohange—G- Wailes and Co., engineers. 386 Eustun Rd-
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THE BRADBURY
3f•s h.p.

The CHAMPION HtLL-CLIMBER.

BEST BRITISH-BUILT MOTOR.

Price

radbury 3ij H.I

Awarded Highest Honours in Reliability

Trials^JVIore than 200 First Prizes.

SEASON 1909.
Lomion to Edinburgh.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials,

London to Land's End and back.

A.C.U. SU Days' Reliability Trials.

Manchester Motor Clubs' Dinas RIawddy Hill-climb.

1st and 2nd in Isle ot Man Open Hill-cllmblng
Oompetillon .il Crogga Hill and Snaefell.

1910 EVENTS.
Masch I2TH.—Herts County Reliability Trial.

Firstrclass Ceruficale. Highest .^ward, Mr.
W. Coopfir, 3j h.p. liradbiiry. Non-stop Run.
6o miles of extremftly greasy roads.

March 25TH.^Wansbeck Motor Club Hill-climb.

1st, Mr. T. W. Hall, 3! h.p. Bradbury.

March 26th.—London to Land's End and back,
an e-Kceptiorially hilly c..urse. Three Brad-
burys eciered and ran throtigh siiccesstully

to the tinish, two being awarded Gold Medals,
Mr. Hugh Gibson and Mr George Wray.

March 26th.—Newcastle Motor Club Speed Com-
petition, isl, Mr. R. Rov\Titree, jj h.p. Brad-
bury. Three liradbvirys in first five from
seventeen competitors.

March 27TH.—Herts County and Harrogate M.O.
Inter-club Hil -climb, Sutton Rank. Fastest
time o( Sonth.-m Team by Mr. W. Cooper,
35 h.p. Bradbury.

March zqth.—North-Eastern Automobile Associa-
tion Hill-climbing Competition, ist, Yr. R.
Rowiitree, ^J h.p. Bradbury, and fastest time,

April -th.—Walthamstow Motor Club, First Trial,
" Low " Cup. Full Marks (tool gained by
Mr. A. T. Stanton. 3J h.p. Bradbur>'.

April iAth.—Stre^ham and District Motor C.C.
Hill-climb, ist and fastest time, Mr. VV.
Cooper, 3j h.p. Bradbury,

April 2oth.—A.C.U. Quarterly Trials. . Non-stop
Run by Mr. W. Cooper, ij h.p. Bradbury.

April 23RD.—Herts County A.C. Htli-climb.

Class It. 1st. Mr' VV Cooper, 3J h.p. Bradbury.

April 23RD.—Walthamstow Motor Club Hill-climb.

Single-cylinder Clas^. Fastest time made by
Mr. A. T. Stanton, 3 J h.p. Bradbury. Awarded
Gold Meda .

The above are selected from many
other successes.

For Speed, Hill-climbing, and Comfort in

riding, the Bradbury has no equal.

BRADBURY & Oo.
Wellington Works,

Ltd.,

Catalogue & Name of Nearest Agent on Applicatlo^

I

CARS FOR SALE.
I 1 Ah.p. Modern OldsiuobJIe, Cadillac tnw. 2 oi
t ±\f spater, 760 b^ 90 Duulop.-*. screen, fast, qui*
i£68, part tricar or bibe.—61. Demnark Hill. Cainberwt

ADAMS, lOh.p., 2-'5eater. two icnitions. foldii

screen, new uonditinu; sell £65. talie irood mot
!hitie part payment—Bosuombe. Choinieley Park, Hig

I

Kate, N.

OT.A.V. 2-3eater. in tfaorouph order, inoludinff exti
. • tyre, hood, and_tools
Apply, Salway Motor
Oroen,

Wka.,
only £35 to eleotJ

Salway Hill, Woodftit

51 h.p. Hnmberette. perfect condition throuKhout.'i^
2 speeds aud reverse; will ^ell i-heap. or tnlie J

purt exchange modem motor cycle.—Gamer. George Yai i

Barnsley-

1 /:»-20h.p. National, like new. hood, screen, two i^i
Ji\9 tions. Claude 1-Hobson inrhnrptter. lor flale os e
ilian^e 2-6eater and caaii—McFuyden. Blackhall ff

!

Paisley.

OIZATRE. 9h.p„ 120 by UO. Stepney, epeedomete
I O lamps, and spares, a smart 2-Kpater in capital oxder

I

£90 only—Full partiuulara, Eoland Euttei, Bury S
Fdinimd*s.

6 h.p. Wolseley, three speeds and reverse, Bosch id8|<i

neto. 700 by 85 Dunlops. .-itepufy lamps, flnidiV'

iiTfPu. and cnaranteed; trial; £45.—Nye's, 69, LeatSti

Lane, Holborn. London-

A BARGAIN to Immediate purrhasei for £45— lOli.]

2-cyl- car. in esielleni nmning order, fonr spppc

and reverse. Dunlop gnK)ved tyres.—Address, H., 2, Ei
ihester Rd. Earlsdon. Coventry.

SMART Little Brougham, pide entrance. 2-cyl.. •lit 1

;LXle. 10-12b-p.. extensinn over driver lampa. etM
£65—Owen Cottage, Melbourne Lodge, Queen's Waff
Ealing.

6 h.p. Siddeley, 2-3eater. steel frame, three-speed, »
verse, lamps, new accmiiulator. l>unl.'>p tyres, d^^n

£34. or exchange for good bike-—Jameson, 16, Soirtlit

St.. Sunderland.

"I
A-12h.p-. 2-cyl-. 2-seater. cardan, drive, three ^peed«

-i-" and reverse, complete, horn, lamps, "etc- ; ^1
ash: twin motor cycle or Raleighette part--HamBTSfi
Midland Rd-. lierby.

HUMBEEETTE. 2-seater. smart Itttle oar. three sjleefl*

and rpver.-^e. side ulianee iever^. Jamps. etc; BVZlt

fi'p £22 10s—Seen at Turner's Motor Garage. Pnttit

lianger Lane. Ealing-

61h.p. 2 or 4.3eated Gladiator. Apter euRine. ,tlffeii

2 speedi* and revt-rse. mei-hanirally equal to new. .TBtjn

silent, and nmut reliable; £55; all tamp:* and tdola^i

iiotnr cycle pyrt ; will give 50 miles trial--\Vm.
""*

Lenwood. Matlock-

STAE Car, 7h.p.. 2-seateT. with Cape hood, wind bctMH*
Stt-'pney. lainp.s. aiid complete spares; the car, in

in excellent condition, tyie.a almo-*i new; £100.—AotITI
H- W. Pulleyn. 8. Copper^-ate. York.

SPEEDWELL. 15h.p., 4.ryl., side entranne oar, mflgfli

neto and elei-trir isnitions, M.O.V., tiplendid oohj*

ditmn; £85; iror)d tnotoi cycle taken part payment^l
Redwell, Cherryhinton Ed.. Cambridtre

1 tf)h.p. N.A.G., of Berlin, one of the.5e famous make'
X'^ may be had. price 142 ^uinprts. mechanicnlly per

fert, eleeant side entrance body, as new, iKrttlier lioort

and accessories, all complete, 2-<yl. ; any exaiuinatiou;

trial given. Seen Surbiton.—Apply, 1; Belvedere Cies'

tent, Waterloo, S.B.

ENGINES.
2 3 h.p. Genuine De Dion eneine, perfect: £2 15s.;

4 seen any lime.—268, Hornsey Rd.. Holloway.

RES Enirlne Part.s for 1906 to 1910 randeL-WBH-
chope's. 9. Slioe hane Fleet St.. Loudon. E.G.

ENGINES—Eoc. 4h.p-. sinele-ryl-. new 1910 type;

early deliveries.-A. W. Wall. Ltd-. Birmmgliam-

HIEST Magnetos, for Bingle-cyl- encinea new, and

gnanmteed; £2 15s. each-—"Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane. Fleet St., London, E-U-

7-9h.p- VS., Peugeot twin, complete every way, in-

cludinc gpar ilrivp uiajjueto. udjiistabl»^ pulley, very

fast; bargain. £10—Olsson. East Hill. Oxted.

NEW 22h.p. F.N. Engine, carburetter, and silencer,

complete ; also 2ih.p. geuiiine ) )e Dion engine;

what ofiersP-Sawer. 210. The Moor. Shefileid.

I^NGINES.-Encmes, Engines, twin or single-cylinder,

-^ for car, cycle, boat, and aeroplane. Send fbi

particulars to Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Northamp-
ton.

COMPLETE Engine. 3h.p.. 76 by 86. Amac, 1909,

h.b.c, 30.S. : also 7ft. 6in. lin Stanley, new, 69.;

two Louguemares, 23. 6d. each.—Preston, 2, Foxbouini
Rd., Balham.

ENGINES—2ih.p- J-A.P.. brand new. £4 15s.: 3ili.p-

MM.C-, £3 lOs.; 3lh-p'- Chater-Lpa. M CV- £5;

2Jli-p- De Dion. £3: 3hp- motor cycle engine. £2) 21

h.p. ditto. 308—128, Hiih Ed- Tottenham.

MOTORS for all purposes. Mrtors for yonr aero-

plane, ih.p. practical petrol motors ; 500 ma-

cliinpd sets. 9a. 9a. ; cyde,- car, launch, aerial inotora;

castings of all Bizes: pmpellers; full list 4d;—MadiBon
Aerial Works, Littleover, ' DerbJ^ '

';'

CASH. Instalments, or Exrhancre.—Enpiues. npw nna

second-band, powers to suit fill:- Frpiiirs to motrtr*

ireara. moanetos, coils a epfvialitv. with 13 years' Co^-

"ntrv *»xrTienre:- 2JIi.p- converted lo 3Jn-p. pee tefiti*

nonials—The Record Motor Co., Wembley. "Miildi^s^^^'

A40 In a.iswering tliese advertisements it is desirable to mtrUion '"Tke Motor Cycle,"



THE VALUE OF RACING.
By B. H. DAVIES.

SOME of the excited spectators of the T.T. Race
regard themselves merely as the privileged

witnesses of a sporting spectacle. The stay-at-

homes, who are not lucky enough eveti to see it,

are often apt to grumble at the expense of the race,

yhich is, of course, passed down from hand to hand
tintil it reaches the " consumer " (" consumer," by the

'way, is rather an apt description of certain users of

motor cycles). These notes are intended to justify the

existence and expense of the T.T. Race.. Some of our

Northern friends are very fond of asking, "What is

the good of the A.C.U. ? " As the T.T. is an A.C.U.
event, I hope they will digest them.

I assert that racing is a factor of enormous power
in the development of the motor cycle. Progress there

would no doubt have been if there had never been any
racing ; but racing results in

! • (i.) Rapid progress.

/; .. (ii.) Cheap progress.

' , (iii.) Compulsory progress.

Rapid Progress.

The rapidity of progress is visible when we compare
the engines of 1902 with those of 1910. In 1902 I

owned an 84 x 84 mm. engine. It weighed nearly

80 l.bs. (as against, say, 56 lbs. to-day), it developed

3 h.p. (as against nearly 5 b.h.p. to-day), and it could

maintain its maximum output for about a quarter of

an hour from a* cold start (as against five hours at

least with a first-rate 1910 engine). Picture the maker
of that engine attempting to improve his engine with-

out racing. .. As every engine designer and builder

knows, he will probably have to make a dozen experi-

mental engines before he arrives at what he wants. He
cannot tell whether these engines are any use or not
till he has tested them. Without racing, he can only

test them by mounting each engine in a frame, and
paying a good tester a high wage to devote six months
to knocking that engine about on the road. After the
six months are up, he may know from his tester's

reports that not one of the dozen experimental engines
approaches his ideal, and he may have to begin the
whole weary business over again—many a maker has
undergone not one, but ten experiences of the kind.

In the meantime there is next year's market to be
catered for. There is no time to ascertain whether
the experiniental engine can be trusted to raise his

reputation ; so he adds a few talking points to his

1902 engine, he corrects one or two of its simplest and
most obvious defects, and markets a 1903 engine which
is practically identical with that which he sold in

1902. This is the sort of thing riders had to put up
with before the T.T. Race and Brooklands came into

being. Either we got a novel but untested engine,

which was radically bad as often as not; or else we
got the same old engine we had driven in the previous
year, with just a few detail alterations.

Now picture the same maker with racing to help
him, Brooklands available, the T.T. Race in the near-

future. Five hours on open throttle on the track or

in Manxland constitute a more searching test than
six months on the road. The new ideas are rapidly

verified. Small alterations are incorporated in old.

engines, the new engine can be built in a month or
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Tom Silver and fr.e single cylinler Q
The cng ne measures 82 x 90.iiro , the
S ring Land e-tja^s, in i;eu o. s.ring for:

Dunlop t/res, Watawata belt, and a
caruuretter.

The Value of Racing.

—

less, and anything new can be tested thoroughly within

twenty-four hours of its being sompleted. The malcer

no longer follows that elusive will-o'-th'-wisp of the
" bench test "—the grave of

many hopes and reputa-

tions. He takes a season's

wear out of an engine in a

day on the track. If the

idea is imperfect or hope-

less, something different is

swiftly set up and tested in

the same way. Many a

designer claims to have
learnt more in three months
with Brooklands and the

T.T. to help him than he
had learnt in six years of

roadwork. Racing accele-

rates progress beyond belief.

Cheap Progress.

When you are setting

out to produce a better

motor cycle engine than
anybody else, cheapness is

strictly a comparative term.

Absolutely it is not going

to be a cheap job, unless

you have real genius and
leal luck. But the expense varies. Under the old
regime you s[)eiit months testing a score of designs on
ihe bench ;nid on the road. Under the new regime
}0U keep but one tester—yourself, very probably—and
you test each idea in a day. If there is something
wrong, you do not have to wait months to test a

modification of it ; you have to wait just so long as

the pattern-makers and foundry take to supply the

new parts required, and in twenty-four hours after

they are delivered you know what the thing is worth.

Moreover, you do not have to keep your market wait-

ing. Under the old scheme you had no market at all,

or else a poor market, while your tests lasted—and
they,lasted months. You wanted a big capital to face

a year which was all out-goings and brought no income.

Now ycu can enter the business at Christmas, win a

race or two by Easter, and be hard pushed for deliveries

J. IVI a c k a y

(31 h.p Triumph)
topping the hill in

the Harrogate
M.C.C. competi-
tion. This photo-
graph is rather re-

marliable as it

shows the back
wheel jumped
several inches
clear of the
ground by a nasty

ridge and the rider

clear oil the
saddle. He was
nearly upset by
this but just
managed to keep
up till he could
stop the machine.

— ^Hf

by Whitsun—this makes for cheap progress, early

sales, and eeonomical, rapid testing.

Compulsory Progress.
Progress is *ampetitive. Its rate depends upon the

fastest man in the trade.

When the general rate was
necessarily slow, as in the

early days prior to Brook-

}ands and the T.T., it was
because no individual amid
develop his machine fast.

As soon as one individual

begins to outstrip the ruck
of makers, they; all become
liungry for improvement in

their wares. If I could

to-morrow produce a new
engine, and beat all the

expert road and track racers

into fits with it. I should

not only benefit nnself, I

should compel all the exist-'

ing firms to produce new
engines in order to com:-:

pete with it. Racing pro^

.

vides a few keen spirits'

with the opportunity of.

making g'reat strides in i

efficiency. The stick-in-the-

muds were compeUed ta i

follow suit; and nowadays, except for a few freak side^. .

tracks of the market, every engine maker is out foE;'.'

blood—he is compelled to develop the efficiency of hisi :

engines very rapidly in order to live. All the makers
are compelled to utilise the opportunities afforded by

the T.T. and Brooklands ; if they do not, they would
soon have to put up their shutters, for others would
be picking up saleable knowledge while they were
standing still. Hence racing not only accelerates and
cheapens the development of the motor cycle engine,

but it renders such advances compulsory upon every

maker ; and the money we spend on racing ensures

us a better machine every spring. Moreover, the credit

of recognising the value of racing as a factor in

development, and of forcing its use upon a reluctant,

trade and public, must be awarded without any

deductions to the much-maligned A.C.U.

adrant he will ride in the T T. Race.
valves be ng situated fore and a't.

ks will be used, also S.mms magneto,
new pattern Qita'irant automatic
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THE TOURIST
TROPHY.

The map on this page shows the T.T. course in the Isle

of Man. There was general satisfaction by the announce-
ment in last weelc's issue of The Motor Cycle that the old

course was to be used. Starting from St. John's at 10 a.m.

on Thursday next, tlie 26th inst., competitors will be
despatched in pairs at regular intervals in the direction of

Ballacraine, thence proceeding by way of Greg Willey's Hill

to Jvirk Michael, back by the coast road to Peel, and com-
pleting the triangle to St. John's. Ten circuits will be
covered, making a total distance of 158 miles 220 yards.

'The prizes will be as last year, viz. : 1st, £40 ; 2nd, £20

;

3rd, £10 ; 4th, £5. A silver cup will be awarded to the

first private owner not finishing among the first tlu'ee, and
a silver medal to all who complete the course.
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GOSSIP CONCERNING

NEXT THURSDAY'S BIG RACE.

The entries comprise a record. Eighty-three were
received at ordinary fees, i.e., forty-three single-cylinders

and forty twins, so that again the feature of the race will

be "the battle of the cylinders." Next week's race

promises to be the most exciting event in the annals of

motor cycling.

Interest in the race is more pronounced than ever.

Parties are being made up in most of the large cities.

Practising for the Tourist Trophy on the Isle of Man
course commenced yesterday (Wednesday). Competitors are

allowed to indulge in speed round the course from daybreak
until 7.30 a.m. No competitor is allowed to pass Balla-

craine corner after 7.15 a.m.

The T.T. course in the Isle of Man, showing also the ?enae of the liill^climl), starting from Ramsey, the day following the race for the Tourist Tropliy.

Machines will not be weighed this y€ar, but after the
inspection by the judges brakes and silencers wfll be tested
for efficiency at St. John's at 10.30 a.m., the day prior to
the race.

The A.C.TJ. headquarters during the Isle of Man week
are the Sefton Hotel, Douglas.

Special excursions in connection with the race are being
run from Liverpool by the Isle of Man Steam Packet Co.;

'/and details wi" be found in last week's issue, page 424.

Ori the afternoon of Friday, the day after the T.T. Race,
the A.C.U. will hold a hill-climb on the mountain road
starting from Ramsey and finishing at the Bungalow. Eight
classes have been included, embracing all types.

In connection with mechanical details of the machines,
especial notice will be taken of the two-stroke Scotts,

the Premiers with auxiliary exhaust release, the new m.o.i.v-

Rex twin, and the doings of the Indian tribe—probably the

most fancied of the whole of the entrants. Still, the Match-
less-J.A.P. machines usually require to be reckoned with.
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ROTARY ENGINES.
i,

TH E splendid

flights of the

two aviators,

Grahame-White and Paulhan, show us many things.

They show to the public how far the art of

building aeroplanes has progressed; to the student

of aviation they show how the French type of

machine, at first heavy and unsightly, with its box
tail and vertical curtains, has been perfected, and now
stands as the best all-round design. It is to the

engin-jer, and particularly to the motor engineer, how-
ever, that the full text of the message is shown, for it

shows that the Gnome engine has at last gained its

rightful position. This is as it should be, as it is with-

out doubt the only true exponent of the rotary air-

cooled aero engine. Its makers faced the problem of

how to produce a light, reliable, and powerful engine,

and did not hesitate to cast overboard the more con-

ventional types, when they found their shortcomings,

an 3 go in for an entirely new design.

The Critics shook their Heads.
At first the critics shook their heads, and prophesied

no end of troubles, but step by step the Gnome has

been tested, short flights leading to longer flights, slow

speeds to faster speeds, and all the time the engine

has given proofs of its reliability. Few have been' its

failures, and there must always be some little \\eak-

nesses overlooked in new designs.

It is to be expected that when a new and successful

design is brought out, many imitators blossom out

with similar ideas—witness the Knight-Daimler engine

and the Challenge reinforced air tube—but it is

strange that no firm has so far imitated the Gnome
engine with any success. One would have thought the

French motor firms would have seized upon the idea

at once, for it is not like them to let a good thing pass

[There is more than one French rotary air-cooled

engine made for aeroplanes, and on the next page
we describe and illustrate a new one to readers of.

The Motor Cycle.—Ed.] ; and how is it that none d
the big motor cycle manufacturers have been taken up
with the notion? Are they too busy fulfilling orders for

the present type to think about the future ?

What most find fault «ith is the system of lubrica^

The Se?en-cylin(ier Air-eooled Gnome Revolving Engine used bv Grahame-White and Paulhan. The steel cylinders measnre 4-3in. bore and 4.7in. stroke,
and the engine develops 50 b.p.h. at 1,000 revolutions psr minute. The weight oompleta is only 165 tolTO lbs. The left-hand view shows the cylmders and the
ring on which they are mounted ; the right-hand illustration the engine comphte excepting end cover. The end oJ the hollow stationary crankshaft is

discernible in this view. Portions of the propeller blades and the engine supports are also visible.
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Rotary Engines.

—

tion. It is all right for flying men, they say, but it

would not do for motor cyclists, for when the engine

is started the oil is flung about everywhere, and causes

a dense cloud of smoke at the exhaust. It would spoil

the appearance of the machine and

rider in a very short time. There T
are three things to blame foe this

state of affairs: Firstly, the principle

of giving the engine plenty of oil

to prevent any chance of the bear-

ings seizing ; secondly, the system of

splash lubrication adopted; and,

thirdly, the inlet valves being in the

centre of the piston head, the oil

has a clear passage into the com-
bustion chamber.
These matters could, I think,

easily be remedied by using forced

lubrication and moving the position

of the inlet valve to the cylinder

head. " As regards silence, I think

by careful designing the rotary

engine can be made to have a really

noiseless exhaust. The cause of

the increased noise is the rush of the

exhaust gases meeting the still air.

Now, by allowing these gases to

impinge upon the air after the man-
ner of the steam in " Hero's " tur-

bine, the gases and air would meet
each other at nearly the same velocity, and the noise
would be greatly reduced, and at high speeds might
cease entirely.

So vast are the possibilities of this type of engine
that it would be of little use going into them all at

this juncture, when everything relating to them is in a
more or less experimental state, but there are two
points on which I would like to touch.

One is the idea of using the engine as a balancing
agent, something after the manner of the gyroscope.
I know most people say this gyroscopic force does not

come into action until a huge speed is reached, but I

A TWO=STROKE
The simplicity of a two-stroke rotary engine and its

possibilities for motor cycle use are appealing to many
engineers. To keep up this interesting discussion we
give a brief description with t^vo rough sketches of the
Farcot engine, for which we are indebted to our con-

temporary Les Sports. Unlike the
Gnome engine, which has an odd
number of cylinders, the Farcot
aerotvn-bine, as it is~ c a 1 1 e d ,

possesses only two, which are

turned from solid steel bars as is

the case with the Gnome. The
mouths of each cylinder are en-

larged to allow them to clear

the cranks as they revolve around
the fixed crankshaft, the two being
bolted together and carrying be-

tween them the bearings on which
the crankcase and the whole engine
revolve. The Farcot is a two-

CvJinder, piston, and stroke encrine, compression beins
crann-caie or the i ^ • j • ., 1 .

Farcot engine. ODtained m trie crankcase when
A. Transfer passage, the Opposed pistons come together,

think it is always there, no matter whether the speed is

one or ten thousand revolutions per minute. Imagine
being able to balance your bicycle when stopped by

traffic without any bother, like Brennan's mono-railwa)

train. Yet it might not be impossible with a clutch.

II

I

As early as 1396 a rotary engined motor bicycle was bnilt in France. It is illusirateil above, and
it will be observed that the engine has five cylinders and is located in the rear wheel. Surely this

would be a valuable a.id.tion to any museum.

Then with a rotary engine the long-wished-for forced

induction might become a reality, for when the engine

is describing a circular path through the atmosphere

the air in front of the cylinders is under compression.

With experimenting, it might be possible to utilise

this compressed air for increasing the compression at

high engine speeds.

These are a few of the points which give the rotary

engine such a fascination, and I hope a discussion on

them will lead to something tangible in the way of

rotary motor cycle engine experiments in the near

future.

ROTARY ENGINE.
the mixture being

dra\vn into the en-

gine through the

hollow portion of

the fixed crank-

shaft. Presumr

ably, there is some
kind of rotary

sleeve valve in the

crankshaft to pre-

vent the escape of

the gases drawn
into the crankcase,

but it is not clearly

shown in the

sketches. The
transfer of the gas

from the crankcase

to the cylinder

heads is obtained

by means of ports

in the sides of the

pistons, which com-

A17

The Farcot two-stroke rotary engine.
D. Fixed di tributer.

B. Attachment Cor carburetter.
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Rotary Engines.—

municate with transfer passages attached to the sides

of the cylinders. The transfer passages are made of

aluminium and lettered A in the sketch fig. 2. The
exhaust escapes when the pistons are at the bottom

of the firing strokes, and it is claimed that with a re-

volving engine this system has a turbine action derived

from the force with which the exhaust gases strike the

air. If desired the gases can be directed against a

series of vanes to increase tlie turbine action. The
Farcot engine, which, owing to its two-stroke principle,

MAY igih, igio.

is, of course, of tlie most simple construction, is said

to develop 28 to 30 h.p. for a weight of 30 kilo-

gTammes, which is, of course, equal to i h.p. per kilo-

gramme = 2],^ lbs. The weight mentioned comprises

the magneto, carburetter, and pump for circulating the '

lubricating oil. No details are given as to bore and •

stroke, but the dimensions must be far greaterHhan/-

the Gnome, as the engine has only two cylinders for'

its 30 h.p. as compared with the seven cylinders on the.;

Gnome 50 h.p. engine. The absence of poppet valves

in the Farcot is a great point in its fa\-our. » a

THE PREMIER REPRESENTATIVES IN THE T.T. RACE.

G. E. Stanley astride a 3.V h.p. Premier with
auxiliary exhaust pjrts.

F. Savory wili nde a 3' h p. smgle-cylinder
sfmilar to Stanley's,

B Viokers Jones, who wi'l ride a twin m.o.i v.

Premier with cylinders at 90'.

FIRE
THE first aid N.S.U. tricar at

the Beckenham (Kent)

Station, which was built

to the specifications of

Mr. H. S. Gear, the engineer, has

now been in use for over eighteen

months, and, thanks to careful atten-

tion en garage, we are informed, has

made a non-stop record so far. By
the use of lighter fittings, Mr. Gear
has got the weight down over half a

hundredweight. Recently it was
timed to attain over 30 m.p.h. on a

level stretch of road—evidence that

it is maintained in first-class tune.

It is interesting to hear that the

machine has proved a success, and

by reason of its low cost and small

working expenses it is surprising that

this class of machine is not more in

vogue. Only one or two stations in

this country at present are equipped

with first aid motor cycle applianees, though in

Germany tricars are rather largely used both for sal-

vage and postal carrier work. Mr. Gear does not con-

at8

TRICAR'S GOOD WORK.

The first-aid N.S.U. Tricar at the Beeienham (Kent) Fire Station. Mr. H. S. Gear, the engineer
who was responsible for the specification at tho machine, is standing by its side.

sider a single-seated machine or side carrier at ill

prasticable for this work. He much prefers a two-

seated three-wheeler
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The T.T. Course in the Isle of Man.
A suggestion came before the Competitions Sub-

:ommittee last week that it might be well to increase

he length of the Tourist Trophy course. With ninety

iders racing over a fifteen mile lap there is a man to

n-ery 300 yards of road, and the present course is too

?omer)' and narrow tO' make riding in such close com-

pany either specially safe or specially pleasant. This

rear the men will actually be started in pairs at in-

ervals of twenty seconds in order to get the last man
)ff before the first man is round at the starting post

igain. I should say this is a matter which might be

eferred to the competitors themselves. As a spectacle

he race is certainly enhanced by this crowding ; that

he relative positions of the men are difficult to follow

s a drawback which must exist under any conditions,

rhe latest decision of the Competitions Sub-com-
nittee was that the course should not be altered, but
think that if the men would prefer to be strung out

aore sparsely over a longer lap the reform should cer-

ainly be engineered if possible, and it might be
jossible to include the mountain road and its hairpin

orner, if such an inclusion is not too dangerous.

Timekeeping in Small Hill^climbs.

Club secretaries always have an anxious time when
hey come to arrange for the timekeeping in a small
losed hill-climb. They cannot afford to engage ex-

'ert watchholders, and local sporting men seldom
ossess either the skill or the expensive chronometers
ssential to correct time taking. I suppose the com-
lonest escape from the difficulty is tO' employ a single

atchholder at the top of the hill, who starts his

atch when he sees a flag at the bottom fall ; seme-
mes the men are given a flpng start, and the single

mekeeper starts his watch at the fall of a flag, which
dropped when the riders cross a tape at full speed.
We know \'ery well that on a short hill the three or

I'ur fastest men are seldom separated by more than

j

ths of seconds, or, at the outside, one or two seconds.

I

he methods described leave a large margin for error

lid resemble most disagreeably the ways of the hedge
|)liceman so often exposed in court. The flag-wagger

i

almost compelled to fail in accuracy of signalling,

e simply cannot drop his flag at the precise tick when
-ch front wheel touches the tape he has pegged across
e road, and his variation from too early to too late

ill often amount to a whole second either way, e.g.,

man may be two seconds slower than another com-
ftitnr. and yet be credited with the fastest time.

1
Similarly, there is another loophole for error in

(e timekeeper himself. The chance of his being a
itle wrong with his watch at the finishing tape is

Sivays present, and the best safeguard is to employ
me but men with ample experience and a high repu-
^;ion with speed timing. But under the conditions
fscribed a second far more serious opportunity for
rstake is added, since the watch is started when a
inll flag is dropped perhaps a mile away.

yjcion

It is humanly certain that men have been credited

\vith the fastest times in such events when they have

actually been four, five, and. six seconds slower than

another man returned as much slower. So we come
to the very practical difficulty, what is the poor hon.

secretary to do'?

Let us understand the purpose of these climbs is

not to discover the actual time taken by the best

muchin.e in the club to climb a certain hill, but to

discover which member can climb hills fastest. I

should therefore advise the selection of a straight hill

as steep as can be found, but it does not really matter

if it is tolerably easy. Send the men up in pairs,

starting at a pistol shot or the word " go." The
winners in the first round are then pitted against each

other, till finally the fastest man is determined. I

know no other reliable method of arriving at the fastest

man without going to the expense of engaging A.C.U.
official timekeepers with ;£-^o chronometers.

More Sporting Events.
A hill-climb on the above lines is far more sporting,

both for riders and spectators, than the stereotyped

pattern. If_.a single watch be adhered to, in the hands
of an unskilled man, I much prefer the standing start.

A few members of the Resdins IH.C.C. photographed on the occasion of

the Inaugural run.

The flag-wagger is then safeguarded against error, for

he can drop his flag whenever he pleases, and the sole

responsibility for mistakes then rests on the man with

the watch. It is no use attempting to get accurate

results with two _;^5 chronometers. No- matter how
cleverly they are operated, there is likely to be a serious

discrepancy between them before all the riders have
gone up. I must plead guilty to a strong penchant
for the standing start in all motor cycle events.

As many of our Brooklands photographs show, it

puts a higher value on the personal factor, and in club

events a premium should be put not on the man who
can buy the latest and most powerful machine so much
as on the rider who can keep his mount in perfect tune

and handle it smartlv.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be aceompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

A Carburetter Experience.
[4766.]—Regarding "A. M. G.'s" letter [No. 4725]. I

was troubled with the same experience, and came to the
same conclusion as he did, but, instead of removing the
plunger and thereby being unable to flcod the carburetter,

t shortened it, and also shortened the guide an equal amount.
I found that this overcame the trouble and that I could get

I higher level of petrol in the jet whilst machine was
stationary. E. HEATHCOTE BEAL.

Motor Cycling in India.
[4767.]—The great difficulty the motor cyclist has to

contend with in India is the byle gharrie (bullock cart).

These carts proceed along the roads just anyhow. The
driver is fast asleep very frequently, and they are a perfect

auisance. No motor cycle horn is capable of awakening the
sleeping gharrie walla, at least I have not found one. Has
my horn been fitted to the exhaust pipe as is done in motor
;ars? Is this feasible? Can any reader inform me of some
eally efficient alarm? QUI HAL
Bengal, India.

The Taxation Question.
[4768.]—Your correspondent, "A Lover of .Jiislice." is

quite right. It is a shame, when a working man or an
impecunious young fellow can just manage to raise five to

nine jiounds to buy a second-hand mount, that he should
have to plant down 25s. (and shortly 30s., I suppose) before
he can take it on the road. But has it occurred to your
correspondent that this is just the reason why second-hand
machines are so extraordinarily cheap? If one could take
a machine on the road on payment of, say, 5s., or nothing
at all, I should expect to see second-hand ones go up two
or three pounds at the least owing to the greatly increased
demand. J.H.R.

The Spring Quarterly Trials.

[4769.]—I have seen no word of thanks recorded in your
excellent paper for your kindly thought in providing the
tea for us riders in the la^t A.C.U. Quarterly Trials. May
I venture to be one of those who publicly congratulate an<l

thank you on what was a kindly act, and a very thoughtful
oue. I tor one appreciated it, and I think that many more
of the riders will join with me in admitting that we ought
to say thank you for your thought of us. The trials are very
trying times, and this tea is one of the things that make
them homely, so perhaps you will publish this letter to show
that the action you took is thought well of, like moet of

;he things in your paper. Do not be shy at publishing your
jwn praise, you deserve it this time. Do you not agree,

readers of The Motor Cydc? A pat on the back may do
us another good turn next time, eh ! and we may get the
same comfort as we got this time, when we found The Motor
Cycle thinks of its readers in the Quarterly Trials.

(Rev.) R. MEASURES.
P.S.—May I suggest that we all buy an extra copy of the

paper to show our appreciation.

Rotary Engines.
[4770.]—Your leading article on " Rotary Engines

"

recalled to my mind a short run about two years ago on one
of the Barry motor bicycles, fitted with a two-cylinder rotary
engine. Although the machine was only in my hands for a
very short time, I was much struck by its good qualities.

One of its peculiarities was that the valves had no springs.

and worked bj' centrifugal force, with the result that tlie

engine had to make one or two revolutions Ijefore tlieie was
any compression. The carburetter was attached below the

hollow crankshaft, within about two inches of the ground,
and the whole thing was fitted in a standard Gliater frame,
with a guard above the cylir>ders. The machine was extremely
nice to drive, very flexible, and free from vibration, and. ^f

course, there was a considerable saving in weight and ail

absence of overheating. I cannot speak as to the power
developed or as to any difficulty in lubrication, but it struck-

one as being an engine with a great future. ';••

If some of those enthusiasts who advocate water-cooling*^,

(

for motor cycles were to turn their misguided energies ^f

towards the perfecting of a rotary engine of this type, tliej-o,

would be c'.oing some good, not onlv for themselves, but for'

evervone. . BEN.TAMIX CONSTANT.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4771.]—I read with much interest the letter in yont
issue of April 28th from the Colville Motor Works witlv

reference to the much discussed question as to why partially

raising the exhaust valve lifter causes an increiise of speeH..

May I venture to suggest that the "bounce" of the
ordinary mushroom valve on its seating, after being closed I

by the cam, is the usual cause of "blow-back" into the
carburetter and spraying of petrol through the air inlet—'
that is, assuming engine is correctly timed. The inlet valve
would, under the circumstances, be partially open at tlic

commencement of the compression stroke, thus forcing out
again a portion of the charg3.

This theory is borne out by the fact that fitting a stronger
spring frequently cures the trouble, which would make the
valve less likely to bounce on its seating at ordinary speeds.

It would be interesting to watch the action of the inlet I

valve of some machine afflicted with this complaint by
means of the revolving mirror to see if this were the case..

It is quite possible that this fact has a good deal to do
with "abnormal running," about which there has been cnu-

siderable correspondence in The Motor Ci/rh.

VALVO. .

Bradford M.C.C. 200 Miles Trial for the N.S.U. Cup. One of the oompjtito s

ridina: a Douglas, preparinj to leave Kendal en rout5 for K.swij:.
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An Extended Trial o£ a Scott.

[4772,]^! was mucli interested -in the article appearing

in tlie issue of April 21st describing an extended trial of a

Scott motor cycle.

As a rider of one ot these machines for about the same
distance—700 miles—I can fully bear out all that you, say

with the exception of the petrol consumption. I found that

by fitting a smaller jet than that sent out with the machine
this could be very considerably reduced. On the London to

Harrogate and back run the machine was doing seventy-tive

miles to the gallon. This smaller jet gives ample power for

ordinary riding, but I found it necessary to put in the larger

one for Sutton Bank.
Jet changing on the Scott is a very simple matter, it only

being necessary to slide a cover from over the jet and scjew
jet out with a special key provided.

Perhaps I shoiild add that I have no interest wliatever. in

the Scott Co. except as a satisfied rider of one Of their

machines. F. J. BEARD.

Wanted, a Tyre for Irish Roads.
[4773.]—I have been a motor cyclist since February 20th,

1909. I ride a make that is very popular—3^ h.p.—and have
nothing but praise for the machine. But oh, the tyres! I

ride an average of seventy miles per week, and have ridden
out five new tyres since the above time and one half-worn
one also. This works out at about 780 miles per tyre. Can
I get a rjm that will suit a car tyre, or is any motor cycle

tyre made like a car tyre? I don't want anyone to

recommend any of the ordinary make of cycle tyres, as I

do not believe m any of them. Is a 28in. wheel better than
a 26in. for going over potholed roads? In conclusion, I may
say myself and another are the only motor cyclists in a
quarter of a county. Owing to heavy upkeep in tyres we
can never recommend inotor cycling to the many who make
enquiry of us. Hoping that someone will put me up to

something in the- way of a long-lived tyre for Co. London-
derry bad roads, T. P. HENRY.

Weight of Twin-cylinder Modelr
[4774.]—In " Occasional Comments" of March 21st,

" Ixion " jemarks on the disproportion of weight and power
between the 5 h.p. twin and the 3^ h.p. single. As usual
he is shrewdly right, but I should like to tip him an excep-
tion in twins—if the model is still made. Some four years
ago the " Griffons " had a vogue here and a large number
of singles and twins were in use. The singles (of which I

owned one) were 75 mm. X 80 mm., rated as 2| h.p., and
the twins, called 5 h.p., were made up of two of the 2i
units. Of a large batch of twins two only were imported
with accumulator ignition and loop frames. The magneto
twins (magneto in tank with shaft drive) were good, but

Another Tourist Trophy aspirant. F. W. Barnes (SJ h.p. Zenith-Gradna),
8S X 87 J.A.P. in.o.i.T. engine, B. & B. carburetter, Bosch magneto,

and Continental tyres.

the two accumulator machines were wonderful, and I have
not yet seen anything to equal them for general excellence.

Both are still running and both have done sidecar solo work
ever since they came out over such country as you don't get
in England. A few montlis back 1 had one on loan, and

,a scale being handy three of us weighed our mounts fully

equipped just before starting on a trip. The weights were
so remarkable that I jotted them down in a pocket book.
A. 2| h.p. N.S.U. (80 mm. x 75 mm. I think) came out
at 169 lbs., a 1909 Triumph at 192 lbs., and the 5 h.p.

Griffon at 155 lbs. All the machines are here, and these
weights can be easily verified. Stripped, the twin Griffon
would come down to between 140 lbs. and 150 lbs., and as

for strength, well, both these looped-frame machines have
done more hard and rough work than anything else here,

and so far as I know neither has had a structural breakage.
In engine flexibility and general smoothness of running, my
present mount (a 5our-cylinder F.N.) is not their superior,
but I cannot say the same of the magneto Griffon twins.
Of course, these battery machines had their faults, of which
for touring purposes the battery was one, and the contact-

breaker another. This latter was quite good, but of a
most delicate constitution and supersensitive to adjustment.

I wonder if the Griffon people still make this twin model ;

I should like "Ixion" to try one.

Bloemfontem. J. G. W. GORDON.

Water Cooling on Motor Bicycle Engines.
[4775.]—Following my ietter of ilarch . 3rd (published in

the issue of April 14th) regarding Avater-cooled motor cycles,

it may interest readers to know the recent successes of the
Lewis machines I wrote about.- On the 12th of March two
hill-climbing contests, promoted by the Norwood (an

Adelaide suburb) Cycle and Slotor Club, were held on what
we know as the Greenhill Road. This road is noted as a

good hill test, and a stiff wind blew down the hill. Lewis,

N.S.U. , Rex, Triumph, and Norton motor cycles competed,
and the chains attached to the pedalling gear had to be
removed, making the test very severe, as twenty-one bends
(some very sharp) had to be negotiated in a distance of just

over four miles. In the Irigher reaches the hills rise on the

one side of the road several hundreds of feet, while on the

other side are precipices of two to three hundred feet deep.

The cubical capacity of the Lewis water-cooled engines

which were used is 375 c.c. Rex 470 c.c. Triumph 476 c.c,

N.S.U. 402 c.c. The results were as foUow on the formula
W

C X T^ Open Event.
Points.

W. Courtney (water-cooled Lewis) 280
F. C. Gogler (Rex) _ 218
C. R. Churchward (water-cooled Lewis) ... 176
W. AUnutt (water-cooled Lewis) 136

Continental Tropht (Private Owners Only).

C. R. Churchward (water-cooled Lewis) - ... 203
W. Sampson (Minerva) 154
W. Allnutt (water-cooled Lewis) 135
C. Anderson (Triumph) 124

On February 26th the same club held a petrol consump-
tion test over a distance of twenty-five miles. C. R.
Churchward was first, 192 miles to one gallon, weight of

machine and rider 355 lbs. ; W. Courtney second, weight of

machine and rider 335 lbs. ; both on water-cooled Lewis
motor cycles. ALFRED MOYLE. .

Northfield, South Australia.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"W" would be glad to hear of any users' experiences

ot : (1.) The 1910 Norton 4-5 h.p. single-cylinder long
stroke motor, with or without a passenger attachment. (2.1

The Fitall two-speed gear. (3.) The Hellesen system of

ignition, especially as compared with magneto ignition.
"W.L." (Edinburgh) would be glad of readers' experi-

ences of the Auto wheel, described in our issue of the 22nd
November, attached to an ordinary bicycle carrying a ten
stone rider.

"A.I." (Accrington) will be glad of readers' experiences
with the Millennium two-speed hub. Is it suitable for
sidecar work?
"A.B.D." (Polesworth) would be glad ot readers' experi-

ences with a 3^- h.p. Triumph and two-speed gear for occa-
sional sidecar work, with extra cost of running.
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THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN AND RETURN JOURNEY FOR THE

MC.C. CUP AND MEDALS.

NEXT THURSDAYS T.T. RACE. ROTARY ENG'NES.

"Ilme, to liGHT I^npvS

May 19 ...(Greenwich) 8.49 p.m.
„ 21 8.52 „
„ 23 8.54 „

„ 25 ... 8.57 „

New Records.

We are informed by Gablegram from
America that De Rosier, on a 7 h.p.

Indian motor bicycle on the Los Angeles

circular wood track, on ; May 7th,

covered fifty miles in 39m. 13s. and 100

miles in 86m. 14s.

Police Traps.

Motorists along the Birmingham to

Stratford Road should ride cautiously

between Stndley and Coughton. Motor
cyclists are frequently timed on Rose
Hill, Lickeys, so that care should be
taken not to exceed the limit on the

first part.

A Sporting Offer.

We have been asked to insert the

following ; Two keen motor cyclists

offer to challenge any two riders in the

world to a match of' three miles on a
grass track, under A.C.U. rules, for a

purse of gold which will be given for

the race. The two riders scoring the
highest number of points out of three
races to be the winners. Further par-

ticulars may be- obtained from
' Speed," c/o this journal.

Tiie London-Edinburgh Run.

Those who .may have felt inclined to

criticise the holding of the London to

Edinburgh run before the funeral of

King Edward must bear in mind that

if the competition had not been held at

Whitsuntide it could not have been
held at all during the present year, and
the large number of people concerned
would have been put to , great incon-

venience. Moreover, the holding of

»;>•::!: »>> ^i^:• •:= :"i»*> •:•:<

FUTURE EVENTS. t:
; May 26 (Thurs.)—INTERNATIONAL MOTOR ,,V CYCLE T.T. RACE.
•t* „ 27—Open Hill-climb in the Isle of Man **

* June 4—Motor Cycling Club second private race **

* meetingandgymkhanaat Brooklands. \*
^^ ,, 6-1 1—S'-ottish Six Days' Open Reliability

t Trial, organised by Edinburgh M.C C,. „ 18—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR " 1 HE
»; MOTOR CYCLE" CHALLENGE V
,% CUP. Competing Teams : Motor *

Cycling Club (ho'dersl, Coventry and Jr^V Warwickshire M.C., Bristol i3. and J
•t» M.C., Streatham and District M.C., V
, Sut'on Cold -eld A.C., Edinburgh 'J*

M.C.C, Southern M.C., Harrogate and «
District M.C.C ,

Great Varmout.i and JV District M.CC, Herts. County A,C., J» Essex M.C., N.W. London M.C.C, .
^^ Oxford M.C.C, Nottingham and Dis- *
; trict iW.C.C, and Sheffield and AV Hallamshire M C J
J» ,, 25—Bradford MCC. Open Hill-climS. V. July4-9-ACU End-to-end Reliability Trial. J*

,, 13 Openlrish End-to-end ReliabilityTrial, »%
promoted by the Ulster Centre. X

>; V:<:•:
the event was justified by the gracious

command issued by King George last

week.

The End-to-end Sidecar Record.

A prominent amateur motor cyclist,

who hails from a town north of tlie

Trent, intends early next month to

attempt the John-o'-Groat's to Land's
End sidecar record, using a 3^ h.p.

single geaved 1910 Triumph, and
!Mills-Fulford sidecar attachment. Wilh
good weather and ijlenty of luck he has
hopes of just beating the existing

figures. We feel, sure all sporting
readers will wish him success.

Harry Martin breaks the Five Miles

Record.

It was a cold and cheerless afternoon
on Wednesday, the 11th inst., when
Harry Martin essayed to break tho
five miles record (flying start) at Can-
ning Town track. The sky was over-

cast, and a strong wind blew from the
south-east. At 3 p.m. Martin met with
his usual bad luck, as he collided with
the railings and dislocated his ankle.
However, a mere detail like this did'

not worry so old a stager as Martin.
With assistance the injured joint was
replaced, and at the end of a prelimi-

nary spin he signalled to the time-

keeper, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, that aU
was ready, and started. The plucky
attempt was soon successfuly over, and
the five miles were covered in 5m. 26s.

The best previous performance was by
C. R. Collier, who traversed the dis-

tance in 5m. 40|-s. Martin's machine
was a Martin-A.S.L., J. A.P. engine,

85 X 50 mm., fitted with A.S.L. vibra-

tionless air spring forks, and Amac
carburetter. The tyres were Conti-

nentals.

A TRIO OF TRIUMPH RIDERS IN THE TOURIST TROPHY.

W. F. Newsome, who rode the first single- J. Marshall, who won the Trophy in 190S. W. Creyton, who completed the course in the

cylinder machine to finish in last year's event. eleventh position last year.

All the above machines are 3i h.p. T.T. Triumphs, with 85 x 88 mm. engines, Dunlop tyres, and Bosch magnetos.
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Next Thuisday.

The Motor Cyde. annual Spring Issue

iind Special T.T. Number. It wiU be

a much enlarged issue, containing

special articles and illustrations of

absorbing interest.

Brooklands Meeting.

The WKitsun meeting which was
postponed on account of the death of

the King wiU be held on Saturday,

the 28th inst. It has been decided to

reopen the entries, as it is possible

that other motorists may wish to

iMiter, and entries will be received up
till 12 noon to-day (Thursday). Details

of the two events for motoi cycles were
given in our issue of May 5th, page 402.

Eecoi'd Attempts at New Brighton.

The N.C.U. meeting at the New
lirighton track on Saturday, the 14th,

was held in beautiful weather. On
the programme were attacks on the

mile motor cycle track record, held by
A. J. Moorhouse—Im. 9|s. The first

to try his luck was E. F. Baxter, T.T.
twin Eex. He succeeded in doing
Im. 9|s. for the mile, just ^s. outride

the track record. Then A. J. Moor-
house «tarted on his Indian twin that

he will use in the T.T. race, but nulled

up at the end of the first lap,*s his

footvest touched the banking. The
rest was raised,, then he reeled off n

lap in 21^s., two in 43fs., and a third

within Im. 5is., which was well

inside record. In the last lap he had
a close shave, as he went up the bank-
ing in spite of cutting out. Right on
the top he slightly wobbled, recovered,

switched on, and finished amid ring-

ing cheers.

The Three Miles Record.

Later Hai-ry Reed on a Dot machine,
fitted with one of the new twin .J.A. P.
engines, 85 by 58 mm., which he
will ride in the T.T. Race, went for the

three miles record, and covered the

distance in 3m. 31|s. Then E. F.

Baxter (twin Rex) made an attempt, and
in the last lap let his machine get
slightly out of hand. Everyone
.'xpected him to crash into the specta-

tors on top of the banking. But he
made a wondeiful recovery from what
appeared a certain smash, and finished

in 3m. 31-^s., only |s. behind Reed.
On examining the machine afterwards
it was found the front tyre waa flat

and that the back wheel was sufliciently

out of truth to allow the back cover
to be scraped nearly through.

The T.T. Cash Prizes.

The winner of the trophy next Thurs-

day stands a chance of hauling at least

£10(1 in hard cash. The A.C.U. will

give £40 to the winner, the Vacuum
Oil Co. £25 on condition their oil is

used, and Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Ltd., £21 without any restrictions. It

is rumoured that a certain magneto

A. J. MOorhouse breaking the mile track record at New Brighton on his Twin Indian. Time,
1 min. SJsec. The oM record stood at 1 min. 9g sec, also by Moorhouse.

Police Traps in the Isle of Wight.

It may interest motor cyclists who
intend visiting the Isle of Wight to

hear that motor traps are being worked
on the main roads.

A Sporting Offer for T.T. Riders.

A real sporting offer exactly describes

the gift of twenty guineas that the

Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd., have
agreed to make to the winner of the

T.T. Race, absolutely unconditionally

as to the make of oil used. That Price's

hope the winner w'ill be using their

brand of oil goes without saying.

company has also offered £25 to the
winning single and twin -cylinder riders.

A Motor Cyclist Golf Player.
Mr. .John Ball, the well-known golf

player, has recently joined the ranks of

motor cyclists, and, judging from his

excellent play, his neAv hobby does not
seem to have affected it.

The Latest Donation to the T.T. Fund.
We have received a cheque for one

guinea from the Ulster Centre of the
Motor Cycle Union of Ireland towards
the Tourist Trophy Race Fund, which
we are duly forwarding to the ."X.C.U.

The London-Edinburgh Run. Early morning in York. A batch of competitors checking outside the Windmill Hotel.
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FROM the number of entries received, and from the

universal enthusiasm displayed in connection with it

on all sides, the M.C.C. famous run to Edinburgh,
which is held every Whitsun, is clearly shown to be

the most popular event in the year. Of the entry of ninety-

eight motor bicycles and fifteen motor cycles with sidecars

attached, the details of which were given in our issue of

last week, eighty-eight of the former and all of the latter

started on Friday night.

This year the first man was due to start at 9 p.m.—an
hour earlier than on previous occasions—and. long before

that time a large concourse ( f people had gathered in the

open space at the top of Highgate Hill. Everything was
beautifully organised. Motor bicycles and sidecars had their

appointed places, and as their time drew near, each man
fell into line and proceeded up to Avhere i'lessrs. F. T. Bidlake
(timekeeper). G. F. Sharp, and D. Leechman sent them off

at half-minute intervals. Mr. Charle;! Jarrott. the club's

president, was also an interested spectator at the start.

It was a glorious evening ; the unsettled weather seemed
to liave melted a-way, it was not unduly cold, and the night
was clear with a slender moon shining in the north-west. As
the time for starting drew near, the crowd thickened, and
the glow of acetylene lamps lit up the whole locality. Most
men used two up-to-date headlights, some one headlight and
an electric lamp in reserve ; one or two used only feeble acety-
lene lamps, which hardly seemed to give sufficient light.

As Bidlake and his helpers took up their positions they
were quickly thronged by spectators, but the police were

A flashlight picture o£ the start from the Old Gate House, Highgate.
F. T. Bidlake, watch in hand, is about to despatch W. Hornsby, 4 h.p. Cheviot-
J.A.P. Behind, waiting his turn, is W. M. T. Atkinson (3J h.p. Cheviot).
Harry G. Bell, the Trials Hon. Secretary, is in the background on Bidlake's
left.

The second breakfast table at York. A few of the competitors snapped
just before they resumed the northward journey.

alert, and rapidly opened up a channel through which the
competitors could pass, and one mounted constable did

splendid service, much to the amusement of the. '-rowd.

The Start.

On the stroke of nine, Dickson (the captain), on „ 5 h.p.

Indian, was the first to be sent off. It was an impressive
scene—the glare of the lamps, the throng of people on the
balconies and at the windows of the surrounding houses,

the good-tempered and business-like police, their helmets
showing up in the glow of the headlights conspicuous among
the spectators, and the gaunt figure of the mounted officer,

who now and again effectually dressed the line and opened
afresh the channel when it became narrow enough to threaten
the safety of the riders. Dickson's start evoked a cheer,

but whether or not the nation's sorrow had an effect upon
the crowd it is hard to say, but the fact remains that until

a number of the men had gone there was little cheering.

Booth's car was pulled up quite close to tjie start, and m
it sat A. G. Reynolds, who, though well, was hardly fit

enough to compete—the first time for many years. One after

another at half-minute intervals the men got away, each
machine starting with the utmost promptitude—a splendid

advertisement of the high pitch of excellence to which the

mot(jr cycle has attained. Gwynne went off with three lainps

burning brightly. Captain Harkne.ss, on one of the new
Enfields. depended on an electric lamp. Many of the men
used Crole Rc- s's and Bell's route card holders, which they
found of the greatest assistance. The ever-smart appearance
of H. Roberts's P. and M. aroused much admiration, and
the start uf Captain Sir Robert Arbuthnot evoked an enthu-

siastic cheer. B. A. Hill's Kerry, .the first machine to start

with a free-engine device, also created a favourable impres-

sion, and thereafter cheer after cheer went up as etich man
left. At last the 103 motor cyclists were off and away on
their long jourirey, and it remained but to folloxv them.

It did not take long to get clear of London, as there was
little traffic, bnt three miles from Highgate A. J. Stevens's

3 h.p. \\\Ai ran nito a cart which pulled across the road
suddenly, and was rather badly hurt.
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London-Edinburgh Run.

The List of Entrants.
Motor Bi

+£ B. Dickson (5 Indian)

tE. C4wynne (7 V.S.)

'F. Smith (5-6 Clyno)

H. M. Barton (3i Humber)
Capt. P. J. Haokness .(2^

Enfield)

F. E. Wasling (2i Enfield)

P. Philipp (2| Douglas)

JIi-B. Cooke m Triumpli)

0. C. Cooke (3i Triumpli)

V. Janson (3^ Bat)

*G. L. Fletcher (2J ,Dougias)

W. Hornsby (4 Cheviot-

J.A.P.)
W. U. T. Atkinson (3^

Cheviot
'(;. Wray (3^ Bradbury)

fj. S. Holroyd (1^- Moto-
sacoche)

m. G. Fray (li Moto-
sacoche)

((. Moore (Sj Triumph)
H. Gibson (3^ Bradbury)
J. Stout (3i Triumph)
R, B. Timmis (8 Matchless;

C. B. Ferguson [5^

Triumph)
*A. T. Stanton (3^ Brad-

bury).

H. F. Inkson (3^ Excelsior)

tW. A. Sale (3i Res)
tF. Mussell (3i R.ex)

*R. Ellis (5 Rex)
tH. Roberts (3^ Phelon and

Moore)
^ W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
P. Shaw m Phelon and

Moore)
*E. Kickham {2-| Douglas)
H. G. Byng (3i Phelon and
Moore)

L. G. Byng (3i Phelon and
i\[oore)

CYCLES.

R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)
S. W. Carty (3i N.S.U.)
L. A. Baddeley (4^ Bad-

deley)

D. S. Baddeley (6 Bad-
deley)

*Eli Clark {2| Doiiglae)

H. \V. Turner (3^ 'iViumph)

P. E. Tolfree (3^ Matchless)

F. C. Dee (7-9 V.S.)

*A. v.- Deacock (2|-3 Wan-
derer)

J. Godsall (6-7 Bat)

A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber)
W. 0. Bent ley (5 Indian)

*H. Karslake (4 Dread-
nought)

F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)

C. J. Janssen (2| Moto-
Reve)

R. C. Davis (6 Griffon)

*W. C. Wasley (2t Douglas)

J. CuUey m Triumph)
C. S. Ferryman (3^ Ariel)

J. Stevens (2 Wolf)
*C. V. FitzHerbert (5 F.N.)
P. Stevens (3 Wolf)
A. J. Stevens (2 Wolf)
Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell

(3i Triumph)
*F. C, North (3i Ariel)

L. Vedy (3i Phelon and
Moore)

Dr. C. G. Watson (4i F.N.)
P. B. Heighton (3^ Hum-

ber)

*C. B. Duberly (3i Ariel)

G. E. Roberts (3^ Eex)
Dr. C. J. Stanley (5

Indian)
A. G. Peppercorn (5^

Triumph)
*G. Brough (3^ Brough)

T. S. V. Phillip m Moto-
sacoche)

*J. V. Robinson (2^ Douglas)
Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot.

Bart., R.N. (3i Triumph)
S. T. A. Oldfield {21

Douglas)
G. Lee Evans (5 Indian)

Wright m Humber)
H. Mullett (3i Triumph)
Patteson (Moto-Eeve)
C. Howard (5 Vindec

Special)

*W. L. Squire (35 Quadrant)
tB. Allan-Hill (3^ Kerry-

Abingdon)
tW. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
*S. Webb m Triumph)

Piatt (3i Bradbury)
W. Raper (6 N.S.U.)

E. Purchase (3^

Triumph)

*S.

F.

C.

B.

P.

G.
*G.

Passenger Motob Cycles.

W. Price (3i Rex)
H. E. Davison (3i Rex)

+0. Jacobs (5 Vindec)
*A. Webster (2f Handy

Hobart)
W. E. Haines (3^ N.S.U.)
E. H. Chaytor (7 Lurquiu

et Coudert)
+A. J. Gilpin (2i Enfield)

*J. C. Collins (5-6 Roc)
E. R. Hibbert (5 Rex)

tG. ^ Rex Mundy (3^
Triumph)

J. H. Slaughter (3i Ariel)

*W. W. Douglas m
Douglas)

F. Watson (3^ Triumph)
tA. L. Colyer (3i Humber)
H. G. Bell (2| F.N.)
*F. Philip m Scott, two-

stroke)

J. Eastwood (3^ Bradbury)

tH. C. Griffin (34 Premier)
W. Watson (9 Chater-Lea-
J.A.P.)

A. H. D'Aeth (7 V.S.)

G. Rowden (7-8 Bat)
E. T. Newton-Clarle (5-6

A.C. tricar)

A. R. Abbott (8 Matchless)

+H. Williamson (5 Rex
Sidette)

E. J. Pocock (6 Matcliless)

+V. Olsson (J.A.P.)
tE. W. Brighten (8 Chater-

Lea-J.A.P.)
tW. Lamm (5 V.S.)

.J. T. Rankin (5 Rex)
tE. Frasetti (7 V.S.)
A. Mabon (3 Mabon)
W. Chater-Lea (7-9 Ohater-

Lea) -

tJ. Winslow (5 Rex)

With the exception of tlie A.C. tricar, all are .sidecars.

*Entrants for M.C.C. Challenge Cup.
tEntrants for M.C.C. return journey medals

The Dusty Highw^ay.
The first section is over good undulating roads, and as

there had been no time for the men to extend, the, dust

was appallingly trying ; consequently each tried to avoid

the other's dust by getting ahead, and the nature of the

country being what it is, the men had great difficulty in

not arriving at Biggleswade too soon. Those entered for

the Challenge Cup, who to win it have to maintain the

utmost regularity in running, found the dust a terrible ordeal.

Scene in the yard

of the Windmill

Hotel, York, 194|

miles from High-

gate. The com-

petitors partook

of a second break-

fast at this point

between the hours

of 7.30 and 8.30

1
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London-Edinburgh Run.

—

Just after entering the courrtvy beyond Hadley Common,
over a mile of freslily-laid tar was struck, which the wheels

of the machines threw in all directions.

It was a glorious night; the dry roads seemed to stream

ahead in the liglit of the lamps; every doubtful corner ha<i

a man waving the direction with a lamp, and losing one's

way was practically impossible. One or two of the sidecars

were seen in trouble at an early stage, and here and there

E. W. Brighten's 8 h.p. Chater Lea-J JI.P. and sidecar on arriving at Edinburgh.

a man was seen m trouble with his lamps, but fortunately

untoward incidents were few and far between. Everyone is

always glad to get to Biggleswade, where he gets a warm
welcome at the Swan Imi, and appetising refreshment at a

moderate price. There is really no need to stop except to

sign the check, but no one passes without enjoying a cup

of hot coffee and a sandwich. Inside one could study at

leisure the warm but weird head-dresses of some of the

men ; the appearance called for such remarks as Cook, Peary,

and Shackleton, to be overheard.

MAY iglh, igio.

Machine and man refreshed, they started to cover the

next stage—at once the most trying and most easy. Trying,

because most of ii is accomplished in the dark ;
but what

matter so long as the lamps burn well and the engine hnnis

on its merry tune! Easy, because- the roads are splendid

and mostly dead flat; and even in busy Buckden all men,

including policemen, are asleep. All along the route, how-

ever, m the "wee sma' hours" enthusiastic motor cyclists

turned up at various places to see the riders pass.

At 2 a.m. the early glimmer of the dawn appeared, and

towards 3 a.m., when the stars began to fade, our party

looked vainly for the comet, but failed to find it.

It was a gloriously fine morning, and as it became light

enough to see without the aid of lamps the men's spirits

rose and the pace increased ; the only danger was that of

arriving too early at Grantham.

Incidents at Grantham.
Hatfield and Biggleswade safely negotiated, the next check

was at Grantham, where an excellent and smartly-served

breakfast was ready. It was all splendidly arranged ; the

men checked m at one entrance of the George Hotel yard,

had breakfast, and checked out at the other entrance. In

the yard Chater-Lea, with his 7-9 h.p. Chater-Lea and side-

car fitted with the new Chater-Lea twin m.o.v. engine,

reported lamp and curburetter troubles ; J. C. Collins (5-5

h.p. Roc) was trying hard to start his engine without suc-

cess ; P. Stevens (3 h.p. Wolf) reported inlet valve trouble

in the first ten miles, but said his machine was going

well afterwards. Near Stilton Cooper ran into a light-

weight rider who was repairing a puncture in the dark with

his lamp hidden, fell over, and knocked the man down. The
xdctim was T. S. V. Phillip, who, Cooper states, had not

pulled up near enough to the side of the road. The little

Motosacoche had punctured and the rim was bent, and the

lesult of the smash was to break the frame holding the

engine and tank ; the silencer was also knocked off, A. C.

Robbins (3^ h.p. Humber) broke his lamp bracket at Tux-
ford and had a bad squeak in his engine all the way along.

Near Bawtry, Janssen (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) was seen : in

trouble with a puncture, and later adjusting his magneto.
Close to Retford G. Jacobs (5 h.p. Vindec) was observed dis-

mantling his caituretter.
Until the sun's power was felt it was very cold after

leaving Grantham, but an excellent run was made over

good roads which followed the old route to Ferrybridge.

Near this point Olsson was seen in trouble, and right in the

village Oldfield (2|- Douglas) reported that something was
wrong with his engine and that he was retiring.

Branching off to the right a good rmi was made over fair

roads through Tadcaster to York, ^vhere the second Ijrcak-

fast was awaiting the competitors.

COMPETITORS LEAVING THE NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB'S PREMISES.

". C. Howard i,i h.p. VA) .inii C. J. Janssen (ai li.p. Moto-Hsve). iV. Cooper (3i h.p. Bradbury) and S. C. Ferryman (3.V h.o. Ari;l>
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London-Edinburgh Run.

—

In the York Control.

The hotel is situated just below the picturesque Mickle-

gate ; the weather was now glorious and the sun very hot.

In the hotel yard Captain Arbuthnot reported punctures
;

Jacobs stated that he had run out of petrol near Grantham
and had had vave troubles ; Dr. Moss Blundell related how
he also had been a victim to the puncture fiend ; A. H.

D'.-Vcth (7 h.p. V.S. and sidecar) was another who ran out

of petrol near Grantham ; Janssen was also there and com-

plained of not being very fit, as he had been ill the previous

week. In York G. E. Purchase (3-^ h.p. Triumph) had his

magneto come adrift and could not start, so had to have a

screw made to hold it down, and did not leave till one and

a quarter hours behind time.

Thanks to tlie arrows erected by the M.C.C., the excellent

tigaiiisation of the club, and the splendid behaviour of tlie

police, the way out through York, and, in fact, all the towns,

was easy enough to find. After the second breakfast, the

going was excellent, but at one difficult comer, well sign-

posted as usual, a careless competitor, reported, to bean Excel-

lie is, Iiad had trouble on the road—carburetter troubles and
a loose magneto transmission cover. These, however, he
rectified without much difficidty. T^ardy was another of tin.'

many victims to punctures.

Over the Moors into Scotland.
After lunch a fine run followed over the moors into Scot

land. The road was very rough in places, but all along
granite and tar were ready to be laid down. This part of

the route is quite new to Edinburgh competitors, and if it

is repaired it will be the fine.st of all routes to the Scot-

tish capital. In the Northumberland portion the gradient.'-

are easy, and over Carter Fell (summit 1,500 feet) the road

is splendidly engineered, and here many of the com|ietitoTs

suffered with overheating, as the wind had been behind
them ever since the start. On Carter Fell J. Godsall towed
a lightweight rider up to the top, and as the latter kept
his engine firing they climbed at a splendid speed. On the

summit an S.A.C. sign marks that Scotland is reached.

Thereafter the roads were good to Jedburgh, a pretty town
with a fine old abbey, and here was the last check but one.

But fifty-four miles remained . to be . covered, and this was

Harold William-

son (5 h.p. Rex

Sidette) passing

through the lines

of spectators at

Jedburgh.
Williamson's per-

formance surely

sets up a new

record, for we

actually saw this

machine in

course of con-

struction two
days before the

start.

sior rider, took it too fast, and landed in the hedge. Near
York, Gibson reported punctures, and at breakfast was far

from happy. In Easingwold Dr. C. G. Wat-sou was hard at

work pumping up his tyre, while at Northallerton Purchase
was aaaiu workmg at his magneto.

Picturesque Views.
Near Thirsk a fine view of the Hambleton Hills was ob-

tained ; far away on the right the white horse cut op the
hillside could be plainly distinguished, and in the dim distance
the precipitous road up Sutton liank could be distinctly dis-

cerned. In the county of Durham the police behaved aduiir-

_ ably ; there was a constable stationed at every cross-road,

and once we saw a man on a bicycle soundly rat«d for try-

ing to evade the officer's signal to stop. All round the rather
complicated route through Neville's Cross, avoiding Durham,
arrows and policemen made losing one's way impossible. Once
through the outskirts of Newcastle—always difficult to nego-
tiate—the men by arrangement with the local club were
allowed to cross the High Level Bridge without paying toll,

and were directed by the police to Claremont Place, where
the headquarters of the Newcastle and District M.C. are
situated. Here the energetic ofiicials worked things admir-
ably, and to Messrs. W. H. Outwin, F. Mallett, E, Hawkins,
B. Bradford, B. Wilson, E. Bates (secretary of the
N.E.A.A.), and A. H. M. C. Bell the thanks of all the com-
petitors are due. There is a garden in front of the club
House, and here the men were able to store their machines
and effect any necessary adjustments in peace and comfoi-t.
The arrangements were as good in the club house as they were
outside, and even the comfort of the ladies was carefully
studied. The luncheon was excellent and smartly served.
Vedy, the ex-police superintendent, fine old sportsman that

through that beautiful country, the "braes and banks" of
which the poets have immortalised. Several steep pitches
and one long climb yet remained after leaving the Carfrae
Mill Hotel, where P.. B. Timmis was seen with tyre troubles,
and then a splendid view was disclosed. Eight below to
the left lay " Auld Reekie" shrouded in mist and thus
earning its ancient title. Straight ahead the Firth of Forth
and the Fifeshire Hills could be seen, and even the Bass
rock could be dimly made out. Numerous Edinburgh
.M.C.C. members met the men at this section of the route.
From that point right up to Liberton, the last check, the

I'oad was vile, and a terrible ordeal to face at the end of
fo long a journey. Thus terminated one of the most success-
ful Edinburgh runs ever held. Weather, wind, and the
roads as a whole had been all that could be desired. The
organisation may be summed up in one word—perfect ; more
cannot be said, and we offer our heartiest congratulations
to Messrs. Head, Candler, Jenkins, Gibbons, Bidlake, Bell,
and their assistants.

Reliability—Thy Name is Motor Cycle.
As may be expected, the proportion of successful com-

petitors was enormors, due not only to the ideal weather
conditions, but to the vast improvements made in the modern
motor bicycle. The sidecar machines, however, were oftener
in- trouble than they should have been, and motor bicycles
for passenger work require a trifle more attention at the
hands of the designer. Serious troubles were practically
non-existent, and the commonest cause of stoppages was
tyre trouble. In addition to the incidents previously
reported, S. C. Ferryman (3i h.p. Ariel) broke his exhaus't
lifter shortly after starting, and had to use his compression
tap instead. Stanley Webb (3^ h.p. Triumph) suffered
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delay tliiough punctures near Darlington, and was so late

at tile cup check that he resolved to relinquish the idea

o£ competing for that much-coveted tro-phy. Ejirslake was
troubled with overheating on Carter Fell. Near Jedburgh
Williamson, who was driving a smart Kex sidette, the side-

car wheel of which steers in conjunction with the bicycle

front wheel, was ditched by two cars, but, fortunately,

Avithout suffering serious damage. Of the twelve retire-

ments, Oldfield (2| h.p. Douglas) had a seized engine, Timmis
(3 h.p. Matchless) suffered serious tvro troubles, Stevens

(5 h.p. Wolf) had an accident. Dr. Watson (5-6 h.p. F.N.)
had a broken cylinder at Newcastle, and Inkson (3^ h.p.

Excelsior) collided with the hedge near Northallerton. In
addition to these, -J. V. Robinson (2J h.p. Douglas), J.

Oulley (3i h.p. Triumph), H. E. Davison (5^ h.p. Rex),

W. E. Haines (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), E. H. Chayton (7 h.p.

Eurquin et Coudert), J. C. Collins (5-6 li.p. Roc, apparently
ignition trouble), and C. Patteson (2| h.p. Jloto-Reve) must
be added to the list of retirements, while the four users of

sidecars who retired are J. T. Rankin (5 h.p. Rex and
sidecar), A. Mabon (3 h.p. Mabon and sidecar), G. Rowden
(7-8 h.p. Bat and sidecar), and A. R. Abbott (8 h.p. Match
less and sidecar). Four sidecars out of fifteen failed to get
through, and out of one hundred and three motor cyclists who
startedon'y sixteen failed to finish. Subject to confirmation by
the committee, seventy-five motor bicycle riders w-ill receive

gold medals, and one will receive a silver medal. Of the
sidecar riders, eight will r-eceive gold medals, one a silver,

and the other a bronze.

The Return Journey Competition.
The return journey for the il.C.C. cup and special medals

was commenced at 12.30 a.m. on ilonday.
Wasley ran over i cat ontside Edniburgli and smashed his

lamps, started again late, but stopped at Newcastle out-

side time. A thick mist hung over Lammermuir, where
Gibson led the competitors. The roads were wet and greasy
till about 10 a.m. It is noteworthy that four Bradburys
started the return run and all finished, despite the fact that

Gibson suffered three punctures and other minor troubles.

A. V. Deacock had trouble with a butt-ended inner tube
at Otterburn. It took twenty-five minutes to take crff the
cover. Karslake experienced a bad side-slip before Jtdbmgli,
and his two-speed gear seized just before the finish.^ Duberly

was knocked over by a trap at the finish, but was apparciit,

unhurt. Olsson had tyre troubles at Biggleswade, others i;

he did not touch his machine the whole way.' Briglitc

burst a tyre nor-th of Potters Bar. A thick mist at tl

finish greatly inconvenienced the later arrivals.

The following finished the retui-n journey :

Motor Btoyci.es.

+E. B. Dickson (5 Indian
•F. Smith (5 Clyno)
*H. Gibson {3j Bradbury)
*G. L. Fletcher (21 Douglas)
tW. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
*S. Wright (3i Humber)
*A. V. Deacock (2^ Wan-

derer)

*A. T. Stanton (3^ Brad-
bury)

*1T. Karslake (4 Dread-
nought)

»C. B. Duberlv {3i Ariel)

S. T. A. Oldfield (2J
Douglas)

.Motor Bicyc:li':

tK. Frasetti (7 V.S.)
tV. OlFson (J.A.P.)

>—

•

(21 Hands;.*A. Webster
Hobart)

+E. Gwynne (7 V.S.)

*G. Wray (3^ BradOurv)
*P. Phillip (2| Dougla.s)

*R. EUis (5 Res)
*E. Kickhaui (2| Douglasj
*Eli Clark (2J Douglas)
tB. Allan Hill (3i Kerr,^

Abingdon)
tG. Jacobs (5 V.S.)

*F. C. North (3i Ariel)

*G. lirough (3^ Broiigh)

L. G. Byng (3i P. and M
+A. J. Gilpin (2J Enfield)

AND SlDEO.\HS.

tE. W. Brighten (8 Chatei
r.ea-J.A.P.)

TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
Special Wires giving Lap Positions.

By arrangement with The Motor Cycle, the follow'irg fliuj

will exhibit telegrams in their windows on the day of tli

T.T. Race giving the progress of the race lap by lap :

E.G. District.^^A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn.
Richford and Co., 153, Fleet Street.

Hunt's Stores, Newgate Street.

T^euetfink's, Cheapside,
Bancroftian Co., Bishopsgate Street Within.

W.G.—Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn.
Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Roar,*

W.—"Maude's Jlotor Mart, 136, Great Portland Street.

S.W.—Harrod's Stores, Brompton Road.
The telegrams will also be displayed at leading provincifi

centres. See next week's issue.

Ai
The control s

Lib ert on , 21

miles from Ediii

burgh, where tli

riders checked b*

fore running inli

the city. TIT

actual finishirii

point was ttl

Royal Hotel.:.
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SPEED TRIALS AT FILEY.

<^5.7

Tlie speed trials on Filey Sands pionioled by tlie S(';ii-

boroiigli Motor (Jycling Club on Whit-Monday were consider-

ably marred owing to a dense fog, which prevented a start

being made until nearly 5 p.m. The fog kept tlie sands

very wet, and one motor cyclist unfortunately skidded and
broke the wire of the timing apparatus. Although this was
re))aired, the weather conditions rendered the apparatus

useless, and the kilometre electrically timed race was reduced

to a furlong race, hand signalled by means, of flags. The
damp atmosphere caused belts to slip rather badly.

Results.
Class 1.—Gr. Glover 1st, E. Dent and Maeon tied for

second place.

Class 2.—C. H Pugh, 1st; H. A. Hands, 2nd.

Class 3.—C. A. Bedford, 1st; A. B. Hughes, 2nd; J. E.
Trufitt, 3rd ; J. A. Tindall, 4th ; J. Whitefield, 5th ; H. A.
Hands, 6th.

Class 4.—C. L. Bedford, 1st; S. Grange, 2nd; J. A.
Everingham, 3rd ; C. T. Sumnonite, 4th.

Class 5.—J. F. P. Johnstone, 1st ; S. Grange, 2nd ; J. 0.
Truman, 3rd ; E. Ellis, 4th ; J Wilks, 5th.

Class 6 (for T.T. machines).—F. P. Johnston, Irt ; R. M.
Knowles, 2nd; C. G. Bedford, 3rd; S. Grange, 4th; J. E.
Truman, 5th ; J. Wilks, 6th.

The special trophy for fastest time was won by C. L.
Bedford in 9|s. ; F. P. Johnston was second, time, ll|s.

THURSDAY NEXT.
^ss,^ _ SPRING ISSUE and T.T.

NUMBER.m«(^€iLl
Filej Speed Trials. Starting tor tlie FIjing Kiiometre.

Herts Coutity A.C.

The open motor cycle hill-climb will take place at Aston
Hill on June 11th. The entries number at present
eighty-three. Entry forms aiid^ all particulars may be
U^ from the hon. sec, Mr. C. 0. Cooke, Rose Cottage,
North Mimms, Hatfield, Herts.

North West London M.C.C.
The postponed Coventry and back twelve hours' reliability

trial will be held on May 28th. Competitors will be
allotted the same numbers as before, so that their schedule
times will not be altered. Fresh entries will be received by
Mr. G. Rowdeii, 40. Frognal, up till Monday next.

Leeds M.C.C.
Members are reminded of the Kelly Cup Competition

which takes place next week-end over an ideal non-stop
course. Entries at a special fee will be accepted by the
trials hon. sees, up to first post on Saturday next, and com-
petitor'^ are permitted to name their mvn choice in the
matter of average speed to be adhered to. Motor cycles
will be despatched in pairs at minute intervals, passenger
motor cycles will go singly at similar intervals, and cars last.

Thirty seconds will be allowed either side of scheduTe time
without loss of marks.

CLUB NEWS.
Southern M.C.

The members of the above club had a very enjoyable time
at Lulworth Cove during Whitsun, aver twenty members and
friends taking part in the run down. Next Saturday there

is to be a run to The Crossways at Reigate for tea.

Members may now send in their entries for the Triumph
Cup competition (for motor cycles only) to Blandfoid and
back on June 5th. Gold medals will be presented to all

connietitors losing not more than ten points.

Bradford M.C.C.

The annual reliability trials for the N.S.U. Cup were run
on the 9th inst. The course was from Bradford, by Skipton.

Settle, Kirkby Lonsdale, Kendal, Windermere, to Keswick,
where ninety minutes were allowed fov dinner at the Keswick
Hotel. On the outward journey snow fell heavily approach-

ing Skipton and continued until within a few miles of Settle

;

again on climbing Dunmail Raise another snowstorm was
experienced. The result was as follows : Points.

1. T. BuUus (3i P. and M.), cup and gold medal
2. C. Sidnev (3i P. and M.), F. Scriven (3-i

Rex), E. Holden (5^ P. and M.), silver

medals
3. N. Longfleld (3J Triumph)

J. A. Tindall

(Harrogate)
starting in ths

Filey Speed
Trials. Note tlis

wet state of the

sands. The thick

mist prevailing

rendered the

finishing point

obscure.
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M.C.UI. (Ulster Centre.)

A MH-climbing competition under the auspices of this

centre took place at Magheramorne, Co. Antrim, on Saturday
last. The handicap was based on the bore and stroke of

sees. sees. sees.

55i .. 8 471
56^ . 8 48|
59| 9 .. 504
57 .. scr. . 57

1 2| .. 4 58|

591 .. 7 .. 52|
59| .. 5 b^

1 o| .. 4 561
56| . .- scr. .. 56f

1 Oi . 1 .. 59-i
59S

, . scr 59?

Ulster Centre M.C.U.'-. Uiil-ctimb at Magheramorne on Saturday last. A com-
petitor taking one of ttie bad corners in good style.

engine, weight of rider and machine, with a penalty for

previous wins. Owing to the Whitsuntide holidays the entry

was not so large as usual, but the competition proved most
successful, and some excellent climbs were made. The sur-

face of the hill was in splendid order, and a couple of bends
requiied gieat skill to negotiate at top speed. The pro-

gramme consisted of two events, viz., a class confined to riders

who had never won a first prize in any hill-climb, and an
open class. In the novice class, L. MacLaine, on a 3i h.p.

Triumph (Bs.), was declared the winner, and he actually did

the fastest time. Details :

Class A. For riders who had never won a hill-climb.

Handi- Nett
Gross time. cap. time,

sees.

1. L. MacLaine (3^ Triumph)
2. B. D. Capper (3^ Triumph)
3. J. E. Stevenson (3^ Triumph) ...

4. W. J. Andrews (5 Rex)
5. M. J. Lindsay (3^ Rex)

Class B. Open.
1. Cecil A. Rea (3^ Triumph)
2. J. Stewart (3^ Triumph)
3. M. J. Lindsay (3^ Rex)
4. C. E. Murphy (3^ Triumph) ...

5. Ti. J. McAllister (3i Premier) ...

6. W. J. Andrews (5 Rex)

MAY igth, igio.

Northern League.

A meeting has been called at the Royal Station Hotel,
York, for Saturday, May 28th, at 5.30 p.m., to frame the
rules and constitution of the league and discuss aiiy other
business. Club officials in the North who have not been
notified owing to their addresses not being available to the
hon. sec. of the league, will kindly do their best to attend
the meeting, which will be of an important nature.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

In connection with the hill-climb at Coalport, a mix-up
occurred in the times in Class III. tor T.T. machines as pulj

lished on page 427 of our last issue, although the formula
positions were in order. The correct results are as undei'

:

Position on Time.
formula. m. s

1. Howard Smith (3i T.T. Triumph) ... 1 I2J5

2. J. L. Norton (3^ Norton) 1 30
3. W. D. South (5 Indian) 1 22|
4. J.ames St. John (3^ Triumph) 1 48°

5. Rem Fowler (5 Rex Speed King) ... 1 17|

Duhlin and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial from Dublin to Lisburn and back iw the

White Cup was held on Whit-ilonday. Owing to tlie

exceedingly wet weather on the previous day, only seven
started : Doleman (2| h.p. Douglas), Yalleyar (2|- h.p.

Douglas), C. E. Murphy (Triumph), Healey "(Rex), Curtis

(Triumph), Walker (Kex), and Woods (Bradbury). One ot

the Douglas riders retired fifty miles from the finish, and all

the others completed the course of 108 miles. The result

will depend on secret controls, as most of the finishers com-
pleted the journey in schedule time. The weather kept fine,

but the roads were muddy from the previous day's rain.

Westmorland M.C.C.

A very successful hill-clunb was held by the above club on

Scott's Grinns, near Sedbergh, the length of the climb being

a mile. The A.C.U. formula was used, and the results were:
Machine and rider.

1. R. Hutchinson (3-^ h.p. Bradbury)
2. Harvey Goodwin (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

3. W. Westwood (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

4. B. Jeffery (3i h.p. Triumph)
5. H. Harrison (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ...

6. T. Armstrong (3^- h.p. Triumph) ...

The fastest time was made by W. Westwood-

Fig. of merit.

... 139.7

... 146.2

... 146.3

... 150.3

... 154.5

... 160.6

~lm. 39s.

Surrey M.C.C.

The twelve hours' reliabilicy competition for the McNab
Cup will be held from Guildford to Lyme Regis and back

on Wednesday. June 1st. The trial comprises some
very hilly country, particularly between Dorchester and

Lyme Regis, and should provide a good test of hill-climbing

and reliability.

Metropolitan Centre oJ the A.C.U.

At the monthly meeting of the above centre it was decided

to ' organise two penalty runs—one in the south district,

the other in the north of London. .\ sub-committee was

formed tc arransre details.

Ttie annual Midland Meet ot Motor Cy.IJiL^ ^t Stratford-on-Avon on WhiL-Mond:i,y, wiiicii was well aliended.

im
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Club News.—

South Devon M.C.C. (Plymouth).

A club has been formed at Plymouth wliicli bears llie

name of the South Devon M.C.C. The membership is at

present fifteen, and 'he secretary is itr. R. Birliett. 10.

Bedford Terrace, Plymouth.

-Reading and District M.C.C.

The above organisation has been reformed, and every-

thing points to a successful year. The annual subscription

is 5s. The affiliation question will be discussed at

a future meeting. The captain is J. R. Bedford
;

(founder and for five and a half years hon. secretary

and treasurer of the Birmingham" M.C.C.) The hon.

secretary is F. Deacon, 4, Fatherson Road, Reading.

The next run is on the 21st iust. to Eversley and

Pinchampstead ; 22nd inst. to Marlow and Dashwood
Hill, at 10 a.m. A hill-climb, gymkhana, and paper-

chase are on the June programme.

A Club for Stockton-on-Tees.

A few motor cycle riders living in the district

round Stockton-on-Tees are anxious to form a motor

cycle club. Those who are interested should com-
immicate with Mr. Charles S, Watson, Kelvin Grove,

Xorton-on-Tees.

Perth and District M.C.C.

A limit speed hill-climli was carried through by
this club on Lochton House Brae, near Abernyte.
The hill, which is about half a mile in length, is not
particularly steep. Speeds, which were balloted for,

ranged between 12 and 20 m.p.li. The winner, W, A,
Hart, on a 3^ h, p. 1910 Triumph, averaged 19^- m.p.h.,

his balloted speed being 20 m.p.h. The next in

order, D. Cairnie, on a similar machine, had the

rather harder task to perform of climbing the hill

at 12 m.p.h. His speed worked out at a shade
over 14 m.p.h.

Amman Valley and District M.C.

At a meeting of motorists in the district of

Garmant, Carmarthenshire, it was decided to form a

club to be known as above. Rules are now being
formulated, and a further meeting is to be held

single louring machines ; 2nd, twin touring machines ; 3id,

single racing machines. The racing class is open for the
other two classes. The two lirst classes will be run on

formula. - Eveiy machine entered in classes 1 and 2 must be
in full touring trim, fitted with horn, tool bag, efficient

luetal mudguards nn'A silencer, and to be absolutely standard
in every respect. The weight of rider in the racing class

must not be below the minimum weight of 154 lbs. 'J'he

racing class will be awarded on time results only. Touri.-jt

Trophy mounts must be entered in the racing class. Com-
petitors can ride any machine owned by a club member.

shortly.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The postponed speed judging competition to Blackpool
(distance 37 miles) for the club gold medal was won by B.

D. Leadbetter (3^ h.p. Triumph). The roads were in a very
bad state.

A hill-climbing competition will be held on Rivington on
Saturday next, 21st inst. Meet at Pack Horse. Bradshaw-
gate. at 1.45 prompt. There will be three classes: 1st,

A competitor in tlie Cambridgesltire M.C.C. Petrol Consumption Test being served with
his allowance of tue!. Th s compet.tion has been declared void, and will be re-run.

Manchester and Liverpool Motor Club Members* Sweepstake Hill-climb near
Llangollen. - The winner, F. W. Sixsmith (3J h.p. T.T. Triumph) slarting.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

At a well-attended committee meeting of the above club,,

held on Wednesday last week, the route for the twelve
hours' run on June 4th was amended to include the moun-
tain ride from Capel Curig to the summit of the Llanberis
Pass and on to Carnarvon for tea. The finishing point will

be the George Hotel, Bangor. Badges will be presented to

all who complete the run within scheduled time, and special

prizes (one for cars and one for motor cycles) to the com-
petitor finishing rearest to twelve hours, provid-ed he does
not exceed that time. Competitors who are more than
twenty minutes ahead of their correct time at any point will

not participate in the above award.

Warrington and District M.C.C.

The above club held a llexibility hill-climb on the 7th

inst., the winner to be the one showing the biggest per-

centage of difference between the fastest and slowest time,

clutches and two-speed gears barred. The event was a great

success. Times for the first three were as follows :

Fastest.

H. B. Jackson (3i h.p. Matchless)

J. L. Oliver (6 h.p. Matchless)

A. V. Baxter (5 h.p. Vindec) ...

Slowest:

J. L. Oliver (6 h.p. Matchless)

H. B. Jackson (3^ h.p. Matchless)

A. V. Baxter (5 h.p. Vindec) .,.

Result.

1. J. L. Oliver

2. H, B, Jackson ...

3. A. V. Baxter

The Easter reliability run has been declared a drav

between C. E. Kettle (3j h.p. Premier) and W. Sutton

(3i h.p. Rex).

29is.
34|s.

34|s.

64is.
60|s.

55s.

s.

Difference 31fs.

31is.

20|s.
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Oxford M.C.C.

The results of the members' hill-climbing competition on
Irondown, Deddington, on Saturday, the 7th inst., are as

under

:

Class I.—Smgle-cylinder machines.
Marks

Cubical Time
capacity, in seesBider and machine.

H. G. Hill (3i Bradbury) ... 517

F. G. Alden (3^ Triumph) ... 476

W. A. Mathews (3^ Triumph) 499

J. A. Betteridge (3i Triumph) 476
H. Braithwaite (3i Triumph) ... 454

W. H. Wakefield (3i Triumph) 499

J. Aldworth (3i Kerry) ... 476

39
41

44i
45
50
47
56?

Position for
on DuCros

formula. Cup.
24
23
22

21,
20
19

18

AwABDS.—Cup for best placing on formula, won by H. G.
Hill (3i Bradbury). Medal for best performance by standard
touring machine, H. G. HiU (3^ Bradbury).

Class II.—Multi-cylinder machines.

R. A. Bishop (5 Indian)
A. F. M. Stevenson (5-6 Clyno)
H. E. Cohen (8 Matchless) ...

E. Packer (8 Matchless)
G. F. Cooper (5 V.S.) ...

W. H. Grand (5 Rex)

Awards.—As for Class I., both won by R. A. Bishop
(5 Indian).

Judges, Dr. Turrell and Mr. Boissier ; s timekeeper, Mr,
H. A. J. Packford ; starter, Mr. Vernon Whitehead.

638 . 38-1 . . 1 . . 24
744 . • S6| . . 2 . . 23
964 . . 35f . . 3 . . 22
964 . . 37 . .. 4 . . 21
662 . . 46i . . 5 . . 20
662 . . 55 . . 6 . . 19

->—•••—<-

NEXT THURSDAY'S TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
COMPLETE LIST OF ENTRIES.

THE General Committee of the Auto Cycle Union

at a meeting on Thursday, the 12th inst., de-

cided to accept the whole of the entries as

below, thus overruling the suggestion of the

Competitions Committee to reduce the number to

seventy.

A special meeting of the A.C.tJ. Competitions Committee
was held on Thursday night last, at which it was decided

that, in view of the decision come to that evening to take

steps to bank the dangerous corner at Ballacraine, the

whole of the eighty-three entrants will be started in batches

of three at thirty second intervals.

In accordance with the desire specially expressed by the

trade that a judge officiating in an open competition should
be an entirely disinterested person unconnected in any way
with the motor cycle industry, the A.C.U. list of judges has
been amended. Those invited to officiate are the following:

No. of Bore Stroke Capacity
Eider and machine. oylB. mm. mm. CO

H. A. Collier (5 Matchless) ... 2 85.5 58 666

C. E. Bennett (5 Indian) ... ... 2 71.5 82.5 662.5

G. Lee Evans (5 Indian) ... ... 2 71.5 82.5 662.5

D. R. Clarke (5 Indian) ... ... 2 71.5 82.5 662.5

*A. E. Woodman (5 Indian) ... 2 71.5 82.5 662.5

*W. 0. Bentley (5 Indian) ... 2 71.5 82.5 662,5

J. Marshall (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 88 499

W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 88 499

W. Creyton (3i Triumph) ... 1 85 88 499

*C. B. Franklin (5 Indian) .. 2 71.5' 82 662.5

•Noel E. Drury (5 J.A.P.) ... .. 2 85.5 58 666

H. V. Colver (5 Matchless) .. 2 85.5 58 666

C. R. Collier (5 Matchless) .. 2 85.5 58 666

T. Silver (3^ Quadrant) ... 1 82 90 . 475

0. 0. Godfrey (3^ Bex) ... 1 84.5 89 499

A. H. Alexander (3i Rex) .. 1 84.5 89 499

F. A. Applebee (4 Rex) ... .. 2 77.5 70 660

A. J. Sproston (4 Rex) ... .. 2 77.5 70 660

Eric S. Myers (5 Scott) ... .. 2 2J"
3" 640

•W. H. Bashall (5 Bat) ... .. 2 85.5 58 666

*J. T. Bashall (5 Bat) .. 2 85.5 58 666

*H. H. Bowen (5 Bat) .. 2 85.5 58 666 -

J. L. Norton (3^ Norton) ... .. 1 82 94 496

*S. A. M. Witham (5 Bat) ... .. 2 66 73.5 666

F. A. McNab (3^ Trump-J.A.P.) .. 1 85 85 482

*J. R. Alexander, jun. (5 Indian) .. 2 71.5 82.5 662.5

H. Reed (5 Dot) .. 2 85.5 58 666

E. J. Stevens (3^ Dot) ... 1 85 88 499

*P. Butler (5 Dot) ... .: .. 2 85.5 58 666

F. Philipp (5 Scott) ,. 2 2i"
3" 640

*A. J. Moorhouse (5 Indian) .. 2 71.5 82.5 662.5

P. Brewster (3i Norton) ... .. 1 82.25 93 495

*H. Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph) ... 1 84 86 476

*H. Rem Fowler (4 Rex) ... .. 2 77.5 70 660

*J. Scriven (4 Rex) .. 2 77.5 70 660

*J. W. Adamson (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 88 499

*Quentin Smith (3i Triumph) .. 1 85 88 499

*C. W. Murphy (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 88 499

Eider and machine.

*D. C. Bolton (4 Rex)
J. H. R. Loxham (3^ i\Ioveo)

H. Jioulding (5 Moveo)
*Howard Smith (3^ Triumph
J. F. Crundall (3i Humber)
F. G. Edmocds (3^' Humber) '.

Bert Yates (3i Humber) ...

*J, Baxter (4 Ee.x)

F. Mackay (4 Rex) .

*W. E. Grange (3^ Rex)
*F. C. Bagshaw (4 Eex) ... ' ..

*A. R. Abbott, jun. (3^ Rex)
J. Gibson (3^ Trump-J.A.P.) ..

H. Storey (3^ Moveo)
F. Savory (3^ Premier)
G. E. Stanley (5 Premier)
B. Jones (5 Premier)
F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith Gradua'
P. Weatherilt (3^- Zenith Gradua

*J. R. Woodward (4 Rex)
J. Slaughter (3^ Ariel

(3i Ariel)

*W. G. McMinnies (3^ Triumph) ..

F. W. Dayrell (5 Bat)
H. J. Scale, jun. (3^ Scale-J.A.P.'
P. W. Chase (3^ Centaur)
S. C. Ferryman (5 Blumfield)
N. F. Holder (5 Blumfield)
F. Turvey, jun. (3^ Humber)
H. Martin (5 A.S.L.)
R. Pimm (3i .A.S.L.)

S. Findlater (5 A.S.L.)
F. C. Wood (4 Rex)
*E. F. Baxter (3i N.S-U.)
W. Heaton (3i-"N.S.U.)
A. Oberlander (5 N.S.XT.)

(5 N.S.U.) .

J. P. Scott (3i Rex)
R. Lord (3J- Rex) ...

~

F. W. Applebee (3^ Centaur)
'Robert Ellis (3i Rex)
*W. Shaw (3i Premier)
D. M. Brown (3^ Humber)
Sam Wright (3^ Humber)

*.L Lang (5 Tee Bee)
*Denotes private owner.

Messrs. J. W. Orde, R. Todd. H. P. E. Harding, A. G
Reynolds, and .J. Lyons-Sampson.

On the morning of May 20th no practising on the Isle 01

Man course will be permitted.

A meeting of the marshals, timekeepers, and all concerned
with the organisation of the race will be held at the Sefton
Hotel, Douglas, at 8 o'clock on the evening of May 25tli.

The clerk of the course, who will be responsible for the
arrangements, will be Mr. J. R. Nisbet, while the chief

marshals will be Messrs. 0. E. Rackham, A. Ross, A. J.

'

Macdonald, and R. D. F. Paul. ;

RACI

No. of Eore Stroke Capacit
cyls. mm. mm. c.c.

ii
'

. 2 77.5 70 " 666
.'?'

. 1 85 85 477
. 2 76 73.5 666
.. 1 85 88 499
. 1 85 88 499

.. 1 85 88 499
. 1 85 88 499 :-t>

. 2 77.5 -70 66a f

. 2 77.5 70 660

. 1 84.5 89 499

. 2 77.5 70 660
\

. 1 84.5 89 499
. 1 85 85 482.5

. 1 85 85 482.5

. 1 85 88 499
. 1 85 88 499 -:-.

. 2 71 84 665 "
V

) 1 85 85 482 ,-,7

1 85 85 482
:S'

2 77.5 70 660
1 85 85 482.5 4
1 85 85 482.5
1 85 88 499
2 85.5 58 666 '$

1 85 85 482
. 1 85 87 494

2 66.9 95 658
2 66.9 95 668 -:;

1 85 88 499
2 85.5 58 666
1 85 85 482.5
2 85.5 58 666
1 77.5 88 499
1 85 88 499
1 85 75 662 -M
2 75 75 662 ;m
2 75 70 660 ^
1 84.5 89 499
1 84.5 89 499
1 85 87 494
1 84.5 89 499
1 85 88 499
1 85 88 499
1 85 88 499
2 85.5 58 656
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TOURIST TROPHY MODEF^S.
THE SINGLE=CYLINDER NORTON.

THE Norton Maiiufa;turiiig Co. will ha\-e t>\3

machiinis in this.' year's Tourist Trophy Race,
both single-cylinder 3% h.p. The machines
are practically standard models, except that they

are fitted with a rather shorter wheelbase than usual.

One of the first points which strike one upon in-

specting the machine is the design of the tank ;
coui-

Thc liming gear of the :-,l h.p. T.T. Norton. Note the spc ia' exhaust
\-al\-e lifter.

pared with the ordinary tank it is of quite different

shape, and has a considerably larger capacity. The
filling cap is of large diameter, and Mr. Norton claims

to be able to fill the petrol tank in no more than five

seconds. A separate compartment in front is devoted
to lubricating oil, which is supplied to the engine in

a novel and ingenious manner that is the subject of

a patent.

Forced Feed Lubrica=
tion .

The ordinary type of

hand-operated pump is

used, but the plunger is

loaded with a spring

behind it. At the bottom
end of the pump, which
projects through the

tank, is an ordinary tap,

and also a needle \alve

which can be adjusted
very finely. When the

plunger is drawn up a

chtirge of oil fills the

pump barrel, and under
plunger this is delivered

needle valve, which can
desired flovif

Tliu piston showing hollow g'-'lg,'

p n and the oil grooves.

the action of the spring

to the engine through the

be adjusted to give any
The plunger rod is calibrated, so that

the amount of oil fed to the engine can be ascertained
by observing the rate of descent of the rod. This is

one of the simplest and most practical lubricating

devices we have seen for some time, and we shall not
lip -^nrnrised if it comes into (reneral use

The only part of the engine that has been special I \

lightened is the connecting rod, which has been ex

Petrol and oil lank with large filler caps and lorccd feed lubricating
arrangement.

ttjnsively drilled. The piston, a sketch of which we
give, is notable for the large number of oil grooves
with which it has been provided. These are no less

than ten in number, two of which are on the two
broad piston rings. The last named ha^'e a rebate
joint.

The timing gear used on the 3I2 h.p. T.T. Norton
is worthy of sjiecial note, by reason of its simplicitv,
getatableness, .ind re-

markable strength in

all parts. The gear
wheels, cams, and
rockers, are all mailc
of Ubas steel. -Thi;

cam uheels art-

drilled through, so

that lubricating oil

which collects in the

interior of the wheel
finds its way, by cen-

trifugal force, to the

face of the wheel just

in front of the cam,
so that it is always

furnished with lubri-

cation just where it

requires it most. The
magneto is driven by
an enclosed chain,

which passes over a

sprocket wheel car-

ried bv an extension

,!> h.p. T.T. Norton engine, showing
straight CNhanst p'pe entering siletner

tang'iit'ally.

of the exhaust cam v/heel shaft.

Specially Arranged Exhaust Pipe.

The positioir of the magneto is illustrated in one o(

the sketches, which also shows the long straight ex-

haust pi])e which enters the silencer tangentially, so

that the e.xhaust gases are not obliged to follow any

sharp bends, but whirl round the inside of the silencer

without meeting any obstruction. In this way they are

rapiillv cooleil, and the result is a free and quiet

exhaust.

A special feature of the engine "is the size of the

flywheels, which contributes in a large measure to tin-

smooth running of the engine and its extreme flcxi

bility. In fact, we know of few engines which will run

at such a low speed and continue to fire regularly with

out snatching as the Norton. The makers' address i-

Deritend Hrid"f. k'loo'dgate Street. Birmingham.
.\ J 7
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply.

Fitting Stronger Tyres.

I have a 6 h.p. tricar (weight
unladen, 600 lbs.), and, as is

generally the case with tricars,

I have bad a lot of trouble with
the back tyre. The covers I

have been using are 26 x 2^, and
also steel-studded non-skid covers.

The covers generally burst after

about 400 miles running, either at

the bead or else right across the tread.
They appear simply to be unable to

stand the work. I have been think-
ing of fitting a 650 x 65 extra heavy
voiturette cover. (1.) Would such a
cover fit my present rim, or would a

new rim be necessary? (2.) Will
Michelin and Kempshall covers fit the
same rim if I fit a new rim?—R. A.

We think you are very wise to change
?our cover lor a voiturette one. 2^in.

motor cycle t3rre8i are barely strong
enough for 6 h.p. tricars. It is better
to over than to under-tyre a vehicle.
There should be no difficulty about it

fitting the rim; It would, however, be
advisable to write and ask the makers
if there would be any difficulty vvhen
giving, your order.

Storing a Motor Cycle.

Bemg out of England for

r^Tj three months, my machine is

y^ left without attention. I shall

LfJ keep in a cool, dry, darkened
place. Tyres fully inflated,

cycle parts vaselined, hubs, beaiings,
and crank case swilled with paraffin.

Please say if advisable (1) to oil

crank case
; (2) if so, to fill or only as

under working conditions ; (3) to fill

magneto oil wells
; (4) to paint cylin-

der against rust (otherwise than with
enamel) ; (5) to paint tyres with one
of the preparations sold ?—T. L.

After you have washed out the crank
case with paraffin, it would be advis-
able to put in the requisite quantity of

oil. Certainly oil the magneto after

washing out the oil wells, and paint
the cylinder with Radiolene (sold by
Messrs. Bowen and Odery, 62, New
Gross Road, London, S.E.) It would
also be a rather good plan to suspend
the machine

,
clear of the ground, so

that t'le tvres do rot continually rest on
one place. A preparation on the tyres

would be advisable, or they should
Ijc sponged ,

Willi water occasioiia Iv.

?

half--

C. ^. Dulierly and F. C. North, two Yarmouth riders in tho M.C.C. London-Edinburgh and back run.
The machines are 1910 3 J h.p. Ariels.
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Illuminating Tricar Numbers.

Please tell me the correct^ way of lighting a tricar. At
^ the present time the front

_rJ number is on the right side

of body, just behind the lan.p

bracket. If this is sufficient, I do
not see how it was ligltted at night.

—B. H. W;
If the tricar is registered as a car, it

must be lighted as a car by means of a
lamp showing a red light behind, and
also lighting the rear number. If it is

registered as a ' motor cycle, you may
either fit a number plate in front of the
fiont lamp, which will illuminate both
sides, or you may light it as a car. The
latter way is by far the best, as it also

acts as a warning to faster vehicles.

Carburetter Adjustment. Timing of Sparh.

(1.) My engine is 75x75 mm.,
compression good, gear 65 to 1,

does not overheat, but will take
no extra air (Amac carburetter),

and opening throttle more than
way has no effect. It runs

steadily up to about 15 or 16 m.p.h.

,

but I cannot get above this speed.
What can I do to improve it? A.I.V.
opening gin., and petrol level just at

top of jet. What size shoidd the

exhaust pipe be for the above engine 5

Mine is' -Jm, internal diameter. Is

this large enough? (2.) Ignition is

coil and accumulator, and with spart
fully advanced fires exactly at the

.;0p. of the compression stroke. Wher
retarded, the piston is fin. down
firing stroke. Is not this rather latel

(3.) The machine starts easily, but is

sometimes inclined to run in jerks.

Would the fact that the carburetter
is close to the cylinder and no induc-
tion pipe worth mentioning account
for this?—B_. M. W.

1.) Probably if you fit the carburetter
with a slightly larger jet the engine
will run more steadily, and w'ill take
full opening of the throttle. If, how-
ever, the petrol consumption is already
as high as it should be—say, ninety
miles to the gallon—a smaller sized
choke tube or air funnel would have
the same effect, and enable you to
admit some extra air when travelling
rapidly. The petrol level is too high.
The timing of the spark is too late.

Trv advancing the ignition. (3.) The
size of the exhaust pipe should be about
right. The short induction pipe could
hardly account for jerky running. It is

m-obably due to the weak mixture.
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THREE TWIN REX RIDERS IN THE T.T.

F. Ma:kay, Harrogate, 4 h.p. twin m.a.i.v. Rex.
For ilescript.on of this new rao ;el see last week's issue.

Housing a Motor CycJe.

I have lately bought a new
^ 3^ h.p. Rex, and intend bring-

^ ing it to my lodgings in

-i-i London. (1.) Are there any
restrictions as to building a

shed in the garden at about twelve
feet from the house, against a fence
dividing two gardens? I shall

probably keep no more than one can
of petrol. (2.) Would it be advis-

able to keep this can in the shed?

—

H.W.
(1.) We do not think so. You can
easily get a portable shed and set it

up in the garden a^ far from the
house as possible. (2.) There should
be no objection to yoni Ueepuig
a two-gallon can in the shed as long
as it is well away from the house. It

might, however, be ad\'isable for you
to consult the district Petr(tieums Act
inspector about the matter.

Timing tlie Magneto.

I have overhauled my 3-^ h.p.

N.S.U. with Eisemann mag-
neto. I retimed it as fol-

lows : Magneto retarded, piston

dead on top of compression
stroke, and points of the magneto in

the act of parting, (a.) Is this cor-

rect, as I find that when I advance
the tnagneto lever fully the platinum
points part about -fin. before the
compression stroke has completed its

course? The engine seems to run
all right on the stand, (b.) Is the
spark expected to take place at - the
plug the instant the magneto points

part? (c.) If it is timed too early,

would a fraction cut out of the break-
ing cam be of any advantage, as when
it is put back a tooth it is too slow,

I

and the compression stroke is practi-

f cally wasted? (d.) Should there be
1 any end-to-end play on magneto

armature?^B. W.
(a •) As far as we can gather, you have
tiiiied the magneto slightly on the fast

side The points should begin to sepa-

rate when the piston is at the top of the
strobe, ^nd the spark lever two-thirds
advanced. If the engine skids the

i
back wheel in starting or knocks appre-

' r-inhly at slow speeds, the timing should

be slightly retarded. (b.) Yes, cer-
tainly the spark takes place at the plug
practically simultaneously with the
separation of the points, (c.) Do not
on any account interfere with the shape
of the contact breaker cam if the tim-
ing is too early. You must retard
slightly the driving pinion on the arma-
ture-shaft, (d.) A small amoimt of end
play would not matter, say l-64th of
an inch, but up and down play de-
notes worn bearings.

Refussl to talte Extra Air.

I fitted an Amac H.B.
controlled carburetter to my
twin-cylinder tricar with very
satisfactory results, but caii-

not get carburetter to take
extra air. Immediately extra air
lever is operated engine slows down
and stops, also the induction pipe
and carburetter are always covered
with water due to condensation, I

presume. I have now fitted carbu-
retter nearer engine, but there seems
very little improvement as far as
condensation goes. What do you
advise in the matter? I am using
32 spray and 16 choke tube.—T.W.

Jas. Eaxte", Mus:elburgii. wlio was a competitor in
last jear's event.

We can only suggest (1) that the jet

is not large enough, (2) that the choke
tube or air adapter is slightly too
large, or (3) that the carburetter is

not properly warmed. Putting it

near the engine may not cure the
trouble. Y"ou must take the hot air

u'rect from the cylinder if condensa-
tion takes place to any extent.

An Overhaul Needed.

A few months ago I had the
^n cylinder of my 4^ h.p. Lagonda
^ motor cycle bored out and new
-iJ piston and rings fitted. Since

then it has not run at all satis-

factorily, as it misses fire badly. I

altered the carburetter (a.Longuemarei
all ways. Fi>"st larger and smaller
jets, then different choke tube, but
cannot cure the misfiring. If I ad-
just contacts so that they bear very
hard together the engine fires all

right at about fifteen to twenty miles
an hour, but over or under that it

sti'l misfires. I have broken three
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contact blades through adjusting thi

points so hard. I have renewed all

wiring. The ignition is by accumu
later, make and break contacts, and
plain coil (Nilmelior).—W. J. A.

Without seeing the machine it is rather
difficult to tell what the trouble actu-
ally is. Of course, by altering the
carburetter you may have upset thing.'

completely, unless you are quite certaii;

of having refitted it as it was previoiii-

to the repairs. Also examine your con-

tact breaker. This may be seriously

worn and requires new parts and new
contact points, ihe opening of the
inlet valve is also important. Three-
sixteenths of an inch is approximately
the correct amount. Have you tried a

different coil, and is the accumulator
fully charged? Probably, in your case,

it would be better to have the machine
looked over by the makers.

Starting from a Standstill.

I have had a N.S.U. two-speed
geared pulley fitted to a 3^ h.p.

Bradbury motor cycle. Is it

possible to start from a stand-
still? If so, how? I under-

stood this was so when I ordered the
attachment, but as far as I can make
out it still requires the usual run.
etc., which I want to avoid.—G. A.

To start, from standstill Jit is necessary
to jack up the machine, engage the
high gear, and start the engine by the
pedals, put the gear in neutral, then
take the machine off the stand, turn
the gear control handle slowly to engage
the low speed, accelerate the engine, and
the machine will glide away without
difficultv.

READER'S REPLY.
Belt Jumping off Pulley;.

If "B. W." will run his belt the
opposite way I think most likely it will

be all right. I have just had a new
belt of the same make, and run it about
100 miles. After cleaning I may have
put it on the reverse way, and it insisted

on coming off, though pulleys and
belt are correct angle and appeared
perfect. On turning the belt round,
the trouble was cured.—H.C.

sasssiEsv---.

David C. BoUon, Oakamoor, N. Staffs, prjb:-lly

tJ-e jouniesl ontrant. T e machine he ii tie.Jclc j

with is ths nint.i he has owned.
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Another New Model.

A new model of the Kerrjr-Abingdon
motor bicycle built on Tourist Trophy
lines is now in hand, and will be ready

in a day or two.

The 1910 Four-cylinder F.N.

After nine months waiting we now
learn that the new four-cylinder F.N.
is ready for delivery. From all accounts

the machine possesses many excellent

qualities which we hope to describe as

soon as opportunity offers.

R.A.C. Official Appointment.

Mr. C. H. Kitchen, Euston Road,
Morecambe, has been appointed official

motor cycle repairer to the R.A.C.
Motor cyclists who may experience any
difficulty with their machines in the
neighbourhood of Morecambe will have
their requirements properly attended to

by telephoning to 112, Morecambe, or

telegraphing to " Motor," Morecambe.

The Motor Cycle in Distant Lands.

As an evidence of the manner in

which modern motor cycles are obtain-
ing a foothold in distant markets, the
Lloyd Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd.,
132, Monument Road, Birmingham,
advise us that throagh one of their
agents in Singapore they have sold two
L.M.C. motor cycles with variable gears
and free engines to two Johore princes.

Descriptive of the 1910 Brovra.
" The 1910 Book of the Brown Motor

Bicycle " is an interesting brochure de-
scribing in detail the various features
of the new 85 x 85 mm. model. The
successes on Brown motor cycles form
quit© a formidable list. For this year
two models are listed—^the Standard
and the Tourist Trophy. Five pages
are devoted to hints on the manage-
ment of motor cycles. Brown Bros.,
Ltd., Great East«rn Street, E.G., will

gladly post copies to our readers on
request.

Change of Title

The name of E. M. Bowden's Patents
Syndicate, Ltd., has, with the sanction

of a special resolution of the members,
and with the approval of the Board of

Trade, been changed to the more
simple and convenient style of Bowden
Wire, Ltd. All future communications
should therefore be addressed in accord-

ance.

A Tyre Catalogue.

We are in receipt of the latest cata-

logue of Avon tyres, manufactured by
the Avon Indiarubber Co., Ltd.,
Melksham, Wilts. Several patterns
of motor cycle tyres are turned out
by this company—^a hexagon rubber
stddded motor cycle cover (the studs
of which are of a hexagon shape), a
round rubber studded tyre, and a
fluted pattern. The first two patterns
are made in two qualities and the last

named in three qualities. The com-
pany also lists ordinary endless and
butt-ended tubes, a steel studded
motor cycle cover, made in only
one quality—the best possible—of

Egyptian cotton casing, rubber tread

and specially hardened studs pro-

vided with washers top and bottom.
In addition, they also manufacture a

tricar tyre of the most substantial

kind, plain or fluted, with steel studs,

made in three sizes—2iin., 2^in.,

and 3in.

RECENT PATENTS
By ERIC W. WALFORD F.C.I.P.A.

A Front Bim Brake.

The invention relates to the applica-

tion of a rim brake to the front wheel,
when the latter is spring-supported.
The drawing shows the idea as applied
to a spring fork of the type formerly
fitted to the Rex maehines. The wheel
spindle A carries a light supplementary
frame or arch B.
This arch always
moves with the wheel
spindle, and rollers C
are provided to act as
guides and reduce the
friction. The rim
brake D is secured
to the arch B, and
is operated by Bow-
den mechanism E. It

will be seen that as
the arch B always
moves with the wheel
and carries the brake
with it, the latter is

always in its correct
relative position.—R.
Barratt, No. 9,504,
1909.

MAY igth, igio.

The New Premier.

The Premier Cycle Co. have one o

their new 3^ h.p. motor bicycles oi
;

view at their London depot, 20, Holbon
Viaduct, E.G. This is fitted wfth th<

I

new engine with auxiliary exhaust
release, recently described in The Motor
Cycle for the first time.

The Tourist Trophy Race.

Mr. G. E. Roberts, of the Simms
Magneto Co., Ltd., will take up his

headquarters at the Sefton Hotel,

Douglas, I.O.M., so that he may look

after the interests of users of Simms
magnetos during practice for the

Tourist Trophy and also during the

race week.

Home-made Tyre Gaiters.

A correspondent sends us a tip well

worth following as to how to manu-
facture efficient home - made tyre

gaiters for motor cycle covers. He
writes, " I have been using old covers

cut in sections (wired ones for prefer-

ence, or beaded ones with the bead li

cut off) with holes burnt in them with li

the heated shank of a rat-tail file, the <•

holes being about an inch apart.

These can then be laced over the bad I

place in the tyre. I always carry a

few feet of old tyre ready bored in

this way, and then cut oft , a section

suitable for the place required to be
protected."

A Comprehensive List.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292-293, High
Holborn, W.C, have just issued a new
list of motor cycles and accessories. In

addition to several well-known makes
of complete motor cycles, for which the

Service Co. are agents, the list contains

descriptions, illustrations, and prices of

practically every known motor cycle

accessory. It is certainly one of the

most complete lists ever issued in con-

nection with motor cycles, and we
ad^dse readers to send for a copy.

A Detachable Belt Fastener.

This belt fastener comprises a metal
strip A, formed with a narrow slot D,
to receive the loop B. The ends are

put together with the loop in the slot,

and through the loop is passed a stud
E, which is recessed as at F to receive

the loop B. When the fastener is in

place the stud F cannot drop out, aS it

is held from lateral movement by the

engagement of the loop B with the

groove F. To disengage it the parts

A and C are pushed together allowing

the stud to be freed.—W. Pilkington
No. 9,410, 1909.
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"(OBON
5ioe-CAR3. £56 10 O

for

£44 O O.

"Number"

1909^ HUIVIBERS
brand new. These you can hardly tell from 1910 models,

being fitted with improved pattero silencers, spring forks,

larger pulleys. Roc licensed two-speed gear, h.-b. control,

icgistered tank, high tension magnetos, Dunlop tyres, oil

piimp operated by foot, stand and carrier, toolbag with

all tools fitted to handle-bar. Fully guaranteed.
. £44 complete with sidecar.

£40, less sidecar.

1909i Single Speed Humbers.

HUMBER
£3 3155.

Druid spring forks, Bosch magnetos, h.-b. control, pedal-
ling gear, stand and carrier, toolbags, tools, number-plates,
He. Usual price £.^5. A clear saving of £11 los. Only
Rooth's can offer such value.

NEW 1909 ARNOS.
We have a lew Brand New si h.p. Models, fitted with

iiagnetos, h.-b. control, complete with stand, etc.

,
List price £45. Our price, £28 lOs. Or exchange.

Other Sidecar Machines.
ii li.p. IIROVVN. twin. igo8. mafimeto, free enaine £25 10
i^ h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, magneto.. £21 10
, h.p. Twin RKX, igoii, magnctu, spring forks.. 424 10
\;\ h.D. HUMBER. rgoQ, two speeds, soiled only £i8 10
.1 h.p. BAT, magneto, two speeds, spring frame. . £24 10

Beauti-fui Solo Mounts.
ijb.p. BRADBURY, 1909 model £26 IO'
:;|h.p, REX Tourist, 1909, run about igo miles.. £28 10

h.p. REX Twin Tourist, igoS model £21 10
i h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, 1908 model £16 10
,-6b.p. REX featherweight, magneto, igoS model £16 10
h.p. Twin REX Speed King, magneto. rqoS model £21 10

: h.p. Twin PHANOMEN, magneto, Nala 2-spccd £30
Jh.p. MINERVA, magneto, very nice order £16 10

I h.p. MINERVA, 26in. wheels, spray £3 15
iJh.p. ARIEL Lightweight, vertical engine, 26in.

|

', wheels. H.B. control £3 is
I

h.p. MOTO-REVE, 1909, nearly new £24 10

TRICARS.
i- h.p. HUMBER, open frame, two speeds £30
j

h.p. REX Twin, with forecar £17 10

ENGINES.
: h.p. Antoine, water-cooled, new £8 15
1

h.p. Standard, water-cooled, new £7 15
1 h.p. De Dion, air-cooled £2 5
I h.p. M.M.C., wants slight repairs £2 5

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3Xh.p. Chator-Antoine, good order all rouud. anru-

2 mulator, £13; Millford trailer-sidecar, good, £5.
—Xudviissy, Thnrnes, Wakefield.

SJLh.p. Sinjrer'H Engine, Chater-Lea frame and fittings.

2 Silllul^ niiit,'^neto, Aniac. bb.. Shamrock belt, built
Aiiril, 1909; £18.—J. Trice, Claj-ton St., Preston.

L1VEUP00L-—MOToaacoche. Moto-Reve. Wolf, the only
veritable lightweights; Phelon and Mooro heavy and

liuht.—Sole official agents* British Cycle Co., 1, and
3, Berry St.

QUADRAJM^T, Chfvter-Lea, 3ih.p., magneto, run about
1.100 miles, aluust new condition; £35, or near

oftVr.—Winjley, 27, Liverpool Rd., Cadishead. near Man-
chester.

ROYAL Enfield LiirTitweight Motor Cyclp. twin cyls-
ina;;n*'to. meclianical valves ; 38 guineas : from

,

stuck'-— Distriit agents. Nowton and Co., 50, Blackfriais

'

St.. Manchester- I

BARGAIN, £3 19s. 6d.-2h-p. Minerva, M-CLV..
spray. sTritoh> handle-bar, tyres perfect, low seat, I

long bars, wants assembling ; first P.0-—80, Bispham

'

Rd-, Sonthport.

£12.—Zedel engine, spring forks, W~atawata. B.B.,
h.b.. Vim stand, starts like a fire engine, just

overhauled, guaranteed faultless.-W.N., 6. Meadoiv
Bank, Accrington.

MLNEBVA, 2h.p., low frame, just overhauled and
enamelled, £9; Singer, low frame, 2h.p., £10;

Bradbury, low frame, £10 ; first-clasa condition.— 174,
Stamford St., Stalybridge.

5 h.p. Twin magneto motor cycle, 1910, Amao h.b.,

variable jet, new. Continentals, Whittle belt, low,
fast, climb anything, excellent condition; £27.-68,
Highfeld Rd., Doncaster.

CLTNO Motor Cycles.—Have you seen tbcm? Will
you are missing something good- Send P.O. for

lists, or send address, ^"ill demonstrate a trial macbiu' -

Potter, agent, Leicester Grove, Leeds.

31.-4h.p. 1909 tourist twin Peugeot motor cycle, two-
2 speed gear, 1910, B. and B- carburetter, h.b.e.,

non-skid tyres, low, powcrlu!. in first-class order; £25;
tiial and inspection.—Motorist, Red Cottage, Hapton,
near Burnley.

3Xh.p. Bro-wn, cylinder recently rebored, 1910
* handle-bar controlled. Brown and Barlow rar-

buretter, two accumulators. Glare electric lamp, horn,

;

and all spares: a real bargain, £10.—R. Batey, 82,1
Rumley Rd., Burnley.

j

MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p., special machine, accumula-
tor, t-uaiui'llcd grey, engine overhauled by Motosa-

[

coche, guaranted perfect, fast, and escellent hill-

climber, very low, complete, stand, carrier, lamp, horn.
Brooks saddle; 15 guineas-—Topp, Carlisle St. Goole.

SECTION III.
I

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

31h.p. Humber, free engine, good running order;
2 cash, £5.—S. Minshall, Stoneway, Bridgnorth.

£4 17s. 6d.
"(OROAIET^
Side-Cars

BOOTH'S NfiTOniES.

We maintain the "Coronet" is the BEST

I

DESIGNED SIDECAR on the Market.

I

Free -from Side-slip.—The " Coronet" Sidecar

,is attached in three places, the front down tube, bottom
,stay, and saddle bolt, and can be detached in three

minutes. Every tube of attachment is telescopical and
adjustable to suit any length wheelbase, any height or

width. When attached the combination is as firm and
rigid as a Tricar, and entirely free from side-slip, and
can be driven safely without passenger if desired.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
REXES, P. & M/s, N.S.U.'S.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held

in any position by a simple

yet ingenious contrivance

Gear can be altered with
out the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand
Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitabk
for hill-climbing.
Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley foi

pattern. Discount to trade.

'GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

- o 'O- o o o o c

o 0- ..o o o o o
.

'

MACHINERY FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
Un. Screw-cutting Lathe £16 tO
early New Radial Drill, 4ft. arm £40
ower Scremng Machine, with dies £10
Un. Treadle Lathe, new £3 5
WANTET^ —Small Turret or Capstan Lathe, sensitive

rill, to take up to ^in. drill.

1,000 Waiting. We want any number of .Magneto Motor
Cycles for Cash.

I BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET, ^<)tf Square

. Road, if

j iPhonQ. 1062, .HALIFAX. -r"'Il."i.«.?'aik. i

NEW Model Tourist Trophy Tritunph for sale; £50;
just arrived.—H. C. Marston, Rock Perry.

£16—2Jhp. Zedel, climb anywhere, D-all forfes, foot-
ifsts. many spares : Avanted, higher power—W. H-

Fellows. 36. Balfour St.. Hanley.

5-6h.p. Ees, twin, spring forks, cantilever seat, fcKit-

board:^, in perfect ordpr : £13. no oflers-—Walton.
24. Jeavons St-, Coscley, Staffordshire.

PHELON and Mooie, 1910 model, brand new, just
;ni!ved from makers, unpacked, with s'idecar, wicker,

nicely upholstered; £65—Moss. Wem-

TEIUMPH, 1910, standard model, nearly new, puaran-
tied perfect condition; trial; £45, or near ofler.—

Moss. Wem-

DOUGLAS, 1 909, new October, perfect condition,
Shamrock studded tyres, Lucas searchlight lamp.

spares; £27. no offers-—Nirvana, Quarry Ed-, Heswell.
Birkenhead.

ZENITH Gradua, 1909, 4h.p. J-A-P-, new Palmer cord
back tyre, rubber stnu'ed front, spare cover, butt-

ended Michelin tube, efficient detachable mud^hield. new
Whittle belt, climbed Amulree ; £38. — Ellia, Garage.
Oswestry.

DOUGLAS, Enfield, Premier (twin or single}. —
Birmingham and District Agency. Samples on

view at Depot, and at Stand 131. of the Bingley Hall
Exhibition ; trials arranged

; present machines taken in
Dart payment; deferred payments if desirea; few second-
hands.-Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row (opposite
Cathedral Church).

DUFFIELD'3 Motor Exchange—I am giving £5 5s.

sidecars away for a short time to purchasers of new
motor cycles from m? for accesi^ories to value). Sec,^nd-
hand motors In stock; state wants, tubular carriers. ISin-
by 8in-. 3a. 9d. ; with number plate, 4s 6d. : box span-
nere, seta of three. Is-; double b-b- control levers, plated,
complete, with cable. 4s. 6d. ; single levers. 23. 6d.—
Braybrook St., West Bromwich, Staffs.

Madt: Irom selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer life

than rubber.

tin.. lOd. ; tin., Ud. ; Jin., 1/1; lin., 1 /2,

Special terms to the trade.

TYRES. TYRES- TYRES,
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

Clincher Covers: 26in. or 28x2in., zjin., 2Mn., 16/6.

Dunlop Covers: 26x2in., 15/6; 26x-2iin., 17/6;
28x2iin. or 2iin., 15/6.
28x2in. Dunlop Covers: Beaded, 14/6; Wired, 10/6.

24X24in. Clipper-Reflex, heavy treads. 12/6; ditto

tubes. 4/-. 26x2}in. Clincher Tubes, 6/6 each.

Large stock of Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sham-
rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part pajmient.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large slock of the be-st makes from 59/6.

Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-

bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.
Old Carburetters Bought.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mudguards and Stays 3!u., 2/11, 4in., 3/fi

Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3
Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/6
500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plahi Coils (your old coil taken in e.\change) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9
50 Pairs New X'lall Spring Forks, latest 15/*
Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. carburetters each 5/6
Amac and B. & B. carburetters 7/6
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s,

26 X 2i Clincher Tubes each 6 /6
Norman Two-speed Gear, nearly new £2 5s.

New Amac Carbmretter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks 9/6
De Dion Two-speed Gear Box, nearly new .... £2 5s.

Low tension Magneto suit car 27/6
New Pistons, 81 mm, diam 3/9

In answerincf these advertisermnts It is desirable fo wenfion- ^'' Thr Mo^or .Cj/fli

.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET (off Square Road), HALIFAX.

Telephone 1062

A35
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Earliest Possible Deliveries of any 1910 Models.
Sole Yorksiilre Agents for the T.A.C. Motor Cycle de Luxe
Sole Lonaon Agents for the NORTON.
Sole Halifax Agents for TRIUMPHS, DOUGLAS, PHELON

MOORE, BRADBURYS, etc., etc.

Every 1910 model we sell or offer for sale
carries the makers' full guarantee regardless

of whether sold for cash or exchange.

'TheSlDECA

SECTION IV.

Vottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, I^utland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

3ih.p. Humber, with forecar attanhinr-nt, liee engine,
2 iitriect; £14.-Sharpe, Mildenliall.

4 ill. p. F.N., guaranteed perfect running order; trial;
2 £28 cash.—Eutterwortii, Crafers, Warmck.

List of Machines for disposal. AH guarant I

in good running order.DOUGLAS, king of lightweights: catalogue free; c- m i. »
latest models in stock-—T. Norton, ironmonger, -^'^ y^ev/ 3 h.p. N.S.U.'s, fitted with magneto ignit

Coventry. |Thoroughly up to date. Maker's price, £38. Our pi

£10 lOs.-CrcIe. Sh.p. Whitley engine, low seat. long ^^^- ^^^ ^^ inspect them.
handles, — ''" '" ... ^ .bought new Premier.—78,

T.:e "S DECA" £5 5".

Undoubtedly the Sidecar-de-Luxe for m -tor cyclists
it a moderate price.

Acknowledged by the trade in general to be perfection,
Superior to others sold at £3 8s. and more.

Guaranteed twelve months.
For four weeks from date we are prepared to takt

200 second-hand sidecars in part payment for above,
and to allow high market value in order to popularise.
Remember this offer only lasts four weeks.
Send for descriptive leaflets post free upon request,
Discounts to the trado,

1910 VS.
Model F, 5 h.p., direct drive . . £55
Model F, 5 h.p.. two-speed. . . . £65
Model F, 7 h.p., direct drive . . £57
Model E, 7 h.p., two-speed. . . . £67

DOUGLAS,
Model B 36gns.
Model C 38 ,,

1910 MOTO-REVE.
li h.p. Model, single .. ..

2 h p Model, twin
27 gns.

Tj^.C. Motor Cycle de Luxl.
Wheel or hacidle-bar steering, 65 gns.

F.N.—2} h.p., two-speed, £40 ; 6 h.p.. four-cvlinder, £50.
PREMIER.—3^ h.p. single, £47 10s. ; 3J h.p. twm, £52.

LISTS POST FREE FROMn/IAUDES' n/IOTOR MART,
Powell Street. HALIFAX.

'Ph<ne: 4ri. Telegrams ;• Petrol. Ha ifa k.
*

136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
Phone: 652,Mayfair. Telegrams. " Abdic.ite. London,"

A36

perfect, spares
Widdrin^ton Ed-, Coventry.

1"TRIUMPH, Res. Minerva, Excelsior motors, new and
second-hand; send for weekly list-—Ttie Vk^ttiria

Garage and Electrical Co.. Ltd-. Coventry.

3ih.p. Peugeot, two ignitions, with forecarriage attach-
2 luent. or will exchange for Triuinpn, or any other

good make-—159, Sneinton Dale, Nottingham.

\ RIEL, Ariel, Ariel.—A few 2ih.p. lightweights at
-^^ clearance prices, accnmulator ignition ; T^iite for
particulars.—Ariel Wks., Eournbrook, Birmingham.

BARGAIN —Owner going abroad, ofieis his 2h.p-
Royal Talbot, thorough gjing order, splendid con-

dition : must sell ; sacrifice £5, or nearest.—A.P., 7, Mi!!
St., Leamington-

4ih.p. Minerva, twin, magneto. Whittle, stand, carrier,
2 adjustable pulley, £25; 2^h.p. Campion-Minerva,

uew piston and accumulator, footboards, £13.—Smith,
c/o Dr. Wood, Creswell, Mansfield.

7 -Sh.p. Minerva (built) Cycle, everything epick and
span, not ridden 700 miles, Powell two-speed hub.

spriug f.rks, EO.M. commutator, handle-bar controlled.
ideal machine for work: first £35 will secure, exceptional
bargain--Sitson, Bond St-, Leicester-

PREMIERS (twin or single), Douglas, and Enfield.—
Biriuingham and District Agency. Samjiles on

view at Depot- and at Stand 131, of the Bingley Hall
Exhibition; trials arranged: present machines taken in

part payment; deferred payments if desiiea; few seroud-
hands-—Colinore Depot, 31, Colmoie Raw (opposite
Cathedral Church).

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

TRIUMPH, 1908 (twelfth month), equal new, R.O.M.
non-skids, numerous extras; £30.—Stevens, Lop-

liaji, Thetford.

3ih-p. Minerva, spring forks, B- and B-, h-b-c-, Wata-
2 wata. low. excellent condition ; cheap-—Hopkin.

Cordon St.. Wisbech.

WHAT Make Motor Bicycle do you fancy? We can
supply and give early deliveries- We have

actually in stock new Triumphs. Premiers, and Brad-
burys. cash or icslalments.—Parker and Son, 8t- Ives.
Hunts.

SECTION VL
Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Bteck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

REX, 3-.h-p.". in gunning ordtr. £8; also trailer.-Frank
Hurr.snn. IJrianvoud, \\ nudbridge-

1 Q09 Rex, new August, Whittle belt, lamp, generator,
-!-«-' studded CHuclier on back; £30.—Hinton, Penylan
Ed., Cardiff-

33.h.p. Excelsior, good running order. Palmer cord and
4 P-U- studded tyres, in new condition; bargain,

£7--Roberts, Brynavon, Llandrindod Wells.

ENFIELD. Douglas, Premier (twin or single). —
Birmingham and Distrii^t Agency- Samples on

view at Depot, and at Stand 131, of the Biugley Hall
Exhibition; trials arrant,'ed; present machines taken in
part payment; deferred payments if desired; few second-
hands-—Cnlmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row {opposite
Cathedral Cliurch)-

3ih.p. Rex, plate clutch, 1909 model, new February.
2 1910. J.A- p. lubrication, Bosch magneto. Clin-

cher studded, unpuni-tured. Lucas headlight- very fast.

flexible, champion hill-climber. guaranteed perfect; ex-
pert examination and teat invited: cash £42, cr exchange
and cash for two-speed twin Rex. J.A-r., or Indian.—
Handel Davies, Garnant-

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

DOUGLAS, late 1908. splendid condition, including ac-
cessories; lowest. 19 guineas.—RatclifE. Kilujiuster,

Stroud-

Q 3.h.p- Globe, Longuemare carburetter, in perfect order:
f^4, £8; wjuld take push bike in part.—Shurey, 65.
Bedford Rd., Reading.

"IQ08 Rex, 3ih-p., magneto, nearly new, Watawata
-*-tf belt and detachable tubes, perfect working order;
£15--Col- Bagnall. Jersey.

3JLh.p- (iuadrant (Birminerhara}. Bosch magneto, Amac,
2 h-b.c-. nickel, enamel, tyres and inner tubes all

as new. F.R-S- headlight,- with generator. Uit • of acces-
sories; £22 10s— S- Cadel, Faringdon- Tel-: No. 5.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
•N.3.U. sJ h.p., magneto, brand new, 26x2^111, tyres,

low built _

*N.S.U. 3 h.p., magneto, brand new, only 3 left ; cash
*N.d.U. 5^ h.p., twin, magneto, low built, only 2 left

*RiX 5^ h.p., magneto, low built, good tyres to both
wheels, in beauiiful condition throughout

*BHADBURY 3i h.p., brand new 1910 model, standard
throughout <

*TRIUMPH 3 h.p., magneto, grey finish, Palmer tyres
to both wheels, handle-bar control, etc

j

*TRIUMPH 3 h.p., low built, in good condition, etc... j

*KERRY 5i li-P-i low built, 26x2iin. tyres, in good
condition, a splendid sidecar machine i

''HAMILTON 4 h.p., low built, handle-bar control,
footboards, etc j

*ARIEL ^i h.p., B. and B. carbitrcttpr, good tyres,

26 X 2jin.. low built, etc i

*F.N. i| h.p., magneto, F.N. carburetter, handle-bar
control, good tyres to both wheels, in perfect
condition £

*DURK0PP 2ih.p., spray carburetter, black finish,

good tyres to both wheels, 26x2in £
^CLARENDON sh.p., accumulator ignition, M.O.V.,-

good tyres, green and gold ftrush > $
MINERVA 4§ h.p., twin, igoli, low built, good tyres ffl

CLYDE 2 J h.p., magneto, good t res .
,' .,'^

PcU..E0j ^^ 11. p.. Tranault forks, magneto, steelj^
s'-x^'ded rear tye, very fa^t JSi

SINGER 3 h.p., new tyres, magneto, good order .... £1

REX igog, 3A h.p-, magneto, cantilever seat, Mabon ii

clutch jEj

TRIUMPH 3i h.p., rgog, July model, only done 500 *

miles, complete with Cowey speedometer |{|

TRIUMPH 3I h.p. igog (November), free engine
'

model, with Cowey indicator :3m

MOTO REVE 2 h.p., igog model, grey finish, Druid -V
forks, perfect order ':i^

:

N.S.U. 3* h.p., magneto, good tyres, spring forks, '
just overhauled £1

"

ARIEL 3 h.p., M.O.V., 26in. wheels, low built, very
good order £1

MINERVA 3J h.p., aCin. wheels, spring forks, very low,

good order Jin

*BRADBU .» 2',' h.p., three-speed pulley, in good run-
in ; order and cond t on £1t

*REX 5| h.p., accum. ignition, splendid tyres to both
wheels, 26x2jin., ootboards, aluminimn finish .. £1'

*EXCELSIOR 3 h.p., grey finish, a good cUmber .. £tl

*MINERVA 3^ h.p., grey finish, in splendid condition,
good tyres to both wheels, 26x2^in £1(

*FAIRY 2 H.p., low built, an ideal lightweight £1!

50/- down, £ind the ba.lance 5/- per week'
secures the following:

QUADRANT r J h.p., spray, good condition £fl

*DURKOPP 2jh.p., good tyres, in Ar condition .. £10

'''EXCELSIOR 2I h.p., long bars, spray carburetter,

rubber and canvas belt, etc £1G

BRADBURY 2^ h.p., three-speed pulley, in good
running order £1C

*iVllNERVA ri' h.p., spray carburetter, in fair condition U
BOWDEN 2h.p., low built £tfl

MINERVA 22 h.p., good goer £10

TRICARS.
REXETTE tricar 5 h.p., open frame, two speeds,wheel

steering £25

REX 5 h.p., two-cylinder, two speeds, low built,

handle starting £11 ^

REXETTE 8 h.p., tvyin cylinder, open frame, two
speeds, water-cooled £30

CARS,
PRUNEL 20 h.p., four cylinder, four speeds, long

chassis, good order £160

AUSTIN Brand New 15 h.p., 1910 chassis standard,
long chassis £320

VAUXHALL sih.p., two speeds, water-cooled, good
running order £18

LOCOMOBILE 5J h.p. Steam Car, good running
order, two-seater £12

Exchanges made on any of above.

WANTEQ—anynumcer Magneto Motor Cycles.

All machines in good running order before leaving our

works, and tested by experienced men.
Machines marked * are in stock at Halifax, others at

London.

IVIAUDES' IVIOTOR IV1ART,
The Fair Factors, Powell St., HALIFAX

Telephone : 4.33 day ; go4 night.

Telegrams: "Petrol, Halifax."

Also 13S, Gt. Portia,nd St., W. (off Oxford 5t^
'Phone: 552, Mayfair. Tels, :

" Abdicate. London.'*

Tn answering ihe^e advertisemtnts it is desirable to mention " Th& Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
|?.X., 4-cyI., 1908, innfni''to, studded tyre, all tools,

L' lioni. sjiaro tnbo, iHTfert order; £25,—Toomer, 4,

iurthhrnolc St., Nowburj', Berks.

imiiipdinte de-
[. M(

Ritactiniln?. Bounioinouth.

P.N. 2-speed Shaft-driven Lifrhtwois'lits.

liv->ry: iimohincs in stock at Tlio F.N- Motor Depot.
?. raliin'r?tnii Rd. " . -

P.N. 4-cyI- 1910 MndGls ill stock.—The l-'.N. Motor De-
pot. 43. I'almer-tim Rd., Boscombe, BouniL-moutJi.

^

The Halifax Motor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS,

16, VVests£Lte,
HALIFAX.

Phone, 7S6. Ttics-rairis : Porftction.'

"^HATEE-LEA. Stevens. 4h.p., ailjiistable pulley, spring-
--' forks. Biites rioii-^kid; £12; tcio fiiflt for owner;
^,^t clieane.—Austin. Wolvertnn Eil.. Stony Str;itforU.

>ill.p. (Jiiadmnt. 1908, Bosrh in.Ti;netn, uitii ;ill .-pares,

52 Cliiiflii'r tyres, in .G:ootl condition, uiacliine recently
virhavil' d ; £20, Or oSers.-4.360, The Motor Cycle
imie*. Ci ivEiery. i _____^_____^.^^^_^^^^^^^^^
),3b.ll.p. Hnmber Motor Cycle, in good mnninf^' order.
J 4, tyres jjood. good liill-ilinilier, tree (nsiiu;. Brooks Brand New Twin REX DE LUXE, fitted with latest

igio forks, magneto, carburetter, and other 1910
fittings, two speeds and free engine, and de Luxe
sidecar, with detachable fittings.

SPECIAL PRICIl £55.

Worth £20 more ^nd fully guaranteed.

_ood hill-elinilier, tree 1

liUe; £9 10.S., or exchange for -yrle and cash, or any-
ling useful- — Proprietn?-. Wheat. -licaf, Privett, Alton.]
(.Hits.

SECTION VIII. I

[ertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

^YE'S!-1910 21h.p. .Mot.-Eeve, sliop-soiled ojily ; £32.

^YE'S!-1909 3:h p. Ariil nrnid-, magneto-; only £22-

^YE'S 1-1909 5-6I1P I'.X. as new. many extras; £32

^YE'S 1-1908 6h.p. N.S.IT., Boseh magneto, E.O.Jl-
"I tyre, tine macbim; ; £24.

^TE'S!-1908 6h.p. JSf.S.U.. magneto, Eoe two-speeds.
.* fine condition ; £31.

^TE'8!— 6h.p. Eex. spring forks, good tyres, gnaran-
^ teed ready to ride away ; £15.

^\'E'S !—6h.p. Ilex, spring forks; a bargain. £12.

^YE'S:—4b.p. Lag.inda, good order; £11-

J'YE'S :—2]h-p- Quadrant, running order; £4 10s-

J"TE'S !— 3i-h.p. Kerry, two speeds, chain drive

krTE',S:-69 Leather Lane, .Holborn, London.
1 6299. Holborn.

Cash, Exchange, or Easy Payments.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMI'STEAD for Bargains.-Heath Street Motui

Woiks, 5. Heath St- Tel-: 2678, I'-O-

HAMPSTEAD.-Sih.p. Quadrant, magneto, handle
bar control, splendid order; £18; all accessories

HAMPSTEAD.—2Jh.p. vertical 1908 Minerva, splen-

did condition, with all accessories; £11-

HAMPSTEAB—3;h-p- Triumph. 1909. srlendid cr,ndi

tion. with all accessories; bargain, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 2ih.p. two-speed l-'.N.'a; £40
no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTE.iD—1910 Bexes. all models in stock; m
e.xtra for easy payments.—Eelow-

HAMPSTEAD—Kerry-Abingdon from stocli; cl
change or gradual payments taken ; no extra-

HAMPSTEAD—Triumph, 1910. from stack; no wait
ing.

HAMPSTEAD.—Douglas, 1910, latest model, from
stock ; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAI)--F.N.. 4ib-p.. late model, splendid con
ditijn, all accessories; £20. special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-F.N".: 4!h.p.. latest model, handle
bar control, condition splendid, with accessories

£24.

HAMPSTEAD--Sideear. best make, brand new, ad
justahle to any machine; £3 15b-

HAMPSTEAD— Sc'e London Agents for
Elks, all models in stock; no waiting-

Lincoln

almost new. withHAMPSTEAD—2Jh-p- 1910 P-N-,
accessories ; £33, special bargain-

HAMPSTEAD—3!h-p- 1909 Minerva, magneto.
spring forks, all accessories; £25-

anc

HAMPSTEAD
no waiting;

AD for Moto-Eeve Model A-; in stock;

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 6h.p. 4-cyl. F-N- ; now
in stock-

J" S-U. Motor Cycle, 2:]i.p., in good
> • £8.

>h.p. Motor Cycle, in good running order

l/T M.C. Motor Cycle, 3;h.p. engine," good, liut
vX . rnairhine rcauires overhauling; £5-—W. H- Smitli.

£13.

Phone

running order;

£6 IO3.

>ood

igro Twin INDIAN, new £57
1909 ."^ h.p. Twin ROC, two speeds and free engine.

2Mn- Dunlops, spring forks £40
rgio Twin Tourist REX, nearly new.

rgog Two-speed Twin RE.X DE LUXE £39
r909 5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £32 10
1 908 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £35
1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto ._. £26 10
SJh.p. REX DE LUXE, clutch, handle starting £2»
5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10

All rQTO REXES—Cash or Exchange.

1909 3! h.p. Magneto REX £29 10
r9og 35 h.p. REX Speed King, soiled £3S 10. JT-'^'^''^?''^^°
rgog 3-i h.p. Two-stroke REX DE LUXE, Roc

cllJtch, two speeds, as new £35 10 TIAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (Trl

1909 Mag. MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £21 ' ' " ~ '

igoX 3^ h-p- Magneto REX. spring forks £24 10

4 h-p. Magneto ROC, clutch, handle starting .... £1910
2} h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, two-speeds £22 10 "TIE LUON. snlendid condition, h.b. control, all acces-

-» ,„ -L' soncs; £14, or offer.-Burnett, 54. Alexandra Ed..

HAMPSTBAD.-
new; £50.

1910 31h,p- two-speed P- and M .

-1909 3-ih.p. free engine Triumph, ir

splendid condition, all accessories.

etc.

;

I
Tel.

umphs. Indian), l*reiuier. l^iouglas, Rexs, Hnmber,
exchanges or ^'radu,';! r;iymeuts.—Eey. 5. Heath St
2678 P.O.- Hampstead-

N.

Xew Rd., Gravesend.

3:ii,p., late 1908, 2i Sham-

Eex, 3^h.p., tourist, late 1909; £26;

JULLMAN'S.-Trinmpl]
rocks; £28.

JT7LLM.4.N'S.-
iis ncw-

^ULIiMAN'S-—Tenot, lightweiglit (best French lua-
cliine), 2^h p-, magneto, spring forks,

;ime; £16-

^TJLLMAN'S-—Eoe, 5-6h.p., twin Military, late 1909,
two-speed, free engine, not run 500 miles; £35.

iJULLMAN'S.-Griffon, 3h p., Ania

3 h-p. BROWN, spray, Watawata £9 10
3J h-p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24

3 h.p. SINGER, V belt, high tension magneto .. £15 10
2} h.p. ALLDAYS, light and low, spray £ii 10 j^r^,

3 h.p. BRADBURY, excellent order £10 o'

1906 35 h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.\' £15 10
3 h.p. ARIEL, light and low, spray £9 10
3 h-p- CLYDE, high tension magneto ignili-.n -

.

£14 10
2j h-p- KERRY, light and low, spray £9 10

3i h.p. RE-X. 22in. frame £710
3 h.p- HUMBER, spray, powerful £10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, goes well £910
and spring 2| h.p. DE DION pattern, spray £5 10

2ih.p. SINGER, trembler coil £5 5
2" h.p. HAMILTON lightweight, handle-bar

control, almost as new £12

Monster List on application. Cash Offers considered.

irLLMAN'S—F-N- 4-cyl-, 4;h p.

Itunlops; £12.

£22-

j>ULLMAN'S-—Have many others: lowest prices; any
trial-—E- M- Pullman and Bros-, London Ed-, Nor-

ry, London.

£20. no oflers.—

unseratched

;

One Brand New 3I h.p. REX, just received from
makers, and fitted with latest 1910 forks,

magneto, carburetter and otlier rgio fittings,

tools, spares, and accessories £37 10
Bh.p. Sarolea, as new. low, fast
Gassmann, Enfield Highway-

i.N- 4-eyl- late-st magneto, nearly new
£28.-30a, Swahy Ed., Earl.^fleld.

• EX, 3h.p.. must -ell; £6 lOs- or nearest early ofl„. New 1910 dc Luxe Sidecar, detachable fittings . . £5 17 6
b — ,J. Mant. Fire Station. Horley. ' _ New igro Rigid Art Cane Sidecar, fits right or left £4 17 g

ilh.p. Zedel, M.O.V.. Chater-Lea, splendid condition 26 x 2in. Clinclier Ar Tyres 22/-
" powerful; £10-—F- Piner, Colnbrook. _ ' '26 x 2in. Clipper-Reflex

-

SUNDRIES.

S.tr., 1908, Sih.p., magneto, as new, Watawata, 28x2in. Clipper-Reflex Covers
eto; £21.—Shermans, Homestead, Sutton. 28x ejin. Clincher Ai

ih.p- Centaur, perfect order, nr exchange for old car, ,
Brooks Bros. Saddle

2. any condition.—Harper. Wrotham, Kent. iLycctt's Large Si2e, new
08 6hp. Twin Peugeot, perfect; £19, or lower New rgio Amac Carburetter, variable jet

power ;i .id cash.—Francis, High St., Esher.
1
New 20-amp. Fuller Accumulator

f/HITTLE'S.-Bat, 6h3. .LA.P., twin, latest spring ^cw lo-amp. Premier Accumulator, Humbrr size

frame, and forks, splendid order; £22 IO3. Rex Pattern Handle-bars, plated

/HITTLE'S.-Eex de Luxe, 5.6h.p.. twin,- magneto, .Swan Neck Scat-pillar

V Eoc clutch, nearly new, unseratched; £26. Matchless Forks, as new 10/6 Tce-Bcc ....

/HITTLE'S.-Minerva, 4;h.p., twin, M.O.T., spring
' ^'™P''='' - "'^ ^^•'^"

forks, footboards, good condition; £16 I63.

rHITTLE'S.-Singer, 3;h.p., magneto, vertical en-
gine, belt drive, like new; bargain, £15 15s.

/"HITTLE'S-—F.J^., 4ih.p., magneto, 4-cyl., spring
-fork.s, excellent order; great bargain, £22 lOs.

Rushmore Pattern Lamps, large generator, mirror
lens

Hollow Belt Drills, the best
" Forward " Detachable and Adjustable Belt

Fasteners

Double Twist Horns

17/6

17/6
21/-

12/6

9/6
27/-

11/-

8/6
S/6

4/2

10/6
10/6

15/11

1/6

1/6
4/6

T^HITTLE'S-—Bradbury. 3!.h.p., vertical engine, runs -TTirce-note Hnms l-irr-e si^r. 7/t1
well

; £6 15s.-Whittle'3 Motor Exchange, Earls- L, ""'.^ °™^' '"^'^^'' ,^'^'-
'
'''" Magneto Cut-out, special type 2/6

In answering these ad'certixcmcnts it is desiiahle to mention

6 h-p. tT.A.P., twin, good condition ; £7, or oiler.— Seen
at Harvey. Hudsou and Co., High Ea.. South Wood-

3h.p. Fafuir, Ciiater-Lea frame, new Jin. Derraatino
belt, running order; £11— Godfrey, Builder. Sea

ford.

NS.U., 4h.p., twiu. Bn.soh magneto, footboards, 24in.
• wheels; £ 15.—Aslitou, 9. Upper Station Ed..

Bexhill.

FAFNIE, 31h.p., Chater-Lea. with sidecar; £14 14s ;

splendid condition ; trial any time.—29, Acre Lane.
Brixton.

J. A.P., S-jh.p., almost new. witJi acceBsories; a bar-
gain, £10.—T, Steveua, 1. Hide Place, Vincent Sq.,

Westminster.

F.N.. 2ih.p., two-speed, 1910 Ii;,-htweisht ; £32 , run
300 miles oDly.— 12, Col lini,-bourne Ed., &1ilp-

herd's Biisb.

Q3.h.p. Minerva, in Cbater-Lea frame, peifect con-
/W4 dition, extraordinarily low.; £10."Sear, Broadway,
South Chiugford.

1 Q09 Roc, 4h.p., two-speed, barely ridden 800 miles,

X«7 uupunctured; £35-—Desseu, 95. Sbootera Hiil

Rd-, Blackheath.

1 Q08 2ihp- Bradbury, little ussd. sprinp forks, tyres
At/ excellent; £15; trial evenings by appointuient-—
Eastbridge. Croydon

NS.U., 5;h.p., and forecar, twin, magneto, .'^ro

• speeds; £32.—Motor Unionist, 18, St. Jonn'a
At., Friern Barnet, I».

OXb.p. Centaur, belt drive. T>. and B..

Motorist, Worcester Park.

French prey,
-C/o Keursley,

6 h.p. Rex, cliain drive, Cliater framB. two speeds.
good condition, magneto; any trial ; £22.-3.

Holmesdale Ed., Croydon.

3ih-p. Minerva, re-enamelled grey, spniiig bn/k and
2 front. Palmer cord, uupunctured. eij;,'tue perfect;

£15.-74. High St, Wimbledon.

3 ih.p. Rex, engine, tyres, belt, etc., perfect order,
4 good machine, complete; £7 10a.—Harnett, St.

Agnes, Hook Heath, Woking,

TROW 1909 Motor Cycle, 4ih.p., very powerful, tafee

sidecar any hills; trials given any time; cost £25-
—Trow, Balaam St-, Plaistow.

MINERVA Lightweight, in thorough riding order.

26in. wheels, two brakes. Brooks saddle; £5 lOs--
20, Greenwood Ed-, Dalaton.

MOTOSACOCHE, perfect condition, spare belt nu<l

accuinnjator. Druid, tyres unseratched. many extras

;

exeliange Douglas, or sell.—P., 87, AddiTonibe Ed., Cvny
don.

The Motor Cude." A37
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Farrar's Motor Works,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone qlQ.

3i t-P.

3i h.p.

3i h-P-

33 h.p.

3j h.p.

3 h.p.

6 h.p.

}i h.p.

34 h.p.

3i h.p.

5-6 h.p,

3J h.p.

3 h.p.

z h.p.

1909 BROWN, magneto, h.-b. control £24
1910 REX • Speed King," soiled £38
1910 REX " Tourist,'* soiled only £45
1910 Twin PREMIER, quite new £45
MI.XERVA, magneto, 1910 Amac ^£24
N.S.U., magneto, h.-b. control £16
1909 N.S.U., two speeds, magneto, etc. £44
1908 REX, magneto, h.-b. control £24
1908 REX, extra good £25
1909 REX, very fine £32

. 1908 REX DE LUXE, h.-b. control . . £30
REX, magneto, h.-b. control £16
CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto £15
QUADRANT, very good £7

BARGAINS IN
1909 REXES. 1903
1909 3i h.p. Tomrist REX £35
1909 5-6 h.p. Twin TOURIST £37
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed.

.

£48
Compare these with 1910 prices.

OTHER GENUINE BARGAINS.
3j h.p. F.N., magneto, handle-bar control. . £19
3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, handle-bar control £19

3i h.p. 1909 REX Tourist £29
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto £20
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26' wheels £16 10
6 h.D. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
3 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, H.B.control £18
1910 3J h.p. PREMIER, twin-cylinder .... £45

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V. spray £10 10
ii h.p. 1906 REX, M.O.V.. spring forks . . £14
1 90S N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto . . £19

CARS, TRICARS, &c.
8 h.p. BEAUFORT Car, four-seater £40
54 h.p. OTAV Car, 1909 model £50

6 h.p. REX LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled,
two'speeds, £35.

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Owing to the continued advance in tyres, we shall
shortly increase the prices of these splendid sidecars.

Be wise, and order now". Delivery from stock to
fit Triumph, Rex, N.S.U., P. and M., etc.

£4 17s. 6(1. complete with best tyres.
Twelvemonths' guarantee. Discount to the trade.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine, good £6
3J h.p. Fafnir Water-cooled Engine £4
Tricar Radiator, very good 35 /-
Forecar Attachment, zbin. wheels £3
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds ,. £12
Second-hand Longuemare, Minerva, etc .... 5/6
Spcond-hand Brown and Barlow and Amac . . 7/6
New Premier High Tension Magnetos 69/6
Clincher Tubes, all sizes post tree 5 '6

New Sidecar Baskets, upholstered 25/-
New Sidecar V\'heels, plated 12/6
Continental Butted Tubes, 26 x ajin 12/6
Clincher Butted Tubes, 26X ajin 10/6
Three-note Fanfare Horns 7/6
" Mirrora '* Lamps, separate generator .... 9/6
Kerry " Latchbar " Stand per pair 7/6
Rex pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
Enamelled Mudguards, with stays, etc. .. 2/11
Belt Punches, lates t type . . - -1/3
Sidecar Aprons, with straps and hooks .... 7/6
Bowden Front Motor Brakes 7/6
Rex pattern Foot Brakes 9/6
WANTED—Good Motor Cycles. Cash waiting.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Al'TER You Have scanned these announcements write

to, or call on. Pullman Bros., motor engineers-
I
London Rd-, Norbury, for particiilars ui aoiuc niuiint^
at really marvellously low prices.

£15 or near offer, 3ih.p. Phcenix, chain drive, two-
speed gear; also Dan Albone baby carrier, good as

new, 173. 6d.—Adams, Rusper.

33.1i.p. Minerva, 26in. wheels, handle-bar control, good
4 tyres, recently overhauled; £12.-32, Burghley

Rd., Turnpike Lane, Homsey.

TRIUMPH. 1909. splendid condition, free engine, Pal-
mer cord tjxes, tools, spares, horn, lamp: £43.—

K.. 107, TJsbridge Row, Ealing.

overhauled, enamelled, new accumu-— fa.st and genuine; £9 10a.
—Greeu, 28, Park St., Brisbtoa-

3h-p. De Dion, low, fast, Cbater-Lea, headlisht, stand.
spares, etc-, new condition ; 10 guineas ; etamp.

photj.—Fenn, 10, Holly Place, Enfield-

Sih-p., just delivered; owner unable
. .

accept £43.-Taylor, 21a, Store
ai: Tottenham Court Rd., W.C.

MOTOR Cycles by extended payment without extra
charge.—Write particulars, Taylors, 21a, Store St-,

Tottenham Court Rd-, W.C
3ih.p. Quadrant, spring fork, engine, tyres, etc-, as

2 new. Whittle belt, all accessories: £21.—C/o
Bouchard, Brentwood Rd-, Romford.

Farrar's Motor Works,
Square Road, HALIFAX.

Telephone 919.

A38

31h.p. J.A.P.,
2 later, belt, and coil

1 QIO Rex. latest,
M^nJ to take delivery

3ihp. Minerva. Phcenix, spring
2 car; £12 123.; seen; trial.— 168, Wandsworth Rd.

forks, low. takes side-
... . ^„J. W "

London (five minutes from Vaushall).

DOUGLAS, 1910, with spares; cost £C2 10s.; brand
nt^w, only ridden 450 miles ; buying car ; accept

best oifer.—Leslie Uuke. Diikushi, "

"PAGLES.-

NEW 3ih.p. N-S-U., magneto, exceptional bargain;
owner unable to ride ; must sell ; price £27, nearest

offer accepted—Grey. 85. Uxbridge Row, Ealing.

FAFNIR, 3h.p., long bars, Longuemare, Dermatine.
fast, and ycod bill-climber, recently overhauled : £13,

or close offer.-Wicks, 41, Baddow Rd-, Chelmsford.

£10 or near offer, Sih.p. Res, splendid climber,
handle control, adjustable pulley. Hellesen's,

Riches; appointment.—Lock, Caxton House, Oxted.

3ih.p. Fafnir, Cbater-Lea, spring forks, new Palmer
2 cord, low, long handle-bars, perfect condition;

£16; any time after 3 o'clock.—172, Sutherland Av., W.
EAGLES.—Vindec Special, 3ih.p., 1908, Bosch mag-

neto, handle-bar control, Truflault spring forks,
adjustable pulley, R.O.M. tyre; £23 10s.

N.S.TT., 4h.p., twin, Bosch magneto, spring
forks, lin. belt, -26 by 2i Shamrock rubber

studded tyres, two-speed gear and free engine, with
Millford sidecar ; £34 IO3.

EAGLES.—r^.S-U., 3ib.p., magneto, spring forks,
lin. belt, two-speed gear and free engine; £26.

EAGLES.—Motosacoche, 1908, .excellent condition, all
accessories; £15.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval,
deposit-

We have a few brand new N.S.U-'s just
. finished in latest style; 3h.p.. £25;

3ih.p., £31; 6h.p. twins, £40; two-speed gears, £5 15&.
extra ; exchanges entertained ; deferred payments ; in-
spection invited.

IRAGLES and Co., High St., Acton.—N.S.U. West
J London District Agency, 1910 models from stock;

liberal alloivanees for machinfs in part payment. Tel.

:

556 Chiswi.;k.

£6

£8

£8

19

Id

EAGLES.-
de livered.

MOTOSACOCHE,
J.AP.. 4b.p..

3h.p., magneto, £18.-
Croydon.

battery ignition, £20, as new

;

magneto, Pahners, £30; N.S.U.,
-Croydon Central Motor Co., Ltd.,

3ih.p. Centaur throughout
tyres, in gjjod runninc order ; 1

2

offer.—H. Parr. 8. Worple Rd.,

FOR Sale, motor cycle,
nearly new

guineas, or near
Wimbledon.

DE DION, 2ih.p., genuine, low seat, long handle-bars,
copper tank, footrests, new belt, and Hellesen's

battery: £10 IO3. — Walker, Ashmount, Loring Rd..
Whetstone.

PEUGEOT-INYICTA; £10; through illness, 2ih.p.
engine and Palmer tyres, Al. built low, short

rider, two accumulators.—Darrynane, TetherdoT\'n, Mus-
welt Hill. London.

VN., 23h-p- engine, just overhauled at cost £4 ; new
ko lumn. belt, and coil, tyres unscratched; £10

after 6-0.—Smith, 13. Galpins Rd.,lOs., or neare.-:t ofEer

Thornton Heath.

£8 lOs.-Twin Peugeot, Sh.p., accumulator, 2:Jin.
French Dunlopg, hardly scratched, stand, carrier,

spares, etc., perfect condition throughout.—Rush,
Broadway, Crowborough.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle. 1906. 3h-p. ;
given away for

£14: new belt. coil, accumulator, and pulley; a
real bargain ; owner forbidden to ride.-Apply, N. Benton,
18, Emanuel Av-. Acton, W.
3 h.p. Ascot, trembler coil, accumulator, lamps, horn,

voltmeter, non-skid tyres, hack and front all in
good condition ; £11 lis., genuine bargain.—Wright,
Greyhound, Waltham Abbey.

Cbater-Lea, Palmers, unpnnc-
. .y. handle-bar con-

trol, two accumulators, fine condition, all spares, three

I

belts—68, Nelgardo Rd., Catford.

In cuxswering fhese arJvcrHsemenfs it 4s

1

£10 10s—3h.p- Fafnir.
tared, cnrd back. ac[just;ab]p_puiley. handle-bar con-

COUIER'S MOTORIE
WESTGATE HALIFAX,

OFFER these SELECTIONS from their STO(

EXCHANGES WANTED.
2 h.p. SINGER, h. b. control to throttle,

low, 26in. wheels, and in runnino order £5
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, M.O.V.,

in running order

2| h.p. NON-SUCH, low position, easy
starter

2|h.p. KERRY, 2Gin. wheels, spray,
girders, enamelled green

2J h.p. ALLDAYS, vertical, spray,
stand, carrier, spring forks £9 i

3 h.p. DE DION type, vertical, girders,

aluminium finish JJ )>

2|- h.p. BARTER, low, 26in. wheels, in
'

nice condition, a bargain , ,

,

3 h.p. flUMBER, chain-driven, long
bars, low seat

M.M.C., 21 h.p., vertical, spray, low, good
order, nice condition, girders, stand . . £10 1)

2| h.p. MINERVA, very low indeed,
26in. wheels, handle-bar control,
and a fast light machine £10 M

BROWN, with 3^ h.p. Main engine,
spray oarbirretter, and footboards . . £10

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., large silencer, low
seat, engine recently overhauled .... £10 10

WERNER, 3^ h.p., vertical, spray, 26in.

wheels, recently enamelled, used with
forecar £10 15

ARIEL, 3h.p., M.O.V., spray, 26in.

wheels, spring seat £12
SPECIAL 2} h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT,

as new, torpedo copper tank,
handle-bar control, carrier, valise
and stand. Just Your Weight. . £13 15

QUADRANT, Sfh.p., vertical, spray,
26in. wheels, low, very powerful, good
order, magneto, spring forks, lafe
model „. . .. £27 15

REX, 5-6 h.p., twin, spring forks, h.b.

control, low, good £16 5

SINGER, 3 h.p., belt-driven model,
good tyres, spray £16

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, In fine

order, \\ h.p., magneto £27 10

P. & M. Two-speed, very low position,

footboards, chain drive £22 10

WHY BOTHER WITH BELTS?
The FAMOUS TWIN INDIAN,
CHAIN **rice £5T. DRIVE.

aet-
desirabh to mention ^'Thei Mpfo-r &;/'ck

ROC, 4 h.p., M.O.v., magneto, rubber
belt, clutch, liandle starting, a real

bargain £18 15

ROC, 4 h.p., late model, Druids, free

engine, new non-skid tyres, magneto
ignition, handle-bar control and an
honest bargain £25

1909 3-1 h.p. Tourist REX, standard
machine, in very good condition . . £32

1909 3^- h.p. Tom-iat REX, special low
machine, 24in. wheels,- 1910 Amac
carburetter £32

1909 4 h.p. N.S.U., not done 800 miles,

and as new £29 10

1909 3Jh.p. Speed King REX, drip

lubrication, almost new £35

1909 Twin two-speed ROC, spring
forks, magneto, handle-bar control,

M.O.V. , 2|in. tyres, grand sidecar
machine £44 15

SEND FOR SUNDRIES LIST.

25 laet- cen-t. SAVED.
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THE TOURIST
HOW THE RESULTS WILL

Lait week we briefly mentioned the fact tliat The
Motor Cycle had made special arrangements to flash

the progress of the T.T. Race to various London and
provincial districts. By means of special scoring

boards which we have distributed, the positions of the

leading competitors lap by lap may be seen. Interest

TROPHY RACE.
BE MADE KNOWN TO-DAY. ^n^

in the race is more pronounced than ever, and we
expect that many motor cyclists will consult the scoring
boards. The result of the first lap should be known
soon after 10.30 a.m. A list of firms exhibiting the
telegrams will be found in the inner pages. Next week's
issue will contain an exhausti\-e description of the rac

'T^'^'.'^

A CLEAR CASE
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IN
this account of a motor cycle tour through Europe

I shall try and confine myself to writing of things

that may concern those ^^ho^ are interested in

motor cycling, and not go into detail about

cathedrals, museums, art galleries, buildings, and the

time I spent in attending hospital clinics.

Some four years ago I purchased my first motor
cycle to use in making my professional calls and

found it easier, quicker, and cheaper than using a

horse or car. I soon became so enthusiastic, oxer

riding that I made trips to different cities within a

radius of two or three hundred miles from my home,
wherever the roads were in fair or good condition.

Perhaps it was hearing of the fine roads in Europe
that started me to plan, a little over a year ago, my
tour. I spent innumerable evenings reading and
planning such a trip in England, France, Switzer-

land, Germany, Belgium, Holland, Scotland, and
Ireland, and I think by the time I was ready to 'start

I could have passed a Iretter examination in geo-

graphy, history, art, and architecture than I could

have passed in college.

Off the Beaten Track.
Judging from my observations, a large percentage

of American tourists in Europe go from one city 10

another along a generally travelled route, so they do
not see the typical, native life. I consider a motor
cycle tlie. ideal way of touring. It was not necessary

for us to consult a time table, but we rode at any
time, as far as we desired, and, many times, to out

oi the w-ay places. The motor cycle as compared to

couring with a car is more economical, is easily stored,

can go to places that a car cannot go, and' is allowed

on certain roads that are prohibited to motor cars.

Besides, it is able to get through Customs without so

much red tape.

Neither iSIr. Wm. Chadeayne, of Buffalo, who

,

went with me, nor myself, planned spending miich

money on the trip, but started otit to see all. there was
to see and have a good time without making an endur-

ance contest of it. Yery few times were we charged
very high prices, as most American 'tourists. With the

exceptions of London, Paris, and a few other large

cities we stopped overnight in some tavern or gasthaus

in a little village three to six miles from the city we
desired to visit the next morning. The accommoda-
tion was always good, good plain food, and not only

that, but we had the opportunity to see the real native

ways of living which one does not see so markedly in

the cities. The rates were always better, and then
it was only a short ride in the morning to the city

to be \'isited.

The Start from Liverpool.
Upon landing we left all our larger and heavier spare .

parts with a motor cycle firm to torward if necessary,

and carried in the satchels on our luggage carriers

the smaller parts and a few clothes. In a trip of this

kind it is necessary to have a partner with similar

tastes, desires, and disposition, not only for social

reasons, but one that can be relied u^xin in case of

emergency. Time and again these .. qualification-,

were tested, and we got along most congenially.

Mr. Chadeayne took a Greyhound motor cycle and
I a Pierce four-cylinder. We shipped them in one
name, and the charge to Liverpool was but fixe

dollars, the rating being upon the cubic foot instead

of the weight. Upon landing we had to go througli

considerable red tape in getting our motor cycle.-

cleared, but there is no duty upon motor cycles taken

into Great Britain. Then, before riding them, wt
had to make several trips to the police headquarter.-

and the Post Office to, obtain licences for the machine.-

and also driving licences. These, with the numbers
that are required on the front and rear of the mottn
cycles, cost each of us about £^1 los.

As yet the Americans are far behind the British

in motor cycle clothing. We wore a fairly good
suit, and then purchased high mackintosh leggings

and mackintosh coats that came about three inches

above our knees. These protected our clothes not

only from the rain and mud (there was more rai'.!

than usual in England last summer), but also fron-

oil and dust, so- that in a minute's tirne we couh'

take them off and look fairly re.spectable in com-
pany, in a restaurant, or visithig buildings, etc.

-Through the Peak District.

Liverpool has the finest harbour and docks of

any city in the w^orld. From here we followed the

Manchester Ship Canal to Manchester. This canal

is thirty-fi\e miles long, and the large ocean steamers

run up to Manchester, making the inland manufactur-
"

ing city an artificial seaport. Thence we rode t<;

Macclesfield, Buxton, Derby, arid Leicester, wdiere wt
were x'ery pleasantly entertained a few days by friends.

^Vhile there we saw some of the old pavement put

down by the Romans. The roads all through that

part are nearly perfect, all the little holes in the

country roads are filled, the surface swept, and the

turf along the edges trimmed. In many places in

the country they are kerbed. All through England
they are like a boulevard, being macadajnised. They
are smooth, seldom, straight, but winding, and those

that English riders consider bad are better than man\
of our good, improved roads.

,4

I
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Through Great Britain and the Continent.—
While riding up the "Cat and Fiddle'''

pass, which is 1,750 feel high, it was raining

and we were above the clouds, so could

see but a short distance ahead. In order

to climb the hill we had to keep our

motors going at a pretty fair speed. I

came to a " hairpin
'

' turn, my machine

skitlded and I received a bad fall which

skinned my hand aad broke my lamp. 1

was soon on my Avay, and found Billy at

the top of the hill sitting in the" rain wait-

ing for me. This reminds me. that on our

entire trip we had more trouble and spent

more time fiddling with accessories, such as

lamps, horns, and speedometers, than upon

our motor cycles, mcluding the tyres.

Our next ride was to Coventr}', the city

that at present is noted for the manufacture

of bicycles, motor cycles, and motor car,.

|J^^(^ILE 4l^>3

Windsor Castle.

to London, a ride of about

si.xty miles. By taking

this zig-zag route from
Liverpool to London, we
passed through some of the

most historical and inter-

esting parts of England.

The advantages of motor

cycles m London were

readily shown, for they

enabled us to visit places

of interest quickly, not only

in the City, but Hampton
Court, Windsor Castle,

Kew Gardens, and other

noted places thirty or forty

miles distant. Judgmg
from the interest shown, a

motor cycle in the heart of

London is an unusual sight.

Every day we were riding

Then on to the famous old ruin of Kenil-

worth Castle, and from there to the town

of Warwick, which also has a noted castle.

All through this part of the country the

scenery is beautiful. While riding over the

road to Stratford-on-Avon I had to think

)f the humorous side of it—how Shakespeare
ased to plod along that same road on foot

and think he was having a fine time, while

ive were flying .along taking things easy.

.'Vfter visiting the historical places of

Shakespeare's town we made oui way to

Oxford, the city of colleges. And then on In Uie Court of the Louvre, Paris.
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Through Great Britain and ths Continsnt.

—

through the central and congested parts of the City

on our motors, and had little trouble' in getting

around. We got about quicker, and saw more than

Ijy taking the double-decker trolley cars or sight-

seeing autos. We found it advisable in London to

join the Auto Cycle Union, which is similar to our

Federation of Motor Cyclists, and gave us a great

deal of information as to routes, customs, and laws

on the Continent, and furnished us papers that greatly

aided us in going from one country to anollier.

From- London we rode to the famous Brooklands

track. We thought the surface a little rough. I

understand the new track at Indianapolis is copied

after it.

At AVinchester St. Cross Hospital we followed the

custom that they have carried out for centuries of

giving to all strangers who apply, a dole consisting

of a piece of bread and a horn of ale. ^\'e drank

from the same horn that the late King Edward drank

from a few days before. I wish I had a picture o!

the e.xpression on Billy's face, as it was the first time

he ever tasted any kind of liquor. At Southampton
we viewed the old walls of the city and also the docks,

which have developed rapidly, then sailed for Le
Havre, France.

On French Soil.

We arrived in Le Havre about eight o'clock in the

morning, and here is where our first troulil start._-'il

with foreign languages. Knowing that Billy had

taken French in one of his ccllege courses, 1 told

him it was up to him to make good in Frame, while

i would be responsible for the Ceriiian' "s[)oken. It

is not hard to find English-speaking pecrijle jn sea-

port cities, but, travelling inland as we did, there are

many places where the natives seldom see English-

speaking people. All through France I discoxered

that the people could not understand my partiit.'r's

fluent (?) French, and our fare and accommodation
were as limited as his vocabulary, ^^hile in Englanil

I had thoughtfully provided myself with a pocket

tourist translation book. By trial on one desperate

occasion I found it useless, and threw the book away.

Several times we would be trying to make someone
understand what we wanted in oiu' very poor F'rench

or German, and the person would speak up and say

in very good English, "What is it you want?" Then
we did feel small. In one little French town I went

to an hotel, and there was a young lady behind the

desk. I tried to make her understand in poor F'rench,

but without success, that I desired a room. It was
only after I drew a picture of a bed that I succeeded.

We each had a good laugh, and I got the bed.

In France gasoline is called "essence," in

Germany "benzin," while in England it is called

petrol. We had very little trouble in obtaining gaso-

line in any country, but found the price a little

higher in some of the little out-of-the-way mountain
towns of Switzerland. It was seldom we could get

good oil in these small places, so when in the cities

we would fill up with a brand Ave knew to be good,
and strap a two or four-litre can on the back of our
luggage-carriers. On the Continent the rules of the

road are the same as in America, but in the British

Isles just the opposite—keep to the left. Several

times we were confused by these opposite rules, and
had narrow escapes.

A 22

Riding beside the Seine.
After some trouble in clearing our machines in Le

Havre we started for Paris, 190 kilometres distant,

following the picturesqu'e Seine River. We passed
through. Rouen and Versailles, taking in the palace

and the beautiful grounds surrounding it. The roads
are fine, straight as an arrow, lined on both sides by
rows of trees—a motor cyclist's paradise, and no speed
limit enforced. We were stopped at the gates of

Paris by guards, who carefully, examined our machines
and ta.xed us for the amount of petrol our tanks con-

t, lined. We were later informed a duty is imposei'

on all gasoline entering the city, and the price in

the city is correspondingly high, ^^'e spent six day^

and nights in Paris, enjo\ing the sights, and it is

certainly a most beautiful and interesting city.

A Visit to the Rheims Flying Ground.
Our next jump was to Rheims, where we spent

most of the week watching the much talked abotit

aviation contests. About the best time of our trip

Avas spent in this city. I only wish I knew as much •

about and to;;k as much interest in aeroplanes then as

I do now, for it would have been that much more
interesting to me. I hardly felt at the time that we
were watching events that will go down in history as

these will. Thirty-nine aeroplanes were ihere, the

<:iie of Mr. Glenn Curtiss being the only <ine from
America, and \'. e saw him break the record for ten

kilometres. At <:tv time we saw ten aeroplanes in

the air—a beautiful as well .as a wonderful sight thar

has never before been seen. When we arrived 111

Rheims the hotels were filled with thousands of

\isitors to witness the flights, and while Billy was
trying to locate Mr. Curtiss, who is a personal friend

of his, I made similar v'lKjuiries. A gentleman, whei

pro\-ed. to b.- the British Consul, surprised me bv

asking in English what I wanted. Here our troubles

ended, and high life began. After arranging for the

care of our machines we were taken by coach to the

American Consul's, where we spent a very pleasant

evening. Passes for the aviation groimds were
arranged for. The Consul then took us to his very

fine residence, where we were royally entertained at

dinner, and at about 2 a.m. crawled into the "royal

bed," and were calling each other dukes and lords.

It is to be remenibered that Rheims is the champagne
centre of th<? world. Every detail for our comfort

had been arranged. The ser\ ants e\'en surprised our

shoes by ])olishing them. Next morning, after a warm
bath and a fine breakfast we were furnished with a

guide, and taken . to the axiation grounds, where we
found Mr. Curtiss. A large percentage of the fine

champagne consumed is made in Rheims, and we were
taken through some of the wine cellars hv friends of

the Consul. One cellar has eighteen miles of tunnels.

Mountain Climbing on Motor Cycles.
'\\'e encountered the first long steep grades in cross-

ing the range of mountains between Besancon an'l

Pontarlier, France, and we were continually riding

over mountain roads and jiasses, up and down grades

of from five- to twenty-five miles long, the entire length

of Switzerland, not knowing what le\'el roads were
until we reached the Rhine River. Th^ surface of the

roads in Switzerland is fine, and oxei ^he principal

passes, there is a uniform grade, although some nf the

roads are des --bed better bv a remark oi Bill's: ' '1

I
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bility Trial.

10 Triumphs started,

9 finished in sched-
ule tinve, qualifying for

Gold Medals.
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Stockport M.C.C. Hill-
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LONDON TO
EDINBURGH
AND BACK
RUN AGAIN AFFORDS

KEMPSHALL
TYREGOLD MEDAL

the opportunity of demonstra-
ting their superlative merits.

All the machines fitted with Kempshalls went
through the outward journey with absolutely no
trouble whatever.

The machines fitted with Kempshalls which
made the return journey (800 miles) likewise

encountered no tyre

troubles whatever.

Read what the
Hon. Treasurer of

The Motor Cycling
Club, Ltd., thinks of

Kempshall Tyres

:

H in. Treasurer : R. CREAK DAVIS,
Stanflisgato. Southwood Road,

New Eltham, S.E.
Dear Sirs, May I7tli, 1910.

I am pleased to say,I found th^ tyres quite satis-

factory, and tliey were not touched at all after I le.t

here. I went across London early Friday morning when
thf roads were very g.-easy, but had no sign of a slip.

Co.ning home from York yesterd.iy tlie roads were very
greasy in places, and after Byleswade for fifteen miles
ihey were in a bad state, hut, al hough I drove fairly
last over these stretches I had no sespicion of a side slip.

I can only sura up by saying f am quite satisfied

with the tyres and their beha\iouc-
Vour^ faithfully,

(Signed) Riciid. Creak D.wis.

Write for particulars, post free on request.

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. (OF EUROPE), LIMJTED,
1, Tra-Falgrar Buildingrs, Northumberland Avenue, London, W.C.

Telephone No. : 244 Gerrard (2 lines). Telegrams :
" Studless, London."

Birmingham: Reginald G. Priest, 7r, Lionel Street. Paris: 46, Rue St. Charles. Antwerp: 61,
Rue Haringrode. Agents (or the United States : Cryder & Co., 583, Park Avenue, New York.
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Through Great Britain and the Continent.—

>eems as though some of the hills were so steep they

are tipping over backwards. " Riding as we did there

was occasionally some 'little thing the matter that

would be put off for fixing up until convenient ; or, in

other words, our machines were not always in the

pinl: of condition for

a hill-climbing contest.

Even at this, there were

fe\v hills or mountain

passes that our motors did

not take in good style. In

fact, several times "we

passed large touring cars

on the mountains that

were running on low gear

and being assisted by

horses hitched in front.

A\"hile along this line I am
going to tell of an incident

that happened to me in

465

was certainly my hoodoo day, for I skidded and fell

many times, and always bent m\- peilal cranks, so
that 1 finally purchased a i4in. wrench to u.se in

straiglUening them instead of tipping the next village
blacksmith for the use of his wrench. At one time
I skiddeil over an embankment, and went down about

twenty feet with the ma-
chine. There was no
harm done, but we had
hard work in getting the

motor cycle on the road
again.

If there is a rider who
likes excitement, he should
have been with us that day.
Many times I had the
same sensation I had in

the middle of Briinig Pass,

-Switzerland. It was
about three o'clock in the

afternoon, in the middle
of this pass, and, S'O far

as we knew, several miles

from any house or person.

To make things cheerful

there was a drizzling

All at once some-
gave a couple of

and I felt sure

either a connecting rod
had broken or I had
stripped a gear on the

shaft. At any rate we could not turn the rear wheel,
so the only thing to do was to go after it and fix it.

We took the engine out of the frame, and found a

nut had worked loose, and had jammed into the fly-

wheel and clutch. Let me tell you there was no loafing

on-that job, for we worked at it together, and rode
.to the next village before it was very dark. That

ram.

thing

bangs

a track race I rode in

when I skidded on the

upper turn, and realised

what might happen to

me had I been thrown
into the outer fence

posts. Time and again

we rode along passes

that were on the edge

of a precipice one or

two thousand feet nearly

straight down, the road,

slippery from the rain,

winding backwards and
forwards around the mountain, so that we could not

tell what we might expect to encounter beyond the

turn in front of us; arid, going up, the machines had
to be kept at a fair speed in order to climb the grade.

In many places along these cliffs it was impossible to

build roads, so tunnelling was resorted to.

(To he concluded next week.)
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BRITAIN S
RECOR.D IN

7 THEM

Demester (GriHon), the first

winner or the Inlernational

Cup for France m 1901.

GORGED as our memories
are to-day with Stanley

Shows, and Edinburgh
Ruiis, and Thousand Mile

Trials, and Brooklands and
Manx Races, it scarcely seems
credible that ten years ago we
had no motor cycle clubs or

fixtures and very few machines.

So recently as 1900 the handful

of men who rode and believed

in motor bicycles were regarded

as dangerous lunatics by the

police, as cranks by their brother

engineers, and as bounders by

society. The chief credit both

of producing and booming the

motor bicycle must be awarded

to France, although to-day she

is well behind both England and
America. We Britons, according

to our national habit, looked

phlegmatically on

while somebody else

did the spade work

;

also, according to

habit; when the motor
cycle began to look

promising, we sud-

denly jumped in,

took a hand, and be-

gan to make things

hum ; to-day—also

according to habit

—

we are quite at the

very topmost twig of the motor

cycling tree. But when France

was organising motor bicycling

events of every conceivable kind.j

week in and week out, summer
j

and winter, people in England
]

looked askance at the ugly,

'

rattlesome, little abominations

which then masqueraded as

motor bicycles ; neither engineers,

capitalists, nor public took any

serious interest in them, and if

they were occasionally, by dint

of sheer importunity, allowed to

compete in a trial, they were

lumped in with the cars, regarded

as intruders, and generally over-

shadowed by the lumbering foui

wheeled automobiles of the day.

It was not until 1902

that the motor bicycle gave real

promise of its brilliant future.

In that year the Automobile Club

organised a 650-mile reliability

trial for cars, and a few motor

bicycles were grudgingly allowed

to take part. Two chain-driven

Humbers and a belt-driven

Oimo'ide performed with con-

siderable distinction in this

trial, especially up the hills.

The motor bicycle then first got

its teeth into the British public,

and has never since let go.

&• fiignoia ii.agonaa) one
the team representing thia

country

iife mpr^-
?^;\4

T. Silver^ (Quadrant), another British
competitor.
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The chief credit dI" transforming tlie ugly, shaky,

iioisv, unreliable, and feeble little machines of 1902

into the splendid types of 19 jo must be awarded to

the small bodv of enthusiasts who formed the Auto
Cycle Club, as the A.C.U. was then called. Whatever

function motor racing may play to-day, it has in the

past been the chief factor in moulding the trend of

design and in intensifying etificiency. The first motor

cars possessed gear wheels which would to-day disgrace

a farmyard oilcake- grinder in size, material, and
weight. The transformation has been accomplished

solely by racing, and could not have been accomplished

in the same time by anything else. Similarly, it is

racing that has made the motor bicycle what it is ;

and but for the Auto Cycle Club, England would
have left motor cvcle racing severely alone until quite

recent times. When neither the trade nor the^ public

took more than a faint and detached interest in motor
cycle racing, the A.C.U. pegged manfully away against

tremendous odds, and, aided by a few keen riders and
a handful of men with a little money, it kept the

ball rolling until England at

iast organised an annual motor
cycle race of its own. -Simul-

taneously other nations
dropped motor cycle racing,

and England began to forge

1903.

England's connection with motor cycle road racing

dates from the ill-fated Paris-Madrid Race of 1903,
which was abruptly terminated at Bordeaux, as acci-

dents had transformed it into a hurhan holocaust.

Six Englishmen entered, but Gordrey's Rex did not

appear at the start, so that Arnott on a Werner, Wright
and Hacking on Ormondes, and Ball and Leonard on
Humbers, alone represented us. Arnott, who is now
ranching in British Columbia, managed to obtain per-

mission for the cycles to start last—otherwise they

would have been sandwiched among the cars, and some
of their riders might have been killed. Arnott was
the only Englishman to reach Bordeaux, and though
his machine was French he was outclassed for speed.

The two Ormondes later performed wonders in the

Irish speed trials when properly tuned up ; they had
really fast 3^4 h.p. engines clipped behind the saddle

tube, the rider's legs being protected by wire netting

screens. All these machines were outclassed by more
powerful French racing machines. One of the Rex
features was a surface carburetter, and the Ormonde a

flat belt. None w-ere com-
pleted until a day or two be-

fore the race—a, fault of vifhich

we were not infrequently guilty

in days to come.

i

/a«^ ^^B3p^Ml|r^fr\
'

&^
J. S. Campbell (6 A.p. Ariel), winner of the British

Seleution Trials oE 1905, in the Isle ol Man. -

Wondrick (Austrian Laurin & Klement),
who wrested tne cup from France in 1905,
averaging 54i m.p.h.

H. A. Collier (6 h.p. Matchless), second in the
British Eliminating Trials. C. B. Franklin was
the third member of the team.

ahead. America has during recent vears dis

played an even keener zest for this most educative
sport, and as a consequence her industry is now fast

overhauling ouis. Fraace and Austria, who used to

overshadow" our crack machines with ridiculous ease,

are now toiling hopelessly in the rear—at least as far

a=; racing is concerned.

1902.
In 1902 motor cycle racing was utterly impossible

in England, and even in France the two-wheelers were
not sufificiently numerous or important to secure a race
to themselves. Race they did, but only as insignificant

postscripts to the big car races. A few motor cycles

were allowed to start after the last car had departed

;

they soon overtook the slower and less reliable cars,

and for the remainder of their journey were sand-
wiched amongst the worst car drivers, in terrible dust
and uproar, past ditches strewn with wrecked cars
and injured men, over roads on which the spectators
had encroached to such an extent that the men drove
at full speed into an ever opening bottle-neck of human
figures.

1904.
Next year the French Motor Cycle Club took a very

important step. The A.C.F. organised only one road

race, namely, the eliminating trials for the Gordon-
Bennett, for which motor cycles were ineligible. Con-
seciuently, a road race confined exclusively to motor
bicycles was arranged, under the name of the Inter-

national Cup. It was open to teams of three riders

from each country, and cylinder capacity was un-

limited ; but the machine complete with pedalling

gear was not -to weigh more than no lbs. The con-

ditions were published in March, the race being dated
September 25th; but English firms and riders did

not awake to interest till August, and it was not until

a month before the race that the A.C.C. at last scraped

together a team of three machines, viz., a Lagonda,
a J. A. P., and a Quadrant. The firms concerned
rushed through a machine apiece, which was simply a

light edition of their touring pattern with an untested

engine of unusually large dimensions, and the mounts
were given to three clever road riders in Silver, Rig-

nold, and Hodgkinson, not one of whom, however,
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possessed any claim to road racing experience. Neither
men nor machines were seriously tested in the race,

as all three were soon outed by punctures, in- common
with the bulk of the non-French competitors. Nails

had been plentifully strewn along one side of the

road, and the French jockeys alone managed to avoid
them. Demester won this race at a speed of about

45 m.p.h., Wondrick (on the Austrian Laurin-Klement)
being a bad second.

1905.

The next year marlis a new era in road racing from
a British point of view. So far, our motor bicycles

B. Franklin (6 h.p. J.A.P.), J. S. Campbell (6 h.p
Ariel), and G. A. Barnes (10 h.p. Barnes). Barnes
only started after being pushed off by four men for

400 yards, after which he shot away at 70 m.p.h.,
and was not seen again. Campbell, H. A. Collier,

and Franklin finished in the order named, and so
won their places in the team. Their machines were
far from reliable, though fast enough so long as they
could hold together. In the international race, held
on the old thirty-three mile course of the Dourdan
road, near Paris, which was circled five times, we'
were outclassed from the start both in men and
machines. Our mounts were inferior, our men short
of road racing experience. No one was astonished

\\hen our three I

men were tailed

off with two Ger-
mans after the

first lap. Only
,

Collier WS& ableSj

to keep going'

The British team
in tile International
Cup Race beld in

Austria in 1906. The
riders are(from left to

riglit) C. B. Franklin,

H. A. Collier, and C.

R. Collier.

were among the slowest in the world, and we were the
ojily country which took no interest in racing. The
trade began to put these facts together and made a
reliable deduction therefrom. So, early -in the season
the sui-prised and delighted enthusiasts of the A.C.C.
found themselves embarrassed by so many entries for

the international team that eliminating trials became
inevitable. A Manx course, longer than that now
favoured, was secured for May 23rd, the distance was
set -at about 150 miles, and no fewer than nineteen
machines were entered. A modern single-cylinder
T.T. machine would make hacks of the entire outfit,

though some of them could boast 12 h.p.! Imagine
a colossal twin-cylinder engine, slung in a stripped

and drilled frame, so that the entire weight was onlv

no lbs., of which perhaps 75 -lbs. Avas absorbed by
the engine alone on certain machines. I think this

entry must lie described as the \'ery worst set of motor
I'licycles e\er collected together. The engines were
big without being good, and the rest of the machine
was pared away to the vanishing poiiit. Not a super-

fluous inch of wiring could be tolerated, saddle
leathers were filigreed out into holes with fretsaws,

and the oliligatory pedalling gears were scarcely fit

for working a toy sewing-machine. Some of the

machines were smashed in practice, and others wisely

withdrawn. The final starters were Hodgkinson
(6 h.p. J. A. P.), C. R. .and H. A. Collier (both on
6 h.p. Matchless), Rignold (8 h.p. own make), C.

Ed. Nikodem (Austrian Puch machine), successful in the 1906 race tor the
International Cup. Obruba (Austria) was second and H. A. Collier
(England) third.

any further, and he finished last. In one respect

this race was extraordinarily sensational. The
French cracks were beaten to the world by Wondrick
(Dn a Laurin-Klement. He averaged 54J^ m.p.h.,
and this must rank as the greatest feat on record in

motor cycle racing, when we reflect that his machine
scaled but no lbs., developed 5 h.p., and w"as fitted

with surface carburetter, flat belt, tremendous metal

brake levers, and low tension magneto.

1906.
Matters looked much more hopeful for 1906. 'The

trade was making more money, and could afford to

.'^pend more. Our machines were improving fast, antJ
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several makers and jockeys could now claim a modicum

of road racing experience under Continental conditions.

But towards April disquieting rumours arose about the

cup race. The French, after their manner, lost interest

as soon as they got beaten. There are plenty of ex-

cellent sportsmen in France, but the octopus of com-
mercialism has always wound its tentacles closely round
motoring sports across the Channel, and the trade did

not want to hear any more of the cup, especi-

ally as Wondrick^s win

had shifted the venue to

Austria. Wondrick's firm

also refused to compete.

A vnn would gain them
little, a loss would cost

them much ; moreover,

they disliked the condi-

tions, especially the

weight limit and the

necessity of pedalling

gear; they wanted to per-

fect the roadster mount,

not to develop a breed of

freaks. However, the

race was arranged,

though Laurin-Klement
and the leading French
firms boycotted it. Imme-
diately the A.C.C. found
itself in a difficulty. The
cup race was dated for

July 8th, and the Manx
car race week for Sep-
tember—where were the

selection trials to be
held? Lord Derby came
to the rescue with the

offer of a four-mile course
in Knowsley Park, where
the two Colliers fought
out an eliminating trial

with Butt on a Quadrant,
Morewood on a Westlake,
and Franklin on a J. A. P.
The two dark horses

were soon out of it, but

C. Collier reeled off

twenty-seven laps at 41
m.p.h. and became Eng-
land's first string, with
his brother and Franklin
as his supporters. The
cup race was run off at

Patzau in Austria on

July 8th, iind in the ab-

sence of the leading

French celebrities and the Laurin-Klement team, our

men certainly seemed to hold a good chance. Only

H. A. Collier survived the first lap, and he finished

third, with but one man behind him. The regulations

were flagrantly ignored by the Austrian riders. One
of the rules stated that the course was barred to all

but competing machines after the start, but a small

host of motor cyclists patrolled it in the reverse direc-

tion, carrying tyres and replacements for the Austrian

machines. The Marquis de St. Mars, who, with Mr.

H. Rem Fowler
(Norton - Peugeot),

winner of the twin-
cylinder class in ttie

Orst Tourist Trophy
Race.

Mervyn O'Gurman, usually shepherded our teams on
the Continent, entered a strong protest, but it was in

vain, and so Collier was robbed of the honour of win-

ning the last race for the International Cup. Ed.
Nikodem (Austria), riding a twin-cylinder Puch, won,
averaging forty-eight miles per hour throughout the

IS5/4 miles course. Obruba (Austria) was second,

and H. A. Collier (England) third.

1907.
Nobody was siaprised when in 1907 the race fell

through altogether after

the fiasco of 1906. The
expense of competing in

a distant continent was
enormous, and the

chances of fair play for

any but the home team
were never too good on
Continental soil. Yet
racing possessed its old

value. It remained, and
must ever remain, the

most searching test and
the most popular adver-

tisement ; it accelerates

development as nothing

else can ; and in this im-

passe the A.C.C. did not

fail the industry. The
marvellous efficiency of

our invincible 3^ h.p.

roadsters to-day is a

direct result of the 1907
policy of the A.C.C. As
soon as it knew the Inter-

national. Cup Race was
dead the first Tourist

Trophy Race was organ-

ised, under conditions

designed to improve
roadster patterns, rather

than to foster the pro-

duction of freaks and
monstrosities, such as

had disfigured the races

for the cup. Fierce dis-

cussion raged for months
over the detail conditions,

and the promoters are

hardly to be blamed if

they allowed themselves

to be influenced by the

car racing theories of the

A.C.G.B. and I., and
introduced the factor of

fuel economy now dis-

carded. This factor neces-

sitated two classes, as the same fuel limit would not suit

both singles and twins, and the limits were finally fixed

at one gallon per ninety miles for singles, and one gallon

per seventy-five miles for twins, weight and cylinder

capacity being otherwise unlimited, but pedalling gears

made compulsory. Technically the policy was sound.

It put a premium on the small efficient engine, pro-

pelling a light but completely reliable machine. If

the opportunities for practice had been greater this

basis might have been retained ; but in actual practice

C. R. Collier, the
first winner ot the
Marquis de MouztUy
St. Mars' Tourist
Trophy in 1907,
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it was found to impose a niggling set of conditions

and compelled makers either to produce a special

engine, or to run a standard

efficiency. The modem basis

capacity has been simpler

and pleasanter to work,

and provides a more sport-

ing i-ace. Seventeen

singles started, and eight

twins, of which eight

singles and three twins

were officially "placed,"

the remainder being either

hopelessly slow or unre-

liable. The actual fuel

consyinption in the race

varied from 129 miles per

gallon (Brice on a 3^^
h.p. Brown) to seventy-

seven miles (Wells on a

Vindec). The average

speeds w"orked out as

follows: C. R. Collier

(single-cylinder Match-
less), 38.5 m.p.h. ; J.

Marshall (single-cylinder

Triumph), 36.5 m.p.h.
;

Rem Fowler (twin Nor-

ton), 36.2 m.p.h., the

latter thus winning the

twin-cylinder class. All-

of these speeds would have

been enhanced if the race

had been run under cylin-

der capacity limitations,

instead of on a basis of

fuel economy. The race

provided an excellent

spectacle, slightly marred

by the confusion due to

singles and twins compet-
ing simultaneously for one

set of awards. Every
maker and rider concerned
gathered a quantity of

valuable experience, and
the only dissatisfied par-

ticipants were the twin-

cylinder men, who, by a

severe handicap, were re-

presented as inferior in

speed to the singles. Some
reform of the coriditions

before 1908 was inevitable.

1908.
After much discussion

pedal assistance was abo-

lished and the petrol limit-

ation was retained for

1908, hut the allowance was cut down, singles now
having to cover a hundred miles on a gallon, and
twins eighty. This necessitated the two separate classes

and two sets of awards as befor^. The event proved
tremendously popular, and thirty-six machines actually

started out of thirty-seien entries ; but the twins proved
the niore popular, twenty-one coming to the post as

J. Marshal
( J h.p. Triumph), winner

of the second race for the T.T. After the

1903 ra e, the fuel consumption limit was

abandrnel anl engine capacity restricted

instead.

H. Reed (Dot-Peugcot), the fastest competitor in the twin-cylinder class of the

1903 race.

against fifteen single-cylinders. Interest was chiefly

concentrated on the duel between J. Marshall, a com-
paratively young Jehu, who had come to the front

very rapidly on Triumph machines, and the two veteran

Colliers, who as in 1907 elected to ride single-cylinder

Matchless machines W'ith

J. A. P. engines. In 1907
H. A. Collier had
smashed his piston in the

ninth round, but his

brother had estimated his

carburetter adjustment
- slightly more accurately

than Marshall, and beat

him by two miles in every

hour. In 1908 the chance
of H. A. Collier's running

the couple close increased

the excitement, but - he

never showed very pro-

minently, and ran out of

petrol before the finish.

His brother and Marshall

fought out a battle royal,

and by a turn of fortune's

wheel Marshall scored a

very popular victory,

riding brilliantly, and de-

feating his more practised -

rival by 2m. los. at an
average speed of 40.4
m.p.h. The twins were
again beaten for speed,

H. Reed registering a

381^ m.p.h. average with

a Dot-Peugeot. Twenty
machines completed the

distance (the slowest

averaging nearly 30
m.p.h.), so reliability was
clearly on the up grade.

1909.
Last year saw further

alterations in the condi- j

tions, which were of a :

popular character, and •'

procured a record entn'. '

The fuel restrictions were >.

abolished, and cubical.:

capacity introduced as the i

deciding factor, singles .

being allowed 500 c.c.

and twins 750 c.c. The
two-stroke engine also

made its first appearance.

An even more radical

alteration was the includ-

ing of singles and twins in

a single race, and, as

events pro\ed, the handi-

transferred to the twins.cap advantage had been

Previously these machines had been repressed by a

harsh fuel limit, but now the race was made a

gift for them bv an excessive advantage in engine

dimensions. This advantage has been reduced

for the race of 1910 by the reduction of the twin-

cylinder capacity to 670 c.c, but few riders consider
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that the single cylinders have any reasonable hope of

victory to-day. The Collier-Marshall duel was termi-
nated in sentiment, as the Colliers naturally elected
to ride twins. Marshall put up a magnificent ride as
far as the seventh round in an effort to hold his own
with the twins. He was second, and only three
minutes behind the leader, when trouble overtook him.
C. R. Collier was " outed " early on by his belt coming
off, but his brother had a rare battle with Lee-Evans,
riding the 5 h.p. Indian. Evans led for five laps, and
started the sixth round with a two-minute ad\-antage,
which he lost when he stopped to fill his tanks. Collier
snatched a lead of seventy-eight seconds in
this lap, and as his machine ran better and better,
while the Indian fell away a trifle, he eventually
finished a good winner by four minutes, after averag-
ing close on 50 m.p.h. Lee-Evans averaged 48.
After Marshall's retirement, Godfrey on a Rex and
Newsome on another Triumph ran each other hard
for the third place, which meant the fastest single

471

truth that with a little more experience we shall be
able to balance the respective capacity limits for
single and twin so accurately that in future races
no prophet will be able to foretell whether a single or
a twin

_
will win. A perfect handicap of this design

would inevitably produce the most sporting race, and,
once settled, should not require varying from year to
year. Another view, which I personally favour, con-
siders that this policy will not serve to improve the
breed of twins. Amongst a certain class of riders
the_ twin-cylinder is deservedly popular ; but the twin-
cylinder enthusiast does not want a machine which
in efficiency is the bare equal of a 3^^ h.p. single,

carries more weight, and is twice as complicated. What

H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchiess-J.A.P.), winner of the Tourist Trophy in 1909.

in the race, Newsome eventually getting home twenty-
one seconds ahead. Collier registered the record lap
(i8m. 9s.), and Newsome did the best lap time of the
single-cylinders (i8m. 51s.) Nineteen riders com-
pleted the course, but the 'deficit was due rather to a
killing pace than to any lack cff reliability. To-
day's race promises to be even more exciting, and to

demonstrate the attainment of even higher efficiency.

Barring accidents, the struggle for the first few places
Avill be grim and desperate.

The T.T. Regulations Discussed.
Upon the events of this year's race the future will

largely depend. The regulations remain a matter of
somewhat keen controversy. One party assert with

W. F. Newsome (3J h.p. Triumph), who rode the first
single-cyhnder machine to finish last year.

he wants is an altogether faster and more power-
ful machine. Whether he wants it for solo
or passenger work, he wants it of from^ 5 to
8 h.p., and he is not concerned as to a few
extra pounds of weight. The present T.T.
regulations do not cater for such a machine;
they rather tend to produce a special type of

twin-cylinder, gradually dwindling in horse-

power. If under the igro regulations the
single is again outclassed, a further dwindling
in twin-cylinder h.p. will be apparent if the
policy is persisted in. Consequently, many
people will prefer to see the T.T. split into

two separate races—one starting early in

the morning and concluding by noon, the other

following immediately afterwards. This would
avoid the confusion caused in 1907-8 by run-

ning two races simultaneously, and would develop each
type of machine along independent lines. But the

A.C.U. may turn out to be perfectly correct. The
market for high-powered twins may gradually de-

crease, and the small twin of about 4 h.p. may be

its .solitary survivor. If the sidecar survives, there will

be a demand for twins of from 7-8 h.p. Personally,

I should welcome the double race for 191 1, with a

750 c.c. or 800 c.c. limit for the twins. If in succeed-
ing years a smaller twin seems desirable, the statistics

of intervening races will render a return to the single

race under an even handicap a simple proposition.
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Semi=automatic Carburetters.
^ happen tO' possess " inside " knowledge that

several leading firms have automatic carburetters prac-

tically ready for the market, and the unmechanical
amateur may pluck up heart of grace in consequence.
At this year's shows he will find machines which make
far less exhausting demands on his intelligence than
those of 1910. He will find carburetters which will

enable him to climb hills like Birdlip and Sunrising

Avith no other manipulation than rushing at them on
an open throttle, and possibly retarding his spark a

notch or so towards the summit ; he mil no longer fail

because he muddles his. air lever at a critical comer
or patch of grease. Another firm- infomi me that

they do not propose tO' adopt the automatic principle

in its entirety. They are not yet satisfied that they
can procure the same maximum efficiency without an
adjustable air intake, so they will retain the two-lever

control ; but they are incorporating an automatic air

device which will transfer the onus of the more delicate

adjustments from the rider tO' the engine. Riders who
are au fait with car hill-climbs will be aware that many
sensational cars are fitted with carburetters which can
be driven all day long without touching any engine
lever save the throttle; yet for sprint purposes these

cars are fitted with an extra hand-operated air valve,

which enables the cute driver tO' coax a few more re-

volutions out of the engine, and also to snatch an even
more terrific acceleration from it. The carburetter to

which I am now referring is designed on these lines.

An engine provided with this vaporiser can be started,

speeded up furiously, and driven up precipitous hills

without touching any lever but the throttle, never-

theless an air lever is provided. The engine is so

little sensitive to this air lever that a muddlesome use

of it will never stop the engine, or prevent its taking a

bad hill in its. stride
;
yet the cute driver can employ

this lever to obtain fractionally better results. Several

samples of this new carburetter will figure on racing

machines in to-day's T.T. Race, where it ought to be
of value. For instance, if a clump of riders essay the
tortuous bends on the foothills of Creg Willey and
interfere with each other, the hampered men can
temporarily ignore the air setting and drive solely on
throttle and valve lifter without fear of pulling up.

Under such circumstances the rider of a^ipop carbu-

retter might have to operate all his levers like greased
lightning, and, if he blundered, might fail to climb
the hill. Thus, an automatic carburetter will eliminate

the personal factor in driving.

Bravo " Experientia Docet."
I do not know when I have read a letter with greater

pleasure than No. 4757. The rider lives in the neigh-

bourhood of Sutton Bank, and points out that, while
perhaps few standard touring machines can climb
Sutton after they have done a little work and dropped
a percentage of "tune," Sutton is nothing of a climb

compared with many other ascents in the neighbour-

hood. In other words, he presses home a strong indict-

yjcion

ment of single-geared machines. I have always
asserted that a man who has once ridden a good two-
speeder will never ride anything else. The recent

craze for free engines is a mere compromise. In my
opinion the free engine does not afford half so pleasant

a start as walking a machine off on its low gear. It

may be easy to balance a machine as it moves off

from rest on a clutch ; it is in my opinion easier to
,

step calmly and deliberately on board when the^'

machine is already popping aldng at five miles an •

hour. It may be easy to dawdle along in thick traffic

slipping the clutch with delicate toe pressure; it is

considerably simpler to drive on the valve lifter 01

throttle with a low gear engaged. When we come to

steep hills, the emergency low gear makes a start from
rest possible on most English road gradients with ease

and certamty. I recently borrowed a free engine
machine in perfect order, and I made certain experi-

The Hoiart Handy Ladies' Motor Bicycle weighing complete 105 lbs. The
engine is 70 x 78 mm., fltted with adjustable pulley and free engine operated by
a lever on the handle-bar. The tyres are 24 x 2in. The dressguard and engine
cover are made of sheet metal.

ments on hills ^vith it. I took it to a steep hill with

h)ad corners, which required a slow speed to negotiate

with safety. If the clutch.^ Avere slipped to reduce pace
to a comfortable and safe figure, after turning the

bend the engine failed to pick up the load with a

single gear on the gradient, nor could it be reasonably
expected to. I do not know a single argument in

favour of the free engine clutch which is not an argu-

ment in favour of variable gears, and which does
not apply with double force to variabl^e gears. I

regard the free engine as a temporary compromise, and
I am glad to see from recent patent lists that one or

two big firms, who have not so far ostentatiously

dabbled in variable gears, have at last donned their

thinking caps. I even venture to prophesy that ere

long the standard 3^ h.p. machines will fall into

two classes—^the light, nippy, stripped, sporting T.T.
mount, .and the genuine

,
go-anywhere tourist, with

efficient springing fore and aft, ample weather protec-

tion, capacious luggage accommodation, and a change
speed gear.
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Lightning Interviews with T.T. Favourites.

H
I found the winnei- of lasl year's T.T,

A. COLLIER. Race in the stable of an inn hard by the
Tynwald HUl. Here, in company with

his brother, C. R. Collier, and H. V. Colver, he was
assiduously tuning up his 6 h.p. twin Matchless-J.A.P.
"Yes," he said, in answer to my enquiries, "this is

exactly the same machine as I have ridden at Brooklands. I

have not altered it in any respect. Eighty milea an hour?
Oh, no, diai was with an 8 h.p. ; this is only a 6 h.p. But

^ ,. 1

m»^ ^^{ '^J

'^'i^^-^^.t^rAy!-Ei^^^~.\ } f'

Matchless solid steel belt fastener, whicb cost 35s. to make.

tliese machines will travel ; we shall make them move if

they want to pass us. I reckon the race will be won at fifty

miles an hour or more this year ; the twins especially have
come on a lot. I don't see much change in the course.
There are some nasty patches of loose stones, but I suppose
they are going _ to be rolled in. Any remarkable points
about the machine? Well, there's this belt fastener. Charlie
had trouble last year through his . fastener breaking, so we
made up oui' minds not to have the same experience again.
This year's fastener is made of seventy-five ton tensile

De.t mudguard'to be usel by the Colliers In case of wet.

strength chrome steel, and cut out of the solid bar; it plays
the bear with tlie milling cutters, but that doesn't matter so
long as it's what we want. No, it isn't cheap. I reckon each
one costs about 25s.—^there's so much labour on them. It's
the starting and stopping that smash the ordinary fasteners

—

they won't stand the snatching of these big twins—but it

would take a big engine to do much damage to this sort.
" Everybody's asking me if I'm not afraid of the race

being held on a wet day. Well, of course, a lot of the belt-
driven ma^chines - will
start giving trouble, and
that'll make it all the
easier for the chain-
drivers, but I don't
expect our bicycles will
suffer anything from wet.
This shield here keeps
all the mud off the belt.

You could take the
machine through the
worst rain and roads,
and your belt would
never slip an inch. Then,
in case it rfoe.? rain, I've
got this little fibre spark-
ing plug cover to pre-
vent mud and wet get-
ting thrown on to the
front plug and, causing
'shorts.' Oh, ves we * special plug cover to

make them ou^elves- KSw^S'"^. t c"otr, fat?
turn them out of the year's winner.)

solid—and a nasty job, too. The fibre has a regular grain to

it, and you have to cut across it.

"Oh, and there's this nail catcher; it's out of sight and
out of the way, but it does its work all right. I really

believe it prevents ninety per cent, of the punctures that
we'd get otherwise. Still, we've brought over sixteen pairs

of tyres, and we can soon get some more if they don't last.
" No, we don't have any difficulty in keeping ourselves fit.

See that hill over there—I suppose it's really a mountain—it

looks easy enough, doesn't it? Looks as though you could
run up it. We all of us tackled it yesterday ; why, you

A simple nail catcher to be used by the brothers Collier.

can't walk up it, it's too steep. We were three hours getting

to the top, and we had to come down—well, sitting. And
we've brought a football this year just to give us something
to play with. One of these days we shall have a match,
' Plumstead Matchless ' vnrsuti the ' Tynwald HUlians.'

"

Then, ruiming out with his motor bicycle, H. A. Collier

jumped into the saddle, and soon I could only hear the
distant soothing pirrr of his J.A, P. engine.

* * *
The wigwam of the Red Indians is at

G. LEE EVANS. Peel, and here I found G. Lee Evans, who
ran so good a second in the 1909 race. I

was lucky enough to catch him between the attractions of a

motor fishing boat and a skating rink.
" What do I think about the course, and about my

chances, and about the other machines? Well, as a matter
of fact, I don't think about them. I never think about
anything when I'm motor cycle racing. It doesn't do. Any-
how, it's not much ^ood you trying to uiterview me ; I'm no
good at that sort of thing. Oh, well, I'm really no judge
of it at present, for I've only been halfway round as yet

—

we only came over the day before yesterday—but I tliink it's

better and smoother than it was before. This isn't the
same machine as I have been using on the track ; it has a

^ lower gear, but if I find the engine will pull the machine
up the hiUs on a higher gear I shall fit it. Yes, all the
machines are standard in every particular.

" Wet ; no, indeed, we don't want wet, we want the
Indians to win on a fine day. If it was a wet day, people
would simply say, ' Oh, you won because your bicycles were
chain-driven ; if it had been fine you would have been
beaten.'

" I don't think there's any sense in trying to save time
round the corners ; you stand too much chance of losing

more seconds than you gain in having to pull yourself straight

after you've managed to get round—if you do. It's a case
of going a good steady speed and keep on doing it, and the
race won't necessarily be won by the fastest machine. Reli-

ability has as much to do with it as pace. I believe that the

whole art of motor cycle racing—on the road at all events

—
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ties ill knowing when to go all out and when to slacken
speed."

Which sentiment shows one reason why Lee Evans has
been so successful. Another, he would tell you, is the

Indian motor bicycle.

* * *

Second in the single-cylinder class in

J. MARSHALL. 1907 and first in 1908, Marshall has
already written his name large on the

scroll of T.T. honours.

"The course? Well, I don't know whether I think it's

better or worse than last year
and the year before. It's cer-

tainly easier, and that's one of

the points I don't like so

much,
_ Take the Ballacraine

corner, for instance—well,

tha,t's all been banked up, and
)ihe result -is that that part of

the circuit is ever so much
easier than it used to be. It

doesn't call for haU as much
skill in going round it as it did
before, and I think that's

rather a disadvantage. It

makes the T.T., which is the
only road race, too much like a

track race, and it doesn't give

a man who is a good road rider

any advantage over somebody
who goes ' blinding ' round all

the corners.
" StiU, I think it will be a

close race. I don't expect to

win it myself ; in fact, I don't

see how any single-cylinder

machine can have a chance to Triumph spring tappet fitted to
beat the twms. (Jn, yes, exhaust and inlet valves to pre-

there's no doubt the Triumphs vent bouncing and consequent

are faster than they were last breakage,

year. You see, tlie 85 mm. x 88 mm. engine was new
to us last year, and we didn't know so much about that

particular size as we do now. Since then we've done a good
deal of experimenting, and the result is that this yeai's

machines are quite three or four miles an hour faster than
last year's.

"No, there's nothing new about them, except one little

detail ; they're just ordinary Triumphs. This spring tappet
is the only alteration, or, rather, I should say, it's an
addition. It's just a spring under the tappet which acts a*

a sort of dashpot to the valve, and prevents it hammering.
I don't really know whether it makes the engine give any
more power ; anyhow, it doesn't give any l&ss, and I think
it's a little quieter. The point is the valve stands a much
better chance, of lasting, because it's not so likely to knock
its head off, and, after all, if you've got a certain amount
of speed, reliability is what wins you the race."

* * *
. The phenomenal siccess which this great

F. A. McNAB. rider—lie stands some 6ft. 2in., if not
more—has achieved on the track has

caused him and his machine to be quite a centre of interest.

The manner in which he folds himself up and packs himself
on to his machine is a masterpiece of specialised anatomical
adaptability, which results in his bi;ing a firm favourite
with the crowd. x
"Win? Bless you,_no, I don't expect to stand a chance

with the twins. _.What I'm out for is' 'to finish ahead of all

the other singles. Still. I shan't go * blinding ' round corners,

because I intend to finish somehow or other. That being so,

I haven't lightened my bicycle at ail, as I hear some com-
petitors have ; on the contrary, I've made it a good deal
heavier, for the machine I am riding is my Brooklands racer
with a much heavier and stronger fraiiie. That back stay
from the rear hub to the crank case? Well, I should rather
think I have retained it! P believe that the extra rigidity

it gives to the frame is more than heljiful on greasy roads,

and that isn't only my experience by any means. Spring
forks? No, thank you, not for me! All right for touring,
but no good for racing—at least that's -my opinion.

" What do I think of the course ? Well, of course, it's

rather hard for me to give an opinion, because it's my first

T.T. road race. I don't think it is any too easy ; in fact, just

the reverse. ' I believe a little more banking up at some of

the comers would have been an improvement.
" Oh, by the way, there's one point that might interest

you. My engine has not only a ball bearing crankshaft, but
a ball bearing big end, and I daresay it's the only one of

its Icind in the race. Then, again. I believe I'm the only
rider using dry batteries. As j'ou know, I believe in them."

Practising on the Course.
. Although practising commenced on Wednesday last week
very few machines turned out on that day ; in fact, not more
than half the competitors had arrived in the island in time
to make the necessary preparations. Thursday morning,
iiowever, saw a good muster of riders, the following being

out on the course : H. A. Collier, Bennett, Lee^ Evans.
Clarke, Woodman, Bentley. Marshall, Newsome, Creyton,
Drury, Colver, C. R. Collier, A. H. Alexander, F. A.
Applebee, Myers, Norton, McNab, J. R. Alexander, Philipp,

.MoorLouse, Scriven, Quentin Smith, Murphy, Crundall,

Yates, Baxter, Grange, Abbott, McMinnies, F. W. Applebee,
and Brown.

Accident to A. E. Woodman.
The morning was marred by a most regrettable accident

lo A. E. Woodman, the young New Zealander, who has
already v/on his racing spurs on the Indian machine at

Brooklands. The stones laid down on the road between
Gronk-y-Voddy and Kirk Michael were still unrolled, and
pie«ent>ed a nasty danger spot to all the competitors. It

ujjpears that in traversing this loose metal one of Wood-
man's tyres was punctured. He effected a repair, but it

was evidently done too hastily to hold up, and whilst
descending the hill and taking a corner a mile piast Kirk
-Michael the tyre—^the front one—gave out. The machine
|ihmged towards the left side of the road, where Woodman
was thrown off, his right leg striking the wall and being
badly fractured. Thii.s unfortunate mishap practically put
a stop to practice for the day.
Woodman was making his first trip round the course, and

cannot have been aware of its trickiness, else he would not
have travelled so fast as to caufie so grave a disaster.
Poor Woodman has had to pay a cruelly heavy penalty

for his misfortune on Thursday. It has been found neces-
sary to amputate his leg.

In the highland parts of the course the roads were firm,

dry, and in good condition, but the rain of the previous day
had resulted in the road from Peel to Ballacraine being
sufficiently greasy to cause some riders a good deal of in-

convenience. Amongst the minor incidents were mishaps to
Smith, Crundall, and Applebee, but none of them required
more than patching with sticking plaster.

Myers and Philipp, whose Scott machines have aroused
the liveliest enthusiasm in Douglas, where it is confidently
asserted that they are ladies' machines, and that ladies will

ride them in the race itself—the practice only being carried
out by men rideis—did some remarkable speed work, and
took the corners in fine style. The former rider had a
narrow escape from colliding with some cows which had
been allowed to stray on the course. The carelessness of
farmers in this respect is causing a good deal of annoyance.
Owing to the King's funeral on Friday practising was

entirely suspended.

A Racer with 18in. Wheels.
The machines which have arrived in the island so far

show a remarkable freedom from freakishness. Perhaps the
most oirfr^ machine is a 5 h. p. twin-cylinder A.S.L., whichhas
only 18in. wheels. It has, of course, been subjected to a
good deal of good-tempered badinage, and has been
christened "the motor-propelled roller skate." The Premier
and Moveo machines are put up at the Sefton Hotel,
Douglas. The former look a very speedy and handsome
team. The Moveo team is composed of two twins and one
single. These machines have J.A.P. engines and their most
notable individuality is that the magneto is situated behind
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Ihe cyliiitlei' and level with the cylinder head, where it is

<liiven by an enclosed bevel gear and an inclined shaft.

Cniiidall and Yates's chain-driven Hurabers seem very

K| eedy, and their machines have some very novel features;

many' regard these riders as Oark horses.

Among the^ private OAvners Drury and Franklin are

thought to stand a good chance, as they have previous

acquaintance of the course.

Saturday Morning at Ballacraine Corner.
With the recommencement of practice on Saturday all

traces of the greasy wet which Wednesday's rain had pro-

duced on some parts of the course were lost, and it was

therefore in the pink of condition, with the exception of the

patches of stones, which have now been thoroughly rolled

in—and quite time, too—but which on Saturday morning

were still muddy from the rolling operations.

Nearly all the competitors had arrived in the island on

Saturday, and there was accordingly a very large muster

(if machines for practice. The following riders were on the

cuurse: H. A. Collier, Colver, andC. R. Collier (Matchless);

Bennett, Lee Kvaus, Beutley, Franklin, J. R. Alexander,

Moorhouse (Indians) ; Marshall, Newsome, Creyton, Adam-
son, Quentin Smith, Murphy, McMimries (Triumphs); God-

frey, Alexander, F. A. Applebee, Rem Fowler, Scriven,

Bolton, Baxter, Grange, Bagshaw, Abbott, Woodward,
Baxter, and Ellis (Rex) ; Myers and Philipp (Scotts)

;

C'ruudall. Yates, Brown (Humbers) ; Stanley, Jones, Shaw
(Premiers) ; Slaughter, Groves (Ariels) ; F. W. Applebee,

Chase (Centaurs); Sirett, Heaton (N.S.U.'s); Pimm (A.S.L.)

;

Scale (Scale) ; Rea, Loxham, Holding (Moa eos) ;
Norton,

Brewster (Nortons) ; McNab, Gibson (Trump-J.A.P.'s), Reed

(Dot); and Blumfield (Blumfield).

There was, unfortunately, one mishap, which has removed

a second rider from the race. Quentin Smith, a local com-

petitor, ran into Adamson, whose belt had broken whilst

ascending the hill near Kirk Michael; both were thrown,

with the result that Quentin Smith had his collar-bone

broken, while Adamson got a bruise or two.

It is a pity that some of the competitors desire to make,

or renew, their acquaintance with this tricky course at such

a high speed, as there is still plenty of time, at the time of

writing, to develop speed. Generally speaking, the old

hands, those to whom this is their third or fourth T.T., set

a remarkable example of care and self-restraint, and one

cannot hel^ noticing how quietly and warily they negotiate

corners which must now be quite familiar to them.

Fine consistent work has been done by the Matchless

stable, those three redoubtable " C's " who have jockeyed

so many winners ; whilst the neat little twin Premiers have
shown that as speed-machines they are a pair very much to

be reckoned with. The Indians and Triumphs, as might
be , expected, uphold their reputations for consistency and

It seems extremely probable that the average speed-* of

last year's winner, viz., 49.002 miles per hour, will be im-

proved on, as several competitors have already beaten the

previous figures in practice without pushing their engines

to the limit.

On Saturday afternoon a meeting of the Manx Automobile
Clnb was held at Mr. T. Moore's beautiful residence, " Bill-

own," between Ballasalla and Castletown, to which the com-

petitoi's were invited. Very few. hnwp\er, turned up, and
they missed, therefore, a most delightful aftcrnniin.

I returned from watching the practising on Monday
with the settled conviction that, unless the conditicjns govern-
ing the negotiation of Ballacraine corner be radically

altered, there will be an outcry against repetition of the
race next year—at any rate on the present course. Balla-

craine corner consists of two bianclies of four cross roadi^

which lie on the side of a slight hill, which results in tlie

banking of the road, itself lying in exactly the reverse

direction from what it shoidd. To make matters worse, the
turn is, if anything, sharper than a right angle, and the

road up which the competitors go is completely hidden by the

Ballacraine Hotel wall, which forms the actual apex of the

angle. Worse still, the road is none too wide, the surface

is by no means perfect, and the turn is faced by an ugly

wall of rough limestone. Now, there is a great temptation
to get round this corner at a good speed, inasnmcli as one

comes downhill towards it. The descent is admittedly slight,

but still a hill. Competitors then turn the corner, and go
up a hill with quite a noticeable gradient. In view of the

dangerous character of the road in its ordinary state artificial

banking fashioned out of planks of wood and having an

angle of about 60° and a total length of as many feet has
been erected against the stone wall. This, of course, per-

mits the corner to be taken at a slightly higher speed be-

cause it virtually gives the road a few feet more width.

Accident to Brewster.
This morning there were at least half a dozen mishaps at

Ballacraine, all of which might have been attended with
most serious consequences, and one of which escaped being
fatal by one of those miraculous instances of good fortune

which come so regrettably seldom.

Brewster, on a Norton, in attempting to take the corner

at an altogether impossible speed found himself unable to

turn suflSciently to get to the artificial banking, and dashed
head on into the stone wall. The front of the machine was
completely smashed, but the rider fortunately escaped with
severe concussion, though at the time of writing the extent

of his injuries are not yet known. An inspection of the
jnachine revealed the fact that the brakes were not in the

nest of order, and further it Js said that Brewster's eye-

sight is not unimpeachable. Neither of these facts, however,
ameliorate Ballacraine corner, for men of experience, wliose

eyesight and brakes are beyond reproach, found themselves
in great difficulties from which they were lucky enough to

escape with nothing worse than a few bruises and a scratch

or two. Accidents will happen even on the best of cour,«es,

but still one cannot help feeling that if there are so many
minor mishaps in practice, when there is no need to go at

full speed, matters may be more serious in the actual race.

Talking over the question with several competitors I learnt

that none of them relish it, and that most of those I spoke
to would like to .see it made a control. Several rightly argue

that if artificial banking is necessary the race has ceased

to retain its true "Tourist" character. The most notable

performers during practice on Monday morning were ; Bowen
(Bat), who got round the course in 19m. 45s. ; Stanley

(Premier), 19m. 45s. ; and H. A. Collier (Matchless) and Eric

Myers (Scott), both of whom took 20m. The above times are

unofficial, but may be taken as fairly accurate.

W.G.A.

One oi the Scotts at lull speed on the outskirts
ol Peel.

Nearing St. John's, the starting and finishing

point.

A trleky spot. The l)ridge and turn near theloot
ot the hill leading to St. John's.
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Lighting-up Times.

Lamp-lighting times at Greenwich
for the next seven days are as under

;

May 26th 8.58 p.m.

„ 28th 9. „
„ 30th 9. 3 „

Jmie 2nd ... ... 9. 5 ,,

Excursions to the Isle ot Man.
As a result of the paragraph in

The Motor Cycle, Mr. E. G. Young,
of Nottingham, made up a party of

fifteen Nottingham motor cyclists to
travel to the Isle of Man to witness
to-day's race for the Tourist Trophy.

London-Edinburgh Awards.

The committee of the Motor Cycling
Club met on Monday evening to con-
sider the awards in connection with the
London-Edinburgh and back run. The
official list is given on another page of

this issue. Our list of survi\'ors in the
double joui'ney competition published
last week was unfortunately incomplete,
the names of J, S. Holroyd (Jloto-

sacoche), Stanley Webb (Triumph), and
W. S. Squire (Quadrant) being omitted.

Tiie T.T. Race—Its Origin.

To-day. when so much interest is

being taken in the result of the great
race for the Tourist Trophy, it is oppor-
tune to point out to our readers that
the original suggestion for holding the
race emanated from us when pro-

posing the "Sport and Pastime" at

the Auto Cycle Club annual dinner, on
.January 17th, 1905. We said then we
hoped that some competition could be
arranged on the lines of the Tourist
Trophy for motor cycles. (The Tourist
Trophy referred to was, of courjse, the
car trophy.) The original suggestion was
that the engine dimensions should be
limited to 80 x 80 mm., and the weight
of the machine 130 lbs. with mudguards
and brakes.

The Daily Press Again.

A Doncaster paper referred to the
London-Edinburgli run as a " non-stop
motor cycle race from Edinburgh to

London"—quite an amusing specimen
of jump-conclusio?i news re])orting.

T.T. Riders at Brooklands.

A number of Tourist Trophy com-
petitors have entered for the races at

Brooklands on Saturday. Immediately
after the race they will leave the island

for the Weybridge track.

Police Traps.

We have received information of a

police trap working between Frimley
Green and Farnborough Station, and
between the Queen's Hotel. South Farn-
borough. and a house about 100 yards
further along the main road.

French Motor Cyclists and Aviation.

Lucien Lesna, the ex-champion road
crack, who met with a very bad smash

MAY 26th, igio
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whilst competing in the Paris-Madrid
race on a motor cycle, which resulted

in a stiff leg for life through injuring

his knee cap, is now experimenting
with flying machines at Pau. Another
old-timer, Victor Eigal, who was an
expert on the motor tricycle, is now
a successful aviator.

Saturday's Meeting at Brooklands.

Next Saturday the postponed Whit-
Monday meeting takes place at Brook-
lands. After the postponement had
been decided upon the entry list was
thrown open again, and there ^ are

twelv/e competitoib in the ilaj Handi-
cap, and twenty-seven in the Whitsun
Handicap.

Fi'esh Records by Martin.

Harry Martin put up two new
records at Glasgow on Saturday last, the

occasion being the Celtic F.C. and West
of Scotland Harriers' joint sports. Iilar-

tin rode a 6 h.p. twin Martin-J.A.P.
with A.S.L. suspension. The track was
Parkhead, and was in excellent con-

dition, and is one with which Martin
is quite familiar. The first record, to

be attacked was that for the three

miles made by Martin on this same
track two years ago. With his

machine in perfect tune, the lider

wasted no time in starting, and was
soon in front of his previous time,

with the result that he brought down
his record from 3m. 36|s. to 3m, 20-^s.

Later he started on an attempt to

improve the existing record for the

mile of Im. 6|s,, and. succeeded in

reducing it by Ifs. Not satisfied with
j

the margin, he made a further attempt,

and cut off another fifth of a second,,

bringing the record down to Ini. Sjs.

These figures are not to remain
unchallenged however, for on June 4th^j

the Collier brothers are due at Parli-

head and will endeavour stiU further

to reduce these times.

PRACTISING ON THE MANX COURSE.

^ ^T: S-Sr-i

S. Findlater (A.S.L.-J.A.P.), 18in. wheels, B. anrt B. carburetter, Bosch magneto, Moseley tyres.

A number of T.T. competitors may be recognised in the background, including Slaughter, Dayrell,

Alexander, and Yates. At the extreme left are F. Straight and G. E. Roberts.
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M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN RESULTS.

A
COMMITTEE meeting of the Motor Cycling Club
was held on Monday evening to consider the awards
in connection with the above run at Whitsuntide.

The penalty for being fifteen or more minutes ahead

of schedule time at any point of the run was disqualification.

Gold Medal
E. B. Dickson (5 Indian)

K. Gwyune (7 V.S.)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno)

H. M. Barton {5i Humher)
Capt. P. J. Harkness (2^

Enfield)

F. E. Wasling {2i Enfield)

IV Philipps {2| Douglas)
P, Janson {6i Bat)
t;. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas)
W. Kornsbv (4 Cheviot,
J.A.P.)

\V. M. T. Atkinson (3^
Cheviot)

G. Wrav (3i Bradbury)
J. S. "Holroyd (U Moto-

sacoche)

R. G. Fray (1^ Motosacoche)
H. Gib.'<oai (3i Bradbury)
C. B. Fersrn.s (3^ Triumpli)
A. T. Stanton IM Bradbury)
K. Ellis (5 Rex)
11. Roberts (3^ Phelon and
Moore)

W Pratt (3^ P. and M.)
P. Sliaw m Plielon and
Moore)

E. Kickham {2| Douglas)
H. G. Byng (o^^- Phehm and
Moore)

L. (4. Byng (3^ Plielon and
Moore)

T. S. V. Phillip m Moto-
sacoche)

Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,
Bart., R.N. (3^ Triumph)

G. Lee Evans (5 Indian)
S. Wright m Huniber)
F. H. Mullett (3i Triumph)
B. C. Howard (5 V.S.)
W. L. Squire {2^ Quadrant)
B. Allan-Hill (3^ Kerry-
Abingdon)

W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)

Winners.
J. Eastwood (3^ Bradbury)
S. Webb (3i Triumph)
P. Piatt (3i Bradbury)
R. .\f. Brice (3^ Brown)
G. W. Raper (6 X.S.U.)
G. E. Purchase (3^ Triumph)
5. W. Cartv m N.S.U.)
L. A. Bacldeley (4-^ Had-

delev)

D. S; Baddeley (6 Bad-
delev)

Eli Clark (2| Douglas)
H. W. Turner (3^ Triumph)
P. E. Tolfree (5^ Matchles.s)

A. y. Deacock (3 Wanderer)
J. Godsall (6-7 Bat)
A. C. Bobbins (3^ i3uniber)

H. Earslake (4 Dreadnought)
F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)
R. C. Davis (6 Griffon)

W. C. Waslev (21 Douglas)
C. S. Perrvman (3i Ariel)

J. St€\ens"{2 Wolf)
P. Stevens (3 Wolf)
Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell (3^

Triumpli)

F. C. Xorth m Ariel)

L. Vedy (3^ P. and M.)
P. R. Heighten (3i Humber)
C. B. Duberly (3^ Ariel)

6. E. Roberts (3i Rex)
A. G. Peppercorn (DJ

Triumph)
G. Brough (3i Brough)
W. Price (3^ Rex)
G. Jacobs (5 Vindec)
A. Webster (2-| Handy-

Hobart)
A. J. Gilpin (2^ Enfield)

E. R. Hibbert (5 Rex)
,5. H. .Slaughter (3^ Ariel)

W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
F. Watson (3i Tiiumph)
H. G. Bell (2-i F.N.)

P.ISSKNGKR M.\CHINE.S.

E. Frasetti (7 V.S.)

W, W'atson (9 Chater-Lea.
J.A.P.)

A. H. D'Aeth (7 V.S.)

If. Williamson (Rex Sidette)
V. Olsson IJ.A.V.)
K. W. Brighten (Chater-Lea,

J.A.P.)
\V. Lamm (5 V.S.)

All the above are sidecars.

Silver Medal Winners.
A. L. Colyer (3^ Humber) E. T. Newton-Clare (5-6 A.C.

tricar)

Bronze Medal Winners.
E. J. Pocoek (6 Matchless W. Chater-Lea (7-9 Chafer-
and sidecar) Lea and sidecar)

The Double Journey Competition.
Those who completed the double journey of 800 miles, and

will receive special gold medals, are as undernoted :

E. B. Dickson *E. Kickham *C. B. Duberly
E. Gwynne S. Wright *G. Brough

*F. Smith -
*Eli Clark *W. L.' Squire

*G. Wray *A. V. L'eacock *S. Webb
*H. Gibson G. Jacobs *A. Webster
J. S. Holrovd. *H. Karslake V. Olsson

*P. Philiops. *A. T. Stanton E. Frasetti
*G. L. Fletcher Allan HiU A. J. Gilpin
H. Roberts *F. C. Noi-th - E. W. Brighten
W. Cooper
*Signifies competitor for the M.C.C. Challenge Cup.

WINNER OF THE M.C.C. CHALLENGE CUP.
Tlie winner of the Motor Cycling Club Challenge Cup,

awarded to the competitor covering tTie double journey (out

and home) closest to schedule time, is ti. Brough |3^ h.p.

Brough) ; total variation in time, 10m. 43s.

Harolc Karslake (4 h.p. Dreadnouglit) is the runner-up for

the cup with a total variation from schedule time of 16m. 39s.

The committee has also awarded a special gold medal
to F. J. Jenkins, whose Rover car carried the travelling

marshals. The accuracy of the timing was greatly facilitated

by the loan to the club of six Kew certificated watches which
were provided by Messrs. Rotherhara and Sons, Ltd., of

Coventry.

>-•••-<

TO-DAY'S TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
Where " The Motor Cycle " Telegcams will be Displayed.

Only a small proportion of the thousands of our readers

will be able to witness the Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle

of ilan. which starts to-day at 10 a.m., and as the daily

press takes little or not cognisance of this event we have
arranged in the four large centres of the motor cycle industry

and pastime, namely, London, Coventry, Birmingham, and
Manchester, to display wires which will show the first,

second, and third riders at the end of each lap. Thus the

progress of the race may be watched at the following points :

London.
E.G.—Bancroftian Co., 49, Bishopsgate Street Within.

Benetfink's. 107. Cheapside.
Hunt's Stores, 104. Newgate Street.

' A. W. Gamage. Ltd.. Holborn.
Richford and Company. 153, Fleet Street.

W.C—Service Co., Ltd.. 292-293, High Holborn.
Taylor and Co.. 21a. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,
North British Rubber Co., corner of Long Acre and St.

Martin's Lane.
W.—Maude's Motor Mart. 136, Great Portland Street.

Selfridge's (Motor Department), Oxford Street.

S.W.—Harrods Stores (Motor Department), Brompton Road.
E.—Eastern Garage. 48, Romford Road, Forest Gate.

S.E.—Collier and Sons, Ltd., 18, Herbert Road, Plumstead.
COVKNTRT.

niffe and Sons, Ltd., Hertford Street.

BlKlIINGH.iM.
T. Clayton and Sons,' Ltd., 125. New Street.

JIanchester.
Triumph Cycle Co.'s Depot, 160, Deansgate.

Practising on the T.T. course. A competitor about to pass anotlier at full speed.

It is interesting to know that the Triumph Company
. have insured all the private owners riding Triumph motor
cycles. The names of the intrepid band of men are, J. W.
Adamson, H. Lister Cooper, W. Gi. MoMinnies, Quentin
Smithy Howard Smith, and C. E. ilurphy.
The Triumph Company will present gold medals to all

private owners riding Triumph machines who succeed in

finishing the course.
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CLUB NEWS.
Doncaster -and District M.C.C.

The speed-jitdging competition on the 16tli inst. , from
Doncaster to _ Worksop, vid Ticlvhill, resulted as follows;
1st, J. S. Smith (3 h.p. Bradbury), average difference from
schedule i\b^s.

; 2nd, G. W. Dew (3i h.p. Triumph), average
difference from schedule 52s.

Edinburgh M.C.C.
On Saturday last the Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club held

a members' speed contest in the grounds of Whitehall, Rose-
well, which were placed at the club's disposal by kind i.>er-

mission of Col, Wardlaw Ramsay, one of the "hon, presi-
dents of the club. The surface of the avenue being of the
vei-y sn}Oothest, and the day being fine, made the contest a
great success. There was a big turnout of spectators.

Ci,-vss I.—One ."\[i!e, (For machines with engines of 520 c.c.

or under. Flying start,)

Rider and machine, m, s

E. Tolfree (3i .Matchless) 1 16|
Macmilian (3^ tScott, two-stroke) ... 1 23^
H. Macmillan (3^ Scott, two-stroke)... 1 281
E, Stewart (F,N,, four-cylinder) ... 1 29|

-One Mile Novice, (For machines of any capacity.
Flying start.)

Cainis (5 Re.';, twin) ,., 1 15
Dixson (3i Matchless) ,, ... ... 1 21|
E, Stewart (F.N,, four-cvlinder) ... 1 25?

2, N
3, C,

4, C,

c L-4SS IL-

1, D
2. R,
3. C,

Edinhurgh M.C.C. Speed Contest at Colonel Wardlaw's estate, Whitehill,
Stait of the final of the half mile race. On the left A. Macmillan (5 h.p. Bat-
J,A.P,), the winner ; on the right D. Cairns (5 h.p. Rex Speed King).

fij.iss in,—One Mile, (For machines of

Flying start,)

1, 0, McGregor -(3^ Bat) 1

2, A, Macmillan (Bat, twin) 1

3, P, E, Tolfree (3^ Matchless) 1

4, D, Cairns (Rex, twin) 1

5, N, Macmillan (3^ Scott, two-stroke) ,,. 1

6, Colin Macmillan (3^- Scott, two-stroke) 1

any capacity.

15

161
221
251

Cl.\ss IV,—Flexibility Class, (Same gear to be used both in

fast and slow times, slipping clutches barred,)

N, Jlacmillan (3-^- Scott, tvv'o-stroke).

C, H, Macmillaii (3^ Scott, two-stroke),

R, White, jun, (31 Triumph),

V,—Half Mile, (For machines of any capacity.

Standing start,)

A, Macmillan (Bat, twin),

D, Cairns (Rex, twin).

1,

2,

3,

CL.iSS

1.

2.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The opening event takes place on .Tune 9th in the
form of a speed-judging competition, W, C, Ward has been
elected captain and R, A. N, Hall vice-captain.

York County M.C.C.

At the week-end a hill-climb was held on Kirkstone Pass,

the winner being F, Scott, on a 3-^- h,p. Triumph. The
fastest time was made by F, C, Speke (8 h,p. Speke and
Ramsden).

Essex M.C.

Members and friends are asked to take special note of the

event of Saturday, ^lay 28tli, This will take the form oi'

a blockade running competition with the_ members of the
Bancroft's School Troop of Boy >Sc«uts,

Southern M.C.

The above club held a speed-judging competition last week-
end over a nine-mile course- on a Surrey road. The winning
competitor was only three seconds out, as will be seen by
the following results : 1, W, H, Nixon, 3s, slow ; 2, H,
Billing, 19s, fast; 3, H, W, Toler, 26s. fast,

Leicester and District M.C.C.
The class winners of the hill-climb on the 19th inst. are :

Class I. (under 500 cc)—S, Briggs (3^ h,p. Triumph).
Class 11, (over 500 cc)—R, Canham (6 h,p. Matchless),

Clas^ III, (open).—Dr, C, B, Moss Blundell (3^ h.p, T.T.

Triumph),

Burnley Victoria M.C.

Tills club held its first hill-climb on Saturday last in

beautiful weather. The hill selected, Salterforth, near

Barnoldsvvick, is one of the steepest in the di,strict. The
competition was decided under the A,C,II, formula. There
was a largo number of motor cycles entered, mostly 1910

patterns. The first event was for motor cycles with engines

under 500 cc. This was won by H, Halstead (3^ h,p, 1909

Triumph). The second was for motor cycles any capacity,

and was won on formula by H, Walton (2 h,p. Moto-Eeve),
who managed to reach the top by pedalling. The fastest

time of the day was made by W. 'Tennant (5 h,p, V,S,) ; his

time was 51 sees, = 28 miles per hour,

Derby and District M.C.C.

The results of the Whit-Monday_ reliability trials are

given belo'w. The course was 110 miles in length,

1, A. Mitcham (3^ h.p. Rex), cup and gold medal,
2, V, Clark (3^ h,p. Bradbury), silver medal,
3, H, Scarratt (2-| li,p, Douglas), silver medal.
The $ol.k)wing qualified for bronze medals : G, Baker.

F, J, Ford, Boissier, Hewitt, Linnell, and .Jordan,

Steps are being talsen to pick a. team for the iM,C,C, Inter-

club team trial on June 18th.

Birmingham M.C.C.

T'he a'bove club held its annual Whitsuntide reliability trial

to Lincoln and hack on Tuesday, the 17th inst. There were
twelve entries, and eleven started. All got through to time
with the exception of one, whose machine suffered from a

broken petrol pipe. Results are _ as follows ;

Rider and iiwchine,

S. K, Jones (3i L,M,C.) ...

H, D, Jones (3^ New Comet)
R, Samsou (3^ Reg-Sarason)
H, J, Cox (1-i Singer)

W, Ht Eggmgton (3^ Triumph)
H, J, Woodgate (3| Premier)
F, S, Whitworth (2i Enfield)

R, W, Duke (3i Triumph) ..,

D, Arter (3^ James)
W, Ryland (7 ilatchless) ... ,

J, Triiman (3^ Triumph) ,,,

Each competitor had 1,000 marks allotted at the start,

and for evei-y ten seconds late or early at checking places

one mark was deducted. The prizes are: First, Sangster
Challenge Cup and club gold medal ; second, club gold medal.
Silver m.dal? to all competitors whose performance is suffi-

ciently meritorious ; bronze medals to all completing the

double journey in nine and a quarter hours.

ime lost Total
or gained. marks. Order.

10m. . . 940 ,,, 1

23m. . 858i ... 7

46in, , , 664i „, 10—
. 736 .., 11

15m, ,, . 904i ... 2
17ni. .,, . 891i .,, 4
30m, .. . 816i ,-,. 8

17m, .. . 894| ... 3

21m, .. . 873^ ,,, 5

37in. ,. . 795^ ,„ 9

22m, .. . 871 ... 6
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Club News.—
Scarborough and District M.C.

In our report of the Speed Trials at Filey, held by the

above club on Whit-Monday, tlie names of the machines

ridden by the winners were not mentioned. They were as

follows :

Class r.—G. Storey, 2| h.p. Minerva.

Class II.—C. H. Pugh, 3i h.p. Minerva.

Class III.—C. L. Bedford, 3i h.p. Triumph.
Class IV.—C. L. Bedford, 3i h.p. Triumph.
Class v.—F. P. Johnston, 7-8 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.

Class VI.—F. P. Johnston, 7-8 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.

Motor Cycling Club.

The second race meeting and gymkhana will be held on

Brooklands track on Saturday, June 4th. The motor cycle

events will be :

Race for ordinary "touring" mounts
with single-cylinder engines not exceed-

ing 300 c.c, capacity. For novices only.

Handicap. Distance, two laps of the

track.

For ordinary " touring " mounts with
multi-cylinder engines not exceeding 400

c.c. capacity. For novices only. Handi-
cap. Distance, two laps of the track.

For ordinary "touring" mounts with
single-cylinder engines not exceeding 550

c.c. capacity. For novices only. Handi-
cap. Distance, three laps of the track.

For ordinary "touring" mounts with
multi-cylinder engines of a cubic capacity

between 400 and 1,000 c.c. For novices
only. Handicap. Distance, three laps ot

the track.

For any type of motor bicycle with
single-cylinder engine not exceeding 550
c.c. Handicap. Distance, three laps nf

the track. Open to any member of the
club.

For any type of motor bicycle with
multi-cylinder engine of a cubic capacity
between 400 and 1,000 c.c. Handicap.
Distance four laps of the track. Open to any member of the
club.

Invitation Race for Silver Cup.—Between riders of lead-
ing makes of motor cycles. Distance, three laps of the track.
This is to be a sporting race between selected representative
drivers of the most popular makes of motor bicycles as offered
to the public. The committee invite applications from
members who desire to take part in the contest, and will
carefully consider every application and select one suitable
machine of each recognised make submitted to them.
Hill-cUmb.—Flying start. Open to any member of the

club. On any type of motor bicycle. Handicap.

Richmbud and Suibiton SI.C.

The annual general meeting was held recently at the
residence of Dr. Paul, when it was agreed to change the
name of the club from " The Richmond and District Motor
Club" to "The Richmond and Surbiton Motor Club." The
Hon Sec. presented the accounts and his report for the past

year, which was a very favourable one, the -club having
made great strides, and the prospects for the ensuing year
appear to be even more favourable. It was decided to
appoint Dr. Paul as the captain of the motor cycle section.
There will be four valuable silver challenge cups for com-
petition this year. The Hon. Sec. tendered his resignation
owing to pressure of business, but as the members present
declined to accept it he agreed to continue. The JIarquis
de Mouzilly St. Mars was again elected president of the
club, and a vote of thanks was passed for his very generous
support m the past. Anyone wishing to join the club
should communicate with the Hon. Sec, Mr. H. C. King,-
"Walton House," Surbiton Road,' Kingston-on-Thanies.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Entries may now be sent in for the twelve hours run alonir

the Holyhead Road to North Wales, fixed tor the 4th prox.

Competitorsin the Redditch and District M.C.C. Hill-climftirig Competition, the results of which were
given on page ^27.

West Essex A.C.
The above club issues a mon-'.hly club journal which gives

particulars of competitions, notices from the hon. secretary,
answers to correspondents, etc. The issue for April is the
twenty-eighth number which has been circulated among the
members, and contains among other features an article

entitled "Prominent Members ot the Club." The member
whose motor cycling career is described in No. 28 is Mr.
Victor Baldwin, the hon. sec.

The winner of the hill-climb is R. D. Willett (Humber),
whose figure of merit was .0127, which was closely followed
by W. E. Gunnett (Triumph) with .0124.

The next competition will be held on June 12th, for the
president's trophy. This trial is open to all classes of motor
vehicles.

Efforts are being made to hold an inter-club run with the
Essex and Walthamstow clubs, and it is suggested that the
rendezvous be at Clacton-on-Sea or at Newmarket.

Mem b e r s of

the York County

M.C.C. assembled

at Roundhay
prior to a run to

Bylands Abbey.
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THE extraordinary maimer in

which the motor cycle industry

has flourished in Britain may
be ascribed to the fact that this

country of ours is more suited than any
other to motor cycle touring. To take

them as a whole our roads are better

as regards surface than any other

country in the civilised world. Natur-
ally, they are not so good that they will

not stand improvement, but taking
them on the whole, they do -not leave

a great deal to be desired in this

respect. Of course, abroad (in Italy,

France, Germany, and Switzerland) in

the mountainous portions the gradients
are not so steep as those to be met
with on many main roads in England,
but, generally speaking, the surface is

by no means perfect.

In this short article it is proposed to

divide the country into three sections

—

Northern, Southern, and Central. These
divide themselves naturally into east

and west. Take, for instance, the
North.

NORTHERN SECTION.
North-west.

On the west side, Lancaster, being
accessible from the thickly populated
districts round Liverpool, Manchester,
Preston, Bradford, and Leeds, lends
itself as a very good starting place for

a" tour in the most attractive districts

which England can offer. Lancaster
may truly be said to be " the Western
Gate to tne North."

Striking due north, we follow the
John-o'-Groat's route to Kendal, whence
the Lakes are easily reached. Immedi-
ately after leaving Kendal one is sur-

rounded by the beautiful scenery at the
northern end of Lake Windermere. On
through Ambleside and Grasmere, the
pretty little lake of Thirlmere. close

to Helvellyn (3,118 feet), the second
highest mountain in England, and on
to Keswick, with Derwentwater on the
left, and along the shores of Lake
Bassenthwaite to Cockermouth. Here

we turn right, and, striking north-east,

pass through Bothel to Carlisle, pro-

ceeding thence to Brampton, which lies

upon- an interesting piece of road which
extends from Alston to Barnard Castle.

This section is well worth remembering,

as those who travel by the north-eastern

route of the Great North Road can

utilise it by branching off at Scotch

Corner, and extending the route we
have just given from Brampton North
to Longtown and to Gretna Green, thus
reaching Glasgow without passing

through any large towns the whole way
from London.
Turning to the right at Barnard

Castle we go through Bowes, Brough,
Kirkby Stephen. Sedbergh, Kirkby Lons-

dale, and back to our starting place

—

a distance of 213 miles in all. The
scenery almost the whole way round is

particularly beautiful, and the road as

far as Carlisle is good, thereafter it

is likely to be rough and hilly, but the
scenery is so attractive that the route

is well-worth covering. So much for

the North-western corner.

North-east.

A place equally accessible for those

living in the North-eastern parts of the
thickly populated districts of Northern
England is Ripon, easDy attained from
Bradford, Leeds, Wakefield, Doncaster,
York, and the surrounding towns.
Crossing Leeming Lane shortly after

leaving the starting point we reach

MQbtEdAV

Thirsk, the headquarters of the Auto
Cycle Union when the Sutton Bank •

hill-climb is held. Those who are
anxious to test the hill-climbing powers
of their machines will find Sutton Bank
on the direct road to Helmsley.
The climb is well worth making,

though, of course, difficult, but when •

once the summit is reached the view '

over the surrounding country is per-
fectly magnificent. However, those for .

whom Sutton Bank proves difficult to
cross, the route may be varied by
going due south through Thirkleby,
Coxwold, Helmsley on to Pickering,
where strike south, and go through
Malton, and continue on through Great
Driffield to Bridlington, whence an
excursion to Flamborough Head is well '

worth while.

A most beautiful run may then be
made along the coast, just skirting

Filey and on to Scarborough, one of

the most beautiful of Northern water-
ing places, and beyond to Whitby
and Saltburn. Shortly after leaving
Saltburn the coast is left behind, and
we go through Yarm, skirting Stock-
ton, and then straight north to Sedge-
field. Follow the main road that leads
to Durham, vphich, as all the world
knows, possesses one of the most inter-

esting cathedrals in the- country.

A Famous Door Knocker.

An interesting point about Durham
Cathedral is that it possesses a famous
door knocker, which, if held by a

fugitive from justice in mediseval times -

rendered him in sanctuary, so that the.

pursuers could not touch him. After
Durham we then rapidly leave the
colliery district, and, striking north-
west, make for Hexham. Here an
excursion may be made along the more
northern of the two roads to Brampton,
which skirts the great Roman Wall
made during the Roman occupation
to keep out the Picts and Scots.

We are now but a few miles from
Brampton, mentioned in the other tour.

However, we turn eastward at the next
important turning on the left, and re-

trace our steps through Haltwhistle to

Allendale, and, striking south, meet the
fine moorland and hills to Wolsingham
and West Auckland.
The last section of the route will be

a severe test for any single geared
motor bicycle, but motor cyclists must
always remember that in the most
beautiful country the steepest hiUs are

encountered. A magnificent run attei-

leaving West Auckland can now be

made down Leeming Lane, through
Scotch Corner; back to Ripon, whence
we started. Leeming Lane is the last

trace of the great road made by the

Romans up which they sent their garri

son to look after the defences of the

Wall mentioned previously.

Would that this road were remade
along its whole extent, leading as it
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does due north, it could be made to

miss all the populous districts, and
bring the motorist to Scotland in the

greatest possible comfort, and enable

him to maintain a speed impossible in

congested districts.

A Through Route to Edinburgh.

Part of the route we have given,

namely, from Durham to Hexham, can

be utilised as a through route to Edin-

burgh. It may be joined from West
"Auckland, striking through a little

place called Riding Mill, and thence via

Corbridge to Jedburgh, thus joining

the road followed by the competitors

in the recent London to Edinburgh run.

Unfortunately, however, the whole way
from West' Auckland to Corbridge, ap-

pallingly steep hills are encountered.

The connecting link between the two
routes we have given lies between Bar-

nard Castle and Scotch Corner, while

just off the route is Richmond, a town
well worth visiting.

SOUTHERN SECTION.

South-west.

An excellent starting point for a tour

in the lovely South-western district of

England is Salisbury. The city possesses

a cathedral of matchless beauty, the

spire of which is the highest in Britain.

Leaving the town, we strike off in a

south-easterly direction to Romsey, and
. here turn due south for Lyndhurst,
there entering the New Forest. Six and
a quarter miles from the latter town
we leave the Lymington Road, and turn
to the right for Ringwood, then, strik-

ing due west, passing through Wim-
borne (famous for its Minster), an
exceedingly beautiful ride follows

through Bere Regis to Dorchester, and
on through Bridport, along a hiUy, but
pretty, road through Seaton to Exeter,

famous for its Cathedral.
The direct road from Exeter is exceed-

ingly bumpy owing to a motor 'bus

service, so we recommend our readers

fi5^^(^ILIS

to go through Credition on to Oke-
hampton, where almost adjacent are the
Artillery ranges. Launceston is then
reached, after encountering the steep

hill into the town, and we enter the
lovely distx;ict over the moors to Bod-
min. From Bodmin on, more moorland
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An Ideal Resting Place.
Penzance, situated on the beautiful

Mount's Bay, is an ideal resting place.

The climate is mild, and the vegetation
semi-tropical. Land's End, which cer-

tainly should not be missed, is but a

run of ten miles. Here the rocky coast

is traversed, and there is a fine straight

road avoiding all big towns past Blue
Anchor, Mitchel, and Zelah to Red-
ruth. It was here that the Cornish
police "distinguished themselves" last

year by instituting a police trap right

in the middle of the moor—miles from
any human habitation. Their action,

however, has not since, we are glad to

say. been repeated.
From E,edruth, through Camborne

and Hayle we pass through the tin

mining district—not a very pleasant
run for those on Holiday bent and in

search of good roads and scenery, but,

happily, soon traversed.

presents a magnificent spectacle. From
Penzance we retrace our steps to

Blue Anchor, and then strike north to

St. Colomb, and on through Camelford,
closely passing Bude, a famous West-
country seaside place, to Hartland and
Bideford, made famous in Macaulay's
poem.
The Northern route vid Ilfracombe

and Minehead is perhaps the most
beautiful, but the route we have given
is hilly enough in all conscience, and
unless the rider is equipped with a first-

class hill-climber, he had better follow
the route through Barnstaple, South
Molton, and Bampton, which is some-

AxbridPe 16j^__^ci.ortdanClifrs 2;.

Warminster S-l.:

Total

512 miles

.SALISBURY 21
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what easier after Taunton, where follow

the Bristol Road to Axbridge, and
there turn right to Cheddar Cliffs, an
exceedingly beautiful ride. The circuit

is completed to Salisbury by passing

through Warminster.
If the rider has not time to pass

through the New Forest, the journey

may be curtailed by going through
Shaftesbury, Yeovil, Crewkerne, and
Honiton on the direct road to Exeter.

After leaving Salisbury, we turn right

at the village of Barford St. Martin, a

turning which may be very easily

missed.

South-east.

Quite a pretty tour, well within reach

of the Metropolis, may be obtained,

which totals some 261 miles, by start-

ing from Reigate and going due east

along the ancient Pilgrims' Way through
Westerham and Riverhead to Reigate.

From Reigate to Riverhead the road is

hilly, but there are no hills which should
present any difficulty to a modern
motor bicycle. After passing Maid-
stone, the county town of Kent, we
reach Charing, and fourteen and a

quarter miles further on the cathedral

city of Canterbury.
At Margate we touch the coast, and

then strike south to Sandwich, a most
interesting old town, well worth visit-

ing. Skirting the coast we go through
Deal and Dover, and along a hilly road
to Folkestone. All the way along the
coast, skirting New Romney, fascinating

country is traversed. Hastings and St.

Leonards are practically one. Then we
pass Bexhill, and on to Lewes, where
the rider must be careful, as the police

are extremely active.

On entering Brighton it will be
advisable to ask for the inland road to

Shoreham, as that along the coast is

very bumpy. Through Steyning to

Pulborough the road extends through
ideal English scenery, but here again
the police are very much down upon
those who exceed the legal Umit, while
further on, at Midhurst, the bench is

said to be one of the most anti-motorist

in the kingdom. All along the remain-
der of the road the greatest caution

should be exercised, and especially after

traversing Haslemere, when the town
of Godalming is reached. Here the
slightest breach of the "ten-mile limit

is rigorously dealt with. Reigate, our
starting point, is reached through
Guildford and Dorking.
In the above routes the distances are,

as far as possible, those given in the
" Contour Route Book " (Gall and
Inglis), but occasionally, where we have-

left the beaten track, we have had to

rely on other sources, and in these

cases the distances are only approxi-

mate. The thin line given in the
Northern Section denotes those roads
which connect the North-eastern and
North-western tours.

CENTRAL SECTION.

Western England and Wales.

All that section of England which
borders on Wales possesses good well-

kept roads, and is replete with historical

associations. Gloucester, the ancient

cathedral city, makes an admirable
starting point for a tour. Leaving

^^(JaLE
Gloucester we follow the Severn VaUey,
and just after Westbury pass through
Little Dean, and enter the beautiful

Forest of Dean. The road leads into

the ancient town of Monmouth, which
is well worth a visit. From here we
retrace our wheel tracks for a short
spell, and, bearing right at the first

important road fork, enter the Wye
Valley, one of the most beautiful rides
in England, and more than half-way
to Chepstow pass Tintern Abbey, which,
on account of its situation and beauty,
is well worth inspection.

Usk, another old-world town, is iut
a short ride from Chepstow, and but
eight miles or so further on we cross the
border into Wales, and
enter what may be
termed the Welsh Low-
lands.

All along the valley,

through Crickh o w e 1

1

the scenery is very
pretty, and the district

is known as Talgarth
Black Forest. From
Brecon the road takes

. a north-easterly direc-

tion to the Three Cocks
Inn, an important road
junction, where the
right-hand road passes
through Hay to Leo-
minster. Here, how-
ever, we turn sharp
left, and proceed to
Builth, and thence to
Rhayader. At this
point, some two or

three miles off the
road, are two large
lakes . which supply
Birmingham with
water.
Here the scenery be-

comes particularly fine,

and after leaving
Llangurig, we skirt the
southern slopes of Plyn-
limraon, 2,458 feet.

Close by the Wye rises,

and not far also from
the source of the
Severn. Up to Llan-
gurig the road rises

steadily till an altitude

of 900 feet is reached,
and continues to rise

tiU the summit 1,400
feet above sea-level is attained.

At the Dyffryn Castell Hotel the

traveller may either follow the main
road by Ponterwyd, or go by the Devil's

Bridge, a fine run through mountainous
and well-wooded country. . The rider's

choice should depend upon the hiU-

cKmbing powers of his mount, as the
road to Aberystwyth by the Devil's

Bridge is beset with nmnerous stiff

gradients requiring both skill and care.

From Aberystwyth a pretty road
extends to Machynlleth, but several

stiff gradients are encountered. Before
entering the last-named town the river

is crossed, and then a turn to the left

is taken, bringing the rider on the road
to Aberdovey, and once more to the

coast.

The sea is kept on the left as far as

Towyn, and here the road strikes once

more inland, becoming- hilly and rather

rough, but better near Dolge-Uy. At
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Barmouth we strike the coast once
more, which we follow to Harlech,
where is the famous castle. At Pen-
rhyn, known to the world for its slate

quarries, we strike inland, and leave
the sea for good, passing through a
gloridus district to Beddgelert, where
is the grave of Gelert, Prince Llewellyn's
famous h-und.

• The Highest Mountain in England.

Snowdon, 3,560 feet, the hightest
mountain in England and Wales, is

seen on the left if the day be clear.

At Beddgelert we bear right, and here-
after the right-hand road is aways taken
till Capel Curig is reached, where the

Holyhead Road is joined. From this

point on to Shrewsbury there is no diffi-

culty in finding the way, as the road
is signposted "To London" by the
Royal Automobile Club. The surface

is, for the most part, good, though apt

to be motor worn in places. Telford's

famous road is beautifully graded, so

from Capel Curig onwards the rider

-need not fear the hills. In this section

the rider passes through Bettws-y-Coed
with its famous Swallow Falls and Fairy
Glen, Llangollen, and Gobowen.

At Shrewsbury the Holyhead Road is

left, and thereafter follows a pretty

and interesting ride through Church
Stretton to Ludlow, a quaint old" town,
where there are some fine old houses

and an interesting old castle, and
on to Leominster and the cathedral

city of Hereford. From here on to

Gloucester the road is excellent and
very pretty.
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Eastern District.

Eastern England has quite a fascina-

tion of its own. The rider must not

expect to find beautiful scenery, but

-the district is intensely interesting, is

extremely healthy, bracing, and in-

vigorating, and has some of the finest

churches to be seen in the British Isles.

Yet another point to be considered is

that the yearly rainfall is moderate.

On account of its accessibility, and the

fact that in itself it is a most interest-

ing place, Cambridge makes an excellent

starting point. Our first destination is

Ely, a fine run over excellent roads

with two fine " all

out " stretches.

At the end of the
second of these,

right in Ihe heart

of the Fen country
where one least ex-

pects it, is an awk-
ward bridge, marked
by an ordinary red
triangle, but with a

special danger signal,

so narrow and dan-
gerous is it. After
El}', where the
finest cathedral in

England is to be
seen, the road is not
very interesting, but
the surface is good.
After leaving Little-

port, a great place

for skating on the
rare occasions offered

in these islands, we
cross the Ouse and
follow the meander-
ings of that river for some time, then
suddenly crossing it where least

expected.

Beyond Southery we leave the bleak
Fenland and enter the county of Nor-
folk, where the country becomes
wooded and the 'roads good. Entering
the village of Denver caution should be

, exercised, as the approach is made by
negotiating two corners, the second of

which, skirting the churchyard which
forms part of an ellipse, is banked
the wrong way. Here, in 1904, a
Bra'Sbury tricar charged a cottage in

the Six bays A.C.U. Trials.

Lynn is an interesting old town, and
from the Quay quite Dutch in appear-
ance. It contains two fine churches, the

- best of which is St. Margaret's. One
enters the town through an ancient gate-
way, and if one be so minded the traffic

beset portion may be entirely missed
by turning to the right after entering
the gateway, bearing right and then
turning left, soon a level crossing is

reached, and at the next turning to the
ri^ht the main road to Hunstanton is

joined.

The road to the latter seaside town
is good, and the first object of interest
to be encountered is Castle Rising, well
worth a visit. Nejct we pass the out-
skirts of Sandringham, the country
home so dearly loved of our late King,
-and where he caught his last fatal
chill. The coast road skirts Hunstan-
ton, and now we enter Nelson's
country.

Leaving Old Hunstanton, Holme
Church tower, a landmark for miles

^^(^EJE
around, comes into view, and here there
lives the sole surviving member of the
Nelson family in Norfolk. Nelson's
birthplace, Buniham Thorpe, lies inland
some two miles or so from Burnhani
JIarket. On to Cromer, always in sight
of the sea or the sandhills, which com-
bat its ravages, the road winds.
Blakeney and Stiffkey have magnificent
churches, while Wej'bourne beach
should not be missed. Here the shingle
shelves abruptly down to the sea, and
so deep is the water that a battleship
may come quite close in.

All round the north-east corner the
sea has made fierce incursions to beyond
Cromer. Overstrand Church, whose

ruined tower is a lonely landmark, is

interesting as having inspired Clement
Scott's well-known song the " Garden
of Sleep."
Turning inland at Mundesley we pass

through North Walsham, and make for

Blickling. beyond Aylsham, a fine old

Elizabethan mansion, once the home of

the ill-fated Anne Bolevn. Cottishall.
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one of the prettiest villages in Norfolk,
is then reached, and here and at Wrox-
ham excellent sailing on the rivers and
broads may be obtained. From Wrox-
ham to Yarmouth the Broad district is

traversed, and at Ludham Bridge the
yac-hts may be seen sailing on three
rivers—the Bure, the Ant, and the
Thurne—while right opposite are the
ruins of St. Benet's Abbey, of which
the Bishop of Norwich is the Abbot.

Yarmouth, the best known of all

Norfolk watering places, is then reached,
and after a fast run through Hele,

Norwich comes into sight. Here the'

cathedral, the ancient Erpingham Gate,
and the Guildhall should claim the
attention of the tourist. From Norwich
a fast run may be made to Scole, and
then follows a trip across country to

Thetford, and then along the main
road to Newmarket, once a splendid
I'oad, back to Cambridge, but now
sadly deteriorated. The ten-mile limit

in the latter town, though unnecessarily

long, should be rigidly observed. Two
miles from Newmarket the Cambridge
Road branches off to the left.

Northern League of Motor Cycle Clubs.

A lengthy printed list of the " Pro-

posed Rules and Constitution of the
Northern League of ilotor Cycle Clubs "

is just to hand. The headquarters are

the Royal Station Hotel. York. Clubs
having less than twenty -five members
shall have two representatives, fifty or

over three representatives, one hundred
or over four representatives on the

council. No business will be transacted

at any meeting unless four or more
clubs are represented. The annual
general meeting will be held in the

month of February each year. The
trials, competitions, etc.. held under the

auspices of the League will only be
open to hnna-irch amateurs, but a trade

class may be included if sufficient

entries warrant it. Clubs affiliated to

tile League will pay a fee of 10?. 6d.

for each 25 members or jjortions there-

of. As soon as tlie rule.* are accepted

we shall publish them 'ni e.rleiisu.

Dutch Motor Cycle Club's nrst summer meeting of 1910. The photograph was taken at Apedoorn, the

summer residence of Queen Wilhelmina. There are two British machines in the group, a Douglas,

and a MatchIess,5lThe remainder are of the F.N. and K.S.U. make.
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iWifJi apolnaie^ tu Sir W
By H. G. STEEL. Illustrated by

'Twas at the door of Blank's Garage,
;

Upon the Isle of Man, ,-

I found alone upon a stone

A dirty weird young man.

His hair was weedy, his beard was long,

And lanky and long was he;

And I heard this wight by the door recite

In a singular minor key.

Oh, I am a Reed, and a Collier bold,

A Chase, and a fast

Godfrey,

And a Marshall tight,

likewise a Wright.

And also Applebee.

And he looked so wild

that I said to him

That drinking had been

he;

For I'll eat my hand if

I understand

However you can be

At once a Reed, and a Collier bold

A Chase, and a fast Godfrey,

And a Marshall tight, like-

Avise a Wright,

And also Applebee.

With the peak of his cap at

the back of his head,

As motor cyclists larn,

And, taking a drink, and

giving a wink.

He spun this painful

yarn :

There were Reed
and me, and

Collier bold,

With spark advanced a going,

When my belt came adrift, and I had to shift

With Collier's, was I knowing?

But I bent it on, and away we jumps

As merrily as

bells;

Then my tube it

pops, and I

suddenly stops.

But I borrows one

of Wells.

And after this I'm

out with Chase,

Along of fast

Godfrey,

When my gudgeon

pin drops down

within,

And my fly-

wheel's all at sea.

Then Chase he takes a flywheel off.

And gives it unto me,

While a piece of tin makes a

gudgeon pin

In the hands of fast Godfrey.

You will smile, I know, but

after this

I flew up Sutton Bank;

And the only tale I had to

• wail

Was a bent and leaky tank.
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The Yarn ol the Lonely Man.

—

But Marshall tight then hove in sight,

And so soon did he begin

That with many a spank he made a tanlc

From a worn-out petrol tin.

I journeyed home, and I entered then

For the End-to-end that night.

With a new brake drum, stuck on with gum,

That was made for me by Wright.

So only Applebee is left.

And I don't mind telling ye

That a little fake of which he spake

Won a medal gold for me.

And I never larf, and I never lie,

And I never lark nor play;

But I sit and smoke, and a little joke

I have, which is to say

—

Oh, I am a

Reed, and

a Collier

bold,

A Chase, and a fast

Godfrey,

And a Marshall

tight, likewise a

Wright,

And also Apple-

bee.

CO.

Scene at the start of" the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run "from Highgate.
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lilTEBS TO Tm EDITOIb

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Road Improvements.Oily Crank Cases.

{4776.]— I notice frequent reference made to oily crank

cases. Possibly my experience may be of interest to some of

your readers troubled in this way.
I use a modern machine of standard make. In the

beginning I had to complain of the oil getting outside

crank case and gear case. The makers' advice was "oil very

carefully, preferably in small doses frequently repeated."
Still the trouble continued. Then I fitted a home-made

non-return compression-release valve, thereby securing a

partial vacuum inside crank case and gear case whilst the
engine is running. This has absolutely cured the trouble.

I think if some accessories maker were to market an article

of this kind he might find a paying demand for it. I know
of at least three widely used standard engines that are sent

out without being fitted with non-return, compression-release
valves. As a consequence they soon get dirty and oily

outside the crank case. W.

Automatic Carburetters.

[4777.]—May I be allowed to state some views on the

above subject, which I have not before seen in your valuable
paper. Now, what do pleasure riders want with a machine
with one lever, and the' further you push it the faster the
bicycle goes ? Surely half the fascination of motor cycling is

to try your machine up the steepest hills. What does it

matter if you fail? Try again.
I am very surprised at the position taken up by a sporting

fellow like " Ixion " in this matter. I should like to know
what will become of our hill-climbs if a man has simply got
to sit tight and push a lever to get up. No, the automatic
contraption is for the business man who has no time to return

to the bottom of the hill and try again, or else push wearily
up. Give me the good old two lever pattern and a

sporting try.

In conclusion, I might say I am quite prepared for the
exclamations this letter will doubtless call forth.

TAP TWIDDLER.

The Auto-wheel.

[4778.]—As manufacturers of the Wall Auto-wheel, we
shall be glad to answer the enquiry of your correspondent
in your issue of the 12th inst., not to encourage his cheap
wit, but to enable us to give some information to many of

your readers, who are no doubt generally anxious to know
something of the Auto-wheel.
We may say at once that the press were not in error in

their statements regarding the utility of the Auto-wheel,
and repeated tests and trials have proved that it possesses

all the advantages which were originally claimed for it.

~

In a case where the prospects are of so great magnitude
it is necessary for the manufacturers to produce it in such
a form as can weather all criticism, and in such quantities
as can meet the enormous demand, which, even without
seeing it in action, the public from all parts of the world
have already made, and these considerations have decided
the manufacturers to reserve to themselves the right to

select the proper time for its introduction. We can, how-
ever, assure your readers that that time is now not far
distant, and when it comes they will not be disappointed
with the usefulness and efficiency of the device.

A. W. WALL. LTD.

[4779.]—The varying surface of the old " North Road,"
noted on the il.t'.C. London-Edinburgh run, stands for a

good argument for national control of road making.
The road surface after passing Newcastle-on-Tyne might

certainly be improved upon by skilled treatment, so that it

might compare favourably with the greater portion of the

road south. It is a puzzle how the " corrugated roads

"

were made over the Scottish border, and perhaps the money
expended in'erecting ten-mile limit signs may better add to

the comfort of travellers, although the " corrugated roads
"

may have the same effect (perhaps more so) as these warn-
ing signs.

Take the Coventry-Birmingham road for an e.xample.

There you will find the best and absolutely the worst main

Bradford M.C.C Bradford-Keswick-Bradford Beliability Trial for N.S.U. cup.

T. Bullus (3^ h.p. P. & M.), the ultimate winner, is seen at Kendal, checking
and replenishing tanks.

road in the kingdom, in different sections. The middle and
Birmingham sections are, or were at Easter, a disgrace to

the ratepayers of that district.

Two weeks ago I passed over the main road from Yariii

to Thirsk, -and between the sixteenth and eighteenth mile-

stones from Thirsk I came to a single row of stones running
parallel and about six inches from the right wheel track uii

the outside and in stretches of from Forty to a hundred feet.

These stones were placed on a good hard surface, and later

I discovered a man with a hoe distributing them in a single

row as abo\'e stated.

As it was about 2.15 p.m. on a Saturday I have a sns

picion that these stones were only another sort of mileage
per hour limit s-'igii, and liope that any motor cyclist or

cyclist who suffers injury to self or machine through the.'^e

obstructions will bring the matter home to the authorities in

that section through one or other of the motoring organisa
tions.' H. W. TURNETt.
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DUNHILfS MOTORITIES
FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

A

HILUNGDON CAP, 5/6.

SINGLE TEXTURE FAWN
WATERPROOF CAPE, 7/6.

PUSH ACTION
SWITCH. 3/-.

•COWEY" SPEED INDICATOR,
4 Gns.

Tliia Indicator can also be supplied indi-
cating speed and distance in Kilometres.

HANDLE-BAR SWiTCH,
3/-.

CARBIDE CARRIER,
Complete, 1/8.

Filled with Carbide, 2/-.

OLEO PLUG, 4/6.

"MATCHLESS" SPRING
FORK ATTACHMENT.
Easily fllted and very
effective. 15/6 per pair.

Automatic Vertical

DROP BACK REST.

CORN EMERY
POWDER,

For grind:ng valve
Very comfortable and seEtings 6d.

absolutely sate.

12/6.

BELT PUNCH,
21-

EXHAUST WHISTLE, 10/6

Very Mellow Note,

MOTOR CYCLE LAMP AND GENERATOR.
Well in. ill'-, with powerful lens mirror relii^ctor which mag
nilies to a great exti-nt. Can also be used lor Tricars, 27/--

Write to Dept. " M " for Motor

Cycle Catalogue, sent free on request.

DUNHILLSTREBLE-TWIST, ^V ^1 III I ^^^^ "INVISTOR" HORN.
NICKEL-PLATED HORN, l| J^ H, ^l I 1 JB _. M. I | ^ M Loud and penetrating.

Very deep note. 5/6.
i^Eraa^^ ^^^^^ " *» rffc ^ ^fc i^ta^™a^^pMiM* ^^^,^^ g^_^

359361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
88, CROSS ST., MANCHESTER. 72, ST. VINCENT ST., GLASGOW.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Some folks think LIGHTWEIGHTS are unsuitable

for touring-some of them are-but the

Motosacoche
(The Gentleman's Motor Cycle)

REIGNS SUPREME, and one was ridden from

LONDON TO EDINBURGH
AND BACK

In M.C.C. Reliability Trials In schedule time.

Don't forget the AND BACK
and on ONE BELT-^w"'™^

Two other MOTOSACOCHES which were ridden and entered by private
owners arrived at Edinburgh in Schedule Time.

Only Three Started "".'..S '.'; GOLD MEDALS.
This is where you laugh—and think what 1^ h.p. can do
when the engine is made as it should be—but you haven't
to think very hard—after all—to understand why this is.

All users of these beautiful little engines will understand,
and the bicycles—well, the Rover and Singer Companies
make the best cycles in the world, and they make them
for the MOTOSACOCHE—so when you come to think of it

there's nothing wonderful about a MOTOSACOCHE being
ridden from London to Edinburgh AND BACK.

To prospective purchasers a trial ride is better than all

the talk of

MOTOSACOCHE LIMITED,
65, HOLSOEN VIADUCT, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Belt Fastener Screws : A Suggestion.

[4780.]— I should like to call attention to a detail in

bell-fastener construction which would make very decidedly
for comfort and ease of manipulation. It is simply this, that
the head of the pin which passes through the belt to attach
the fastener be made square, to as to take the small spanner
vvhich is to be found in everyone's tool kit nowadays. I

cannot recollect having seen this mentioned before (though
I have looked through my back numbers of The J\[ofnr C'l/rle

for the last three years), and I know of no make of belt-
'faslener the pin of which is not rouud-headed with a slot in

it for the use of a screwdriver. Retain the slot by all

means, it is necessary to start the pin in its thread when
screwing it up, but most of us have had the experience of a
pin rusted in, oi- whose thread was burred by contact with
the pulley, to move which the screwdriver was totally
inadeq.uate. I have never yet spoken to another motor
cyclist who did not agree as to the superioi-ity of a square
head, i^nd about a month ago when I mentioned it to tJie

Service Company they told me they had just had some pins
of that de.scription made to the order of a customer. So,
although it may seem a small matter about which to write
so much, as it appears to be a very real and general want I
have thought it worth while to. raise the question for decision
in the colunms of youT' valuable paper, D "'jfeSS.

The Northern League.

[4781.]—With reference to -your leaderette on the above,
I should- like toask you what the A..C.U-. has done, to con-
ciliate Northern clubs, and also what inducements it Ijas

nITeved to draw these cluEs" into the fold. These questions

tteet ol Ihe Winchester and Surrey Motor Cycle Clubs at Winchester.

have been a,sked by the Northern League clubs before now,
and the A.C.U. has not been able to give any reply. Can
you ?

The riders of the North do not expect to work inde-
pendently of any other body, and the chief point of con-
tention is not as stated' in your article, but is simply this.
The clubs who have formed the Northern League do not think
it reasonable that they should have to pay a fee to the
A.C.U., simply because they send out an invitation to
several neighbouring clubs to meet together at some
point of interest, and hold a competition for purely nominal
prizes with no idea of making any profit on same. It is

surely^ too bad to put a heavy tax on hospitality.
It is my personal hope that the Northern League Avili

acknowledge the A.C.U. as governing body, but I am bound
to say that the officials of the A.C.U. arevery lax indeed in
their methods, and anything but conciliatory towards the
officials of the League. The question to be answered first

of all is. "What benefit can the clubs forming the Northern
League derive from becoming affiliated to the A.C.U. ?

"

If the re; V is "None whatever." the Northerners will
stand clear. We have yet to hear from the A.C.U. of any-
thing it has doi^B to assist the sport in the North. Has
it no reply ? PRO - ilOTOI!.

4rjl

Increase of Speed on Paitially Raising Exhaust Valve.
[47b

j;. J -With .ill due respect to correspondents who
have endeavoured to explain the above subject, I fail tc

find anything yet to cure my 3^ h.p. Triumph, which has
this puzzling complaint. The engine is perfect, and timed
correctly ; the timing I have varied a tooth either v/ay, both
inlet and exhaust, yet it has not cured it. Naturally, 1

find the motor runs better when timed as sent out by the
makers, viz., inlet valve begins to open when iin. down the
suction stroke, giving plenty of time for exhaust valve to
close definitely, which it does exactly A\'lien ou top of stroke.

This dispenses with the explanation re bounce of exhaust
valve ("Poney's" letter, 4754). I rode one hundred miles
with exhaust valve partially raised, and I lost compression.
Chi taking out the exhaust valve, I found it pitted, caused
by not being closed. I admit holding up exhaust is no cure,

but did it for experiment. After trying everything I sav.' in

I'/ie Mdtor Ci/i'le. and using my own experience, I must
confess I am beaten. I feel certain, if the cause and cure
could be found, more power would be the result from most
engines., •

I vet await some other explanation, which T will readily

trv.
'

. - TI!Y AGAIN.
"

The London-Edinburgh Run.

[4783.]—I have read with interest the comments of Mr.
Morris, in The Motor C'l/rlf of May 12th, and have also a

grievance against the M.C.C. My case is as follows: I

entered a Scott for the London-Edinburgh run on April
14th, and received particulars in due couise. As soon
as I received my route cards, being desirous of w^orking out
the times and having the cards specially treated so as to

make them weatherproof, I wrote to two ofticials of the
M.C.C. asking them for my starting number. I received a

similar reply from both,- namely, that my starting numbe;-
was 7. Accordingly I worked out the times and got my
cards in order. When I received the official ]:irogramme for

the run I found that I was No. 99. As I had made all

arrangements to start 7, I did not consider this was fail'

treatment to be suddenly removed to the end of the list.

Accordingly I Avired to the M.C.C. stating that under thesi
circumstances I should not take part in the run. (In Fiiday
morning, at 11.30, I received another wire, this time from
one of the M.C.C. officials, as follows : "You can start 7:
explain to you Highgate." This, however, was received toe

late to be of any use to me, as I had by then made othei

arrangements. " FRANK rillLIPP.

The Motor Cycle in the United States.

[4784.]—A great deal has been written concerning the

differences between American and English machines, but as

yet no one seems to have quite hit the point. The reason

for these differences is not a difference of opinion as to what
is best in design but the different conditions under which
the machines are designed to run. I am living at present in

a city of 110,000 people in one of the most thickly settled

parts of our country, yet I know of only four roads out of

the town that would be marked upon an English road-map.
Under such conditions foreign machines do not show up
very well, and I have tried both English and German. The
frames, tanks, rims, spokes, and hubs will not stand the
hammering of our rough roads. I have ridden the same
machines in England and found them perfectly satisfactory.

The engines are certainly wonderful.
The best form of transmission devised so far seems to lie

unknown in England, although it is immensely popular here.

It consists of a flat endless leather belt about one and a half

inches wide made of two thicknesses of leather with canvas
sewn between to make it stietchless. This runs over leather

faced pulleys. and has a spring idler to maintain the tension.

The idler can be slacked from the saddle, giving a fine free

engine. It has the rubber V belt lashed to the mast.
I do not expect to ride in England again for cjuite some

time, but English roads figure prominently in my dreams
of heaven, and T/ir Motor C'ljclt is like a voice from above.

Connecticut. U.S.A.
'

LN 5142.

SUMJIARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" H. E.W.I." ((Jhatham) would like to join another motor

cyclist who is al.^o a fisherman for a fourteen days' holiday
in West Ireland in June. Objects, fishing and motor
cvcling. .
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"INCREASE

OF SCHPEED
ON OBENING DER

EGGSHAUST."

< Y'
''OU must get her oudt into der oben air,"

says der doctor.
" Dot's all righd, Herr Doctor, dot is,

to talk like so, but how's she goin' to valk

Avhen she's got der sky-attics or voteffer you calls

it, eh ?

'

"Drive," says he.
" Mein Gott," I says. " Vos you t'inkin' I vos made

of gold, Herr Doctor. Dose drives costs lots of

monies. Ve, ve ain't all doctors, you know."
"Oh, veil," he says, "if you brefers to lose her

—

"

"Look here," I says, "if you vants trouble, dot's

der vay to find it, talkin' about me vantin' to lose

der leedle voman! "

He laughs. " Dere, now," he says. "Vhy don'

you get a motor? No, not like dot von of mine,

but a motor bike und sidecar."

"Doctor," I says, "
I'll do it."

L'nd dot vos der peginnin'. of all de troubles. Ja.

New, der first t'ing to do, says I to mineself, is to

get to know all about dose machines, und I buys a

paper called der Motor Cycle, und on der first page
I sees a schplendit article on " Ingrease of Schpeed
on Obenin' der Eggshaust."

" Beim Gott! " I says, "dot's written by an eggs-

bert, dot is. Vhy he makes it as plain as plain, vot?
"

Und I turns ofer der- page und sees anodder article,

"Ingrease of Schpeed on Obenin' der Eggshaust."
Eh? Oh, noddings, onlies dot feller proves dot der

first feller dunno \'ot he's talkin' about. Und each
veek I buys dot paper, und each week de boor editor

gets bombarded mit letters on " Ingrease of Schpeed
on Obenin' der Eggshaust." Eferybodies agree dot

dere's noddings like it for geddin' up schpeed, und
eferybodies gives a different reason for it. Neffer

mind, my poy, I says to mineself, I dunno vhy it is,

but it don' matter so long as ve gets it.

Und den I sells my " Dashrot Tenshows ''—Eh?
Ya, rubbers, of gourse—und goes along to der blace

vhere dey sells motoir bicycles. Veil, shust so soon
as I gets in I sees der machine i<x my monies. I

dunno, I t'inks dey calls it a twin or somet'ings, but

it had a big Union Jack painted on der front und a
figure of Pritannia rulin' der vaves on der mudguard.
Und dot's vot I like, dot is; none of your foreign

machines for Isaac Isaacstein; no, sir!

"How much?" I says, lookin' at der vone negsd
to it—Omba I t'ink he calls it.

"Und dis vone? " I says, quite casual like, bointin'

to der vone mit der oldt flag on it.

Vhy, I couldn' hardlies pelieve it; it cost less

monies dan der Omba vot hadn' got no flag nor no
Pritannia nor noddings

!

"Gimme Pritish goods efery time," I says "You
can send on dis vone mit our flao' on it."

A26

He schmile, und he schmile, und he schmile; so

amusant is it to see batriotism in -a Pritishtr.

Und der negsd dav I unpacks der sidecar m^ Jer

"A.B.C.D." Dot's der name Of der biryrle.

" Dere now, Repecca, my tear," I says,
"dot's der leedle turn-oudt dot's goin'. to pring back
der roses to your cheeks."
Eh? Veil, I dunno as it did. Dot " Ingrease of

Schpeed on Obenin' der Eggshaust " is a bit of, of
vot common beobles calls "swank." .So soon as I

gets dot plessed machine to go, I obens- der eggs-

haust, und der tamned t'ing schtops ! I tries it ofer

und ofer again, till iler sv—— bersbiradion vos run-

nin' off of me. Petveen me und you, dose fellers

dot writes about it are esgabed lunadics.

Den der garbureddor goes wrong, und den me und
der inlet valve schprings ve bot' loses our temper,
und she schtarts poppin'~l)ack. " For repairs? " Ya,
I eggsbect.

Und den der enamel chips off. und dere under-
neat', for der amusemend of efervluidies, vos der

vords " Made in —'
.

'

'

" Py Chingo! " I says, "dot's a fine t'ing, dot is;

Isaac Isaacstein ridin' a. machine 'Made in —-r-^-,'

shust- like he vos a foreigner hisself !
" Und I takes

it back to der beobles vot sold it.

" Here," I says, " vot's dis ? " I says.
"Union Jack," he says.

"Und dis?" "Pritannia," he says.
" Und I buys it pecause it's Pritish. Is it ?

''

"Veil," he says, "it ain't eggsactlv at! Priir^h.''

"Der.tyres?" "Sherman."
"Der frame?" "Pelgian.

"

" Der enchine ? " "French."
"Der magneto?" "Svedish.

"

"Der lamp?" "Austrian."
"Veil," I says, "I subbose der gas at least—"
" Amurrican."
" Of gourse, naturlich," I says, " I might haf known

vhere all der gas comes from. Ain't dere noddings
dot's Pritish? " I says.

"Dere's der Union Jack," he says, "und Prita'rmM,

she's Pritish, ain't she? "

"Vot's dot 'A.B.C.D.' mean, anyvays? " I says.

" Actiengcsellschaft Bru.xellois CosmopoHte Deutscb-

lands."

"Gott in Himmel! " I says. "How much you gif

me for der lot? " " Twentv pounds," he says.

"Done," I says.

No, I don' ride a motor bike no more. Me und

Repecca ve goes oudt in our leedle donkey cart, und

vhilst she finds t'istles for der donkey and roses for

her cheeks, I writes letters to der editor on der

" Ingrease of Schpeed on Obenin' der Eggshaust.
"
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ZENITH 52 Gns.
No extra charge
for J.A.P. engines.

GRADUA
For RELIABILITY.

Starts at a

Walk.

Climbs

Anything.

Muswell Hill, N. 2/5/10,
Gentlemen No doubt you will be pleased to hear the ZENITH-GRAD0A

i haa of you is giving the greatest satisfaction, Usinj it every day for business
purposes I find it always ready for work, and have yet to see its equal tor
RELIABILITY, As for the Gsar, it is a great bensflt to have a machine tnat you
can ride through the thickest of traffic without dismounting and be able to

r;ij u.i anything in the wjy of hills, no matter at what pace you arrive at the

tool. The machin? has hid n? r?pla2ements with t'le exception of one nut cost
y J,, ani orfi new cover after 7,200 mbs, T..is speaks very highly of the quality
of your splendij machine, which ii in p:rfect condition and climbs as well as ever,

t climbed Muswell H II daily, and hava started Srom a standing start on this hill,

also on the steepest part of Swain's Lin9, an'l to anyone knowing these hills they
will know what a-severe test this is. Have niver had a mechanical failure. If you
like to make any use of this, you are at libcriy to do so, as it cannot be too widely
known what a splendid .mount the Zenlth-Gradua is. Yours etc

Equally

suitable for

Speed or

Traffic

Work.

The GRADUA GEAR fitted to TRIUMPHS-12 Gns.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., WEYBRIDGE.

In answrring thcfe. advcrtifemfnts it is dcsirahh 'o mentinn "The Motor Oyclt.'' Kil
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^

V

Vb

Ffill Matks
for

Hill-climbing

Silence

Cleanliness

Brakes

Stand

Luggage Qdittizt

and

General Reliability

were awarded to the

ROYAL ENFIELD Lightweight
in the recent AUTO CYCLE UNION TRIALS.

Note that, and also that among the seventy Competitors there w^ere two

Enfields, and each secured the same a\yard and, out of a possible 180 marks,

received 179.

By such a rec rd, unapproached fay any other siinilar machine, they proved

beyond dispute that they could do that which no other Lightw^eight could

accomplish, and

—

Remember, the bike that bears that name will achieve more for you than

any other—hence, before you buy, ask the Company for List and address

ol nearest Agent.

Oept. 17..

ENFIELD
CYCLE
CO., LTD.,

REDDITCH.

TWO MODELS—prices £40-3-0 and £43-5-0.

1^28 In, aTiswering this advertistmeni it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ovcle."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers .--

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, fudor Street, E.C .
.-

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

our replies thereto. All queries should
whether intended for publication or not,

Absence ot Compression.

I hare a 5i li.p. 1907
"ZOl Quadrant., to which I intend

^ fitting a new piston and rings.

-LI Will you kindly inform me
what aie the signs^by which

to know if the cylinder requires re-

boring?—^\'. T.

If aft^r fitting new piston lings, and
proving that the valves are in perfect

order and the -joints quite gaslight, you
still get insufficient compression, it is

tiuie tlie cylinder was reboied.

Butl-ended Tubes.

I .should be extremely obliged
^T] if you could give me any infor-

5; raation resjiecting butt-ended
-LI inner tubes. What is the

fault with them?—B. H. W.
All the butt-ended tubes made by the
best-known makers are satisfactorj',

provided they are properly fitted

iccording to tlie instructinns. The- only
fault with them is that, after continued
ase, the ends are liable to rub -through
and cause a leakage. Of late, however,
we have heard no complaints in this

connection. They are a great con-
venience when changing tubes.

Gear for Sidecar Work.

I am thinking of fitting a

j^ new 80x94 a.o.v. Peugeot
^ engine and Jlabon clutch tu

-i-i my motor cycle. (1) Would
this be a satisfactory combina-

tion to pull a sidecar, weight of

myself and paisscnger 22 stones, on
average roads ? (2) Would the above
clutch assist me in climbing stiff

hills? (S) Would a 6 to 1 gear be
suitable for the country to the N.
ajid N.W. of London? (4) Bo you
think above combination would take
passenger up Muswell Hill on a
6 to 1 gear (ignition is by accumu-
lator and coU)? (5) Which of the
three types of sidecar is the easiest
to pu]l?_G. B. R.

||1).. TI16 machine would take a sidecar
satisfactorily on average roads, but a
jhange-speed gear would be advisable
jfor ease of starting and hill-climbing.

[2), The clutch would be of little assist-

jmce in hill-climbing. (3) A 6 to 1 gear
vould bo. about right for climbing
iverag© hills, but wcrald be too low to
jdlow the engine to keep cool on. level
joads. (4) We doubt if it would take
i.wo i)eopl6 up the hill with a 6 to 1
|;ear. (5) There is very little differ-

pnce. Perhaps the flexible and castor
wheal tvi.ies are the easiest to pull.

Opening of Valves. Dripping Carburetter.

(1.) I find the opening of

the automatic inlet valves of

my four-cylinder motor cycle

to be -|%ths of an inch. The
consumption is not more than

seventy -six miles to the gallon.

Would a smaller opening reduce
consumption and increase efficiency

of engine? If to, could the top of

the valve stem be threaded to take
a nut for adjustments? (2.) When
petrol is turned on, it overtlow.s

from a hole beneath the jet chamber
for about a minute. The needle has
not been touched since I bought the
machine (July, 1908), but an experi-

enced chauffeur of my acquaintance
looks at the needle very doubtfully
«"hen I suggest grinding in.—
U.F.Y.

(1.) We think you o;ight not to com-
plain of the consumption of seventy-
si,x miles to the gallon in a foiu'-

cylinder engine, and we should there-

fore recommend you to leave the valves
alone. If, however, you prefer to try
the exjieriment, the simplest way out
of the difficulty would be to insert fonr
thin, equal size washers between the
spring cap and the seating through
which ths valve spindle passes. (2.)

We do not think the needle valve re-

Tlie Scorcher's Dream.

quires to be ground in. Probably i!

you just tap it gently the petrol will

cease overflowing. In any case, if the
carburetter does not drip when the
engine is running, it would be in-

advisable to disturb the adjustments,
particularly as you say the petrol only

drips for about a minute.

A Machine to Start without Exertion.

I travel England, Scotland,

and Wales, and am forty years

of age, and about 14 st. Sh
heart is weak, and I cannoi

run when starting, although 1

am active and healthy generally. 1

am never ill, and my samples art

about 2 lbs. in weight.' If you know
of any motor bicycle which \\oulc

particularly suit me kindly name it.

—

L. M.

If you have a weak heart and do not

caie about pedalling or running the

machine and jumping on, ^ve should

recommend a medium -iveight, single-

cylinder machine, fitted with a two-

speed gear and free engine for startin,'?

from a standstill. We cannot reconi

mend any one specific make. The
better plan in your case would be^ to

obtain a trial of the machine before

deciding to buy it.

A Beginner's Mount.

(1.) I am thinking of buying

a motor cycle, but, utrfortu-

nately. I c;iimot afford more
than £7 or £8. I have, how-
ever, seen lately in your adver-

tisement columns several machines

second-hand for about that price,

and I should be obliged if you

would tell me if a good and reliable

one could be obtained for about that

figure. I weigh 8^ stones. (2.) As
I do not care for accumulators, do

you recommend a Hellesen dry bat-

tery? Also is the latter suitable for

a trembler coil?—B. 0.

Of course, you cannot expect a really

good motor cycle for the price

mentioned. You could with the

exercise of discretion and with the

assistance of an experienced friend

obtain a serviceable second-hand mount
of old pattern, which ' would serve

splendidly as a learner's machine. (2.)

Certainly if the machine is provided

with a make and break contact ' and
plain coil, you can use a dry battery,

but you must not use a drj' battery

under any circumstances with a trembler

coil, as the latter is much toe

extravagant in current consumption.
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Position of Engine.

I am having a n€w machine
built, with all the improfe-
ments I fancy on the new 1910
machines. 1 have been told

that a 3i h.p. engine, if built

on the frame inclined, will lubricate

itself better, and wUl keep cooler,

than if placed vertical. Is this so?

How can I tell the size tyres I shall

want (measure rims)? What gear
<lii you recommend for sidecar work?
With 35 h.p., would nn adjustable

pulley be advisable?—B. C.

Wo do not think you will find that

an engine in the inclined position will

lubricate better than if vertical. The
vertical position is by far the most
popular, and there is certainly no diffi-

culty in oiling this type of engine.

Pleasure the rims across from edge
to edge. We should recommend a
62- to 1 gear for sidecar work. Cer-
tainly an .adjustable pulley would be
necessary, and a two-speed gear would
be advisable. Without one, pedalling
as^ii.-'tance would frequently be necessary.

Ij^^^m
An Errant Spark,

I noticed recently a serice

^ of small sparks jumping

^ between low-tension wire and
-^ frame at every explosion.

Having taken the accumula-

tor, trembler coil, and sparking plug

out, I connected them up, earthed

the plug thoroughly and insulated

both accumulator and coil well.

Every time I made contact the spark

occurred at the plug, but at the same
time the shocks coming through the
low-tension wire were such as to

render it difficult to hold it by hand,
although the insulation is sound, the
wiring being new. The coil in ques-

tion has three terminals for con-

necting up only, viz., to sparking
plug, battery, and contact breaker.

On the platform carrying the trem-
bler there are two more terminals,

one of which is not screwed into the

coil right up to its shoulder, but
there is a small clearance between
platform and shoulder, and small

sparks also occur here when firing.

SCENES ON THE M.C.C. ANNUAL LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

a***ft*>i>*4*t *^-6—^ 4 « * * ft 1S=

^ • ft 6 4 >t**ft**ft ** * iaitw
(1) Final Preparations. (2) Ye Olde Gatehouse, Highgate, the starting point. (3) First stop,

Biggleswade. (4) A lady who drove ttnougb the twenty-four hours run alone. (5) Three sidecars

in the night. (6) Le3,ving Grantham. (7) OlBcialdom at York. (8) Voices in the night, " Keep to

the left." (9) Outside the Windmill. York. (10) Anything serious? (11) The mining district.

(12) Back views, Newcastle-on-Tyae.

^3P
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When the accumulator is put on .

table without being insulated b;

rubber matting, the slightest we"
spot on the bottom part of the cas
ing will at once draw sparks out
the table when firing. Do you thint
the coil is at fault?—C. S. N.

The trouble seems to be due to the fad
that the coil has no separate caiUi

return, consequently the high-tension
current is free to return to tlx

coil, after jumping the sparking
plug gap, through the accumi^a.
tor, consequently, if the accunito- |

lator is at all wet from acid, sparks
will come from it, and this is .iorae-

what dangerous, as, if the accumulator
is made of celluloid, it might easily I

catch fire. Beyond this objection tliei'e
;

is no particular harm, and if you use

a high-tetftion cable for the wire from
which you get your shocks, the

trouble will be overcome to a slight

exf;ent. It appears that the table on
which the experiment is carried out is

not perfectly insulating. If the wood is

slightly damp, the reason can easily be

seen by sketch. In the construction ot

coil with "three terminals, the inside

end of high-tension winding is connected

to primary, so that the return for high-

tension current, after jiimping the plug

(when same is in the engine), is through

the frame and contact breaker, through
primary circuit back to coil through C
terminal. When the plug is unearthed.

and the coil and the accumulator parti-

ally insulated on the table, the return

can only be made through eartli, and

then to the weakest part of insulation

between earth and primary circuit. If

the accumulator is wet, the weakest

part of the insulation would be through
the wet celluloid. If. the operator

stands on earth and touches primary
wires, the, current would then pass

through the body to primary, causing

shocks. With reference to the other

two terminals on top of the coU, it is

rather vague what these are .for, with-

out knowing make of coil. Probabl.v

tliey are for ease of assembling coil, and

are merely cla:nping screws for joining

two internal connections. - If one of

these connections 'is in high-tenstion

circuit, a bad connection would cause

sparking. If the. coil and accumulator
were perfectly insulated no spark would
take place at the plug.

READER'S REPLY.
Belt Jumping off Pulleys.

I should like to point out to " B. W."
that I was troubled with my belt jump-

ing off although the pulleys were in

perfect alignment. I finally traced it

to the V groove of rear belt rim not

being upright.—F. T. .

J
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Lessons from the T.T. Race.

THE fourth race for the Tourist Trophy was even

more successful than its forerunners, the num-
ber of entrants and actual starters being larger

than ever before. Interest in the event was

even more pronounced, and a great crowd as-

sembled at the starting point. Again we have to

chronicle a British success—^in fact, never has the list

of leaders presented a more all-British aspect, as the

first eleven machines to complete the course are ot

English make. Turning now to the duel between single

and, -twin-cylinders—which is, after all, the main

feature of the race—we observe that six of each type

are among the fastest dozen. This year twenty-nine

completed the course before the roads were declared

open-^a larger number than hitherto, chiefly owing,

jQf course, to the increase in the number of competitors.

In connection with the mechanical features of" the

twinning machmes, it may be said that history has

repeated itself. Twin-cylinder machines occupy first

and second places, with single-cylinders third and

fourth. Overhead mechanically operated valves were,

as last year, fitted to the winner's mount, and side by

side valves to the first single to fitnish. A number of

pi-ulti-cylirider machines are rather low down the list.

This is not entirely due to their inferior speed but to

ithe troubles met with during the race. It must always

be remembered that racing is far and away the most

severe test to which a motor cvcle can be put. It is

the pace that kills. It has been demonstrated

that the single-cylinder machine again holds pride

of place for efficiency, for, although ten minutes

separate the fastest twin and the fastest single, this

period is very small when one considers the greater

capacity of the twins. Comparing the times with those

of last year, there is an improvement, for this year's

winner, using an engine 80 c.c. smaller than last year's

winner, succeeded in reducing the time by 6m. i;i%s.

The winning single this year improved on last year's

best single-cylinder time by as much as 13m. 12s.

—

a striking advance, as last year's performance' was

Gonsidered a great feat. The time record for a lap

was also beaten m several instances. This is another

factor which attests the all-round improvement that

has taken place during a comparatively sliort period

of eight months, and furnishes a proof of the good

effect of the T.T. Race.

We are glad to have to report no serious accidents,

despite the very high speeds and the tortuous and

dangerous character cf the course. There is a soul of

goodness in things evil. Owing to the serious accident

during practice, competitors learnt that it was better

to use discretion in dangerous places, and preserve a

chance of finishing. We believe that every rider started

in the race with a determination to risk nothing—

a

practice which has served well in the past. Lastly, we

must not overlook the excellent organisation of the

Auto Cycle Union, which was well nigh perfect.
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Being a narrative of a 4,000 miles tour undertaken by two

American motor cyclists—Dr. Webster and Mr. W. C.

Chadeayne—embracing the British Isles, France, Switzerland,

Germany, Holland, and Belgium.

{Concluded from -bai^e 465.)

There would be no use in my trying to describe

the most beautiful scenery of Switzerland. It is so

different from anything 1 have ever seen. Words, or

even an artist, cannot do it justice. One has to see

it to appreciate it. The cities vt^e visited were Neu-
chatel, Thun, Interlaken, Lucerne, Zurich, and Baden
(Swiss). Most of these cities remind me of our
fashionable summer resorts, for there are so many
visitors and sightseers, and, as is to be expected,

high prices.

Doubtless you have heard of the man who went to

Interlaken for a change and a rest—the hotelkeeper

got the change and the waiters the rest. We seldom

stopped long enough in a place to have our washing

done, so if we could not get someone to do it for

us we did it at night ourselves, rolled it up, and
some time the next day dried it. I remember one

day stopping about half way up a mountain, and
stringing up a line for our clothes to dry while we
stretched out on the grass to enjoy the scenery and
eat a lunch. While there I said to Bill, thinking he

had supposed I should not. he able to rough such

a trip: " Y'ou haven't heard me kick on any accom-
modations, hare you?" "Accommodations!" he

said. "We haven't had any accommodations to

kick on."

Military Discipline in-JGertnany.

From Switzerland we" took a little ferry boat across

the Rhine to Walshut, Germany. We had no more
than landed than we felt the atmosphere of German
rules, laws, and the wonderful military discipline.

There, soldiers are seen in all cities and often in

the country, and are by far the best drilled and the

neatest appearing of any we saw. Their noon military

band concerts are exceptionally fine. Upon entering

Germany the tryptique we received from the British

Auto Cycle Union and the certificate from the Gennan
Consul to Great Britain helped us a great deal in

obtaining our " Steuerkarte," or pass card, that we
had to carry w\{h us and show if requested, and

every time we entered or left the country it wa';

stamped. We were required to carry on our machines

large number-plates, larger than most car numbers.

The Germans can trace a person at any. time and

to any place, for you cannot stop over night except

at a licensed gasthaus or hotel, and when you register,

your name, address, nationality, age, .where you came
from that day, where you are going, and when )'ou

expect to start, are all written down. These " bio-

graphies " are collected every morning by the police

and kept on record. By going to the police station

you can usually locate your friends. Our touring

m6

I

in Germany was mostly along the Rhine River, riding

backwards and forwards, taking in the places of par-

ticular interest. Few houses are seen in the country,

but the villages are only three to five miles apart,

so the men, women, and children walk to their little

•farms. The soil is very fertile, and they raise all

kinds of crops. But their vineyards are their greatest

source of income. At places hundreds of acres can

be seen, and the sides of the hills and mountains are

terraced so as to make more growing surface.

As to the condition of the roads, I believe I should

express it about right if I said the Germans don't

know what bad roads are, except that most of the

villages are paved with rough cobblestones.

A Shortage of Petrol.

While riding along one morning in the middle of

the Black Forest, it seemed to us the farthest distance

from a village that we were at any time on our entire

trip,. Billy ran out of gasolene, and, thinking that 1

had plenty in my tank, put his machine in a ditch

to syphon some from my motor cycle into his, and

foimd I had only a few ounces left. By holding up

our - machines and flooding the carburetter we could

ride for about a quarter of a mile; then we repeated

the operation until we reached a small village, and

a little benzene was obtained at an apothecary's shop

to carry us fo Baden-Baden.
When I left home several of my friends remarked:

"Look out, Doc, and don't get pinched for fast

riding." There were several police traps in England
and in different localities on the Continent, but we

were very fortunate in. never having to meet " His

Honour. '

' My worst scare was in Mainz. I was riding

carefully, but a young boy ran out in front of me,

and my machine knocked him down. Of course, three

or four policemen happened to be near and saw the

whole affair, so I was imagining all the thhngs that

would doubtless happen to me, for I had been told

by several car owners of the severe fines that had been

imposed upon them for the most trivial accidents. I

stopped as soon as possible and went back. The
police never said a word to me, but raised the dickens

with the kid and sent him home. It was a frequent

occurrence all through the Old Country for crowds to

gather around our machines, much more so than iii

AmeriQa. Even the women would apparently go into

details. In Strasburg,, as in several other cities;

the police had to keep the crowd away as it was stop-

ping traffic. Upon my return home a doctor asked

me how the (Jrinking water was over there. I told

him I did not know. My sister then asked if the beer

was so much better than our American beer. I said,
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" I think it is. German
beer here is ten or fifteen

cents a glass, while over

there it is_ two or three

cents, so with tlie idea

of being economical I

drank all I could in

order to save money."

The Rhine Valley.
The interesting, his-

torical, and beautiful

part of the Rhine is

from Bingen to Bonn,
or possibly Cologne.
There is hardly a turn
ill the river that does
not present some
:iew, magnificent view

the Continent.

—

still another, breaking his

handle-bars and skinning
his knees. He was eating

a sandwich at the time,
and the first thing he did
when he got up was to

fake another bite. As a
motor cyclist usually has
two or three skinned knees
we paid little attention to

his knee, but in the course
of a couple of days it be-
came infected, so he took
the boat at Coblentz and
rode to Cologne, and 1

rode my machine along
beside the boat. At
Cologne I was drafted into

the service as doctor and
nurse for a few days until

,nd one or too

astles or ruins of

:astles. I never

ppreciated a motor
ycle more than along

lere. In fact, we had
he advantage over

:1I other kinds of

ourists whether they

ode by train, boat,

licycle, or went on
oot. We had the

dvantage of all with

lone of the disadvant-

ges.' We would
iften stop and take

a the scenery, or

ios.sibly climb up and
;o through some of

he castles. Between
leidelberg and Mann-
igim Billy ran into a

log; the dog went
>ne way, the machine
mother", and "Billy A lonml on the Briinlg Pass, Switzerlsnd.

he was able to con-
tinue on the trip.

Advice to Avoid
Belgium.

If any of you aie

planning a similar
trip, take my advice
and cut out Belgium,
if riding a motor
cycle. The roads are
very rough, being
paved between the
towns \vith Belgium
block or cobblestones.
Even Billy, who was
riding on his Grey-
hound shock absorbe-,
could not help but
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recite a Golden Text once in a while. We .'isited the

piincipal points of interest in Liege, Brussels, and
Antwerp. In Liege we were shown great attention by
the officials of the F.N. Works, and were taken all

through their factory, Avhich employs 3,500 men and
over 900 women. The men were very much interested

in our Yankee motor cycles.

The scenery and customs of the people are different

in every country ; this was markedly so in Holland,
which is low and level; good roads, built mostly on
the top of the dykes; and the large four-armed wind-
mills that move slowly, as the Dutch people, but they

get there all the same. These windmills are not only

used for pumping water from the dykes, but for all

kinds of power, as in grinding grain, etc. I imagine
Rotterdam is a little on the order of Venice, for there

are canals all through the central part of the city which
are tilled with barges and fishing boats and many
steamers. While we were in Rotterdam there were
quite a few cases of Asiatic cholera in Holland, so

instead of sailing from here to Leith, Scotland, as we
had planned, we returned to Antwerp and sailed from
there. We did not want to run the risk of being held

up in quarantine when we reached Scotland. Although
we carried folding pocket cameras, the pictures taken

were not always satisfactory' ; manv times we were
unable to obtain the views we desired, but we could
obtain postcards of these views, and brought back a

fine collection nf 700 or 800 photographs and cards,

which 1 have arranged in an album in the order we saw
them. This makes a very interesting, illustrated story

of our trip.

A. Glimp.se of Scottish Lochs.
Our voyage from Antwerp to Leith across the North

Sea was stormy and rough. Edinburgh is one of the

most beautiful cities I have seen, and I cannot blame
the Scotch for being so proud of it. On the way to

the Trossachs, or lake regions, we passed through

Stirling and went to see the famous old castle. Motor
cycles and cars are not allowed on quite a few of the

roads around Loch Katrine and Loch Lomond. We
also found that to'be the case on many of the roads in

Switzerland. We took long chances in riding over

aome prohibited roads. Then we walked over roads

Scott trod upon Avhen he Avas writing " The Lady of

the Lake." Riding back from these Highlands, which
are certainly beautiful, we came over a road that was
little used and was very hilly, up and down all the

time. The way our motors went flying up and down
, and around turns reminded us of being on a " roller

coaster." Once both of us came very near going over

a precipice at the top of a hill where there was a sharp

turn. Our route to Glasgow was in a round about way
through Dumbarton and following the Clyde river,

which, near Glasgow, is lined with some of the largest

ship-building plants in the Avorld. I have been an
enthusiast for sports and racing ever since I attended

high school ; some twelve years ago when in college

I held a state record, and the last couple of yearsT
have done more or less motor cycle racing. Many
times on my trip I thought, "What's the use? " Why
not take things easily and thoroupjiiy enjoy ourselves as

we have done on our entire trip ? There is not near

the wear on the machine nor the great likelihood of

a dangerous or fatal injury. Practically all there is in

racing is the little glory for a time to the one that wins.

\2Z
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A Hurried Visit to Ireland.

Sailing from Glasgow, we arrived in Belfast,
.

land, about seven o'clock in the morning. Here,
found a large modern city and saw two of the lar)

boats in the world under construction. We loo

around this city until nine-thirty, and were tolc

was seventy-five or eighty miles to Dublin ; so

thought this would be just a nice, easy day's^
All the morning and until three in the afternooilj

kept stopping in the little villages and vjsfi

the people that live in the little one-storey, tile

thatched roof cottages, which are all white-wash

That day we rode some twelve or fifteen miles ou(

our way, broke an exhaust valve, and had two pu

tures. We had intended to -spend several days

Ireland, but found our boat for America sailed fr

Liverpool the next noon ; so we had to reach Dul
in time to take the boat for Liverpool at eight o'ck

that evening. At three o'clock we were in Newr\','a

found an Irish mile is much longer than an Engl

mile, and we had seventy-four English miles bet\v(

us and Dublin. ' To add to our troubles, Bill

accumulator gave out, and it is almost impossible

get dry batteries anywhere in the Old Country, sc

took a rope and towed him over " The Rocky Re;

to Dublin." The roads were fairly good, but the s'

face was rough, and there were a great many hil

However, my Pierce never ran better, and by both of

pedalling up the hills, and sticking to it, we reach

Dublin in time to catch the boat. This was the raii

of an endurance run, for that length of time, I hat

ever made. Our clothes were wet with perspiratie

and Billy looked like a mud ball from trailing behi:

me in my dust.

On Board an Atlantic Liner.
Our trip fil>rr>ad was ended in Liverpool. 1'

hurriedly rushed our luggage and parts to the whs

and found the gang plank pulled in and the boat reai

t sa i. Jt was only through the kindness of some
the officers we met on the way over that we we

allowerl to take our motor cycles aboard uncrate'

This, however, gave us the opportunity on our retii

voyage, with the assistance of the engineers,

overhaul our motors thoroughly. These we found

excellent condition considering the distance travellei

which was about 4,000 miles. . Our machines, wr

riders, luggage, etc., weighed 390 and 420 lbs. respe

tively, and we made the entire trip on one set of tyre

but found it necessary to replace pur rear co\ers wii

spares we had carried over.

There is one more incident I am going to tell at

I will close, for I have written more now than I ha

expected when I started to write this account of 01

tour. Before sailing for Europe we neglected to taS

out papers of declaration, so upon our return we ha

a great deal of red tape to go through with at tt

American custom house to clear our motor cycle!

Without exaggerating, we had to wait our turn fof

signature or stamp on papers with fourteen differei

clerks. The last clerk we went to, took the paper an

examined it carefully, then turned and studied aboi

five minutes, looking all through a book he had besid

him. Finally he said, " Where is the dog now ;
c

the boat? I can't find any duty on dogs." I saic

"What dog?" "Why, the Greyhound." The shif

ping bill was made out. one Pierce motor cycle, an

one Greyhound (ditto). We all then had a good laiigk

i
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Carbonised, Deposit in Engines.
During the present year I have noticed how much

more carbon is deposited on the innards of my engine

by certain brands of oil, as compared witli others.

That perhaps is common knowledge, but I have also

noticed that some brands deposit a much softer carbon

than others. The deposits with one oil may be as hard
as rock, and very difficult to remove from the spme-
what inaccessible roof of the cylinder, whereas the_

deposit from another oil is easily scraped off by a few
magic passes from a long-handled screwdriver. Some
day, perhaps, we shall see our cylinder heads machined
up to a glasslike polish inside, with a surface to which
no deposit could cling at all obstinately. - In the

meantime, it is wise to discover a brand and grade of

oil which result in the mimmn,m quantity and the

softest quality of deposit for the engine in use, and to

clean the engine out every thousand miles. An ancient

and thick deposit is remarkably hard to dislodge.

A Team Prize.

Now that the T.T. is over I cannot help thinking that

a team prize would be a most desirable adjunct to the

Manx prize list. As an old cross-country runner I am
not used to seeing all the credit go to one crack who
finishes first when, a compact block of men from a

rival club finish close behind him, a few seconds

slower. Applying this to the T.T. Race, who deserves

the most praise, the firm who, thanks to a single rider

endowed with exceptional pluck and tuning powers,

get one machine home near the top of the list, or the

firm who get a compact little band of three or four

machines home in a clump amongst the first dozen ? In

which several samples finish high up, whether one of

them wins outright or not. Some day we may see a

big motor cycle race between teams of three riders

apiece representing the crack clubs of the country, but

that day is not yet.

The Springing Question.

I am rather sorry that more of our big manufac-
turers are not working energetically at anti-vibration

devices of a more wholesale character than mere in-

sulated forks and saddle mountings. Without doubt
the non-sporting type of rider is vastly on the increase,

and it is vibration which is going to hamper our in-

vasion of this field. The sporting and utilitarian

riders are as far as the poles asunder. The one is

young and a trifle volatile—he rather enjoys hanging

on by his eyebrows while the machine bucks and
cavorts over a six inch rut. The other is middle-aged

and a trifle fussy and valetudinarian ; he hates the

jars his spine and wrists receive from most modem
machines on an ordinary potholy highway, and as for

the real bumps he is subjected to on the rough byroads

along which business often drives him, they inspire

remarks which contradict his apparent respectability.

Quite a number of these up-to-date " knights of the

road " have written me of late asking me where they

can get a machine as reliable as the so-and-so with a

properly sprung and cushioned frame. A light, per-

fectly sprung frame is. the crying need of the market
to-day, and I know few people who are aiming at it.

I say " light " advisedly, because the type of rider I

refer to has no intention of using a 250 lb. touring

mount.

Reserve Petrol.

Even with a good gauge some, anxiety is often

present in a rider's mind about the quantity of spirit

remaining in his tank. He is too lazy, maybe, to

dismoynt and read the vertical gauge set in the side

of his tank {I mast admit I prefer the horizontal type

of gauge in the tank top, though it is comparatively

obsolete nowadays), and he trickles gaily on till the

anxiety becomes acute, when he finds to his horror

that he has barely a cupful of spirit remaining, and
not the haziest notion as to where the next garage is.

I have been using a patent three-way petrol tap. It

has the normal "off" and "on" positions, but the

usual "on" position, in which the carburetter can

drain the tank, is reserved for emergencies. In the

ordinary way the tap is set in a special " on " position,

which merely opens a special stub petrol pipe, pro-

jecting vertically upwards an inch or so from the tank

bottom. When the engine stops for want of petrol,

the spirit below this level is still in the tank, and will

suffice to propel the machine for twenty miles or more,

according to the length of the stub pipe. This is a

\'ery ingenious and comforting little device, which
deserves to be better known.

A group o( members of the Edinburgh M.C.C., photographed outside the residence of Col. Wardlaw Ramsay, the honorary president.
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HERE is ;

saying, 1 be
ieve,

expectation is

the pleasure,

no doubt this

the experience

most of the com-
petitors in the

London - Edinburgh
i'or weeks past the selection of sparking

spare belts, new tyres, and the tuning up
motor cycle had been the order of the

Perhaps, as in my case, a new machine was
to be tried over the lengthy course. So with

engines tuned to a hair at 9 p.m. on the 13th ult. , the

competitors rode off one by one into the dark and
commenced the long and nearly always eventful ride

to the Northern capital. Thanks to the excellent

arrangements which had been made by the M.C.C.,
no one should have experienced the least difificulty in

finding his way out of London,, or, for that matter,

through anv of the large towns throu;i;!i which we

Run.
plugs,

of a

day.

going

night, but^we were all glad when the dawn broke and
the welcome sun rose to disperse the night's shadows.
But it did not disperse my gloom when just outside

Doncaster my back tyre suddenly went flat, pierced

through by a 2in. nail. There ne\'er had been, so it

s-eemed to me in my hurry, a cover more difficult to

remox'e, and it was over a quarter of an hour before

I had the puncture mended, cover replaced, and tyre

inflated, and then it went flat a^ain ! So the process

had to be repeated. I found that the nail had made
two punctures, which at any other time, I suppose, 1

should have noticed at the first onset. How true it is

that troubles never come singly. No sooner had 1

remounted, determined to bustle along and make up
for time lost, than I found th-at the plug in the back
cylinder was sparking so badly as to necessitate a-,

change. And a Sandow must have screwed it in, so

difficult was it to remove! Owing to these mishaps I-

arrived at York at 7.59 a.m., eight minutes late (nof'

counting the fifteen minutes allowed), so I had only

just time to fill up the petrol and oil tanks, and escape
from the clutches of _a particularly strong-minded-

photographer.

*^'-!Ji^^ij!i
''

Leaving York early Saturday
mornins.

Machines parked on ttie lawn o[

Motor Club-

passed, and it was entirely my own fault that I took a

wrong turning in Newcastle and went for some miles

in the wrong direction before discovering my mistake,

and here a cold shiver went down my back that I

might run out of petrol when off the route. Night
riding is an art. In the dark a breakdown or puncture
is heart-breaking, and what is so simple to put to rights

during the day is crowned with difficulties at night.

I nearly came to grief near Stevenage where the road
was in course of repair and the stones not rolled in.

Why, by the way, is not a law passed making it

obligatory for contractors to leave a red lamp burning

in front and behind these patches of unrolled stones ?

Grantham was reached about 2.30 a.m., where a

repast had been prepared. It had been a glorious

the Newcastle and District Miss M. Hind watching the competitors
house. leave Jedburgh. W. Price (3i h.p. Rex)

is ready to start.

I left York at 8.5. It was here that the second

breakfast was provided for all who were either early

or lucky enougk to take advantage of the arrange-

ments. On leaving York it nearly frightened me to

death to come suddenly on a string of policemen (one

just outside York, and one in every village as far as

Thirsk) with huge notebooks in one hand and watches

the size of turnips in the other. I was informed later

that they had no sinister intentions towards the com-
petitors, but that they were only timing us to satisfy

their curiosity, or for amusement. For many a long

mile I pictured myself in the dock, and thought out a

defence which, I am sure, would have reduced any

court to tears. I should here like to testify to the

extreme consideration shown to us by the police, and
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The London to Edinburgh Run.—
to acknowledge the help they so readily accorded us on

those occasions when we had need of it. I was struck

by the general interest taken in the run, and all along

the route there were groups of spectators to watch
the procession of motor cyclists. Their comments were
always to the point, and sometimes amusing. One
old dame across the border asked her aged spouse,
" Weer do e ' carry t ' coal ?

'

'

Some of the Scottish scenery was very fine, and the

Cheviots, which had to be surmounted, looked their

best, and I should have liked them even better if at

the steepest part of the hill my belt had not com-
menced to slip and forced me to pedal. How beau-

tiful everything looks when one's mount is pulling its

best ! And this probably accounts for my remembering
a scene near Earston, I think, when a moorland roll-

ing from the dark and far-off Cotton Hills, whose
summits clouds enshrouded, looked purple in the dis-

tance, but seeming to gather colour in its course,

tumbled to our feet garbed in all the varied hues of

spring. One other scene where field and furrow,

wooded hills and shaded valleys, stretched out in vast

expanse beneath us; and on a sunny slope half hidden
by large clumps of trees a hamlet lay; and past its

tiny church and old-world mill a shallow stream was
slowly winding, as if afraid to face the world beyond.

One of the bicycles here appeared to reciprocate the

feeling. Near Liberton there was a small boy with a

long rope and a sportive goat, and their combination
nearly effected my downfall. On another occasion when
passing two other competitors and nding three abreast,

the back tyre of the cycle on my left burst, causing the

rider to swerve violently over in my direction brushing

my arm, and giving me a momentary vision of biting

the dust. I arrived at 6.36 p.ni. at Edinburgh with

plenty of time in hand, having had an interesting and
thoroughly enjoyable ride. My 2 54^ Enfield carried me

501

extraordinarily well, and never gave me a moment's
anxiety.—P. J. Harkness (Capt.)

The contributor of tbis article. Captain P. J. Harltness, wiio rode his2i h.p.

Ro;aI Enfleld in the London-Edinburgh run and won the club gold medal.

w

Spectators lined the main street of Jedburgh. Our picture shows a not
too energetic competitor securing an easy start.

SOME T.T. NOVELTIES.
E saw several interesting features on the Moveo
machines, which hail from Preston. The whole
power plant is contained in one unit, which

can be bodily re-

moved from the

cycle frame bv the

undoing of a couple
of nuts and the dis-

connection of the

petrol and oil pipes

and the control

wires. The magneto
is mounted on a

platform at the rear

of the engine, this

platform being
formed in one with
the main engine
bearers. The mag-
neto itself is readily

detachable by means
of a wing nut which
secures the holding-

down strap. The base of the magneto is held in place

by a couple of spigots, which fit into holes bored in

the platform. The magneto drive is by means of a

double bevel gear, the pinions of which run in grease-

tight cases. The
transmission - shaft

consists of two
halves screwed to-

gether in such a

way that this shaft

can
:
be lengthened,

thus allowing any
wear in either or

both of the bevels

to be taken up. The. tank ^s made with a small com-
partment between the oil and petrol compartments,
which serves as a container for paraffin.
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THE INTERNATIONAL TOURIST TROPHY RA^E (Specially Illustrated Description) tj

THE LONDON TO EDINBURGH RUN: From a Competitors Point of View.
'

THROUGH GREAT BRITAIN AND THE CONTINENT (concluded from page 465).

[lke. to liOHT L>I^P>S

June 2 ... (Greenwich) 9.6 p.m.
4 9.8

9.10 „
• 9.12 „

A First Aid Motor Cycle.

The St. John Ambulance Brigade.

Park Vale Division, Leicester, lias the

use of a first-aid motor bicycle belung-

ing to a private owner. This machine
carries everything necessary for various

kinds of accidents, including a portable
stretcher which is long enough to take
a person 6ft, high. The machine is a

Triumph, and across the back carrier

are slung pannier bags bearing the
well-known St. John Ambulance sign.

Police Traps.

On the London Road, Thornton
Heatli, between the Pond and Xorbnry
Station, on various stretches of road
about five luuidred yards in lengtli, tlie

police are " disguised " in lounge suits

and straw hats.

Hill-climb in New South Wales.

Tiie Motor Cycle Club of N.S. Wales
held a hill-climb, open to members of

the N.S.W. Cyclists' Union, on the

Baden Hill, Coogee, Sydney, on
Saturday, April iStli. There were
sixteen competitors, who were first

called upon to make a timed trial climb
for the purpose of handicapping. Any
-competitor who proved more than ten

per cent, faster than his trial climb
was disqualified. Competitors raced in

pairs, winners racmg in pairs again,

until the final winner was discovered-.

In the final, W. L, Cobb (3^ h.p.

Triunjph), 6s., time 36|s,, and A, Levi

(2i h,p. F.N.), 15s,, time 45|s., dead-

heated, but the latter was disqualified

under the aforementioned rule. Fastest
time was made by the club's hon. see.,

W. W. Reynolds, whose 3^ h.p.
Triumph climbed the hill in 32s.

Sidecars and Single Gears.

That it is possible to tour long
distances with a single-cylinder motor
bicycle and sidecar with fixed gear is

amply proved by the experience of Mr,
A, Cecil Sheppard, of Bath, who
recently took a passenger weighing
eleven stones, and two fair-sized luggage
bags, from Bath to Stirling, and re-

turned via Edinburgh, Dunbar, New-
castle, and York, The run from York
to Bath, about 230 miles, was made
without a stop. Slight trouble was
experienced with the engine in one sec-

tion througli being put off with an
inferior oil [a common complaint.—Ed.],

but the total distance travelled was
930 miles in seven days, a very good
performance under the circumstances.

Practising

Incidents in

connection

with the

Tourisl

Trophy
Race.

1. E. S. Myers has a little difference of opinion with

his Scott at Ballacraine.

2. R. Lord (3i h.p. Rex) trying the artificial bank at

the same corner.

3. F. W. Dayrell repairing a puncture in the rear wheel

of his 5 h.p. Bat, assisted by W. E. Cook, who ;^is so well-

known to Brooklands habitues.
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Youthfnl T.T. Competitors.

Fred Turvey, of Sunderland, was, we
believe, the j'oungest competitor in the

T.T. Race. He is 18 years of age.

David C. Bolton, who hails from
Oakamoor, Staffs, is only a year older.

Specifications of T.T. Winners' Machines.

C. R. Collier's winning Matchless
had a 5 h.p. J.A.P. twin-cylinder

85i X 58 mm. V type engine, capacity

656 c.c, with overhead mechanically-
operated valves, Amac carburetter,

B(9sch magneto and plugs, Hutchinson
tyres, Shamrock Gloria belt, Brooks
saddle, and Davison tank stoppers.

He used Pratt's .580 spirit and
Moebius oil.

W. Creyton's Triumph (the first

single-cylinder to finish) was a standard
T.T. flnodel, 85 x 88 mm. engine,

capacity 499 c.c, Bosch magneto,
Dunlop tyres, Shamrock Gloria belt,

Forward fastener, Middlemore saddle.

He used Pratt's spirit and Price's oil.

An Echo of the Edinburgh Bun.
An, energetic member of the IM.C.C.

Uommittee who was largely responsible
for the success of the competition was
.\lr. F. J. -Jenkins, who on a 15 h.p.

Rover car preceded the first of the
competitors . on both the outward and
the homeward journeys, and saw that
every checker and timekeeper was in

his. place. Accompanying him were
Mr. R. H. Head, the chaii'man, and
Mr. A. Candler, the secretary. Where
they, thought it desirable these three
far-seeing officials posted e.xtra

checkers to show the way, and addi-
tion il arrows to mark the route.

Thanks to the 15 h.p. Rover the
officials were able to put the finishing

touches to their excellent organisa-
tior We do not know Mr. Jenkins's
:n(ilto, but there is no doubt it should
Le "Finis coronal opys."

Scottish Six Days' Trial.

The organising committee of the
Scottish Six Days' Trial has decided
to extend the date of entry till Satur-
day next, June 4th. This has been
rendered necessarv on account of the

date being rather close to the Tourist
Trophy Race, which has so fully occu-
pied the attention of motor cyclists
recently. Several special prizes are
being given for this event, the latest
being a special prize to the value of
£5 for the best performance on Ross's
motor spirit, supplies of which will be
obtainable all along the route. Manu-
facturers of lightweights are reminded
that a special prize is being presented
by the Edinburgh M.C.C. for the best
performance of a lightweight machine,
which with an extra ten minutes on

•:•;•:::•:•:«•:::::.:::.:.:..:..:» <*

:•

t FUTURE EVENTS. %
•• *

June 4—Motor Cycling Club second private race J
*J* meetingand gymkhana at Brooklands. V
V „ 6-1 :—Scottish Six Days' Open Reliability

*J** Trial, organised by Edinburgh M.C C. V
t* „ l8—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE **

.J»
MOTOR CYCLE" CHALLENGE <

^% CUP. Competing Teams ; Motor *
J Cycling Club (holders), Coventry and ^V Warwickshire M.C, Bristol B. and J
J» M.C, Streatham and District M.C, V, Sutton Coldfield A.C., Edinburgh *•

M.C.C, Southern M.C, Harrogate and ^%
District M.C.C, Great Yarmouth and }V District M.C.C, Herts. County A.C., **

J. Essex M.C, N.W. London M.C.C, >
A Oxford M.C.C, Nottingham and Dis- «

trict M.C.C, and Sheffield and X,V Hallamshire M.C. •

* •
„ 25— Bradford M.C.C Open Hill-climb.!̂

J^ July 4-9—A C.U. End-to-end Reliability Trial.

>, 13—Open Irish End-to-end Reliability Trial, **
J promoted by the Ulster Centre. ^^^><">^:«<«

each section for this type should prove
an inducement. Passing as this trial

does through the most beautiful parts
of Scotland, it will prove a most
enjoyable trip to those participating.
The following is a list of the entries

up-to-date ; S. J. K. Thompson (7-8 h.p.
Bat and sidecar), P. W. Bischoff

(3i h.p. Triumph), W. Pattullo (3i h.p.

Triumph), J. T. Wood (3^ h.p. Zenith
Oradua), W. Pratt (3^ h.p. Phelon
and Moore), Bert Yates (3^ h.p.

Huniber), W. W. Douglas (2J h.p.

Douglas), G. L. Fletcher (2J h.p.

-If
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Douglas), J. S. Holroyd di h.p.
Motosacoche), J. Donaldson (3^ h.p
Bat), and H. S. Bilbe (3i h.p.

Humber).

East Sussex M.C.C.

On Wednesday, the 25th ult., a

reliability and speed-judging contest
was held on a nine mile course four
times round, which went off splendidly.
Marks were given for ease of starting,
nearest to eighteen miles per hour,
brake test, and condition of machine
at finish.

The brake test was proved by
having secret controls, who hid in the
hedges, and as soon as the machine
was opposite the hiding-place the con
troUer sprang out calling upon the
rider to stop. The best performance
was by C. Dale, riding a 3^- h.p.
Triumph, who pulled up within seven
yards.

The nearest approach to correct time
was by G. T. Scott, who was only 6ni.
in advance of correct time. He should
have been Ih. 55m. 40s., instead of
which he was Ih. 50m. 35s.

Although of quite recent formation,
the club is going strong, numbering
twenty-seven members to date. Rui.^
are well attended, and great enthusiasm
is being shown by individual membeis
of the club in competitions, which are
only small at present.

Motor Cycling Club.

A very full programme of races and
gymkhana sports has been obtained for
the race meeting and gymkhana, which
takes place at Brooklands on Saturday.
June 4th. The two most popular
items of the programme are the hill-

climb and the skilful driving competi-
tion, to win which about forty com-
petitors will strive. For the invitation

race, a really representative entry of

3^ h.p. single-cylinder machines has
been obtained. It is hoped to secuie

a good sporting match which will

demonstrate the relative speed qualities

of the makes represented. Tickets can
be obtained from S. H. Fry, 5. High-
bury Grove, N.

Two difficult turns on Snaefell Mountain (see pages 514f and 514g).

J. Baxter (5 h.p. Rex) negotiating one of the bends In good style. S. C. Perrymsn (5 h.p. Blumfleld) travelling well.
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SATURDAY'S RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
TH E mere fact that there is a race meeting at Brook-

lands seems to have a most desirable effect on the
weather, and last Saturday was no exception to the
rule, for ideal conditions favoured the third meet-

ing of tile year, which had been postponed from May 15th.

A fair number of people turned up to witness the motor
racing and flying, and, as usual, the motor cycle races were
best filled. It was natural to expect that, with the Tourist

Trophy Race in the Isk of Man only two days before, and
the hill-climb actually the day before, entries for the motor
cycle races would be affected. This was not the case, as

there were only four withdrawals from the original entries,

and three new men entered after the postponement. There
were, on the other hand, a good many non-starters in both
races.

It is always a difficult matter to follow the motor cycle

Taces, as the numbers and colours are never visible from the

paddock ; in fact, the latter might easily be dispensed with,

and nobody would be any worse off. Some of the motor
cyclists still persisted in riding about the paddock before

their race, and were reprimanded by Major Lloyd.

The May Handicap.
The first motor cycle race was at 2.20, and was styled the

May Motor Cycle Handicap for all classes of motor bicycles,

the cubic capacity of whose engines exceeds 500 and does
not exceed 1,000 cubic centimetres, and the distance was

8J miles. Of fifteen entrants seven did not start, including

the Collier Bros., leaving eight to compete as follows :

Rider and machine.

W. E. Cook (N.L.G.) ...

A. Oberliinder (N.S.U.) ...

W. Chitty (Frays)

H. V. Colver (Matchless)

.1. T. Bashall (Bat)

H. E. Parker (N.L.G.) ...

V. H. Arnott (V.S.) .:.

H. O. Partridge (N.S.U.)

Partridge had far too much start and was never caught,
although Bashall was well up at the finish and was barely

a quarter of a mile behind. After coming under the bridge
for a second time Cook was seen to stop, and the order of

finishing was Partridge. Bashall, Oberlander, Colver, Chitty,

Arnott, and Parker About half a mile separated Partridge

c.c. Ftart.

995 . scratch

995 . . Om. 9s.

S64 , . Om. 9s.

566 . . Om. 21s.

666 . . Om. 30s.

945 . . Om. 30s.

'662
. . Im. 27s.

808 . . lm.-'33s.

and Oberlander at the finish, and the men were very much
spread out, there being no close racing. The winner's
average speed was 55| miles per hour.

The Whitsun Handicap.
In the other race, the Whitsun Motor Cycle Handicap, for. -,

all classes of machines whose cubic capacity does not exceed •

670 cubic centimetres, there were twenty-nine entrants, of
whom twenty-two started, the Colliers again being absentees.-
The starters were :

Rider and machine.
H. V. Colver (Matchless)
J. T. Bashall (Bat)

W. E. Cook (N.L.G.)
F. H. Arnott (V.S.)
R. T. Exshaw (N.L.G.)
F. E. Barker (Buchet)
A. Briinton (New Century)
V. Yates (Rex)
A. VVilkie (Triumph)
W. A. Jacobs (Rex)
Cafit. Sir 1?. K. Arbuthnot. Bart.
R.N. (Triumph)

W. Chitty (Frays)
H. Hunter (Triumph)
G. F. Hunter (Triumph)
J. Kennedy, jun. (Triumph)
A. C. Maitland (Trump)
W. Dewar (Triumph)
A. Oberlander (N.S.U.)
H. a. Partridge (X.S.U.)
R. C. Svkes (Quadrant)
H. C. Tyler (Exmoutb)
F. E. Broome- (F.N.)

Broome started badly, but once again the scratch men were
handicapped out. Maitland on his Trump overhauled all in

front of him, and got home some two or three hundred yards
from Dewar, who was a long way ahead -of G. F. Hunter.
Then followed Yates, Barker, Sykes, Bashall, Colver. Jacobs.
Exshaw, Tyler, Brunton, Cook, Wilkie, Oberlander. and
Arnott in the order named. The winner's average speed was
again 55J m.p.h.
The handicappers were Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite and T. D.

Button, while the former officiated as starter and the latter as

circuit counter.

c.c. Start.

666 . scratch
666 . .. Om. 6s.

482 . .. Om. 40s.

663 . .. Om. 44s.

482 . . Om. 52s.

331 . . Om. 56s.

349 . . Om. 56s.

499 . . Im. 2s.

499 ..
. Im. 2s.

499 . . Ini. 2s.

477 . . Im. 2s.

340 . . Im. 2s.

499 . . Im. 12s.

499 . . Im. 12s.

499 . . Im. 12s.

488 . . Im. ]2s.

477 . . Im. 20s.

314 . . Im. 28s.

314 . . Im. 28s.

349 . . Im. 32s.

269 . . Im. 38s.

413 .. . Im. 48s.

Competitors in tlie Whitsun Handicap at Biooklands last Saturday.

NEXT BROOKLANDS MEETING.
The following motor cycle races will be run at Brooklands

on the 18th inst., under the auspices of the Brooklands Auto-
mobile Racing Club. Entries close at noon on the 9th inst.

THE SUMMER MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP. Entrant
of winner to receive ten sovs. or cup at option. Second,
five scvs. Third, three sovs. Engines not exceeding 670
c.c. capacity. Distance about 5^ miles.

JUNE MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP. Entrant of winner

to receive ten sovs. or cup at option. Second, five sovs.

Third, three sovs. For motor bicycles with engines between
500 and 1,(X)0 c.c. Distance about eight miles.

LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

In the list of awards published in The Motor Ci/de last

week, W. Chater Lea (7-9 h.p. Chater Lea and sidecar) should

have been under the heading of the gold medal winners, and

J. Winslow (5 h.p. Rex) should be added to the list of

bronze medal winners. The majority of our readers are

doubtless unaware that the 7-9 h.p. Chater Lea was
fitted with this firm's new model twin-cylinder 85 mm. X
85 mm. engine, which made its first appearance in_ open

competition in the above run. This 7-9 h.p. machine is

designed primarily for passenger work., for which it is

eminently suitable.
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MEETING AT DOUGLAS. THE BRAKE AND SILENCER TESTS.

On Tuesday evening last week a meeting was

held at the Sefton Hotel, at which Mr. J. R. Nisbet,

who, as clerk of the course, was practically in supreme

command, addressed the assembly. He called the men's

attention to die fact that the brakes and silencers

would be tested at St. John's at 10.30 on Wednesday,
and that on their prompt attendance then and on the

day of the race depended the good name of the

A.C.U. and the success of the race. On the Wednes-
day armlets for the men and attendants would be

given out. He pointed out how the men would be

allowed one attendant each, and that this rule would

be strictly enforced. Mr. Nisbet expressed himself

pleased to see Brewster present, and said he had
his sound constitution to thank for his rapid recovery.

After going into sundry details, Mr. Nisbet pointed

out the seriousness of the competition, that it was a

serious trade event, and in the course there were

several obviously dangerous points, at which he urged

the competitors to keep cool and collected, and
remember they were sportsmen and give and take

with -one .another. There should be no passing at

corners or within reasonable distance of such

dangerous places as Ballacraine. As regards the

arrangements, there would be on the course about

twenty police (all first-aid men), doctors at the nrost

dangerous places, marshals and boy scouts ; there

would be two depots, at either of which a man could

station his attendant—^that at St. John's would be

obvious, but the Kirk Michael depot would be marked

by a green banner.

At 10.30 on Wednesday morning the competitors had

their last ordeals to go through—the silencer and brake

tests. On assembling at St. John's all the men w^ere sent

on the direct Glen Helen Road, past the historic Tyn-
wald Hill , over a bridge spanning a babbling brook at

the foot of the steep incline utilised last year for the two

final tests. The ever-energetic Mr. Nisbet marshalled

them at the foot, and in response to signals from the

chief marshal, Mr. R. D. F. Paul, they were sent uj)

singly, Messrs. J. Lyons-Sampson, A. G. Reynolds,
and H. P. E. Harding judging the silencers.

On their arrival at the summit the competitors

turned to the left and were lined up in the order in

which they reached him by Mr. E. M. P. Boileau,

forming up in line along the Upper Peel Road. The
silencers were deemed satisfactory, and anything in

the nature of a fake was thus rendered discernible.

Actually nothing of the kind was found, but pre-

eminently abo\'e the others the Scotts and Indians dis-

tinguished themselves as regards absence of noise.

Some delay w-as occasioned by se\eral competitors,

some of whom could not climb the hills, and by some
who were not ready. In the brake test the judges

stood halfway down the short steep hill, and at the

waving of a flag each man had to apply his brakes.

Here again the judges passed all as being satisfactory.

The road was signalled clear, and each man was sent

down- as nearly as possible in order. As they passed the

judges each man went to the Green at St. John's, and
took up his post where his wooden front nmnber plate

was set out. When every man was in his place the

judges inspected Jhe machines in order, seeing that

everv motor bicvcle conformed with the regulations.

P"ollowing the judges came Mr. V. A. Holroyd with

the armlets—white armlets for the riders and yellow

armlets for the one assistant allowed to each man

—

while Mr. Bea:>ley followed with the seals and wire. The
frames only were sealed. The examination passed off

well enough, but some difficulty was experienced with

the tyres. According to the rules, each competitor

had to use 2%m. covers, and in some instances the

cover was found to measure 2^/8 in. This caused some
discussion among the judges, who measured a tyre

on one of the marshal's machines and found it to be
2 '-gin. across. Consequentlv this standard was adopted.

J. R. Nisbet

and G. G.

Roberts d e s -

patching com-

petitors singly

for the silencer

and brake tests

on a steep

gradient near
St. John's, the

day prior to the

race.
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BRILLIANT weatKer again smiled on Mona's Isle, its

sporting inhabitants, and on the competitors and
numerous spectators who had come to see the great-

event. After an early breakfast we left Douglas with
the sun shining brightly in a cloudless sky. an ideal morning
for the great road race. St. John's looked its best, and as

we arrived the chief officials were busy putting the finishing

touches to the organisation. Down the direct road to Glen
Helen the men were arranged on each side against pegs
bearing their correct numbers. Jlessrs. G. E. Roberts, Otto
Thomas, and E. M. P. Boileau were busy driving in pegs in

the depot enclosure marking where the various machines
were to draw up. These were grouped according to the
different makes, and when the task was quickly over, petrol,

oil, and other supplies were smartly laid out by the
attendants behind the groups of numbers. The notice board
with Mr. J. Baines in command was, as may be supposed,
double as large as last year, and at the end of this the depot
was arranged. At 9.30 a nasty sea - fog blew over

and enveloped Slieau Whuallian, the mountain which
dominates St. John's, and threatened to envelope the whole
island. However, we were all cheered by the local weather
prophets, who said it only meant heat, and their forecasts

proved true. Near the start there lives a farmer who
appears to be one of those people who like to assert

their rights, and to prove that he was entitled to use the
roads as long as they were open he chose to drive his cart

on the highways during practice, though the other islanders,

true sportsmen^ that they are. desisted. Just at the moment
when all the competitors were at their posts and the spec-
tators were lookingat them with interest, the farmer,
just to show he had a right to be on the road, drove down
the line, and naturally met with some opposition, which he
in turn resented, ' Shouts of derision arose, and when he
tried to use his whip ou those objecting to his presence and
it was talcen away from him, the welkin rang with cheers.
The genial Manx police came forward and gently remon-
strated, but all to no purpose. Deprived of his whip, the
farmer used his reins on a too obtrusive spectator, which
at once settled the matter: The pony was immediately
removed from the shafts and the cart shoved on the green,
while the unsportsmanlike owner wa.s left with the animal
using language which was far more forcible than
polite. Yells and howls of derision j followed, mixed
with reports from a toy pistol, which set the animal
plunging, and smashed Bentley's front number plate. For-
tunately Mr, Salmon made a suggestion to Mr. Straight, who
came forward and laying a kindly hand on the farmer's
shoulder said, " You seem to be a strong man, come and
help us to keep order," and, putting a " conmiittee " badge
on the old fellow's arm, won him over at once, thus putting
an end to all bad feeling and quickly turning an enemy into
a firm friend.

With regard to the competitors the following two altera-

tions were made at the last moment. Pollard took Silver's

place, and Fenn was appointed to ride Ariel No. 61. Those
who were definitely known not to be starting were A. E.

Woodman, who met with the sa-d accident in practice, and
the similarly unfortunate Brewster, Quentin Smith, and
Findlater, while beside these J. H. R. Loxham (whose twin
Moveo was not really ready in time) changed machines with
Houlding and rode as No. 41, F. G. Edmonds who had not
arrived, Bagshaw whose entry had been withdrawn. Savory
and Shaw did not figure in the timekeepers' list. A further
addition was Abbott,., who burst a tyre immediately before
the start and h.id no time in which to change the cover.

J. Baxter cau.sed much amusement by carrying his tyre
pump in his gaiter. The above will give the reader some
idea of the preliminaries, but a few further words about the
arrangements may be of interest. A telephone had been in-

stalled between St. John's and Ballacraine, and the instru-
ment at the start stood on a platform on which Mr. Nisbet
could keep in touch with the marshals under him in both
places. We carefully examined Ballacraine Corner on our way
out, and noted how vastly it had been improved, as at the
very point where dry skidding might take place the tar-

mac had been laid down. Except for the mist which at

10 a.m. had lifted a little, the weather conditions were per-
fect ; the dust was certainly bad in places, but the road in

the neighbourhood of the start had been watered. A light

south-westerly breeze blew in the direction of Ballacraine,
At 10.12 the first pair of competitors began to move out
under the direction of the marshals, and as H. A. Collier
came in sight of the huge crowd just disgorged by the
last train, cheers rent the air. Round them were grouped
Ebblewhite and Glazebrook, the timekeepers,,and the judges,
ile.'^srs. Lyons, Sampson, Reynolds, and Harding, while a

battery of cameras were trained on them.

The Stan at 10=15 a.m.
At 10.15 H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless) and C. E.

Bennett (5 h. p. Indian) started together, the Indian fired first

but Collier was soon under way. The rest followed in pair.s

at 20s. intervals. Evans, another favourite, and D. R.
Clarke, both on Indians, were then sent off, while Bentley,
another Indian rider, started alone. Marshall and Newsome,
both on Triumphs, got off smartly amid cheers. Creyton.
the Manxman (3^ h.p. Triumph), and, of course, a favourite
with his compatriots, and Franklin (5 h,p, Indian) both got
off well, while Drury (5 h,p. J,A.P.-Chater Lea) and H.
V. Colver (5 h.p. Matchless) also started in good style.

C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless), who was cheered to the

echo, and Pollard (3;^ h.p. Quadrant), went off together.
Collier getting away smartly and kicking against the ground
to help his engine. (Jodfrey, who came in for the acclama
tion of the populace, and Alexander, both on 3i h.p. Rexes,
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were next despatched, Frank Applebee (Rox) and Sproston,

also on a Rex, whose plucky performance last SeptenuiBr

was not forgotten,, followed. Myers (5 h.p. Scott) and W.
H. Bashall (5 h.p. Bat) were the ne.xt pair. Thanks to his

free engine and 'two-speed gear Myers was away well before

the oti'.er machine had begun to fire. J. T. Bashall and H.
H. Bowen, whose practice performances had won them the

popular favour, were next to go, both on 5 h.p. Bats.

Norton on a 3^ h.p. Norton and Witham on a 5 h.p. Bat
then left, the Bat getting away first. McNab (3^ h.p.

Trump) and J. R. Alexander, jun. (5 h.p. Indian), followed,

McNab quickly disposing of his bulky being into the smallest

possible space. Stevens and Reed, one on a 5 h.p. and-
the other on a 3^ h.p. Dot, were then sent off. Butler, the

other 5 h.p. Dot rider, and Phillips on the 5 h.p. Scott,

were sent off next, the latter making a splendid start. Moor-
house (5 h.p. Indian) started alone. The remainder were

sent off as follows : H. L. Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph) and
H. R. Fowler (3^ h.p. Rex), J. Scriven (4 h.p'. Rex) and J.

W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph), C. "E. Murphy (3^ h.p.

. Triumph) alone, D. C. Bolton (4 h.p. Rex) and H. Honlding

(3i h.p. Moveo),- Howard Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph) alone,

J. F. Crundall (3^ h.p. Humber). alone, B. Yates (3^ h.p.'

Humber) and J. Ba.xter (4 h.p. Rex), F. Mackay (4 h.p.

Rex) and W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Rex), J. Gibson (3^ h.p.

Trump) and D. B. Rea (3^ h.p. Moveo), G. E. Stanley

(5 h.p. Premier) alone i B. Jones (5 h.p. Premier) and F.

W. Barnes (3i h.p. Zenith Gradua), P. Weatherilt (3^ h.p.

Zenith Gradua) and J. R. Woodward (3^ h.p. Rex). ,1.

Slaughter and A. G. Fenn (both on 3i h.p. Ariels), W. G.

McMinnies (3^ h.p. Triumph) and F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p.

Bat), H. J. Scale (3^ h.p. Scale) and F. W. Chase (3i h.p.

Centaur), S. C. Ferryman and N. F. Holder (both on 5 h.p.

Blumfields), F. Turvey (3^ h.p. Humber) and H. Martin

(5 h.p. A.S.L.), R. Pimm (3i h.p. A.S.L.) alone, E. F.

Baxter (4 h.p. Rex) and F. C. Wood (3^- h.p. N.S.U.), J.

F. Sirrett (3i h.p. N.S.U.) and W. Heaton (5 h.p. N.S.U.).

A. OberUinder (5 h.p. N.S.U.), R. I.^rd (3i h.p. Rex), and

P. W. Applebee (3i h.p. Centaur), B. Ellis ^^ h.p. R,ex)

alone, D. M. Brown (3^ h.p. Humber) and S. Wright (3i
h.p. Humber). The last to start was J. Lang (5 h.p. Tee
Bee). In all seventy-three started out of eighty-three. The
number thirteen was not allotted. All of the crowd waited
in silent expectation. The start had been most successfully

carried out, and it only remained to spot the leader of the

procession.

Incidents of the First Lap.
In a few minutes H. A, Collier flew past, well ahead of

everybody else. It would be useless to give the order in

which the others passed, as it would be meaningless, but
below are given the first six in each lap in their order of time.

The following shows the positions of the leaders at the
end of the first round : Lap time.

1. W. H. Bashall (5 h.p. Bat) 18m. 15s.

2. H. H. Eowen (5 h.p. Bat) 18m. 28s.

3. B. Junes (5 h.p. Premier) ... ... 18m. 53s.

4. H. Reed (5 h.p. Dot) 18m. 44s.

5. C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless) ... 18m. 54s.

6. F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat) 18m. 58s.

The first rciuud was full of incidents. J. T. Bashall retired
with a broken pulley near the Devil's Elbow. A message
was delivered by a boy scout that a doctor was wanted at

Glen Helen. This, it is presumed, was for Bennett, who
fell at the foot of Creg Willey's Hill, suffered several flesh

wounds, and had to withdraw. Butler retired neiir Peel.

Yates was put out of the running with engine trouble between
Kirk Michael and the Devil's Elboiv. Rea was stopped by a
broken pulley. Pimm stopped with a flat front tyre at the
St. John's depot, and Lee Evans did likewise. Martin had
trouble with both brakes and fell at Creg Willey's Hill, and
later had to retire through valve trouble. S. Wright fell out
with a broken crankshaft. Bentley's back tyre burst while
travelling at high speed coming down from Creg Willey,
but fortunately without falling off. Godfrey retired through
a broken piston. Scale broke his pulley near Ballig Bridge,
and Barnes and Weatherilt nearly collided near St. Giermans.

Scene at St> John's, the siarting_and nnishing point. The scoring board is plainly discernible. N P. Holder (5 h.p. Blumfleld) Is the rider in the pictnre.
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Growing times
36m. 39s.

37m. 10s.

61m. lis.

37m. 23s.

37m. 51s.

38m. 9s.

2.

3.

4.

J. T. Bsshall and H. H. Bowen, two private owners of Bat-J.A.P. machines
starting. Bowen led lor three laps.

In the second lap Franklin retired -with inner tube trouble.
Owmg to a bad batch these tubes caused the downfall of
the Indian competitors in the race. Noel Drury's engine
seized in Ulen Helen, probably through ball-bearing trouble.
I'ollard, the Quadrant rider, lost the cover of his magneto
contact breaker, with the result that the latter would not
fUiy 111 position. Norton broke an inlet valve rocker; and
Stevens, the l)ot rider, was another who had to withdraw.
As H. A. Collier pas.sed on his second round he was heartily
cheered, and hearing or perceiving the acclamation he waved
his hand in response. VV. H. Washall wobbled alarmingly
as he entered the St. John's straight, and as he came into
sight his goggles were seen to have fallen over his face.
After repairing his tyre Lee Evans got away again amid
cheers. The second lap positions were

:

«
. .

1. H. H. Bowen (5 h.p. Bat) ...

2. B. V. Jones (5 h.p. Premier) ...

3. C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)
4. H. Reed (5 h.p. Dot) ...

5. F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat) ...

6. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)
It will be seen that Bowen had assumed the lead Jones

had taken second place, and C. R, Collier third. Reed jiad
kept his position, Uayrell had gone up a place Collier had
taken up sixth position, and Bashall had dropped behind

In the third lap Bowen made the fastest lap of the day—
17;n. 51s.. equal to 53.11 m.p.h.—but he charged the wall

at Ballacrame Corner, and later retired with a broken frame
on Greg Willey's Hill. In this round Witham stopped at St.
Inlin s, and Reed, who had broken his exhaust valve lifter,
1
id to use his switch to slow down at the corners. Oii

tailing to restart on one occasion, his belt jammed, broke his
ouUey, and caused his withdrawal. Fenn was put out of the
lunning with a broken connecting rod. E. F. Baxter retired.md Pnnm withdrew through tyre troubles. Third lap
positions :

1. H. H. Bowen (5 h.p. Bat) ...

C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)
B. V. Jones (5 h.p. Premier)...
W. H. Bashall (5 h.p. Bat) ...

5. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)
6. F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat)

It was clear that C. R. Collier, the favourite, reall
business, and had crept up to second place. Jones "dropped
back one place, and so had Dayrell, while H. A. Collier and
Bashall had gained ground.

In the fourth lap there was plentv of excitement. W. H.
Bashall stopped at the depot at St. John's to fill up with -

petrol, and owing to the absurd regulation that competitors
had to fill up their own tanks his hand shook, and the
-petrol was spilt over the hot engine. Instantly machine and
rider were a mass of flames. For a few moments matters

'

looked most serious. Init Bashall was wrapped in coats, and

54m. 30s.

55ni. 35s.

55ni. 51s.

56m. 30s.

57m. Is.

58m. 26s.

real ly meant

The Manx {armer, his pony, and the crowd. See page 506,

save for a few burns was unhurt. The blazing machine lay
'on the ground, and the burning coat was in the road. People
rushed forward, but, fortunately, the marshals kept- the
course clear, only just in time, as Marshal! dashed through
the flames, on his fourth round. McNab stopped at the depot
for replenishments. Near Knocksharry, Gibson broke an
exhaust valve, bent the new valve, and could not get it to
work again. He had previously dropped his silencer. Lang
on the Tee Bee withdrew. Moorhouse, another Indian unfor-
tunate, had tube troubles, and Witham, who was travelling
very fast, passed the .starting point with' a broken mudguard,
and. later retired. Fourth lap positions

:

H. H. Bowen (5 h.p. Bat)
C. R^ Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)
B. V. Jones (5 h.p. Premier)
W. H. Bashall (5 h.p. Bat)
J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph)
A. OberUinder (5 h.p. N'.S.U.)

Ih. 12m. 23s.

Ih. 14m. ISs.

Ih. 15m. 53s.

Ih. 15m. 57s.

Ih. 18m. 43s.

Ih. 19m. 9s.

Boy scouts assist!:

the
n keeping the route clear. They were posted all along
Glen Helen road in sight ol each other.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6

It will be noted that the" bad luck' of Bowen and Bashall.
the tvfo unfortunal;e Bat liders, effaces them from future lists;
hard indeed, considering their high positions. Bowen's ulti-

mate withdrawal vfas in the fourth lap. Collier kept his
second place, while Marshall and dberhinder had worked
their way up. At the end of the fifth lap, Crundall fell near
Kirk Michael, broke his petrol union, set his carburetter on
fire, spoilt the float, turned his broken petrol pipe into the
float chamber, and tried to continue, but all to no avail.
Wood (N.S.U.) fell at St. John's and withdrew. Jones, who
was always in the first three, retired through engine trouble.
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Half Distance.
Fifth lap positions

:

1. C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless) ...

2. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless) ...

3. A. Oberlander (5 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

4. W. Creyton (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

5. W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph)
6. F. Philipp (5 li.p. Scott)

7. J. R. Alexander (5 h.p. Indian) ...

8. J. Scriven (4 h.p. Rex)
9. J. W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph)

10. H. Lister Cooper (3i h.p. Triumph)
11. C. E. Murphy- (3i h.p. Triumph)
12. J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

It will be seen by the above list of the first dozen that
C. R.. Collier assumes the first place and his brother leaps
forward to second, after losing time through changing a

plug. Oberlander comes third, and Marshall, who suffered a
burst tyre, drops back to twelfth. It also shows how the
other Triumph riders were proving their worth, (especially
Creyton, who jumped from eighth to fourth position), and
how Philipp's Scott had come up into sixth place. In the
sixth round Frank Applebee retired with a broken tappet
rod, Crundall had finally to withdraw for the reasons already
stated, and Mackay withdrew through tyre troubles at Kirk
Michael depot. Lord, another Rex rfder, fell and broke his
petro! pipe near .St. Germans.
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Ih. 33m. 24s.

Ih. 35m. 34s.

111. 38m. 43s.

Ih. 38m. 48s. ,

Ih. 39m. 19s.

II1. 39ni. 46a

111. 40m. 7s.

Ih. 41m. 30s.

Ih. 41m. 30s. ni^^
Ih. 44m. 5s.

Ih. 44m. 57s.

Ih. 46m. 16s.

Scene on the course in Glen Helen.f^W. Creyton leading. L.'

2. H
3. W
4. J.

5. J.

6. H.
ere it

Ih. 51m, 45s
Ih. 54m. 33s
Ih. 58m. 2s

2h. Im. lis

2h. Im. 21s
2h. 4rn. 32s

2h. 10m. IRs,

2h. 13m. 55s.

2h. 19m. lis.

2h. 21m. 3,3s.

2h. 21m. 33s.

2h. 21m. 35s.

A remarkable snapshot during the race. F. C. Wood's N.S.U. clear of the
tiound on Ballig Bridge. The rider has also been jolted off the saddle.

suffered two punctures as well as plug trouble. Marshall
was the fastest of the single-cylinders in this lap, doing his
utmost to make up time lost in repairing a burst tyre in the
fifth lap. Eighth lap positions :

1. C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)... 2h. 28m. 49s.

2. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)... 2h. 34in. Is.

3. W. Creyton (3^- h.p. Triumph) ... 2h. 38m. 42s.

4. J. W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph) 2h. 41m. 19s.

5. F. Philipp (5 h.p. Scott) 2h. 42ni. 9s.

6. J. Scriven (4 h.p. Rex) 2h. 43m. 28s.

Adamson, it will be noticed, again assumes fourth place,
while Philipp goes up one in the list. In the ninth round
Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith) retired at the top of Greg Willey's
hill through tyre and valve troubles, and Dayrell's rear

cylinder head bleAV off. Myers again suffered plug trouble,

and, having used up his spares, had perforce to run on one
cylinder for three miles until he came on Godfrey, who was
a friend in need, but further delay ensued in removing the
faulty plug.

Sixth lap positions :

1. C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)...
A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)...

. Creyton (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Scriven (4 h.p. Rex)
L. Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph)...
will be seen that the brothers Collier keep their

positions, Oberlander loses his place through his belt coming
off and smashing his stand clip, Philipp loses sixth place
through having to stop tor petrol, Creyton assumes third
position, and the first three never alter their order to the end.
Adamson, Scriven, and Cooper move up in the scale. In the
seventh round Houlding fell and retired through his saddle
breaking at Balla:raine Corner. Oberlander gave up at Kirk
Michael through a broken exhaust valve, and jMcNab was
put out of the running through his cylinder head blowing off.
Seventh lap positions :

1. C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)...
2. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)...
3. W. Creyton (^ h.p. Triumph) ...

4. J. Scriven (4 h.p. Rex)
5. J. W. Adamson (3J- h.p. Triumph)
6. F. Philipp (5 h.p. Scott) ... ... _

The first three now inseparable keep their places C R
Collier making fastest time in this lap, but Scriven steals a
march on Adamson, and PhiUpp again appears on the Ust
Adamson had three stops during the race^two for petrol
and one for oil—at least one of which he found afterwards
was unnecessary. News also came to hand that Myers had

H. H. Bowen (5 Bat-J.A.P.), who, until a fall at Ballacraine, was leading.

Ho continued for a shoit distance, but afterwards his frame gave way. Hard
luek Indeed !
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Competitors negotiating the acute bend at Kirk Mieliael, which almost resembles a > . It is rendered more difficult by tlie fact that it is on a lalling gradient.

H. V. Colver (Matchless) is seen in the right hand illustration and A. H. Alexander (3J Rex) and J. R. Alexander (5 Indian) in the other.

Ninth lap positions :

1. C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless- 2h. 48m. 23s.

2. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless- 2h. 53m. 26s.

3. W. Creyton (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 2h. 58m. 13s.

4. J. W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph) 3h. Im. 53s.

5. J. Scriven (4 h.p. Rex) 3h. 3m. 34s.

6. H. L. Cooper (3i h.p. Triumph)... 3h. 4m. 53s.

About twenty-five minutes past one, C. R. Collier romped
in a winner, with his brother second, and Creyton (the first

single-cylinder rider) third. It was seen from the last five

laps that his win was practically certain, and as the time of

the finish approached Mr. Schulte, the sportsmanlike director

of the Triumjjh Co., got ready a bottle of champagne and
two glasses for the two brothers Collier. The result of the

race was most popular, and the position in which Creyton
finished highly pleased the islanders. Creyton is a Manx-
man, who was formerly ostler in an hotel, and being bitten

by the motor fever he took to motor cycling, with what
result may be clearly seen. Collier's average speed was 50.7

miles an hour, against 49.002 by his brother last year. C. R.

Collier's fastest lap was 18m. 17s,, as against 18m. 9s. by

his brother in last year's race. The riding of the Matchless
team was quite remarkable. Finishing first, second, and tenth,

they rode consistently throughout. C. R. and H. A. Collier

were said to be the most cautious at all the dangerous places,

and yet their machines were reliable enough and fast enough
to win. The arrangements were excellently carried out

—

even better than before, thanks to the presence of a strong

man behind the organisation. Every precaution was taken
against accident, and no accident worth mentioning occurred,

though the lessons learned from the previous sad mishaps
were undoubtedly taken to heart. Only in one respect was
there a complaint, and that was against the working of the

scoring board. Mr. Baines did his best, but his task was
far beyond the powers of one man, so great was the size

of the board.
At the meeting of competitors, it will be remembered, Mr.

Nisbet urged those taking part in the race to show con-

sideration to their rivals, and not pass at the corners and

Ballacrame Corner, a right-angled turn, where a large crowd congregate!. The banking to assist the riders is shown in the right-hand illustration.
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Lap Scoring Board, showing Results at a Glance.

Rider and Machine. Lap 1.

1. C. R. Collier, 5 Matchless (14)

2. H. A. Collier, 5 Matchless (1)

3. \V. Croyton, 3h Triumph (1»)

4. J. W. Adamson, 3J Triumph (37) .

.

5. J. Scriven, 4 Res (30)

6. J. .Marshall, Si Triunipli (7)

7. H. L. Cooper, 3J Triumph (34)

8. W. F. Newsome, 3J Triumph (8> .

.

9. F. Philipp, 5 Scott'(31)

10. H. V, Colver, 5 Matchless (12)

U. C. E. Murphy, 3J Triumph (39) ....

12. W. Heaton, 5 N.S.U. (75)

13. Howard Smith, 3.5- Triumph (43) . .

.

14. J. R. Alexander, 5 Indian (27) ....

15. W. G. McMinnies, 3', Triumph (62)

16. H. Rem Fowler, 4 Rex (35)

17. J. Slaughter, 3i Ariel (60)

18. D. C. Bolton, 4" Rex (40)

19. J. R. Woodward, 4 Rex (59)

20. J. Baxter, 4 Rex (47)

21. G. Lee Kvans, 5 Indian (3)

22. A. H. Alexander, 3V Rex (17)

23. W. H. Grange, 3J Rex (49)

24. E. S. Myers, 5 Scott (20)

25. D. M. Bro-ma, 35- Humber (82) ....

26. S. C. Ferryman, 5 Blumfield (66) .

.

27. A. J. Sproston. 4 Rex (19)

28. P. Weatherilt, Si Zenith Gradua (08)

29. F. W. Chase, Sl'Centaur (65) . .

.

F. W. Barnes, 3J Zenith Gradua (57)

F. W. Dayrell, 5 Bat (03)

J. F. Sirett, 3J N.S.U. (74)

F. A. McNab, 3| Trump (26)

F. Turvey, jun., 3| Humber (681

J. H. R. Loxham,"5 Jloveo (42)

N. F. Holder, 5 Blumfield (67)

A. Oberlrinder, 5 N.S.U. (76)

J. F. CrundaU, 3J Humber (44)

F. Mackay, 4 Rex (48)

R. Lord, 3.V Rex (78)

F. A. Applebee, 4 Rex (18)

B. F. Baxter, 4 Rex (72)

F. C. Wood, Si N.S.U. (73)

F. W. Applebee, sen., 3.1 Centaur (79)

W. H. BashaU, 5 Bat (21)

H. H. Bowen, 5 Bat (23)

S. A. M. Witham, 5 Bat (25)

A. J. Moorhouse, 5 Indian (32)

J. Gibson, 31 Trump (52)

B. V. Jones, 5 Premier (56)

A. G. Te;ui, 3i Ariel (61) ,

J. Lang, 5 Tee-Bee (84)

D. R. Clarke, 5 Indian (4)

H. Reed, 5 Dot (28)

C. B. Franklin, 5 Indian (10)

Noel E. Drurv, 5 Chater-Lea (11) ...

J. L. Norton," 3i Norton (24)

E. J. Stevens, 3i Dot (29)

R. Pimm, 3J A.S.I. (70)

W. 0. Bentley, 5 Indian (6)

O. a Godfrey, 3i Res (16)

D. B. Rea, 3 J Moveo (53)

R. pilis, 3i Rex (80)

P. Butler, 5 Dot (30)

B. Yates, 3* Humber (46)

m. s.

18 54
19 12

19 33
20 15

20 18

19 34
20 23
19 54
20 19

23 25
20 52
21 5

21 50
20
22 20
21 18

20
22
24
20 13
26. 50
21

22 57

23 50
22 54
25 47
22 20
28 10

25 11

22 50

18 58

25 19

21 38
22 .58

25 45
21 4
20 3

21 31

21 34
23 39
23 1

25 21

22 58

27 15

18 15

18 28

21 50

1 47 1

20 49
18 33
20 51

31 10

20 13

18 44
57 16

21

22 36
56 7
28 36
19 27
21 2

47 19
22 48
Retired
Retired

Lap 2. Lap 3.

25 14

22 39

18 53

25 51

23 53
35 56

24 14

1 11 17

19 52
23 10

21 14

22 10

31 33
31 3

21 25
23 43

20 17

18 11

21 54

18 57
24 65
18 37
24 22

19 44
19 39
18 39
48 41

50 51

1 53 23

1 9 4
35 4

20 35

25 39

22 13

28 21

42 6

26 28

19 34
23 16

41 37

25 2

27 2

30 21

24 42
24 40

17 58

17 51

24 33

18 40
1 35 16

18 41

23 47
19 30
19 23

38 36

Lap 4.

2i 13

25 33

29 49
22 47

23 .56

21 42
19 50
22 9

23 56
24 10

26 53

28 17

23 40
37 26

19 27
17 53

30 10

18 48
30 27

20 2

42 3

30 20

Lap 5.

61 18

26 2

35 29
1 22 23

.30 41

30 51

19 24
38 34
22 29
28 54
62 6

2 18 25

37 30
1 36 14

Lap 6. Lap 7. Lap 8. Lap 9. La p 1 0. Total tin e

m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s ni. s. m. s. m. s. ta.

18 17 18 24 18 40 19 9 18 21 18 33 18 31 19 34 19 I

18 .57 18 52 19 34 18 59 18 59 19 22 10 6 19 25 19 19

19 39 19 51 20 29 19 16 19 14 21 9 19 31 19 31 19 45
20 3 20 3 21 15 19 54 19 41 £0 22 19 40 20 34 19 34
20 6 19 50 19 45 21 7 20 15 I 20 12 21 55 20 20 1

19 30 19 27 20 12 27 33 19 34 19 24 20 21 19 4,3
I
19 30

20 39 20 33 21 29 21 1 20 27 20 7 20 9 20 6
|
20 31

19 38 19 .50 20 29 19 28 25 33 21 4 20 2 20 32
i

20 5

19 58 19 45 19 46 19 58 21 43 20 6 20 34 29 24
j
20 14

18 47 23 31 22 23 21 69 19 15 19 25 30 10 19 10 18 45
20 52 20 41 21 29 21 3 21 4 23 5 22 22 22 29 22 58

20 34 20 43 26 17 21 3 23 37 21 45 21 54 21 47 22 1

22 38 21 47 22 31 21 29 22 2 21 33 22 22 22 65 21 8

20 10 20 10 19 43 20 4 28 45 22 22 27 23 25 21 10

22 25 22 17 23 6 22 12 21 37 25 26 22 7 21 59 21 17

21 38 21 15 21 60 27 64 22 IS 22 31 22 9 22 40 22 15

20 34 23 23 21 35 24 34 20 36 22 40 24 6 28 22 28
22 32 22 33 22 30 22 4 26 9 22 19 25 48 22 42 23 2

26 24 9 23 4 24 49 26 33 23 30 20 40 24 53 23 4

20 47 32 41 21 39 21 19 24 30 21 14 21 47 41 44 21 55
43 54 20 20 24 46 22 35 21 11 21 7 21 2 19 52 27 39

21 1 21 39 21 42 23 30 22 -58 24 43 27 49 35 30 57
27 23 1 23 29 30 26 27 23 24 25 9 24 31 23 46
23 5 20 47 22 12 34 57 22 3 26 23 23 51 20 13 33 23
23 49 23 40 23 27 20 11 23 51 23 14 24 48 35 23 30 13

21 21 15 47 57 23 1 25 28 21 54 22 5 22 19 40 16

24 39 50 15 24 27 28 36 25 3 26 3 27 24 22 40 23 39
23 51 23 43 23 37 24 36 22 37 22 39 23 16 32 47 56 31

25 15 27 11 48 46 28 25 20 4 25 43 25 51 27 40
22 51 38 20 23 52 22 4 58 15 22 45 36 11 Punctures and

valve trouble.

36 36 19 22 19 16 36 23 Head of rear cylin-

der blew off.

28 20 28 49 34 32 29 34 Mistook signal and
stopp'd too soon

22 25 29 53 24 37 Cylinder head blew off.

34 20 20 17 32 4 Broke connecting rod.

26 1 23 53 Broke saddle at Ballacraine.

21 8 22 Retired through overheating.

35 34 19 11 Broke exhaust valve.

1 9 49 Broke petrol pipe, carburetter on fire.

42 12 Burst both tyres.

1 6 59 Retired through fall.

Broke tappet rod top of Creg Willey's Hill.

Ran into wall at Ballacraine, bent forks so as to

drive front wheel up to crank case, straightened

them and continued, but retired next lap.

Fell at Kirk Michael.

Broke petrol pipe, tried to repair it with a cork

and by binding, but unsuccessful.

Machine caught fire at St. John's and burnt up.

Fell at Greg Willey's Hill, retired with broken frame.

Retired ; tyre troubles, broke belt on several occasions

and had no spare.

Inner tube trouble.

Bent exhaust valve, which could not be extracted.

Broke pulley and engineshaft.

Broke connecting rod.

Collided witli collie and damaged foot.

Fell near Kirk Michael, machine caught fire.

Belt jammed pulley, pulley broken.

Inner tube trouble.

Seized engine.

Broke inlet cam rocker.

Broke valve which wedged in exhaust pocket.

Retired through tyre troubles.

Burst back tjrre near toD of Creg Willey's Hill.

Broke piston.

Broke belt puHoy.
Engine trouble.

before completing first round in Peel,

through engine troubles at Kirk Micliael.

h. m. s.

3 7 24
12 45
17 68
21 4(\

23 35
24 47

25 24

26 35
31 47
% 40
37 15

37 41

40 15

42 49
45 10

45 48
48
51 45
5 51

7 49
9 10

10 15
10 37
16 50
17 36
31 8

35 6

4 41 53

4 45 19
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dangerous bends. So well was this sportsmanlike idea

carried out that many of the marshals who were to make
reports of what happened, especially as regards examples of

unsportsmanlike behaviour, had no comments to make. In
motor cycling, at any rate, are the sporting traditions of

Brit-ons brilliantly upheld.

At the conclusion of the race the first twelve machines were

Eushed into the enclosure (the crowd cheering as each went
y), and were there examined by the judges, who verified

JUNE 2nd, igio.

the measurements, and found these, we are glad to say,
correct.

C. R. Collier finished about 1.25 p.m., and after this the
interest of the crowd began to flag, and many became restless.

A number, however, had to finish, and among these may be
mentioned the hard case of Sirrett (N.S.U.), who was close
behind another competitor who had just completed his tenth
lap. Sirrett mistook the signal, and thus was prevented
from finishing the course, though he had plenty of time in
which to do so.

On the way to Glen Helen. On^ of the prettiest spots on the course. BaUig Biidge, in the foreground, proved a stumhling block to a great many competitors.

Impressions at Ballacraine and Ballig Bridge.
After my experiences of the practice I came to the con-

clusion that the place par excellence to make my head-
quarters was St. John's, for here, not only could the start

and the finish be seen, but also access was easy to Ballacraine
Corner, that cemetery of hope ; BaUig Bridge, where the
machines leap into the air; and the unnamed bridge which
squats diagonally on the course between St. John's and
Peel. By careful dodging and the occasional use of a motor
bicycle, I managed to keep my actual absences from the
course down to a very few minutes. The first place I went
to was Ballig Bridge, which from the scenic point of view
is probably the most charming spot on the course ; here a
surprisingly small number of people had collected, and were
dotted amongst the golden gorse on the Jiillside at various
vantage points. Scarcely a tetter position could have been
chosen for watching sensational riding, and very sensational

indeed it was. The first man to fly by, taking the comer in

magnificent style, was Bennett on an Indian, who, starting
level with H. A. Collier, had managed to snatch thus early
a lead of between two and three hundred yards. Generally
speaking, the order over the bridge was th© same as at

starting until No. 14 (C. R. ColUer) pulled up just before

the bridge and spent several precious moments in making
some adjustment, apparently to his carburetter. Three
hundred yards further on he had stopped again. The first

.

incident to send the spectators' hearts into their mouths
came when Bentley, on an Indian, leapt over the switchback
bridge and twisted his front wheel in mid-air. His subsequent
course for the next fifty yards was meteoric and startling,

as his track was not unlike the section of a corkscrew along
its major axis. Scarcely had the spectators got their breath
back when Newsome, on a Triumph, taking the turn a shade
too wide, had some little difficulty in preventing his machine
unceremoniously entering a cottage by the front door. Three
or four minutes later Alexander and Applebee, both on twin
Rexes and hard on each other's heels, did much the same
thing, and only saved themselves by superlative skill. It

was noticeable that neither of them switched ofi, but
wrenched themselves back on to the course and disappeared,
round the corner towards Glen Helen as if they had only
been carrying out their usual itinerary. Moorhouse spent a

long , time at the bridge, a victim of the tyre trouble which
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(1). C. R. Collier, winner ot (he Marquis de Mouzllly St.

Mars trophy. Machine S h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.
(3.) W. Creyton (3J h.p. Triumph) the Orst single

cylinder rider to complete the course.
(5.) Jack Soriven (4 h.p. twin Rex) a private owner

fifth in order of speed.

(2.) Last year's winner, H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-
J.A.P.), the second to finish, 54 minutes behind Ills brother.

(4.) J. W. Adamson (3* h.p. Triumph) the first private
owner past the finishing post.

(6.) J, Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph), winner in 1908 and
sixth to finish this year.
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dogged all his confreres. The manner in which Philipp and
Myers on their Scotts negotiated the bridge was an eye-

opener to everyone, for whereas if all the machines did
not actually come over with both wheels off the ground, all

but the Scotts had at least the front wheel in the air.

Quite the fastest over the bridge in the second lap was
Jones, on a twin Premier, who in one lap had passed no
fewer than thirty-two competitors, and was going in magni-
ficent style.

A steeplechase ove; hedges and ditches quickly took me
by a short cut of my own discovery to St. John's, where, of

waltz that this year 6 race and practice have yet brought
forth. Thifi was particularly unfortunate, as he had been
doing some most remarkable times, and was undoubtedly
prime favourite for the race if one may judge from the
amount of money which was placed upon his chance. Ten
minutes before he came to grief an amateur bookie did brisk
business with an offer of "fours" against Bowen, business
which proved highly profitable, with remarkably quick
returns. Lust for speed and the consciousness that he was
rapidly overhauling everybody else evidently proved too
much for the famous Bat rider, for he rode at the corner
at a pace which was much too high. The moment he realised

W. E Grange (3! Rex) and D. R. Clarke (5 li.p. Inilian) speeding alonj the coast road to Feel.

course, interest in the race was centred, although from the
spectacular point of view the endless succession of machines
whizzing by was apt to grow a trifle monotonous, especially

if one were not doing a little private lap scoring, for the
official scoring board was never within less than twenty
minutes of being up-to-date.

Perhaps the most comfortable place of all to watch the
progress of the race was from a steep hill overlooking the
bridge between St. John's and Peel, where one might lie

and bask in the sun and see the machines first as the nuclei
of puffs of dust in the distance ; one had, too, practically a

bird's-eye view of the bridge. Contrary to my expectations
there were no incidents here of the sensational type, which
speaks in high terms of the rider's skill, for there is no doubt
that this bridge is very much harder to tackle than that at
Ballig, for whereas the latter can be clearly seen from the
hill down which one approaches it, the former is "blind,"
ajid it was therefore necessary to have a flag-wagger here.

I had left my machine at St. John's, and thanks to it I

lost no time getting to Ballacraine Corner, where I was just

in time to see Bowen bring off" quite the most hair-raising

his mistake he switched off and crammed on his brakes.

By this time he was already close against the wall, so that
he was forced to make a sharp turn, with the result that
he cut a complicated figure involving at least one and a half
complete turns and fell backwards into the wall with the
machine on the top of him. A great burst of cheering arose
when Bowen pluckily got up, picked his machine up, and
started punching and thumping the handle-bars back into
position. In less than a couple of minutes he was off again
going apparently as well as ever, but alas, fated to come
to grief with a broken, frame a short distance further on.

Alexander, on his Indian, directly afterwards took the
wooden banking in the most advanced manner, that is to

.^ay he went right up to the very top and came down again
with a thump that took a lot of his speed off.

After this I spurted back to St. John's, rough and tumbled
across to Ballig, where I saw a fine race between the Collier

Bros, and Creyton, and then back to St. John's in time to

act as a polioaman in keeping the crowd off the course and
add my voice to the cheers which greeted C. R. Collier

when he purred past the winning post.
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Observations at Kirk Michael Replenisiiment Depot.
The uorth-western corner of the triangle is an execrable

V turn on a falling grade, and so dangerous that no rider

dare play tricks with it ; everybody switches off a hundred

yards away, and rounds it at a crawl. The many heavy

tosses sustained here in previous years are to be ascribed

to brake failures rather than over lurid corner work, and

this year the road on to Ramsey was kept clear and open for

any rider whose brakes had become weakened. Quite a

number of men exhausted surplus impetus by thus running

off the course, notably on two occasions, when clumps of

four and six riders stormed up to the V with only a few

feet between them. The number of spectators at the corner

was considerably in excess of previous years, and even the

xvomen and children managed to keep in touch with the

positions of the leading men—no easy matter, especially in

the first few laps, when the thundering procession was prac-

tically continuous, but the slow pace round the V renders

the numbers legible. Two hundred yards up the road

towards Creg Willey summit was a gre«i banner, denoting

a replenishing depot in charge of C. E. Rackham. Here
were located supplies for the Matchless, Indians. Scotts,

"and some of the Rexes and Triumphs. Oscar Hedstrom and
Wells soon had cause to look glum at the disappearance of

some of their cracks, and ere long Bentley walked discon-

solately in with a mangled sample of the special American
inner tubes, which were responsible for the Indian debacle.

These tubes had been over vulcanised at the lapped joint,

and ripped like blotting-paper in patches. Bentley' s tube

liad split for ten inches when he was possibly toucliirg 70

m.p.h. in the swoop down from Creg Willey summit, and
he had the most strenuous half minute of his life in fighting

the machine as it bucketed to and fro across the road. The
first lap showed that W. H. Bashall meant business, and

could he but keep on the road he would extend the Colliers.

Lee Evans hunted Collier round the V only a yard astern,

and Jack Marshall was hanging on to them like a terrier.

The shuffling of positions corresponded in the main with
those at other points of observation, and the special interest

here lay rather in many duels for precedence round the
bend, and in the varying dexterity with which the riders

replenished their tanks at the depot.
On the first lap Franklin pulled up and changed the tube

in his back wheel, thus losing a lap. When restarting he
jammed his coaster hub at the V. W. H. Basliall was second
man round in the second lap, having done very fast time,
while Jones on the twin Premier was also travelling
superbly. On the third round 58 and 69 both came up too
fast in close company, and had to shoot down the safety
road. Creyton and Newsome were not a machine's length
apart, having raced 38 miles side by side.

On the fourth lap, H. A. Collier stopped to fill with petrol,
and was ofl' again in 27s, His tank had a huge Davison filler,

and his attendant slapped in spirit in record time from an
ordinary two-gallon can, which had been provided with an
air vent in the bottom by the simple process of banging a

cold chisel through it. Bowen shot ahead just as Collier
was starting away agam, Marshall tore down the hill, just
leading Clarke's Indian, which shot ahead as Jack stopped for

petrol. The small screwed filler caps on the Triumph tanks
wasted a lot of time by comparison with the Davison bungs.
The Indians similarly wasted time in 'filling their oil tanks,
liut Wells had a good tiling in half a dozen huge squirts.

These were kept readv filled with lubricant from a bucket,
a cork stopping up the nozzle. One and a half squirts would
fill the tanks in five or six seconds, Creyton nearly sacrificed

his chances after refilling in this lap. He was just starting

Rounding the Devil's Elbow. J. Marshall being " hotly" pressed by J. W. Adamson. Eric Myers is changing a plug by the roadside.
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off when his machine burst into flames, and lie paused in

dismay, but with a roar of " Get on I " from the attendants

he leapt into the saddle, and the wind extinguished the

flames within fifty yards. Franklin came down the hill at a

truly frightful speed in tliis lap, but Sproston, whose luck

is usually bad, had to stop for tyres and petrol. Several

riders signalled as they passed the depot that they wculd

stop on the next lap, and in each case an attendant was out

waiting in the road with ail supplies ready a quarter of an

hour later. Charlie Collier stopped to replenish on his fifth

lap, and H. A. shot past before his brother got away, iiven

the leading men asked anxiously where they stood, whenever

tliey paused at the depot, and as the tale of laps grew longer

manv riders lost count of the distance they had done. The
fastest men were all early starters, and were anxious lest one

of the later starters should be circling round quite as fast

.seven or eight miles behind them, so true is it that "lookeis

on see most of the game."
By the sixth lap a twin-cylinder victory seemed a mora)

certainty, and now 'occurred the sensation of the day, six

riders descending from the heights above so close together

that a large blanket would have covered them. Luckily, four

of thein funked rounding the V in such close company, and
they tailed out into a string ere the dangerous angle was
attained.

On the seventh round, Oberlander, who had raced with

temarkable consistency, parted with his chance. His belt

pulled through and damaged the clip of his stand just as he
applied his brakes tor the V. In his anxiety he made an
error of judgment, and tried to remove the stand instead of

strapping it up. He broke the crossbar, and . it took him a

long while to secure the legs separately. By the time he had
further fitted his spare belt, he had lost about a lap, and
went on very disconsolately, reappearing two or three laps

later in hopeless trouble with his exhaust valve. The poor
fellow sat on a bench in the garden at tlie depot, the pictrire

of disappointment. Mackay presently walked his machine
down the hiU, the joint of his second butt-ender having
collapsed after repeated repairs. He reported a very narrow
escape. He was chasing Bowen down Creg Willey at a furious

speed, when the latter's frame broke. The Bat went one
way, its rider the other, and Mackay shaved in between them
by an inch or two.
On the eighth lap, Scriven made a very clever restart after

a petrol stop. He had previously broken his valve lifter, but
managed to push off his racer while half lying across the top

tube to holdup a tappet on the far side. Considering that this

must have hampered him, his position in the race was excellent.

On the ninth lap, " Pa " Applebee came in disconsolately

exhibiting his petrol pipe, which had come clean out of the

tank. MacMinnies hereabouts encountered his sole trouble,

his exhaust valve jamming in the guide. He had ridden very
consistently and steadily, though never fast. Just before the
course was thrown open, Dayrell's back cylinder failed

between the- Devil's Elbow and I'eel.

The Race as seen from Knocksharry.
After witnessing a dozen competitors start from St. John's,

I mounted my motor bicycle and sped across the inside

of the course by a short cut along a very lumpy and
disused road to a point midway between Peel and the Devil's

"Elbow. Here I had a clear view of the course for more
than a mile, and arrived just in time to see H. A. Collier

come thundering past. Lee Evans followed a minute later,

followed by Bentley, Clarke, and Marshall. The latter was
starting well, for he overtook and passed Clarke on the
stretch of road I surveyed. The dust was appalling ; several

tim?s bunches of competitors were tearing along in a cloud,

and so thick was the dust that at times it was difficult to

discern the numbers. How the hindermost were able to

.steer at such tremendous speeds is a puz.ler. It was clear

that Bowen and Bashall were the fastest over the stretch of

road [lear Knocksbarry. The Colliers appeared to be taking
nutters easily the first round or two. It was a fine sight

as over sixty competitors filed past at speeds varying from
50 to 70 m.p.h.' Sometimes there would be a gap^ then a

constant stream, the hinder men fighting their hardest to

gain the lead to avoid the dust. On the second lap H. A.
Collier had retained his lead, but it was seen tliat the

favourite, C. R., was making headway, as he had almost
caught up his brother. Colver had suffered a stop, and he
was making strenuous efforts to pick up time. Then followed
almost in a heap, Marshall, Clarke, Bowen, Newsome, and
Creyton. Bowen had crept up several places, and his corner
work was extremely clever. Jones struck me as going par-

ticularly well. Newsome and Creyton again passed in line

liext round, only a machine's length separating them. Bashall
and Reed were going great guns, and in a moment or two
Godfrey, the two Alexanders, and Colver passed in a bunch,
fighting out an extra race for the first position. Then a

competitor was observed pushing his machine by the road-
side. It proved to be J. T. Bashall, who was very discon-
solate, for he sai<J his Bat was running as well as it had ever
done, when the outer pulley flange broke in pieces—the result

of drilling too many holes on the belt line. The next incident

was an exciting duel between F. Philipp and J. Lang. It

was a very even race, and both were lost to view still side

by side. The two-stroke Scott machines excited the keenest
admiration, the beautifully healthy purr of the engines being
a pleasant change from the crisp bark of the majority of the
other machines. P. W. Applebee (Centaur) broke his belt

on the first round—by the way, to improve the flexibility

he had fitted his belt with twenty-four fasteners ! Having
refitted a belt of ordinary pattern he continued, but on the
next lap sustained a fall, breaking his left footrest. Butler
had apparently lost a lot of time, and passed with his engine
running on one cylinder. Slaughter's Ariel showed a surpris-

ing turn of speei—for the rider is no lightweight. He was
unfortunate with his belt, which demanded no fewer than

six stops. On the third lap Bowen had worked into first

place, and his Bat was perceptibly several miles per hour
faster than any other on the course. The question was, would
his pace last? H. A. Collier followed in a minute or two,
apparently imperturbed by being passed by Bowen. C. R.
Collier followed about a mile in the rear, his stand trailing
on the grcfund as he passed. Fenn did not seem happy, but
Dayrell passed going great guns. Perryman on the blue
Blumfield was travelling exceptionally well, although his
machine seemed to be too long in the wheelbase for racing
purposes, and consequently rather unste.;idy on limrpy surfaces.
Harry Bashall seemed to be improving in speed. Single com-

JV stretch of road near Kirk Uicbsel showing competitors in full Sight.
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petitors ncrw sped past, until it was Woodward, Brown, and
Lord's turn to fight out a little battle royal of their own.

Brown had dispensed with goggles, so his plight, sandwiched

in the bunch, inay be imagined ! The Bats were still further

improving their positions, for Bowen was well ahead on
the fourth round. Alexander's Indian was not travelling so

fast on the fourth lap, and Colver's engine was misfiring.

When the two Colliers passed leading in the fifth lap every-

one was asking what had become of Bowen and Bashall

—

two of the most popular competitors. There was genuine
sorroTV when their fate was afterwards learned. For four

laps Creyton and Newsome were inseparable twins, but then
the Manxman found some more speed in his machine, and
with increasing confidence and encouragement from his friends

at all points of the course, he gradually forged ahead, riding

superbly to the finish. J. Gibson broke a valve soon after

passing the Devil's Elbow, and a spare he fitted had a bent
stem and stuck in the guide. After replacing this he
restarted and covered a fast lap, afterwards retiring. J. L.

Norton was another of the unfortunates, for an inlet valve

rocker broke, delaying him some time. He contrived to

make his engine run up to 30 m.p.h. by fitting a weak spring

to the inlet valve so that it would work automatically. As
he could effect no further improvement in speed he gave
up. A favourite with the Manxmen who were dotted here
and there around the course was D. il. Brown, a Douglas
rider of a Humber. As he appeared lap after lap with

JUNE 2nd, igio.

clocklike regularity he was cheered again and again. The
Colliers in the second half seemed to be settling more to

their work, and were negotiating corners faster and closer.

C. R. Collier had gradually left his brother in the rear,

although both led the vanguard. Their wonderfully con-

sistent riding excited the keenest admiration of the crowd,
and few had doubts but that they would finish successfully,

knowing their prowess. Myers hereabouts suffered a punc-
ture, although travelling splendidly. Witham completed
several laps at a fast pace, but his rear mudguard was
swaying about dangerously on the back tyre. Chase was
delayed near the Elbow by a broken valve, and a little

further on Drury's engine seized temporarily. Adamson,
. Murphy, McMinnies, and Cooper were travelling well, and
looked sure finishers early on. They were not exceptionally

fast, but were reeling off laps at a steady 48 m.p.h. .^Sj
Moorhouse passed Scriven on one occasion, he called out-^|
urging his friend to success. It may be observed here that all.'"

the competitors proved most sportsmanlike. There was no
attempting to keep others in the rear, and no dangerous
scrapping on corners. Many of the competitors had dropped
out by the eighth lap, making matters more pleasant for the

survivors. For two or three laps the leaders were isolated,

and had no dust to hamper them—a different state of affairs

from the first hour. After the brothers Collier had passed
on the tenth lap, the writer scurried back across country

—

just in time to see the winner finish. Several competitors
who eventually finished were then passing St. John's on their

ninth lap.

Another view

of Ballig Bridge.

About half a mile

further along the

course the ascent

of Creg Willey's

Hill commences.

The road from

Ballacraine may
be seen in the

background on

the left

Interview with the Winner.
After having tea at Peel and hearing Martin, Dayrell,

Evans, and Bentley fight their battles over again, we set

out for Douglas, and at St. John's were lucky enough to

meet C. R. Collier walking back from the post office. Here
was an opportunity not to be missed. Beckoning to the happy
victor, whose face was wreathed in smiles of recognition and
happiness, and who looked wonderfully fresh and fit after

his splendid ride, we warmly congratulated him, and
asked, him for his views of the race.

" A very easy affair," he replied. " I had no trouble, and
my machine carried me through in excellent form."

" Did you find the dust very trying? " we ventured, knowing
that dust was one of the enemies the- competitors feared most.

" No," he answered ;
" it worried me very little, as I

saw very few competitors."
This is quite extraordinary, but it is nevertheless a fact

that the leaders in these races see very few of the other
men, despite the number on the course. We feared at first that

the mist would hamper the men on the higher ground ; but
this Collier assured us was not the case.
" It has been an ideal day," he said. " Everything was in

our favour, but the race has been harder each year."

" What did you think of the condition ot the course ? " we
asked.

" It is certainly rougher than it was last year," he answered.
" It is a pity so many official and other cars are allowed on
it, as they have damaged it somewhat."

" Do you think," we suggested, " that any better course
could be found ?

"

" No," he replied, " I am quite satisfied, and if all the

corners were treated with Tarmac it would be ideal. It has
already been improved a good deal, especially in Peel, but,

provided the speed is not increased, I am quite satisfied."

Knowing that a few technicaj details would interest our

readers, we then asked Collier how he liked his new short

stroke engine.
" It runs a good deal faster," he replied, " but does not give

quite the same power. StiU, it has enough, as you can see.

but as it has a high compression it knocked somewhat on tlie

hills, but all the others did, didn't they ?

"

Not wishing to keep our victim longer from his well-earned
rest, we renewed our congratulations, and wished him equal

success nest year. 'Fhus_ ended a glorious day in the annals

of motor cycling.
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0£ the four Tourist Trophy Races which have been lield,

C. R. Collier won the first and fourth, whilst his brotiier

won the third, and in 1908, wlien Marshall won, C. R. Collier

was second. The 1910 race will always be remembered for

the fine weather which prevailed before and during the time

when it was held. All will admit it was a glorious success,

and the finest motor cycling road race 'which has ever been

held. Tlie public are inclined to look upon racing as useless,

but it must be remembered that the T.T. is a reliability trial,

inasmuch as the competing machines are within a very little

of being perfect touring mounts. Now, while motor bicycles

will run through a trial at a legal limit average for 1,000

miles, and seventy or eighty per cent, will finish, this is not

the case if the machines are hurried, and occasionally motor
cyclists do drive at over twenty miles per hour. Consequently
the T.T. is of inestimable value, and by its means margins of

safety which tend to make the modern macliine more reliable

are discovered. The necessity of these races is shown by the

fact that out of seventy-two starters only twenty-nine com-
pleted the course, and though numerous failures are due to

accidents, a glance through the tables which appear else-

where in this issue proves that mechanical troubles are more
prevalent than they should be. Again, the Marrxmen and
all other good sportsmen are keen to see another race in the

island, which we trust will receive the support it deserves.

Presentation of the Trophy,
The presentation of the trophy was made at the Douglas

Palace on Thursday evening in the presence of a huge crowd

by Mr. C. T. W. Hughes Games, Chairman of the JIanx

Highway Board, who congratulated the A.C.U. on the

organisation of the race.

Sir. C. R. Collier, in replying, acknowledged the courtesy

and hospitality shown to the motor cyclists by the

inhabitants of the island.

A special gold medal was presented by Mr. CoweU, of

Douglas, to Mr. D. M. Brown (Humber), who is a Manx
resident, and completed the course. By the way, Creyton,

who rode the first single-cylinder, hails from Ramsey.

Jlr. J. R. Nisbet announced that the motor cyclists visit-

ing the island had contributed £50 to the Noble Hospital,

Douglas, where poor Woodman is still lying.

Most of the competitors and officials in the race returned
home by the King Orry on Saturday morning. A further

collection in aid of the hospital realised £5 lis. 9d., £4 7s.

of this amount being collected by Mrs. W. G. Aston, and
£1 4s. 9d. by a jovial party of singers.

Further contributions to" ilr. J. R. Nisbet's fund from
motor cyclists unable to visit the island will be gladly

received. Amounts forwarded to us will be duly sent on,

and acknowledged in these columns.

T.T. Notes.
In last week's issue we described the machines ridden by

Groves, Fowler, Slaughter, Scale, and Houlding as being

fitted with Bosch magnetos, but have since been informed

that the above riders' machines, as used in the race, were
fitted with Simms high-tension magnetos, made bv the Simms
Magneto Co., Welbeck Works, Kilburn, N.W.'

The Motor Cycle T.T. telegrams posted up in the windows
of the Matchless showrooms at Plumstead were read by
thousands. An extraordinary scene was presented in the

dinner hour, w'nen hundreds, including many of the mechanics
from the Government workshops clo.se by, were amongst
those waiting for the news. About 300 were present when
Miss Collier, smiling and lookuig supremely happy, posted
up the final wire. Then the waiting hundreds gave cheer
after cheer. Someone suggested a cheer for Creyton. and tlii-'^

was taken up with enthusiasm.
Their success was the whole talk of the town that evening.

It was rot unexpected, however. Colliers are proverbially
lucky, and everyone anticipated that one of the two Colliers

or Colver would win.

NORTHERN LEAGUE OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
The annual meet and reunion will be at York on Military

Sunday, June 5th. The League has made arrangements for

luncheon to be served at 1.30 at the Royal Station Hotel at

a charge of 2s. 6d., which includes free garage of machines.
It is hoped that all supporters and friends of the League,

attached or otherwise, will attend the luncheon. Dr. W.
H. Coates (Army Motor Reserve), a vice-president of the

League, has kindly consented to preside. After luncheon a

group photograph will be taken in the hotel grounds.
Will all club secretaries make a note of these arrangements,

and advise the manager of the hotel as to the number of

their members who will attend the dinner?
A meeting of the League was held on Mav 28th to consider

and pass the proposed rules and constitution, which it was
decided should be printed and sent out to all the clul'S in

the North.
More offers of support, both financial and otherwise, were

received, and representatives from the Hull, Scarborough.
Middlesbrough, Leeds, and Harrogate Clubs attended the
meeting. It vvas also decided that the League title should be
" The Northern League of Motor Cyclists," not. " clubs," af

hitherto.

One imnortant point which was decided was that individual
members should be admitted on payment of 10s. 6d. per annum.

The first meeting of the Council will be held shortlv. a?

soon as the afliliation agreements have been signed and fees

paid. The Council will then proceed to make arrangements
for the first meet and competition. A hill-climb on Gunrowby
Hill and a competition at Harrogate were suggested.

C. R.It is worth noting that both H. A. and
teetotallers, and are practically non-smokers.
The Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, write: We hear

from our JIanchester depot that The. Motor Cycle scoring
board was a great success, and we should like to thank you
for placing this at their disposal, and wiring them the results

of the T.T, Race.

The Manx police are excellent fellows, a trifle too lenient

perhaps (an error on the right side), and not very good at

handling a crowd, but thorough sportsmen. After
the farmer's horse had been removed from his cart, just

before the race, a constable remarked to our correspondent,
"They ought to strip the harness oft' the horse now."
Superintendent Cain, who in Col, Freeth's absence through
illness was in charge of the police arrangements, acted
promptly when Bashall's machine caught fire, and quickly
wrapped the plucky but luckless rider in a coat, thus saving
him from severe injury. Sergeant King, whom J\Ir, Nisbet
was giving a lift in his car, jumped off the step while the
car was moving, fell, and cut his forehead rather badly

—

thus he whose duty it was to prevent accidents was unfor-
tunate enough to experience one himself.

^^%CS!L

HOMEWARD BOUND.
Machines stacked on the foredeck of the " Kinj Orry " on the return journey
from Douglas last Saturday morning. There were 85 motor cycles on the

>:oat.
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THE SNAEFELL HILL-CLIMB.

The hairpin bend near the commencement of the taill-climb tiom Ramsey to the Bungalow at the summit of Snaefeil.

roundjig the curve.

F. W. Chase (3i Centaur) is seen

The event which terminated the Isle of Man motor cycle

race week was a hill-climbing competition on Friday after-

noon from Ramsey to a point halt a mile on the Ramsey
side of the Bungalow Hotel. There were 83 entries, divided
into eight classes, and the competition proved most interest-

ing. I'he start was made close by the Hairpin Corner, and
the distance is just over five miles. The surface of the road
is very loose and gritty, but good on the whole. The
climb up Snaefeil, though stiff, is not too much for a really
good 3j h.p. touring machine. The steepest gradients occur
on the first two miles, but, to add to the se^•erity of the test,

the road winds backwards and forwards, two' curves—the
Hairpin and the Gooseneck—being exceptionally difficult

to negotiate. The last three miles of the climb "is of easy
gradient, the road, however, still winding and the bends
being just too acute to enable the motor cyclists to round
them without switching off. A fairly strong wind generally
assisted the competitors, except at' two points, where it

occasionally upset the steering. Quite a crowd collected at
the Hairpin Corner expecting to see some thriUing incidents,
but there was little in the way of excitement to reward their
curiosity, for most of the competitors travelled very
cautiously at the Hairpin. The A.C.U. officials got the
competitors away very smartly, and interest never flagged.
There were a number of failures—J. L. Norton (Norton)
failed to negotiate the severe bend, and in trying to remount
missed his footrest and fell over the machine. He again
pluckily started, and completed the climb at a rattling pace.
Godfrey (Rex) suffered a bad fall after completing the most
severe part of the climb, Fenn (Indian) failed owing to an
error of judgment, Marshall (Triumph) v/as again dogged
by ill luck, for this time his front tyre burst, and Bowen

(Bat-J.A.P.) was too anxious to travel at full speed before

he had accounted for the bends.
One of our staff took up his position at the upper of the

two dangerous bends on the mountain road. While far less

acute than the Ramsey hairpin, it makes an interesting stand-

point, as the engines are already heated by several -niles of

stiff collar work, and unless the riders are very adroit the
engines begin to knock on the steeiJ corner and stop immedi-
•ately above it. Every rider, except those on the Scotts,

switched off at varying distances below the bend, and the

great majority of the engines clanked heavily when the

machines got their noses straight and work recommenced.
Class 2a.—Hoffman's Scott registered a magnificent per-

formance—neat, fast, and devoid of fuss. Eastwood's Brad-
bury came round slowly, but picked up easily and well.

Owers lifted his valve too early, and was slow in consequence.

Class 2b.—None of the Indian riders in this class shut

their extra air below tlie bend, and being too busy to adjust

it on the knuckle they found a difficulty in picking up after-

wards. Dickson and Fenn had to jump off and run along-

side. Hugh Gibjon came up very fast, and had almost to

stop in order to get round.
Cl-ass 3a.—Barnes smartly lowered his gear on the corner,

and, picking up well, got away in grand style. Norton tickled

his carburetter as he wrenched his machine round, and the

long stroke engine ate up the gradient in response. Slaughter

handled his machine better than any of his predecessors. The
Triumph trio were magnificent, Jack Marshall being a shade

the neatest and fastest. Turvey showed great respect for the

bend, Chase was neat but slow, and the remainder mostly

set their hot engines knocking. Adamson rode up to his

reputation, and made the corner of the afternoon.
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The Snaefell Hill-climb.—

Class 4a.—Evans did better than any other Indian, and his

machine was more silent thiin any except the Scotts. Myers
rolled smoothly round at a great pace. Bolton oiit.slione all

the other Rexes. Sproston had to get off and run. I'erry-

man approached too fast, and apparently had to use his

brakes.

Class 4ii.—Moorhouse tried to close his extra air on the

bend, and failed. Bentley was good, but Fenn, as usual,

provided the cliief sensation. He tore up to the corner at

a perfectly crazy speed, though he stopped his engine lower
down than a,nybody else. In the centre of the bend he per-

formed a gigantic skid, rolling over and over in a cloud of

dust. Picking himself up, he made a most plucky effort to

restaj't, but the heavy machine was too much for him, and he
fell gasping into the gorse at the roadside. Franklin picked
up more smoothly than the other Indians, but the twhis, on
the whole, showed no superiority over the singles in thi=

respect, probably owing to their gear ratios being high in

view of the speed stretches higher up.

At the Finish.
There was nothing in particular to record at the finishing

point. Those competitors who successfully completed the
first couple of miles were easily capable of accounting for the

remainder of the ascent. Nearly all the machines travelled

very fast, the T.T. mounts in particular being wonderfully
even. * Some competitors wasted several seconds at every
corner ow-ing to switching off too early or too often. One
or two, in their desire to waste no time, swerved very close

to the edge of the road, where there was an almo.st sheer
drop of several hundred feet.

The Results.
The times were announced early the same evening, and

are as under :

Class 2a.—For genuine standard touring machines with
engines having a cylinder capacity not exceeding 750 c.c.

(Special and "Tourist Trophy" types of machine
barred.)

P. Piatt (3i h.p. Bradbury) ... ... 9ni. 44s.

J. Eastwood (3i h.p. Bradbury) ... 9m. 495S.

G. H. Owers (3^ h.o. Bradbury) ... 10m. 53|s.

J. A. Hoffman (4 h.p. Scott) ... 11m. 23Js.

Class 2b.—For genuine standard touring machines with
engines having a cylinder capacity not exceeding 750 c.c.

(Special and "Tourist Trophy" types of machines
barred.) (Private owners.)

W. D. South (5 h.p.- Indian) 9m. 43is.
Hugh Gibson (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ... 9m. 47-^s.

E. D. Dickson (5 h.p. Indian) ... 10m. 46 ^s.

G. H. Owers (3^- h.p. Bradbm-y) ... 10m. 53fs.
J. H. Hoffman (4 h.p. Scott) 11m. 23Js.-

A. G. Fenn (5 h.p. Indian) Ih. 10m. 18is.

Class 3a.—For single-cylinder machines which competed in

the T.T. Race. Not exceeding 500 c.c.

8m.
8m.

43ii
54s.

8m. 56s.

9m. 5s.

9m. 21s.

9m. 23§s.

9m. 32|s.

9m. 37s.

10m. 6-a

10m.
10m.
10m.
10m.
11m.
Ill)

18is.

23is.
39|s.

56is.
aJj-s.

29|s.

11m. 34s.

12m. 20|s.

12m. 47is.

\V. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. Creyton (3^ h.p. Triumph) •

J. W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
H. Lister Cooper {?>'^ h.p. Triumph).
C. E. Murphy (3^- h.p. Triumph)
J. Slaughter (3i h.p. Ariel) ...

W. G. McMinnles (3' h.p. Triumph)
F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua)
D. M. Brown (3^- h.p. Humber)
W. H. Groves (3i h.p. Ariel)
R. Lord (3;^ h.p. Rex)
A. H. Alexander (3^ h.p. Rex)
F. Turvey, jun. (3^ h.p. Humber) ...

J. Norton (3^ h.p. Norton)
W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Rex)
F. W; Chase (3i h.p. Centaur) ...

-A. R. Abbott (3i h.p. Rex)
F. W. Applebee (3i h.p. Centaur) ...

Class 3b.—For single-cylinder machines which competed in
the T.T. Race. Not exceeding 500 c.c. (Private owners.)
J. W. Adamson (3-^ h.p. Triumph) ... 8m. 56^8.
H. Lister Cooper (3-i h.p. Triumph) ... 9m. 5k.

C. E. Murphv (3^- li.p. Triurrph) ... 9m. 21|s.
W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Rex) 11m. 29is.

Class 4a.—For multi-cylinder machines which competedHn
the T.T. Race. Not exceeding 670 c.c.

W. 0. Bentley (5 h.p. Indian) ... 8m. 49|s.
G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) ... 8m. 52|s.
W. Heaton (5 h.p. N.S.U.) 9m. 3s.

Eric S. Myers (5 h.p. Scott) 9m. 30|s.
F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) 9m. 41is.
David C. Bolton (5 h.p. Rex) ... 10m. 14is.
S. C. Perryman (5 h.p. Blumficld) ... 10m. 17^8.
H. Bowen (5 h.p. Bat) 13m. 32|s.

Class 4b.—For multi-cylinder machines which competed in
the T.T. Race. Not exceeding 670 c.c. (Private owners.)
W. 0. Bentley (5 h.p. Indian).
C
J.

S.

P
J.

D
H
A

Class 5.-

E. H. Lees (7 h.p. Indian)
J. Scriven (3^ h.p. Ariel)

W. Heaton (5 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

S. A. M. Witham (5 h.p. Bat)
P. Batler (5 h.p. Bat)
J. F. Slaughter (3^ h.p. Ariel)
Eric S. Myers (5 h.p. Scott) ...

W. H. Groves (3^ h.p. Ariel)...

dm.
8m.

49 |s.

59^6.

59ts.

10m. 14|s.

13m. 3218.

19m. 28|s.

B. Frankfin (5 h.p. Indian)
Scriven (5 h.p. Rex) 8m.
A. M. Witham (5 h.p. Bat-J. A. P.) 9m.
Butler (5 h.p. Dot-J.A.P.) ... 9m. 18s.
Baxter (5 h.p. Rex) 9m. 57is.
C. Bolton (5 h.p. Rex) ...

H. Bowen (5 h.p. Bat) ...

J. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Indian)

For any type of machine not exceeding 1,000 c.C-
"~ ""

" " 8m. 55|s.

8m. 59fs.
9m. 3s.

9m. 8is.

9m. 18s.

9m. 23s.

9m. 30|s.

10m. 18|^.

h.p. Triumph)It will he observed that W.
accomplished the fastest time

F. New
of tl

=ome
day.

(3^

A competitor

at the finishing

banner near the

Bungalow at the

summit of Snae-

fell Mountain.

The time'.ceeper's

telephone is

stationed on the

right.

.
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what Competitors in the
Tourist Trophy think of

Continentals."

Pneumiqiie, London.

Continentals behaved very satisfactorily. Finished unscratched.

,
.

SPROSTON.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres were quite satisfactory in T.T. Race. PHILIPP.

Pneumique, London.

Very pleased with Continental Non-skid Tyres—absolutely no trouble.

J. F. STRETT.
Pneumique, London.

Continental Tvres gave no trouble whatever, and finished in splendid

condition.
'

A. H. ALEXANDER.
Pnemnique, London.

Finished lifth in the T.T. Race Had no trouble whatever with Continental

Tyres. JOE SCRH'EN.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres ran through the Tourist Troj)hy Race without the

(TO

slightest trouble, and free from skids. W. HEATON.

Pneumique, London.

Very ])leased indeed with Continental Tyres used in the Tourist Trophy
Race. HARRY REED.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres fitted on my "Trump" have given e\'ery satisfaction dur
ing Touiist Trophy Race and practising. GIBSON.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres used in Tourist Trophy Race and practising gave the

utmost satisfaction, and consider them the very best thing on wheels.

SCALE.

Pneumique, London.

Cannot speak too well of Continental Tyres, which I rode in Tourist Trophv
Race. None better. DAYRELL.

"

Pneumique, London.

Pleased I rode Continental Tyres in the T.T. Race, as I e.xperienced no
trouble whatever. E.xtremely satisfied with their beha^•iour.

WEATHERILL.

In answerinij this ad ruiisemtnt Wis dcuiub, r /u mtnliun " I'hr Moixn- Cijde-'
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Motor=cycIists should write for our new
Illustrated Booklet on ''Continental Tyres

and Belts*' == Free on request.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres gave complete satisfaction in T.T. Race. LORD.

Pneumique, London.

Was more than pleased with Continental Tyres, which took me through
in my T.T. Rex without any trouble whatever, 4h. 5m. WOODWARD.
Pneumique, London.

Most pleased with Continental Tyres in Tourist Trophy Race. Although
only finished nine laps officially, found them very fast. BANNS.

Pneumique, London.

Delighted with Continental Tyres, which gave me no trouble whatever
in T.T. They are both fast and durable. Tyres on my machine are in perfect

condition. McNAB.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres stood the T.T. course Ai. Highly satisfied. Finished

the course without any tyre trouble whate\-er. W. E. GRANGE.
Pneumique, London.

Fell at Ballacraine, and hurt back. Completed seven rounds. Tyres
showed no signs of wear. Shall use in all events this season.

HOULDING.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres gave us every satisfaction both in the race and practice.

SCOTT ENGINEERING CO.

Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres I used on my Rex in practising and Troph}' Tourist Race
behavpd excellently. Consider non-skid most effijient.

. H. REM FOWLER.
Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres on my Tourist Trophy N.S.U. .'dimply splendid. No
trouble whatever.

'

WOOD.
Pneumique, London.

Continental Tyres on my Tourist Trophy N.S.U. gave me entire satis-

faction. Had no trouble whatsoever. Although the course was very rough

and flinty, not a scratch on my tyres. - OBERLANDER.
Pneumique, London.

Tyres behaved splendidly on my T.T. machine. PERCY BUTLER.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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WHERE AWAY
THIS YEAR?

We are not curious, but just want

to remind you that it doesn't much
matter where you travel or how

far you travel if your motor cycle

is fitted with

TRADE MARK.

RUBBER-STUDDED TYRES.

However rough or broken the road

surfaces you may have to trav-

erse, you'll find these tyres equal

to any emergency, because they

are made specially strong for

touring

—

extra strong walls, extra

thick tread— extra good quality of

rubber.

MAKE A POINI OF EXAMINING ONE.

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATtC TYRE CO.» Limited, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM;
Alma. Street, COVENTRY.

BraQches—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool,

Glasgow, Dublin, Bplfa^t,

NOTE—Tyres Irom which the Dunlop Co.'s private marks have teen removed are not guaranteed.

In answering this advertisement it is <Iisirabh to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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LONDON TO COVENTRY AND BACK.
THE NORTH=WEST LONDON M.C.C TWELVE HOURS RUN.

5^^"

N.W. London M.C.C. 12 hours run to Coventry and back. Competitors lined up before tlie start at the Jacli Straws Castle.

THE above event (vfhich was postponed in consequence
of tTie late King's death) was run off most success-

fully last Saturday. The object of the- trial is to
prove reliability and ability to run to time. There

\vere three secret checks each way and a control at each end.

The Start.

At 6.30 a.m. Jack Straw's Castle at Hampstead presented
quite an animated appearance, as by that time nearly all

the competitors had arrived and were busy getting their

armlets fixed and giving their machines those finishing

touches that all keen competitors delight in.

Mr. T. G. Blundell, jun., smartly marshalled the men into

their places, and No. 1, E. W. Ashworth (5 h.p. V.S. and
sidecar), was punctually sent off at. 7 o'clock by i\lr. H. V.
Davidson, jun. ' The other competitors were then despatched
at one minute intervals as follows ;

E. A. CoUiver (3i Triumph) E. Gwynne (3^ T.T.£"'"•" - - •

~
W. Brighten (8 J.A.P,

C. Wiliiams (8 J.A.P. s.c.)

J. Doe (23 Douglas)
C. Crole Rees- (6 Advance

H. Hill (8 Bat)
H. J. Pooley (3^ Premier)
E. G. Westacott (3^

Triumph)

Triumph)
G. H. HoUis (3i Triumph)
R. Scott (5 Indian)

G. B. Owen (3^ Ariel)

Miss Berend (2 Moto-Reve)
W. Cooper j3^ Bradbury)
A. C. Robbms (3^ Humber

two-speed)
C. J. Burton (T.A.C. s.c;

G. E. Purchase (3^ Triumph)
H. C. Bean (5i Triumph)

The route followed was via Watford, Berkhampsteud,
Aylesbury, Bicester, Shipston-on-Stour, and Warwick, and
as Brockley Hill just beyond Edgware is about a mile long,

and fairly steep near the top, we found .-several motor cvclists

here to see .the competitors climb it. It must be said that

many of the machines made a very poor show. CoUiver,

who arrived first, came up fast, and showed himself a prac-

tised hand at liill-clinibinp:. Ashworth liad plenty in hand

on the low gear. Brighten also came up well on the low
gear. Doe was slow, but did not pedal. Williams dismounted
and ran alongside. Crole Rees shed his passenger, who helped

by pushing. Hill was fairly fast, and obviously had plenty
in hand. Pooley's engine was knocking badly, and he stopped
near tlie top. Westacott was slow, and his engine was knock-
ing badly ; he also liad to pedal to finish. Gwynne was
very fast. Hollis's engine was knocking, and he pedalled
near the top. Scott came up comfortably with plenty in

hand. Owen's engine knocked slightly on the steepest part.

Miss Berend pedalled slightly at the steepest part and a

little near the top. Cooper came up slowly, because he was
ahead of time and thought he was in a secret check. Hi.'i

engine behaved splendidly, and there was no sign of a

-knock, as in the other machines that came up slowly, Robbirs
was very slow, as his belt was slipping, and he dismounted
near the top. Burton's T.A,C, was in very poor trim, as

he dismounted on the steepest part and ran alongside all

the way up. Purchase came up Well, but pedalled near the

top. Bean pedalled all the way up.

The First Secret Check
was four miles beyond Aylesbury, and several couipetitois

were caught considerably ahead of time, Pooley v,'as in

trouble with a slack tyre near Tring, and Scott had a broken
chain, near Aylesbury, A number of the earlier ones were
detained at Bicester level crossing, and stopped here for

petrol. This was unfortunate, as the next secret check was
only about three miles beyond, and thev were consequently
considerably out, . Near Middleton Stoney we came up with

Mr, G, Rowden (trials hon, sec) with Mr. C. A, Stern (hon,

sec) in his sidecar. He was marking the course with the

excellent N,W,L,M,C, arrows, but had, unfortunately, had
an argument with a large nail and punctured his back tyre.

Several of the competitors were here shortening belts and
making sundry small adjustments. Near Chipping Norton
Ponlpv'p hrid luck in tvres again overtook him, and he had a

THREE SURVIVORS IN THE 12 HOURS LONDON-COVENTRY AND BACK RUN.
H. J. Pooley riding a 31 h.p. Premier. E. Ashworth (5 h.p. V.S. and sidecar) starting. H. Hill ;8 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) approaching Goldet's Green.

\L.
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London to Coventry and Back.
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double puncture in the back tyre. Tins provided rather an

amusing incident at the next secret check—the mile-post ten

miles south of Warwick. Pooley had stopped to pump up his

back tyre, as he had left it slack in mending the puncture,

and just as he had finished happened to notice the small red

flag of the secret check quite close to him. He gave an

exclamation, and rushed his machine down to the check with

the stand trailing. He was quite upset, and seemed to think

that a secret check should be easily seen ! Other com-

petitors fell right into the check, and a number were ahead

of time.

Crole Rees had something amiss with his engine at Bicester,

and was considerably delayed, but was again on time at this

check. Burton had trouble all the way to near Bicester, and

he was finally out of the competition here through the worm
wheel on the back hub coming unscrewed and jamming. It

took him four hours to get right, and he then returned to

Hampstead to see the finish.

A Lady Competitor's Misfortune.
Miss Berend punctured the rubber petrol pipe from the

auxiliary tank on the carrier near Shipston, and ran out of

petrol. She took the carburetter to pieces, thinking it was
a choked jet, and finally had to walk over a mile to get more

petrol. Later on she was met bjr the returning competitois

near Kenilworth with a broken belt fastener, and then

decided to return without cliecldng into Coventry. ^Mr.

Rowden replaced the fastener, and she forthwith returned

to London, arriving a few minutes after the last competitor.

The Coventry control was very ably conducted, and com-

petitors had to proceed at once to the King's Head Hotel

>—••

and give up their machines to a marshal. One hour was
allowed for lunch and control, and the machines were handed-
back in time only to fill up with petrol and oil and to get
back to the check, half a mile outside the town.

All the starters from London arrived excepting Miss Berend
and Burton, and they all checked out to time.
The first secret check was near Bicester, and again the

level crossing delayed some of the competitors. Miss Berend,
who had just caught up the last man, was very unfortunate,
as the gates were shut right in front of her, and she had the
mortification of seeing all the other competitors disappear in

the distance.

The second check was on the London side of Aylesbury ,'and
most competitors were well on time here. Pooley complained
of overheating in consequence of the following wind. Tlie

third check was in Collin Deep Lane, near Hendon, and was
one of the best checks, being immediately round a blind

corner. .On the last hill near the finish Crole Rees had a

slipping clutch, and only just managed to get up. A large

crowd of motor cyclists and spectators gathered to see the
finish, and Miss Berend received quite an ovation for her
pluck in returning by road after her troubles. The return
journey was practically uneventful, and all the competitors to

check out of Coventry arrived at Hampstead to time.
The winner of the cup and the other- awards will be

announced after the checking sheets have been collected and
the times worked out and passed by the judges, Messrs.
R. G. Booth and H. G. Cove.

Messrs. Glynn Rowden and A. C. Stern are to be con-

gratulated on the organisation, and thanks are due to Dr.

Watson tor taking the oiBcial watch through on his

Bedford car.

CLUB NEWS.
Southern M.C.

The Triumph cup reliability trials will be held on June
5th, to Blandford and back. Competitors are asked .to meet

at the tenth milestone from London, on Staines Road. Gold

medals will be awarded to all competitors finishing with a

loss of not more than ten points. Entries are sti'l i-equired

to complete team fcr the M.C.C. inter-team LriaU for The
Motor Cycle cup. Members joining at once may compete in

above events.

Herts County A.C.

The motor cycle section of the above club will hold r,

n

eliminating competition o;i Saturday next, to select teams
for the M.C.C. inter-club team trials, and the A.C. U. inter-

club championship trials. The competition will start from
the Red Lion Hotel, St. Albans, at 3 p.m The route will

be to Davontry, via Redbourne, Dunstable, Fenny Stratford,

and Weedori, returning by the same route. Bronze medals
will be awarded to all riders who fulfil the conditions of the
trial and make non-stop runs.

leith M.C.
The above club held a reliability trial last Saturday over a

distance of 110 miles. There were seven controls, including
a secret control, and it was the latter that caused more than
one rider to lose marks, as a standard of eighteen miles an
hour was to be maintained, and every minute early or late

was a mark lost. The following finished within time : Medal
winners, Wm. Sorley (7 Peugeot) and A. B. Lindsay (Si-

Triumph), no marks lost. Also finished : T. Turnbuil (3^

Triumph), 1 mark lost; R. H. Mouat (3^ Griffon), 11 marks
lost; Jas. M. Dobson (4 Indian), 11 marks lost; D. Shadden

(3i Midget Bioar), 17 marks lost.

Westmoreland M.C.C.

The above club held a most successful hill-elimb on Saturday
last on Sug's Vicarage Hill, near Staveley, a short but very
steep hill, averaging about 1 in 6. The prizes were given
by Dr. Dick, of Staveley, and were of a very substantial

nature. There was a good number of competitors, and the
results were : H. Harrison (1910 Bradbury), fastest time, 1st

on A.C.U. formula; R. Hutchinson (1909 Bradburv), 2nd;
W. Westwood (1909 Triumph), 3rd.
The secretary wishes to draw members' attention to the

Greyhound Hill-climb on June 9th, at 5 p.m., when five

prizes will be offered, given by Mr. V. G. Blackburn, of

Windermere.

The A.C.U. (Iiletropolitan Centre).

Honorary secretaries of clubs forming the Jletropolitan

Centre of the A.C.U. are earnestly requested to send theii'

entries for the preliminary contest for the mter-club
championship as soon as possible. The eliminating trial>

will be held on June 25th in the neighbourhood of Beacons-
fielJ, starting at 10 a.m. The last day for the receipt of

ertries is Saturday, 11th June. Entry forms should be
.'ddressed to Mr. H. B. Renner, hon. sec. A.C.U. Metro
politan Centre, 112, Piccadilly, W. Members are also

reminded that on the day following the event, Sunday, Jun"
26th, the river excursion will be held, when ladies will be
specially welcome.

Pontefract M.C.
Inspired perhaps by the Tourist Trophy Race, the

Pontefract M.C. held six, motor cycle speed events on May
25th, in Bryam Park, Brotherton (by kind permission of

Sir John W. Ramsden, Bart.) The length of the tracls

was a measured mile, and racing took place over half the
distance, a quarter of a mile being allowed in which t<i

accelerate, and a quarter of a mile in which to pull up
Competitors making fastest time in each class were declared
the winners of the various classes, but they had to ride over
the course a second time, when the one who made the
highest percentage of improvement (subject to a limit)

became the winner.

Results.
Class C—1909 and 1910 Single cylinder Machines.

Will Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph) ' ... ... 35^8.
Ed. Lee (3i h.p. Triumph) 39is.

Class B.—1908 and previous models.
E. M. Dolan (Triumph) 40is.

Class A.—Lightweights.
C. P. Finn (Royal Enfield).

R. P. Turner (Slotosacoche).

Class D.—1908 Twin-cylinders.
Rcslyn Holiday (Rex) 45|s.

Class E.—1909 and 1910 Twin-cylinders.
Ed. Lee (Scott) 40s.

Final.—W. Bentley, 35|s. ; E. M. Dolan, 38s. ; K. P.

Turner, 52-|s. ; R. Holiday, 39-is. ; Ed. Lee, 38fs.
Holiday's percentage of improvement (12.77) disqualified

him; Dolan (9.52) was declared the winner. Bentlev 4.81.

Lee 4, Turner 2.23.
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Club News.-

Staiters in the Dublin and District M.C.C. Reliability Run to Lisburn and
back Jcr the Wi ite tup. The winner has not yet been announced.

Leeds M.C.C.

The competition for tlie Kelly Cup did not take place on

the 22nd ult., as arranged, there being only eight entries up
to Saturday noon. The event will take place at a later date.

M.C.U.I. (DubUn Centre).

The inter-centre contest for the Triumph Cup betweeJi

the Dublin and Belfast Centres of the Union will take place

on the first Saturday in July, starting from Talka Bridge.

Dublin, and finishing at Belfast.

North-west London M.C.C.

The members' hill-climb will be held on. Saturday, June
11th. A hill has been chosen of a moderate gradient, and
lightweight and passenger classes will be included. It is

hoped that a really good entry will be forthcoming, as two
prizes Avill be offered in each class, provided there are

sufficient entries. Entry forms and fees should be sent to

Mr. Frank Thomas, 172, Belsize Road, N.W., not later than
Monday next, the 6th inst. The gymkhana will be held on
a private road on July 2nd.

• Herts A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A strenuous competition for a cup tu be presented by the
Triumph Cycle Co. will be ran off on July 30th and August
1st. The route wiU be to Kendal and back, via the Great
North Road, Wetherby, Otley, Skipton, and Settle, returning
by Penrith. Stainmore. and Scotch Corner. There will also

be a cup offered for twin-cjdinder machines. A hill-climb on
Shup will be included on the return journej'. To motor
cyclists on the look out for an interesting event through
some of the best English scenerv this competition should
strongly- appeal, and they are reminded that early application

for membership is necessary, as the committee for election

onlv sits once a month. Enquiries shoidd -be addressed to

Mr' C. C. Cocke, North Mimms, Hatfield, Herts.

York County M.C.C.
The results of the first quarterly trial, held on the 22nd

ult., are as follows: Non-stops—H. VVilkinson (3| h.p.
Triumph). \V. E. Asquith (3^ h.p. Triumi>h), J. C. Bennett-
IMitchell (31 h.p. T.T. Rex), R. W. Glenn (3^,- h.p. Triumph),
N. iMiers (5 h.p. Re.x), E. Clough (3i h.p. Triumph), F. 0.
Speke (7 h.p. S. and R.). S. Graham" (3J h.p. Triumph), A.
B. Bilbrough (3J h.p. P. and M.), F. Scott (3^ h.p.
Tiiumph). H. A. Ramsden (7 h.p. S. and R.) punctured, and
C. H. Johnson (23 h.p. Lloyd) broke the petrol pipe.

Ayr and District M.C.
A slow hill-climb was held by the A.D.iM.C. on Monday

evening, JNIay 23rd, at the Asylum Brae. Considerable
amusement was caused by the majority of the competitors
failing to go the length of the course through startrag too
slowly. The following were the results :

Rider and machine. Time.
1. J. Meredith (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 2m. 53.6s.

2. Robert Dickie (3^ h.p. Rex) 2m. 32s.

3. A. McG. Morton (3^ h.p. Triumph) 2m. 10.4s.

George Broiigh, jun. (3i h.p. Brough), who won the M.C.C. Challenge Cup in the
London-Edinburgh and Back run with a total variation in time of 10m. ISs. only.

Birmingham

M.C.C. Reliability

Trial fo Lincoln

and back. Early

dawn on the 17th

ult. Competitors

assembling at the

starting point.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, B.C., and should be acoompanieii by the writer's full name and address.

Belt Fastener Screws.

[4785.]—With reference to "D 3895's " letter in the last

issue re "Belt Fastener Screws," the undernoted will be

of interest, as your correspondent is only one of the many
with this grievance. Being urged, by some users of D'All

fasteners for improvement in that line, and recognising the

need for same, I have just made on© or two alterations

whereby the fitting to the belt is almost as easy as linking

up the ends of the fastener. The pin is D-headed, and of

suflBcient length for the tlireaded end to project through the

belt a quarter of an inch on top side, to take an ordinary
liexagon nut of ample dimensions. No screwdriver is required,

the procedure being : Push bolt through hole, run on nut,

and tighten up with spanner or pliers ; the nut will not come
loose. The flat on head of bolt registers with the curved end
of the U link, and keeps the pin from turning round when
nut is being turned either way. J. B. BALL.

Slow Running.

[4786.]—Perhaps "One of the Heavy Brigade" may be

interested to read the following :

I bought a new "single" of first-class make this year,

and though everything was in tip-top order, I could not

get the pace below 15 m.p.h. under any conditions of mix-
ture without constant misfiring.

I eventually wrote +o the makers, who advised me to

separate my sparking plug points a trifle. This, much
doubting, I did, and can now drive at "walking pace"
with a fully advanced spark, and with the spark slightly

retarded at a trifle under 5 m.p.h.
I might say that when a proud owner boasts of driving

at " walking pace " he is naturally referring to the best

quality of the article, say 7 m.p.h., and not to the untrained
pedestrian's dilatory style of progression. AW 2.

Running Costs.

[4787.]—As it may be of interest to some of your readers
I send you herewith a summary of the careful accounts I

have kept of the cost of running my 2| h.p. F.N. motor
cycle almost every day in all weathers for the last three
years. I bought the machine in May, 1907, second-hand (it

had, however, only run 500 miles), and the total capital

expenditure was £23 3s. 6d.

After the machine had run 4,300 miles, including the 500
before I had it, the original Engelbert tyres were worn out,

and I replaced them with Palmer Cords, which have now
done over 7,000 miles, and look good for another 7,000. After
10,800 miles in all, the compression was very bad, and I

had the cylinder rebored and a new piston and rings fitted.

Since I have had the machine I have been 11,137 miles on
it, the cost being as follows

:

Petrol, 107 miles to the gallon
Oil _

Tyres, and repairs to same
Transmission (belts, fasteners, and

pulleys)

Engine repairs
Repairs to machine
Sundries
Licences and interest on capital

Per mile.

. £5 19 9 .129d.

.14 6 .026d.

. 5 11 9 .120d.

. 3 11 9 .077d..228 .044d.

. 1 11 10 .034d.

.16 5 .029d..396 .075d.

Hill Climbing.

[4788.]—May I enquire through your valuable paper
whether any motor cyclist has succeeded in climbing " Sook-
ham's Hill " or the Caterham Road ? I ask this because on
Whit-Monday I succeeded in making a clean ascent in the
presence of Messrs. R. G. Nye and A. R. Hunter, both
members of the Streatham and District M.C.C., and was
informed by the occupier of the .house at the bottom that
no motor cycle or car had ever succeeded in getting to the

top before. I do not know the gradient, but should imagine <

it to be about 1 in 6 average, with two very steep bits of

about 1 in 4. The surface is awfully loose, stones abounding
everywhere. My machine was a 1909 3^ h.p. Bradbury in

full touring trim, minus pedalling gear, geared 4J to 1.

Wishing you continued success, D. R. 6REIS.

Cleanliness.

[4789.]^We are all interested in keeping our legs clean

and dry in dirty weather while motor cycling. This has been
carried out in several ways, all more or

less unsightly. I venture to submit the
following sketch of an arrangement
I have carried out with fair success on
my Triumph.
To begin with, I have mounted my

toolbags one on each side of the tank,
in similar fashion to the F.N. Below
these on either side I have attached a

neat japanned leather flap. On the front

mudguard I have fitted one of the regula-

tion mud flaps as fltted by the Triumph
Co. to their magnetos, but with the

broad part at the top. This coincides

with the original magneto flap towards
the bottom. You see, therefore, that,

commencing with the toolbags and finish-

ing with the magneto flap, there is a

continuous overlapping protection from
knee to ankle, which at the same time
does not impede the cool draught of air

so necessary for an air-cooled engine.

FLAPPER.

ATA
F F

Total

This includes nothing for depreciation.

.534d.

DI51.

A. Toolbags. T. Tank.
F. Flaps.

RM. Top mud flap.

MF. Bottom mud flap.

An Extended Trial of a Scott.

[4790.]—I am a very enthusiastic rider of one of the 1910

3i h.p. models of this make, and cannot -understand how it

is you find its petrol consumption so heavy. Since reading

the article I have made careful tests with my machine, and
find I can easily average 70 to 75 m.p.g. A friend and
myself, both mounted on Scotts, recently did 155 miles on

two gallons of spirit; this run was by no means a non-stop,

neither was it over flat cormtry (nor were we under 20 m.p.h.

all the time), but when you take into consideration the fact

of its being a two-stroke engine, I think the machine very

economical, and can be very favourably compared with the

average four-cycle twins. As regards the Scott being capable

of holding its own with the best 3^ h.p. singles of orthodox

type, there is no doubt about this, as my experiences so

far lead me to believe that a goodly number of 5 h.p. twins

will have their work cut out to keep up with them ; leave

them, the majority of the standard twins cannot. I rode a

fast 3i h.p. last year, but it was not a patch on the Scott

in any respect. I have no fault to find with the machine;

it is not perfect yet, we know, but it is, to say the least

of it, five years ahead of anything else. ^
REKAB, JUff.
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A Puzzle or a Poser.

[4791.]— 1 have a B. and B. carburetter on my 3i li.p.

, and certainly fifty per cent, of the petrol was blown
back through the air port. I have now fitted a fresh cam
for lifting the valves having a top about an inch long, or

practically double the length of the old one. This holds the

valves open longer and has completely cured the back-blow,

besides increasing the effectiveness of the engine to a sur-

prising extent, while I have been able to reduce the size of

flip let
uT\^:\TAT)n \\t u'r\T)'m ^'DTiEDWARD W. FORWARD.

Jamming of Carburetter Pistons.

[4792.]—Has any motor cyclist experienced the same
trouble as myself in connection with the carburetter fitted

to a.o.i.v., tire old pattern P. and M.? Every time I go

out, after running about twenty miles, the extra air lever

jams, owing to dust getting between the air piston and the

sides of jet chamber and so fixing the said piston.

This means that I have to drive with fixed air and control

by means of throttle only for the rest of the run, then at

the first stoppage dismantle carburetter and clean it. I

may mention that the air piston jams so much that nothing

short of a hammer and punch will persuade it to move at all.

While writing I should like to mention that I have had
exactly the same troubles with security bolts and spoke-

head punctures as Mr. Briggs, and had to cover the bolts

and fix spoke bands to obviate this nuisance.
TROUBLE.

Biding Conditions in County Donegal.

[4793.]^—I should like to caution any motor cyclist who
may be thinking of touring through Co. Donegal in the

near future. Practically all the roads in the county are at

present covered with loose stones, and as these have only
recently been put down (why now, instead of last autumn

—

the proper time—probably only the County Surveyor and
the contractors know!), some of the most beautiful scenery in

the British Isles will only attract the motor cyclist to misery

and trouble. Furthermore, until somebody armed with a shot-

gun tours the countv in a motor car and shoots all the

big half-bred collie dogs he can find (and a busy month of

it he will have), travelling for a motor cyclist in Donegal is

:ibsolut.4y dangerous. These big brute? are in swarms every-

where, and lie in wait behind corners, or rush out of open
doors to the unsuspecting motorists' destruction at every turn.

\Vhy did Lloyd George not treble the tax on these useless

curs and leave the poor motor cyclist alone?

I wonder when manufacturers, too, Avill realise the

necessity of giving us really reliable and comfortable machines
for Ireland ? I at pre,s'>nt, in common, I think, with

most Irish riders, ride a Triumph, and the fact that I

have ridden my machine several thousand miles durirg

the past winter over the worst of our roads without a

single mechanical breakdown speaks wonders for the

Triumph engine. In wet weather, however, the rider is soon

completely covered with mud, the belt starts slipping, and

at the first sharp rise the unfortunate rider has to get off

aud push 2001b.s. of metal in his heavy sodden clothes. Pro-

tection for!- the rider and the transmission in mud and wet. are

ludicrously inadequate. I should much like to see some of

the expert trade riders from England trying to climb, say,

the hill at Creeslough, or Ballintoy, in wet weather, with a

further run on to Doochary, and up the corkscrew hill to

Dungloe. I think we should hear less then about the charm
of the belt drive, or th«) superfluity of two-speed gear.«.

Also, Avhen the riders found their handle-bars to be only

occasionally within their grasp, and their connection with

their saddle decidedly of the make and break order, they

could begin to feel less sure of the accuracy of the makers'

catalogue description of the springing arrangements. Both
;ir6 quite inadequate for Irish roads.

Let the Wilkinson Sword people bring over a few T.A.C.

machines with their three-speed gears, worm drive, sprung

frames, and better protection for the rider from mud, and

if they can prove the ability of their machines to stand hard

wear, and give no trouble over our Irish roads, I believe

they will find many purchasers.

Ireland, with her few railways, and other slow methods

of transit, offers a good field for the manufacturer who will

cater for the real needs of would-be riders. There are many

!

IMPROVEMENT.

5^7

Tyres for Irish Roads.
[4794.]—It may interest your correspondent. 'J'. P.

Henry, to learn that I have been using ray 1908 Triumph,
with a ROM tyre (26in. by 2iin., rubber crossbar and steel

stud pattern) on the rear wheel, and a Clincher Dreadnought
tyre on the front wheel with entire satisfaction.

The country travelled is that between Killarney and the
coast, but every rideable road is covered in addition to the
main routes, and since I came here last September I ha^ve

ridden 1,700 mileSi my only tyre trouble being one horse-

shoe nail puncture to the front wh:el (Clincher) cover.

The steel studs of the ROM cover are intact, and the
rubber bars show very little wear indeed, although the roads
here, in addition to being made without steam rolling, are
hilly, and in some cases rather bumpy.

I have not suffered a sideslip, although riding through-
out the winter. J. P. O'CONNELL.

[4795.]—

I

Chain Drive—An Appreciation.
am sending you along a photograph of the

3i h.p. 1910 Phelon and Jloore with which I was able to
i^core in the Streatham and Dittrict Hill-climb, gaining
highest marks of merit against all comers in all classes.

The combined weight of machine and sidecar with passen-

gers was 641 lbs., and it climbed the hill with a good deal

to spare in grand style.

A lot has been said lately re chain and belt, and after

experience with the former as the method adopted by this

excellent firm, I feel those who foster the latter cannot have
had opportunities of investigating the merits of the chain
drive in a practical form. I have ridden this identical

machine 2,500 miles, mostly in winter and rainy weather,
and the transmission has not given me one ounce of trouble.

In fact, the chains might as well have been sealed in out
of sight for the attention they required, or even that they
appear to require in the future. I have not met the hill

on the loads I frequent that the engine will not take sidecar
and passenger up, and in this I include Bury Hill, Bognor
Road. I have. found it takes a good twin to hold it on give

and take roads when it

is going, and I can '
.

.

,

comfortably average
twenty - five miles an
hour, mile after mile.

I have touched forty
with sidecar and
passenger—total weight
twenty - four stones on
level road.

For ordinary touring
purposes I cannot con-

ceive that a more satis-

factory and no trouble
machine could be
wished for than this

1910 model, and I can
say that my experience
extends over a number
of years with most
makes, including twins
and four-cylinders.

The soul of the P.

and M. is, of course,

the two-speed gear and chain drive. In traffic the gear
becomes almost human, and I believe I could run it at three
miles an hour if need be. The extent to which the gear can
he slipped without perceptible lyirm is remarkable.

In conclusion, I should like to say that there is one thing
about my P. and i\I. that was not possessed by any other
machine I have had, and that is that I have always been
sure it will start when I get it out of the garage, at a touch,
and like most things that are good it gets little attention.

I shall be glad it you can insert these remarks as a guid-
ance to others, as there must be many who are looking for

.a really reliable mount. H. P. WHITE.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C. R." (Alderley Edge) would like readers' experiences

of the P. and M. two-speed gear in use with a 7-8 h.p. twin
engine and sidecar.

"R. C. S." would like readers' experiences with the
Scott, particularly as regards compression (does it hold good
for a long time?), wear of bearings, and consumption.

H._P. W.hits, the writer of the letter on
chain transmission.
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A selection of questions of general [interest received
from our readers and our replies thereto. All queries

should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publica-

tion or not, must be accompanied by a stamped addressed

envelope for reply.

Newmarket to Louth (Lines.)

Might I trouble you to

inform me the best route to

take on my motor cycle from
Newmarket to Louth, Lincoln-
shire?—il. L.

We think you will find that the best
route is Cambridge, Huntingdon, Stam-
ford, Grantham. Lincoln, Louth. There
is an alternative route via Peter-
borough, Sleaford, Tattershall, and
Horncastle, but it is very little nearer,
and we recommend the former.

Bristol to Bournemouth,

^T] Will you be so good as to

^ tell me the best route to
_SJ Bournemouth from Bristol?

—

B.H.J.

We should advise you to go as follows :

Bristol, Bath, Warminster, Heytes-
bury. Wilton, Salisbury, Fording-
bridge, Ringwood, Christchurch, and
Bournemouth. There is an alternative

route via Warminster, Shaftesbury,
Blandford, Poole, and Bournemouth,
which is shorter, but we recommend
the first.

To Facilitate Starting.

I have a Scott motor bicycle

JIT] and I find a certain amount" of difficulty in starting easily

-LJ from cold. Can you advise

me if there is anything special

to do to the Scott machine to enable

it to start more readily? When
once started and engine is warm
there is no difiiculty whatever, as it

starts the first time the lever is

pushed down, but from cold I find

considerable trouble.—Two Stroke,
Stoke Newington.

We recommend you to ascertain that

the holes in the jet are not partially

stopped and sparking plugs quite clean

with points adjusted close together.

Of course, according to the makers'
iTistruction book, petrol must be in-

jected into the transfer ports through
the spring valves at the side of each
cylinder, and carburetter should be
well flooded. Do not attempt to start

engine when jacked up on the stand.

The makers specially recommend
engine to be started with back wheel
i-esting on the ground. This may be

A group of T.T. competitors in racing attire. From the left the riders are P. Butler, H. Reed, H. H. Bowen,
F, W. Dayrell, W. H. and J. T. Bashsll, and G. E. Stanley.

due to the fact that when the machine
is jacked up it slightly upsets the
level of the spirit in the jet, as we
find from personal experience that the
engine starts better with the machine-
off the stand. Like other engines, it

~

is, of course, necessary to see that
there is no leakage of air between
engine and carburetter, and a.so that
the transfer port covers are firmly
screwed down.

Of Interest to Cluh Secretaries.

I am on the trials committee

_| of a new club, and not having

^ had much experience of the
-SJ work would be greatly obliged

by your giving me some infor-

mation regarding the ' following
points : (1.) How are motor cycle
hill-climbs conducted in the best and
most satisfactory manner regarding^
classes, twins, singles, and light-

weights, also old crocks—say pre-

vious to 1905 or 1906 ? What formulae
would you advise? (2.) Rules
governing short reliabilitv trials of,

say, 100 to 180 miles? (3.) How do
you define a standard touring
machine—per maker's catalogue? (4.)

What factors do you take into con-
sideration in a consumption trial?

(5.) What novelties would you sug-

gest for a sporting event? (6.) Is the
capacity x time

A.C.U. formula,
,

weight
fair to all twins up to 5-6 h.p. ? (7.)

How could I construct an electrical

timing apparatus ?

—

Committeeman.

(1.) This question is best answered by
referring you to the report of the
A.C.U. hill-climb, held in the Isle of

Man last week. You will then see

how the classes are arranged. Por a

hill-climb divided into classes, results

are usually on time. (2.) Write for the

rules of the Quarterly Trials to the
secretary of the A.C.U., 18, Down
Street, "Piccadilly, W. (3.) A standard
touring machine is defined by the

A.C.U. rules, which can be sent you
on application. (4. ) Weight of

machine and rider and cubical capacity
of engine. (.5.) We must leave this to

your own initiative. - (6.) The A.C.U.
weight

formula is . It is the

capacity x time

fairest known 'at the present time. (7.)

An electrical timing apparatus was
described in The Motor- Cycle for July

24th, 1907, and was used at Harrogate
on July 25th, 1907. A back number
can be obtained from our oflices, 20,

Tudor Street, E.C.
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Tuning up tor Hill-climbi.

With reference to the tuning
of a T.T. Triumph for hill-

climbs, do you consider that the

engine will take an extra large

jet if I can get enough air at the
same time, or does the power cease

to increase after a certain volume
of gas has entered the cylinder?

Shall be pleased to hear from you to

guide me in the matter, as I am
not certain whether any advantage
wouid be gained by enlarging the
present jet on which the machine is

very fast, but want to get as much
out of it as possible.

—

Clitbman.

For hill-climbing purposes it is usual
to fit a slightly larger jet and at the
same time to increase the additional
air openings. Some organisers of hill-

climbing competitions might object to

alterations being made to the machine

;

but we have heard of no objections
raised to the removal of a portion of

the carburetter chamber to allow more
additional air to enter. You must
bear in mind that when you cut the
carburetter about in this way it

renders the machine slightly less sale-

able, as for ordinary touring purposes
there is certainly no advantage in

increasing the size of the jet or the air

holes over those of the standard make.

A Strange Experience.

I had my spray carbu-
retter to pieces a short time
ago vd order to clean the
gauze intake, and since then
I am unable to start the engine

at all. Instead of a mixture a great
d«al of petrol is drawn into the
combustion chamber ; this soaks the
plug and does not allow it to spark.
The engine is in good order—com-
pression and timing being correct.

Ignition is good too, as the plug
sparks well when off the machine.
I put the carburetter together as I

found it, still it seems to be the
•whole cause of the trouble. For any
advice you can give me I shall be
most grateful.

—

Puzzled.

Your experience is a strange one. All
we can think of is that the pistons in
the carburetter are sticking, causing
air holes to remain closed and perhaps
throttle wide open, or the carburetter
itself is flooding through the parts of
float chamber and needle valve being in
some way wrongly assembled. You do
not say if the levers of handle-bar-
controlled carburetter can be easily

moved, but we should iniagine one or
other of the pistons has stuck. Our
advice is to t-ake the carburetter to
pieces very carefully, to send to the

makers for their book of instructions
if you have not already got a copy,
and then re-assemble the carburetter
according to the instructions contaiiied
in the book.

Re-engining an Old Quadrlcycle.

(1.) What is the largest^ cylinder—water-cooled or with
<r water-cooled head—which can
-iJ be safely and easily adapted

to fit the crankcase of an old

pattern 2^ h.p. De Dion engine, 70
mm. bore? (2.) Can the same con-
necting rod be used? (3.) Is there
any larger engine with a crankcase
of the same dimensions as the 2^
h.p. De Dion which could be readily

fitted in its place on a quad ?—C. T.

(1.) The largest we have ever known
fitted to the engine mentioned to give
good results is the 74 mm. bore De
Dion, which converts the engine to 2|
h.p. (2.) The same connecting rod
can be used. (3.) You could fit the
following engines of larger dimensions :

2| h.p. De Dion, 3j h.p. De Dion,
M.M.C., or Aster. Ascertain if the

axle is suitable for a more powerful
engine. A firm which would be likely to

supply you with articles such as you
desire is Brown Bros.. Ltd., Newman
Street, Oxford Street, W. ; Paris house,

31. Rue de la Folie Mericourt.

Competitors and spectiitois watcliing tiie practising for tlie T.T. Race at Ballacraine Corner.

A.27
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Several new introductions have been
recently added to the already long list

of fitments designed for the comfort
and convenience of motor cyclists, and
made by Alfred Dimhill, Ltd., of Euston
Road, London. As fast cars are getting
quieter every day, a handle-bar mirror
is becoming more and more a necessity,
as by its aid following traffic can be
observed. Even the fastest motor
cycle is not always going " all out," so
that it still needs a mirror when going
at a moderate pace and perhaps with
more reason, for it is then probably

Dunhill's Handle-bar Mirror.

rather on the noisy side, and the I'ider

is often prevented from hearing the
warnings of overtaking cars. The accom-
panying sketch illustrates Messrs. Dun-
hill's new handle-bar mirror. Over all

it measures about 8in., and weighs
about J lb. The clip with which it is

fastened to the handle-bar is fitted with
a rubber cushion. The bar on which
the mirror is carried is attached to the _

clip through a simple locking device in
which serrated faces are held together
by a butterfly nut. No amount of

vibration can cause the mirror to move
when once fixed. The mirror itself has
a convex surface, and this gives a very
wide range of vision, net merely a sec-

tion of the view behind, and is fixed to
the bar with a screw clip, which per-
mits it to be turned round .the bar, and
also to slide along it. Thus, in what-
ever position the handle-bar clip be
placed the mirror can always be
arranged to show the traffic behind.
The whole is neatly and strongly made
and is heavily nickel-plated.

Those who carry
a watch on their

h.andle-bars know
how convenient
and useful it is,

but not a few
have also realised

that most watch
clips present a
"dead easy pro-

position " for a
casual thief. The
one Duuhills have
introduced for at-

taching a watch
to the handle-
bar has the

rfinizztcs

Accessories

A thiel-proof watch-
holder.

great merit of being thief-proof. This
fitting is shown . in the illustration.
The safety locking device is con-
tained in the thumb-screw at the
back, which cannot be unscrewed with-
out a special key, which is of such
a sort that it would be almost im-
possible to pick the lock with any in-

strument. The nut can, however, be
freely screwed up without the use of a
key. This useful little accessory is

extremely cheap, and should meet with
wide popularity. Two other acces-
sories which will be sure to appeal to
the motor cyclist who studies his own
comfort are a
padded saddle cover
which can be at-
tached by means
of laces to any
saddle, and a water-
proof cap provided
with " curtains

"

which encircle the
turned-up collar of^

one's overcoat or

m a c k i ntosh, and
entirely prevent
the rain from get-

ting down one's neck. The cap com-

plete folds up into an extremely
_
smaE

compass, and those who ride in all

weathers should not fail to find a place

for it in their permanent kit.

Mr. A. H. Hunt, 117, Cannon Street,

E.G., recently got out a neat fitting

which is sure to appeal to those motor
cyclists who go in for long distance

trials. It is a route card holder, which
can be attached to the handle-bar by
means of a cross piece, so that the

rider can follow the instructions printed

The latest adjustable pulley which-
has been submitted to ns is made by
Messrs. _ Blumfield, Ltd., 70,. Lower
Essex Street, Birmingham, and consists

of four parts only. The fixed flange A
is screw-threaded to take the loose

flange B, which has a long hollow boss
capped at the end. The cap is pro-
vided internally with eight holes H
(two only are shown). A driver 0, on
which are machined two short studs E
and a long stud J, slides in a slot milled
on the hollow boss of the fixed flange

A. The short studs E engage with the
holes H, and .are kept in position by

The Blumfield quickly adjustahle engine pulley.

the coil spring D. To adjust the pulley
the long stud J, on driver C, which
projects througli the cap of the boss on
loose flange B, is pushed inwards against
the pressure of the coil spring D. ThiS:

causes the short studs E to come out of

engagement with the holes H, and the
loose flange can be screwed in or out
to the desired amount. Releasing the
stud J allows the studs E to re-enter

the holes H in the same or a, fresh,;

position, and the loose flange is again
locked. The construction is simplicity
itself, the action quite free, and a very,

fine adjustment can be obtained. A
further advantage is that the movable
parts are all fevered by the hollow boss,

and cannot be affected by dust and mud..'

The sample pulley we have examined is

thoroughly well made and splendidly

finished;.

A. H. Hunt's Route Card Holder.

on the route card without having to

dismount. 'The construction is shown
in the accompanying sketch, whence it

will be seen that the route card and the
piece of covering celluloid are .simply

slipped into the frame, which is so

attached to the handle-bar as- to be
turned to any inclination desired.

The makers of the Turco tyre repair

outfit have sent us a much improved '

box containing inside repair plaster, 1

lightning patches, French chalk, valve ;

tubing, canvas-backed patching sheet,

gla-ss paper, a roll of insulating tape,

and two sparking plug washers. A
small tin of solution is fitted with a
patent airtight lid, which is much
oetter than the usual collapsable tube
which sooner or later bursts with the
result that the contents dry up.

Further particulars can be obtained'

from- the Union Rubber and Chemical
Co., Ltd., Shaw Street, Ashtou New
Road, Manchester.
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MOTOft BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 QOg Twoapeed Hmuber, latest Druid forka, studded
J.*/ tyres not done 500 luUes ; ac(;ept £32 lOs-—
Evims. iurnisher. yiiarkhill. Birmingham.

WOLF Lightweight, 1910, latest model, grand, mag-
aeto, spring forks, stand, tools, splendid liill-

climber. quite new one of the best lightweights; list

prii.16 £55 IDs., take 30 guineas; makers' guarantee.—
54. Lozells Rd-. Birniinghani.

ARIEL. 1910, 3ih.p., latest variable gear model, mag-
neto, free engine, handle starting. I'aliner Liord

tyres, spring seat, lamp, liorn, and spares, only ridden,

300 miles; owner too nervous: cost £57 lOs-. with
extras ; bettei than new ; take £4S, genuine bargain

:

nit'kers' guarantee-— 217, Heathfield Rd., Handswjrth.
Birmingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

h-p- Triumph; £14 10s-—Archer, Corn Esi-'hange St--

Cambridge-

EX Lightweight, magneto, all good as new; £18.-9.
Keuiball St., Ipswich-

10 Sih.p. L.M.C- Standard M-O-V- models; imme-
diate delivery.—Sneezu-u, i'ore St-, Ipswich.

3ih.p. Rex. guod going order. £9; also 2h.p. FN-, new
2 Duulops. will climb anything, £7 cash.—Farmer.

Leighton Buzzard.

DOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycle, 2ih.p., magneto. Dun-
lop tyres, grand hill-climber, good order; £22 lOs-—

p. Riddelsdell. Boxford. Suffolk.

1 Q09 Triumph, eleventh month, equal new, R.O.M.LU non-.skids, Cowey sp'eedometer, £10 worth ei'-

;rus; £40.—Stevens, Lopham, Thetfoid.

3hp. Clyde, magneto, 1910 h-b-c Amac. engine juit
.

-. ,p^ etc-, in splendid condition; photo;
£13.—Watson, Park Terrace, Cambridge.

MINERVA Twin, 4ih-p-, splendid going order and
condition ; bargam, £16 IDs., or lower power

and cash.— 102, BalUngdon, Sudbury. Sufiolk.

3ih.p. Ariel, m-o-v., 26 wheels, new back tyre, new
2 saddle, BIOO. long handle, lamp, horn, and stand.

perfect working order; £15 IO3.—Green, Gt. JBarford
Beds.

HUMBER, nearly new, Sih.p-, free engine, magneto,
two speeds, only ridden few times; cost 50 guineas,

iccept casli £35; absolute bargain- — Garnham, 75.
Ohristchurch St-, Ipswich.

TRIUMPH, 1908, re-plated, new frame, cylinder, and
piston October, 1909 ; any trial or examination

Qere ; spare cover, tube, new belt, valve, spring ; £30-
-Lloyd, 6. Cromwell St., Ipswich.

31.h-p- 1909 Humber. perfect condition, spring forks.
2 Roc two-speed gear, free engine, handle starting,

h.b. control, high ten.sion magneto, oil pump, operated
hy foot, toolbag fitted to handle-bar ; 30 guineas —B-
Brown, 5. Hill Hou&e Rd., Norwich.

31.h.p. Triumph,' 1907, fast machine, magneto, h.b.
2 control, new Brovra and Barlow carbnnVter with

-fiet of jets, new lajnp with separate generator, new belt
tyres good, tools, and everything complete, in perfect
running order; trial; £28-—Box L2,318. The Motor
Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor St.. E-C.

SECTION VI.

.Worcestershire, Herefordshire, i^adnor, Breck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,

^ Cardigan, and Pembroke.
IQIO standard Triumph, ju^it arrived.—Collier, motor
-JLU agent, Abertillery.

3h.p. Ariel, good running order, new back tyres;
£10.—Cook, Glynd^T, Godreaman.

MOTO-REVE, 1910. 2h.p., uncrated; cost 36 guineas,
accept £34.—Ernest Jones, Pensnett, Dudley.

DOUGLAS, 1910, unused, uncrated; £37 cash, co.st

38 guineas.—Joseph Wale, Pensnett, Dudley.

F.N".. 2ih.p., 1910, shaft drive, not ridden 100 miles
as new; £32 ; all accessories--Springfield. Rag-

lan, Glamorgan-

5h.p. Twin Lloyds Sarolea, Brown and Barlow, h.b.
control. Palmer tyres; bargain, £16, or nearest

Dfi^er.-Bevan, 17, Hill St.. Abertillery.

BRAND New 1910 Twin Speed King Rex. overhead
valves, done 150 miles, very fast; £45; exchange

Matchless, Eat twin.—Rhys, Getlim Terrace, Porth-

3Xh,p, Rex, Brown and Barlow, h.b. Ijontrol, splen-
. 2 did condition; £15. push bike taken an part.—
Fieldhouse, Victoria House, Penybont, Abertillery.

SECTION vn.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

31.h.p- Excelsior, good order: £11.—Barrick, care of
2 E.. Soldiers' Home, Bordon, Hants.

5-6h.p. 1909 F-N., overhauled; trial; £30.-B- Cumber-
land, Conegra Rd., High Wycombe.

Sih.p. Minerva, accumulator, spring forka, good going
2 order; £9—Davis, Twyford, Berks-

ROYAL Enfield 1910 Twin Lightweight; cost £43;
new condition;! £33.—Eastleigh, Cookham Rise,

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Ri:x Dealers

16, Westgra-te,
HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams :
"' Prrfcctinn."

IN STOCK
for Cash or Exchange. Don't waste time writing. Bring
your machine and cash, and we will treat you wiih every
liberality and consideration.

igio N'cw
"i h.p. Twin 1,NDI.\N £57

Iflio 3i h.p. REX SPEICI) KING £42
IQIO 5 h.p. RK.X SPEED KING £45
mio 3i h.p. TOURIST REX £48
Itfio 5 h.p. TOURIST REX £51
11)10 3.4 h.p. TOURIST, plate chilch £54
lyio -, h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE £62

lirand New Twin RE.X DE LUXE, filtrd with latest

1910 torks, magneto, carburetter, and other 1910
fittings, two speeds aiid free engine, and de Luxe
sidecar, with detachable fittings.

SPECL-iL PRICK £55.

Worth )C-o mure and fully s^uarantppd.

igog 5 h.p. Twin ROC, two speeds and free engine,
2Mn. unlops, spring forks £40

igog Two-speed Twin RE.X DE LUXE £39
igog 5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £32 10
rgoS 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £35
igoS Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, clutch, handle starting £2»

5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
igog 3j h.p. Magneto REX £29 10
igog 3i h.p. REX Speed King, soiled £32 10
igog 3! h.p. Two-stroke REX TOURIST £29 10
igog 31 h.p. Two-strnke REX DE LUXE, Roc

clutch, two speeds, as nevv £35 10
igog Mag. MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £21

Tgo8 3i h.p. Magneto RE.K. spring forks £24 10

5 h.p.'Tmn V.S., Truffault forks £26 10

4 h.p. Magneto ROC, two speeds, and free engine £29 10

2j h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, two-speeds £22 10
3 h.p. BROWN, spray, Watawata £9 10

3 J h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks ~ £24

3 h.p. SINGER, V belt, high tension magneto . . £15 10
2* h.p. ALLDAYS, light and low, spray £11 10
3' h.p. BRADBURY, excellent order £10
1906 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V £15 10

3 h.p. ARIEL, light and low, spray £9 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, high tension magneto ignition . . £14 10
2j h.p. KERRY, light and low. spray £9 10

3I h.p. REX, 22in. frame, trembler coil £9 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, -apray, powerful £10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, goes well £9 10

2j h.p. DE DION pattern, spray £5 10
2* h.p. SINGER, trembler coil £5 5

ij h.p. MINERVA Lightweight, spray, goes well £4 5
Monster List on application. Cash Offers considered.

One brand New si h.p. REX, just received Irom
makers, and fitted with latest igio forks,

magneto, carburetter and other igio fittings,

tools, spares, and accessories £37 10

SUNDRIES.
New 1910 de Luxe Sidecar, detachable fittings ,.£5 17 6
New 1910 Rigid Art Cane Sidecar, fits right or left £4 17 6
Motor Cycle Tubes, all sizes 5 '6

New 26x2in. Clincher Ai Tyres ,22/-
New 26x2in. Clipper-Reflex 17/6
New 28 X 2in. CUpper-Reflex Covers 17 /g
New 28 X 2.[in. Clincher Ai 21 /•

New 28 X 2im. Reflex-Clipper Covers 17 6
Brooks Bros. Saddle 12/6
Lycett's Large Size, new 9/6
New igro Amac Carburetter, variable jet 27/-
New 20-amp. Fuller Accumulator 11 /-

New 10-amp. Premier Accumulator, Humber size S/6
igog Rex Spring Forks, with springs 19/6
igoS Rex Spring Forks, with springs 16/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, plated « 6/6
Swan Neck Seat-pillar 4/2
Matchless Forks, as new 10/6 Tee-Bee 10/6
Simplex 10/6- XL-All 10/6
Harrison Patent Back Rests 12 6
Price's Stands for 26in. wheels 5/9
Rushmore Pattern Lamps, mirror lens 15/11
Hollow Belt Drills, the best 1/6
" Forward " Adjustable Belt Fasteners 1/6
Double Twist Horns 4/6
Three-note Horns, large size 7/11
Magneto Cut-out, special type 2/6
New rgog O.T.A.V. Voiturette, two-seater £59 10
5 h.p. Two-speed Rexette, fine condition £25

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3h-p. Peuseot Motor Cycle, flrst-cla-ss ruiminj; order.

Frennb ;,'rey. very attractive; £8 10s.—H. Willianiy.
Brown St.. Saliabury.

TRIUMPH. 1910. with clutch, quite new; at Oxford;
ofler over £50.—Box No. 4,818, The Motor Cycle

Otflces, Coventry.

SCOTT, two-stroke, just received from makers : in

Htofk. lor iiiuaediate delivery; 55 guineas-—Stonr
Cycle Depot. Stourbridge-

5-6h.p. F.N., Kood condition; sell, or exchange with
rash for 1909 Triumph; trial given and required.—

Horwood, Mortimer. Berks.

1 Q09 S^h.p. rhelon and Moore, Lucas lamp and
X tf generator, had little and careful use, spares, etc.

;

£49.-M0Tris. Holywell. Oxlord.

MORRIS, Holywell. Oxford, for second-hand Triumphs
at baigaiii prices.

5 h.p. Rex, new pistons, rings, etc, R-OM. on back.
fa^t, powerful, and reliable; £13, or exclmntie

L'flers.—King. Garfield House. Windsor.

TRIUMPH, 1909. standard model, in splendid condi-

tion, lomplete with lamp. horn, and tools ; £35.
bargain—Withers, High St-, Stourbridge-

LIGHTWEIGHT N-S-U-, December. 1903, studded
bauk, ^prins forks, stand, carrier, etc- ; bargain,

£15.-18. Hampton Park, Redland. Bristol-

F-N., 1910, shaftr'driven, lightweight, guaranteed; any
examination ; £4 of extras, (complete ; £55 —Box

No. L2.319, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudoi St., E-C.

TRIUMPH, 1910. free engine model; Premier 3ih.p
tmn; Moto-Reve. 2h-p., twin; all ready for im-

[nediate delivery; cash or exchange-—Stour Cycle Depot,
Stourbridge.

31.h.p. Quadrant, 1908, Bosch magneto, with all spares,

2 Clincher tyres, in good condition, machine recehtly
oveibauled: £20, or oflers.—4.360, The Motor -^ Cycle
Offices, Coventry-

MOTO-REVE, 1909, 2b-p.. twin lightweight, in gooc
cjnditiou. engitte and magneto recently overhauled

by makers; £21; trial; no approval.—Bishop, 46, Ather-
iey Rd., Southampton.

1 Q09 4ih.p. Twin Minerva throughout, sprins;
A*/ forkfi. Whittle, pedals, two accumulators. Contin-
entals, very fast; £25. ur nearest.—Woolford, The Chest-

nuts. Bmfield, Brucknell.

BAT, 22h.p. De Dion, very fast and good bilt-

^;limber, juf.t been thoroughly overhauled, sprinp
frame, combination R. O- M. tyre on back ; £/l 5.—
Roberts, Park St., Windsor.

5-6h.p. Rex, like new, splendid running order, engine
perfect, new Amac carburetter, spring forks, two

accumulators, studded Rom tyre; bargain. 30 gumeas.—
Coveney. Avondale Rd-, Fleet, Hants.

3ih-p. 4-Crl- FN., magneto, ROM. back tyre.
2 Palmer frcnt, handle-bar oontrol, petrol gauge.

just overhauled: £ 0; will rid'^ fifty miies to give'trlal-

-B. Gent, 6, Britford Rd., Salisbury,

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, perfect, now tyres, non-skid, spares,
vfery powerfnl, £15, or exchange for lightweight

twin ; high-tt'nsion Simms magneto, Type S, new, never
used, £3.-18. Madison Av., Bournemouth.

3ih.p. Minerva. 1907. magneto. Michelin N-S. back.
2 Continental front [nearly new tyres), footrests.

large headlight, generator, spnng forks, in new condi-

ti m. very little used ; £20. lowest-—Moore's Motor Works,
Andover.

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

at^d Sussex.

"VTTE'S.-1910 Premier, nearly new; bargain, £32,

]V"YE'S.—1910 Douglas, nearly new; bargain, £55.

NYE'S.-1909 Trump-Fafnir, T.T. model, Druids:
£26.

"VrTE'S.—1908 Lightweight Rex, Bosch magnetn; £15.

ES
magneto, good order ; £28.

lyYES.—1908 Sh.p. N.S.U., JEloc two speeds, Bosch

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ** The Motor Cycle.

"|V'YE'S.-1907 Fafnir, 3ih.p.. Chater Lea; £12.

NYE'S.-1909 4-cyI. F.N., special build, 5-6h.p.

;

£28.

"|^YE'S.-1905 Ariel, 3ih.p. ; £12.

NYE'S, 69. Leather -Lane. Holborn, E.G. Tel.;
6299 Holborn.

TRIUMPH, 1910, new May; £45; illness; done 50—
Phillips. 326, Essex Rd.

2b.p. Minerva, good condition; £8.—Particulars, A.
Thorpe, Fratmg, Colchester.

DE DION, 23h.p., tyres nearly new, good order.-17.
Woodford Rd-. Forest Gate, E.

TRIUMPH. 1909. perfect condition: any trial; hirnp,

horn, spares; £35, lowest.—Below.

DOUGLAS, 1909. 22h.p.. as new; any trial; spares;
£28; any time—Beljw

HUMBER, 2ih.p.. Chater-Lea. low. splendid climber;
£9.-8, Oppidans Mews, Chalk Farm.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—Heath Street Motor

Works, 5, Heath St. Tel.; 2678. P.O.

HAMPSTEAD.-Sjh.p. Quadrant, magneto, handle-
bar control, splendid order; £18; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—23h.p. vertical 1908 Minerva, splen-
did condition, with all accessories; £11.

HAMPSTEAD.—3ih.p. Triumph. 1909, splendid con-
dition, with all accessories; bargain, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 2ih.p. two-speed F.N.^Si £40;
no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Rexes, all models in stock; no
extra for easy payments.-Below.

HAMPSTEAD.-Kerry-Abingdon from stock; ex-
change or gradual payments taken; no extra.

HAMPSTBAD.-Trinmph, 1910, from stock; no wait-
ing.

HAMPSTEAD.—Douglas. 1910, latest model, from
stock; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.-P.N., 4ih.p., latest model, handle-
bar control, condition snlendid. with accessories;

£22.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sidecar, best make, brand new, ad-
justable to any machine; £3 158.

HAMPSTEAD.-Sole London Agents for" Lincoln
Elks, all models in stock ; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for Moto-Eeve Model A.; in stock;
no waiting; no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 3ih.p. Triumph, good condi-
tion, studded tyres; £34; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-2}h.p. Kerry, good condition, with
all accessories; £10, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-23h.p. brand new Zedel, No. 6
Uhater-Lea low frame, incomplete; £12 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.-3ih.p. new 1910 two-speed Plielon
and Moore, in stock; £55.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 34h.p. two-speed Plielon and
Moore, four weeks old ; £50.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 new 4-cyl. F.N.'s;
in stock, no waiting-

HAMPSTEAD for Triumphs, in stock, new free
engine models and standards; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.-5h.p. Tindeo Special, 1908, free en-
gine, magneto, and spring forks; £26.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 Douglas, almost new, with all

accessories ; great bargain. £33-

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (Tri-
umphs, Indian), Premier, Douglas, Hexes, Humber.

etc. : exchanges or gradual payments.—Eey, 5, Heath
St. Tel.: 2678 P.O., Hampstead.

1910, two-speed, shaft drive; £32.—Park Ed.,
30, Clarence Gate, N.W.

N S.U.,
6a,

1909, 4h.p., de Inxe, single-cyL;
High Bt., Hampstead. -

£28.—Fisher,

4i.p. Autoine, Oftater-Lea, I Sin. frame, footboards

;

£12.—Jermy, Frimley Green, Surrey.

CHATER-LEA 9h.p. J.A-P., new; photo; price, par-
ticulars.—Hadlow, Teynham, Kent.

F.N., ISh.p., lig:litweight, replated, re-enaioelled. as
new; £J.9.—Fisher, 6a, KUh St., Hampstead.

£7— Sili.p. Minerva, low, light, perfect; trial-—Ken-
nett, 31, Swanscombe Ed-, Chiswick.

23.h.p. Minerva, good running order; £9, or near oft'er-

4 —Kerr. 56, Kennington Oval. -S-E;

1 O09 4ih.p. Twin Minerva, Chater, 1910 carburetter;
J-t/ £20—8. Mayfleld Place, Eastbourne-

3Xh-v- Bradbury; price £12; particulars on applica-
4 tion-—Beynon, Bath Place, Worthing.

Q3.h-P- Scotland Motor Cycle, good condition; bargain.
^4 £5.—Pulling, 28, Lakes Ed., Keston, Kent.

3h.p. Universal cycle, less coil and accumtilator ; call

Thursdays.— 18, Maude Ed., Camberwell

3ih.p. Brown, 1908. splendid condition: £15.—Motor-
2 « ist, 47. Montague Ed., Dalston, London-

INDIAN, 5h.p., not to be distinguished from new;
£50.—Fisher, 6a, High St.. Hampstead.

2ili.p. Minerva, good condition, and light ; £1 2, or
2 near ofEer—333, Strone Ed-, Manor Park.

3ih.p. F-N. Motor Cycle, sound, perfect: £10 10s.—
2 Apply, J. Wackett, Cycle Depot, Hertford.

2h.p. Miuerva, new tyres, good condition, mechanical
valves; £5 10s.—Apply, 40, Brixton Hill. S-W-

LIGHTWEIGHT. lih.p., F.N., £7 lOs-; also Miuerva,
2;h.p., £8 103.-227, UnderhiU Ed.. E. Dulwich,

33.h-p. Mitchell, sound, reliable machine, little used;
4 £7, or best offer.—Chapman, Belgrave Ed-. Dover-

BEADBTJEY, 23h.p., new tyres; splendid baigain,
only £9 lOs.—Armitage, Clarendon Bridge, Hyde.

F.N-, li-h.p., geared pulley, mai^neto, new tyres, good
condition; £16.—Philpott, Riverdale Lodge, Dork-

iug

^ih.p. Special Brown, 16in. frame, h.b. control, od-Oa instable tappets and pulley; £14.-7, Tudor Ed.,
Upper Norwood.

foot-
Ed.,

23.b.ji. Mitchell, Longuemare, spring ioxks,
4 boards, running order; £5.-29, Eccles

C'lapham Junction.
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23/- CASH
and your old carburetter receives

a Brown and Barlow or Amac Variable Jet
Carburetter, latest igro type, complete with h.-b

control. Delivery from stock.

BARGAINS IN
1909 REXES. 1909
rgog si h.p. Tourist REX £35
rgog 5-6 h.p. Twin TOURIST £37
igog 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed.. £48

Compare these with rgro prices.

OTHER GENUINE BARGAINS.

1908 5-6 h-p. Twin REX, Roc clutch, mag-
neto, h.-b. control £30

Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto, h.-b. control £28
5 h.p. Twia VINDEC, magneto, h.-b. control £25
1908 REX, magneto, black and gold £19
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, h.-b. control . . £17
6 h.p. igog N.S.U., two speeds, magneto,

h.b. control £44
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, Dmid forks £16

si h.p. REX, magneto, h.b. control £16
2 h.p. QUADRANT, very good £6
5-6 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, magneto, etc £30
rgog Two-speed 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, only

done zoo miles ^S44

}t h.p. F.N., magneto, h.b. control £18

3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, h-b. control £20
1910 3i h.p. REX Tourist, new ..'. £45
rgro 3I h.p. Twin PREMIER, new £45
5-15 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc, two speeds £24
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26in. wheels £16 10

3 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, h.b. control £18
rgoQ 3l h.p. REX, magneto, etc £30

3i h.p.'REX, M.O.V., spray .., £10 10

3i h.p. t9o6 REX, M.O.V., spring forks £14

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V., vertical £10

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto.. £19

FABRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Note where the front arm grips the centre of the
sidecar, and compare this desiga with the lob-sided
and immechanical attachment adopted by some
makers.

£4 17s. 6d., complete with best tyres.

Twelve months' guarantee.

CARS AND TRICARS.
8 h.p. BEAUFORT Car, four-seater £40
5i h.p. O.T.A,V., nearly new £50
5-6 h.p. LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled, Roc

two-speed gear, handle starting, magneto
ignition, a beautiful light tricar £35

ODD BARGAINS.
Bosch Plugs, post free 2/9
N.S.U. Two-speed Gear 55 /-

Brooks's Broo Saddle 9/6
Dunlop Wired Covers, 28x2 and 2^111. .

.

12/6
6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine £6
Tricar Radiator, good . .

.- £1 15
3,i h.p. Fafnir Water-cooled Engine £4
Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels £3
Rex Pattern Foot Brake, new 9 6
Bowden Front Motor Brakes,' new .... 86
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds. .£12
Longuemare, Amac, B. and B., etc., Car-

buretters each 5 6
Premier Magnetos, new £2 19 6
Chncher Tubes post free 6 6

WANTED !

Good Motor Cycles. Cash Waiting,

Farrar's Motories,
SQUARE KOAD, HALIFAX.

Telephone 919.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
NOEEL, 23h-p., h.b-c., low. good condition ; £9.—It ',

Northview Ed-, Homeey.
4-OyL. F.N., 4ih.p., perfect, i24, worth £30.—',

Mill Lane, W. Hampstead.

4h.p. Twin, Chater-Lea, variable puller i sonnd bareai
il2.—27, Colonnade, Euasell Square. ^

3ih.p. M.M.O-. spring forks, new. condition. £1
2 sidecar, JB2 10s.—flny. Buckhurst HiJl.

7-9h.p. Peugeot, No. 6 Chater. B. and B. handleO)
control; £19 10s—234. Hiprh Ed., Lee.

BEOWN, 23h.p., in Bood condition; £a 10a.—

6

Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London, N.B.

TEItTMPH. 35h.p.; £20, or near; in perfpct orfl!
tyres excellent—Eoberts. 65, Peckham Eye, 8J

WHITTLE'S.-F.N., 4ih.p., 4-cyl., magneto, snfii
forks, nearly new, unscratohed; bargain, ^2

WHITTLE'S.-Bat-J..4.P., 6h.p., twin, spring Inm
and forks, excellent order; £22 lOs.

WHITXLE'S.-P.N., 45h.p., 4-cyl., magneto, spni
forks, fine order, extra cheap; £22 lOg.

WHITTLE'S.—Bex de Luxe, 5-6h.p., twin, magnet
Eoc clutch, as uew, unscratched; £26.

WHITTLE'S.-Bat. 3Jh.p., spring frame, M.M.*
engine, De Dion carburetter, practically nen

£18 10s.

WHITTLE'S.—Singer, 35h.p., magneto, late moafii
sacriflce, £16 10s.—"VSTiittle's Motor Exchairei

Earlsfleld.

REX, 5h.p.-, twin, free engine clutch, replated all

enamelled; £26.—Gardner, 6a, High St., Hamj
stead.

3ih.p. Eex, accumulator, just overhauled and re-euaix
2 elled; £11.-30, Shakespeare Crescent,

Park, Essex.

BEADBUEY, the touring machine-; notice ^
record.—Agents, Gardner and Ca, 6a, High HH.

Hampstead.

MOTOSACOOHB, 1910, magneto, absolutely jIm
must sell; £33, or offer.-4,816, Tke Motor C]/te

Offices, Coventry.

33,h.p. Kerry, fast, low, footboards, plating, tjie
4 excellent condition; £9.-9, Park Ed., CollSei

Wood, Merton.

3ih.p. Humber, good tyres and condition, perleo
2 order; £7.—Kiugsmill, East Sheen, London Bfi)

Sittingbourue.

BEADBTTEY, 3^1h.p., hold a unique record in reli

ability trials; £46.—Agents, Bright and Haylea
Camberwell.

BEADBTTEY, 3ih.p. ; exchanges arranged. Bright ast
Hayles, Camber Motor Wks., 73, Church St,

Camberwell Green.

BEADBTTEY, 3ih.p., ball bearing engine, 87 Jj,

87 mm.; £46.—Agents, Blight and Hayles, Oaiii'

beiwelL

BEADBUEY, 3ih.p., brimful of good points; £46ir
Agents, Bright and Hayles, Camberwell.

BEADBUEY, 3ih.p., made by a firm of fifty yeMli''

experience in mechanism; £46.—Agents, Brigal
and Hayles, Camberwell.

BEADBUEY, Sih.p., the best hill-climber of ijii:

day; £46.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, Oanibei>

well..

BEADBUEY, Sih.p., are low built; £46.—

A

Bright and Hayles, Camberwell.

BEADBUEY, Sih.p., built by Biitish labour; £46,-
Agents, Brighi and Hayles, Camberwell.

FIEST-0LAS8 Twin, 6h.p., splendid condition ; oflera;

every day after 6.-71, Grafton St-, Tottenham
Court Ed.. London.

3 h.p- Humber. in perfect; condition, tyres as new.)

£13.—Hereford House, Somerville Gardei^s.

Leigh-on-Sea.

T> OTAL Enfield, 3h.p. Minerva, Longuemare,-execIl6lil
JX condition, new tyres; £10.—House, 2. Lexingten

St., Piccadilly.

Iih.p. Motor Bibyole, lightweight, .spray carhurettet,

4 good rnnuing order; £4 10s.—34a, Melville Ka;.

Walthamstow.

4JLh.p. Eiley and Forecar, spare wheel . to convert

2 will separate; oxchange 2ih.p. and cash.-EdBS
la, Cuwick Ed., Tooting.

PHELON aud Mobre, 3ih:p.,. two-speed, 1,908, 190!

fitments, new condition; best ofl'er over £33.—41
Ashford Bd., Cricklewood.

MOTOSACOCHE, good condition, new accumulator
belt and front tyre; £14. or near ofler—Howe

Church St., Eickmansworth.

4h.p.. Antoine engine. 85. by 85, low frame, Ions

handle-bars, splendid order; £15.—L. Sarcm, 48
Sedlescombe Ed., Fulham. B.W.

3.3h.p. Phcenix Cob. two .speeds, Boscli, B. and B.
4, pqual new, low, and comfortable, footboards;

£20.-66, London Ed., Twickenham.

N.S-U., 1908, 3ih.p-. .magneto, perfect condition

spring forks, new Watawata belt all acceysories
£22.—" Homestead." Burnell Ed., Sutton.

PHELON and Moore, Sih-J)-, two-speed, mngneto
Eom back, ]us^ overhauled by makers; £35. —

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 12, Mortimer St.. London, W

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."



The Future of the T.T. Race.

IT
is gratifying to know "that the prophecies

frequently made in these columns seem likely to

be fulfilled as early as 1911 by the division of the

Tourist Trophy Race into two separate events

—

one for single cylinders and one for twins. Some
writers haive laid great emphasis on the fact that six

of the first twelve machines were single cylinders.

This is. rather due to theeven distribution of Fortune's

favours than to any intrinsic equality. If no machines

had trouble, and all the riders were equally skilful,

the twins would have matters all their own way. To
put this in another form : The fastest lap done by a

twin was Bo\T«en's third round—17.51; the fastest

by a single was Creyton's sixth—r9.i4. Supposing
these men, the two fastest representatives in the two

classes, had been able to maintain top pace through-

out, Bowen on the fastest twin would have beates

Creyton on the fastest single by over a quarter ot' an

hour! It is obvious, therefore, that under the i9ro

conditions the single is hopelessly outclassed for

speed, and could only hope to snatch a win if thy

crack riders of twins all encountered serious trouble.

Two alternatives therefore present themselves, viz. :

(i.) The capacity Ihnit of the twins can be further

reduced,

(ii.) Separate races can be organised for twdns and
singles.

There is now no doubt that the latter solution must

commend itself. There is no great demand for small

twin-cylinder engines of the dimensions used for the

r.T.
' Such a demand may cciiceivabiy come in time.

The standard 3^^ h.p. touring mount may possibly

in days to come be universally supplied with a twip-

cylinder engine for th^ sake of smooth running ; there

i-R.Tt'

are such engines on the market now, but their sales

are limited. Nine times out of ten, the man who
wants a twin, wants a big twin or a very- small twin;

and the makers of twm cylinders who excel in the

T.T. Race sell very few duplicates of their T.T.
engines—^the engine they market is of considerably

larger dimensions. Hence it may be taken as practi

cally certain that next year the two types will com-

pete in separate races, very possibly on separate days.

The cubical capacity of the twin-cylinder engines can

then be determined without any reference to the single

cylinder at all, and will no doubt be largely increased.

The Course.

IN
other respects the conditions require very littlj

alteration. Competitors will no doubt take tlieii

own steps to guatd against the conflagration::^

which occasioned so much alarm at the filling

stations this ^-enr, anO the A.C.U. will cancel

the stupid rule which compelled the lider to pour in

his own petrol, as his misteady wrists must lead +0

spilling. There is much talk of a new course,

longer course is certainly desirable if the entries con-

tinue large, in order to reduce crowding, but the oki

course would serve admirably for two events, each

witl-j fifty entries. No Manx course can be free from

perilcos corneis. The one real defect of the present

course is its lack of a steep hill. Greg. Willey is ai;

easy climb, with only a few yards of i in 9 at its

steepest point, and no one ever fails on it in the race

unless his engine is seriously amiss or other riders

impede him on a bend. If the race is to be seriously

regarded as a "tourist " event a worse gradient would

he of service. Quite a number of the machines entered

were actually genuine tourist machines, and the sub
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stitution of ordinary forks, handle-bars, and saddles

would have converted many of them into suitable

mounts for the touring private owner. In other cases

the machines were frankly of a racing design, drilled

out wherever possible, wdth frames so low that the

crank case only cleared the ground-line by a couple of

inches. Every maker knows what strength he must
put into the frame and detail fittings of a touring
machine, and the race provides an admirable test for

engines, carburetters, belts, tyres, magnetos, and so

forth. Its touring value is not diminished by the
use of racing frames, forks, . bars, or saddles.

Preliminary Tests.

THE silencer test is a farce, and next year we
hope to see good silencers insisted upon for

the preliminary practice, and removed for the
race itself. The brake test is unnecessary. No
sane man w^ould compete without good brakes,

and if anyone enters wdth bad brakes the judges can
discern in the practice spins that his machine is unsafe,

and insist on its being fitted with better brakes. In
conclusion, next year we hope to see two separate
races, if possible on two consecutive days ; an
increased cylinder capacity for the twins; no brake
test; no silencers in th; race; the same course, unless
entries increase very much, or a really diflicult hill

can be included; and the same set of painstaking,

vigilant, and obliging officials in charge of affairs..

>—«>«

F. Philipp (5 h.p. two-stroke two-speed Scott), the ninth competitor in'

order of speed in tlie Tourist Trophy Race. His performance, coupled with
that of Eric S. Myers, sets up a new record, as it is the first time a valveless
engine has completed the T.T. course.

Incidentally, we wish those who had ill-luck the other

week better fortune in 191 1; we hope for a better

contested race in each di\'ision, and a result in doubt'

up to the concluding lap.

AUSTRIAN MOTOR CLUB'S RELIABILITY TRIAL.
AN international reliability trial organised by the

Austrian Motor Club took place recently

in the neighbourhood of Purkersdorf, near
Vienna. It was not so successful as those held

in former years, as the weather on the day of the trials

was dreadful—it poured with rain, and was bitterly

was held. In judging the final results, the regularity

of running during the whole course was taken into

consideration, as well as the number of marks gained >

in the speed trial. Final classification : i, A. Miilliier
|

(5J^ -h.p. Rossler and Jauernigg) ; 2, O. V\'o\i (j.q

h.p. Puch); 3, F. Ahlgrimm (6 h.p. Puch).

Grotsch (6-7 h.p. Twin-cylinder Puch and Sidecar) dossing
the starting line.

cold. Owing to the bad weather it was decided to

go over the course once, instead of the three times
originall)' intended, so that it was only fifty-four kilo-

metres in length. This was, however, a more difficult

test than the original would have been in good weather.

During the trial a speed test of three kilometres long

A14

W. Eliding (5i h.p. Laurin and Klemsnt). Note curious position of

the passenger to lessen wind resistance.

The winners in the respective classes were : Class I,;

(lightweights), Alois Wutte {1% h.p. N.S.U.); Class;

II., Otto Wolf (2.9 h.p. Puch); Class III., Ottokai^

Mazanek (3^^ h.p. Niesner) ; Class IV., Anton Miillnei"

{S-% h-P- Rossler and Jauernigg); Class V., Frit^

Ahlgrimm (6-7 h.p. Puch).

^
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A Round of the T.T. Course at Speed.

N OBODY
who has

yet to

the Isle of Man can

conceive how exacting

is tlie task whicli faces the

racing man wlio would win a

T.T. Race. Nobody who has not
" blinded " round it in the early morning
when the roads are free can understand

what address and dash are required ,to

register e\'en a twenty minute lap, though
this year Charlie Collier's sloivest lap

was reeled off in 19.34 minutes. Ask Hedstrom,
the veteran designer of the Red Indians, what he
thinks of tl:e course. In case you don't know
him, I will try to paint its difficulties. St. John's, the

official starting point, is a hamlet on a broad road,

less than a mile from the south-east corner of the

triangle, and a broad, straight, pot-ho^-ey highway
conducts you to the ill-famed right-angle of Balla-

craine. Here a large, square, white-walled public-

house shrouds the corrier from you. You, cannot

estimate its severity; you cannot see whether Bowen,
or some other daring rider, is recumbent in mid-

track behind the wall with his machine pummelling
him. You jam on your brakes, lift your valve, and
twist round. Can you ever do it ? The kindly wooden
banking seems too far round the bend to help you—
straight ahead is a cruel, gnarled wall, the bloodstains

scarce washed off. By an effort you twist your front

wheel, and with a bump you are up the banking a

couple of feet. Lying well over, you swirl off it, and,

hev presto ! you find the deceptive road is strongly on

the rise, and your engine knocks—it was here the

Colliers' automatic A.M.A.C. carburetters came in

\-ery handy.

Ballig Bridge.

You jab your air le\'er back a notch or so, and with

clanking piston gather pace up the ascent. Just as

you rejoice to hear your exhausts merge again in

indistinguishable roar, Ballig Bridge leaps up under

you—loathly little hump set on the skew—it hurls

you five yards forward and across the road, over

paving stones set at the cottage doors, and now, as

your jumping heart slows down a few r.p.m., you face

a particularly nasty patch of going; The road is

narrow, hemmed in with rutliless walls, and has lost

all sense of rectitude. It is an elongated spiral.- Arm
Hackenschmidt and Sandow each w'ith a huge pair of

gas pliers, an'd let them pull out a giant exhaust valve

spring, till it has something of straightness—such is

the road to Glen Helen. There are no genuine corners,

but you are shaving stonewalled cur\-es all the time.

One or two wheel tracks in the race go within /o«t

inches of the low walls; were j'ou squatted there to

watch with dangling heels you would spill Collier and

Jack Marshall and two or three more. So to Glen
Helen, wherfe the capricious road gives a sharp breath-

less twist to the left, then right again, then back left,

then with the last and sharpest wrench to the right.

Close on your back wheel thunder five or six more
projectiles, breathing flame—take an inch more room

over

bound.

than you car

claim, a n c

they will smash
into you.

Then the grade straightens

up, and a lower gearec

achine nips past you at 45 :

the undulating plateau yot
osing yards on him at ever}

explosion, till the mad swoop down tc

Kirk Michael drops away beneath you

—

twenty-fi^-e feet wide, fenced by high

hedges, curling down in long gentle

wreaths. 50—you are pulling back the man who passed

you on the hill—60—you have him—70—you leave him
standing, but with a rush and a thunderous roar

Char'ie Collier's front wheel is up with you. Aha!
the bo-ttom^-two tiny rises, which betoken that Kirk
Michael is near you; you signal " Next lap " you will

stop for petrol ; Collier,, with consummate nerve, delays

slowing till the bend is almost mider his wheel, and
leaves you for ever; you slide cautiously round with

several others in a crackling, spluttering string, as

cramped wrists refuse wholly to lift the valve against

its 40 lbs. spring. Steady here—this was where poor
Alan Woodman met his terrible fall—^then six miles

of broad hedgerowed going, up and down in little

undulating dips, with only one corner, and that the

terrible Devil's Elbow, too dangerous to be dangerous
at all, until after another three miles of winding road

The Very Nastiest Piece of the Whole Course
is reached, the wicked one, two, three comers in the

streets of Peel—^a regular beast one of them ; across

a street into another street a trifle out of register with

the first ; though the gutters are filled with hard-

P. Plait, the fastest rider in Class I. of the A.C.U. Soaefell- iiill-dimb, riding a
1910 model 3* b.v. Bradbury.

AI7
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A Round of the T.T. Course at Speed.—

stamped metal, the slightest error means mounting

the kerb, with a sickening jolt and long odds on a

skid over the flags. Then a lovely mile—broad,

dead straight, and not too bumpy—till you pass under

the railway bridge, and strike two bunkers you would
never have called bunkers till you tried to snatch

seconds through them—the first another skew bridge

^—

with stiff stone parapets, the second a corner, heaven-

save the mark, up into St. John's. Why, the road

looked straight here last night, so long and gentle is

the bend, but as you tear up on full throttle you scrape

the bank on the extreme right, and should you fall,

that roar behind you means you will be knocked into

mincemeat before you realise you are over. This is

no sport' for cowards or fools, gentlemen! Ixidn.

•^—

<

•

"IFS" OVERHEARD IN THE ISLE OF MAN.
big nouffli to hold Bowen andIf the island were onlv

hi.s Bat!
I£ the Indians' tyres had stood up !

If the Colliers will ever make a mistake !

If Creyton had funked mounting his blazing machine at

Kirk Michael !

If Oberlander's belt hadn't broken

!

If young B. Jones had kept going !

If "attendants were allowed to do the refilling !

If Wood hadn't come a purler in the rink race !

If J. R. Nisbet wasn't a champion clerk of the course !

If the roads liad been greasy !

If the Scotts didn't hold the road like postage stamps I

If Bosch Bennett wasn't very much in evidence !

If Mackay had been two yards nearer Bowen when the

latter's frame broke !

If poor Woodman's tyre hadn't burst!

If Marshall's tube wasn't in rags after his spill on Snaefell

'

If the Rex connecting rods weren't "holy" terrors!

If Bowen ever funked a corner !

If Adamson's corner work isn't the real thing !

If Lister Cooper ain't a coming man !

If the police hadn't cleared the road when Bashall became
a pillar of fire !

If The Motor Cyrle. " maritime office " wasn't great

!

If "Pa" Applebee wasn't deaf, would he have' used

twenty-four belt fasteners !

If Chase didn't ride as neatly as ever!

If the Zenith didn't mop up the precipice from Sulby to

the Bungalow I

If the Humber aeroplane engine isn't first cousin to

bullet !

If Slaughter hadn't got the fastest Ariel ever seen !

If Bentley wouldn't make a bucking broncho bustei;

!

If nobody had trouble, who would win !

If there were Ballacraine bends on Brooklands !

If racing through Peel isn't the limit

!

If seagulls know more 'about aviation than Paulhan !

If there were no barnacles on the Peel coast, how much
(

more skin would a certain End-to-end record-breaker possess!

If Schulte was smiling on Thursday night

!

If Hedstrom fancied the course!
If Wells holds the record for replenishing an oil tank !

If anybody can teacb the Colliers anything !

If ilrs. Aston would not be a valuable asset at a bazaar!"
If we are popular in the Isle of Man ! ^'.

If there will be separate races for twins and singles nesfrr^

year!
If there will be a new course !

If a 40 h.p. car wanted any pushing out of the Sefton

garage

!

If the Rom car wasn't a naughty little projectile

!

If Holroyd didn't bulk large against the sky line up
Snaefell

!

^

>-

If some wag hadn't put blotting paper between the inagfletSjS!

contacts of Boileau's Indian and Brooker's Triumph

!

%
If any visitors had to do some pushing out of Douglas'

towards the Bungalow !

If the lightweights ever needed more than "L.P.A." upj

some of the Alanx precipices '

A SMART RUNABOUT FOR ALL-WEATHER WORK fr:_

Tie 'jandy three-wheelsr illustrated has been designed and built to the order of Mr. J, G. Jelley, Ccvintry. The engine is a 3i h.p. White and Poppe, providel
with a cone clutch, and the machine complete weighs but 200 lbs. The tyres are 26in. x 2|in. Three Siiras noa-skids.

-^-^•••-<-

The Automohilt Engineer is the title of a new "sixpenny
monthly which has just made its appearance, and is pub-
lished at 19-21, Great Queen Street, W.C. Its aims and
objects are to deal with all technical and scientific questions
concerning the design and construction of self-propelled

vehicles. Among the contents of the first number is an
airticle on " Universal _ Joints," Which will probably be of

vxS

interest to motor cyclists, and particularly these engaged
in the construction of motor cycles, universal joints being
used on more than one make of motor bicycle. Carburation .

is an item which all are anxious to know more about, and-

carburetters are exhaustively treated in a special article,

which points out where efforts for future improvement should
be made
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A New Automatic Carburetter.

5^5

Fig. 2.—Interior of the mixinq
chamber with throttle sleeve removed

Fig. I.—General view of the new
F.N. automatic carburetter.

grub-screw to the spindle shown inside the throttle sleeve

in fig. 3. This spindle carries at its rear end a small pinion

whicli meshes with a similar-sized pinion mounted on the

tlirottle sleeve spindle.

In this way the opening of the throttle is caused to actuate

the rollers, with the result that as the throttle is opened

A VARIABLE

ONE of the most interesting carburetters we .have ever
seen it that recently introduced by the F.N. Co.,

which embodies a number of novel and highly
ingenious features. Fig. 1 gives a perspective view

of the carburetter as a whole, and shows the position of

the float chamber, throttle lever, and inlet pipe union. The
mixing chamber is cylindrical and contains a rotating

sleeve throttle, which in addition to th© functions dealt

with later on controls the admission of air to the mixture
through two ports. The situation of these latter is more
clearly shown in fig. 2. That on the left hand side admits
cold air, whilst the right hand one is furnished with a

gauze-covered funnel which abuts on the cylinder head and
provides warm air.

The throttle sleeve is illustrated in fig. 3, which for the

sake of clearness shows it the wrong way up. When in

the position of full opening the heart-shaped hole in the

sleeve coincides with the outlet port in the top of the mix-
ing chamber, the sleeve passing between the cylinder wall

and the small castellated-ended tube, the use of which will

be described. For the control of the air a portion of the

sleeve is cut away in such a manner that when the throttle

valve is nearly shut all thS air supply is drawn from the

warm air port ; then . as the valv© is gradually opened the

cold air supply comes into use, until at full throttle only
cold air is drawn in. It may be mentioned that the area

of cold air port is considerably larger than that of the hot

air port.

A variable choke tube practically makes a carburetter

automatic. The F.N. Co. have set about achieving this

laudable end in the following manner, ilounted to the

cover plat-e through which the throttle valve spindle passes

are a couple of cylindrical rollers which run the entire

length of the mixing chamber, and butt up against its

walls at either end: These rollers are geared together by
means of teeth milled in them, and are cut away in a very
peculiar manner, which may be described as a double com-
pound helical groove. From a middle point along the
roller's length a right-handed thread and a left-handed thread
are marked off and pass some threequarters of the distance

round the circumference of the roller. Between these two
diverging lines a semi-circular groove is machined, which
as the lines get further apart becomes not only wider but
deeper. Fig. 4 shows the appearance of the two grooved
rollers wKich are meshed with on© another symmetrically,

so that when they roll together the depth of the grooves
immediately on either side of the line of contact is the same.
Since each groove is semi-circilar it will be seen that there

is between the rollers a circular gap which can be increased

or decreased by rolling the rollers one way or the other.

In the choke tube thus formed is placed the jet, which
when the rollers are in one extreme position practically fills

the gap.
One of the rollers is fixed to a spindle which runs loose

in bearings at each end, whilst the other is attached by a

CHOKE TUBE.
the area of the clioke tube is increased, and vice vend.
The amoimt of choke tube area compared to the throttle
opening can be regulated to any desired degree by slipping the
driving roller upon its shaft. The rear plate of the throttle
sleeve is slotted to let the roller spindles rnss tlirougli, : h

Fig. 3.—The throttle sleeve
showing roller spindle and gear,
also air and gas shutters.

Fig. 4.—T he two peculiarh
shaped geared rollers.

shown in fig. 3, and only a certain amount of motion in the
rollers is therefore possible.

The rollers when placed side by side are a snug fit inside

the throttle sleeve, and the cutting away is such that in any
position there is a sufficiency of unbroken surface of the
rollers in contact with the sleeve wall to provide a practically

perfect air-tight joint.

To render the continuation of the choke tub© above the
rollers as symmetrical as possible, and thus prevent the
mixture being obstructed by any sharp corners, the small

castellated tube shown in fig. 2 is provided, and is secured

to the end wall of the mixing chamber by means of a stud

and set-pin. The castellations make as near a fit as is

possible with the peculiar contour of the grooved rollers.

The lid of the float chamber is made extremely easy to

detach, as is also the jet. and all parts of the instrument
are readily accessible. Throughout it is of gun-metal, dull

nickel-plated.

After Mr. Harry G. Bell had explained the working of the

carburetter, he kindly placed at our disposal one of the
latest four-cylinder machines for a short run in the London
traffic. The machine started very easily, and on closing tlie

throttle it was found that it would run extremely slowly

with all four cylinders firing with absolute regularity. Driving
the machine through Richmond Park, there was no difficulty

whatever in keeping down to ten miles an hour, and, in fact,

so slow a speed could be maintained that it required a good
deal of handle-bar movement to balance the machine. In

action and general principle the carburetter strongly resembles

one which is very largely used on motor cars, and it has tlie

same peculiarity, that very sudden opening of the throttle

causes the engine to cease to fire through too much a'r

being drawn in. Tliis is merely mentioned as an interesting

fact, as it in no way iinpaiis the running of the engine or

interferes with the working of the carburetter. All that is

necessary, and. in fact, desirable, is to open the throttle

fairly gradually. The new four-cylinder F.N. machine is a

decided advance upon anything previously turned out by

the firm.

> « a«» <

One by one the large cycle manufacturers are taking an

interest
'

in the motor cycle question, the latest firm to

succumb to the powerful influence of the petrol-propelled

two-wheeler being the Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry.

They inform us they have not yet decided to market a motor

bicycle, but they have been examining the subject from

every point of view for some time past, and should they

come to a definite decision as a result of such enquiries they

will be in readiness for the 1911 season. The Olympia Show
in November next wilh possibly see the first public appear

ance of the Rudge-Whitworth motor bicycle.
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'HE year offers the keen motor cyclist few more
pleasant and petrolly times than the T.T. week
in the Isle of Man, and when I first sampled

its savour last year I bound inyself by a vow never

"again to be voluntarily absent. It is true that the

getting there is not all top gear work. I could not

ride to Liverpool from my obscure residence in half a

day, and, time being short, I plead guilty to having

trained it, trusty Triumph and all. Here come valu-

able tips
—

" Road Rider " please note ! I did- not

know the " advance- luggage " system worked across

the water, so I posted my personal baggage; returning,

I forgot to post it, and boarded the steamer at Douglas

with two large brown paper parcels, which split, and
strewed my belongings in the scuppers.

Secondly, I took my machine with me as luggage,

for economy's sake—^ys. 6d. By the time I had tipped

six porters at railway stations, paid one hefty son of

Anak to push it across Livecpool, two ditto to drop
it into the hold at Prince's landing stage, three ditto

tO' hoike it out at Douglas, I was running short of small

change. On the return journey I took it to the parcels

office, and for 12s. 6d. go it freighted to Northampton
at/company's risk without ever seeing it en route. If

it hadn't been for those accursed brown paper parcels,

•' orl would have been peas."

Picturesque Peel.

Now' to our motors. I put . up at the Sefton in

Douglas. Next year I shall find an hotel on the

course. Peel, for instance, is a charming place, pic-

turesque buildings, and about the bluest thing in bavs.

Douglas is too' trippersome, and those ten bumpy miles

which have to be traversed before the course is reached
coma amiss at 3.30 a.m., as one rushes hungrily out to

see the wily Colliers get in their early practice before

the course gets crowded. Not but what the scenery

is magnificent, indeed at its best when sun and moun-
tain struggle with mist and wind ; but I am not of that

poetic temperament which" can appreciate scenery when
the beard is unshaven, and ham and eggs are still dis-

tant possibilities. Timing the men round in the wee
sma' hours is aggravating. Nearly all of them are

lying dark. The cutest get their rounds done before
the average journalist has had time to A\y more than
abuse his alarum. Others/'stop and smoke a cjgarette

in some inaccessible comer half way round lest their
fori-r; should be exposed ; many more seem to have
long pannes .somewhere or other; and one or two are

back again in such unbelievable ha.ste that one wonders
if they have, discovered a short cut reducing a lap to
seven miles or so. Most of the early birds take up
their stand at Ballacraine Corner in an unholy thirst

for gore ; but, as a matter of fact, the rash rushes
seldom come until a- few: delirious ]fiTis have warmed a
man's blood—Ballacraine is very forbidding when one
IS fresh from bed,- and most took it. very gingerly.

Practice over, we_made for some remote beauty spot

where we breakfasted, much to the profit of the good
host at the Sefton, whom we paid for many a meal we
never ate. Never did breakfasts taste so good as those

dished up at some seashore hotel or glen farmhouse,

to vanish before an appetite quickened by thirty miles

of open road and five hours mist and sun. Then the

day was free for exploration. First of all, the main
roads are traversed—low the speed, for every landscape

clamours for admiration in the beautiful island, and
the dust forbids scrapping when riding in company;
the Manx dust is of a peculiarly fine floury consistency,'

and it hangs in a stifling pall over the road for quite

a long period after two or three rapid riders have torn'

past; even so^, it is a long way better than the Manx
grease, which, happily, was not in evidence during this

week of cloudless sun. The coost road alone totals

up to some fifty miles, of which not a yard ought tc

be rushed, save where gradients and the want of a

variable gear compel speed.

A Host of Byways. '

Inland there are dozens of cunning little glens, t

gemmed with gorse and tender larch foliage, foiled-

by rugged, barren moor above. When these obvious -

routes have been covered there remain a devious host

of byways, each with its own gorgeous glories. To
'

these last I devoted much attention in the idea that-

they would afford a good*imitation of colonial riding.

Often such a road jumps up by abrupt steps fromS,

terrace to terrace. Of -surface there is none, except-Ii,

that when a hole gets so deep that a pony might be

'

lost in it they send along a cartload of boulders to

level things up.

The Day of the Race.
Gentle experiences -of this sort lead one calmly on

to the great race itself. The course is a triangle,

and there are very few paths inside the triangle. Last

year I hung about the southern . corner, where, with

the help of a good motor'^cycle and a knowledge of

byroads, one may wander along some six miles oi

'

the" track and watch the riders at different points,
i

This year, for variety's sake, I resolved to go to]

Kirk Michael comer. The attractions here are three-<

fold : Fifsli, there is the terrible V corner—^the worst ^

on the whoJe lap; secondly, thet.-e is a replenishment-;

depot, arid no crowd to hamper one's observatiotis

;

and thirdly, one can wander safely up the long slope

towards the top of Creg "Willey's, and see the human
projectiles descending at speeds which certainly touch

eighty miles an hour now and then. The depot was
situated in a field, with a house. and garden adjacent,

where an excellent lunch was provided for the handful-

of officials—so ejtcellent that a well-known Coventry
motorist presently wearying of the rattlesome proces-'"

sion outside, retired withm,. and shunted rabbit and '
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trifle and jelly b3' the cartload, totally oblivious to the

strenuous happenings over the wall. Nisbet, on his

French-grey Humber, was soon round to close the

course, and ere long the crackling procession began,

continuing without intermission for five mortal hours,

though with a difference. One might say the current

of riders retained its voltage, but with a vastly reduced

amperage, as the day wore on and, many disappear-

ing, the survivors became strung out.

In 1909 Lee Evans and- Harry Collier fought a ding-

dong battle almost up to the post, while for many
laps Marshall was \'ery, very dangerous, and one or

two others were not done wdth for certain. This year

the whole Indian team were earlv out of the running

The final ride from St. John's back into Douglas
is unpleasantly memorable. The constant stream of

vehicles shrouded the entire road in a choking wreath

of horrible white dust, and the driving of certain

visitors was distinctly lurid. One sportsman on a

powerful car took the tricky turn over Quarter Bridge

at about 50 ra.p.h. just as I negotiated it, and next

time we meet he and I will have "wurruds."
The remaining happenings of a glorious week par-

took of the nature of an anti-climax. We went to the

rink, and saw divers racing men reproduce their earlier

corner work on roller skates, much to the terror of the

regular hahitues—saw, too. I am sorry to say, a few
motor cyclists disgrace our whole body by extremely

unseemly conduct. Then to the big dancing hall of

TOURIST
TROPHY
RACE.

C. R. Collier pass-

ing the finishing post

a winner In 3 hours

7 mins. 24 see .

—

average speed 50'7

m.p.h.

through no fault of machines or riders, and the Bats

on whom their mantle fell, did not last halfway.

The No=trouble Colliers.

After that it w-as evident that only serious trouble

could oust the two Colliers, and we know that the

Colliers simply do not have trouble. Nobody caii beat

them at corner work, nobody can beat them at tuning.

Hence to ensure victory they have only to make a

non-stop by one of the family a dead sure certainty,

and this they can be relied upon to do. After six laps

the only ghost of a chance possessed by anybody else

lay in both the Colliers having a long stoppage—and
that would have been a miracle, for they don't have
accidents, and they eliminate luck by thorough and
clever testing of every single detail on their machines.
Hence before half time we awarded the race to' the

Matchless, and our subsequent interest depended
merely on any exciting incidents with which the gods
might favour us. Nor were the gods particularly kind.

Poor Oberlander put up a great race till his belt pulled
through just opposite us, and broke his stand clip

—

a mishap which involved lengthy difificulties, and
destroyed his chances even if his engine had not
failed him later. Altogether we were very glad when
Nisbet's Humber car at last trickled slowlv down the
hill, and gave us the signal that such of us as had
machii^t's which could go might blind gleefully round
'into St. John's once more.

Leaving Ballacrainc, tliere is a gradual and steady rise which partly accounts tor

the competitors rounding the corner at a fast rate of speed.

the Palace, where a dense mass cheered everybody

impartially, and drowned Collier's, maiden speech.

The next day many visitors on touring machines

found fresh arguments in favour of two-speed gears as

they tried to climb Snaefell from the easy (or Douglas)

side. I saw quite ten machines of class .makes fail

ignoblv on this very trifling ascent. Up the long slope

of the other side those who had lost reputation on the

Thursday mostly regained somewhat on the Friday.

Bentlev, in particular, exhibited what the racing

Indians can do when their tyres stand up, and Jack
Mnrshall \vniild :)hnost certainly have recorded the \er\-
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fastest time of the whole bunch if his inner tube had

not chewed itself into sixteen little pieces. But for

THE SNAEFELL MOUNTAIN HILL-CLIMB IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

Three aspects of the hairpin bend— a popular point of vantage.

grades as if they were level, but put it at a hairpin

when five miles of previous climbing have hotted it

up a bit, and it will clank a trifle as its head comes
round into the straight again, and
its valve is dropped once more.
But the two-stroke—no rattle, no
fuss, no " you-listen-to-me," no
dexterous wrestling by an agile

driver. Just a sweet silent swoop
upwards, slowing down evenly and
smoothly for the bend, no spitting

or ceasing of the purr as the wicked
twist in the white tape folds down
towards it, no clank or rattle or

labour as the guarding banks loom
up straight against the horizon.

Just a gentle curbing of the purr for

fifty yards, then a modulated lower-

ing of its note, then pf !—and she's

up ! The Scotts have now got -whsX

they have been looking for—a great

public test of reliability with

banners flying. We knew they

F. W. Barnes (3i h.p. Zenith-Gradua), who
derived much benefit (rom the use of his
variable gear.

Style in hill-climbing there is

nothing to touch the Scott. It

may be beaten for speed, but for

pretty work on a tricky hill

there is nothing to touch the

two-stroke. The four-stroke

can mopj up twenty per cent.
w '*

Halt way round the hairpin bend. It will be observed that this competitor has still to turn his tront wheel

at right angles to its present direction of travel.

B. Lord (3^ h.p. Rex) heading for the steep
gradient leading to the Goose Neck.

were easily started, we knew they

could climb anything, and now
we hope they are going to sell like

hot cakes.

About the return journey—

I

spare you there ! There were
ninety motor cycles on board, and
ten cars. The boat got in at 1.40

p.m., our train left at two. We
moored outside another steamer,

instead of against the quay. He
who must be obeyed sang out,

" Land only passengers and mails."

Urider such circumstances blessed

is the man who has sent his

machine home on its own. Such,

was I. B. H. Davies.
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TOURIST TROPHY MODELS.
A SPECIAL SINGLE=CYLINDER HUMBER.

Fig. r.—The combustion head fitted with
overnead valves, and concentric tappet
rods. The radiating fins decrease in di-

ameter towards the base. The sparking
plug is behind the exhaust valve casing.

ALTHOUGH it did not figure very prominently in

the actual race, there is little doubt that there

was no machine in the Isle of Man which
created more comment than the 3':? h.p. Tourist

Trpphv Humber—an entirely new model, constructed

and designed upon highly original and instructive lines.

Starting with the engine, this is a single-cvlinder

with a bore and stroke of 85 mm. by 88 mm. Here,
howex'er, its re-

semblance to stan-

dard practice ends,

for in scarcely any
other particular does
it follow the lines-

of any other motor
bicycle engine. It

is, in fact, made
practically in ac-

cordance with aero-

nautical practice,

and shares several

original points with

the Humber aero-

motor. The cylin-

der is steel, and is

provided with radi-

ating fins, so thin

that by drawing
one's nail across them one can produce practically

a complete octave scale. These fins are greater in

diameter at the top than at the bottom of the cylinder.

Both inlet and exhaust valves are situated in the

cylinder head, where they are carried in separate valve

chests secured to tlie cylinder in a special manner.
The valves are mechanically operated by overhead
rockers, which are actuated by tappet rods, one of

which is tubular and has the other working inside it

(see fig. i).

The above valve arrangement necessitates the cam
construction shown in fig. 2. The cams are in one
piece with the half-time pinion, the outer pair operat-

ing the inlet and
the middle one the

exhaust \'alve. The
rocking arms are

also shown in fig.

2, together with the

exhaust valve lift-

ing device. The
exhaust rocking arm
takes the form of a

bell crank, the

short ami of which
can be engaged by

a crank attached to

the spindle upon
which the rocking

arms are pivoted.

The timing gear is, of course, enclosed in an oil-tight

aluminium case, and through this the spindle projects

and temiinates in a squared portion to which the

exhaust valve-lifting lever is secured.

The magneto is driven by a train of pinions, and is

Fig. 2.—^The arrangement of the timing
gear, cams, rocking levers and exhaust
valve lifter on the T.T. Humber.

secured in a horizontal position to the back of the

crank chamber behind the engine, whence it is not only

extremely accessible and well protected from mud and
dust, but is also very quickly removable, since it is

held in position by a steel strap and buckle similar to

that employed in car practice. Fig. 3 illustrates this

and also the foot-rest bar and foot brake.

The lubrication system is' carried out in a most
thorough manner, and embodies several highly in-

genious and effective devices. Fig. 4 shows how the

crank chamber is provided w^ith a large sump capable

of holding sufficient oil for a run of several hundred
miles. A small pump, consisting of a couple of

pinions running in

mesh with one an-

other and connected
to an extension of

the spindle of

the half-time wheel,

draws oil from the

sump and delivers

it to a punt-shaped
trough in which the

flywheels dip and
fling oil on to the

piston, cylinder,

big-end, and gud-

geon pin. The

-^ .—
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Fig. 3.—The magneto is fixed in a hori-

zontal position behind the crank case and
secured by a steel strap and buckle
rendering it easily removable.

trough is hinged at one end, whilst at the other it rests

upon an eccentrically-mounted spindle, which can be

turned and the trough raised or lowered. In this way
the amount of oil splashed up by the flywheels may be

regulated to any desired degree, so that very econo-

mical and efiicient lubrication can be obtained. At

its rear end the sump is furnished with a glass window,

through which the level of the oil can be determined.

Fig. 5 shows the petrol and auxiliary oil tank and

hand pump. The latter delivers oil to the sump via

the timing gear box, and is used as occasion demands,

when, for instance, very hilly country is being tra-

versed. The petrol tank delivers fuel to a Brown and

Barlow carburetter coupled close up to the inlet valve

chest, as indicated in fig. i.

Fig. 5 also illustrates

the unique construction of

the top frame member.
This latter is composed of

two D section tubes which

are spread out and bent

downwards at the rear of

the tank to form the rear

fork. The down tube form-

ing the seat-pillar passes

through a cross - piece

which is brazed to these

D tubes. This construction is at once light, extremely

strong, and pleasing in appearance, and it will be

a matter for some surprise if it does not cause other

designers to realise that- frame construction is a point

which has been left undeveloped much too long.

As might be expected, the reciprocating parts of

the engine are remarkably light. We give a sketch

(fig. 6) of the piston, which is cut out of a solid billet

Fig. i^

.

—Lubrication is by
means of a sump in the crank-
case, an adjustable trough and a

gear pump.
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of steel, and is

machined inside and
out until in no
place is there much
more than one-six-

teenth of an inch of

metal. A single

ring at the top is

employed, and it

will be noticed that

the gudgeon pin,

which is fastened to one side of the piston only, is

provided with right and left-hand oil grooves.

Chain drive is employed, and for this purpose a

ball-bearing countershaft is mounted upon the rear

stays, and a chain from a pinion on the engine-shaft

transmits the power to the counter-shaft, which in turn

transmits the motion to the rear wheel. The counter-

Fig. 5.—^Tbe divided top member con-
structed of D tubing, also sbowing the
petrol and auxiliary lubricating oil tanks.

JUNE gth, igio.

shaft is furnished with slip washers, which absorb

a certain amount of the " kick " of the engine at low
speeds, and so relieve the chain of a good deal of

strain. These washers
are adjustable to any ex-

tent.

The above description

by no means exhausts the

mteresting features of the

machine, but for the pre-

sent space forbids a longer

article. No doubt the

machine will be subjected

to slight modification, and
as it will probably become
a popular type, we may
have an opportunity of

dealing with it further in Fig. 6.—The t.t. number has

,
° . a steel piston machined from a

the near future. solid bar of metal.

BRADFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
THE next important event in the North is the

open hill-climbing competition promoted by

the Bradford M.C.C, to be held on Saturday,

the 25th inst., at Cockshoot Lane, Skipton, com-

mencing at 2 p.m.

Eight classes have been included on the programme

as follows:

Class 1.—For lightweight machines, not to exceed 120 lbs.

in weight.
Class 2.—For single-cylinder motor cycles, not exceeding

517 c.c.

Class 3.—For machines with multi-cylinders, not exceed-

ing 750 c.c.

Class 4.—Variable gear class for single-cylinders, not ex-

ceeding 617 c.c.

Class 5.—Variable gear class for multi-cylinders, not ex-

ceeding 750 c.c. In classes 4 and 5, competitors to start

from a standing start on lowest gear, with the rider well

seated in the saddle. To bring road wheels to rest anywhere

between two indicated points fifteen yards apart, and re-

start as before. No assistance allowed.

The above classes are for standard pattern machines.

Class 6.—For single-cylinder racing machines, not exceed-

ing 500 c.c.

Class 7.—For twin-cylinder

racing machines, not exceeding
670 c.c.

Class 8.—Open to any motor
bicycle, weight of machine un-

limited, capacity of engine not

to exceed 1.000 c.c.

INTERNATIONAL TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

Every machine must be fitted with an efficient silencer.

The weight of every rider must not be below the minimma
of 154 lbs. A competitor weighing more than the minimum
fixed may not strip his machine in standard classes to com-
pensate for the difference.

Stripped machines will be allowed in the racing oJassee.

The Awards.—A handsome trophy, generously presented
by Mr. Eric S. Myers; and taking the form of a silver cup,
to be won and held for twelve months by the rider making
the fastest ascent of the day. A special gold medal to the
value of two guineas to be presented along with the trophy.
Should any one competitor win the trophy three times in
succession the same shall become his private property.
Gold medals awarded to each class winner ; silver and

bronze medals will be awarded to second and third in any
class having not less than ten entries.

It is hoped to announce further special prizes at a latw
date.

Every machine entered in Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 must b»
in full touring trim, fitted with horn, toolbag, tools, efficient

metal mudguards and silencer, and be absolutely standard
in every respect. Tourist Trophy models must enter the
racing classes. A committee of scrutineers will inspect and
classify the machines before the commencement of the event.

It will be observed that single-cylinder machines up
to 517 c.c. will be admitted in

Class 2, therefore the Brad-
bury machines are eligible.

Entry forms may be ob-
tained from Mr. Felix Scriven,

Alma House, Bradford.
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Holder (5 h.p. BlumOeld) rounding the
comer at Ballacralne.

J. R. Alexander (5 h.p. Indian) and H. Lister
Cooper (3i h.p. Triumph) at speed in Glen Helen.

Another view of Ballaoraine Corner, depicting the
rise confronting a competitor Immediately he has

negotiated the turn.
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HERTS COUNTY A.C, SELECTION TRIALS.
An eliminating competition and selection of teams for the

M.C.C. Tejun Trials and the A.C.U. Inter-club Cluunpionsliip

Trials was successfully ran off on Saturday last over a course

from tlie Red Lion, St. Albans, to Daventry vid Dunstable and

Weedon, and returning by the same route to the Bull at Rtd-
bourne. The distance is approximately 100 miles, and tfve

hours were allowed. The starters were: E, A. Colliver (3^h.p.

Triumph). A. H. Colliver (3i h.p. Triumph), P. H. Batchelor
(3i h.p. Triumph), Mrs. C. 0. Cooke (3i h.p. Triumph), C. G.

Cooke (oi h.p. Triumph), R. G. Goslett (3^ h.p. P. and M.),

F.-Mussell (3^- Ii.p. Rex), V. Wilbertorce (5 h.p. Indian). E.

Bennett (2^. h.p. Grandes-J.A.P.), Gapt. JI. Seymour (3i h.p.

Triumph), .1. S. Seyfried (6 h;p. N.S.U.), G. S. Carter (3 h.p.

Triumph), 0. M. Down (5 h.p. Indian), and E. G. Jarvis (3^ h.p.

Triumph). Each competitor was supplied with a printed'caid

on which he had to enter any stops and particulars of same

.

E. A. Colliver was early in trouble, as he punctured imme-
diately after starting. After repairing he continued, but
finished inside schedule time at Redbourne. His brother, A.

H. Cnlliver, had the bad luck to run over a dog, and later lu d

to straighten his lamp clip, batchelor made a non-stop, but

w'as inside schedule. Goslett had carburetter troubles all the

way, and finished outside time. Bennett was outside time at

Daventry. Seyfried retired early with tyre troubles. G. S.

Carter was unfortunate, as his front wheel bearing came
adrift; he was unable to replace it and consequently retired.

Mrs. G. G. Cooke, Hon. Secretary C. C. Cooke, P. Mussell.
Wilberforoe, Seymour, Down, and Jarvis made non-stops.

%

Herts Connty A.C. (motor cycle section) eliminating competition and selsction 0! teams ;or tlie M.C.C. team competition and A.C.U. intei-club trials.

at the starting po'nt, the Red L'on, St. Alban's.

Scenes

Entries for Next Satu

List of entries for the Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle

Section) open hill-climb, to be run off at Aston Hill, Tring,

Saturday, June 11th:

Class A.—For lightweights up_ to 130 lbs.

IT

L.

J.

A.
C,

E

D. Teage (2i Hobart)

M. Redding (2-| Douglasj

V. Robmson (2-| Douglas)

A. Chase (2 Chase)

Patteson (2| Moto-ESve)

_. Clark (2|- Douglas)

J. Holroyd (li Motosacoche)

Class B.—Standard touring models up to 499 c.c

A. A. Chase (2| Chase)

E. Bennett (2^ Grandex)
W. H. Islip (2J Royal Enfield)

H. Greaves (2-i Royal Enfield)

F. E. Wflliams (li IMoto-

Velo)

rday's Open Hill Climb.
Class E.—T.T.

C. E. Bennett (5 Indian)

L. G. Munro (3^ N.S.XJ.)

M. Geiger (5 V.S.)
F. A. Applebee (4 Rex
D. R. Clarke (5 Indian'

G. Lee Evans (5 Indian)

W. 0. Bentley (5 Indian)

Class F.-

E. A. Burney
land)

(3^ de Havi-

V
R.
E.

C.

F.

P.

H.
H.

J.

C.

\V,

A.
A.

C.

C.

L.

A.

U.
D.

Brewster (3^ Norton)
Maxwell (3i Triumph)
A. Colliver (3i Triumph)
C. Cooke (3i Triumph)

B. Yates (3i Humber)
W. Keep (Midget Bicar)

A. A. Chase (3j Centaur)

W. Cooper (3i Brougli)

C. Cross (3i L.M.C.)
F. W. Applebee (3^ Centau

Class C.—^For T.T. models up to 499

W. Barnes (3i Zenith)

Brewster (3^ Norton)
Bevir (3i L.M.C.)
T. Wood (3^ Triumph)
F. C'riindall (3^ Humber)
C. Cudfrey (3i Rex)
C. Cooke '.34- Triumph)
A. Jacobs (3i Rex)
R. Abboott (:)i Rex)
A. Chase (35 Centaur)

Class D.—Standard touriri

M. Down (5 Indian)

E. Bennett (5 Indian)

C. Munro (3^- N.S.U.)
V. Deacock (3 Wanderer)
Geiger (5 V.S.)
R. Clarke (5 Indian)

G. Lee Evans (5 Indian)

R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)
E. Gwynne (3^ T.T. Triuii p'

)

A. Lister Cooper (3^ T.T.
Triumph)

W. G. McMinnies (3^ h.p.

T.T. Triumph)
Cjipt. Sir R. K. Arbuthniit.

R.N. (3^ h.p. Triumph)
C. A. Williams (3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph)

models up to 570 c.c.

W. 0. Bentley (5 Lidian)

F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)
W. H. Bashall (5 Bat)

J. T. Bashall (5 Bat)

J. Thompson (5 Indian)

J. Seyfried (6 N.S.U.)

models up to 570 c.c

J. P. le Grand {5 Rex)
F. C. Clement (5 Rex)
W. H. Bashall (5 Bat)
J. T. Bashall (5 Bat)
J. Thomson (5 Indian)
F. G. Baxenden (3i N.S.U.)
S. C. Ferryman (5 Blumfield)

For variable gear's.

Karslake (4 Dreadnonght)
A. Hardy (5 V.S.)
Marians (3^ P. and M.)

H.
F.

B.

B. Marians ('2i P. and M.)
V. UnderhiU (3i L.M.C.)
W. G. Ayling (3^ Midgel

Bicar)

J. Seyfi4ed (6 N.S.U.)

F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith
Gradua)

R. G. Goslett (3i P. and M.)
T. H. Tessier (5 Bat)

F. Palmer (3^ P. and M.)
F. J, Beard (3i Scott)

M. (Jeiger (7 V.'S.)

W, Keep (ilidget Bicar)

Class G.—For any machine, fastest time to win

F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith

Gradua)
A. ilackenzie Cott (8-10

King-J.A.P.)
P. Brewster (3^ Norton)

C. E. Bennett (5 Indian)

W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
W. A. Jacobs (3i Rex)
C. G. Cooke (3^ Triunip
D ' ' "R. Clarke (5 Indian)

M. Geiger (5- V.S.)

W. H. Bashall (7-8 Bat)

(t. Lee Evans (5 Indian)

C. K: Wigram (6 Bat)

E. I). Dickson (5 Indian)

F. J. Beard (3^ Scott-)

Bentley (5 Indian)

3 Grand (5 Rex)
H. Bashall (5 Bat)

T. Eashall (5 Bat)

M. Down' (5 Indian)

Perrens (7 Indian)

White (^ Rex)^

(_4v/ynne (7 Indian)

Lister Cooper (3^ T.T.

Triumph)
Thompson (5 Indian)

. M. Brice (S^ Brown)
(i. Baxenden (3^ N.S.U.)

W.
J. P
W
J.

C.

C.

V.

K.

H.

Seyfried (6 N.S.U.)
P. Dickson (Zenith

Gradua)

This climb should be worth going many miles to see, ar.d

Class G should produce a battle royal between Mackenzie

Cott, E. Gwynne, and W. H. Bashall. Start at 3 p.m.
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c/^J^^CTZ^J-^ F'le^^TrulRoE.o/^
A WEEK IN THE ISLE OF MAN (Illustrated).

THE FUTURE OF THE T.T. RACE. A NEW AUTOMATIC CARBURETTER,
THE M.C.C. GYMKHANA AT BROOKLANDS.

'Jme TO Light I^^^p^s

June 9 ...(Greenwich) 9.12 p.m.
„ II 9.14 ,,

„ 13 9.15 „
„ 15 9.16 ,.

Police Traps.

We liave received information tliat a

police trap is worlving on tlie Ridgeway
at Entield, between Earlsdoni and
Spring Court. The trap is usually

worked on .Sundays in both directions.

There is a police trap at Lee Green
on Lee Road in the direction of

Eltham from Jlottingham Lane to the
bottom of Eltham Hill. The trap
works both ways Saturdays and Sun-
days.

Comment Needless.

A comment in TIk Bici/ding World
of America, in the issue preceding the
T.T. Race, reads rather funnily at this

stage. It is as follows : "In fear of

the furiiher success of the American
machine, vriiich has made them sit up

and take so much notice, it is under-
stood that several of the British manu-
facturers have discarded belts and
adapted their machines to chain trans-

mission for the occasion." The para-
graph reminds us very much of the
adage, " Don't count your chickens be-
fore they are hatched." It may be
added that the first eight machines to

finish were belt driven.

C.T.C. Defends a Motor Cyclist.

The C.T.C. has been successful in

getting a case dismissed against one of

its motor cyclist members. The member
in question was riding his motor cycle

along Corporation Street, Manchester,
at the rate of about five miles an hour,
when a constable on point duty sud-

denly shot out his hand. Tlie motor
cyclist pulled up in five or six yards,
and, the road being absohitely clear,

the rider enquired with' surprise wliy
he had been stopped. He was informed
that he would be summoned for riding
in sucli a manner as to endanger life'

and limb ! Several witnesses offered to

give evidence in favour of the motor
cyclist, and the C.T.C. took up the case,

with the result that the constable's

evidence entirely broke down, and
the summons was dismissed.

IM.C.C. Team Trial.

The next important event in. the"^^

motor cycle world is the Motor"l
Cycling Club's inter-club team trial

for The Motor Cycle 50 guinea chal-
'

lenge trophy and'M.C.C. medals. On
the next page will be found a list of .

teams entered to date.
;

Police Tactics in Cheshire.

Cheshire is a county to be avoided
'

by motorists. Returning from the Isle

ot Man, a party of motor cyclists were
timed and numbers taken at different
points. The officer informed the riders
that should they be found to have
exceeded the legal limit on comparing
times the same evening, a summons .'

would follow. Seeing that the roads
were jttactically deserted, and it was
raining at the time, such un-English
methods will receive the strong dis-

approval of all sections of the motoring
community.

Hundred Miles Boad Race.

The annual road race of the Vic-
torian M.C.C. was decided on April
24th, on the Sydney Road. The winner
proved to be L. Benn, the scratch man,
riding a 3gh.p. Triumph, whose time
for the first round (50 miles) was Ih.

'

8m. 50s. At the turn he was delayed
ten minutes making some necessary
adjustment, afterwards continuing and
completing the course in 2h. 25m. 45s.

Notwithstanding a strong wind that
was blowing, Benn beat the previous
record of a 2h. 25m. accomplished in

the same event in 1907 by H. F.'Hall
on a 5 h.p. twin Peugeot.

Dangers of Cattle on the Bead at Night.

The question of drovers of cattle and
sheep along the high roads carrying
lights at night was discussed by the
Canterbury Farmers' Club recently, a

member considering the idea grand-
motherly. He humorously suggested
that bullocks might be tittecl wilii

dynamos to produce lights betwet' >

their herns and on their tails! Thr
club decided that in their opinion ther^'

was no ground of complaint.

A Disinterested View of the Situation.

A local paper's comment on the above
decision is worthy of repetiti-j:i

;

"'But it is not tlTe motorist alone

that finds the practice of driving herds
at night dangerous. During the ret-ent

discussion on the questioin^ at the
County Council meeting, Mr. W. F.

Winch, himself lint a n;iitnii-l. dc-

.scribed how -he ha. I just nniidwly
escaped a, serious acciikiit lliiniinii

driving a dog-cart into a iioi'k of shciii

on a dark night. It would be no great
hardship to compel drovers to carrv a

Carryinj motor cycles down the Dou-ila; quay steps on to t'le boat. Tiiii anfiqu ited method o( stiipping lantern and the lisht would innve
machines at Liverpool aid Djuglas was the cause of much grumbling. Tliree and sometimes tour labourers t i t ti • 1 , „,
had to be chartered. We suggest that th? Isle of Man Steam Packet Co. or the, dockyard authorities adopt usefi" to tliem in Keepnig ,iii eve on
proper slings at an early date. A tarpaulin cover ng on deot< would also be appreciated in case of wet. their stock.
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G. W. Baker (3! h.p. 1910 L.M.C.), who reduced
H. A. Collier's Aston Track Record of 6 min. 51 sees,

for five miles to 6 min. 40 sees.

The T.T. Race on the Bioscope.

The Tourist Trophy Race and the
last race meeting at Brooklands are
being shown on the bioscope this week
at the Alhambra.

Midland Aviation Meeting.

Motor cycle clubs in the surrounding
district of Wolverhampton are
arranging a run to the Midland Avia-
tion Meeting at Dunstall Park,
Wolverhampton, from Monday, 27th
iiist., to Saturday, July 2nd.

Another Tourist Trophy for Twins.

We are happy to be able to announce
that the Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars
is offering a second Tourist Trophy,
simihir to the magnificent statuette
that he has already given, for the twin-
( vliiider machines in the next Tourist
J'lophy Race. Motor cyclists will wel-
rijme, we are sure, this sportsmanlike
act with the heartiest approbation.

Unjust Prosecution o£ a Motor Cyclist.

Tlie Jlotor Union has successfully

defended a motor cyclist named Frank
Ikidgaater, who was summoned at

Birmingham for 'driving a motor cycle

to the danger of the public, and also

l(ir failing to stop his machine at the

lequest of a police constable in uniform.

The circumstances were of a curious

nature, as on the day upon which the

offences w6re alleged to have been

committed at Birmingjiam the motor
cyclist was away at Llandudno. The
police were informed of this, but at

first ridiculed the idea. Subsequently,

however, they investigated the matter,
but informed the Motor Union solicitor,

Mr. M. Clive Blewitt, that no mistake
had been made, and that they- would
p''oceed with the case. At the heaiing
o, .'le summons, nine witnesses attended
to prove that the defendant was not in

Birminghanr on the day in question.

The magistrates held that the defence
had clearly established that a mistake
had been made, and in dismissing the
summons allowed, on the application of

the solicitor, £3 3s. costs against the
police. The magistrates expressed their

regret that the defendant should have
been brought to the court on such
charges. The pity is that the police

cannot be made to pay the costs

personally.

A Novel Engine.

We had the pleasure of riding a

machine fitted with a new two-stroke
engine one day last week. The design
of the engine is simplicity itself, yet

full of novelty. Further details wi'll

be forthcoming later. For the present

we can only say that the engine is

being tested by a large firm of nianu
facturers with a view to its adoption.

A T.T. Race at Brooklands.

On Wednesday, the 22nd iii.st., an
important event is down for decision

at the fourth monthly meeting of

the B.M.C.R.C. A long distance race,

amounting to 153 miles 103 yards, will

be run under identical conditions with

those governing the recent T.T. Race,

and advantage will be taken of the

opportunity to time riders at fifty

miles, one hour, 100 miles, two hours,

150 miles, and three hours. Those
T.T. competitors who experienced bad

luck in the Isle of Man will now be

able to shbw their paces on a flat

track.

,:..:.:.:..;:..:..:.::..:.:..:.:.::..:::•::<

; FUTURE EVENTS.
June 6-n—Scottish Six Days' Open Reliability

V Trial, organised by Edinburgti M.C C.

: „ l8—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE
•» MOTOR CYCLE" CHALLENGE
> CUP. Competing Teams : Motor
-« Cycling Club (holders), Coventry and
L 'Warwickshire M.C, Bristol B. and

:
M.C, Streatham and District M.C,

. Sutton Coldfield A.C., Edinburgh
• M.C.C., Southern M.C. , Harrogate and
', District M.C.C, Great Yarmouth and

: District M.C.C, Herts. County A.C.,
. Essex M.C, N.W. London M.C.C,
> Oxford M.C.C, Nottingham and Dis-
» trict M.C.C, and Sheffield and
: Hall3:nshire M.C

; „ i8—Broo'iiand-- A R.C. Meeting, 2 p.m.

'f „ 2S—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-clim') at

y Cockshoot Lane, Skipton, 2 p.m
' July 4-9—A C U. End-to-end Reliability Trial,

; ,, 13—Open Irish End-to-end Reliability Trial,
•* promoted by the Ulster Centre.

! ,,13 (Wed.i and 14 (Thurs.)—Brooklands
'• A.R.C. Meeting, 2 p.m.

:^ , 23_A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, Uxbridge to

;
Banbury and Back.>•::::>

End-to-end Lightweight Record.

A Birmingham motor cyclist, Harold

J. Co.x. has entered his I3 h.p. Singer

Moto-Velo for the End-to-end six days
trials, and after arriving at John-o'-

Groat's he proposes to turn round and
make an attempt to set up a light-

weight record. .l^'rom recent personal

experience with the Singer Moto-Velo
we have little doubt that Mr. Cox will

be successful in his ambition, despite

the severity of the course.

The Heavy Brigade.

The accompanying illustration shows
yet another of the heavy brigade, Mr.
Harry Warden, an old Birmingham
racing cyclist, who has ridden every-

thing in the bicycle line from an
ancient velocipede to a modern motor
cycle. He weighs 19 st. 3 lbs., and
stands 6ft. Hin. His mount is an
L.M.C., on which he is able to climb
all local hills and keep a little reserve

power. It is some time since we pub-
lished a. photograph of a heavyweight
"motor cyclist, and although Mr.
Warden does not hold the record he is

very near it.

Motor Cycling in Russia.

Motnr cyclists of St. Petersburg have
banded together, the name of the club,

being the French .Motor Cycle Club.
On the 29th ult. the opening run took
place to Tzarskoi-Selo. Machines
ridden by the members were four

Wanderers, two F.N.'s, one each
Adier. Motoisacoche, Peugeot, Tri-
umph, AUright, and Mars. To-day
(Thur.sday) a road i.ie has been ar
ranged, the result ol which will be
amounced in due course.

Unauthorised Speed Limit Signs.

An'.ong the reports presented on
Thursday last to the R.A.C. General
Committee by the Associated Clubs
was one from the Manchester A.C.,
which contained a reference to the
existence of unauthorised reduced

-

speed-limit signs at Ashton-under-Lyne.
on which the club had had corre-
spondence with the local authorities,

but unfortunately without result. The
General Committee agreed to ask the
Legal Committee to consider what
action could be taken with the view
of securing the removal of these and
other similar unauthorised signs.

The M.C.C. Team Trial.

Club secretaries should note that
entries for the team trial at Daventry
on the 18th inst. close first post on
Saturday next to Mr. J. Van Hooy-
donk, the trials hon. sec. Spring Villa.

High Road, Finchley, N. In addition
to the clubs stated in our " Future
Events " colimm, the Derby and
Leicester clubs are probable starters.

Non-stops Claimed in the T.T. Race.

It has been said that H. A. and
C. R. Collier suffered trivial stops in

the T.T. Race, and we ourselves

distinctly remember the stand of C. R.
Collier's machine trailing near the
Devil's Elbow. Be that as it may, we
have the assurance of the elder brother
that neither of them "had any stop-

pages whatever except for filling up
with petrol."

The actual winning Matchless is on
view at the showrooms 6f Maude's
Motor Mart, 136, Great Portland
Street, W. The machine ridden by
H. A. Collier may be inspected at the

Service Co.'s premises, 292-3, High
Holbom, W.C.

A Birmingham motor cyclist weighing 19st. 31bs.

(See paragraph on this page. 1
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The /^.C.C= Race Aeeling and Gymkhana.

Members of tbe M.C.C. ready to start in the handicap race for touring mounts with single-cylinder engines.

THE above event, which was held on Brooklands track
last Saturday afternoon, was well attended. The

^ weather was dull, but fortunately there was only
one shower of rain. No less than eight motor cycle

events figured in the programme. The first event, which
took place shortly after 2 p.m., was a motor cycle race for

ordinary single-cylinder touring mounts with engines not
exceeding 550 c.c, for novices only ; distance three laps. The
following competitors started : W. Cooper (3^- h.p. Brad-
bury), scr. ; H. L. Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph), scr. ; F. H.
Mullett (3^ h.p. Triumph), 15s. ; S. Webb (S^L.h.p. Triumph),
15s. ; C. B. Moss Blundell (3^ h.p. Trimnph), 45s. ; W. Price

(3^ h.p. Rex), Im. ; H. E. Davison (3^ h.p. Rex), Im, : A.
V. Deacock (2ih.p. Wanderer); A. T. ' Stanton (3J h.p.

Bradbury), 15s. ; P. Janson (3i h.p. Bat), 45s. ; R. T. Wood
(3i h.p. Triumph), 25s. ; A. L. Colyer (3^- h.p. Humber). Im.
10s. ; and L. A. Baddeley (3^- h.p. Brown), 25s.

First lap. Davison led the field, followed by Dr. JIoss
BlundeU, Colj'er, Price, and Lister Cooper.

'

, •

Second lap. jloss BlundeU took first place, followed b;.-

Lister Cooper, JIullett, Price, and Colyer. Wood retired

with a broken belt.

Thii'd lap. Dr. Moss Blundell (3^ h.p. Triumph) romped
in an easy winner, H. Lister Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph)
second, and H. E. iDavison (3^ h.p. Rex) third. Just before
reaching the finishing line Price's machine struck a bump
and wobbled violently ; the rider could not recover, and fell

heavily in full view of the spectators, fortunately without
seriously damaging either himself or his machine. Winner's
time, 9m. lYjs. Speed about 53.41 m.p.h.

Event 2.

Motor cycle race for ordinary touring mounts with multi-
cylinder engines of a cubic capacity between 400 and 1,000
c.c, for novices only; distance three laps.

Si;arters : E. B. Dickson (5 h.p. Indian), 10s. ; A. V.
Deacock (2^ h.p. Wanderer), 30s. ; C. M. Simpson (7 h.p.

V.S.), scr.; C. Gibbons (5 h.p. Indian), 50s.; and W. A.
Sale (5 h.p. Res), 10s.

All got away in good style, but Gibbons's clutch was slip-

ping badly at the start ; it gripped, however, a moment
latei", and he set off at a smart pace.

First lap. Gibbons well to the front, followed by Dickson,
Sale, Deacock, and Simpson.
Second lap. Gibbons still leading, but Dickson rapidly

gaining ground, followed by Sale, Simpson, and Deacock
trailing his stand on the track.

Third lap. E. B. Dickson (5 h.p. Indian) an easy winner

;

C. Gibbons (5 h.j. Indian), second; and W. A. Sale (5 h.p.
Rex), third. Time, 9m. 19|s. Winner's speed about
SS.SQ m.p.h.

Event 4. ^
Motor cycle race for any type of motor bicycle with

single-cylinder engine not exceeding 550 c.c, open to any!:'
member of the club ; distance threa laps.

-•Starters : E. Gwynne (3^ h.p. Triumph), 45s. ; G. Lee .

Evans (4 h.p. Indian), scr. ; Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.

(3^ h.p. Triumph), 35s. ; J. F. Crundall (3^ h.p. Humber),
scr. ; J. Cox (3i h.p. McNab), 10s. ; H. L. Cooper (3i h.p.

"

Triumph), 10s. ; F. H. Mullett (3i h.p. Triumph], 25s. ; 0.
B. Moss Blundell (3^ h.p. Trinmph), 55s. ; A. T. Stanton
(3J- h.p. Bradbury), 25s. ; E. D. Colrick-Herne (3i h.p.

Triumph), scr. ; W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p. Rex), scr. ; R. T.
Wood (3i h.p. Triumph), 35s. ; L. A. Baddeley (3^ h.p.~
Brown), 35s, ; F. W. Barnes (3i h.p. Zenith), scr. ; S. Grey .

(3^ h.p. Rex), 35s. ; and _S. May (3^ h.p. Triumph), 35s. ,._

All got away well at the start, but Barnes's splendid
acceleration, due to his Gradua gear, evoked much enthusiasm.

First lap. Captain Sir Robert Arbuthnot led the field,

followed by Mullett and Grey (whose machine was missing
fire at the time).

Second lap. Mullett assmned the lead, while Sir Robert
Arbuthnot took second place and Barnes tlyrd.

Third lap. F. H. Mullett (3^ h.p. Triumph) romped in a •

winner, E. D. Colrick-Herne (3^ h.p. Triumph) was second,
arid G. Lee-Evans (4 h.p. Indian) third. Time, 8m. 59^3.,
winner's speed about 55.40 m.p.h. Some difficulty was experi- -

enced in this and other races in distinguishing the competitors'
~

numbers, some curled up, others were placed in illegible posi-
tions, and others fell off.

Event 6.

Motor cycle race for any type of :. otor bicycle with multi-
cylinder engine of a cubic ' • city between 400 and
1,000 c.c, open to any member ot the club; distance four
laps. Starters : W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian), 20s. ; G. Lee-
Evans (7 h.p. Indian), scr. ; E, B. Dickson (5 h.p. Indian),
Im. 5s. ; V. Olsson (7-9 h.p. Cxted-J.A.P.), Im. 5s. ; E.
Pond (4i h.p. Premier), Im. 40s. ; C. M. Simpson (7 '\p.

V.S.). 55s. : C. Gibbons (5 h.p. Indian), Im. 45s. ; J. jr. le

Grand (5 h.p. Res), 40s.; E. C. W. Fitzherbert (5-6 h.p.'
F.X.), Im. 25s. ; and W. A. Sale (5 h.p. Rex), Im. 5s.

First lap. Gibbons led, followed by Olsson, Wells, Fitz-

herbert, Dickson, Pond, Le Grand, Evans, and Simpson.
Evans was travelling at a great pace..

Second lap. Olsson assumed the lead, while Wells and
Evans followed.

Third lap. Olsson maintained his place, while Evans ran
second and Wells third.

Fourth lap. G. Lee-Evans (7 h.p. Indian), 1st; V. Olsson
(7-9 h.p. Osted-J.A.P.), 2nd; and W. H. Wells (5 h.p.

Indian), 3rd. Time, 10m. 40s. Winner's speed, 52.22 m.p.h. -
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The M.C.C. Race Meeting and Gymkhana at Brooklands,
as seen by our artist.
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The M.C.C. Race Meeting and Gymkhana.
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Event 7.

for silver cujj.Invitation scratcli race for silver cujj. Open to riders of

standard machines " as issued to the public," fulfilling the

requirements of a touring motor bicycle, in the opinion of

the Judges. Distance, five laps. Starters : A. T. Stanton

m h.p. Bradbury). L. A. Eaddeley (3^ h.p. Brown), E.

Gwynne (3^ h.p. Triumph), J. P. Crundall (3^ h.p. Humber),

J. Cox m h.p. McXab), W. Cooper (3,^ h.p. Bradbury), C. B.

Moss Blundell (3i h.p. Triumph), F. H. Mullett (3i h.p.

Triumph), Capt. Sir R. K, Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N. (3^ h.p.

Triumph)! and H. L. Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph).

All made an excellent start, though Stanton was a trifle

behind the otliers.

First lap. Lister Cooper led the throng, followed by Mul-
lett, Moss Blundell, Cox, W. Coooper, Crundall, Arbuthnot,
Stanton, Baddeley, and Gwynne.

Second lap. Lister Cooper still held first place and Mullett

the second, both well ahead of the third man, Moss Blundell.

Third lap. Mullett had now taken first place, and was well

ahead of the second man, Lister Cooper, and Moss Blundell

was still third.

Fourth lap. Mullett had increased his lead, while the first

and ..,econd remained as before. Lister Cooper momentarily
slowed at the fork.

Details of the Hill^climbing

1. C. B. Moss Blundell (3i Triumph)
2. A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury)
3. L. A. Baddeley (3^ Brown)

I

H. Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph)
A lis. B. Dickson (5 Indian)

•

I

F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)
[ W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)

(
F. H. Mullett (3i Triumph)

„ J F. W. Barnes (3j Zenith)
®- R. T. Wood (31 Triumph)

I H. Bevir (3^ L.M.C.)
E. D. Colrick-Herne (34 Triumph)
A: G. Peppercorn (3^ Triumph) ...

S. Webb (3| Triumph)
Spenser Grey (3i Rex)
W. A. Jacobs (3^ Rex)
0. L. de Lissa (1^ Motosacoche) ...

14.

17.

Competition.
H'cap Actual
time. start. time.
sees. Sees. Sees.

6? 4 10|
8^ 2f 11

8| •| S-s

9 "5 y^
9 9*

9 41 i3i
9 2 11
9-^ 1# 11
91 SCY. 9^
^ 4

5 10

% i^k 14^
9* 1 lot
9# 4# 14|
10 3 13
10| 3* ,131
10-^ i lOf
104 7 174

Event 10.

was a most amusing affair—a life-belt race—probably so-

called because the men had to remove their belt fasteners by
inidii'imi (I .'rritr. lay their lielts on the ground, and .sprint

^^ii^^^»a:-

Competitors sprinting towards their machines in the " Liie Belt * R 103. The camera has caught one or two riders in decidedly energetic attitudes.

Cooper (3i h.p. Triumph) second, and Moss Blundell (3^ h.p.

Triumph) third. Time 14m. 39s. Winner's speed about
56.63 m.p.h.
As all the above races took place at the fork, the spectators

were able to watch the progress of every lap with unfailing
interest.

Event 9, the Hill Climb.
After tea the next motor cycle event (No. 9) was a hill-climb

up the test hill, with its three gradients (1 in 8, 1 in ,5, and 1

in 4). Award : Special prize given by Mr. E. B. Dickson, M.C.C.
captain. The start was made just behind the timekeeper's box.
I'wo runs were made up the hill, the first to decide the handi-
cap. Duriirg the first attempt F. W. Barnes made the star

performance, accomplishing the climb in 9s. Nearly everyone
got up satisfactorily, but Gibbons opened his throttle too sud-
denly and failed quite low down. Simpson, Davison, Sale,

and Pond also did not get up. Fletcher pedalled, and so did
De Lissa, but his little Motosacoche really pulled splendidly.

In the hill-climb trial Dr. Moss Blundell (3^ h.p. Triumph),
4s. start, was first,. 6|s. ; A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury),
2|s. start, was second, 8|s. ; L. A. Baddeley, -|s. start,

8|s., third.- Barnes and Baddeley tied in making fastest time,
actual time 95S., -^s. slower than Barnes's fastest time in the pre-
liminary ascent. After leaving the cement surface on the top of

the hill the riders landed into soft loose gravel. Lister Cooper
and Mullett fell through dry .skidding in this the moment they
applied their brakes. Both fell heavily, but, fortunately,
without suffering much damage.

for their lives for a hundred yards to their machines, put on
their belts, and ride to the line from which they had started

on foot. Baddeley, De Lissa, J. V. Robinson, Peppercorn,

Pond, Fowke, Arbuthnot, and Fletcher were in for this

com.petition. A wild rush ensued, in which Fletcher reached

his machine first, Baddeley got his belt on first, but forgot

to slip it through one stay of the carrier'. Sir Robert Arbuth-
not had trouble in fixing up his stand, and Fletcher, who
was first away, could not raise his exhaust valve for some
yards. Result: De Lissa first, Fletcher second. Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot third.

Event 12.
Skilful driving competition for Mrs. Jafrott's prize. The

competitors had first to ride on a narrow black line on the

track and then thread their way over a complicated course

with numerous terribly sharp bends round various posts

and finish. A marshal stood at each post to direct the

meir which way to take the turn.

Robinson did not keep the line very well, but finished

satisfactorily.

Barnes left the line almost altogether, but covered the

tricky course most skilfully.

De Lissa deviated slightly from the line near the top, but

otherwise executed a skilful performance. -

Fletcher kept the line fairly well, and finished satis-

factorily.
- Fowke failed at turn near the top of the course.

Colyer did not keep the line very well, but managed the

course satisfactorily, thanks to his low gear.
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Karslake fiuislied satisfaclovily.

Stanton kept the liiie well, but went the wrong side of

two posts. ,

Colrick-Herne's single-geared T.T. Ti'iumph kept the line

absolutelv—a most skilful performance.

Marian's two-speed P. and M. kept the line well, but made
rather wide sweeps At bends.
Wood failed lat last post but one.

Baddeley nunaged satisfactorily; rode witl compvession

tap half open.

BelKs new'.four-cylindet- F.N. made an excellent perfoi'mance.

Miillett failed at last post but two.
Winner, Colrick-Herne.

Event 13.

Toitoise race. Distance, about 100 yards, slowest to

win. The men were handicapped according to tieir gears.

Presuming it is more difficult to drive slowly with a high

gear than with a low one, the highest geared machine had

to cover the greatest distance. Starters : H. G. Bell (four-

cylinder F:N.), gear 5^ to 1, start 48 pacers; A. T. Stanton

(3^ h.p. Bradbury), 5 to 1, 52 paces; P. W. Barnes (3^ h.p.

Zenith), 7 to 1, 30 paces ; Colrick-Herne (3^ h.p. 'Riumph), 4i:

to 1, 32 paces; F. H. iluUett (3^ h.p. Triumph), 6-1 to 1, 35

paces; 0. de Lissa (1-i h.p. Motosacoche), 6J to 1, 30 paces;

J. y. Robinson (2| h.p. Douglas), 5-| to 1, 40 paces ; G. L.

Fletcher (2| h.p. Douglas), scratch.
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Bell aiKl Kobinson were the first to stop their engines,

Barnes alone crawling home a winner; De J.issa was neccnd.

At the conclusion of the meeting, Mrs. H. H. Head distri-

buted the prizes. The judges were Jlr. Chas. Jarrott (presi-

dent) and Mr. R. H. Head. Tlie liard-working chief marshal

was Mr. L. Vedy, and tjie starter Mr. V. Hart. T'ne lion,

sec. to the gymkhana committee was Mr. S. H. Fry.

Mrs. Charles Jarrott presented a prize lor a skilful driving competition.

0. L. de Lissa (1:| li.p. Motosacoche) is seen competing for this prize.

->-•••—<-

ENTRIES FOR THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' END-TO-END TRIALS.
The following are the entries for the Land's End to John-o'-

Sroat's trial, July 4t!i to 9th :

H. Allen (2| Douglas)

lack Haslam (2| Douglas)

Philip Grout (2| Doiigia.s)
" Patteson (2J Moto-i-ieve)

I. H. Bowen '(6-7 Bat)

D. A. Munro (6-7 Bat)

J. R. Haswell (3^ Triumph)
G. H. Lake (3i P. and M.)
W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
E. Clark- (2f Douglas)
F. Dover (3^ Tfiumph)

F. G. Boddington (4 J.A.P.)
~H-. J. Cox (1^- Motosacoche)
J. A. Stagey (3i TViumpli)
W. H. Bashall (5 Bat)
J. T. Bashall (5 Bat)
W. H. Wells (two Indians)

W. 0. Bentley (5 Indian)
E. Nelson (one

)

Phelon and Moore (two P.

and M.)
Bat :SlotoT Mfg. Co. (oue Bat)

G. ]'>rough (one Brough)
J. Gibson (5 Indian)

S. A. M. Witham (6 Bat)

AVERAGE SPEEDS IN THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
No. Total Miles

Position Rider and Machine. of Net per
Cyls. Time. Hour.

.

h. ni. s. A.C.U. AwAjJDS.

1 C. R. Collier, 5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P. .
..

2 3 7 24 50.627 Winner of Trophy and £40.
.-> H. A. Colber, 5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P. .

.

2 3 12 45 49.221 Winner of £20.

3 1 3 17 58 47.925 Winner of £10.
*•! J. W. Adamson, 3J h.p. Triumph 1 3 21 46 47.022 Winner of £5 and Silver Cup value £5 5s.

*5 J. Scriven. 4 h.p. Rex 2 3 23 35 46.602 Winner of Silver Cup value £2 2s.

6 J. Marshall. 3J h.p. Triiunph 1 3 24 47 46.33
*7 H. Lister Coopei', 3i- h.p. Triumph .... 1 3 25 24 46.19 The A.C.U. will present a Silver Medal to all who com-
8 W. F. Newsome, 3J h.p. Triumph 1 3 26 35 45.926 pleted the coui-se.

9 F. Pliibpp, 5 h.p. &"cott 2 3 31 47 44.798
10 H. V. Colver, 5 h.p. Matchless 2 3 36 40 43.789 Special Aw.^rds.

*11 C. E. Murphy, 'ii- h.p. Triumph 1 3 .37 15 43.671 J. R. Ale.xander wins tlie Indian Trophy presented by
12 W. Heaton, 5 h.p. N.S.U 3 37 46 43.567 the Hendee Mfg. Co.

*13 HoAvard Smith, 3i-li.p. Ti-iumph 1 3 40 15 43.076 .

*14 J. R. Alexander, iun., 5 h.p. Indinn . .

.

2 3 42 49 42.58 The Triumph Cvcle Co., Ltd., will present Gold Medals
*15 W. G. McMinnies, 3.V h.p. Triumph .... 1 3 45 ir. 42.117 to all private owners riding Triumph machines who com-
*10 H. Reni Fowler, 4 h.p. Rex 2 3 45 48 42.025 pleted the course.

17
*18

1 3 48 41 612
D. C. Bolton, 4" h.p. Rex 2 3 51 45 40 938 The Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., will present Gold Medals

*10 J. R. Woodward, 4 h.p. Rex 2 4 5 51 38 59 to all Rex riders who completed the course. J. Scriven

*20 J. Baxtei', 4 h.p. Rex 2 4 7 49 38 284 willtilso receive the Special Rex Medal offered for the first

private owner to finish on a machine of this make.21 G. Lee Evans, 5 h.p. Indian 4 9 16 38 062
22 A. H. Alexander, 3i h.p. Rex 1 4 10 15 37.912

*23. W. E. Grange, 3-J- h.p. Rex 1 4 10 37 37.856 Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd., offered a cash prize of

24 Eric S Myers, 5 h.p. Scott 2 4 16 50 36 94 20 guineas to the winner unconditionally.

25 D. M. Brown, 3i h.p. Huinber 1 4 17 30 30.844
26 S. C. Perrynian, 5 h.p. Blumfield 2 4 31 8 34.993
27 A. J. Sjiroston, 4 h.p. Rex 2 4 35 6 34.487
28 P. Weatherilt, 3i h.p. Zenith Gradu.i .. ' 1 4 41 53 33.657
29 F. W. Chase. U h.p. Centaur 1 4 45 19 .33.252

20th JUv. 1910.

'Private owners.

(Signed) C. P. Glazeerook, A. V. Eeblewhite, T. D. Duttos, Official Timekeepei-s.

J. Stew.art Maixam, Time Auditor.
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BRITISH MOTOR C/CLE RACING CLUB.
OPEN RACE MEETING.

On Wednesday, the 22nd inst., the following event will

b? lield at Brooklands open to members and non-members.

THE BROOKLANDS TOUPaST RACE.—A long-distance
motor cycle race at Brooklands, under identical conditions
with those governing the T.T. Race. The distance to be
covered will be fifty-nine laps, amounting to 153 miles 103
yards. The race will b-.' for (1) single-cylinder motor cycles

not e.xceeding 500 c.c. , and multi-cylinder motor cycles

not exceeding 670 c.c. The timing and awards will be kept
quite separately for each class.

Awards.
First and second prizes for multi-cylinder machines, Brook

lands Silver Cups, presented by Major Lindsay Llovd.
Third prize, the B..M.C.R.C. gold medal.
First and second prizes for single-cylinder machines. Brook-

lands Silver Cups, presented bv the B.ILC.R.C.
Third prize, the B.ii.C.R.C. gold medal.
B.M.C.R.C. silver medals will be awarded to all other than

the first three in each class completing the distance in less

than three hours.

First private owner, multi-cylinder machines, Brooklands
Silver Cup, presented by Jlr. A. G. Reynolds.

Firs.t private owner, single-cylinder machines. Brooklands
Silver Cup, presented by -\Ir. W. Pratt.

Entrv fee, £1 Is. ; reduced entrv' fee to members of the
B.JLC"R.C., 10s. 61. Entries c!o.<^e noon June 18th.

-«B(SiS=-<-

NORTHERN LEAGUE MEETING AT YORK.
jMilitary Sunday at York, on the 5th inst., was this year

a record. The number of motor cyclists in the historic
city would number many hun-
dreds. Over seventy attended the
luncheon at the Royal Station
Hotel, organised by the Northern
League. Tlus function proved a
great success. Riders hailing from

'

Selliy, Hull, Leeds, i'iddlesbrough.
Bishop Auckland. Harrogate, and
Sheffield attended, and nearly all

the Northern clubs were repre-
sented. Bishop Auckland and Scar-
borough having the largest attend-
ance. Dr. W. H. Coates. of the
Army Jlotor Reserve, presided, and
afterwards the riders made for
Garrowby Hill, Pocklington, where
under the guidance of the Pockling-
ton club, a survey was made of

the hill, which is proposed as the venue of "the first contest.
A meeting of the council will be held on Saturday, June 18th.

Suggested design of iadge
tor the Northern League
of Motor Cyclists.

I
I

NORWICH CHARITY SPORTS.
At the Norwich iSports on SJat-urday last two motor cycle

scratch races were held of three and five miles. Also time
trials for track record over the fiying mile. Harry Martin,
on a Martin-A.S.L., won both the three and five mile events,
and made fastest time for the flying nrile of Im. 22s. , beating
Colver by |s. ilartia also accomplished a remarkable flying
mile of 73s. in the five miles race, said to be the fastest
mile ever ridden on a three-lap dirt, track in the U.K.

A group ol members ot the Northern League of Motor Cyclists assembled at York on Sunday last. The members had ridden from various parts ol the North
to witness the military parade.
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The Scottish Six Days' Trials.

55^A

The ScottisS Six Days' Reliability Trials promoted by the Edinburgh M.C.C. A general view ol the start from Murray Field, Edinburgh.

Bright sun and a following wind favoured the competitors
in the above trials when they started from Edinburgh on
Monday morning last. The whole of the nineteen entries

materialised, namely :

J. Donaldson (3^ Bat)
W. Pratt (3| P. and I\I.)

H. S. Bilbe and B. Yates (3^-

two-speed Humbers)
A. F., A. N. Downie, and

J. Slaughter (3^- Ariels)
B. Macmillan (5 Bat)
A. H. Hay (3^ JMatchless)
W. Houghton (3i Bradbury)
G. A. Alexander (Bat)

S. J. K. Thompson (7-8 Bat
and sidecar)

W. W. Douglas, G. L.

Fletcher, and P. Phillips

(2| Douglas)
J. S. Holroyd (Motosacoche)
P. W. Bischoff (1909 Tri-

umph)
W. PattuUo (1908 Triumph)
J. T. Wood (31 Zenith-
Gradua)
Immediately after lunch at Arrochar a rough road com-

mences the six miles ascent of Glencoe up to the ill-famed
bend at "Rest and be Thankful." The riders' performances
were frankly disappointing in spite of the strong wind blow-
ing up the pass. Seven machines possessed variable gears,
but with the exception of Bert Yates's 3^ h.p. Humber two-
speed, which made a magnificent ascent, they all over-
heated. From below the summit, of the single-geared
machines, Bischoff and PattuUa (1909 and 1908 Triumphs
respectively), went up excellently, as did Fletcher (2| h.p.
Douglas). The Douglas machines have a dog clutch vari-

able gear. Thompson provided the star turn of the day on
his single-geared 8 h.p. Bat and sidecar, as after stopping
lower AovfTi to adjust a slipping belt he roared up to the

hairpin arid skidded round with his passenger lying acroa.>5

the back of his mudguard. A tube "of the sidecar after-

wards collapsed from the strain, but it was temporarily

repaired to enable it to proceed by lashing on a -stake from
the hedge. Holroyd's Motosacoche went up in two stages,

and Donaldson (3^ h.p. Bat) unfortunately came a nasty

cropper on the hairjjin.

Later on the road degenerated into a mere moorland
track with a very loose and stony surface and atrocious

corners ; there were also many short steep - pitches. Tlie

riders have had a perfect glut of loch and mountain scenery,

and all were quite enthusiastic about the route.

Aberfeldy was the destination, and thirteen competitors

had come in up to the dinner hour^Bilbe, Houghton,
Alexander, Thompson, Donaldson, and- Hay being late.^

Full marks were gained on Monday by Douglas, Phillips,

Holroyd, Bischoff, Wood, Yates, F. Downie, and probably

Pratt. Pattullo lost 5 marks, Macmillan 7, Fletcher 13, N.
Downie and Slaughter 38 each, Bilbe, Alexander, and
Donaldson 60 each. Houghton retired collided with a cart.

Hay arrived at midnight.
The starters on Tuesday numbered eighteen, and it was

raining hard.

END=TO=END SIDECAR RECORD BEATEN.
At 1.40 a.m. on Monday last, Hugh Gibson (driver) and

G. Wray (passenger) left Jolin-o' -Groat's on a 1910 standard

single-geared 3i h.p. Triumph and MiUs-Fulford rigid

sidecar on a plucky attempt to capture i\I. Geiger and W.
Lamm's End-to-end record of 51 hrs. 45 mins., accomplished

last October with a 7 h.p. two-speed V.S. Messages received

by Tlie Motor Oyderecovding Gibson's progress are as under :

" Gibson and Wray arrived Beauly 7.25 a.m. and left at

7.45 a.m.—Morison."
"Arrived Perth 12.35, left 1.16."

"Arrived Ijockerbie at 5. IS p.m., left at 5.37 p.m."

Tuesday.

"Had wonderful run. Arrived Wigan 1 a.m., 4 hours

ahead of schedule. Machine pulls marvellously. Two
punctures, one valve and belt broken. Failed on Berriedale.

Averaged twenty-five to Bridgnorth.—Hugh Gibson."
"Arrived Gloucester 7.17 a.m., left 7.52 a.m."
"Arrived Exeter 12.35 p.m., left 1.25 p.m."
The last wire received from Gibson on Tuesday evening

announcing his success reads as follows :

"Arrived Land's End 6.27. Time, 40 hrs. 47 mins."
Further details of the ride will appear next week.
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Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.

To-day ('i'lmrsday)j also on Saturday next, there is a run to

the Wye Valley via Chepstow, leaving headquarters at three

o'clock.

Leeds M.C.C.

The annual invitation run to' London and , back is to be
held on the 18th and 19th June. Three members from all

surrounding clubs are invited. This event promises to be a

sufcesstul one, as already entries are flowing in. For par-

ticulars apply to Mr. F. 0. Langton, hon. trials sec. The
Calls, Leeds.

Aberdeen and District M:C.C.

The club held a hill-climb at Learney Hill, Torphins, on
Saturday, 28th May. The principal prize, value £1 Is., pre-

sented by Mr. J. M. Henderson, was won by A. Stewart (b

h.p. J. A. P.), and the club prizes were won by : 1, G.
Cumming (5 h.p. F.N.), .076; 2, G. F. Davie (5 h.p." Vindec),
.057. The timekeepers were Messrs. Fred TurnbuU and J.

C. Ogilvie Will.

Bradford M.C.C.

The annual^ climb for the Dy^on Shield was held last

Saturday at Tong. There were twenty-two entries, which
were run in pairs on handicap lines, starts being given
in number of yards on a basis of weight and make of

machine, etc. Some clever climbing was witnessed, H. Shaw
(7 h.p. Indian) ascending the hill at sixty miles per hour,
.Jack Scriven (5 h.p. Speed King Rex), T. Hargreaves (5 h.p.

T.T. Scott), and F. Phillip (5 h.p. T.T. Scott) being, very
little slower. Felix Scriven (34 H.p. Rex) and A. Davey (2J
Moto-Reve) ran a very close heat, Davey, taking 200 yards
start, being beaten by a few lengths. In the final heat,
C. Bedford, the holder, having six stones advantage in rider's

weight, conceded 270 yards to T. BuUus, the latter winning
Iiy 100 yards. Final

:

T. BuUus (3^ h.p. Phelon-Moore), shield arid gold medal.
C. Bedford (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), silver medal.
F. Pitney (3^ h.p. S.K. Rex), bronze medal.
The hill was .1,000 yards in length.

Surrey M.C.C.

The annual twelve hours' reliability competition was held
on Wednesday, June 1st, from Guildford to Lyme Regis and
back. The start was made at 6 a.m., and competitors were
despatched at two minute intervals. There were control
stations at Winchester and Dorchester, in addition to the two
terminal controls on each journey, and a number of secret
controls at which a margin of a few minutes was allowed.
In spite of the trying nature of the course, two of the riders
succeeded in completing the trial without losing any marks,
consequently the' first prize (a silver cup, presented" by Mr.
McNab) has not yet been definitely awarded. The second
and third prizes were gold and silver medals respectively.
The weather for the first part of the trial was unfavour-

able, heavy rain being experienced until after the New
Forest had been passed ; afterwards better conditions pre-
vailed, and the return was made in real June sunshine. The
I'esults were as follows : Marks.

, fH. Mitchell (3i'h.p. Triumph) 500
'IJ. A. Manners-Smith (3^- Triumph) ... 500 -

3. J. H. Sparks (3i Triumph) 480
4. 0. J. Feeny (34' Triumph) 430
5. 6. Pine (34 Triumph) 370
6. H. R. Owtram (34 Triumioh)

Also ran : A. G. Fenn (Indian), missed secret control by
taking the wrong road; P. Mitchell (2^ h.p. F.N.), did
not return to Guildford; L. Kennard (5 h.p. Vindec), retired
at Dorchester on the return through engine trouble ; C.
Gammon (3^ h.p. Rex) and W. C. Wiltshire (34 h.p. Kerry-
Abingdon), did not reach Lyme Regis; E. March (34 h.p.
Chater-J.A.P.), retired through a burst tyre.
A petrol .consumption competition will be held on Wednes-

day, June- 22nd.

Derby and District M.C.C.

A hill-climbing coinpetition will be held on Hazlewood
Hill on Saturday, meet at Market Place 2 o'clock prompt.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

On July 3rd a reliability trial over the following course

will be held-: Skipton, Settle, Kirkby Lonsdale, Kendal, up
Shap to Penrith, from there up Hartside to Alston, jMiddleton-

in-Teesdale, Barnard Castle, Scotch Corner, Boroughbridge,
and Harrogate—approximate distance 200 miles.

Southern M.C.
All competitors who started in the Blandford and back

190 miles reliability trials qualified for gold medals, none
lo-^ing more than ten points. Deductions were made at the
rate of one point per minute variation from schedule. The
three competitors with the least variation , from schedule
are : (1.) T. F.. Goodley (34 h.p. Triumph), winner of

Triumph Cup, variation nil. (2.) J. H. Wheeler (34 h.p.

Triumph), 4 minute. (3.) A. W. Holt (5 h.p. J.A.P.), I4 m.
Winner of cup (1909) T. E. Goodley.

Manchester M.C.
On Saturday last a 100 miles reliability trial for the motor

cycle members was held to decide which riders shall represent
the club at the forthcoming M.C.C. Team Trial. Fourteen
riders started.

The competition was started from the Nag's Head Hotel,

Bueklow Hill, at 2 p.m., the 100 niiles non-stop run being
approximately four tunes round a more or less circular route
of twenty-five miles.

The result was very close

:

Manchester M.C. ReliaUlity Trial. A competitor at tbe starting point.

Single machines.—W. T. Munroe (34 h.p. Rex), H. L. Cun-
liffe (34 h.p. Rex), 100 marks each; F. Sirett (34 h.p. N.S.U.),

J. E. Leigh (34 h.p. Triumph), 99 marks each ; G. S. Stevens

(5 h.p. Dot twin), H. J. Scales (34 h.p. J.A.P.), 98 marks each.

Passenger motor cycles.—J. P. Scott and H. Turner (34 h.p.

chain-driven Rex, with sidecar), 97 marks; J. E. Tytler

on a sidecar Dot had belt trouble after riding consistently, ior

tlireequarters or more of the distance.
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Club News.—

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

On Saturday last a most enjoyable leu hours' run was
held to North Wales. Tlie outward journey had to be
covered at an average of nineteen
miles per hour, the total time not

to exceed ten hours. Secret checks
were arranged at different points

to decide the prize winners for the

most regular running. The stop-

ping place for the night was
Bangor, 155-J miles from Coventry.
Reliability was tlie keynote of the
run throughout the whole journey.

Very few incidents occurred, punc-
tures during the first fifty miles

being the only untoward occur-

rences. Of the twenty-three motor
cycles and sidecars entered, all

started except one. It is a notable fact

that all completed the journey with-

out serious trouble. Lunch on the out-

ward journey was partaken of at

the Old Royal Hotel, Llangollen,

and tea at Peu-y-Gvvrhyd, near the
top of Llanbei'is Pass, which un-

fortunately was somewhat obscured
by the heavy mist. The homeward
journey was a go-as-you-please

affair, members of the party re-

turning by whichever route they

pleased at their own pace The following members com-

peted :

ilcTOR Cycles.

V. A. Hoboyd (3^ Triumph)

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
A hundred miles .non-stop reliability trial, starting and

finishing at Normanton, took place on Saturday last. First
prize is the Henry Bircumshaw gold medal, and the trial

-J

Coventry and Warwiclsliire M.C. ran to North Wales, Competitors passing the surprise check
(timekeeper : S. W. Duke) at Castle Bromwich.

(3i
Ind

C. S. Burney (oi de Havil-

land)

G. T. Mills (3^ Triumph)
A. B. Jepson (Si Triumph)
J. V. Pugh' (3i Triumph)
M. Sampson (3i Rex)
J. F. Spencer (3-^ Triumph)
S. H. Davis (3i Rex)
E. A. Gorton (5 Rex)
W. Hewitt, jun. (3^ Excelsior)

*J. R. Haswell (3^ Triumph)
C. S. Brown (3^ Triumph)

Passenger Motor Cycles.

H. Williamson (5 h.p. Res 1 W. ilontgomery (motor cycle

Sidette)
I

and sidecar)
* Denotes that the journey was completed nearest to

schedule time, ten hours, including luncheon and tea stops.

C. J. Hobson (3i Triumph)
*E. W. Harris (3^ Excelsior)

A. Elsou (3i Triumob)
T. C. Pearson (Sj Triumph)
A. L. Ommanney (3^- Triumph)
G. H. Spicer (3i^,Triumph)
E. A. Isherwood i(3i Triumpli)

A. Wright (3i triumph)
C. Moulder (3^ Triumph)

was also to select a team for the M.C.C. Team Trial on
June 18th. The result was as follows : 1, W. H. Hadfield

(3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 2, Claude H. Johnson (3^ h.p. Triumph)

;

3, J. Richards (5^ h.p. Brough) ; 4, B. 'W. Maltby (3i h.p.

Rex) ; 5, F. Birley Johnson (5 h.p. Matchless) ; 6, J. Fair-

burn (3i h.p. Triumph) ; 7, G. Chudleigh Holmes (5-5 h.p.

Roc); 8, J. D. Mitchell (3^ h.p. Triumph); 9, C. R. Smith
(3J- h.p. C.C.R., Smith); 10, A. E. Lole (5-6 h.p. F.N.).

George Brough (3^ h.p. Brough), punctured ; F. Percy John-
son (7 h.p. ftlatchless), punctured ; Arthur J. Pounder (3g
h.p. Triumph), skid, somersaulted; W. ReiUy (3^ h.p.

Triumph), skid, hedge bottom ; R. George Toplis (3^ h.p.

Triumph), stopped ; J. King (2| h.p. twin Douglas), belt
slipping, stopped on hill.

Sunderland and District M.C.C.

This club will hold its annual reliability trial for the Vaux
Challenge Cup on Saturday next. The course is between
Sunderland and Brough (Westmoreland) and back vid
Barnard Castle. It is being run in conjunction with the
N.E.A.A. competition for their twelve guinea challenge cup.

Scene at the SUil liom Broadgate, Coventry, ol the Coventrj aad Warwickshire 10 hours run to North Wales, Every competitor completed the tun.
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Club News.

—

Sutton Coldfieia A.C.

The above club held a reliability trial of eighty-eight miles

on Saturday last in order to choose a team of six riders to

represent it in the M.C.O. Team Trial for The. Motor
Cycle cup. Ten members turned out, and the results were
as follows

;

H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy), non-stop.
P. Mosedale (3^ h.p. Centaur), non-stop.
Howard Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop.
S. C. Ferryman (3^ h.p. Ariel), filled up with petrol half

a mile from finish.

J. St. John (3^ h.p. Centaur), mudguard stay broken.
W. D. South (5 h.p. Indian), tyre troubles.

R. N. Corah (3^ h.p. Corah), tyre troubles.

Seymour Smith (5 h.p. Norton), tyre troubles.

F. P. Mayell (3^ h.p. Triumph), magneto trouble.

S. Jones (Ivy), retired.

All the team, excepting the sidecar combination, will l"e

picked from the above riders, and the club has decided lo

award silver commemoration medals to those who ride in the
competition on June 18th.

York County M.C.C.

A hill-climb at Norwood Edge on the 28th ult., divided
into three classes, resulted as follows :

Class I., foe, Stanbakd Tottring Singles.

T. Clough (3i h,p. Triumph) X
C. H. Bonn (34 h.p. Triumph) l|s. more.
A. B. Bilbrough (3^ h.p. P. and M.) ... Sfs. ,,

R. W. Glemi (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 7|s. „
Class II., fok Standard Toitking Twins.

F. C. Speke (7 h.p. S. and R.) X
N. Miers (5 h.p. Rex) 1-^-s. more.
A. Waterman (6 h.p. J.A.P.) 3|s. „

Class III., for T.T. and Special Machines.
P. H. Cockroft (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph) X
F. Scott (3^ h.p. Triumph) 5|s. more.
J. C. Bennett-Mitchell (3^ h.p. T.T. Rex) 7|s. „

The winner in each heat had to ride in the final, allowirg
any :diff&renc6 in his class time as a handicap.

Final.
F. 0. Speke improved his previous time 3s.

T. Clough improved his previous time Ifs.

P. H. Cockroft lost fs. on previous time.
°

Fastest time was made by P. H. Cockroft.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

On Saturday luternoon the first hill-climb of the sea: on

was held on the Long Hill leading over the shoulder ol the

Sugarloaf Mountain in Co. Wicklow. The prizes for tlie

event were pvefented by C. B. Franklin, who consequently
did not compete, but after the trial was over he made a

successful attempt to lower his , own record tor the hill.

Mounted on his 6 h.p. T.T. Indian, he covered the mi'e

and a half over which the :?ompetitions are usually run in

2m lO^s
, as against 2m 15^s , which he did on a 3^ h p

Tiiumph last \eai Result •

Net Time. Fig of

Merit.

1. J. Brown© (3| h.p. two-stroke Scott)

2. J. Langley (3^ h.p. Rex)
3. G. Tyson (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

4. J. Healy (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

5. J. "Villecar" (2| h.p. Douglas)
6. A. E. Moran (3i h.p. /Triumph) ...

7. J. Doleman (2| h.p. Douglas) ...

m. s.

2 51|
3 12^
3 Of
3 17|
3 35|
3 45
4 10«

218
249
255
271
272
310
323

Pembrokeshire A.C.

The result of the hill-climb at Arnold's Hill, near Haver-
fordwest, on May 26th, has just been announced as follows :

Order Order
on on

Eric Green (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph)
Ralph Green (3^ h.p. Rex Speed-King)
D. Pantall (3^ h.p. Triumph)
G. Carrow (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)
Albert Thomas (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)
Geo. Owen (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Stanley Williams (3^ h.p. Rex Speed-

King) \
Owain Thomas (3^ h.p. Triumph)
R. Grant (3^ h.p. Triumph) •

G. James. (A. Thomas) (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Jones Parry (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

Howard Palmer (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Francis Phillips (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Owain Thomas (D.E. 174) (3^ h.p.

Triumph)
S. Davies (Jones Parry) (3-i-

h.p. Triumph)

P. L. Lipscombe (3^ h.p. Triumph) fell ; d

Oxford M.C.C.

The inter-club contest with the Birmingham M.C.C.
arranged for Saturday last was cancelled by Birmingham,
because the latter club could not get a twin-cylinder- team
together. Consequently the Oxford Club held a sweepstake

handicap among themselves. The handicap was based on the

time of the first ascent, any competitor on the second

attempt improving his time by more than two seconds to

be disqualified. Result :

First Second'
ascenti ' ascent.

R. A. Bishop (5 h.p. Indian) ...

W. A. Mathews (3i h.p. Triumph)
J; A. Betteridge (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. H. Wakefield (3^ h.p. Triumph)
E. Parker (8 h.p. Matchless) ...

H. G. Hill (3i h.p. Bradbury) ...

R. A. Bishop and J. A. Betteridge therefore qualified

for the final, the former eventually winning by 3 sees. H.
G Hill, having put right a magneto trouble, made a very
hue ascent m 37|s

time. ormula

1 .. 1

2 .. 2

7 .. 3
5 .. 4

3 .. 5

6 .. 6

4 .. 7

9 .. 8
12 .. 9

8 .. 10

10 .. 11

11 .. 12

15 .. .15

14 .. 14
13 .. 15 •

id not finish.

sees. sees.

43 . 41
43 46

44f . 42-1-

45i . . ^48

54 45
62 43

Members of the

Oxford M.C.C. at

the foot of Iron-

down Hill on

Saturday last,

prior to an im-

promptu hill

climbing com-

petition.
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Club News.-

Somethmg new m sil»ncing arrangements on a 7 h.p. Peugeot. The exhaust
pipes are large enough Jor a good-sized car engine. W. Sorley (vioe-president
ot the Leith Motor Club) left, and J. T. Young (hon. sec.) on right.

Leith M.C.
The above club held a hill-climb, open to its members only,

on Flotterstone Hill. T. E. B. Chalmers, riding a 5 h.p.
Bat, made fastest time of the day. There were seven
classes. Below are the results

:

Class I.—Single-cylinder (handicap) : Winner, J. Donaldson
(2^ h.p. Bat).

Class II.—Twin-cylinder (handicap) : Winner, T. E. B.
Chalmers (5 h.p. Bat).

Class m.—"Old crock" class: Winner, D. Snadden (3i
fc.p. Midget Bicar).

Class IV.—Single-cylinder (open) : Winner, J. Donaldson
<24 h.p. Bat).

Class v.—Twin-cylinder (open) : Winner, T. E. Chalmers
{5 h.p. Bat).

Class VI.—Single-cylinder, novice (handicap) : Winner, D.
R. Kelly (3i h.p. Triumph).

Class Vn.—Multi-cylinder, novice (handicap) : Winner T
E. B. Chalmers (5 h.p. Bat).

Grimsby MarlboroughTM.C.C.
The above club was recently formed and members will

be gladly enrolled. The subscription is 6s. per annum,
and includes full use of the club
prepoises, and afSliation to the Motor
Union.

^ The opening run will take
place this (Thursday) evening, starting
irom headquarters, Marlborough Social
Club, at seven o'clock. A run is also
arranged for the 12th inst. to Skegness,
starting from headquarters at 10.30 a.m.

Edinburgh M.C.C.
The Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club

held an open reliability tnal of 150
miles on Tuesday, the 24th ult. The
first competitor was despatched from
Fairmilehead at 9 a.m., the others follow-
ing at one minute intervals. The route
was by Leadbum, Tweedsmuir, and
Moffat to Dumfries and back by Thorn-
hill, Menock Pass, Crawford, and
Biggar. One hour was allowed for
lunch at Dumfries, and during that
period competing machines were not
allowed to be touched. The day was
very fine, and the roads, except on
the hills, were in good condition. A
strong wind was Mowing down the
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Menock Pass, and with the heavy gradient proved a good
test for the very best machines. Five competitors received
fuU marks ;

N. Macmillan (3i h.p. Scott)

R. A. MacmilL.n (5 h.p. Bat) ...

A. W. Moncrieff (4-cyl. F.N.) ...

J. D. Morrison (3i h.p. Bat) ...

P. E. Tolfree (3i h.p. Matchless)
R. White, jun. (3^ h.p. Triumph)
P. E. Phillips (3i h.p. Bat)
W. Gerard (2^ h.p. Enfield)

J. Gerard (3i h.p. N.S.U.)
Three failed to finish.

100
100

100
100
100
98
70
36
36

Hertfordshire County A.C.
The speed-judging competition at Brickendonbury resulted

.us follows : 1st, A. H. CoUiver (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 2nd, Mrs.
M. C. Cooke (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3rd, C. C. Cooke (3i h.p.
Triumph).

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.

It has been decided to hold the mile speed trials on
Monday morning, July 18th. Permission has been obtained to

I1.S6 a private road tor the purpose, and it is therefore hoped
til at all members will turn out to support the events. There
will moat likely be five classes, and lightweight, touring,
;ind T.T. machines will all be catered for. The event will
lie a "closed" one, therefore motor cyclists wishing to com-
pete will have to become members of the club. Further
particulars may be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr.
Howard Smith, the Dingle, Four Oaks.

Northern Inter-club Meet.

The Newcastle Motor Club arranged a run to Northallerton,

on the 29th ult., when the opportunity was taken to make an
inter-club meet.
The Bishop Auckland and District Motor Club, Middles-

brough Motor Cycle Club, Scarborough Motor Cycle Club,

and the Newcastle Motor Club were represented.

Luncheon v/as partaken of at the Golden Lion Hotel,

Northallerton.
After luncheon an informal conference was held at the

Golden Lion Hotel, presided over by Mr. Parkin, of the

Bishop Auckland and District Motor Club.
Mr. G. W. Liddle, of the Middlesbrough Motor Cycle

Club, laid before the conference full details and the aims
and objects of the Northern League of Motor Cyclists which
is now being organised. Mr. Liddle pointed out that Northern
motor cyclists had not been well catered for by the Auto
Cycle Union, which body does not extend its usefulness in

any energetic or business-like fashion to the Northern
Counties, and the Northern motor cyclists have long felt the

want of some large association or league to protect their

interests. An invitation is extended to all clubs from York
northwards to affiliate with the league, ajid motor cycle clubs

in Scotland are asked to throw in their lot with the new
body.

The first arrivals in the 150 Miles_Kcllabillty Trial of the Edinburgh M.C.C, the results ot which are

given on this page.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's tull name and address.

The London-Edinburgh Run.
[4796.]—With the manager's permission, and on my

promising to pay a switch man for sitting up, I was able
to have the electric arc lamps burning during the early
hours the men came through Stamford, which no doubt they
appreciated when encountering the three awkward turns in
the town. Several of us sat up to guide the competitors,
who were going great guns. J. FANCOIJRT.

Cure for Stretching of Leather Belts.

[4797.]—Regarding a cure for stretching of leather belts
in a recent issue, by fixing a cycle chain on the outside of
the belt, the same result can be attained in a neater way
by riveting an ordinary American eight-day clock spring,
about |in. wide, on the outside centre of tlie belt. Copper
rivets should be used, and spaced about every six inches.
This effectually cured a belt which was continually jumping
off the pulley." W. HEMSWORTH.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4798.]—With reference to "Try Again' s
" letter on his

increase of speed on raising his exhaust valve, might I sug-
gest that if he replaced the present tappet lifting the valve
with one which would give a longer lift, his difficulty would
be overcome. I believe it is a recognised fact that the best
speed recults are given when the exhaust valve is raised
to the fullest possible extent on the occasion of each exhaust
being expelled, thereby giving the easiest and quickest
access to the air of the spent gases. The above suggestion
gave satisfactory results with a 1906 Triumph belonging to
a friend of mine. A BAEROVIAN.

Hill-climbing.

[4799.]— Referring to Mr. D. R. Greis's letter re

Socombe Hill, on the Caterham Road, I know this very
steep hill, and, therefore, must congratulate him on his
climbing it on a single-geared single cj'linder pedalless
machine.

;

Some months ago I rode up it on my 1910 Phelon and
Moore, but what cannot a P. and M. climb? I think it

is the stiffest hill I have been up so far. being a good deal
worse tlian Cudham.

Shortly afterwards I read in one of the testimonials in

an old 1908 Triumph catalogue that a 1907 Triumph had got
up with pedalling, and a 1908 without, so we are both too
late to be the first. C. A. CROW.

Inter-club Meets.

[4800.]—I think that it would be a splendid idea if a
meeting of the motor cyclists in the Southern districts could
be arranged at a near date. We hear of motor cyclists
meeting in the Northern counties of England, and of having
a very enjoyable time. I think it would be a grand oppor-
tunity for motor cyclists in general to meet and discuss
matters concerning their welfare and things in general and
possibly it might be arranged to hold a cornpetition.

Should vou think it worth while bringing it before your
readers, I should be very pleased to discuss the matter
further with anv clubs desirous of participating.

R. S. H.
P.S.—When T mention Southern counties, I refer to those

lying south of the Thames, i.e.. Kent, Sussex. Surrey.
Hampshire, etc. There are a number of clubs in this part
of the world who would doubtless be glad to arrange such
a meeting.

Portable Sheds and County Council Regulations.

[4801. ]

—

Be query in a recent issue of housing a motor
cycle, I thought it would be interesting to your readers to>

hear of my trouble with the L.C.C. over a portable shed.
Last June I erected a portable shed in my back garden,,

against the back fence, which is over 26ft. from any build-

ing. In October I heard from the district surveyor, telling:

:

me I must obtain a licence for erection of shed from the-

L.C.C. I sent in my application for same and received from
them a copy of the Council's regulations, stating I must have
three plans made out, sending two with fee of 5s. to them
on application, and the third plan with a further fee of 5s.

if my application were accepted.
I conformed to the regulations, and on 30th November-

received a letter stating the plans must be amended to show
corrugated iron sides and roofing, and floor of solid

substance, and that this if done must be passed by the dis-

trict surveyor. On receipt of this I told them that as my
tenancy was likely to expire in June I should be glad if

they would licence the shed as it stood or with the altera-

tion of a corrugated iron roof only, as it was lit by electricity

and no petrol was kept on the premises.
Last February I heard from the Council that the com-

mittee would grant me a licence for the wooden building for

six months, but would not grant it for any further period.

From that date until the evening of May 26th I had heard
nothing ; by the last post that day I received a letter from
the Council's solicitor stating I must do as they require-

or remove the shed.
I might say that the shed is 8ft. by 6ft., which means that

it is over 18ft. from the house. SHED.

To Ensure Regular Lubrication.

[4802.]—As I have profited so frequently by the tips and
advice given in The Motor Cycle, I have much pleasure m
bringing to the notice of other motor cyclists the following
simple means of ensuring a gradual and sure lubrication of

the engine, which I have tried and found
quite successful. I had previously fitted

a sight feed lubricator, but did not find

it easy to obtain a sure rate of feed,

which varied according to circumstances-
(quality of oil, etc.), since the drops;

cannot be seen while rimning. I there-

fore tried a compromise by fitting a small

I screw stop cock in the oil pipe between
-^ pump and crank case, as per sketch here-

with. This cock can be adjusted (and

fixed by check nut) to allow a given'

quantity of oil to pass to the crank case-

in a given time ; mine is adjusted to pass

rather less than half a pumpful in about
ten miles- The pump (a tapless Peugeot)'

is raised to fill the barrel with the desired

quantity, the usual tap handle then
turned to shut off oil from the tank, and
the engine gradually takes what is in the-

barrel according to the amount of opening of the stop cock.

An occasional glance at the (glass) pump barrel shows at

once whether oil is passing to the crank case too quickly or

otherwise. The diameter of the hole through the stop cock is

equal to the inside diameter of the oil pipe, so that by
unscrewing the plug the pump can be used full bore if

desired. E. RYE.
[A very similar device used on 1910 pattern Norton motor

cycles was described on page 457. May 19th.

—

Ed.]
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Motor Cycles tor Sidecar Work.

[4803.]—As there has been considerable correspondence

in your columns as to what different motor cycles are capable

of doing when put to sidecar work, and the best cycle for

this work, I thought it would be of interest to some of your

many readers to hear my own experience. Both my wife and
myself are very fond of travelling in this way, but our

enjoyment was always more or less spoilt by having to dis-

mount on some very bad hills around Nottingham and Derby
(the machine I owned at that time being a fixed single gear),

but some weeks ago I purchased a 1910 two-speed Humber,
attached it to the same sidecar, and we made up our minds
for a tour in the South of England during the Whitsuntide
holidays.

We commenced our tour on the Thursday before Whitsun-
tide, and arrived home the following Thursday, after doing
over 800 miles, going through Loughborough, Leicester,

Coventry, Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Bristol, Exeter,

Plymouth, Bodmin, Truro, Penzance, Torquay, Dawlish,
Teignmouth, Salisbury, Banbury, and Oxford, and home
through Leicester. The trip was the most enjoyable we ever

experienced, having no trouble whatever the whole of the

way, and what is more, mounting the whole of the hills

with comfort.

It will perhaps be of interest to some of your married
readers to know that our little baby girl of eight months
did the entire journey in my wife's arm^, and fared none the

worse for the trip.

Our total weight was : Self twelve stones, wife and baby
ten and a half stones, luggage about two stones. The roads
from Bristol to Exeter were in a wretched condition owing
to the recent heavy rains, but the machine never faltered

even on the worst hills. The amount of petrol used averaged
just over eighty miles to the gallon. I am sure that if any
of your readers are thinking of purchasing a cycle for side-

car work they will do well to choose one with free engine

and two-speed gear, as I consider it the most essential

feature both for ease of starting and hill-climbing ; in fact,

I did not know the pleasure of motor cycling until I pur-

chased the present machine. Wishing your valuable paper
every success, AR. DOCKING.

A Three-wheeled Runabout.

[4804.]—As you have published particulars from time to

time of several tricars and runabouts made by amateur
readers of The Motor Cyc^e, perhaps photographs [Reproduced
below.

—

Ed.] of my 3h.p. tricar runabout would be of interest.

It has an engine with water-cooled head, belt drive, Mabon
clutch, weight about 250 lbs., made by my brother and self

from parts bought through the miscellaneous advertisement
columns of your paper. I may add we were nearly two years
collecting parts, as it was all put together in spare time.
The machine was designed by Mr. H. D. Boultbee (for some
time in the Wolseley-Siddeley Motor Co.'s works) just two
years ago. It is single-geared, 5 to 1, and will do 20 m.p.h.,
but of course will not climb many hills with the present gear.

The machine would of course be much improved by the
addition of a variable gear.

ARTHUR C. CLAXTON.

A Strange Experience.

[4805.]—I recently noticed that, after passing oveu
several miles of freshly tarred roads, there was a heavy,
deposit of tar between the points of my plugs. I at first

thought it was simply black oil, but on closer inspection
found it to be com.posed almost wholly of tar. I am using,

automatic lubrication, so that there is little or no chance of

over lubrication. I should be interested to hear whether
any other readers have suffered from the same complaint.

E. P. T.
[Our correspondent does not state the condition of the

exterior of his engine, or his clothes, after the above
experience.

—

Ed. ]

Change oJ Ownership.

[4806.]—We wish to impress upon your readers the'

importance of notifying the police of change of ownership
when disposing of their machines. We purchased a machine
last December, and for inadvertently neglecting to comply
with certain requirements, we—along with our client—were-
summoned by the police, and in consequence had to hand over
a part of our hard-earned savings. We understand more
prosecutions are pending, so beware. Even if you sold your
machine months ago, take the necessary steps to have-
number cancelled at once, and profit by our experience.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES.

Delay in Execution of Orders.

[4807.]—I feel it to be only fair to a firm that has treated
me most splendidly to write to your columns pointing out
that your correspondent 4756 must have fallen into evil

hands. I did not see letter 4730, but gather that he, too,,

has received the scait—or rather total lack of—civility some-
times found with manufacturers of motor cycles. It is by
no means so with the firm I have recently dealt with. I
have an Arno motor cycle, and a short time ago I had a
slight accident about fifty miles from the Arno Co.'s offices.

I telephoned the firm, and within a few hours I not only had
the required part but one of the company's men to put me-
right on my journey again. This is a typical instance of the
way in which the Arno Co. treats its customers. C.W.I.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"G.L.N." (Arbroath) would be glad of readers' experi-

ences with the single-cylinder Moto-Reve, particularly with
respect to hill climbing and reliability.

"J.A.H." (Muswell Hill) would like to have readers'
experiences of the P. and M. motor cycle using J.A.P. drip
feed lubricator. Is it a success ?

" W." (Poole) would be pleased to hear of any users'
experiences of the Griffin-Simplex gear with sidecar.

"

" W. S. J." would like to hear of users' experiences of the
Griffin-Simplex two-speed gear.

SUMMARY- OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"G.W." (Haywards Heath) would be glad to hear from

another motor cyclist, preferably a rider of a lightweight,
respecting a ten days' tour in Scotland in June or July.

A light three-wheeled runabout described iu a letter from Arthur C. Claxtoo, which appears on this page.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

The End=to=end Sidecar Record.
While I write, a well-known rider is having a dash

at the End-to-end record with a single-geared 3^3 h.p.

motor bic3'cle, a sidecar, and an eight-stone pas-

senger. I do not know how he has progressed at

the moment, but here's luck to him, though I shall

regard his performance as little short of phenomenal
if he succeeds. I only wish to emphasise the advance

betokened by the mere idea of attempting such a feat.

Five years ago we thought it a magnificent perform-

ance to cover the same distance in a longer time

with a solo motor bicycle of the same power.

To-day there is probably no gradient up which a

well-tuned 3^ h.p. machine cannot carry a thirteen-

stone rider if its adjustable pulley be screwed right

out. My own machine, temporarily geared down to

6J^ to I, will take fifteen stones of dead weight up
I in 4 very comfortably indeed with a slow start. A
very few years ago no sidecar had ever got through

the Lxjndon-Edinburgh ride, though the road is practi-

cally flat throughout its entire distance, and machines
of high power with variable gears had essayed the

task.

The rider mentioned is quite confident, though a
\ittle doubtful as to how long the southern bank of

Berriedale may take him. if his passenger has to walk
the whole of it ; some Scotsman comforted him with

the information that half-way up, a. switch road has

been constructed to accommodate cars if their brakes

fail on the headlong descent, so that if his engine

dies away after the cornersome foothills, he can get

a magnificent start again by pushing a little way up
the switch road.

Hard Luck, Bashall !

There was nobodv I felt so sorry for in the T.T.
as W, H. Bashall. In the past he has gained a repu-

tation rather for dash than for that added spice of

steadiness which ensures, a finish, but this year he was
out to finish and to finish first. He had trained like

a pugilist, and in his first four laps he exhibited all

his old devil and daring, with just that correct in-

gredient of restraint which hallmarks a man as a first-

class racer. He left the extra risks to Bowen, and
in spite of that was only fractionally behind him when
evil luck destroyed his machine, and he himself
narrowly escaped serious injury by burning. Next
vei.r I hope all makers may be tru.sted to make a con-

flagration impossible, especially if the A.C.U. allow
attendants to fill the tanks. I should say some mecha-
nical device rendering overfilling impossible is almost
as necessary as a pair of steady hands,

Why the Colliers Win.
First of all, they ride as a team. Charlie goes suffi-

ciently near all out to keep in the very first flight. He
aims at being within two minutes of the leader at half
the distance whatever haiipens. If the rare produces
a dark horse who can go faster than Charlie wants to,

Charlie will accelerate at half time, and cut out the
work as was never done before. A few minutes behind
him looms brother Harrv, riding a half and half race, if

circumstances allow, fast, of course, but with a bit more
in reserve, a few risks postponed, a notch or so of

throttle in resen'e
; if Charlie falls out. as. thanks to a

faulty belt link, was the case last year, Harry moves up
one in the team and takes all the risks. Behind the pair

rides Colver, less of the born speed merchant, no
doubt, but genuine hfit stuff none the less. He takes

the slowest machine of the bunch (if the engines vary

a trifle), and rides a finishing race, stepping up in the

take-all-risks place only if both the famous brothers

drop out, which has never happened yet. Something
precedes' all this. ; everV' single detail is put through

the most gruelling tests imaginable. If a suitable fit-

ting cannot be bought from stock it is made, and made
early enough for tests ; and every conceivable contin-

gency guarded against. For instance, no machines

were so totally weatherproof as the Matchless with rain-

proofed magnetos, sparking plug covers, and belt guards.

Last, but not least, nobody can beat this trio at tuning

an engine. Evers'body expects them tO' win the twin-

cvlinder class next year, and their rivals will have to

W. F. Newsomc, who, ridins a 3; h.p Triumph, surprised eveiyone by making
fastest time in tjie SnaefeJl hill climb, beating all the multi-cylmder machines.

get up early if they hope merely to hunt the Colliers

home.
Pace in the T.T.

A study of the lap times will show the careful reader

how finely a rider must cut things to obtain a high

place in the race.

There is only a slight difference between each pair

of lap times, yet Collier was first and Fowler fifteenth,

thirty-eight minutes behind the Matchless crack.

Fowler's times are fast all through, his worst lap being

his fifth, in which he evidently changed a belt or a

valve, or something of the sort, and even in this his

gross time for the i.sm. if. works out at considerably

better than 30 m.p.h. Very few riders, if they were

given the closed course to themselves .and Bowen's

Bat to ride, could manage one lap in nineteen minutes

within _ their first day's practice. Yet to win they

must ride faster than this, including waiting for a

- chance to pass rivals, and two stoppages to replenish-
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A selection of questions of general interest received
from our readers and our replies thereto. All queries
should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publica-
tion or not, must be accompanied by a stamped adtEressed
envelope for reply.

Gear Ratio.

I have just purchased a

?'
I

second-liand motor bicycle

(3 h.p. Bradbury) with a
LiJ gear of 4| to 1. I find it is

not so good as my last 2| h.p.
for towing a passenger on slight
hills. It has a good speed on the
level, and is fast on hills alone.

Could you let me know a more satis-

factory gear for this work, and per-

haps occasional sidecar work?—S. H.
A gear of 5i or 5^ to 1 would be more
suitable for your purpose. The best
plan would be to fit an adjustable
pulley (or change speed gear, if you
can afford it), so tliat you may vary
the gear and determine the most siut-

able ratio. At the same time, we
may point out that 3 h.p. is insuffi-

cient for passenger work, and will

never be a success on hills.

Calculating Gear Ratio.

I should be much obliged it

you could tell me the method
which is used to calculate the

gear ratio between pulley and
road wheel. Also, supposing

the gear is of the chain variety,

whether the top diameter or pitch

diameter is considered ?—S. A.

The method of calculating the gear

ratio when machine is fitted with chain

drive and counter-shaft is as follows

:

Multiply the number ot teeth on the

driving wheels together and the

number of teeth on the driven wheels.

Divide the smaller figure into the
larger, and the result is the gear ratio.

Pitch line, and top diameter are not
taken into account, only the. number of

teeth.

Adjustment of Two-speed Gear Control.

I shall be much obliged by

^1 your advice on the following

^ points. My machine is a 1909
-IJ Humber, with Hoc clutch and

two-speed gear. I find the
clutch has a tendency to slip, so
that I have to keep the high speed
pedal . pressed down with my foot
while running. Is it possible to
take this up, and how?

. (2.) It is

very diflScult to force grease into the
back hub; will it do any harm to
warm the grease before pumping it

in? (3.) Should I oil or otherwise
treat the band brake on the rear
hub? I see the hub is wearing
bright under the band. (4.) I use a
sidecar with the machine and can
get up Wrotham Hill with an eleven
stone passenger. Can you tell me
any means of testing whether the
sidecar' is in correct alignment with
the machine? I may add that I

bought the machine new three weeks
ago through an advertisement in
your columns. I had never before
ridden or even handled a motor
cycle, and I think it speaks well for
the machine that I have had no
troaWe of any kind, and not a single
involuntary stop.—G.P.

The T.T. week. G:n ral view ot the start ot til six miles climt) up Ensstell, which is a most strenuo-js test.

CI.) Certainly it is possible to adjust
the

.
brake bands. A correspondent

named Macintyre on February 21st
(page 155) advised readers to fit a
powerful coil spring midway along the
rod which operates the high gear ; this
may improve the adjustment. (2.) No
harm will be done by warming the
grease if you allow time for it to
solidify after pumping it in. Why.
not write to Humber, Ltd., Coventry,
and ask them to supply jjou with a
grease squirt with wooden plunger as

illustrated in The Motor Cycle of April
28th, page 382? (3.) Instructions re

oiling band brake were given in

The Motor Cycle of February 21st,

page 155. (4.) To test whether the
sidecar is in correct alignment with
the bicycle, measure the distance from
centre of tread of back wheel tyre to
centre of tread of sidecar wheel tyre
at the rear, and from centre of tread
of front wheel of bicycle to centre of

tyre of sidecar wheel . in the front.

Use a straight edge made out of a
long piece of wood planed true or a
tape measure.

Starting a Twin-cylinder Machine and Sidecar.

My 5 h.p. twin with 42
to 1 single gear picks up speed
with jumps and jerks, which
is very uncomfortable, and it

sometimes stops if I do not
pedal it into a quicker speed. It

only does this with sidecar. When
I get up speed it will lake sidecar

and twenty . stones up hills that' some
singles will not look at. The speci-

fication is B. and B. carburetter,

Bosch magneto. Everything seems
in perfect condition. Compression
good.—B. A. R.

You do not say if your engine
has automatic or mechanically ojjerated

inlet valves. If the former, the diffi-

culty may be due to the inlet valve
springs being slightly too strong. If

the latter, carburation is most likely

at fault ; that is to say, the car-

buretter does not provide a strong
enough mixture at very slow speeds.

This is always more apparent with a
sidecar or other passenger attachment,
because the speed is not so fast at

starting as it is with a single-seated

bicycle. If your engine has
mechanically operated valves and
everything is in perfect order elsewhere
we should advise you to try a slightly

smaller adapter in the carburetter.

The 1910 B. and B. has a detachable
adapter, and smaller ones can be sup-

plied by the maker's, Brown and Bar-

low, Holt Street, Birmingham.

k..
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The Latest Goodrich Tjre.

The accompanying illustration is

that of the latest Uoodrich tyre for

motor cycles, which we have just been
testing on one of our machines. Tlie

tyre is well made with closely grouped
rows of rubber studs which secure a

very good grip on a slippery surface

without materi-
'^SEXirE'ZzrjTEx;!.?! ally reducing the

speed of the
tyre ; in fa-ct, the

Goodrich is one
of the fastest

motor cycle tyres
we have tried.

The coyer, j\ke

most good tyres,
is moulded and
vulcanised witli

the fabric bedded
well into the
rubber, hand-
made tyres being
unsuitable for
motor work.
With regard to

the question of

speed, most
riders know that
there is a great
difference in the
speed of the same
make, machines
fitted with vari-

ous makes and
qualities of tyres.

There is no ques-

tion, however, about the speed of the

Goodrich. It is lively and fast, and
our experience of it so far is that it

wears well. The makers will be
pleased to send full particulars of all

their motor cycle tyres to anyone apply-

ing for same to the B. F. Goodrich Co.,

Ltd., 7, Snow Hill, E.G., and will also

give advice as to the various rims
which their t^Te will fit.

T.T. Notes.

The fastest lap time in the T.T.
Race (17m. 51s.) was made by Bowen
on a Bat shod with ROM i tyres. The
first eight fiingle-cylinder machines to

finish the T.T. Race (all Triumphs)
were shod with Dunlop tyres. Thirty
out of seventy-two starters used Con-
tinentals.

In Class 5 of the A.C.U. Snaefell

climb, J. Scriven was second, riding a

4h.p. twin ra.o.i.v. Rex, shod with
Continental tyres. He used a Lyso
belt.

The first to the fourth and the sixth

and tenth competitors to finish used
Shamrock Gloria belts, as also did H.
H. Bowen. It is worthy of note that

S.G. belts were fitted to the winning
machines in 1908, 1909, and 1910.

Price's oils were used by twenty-
five out of the twenty-nine competitors
that finished in the above contest.

Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd.,
Battersea, S.W., attribute their suc-

cess very largely to the fact that they
have made a careful study of the
lubrication of motor cycles, used for

various purposes, so that they were in

a position to offer lubricants specially

adapted for the different makes. Their
heaviest . grade of oil was used on the

J. A. P. engines, whilst the Triumph

engines, on the other hand, were
lubricated with a very light, but
highly super-fatted compound, speci-
ally prepared for the purpose.
The Hutchinson tyres used by the

Bros. Collier came through the race
with flying colours. One day last

week we visited the offices of the
Hutchinson Tyre Co., Basinghall
Street, E.G., and there saw the a<;tual

pairs of covers used by the winner
and his brother. Both rear covers
have the corrugations completely worn
off, and are slightly more worn on the
inside than on the outside, but there
is not a cut to be seen on their sur-

faces. Both front covers are in per-
fect condition, and show absolutely no
signs of wear. The tjTes used have
a number of fine corrugations on ^tlie

tread, and are known as the Brook-
lands type Tourist Trophy, pat-tern.

Importance oj Good Tyres.

Kempshall tyres have figured promir
nently in most of the important trials

which have been held so far this year.

The P. and M. machine fitted with
Kempshalls depicted in the accompany-
ing illustration with its driver, Mr. W.
Pratt, scored in the January and Spring
Quarterly Trials, the same machine and
tyres being used in the run from London
to Harrogate, when the same rider won
a silver cup.

In the London to Edinburgh run
Kempshall tyres were fitted to four of

the successful machines. These
machines went through from London
to Edinburgh without a puncture and
with absolutely no trouble, whatsoever.
One of the four completed the return
from Edinburgh with no puncture or

tyre trouble.

Change of Address.

Expansion of business has necessitated

an increase in the size of the premises
of the Roc Motor Works. Enquiries
should in future be addressed to A.
W. Wall, Ltd.. Roc Motor Works,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

JUNE gth, igio.

Electric Lamps.
We may remind those motor cyclists '

who depend on an electric lamp
alone that J. W. Greenwood and Co.,

Portland Place Works, Halifax, make
a special lamp for motor cyclists called

the Glare. It was used by several

riders in the Loudon-Edinburgh, who
we are informed, had not the slightest

trouble the whole time.

A New Lubricatmg Oil.

Messrs. Wakefield are now specially

catering for motor cyclists, having in-

troduced their lubricating oils in half-

gallon and one gallon cans at very

moderate prices. These can be obtained

from any local agent. The quality of

this oil is illustrated by the fact that

Harry Martin used it when he broke

the five miles Hying start record ' at

Canning Town.

A British Success.

Geo. Brough used a Simms British-

made magneto when he won the

M.C.C. challenge cup in the London-
Edinburgh and back trial. A photo-
graph of the rider and his machine (a

3^ h.p. Brough) appeared in last

week's issue, page 515.

The Larg:est Indiarubber Manufacturers
• in the British Empire.

Amongst the exhibitors in the

British Section at the Brusse's Inter-

national Exhibition wilh be found the
North British Rubber Co., Ltd., of

Castle Mills, Edinburgh, who claim to

be the largest tndiarubber ma,nirfac-

turers in the British Empire. This
firm, who are manufacturers of the

Clincher tyres, have a very representa-

tive exhibit.

Biding Equipment.

The Express Rubber Co., Great
Eastern Street, E.C., have lately placed
on the market a very sensible set of

leg overalls. It will be seen from the
accompanying illustration that they are
provided with a strap, which fastens
them round the lower part of the body,
and they have an extension which
fastens round the neck completely pro-
tecting the rider's chest. In i summer
weather the extension may be folded up
and tucked inside. It will be seen that
these overalls adequately protect the
rider from wet. The other illustration
shows a complete outfit. The price is

not much in excess of the ordinary leg
overalls.

Overalls ana complete suiting made b.v tho

Express Rubber Co.
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1st G. R. Collier usingAMAG Carburetter

2nd H. A. Collier usingAMAG Carburetter

I SI LHr seven fastest using HlwlHU

2nd LAP *su Vastest* usLg"* AMAG

Wi CI LHr seven fastest using Mlllllu

THE 10 RIDERS DOBNG THE
FASTEST LAP TIMES IN

ALL THE RACE USED

AMAC.
THIS SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Stipulate AMAC Carburetter on your new machine.

Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.,
Talfopd Works, BIRMINGHAM.

Flying
THE WHY AND WHEREFORE.

<| Motor Cyclists who follow the subject .

of aeronaiLtics should read " Flying," a

breezy non-technical book for amateurs

dealing with the first principles of

human flight by means of aeroplanes.

•T Clearly illustrated with 'photographs

and drawings.

On Sale at all Booksellers,

Price 1/- net,

or post paid 1/2, from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., E.C.

THE

SPARKING PLUG,
DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM POWER.

BarnacK, StGmfora,
May 25tl,. 1910.

Mes-Jra. Lod^e Bros. & Co., Birmmgliafn.

Dear Sirs,—Tiie Lodge plug fitted to my lifihtweieht Motor Cycle in

the recent London-Edinboro and back run gave perfect satisfaction.

This plutf was fitted the day previous to the run and never
touched until I arrived home on the Tuesday (ollowiniJ, after having
covered over 1»000 miles without a misfire.

Other lightweight riders could not have used your plugs, as they
had their pockets full, and were continually changing them.

Make what use of this you like, as I know of no other plug to

equal the Lodge, ana it may help other riders out of trouhle.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) A. WEBSTER.

PRICE 4/" EACH.

LODGE BROS. & CO., nX^st , Birmingham.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN.
THE "CLAIR" SILENCER.

The Silencer and Brake Tests.

The silencer and brake tests took place on
Wednesday the men must fit efficient

brakes if they value their necks and their

chance of winning, while the less said about
some of the silencers (?) the better.

Vide Press Reports,
T.I. Ra.ce, i.nio.

s

s

s

s

4-
Silence.

I can corroborate all previous letters re the Clair

silencer. Some three months ago I fitted one of these

to my 4 h.p. Bat, and as in Mr. C. Lake's case, my
machine is ninety per cent, quieter than formerly.

That awful, nerve-destroying, Catling gun effect is

entirely eliminated, and one can now distinctly hear
the valves closing. To prove its efficacy one has only
to open the cut-out.

I scarcely need add I liave no interest in the makers
beyond being a SATISFIED PURCHASER.

Sole Manufacturers

—

li to 130 h.p. (Patent).

J. £. LYELL & CO., LTD., 55, Victoria St., LONDON.
Telephone—2469 Gcrravd. Telegrams—"Eloctrinus, London."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns — Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In tlie case of

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the' convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before goiag
turther afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections^

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION in.
Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth."

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke,
* SECTION VII.

Gloucester, O.xford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Sc)l!and.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

WAUCHOPE'S
GUARANTEED BARGAINS.
The Greatest Bargains in Second-hand Motor Cycles

on this earth are offered by WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London, E.G. Inspection is cordially invited.

No, 2512,—7b.p. V.S., 1909 model, two-speed gear and
free engine, Truffault forks, magneto ignition, some 19 10

improvements ; original cost £67 ; extras, as ColUer's

silencers, separate generator lamps, Brooks' spring seat

;

lowest for machine complete, 42 Guineas. Guaranteed,
At Wauchopc's.
No. 2525,—3ih.p. BAT-J.A.P. Racer: Mr. Bowen's

igro Bat racer, winner of the i hour record, sg-l- m.p.h.,

85x85, just as new, ujiprecedented bargain ; 38 Guineas.

Guaranteed. Wauchopc's, g, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.
]^o. 2509.—3.Vh.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, 1909 model, 1910

engine, 85x88 Rom steel-studded non-skids both wheels,

winner of two hill-climbs
;

price £38. Guaranteed. At
Wauchope's.
No. 2046.—2I- h.p. ARTEL, 1909 model, magneto

ignition, vertical engine, not ridden 250 miles ; lowest

cash £23. Guaranteed. At Wauchopc's.
No. 2503.—3^ h.p. 1910 BAT standard model, only used

on three short runs, previous owner requiring passenger

machiae : price £38, Gaarp.nteed.

No. 1857.

—

z-2 h-P- BROWN, 1909 model, magneto, two-

speed gear, chain drive ; ^Z Guineas. Opportunity.

-No. 2487.—3.Vh.p. MINERVA, 1908 model, magneto
ignition, good sterling second-hand machine ; 18 Guineas.

Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.
No. 2478.—7-8 h.p. 1910 BAT, J.A.P. engine, twin,

M.O.V., several extras ; origiuol cost £65 ; special price

to clear, 45 Guineas. Giiaranteed, At Wauchope's.

No. 2450.—2j h.p. BROWN, vertical engine, smart-

looking machine, and guaranteed
;

price £7 10s.

No. 2238.—3ih.p. New L.M.C., free engine, M.O.V
model ; immechate deUvery : cash or exchange.

3-^ h.p. 1910 New ZENITH GRADUA ; immediate
delivery from stock ; cash or exchange.

No. 2441.—3 h.p. ROC, magneto, free-engine clutch, low

built
;

price £13 lOs. Guaranteed running order.

No. 2039.:—3^ h.p. 1909 ROC, two-speed model, in new
condition, Dunlop non-skids both wheels, lamp, horn

;

£38. Guaranteed.
No. 2476.-23- h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., standard model

;

price £10 IDs. Guaranteed.
No. 2127.—4 h.p. ANTOINE, powerful macliine, siiigle

cycle sidecar machine; £14. Guaranteed.

No. 2480.—5 h.p. Four-cylinder BINKS, low chain

drive; £15.
"

No. 2248.—2i h.p. BRADBURY, igoS model, in new-

condition ; £12'l0s. Guaranteed.
No. 2286.—3i h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea fittings^

accumulator ignition, Brooks' saddle ; £810s. Guaranteed,

No. 2416.—5 h.p. REX, magneto, sidecar, lamp, horn;

the complete turnout at £25. Guaranteed.

3J- h.p. igo8 TRIUMPH, non-skids both wheels, horn,

in very nice condition. Offers. Guaranteed.
10-12 h.p. LAGONDA Tricar, open frame, coach-built,

water-cooled, two-speed, reverse; £32.

4i-h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA, 1908 model, in

special good condition; price 20 Guineas. Guaranteed.

S^h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, horn, lamp, tools ; £22. Guar-
anteed.
No.-2501.—3g- h.p. REX, in good running order ; £7 10s.

Guaranteed.
No. 2507.—sJh.p. TRIUMPH, in good running order;

price £12. lOs. Guaranteed.
Nn. 2483.—3i- h.p. CH.A.SE, serviceable machine, vertical

engine, snart and fast; £12 103. Guaranteed.

ij h.p. Complete MOTOSACOCHE Motor Set, all ready

to fit to strong pedal machine; price £8 lOs. the set

complete. Guaranteed
No. 2473.—2?, h.p. F.N.. Runabout, magneto, two-speed

gear:, rgio model, three wheels, shaft-driven, perfect, as

new
;

price £38. Guaranteed.
No. 2247.-3-1 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto igni-

tion, Truffault" spring forks, nice condition; price

£12 TOS. Guaranteed.
No. 2475.—5-6 h.p. F.N.. four-cylinder model, rubber-

studded tyre, a good, sound second-hand motor cycle
;

£25. Guaranteed.
2^ h.p. Model C DOUGLAS, new, in crate ; 38 Gns.

Immediate deUverv from stock.

MILLS AND FULFORD'S new 1910 Sidecars. Imme-
diate dehvery from stock of Radial Castor Sidecars and
Spring Wheel models.

WAUCHOPE'S, '•'''^^^'^'oli:^%"''-

Phone, 5777 Holbora. Telegrams : " Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters mav

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " 01When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra'
and three stamp.-d and addressed envelopes must be
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appea
the advertisement. Replies shoukj be addressed "

000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
, or if " Londi

is added to the address, then to the mmiber givei
"The Motor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, E.C.

'

1^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown permay deal m perfect safety by availing themselves of

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "

Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt
upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance of
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is
registration. The time allowed for a decision after rei
of the goods is three days, and if no sale is effected, c
party to the transaction pays carriage one way. For
transactions exceeding fio in value, a deposit fee
2S. 6d. IS charged. All deposit matters are dealt v
at Coventry, and cheques and money orders should
made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receivei

answer to their enquiries are recfuested to regard '

silence as an indication that the goods advertised h
already !j',en disposed ot. Advertisers often receive
many enquiries tliat if is quite impossible to reply to c;

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE)
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, a

Westmoreland.

"I
QlO Triumphs ready for delivery; £48 I83.,

J-tf with P. and M. two-speed £56.—Walker's.

10 Phelon and Moores for early delivery.—Walkt
Cycle "Woiks, Ferryhill, Durham.

03..—2h-p. Minerva, less cylinder, good conditiou.T;
'^' Freeman, Hartburn Loug:e, StocktJu-ou-Teeg. .

,

EX de Luxe, 1909. 5h.p. t^vin. Roc clutch, two-spf
ear; £36.—Lindberg, Eeetory Drive, Gosfor

19

Northumberland.

3Xh-p. Br.-iwn. f?ood condition, two expanding pullej
2 barsaiu, £19 10s.-J. M. Hall. J. Burne. en

neers, Appleby, Westmoreland.

HUMBER, 3ih.p.. Eo*^ two-speed gear. 1909 patte;

little used, good hill-climber ; £30.—Can be Be

and tried, Dean's Garage, Caruforth. -

QUADRANT. S^h-p.. Eoc two-speed gear. 1908 p
tern, very low frame, spring forks, magneto ; £2

trial by appointment--Dean's Garage, Carnforth.

FOR Sale. 2ih.p. motor cycle, Lloyd's fittings. 26
wheels. Palmer tyres, spares, etc-, wants slight

pair : £ia.—J. Ellwood, Eow Foot. Ain^table, Am
tbwaite.

PJh-p. Motor Cycle, low built, Res twin engine, v(

t^ fast, excellent condition; £12; inspeetian invite

or what exchange ?—Hardy„ 6S, Eamont Gardens. Wi
HartJepooI-

MINERVA. 3^h.p., handle-bar control, Araac, engi
just overhauled, new piston, bushed,

,
good tyr

adjustable - pulley, etc ; must sell : £14, or best ca

offer-—John Shaw, jun.. Moresby, Whitehaven-

j Q09 5h.p. Twin Chater-Lea, magneto, spring for!

jL*7 Mabon clutch, many spares, in lovely conditio:
any trial; £50, or nearest; must sell; owner bought Ci

—33, Buston Terrace, Jesmoud. Newcastle-6n-Tyne.

rOEr 1910 Triumphs, Humbers, NS-U-'s, and Bnfi(
lightweights, we can give you deliveries from sto(

Why wait? Send for lists-—Write, wire, or 'phone yo
irtTints to Turvey and Co., The Motor House. Sunderlai

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

DOUGLAS, Britons' triumphant lightweight-—Goi
lay. Fallowfleld.

3ih-p- Phelon and Moore, splendid condition ; £30:
2 Denby and Co., Ilkley.

3 h.p. Quadrant, reliable, new tyres, new belt; tii'.i

£12.-12, Jaffery St., Leigh.

TRIUMPH, handle-bar control, new belt, splend
condition; £14.-23, Organ St.. Leigh.

~| QIO Triumph, with free engine, in stock.—Cio.
Triumph - Agent, Rotherhum.

Bradbury and Ariel in

Cycle Agent, Rotherham.

HTWEIGHT Wolf, magne
Cros.s, Triumph Agent, Rotherham.

IQIO Bradbury and Ariel in .'^toek.—Cross, Mot

T IGHTWEIGHT /Wolf, magneto, _fine order; £11.

A32 In onsicering these adverlisemenisitis.dcslrahU to fncnlioii ''The Motor Cycle.

^.m
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MOTOfi BICYCLES FOR SALE.
909 Moto-Kevo, twin, Druid forks. 2iii. Contiuentaia.

t^Tijy fiuirih. ptrfect order; burgam, £23.—Plastow,
rimsby.

908 Twin Eox. mafjneto, handle-bar control, perfect
iiidcr ; £24.-^riaitow. Grimsby.

rRlUMl'H, 3]i-p., spring forks, handle-bjir control, new
c-iiLjiuL', inTfect ; 18 guineas.—Plastow. Grimsby.

spares

;

Stratlord-
lli-p. RoYiT. excellent condition, lamp. horn.

fi £13. or near ofler-— 8. Warwick Rd. "

I-Avon.

\ij 15s.-
^ 4 muy:

2ih.p. Minerva, long handles, splendid run-
UTtivT" new belt-—Isg'ate, 7, Cbapel St-.

910 Free Engine Triuuiphs,
twin Preuiii

two-speed Humber,
in stock for immediate delivery.—

Iiistuw, Grimsby.

)t)lTGLAS, kins,' of liffljtweig:ht?, latest model in
stock, prompt ' delivery. — Norton, ironmonger,

.nitiiiord St., Coventry.

909 Triumph, splendid .condition, new Lyso belt.

Clinchers; nearest to . £35.~Haydon House,
rougliton Astley, Leicester.

10 Triuraph,s in stock, also few second-hand 1908
and 1909 models-—Woodgate.

equipment; £36, or
Woodg-ute-

.9

910 3ih.p. T-T- Ariel, done 300 miles, perfect con
dition. verj' fast, full tourinf

icbanue magneto two-speed twin--

i 3.h.p. J.A.p.. Dimlops, automatic lubricator, good
J4, crder; £8 15s—Wood^'ate. 543, Coventry Kd..
mail Heath. Birmingham.

"DOUGLAS Lightweight (new), practically unridden,
~f Xl'all saddle, perfect machine; price £36.—W. H-
leykin, Somerset Kd-, Edgbaston-

IIRIUMPH. Rex. Minerva, ExceSsior motors, new and
L second-hand; send for weekly iist-—The Victoria
arage and Electrical Co-, Ltd., Coventry.

> ih.p. 1909 Premier, perfect condition, only ridden
>.2 3.600, complete lyith tools, spares, etc; 30
nineas.—Main. 36, Parade, Leamington.

Jh.p. N-S-TT., twin, Bosch magneto, R.O.SI- tyres, new
5 condition, and guaranteed perfect, fine sidecar ma-
line; £22.—Cole. Hazelwood Rd., Northampton-

i RIEL, Ariel, Ariel.—A few 2Ah.p. lightweights at
1- clearance prices, accumulator ignition j write for

irticiilar.:>.—Ariel Wks., Bournbrook, Birmingham,

rRIUMPH. 3h.p-. magneto, overhauled by company
12 months ago, new engine, ridden little since

lought car); £23--Ernest Knight. Trent Bridge, Newark.

rRIUMPH. 1909, Pahner back tyre, ^^^little belt and
rubber belt, Lucas Projector headli!;,^ht. spares; trial

iiy time.—Louis Cafferata, Harrowby House, Grantham-

IQlO 3:^h.p- Two-speed Humber. new, as received, "with

LJ7 horn, spare valves; owner leaving England; cost

52. ar.ccpt £46, bargain-—Connell. 57, Whitmore Rd-.

mall Heath-

OREMIEE, twin. 1910, Sfh-p-, new April last, hardly
i- been ridden, condition perfect

;
going abroad

;

48. or nearest- — Dr. Taylor, Bagthorpe Infirmary.

"ottingham.

'^'N-. 4ih-p., 4-cyl-. magneto and machine just com-
- pletelv overhauled by makers, and guaranteed in

jrfect running order; £25; trial- — Butterworth.
rafers, \A'arwick.

)h.p. J.A.P., magneto, fitted Roc conversion, handle
7 starting, ridden 200 miles, perfect; cost £85.
U £50, lowest; giving up riding.—Box No. 4,885,
lie Molar Cycle Odices, Coventry.

.

HRIUMPH, 3^h.p., splendid condition, 1910 B. and
L B. carburetter just fixed, h.b.c, lamp and
^u'^rator, pump,- numerous spares; £28, or nearest
S<T. -Wills, 120, Edward St., Nuneaton.

MfOTOSACOCHE, 1-ih-p-, actual gold medal winner of
VX i.ist month London to Edinburgh trial, two sets

i tyres, Whittle and spare round belt, lamp, horn,
map. stand, carrier, watcfi, etc; £25.—Fray, 36, Albion
t.. Birmingham.

[TS70LF Lightweight, 1910, latest model, grand, mag-
tV neto, spring forks, stand, tools, splendid hill-

liniljer. quite new, one of the best lightweights ; list

rice £55 10s., take 30 guineas: makers' guarantee —
4. Lozells Rd-, ]}irmingham.

i RIEL. 1910, 3rh-p-, latest variable gear model, mag-
i neto. free engine, handle starting. Palmer cord
rres, spring seat, lamp, horn, and spares, only ridden
00 miles ; owner too rftrvous ; cost £57 10s-, with
Ktras; better than new; take £46, genuine bargain;
lakers' guarantee—217, Heathfield Ed-, Handswortb.
iirmingham.

SECTION V.

orfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,
and Bedford.

aEX Lightweight, magneto, all good as new; £18.-
Kemball St., Ipswich.

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers.

16, Westg-a-te,
HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

IN STOCK FOR CASHvwr-w Qp EXCHA!\(GE.
'Don't w/rite." Bring' your machine
and cash and we will treat you liberally
1910 New 5 h.p. Twin INDIAN £57
1910 New 3i h.p. REX Speed King £42
1910 New 5 Ii.p. REX Speed King £45
1910 New ii h.p. Tourist REX £48
1910 New 5 h.p. Tourist REX £51
1910 New 3! h.p. Tourist REX, plate clutch £54
1910 New 5 h.p. Twin REX DE LU.XE £62

3^ h.p. Two-speed BROWN, chain drive, handle
startmg £25

1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £39

1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £32 10
igo8 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, clutch, handle startinsi,

spring forks Cantilever £19 19
5* h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10

1909 si h.p. Magneto REX £29 10

1909 3* h.p. REX Speed King, soiled £32 10

1909 si h.p. Two-stroke REX TOURIST £29 10
1909 3I h.p. Two-stroke REX DE LUXE, Roc

clutch, two speeds, as new £36 10
2; h.p. Magneto Twin DOUGLAS £27 10
1908 3i h.p. Magneto REX. spring forks £24 10

1908 sh Ii.p. N.S.U., magneto £22 10
4 h.p. Magneto ROC, two speeds, and free engine £29 10

23 h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, two-speeds £22 10

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, Watawala £9 10

3* h.p. ROVER, trembler coil, 26in. wheels £13 10
3J h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24
3" h.p. SINGER, V belt, high tension magneto .. £15 10

3* h.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels £15 10
1906 3J h.p. RE-X, spring forks, M.O.V , . . . £15 10

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch £19 19

3 h.p. CLYDE, high tension magneto ignition .. £14 10

3i h.p. WERNER, spray, light and low £13 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, powerful £10

ij h.p. MINERVA, good condition, Palnlers £16 10

2J h.p. DE DION pattern, spray £5 10
2i h.p. SINGER, trembler coil • £5 5

2} h.p. BRADBURY, h.b. control, good order . . £8 10

ij h.p. MINERVA, wants attention £3 10
Monster List on application.

Cash Offers and Easy Payments considered. -

Huntingdon,

QIO Triumph.
Li? motors in stock.

k[

nearly new; £44; 1909 £37: 1910
Crawley, St. Mary's, Bedford.

• ih.p. 1907 Triumph, in excellent condition ; £22
*2 10s-—Starkey, Rosenlaui. Pemberley Av., Bedford.

INEEVA, 3|h-p-, 1908, spring forks, excellent con-
dition, little used; £16.—Fisher, jeweller, Ely-

[7" EERY. 3ih-p-, reliable, fast, good climber, new Pal-
lV mer back and Clincher; £8 10s.—Hollier, Strat-
ord St- Av.. Saxmundliam.

One Brand New s^h.p. REX, just received from
makers, and fitted with latest rgio forlcs,

magneto, carburetter and other rgio fittings,

tools, spares, and accessories £37 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAT, 4ih-]i., very powerful, handle-bar control, Hpares;

owner buying new machine ; £24 ; engine, etc.
IxTiect—Clare, BassinKbnnrn.

LATE 1908 5h.p. Twin Rex. mapneto. Roc two-speeds,
handlobar cnntrol. B- and li . pertyct order and

condition ; £26-— 3u- Bridge St-, Cambridge-

5 h.p. Twin Rex, Roc two-speed, magneto, cantilever
sprins fjrks. B. and B. handle-bar control, every-

thing in good order; £26-—3a, Bridge St.. Cambridge-

<?5 first cash—1^-N- lightweight, l:jb-p., going nrd'-r.

^o/ new belt, new accmnulator. spares, horn, irtniid.

number plates, cyclometer; bought car.—Tompkins, Wil-
stead. Bedford.

1 Q09 Ariel, 2ih-p., magneto, lightweight, excellent con-
Xt? ditifiu. Brooks compound saddle, N-A-B. . pillar.

spare cover, tube, belt, valves, written guarantee; £25.
or exchange for 1909 Triumph, cash adjustment. —
l-'earce, Wyncroft, Ipswich-

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

10 Douglas, practically unused; cost complete over
£40, what otters?—Pratt, Hazeldene, Broms-19

£

SUNDRIES.

New 1910 de Luxe Sidecar £5 17
New rgio Rigid Art Cane Sidecar £4 17®
New Art Cane Sidecar Body 19/6
Motor Cycle Tubes, all sizes

New 26 X 2in. Chncher Ai Tyres . .

.

New 26 X 2in. Clipper-Reflex

New 28x2in. Chpper-Rcflex Covers

New 28 X 2lin. Clincher Ar .

6/-
22/-

17/6
17/6
21/-

rgog Rex Spring Forks, with springs 19/6
igoS Rex Spring Forks, with springs 16/6
Forecar, witii tyres, fit P and M , Rex, or Minerva 37/6
Lycett's Large Size, new 9/6
New rpro Amac Carburetter, variable jet 27/-
New 20-amp. Fuller Accumulator 11 /-

New ro-amp Premier Accumulator 8/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, plated 6/6
Swan Neck Seat-oillar 4/2
Mabon Clutch, to fit N.S.U 39/6
Harrison Back Rests new recommended . ^ 12/6
Price's Stands for 26in. wheels 5/9
Rushmore Pattern Lamps, mirror lens 15/11
Hollow Belt Drills, the best 1/6
" Forward " Adjustable Belt Fasteners 1/6
Double Twist Horns 4/6
Three-note Horns, large size 7/11
Magneto Cut-out, special type 2/6

New igog 5^ h.p. O.T.A.V. Voiturette £59 10

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mentioit '

N.S-IJ. 2ih.p. Lightweight, geared down pulley, not
ridden 500 miles —Williams, Victoria House, New-

bridge. Mon-

ZENITH. 3ih.p., free engine, good order ; exchange for

lightweight and cash, or sell £18. cheap—69,

Romilly Rd-, Cardiff-
'

3ih-p. 1908 Rex. 1910 bearings, engine, magneto.
2 Brown and Barlow, handle-bar control, absolutely

reliable, perfect condition; 20 guineas--Ernest Cook.
The Foregate, uorcester.

REX, 3^h-p., new October, 1909, Roc two-speed gear,

J-A-P. automatic lubricator, inch belt, not rna
more than 300 miles, will guarantee everything perfect
machine as new. tyres unscratched, speed 5 to 50 miles

per hour; price £45- — J., Clovelly House, Finstall,

Bromsgrove-

"SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

31h.p. Ariel, splendid order ; cash wanted ; sacrifice

2 £10—Isaacs. High St.. Slough.

N.S-TJ.> 3h.p., accumulator, in good order, been over-

hauled; £10.—Phillips Bros-, Aldershot-

ALLDATS and Onions. 2J^h-p.. shop-soiled, magneto
ignition : £25.—Phillips Bros-, Aldershot.

MOTOSACOCHE, shop-soiled, magneto ignition

;

£25.-Phillips Bros., Aldershot.

1 Q 10 Triumphs for sale : immediate delivery from
Xt/ stock for cash.-Julian's Motors, Reading.

6-—23h.p- Humber cycle, long' bars, perfect condi-

tion--I'Moyd, New Bridge, St. Anne's, Bristol.

3ih.p. JVIinerva, spring forks, splendid order through-
2 out, fine climber; £14 10s-—Surplice, Sheet St..

Windsor.

3ih.p- Daw; £8 10s-; good running order, h.b. con-
2 trol, tyres good; trial run--Simpson, jun-, Sand-

hurst. Berks-

Oili-P- F.N.. in good order, long handle-bars; cheap.
^4 £7 10s.—H- Nancikievell. 137. High St., Eton.
Bucks.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, ie-enam,elled and overhauled;
trial; £12, or near oSer, or exchange.-Wall Auto

Wheel, Narborough, Broad St., Banbury.

31.h.p- Quadrant, 1908, Bosch magneto, with all spares,

2 Clincher tvres, in good condition, machine recently
overhauled; £20, or oflers--4.360. The Motor Cycle

Orfices. Coventry.

CHASE. 5b-p-, and sidecar, perfect condition, £24:
6-71i-p. twin, Chater-Lea frame. Duulop tyres, brass

tank. splendi(i order, £20, or exchange; trial any time-
-Pritchaid. 25, Montague Hill, Bristol-

3ih-p. Brown, new accumulator, new foatrests, foot
2 brake, l^ermatine belt, Bro.iks saddle, new horn,

and toolbag. Palmer tyres, in daily use ; lightweight

wanted; 12 guineas--Taplin, Bristol House, Woodstock-

EYLES and Eyles, 113, St. Aldate's, Oxford, for second-
hand motor cycles and sidecars- 1910 single Pre-

mier, just arrived; 1910 twin Premier. 45 guineas; 31

h-p- Minerva, magneto, handle-bar control, £17; largo

stock of motor accessories.

SCOTT Two-stroke. 1910, with Millford 14 guinea
spring wheel sidecar (geared to suit sidecar), was

on view last Stanley Show, not done 200 miles ; reason

for selling, ill-health ; expert examination invited ; 55
guineas.—Billingham, Clent View, Cemetery Rd-, Lye.
Stourbridge.

ROC 5-7b.p. Twin Peugeot, Bosch ignition, Longne-
mare H., adjustable pulley, R.O.M. combination,

26 by 2i: tyres, one butted and one tricar tube. Premier
searchlight, brass flexible horn. S.N. P. stand, Camel
belt, ROC clutch, bargain , £20 ; also one Liberty
coupler, £1.—Parsons, Hartley Wintney, Hants.

^The Motor Cycle.** A3,5
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VIII,

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

HAMPSTBAD lor Bargaina.-Heath Street Motor
Works, 5, Heath St. Tel. : 2678, P.O.

HAIIPSTEAX).—34L.p. 1910 Kerir-Abingdou, almost
new ; £39, with accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sib.p. Triumph, 1909. splendid con-
dition, with all accessories; bargain, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 2ih.p. two-speed P.N.'
no extra lor easy payments.

;; £40;

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 Kexe.?, all models iil stock;, no
extra for easy pajonents.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD.—Korry-Abingdon from stock; Ci-
' change or gradual payments taken ; no extra.

HAMPSTEAD.-Triumpb, 1910; Irom stock; no wait-
ing.

HAMPSTEAD.—Douglas, 1910, latest model, from
stock ; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.-F.N., 4;h.p., latest model, handle-
bar control, condition splendid, with accessories

;

e22.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sidecar,, best make, brand new, ad-
justable to any machine ; £3 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole London Agents lor Lincoln
Elks, all models in stock ;. no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD lor Moto-Reve Model A.; in stock;
no waiting ; no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD—1909 3ib.p. Triumph, good condi-
tion, studded tyres; i34; all accessorias-

HAMPSTBAD.-2Jh.p. Kerry, good condition, with
all accessories: £10, bargain;

HAMPSTEAD.— 2i'h.p. brand, new Zedel, M"o.

Uhater-Lea low frame, incomplete; JE12 153.

HAMPSTEAD.-Siii.B- new 1910 twc-syeed Plielon
and Moore, in stock; £55.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 3>}h.p. two-speed ]?lielon and
Moore, four weeks oldi £50".

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 new 4-cyL F.W.'a;
in Btoct. no waiting'-

HAMPSTEAD for Triumphs, in stock, new free
engine models and standards ; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.—5b.p. Vindec Special, 1908, free en-
gine, magnetOi and spring folks ; £26.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Douglas, almost new. with all

accessories; great bargain, £33-

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (Tri-

umphB, Indian), Premier, Douglas, Rese.?, Humber,
etc. ; exchanges or gradual payments.—Rey, 5, H&ith
St. Tel. : 267S P.O., Hampstead.

6h.p. Boyer Motor Car, Aster engine, 4-seater: £18.—
Mylam and Co.

4ih.p, Stevens Motor Cycle, footboards, torpedo
2 tank, Jon; ' " •

Mylam and Cd.

Ob.p. Rex Motor Cycle; only £4.—Mylam and Co.

23.h.p. De Dion, long handle-bars, Aniac carburetter,
4: spring forks, low seat, Palmer cord tyres; £12,

or ofEer.-Mylam and Co,

Q3.1i.p. Star MotM- Cycle, Z.E. engine; £12, or eSur.
/V4: —Mylam and Co.

REMOVING BARGAINS.
YOUK offers carefnlly considered,

i
"vr^^E's !-i909 Trump-Fafni^, Druids, Dunious,':

1 ;

J-^ anteed; £25.

BARGAINS IN
1909 REXES. 1909

. 1909 si h.p. Tourist REX £35
rgog 5-6 h.p. Twin TOURIST £37
rgog 5h.p. REX OE LUXE, two-speed.. £48

Compare these with rgro prices.

^h.p. F.N., magneto and spring forks; £15.w
5h.p. Twin Kex, with Eoe free engine clutcbc £25, or

offer.

ALL the above to be seen at Mylam and Co.. 554,
High Kd.. StreatHam, S.W.

EAGLES—Indian. 5h.p., 1910 twin, Bosch magneto.
Indian red finish; £42, as new-

EAGLES.—ISf.S.tr. 24b.p. Twin Lightweight, 1909.
Bosch magneto, M-0. valves, under-geared pulley,

only ridden 100 miles; £29 10s.

EAGLES.—3ib.p. N.S.U., magneto, adjustable pulley.

26 by 2i Continental tj-ies, excellent condition;
£15 10s..

EAGLES 3!h.p. Peugeot, Truflault, spring forks.

Palmer tyres; £14 IO3.

EAGLES.—Bex. 2h.p.. vertical engine, long handle-
bars, low saddle, Dunlop tyres; £6 15s.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on- approval,
deposit.

EAGLES.—We have a lew brand new U.S.U.'a just
delivered, Snished in latest style; 3h.p., £25

3Jh.p., £31; 6h.p. twins, £40; two-speed gears, £5 15s
?xtra ; exchanges entertained; deferred payments; in

spection invited.

EAGLES and Co., High St.. Acton.-N.S.U. West
London District Agency, 1910 juodeT -from stock;

liberal allowances for machines it? pslt paj'nient; Tel.

:

556 Chiswick.

3b. p. J.A.P., just overhauled; what offers?—Brady,
36, Mcrseby Ed., Clapton.

VESTDEC, 5h.p..'Truffaults, Bosoh, good tyres; bargain,
£25.-84, Greenside Ed., CraydOn.

OTHER GENUINE BARGAINS.
2j h.p. rgio F.N:, two-spccd model, brand
new, in crate i

ij h.p. rgro DOUGLAS, almost new I

rgogj- 5 h.p. REX, speed model i

3j- h:p. QUADRANT, spring forks j

igo8 5-6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc clutch, mag-
neto, h.-b. control i

MOTO-REVE, magneto, h.-b. control.Dniids {

5h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, h.-b. control {

1908 REX, magneto, black and gold ., £

3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, h.-b. control . . £

5 h.p. 1909 N.S.U., two speeds, magneto,
h.b. control £

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, Druid forks . . . . £

3j h.p. REX, magn.cto, h.b. control i

2 h.p. QUADRANT, vfxy good
5-6 h.p- Twin PEUGEOT,, magneto, etc f

1909 Two-speed 6 h.p. REX OrE, LUXE, only
done 200 miles- £

3?. h.p. F.N., magneto, h.b. control {

5-6 h.p. Twm REX and Sidecar I

6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc, two speeds {

6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26ih. wheels £

; h.p. VINDEC, magneto, h.b. control .... t

1909 3i h.p. REX, magneto, etc {

ji h.p.'REX, M.O.V., spray {

Sl h.p. 1906 REX, M.O.V., spring forks {

jj h.p. REX, M.O.V., vertical t

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto. . i

MOTOR BICYCLES FOH-S/
NYE'S 1-1909 3ih.p. Zenith. Gradua gear, BoB(i J

neto, fine machine: £26 10s. ,• 1

NYE'S 1-1909 4-cyl. 5-6h.p- F.N., Goodilci
splendid condition; £28.

NYE'S 1-1909 Sih.p. Bradbury, spring forks,
auteed. fine hiU-elimber ; £26 IO9.

NTE'S 1—1908 6h.p. N.S.U.. two speeds, magnate
sidecar machine; rare bargain. £28. v";

JTVTE'S!—1908 Eoc, two speeds, Bosch, fine coiiil

"VTYE'S !-3;h.p. Fafnir, Pahner tords, unscra I
-L* Chater-Lea irame-;, bargain, £12.

NYE'S!—3ih.p. Minerva and sidecar combitkl
Bosch magneto, two-speed gear, nandle-bai

tiol; absolutely given away for £20.

gear, and £i<|

Trril

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

FARRAftS
MOTOR works"

Admitted by all to be the finest popular priced
sidecar on the market.

Note where the front arm grips the centre of the
sidecar, and compare this desigh with the lob-sided
and mimechanical attachment ad6pted by some
makers.

£4 17s. 6d., complete with best tyres.

Twelve months' guarantee.

CARS AND TRIOARS.
5i h.p. HUMBER Tricar,, wheel steering . . £26
4I h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, two speeds .. £19
8 h.p. BEAUFORT Car, four-sealer «40 O
5^ h.p. 0-T.A.V., nearly new £50
5-6 h.p. LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled, Roe

two-speed gear, handle startiog, magneto
ignition, a' beautiful light tricar £35

ODD BARGAINS.
rgro B. & B. latest pat. carburetters

1910 An:ac variable jet

4/- allowed for old one.
Latest type Bosch Plugs,
N.S.U. Two-speed Gear for lin. belt . . .

.

Brooks's Eioo Saddle ,

Dunlop 28 X 2 and z{m. Wired Covers .

.

6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine £6
Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels £3
Rex Pattern Foot Brake, new ,

.

Bowden Front Motor Brakes, new ....

S h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds. .£12
Longuemare, Amac, B,. and B., eti:., Car-

buretters each 5
Premier Magnetos, new £2 19
Clincher Tubes . . , , post hee 6

£1
£1

2
£2 15

12
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WANTED!
Good Motor Cycles. Cash Waiting.

A36

Farrar's Motories,
SQUARE EO-AIX, HALIFAX.

Telephone gip-.-

Ir, OM&wering. thisa advirlisements it is desirabh to mention '

NYE'S)—4h.p. Stevens, yariahlo
good order; low otfer taken-

T^YE'S are the People to do Business wilh.

NYE'S 1-1908 31h.p. If.S.'l'., magneto. Eeadr
nice condition,; £20.

NYE'S!-1907 Sih.p. Miuerva. Bosch magneto,
speed- gear, nice condition; bargain, £15 I@j|

N-
YE'SI-1907 3Jh.p, Minerra; bargain-. - £10: >^ |

^¥E'S!-1906 3ih.p. Ariel, good Older; £12.

VTYE'S!—2h.p. Quadrant, running order; £4-_

NYE'S !-The firm to deal with.
Holborn. London. 'Phone.

Si"-'-

69. Leather 1

1

6299 Holborn.

Minerva, spring- forks, perfect; £12,
offer.—14a, Maple Ed.. Surbiton.

-6b.p. Peupeot, N'o- 6 Chater-Lea frame, Siin. t]!
£20-—47. Camden Grove, Peckham-

09 Twin, powerful, steel studs; fii'st ofier—B|
22, Palnierston Ed-, Walthanista-w.

4h.p.

19
Qib.p. Bradbury; price £12: particulars on apffl^ ^ tion-—Eeynon, Kath Place, Worthing.

CHATEK-LEA-MINEETA. only wants seeing.;."

trial; Bargain.—65. Marks Kd., Eomford. - ',

!Bat, Dion carburetter, coil, good tyres, ni

plated; £12.-31, Landjr Ed.. Stockwell.

£9, Offer.—Sjb.p. Excelsior, Araa.i, rebushed;. f |
condition.—Hill House, Ncctll Dulwich.

Oih.p; J.A.P;, good going order, footboards: 55,
/SU —Mardall, J9, Brunswick Rd., Leyton.

£8.—23h.p. Brown motor cycle, complete, and i\
order; photo.—4, Maple Terrace, Surbiton.

2 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings, in perfect luni^l
order; £6 I5s.—66, Wiltshire Ed, Brixton..

3ih.p. Minerva, 1907. very fast, low: £14 10|
2 Dunning, 102, Culford Ed.. Kingsland, S.

WHITTLE'S.—F.N.. 4ih.p., 4-cyl., magneto, spir|
forks, nearly new, unsciatcbed ; bargain, i f

WHITTLE'S.—Bat-J.A.P., 6h.p., twin, spring fisl
and forks, excellent order; £22 10s.

WHITTLE'S.—F.K., 4Jh.p., 4-eyl., magneto, SEpl
forks, fine order, extra cheap : £22 lOs.

WHiTTLE'S.—Eex de Luxe, 5-6h.p., twin, magmf
Eoc clutch, as new, imscratchcd : £26.

WHITTLE'S.-Bat. 3!h.p., spring frame, M.Ml
engine, De Dion carburetter, practically ixfj

£18 10s.—Whittle's Motor Exchange, Earlsfleld.

CLYDE Motor Cycle Magneto taken lor debt; Hi
gain, £10 IDs.—Locke, draper, Penge.

3 h.p. NS.tr.. new E.OM. non-skid back wheel, perlii

condition ; bargain, £20.—Priestley. Eamsgate. I

REX, up to date, powerful, reliable; bargain, appoii
menl, trial.—White Lodge, 209, Brixton Hill;

TRIUMPH, free engine, new September last, all ace I

sMies; £44—80, Cambridge St., Tictoria. S/WF
3ih.p. Twin Lightweight, perfect Older and coil'l

2 tion; £8.-67, Little Heath, Charlton, Londij

A 4-cyl. F.N. motor cycle, in new condition., .

OL running.-A. SehmutK, 42, Lillie Bd., Earl's 0(rar|

TfEIUMPH, 1908, good as new: trial by appoiir
-L after 6; £30.—71, Soutbside, Clapham Con

BEADBUEY Agent for N-W- London. — Gar*
High St., Hampstead.

4-C'S:L. P.N.. 4ih,p., perfect. £24, worth £3Q.4;S
Mill Lane, W. Hampstead.

TELtrMPH. 3{h.p., 1907. magneto. Mabon clutch*!

perfect order; £24.-Storey, 337, Euston Ed., ."""

I
don.

j
T?.N., IJh.p., magneto, handle-bar contr.-il, spring foif'

-E and seat-pillar; £10.—Tamplin, The Green, Twicke,

ham.

lOiin. Minerva, Michelih tyres, sound order; £,%

^

1 /* "cycls and oash.—Sat, 4, GUUes St, Kentish Tow
jN.W.

MOTOSAOOCHE, 1909, lih.p,, acoumnlator: £201;

HoUy Mount, 81, TNckheath Hill, Lonftj
|S.E.

Thtt Motor Gjjde.."



The Mechanics of Riding Round a Corner.
By ARCHIBALD SHARP, B.Sc, A.M.I.C E.

Some of our readers may have heard something about what has been erroneously styled a " new method of taking

corners," in which the rider inclines his body outward and allows the machine to lean inward. Far from being new, this

method was adopted by some well-known riders as far back as 1903 or even earlier. We do not recollect reading or

hearing of any definite authoritative statement as to whether any benefit is derived from adopting this method of taking

corners ; we therefore asked Professor Archibald Sharp to contribute a short article on the subj ect and give his opinion,

which is as follows :

I'lie Editor has a.sked me to contribute a short

rticle pointing out if it is of any assistance to tlie

der to lean his machine inwards and liis body out-

ards when taking a corner. Subject to the proviso

iscussed belo«', I do_ not believe any ad\-antage is

lined by the procedure. In practical pedl-cycling

nd motor cycling I ha\'e never experienced any

Iditional security—rather the reverse—from leaning

jtwards. Nor from the theoretical point of \"iew

in I find any justification for the practice.

Starting from Newton's first law of motion, " Every

Ddy continues in its state of rest or of uniform motion

?,^M straif/lii line, unless compelled by an impressed

)rce to change that state," the fundamental prin-

iples involved can be simply discussed. When a

lotdt cycle is running steadily in a straight line, the

srtical forces acting on the system for3ne(i by the

lachine and rider are balanced, viz., the total weight

:ting downwards, and the reactions of the' ground at

le tyres acting upwards. Similarly, the horizontal

)rces are balanced, viz., the wind resistance and
jlling resistance of the tyres opposing the motion.

ad the tangential reaction from the road .surface on
le tyre of the driving wheel in the direction of

lotion. (The internal friction of the engine and
lechanism of the machine doers not directly affect the

rohlem.") The resultant force on the svstem is zero,

and the velocity remains constant in magnitinle and

direction.

The Centrifugal Force.

If the velocity of the body alters either in magni-

tude or direction some applied force is necessary. If

the magnitude of the velocity remains constant, Imt

the direction of the motion gradually changes, as in

rounding a corner, the applied force is at e\ery

instant at right angles to the direction of motion, and

is pro\ided by the side reaction of the ground at the

tyres, directed towards the inside of the rur\'e. The
equal opposite force (e.xerted side\vays by the tyre

on the ground) is called the " centrifugal force." The
centrifugal force is proportional to the mass W of the

machine and rider; inversely proportional to /', the

radius of curvature of the curve described ; and pro-

portional to the square of the speed v. If \\' is

expressed in pounds, r in feet, and v in, feel per

second, the centrifugal force F is gixen by ihe

formula—
W?;2 F r2

gr W gr
g having the value 32.2.

Fig. I shows the conditions of a nmtor cyclist

rounding a corner when the rider does not mo\e side-
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wavs on his seat, but both machine and rider lean

inwards. G is the centre of gravity of machine and
rider ; the weight VV is balanced by the equal opposite

vertical reaction W from the. ground, and the centri-

fugal force F is supplied by the horizontal reaction

from the ground. The two forces W and F have a

resultant R, as shown in the figure. The riiler autQ-

F,.:. I.

D agrammatical skutcLes sho ig a motor cyclist leaning machine and
body inward (fig. i) and machine inward and body outward (fig. 2).

matically leans inwarcjs until the central plane of the
bicycle coincides with the direction of R. The
resultant R is transmitted to G, its vertical com-
ponent balancing the downward weight W, and its

horizontal component supplying the necessary radial
centripetal force to keep G moving in the curve.

Fig. 2 shows the conditions when the rider leans
outwards, the machine inwards. If the speed v and
radius r of the curve be the same as in fig. i, the rela-

tive positions of the centre of gravity G, and of th

forces W, F, and R are exactly the same as in fig. i

The oflly difference between the two figures is that th

angle the machine makes with the vertical is greate

in fig. 2 than in fig. i.

When the machine is just on the verge of skiddin]

the centrifugal force F is equal to the greatest fric

tional resistance that can be exerted. The ratio F V
is then just equal to the coefiicient of friction betweei

the tyre and the ground. The condition of the roa(

and tyre surfaces therefore determines the biggest valui

of F W. Figs. I and 2 are identical in this respect

the slope of the wheel not affecting the problem.

The Contact of the Tyre at the Ground.
The only possible modification is that probabll

with the flatter slope of the wheel in fig. 2, in sOm<

cases the ridge at the side of the tyre may get a bettei

grip of the road surface than the smoother centra:
[

part of the tread. ...,.,.....- ..,_

'

Figs. 3 and 4 are en-

larged views, showing
the contact of the

tyre at the
.
ground.

In fig. 3 the point of

contact is on the

middle part of the
tread. In fig. 4 the

Fig. 3. I^lG. 4.

The tyre contact at ihe ground.

point of contact is at the corner of a ridge, and it

is possible tlrat the grip is better than in fig. 3. How-
ever, I don't think there is much in this distinction.

Incidentally, the fact that F varies as the square of

the speed, shows how careful a rider should be in'

slowing down at a corner. A certain corner may
possibly be taken with safety at twenty miles an hour,r

which would necessitate a certain angle of heel. Tgi

take the same corner at twice the speed the angle dfi

heel would have to be increased four times, and theit

friction may not be sufficient to give the necessary grip.'

Hence the necessity for banking, the ideal being to

make the track or road surface at right angles to the

direction of the force R.

ANOTHER
ANEW patent backrest, em-

bodying desirable features,

has been brought to our

notice by Messrs. Samuel • ^

Hall and Sons, Ltd., 18-20, Swin-

ton Row,. Edinburgh, well-known

as the makers of the F.R.S. lamp.
The rest is illustrated on this page.

Its advantages are : Absolutely auto-

matic action, great strength and
comfort, smallest space, quickly

fitted, and sensitive adjustability.

When fitted, the backrest is part

of the saddle, consequently it moA'es

with the rider. After mounting the

machine, the rider simply puts one
hand behind him and pulls up the

rest, when it will "click" into

position. When dismounting, the

backrest looks after itself, and the

reason is that immediately the rider's weight is off

the saddle, the support instantly falls down, as shown
in the right-hand illustration. Roudi roads will not

TYPE OF BACKREST.

A new backrest, with an automatic action. Imme iat^ly the rider's weight is- off the siddie,
the bacltrest falls down,

cause the rest to fall, because every particle of w
must be oft" the saddle before it is released, and
its action is instant.

eight

then
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By

Automatic Carburetters.

Support of ray advocacy of automatic oarburelters

fur certain purposes has just come to hand from an

unexpected quarter. The A.M. A. C. Co., who make the

carburetter used on the Matchless machines in the T.T.

Race inform me that the Colliers and Colver adjusted

ami used it so as to- be entirely automatic. It is de-

signed to retain an extra air lever, the automatic- valve

being intended to look after the more sensitive varia-

tions at moments when the rider's attention is occupied

Ijy steering or lubrication; but the three Matchless

experts preferred to rely exclusively on the automatic

air. and, according to the patentee of the device, raced

friim start to finish on single lever control.

Drilled Pulleys.

Some pulleys had been liberally drilled with holes

far the T.T: Race, with an eye to reducing weight, and

they repaid the experimenters in many instances by

bursting. The Triumph pnilleys had apparently been

drilled with very different intent. A ring of compara-

tively small holes encircled the flanges at such a depth

as to come midway down the side of the belt; the

wedging action of the drive would therefore have the

effect of forcing small pimples of belt, as it were, into

each arilice, and so intensify the grip. It would be

interesting to know how many riders used 28° belts in

28° pulleys. One belt manufacturer confided to me
that he had scrapped all his moulds at considerable

expense, and now supplies 30° belts and 28° pulleys.

He points out that the upper part of the side.> of a

new belt keeps quite clean until the belt has covered

a certain distance, and asserts that the wedging action

distorts a 28° belt in actual use. The old adage, that

belt and pulley should be of equal angularity (viz., 28°),

may yet be true of leather belts, but the more compres-

sible rubber and canvas type is verj' susceptible to

distortion, and he obtains a better grip by making his

belts at 30° section.

Valve Springs.

Many riders, have experimented with different

sirengths of valve springs, and few points better repay

experiment, as some makers are rather careless about

the strength of their springs, and in any case the springs

slowly lose temper in running. I dare say many
readers have not realised that the inlet and exhaust

valve springs need testing separately and in combina-

tion. One machine, for instance, which a member of

Our staff was tuning, ran no better with any exhaust

spring other than the standard, but the fitting of a

much stiffer spring to the inlet valve speeded it up
several miles an hour. Hence a thorough experiment

with valve springs implies testing three or four differ-

ent springs on each valve both separately and in com-
bination, but care must be taken not to use too strong

a spring, or broken valves will result.

Belt Fasteners and Low Gear Ratios.

Many belt fasteners, particularly those of the

adjustable pattern, are totally unsuited either to ex-

panding pulley gears or to the lowest ratio- of ordinary

variable pulley. When a motor bicycle engine driving

a 26in. wheel is geared down as low as 65^ to i, as is

quite practicable with m'any pulleys, a very small arc

IXION."

of belt can at the best get a grip on the tiny engine
pulley. Some fasteners measure 3in. from the tip of
one end plate to the other, and even if their link is

perfectly flexible, the end plates stiffen the extremities
of the belt and cause them to " lift" out of the pulley
groove. As a result the gripping area of the belt is

cut down fo an infinitesimal number of square inches,
and slipping or fastener trouble is certain to occur
almost immediately. As a general rule, when a very

small engine pulley is being used, the fastener should
be as short and flexible as pjossible.

Bravo, the Triumph Team !

Quite the best achievement in the annals of the

T.T. Race was registered by the Triumph machine,
which got all its starters through, including five private

Dr. C. B. Moss-Ilunjell, a prominent M.C.C. member and successful com-
petition rider, who was instrumental, through the columns of The MJ r Cycle,
in forming the Leicester and District Motor Cycle Club. His mount is a
3J h.p. Triumph.

ownei's, and obtained the third, fourth, sixth, seventh,
eighth, eleventh, thirteenth, and fifteenth places. This
spells magnificent construction, thorough practical fore-

sight, and fine riding. Creyton, Marshfdl, and Newsome,
we all know (condolences to Marshall, by the way, on
his tyre troubles; next year his luck may be in again).

The amateurs are indeed a team; of cracks. Adamson
hails from Perth, and can take comers better than any
rider I have seen. Cooper was one of the first Triumph
enthusiasts, and has as much experience as anyone.
Murphy trains in Ireland, and after the bumps of the
Green Isle regards the Manx course as a billiard table.

Howard Smith will be a- lot faster next year-, and
McMinnies is acquainted with speed of old, and prob-
ably rode more cautiously because he was out to report
the race from a comperitor's standpoint.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shoald be addressed to the Ed.tor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Straet, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's (ull name and address.

The Tourist Trophy—A Suggestion.

[4808.]—As it may be of interest to some of your readers,
how would it be to run a race similar to above for private
owners only, so as to give them a chance, as seemingly the
last three or four T.T. races have been won by a trade
rider? GALBROOK.

Increase of Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4809.]—AVitli reference to Mr. Forward'.s letter [4791],
it would be very interesting to have further details. For
instance, does the alteration to the cam affect the inlet or _
exhaust valve, or both, and is the increased profile of cam
."et to give earlier opening, or later closing, or both ?

Doubtless there axe many readers who M'ould be extremely
interested to know exactly how the valves are timed by the
alteration carried out by ih. Forward.

B-ACKWARD.

Carbonised Deposit in Engines.

[4810.]—I was much interested iu 'Ixion's" notes
regarding deposit in engines, and shall be glad if any readers
can inform me and others if they have tried the following
lip, and with what success; The rider of. a J. A. P. twin
informs me he always kept a r'sin. hnll in each of the
cylinder heads, and this prevented carborisation. no matter
iiow much he lubricated. He found cylinder head and top of
pi'ton always in a bright and polished condition whenever
he removed his cylinder. Perhaps some other reader would,
give his experience. Personally, I think the idea quite
feasible, and shall try it when next taking clown engine.

LN 5980.

Hill-climbing.

[4811.]—Your correspondent. Mi-. D. R. Greis, refers, I

expect, to Succombe Hill in his letter [Xo. 4788]. This hill

is a turning to the left soon after passing Warlingliam Station,

on the Purley to Caterham Road. It is certainly a wonderful
jierformance for any single-geared " single " to make a clean
ascent, but Mr. (Jreis is not the first to do so. I noticed
some weeks ago, in a- Triumph 1909 list, that a Cambridge
motor cyclist, on a 1908 Triumjili, had made two ascents
minus pedals. My brother recently rode up Succombe Hill

on his 1910 P. and M. (liis weigiit is 14 stones), and I know
a motor cyclist who went up on a two-speed Warwick
machine. I also know another gentleman who has driven
his 10 h.p. Darracq car up this hill.

I know of no other hill so difficult to take on a single-

geared motor cycle, and Mr. Greis's climb is a great credit

to his machine and him. S. H. CROW.

Jamming ol Carburetter Piston.

[4812.]—With reference to letter 4792, "Trouble" should
try .slackening the nut below the extra air lever and above
the jet chamber. I think he will find this is the cause oi

the jamming and not the dust getting behind the piston.

C.E.D.

[4813.]—In reply to "Trouble" [letter 4792], I had the
saine bother with my carburetter in really muddy weather
3nly, and several times broke the pin through the collar of

the choke tube trying to force it round. I' partially cured it

by filing a little off the point of the screw which travels in

the spiral slot of the choke tube, as I found most of the
trouble was caused by grit getting in this groove. Trusting
this will help "Trouble," E. S. 186.

..14

Road Dangers.

[4814.]

—

On Saturday afternoon, June 4th, on the main
road between Lancaster and Carnforth, a small patch of very

sharp granite stones, newly laid, very deep and loose, was
left the f^l^ vidtli of the road.

If common " horse sense " had been used, either the rnen

would have been kept on overtime to roll the stones in,

or the laying of so short a stretch held over till the work was
resumed on Monday, or a quantity of soft earth thrown over

it. or only half the width of the road laid.

I presume the men would finish on Sat^urday morning, and
therefore these sharp-cutting stones were left one and a half.,

days on one of the main roads of the country, over which at

'

the week-end thousands of pedal cycles, motor cycles, motor
cars, rubber-tyred traps, and other vehicles would pass, and
consequently many pounds worth of damage done.

I was driving a brand new Ford motor car home from
London and up to this stretch nothing had occurred, when
one tyre was cut on this short stretch, although I passed
over it at walking pace. C. W. BARRETT.

P.S.—If the police, and especially in these parts, would
attend to matters like the above, and waste less time in
trapping motorists, they would be doing a public service.

[4815.]—^I wish to caution motor cyclists travelling over
Douglas Moor, N.B. The road has a splendid surface, but.
has been sprinkled here and there with small sharp stones,
with edges sharp as a razor, which play havoc with the
tyres. The other day when taking my 6 h.p. N.S.U. over
this road I experienced ten punctures in the rear wheel in

about three miles, cutting large rents in cover and tube
which have not yet been 200 miles. Reaching Lesraahagow.
I found cover and tube completely ruined and totally unfit

for my return journey of 150 miles. Thinking Glasgow a
sure place to purchase a new 24in. x 2^in. cover and tube I

took the train and found, to my great dismay, such a size

in the heavy tread was not procurable or even stocked. The
following day found me again in Lesmahagow ready to take
the train home. Here Robert Park and Sons, although 1

was an absolute stranger, very kindly lent me free of cost
a good cover and tube. J. M. E.

The Glasgow Clarion Sports.

[4816.]—A regrettable feature of the three miles motor
cycle handicap at the above meeting on June 4th was the
inability of the" coinpetitors to pass each other on the banking
of the Celtic F.C. track, which is rather narrovv' for this

class of racing. In the third heat, Baxter failed to pass
the undersigned on the banking in the earlier laps, and only
succeeded in doing so in one of the later laps by passing so

close as to cause my front wheel to rub for several seconds
against the inside of his back wheel, instead of observing
the Brooklands rule to get a clear three lengths ahead before,

crossing.

As you are aware, in the T.T. Race competitors weie
strongly urged by Mr. Nisbet to avoid attempting to pass

'

each other on corners. Immediately on completion of my
heat I lodged a protest, but was informed by one of ilie

judges that tliere was no occasion to do so, as I liad won
the heat, and my half-guinea was forthwith returned. Judge
of my astonishment wheri. on taking my place for the final. I

was informed hy tJic hmidivappcr that I had been dis-

qualified, and would not be allowed to start. Tlie reason,

vouchsafed was that Baxter had failed to get past me on the

banking !

Collier failed to pass his opponent, and, in fact, every com-
petitor who valued his life and that of his rival failed. Only
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one competitor was dlsqiialifiea tor preveniing tlie passage of

his opponent on the banlcing, and tliis, moreover, was done

on tlie report of an umpire wlio probably held such a position

in a motor cycle race for the first time. The opinion of many
of those present, including Mr. H. A. Collier, was that the

decision was, to put it mildly, most unjust.

If motor cycle racing in Scotland is to be put on a sound

footing, it must surely be organised and controlled by prac-

tical motor cyclists, who should now take the matter into

their own hands. JAIMES S. GRANT.
[The trouble arises apparently from the fact that the track

is unsuitable for higli speed motor cycle racing.

—

Ed.]

Why Wait till Next Year Jor Another Road Race ?

[4817.]—Why wait till next year for another road race?

Everyone who saw the T.T. agreed that it was a sport-

ing event of the very first class—in fact to anyone, such as

myself, cfeeply interested in motor bicycles, it was absolutely

the most interesting competition that coidd possibly be

witnessed. Granted that the race is not only inteTesting but
instructive, that it is not only popular with spectators

and oflicials, but that the competitors also are absorbingly

eager to meet again, then why be bound by a hard and
fast annual period ?

Why wait till next year ? Could not a similar event be
arranged in September this year, possibly not tor the Tourist

Trophy, nor by the name of Tourist Ti-ophy, but under
similar conditions and for similar objects. There could not
be any excessive difficulty either iii making arrangements

I used one of the old froni wheels as a new front steer-

ing wheal, and as it was already fitted with a rim for band
brake, I fitted it up with a band brake operated by a

Bowdeu wire, controlled from the steering wheel, and in

addition to this with a pedal brake. The two brakes together
will now hold it on any hill.

In putting in the two wheels in the place of the old

driving wlieel, and a single steering wheel in the place of

the old t'orecarriage wheels, I had to cut off the handle-bars
level with the petrol tank, converting it to wheel steering,

fitting the front stBCring wheel into a pair of old cycle
forks operated through the old steering head. The socket
through which the steering wheel now operates was built

up out of the head of an old cycle as shown in the photo-
graph, the old diamond shape framework to carry the
tricar being done away with. The radiator now forms the
lower part of the screen, and you will notice I have now
fitted the car with complete undericreen and covered the
engine, etc., with a long bonnet. The petrol tank still

retains its original position.

The box at the back provides ample room for spares, and
plenty of room imder seat for luggage. The long side pieces

and framework are made of wood and used for appearance.

The alterations have not only reduced the original weight
by 105 lbs., and made it 15in. shorter, but I have
now got a steady running vehicle in place of a machine
wiiich, to say the least, took a. great deal of jockeying to

keep one's seat at anything over fourteen or fifteen miles

jier hour on rough roads.

The machine runs fifty miles to the gallon.

An old pUtern tricar altered almost beyond recogDltion. See accompanying letter signed CP 125.

(1.) The tricar in its original (orm. (2.) Rear view of the converted (3.) Three-quarter view ol the altered machine
vehicle with side by side seats. which the owner much prefers.

3r in raising the help and the fuads. Another race this

^ear will also provide an opportunity for a special competition

restricted to lightweights, a class of macliine which is

increasingly popular, and of which the speed and power could

be surprisingly demonstrated.

The lightweight event would be greatly welcomed by
many of the public who fancy that class of mount, and

would like a lead as to the respective qualities of the

varying makes, and it would also be welcomed by those

manufacturers of lightweights who have confidence in theii

productions. FRANK S. WHITWORTH.

A Successlul Conversion.

[4818.]—Herewith I enclose you three photographs which

I think may be of interest to your readers.

No. 1 shows an old 4^ h.p. tricar bought by me in 1909

with the usual forecarriage.

You will notice the position of the radiator and petrol

tank, also the handle-bar, steering, and diamond shape

framework, to carry the forecarriage, the drive being taken

i>n the back wheel alone. I found the wear and tear on the

back tyre and the vibration so great that I set to work
and converted it into the vehicle shown in photographs 2

and 3.

In order to do this I bought up a lot of odds and ends at

a local auction sale very cheap, out of which I provided the

machine with a couple of back wheels, and fitted them
with a differential axle and small carriage springs, the new
wheels taking the place of the old single driving wheel.

Over this I built a seat for two.

I might perhaps point out that I have made the whole
of the above alterations and fittings entirely myself, though
by trade I am a builder, and have had no mechanical train-

ing, and I think these photographs may be the means of

inciting others to make similar improvements.
I see no reason why an up-to-date small tricar should

not be built on these lines. CP 125.

Delay in Execution of Orders.

[4819.]—I noticed in your paper a slioft time ago a

complaint about the unbusinesslike manner in which some
firms replied to repair orders. I may say in fairness to the

FIN. depot I a.lways receive most prompt attention for everv

small order.
"

E F 215.
"

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONIPENGE.
Will Cyril Morgan kindly send his address, not neces-

sarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith ?

Messrs. H. Taylor and Company write in appreciation of

the Car and General Insurance Co., who settled their claim

for burglary in full promptly and without any deductions.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"G.H., K.C." (Sourhbourne) would be glad of owners' ex-

periences of electric lamps lighted by a dynamo driven off'

the rim of front wheel. Are such dynamos suitable for

motor bicycles driven at speeds up to twenty-five miles

per hour ?
' G. L. A." (Ealing) would be glad'of readers' experiences

as to cost of touring in France.
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A NOVEL CAP,

WE have just been shown a patent cap pro-

duced with a special eye to motoring, which

strikes us as rather a good thing for motor

cyclists. Except for one patented detail,

it is an ordinary waterproof cap of smart cut, pro-

vided v^'ith button-

over ear flaps. The
special feature is

to be found in the

pealc, which is du-

plex and formed of

;elluloid. The lower

flap of the peak is

hinged to the front

edge of the peak
proper, and is pro-

vided with a recess

to fit the nose, while it is edged with soft

material. When the conditions are such as to make
goggles advisable, i.e., in wind, dust, or rain, the

lower peak is pulled down the face, and it then en-

closes the physiognomy from the upper lip to the brow
in a transparent shield of celluloid. The cap, knowii

as the Phillips, is comfortable, and no goggles are

required. It is obtainable from the majority of hosiers

and outfitters.

Phillif s's patent cap for motor cyclists.

A. Lower flap. C. Peak.
B. Hinge. D. Ventilators.

"d;

SUGGESTED DEVICE FOR VARYING
THE COMPRESSION.

P." sends us the following description and
sketch of a device for varying the com-
pression, and savs : " It is surprising to

see no firm making attempts to devise

vj.riable compression device for use on motor
cycles. So much
has been said and
written of the advan-

tages both of high

and low compression
engines, and there

has been so much
argument as to which
is the better, that it

naturally sets one
trying to think of

some idea to alter

the compression whilst

riding. An engine

if fitted with variable

compression should

never overheat, as for

ordinary running a

moderately low com-
pression could be
used ; but \vhen an
exceptionally steep

hill was encountered

and full i^ower was
required all that

would be necessary would be to raise the compression,

and immediately have the power of a T.T. machine.

Appended is a sketch of an idea. A is the ordinary

working piston, B the cylinder (somewhat higher than

in present day engines), and C a small piston fitted to

a screw thread E, so that if the handle F were turned

At 8

-H. suggested device for varying the ratio
of compiession in motor cycle cylinders.

A. The working piston. B. Cylinder.
C. .\uxiliary piston. E. Screw thread.
F. Handle. G.G. Detachable head .

it would turn the screw thread E, which would raise

or lower the piston C, so altering the ratio of com-
pression in the cylinder.

" With this engine one would also have all the

advantages of a detachable combustion head without
its disadvantages, as by simply removing the head
G G the piston C could be unscrewed out of the
cylinder and all carbon deposit cleaned off the piston
and bead. There would be no fear of loss of com-
pression, as the piston C is fitted With two rings, which
would prevent gas reaching the screw thread, or, in

fact, leaking by at all, there would be no wear on
the rings, and the slots would not widen."

A CARBURETTER PETROL GAUGE.

WE have pleasure in reproducing a drawing of

a petrol gauge for carburetters,- which has

been sent us by Mr. J. L. Aldridge, io8,

Brighton Road, Surbiton, S.W. It has been
designed to save trouble in dismantling the car-

buretter to ascertain the petrol level.

When the gauge is fitted either to the spray or float

chamber it is possible to ascertain tl:ie level of the

petrol by means of the gauge. The sliding ring A

B-^E

HH
.\ Sliding ring.
B Locking screw.

C Band clip.

D Cap to gauge.

should be set to the correct level and locked by the
screw B. Once it is set correctly one only needs to turn

on the tap to ascertain if the petrol level has altered,

and if found incorrect the cover''"of the float chamber
can be removed and the weight on the needle valve

adjusted without dismantling the carburetter.

The device is provisionally protected, and the

patentee is open to entertain offers for its manufacture.
>—«»«»-r< ^

COLOURED MAGNETO DIAGRAMS.

THE Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., 40-42, Newman
Street, Oxford Street, W., have produced a
.series of charts dealing with the DA2 magneto,
similar to those issued with reference to the car

magnetos. The book of charts should be in the posses-

sion of every motor cyclist, as with its aid the rider can
get to know his magneto machine thoroughly at the
expenditure of the least possible amount of trouble.

Every material used in the construction of the magneto
machine is shown in its correct -colour, so that it may
at once be recognised on referring to the actual article.

In addition to the above, there is a diagram of wiring

and a description of the \vorking of the apparatus.

No less than seven_end views of the machine are given

and a longitudinal section, full size, showing every

detail in its correct, colour. The price is is.
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MONDAY,
JUNE 6th.

THE Scottish
Trials earned
in 1909 the

;

• reputation of

i being the sternest

test to which tour-

ing motor cjcles Soene at the start from

have . ever been submitted, and they will not sur-

render: their fame in 1910. But they fail to secure

as many entries? as they deserve, partly owing to the fear-

lessness' of the test they provide, partly to the expense of

competing, and partly to the T.T. coming so £Oon before

them. Only nineteen riders faced the starter at the Murray-
field car terminus . outside Edinburgh on June 6th. The
names and mounts of the stalwarts were given in my refer-

]
ence to the start in last week's issue, but I repeat the list

for reference.

Cl.4ss I. Allowed 10m. e.xtra fur each section.

J. K. Thomson (8 h.p. Bat, single-geared, and ligid

sidecar).

W. Douglas (2J h.p. Douglas with two speeds).

Ij. Fletcher (2| h.p. Douglas witlr two speeds).

Phillips (2J h.p. Douglas with two speeds).

S. Holroyd (Ij h.p. Jlotosacoche).

Cla.ss II.

S.

! *W
*Ct.

'J.

1' 1909

1908

J. blanghter (3^ Ariel).

R. A. Macmillan (5 Bat).

H. S. Bilbe (3^ two-speeded
H umber).

A. V. Downie (3^- Ariel).

A. A. Hay (3^ Matchless).

W. Houghton (3i Brad-
bury).

C4. A. Alexandei- (3^^ Excel-
sior).

W. Bischoff

Triumph).
\V. PattuUo (3,

Triumjih).

.J. T. Wood m Zenith).

»W. Pratt (3i Pheion and
Moore).

J. Donaldson (3^ Bat).

I
*Bert Yates (3^ two-speeded

! Humber).
A. F, Downie (3;^ Ariel).

*Trade rider.

Several of the machines deserve a line of special descrip-

tion. The Douglas trio, as I stated briefly last week,

appeared for the first tim,-i in public with a two-speed gear,

a miniature duplicate of the old Humber tricar, the gear box

being bolted to the bottom tube of the frame under the

front cylinder, and driven by chain off the engine, the drive

from gear box to road wheel being by belt. Tlie front shaft

of the gear box is duplex and concentric, sprocket and
pulley being within an inch of each other. The gears have
ratios of 6 and 9 to 1. - Pratt's Pheion and Moore has side-

car ratios of 5 and 9^- to 1 in view of the bad hills.

Thomson is up against the toughest proposition of the Trial

in attempting to get through on a . single-geared machine

t
with a sidecar, but he has actually succeeded in driving

the combination up Amirlree in practice. To prevent punc-

tures J16 has roped an old cover minus its beads over the

back tyre.

I
The First Stage Easy.

I

Just to put us in good spirits the trial opened with a

very easy stage of eighty-two miles to Arrochar on the sliore

of Loch Long. The first sixty-three miles consisted of flat,

broad turnpike, until near Balloch
^

we ran into view of

Loch Leven. Thence to Aberfeldy the scenery abso-

lutely baffled description, and many of the most hlase riders

declared they had never seen anything so magnificent. For
close on a huirdred miles the road threaded its way through
superb pine forests close to the beach of tremendous lochs.

Tender a brilliant sun and cloudless skv these vast lochs

By Our
Special

Correspondent.

shimmered a deep
ultramarine in their

craggy piis:ns, Sheer

from their very

brims towered the

great Bens, mountain
after mountain 3.000

feet high, clad -in

Murray.:erd, Edinburgli. ping towards the

foot, rising higher and higher in shades of roan and violet,

and maroon and sage, with here and there a patch of white

snow or black rock, till the eye reached their gnarled peaks,

clearly silhouetted against a golden haze. Uufortunately,

rough going, dangerous corners, and numerous steep little

pitches compelled the riders to devot« the best part of their

attention to the track.

No troubles were heard of until after lunch, when the

riders, after skirting the northern end of Loch Long, stiiick

up into Glen Croe, a six-mile zig^.ag climb, ending in the

terrible elbow turn just below the "Rest and be Thank-
ful " stone. The two-speeded brigade were completely

routed here, and the average of the performances was
mediocre to a degree, for if the sun was hot, a strong wind
was blowing up the pass. Overheating was rife, and I

especially noticed that the machines which paused for

various purposes halfway up had a good deal more ginger

in them at the summit than those which came up prac-

tically in one run. Three fine climbs were registered.

Yates's Humber took the corner close in where the gradient
is worst. Bischoff, to whom the hill was stravrge, looked

like muffing the bend and charging the bank, but made a

splendid recovery and got up well. Pattullo rode up neatly

with pedal assistance. Slaughter and Wood took heavy
tumbles, and Donaldson, coming up impossibly fast, ran
into the deep ditch and stuck there. All the rest stuck
a quarter of a mile or more lower down, but several of

them took the corner smartly after cooling their engines.

P. Fta'Ilips (two-speed Douglas) climbing tlie precipitous Allatgue Hill on ibe
second day.
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notably G. L. Fletcher. The climb proves that a two-
speed gear is of very limited assistance in really mountain-
ous districts unless used in _ combination with an engine
that can keep cool. Quite the finest achievement goes to
Thomson's credit. His belt started slipping about halfway
up. He adjusted a Whittle belt to a low ratio, and came
roaring up on his powerful Bat. Just on the knuckle of
the bend he skidded his combination violently, and, while
his passenger hnng out acros.s his back ( arrier, swung round
and shot up. The wrench, liowever, proves! his undoing
later on, for the sadd'.e-pillav stay of the sidei'a^' buckled.

TUESDAY, JUNE 7th.
" Roads and the men I sing! " As was expected, to-day's

journey of only 135 miles in length has proved by far the

most severe day's ride to which motor cycles have ever been
subjected in any competition. From last night's sleeping

place, Aberfeldy, we ran into Pitlochry and, crossing ths

End-to-end route, climbed over Carn Dubh, -through Kirk
Michael up to the Spittal of Glensheo. There v/e faced the

Kliflish climb round the ill-famed Devil's Elbow over Cairn-

well Summit, 2,200 feet high, which is the highest road in

Great Britain. Coasting down into Braemar for lunch, w?
ran along a broad slippery turnpike as far as Balmoral

Castle, where we took an unspeakably vile cross cut <, :

'he shoulders of the moors down to the Cockbridge Hotel.

The Worst Main Road Hill in Britain.

Past this house rises the worst main road hill in Britain,

known as AUargue Hill, variously described by the com-_

petitors as two Suttons or three Porlocks rolled into one. .\

rough and dangerous descent,, containing one pitch of 1 in 3^

ending in a hump-backed bridge, goes down into Tomintoul,

whence the moorland route into Grantown is again rough

and perilous.

From Grantown to Inverness the roads ought to have been'

f;Ood, as the rain had cleared off soon after breakfast, but

fifteen miles out of Inverness we ran into a cold, white

inist, and found on the roads a liberal coating of the terrible

J. Slaughter 3J h.p. Ariel) suffers a [all at

the hMrpin lend on Rest and be Th mkful.

However, he made a temporary repair
with a strap and a stout ashstake pur-
loined from the hedgerow, and when
last sighted was going strong.

Scotland is the land of cheap motor
spirit, and several competitors are
running on fuels seldom heard of

south of the Tweed. Several' riders
got hold of a patent spirit selling at
7d. a gallon, which produces a very
pungent exhaust. Its smell made
Yates quite ill. Pratt put a match to
some more, and it burnt with murky
fumes. Fletcher poured some more in

a gutter, and reports finding it still

there half an hour later. Several
others filled their tanks with it, and,
taking their machines into the base-
ment of their hotel, were presently
requested to leave owing to the stench. Quite a number
of the riders are using a fuel known as Ross spirit, having
rather a heavy density, and they say they can obtain
extraordinary ^ power from jt after enlargmg their air
intakes.

The Official Cars.
Three cars are accompanj'ing the trial—a 20 h.p. Roth-

well, caiTying officials of the Edinburgh Club, among others
R. J. Good, who, with B. H. Davies, is acting as judge ;

Davies is driving a 20 h.p. Ford, a light-looking American
runabout, which climbs most things on'fop gear; the third
car is a 14-16 h.p. Pe!.'-.i?,e, driven bv W. Hall, of the Vacuum
Oil Co.

"

At 10 p.m. the following are still missing : Two of the
three official cars ; Houghton's Bradbury (retired owing to
collision with cart); Thcinson's sidecar (reported ditched
near Dalmally) ; Bilbe's Humber (cause unknown); and.
Hay's Matchless.

A competitor on a two-speed Douglas taking a wide sweep round th3 same bend. y'i

skid porridge which had made the soft stretches of the
mountain roads so treacherous. Out of the 135 miles, only
about twenty miles were either dry or smooth. The whole
of the remainder were either steep, stony, or slippery, and.
not infrequently all three at one and the same time.

The veteran trade riders regard tlie day's journey as equal
in severity to any 500 miles of the stiffest A.C.U. trial ever
held. The hill off the Balmo-ral road, for instance, contained
many patches of single figure gradient, and was very greasy.
Reefs of rock projected up through.it. watercourses a foot

deep ran across it ; it was scarred with deep ruts and strewn -

with lumps of granite. Two of the descents (from AUargue
Summit and down to Bridge of B'-own) were positively hair-
rai;-irg at intervals, and as for cumbing, AUargue Hill, two
miles in length, averaging 1 ra 7, with four wicked tm-ns .,

near the bottom, easily surpasses any English ascent in ^

severity. .

'

Our little 20 h.p. Ford car only weighs 10 cwt., and is -

about equal to a 3i h.p. two-speeder bicycle, climbing all -

^
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ordinary slopes on top gear. It romped out to tbe Spittal

of Glensliee in fast time, and tliougli anxious to reach the

far worse ascent at AHargue we waited to see tlie leading

men slither round the Devil's Elbow on the clinrb of 2,200

feet up to Cairnwell Summit.
Wood's Zenith-Gradua was the first machine up ; the

sodden surface made him slow and careful, but he never

faltered. Bischoff's Triumph was very perceptibly faster,

the rider's previous acquaintance with the hill standing him
in good stead. A. F. Downie charged the bank at the toj-

kink of the Elbow, but restarted a few yards higher up. A;

no other riders came along, we slid and bucketed down into

Braemar, and after a hastv lunch tackled the cross cut to

the Cockbridge Hotel—easify the vilest road ever traversed

by any trial.

"Reaching AHargue Hill, which begins just below the inn,

we drove the car up and returned to witness the competitors'

.struggles, providing drinks for the failures low down. The
landlord did not recommend whisky. " It's a slow poison,

man! I grew tired of life forty-five years ago, and I've

drunk whisky ever since", but it hasna taken the smallest

effect!" It was impossible for us to watch the riders uf
the whole of the hill owing to its great length and man\
bends, and no competitor can be certified officially to havt
made a clean ascent.

F. W. BiscboS (3^ h.p. Tiiumpb) about to strike a steep section of Allargue Hill

The Worst Turns at the Foot.
The severity may be guessed from the fact that a two-

speeded 7-9 h.p. machine, owned by a spectator, failed com-
pletely in its first two essays. The worst gradients and
the sharpest turns come right at, tlie bottom. Wood's
Zenith rounded the first bend well, but when it disappeared
into the wood overhead, the rider was running alongside.

Pratt's Phelon and Moore and Yates's Humber passed us

going strongly, ancj are believed to have made clean ascents.

A. F. Downie went up a bit at a time. Fletcher and
Douglas seemed by the beat of their engines to take the

climb in serial numbers. Holroyd was still in the saddle

of the Motosacoche when last seen, but was looking as if

he could not pedal much longer.

Slaughter's fate is " wrop in mistry," but his engine had
a reluctant bea,t. Bischoff was the only rider who knew the

hill of old, but his engine " konked " itself to a standstill

just above the first bend, and as he dismounted his belt

broke. After a wait of half an hour he tried again, and
this time went right up with hard pedalling. Phillips's

Douglas, thanks to strong pedal assistance, got up more
than halfway, and might have finished if the near pedal,

damaged in a previous fall, had not come adrift. The other

eight starters were still missing when we had waited two
hours on the hill, and finally we walked up to the car and
.'-tarted for Tomintoul.
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Patches of Snow,
Just as we noticed great patche.s of snow far below us,

we saw a machine prone on the moor near the road a few

hundred yards ahead. Wood had burst a tyre at speed, and

his Zenith, charging off the road, had buckled both wheels

and its front forks down the rough mountain side.

We helped him to straighten the machine out enough to

permit of its being wheeled, and directed him to the nearest

railway station, fifteen miles away. On the way home we

A. F. Downie (3^ h.p. Ariel) rounding one of tbe bad bends on Allargue.

only encountered Bischoff, who is a really clever rider with
a good machine, but has been up against cruel luck with
frequent punctures and belt breakages.
A few miles of decent going near Grantown put fresh

heart into the riders but on the mountains south of Inver-
ness we ran into a death-cold white mist, and a renewal
of skid porridge made the travelling rather dangerous.
Ten of the eighteen starters got in fairly early, all very
tired, their machines mostly very dirty, and the wheels
showing the marks of rough usage.

A Marvellous Performance.
Thomson registered perhaps the most heroic performance

in the annals of motor cycling by getting his damaged side-

;ar in by 10 p.m. He is reported to have made a splendid

ascent of the Devil's Elbow, and to have made a non-stop

ascent of Allargue after shedding his passenger at the foot.

The two facts that the Bat is single-geared and that Allar-

gue is regarded as too severe for inclusion in the Car Trials

bring the meilt of this performance into due relief.

MarKs Lost on Tuesday.
B. Yates (3^ two-speed

I lumber),
A. F. Downie (3i Ariel),

J. Slaughter (3^ Ariel),

B. Macmillan (5 Bat), retired

G. A. Alexander (Bat), 60

S. J. K. Thomson (7-8 Bat
and sidecar), 60

A. V. Downie (3^ Ariel), 60

H. S. Bilbe (3^ two-speed
Humber), missing at mid-

night
A. H. Hay (3i Matchless),

missing at midnight.

two-W. AV. Douglas (2|
speed Douglas),

G. L. Fletcher (2| two-speed
Douglas), 18

V. Pliillips (2| two-speed
Douglas),

J. S." Holroyd (li Motosa-
coclie),

P. W. Bischoft' (1909
Triumph), 2

W. Pattullo (1908 Triumph),
26

W. Pratt (3^ two-speed P.

and M.),
J. Donaldson (3^ Bat), 28

Important Decision.
The judges have decided that owing to the fearful severity

of the Braemar-Urantowti section and its iiiadequate road-

marking, no competitor shall be debited with any loss of

marks ovpv that section. Further, as J. S. Holroyd (1-i h.p.

jMotosacoche) was the only man to check into Grantown inside

maximum time (lie had" 2rti, to spare), they have awarded

him a special-prize for his magnificent performance.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8th.

The third day's journey followed the classic record route
up to John-o'-Groat's, and, continuing vid Huna into Thurso,
was 174 miles long, or twenty-one miles longer than the
sixth (lay of the 1908 A.C.U." run. In spite of this, the

J. T. Wood busy at work on bis Zenith-Gradua at the top of Allargue HDl.
This competitor was unfortunate, as, whilst travelling last, his front tyre burst
causing % fall which buckled both wheels.

'

competitors regarded it in the light of a picnic after the
strenuous work of the first two days, 'and their Scotch
practice has made them so astute at hairpin bends that
Berriedale troubled nobody.
There is good news of yesterday's absentees, except poor

IMIbe, who is reported to have collided with a lorry on the
iSpittal of Glenshee. That, lion-hearted sportsman, Allan
Hay, crackled into Inverness on his 3^ h.p. Matchless at
1 a.m. He has passed his fiftieth birthday, yet he lives on
the roads, though he is always in trouble, and cannot stai't

\rithout the help of pushers except downhill. His normal
hour of arrival at the night stop is well on towards day-
break, and yesterday, after several tumbles, he walked the
last seven miles into Inverness; yet he was up at 6 a.m.,
as_ fresh as a lark, and more than a match for anybody who
tried to chaff him.
Wood sent word that he was repairing his bent forks at

the Cockbridge Inn, and intending to push on at daybreali.
He actually reached Inverness at 10.30 a.m. on Wednesday—^two and a half hours after we had left. Thomson arrived
at 10 p.m., the forcing of a single-geared sidecar outfit over
yesterday's route being a feat of unparalleled merit. He
fitted two new covers this morning—his 8 h.p. engine rips
at the tyres whenever he opens the throttle. Thus Bilbe,
Houghton, Macmillan, and Wood were absentees at 8 a.m.
to-day.

I saw very little of the riders during the day, and when
I attempted to manoeuvre the car out of the garage, I made
the alarming discovery that turning the steering wheel to the
right deflected the road wheels tn the left, and vice versa ;

this was due to an impact with a collie on Tuesday, and
took an hour to remedy, so we were late in starting.

Baffled Experts'.
Overtaking the field by Brora, we were presently in diffi-

culties with the carburetter of the Ford. 'J'he three soi-
disant experts in our crew, A. D. Draper, J. W. Rutter,
and B. H. Davies, spent two hours on it to no effect, till
at last some inspirid genius started the engine up for the
hundredth time, and the car ran better than it had ever
done before. No one kiwjws what was wrong, nor liow it
was remedied. Our photographer went on to I'vrriedale
with the 1! .thwell car, and was marooned there by his heart-
less driver minus any lunch. He reports that all the men

.
took tins tricky ascent cleverly.

, We found Hay mending his belt in Berriedale, and pre-
sently Wood overtook us on his Zenith, having ridden 180
miles since sunrise, and having still fifty more to cover
1 resently we repassed him, busy with tyre trouble.s.
Jiischott IS also experiencing cruel duck with his tvres. Bv

truly Herculean labours he managed to take out both wheel."-

in the adjustment hour this morning and to change his

covers over, but he has had four more punctures during

the day.
At Wick, Mr. Robert.^on, who has despatched so -many

asjiirants for record honours upon their arduous journey, gave

us the news of Hugh Gibson's glorious sidecar record, which
reminded us of the equally meritorious achievement Thomsoai
is even now engaged upon. He has straightened his buckled

stay, cut it down, and re-attached it at a different angle,'

and his corner work on the 1 in 5 hill elbows is enough to

make a marble st;itue's hair stand on end. This isby com-
pulsion, as if he ever let his single-geared engine slow

down seriously on such grades, it could never pick up.

Did he Lean Inward or Outward ?
We ran into John-o'-Groat's for tea, and as we left the

veteran Hay crackled up—he is not an advocate of silence.

We pushed him off again, and following him closely i down
the Thurso Road saw him ajjproach one of the right-angle

comers near Huna at 40 m.p.h., leaning over at an inclina

tion of (Something like 20°! There was a cloud of dust, a

crash and a thud, and when we got up nothing was to be

seen of the Matchhss, while its rider was lying through

the bottom gap of a barbed wire fence, wagging his head

ruefully. We extricated him, not a whit dismayed, and got

assistance to haul his machine out of a deep ditch, in which
it had disappeared from view.

Hay regards. it as his metier to provide the comic relief

of the trials, but though he never takes himself seriously,

he is quite the toughest sportsman of the whole crowd.
We then drove into Thurso without further' incident after

a glorious day's run of 174 miles under a burning sun.

Entrants for the A.C.U. End-to-end trials will be relieved

to hear that excepting a very few miles immediately south

and north of Inverness, and a short patch near Dalwhinnie,
the road they will traverse is in exceptionally good condi-

tion this year. The Scottish car trials, which usually cjit up
portions of the route rather severely, have been abandoned,
and unless severe weather is encountered the going next

month should be good.

A Clever Temporary Repair.
A. F. Downie has managed a clever piece of riding. His

drain tap came adrift from his petrol tank; he managed to

plug it with a lump of soap, and using his handkerchief as a
lashing rode for many miles. Einally the lashings- came
adrift when time was precious, and he held the soap ping
in position by hand, changing hands from time to time, as

either hand was required for lubrication purposes, etc.

A competitor at the bad bend on Berriedale hill, travelling northwards. The
gradient at this point Is 1 in 6i.

Thomson's repair to his sidecar stay turns out to be a clever
' piece of amatem- mechanics, for arriving in Inverness very

late at ,night he pushed his machine into the hotel porch,
straightened the Isent tube at the fire in the lounge, and
cut it with an ordinary hand file. Yates's machine is keep-
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ing exceedingW clean, and the Motosacoche has ran most

consistently.

The following is a statement of marks lost up to date

:

First two First two
days. Wed. days. Wed.

Thomson .. 120 Yates ... ..

Douglas .. A. F. Downie "*

Fletcher 31 .. Slaughter ... 38 '.'.

Phillips .. Macmillan ... Retired .. —
Holroyd .. Bilbe ... Retired . —
Bischoft 12 .. A. V. Downie 60 *

I'attuUo • 31 .. Houghton ... Retired .. —
Wood 60 .. 60 Ale.xander ... 120 .. 27

Pratt .. Hay ... 120 ... 60

Donaldson 88 ..

* Denotes lost time card.

Note.—The maximum number of marks which can be lost

on one day is 60. .

THURSDAY, JUNE 9th.

The fourth day's route began with the Betty Hill section,

along wliich most riders lost their chance of a gold medal
last year, but the weather conditions were' a pleasant con-

trast. Last year we had pouring rain and boisterous winds,

to-day there was scarcely a ireath of air and the sun was
grilling, while the surface was at any rate no less atrocious.

Fletcher, however, had a nasty smash, seriously damaging
his front forks. Thomson wired yesterday for two Kemp-
shall covers, hoping to break a long sequence of tyre troubles,

but they did not fit his rims, and further punctures and
bursts delayed him. Phillips was also missing at lunch,

and up to the time of writing W. W. Douglas is the sole

representatiT-e of his trio. After lunch at Bonar, the men
took the picturesque cut oyer Aultramein Hill into Ding-
wall, and following the record route to past Beauly, turned

(iff at Glen Urquhart, and entered upon the most pictui-esque

stretch of the entire route. The glen is narrow and esceed
ingly lovely, with a little brook trickling beside a passable

load. The drop from the summit into Drumnadrochit struck

the writer as about the worst hill he has ever seen. Passing

Drumnadrochit we reached the shores of Loch Ness. For
twenty miles a narrow terrace of red road clings desperately

to the sheer scarp overlianging the loch, the finest fresh-

water lake in Britain. The six-foot lane winding through
balmy forest of larch and pine was not an ideal place in

which to catch up time, and must have troubled five riders

whom we saw littered along three miles of road near

Beauly : Holroyd and A. F. Downie with tyres, and Bischoff,

Wood, and A. N. Downie with broken valves—a common
trouble on this baking . day. They have all arrived, and
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1 hree competitors in the trials ascending one of the steep Scottish passes in
compmy. The rider in the foregrpund is J. Slaughter \3\ h.p. Ariel', who was
."iwarded a silver medal. W. W. Douglas (2-2 h.p. Douglas), who won a gold
medal, is on the right, and Bert Yates iSJ- h.p. Humber), a gold medal winner,

J n the background. Observe the group of canine spectators.

The veteran competitor in the Scottish Trials, Alan H, Hay (3J h.p. Match-
less>, who, despite one or two falls and a difllcuUy In starting, pluckily stuck

to his task until Friday, when he was forced to retire through another fall.

have ridden pluckily roimd comers where many a car would
have to reverse. Pratt, Douglas, Slaughter, Yates, and
Pattullo complete the ten who liave arrived up to 9 p.m.

The latter have all had an easy day. '

The competitors are looking forward with some trepidation

to the climb out of Fort Augustus to-morrow, a straight

road rising for 1,000 yards, average gradient 1 in 5, reputed

to contain a patch as near 1 in 3 as possible. Owing to the

heat and numerous hills, the consumption of oil has been

phenomenal, some using half a gallon per diem. The engines

are now somewhat carbonised, and it is not likely there will

be many entries for the special time prizes to-morrow.

Fletcher has just arrived with his frame six inches askew.

It is miraculous how he can steer it at all. He rode off the

road into a ditch, and later rammed a cow, cannoning off

into another ditch. Alexander is also in, and Bilbe, who
retired on Tiresday, has ridden his Humber across to greet

us. He took a bank at Kirk Michael to avoid two carts,

and found it prudent to retire.

The following is the marks register for Thursday : Losses

—

Fletcher, 15 (collision); Phillips, 46 (tyres); Wood, 22;
Donaldson, 60 ; A. F. Downie, 10 ; Alexander. 60 : Hay, 60

;

and Thomson. 60. Holroyd, Douglas, Bischoff, Pa'ttullo,

Pratt, Yates, Slaughter, and A. V. Downie lost no marks.

FRIDAY, JUNE lOth.

Fort Augustus to Aberfeldy via Errogie, the Grampians,
and Ballinluig, 122 miles.

The timed hill-climb at Glendoe was the pUce de rhist-

ance of to-day, and as the hill commenced one mile from
the hotel most of the competitors walked out last night to
inspect it. As is usually the case, the gradient has been
vastly exaggerated, though a hill including five separate
pitches of 1 in 5 must always command respect. Entry
was optional, and Hay, Pattrdlo, Holroyd, and the younger
Downie preferred to surmotmt the hill unofficially. The
Ford was the only car present capable of climbing the
severe grade, and it was kept pretty busy laying telephone
wires, conveying flag-waggers, etc.

,
It was decided to time

the men up to the danger board, the length thus being in-

creased to 1,200 yards, a dip some twenty yards in length
giving engines a chance to pick up after 980 yards. .Just

before we all started out Hay and Donaldson got in after

spending the night on the road, with a whole Odyssey of

adventures to relate. Hay, after his usual pack ot trouble,

had waited for daybreak, regfirding the Loch Ness road as

too dangerous for night driving, while Donaldson had been
busy at work on his tyres. The general level of the per-
formances on the hill was excellent, in view of the fact

that the machines have undergone a tremendous gruelling,

and that the hill is unquestionably formidable-
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Crimpetitor and itacliine. Time.

S. Tliomt^uii (8 li.p. B;it, singk-geared sidecar,

lieavy passenger) ... ... ... ... ... Im. S^jS.

Tlie 8 li.p. J.A.P. engine .scarcely slowed
a tide on a 5 lio 1 gear. Both men assisted

the machine by jerleing their bodies fonrard.
The writer never thought there was any-
thing in this trick, but it seemed to help

them on the worst I in 5 bit. Second fastest

time.

W. W. Douglas (2| li.p. two-speed Dougla.s) ... 3m. 8s.

Slow. Pedalled hard the whole way up.

G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p. two-speed Douglas) ... 2m. 13.^8.

Very good indeed. C4ave a few strokes

with the pedals now and again. His first

ascent, faster still, was missed by the time-

keepers.

P. Phillips (2| h.p. tw-o-speed Douglas) • 2m. 55|s.

Fair.

P. W. Bischotf (1909 Triumph)
Had under-estimated the hill, and, gear-

ing too high, failed low down. Afterwards
climbed the hill fast miofiicially in Im. 42s.

on a lower gear.

J. T. Wood (3i h.p, Zenith-Gradua) 2m. 18|s.

Made a driving error on first steep pitch,

but after running alongside over the

knuckle, picked his engine up and finished

very fast. .

W. Pratt (o{ h.p. P. and M.) ... 2m. 18|6.

Sailed up quite easilj', using his low gear

all the way.
J. DonakUiin (3J, h.p. Bat-,T.A.P.). Fastest time... Im. 31s.

.MagniHieiit climb. Some consolation for

hi.s night on the road. Ha^J to use his

brakes hard on one of the top bends. .

B 2m. 22?Yates (3^ h.p. Humber two-speed)
I'he Himiber engine licked up the grade

easily. ^
A. F. Downie (5i- h.p. Ariel) —

Failed.

J. Slaughter (5^ h.p. Ajiel) ...

Went up easily and fast.

G. A. Alexander (3^ h.p. Excelsior)

A neat climb. Slow, but sure.

Of those who did not enter for the special bill-climb

prizes Hay (3i h.p. Matchless) failed close to the bottom
and hired men to push him up. The same applies to A. V.
Downie. Dr. PattuUo went up quite fast and ought to have
enteied for the tuned sprint. Holioyd's Jilotosacoche took

lin. 59 is.

2m. 8ts.

MJH.
^ ^^ " """IW^^IIMip MBIIIIIIJJI^

toh^-.., .„ „ . _* ^

A good impression ol a winding Soofflsli hill. The rider is P. W. Bischoil (1S09
Triumph) ascending Glendoe.

itself up at about five miles per hour with its own'er walking...
comfortably alongside. This is Holroyd's usual method otj
ascending severe hills. 'i
Rain began to fall soon after tlie last man had passedj

the summit, and continued as far as Pitlochry, the going*
being mostly rather rough, but not gi'easy. "The authori-
ties are doing their best to convert the Grampian Roadj
into a first-class highway. "VYe passed se-\-eral gangs of 3

roadmenders, who spend weeks up in the pass, sleeping in]
a caravan at night, and constantly supervised by the sur-

'

veyor, who uses a De Dion car. The road is being widened,
bends eased, and- grades toned down, but neither tlu

foundation nor the surface is hard as yet. and a little bad.'
weather still makes the road very impleasant. -

Passing Thomson's sidecar we noticed that the frame was.J
?.gain strained, and the machine Avas tilted towards tliej

sidecar in dangerous fashion, while the fore end of the

"

wicker chair was evidently fouling any bnmps in the road. 3
Having lost his front mudguard cm the first day, lie was greatly :

troubled by mud-flinging, which stuck up his •carburettei'
'

slides. Ere long this plucky pair, Thomson and his passen-

I ^p^'^^v^'^^^r^^y^PTp^p^rt^f^^'^fii^ v..*^.ff\-'

Scottish Trials. Competitors and their machines assemhled at the loot ol Glendoe between Loch Ness and Whitobridge.
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gel' Somerville, had to uncouple the sidecar and carry it on

their heads over a river, tlie bridge being broken down by

aoods. At Ballinluig the men turned off the End-to-end

route to follow the north bank of the River Tay, cross at

Grantully Bridge, and so into Aberfeldy.

To-day's marks list is as follows : Lost 0, Douglas,

Fletcher, Phillips, Holroyd, Bischoff, Wood, Pratt, Yates,

A. F. Downie, Slaughter," and A. V. Downie ;
Donaldson, 46

(tyres); Alexander, 60 (tyres); Thomson, 60 (various); Hay.

66 (not arrived yet).

Formula Results in Glendoe Hill Climb.

with considerable force. PattuUo on restarting finished the

1 in 6.2 portion above the elbow better than anybody else

except Fletcher.

Slaughter had been seen running alongside on one of the

lower 1 in 5 stretches, and we expected nothing startling

from him in consequence. However, he electrified us all by

1.

2.

3.

4.

Cr.A.ss I.—Single-cylinder Handicap.

Donaldson ... 665.9 : 5. Yates 406.1

Slaughter ... 515.9 6. Alexander ... 390.01

Wood 450.9 Bischoff and A. F. Downie
Pratt 412.8 failed.

1.

2.

Class II.—Twin-cylinder Handicap (Formula).

S. Thomson ... 652.1 3. P. Phillips ... 327.4

G. L. Fletcher ... 436.6 4. W. W. Douglas... 296.9

1.

2.

Class III.—Open Scratch.

Donaldson ... 1.31
:

3. Slaughter ... 1.59-^

Thomson . . .

1.54-L

SATURDAY, JUNE 11th.

Aberfeldy to Edinburgh, via Amulree, 109 miles. Tie
close of to-day's run was the ascent of the terrible Amulree
Hill from the Sma' Glen side, and after the cloudburst of

Friday everyone was an.xioas about the surface of the steep

and twisty road up Glen Quaich. Fortunately for the com-
per.itors the storm hai not reached so far, as we soon dis-

covered when we drove our trusty little Ford car out along

the Killin Eoad and put it at the Kenmore side of the hill.

This is the incline which the A.C.tJ. men are being taken
out of their road to face. Frankly, we consider it unlikely

that many of them will get up. Bischoff was the first man
up. He tooi< the bottom bend badly, and stopped his

engine, but jumping off restarted very cleverly, and by dint

of hard pedalling reached the summit in the saddle. Other
riders afterwards took the bends better, but nobody else

made quite so easy an ascent. Douglas failed at the lower
bend, his engine having had quite enough of it. Yates
hugged the bottom bend too closely for success, rounded the
second, when his engine being nearly done he freed it, and
aided by a push from the spectators, got off again, and all

but reached the top.

Wood, A. F. Downie, PattuUo, and Pratt all stuck at

the beginning of the elbow, the latter charging the bank

Spectators on the banks of Amulree watching P. Phillips (2^{h.p. Douglas)
rounding the first bad bend.

taking the elbow in brilliant style, though his engine failed

again 100 yards higher up. The little Motosacoche took the
lower pitches in its usual leisurely fashion, Holroyd slack-

ing the jockey pulley to permit a little belt slip, and walk-
ing alongside at four or five miles an hour, while the machine
took itself up "and a bit of him." as he puts it.

Phillips next appeared and negotiated the corner quite

nicely, only to fail above it. Fletcher puffed up to within
100 yards of the elbow, stopped his engine with the utmost
sang froid, and asked McGregor for a route card. After
a siiort cool he resta'rted, and climbed to the very summit
in neat style on his low gear. A. V. Downie and Alexander
failed down nn the foothills. Everybody was eagerly wait

The judges,

Messrs. B. H.

Davies and R. J.

Good, examining

the machines at

Murray fie Id,

Edinburgh, at the

conclusion of the

trials.
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ing for Thomson and Somerville with their 8 h.p. Bat
one-gear sidecar. At last the combination swung round

I he final bend below the elbow, and though both men
\rere jerking their bodies in imison, it was plain from the

beat of the engine that the 8 h.p. Bat was a trifle weary.

With wonderful precision they altered their policy. Dis-
' mounting earlier than they had intended, they ran the

machine round the lower bend, hauling it straight, pushing

it up, and pressing it down as it leapt off the rough surface,

with marvellous judgment and agility. Bucking like a

broncho, it pounded quickly round the upper bend, both

men wrenching, shoving, and leaning on it as they galloped

alongside up the 1 in 6 slope, amid loud plaudits ; but flesh

and blood could not stand such a strain for long, and
eighty yards higher up Thomson sadly stopped the engine,

but many willing hands helped them off ten minutes later.

Saturday's Results.
Full marks were gained by W. W. Douglas, G. L. Fletcher,

P. Phillips, J. S. Holroyd, P. W. Bischoff, W. Pattullo,

.T. T. Wood, W. Pratt, B. Yates, and J. Slaughter.

J. Donaldson, V. Downie, S. J. K. Thomson, and G. A.
Alexander lost sixty each. F. Downie lost three. A. Allan

Hay retired owing to an accident on the Friday afternoon.

The provisional results are as follow

:

JUNE i6th, igio.

Special Prizes.

J. S. Holroyd (1^ h.p. Motosacoche), best performance on
a lightweight; also medal for best performance on Braemar-
Grantown section.

P. W. Bischoff (15^ h.p. Triumph), best performance using

Ross spirit.

The three Douglas riders have been awarded the team
prize.

Gold Med.4ls—Full Reliability Mahks.
W. W. Douglas (23 h.p. Douglas), J. S. Holroyd (li h.p.

Motosacoche), W. Pratt (3i h.p." P. and M.), and Bert Yates

(3^ h.p. Humber).

Silver Medals.

G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p. Douglas), lost 28 marks; P.

Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas), 46 marks; P. W. Bischoff (1909
Triumph), 12 marks ; W. Pattullo (1908 Triumph), 31 mark.«

;

F. Downie (3^ h.p. Ariel), 13 marks ; and J. Slaughter

(3i h.p. Ariel), 38 marks.

Bbonze Medals.

J. T. Wood (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), lost 142 marks; J,

Donaldson (3i h.p. Bat), 254 marks; G. A. Alexander (3^ h.p.

Excelsior), 308 marks; S. J. K. Thomson (7-8 h.p. Bat and
sidecar"), 241 marks; and V. Downie (Si h.p. Ariel), 120.

»••-<-

HERTS COUNTY A.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

Aston Hill-climb.

A general \1ew

at the starting

point ot the Herts.

County open Hill-

climb at Aston
HiU, Trlng, on

Saturday last.|

THE annual open hill-climb for motor cycles, promoted
by the Motor Cycle Section of the Herts County
A.C was originally fixed for Saturday, 7th May,
but owing to the lamentable death of His

Majesty King Edward the event was postponed until Satur-

day last. The greatest difficulty with which the
committee of the club had to contend was to fix upon
a date which did not clash with any other important
motor cycle fixture, and in this they succeeded, although
by holding it on Saturday they unfortunately clashed
with an important fixture of their own Car Section,

who were holding a motor gymkhana near Watford, thus
dividing the interest of their own members. A splendid
entry, totalling 111 machines, had been received, but as was
to be expected, as a result of the postponement, a number of

these were unable to put in an appearance on this occasion,
only sixty-one answering to their names when called upon.
This was, however, sufficient to afford a most interesting
afternoon's sport. The Rose and Crown Hotel, Tring, was
the club headquarters tor the day, and here the weighing
arrangements were carried out under the direction of Messrs.
F. G. Carter, A. F. Fetch, H. O'Hagan, and Dr. TJpcott
Gill. As usual, one or two of the competitors arrived late,

quite expecting to be weighed in, and they were able to tell

such pitiful tales of mishaps and delays on the road that
the officials felt compelled to relent and allow them to be

weighed. Whilst the weighing was in progress, the judge,

Mr. J. W. G. Brooker, was very busy examining every
detail o£ the machines, to see that they conformed to the
necessary requirements. These formalities over, competitors
and officials made their way to Aston Hill, which is about
three miles from Tring on the road to Wendover, and is the
same hiU upon which the previous hill-climbs have been
held. It is about 1,320 yards in length, and has a total

rise of about 440 feet.

Disfiguring the Countryside.
On arriving at the hill one would have imagined that some

enterprising advertising agent had hired the place, for the
railings near the starting point had been disfigured by ^

advertisements of rival vendors of motor spirit^—a practice
which is much to be deprecated, and which the committee,
in the interests of the club, would do well to consider the
advisability of putting a stop to in future. Prior to the
start of the competition a number of non-competitors amused
themselves by riding up and down the hill, but the majority
of them made very sorry exhibitions, several having to make
two or three attempts before they were able to reach the
top, whilst others failed hopelessly to get to the summit.
The surface of the hill was in a very loose state as a result
of the recent heavy rains in the district, . two patches at the
top being particularly dangerous, one about fifty yards before
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ihe riders reached the finishing timekeeper and the other
about thirty yards beyond. It was the fast division who
were particularly affected by these patches, as owing to the
speed at which they were travelling they had to take the
slight bend near the finish fairly wide. This took them on
to the loose patch and appeared to affect their steering,
consequently before they were able to get themselves straight
again they were upon the second patch, and had the utmost
difficulty in keeping upright. Both F. A. Applebee and A.
Mackenzie Cott fell throrugh this, fortunately without any
serious damage to themselves, whilst H. Lister Cooper had
a very narrow escape at the same spot. A large number of
spectators were at the various points of vantage along the
course, whilst a number of machines and cars carried the
Cambridge identification plates, having apparently brought
over a number of 'Varsity men to see their 'crack, A.
Mackenzie Cott, perform.

The following are the results

:

Class A.—For lightweights, weighing not more than 130
lbs. in touring equipment. Pedalling allowed.

Figure of merit.
1. E. Clark {2J h.p. Douglas) 961
2. W. H. Islip (2i h.p. Royal Enfield) ... .945
3. F.. E. Williams (li h.p. Moto Velo) ... .843
4. 0. L. De Lissa (1^ h.p. Motosocoche) ... .817
5. J. V. Eobinson (2| h.p. Douglas) 799
6. E. Bennett (2^ h.p. Grandex) 796
7. L. M. Redding (2| h.p. Douglas) 730

Ten started
Islip.

Clark made a splendid climb, as also did

Class B.—For single cylinders, standard touring models.
Cylinder capacity not to exceed 499 c.c.

Figure of merit.
1. E. A. Burney (3^ h.p. De HavUand) ... 1.101
2. E. H. CoUiverjSi h.p. Triumph) 1.094
3. Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart. (3^ h.p.

Triumph) 997
4. R. M. S. Maxwell (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... .993
5. F. W. Applebee (3i h.p. Centaur) 919
6. C. C. Cooke (3i h.p. Triumph) 895
7. C. Cross (3i L.M.C.) 885
8. F. W. Chase (3^ h.p. Centaur) 735
9. G. S. Carter (3^ h.p. Triumph) 684 _

Ten started. Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot apparently tried
to start with his exhaust lifter down—a mistake which he
soon rectified. CoUiver appeared to be the fastest in this
class, and came up in good style, whilst Burney, Applebee,
and Capt. Arbuthnot were only a trifle slower.

Class C—For single-cylinders. T. T. models. Cylinder
capacity not exceeding 499 c.c.

Figure of merit.

1. H. Lister Cooper (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 1.228
2. W. G. McMinnies (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 1.043
3. C. A. Williams (3i h.p. Triumph)
4. O. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

5. R. T. Wood (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

6.

7.

C. C. Cooke (3i h.p. Triumph)
W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p. Rex)

1.010

1.009
.978

.962

.914'

.907

.739

.722

8. F. W. Applebee (3^ h.p. Centaur)
9. F. W. Chase (3^ h.p. Centaur) ...

10. H. Bevir (3^ h.p. L.M.C.)
R. M. Brice also started in this class, but in mounting he

appeared to knock the spring off his contact breaker covei

,

thus allowing the cover to come adrift.

H. Lister Cooper was undoubtedly the fastest in this clasr.

the next best being apparently Godfrey, McMinnies, and
Wood.
Cooke started with his clutch, but in doing so stopped hi-

engine. He then returned and made a running start.

Class D.—Multi - cylinders. Standard touring models.

Cylinder capacity not to exceed 670 c.c.

Figure of merit

1. C. M. Down (5 h.p. Indian) 84
2. ,J. Thompson (5 h.p. Indian)... 754

3. F. A. Hardy (5 h.p. V.S.) ' 738

4. M. Geiger (5 h.p. V.S.) 702

J. Seyfried (6 h.p. N.S.U.), figure of merit .74, was third,

but was disallowed owing to c.c. being too large, therefore

¥. A. Hardy was placed third and M. Geiger fourth.
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W. 0. Bentley (5 h.p. Indian) stai-ted in this class, but as
he had not been weighed, was disqualilied. His figure of
merit, 1.015, was best.

Class E.—Multi-cylinders. T.T. models. Cylinder capacity
not to exceed 670 c.c.

Figure of merit.
1. S. 0. Ferryman (5 h.p. Blumfield) 883
2. J. Thompson (5 h.p. Indian) 851
3. J. P. Le Grand (4 h.p. Rex) 774
4. M. Geiger (5 h.p. V.S^) 747
5. F. A. Applebee (4 h.p. Rex) 555

Applebee just after crossing the finish lost control of hi.«

machine, ran into a wooden fence with great force, but
fortunately escaped with a slight injury to his wrist and
damaged clothing..

Cl.^ss F.—Variable gears, single or multi-cylinders. Machine
to be stopped and restarted on the hill within a distance
of 15 yards.

Figure of merit.

... .764

... .683

... .592

... .577

... .522

... .38

1. B. Marians (3i h.p. P. and M.)
2. F. A. Hardy (5 h.p. V.S.) ...

3. R. G. Goslett (3^ h.p. P. and M.
4. J. Seyfried (6 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

5. V. Underbill (3i h.p. L.M.C.)

6. W. G. Ayling (3i h.p. Midget)
Geiger failed to restart after the compulsory stop. Hard^

restarted in remarkably smart style, and was muel,

applauded ; by far the best performance, but only secoircl

on formula. Goslett stopped his engine, and remounted by
running alongside.

Class G.—Single or multi-cylinder. Fastest time to win.

H.
A.

Lister Cooper (Sj h.

Mackenzie Cott (8-10

E

it
F.

J.
.J.

F.

9. C.

10. C.

11. M
Lister

4

5

6

M

E. D. Dickson (7 h.p. Indian)
Gwynne (7 n.p. Indian)

Triumph)
p. King)

M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown
M. Down (5 h.p. Indian
P. Dickson (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua
Thompson (5 h.p. Indian)
Seyfried (6 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

C. Clements (5 h.p. Rex)
K. Wigram (6 h.p. Bat) ...

C. Cooke (34 h.p. Triumph)
Geiger (5 h.p. V.S.) ...

Cooper made a splendid ascent.

time

X
x +
X-H
X +
X-h
X-^
X +

2s.

fie.

6is.
10s.

X + lOfs.

X -I- 10|s.

X -I- 12is.
X + 12|s.

X -H 14|s.

X + 20|s.

as also did

Mackenzie Cott ; the latter, however, after passing the time-

keeper and when travelling at a great speed, came a heavy
cropper, fortunately without doing any damage to himself.

The timekeepers were Messrs. F. Straight and D. K. Hall.

Signalling on the hill was carried out by a staff of

signallers from the Watford Territorials.

The classes were run through very expeditiously, and Mr.

C. C. Cooke, the hon. secretary, and his assistants are to

be congratulated upon the general excellence of the arrange

ments.

l>yr"«r!Rl'ffi-»\-« s'mi!'im!!«^smmimm!sa:^tmmim&^mmsiii!^:<y:'iirxiif.^Ll i"

F. A, Hardy (B h.p. V.S.) restarting in the Variable Gear Class.
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a^'fHE finest ride on record " is the general opinion
of Hugh Gibson's new sidecar record from Land's
End to John-o'-Groat's. Just think I 886 miles
of up hill and down dale in 40h. 47m. on a

3i h.p. single-cylinder, single-geared machine, with sidecar

and passenger. It really makes one wonder if the Auto
Cycle Union can properly call its six days' event over the

same course a "trial." Two years ago, Arthur W. Bentley's

ride was considered a wonderful feat, yet Gibson's time is

less, despite his handicap of a sidecar and passenger.

In our last issue we gave Gibson's time of passing through
certain important centres, but we may again refer to his time-

table. He left John-o'-Groat's on a 3^ h.p. 1910 Triumph
with Mills-Fulford rigid sidecar attachment, accompanied by
George Wray as passenger, at 1.40 a.m. on Monday last ,

week, timed by J. J. Robertson, of Wick. Prior to the

start, a member of TJie Motor Cycle staff sealed the vital
\

parts of the machine. Gibson's time-table was as follows

:

Monday.
Left John-o'-Groat's

Arr. Beauly (134 miles)

Dep. „
Arr. Perth (266^ miles)

Dep. „ ... ...

Arr. Lockerbie (388 miles)

Dep. „

1.40 a.m.
7.25 a.m.
7.45 a.m.

12.35 p^.m.

1.16 p.m.
6.13 p.m.
6.37 Jj.m.

Tuesday.
12.50 a.m.

1.35 a.m.
7.17 a.m.

7.52 a.m.

12.35 p.m.
1.25 p.m.
6.27 p.m.

40h. 47m.

Arr. Wigan (520 miles)

Eep. „
Arr. Gloucester (654 miles)

Dep. ,,

Arr. Exeter (764 miles)

Dep. ,,

Land's End (886 miles)

Total time

The previous record was 51h. 45m., accomplished by M.
Geiger and W. Lamm last October, under much more
unfavourable conditions and without proper organisation or

followers, on a 7 h.p. two-speed V > uid sidp<^ n

The above is a

brief itinerary of the
record, and we took
the first opportunity
of interviewing Mr.
Gibson and gleaning
some of his experi-

ences. After con-
gratulating him upon
the achievement,
Gibson assured us

that even in his most
sanguine moments he
did not anticipate

beating the record by
more than an hour or
two, and on arrival at
Wick on the Saturday
had quite "a fit of

the blues," believing
for once his many .

critics who had said

that it was impossible
for so small an engine
with a single gear to
tackle the journey.
Next morning, how-
ever, he arose in

better spirits, and
looked forward to a

successful run if luck
The start from John-o'-Groat's House. This photograph was taken at 1.30 a.m. by natural light.

Photograph by J. G. Humphrey.

favoured him. The schedule was made out for

a start at 2 a.m., but in the far North it is sometimes
possible to read a newspaper without artificial light at
1 a.m. The morning luckily proving lighter than usual, the
word to go was given by Timekeeper Robertson at 1.40 a.m.

Gibson's Own Story of the Ride.
The record-breaker has written his own impressions of the

ride specially for The Motor Cycle:
" After a restless night, I arose at midnight, feeling quite

fit, and was cheered by Robertson's report that there was a
following wind, and the glass high. Accordingly I raised the
gear to 4| to 1, determined to make a good start. A cold
wait to obey the photographer, and Robertson and two
friends pushed us off with a cheer. One last glance at

Groat's, and then eyes on the road. With the engine pulling
well, we made a good ascent of the first hill, and then
settled down to a brisk speed somewhat over legal. Dunbeath
proved a regular miniature Sutton Bank, but with a
dangerous right-hand turn near the top. I rushed the hUl.

skidded round the corner, and with light pedal assistance
reached the top. Berriedale was approached with a 6 to
1 gear. The first view took our breath away. I crawled
round the fearful top corner, my patient victim making
some inarticulate expressions as we got round. The descent
safely made left me unprepared for the rush necessary to

climb the south side. We struggled up a good halfway, and
Wray's agility in jumping out was remarkable. We made
another start, and I actually got up another 200 yards before
our faithful 3 and a bit warned us. Wray_ was left behind
to admire Berriedale, whilst I took the empty sidecar up
to the summit. We afterwards raised the ^ear to 5 to 1.

Three miles farther south we found the road closed. Mr.
Robertson had warned us of this, and we made a detour of

one mile vid Ousedale Farm, and had a struggle to reach
the main road again, the byroad having a severe gradient,
which again called for 'light pedal assistance.'

"We^ passed two herds of red deer and hundreds of
mountain hares, snipe, grouse, rabbits^ etc., and I mean to
bring my gun with me in the Six Days' TVials.

" 'The Ord is most distressingly barren country, and for the
next ten miles I had
some fine practice in_
corner work. A
quick right-hand turn
followed by a V
left, generally on an
up-grade, tested the
engine severely,- yet
the Triumph picked
up wonderfully well
every time, my sole
concern being to keep
out of the gutter
when swinging round
to the left. On
through Brora and
Golspie, and we
now began to pick
up time. At Clash-
more we were careful
not to lose our way,
and soon Bonar
Bridge appeared in
view, the scenery
hereabouts (though
somewhat blurred}-
being particularly

tine.

" We had now
reached another un-
known stretch, viz.,
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the mountain road over the Aultnam to Abler, Strurie Hill.

This road cuts off eight miles from the Tain road. We geared
down to 6 to 1, and climbed the first mile in good style. At
the corner we stopped to cool down, driver and engine being
overheated. The rest o£ the hill was climbed with ease.

Good time was made to Daginal, where we were alarmed to

find that our petrol tank was practically empty. Luckily, it

was 7 a.m., and a garage was open. We arrived at Beauly,
our first depot for food, etc., at 7.2S, having averaged close

upon 24 m.p.h. Mr. R. Morien had an excellent repast ready,
and the hot porridge was wonderfully invigorating.

" Nearing Inverness, we struck a rather unfriendly wind.
We got through the town with only one wrong turn, and
then tackled the long drag from Inverness to Carrbridge.
The engine pulled finely, and although we were slowed con-

siderably we never had occasion to stop. Nearing Aviemore,
we were considerably cheered by meeting J. W. Adamson,
of T.T. fame, who had come out from Perth, and over
one hundred miles of bad going, to pace us. Tins is the kind
of sportsmanship ! Adamson took us a fine pace througii

ivingussie over the Grampians to Pitlochry. Here we deemed
it advisable to take in petrol. Perth was reached at 12. 5o.

My back tyre had sufi'ered most cruelly over the fearfully

loose surface on the Grampians, and it was deemed ad\asable
to change the cover. We were hungry and happy.

" David Adamson, another fine rider, now kindly showed
us the way through Stirling to Lanark. . From Stirling we
struck an unmistakably strong head wind, which continued to

beyond Lanark. At Lanark we said good-bye to Adamson,
and then had our second tyre trouble, the back cover ha\'ing

crept and pulled out the valve at the seating. Ten minutes
.saw us on the move again, and in a few miles we met a friend

on an N.S.U., who had been sent out from Lockerbie by
Messrs. Hetherington and Son. We continued at a good
speed to within four miles of Lockerbie, where we again
ran out of petrol. Two bulbfuls from our unnamed friend

just saw us in to Lockerbie. Messrs. Hetherington and Son
had everything ready for us at the Blue Bell Hotel.

The Only Engine Trouble.
" Between Lockerbie and Ecclefechan we broke an exhaust

valve, this being the first and only engine trouble that we
experienced on the ride. When one thinks of the revolu-

tions per minute made, when driving with . a 5^ to 1 gear
at thirty to thirty-five miles per hour, it is extraordinary
that we did not go through many more valves. We reached
Shap at 9.15, and stopped to see that lamps and generator
were in order. On this section 1 reclined in the sidecar, and
Wray brought us over from Shap to Kendal in some thirty-

six minutes. High Borrow was simply eaten up by the
Triumph. Steady going at 20 m.p.h. eventually saw us in

Wigan at 12.50 a.m., still gaining on schedule. The Royal
Hotel had a most sumptuous repast. Messrs. Leigh and
Holford Jones rendered gxeat assistance at Wigan, and also

accompanied us for some distance. Hart-Davies, who had
punctured near Whitchurch, was making the sleepy buds
stare in amazement at the charm of liis voice ! When I passed
lum, however, I had another great henchman at my command
in the person of Rupert May, whose knowledge of this

bewildering stretch of road is second to none. May soon
had me (despite unhappy memories) going ' all out,' and
ray engine seemed to improve every mile. The hills that

abound near Bridgnorth were taken in fine style, and Hart-
Davies from the rear was astonished at the way we got

along. May, whose help had again been of immense value,

had magneto trouble at Bridgnorth, and was reluctantly com-
pelled to say good-bye, which he did in his own quaint
way by nearly hitting me in the eye with a piece of belting

or insulating tape. I freely forgive him.
"Hart-Davies now took me in hand, and accompanied us

right through to Land's End. Near Tewkesbury we ran
into a heavy thunderstoijRi, and lost ten minutes putting on
our overalls. Belt slip was now prevalent, and we ran for

a few miles on a leather Watawata belt which, fortunately, I

carried.
" At Gloucester our arrangements were in ' the hands of

A. Hart-Davies at the Bell Hotel, and this depot was most
efficiently managed. Outside Gloucester I changed belts three

limes before I got the right gear, and then we made a very
fast journey to Bristol. Davies knew the road through
Bristol, and after innumerable twistings and turnings at

length reached Bedminster Bridge. Further on the long

hill proved too much for our high gear, the roads being
very heavy and greasy. Just at this point Davies found a
2in. nail through his back cover, and we hurried away
out of earshot. Within five miles he had caught us up,
having effected a marvellous repair within five minutes. For
the next few miles we found the hills particularly trying.
The surface was greasy and heavy, and much ' light ' pedal
assistance was required, whilst on one or two occasions my
passenger had to go through his celebrated acrobatic perform-
ances to enable me to take the sidecar up solus. We reached
Exeter safely at 12.35—in my opinion the most strenuous
section of the whole ride. Thunderstorm, rain, and severe

gradients had made this section a very trying one.

The Record Safe Barring Mishaps.
"We had a long stop at Exeter (fifty minutes), for we had

tons of time to spare, and felt that the record was safe,

barring a serious breakdown. In view of the long and severe
climb from Exeter to Okehampton, I decided to change the

valves. The carburetter was also cleaned, and a new back
cover fitted for safety's sake. We meant to leave nothing
to chance. Our gear was 6 to 1. Two friendly motor cyclists,

one of whom, Mr. Saunders, came right through to Land's
End, caused us some amusement. They^confessed that they
had come to see the fun on the hills, and as we disposed of

one pimple after another their astonishment knew no
bounds. First they concluded that we had a secret two-
speed gear concealed somewhere up my arm (by the way, my
wrist and arm did feel like an operating rod) ; then after

this theory had been exploded they wanted to know ' what
the engine really is.' Hart-Davies had been tantalising me
all the way by just keeping in view. Over Bodmin Moor
we could see nothing beyond twenty yards on account of

the mist, yet we climbed Bodmin without pedalling, Mr.
Saimders hanging on to our back wheel to see how it was
done. At Bodmin Dax^ies was waiting with petrol can in

hand, and we were soon on our last stage of the long ride.

After Redruth the roads were appalling, and I had a night-

mare, thinking that either the sidecar axle or frame would
break. We soared up the few hills between Hayle and
Penzance, and reached Penzance just at six o'clock. I had
become possessed of the idea that I had to finish at 6.30.

Why, I do not know, and when we found the road up, the

surface atrocious and heavy with rain, I swore inwardly

;

the climax was reached when I stuck on the steep hill out of

Penzance owing to the belt slipping. The last four miles

were comparatively good going, and letting it all out the

wonderful little engine pulled like a demon up to the last

yard of the 886 miles. My first hand shake was for my
partner, Wray, who had sliared in my triumph.

" To all who helped me on this memorable ride, I wish to

say the arrangements throughout could not have been bett«r,

and I tender my sincere thanks."

Interesting Data.
Specification of the machine: 3^ h.p., 1910 pattern, 85 by

88 mm. Triumph, Mills-Fulford sidecar, Shamrock-Excelsior

tyres, S.G. belt, Bosch magneto and plug, Lucas lamp, Shell

spirit, Price's oil. Driver's weight, 9^ stones ; passenger,

8^ stones. Machine loaded, 200 lbs. ; sidecar loaded, 100 lbs.

Some ot the survivors of the Scoltish Six Days' Trials with officials in the
background.
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HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY A.C.

HILLCLIMB, JUNE 11th.

Class A.

DOUGLAS
FIRST AGAIN

Proving its right to the title of the

•• KING OF LIGHTWEIGHTS."

London-Edinburgh fiun.

6 GOLD MEDALS, 4 being

Special Gold Medals for double journey.

London to Land's End and back.

5 GOLD MEDALS, 1 SILVER
and Mr. Trotman's Cup for best

lightweight performance.

Engine. Bicycle, and Tyres made in England.

DOUGLAS BROTHERS,
Kingswood, BRISTOL,

or London Office: 336, Goswell Road, E.C.

.In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Saturday's Team Trials for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.
A COMPLETE LIST OF THE ENTRIES.

THE list of entries for the Motor Cycling Club's annual
team competition for The Motor Cycle fifty guinea
challenge troi)liy, closed vvilli a total of eighteen
teams. By the kindness of ^tr. J. Van Hooydonk

we are enabled to give the names of the riders composing
the teams and the machines they will ride. The competi-
tion starts from the outskirts of Daventry at 1 p.m. on
.Saturday next.

Anticipating a tie now that machines are so near perfect,

and the difficulty of running off a tie, the M.C.C. Committee
has decided to add to Rule 6: "The team scoring the
highest mileage thus arrived at, and the times occupied over'

each twenty-five miles circuit by the riders of the team
individually and collectively shall be the winner."
Rule 12 will be deleted. The above will enable the win-

ning team to be determined on the day, and the best team
will win.

BIRMINGHAM MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.
R. W. Duke (3i Triumph)
S. K. Jones (3i L.M.C.)
Reg. Samson (3i Reg.
Samson)

J. Slaughter (.3^ Ariel)

F. H. Southam (3i Triumph)
C. Winwood (5 Garrard

tricar)

Reserves : J. Troman (3^ Triumph) and E. C. F. Evans
(5 Rex and sidecar).

BRISTOL B. AND M.C.
E. Clark (2J Douglas) i F. C. Wasley (2| Douglas)
W. W. Douglas (25 Douglas) P. Grout (2| Douglas)
E. Kickham (2| Douclas) ! F. Bevan (5j Rex and sidecar)

Reserves: P. Phillips (2| Douglas), G. B. Frv (3^ Rex),

and E. Moon {4 N.S.U. and sidecar).

COVENTRY AND WARWICI\SHIRE M.C. (2Nr> in 1S09).

Rex
W. Williamson (3^ Rex)
G. E. Roberts (3^ Rex)
J. Marshall (3^ Triumph)
G. E. Stanley (3^ Premier)
Reserves : W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) and Sam Wright

(34 Humber).

G. Smith (3^ Rex)
H. Williamson (5

sidette)

DERBY AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
A. Ainsworth (5 Peugeot)

A. Mitham (3^ Rex)
F. G. Ford (3i Triumph)
V. Clarke (3i Bradbury)
Reserves : H. Baker (3^ Triumph) and W. McEwan (3^

Rex).

W. Mendon (5^ Rex)
^

A. L. Boissier (3^ Triumph
and sidecar)

GREAT YARMOUTH AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
R. 0. Clark (2^ F.N.)
H. Collins (5-6 Roc and

sidecar)

A. Wyatt (3i Ariel)

F. C. North m Ariel)

S. G. Allen (3^ Triumph)
H. Lock m Triumph)

Reserves: C. Duberley (3^ Ariel). Dr. V. H. Blake (2;

Anglian), and F. Worts (4g F.N. and sidecar)

HERTS COUNTY A.C. (MOTOR CYCLE SECTION).
F. Mussell (3J, Rex)
W. Pratt (3i P. and M. and

sidecar)

C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph)
E. A. CoUiver (3^ Triumph)
A. H. Colliver (3^ Triumph)
J. S. Harwood (2^ P. and M.)

i

Reserves : Mrs. C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph) and E. C. Jarvis

(34 Triumph).

ISLINGTON CONSERVATIVE AND UNIONIST M.C.
W. Price (34 Rex)

|

T. Campbell (31 Rex)
H. E. Davison (3^ Rex) i W. Woodward (5 Rex de
C. Wilson (34 Rex) Luxe and sidecar)

F. Brown (34 Rex)
!

Reserves : C. H. Price (34 Rex) and H. Halfi:ienny (mount
not known).

LEICESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
Dr. C. B. Mose-Blnndell

(34 Triumph)
E. G. Fowler (5 Indian)

T. Nedham (4 Clyde)

S. Briggs (34 Triumph)
F. C. Barker (Clyde)
J. Finlay (34 P. and M.
and sidecar)

Reserves : W. Carrington (34 P. and M.) and E. Laurance
(34 Bradbury).

MANCHESTER .M.C.

H. L. Cunliffe (3^ Rex)
W. T. Munro (3i Rex
H. Reed (3^ Dot)
F. Sirette (3i N.S.U.)
Reserves: H. J. Scale (34 Scale J.A.P.) and J. E. Tytler

(5 Ddt and sidecar).

A. J. iM<u]rhou.se (5 Indian)

J. P. Scott (34 Rex and
sidecar)

THE M.C.C. (HoLiiKiiS or the Cttp),

R. il. Brice (34 Brown)
L. A. Baddeley (34 Yelle-
dab)

R. C. Davis (4 Griffon)

S. G. Frost (4 Aliuerva)

E. Pond (5 Vindec)
W. Chater Lea (5 C.L. and

sidecar)

Reserves: H. G. Bell (2| F.N.) and W. H. Wells (5

Indian and sidecar).

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE M.C.C.
Chas. JoUey (1906 Triumph)
A. Osborne (1908 Triumph)
Wm. Lees (1910 Triumph)

W. Duke (1910 Triumph)
A. E. Catt (1910 Triumph)
W. Barratt (1910 Rex and

sidecar)

Reserves: C. H. Leadbeater (1909 Triumph) and S. E.
Temple (1909 Triumph).

NORWICH AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
H. Brown (34 Triumph)
H. Chapman (3i Triumph)
J. Boddy and H. E. Duge

(5-6 Bat and sidecar)

A. A. Everard (34 Triumph)
A. W. Lincoln (34 Nond

script)

C. Cleary (34 Bradbury)
Reserves : A. Bagshaw (34 T.T. Triumph) and S. Hatch

(3 Triumph).

NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.
H. J. Poolev (Premier)
E. G. Westacott (Triumph)
W. Cooper (Bradbury)
A. C. Robbins (Hum'ber)
Reserves: G. Rowden (Bat) and G. H. HoUis (Triumph)

NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

H. G. Cove (Matchless)
E. W. Ashworth (V.S. and

sidecar)

John King (F.N.
Wm. Reilly (34 Triumph)
C. R. Sniith (34 C. C.R.-

Smith)

(5-6F. Burley Johnson
Matchless)

J. Richards (34 Brough)
Geo. Brough (5-6 Brough
and sidecar)

Reserves : J. Dutton Mitchell (34 Triumph) and Chas. H.
Sewell (34 Triumph).

OXFORD M.C.C. (Srd in 1909).

John Aldworth (3.', Kerry-
Abingdon)

R. A. Bishop (34 Bradbury
and sidecar)

Reserves : A. H. Pearson (34 Trkmiph) and G. F. Cooper
(5 Vindec or Douglas).

H. G. Hill (34 Bradbury)
W. A. JIathews (3J Triumph)
J. F. Salter (34 Triumph)

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C.
(34 Durant- S. Sawer (34 Premier)

W. Hill (34 Triumph)
A. Tarr (54 Rex and sidecar)

T. Durant
J.A.P.)

F. Dover (34 Triumph)
J. Haslam (2| Douglas)

Reserves
: J. Stacey (34 Triumph) and A. T. Smith (54

Rex and sidecar).

SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C.
P. Mosedale (34 Centaur)

;
S. C. Ferryman (34 Ariel)

H. C. Newman (34 Ivy)
j

James St. John (34 Centaur)
Howard Smith (34 Triumph)

|
W. Mist (5 Mist and sidecar)

Reserves : F. P. Mayell (34 Triumph) and Seymour Smith
(5 Norton).

ESSEX MOTOR CLUB.
A. P. How;,.d (34 Triumph)
H. Horswill (34 Triumph)
G. Peppercorn (34 Triumph)
L. W^. Bellinger |5 Indian)

B. A. Hill (34 Kerry
Abingdon)

W. Garrod (6 V.S. and
sidecar)

S. Sweet (34 Triumph) and P. E. Sniith (34
Reserves :

Triumph).

We hear on going to press that last year's course will
be used.
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CLUB NEWS.
Leicester and District M.C.C.

The club Ireld a very enjoyable speed-judging competition
on the 9th inst., on the road from Oadby to Market Har-
borough. Seventeen members competed. W. Carrington on
a Phelon and Moore was nearest his time, G. H. Upton
being second.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The above club held a flexibility hill-climb on Thursday
evening, June 9th. The following is the result

;

J.

F.
T.

Difference.

108is.
102|s.

81|s.

Entrant and Machine.
E. Brooke (Sj h.p. Triumph) ... - .

Strafford (3i h.p. Triumph} „.

C. Atkinson (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).

Leeds M.C.C.
In connection vfith the annual Leeds to London and back

reliability trial, which takes place next week end, and for

which numerous entries have been received (including last

year's winner, T. G. BuUus), a passenger machine class

has been formed, with a special prize of a gold medal if

machine is otherwise unplaced.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The postponed hill-climb at Eivington resulted as follows

:

ToTXRiNG Class.

2. J
3. J

1. F
2. J
3. L

M. S.

1 21j
1 21f
1 20^

Stanley Groom (3^ h.p. J. A.P.)
H. Green (3^ h.p. Pecision)

Fishwick (3| h.p. Triumph)
R.-iCiNG Class.

VV. Sixsmith (3^ Triumph T.T.)
Fishwick (3^ h.p. Triumph T.T.)
H. Hardman (3^ h.p. Triumph T.T

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A flying kilometre competition was held on the 11th inst.

on a private road near Castleton, Derbyshire. The fastest

time of the day was made by D. Bradbury on his 3^ h.p.

Norton. Results

:

Class I.—Capacity up to 350

A.G.U.
formula.

.. .0180

.. .0166

.. .0158

M. S.

50

1 6|
.. 1 191

1. P. Allen (2% h.p. Douglas)
2. J. L. Hall [2\ h.p. Royal Enfield)

3. H. Dakin (2J h.p. Douglas) ....

Class II.—Engines up to 500

1. D. Bradbury (Tti^ h.p. Norton) ...

2. T. Durant (3i h.p. J.A.P.)
3. B. Shaw {3i h.p. Norton)

Class III.—Engines of any capacity.

1. D. Bradbury (3^ h.p. Norton) ..

2. T. Durant (3i h.p. J.A.P.)
3. J. Ardern (3^ h.p. Bradbury)

Time Taken

.

... 59is-.

... 62is.
... 60is.

Time Taken.
... 41s.

... 45is.

... 47is.

Time Taken
41Ss.

44is.
49s.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

At the Notts A.C. Clipstone speed trials last Saturday, a'^
mile handicap motor cycle race was included. Twelve com-
peted. The final resulted in a win for A. E. Lole (5-6 h.p.

»"

F.N.); 2nd, W. H. Hadfield (3^ h.p. Triumph). F. Percy'
""

Johnson (7 h.p. Matchless) made fastest time, 1 min. 6 sees.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The first hill-climbing contest in connection with the Derby
and District M.C.C. took place on Saturday at Hazelwood.
The preliminary heats left four men in the contest, and

the first three positions, for which gold, silver, and bronze
medals were awarded respectively, were secured by : (1)

0. Parker (3^ h.p. Humber), (2) V. Jobson (3^ h.p. Brad- .

bury), (3) V. Qarke (3i h.p. Bradbury).

Westmorland M.C.C.

On Thursday last the above club held a hiU-climb on

.

Greyhound Hill, near Kendal. The course was 1 mile

90 yards, and the gradient averaged about 1 in 8. Thete
were twenty-one competitors. Result

:

1. H. Harrison (Bradbury)
2. K. Hutcliinson (Bradbury)
3. W. Westwood (Triumph)

Ayr and District M.C.

A petrol consumption test was decided on the 8th inst.

over a give-and-take course of 22^ miles, starting and finish-

ing at the club's headquarters, Dalblair road. Results:

Petrol. Fig. of

Single-cylinder Class. ozs. merit, m.p.g.

1. J. Robertson (3^ Trimnpli, 1909) 21.5 39.02 160.4

2. Q. Qark (3i Rex^ 1909) ... 24 34.95

3. H. Andrew (3i Triumph, 1910) 26.75 31.13

TWIN-CYLINDEK ClaSS.
1. E. Hall (5 Rex, 1907) 40 26.9

2. A. Sommerville (5 Rex de Luxe,
1909) 48.5 22.96

3. P. Ferguson (5 Peugeot) ... 53.25 17.12

Time. Formula.
2m. Os. ... 178
2m. 19s. ... 184
2m. 6s. ... 185

147
131

73
66

Manchester M.C.

On Saturday last, on the usual hill on the borders of York-
shire, near Woodhead, the above club held its first big hill-

climb of 1910.

The result was an easy win for A. J. Moorhouse, on a

5 h.p. Indian, who climbed the hill in the record time of

2m. 25|s. The next nearest, C. Meanock (7 h.p. Dot), took
2m. 43-Ls., and P. Piatt (Bradbury), 2m. 50^8. Results:

1. A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Indian).

2. F. W. Sixsmith (3-L h.p. Triumph).
3. P. Piatt (3i h.p. Bradbury).
4. H. J. Scale (3^ h.p. Scale-J.A.P.).

Novices' prize, H. Gibson (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

North-west

London M.C.C.

Hill-climb last

Saturday.

Competitors and

officials at the

starting point.

(See rtext'page.)
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Wub News.—
Worcestershire M.C.C.

'i'liei'e was a very good attendance at the club's first all-

ilay run to Warwick. Lunch was partaken of at the Ci'own
HoU^I, and the afternoon was spent in sight seeing. A
speod-judging competition is being held to-day (Thursday).

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

'I'lie prize Avinners in the ten hours' run to North Wales
rflave now been announced. Tlie timing at the secret check-

Eng stations revealed the fact that E. A. Gorton (5 h.p. Rex)
Mid G. H. Spicer (3^ li.p. Triumph) rode most consistently,

Knd they have been declared joint winner.s.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The above club's reliability trial was held on the 4th inst.,

over a fonr-lap course totalling seventy-six miles, starting

from the club's headquarters at Godstone. The medal
winners were as follows :

1. G. D. Nelson (4 h.p. J.A.P.), 108 marks.
2. J. Campwell (four-cylinder F.N.). 97 marks.
3. C. J. Feeny (05 h.p. Triumph). 96 marks.

North-west LondTon M.C.C.

The results of the- Coventry and back reliability trial are

as follows :

Winners of silver cups.—Messrs. E. W. Ashworth, H.
C. Bean, E. W. Brighten, E. A. CoUiver, W. Cooper, H.
Hill, G- H. Hollis, H. J. Pooley, G. E. Purchase, A. C.
Piobbins, E. G. Westacott, C. Williams, and E. Gwyime.
Winners of silver medals.—Messrs. W. J. Doe, C. H.

Grole-Eees, and G. B. Owen.
A hill-climbing competition was held on Saturday last at

Lippett's Hill, near Potters Jiar. Competitors were weighed
in at Goff's Oak Kailway Station, G.N.R. The single-

cylindei" class was won by W. Cooper (o^ h.p. 1910 Bradbury),
who also accoinplislied fastest time of the day. H. G. Cove
headed the list of twin-cylindef machines, riding a 6 h.p.

Matchless-J.A.P.

South Devon M.C.C.

An inaugural meet took place recentlj- at the "Rock,"
Yeherton, near Plymouth, and although the weather proved
wet. many me/nbers continued the run to Two Bridges, Sphere
an e.Kcellent lunch was partaken at Mr. Trinnerman's, Two
Bridges Hotel, followed by an enjoyable run across Dart-
moor to Torquay A hill-climb is to be held on Saturday.
Motor cyclists desirous of joining should write the hon. sec,
Mr, Reg. Birkett. 10, Bedford Terrace, Plymouth.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The. results of the slow race held on Wednesday, the 8th
inst., on the Ridgeway. are as follows:

Ll&HTWKIGHTS.

1. J. Cocker (2^ Enfield) 3m. 13s.

2 Frank Smith (2-i Enfield) 3m. 8a.

0. E. J. Webb (21 Clement) Im. 40s.

Heavyweights.
1. G. W. Horton (3 Humber) 3m. 33.

2. J. Fisher (5 twin Rex) 2m. 38s.

3. W. E. Smith (3 Humber) Im. 50s.

4. S. Sheppard (3 Quadrant) ...- ... Im. Os.

The next competition is a speed-judging competition, on
Wednesday', June 22nd. The course will be from the Neville
Aini.^, along the Kidgewaj', down Arrow Lane, up Kingley

Hill, round Dunnington Corner, up Weethby Bank, and back
to the Neville Arms, The rates of speed will be drawn for

at the start, which is at six o'clock. Competitors will not

be allowed to carry watches, nor speedometers, but must
rely upon judgment only.

A Motor Cycle Cluh for Gateshead-on-Tyne.

A number of motor cyclists in Gateshead-on-Tyne are

about to form a motor cycle club. Readers in the district

who are interested in the question should communicate with

Mr. W. Stephen, 100, Whitehall Road, Gateshead-on-Tyne.

Motor Cycle Union o£ Ireland (Dublin Centre).

On the 25th inst, a reliability trial to Dundalk and back
has been arranged.

July 2nd is the date of the inter-centre cup contest

between Dublin and Belfast for the Triumph Cup.

Eldorado Cycle and Motor Cluh.

Readers in the locality of City Road, E.G., should note
that a motor oycl© section is attached to tlie above club. The
town headquarters are 28-30, East Road, City Road, E.G.,

and country headquarters, "King's Oak Hotel," High Beech.

Motor Cycling Cluh.

A petrol consumption trial is to be held on Saturday, June
25th, starting at 5 p.m. Meet at the hotel, " True Lovers'

Knot," Northwood, between Pinner and Rickmansworth.
There are three classes : (1) Single-cylinder bicycles, (2)

multi-cylinder bicycles, (3) passenger machines and cars (but

not trailers). The awards in each class are : First, gold

medal ; second, silver medal ; third, bronze medal.
"Shell" motor spirit at the rate of 1 pint for 300 lbs.

total weight, increasing to Ij pints for 600 lbs, and to 2^-

pints for 1,200 lbs, in the passenger class, irrespective of

size or type of engine, due allowance being made for all

intermediate weights, will be supplied to the competitors.
Multi-cylinder machines in Class 2, over 150 lbs, in

weight, will be allowed 30 per cent, extra spirit.

Entries must be sent to the trials hon, sec, F, J, Jenkins,

35, Loveday Road, Ealing, by the 20th inst,

Sunderland and District M.C.

The annual reliability trial for the Vaux Challenge Cup
took place un Saturday last over a 120-mile course from
Sunderland to Brough (Westmoreland) and back via Chester-
le-Street, Framwellgate JToore, Neville's Cross, Spennymoor,
South Church, West Auckland, Staindrop, Barnard Castle,

and Bowes, Twenty competitors, riding machines of from
I4 h.p. to 8 h.p., took part as follow : Messrs. I. Batj', L.
Forster, S. Wilson, A. P. R. Robson, J. P. Robson, J.

Adams. F. Hoizapfel, F. Turvey, jun., W. M. Duguid.A.
Clarke,' H. Mason, H. F. Inkson, H. U. Wood, F. Rowntree.
E. J. Titfin, T. Jack, T. Wood, H. N. Hull, C. W. Hughes,
and G. W. Raper.
The Vaux Cup was given by the president of the club

(Major E. Vaux). and by his request the result of this

competition will decide the ownership of the trophy. In
addition, the Motor Cycling Board of the North-Eastern
Automobile Association have presented a shield and three
prizes for competitions of which each affiliated club was to
arrange one, and for which all the> members of the board
are eligible. The above trial was the first of this year's
competitions, and the marks obtained are to be taken into
consideration in awarding the N.E.A.A. shield. The Vaux
Trophy competition was restricted to members of the Sunder-
land Club, and the results, when -irorked out, will be
published in these columns.

A tew members ol the Bolton and District M.C.C.
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THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS.
By out* Special Correspondent.

THE MECHANICS OF RIDING ROUND A CORNER.

THE END-TO-END SIDECAR RECORD.

Ime TO liPHT I^?^P<5

June 16 ...(Greenwich) 9.17 p.m.
„ 18 9.18 „
„ 20 9.18 „
„ 22 9.19 ..

The A.C.U. End-to-snd Trials.

The following additional entries

have been received for the above
trials, which commence on July 4th
and terminate on July 9th ; Humber,
Ltd., two o-i h.p. two-speed Humbers

;

C. J. Fo.x, one 8 h.p. Bat.

Open Hill-climb in Yorkshire.

Entries for the Bradford Motor
Cycle Club's second annual open hill-

climb on Saturday week must be in

the liands of the hon. sec, Mr. Felix
Scriven, Alma, House, Bradford, by
Monday morning next. The venue is

Cockshoot Lane, near Skipton.

An Energetic fecretary.

A. J. Moorhouse, who was a com-
petitor in the recent T.T. Hace, is

.secretary of the Manchester Motor
Club, and he managed to get the
members of his club to subscribe be-
tween them the eum of £5 lis. to the
T.T. Fund.

An Impudent Theft.

On the 7th inst., between 5.30 and
8 p.m., a 1910 pattern Triumph, No.
152,942, engine No. 9,009, was stolen
Prom the premises of the Darlington
Gfolf Club at High Coniscliffe, near
Darlington. Information concerning
it should be given to the [jolic© or to
the owner^ Alfred Harrison, 97, Stan-
hope Eoad, Darlington.

Motor Cyclists in the Army Manoeuvres
'J'lie War Office has invited the motor

cycle .«ection of the Motor Union to
furnish a contingent of motor cyclist

members to do duty during the period
of the forthcoming array manoeuvres,
which take place from September 18th
to 24th. Railway fares for cyclists

and their machines and cost of mess-
ing whilst in camp (or payment for
food and lodging in the event of
cyclists having to put up at hotels)
will be defrayed by the War Office.
In addition to this the motor cyclists
are to receive an allowance of 5s. 5d.
per day to cover cost of petrol and up-
keep of machine, including damage,
for every day the machine is in use.
Motor cyclist members of the M.U.
desiring to enter their names for ser-
vice during the above-mentioned dates
are requested to communicate with'
the secretary. Caxton House, West-
minster, S.W., as early as possible.

Saturday's Team Trial.

With eighteen teams of six ridgl^
two reserves to each teamj 'dozens '

(if

officials and clei-ks of the course,

Daventry (Northants) will be aliv«

with motor cyclists on Saturday. It

is rumoured that last" year's CQursa

will be used, and a really sporting fine

it is. Although , either the Motor
Cycling Club or the Coventry and

*
•J*
*

•J*
*^***J*J****^J** 4****** J*

% FUTURE EVENTS. %
X June I8—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE ,t,

; MOTOR CYCLE" CHALLENGE JV CUP. Competing Teams : Motor V* Cycling Club (holders), Coventry and V» Warwickshire M.C., Bristol B. and
t M.C., Norwich and District M.C.C, ^^V Sutton Coldfield A.C., Birmingham
i* M.C.C, Manchester M.C, Derby and V

District M.C.C, Great Yarmouth and J*
,. District M.C.C, Herts. County A.C,

Essex M.C., N.W. London M.C.C,
V Oxford M.C.C, Nottingham and

J» District M.C.C, ShefBeld and
», Hallamshire M.C , Leicester M.C.C,
J North Islington C, and U. M.C, and

V Northamptonshire M.C C.

„ l8—Brooklands A.R.C Meeting, 2 p.m.

»J«
„ 25—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb at

• Cockshoot Lane, Skipton, 2 p.m

J July 4-9—AC.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-0'-V GROAT'S RELIABILITY TRIAL.
M 13—Open Irish End-to-end Reliability Trial,

^4 promoted by the Ulster Centre.

J „ 13 (Wed.) and 14 (Thurs.)—Brooklands
*' A.R.C. Meeting, 2 p.m.

V „ 23—^A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, Uxbridge to

Banbury and Back.

Warwickshire M.C. has won the
trophy ever since the trial was inaugu-
rated, there is a general feeling that
some outside club will capture the
cup this year. In the event of a tie.

an addition has been made to Rule 6

and the times occupied over each
twenty-five miles circuit will be taken
into consideration.

Donation to the Douglas Hospital.

We are advised by Mr. Alec S. Ross
that a sum of £60 has been handed
over to the Manx Highway Board for

the Douglas Hospital. This amount
has been subscribed by the motor
cyclists visiting tlic Isle of -Man iui

the Tourist Trophy Race; £54 8s. 6d.

was collected by Mr. Ross, and £5
lis. 6d. by Mrs. Aston and others on
the King Orry.

•!A t'* t'*! •••!!**2*^!!t* t'^!!*• *•**•

fj, A Ten Miles Hill-elimb.

i» An important hill-climb promoted
J» by the Unione Sportiva Florentina
! was held at Pontassieve - Consuma
v» (Italy) on the 29th ult., over a dis-

J* tance of 10 miles 440 yards. In Class

t* A for engines not exceeding 250 c.c.

5» Bartolini (1^ h.p. Motosacoche) was
! first in 20m. 13^s. Class B for engines
!• up to 333-^ c.c. {one-third litre) Avas

t» won by SquiUa (2 h.p. Buchet) in 21ni.

J» 35s. Class C for engines not exceeding

J» 500 c.c. was won by Borgo (3i h.p.

Borgo) in 16m. 3s.

iVIanciester IVl.C. Hill-climb on the borders ol Yorkshire, near Woodhead. A. J. Moorhouse

(5 hp. Indian) who made fastest time and won the Palmer Cup.
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Next Year's T.T. Race Regulations.

Last week we suggested a separate

«vent for - twin-cylinder machines in

the next Toui'ist Trophy Race. Mr.
Archibald Sharp suggests three events,

one for twins up to 750 c.c, one for

singles up to 500 c.c, and one for

lightweights, say 350 oi 400 c.c.

Imports of Motor Cycles and Parts.

Though the May 'imports of foreign

motor cycles and parts show a slight

advance, -the value of British exports

exceeded the imports by £1,000. The
import . figures for 'May compared with
previous years were

:

1908. 1909. 1910.

Motor cycles... 3,776 5,948 4,916

Parts thereof... 2,724 2,315 3,581

Total ... £6,500 £8,263 £8,497

The imports for the five complete
months of this year show a great in-

crease over the corresponding period

of 1909 and 1908. The figures were

:

1908. 1909. 1910.

£ £ £
Motor cycles ... 21,136 18,211 20,585

Parts thereof... 8,647 ' 9,785 23,729

Total ...£29,783 £27,996 £44.314

Sritish Exports.

The value of our exports of motor
cycles during Maj', culled from Board
of Trade returns,

1908. 1909. 1910.
-. J. £

Motor cycles ... 2,396 3,054 7,138
Parts thereof... 1.463 2,947 2.357

Total £3,859 £6,001 £9,495

The rapid, increase in British exports
will be realised from the figures below
for the five months ended May 31st

:

1908. 1909. 1910.
£. p £.

Motor cycles ... 11,410 16,521 36,160
Parts thereof... 10,236 14,264 15,437

Total £21,646 £30,785 £51.597

Cubical Capacity Tables.

Some time ago we issued a table

giving the cubical capacities of all

motor cycle engines. Tlie first issue

has been entirely absorbed, and owing
to renewed applications for copies we
have reprinted a nuiiil)er, and these

can be obtained from our Coventry
offices at 6d. per copy, post free.

J*olice Traps.

Headers are warned of a police trap
on the Kew Road, between Kew
Bridge and Richmond (Surrey), con-

sisting of a measured furlong, worked
by two policemen in plain clothes (one

of them in a straw hat), and another
policeman in uniform who stops

motorists on receiving a signal from
his confreres.

The London-Edinburgh Run.
In last week's issue we were asked

to state that the 3^ h.p, Brougli on
which Mr. George Brough won the

Motor Cycling Club Challenge Cup in

the London-Edinburgh and back run
was fitted with a Simms magneto. We
have since been advised that this is

incorrect, as the machine was fitted

with a Bosch magneto supplied by the

Bosch Magneto Co,, 40-42, Xewman
Street, Oxford Street, W,

Motor Cycle Insurance.

"LD1889'' writes tliat he lias been
studying the special motor cycle

prospectuses of insui'ance companies,
and has come to the conclusion that
the persons responsible for the pro-

spectus know nothing about motor
cycles. In the opinion of certain com-
panies, converting a motor bicycle into

a. three-wheeler Dy the addition of a
sidecar or forecar increases its

liability to be stolen by fifty per cent.
;

also the risk of machine being damaged
by fire or explosion is increased fifty

per cent. Finally, he points out that
to insure against accidental deatli,

sustained in direct connection with the
insured motor cycle for £250, a pre-
mimii of £1 10s. is demanded, but
this !)< ffinlends is ;i]trri:^fthrr .'tlt.sunl.

5(>7

as he has an insurance policy for £250
covering any accident at an annual
premium of 18s. 9d. 'J'his sounds too
good to lie true, and we should adviso
'Jjn889" to mal<o certain that liis

policy really does cover awj accident.

Personally, we doubt it.

A Regrettable -Accident.

We learn with regret that F. W.
Barnes, of Zenith .Motors, Ltd., has
had a bad fall at Brooklands. Wliilst

testing a new niacliine fitted with an
8 li.p. twin .J. A. P. engine and Gradua
gear, specially built for a Cambridge
motor cyclist, the valve blew out of

the front tyre, rendering the maeliine

unmanageable at speed. Barnes was
badly cut on the head, hands, and
knee, and will be incapacitated for

some weeks, Tliougli seriously knocked
about, his principal grievance was that

lie would not be able to compete on
Saturday in the Herts County hill-

climb, which he had every hope of

winning. It will be remembered tliat

Mr. Barnes won two first prizes in this

event last year.

Inter-club Meet in the South. '

Cyril J. Feeiiy, lion, secretary of

the Surrey Motor Cycle Club, writes

:

"Adverting to 'R.S.H.'s' letter [No.

4800} in your issue of June 9th, I beg
to say that this club would be very
glad to take part in an inter-club meet
of the character to ivliich your corre-

spondent refers. The question of

arr;mging such a fixture has already
been raised in committee of this club,

and the pro.ject has been provisionally

approved. The success of a meeting
of this nature deijeuds very largely

upon the convenience of the venue
selected, and I would suggest that the
centre of gravity of the smithern clubs

will be fiiund liLie in Guildford. This
town is within an easy day's return
journey of )3ractically any part of the

South of Kngland. 1 shall be very
happy to hear further from your coitc-

spondent, and tiv join in arranging
some of tlie details of the proposed
mret."

Oxtord M.C.C, Impiomptu hili-climbing competition on Irondown Hill, near Deddington (Oxtordshire). (1) R. A. Bishop (5 li.p. Indian) wtio made Itie fastest ascent
and «on tlie sweepstake, leading the hon. sec, W. A. Matthews (3! h.p. Triumph). (2) E. Parker (8 h.p. Matchless) and H. G. Hill (2J h.p. Bradbury) competing

in one of the heats.
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
The Lewes M.C.C. recently affiliated to the

governing body.

Tourist Trophy Race.

At a recent committee meeting all the awards were

confirmed, and votes of thanks were passed to His

Excellency Lord Raglan, Lieutenant-Governor of the

Isle of Man, the Highway Board, Colonel Freeth

(Chief Constable), and the officials whose valuable

assistance rendered the race the success it was.

It has been allotted to the Competitions Sub-com-

mittee to consider the conditions of the 1911 Tourist

Trophy Race.
• Permits.

In consequence of the agreement between the

A.C.U. and the N.C.U., it was decided only to grant

permits to motor cycle races and events in which the

pedal cycle races were held under N.C.U. rules. Per-

A COSMOPOLITAN GATHERING.

In last week's " Chat ** we referred to a run organised by motor cyclists resident in St. Petersburg.
The riders depicted above are those who took part. It may be added that the military looking
uniform denotes that (he wearers are students, and is not, as one might think, the regulation
costume (or motor cyclists In Russia. The riders in the group are of English, French, German,
and Russian nationality.

mits were granted for the following events: Bradford
M.C.C. Open Hill-climb, June 25th, and the New
Chesterton Sports for a motor cycle race to be held

on July 7th. Also for a motor cycle race to be held

during the Harrow Sports on June 25th, provided the

pedal cycle races are ridden under N.C.U. rules.

A permit was granted to the B.M.C.R.C. to hold at

Brooklands a sixty-lap track race for touring motor
bicycles which conform to the A.C.U. definition of a
touring machine on Wednesday, June 22nd, starting

at 4 p.m.

Judges for the Six Days' Trials.

Messrs. A. G. Reynolds and H. G. Cove have beei

appointed judges for the Six Days' Trials, July 4th to

Qth, and will follow these trials from I^and's End to

John-o'-Groat's.

Marshals and Checkers for the Six Days' Trials.

It will naturally be understood that the organisation

of so big an affair as the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

Trials will require a good deal of 'outside assistance.

The secretar)', Mr. F. Straight, 18, Down Street,

Piccadilly, W., will therefore be
anxious to hear from riders who

—-3-» coiild officiate as marshals or'

"W checkers at the following points:

P Land's End, Camborne, High-

f^^
bridge. Cross, Axbridge, Miner's

'

,
Arms Inn, Whitchurch,, Gloucester,

Gretna Green, Kirkpatrick, Eccle-

fechan, Beattock Bridge, Abington,.-

Douglas Mill^,, Newmains, Denny,
Thornhill, Pitlochry, Dalnaspidal,

Laggan Bridge, Loch Laggan
Hotel, Spean Bridge, Invergarrie,

Fort Augustus, Invermoriston,
Drumnadrochit, Invercannich,

Struy Bridge, Inverness, Beauly,
Conan, Evanton, Alness, Inver-

gordon. Tain, Clashmore, Dornoch,
The Mound, Helmsdale, Thrum-

ster, and Keiss. Riders who offer their services at the

above points will not only be assisting the motor cycle

movement, but' will also obtain a magnificent view of

the competition.

<

BROOKLANDS AUTOMOBILE RACING CLUB.
The following entries have been received for the motor

cycle races at the B.A.R.C. June meeting next Saturday

:

2.20 p.m.—THE JUNE HANDICAP.
Entrant. Machine. Bore and stroke

V. 0. Beuttler (Bat) 85 x 85
D. R. Clarke (Indian) 71i x 82^
G. Lee Evans (Indian) 82^ x 93
A. V. Deacock (Wanderer) ... 74 x 77i
F. W. Dayrell (Martin-J.A.P.) ... 85 x 85
H. G. Partridge (N.S.U.) ... 75 x 90
H. V. Colver (Matchless) ... 85^ x 58
C. R. Collier (Matchless ... 85i x 85
H. A. Collier (Matchless) ... 85^ x 58
G. Schink (N.S.U.) ... ... 80 x 99
G. Schink (N.S.U.) 80 x 99
J. P. Le Grand (Rex) 77i x 70
E. A. Applebee (Rex) 77i x 70
W. Lamm (V.S.) 75 x 75
D. F. Steeves (N.S.U.)

All the above are twiuKiylinders.

4.20 p.m.—THE SUMMER HANDICAP.
Entrant. Machine. Bore and stroke.

P. W. Applebee (Centaur) ... 85 x 87 ,.

A. Brunton (New Century) ... 76 x 76 ..

E. D. Colrak-Hearne (Triumph) ... 85 x 88 ..

W. Dewar (Triumph) 85 x 88 ..

c.c.

964
662
994
666
964
808
666
976
666
995
995
670
670
662

c.c.

493
349
499
499

H. Hunter (Triumph) 85 x 88
Q. F. Hunter (Triumph) 85 x 88
Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,

Bart., R.N. (Triumph) ... 84 x 86
Shanks, jun. (Kingfisher) ... 85 x 60
R. Clarke (Indian) 71^x82^
Lee Evans (Indian) 70 x 83
C. Maitland (Trump-J.A.P.) 85^ x 85
Wilberforce (Indian) .., 70 x 83

John Gibson (Trump-J.A.P.) ... 85i x 85
W. A. Jacobs (Rex) 84x89
*H. V. Colver (Matchless) ... 85| x 58
"C. R. Collier (Matchless ... 851 x 58

Schink (N.S.U. 52 x 74
Schink (N.S.U.) 75 x 75
Webb (Minerva) 76 x 76
T. Exshaw (N.L.G.) 85 x 85
E. Peach (Minerva) 76 x 76
P. Le Grand (Rex) 77^ x 70
C. Godfrey (Rex) 83 x 89
A. Applebee (Rex) 77^ x 70
G. Tapley (Calthorpe) ... 85 x 86

W. Lamm (V.SJ 75 x 75
F. A. McNab (Trump-J.A.P.)
E. Williams (Frays) 85 x 85
V. Yates (Rex)

._ ... 84^ x 89
^Denotes twin-cvlinders.

H.
*D.
*G.
A.

*G,
*G.
A.
R.
C.

*J.

0.
*F.
A.

499

477
340
662
639
488
639'

488
499
666
666
314
665
349
482
349
670-

481
670
488
665

482
493
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries shoula
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor C7cle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Chain oi' Eell.

(1.) Would you prefer chaiii

r^T] or belt drive on an 8 h.p.

IVl J. A. P. engine, for touring pur-

I
° I poses? Does a chain drive

run as smoothly as a belt?

Does it require more looking after?

Why is the belt more popular than
the "chain? (2.) What should be the

average life of a steel-studded 2iin.

tyre on an 8 h.p. machine?—C. T.

^1.) If the machine is to be used for

passenger work use a chain, if for

single work use a belt. Chain drive

with a proper slipping device is almost

as smooth as a belt. A rubber belt

is cleaner, easily repaired or re-

placed in case of breakage, and un-

likely to do damage should the engine
seize or jam. (2.) The average life

of a 2^in. tyre on an 8 h.p. would be
about 2,000 miles.

Knockiiij; cj: Labouiinj oi Engine.

What exactly is meant by

g^l
the term "knocking"? I have

"^ ridden a Triumph machine
-?J for six months, and have

noticed a metallic clank, which
sounds as if it might be caused by a
slack bearing of the connecting rod,

but as this noise is noticeable at all

times, and especially when goring

down an incline, when the engine
misfires

:
every alternate firing stroke,

I do not attempt to check it by re-

tarding the "spark. Am I wrong?
When the engine slows down on a
steep upgrade and labours just before
stopping there is a loud screech ac-

companied by a pounding noise at

each fii-ing stroke, which stops im-
mediately the spark is retarded.
This I suppose is the "knock"
which one is- warned against, and
which does harm, but does the other
knock do any injury, and is the
misfiring I have spoken about a bad
thing for the engine?—J. G. K.

Knocking is caused by the explosion
taking place too early ; that is to say,

before the piston has reached the top
01 the compression stroke. The piston
therefore ascends against the full iorce
of the explosion, which tends to drive
it downward, and this naturally causes
the knocking noise. The sound you
get when running down hill is pro-

bably simplv the click of the valves,

as it is unlikely that in six months
the connecting rod bearing would be
so worn as to cause the noise. The
only way to verify this would be to
take the engine down. In descending

hills it is advisable to raise the exhaust
valve and coast d(.>wn. The noise you
get on hills is genuine knocking, which
should not, be allowed to continue
longer than can possibly be helped.

Siz3 and Weight of Flywhsels.

In the case of an engine
^Tl with,, say, 15in. diameter fiy-

^ wheels, would better results be
-U obtained by using ah engine

pulley of 3in. or one of Sin.

diameter, assuming the gear ratio to

be unaltered, and the weight of the

two pulleys to be equal? Of course,

there is no question as to the rela-

tive gripping powers of large and
small pulleys.—R. 0.

It all depends on the weight and
design of the flywheels. If they are

accurately designed to suit the engine
tliere would be no gain in fitting an
extra large engine pulley which would
act in the same way as, increasing the
weight of the flywheels. If the fly-

wheels are too light there would be a

gain by using a large diameter engine
l^uUey, but not otherwise. There is a

critical diameter » and weight of fly-

wheels according to the bore and stroke
and speed of the engine, beyond which
no increase of weight or diameter is

effective.

Varicus Queries of Interest.

(1.) I have a 3^ h.p.

Peugeot, a.o.i.v.. Brown and
Barlow carburetter. I find

that when the engine is

running a very distinct spray
appears to come from the carburetter.
What is the cause of this, and does
it take any power from the engine?
The carburetter, is about l^in. away
from engine. (2.) Do you recom-
mend driving on magneto switch or
on throttle for city work ? Does
raising exhaust lift to slow in trafiic

help to pit valves'; (3.) How often
would you oil this engine?—N. P. W.

(1.) It means (1) that the spray is

slightly on the large side, (2) that the
inlet valve is opening to an excessive
amount, or (3) the valve spring is rather
weak. (2.) As regards driving, it

would be better to control on the
throttle, when possible, or exhaust
litter. For slow speeds, if you drive
with the exhaust valve partially lifted

it certainly helps to pit the valves. (3.)

As regards lubrication, we should
recommend }-ou to give a pumpful of

*oil every twelve miles, or half ;.

pumpful every six miles.

?

?

with

Refusii to -Answer to I'hrottl? Lever.

Please, say the probable
cause of my 1^ h.p. jMoto-

sacoche motor bicycle having
taken to run at one speeci j..

racing speed) only. Previ-

ously it was very sensitive, and
answered to the least movement of

the levers, but I cannot now get it

to run slowly at all.—CA 421.

Without actually seeing the machine
it is difficult to say what is the matter
with it, but the symptoms point to the

carburetter. You had better examine-
the working of the throttle and the

wire controlling it, and see that 1 he

opening corresponds exactly with the

position of the control lever, -A hole

or leakage admitting air to the induc-

tion pipe would account for the engine
refusing to run slowly. Also overhaul
the machine thoroughly and see that

the magneto- and carburetter are in

order.

Fuel Ccnsuraptisn. Spring Foctl}9ard3.

Jly machine is a IGOB
standard tourist. (1.) I

often see in The Motor C'l/rlc

particulars of fuel consump-
tion tests with 3^ h.p. m?.chines

a mileage of 100 and more
miles per gallon. How is it done,

and can I do likewise? 80-90 is

about my average. (2.) Are spring

footboard rests to_ be obtained any-

where which could be easily and
comfortably fitted to my machine?
A local man has tried to make a

pair as an experiment, and has not

succeeded very well. With a

Brooks saddle ' seat and Hartford

grips I have got rid of a lot of

vibration.—B. W.
(1.) As regards economy,
vary to a very large extent. Apart
from a well-tuned engine, economy in

running depends upon two things—(1)

the adjustment of the carburetter. (2)

the method of driving, and also upon
the amount of air used. If you use a

very small jet the consumption will

be relucsd at the expense probably of

the power._ If you use a very small

jet a device to cut off the main air

would be necessary. The most econo-

mical way of driving is to advance
the spark as far as the road and othfi

conditions will allow, and drive with

as attenuated a mi.xture a\id as litt'c

of it as possible, to average about
fifteen or twenty miles an hour,

and to coast down hill as much as

possible. This, however, is not the

.\27
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way one would drive under ordinary
circumstances. Your consumption at

the present time is about what it

should be. (2.) We do not know of

any spring foot-boards on the market
at the present time. Spring foot-rests,

however, which are more or less simi-

lar to what you require, are made by
Messrs. Templeton Bros., Sauchiehall
Street, CUasgow, and by Messrs. J.

Bradbury, Braintree, Essex.

A Double-purpose Accumulator.

I should be obliged if you
would answer the following

:

I use a 4-volt electric lamp for

sliort runs, when it is not
worth while to light up my

acetylene lamp. I have two accumu-
lators—one for the lamp and the

other for ignition. Could I use

one of these for both purposes at the

same time, whilst the other is being

recharged? Or would the current

required for the lamp interfere with
proper ignition, or, on the other

hand, that used for ignition cause

unsteady lighting of the lamp?—C. <i.

It would not. be advisable to use the

accumulator for lighting and ignition

at the same tnie, as this would take a-

great deal out of the accumulator. It

might. Irowever, be done in cases of

emergency for very short runs.

Licence for Motor Bicycle and Coupler.

Will you kindly inform me
^ whether it is necessary to

^ take out an additional licence

_LI if I attach a Unito Coupler

and an ordinary push bicycle

to my motor cycle? The makers say

no extra licence is necessary, but I

should be glad if you would give me
your opinion, as I am somewhat
doubtful on the point. If you con-

sider a licence is necessary for the
coupler, can you advise (in view of

the Budget regulations) where to

take it out?—G. H. H.

The Board of Inland Revenue has
decided .that an extra licence is neces-

sary, the conversion causing the machine
to be a four-wheeler subject to a tax of

£2 2s. In some districts it is possible to

get.oif with an additional 15s. licence,

the push bicycle being treated as a

trailer. We should advise you to take
out a 15s. licence for the coupler, and
in making application for it treat it as

a trailer. It will make no difference
where it is taken out.

Synchronising Firing. Reducing Consumption.

(1.) I have a 5 h.p. twin-
r^ cj'linder Rex, wlrich will only
^ fire on one cylinder when start-

1_U ing, but the other fires when
machine has got up speed.

Could you please tell me liow to

cure this? (2.) My machine uses a
large amount of petrol. 'I am only
able to do about forty iniles or so to

the galion. Could .you give me
any reason for this? My machine is

19.07 pattern, . Longuemare carbu-
retter, accumulator ignition.

—

'Rexite.

(1.) Probably the inlet valves are" not
properly adjusted, and the spring in

one cylinder is- a good -deal stronger
than in the other. Or the adjustment
of the contact-breaker or carburetter
may be at fault. A rich mixture is re-

quired for starting. (2.) Restrict
the opening of your inlet valves to

^%in., fit fairly strong springs, and see

that both have an equal tension. This
will reduce your consumption, prolong
the life of your inlet valves, and cause
tlie machine to pull regularly.

cy^

READERS' REPLIES.
Belt Jumping Off Pulleys.

I cured a-Watawata of jumpingoft
proclivities by only leaving enougli

room, and no more, for the fastener

hook to engage with its eye. When
the whole, or a large portion of the slot

in -the eye is left outside end of belt, the
hook disengages when running slowly,

picking up, or starting on a hi^h or

even moderate gear. Each explosion

causes a jerk of belt with consequent
temporary stretch, the reaction causing
hook to disiengage from eye unlets a

neat and close fit.

—

Oxle.
To Facilitate Staiting.

-I have had starting trouble with my
3^ h.p. Scott, and my experience might
interest "Two Stroke

'

' and possibly
other Scott users. The cause of it was
this ; The airholes in the throttle

casing admitted a good deal of air at
aU positions of throttle, and conse-

quently when starting from cold the
mixture was much too weak: Tw.o
strips of strong plaster over these holes
stopped my trouble and improved the
running of the ' engine when throttled
down.

—

Shout Grass. :

A Beginner's Mount.

Some time ago I asked your advice"
about a second-hand 2i h.p. Keri-y.
I took the advice, and purchased
the machine for £8 10s., and I

would like ta- relate my experiences
with it. In a little over three, weeks
I rode it 680 iniles, and I am greatly
pleased with it. I had practically no
trouble with the machine, as when I

bought it I overhauled and replaced
any nuts or small parts that were
shaky. My running expenses, including
everything for the 680 miles, were
17s. 6d., which works out about a lialf-

penny a mile. The machine climbs
splendidly, and vfill go up Brockley
Hill without pedalling. I am only 15,

and am writing this to tell those people
who cannot afford an expensive mount
that witli a little care they will be
able to derive a great deal of amuse-
ment and pleasure from a really cheap
machine.—BK 169.

BRADFORD M.C.C. ANNUAL HILL-CLIMB FOR THE DYSON SHIELD.

2.) H. Shaw (7 h.p. Indian), who accomplished
fastest time.

Ill T. Bullus (35 P. &M.),thewinner. The club secretary,

Felix Scriven, is in the centre of the group. (3.) Some prominent competitors. From left

to right : Bedford, Philipp, Bagshawe,
Shaw, and J. Scriven.

\28
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GOLD

MEDAL

GOLD

MEDAL.

Yonr monnt is incomplete without this

unique Speed and Mileage Indicator.

MODELS :

26. Speed to fom.p.h,, and Season's Mileage
to 10,000 mil* s £3 3

31. Includes also trip mileage and automatic reset S4 4
£2. .^bove with nr'dition of maximum speed hand £5 5

c
FULL PARTICULARS OF

MARKT &. CO. (LONDON), LTD.,
6, City Road, LONDON, E.C. H

SJn0fm
Known by all

Cyclists, it should
be known by all

Motor Cyclists.

It's the best Lu-
bricant for bear-

ings and working
joints obtainable
anywhere in the
whole wide
world.

Non-heating and
never gums or
dries out.

"I used S-in-One on high-speed Electric Motors (running

2,£00 revolutions a minute), and the bearings were not

even warm." OSCAR T. D. BRANDT.

Electrician, U.S.S. Newport, Annapolis, Md., U.S.A.

Wril^ /or Sample Bottle.

3-IN-ONE OIL COMPANY,
Dept. 0, 124, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.G.

In answering the.sc adrirfuffiiunt

,t" ,

rccision

^

^^'•xmm'A:szss.ri»y'yr

THE PRECISION ENGINE.
A Complete Unit for Motor Cycles.
Every feature of the Precision Engine is founded

on practice and justified by Experience. The one
aim in its construction is to ensure ample power
and perfect reliability. Every part is of the
highest possible grade of material. The workman-
ship is in keeping.

The Precision Engine can be supplied separately
or as a COMPLETE UNIT with Pulley, Magneto,
Silencer, Carburetter, and Lugs, ready for building
into the bicycle.

Write To-day tor lull particulars.

FlLBakcrL- Birmingham

Found at

last-a

Non-

stretch-

able

Chain

Belt.

LEATHER
or RUBBER.

FULLY
PROTECTED.

ade in all sizes.

FROM 2/- PER FOOT. fM
Write for booklet.

J. HASLAM,
9, Racton Road, Fulham, S.W.

'-lesirable in nuvfioi) '* The Mr>fnr Ci/rlr.^^ A3l
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS^
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

eolumns— Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
tnd address must be counted. In the case of

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be aodressed

to the ofllces of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters shou'.d be posted in

time to reach the ofTices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the fir it post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
Issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purcliasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going

further afield.

Plan showiug division of England Into Sections.

SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durh?jn» andVorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION 11.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Jlontgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Noltiiighara, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland. Northampton,
Warwick.

._ SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgp, Huntingdon, and licdford,

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilis and Hants,
Chatmel Islands.

SECTION vni.
Hurtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Ilcnt, and Suss<-

SECTION IX.
Sjmcrset, Devgn, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Sc )1'and.

SECTION XI.

Irel'iiid and Islr n( Man.

WAUOHOPE'S

Points the way
to successful
dealing^s.

THE BEST

EXCHANGE

On view at
9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet St., E.G.

OUR HAND

Please come and
see us, as we oan
show you a grand
8 6 lection of
machines. . ,

Triumph,

Rex,

Excelsior,

Bradbury,

Indian,

Moto-Reve,

Motosacoche,

Bat,

Matchless,

Number,

Roc,

Douglas,

A.S.L., F.N.,

V.S., N.S.U.,

etc.

We are glad to serve you
honestly and very fairly at

WAUGHOPE'S,
THE MOTOR MAN,

9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b(

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Offici-
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration
and throe stamped and addressed envelopes must be sem
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear ii

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No
000, c/o TheJUotor Cycle," Coventry "

, or il
" London "

IS added to the address, then to the number given c/o
The Motor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, E.C.

1^= DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal m perfect safety by avaihng themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt, and
upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance 'of the
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is. for
registration. The time allowed for a decision after receipt
of the goods is three days, and if no sale is effected, each
par.ty to the transaction -pays carriage one way. For ail
transactions exceeding lio in' value, a deposit fee of
2s. fid. IS charged. All deposit matters are dealt with
at Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be
made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

asswer to their enquiries are requested to regard thp
silence as an indicati.m that the goods advertised have
already i>',en disposed «f. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Nortbumberland, Cumberland, Durbam, and
Westmoreland.

"IQIO Triumphs ready for delivery; £48 18s or
-•-«/ with P. and M. two-speed £66.—Wajlter's.

1 QIO Phelon and Moores for early delivery.—Walker'a
••-«' Cycle Works, Ferryhill, Diiirliam.

MOTOSACOCHE, in thorough condition; £11; sprtng
forks' ; a bargain.—Below.

WOLF. IJh.p., magneto, not run 100 miles, splendid
machine; £20.—Mason, Burnfoot. \\igton, Cum-

berland.

HUMBER. 3ih.p., Boo two-.speed gear, 1909 pattern,
little used, good hill-climber; £30.-Can be .seen

and tried, Dean's Garage, Carnforth.

QUADEANT. Sih.p . Roc two-speed gear, 1908 pat-
tern, very low frame, spring forks, magneto; £25;

trial by appointment —Dean's Garage. Carnforth.

FOR 1910 Triumphs. Humbers, NS.U.'s, and Enfield
lightweights, we can give you deliveries from stock.

Why wait? Send for lists—\Vrite. wire, or 'phone your
wants to Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

BUUGLAS, King of Lightweights.—Gourlay, Fallow,
field.

P. and M-, 23h.r.. 2-spred gear, good condition; trial:
£12.—Jowett Motor Co., Bradford.

4I1.P. .J.A.P., late 1907 good condition; £16.-188,
Pnntefraet Ed., Cudworth, Barnsley.

TRIUMPH, 1909; also Triumph free engine model;
offers.—Hainsworti, Branch Rd., Batiey.

IQlt) Triumph. Palmer cord tyres, accessories a.s
-•-«/ supplied; £44.-^Darling, Stmnyside. Eeighley.

3ih.p. Eat, spring fr.ime, recently overhauled and
2 bu.shed; £13.—Hornby. 2, Clarendon St., Brad-

loid.

TRIUMPHS, 1910, in stock; Humber, with Eoc two-
speed, new, £39, no dealers.—Lord, agent, Roeh-

'dale.'

PHOLNTX. lih.p., good condition; genuine bargain,
£7, or nearest.— 100, Monmouth St., Euaholuie,

Manchester.

I 1 i\01 Triumph, in good condition, new carburetter
,XU ftl-ti.,. 'i!)l0 b:B., handle-bar control; £25.—
^ Forrest' 'OdppnU-

BRADBURY, 31h.p., .new October last, uascratehed,
and guaranteed perfect; £30.—Stevens, 100, High

St.. Manchester.

BBADBUEY, 3h.p., good lehable machine, latest B.
and B. carburetter. Ji.biC ; £12—Smith, :40. Bent-

ley Ed-, Doncaster.

NEW 3ih.p. Premier, auxiliary exhau.st, can be Feen

-

by ap'pointuient.-34, Cromwell Ed.. Smith Baak.
R.S.O.. near Middlesbrough.

A32 7)1 aiifirn ing these advertisenienis it is desirable to mention "The Mold' Ct/ele.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DOTKJLAS, king of litclitwei^'hts, latest moclelg in

stni'k ; inuneriiutL' dflivi-ry.—Norton, ironiuougcr,

iijillUonl St-. Cnvrnlry-

> 1 li p Triiiniiili, 1909, lirst-i'hisH condition, with
f'S sp;irt's; £35.— Howaid Saiitli, Tlie Dingle, Four
nits. Any tritil by npi'uiai iioat.

[ill. p. Star. Brown engine,, Aiiiac, C.A.V-, li'uUer Syn-
"2 tniiic, r;omp!ete, toolH. accessories r d311, quick-—
\vid-iv. 242. StniLford Ed-, BirmingUaJu-

fclh.p. 1909 I'lcuiier. pintect cndition only riddeu
f'S 5.600. louip'ete lyitli toola. spares, etc.; 30
jiucns.— Main, 56, I'arade. Leamington-

908 oih.p, Pougcot, magneto. Traflault forks, new
tyres, h.b. control, - French grey,- perfect order;

ice £20.—Hollier, West St., "Warwick.

k KIEL, Ariel, Ariel.—A few 2ih.p. lightweights at
\- clearance prices, accumulator ignition ; write for

ixticulars, —Ariel Wks., Eournbrook, Birmingham.

>EUGEOT, 5-6h.p.. dual ignition, handle-bar control,

not done 600. miles yet; cost £60, accept £23.—
Cftper's Shop, 64, Tilton Ed., Small Heath, Birming-
im.

>ih.p. Imperial Rover, absolutely reliable. Longue-
tZ mare, two accumulators, lamp, separate generator,

and, carrier; 10 guineas, no offeis.~28, Widdrington
1, Coventry.

>EX Twin, magneto," spring forks, ^Miittle belt,

\ h.b. control, B. and' E., with art cane sidecar,

I accessories; trial; £25, or offer.-Gadd, Inglewood,
iQgley, Birmingham.

» ih.p. "WTjitley, handle-bar control, Longuemare car-
^2 buretter, just been overhauled, 2-J.iu. tyres,

•oA condition, perfect running ,
order.—Shaw, 33.

orthey Ed., Coventry.

909 Twin Eex de luxe, two-speed, new 'November,
not ridden 500, tyres perfect. Continental front,

unlop Special back, accessories and tools;, £37 10s.—
orn, 30, West St., Leicester.

910 Res Tourist Model Speed King, engine, free

engine and plate clutch,'' practically new. fitted up
implete. lamp, horn, spares, iinscratched : £43.—Samp
n, Knighton House, Queen's Ed-, Coventry.

Mh.p.. Eoc clutch. Bosch magneto, new Palmer cords.
>2 new Whittle belt, latest. Brown and Barlow car-

iretter, long and low; any trial; £15. or close offer —
'rite, or call, Kobinson, 65, Mill St., Olcl Basford, Not-
ugham-

lilh-p. Minerva-Excelsior, all in good order, low frame.
^4 magneto, new, h.b.c B-B., two brakes ; owner
lying Triumph; £11 lis-: a real good reliable machine,
ith all spares.—Box 4,957, The Motor Cych Ofaces.
aventry-

>ah.p. Eex, just overhauled at makers, new pi.ston and
^ rehashed. Clinchers, B and B., handle-bar" con^
oiled, complete with lamp, horn, tools, stand,' and
.rrier, excellent condition; £15.—Main, 36, Parade,
Eiaiuington.

3"UWBEES, Premiers. Ariels. and Eoyal Enfields
1 latest models in stock; exchanges; several .shop-

ilcd; Aj-iel. £38 lOs- ; Enfield. Palmer cords. £37
)s- : two-speed Huniber, studded tyres, £45--Evans,
rent, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

SECTION V.

orSoIk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

10 Triumph motors in stock, both models.—Craw-
ley. St. Mary's. Bedford.

ih.p. Quadrant, h-b-c.. Bates tyres, etc-; £7, or ex-
/2 change--Fern House, AJupthill-

> 3h p- Minen'a, practically - new. two accumulators.
J4z stand, quantity spares; £13 lOs—Masters, Wil-
ead. Bedford.

ih.p. Humber, with forecar attachment, free engine,
* 2 (.-hitirh, excellent condition ; no reasonable offer
fused, must sell.—Sharpe, Mildenhall.

pEIUMPH, 2ih.p. J.A.p. engine, thoroughly over-
L hauled, new cylinder, tube, ncn-.^kni, h-b.c- ; £12
Photographer, Great Staughton, St. Neots-

UrUMBEE Motor Cycle, 3ih.p., magneto, Roc two-1 speed, free engine, spring forks, only ridden few
oaes; absolute bargain, cost £51 10s.—75. Christchurcli
;.. Ipswich.

[^EITTMPH, 1908. perfect condition, tyres and belt

a^s new, lamp ; £28 lOs-. or exchange magneto
ihtwoii^ht Dougfas or Motosacoche preferred; cash
Ijustment.—Wallis, c/o Bedwells, Newmarket.

lih.p. Triumph, late 1907, Amac 1910 carburetter.
'2 L-ost £9 overhaul, plating, enamel. ]u>;t as new
,so belt and tyre.s. £28; 5ih p. Brown. 26 by 21 tyres

SW condition, £11-—Eiddelsdell, Hadleigh. Suffolk.

SECTION VI.

Nrcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

910 Douglas, practically unused; cost complete over
£40, what offers?—Pratt, Hazeldenc, Broms

9

,
The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgra.±e,
HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

IN STOCK FOR CASH^ wrv/rv Qp EXCHANGE.
Don't write." Bring: your machine
and cash and we will treat you liberally

1910 New 5 h.p. Twin INDIAN £57
1910 New 3} h.p. REX Spi ed King ". SM
1910 New 5 h.p. REX Speed Kins £M
1910 New 3l h.p. Tourist REX .^^ £03
1910 New 5 h.p. Touri=t REX £51
1910 New 3i h.p. Tnurist RE.X, pUitc clutch £54
1910 New 5 h.p. Twin RE.X DE LU.XE £62

3^ h.p. Two-spe.cd BROWN, chain drive, handle
starting. ,26in. wheels £25

1909 Two-speed Twin RE.X DE LUXE £3J

1909 5 li.p. Twin REX, spring forics £32 13

lgo3 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £2S 1 J

5j h.p. REX DE LUXE, clutch, handle startin?,

spring forks Cantilever £19 19

;il h.p. Twin REX, spring iorks £16 13

1909 3i h.p. Magneto REX £29 10

1909 'si h.p. RE.X Speed King, soiled £32 10

1909 3l h.p. Two-stroke REX TOURIST £29 10

1909 il h.p. Two-stroke REX DE LUXE, Roc
clutch, two speeds, as new £33 10

3 h.p. Magneto CLYDE, good condition £H 10

1908 3J Magneto MEX, spring <orks - £24 10

1908 3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto £22 10

23 h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, two-speeds £22 10

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, Watawata £9 10

ii h.p. ROVER, trembler coil, 26in. wheels .... £13 10

3J h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £2-1

3" h.p. SINGER, V belt, high tension magneto .. £15 10

3J h.p. BRADBURY, 26ia. wheels, ncn.sk di . . £15 10

lgo5 3» h.p. RE.X, spring forks, M.O.V £15 10

i h.p. ROC, magneto,. clutch £19 19

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, powerful £10

3J h.p. MINERVA, good condition, Palm.ers £16 10

2} h.p. DE DION pattern, spray £5 10

2J h.p. SINGER, trembler coil £5 5

2} h.p. KELECOM, spray, excellent condition.. £5 10

2j h.p. BRADBURY, h.b. control, good order .
.

' £8 10

i! h.p. MINERVA, wants attention £3 10
Monster List on application.

Cash Offers and Easy Payments considered.

One Brand New 3^ h.p. REX, just received from
makers, and fitted with latest rgio forks,

magneto, carburetter and other igio fittings,

tools, spares, and accessories £37 10

d 09 Sih.p. Eex, in perfect running order and con-
dition; £27 10s.—Walker, Homend St., Led-

SUNDREES.
New 1910 de Luxe Sidecar £5 17 6

New rgio Rigid Art Cane Sidecar £1 17 6

New 8ft. X lin. Shamrock Gloria Belts per ft. 1 /6
New 8ft. and 8ft. 6in. x Jin. Shanurock Gloria

Belt? per ft. 1/4
New Art Cane Sidecar Body ., 19/6
Motor Cycle Tubes, all sizes - 6 ./-

New 26Xiin. Clincher Ar Tyres 22/-
Ncw 26>:2in., 28x210., and 28x2.Vin. Clipper-

ReP.ex 17/6
New 2(5 X 2jin. Clipper-Reflex Covers 20/-
New 28 X 2Mn. Clincher Ai Covers 21 /-

igoq K'iK Spring Forks, with springs 19/6
iQoS R£x Spring Forks, with springs 16/6
1904 and rqog Rex Forks 12/6
New 20-amp Fuller Accumulator 11 /.

ForecEyr, with tyres, fit P and M , Rex, or Miacrva 37/6
Lycett's Large Size, new 9/6
Tubular Carriers, to fit all makes 4/II
Rex I'^attern Handle-bars, plated 6/6
Swan Neck Seat-oillar 4/2
Mabon Clutch, to fit N.S.U 39/6
Harrison Back Rests new reco t mended 12/6
.Price's Stands for 26in. wheels . .

.'. 5/9
Rushmore Pattern Lamps, mirror lens 15/11
Hollow Belt Drills, the best 1/6
" Forward " Adjustable Belt Fasteners 1/6
Double Twist Horns 4/6
Three-note Horns, large size 7/11
Magneto Cut-out, special type 2/6

lii arii<wiir\ng these advertisements it 1-3 desirable to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4-CYL. I'.N-i in i;uuc\ eonrlltiou, new Michellu hauk

tyro ; £16.—BTannvi-H, EeUingtou, Per^liore-

STJili-Ii. Triiuiiiih Mat:.r Cycle (unused), condition an
^2, iinv. I hnilop tyrea ; £20.-4.897, The Motor Cycle
OJlh-.;,^. Guv.'iitry.

5h-i). Twin Roe, two-speed Roc tear. Peuf,'eot entrine.
Palmier tyres, firstrclaas condition-—Preston-Rnh-

iut^ou, Leominster.

rriRIUMPH. 1909, standard model. £34; 5-6h.p. r.K,i 4-e.vl., 1909. in irood condition, £30. bargain.—
Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridr.cii

SCOTT, two-stroke, 55 guineas; Premier, 33h.p. twin;
Moto-Reve, 2h.p. twin; all in stock for immetiiate

delivery.—Stour Cycle D'^pot, Stuurbridye.

j Q09 Staudiird Triumph, in ^ood condition; linst
- ft-' ofler over £32 cash accepted ; trial allowed.—
Box No, 4,962, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

REX, 5-6h.p., twin, Continentals, butt-ended tubet;,
two aruumututors. lin, Dermatine belt, spare

belt; £14; any trial.—Howard. Brithdir, New Tredegar.

i>ih.p. J.A.P., Browu and Barlow, handle-bar cou-^ 2 trol, new Dunlop tyres, just overhauled, bushed.
re-enamelled, etc.; £12 10s.— Wheeler, Avenue Rd.,
Astwood Bank, Redditch.

ROVER. Sjh.p., perfect running order, Amae, h.b.

control, new Watawata and back tyre, e-ifrine re-

bored, new Dome piston; approval; £15 - ^/illiams,
CiiftonviHe, Llandrindod Wells.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

"1009 2h.p. Mnto-Reve. new Julv last, verv littli- u>Pii,
Xt' as new; £22.—Lajtjns. Bicester-

8Xh,ii. N.S.U. ,

' accxmnilator in'nition. '^ph'ndid eon-
4 dition, just' ovtirhauled, fast: £11. ^-J. C. Owers.

Newbury,

31.h.ii. "Vindec,, magneto, new tyres, fi:oud condition;
2 'unoean eycle part exchan.L'.e.—H. Bacon, Shin-

lield, Reading".

1 Q09 3ih-p. Himiber, two-si)eed, new last June, and
-Lt/ only done four month.s' liyht work, as new; £29-
—Laytous, Bicester-

IQOg 5-6h.p. F.N.. in splendid order. R.O.M. tyres,
-Lt' tools, spari>s, ineludins' inner tube: ,£30. --His-
i'ut, Queen's St., Portsmouth.

MOTOSACOOFIE. 1908. j;ood order, new heavy tyres,

spare belt: £14; exehan^'e, or offer.-:.- -Inpleside.
Station Rd-. Christchurch. Hunts-
"1 008 Triumph. 3ih.p.. new tyres, en.u'iue and eyele re-

J-ftJ' cently overhauled by makers; worth quite £55,
our price £30.— Laytons, Bieestor.

5 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea. Pahners, plain coil,

automatic inlet, footboards, r-.pares ; £17; seen by
appointment.—J-ull, Electricity Works, Farehtiiii.

DOUGLAS. 1910. model C-. Rom tyre-;, L.vso belt.

Miller's putent mirdshields back and front, tool.-?,

spares, etc.; £53.— *' Aucheneairn." Won.'ester St., (tIou-

eester.

"jQ09 Minerva, 3ih.p., carefully used, Mabon tlutrh.
Xt/ Cowey speedometer, two new spare buti-endrd
Michelins, and all other spares ; £30.—Cross's Garaye,
Oxford.

N.S.U. Lightweifiht, 1908, Bosch majineto, studiled
back, all aeeessories, very little ridden, perfect

condition; ex.^eptioual bargain; £14, lowest.—52, Castle
St., Bristol.

5 h.p. 1910 Indian, ^'reen, not run 2,000 miles, per-
fect condition, owner buying ear; trial with

plea.sure; £42 10s. cash, no oilers.—Angas, Magdalen
College, Oxford.

3 ih.p. Quadrant, 1908. Bosch magneto, with iiU spares,

2 Clincher tyres, in good I'oudition. maL-hiae reuently
overhauled; £20, or ofEers--4.360, The Motor Cycle
Offices. Coventry.

BARGAIN, 3ih.p. Quadrant, 1908, new Kempshall
back, adjustable pulley. B. and a iiand^e-bur

eontrol, sldendid condition ; £18.—St., Hilda, Peun
Rd., Beaconsfleld.

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., spring forks, magneto, two-speed,
as new, just overhauled N.S.U., extras— spring icot-

buard. new Model de Course cover, tube, pulley, spares

;

lot £33; tried.—Alresl'ord Motor Wks,, Hants.

Oih-p- Clemeut-Garrard Iiightweight, new 26iD-
/W4 Mielielins. lithanode. Brooks V belt, electric

headlight, perfect, very low, and many spares; £9. —
E. C Hiles. 78, Gloucester Road, Bishopston Bristol-

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

3 ih.p. Rex, good running order. Palmer lyre; £8.-233,
4 High Rd-. Chiswick^

3 ih.p. Rex, in good order, new Michelin tyres; £10.
4 —80, Torriano Av., N.W.

/I ih.p. Twin Minerva, 1909, as new; cash £20.-8,
"X 2 Mayfield Place, Eastbourne.

F-N., IJh-p.. quite new; can be seen any time.— 11.

Brecknock Rd-, Camden Rd-. N-

The Motor Cycle." A^'^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Olli V Humber, CJiater-Lea. low, splendid climbir.
'Wa l.i-lt drive, vwlicdl; f9.-Bel6ir.

Slip. Fiifnir, Cbater, adjustable pulley, b-b. control.
tiiif,- II rk.-^, perfeit: £12.—3elow-.

fPEIUJIl'H, 1910, standiiid. just delivered, uucrated;
J- £18 lOis.— 8, Oppidans Mews, Ohall; Farm.

fjib.p. J.A.P., DimlOps; £6 IO3., or 0fEer.-85, Har-
^2. rin^'ay Ed., Green Lanes. London.

REX, 3JIi.p., magneto, good condition ; £17. cr near
offer.—B.C. 77, Willesdeu Lane, N. \i

^ih.p. Eex, twin wbeel. Roc uiutcb, magnLtu; £18.—
^ 2 Hattendon, jeweUer, Brompton Ed.

21.!i-p. Bradbury; price £12; particulars
4= tion—Beynon, Bath Place. Worthing

in applica-

^-CYL. F.N.^ _4ih.p^. lamp, liom, spares, c.xceiieut

BAT, Jib.p.,
etc. ; £11

diti.in; £22.-47, West Hill, ftandswoitb.

DOUGLAS, 1910 models in stock; 38 guineas.- Lloyd
and Son, Uuuglas agents, Lewes. Sussed.

iccumuiator, trembler coil, lamp, spares,
-Tamplin, Tlte ^ Green, Twickenham.

PHAJSfOiLEK, 3ih.p., magneto, spring forks. loot-
boards, perfect; £19.-Offers, 60, Atlantic Ed., S-W.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—Heath Street Motor
Works. 5, Heath St. Tel. ; 2678, P.O.

HAMPSTEAD. -3ih.p. 1910 Kerry-Abingdon, almost
new; £39, with accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-31h.p. Triumph, 1909. splendid con-
dition, with all accessories ; bargain, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 2i-h.p. two-speed F.N.'s; £40;
no estra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Bexes, all models in stock; no
extra for easy payments.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD.—Kerry-Abingdon from stock 1 ex-
change or gradual payments taken ; no extra.

HAMPSTEAD.-Triumph, 1910, from stock; no wait-
ing.

HAMPSTEAD.-Douglas, 1910, latest model, from
stock; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMJ'.STEAII.-l'.y., 4;h.p!, , latest model, handle-
bar control, condition splendid, with accessories

;

£22.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sidecar, iest make, brand new, ad-
justable to any machine; £3 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.-Sole London Agents tor Lincoln
Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for Moto-Eeve Model A.; in stock;
no waiting ; no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD—1909 3;hp Triumph, -good condi-
tion, studded tyres ; £54 ; all accessories-

H.4.MPSTBAD —Sh.p. Indian, 1910 (red), brand new

:

£48. cost £57.

HAMPSTEAD.—2ih.p. brand new Zedel, No 6
tJhater-Lea low frame, incomplete; £12 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 3;ii.p. two-speed Phelon and
Moore, four weeks old; £50.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 new 4-cyl. F.N.'s;
in stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for Triumphs, in stock, new free
engine models and standards;, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.—5h.p. Vindec Special, 1908, tree en-
gine, magueto, and spring forks; £26.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Donglas. almost new, with all

accessories; great bargain, £33.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (Tri-
umphs, Indian), Premier, Douglas, Eexes, Humber,

etc. ; exchanges or gradual paj-ments.-Eey, 5, Heath
St. Tel.: 26/-g P.O., Hampstead.

BEADBTIET, 3;h.p.. ball bearing engine, 87 by 87
jum—Agents, Bright and Hayles, Cambcrwell.

BRADBUEY. 3ih p., champion hill-climber.-Agents,
Bright and Hayles. Cambcrwell.

BEADBUEY. 3ih.p. models. 1910;
Bright and Hayles, Cambcrwell-

BRADBURT, 3ih.p., the low built machine -.4 <cut3.
Bright and Hayles. Cambcrwell. 'Plione, 309,

Brixtcn.

BRADBURY, 3]h.p-, holding a uni';ue record in re-
liability trials.—Agents, Brignt ui-d Hayles, Cam-

bcrwell.

allowance on nld
73. Church St.,

£46—Agtnts,

REMOVING BARGAINS.
YOUR offers carefully considered,

BARGAINS IN
1909 REXES. 1909
igog 3^ h.p. Tourist REX £35
1909 5-'6 h.p. Twin TOURIST £37
1909 5 b.p. REX OE LUXE, two-speed.. 148

Compare these with 1910 prices.

OTHER GENUINE BARGAINS.
z\ h.p. rgro F.N., two-speed model, Irand
new, in crate £38

2'\ h.p. igro DOUGLAS, almost ne\v £35
igogi 5 h.p. REX, speed model £35
3* h.p. QUADRANT, spring lorks £19
tgoS 5-6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc clutch, mag-

neto, h.-b, control £30
MOTC-REVE, magneto, h.-b. control.Drairts £23
jh.p. Twin VINOEO, magneto, h.-b control £25
rgo8 REX, magneto, black and gold £19
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, h.-b. control .. £17
6 h.p. igog N.S.U., two speeds, magneto,

h.b. control £44
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, Druid forks £16

3^ h.p. REX,'magneto, h.b. control £16
2 h.p. Quadrant, verj' good se
5-6 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, magneto, etc £30
igog Two-speed,.6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, only

done 200 miles £44
3 J h.p. F.N., magneto, h.b. control £18
5-6 h.p. Twm REX and Sidecar £20
5 h.p. Twin REX, Roc, two speeds £24
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26in. wheels £16 10
3 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, h.b. control £18
rgoQ 3*.b.p. REX, magneto, etc £30

3i h.p.'REX, M.O.V., spray £10 10
3* h.p. rgo6 REX, M.O.V., spring forks £14

3I h.p. REX, M.O.V., vertical £10
rgoS N.S.U. Lightweight, Boscb magneto.. £19

FAfiRAR'S

1MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
T'EIUJII'II Motor Cycle. 1903. a,s new, done 2 00
J- miles; £30.-6, Vale Av., Tunbridge Wells. I
31h-p. Rex, Longnemare. in flood running crder:^

2 Oswin St . St. Ueorge's Rd.. Southwark. iJ.E. .-0

I O08 N.S.U.. 3h.p., in good condition and runuinie^i
-•-»-' order, lamp; £16.-.X., 45, George St, RiehmonS:!
HfEIUMPHS. ltd' engine and standard, from stuck,'
-«- brand new 1910 model3.-5. Heath St . Hiunp-tead.

3ilj.p. Aster Motor Cycle, spring forks, low. suleudii
2 condition; £11 —140a. Camden Ed.. London. X-'-'

WHITTLE' S.-Eoo. 4h.p.. latest, magneto, lib. a
trol, two .speeds, clutch, as new; £30.

WHITTLE-S.-Bat. 3ih p., spring frame, almost
new; great sacriflce. £18 10s.

WHITTLE'S.-Alcyon, 4-51i p.. twin, sprina forks, liH
new; e.xtra cheap. £15 10s.

twin, sprinc frani

HALIFAX
SIDECABS

BRADEUET. 3ih.p.; £3 5; -ood
marbine.—Bright a_,cl Eidjies.

BEADBTTRY AgPM for N-W-
Hi-h St., Hu.-.t,-tead.

p. EtS, ID
omun EiL.

40Gd couditioD ;

East Hum.

Loii-Jon- — GurdHer.

£8 lOs.—Boyd, 4a,Olh.iO2 E
TEIUMPH, 1 909. gocd condition, Paluirr. spares,

good laujp—244, Claphum'Bd.. S-W.

IXDIAlvr, 5h.p-. not to be distingiiislied from new;
£50.—Fislier, 6a, High St-. Hampstead.

3h.p- .Triumpli, vertical engine; £12 IDs.—WaucLope's.
9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St- London, E.C

LIGHTWEIGHT, l^h.p,, good order, new belt: £8
10s.. olfeTs.—71, Burgbley Ed.. Hornsey.

"IQ09 l-'.N., 4-cyl.. perfect condition, fast: £50.-
J-t? A. ElMuch, 69, Clmicb St., Chelsea, StW.

FARRARS
MOTOR WORKS'

Acmitted bv all to be the finest popular priced
sideL-ar on the market.

Note where the front arm grips the centre of tlie

sidecar, and compare this design nith ihc lob-sided
and inm chanical attachment ad.^ted by some
makers.

£4 17s. 6d., complete wiji best tyres.
Twelve month?' ^arantee.OARS an;> xrioars.

5J h.p. HUMBER Tcicar, wheel s^CL-ring . . £26
4^ h.p. BRADBUftY Tricar, two speeds .. £19
5 h.p. BEAVfORT Car, four-soater £40
5^ h.p. O.Y.A.V., nearly new £50
5-6 h p. LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled, Roc

tA'.>-spced gear, handle starling, magneto
ignition, a beautiful light tricar ...... £35

ODD BARGAINS.
1910 B. &B. latest jiat. carburetters.-... £17
1910 An.ac variable jet £1 7

4/- allowed for old one.
Latest tvpe Bosch Plugs, 2 9
N.S.U. Two-speed Gear Tor lin. belt .... £2 15
Brooks's Bioo Saddle 9 6
Dunlop 28x2 and 2iin. Wired Covers .. 12 6^

6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine £6
Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels £3
Rex Pattern Foot Brake, new 9 6
Bowden Front Motor Brakes, new .... 86
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Eng ne, two speeds. .£12
Longucmarp, Amac., B. and B., etc., Car-

buretters each 5 6
Premier .Alagnetos, new £2 19 6
Clincher Tubes post free 6 6

WHITTLE^S.-Bat-J.A-P.. 6h p..
and iurks, splendid rrdor; £22 10s.

WHITTLE^S.-F-X-, 4i-5h.p.. 4-eyl-. ma-neto- pring--
forks, nearlr ucav, un*i.ratclied ; L-heiip. £28.

WHITTLE'S.-Bat. SMb.p.. spring frame; bar^-ain.
£13 10=.-WiiittlH-s Motor ExL-bango. Earl-fi^kL

A\ andsworth.

GOXtFREY and ApplebtL^—Indiau, 1910 mnrlH n-arly
new. run about 800 ntiles. perfect: £46 10-;-

GODFREY and Applehee.—Eex. 5h.n.. ranti). vtr -.-at,

spring f,jTk=, good L-nnditifm; £16 iOs.

GODFREY and Applebep—Triumpb. 1 909. -T T.,
winner on Erooklands: £36 10^.

GOIJFEEY and Applebee.—Quadrant. 3b.p-. spring
iorks; bargain, £3 10?.

GODFREY and Applebee.-Triumph 1909. -tandanl:
£35.

GODFREY and AppleTiee.-Eex, 3ih.p., 1909 stand-
ard, ilabon free engine clutch, new Kenipshall on

back: £27 10s.

GODFEEY and Applebee.—Minerva, 3ih-p-. magneto:-
1909 model; £21. ^

'

GODFEEY and Applebee—Speed King Eex. S.h-p-,
1909 model, a ^hill-Climb winner; 29 guinfa-?.—

Broadway. Sluswell Hill, London-

F.N., 2h.p-, spray carburetter, trembler, going order;
i£6 10s.; appointment.—S., 90, Harbord St.. Ftd-

ham.

3ih.p. Werner, in gocd runuiag order; £6 10-.— 7,4 \rand3worth Bridge Kd., Fulbam.

LiGRTWElGHT Uh.p. F.N.. £7 10s.; also 2ib.p.
Minerva, £6 lOs.—227, XJnderhill Rd., E. Du!-

wich.

23,h-p. Kerry, aecmnulator ignition; only want^: tun-
4 ic?; what offers?—Chubb, iirighton Ed-, Hoi-

sham.

REX 2^h.p. Lightweight, new condition, magneto.

.

1910 Amac, Druids; £16—5. Broohsby St., Idling

21.b.p. Quadrant; £6 lOs-
2 nin; ' ^ . -

long. low. good _tyi'-.s. raii-

order.—Write, Leram. 14, East I'eabody Sq.

WANTED !

Good Motor Cycles. Cash Waiting.

Farrar's Motorics,
SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

Telephooe gig.

31h.p. Spring Frame Bat. Wliittle lielt. Palmer tyres
2 Brooks saddle; £16.-202. Southamptou St.. C;rm

benrell.

"lOlO Eerry-Abinsdou Special, delivered middle May.
Xt/ not ridden 200 miles: £38.-155. Brotkley Rd.
Brockley.

4ili.T). Twin Werner, low, tyres and engine excellent
"

2 smart arsearance; £15—8. Hobnes, 7. Old Oafc.
Rd- Acton.

P'
REMIEE 1910 3;li.p. Twin, brand new: oilers

w!int."d.—Box STo. 4,889. The Motor Ci/cle Offices,.

Coventry.

4i.ri.p. F.N.. latest improvements ; £24 : only wants "

2 .^eein^. by appointment.—80. CambTid;;e St., Lou-
,
don. S.W.

23.b-p- Escelaior, inclined engine, .Kood condition; £8.
4 or near ofier.—30. Carminia Rd.. l pper Tooting,

j

s-w.

Sili.p. Rex, spring frame, U.b. control ti. and B. ejir

2 I
" '

--—.... ^

.

J

Tooting.

Sih.p- N.S.U. 1908 motor cycle., in perfect order
2 masneto; £17 10s.—9. Little Kins St., Canidel

jTown, X.W.

3ili.p. N.S.IT., majjucto, Peter-Union, Ions, low. fast
2 £12 lOs.-Witt. 10. Talbot Rd-, St. Mar'.-arefs

. Twickenham.

MINERVA,
control, i

I

bury Crescent.

6b.p. Bat. sprim; frame and forks, drip lubricator, ex-

cellent condition; £25; sidecar. £5.—TV.W., Wed
I Oaks. Weybridge.

TEIUMPH. Sih.p.. 1907. purchased new May. 1908,
in first-class condition, with lamp and accessories,

complete; £26— Gallnp. 480. Grirratt Lnnc. Earlslield,

S.W.

;:ear drive, masueto. No. 6 Cliater.

'"'on: £35; exchange P.

M.. or Triumph.-Matthews, pawnbroker. VTct rjoy

Sih.p.. Brown-Barlow carburetter, h.b
s new-; £15.-1, Ficldsway Hoii,se. Higi

6 h.p. Twin J.A-P . .. —„ _.- - -

Druids. Amac. new condition; £35; exchau;:e P-

A36 Ir, answering these advcrlisements it is desirable to mention '

don.

27(6 Motor Cijdt.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cyule Firm—Eex, V-S-,

ludiiiu. Mtito-Reve. JMiekui Jind Aloore. Zenith.
l)out,'liis, Roc. Gritfon; we stock all tliese. nnd can Bupply
any ntlirr tiinke.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian
Rd.. Edinburgh.

POWERi^UL Motor Cj-ele and Mills-Fulford forecar.
Stevens enpine. adjustable pulley, Watawaxa. guar-

nrti'id in thorough condition, smart and reliable; sacii-

fl.c .£10 10s. quick sale-—No. 4.959, The Motor Cycle
OfHiTs, Coventry.

FOR Sale, 5h.p. 1910 T-T- Matchless J-A-P., with
Milli', rd side^'ar. Nala two-.-^peed t;i;ar, and free en-

gine, spring f,..iks. 25in. tyres o'ery heavy), i'olkey lamp,
with geni^rator, horn, ^rare tube, tonl^,, cte., all in first-

clas.^ eoudition, bought three iiiniiths ago ; would ex-
change for lighter machine and va^h ailjustment ; cheap;
trial given; can be seen at nights, alter 7, or Wednes-
diiy.-* iJud Sundays at any time.—Apply. Jas- Wilson, jun.,
Ashgrove Cottage, Blackridge. West Lothian (West
Craigs Station).

^

SECTION XI.

[reland and Isle of Man.
ff-Sb-P- Peugeot, Chate:
I accumulaior. Palmer

B. and B., h.b. control,
:>.0Td and Clincher non-skid,

-hine brand new, not ridden 500 miles; would accept
£27, or exehange for lower power and cash adjustment;
above machine can be had with or without Fit-all two-
spefd.—Robert Mercer, Main St.. Caledon.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
CiUlTER-LEA 9h.p. J.A.P.. new; photo; price, par-

tit'iilars.-Hadlow. Teynhani, Kent.

ABARGAtN.—Singer motor Iricar, in excellent con-
dition.—May be seen at 83, ^^-oiship St., E.G.

LIGHT Tricar. 4h-p Aster, water-cooled, two-speed, free
engine; £16.— l^tJa Camden Ed, London-. N.W.

4h.p. W-C. Addi::on. two-speed, chain, perfect, 75 to
gallon; .0.4 £85, £21.—Holly Bank, ciieadle Heath.

ROVER, water-cooled, two-speed, car tyre ; appoint^
ment; £18, or cfler—White Lodge. 209, Brirton

Hill.

TRICAR, 2|h.p. MineTva, Phoenix Trimo, Longuemare. I

ba.<ket; trial; bargain. £8.—A. Stock, 68, Clissold
Rt\.. N.

TRICAJt, 3-ih.p., in good running order, tsyes good
a>; new very reliable; £12.-76, Willesden Lane,

Kiiburn. N.W.

31h.p. W. and P. Tricar, four speeds, free engine,
2 good condition ; £18.—Full particulars, apply,

Enox, Larches. Banstead.

6h.p. Twin Antoine Tricar, Duco non-skid, Palmer
cords, as new, fast and reliable ; trial, appoint-

'luent : bargain, £25.—Below.
1

5h.p. Rex, coach built, good tyre.'i, water cooled,
fine condition; to clear quick, £18.—Harria, 12,

Loampit Hill, Lewisham.

MESSRS. E. M. Pidlman and "Bros., London Rd.,
Norbury, Ijondon, have several cheap but good

tricar.s tor disposal ; list free.

4h.p. Rex Tricar, chain, clutch, new tyres, powerful,
good order guaranteed ; £14 lOs.-Eamsbottom,

205, Whalley New Rd.. Blackburn.
1

SUXBEAM-MABLET Runabout Tricar, two speeds,'
free engine, water-cooh'd. De Dion engine; £15.—

Miuray, 37a, Charles St.. Hatton Garden-

8h.p. De Dion, water cooled, two speeds, free engine,
Eenold's silent chains, splendid condition; £32.—

Bruderer, 100, St. John's Rd-, Hoxt n, London. N.

6h.p. Rexette Water-cooled Tricar, two speeds, handle
starting, open frame, coach-built, in perfect order;

bargain, £28—54, Bartholomew Rd-, Loudon, N-W.

REX Triette, new, F.R.S. lamps, many accessories,
to be sold under exceptional circum.^tances.—

Apply, Box 4,938, The Molar Cycle Offices. Coventry.

REX Twin, 5-6h.p., ba.sket seat, three brakes, .spring
seat pillar, good order; cheap to clear, £15.—E.

M. Pullman and Bros., Lctndon Ed., Norbury, London.

jCfh.p. w.c. Rexette Tricar, two-speed, wjieel steering,^ coach built, sprung frame; cost £120, take £27
or motor cycle.—Hart, 35, Englefield Rd., Eings-
liind. •

I

£20.—Moi;:r tricar, 5ih.p., air-croled, free engine, two-

1

spifd, coach-built, thorough order, readv f< r road--

j

Apply, Tompkins, 8, Eryanston Mews East, Montagu

,

]']arc, W.
I

RALEIGHETTE, 6ih.p.' Fafnir, twin, water cooled,
three speeds. Palmar tyres, lamps, tools, spare

.:iiains: £38; any Irial.—Howard, Brithdir, New
Tr.-degar.

7-8n.p. Garrard Tricar, open' frame, wheel steering,
coac,h built, three-speed Panhard gears, clutch,

worm flrive ; £28, or near.— 156, Frith Park Rd.,
Sh,-ffie)d.

REXETTE Sh.p. water-cooled tricar, in perfect order;
trial by appointment ; complete with lamps, tools,

^ipron, etc. ; £?0.—Giddon, 36, England Lane, Hamp-
Btead, London.

QUADRANT Tricar, 6h.p., two engines, two gears,
wheel steering, tyres sound; owner bought car and

needs room; no reasonable otter refused; insnection any
time.—Kennedy, The Corner House, St. James's Av.,
Hampton Hill.

SHILLINGS
FOR

MOTOR
CYCLISTS,

and what is more important still,

an introduction to the proved best
motor cycle oil, by name

CHEMICO:
We know quite well that when
once you have tried ' Chemico

'

motor bike oil you will accept no
other; it is a perfect boon to the

Engine.

Our offer is this.
Purchase from your cycle or motor
dealer, a quart tin of ' Chemico

'

motor bike oil for which you will

pay 1/8—send us the receipt, and
by return we will send you free,

and post paid

One 1/- Tin

CHEMICO'
Tyre Stopping.

Do it To-day !

The County Chemical Co. Ltd.,

Birminghatn.
London : 4_i, Great Eastern Street.

Dublin : Golden Lane.
Manchester : 233, Deansg=ite.

Glasgow: 128, Renfield Street.

I
TRICARS FOR SALE.

RILEY Tricar. 5hp., water-cooled, tine hill-climber,
bucket neat for driver, coaeh-built body, whi'cl

steering, free engine, excellent condition-—561, Green
Lanes. Hfirringuy-

SINGER Tricar. 9h.p., 2-cyl.. three speeds and reverse.
water-cooled, wheel steering, coach-built body, extra

wide fr,int seat, good condition; accept £42.—Norton,
solicitor. Huddersfield-

RILEY Tricar, 9h.p. , 2-cyI. , three speeds and re-

verse, water cooled, wheel steeriui,', coach-built,
llnewly painted, in splendid condition; trial; £35.-114,

' Park Rd., Aston, Birmin^rham.

RILEY, 6-8h.p., three speeds, reverse, front door.s,

screen, lamps, horn, carrier, all accessories, new
condition; cheap, exchange, entertained,—91, Court
Ed., Eulsall Heath, Eirming-ham.

KENT Three-speed Tricar Gear for sale cr exchan^''-
in Kood condition, what oSejs; also light fore-

car attachment, .26in. wheels, upholstered wicker car-
riage, go through 3ft. Sin. doorway.—Taylor, 81, Or-
phanage Rd., Erdington.

LATEST 5-6h.p. Riley tricar, open frame, wheel
steering, beiiutifully sprung, luxurious machine,

in practically new condition, fast, absolutely reliable;
'cost £90, sacrifice £42, take magneto cycle part—R.

I

Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

41h.p. Phoenix Trimo, coach-built, two speeds and
4 free, new tyres, h. b. control. A mac, just over-

hauled and repainted, splendid order, four new lamps,
and spare accumulator ; £28, or exchange for small

I

car.—Marsden, Field Lane, Belper.

TRICAR. 4ih.p., De Dion engine, water-cooled. Chater-
Lea throughout, by W. W. Geun Wimbledon, gear

' box. clutch. Duulop car tjTes. excellent condition, all

j
spares; cost £.110, accept £35. a bargain; seen any
Itime; photo--*",, x.i^, ,, ...v;. Winihled.in.

VERY Fast Second-hand 4i-6h-p- Rover Tricar, in go. d

running order, well sprung, bucket seat, wheel steer-

ing, Phelon and Moore two-speed gear, headlights, tail

light, and spares complete, tyres 'new; will take £35. 01

offer.-J. F. Bell. Pentland House. Craiginillar, Mid-
lothian-

6 lip. De Dion-Eagle Single-seated 3-wheeled Runabout,
in new c-'-ndition, wheel steering, two speeds, free

engine, chain drive, car tyres (without a scratch), non-

skid on back wheel, lamps, speed indicator, spares, etc.

;

bargain. £35. or near; mu>^t sell (would entertain ex-

change for good modern motor cycle), as shed is wanted-—
51. Weaste Rd-. Weaste, Manchester.

LIGHT Tricar, S^h.p., two speeds and free, chain
drive, handle starting, loot clutch, h.b. control,

foot and hand brakes, all new tyres and gears, thor-

[oughly overhauled at a cost of £20 last Easter, aud
is qi^iite equal to new; £28 cash, or will give the above
and £10 in exchange for small 2-seater car or open
frame w.c. tricar of higher power.—Ward, 48, 'Holly
Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.

1 Q09 Phcenix Tricar. 5-6b.p-. water-cooled, two spted.^,

-i-t/ handle .starting, plate clutch, wheel steering,

open frame coach-built, 2Hn. Palmer cord front, tyre.s

unpunctured. 3iu. steel studded Lomax back (new), also

box. interchangeable with front sent, suitable for trades-

man's c-arrier ;
price, with lamps, tools, and spares,

complete, £40.—Duggins, Fitzhugh St., Southampton.

TRICAR, 1909, N.S.H., 6h.p., twin, fan cooled,

m.o.i.v., Bosch D.A-V., latest two-speed and free
back hub. lin. S.G. belt, fast, and good climber, new
extra strong coachAvork, leather undershield, aprons.

F.R.S. headlights, jack, pimip. tools, spares, carrier

and valise, etc., tyres large and as new, a most mag-
nificent machine; has cost over £100, nearest offer

to £60 accputed; fuller particulars and trial.-John
Stanton, 41, Merridale Rd., Wolverhampton.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
fcAKLEiGH Sidecar; cost £5 last March; offers

invited.—47, West Hill, Waurlsworth.

2IDECAR. rigid; £3, bargain-—Sumner. 84 Aylmcr
Rd.. Wendell Park, Shepherd's .BtlsIi-

SIDECARS, beautifully upholstered, fit any make;
£3 15s.—Rey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

riLLS-FTTLFORD Castor Wheel Sidcar, new Palmci :

bargain, £6 15s—406. Garratt Lane, Earlsfield-

SI]:iEOARS. fit anything, art cane, wicker, rush; fn-m
£3 15s.—Fletcner, sidecar specialist. King Sq.-

Bri-stol-

UNREDEEMED Chater-Lea Sidecar, this vear's. iisrd

twice; £5 12s.; fit any machine.-Matthews, Pawn-
broker, Croydon-

£3 10s.—Ris:id sidecar, left, upholstered green, 26in.

wheel, Riche's tube, good condition.—Sconce,
Church St., King's Lynn.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, cane body, eithei

side, witii clips, for Triumph, good condition.—
Organ, Stratti'T,Von-Avon.

PHCENIX Forecar, coach-built, in good condition, fit

any inai-hiun. Michelin tyres; £6.—W. Elce. 47.

King Edward Rd-- Romford.

SIDECAR. Milll'nrd, ber^-t. castor wheel, as new; £10;
exchange lady's motor cycle, cash adjustment-—

Gavell, Rendham, Saxundham.

RIGID Sidecar, 26 wheel, good condition. £2; als(

nearly new rigid sidecar. 26 wheel, £3 10s.—Smitii
205, King St. Hammersmith.

MILLS-FULFORD Ca>tor Wheel Sidecar, new con
dition ; bought lady's motor cycle; accept £8 8-;

—Gihb, Worcester St-, Gloucester.

Tn answeririQ these advertiseTnejUs it -is desirable to mention ^^Thp. Motor Cycle. A3')
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
gJIDECAIl, genuine Chater fittings, fit any frame,

' j;ootl fonditiou; seen any tiiui^; lowest £^ 5a.—Mark-
uun, 91, St. James Hd., HoUoway.

SIDECARS. £4 17s- baskets, springs, fittings; trade
supiilied-—Middkton and Co-, vvatson St., Newing-

ton Green, London, N- 2126 Dalston.

FORECAU,, sprung irame, 26in. wheels. Continentals
unpunctured, powi?rt'ul brakes, all complete; bar-

^'ain, £5.—K., 649, Romford Rd., Manor Park, E.

FOR Sale, Montgomery flexible model de luxe side-

cuT, fit either side, equal new; cost £14 10s.,
iucept £7.-0. S. Smith, Bangor Hous^ South Bank,
roiks.

X'^ORECAR, Chater-Lea, with - long stays and loot-
-L boards, two baud brakes, one tyre only, new;
£3 15s., lowest.—106, Pritchard'.s Kd., Haekney, Lon-
don, N.E.

16J-GUIN'EA Sideenr, brand new and built througli-
f^ out with Genujlue CJiater-Lea fittings, will fit

rriuniph, Roc, or P. and SI.; £6 10s.—R. Ralph, J^ark-
liall Rise, London, S.W. ^

SIDECARS to fit any macfiine ; £4 43.—Baskets,
.sprinys, fittings, in fact, anything for sidee.ars,

ran he obtained from Jack Cairns, sidev-ar manufac-
turer, London E d. , Preston,

SIDECARS, latest and .best pattern, Chater fittings,
quick attachments, plated rim, motor tyre, up-

Uolstered basket, fit any maeliine; £5 5s. from stock.—
Urctn Eros., 53, Danby St., Peukham, S.E. Works.
McDeimott Rd.

''PHE Crowsk^y Spring WJieel makes an ideal sidecar;
J- no vibration, easy steering, faster; level of- side. ar

can be adjusted to your own liking ; any maker of side-

ear can supply it; insist on having it on your 1910 side-

car
;

parts can he obtained from Messrs. Cliater-Lea, 6i

from E. A. Orowsley, 167, Victoria St-, S-W.

SIDECARS.-Oiir speeial art cane hody, Chater fit-

tings, including hub. £7 IDs. ; onr £5 10s., Chater
tittings, and hub;- our £4 15s. car is Chater lugs: all

ire complete vdth side stays and m^idguard included

;

itcond-hands from £3 15s.; fitted while you wait free.

~C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Rd., London.

OAKLEIGH Sidecars never give trouble. On or ofl

in- one minute, large roomy basket, adjust-able to suit
right or left hand, heavy motor cycle tyre, 26 by 2-i,

ind Chater-Lea fittings, and the ijrici- £5; every cus-
tomer a satisfied eustomcr ; oompetiticn defied- — Ouk-
leigh Sidecars, Ltd., 65a, Rosendale Rd., West Dul-
rich,

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
51]-p. Rex (1906). and sidecar, very good condition

;

£17.—Stevens, 100. High St., Manchester-

T-A-C and Sidecar, latest model; delivery June 25tli

—

Box 4,898, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

"IQ08 6h-p. N.S-U., two speeds, rigid sidee-ar; £35,
JL*y or rxriKini;ij Alotosacoche-—Read, 80, Mall, New-
jiort, I.W.

T 009 5h.p. Ri'X de Luxe, Chater-Lea sidecar, or
M.9J separa«r; £35.-Laeke, 45, Huddlestou Rd-
ruihi-H Park.

3ih-p. N.S-U.. ajid sideear, magneto, splendid climber.
2 and in new condition; £20 the lot--R- Harris.

Laleham-ou-Tbames- —

F.N., 2i'h.p., and .sidecar; £14; the lot or separate,
good conditioii.—For particulars, apply to Green's

Boot Stores Thirsk.

HUMBER, Sh.p., two-speed, with Mills-Eulford eastnr
wheel ^ideij'ir, in spl .'ndid coadition; £25.—V-'rn^n

Whitehead, Abingduu.

VINDEC Special, S.-6]i.p., magneto, two-speed, side-

(.ar, ;i('ce-;snries; trial, exaniiuation
;

perfect; £30.
—Kenny, 30, U^erLon Rd.. Brixton, S.U.

PHELON iiiid :Moore -Two-speed Motor Cycle, with
rsidei';n. i ;istnr wheel, complete with spare "tyre,

chains, and a( i cssriries--Heath and Wiltshire, Farnham.

5h-p. Sarolea and sideear, h-b. control, low build; £18
cash ; exelmnges entertained (London only} for lower

I)ower, free engine.—183, Twickenham Rd-, Leytonstone.

1 C|08 Rof, jjjai;nelo, 2-spced and free, handle .=;tarting,
-JLtr liiiuliii-, h-b. ( ontrul. spc;edonieter, mirror lamii.
linid sidecar, niirn.r, absi.luti'ly perfect; S31.— 10, CrieH
Rd-, Waudsw.irth.

LOOK up Tampliu for reliable bargains.— 3J:h. p. 1909
magm-to Rex and Millfird castor sidecar, complete

witii spares, imjiroved spring forks." Amac, SVhit'tle. ready.
to ride away; £30, perfect-

5ih.p. Twin Ivt-rrv, iw .-s;,M-d ^ear, clutch, handle st;u(-
2 jug, Amac. fipntliM.anls, silmt, « itli Montgomery

Sin-in-- wheel ,sidr,ar i|iin k detachaljlc, re-enamel!ed,
|il;i1ed low. handsume cuniiunntiou ; ncare.it to £37.=^12,
King St. Twickenham.

;r|h.p. 'Swin and sidecar, h.b. control, free engine,
t/ -.piin-^, tciol.-, everything perfect; lowest, 25
.'uiueas, 110 i-xeijau-e.—F. Wliittingham, 60, Chats-
ivorUi Rd., Oiaiilnn. N.E.

31.h.p. M.M.C., fast, pnnrrful. Chater-Lea frame no
2 pi/diils, M>nii^ fcr.ilMianls. low built, long bars.

side.'ar built t<j <nit: ^und > nndition : complete £16 10s.
-Smith, 78, Olney St-, Walworth. S-E-

4h.p. Chater-Lea-Keleeoru, spring forks, detachable
hideear, good condition. Palmers. Mielielin, almost

new, adjustable piiljey. an es.sories; trial by appoint-
ment: ±'22.-*!~',T,S,. 139, Buthur.st Gardens, Willesden
Tuuclic!!.

THE ROADS ARE DRY.
Let's get away on one of

HITCHEN'S
MOTOR BIKES.
Please note the above is " Poetry." Lest
you forget, these Machines can be pur-

chased at

'SH ITC H E N
163, EUSTON ROAD,

MORECAMBE,
Telephone : 112.

Telegrams : "Motor, Morecam'be."

on terms to suit all. Any accumulator
machine with £3 down and 5/- per week.

Any magneto model on best cash terms;

with- full allowance on old machine.
By-the-by, how does this suit for

Belting ? Cheaper and better than the

best of Rubber.

fin. 1/., fin. 1/2, jin. 1/4, lin. 1/6 per
foot; just right for your summer visit to

Morecambe Bay and the Lakes.

Summer HoHdays by the Sea.
I shall be glad to arrange daily trlpa

from Morecambe to those sraraging with,
me. A forlnight can be spent enjoy-
ably in this di-^triet.

Machines Cleaned, Garaged supplied
with petrol, oil, and kept up to the mark.
What more can man want except fine
weather .' This in jrorecambe has so
far been grand this year.

Sidecars are lent to steady drivers.
Come and spend your holidays with me.
I .can arrange for plenty of variety and

an enjoyable time.

Morecambe Sidecars.

Easiest to ride, easiest to detach ; mud-
guards ; best value, £4 17s. 6d. & £S 5s.,
ready lor the road, fitted in three minutes.

1910 Models in Stock.
F.N., P. & M., Scott, Bradbury, Enfield,
Moto-Keve,JIotosacoclie, Indian, Premier,
N.S.U., Zenith Gradua, two-stroke Rex,
Speed King, Hninber, Omega, Moto
Velo. Best of terms. Cash or Exchange.

Magneto Machines!
Of these I liave best Stock in the country.
Speed Machines, Sidecar Machine Model'-i,

Lightweights, at right prices for cash.

State your Wants.
I buy what yoit want to sell, and sell what
you want to buy. This is trade, and I
am Avanting that little order. Send for

|

list«, boys, at once. The Garage Can.iry
is doing flue ; but one death in the family.
Got worried by a Pom. Wish I had
caught him on the job. However, " Good-
bye," while next, week. Don't forget

|MORECAMBE when fixing up yorw
hoUdays.

Note A.ddress as above

I

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
/*h-p. Iiviu J.A.P., Chater-Leu. niid sidetar. spliiidi^i" coiHlitioii: offers—W.. Burlinprton Studio. Tin- MuMl
EahDR. '

" 'j

1 Q09 Plrelon and Moore, 3Jh.p., two-spfed oud liM-
-f." CHKine, with Millford 12 KHinea castor whee^
sidecar, all as new. will fire at -walkinj? pace, Cliuohet''
.studded t.vres, spiirc brand now spudded tyre. Lutia^ Kiil|?;
searchliKlit, and generator, large jK.rn, many extras ; eo^
over £70. accept £46.—John Webber. Craufurdrise,^

,
Maidenliead. -

_ -fl

BBOWN, SJh.p.. purchased new May. .909. Maboiii
fre,:; en;,'iDe, Puttora risid sidecar (new tvre). pow-^

erful, driven 1,400 miles, Brown-Uarlow, li.b". nintrol,',
Palmers, excellent condition througnout, stand, currier,^

I

accessories ; trial; aiipointment : saerittce £25. k.wertj

I

or separ,ate.—Willmott, 53, Graces Ed.,' Oambi-rwe)],,

I

S.E.

1 QIO Sh.p. liex Sidette, Roc two-speed gear, onjj-
-L«/ ridden 50 niiJes, in absolutely perfect Condition;
butt-ended tubes, and one spare, special box under sidei
car (cost 25s.), sterol apron (cost 30s ), Ccwey speed-
ometer: total cost £83 43. in May; will sacrifice foi
£73 43,—M. Meta, 2, .Sydney Ed., Eiclliiicnd, Surrey

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

DE DION Tricycle, water-cooled; Jill, .r ctler

-

Dnke St. Parle, Sbeflield.
138,

j~^E DION-PEOGEESS Tricycle, 3;b.p., Dmilclis. iOj
*-' perfect condilion, two band braki;-'. LouKuemare,
.irburetter, coil ignition, grand Roing order; preat;
argain, £8, or nearest ofler.—W., 41, Ohnpli St.. Lee,;
S.E.

QUADCARS.
8I1.P. Pficenix Quadcar, 2-cyl. Fafuir, tw-o speeds, re-

verse, splendid condition, every refinement, fanlt-
ess, very smart; £40.-128, High Ed., Tottenham.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—18-22h.p. Darraeq, 1908, dual ignition,

long chassis: sacrifice £145.

ECLIPSE.—18-22h.p. Clement, side entrance, mag-
neto, long chassis, hcod; £125,

CLIPSE-—ISh.p- Siddelcy. side entrance, hood, screen
two ignitions, perfect; £115.

ECLIPSE— 16h.p. CJienard-TCalcltcr, 1907, side en
trance, magneto, hood; £115,

ETCLIPSE.- 14h.p. Fcrman, side entrance, very smart
J .steel frame; £85.

TTUJLIPSB.-14h.p. JIutel. 4-cvl., steel Irame. in ex-
JCj .client order; £65;

ECLIPSE.- IZh.p. J. P.. 2-cyl., long chassis, hood, per-

fect order; £78.

ECLIPSE.— 12h. p. Gnome, landaulet, very good crdcr

;

£75,

E

DLIPSE.-16h.p.
frame; £55.

Panhard Clmssis, Krebs. sfccl

CLll'SE.— 12h-p. .Star box van, good order; £4li.

De Dion eugiue, 2-seatcr, hood;£0LIPSE.-6h.p .

£35.

ECLIPSE.-6;.lip. Gladiator, very smart, four seats;
£31.

ECLIPSE —28-36h.p. Daimler, side entrance, dual igiii-

tiriii. screen; a bargain, £175.

ECLIPSE.-20-32h.p, Darraeq, side entrance. mMgnHto._
canopy, fine order; £135-

ECLIPSE.—20-32h p. Darraeq, side entrance, hood,
splendid condition; £140.

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater. .-xccllcnt order;
£36.

ECLIPSE Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Barlsfleld
Ed., Wanclsworth, 'Phone. 1135 Putney, Statioii,

Earlsfleld, L,S.W.E., 15 minuter from Waterloo.

6 ili-p. Smart Peugeot 2-se:iter Car, grod tyreiJ- laiuii:^

2 ;u'i:essories ? £36.—Below-

1 /\-12h.iJ. Darraeq Car, 2 cyls., complete with lamps,
-i vP accessories, fine car ; £58-—20, Potternewtcu
Lane, Leeds-

li.i). Dg Dion Car, in very good order; trial: £55.-
Fowler, "Womersluy, Pontefraet.S

13 141i,p. M.M.C.. 2-cyl., a-seater,
rever.-je; £47 10s.—Below.

spe.^ds

|6>-16h.p. Dennif^, twin-(jy]., 2-,<;Hat"er, tliree and te-
J--^ vi-r.se, h.t. mauui'tD, shaft 'Irive, iust dom- up,
ioiart uar ; £65. —BfIow.

7-9h.p. Brown, 2-seater, racy type, racked steering,
tiiree and reverse, fast and reliable, just repainted.

i;ir^![in, £50; 7-9h-p. Star, 4-seater, three and rever-e,
'X(.;elti'nt condition, many refinements, £47 iOs.— Krinw.

8h p Jic Dion, one cylinder, two speeds and ni-i-r--''.

4-,<(:>ater, excellent ^ condition, useful littlr cat ;

I £48 J-Q<.. cash or easy terms, exchanges entertained.—
' iaMii.rd Hill Moior Co.. 128. Hiirh Rd,. Tottenbam.

I

'Phone, 1982.

5ih,p. 0-T-A-Y. Voituretto. new Dunlops. magiihic
2 y he cd-—Home, Electricity Works, ifork.

5ih.p. Peugeot, three speeds and reverrre. in good order:
2 £35.-E. C. Porter: 54, St. John's Rd., Claphnm

./unction.

"A40 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to me^ition *'l\if Moto^ Cycle."



Tests on Road and TracR.

BY the time this issue is in the hands of our
readers the Fifty-nine Lap Race at" Brook-
lands for the Tourist Trophy machines will

have taken place and the results be known.
The race, as most of our readers know, was

arranged to represent as far as possible the distance
ridden in the Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of Man,
but the riding conditions were different in every
respect. Instead of a series of short dashes, with
continual and sudden slowing down and rapid
accelerating at sharp corners, the ascent and descent
of moderate, and in some cases rather severe, gradients,

yesterday's race was held on a flat and comparatively
smooth track. The conditions raise rather an interest-

ing point as to which event provides the more se\'eretest

for a motor cycle engine, and opinion differs greatly.

Let us consider the two sets of conditions, eliminating
far the moment the personal equation. In the case
of the T.T. Race the engine is called upon to exert

its maximum power for short distances, with rapid
decrease and acceleration of speed at corners. Occa-
sional hill-climbing and high speed over rough roads
render the conditions more se^'ere. On the track the

engine is called upon to turn round at its fastest rate,

and the strain may be said to remain practically

constant. The gear ratio may be higher, as there are

no gradients to account for. The query arises. Wliich
series of conditions are of the greatest service Jn the
evolution of the perfect motor cycle engine? Other
things being equal, which is the better engine for

all-round conditions, one which will survive a trial

at full speed under full load for several hours without
variation, or one that will climb hills, run at high
speed on the level, and rapidly accelerate when

5-H.-4'

required after slowing down to turn comers ? Some
riders are of the opinion that the ascents and descents

of the Manx course equalise the strain on the engine,

because, although the utmost power that it is possible

to obtain from a given cubical capacity is used for

hill-climbing, the engine obtains a certain amount of

relief when descending hills on reduced throttle and
occasional switching off for corners. On a racing

track like Brooklands there is no relief or idle moment
for the engine from the start to the finish of the con-

test. Ever}- part of the engine undergoes a continuous
effort equivalent to, if not more exacting than, a bench
test under full brake load for the same period of time.

It is no secret that several competitors in the Tourist

Trophy Race profited greatly by continual practice

on Brooklands, and were able to make adjustments

and improvements that proved of the greatest benefit

in the island. At the conclusion of yesterday's race

of 163 miles 103 yards, more would be known of the

subject from actual experience, and it would be inter-

esting to hear the views of competitors as to whether
the continuous grind of the flat race or the undulating

and winding course in the Isle of Man proved the

more exacting.

Still aiiother feature which will be looked for with

the greatest interest is the comparative speed perform-

ances of single and twin-cylinder machines and the

positions in wliich they finish relative to one another.

For example, in the T.T. there was a margin of

I cm. 34s. only between the winning twin and the first

single-cylinder machine. It was, hoAvever, generally

considered that in yesterday's straightaway event the

gap in the time would be much more pronounced.

Before the race it was expected in all quarters that

higher speeds would be accomplished by both types

on the track, presuming that the same riders took part.
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THE SCOTTISH
TRIALS.

A RETROSPECT.

By B. H. Davies.

<^T-]•HE severest test motor cycles were ever put

to." Such was the verdict passed on the

Scottish Trials of 1909. The organisers

were severely criticised, first for adding to the list of

trials, secondly for making their tests so exacting.

They have replied to their critics by repeating the

trials again in 19 10, and by .selecting a course even
more severe. Let us examine the foundations, of their

obstinacy.

There are lots of hard riders and business men in

Scotland who would use motor bicycles for business

purposes if they thought the machines could stand

are of little meaning.. The A.C.U. riders last

year complained about the surface of one road near ,

Festiniog. If they had been through the Scottish

Trials they would think it excellent. If this new
market is to be tapped the Scottish Trials are neces-

sary, the severity of their route is necessary, their

value is enormous. Such is the conviction which

inspires the work of the Edinburgh M.C.C.

The Trials as an Advertisement.
When all timid critics were decrjdng their course

as impracticable, and only nineteen riders had the

pluck to enter, it is distinctly encouraging to find

fifteen machines finishing, and tO' note that three of

the retirements were due to accidents for which the

riders concerned were responsible, and the fourth to

delaying .the preparation of a machine to the last minute.

Further, four machines, and two of them lightweights,

scored full marks, and the next six divided a total

delay of less than three hours between them during

the six days. The machines concerned should reap

a gorgeous advertisement north of the Tweed.

The Conduct of the Trials.
The trials were efficiently and courteously con-

ducted. The sole breakdown in the organisation lav

J. Slaughter [Zi, h.p. Ariel) making light work
Glendoe Hill.

the racket and climb the hills.

The Scottish railway ser\'ice is

limited in area, and where its

tracks go the service is generally
very poor—limited to two or three
trains a day in many places. There
is a tremendous market for motor
bicycles in Scotland, which up to

the present has scarcely been
tapped

; and it is among men who
are neither able nor willing to con-
fine their roadwork to the com-
paratively few broad highways
which "intersect the country. To
such men as these the English trials p. W. Bisohofl (1909 Triumph) T>assing an ohserver on Aultremain Hill.
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The Scottish Trials.—
in the marking of the route at a few points, and here

the competitors were indulgent, for the sections were
miles away from towns, where it was very difficult to

. get the necessary marking properly done.

Were the Hills Too Steep ?

Some of the Scottish journalists and a few of the

less fortunate riders complained that the severity of

the hill-climbs passed all reason. Personally, I am
3-11 for the inclusion of the severest hills which can
be found, so long as too much trick riding is not

demanded. Few private users need to set their

machines at hills quite as trying as Glencroe, or

^OT(^IL® 573

broken valves, and a loose draintwo or three

tap.

Tyres.
Tyres gave some trouble, as they invariably do,

and had it not been so there would have been quit€

a glut of gold m-edals ; but punctures were as cheap
as blackberries in September. Nor were the roads

to blame. As a general rule, the stones on Scottish

roads are not sharp. In proof of this, I may evidence

the tyres of the little Ford car whicli I drove round
the route, which Avere scarcely worn at all ; we had
one puncture, and the tyres showed two or three very

small cuts. Any car driver will Ijnow these facts ar^

a testimonial to the roads. On the otlier hand, it is

no exaggeration to say tliat the nineteen entrants

between tliem suffered more tyre stops than they should

have done. The only qualification this state-

ment demands is the fact that several riders were rank

duffers at tyre repairs, and for some of their troubles

they had chiefly got them-

selves to blame.

Good Belta but Bad Bags.

Belts behaved remark-

ably well, though rain—the

belt's worst enemy, scarcely

put in an appearance. Belt

fasteners—of which in

general I have a poor

AMULREE IN THE SCOTTISH
TRIALS.

i T. Wood (Zemth-Gradua) at

beginning ol tne socond curve is s

hand corner.

G. L. Fletcher (Douglas) rounding the
second bend, another view oi wliich is

seen in the lowest illustration.

Allargue, or Amulree. But if

a specially tuned machine
ridden by a lightweight
mechanic could climb those
hills (which was'not the case
in most instances this year),

it by. no means follows that machines in average
condition ridden by unskilled

. and ponderous
amateurs can climb ihem. The hill tests in trials

should be far more severe than the tests to which the
amateur is likely to subject his mount, for if all trials

organisers set the trade a severe hill-climbing test we
should get more rapid improvement in climbing capa-
bility. But - - in its attention to this point I think
the E.M.C. made one mistake, viz., it was scarcely
necessary to compel the riders to cover miles of
villainous road either to get at these hills or to get off

them. I see. nO: objection to bringing the men to a steep
hill along the best road that exists, and when they
have climbed it allowing them to descend in a body
and go home by a good road again.

Few Mechanical Troubles,

Quite the most delightful aspect of the trials was
the almost complete absence of mechanical troubles.

No trial was ever so severe, yet from none has the

motor bicycle emerged with its escutcheon so un-

blemished. The few mechanical troubles recorded
were the result of spills, and the spills were not caused
by the road conditions, let me say. Apart from
collisions, I heard of but two mechanical troubles.

A competitor dismounted at the second bad corner until his machine
picked up speed again.

opinion—gave very little trouble indeed. Engines,

carburetters, ignition, brakes, saddles, stands, carriers,

le\-ers, and detail fittings all proved more than equal

to the severe strains encountered ; but I noticed that

few riders posses.sed proper toolbags. A cheap bag

dissolves ; an inconvenient bag is hurriedly packed

and fastened when time is precious.

Hill Climbing.

The hill-climbing was rather disappointing. The
published reports show in detail which machines

behaved be.st. It was impossible to observe the riders

on many of the minor ascents, tlrough tlrese were so

severe that most English clul:s would be glad to

transport dozens of them to their own locality for test

purposes.

Of the half dozen crucial ascents Glendoe was the

A.13
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was finished. In reality such failures are an indict-

ment of machines rather than of riders. RememVjer

that the gears were seldom higher than 6J^ to i on

these ascents. Had it been simply a matter of corner

work, the trade riders at any rate would have come
down after a look at the corner and tried again. Those
who failed did not think a second attempt worth mak-
ing. They knew the engines were unequal to the task,

so they pedalled or ran alongside. There is no harm
done, so long as we take the lesson to heart. From a

hill-climbing point of view, we may say there is already

no hill with a rideable surface in Great Britain which an

expert on a freshly tuned machine cannot climb, if he

is allowed to adjust the gear to the gradient, enjoy

a little practice, and choose a dry windless day. We
must not stop here. Motor cycles will have attained

]ierfection only when the rank duffer can climb these

same hills comfortably in spite of contrary winds and
surfaces. These Scottish hill tests have proved that

w"e need entwines which can keep cool longer, engines

that can pick up better on bad gradients, and good

S. J. K. Thtimpson and his passenger coaxing the single-geared Bat and side-
car round the first bad ))end of Amulree. It requires considerable audacity to
start in a competition lilte the Scottish Trials with a single-geared passenger
machine.

only hill on which a good average was obtained. It

is a very severe hill, but it is open and straight, and
the men were allowed an hour for tuning purposes

;

tfey all did well. On the long ascent up Glencroe
most of the two-speeded machines failed as badly as

the single gears, showing that the cooling problem
is not yet solved, and even holding out a pointer in

the direction of water-cooling for extremely hilly

countries. On the other bad hills, e.g., Cairnwell

("Devil's Elbow"), Allargue, and Amulree, the re-

sponsibility of failure rests partly on the riders, who
slowed their engines so much on the wicked bends
that they refused to pick up again farther on ; or, in

the case of variably geared machines, put in the low
gear so soon that the engine ran hot before the climb

Full reliability marks in the Scottish Trials. Bert Yates (3i h.p. two-speed Humber)
and W. Pratt (3^ two-speed P. and M.), two of the tour gold medal winners. The
other two were W. W, Douglas (2i Douglas) and J. S. Holroyd (li Motosaooche).

The winning Douglas team in the Scottish Trials. Left tc right : G. L. Fletcher,

W. W. Douglas, and P. Phillips, The machines illustrated are fitted with a two-
speed gear specially designed for the trials.

two-speed gears as options. Now that genuine relia-

bility has been attained by nearly every maker, abso-

lute certainty of hill-climbing is the point that most of

all demands attention.

From a tourist's aspect the trials were truly delight

ful. The gorgeous scenery baffles description, and

far surpassed anything that I had previously seen in

the British Isles. The hotels were good, cheap, and

not overcrowded as they usually are in the English

trials, and a spirit of jovial goodfellowship reigned

among riders and officials in spite of the hard work.

I hope that next year a goodly band of our hard-

riding English amateurs will enter-—^they will long

look back to it as the finest week they ever had.

A club prize will be offered in 1911 for the best

performance between teams of three riders represent-

ing clubs, and we should have fine sport if the pro-

minent clubs send a trio apiece. The thanks and con-

gratulations of the motor cycle world are due to the

Edinburgh M.C.C. for organising so strenuous a test.

We have plenty of easy ones, and a little work of a

more exacting nature will do good.
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THE 1910 JAMES MOTOR BICYCLE.
THE designers of the James motor bicycle are

to be congratulated on their originality, as

there is not a machine on the market 'vvhich

departs more from standard lines than the 3^ h.p.

in question. On the

occasion of a recent

•\-isit to the James
Cycle Co.'s works
at Birmingham, we
were enabled, by
the courtesy of Mr.
A. D. Arter, to go
round the well-

equipped factory in

"which James motor
bicycles are con-

structed. Here two
of the latest models,

were to be seen

being made ready

for the road, one of

which had lately

successfully come
through the last

Quarterly Trials.

Not the least inter-
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carried behind the engine, and is, in consequence,
protected from mud and wet. It is driven bv means
of a ti-ain of gear wheels enclosed in a casing, but
opposite the magneto pinjon is a large cap, which may

The front wheel hub, inteinal expanding
brake and steering gear.

eating point about the machine is the frame, which,

even from a casual glance, may be seen to be a

striking departure from standard lines. The wheels

are mounted on live axles, and axe entirely open on
one side, so that tyres and tubes can be changed
without difficulty. Inside the outer shells of the hub
are internal-expanding brakes, of which the front

brake is hand-applied and the rear brake worked by
means of a pedal. The fitting of a luggage-carrier

has pre\'ented the rear wheel being entirely open on
one side, as it is necessary for the supports to have
two points of suspension, but to remove an air tube it is

only necessary to undo one nut, and there is then
room to spring aside the carrier stay and pass it

through the opening. The engine has a bore and
stroke of 86 x 96 mm., and is provided with special

staggered radiators, while the main shaft runs on
ball bearings. The Bosch high-tension magneto is

fr
^ ^
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The spring seating arrangement on the James motor bicycle.

be unscrewed, totally exposing the pinion and allowing
the magneto to be tirtied without disturbing the gear
case cover. The saddle is suspended on a spiral

buffer spring and an anti-vibratory check spring. The
latest addition to the James motor bicycle is a friction

clutch, which follows car practice, being of the cone
leather-to-metal self-contained type, which is rendered
possible by the employment of a live axle. It will

be seen, -therefore,

that the i'dea
throughout has been
to employ car prac-

tice where possible,

and the absence of

frpnt forks and the

employ ment of

pivot steering, the

suspension of the

wheels, and the free

engine clutch iust

described, go to

confirm this. The
machine is full of

interesting points, and, in consequence, an ever-in-

creasing number' should be seen on the road.

Tne leather-faced cone clutch on the d.iving
wheel, also showing belt pulley.

CHECKING IN RELIABILITY
By F. H. M.

TRIALS.

VARIOUS and numerous appear to be the systems

adopted b\" clubs in order to decide winners in

reliability trials. Can any of the methods be
called perfect when stops are not taken into

account? Even if a large number of checkers are

arranged for en route, it is quite possible for a com-
petitor to have several short stops and make trivial

..adjustments, and still arrive at the different checks

(including secret checks) oh schedule time. He may
possibly be awarded a cup or medal, while another

competitor, who has not had a single stop, may not

(either through bad luck, a bad watch, or bad manage-
ment—it matters little which, as the trial is presumably

a test of machines) have adhered quite so closely to

schedule time, and possibly loses the prize.

A method which does take all stops into account is

that adopted by the Western District M.C. (London).

The system works exceedingly well, and has met with

great approval by the members. The committee had
experienced all the usual difficulties when finding

winners—re-running long events, speed-judging, secret

controls, hiding in hedges, checkers' watches differing

from competitors' watches, etc. At the beginning of

last 3'ear the committee was faced with the following

question at numerous meetings, until it became quite a

joke :
" Method of deciding winners in reliability

trials? " The subject was discussed and argued vigor-
' ously for hours, but no decision could be arrived at,

and in despair the matter was finally left to a sub-

committee of three to come to some decision. Being

two to one, it was thought they would arrive at some
settlement of the vexed question. After long considera-

tion, the method now adopted was planned out, and sub-

sequently referred to aiid approved by the committee.
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Checking in Reliability Trials.—

The system is as follows

:

1. Competitors ride in pairs, each pair leaving at

intervals of two minutes. Each competitor checks his

partner, and those following behind must also note

stops.

2. Times are taken at the start and on ' arriving

back. A checker is also stationed at the destin ilion, to

prevent scorching, any competitor failing to arrive

within five minutes either way of his schedule time

being deducted i mark for each minute. Competitors

are started on the return journey one hour after arrix^al.

3. No stops, other than traffic stops, are . allowed

outside controls. In long runs an intermediate control

may be arranged, where petrol and oil tanks may be

replenished. No adjustments allowed in controls.

4. Each competitor is allotted 60 marks, and for

each stop of a minute, or part thereof, a mark is

deducted, the time being recorded by his partner.

Should a competitor be delayed more than 60 minutes

he is disqualified, and his partner continues the

journey in company with another pair following, or

alone if the last pair. Tire number of minutes occupied
during all stops are added to the time each competitor

is due at the destination and to arrive back.

5. On the return journey, partners separate about

four miles from the finish, one rider being due back
one minute after his partner, the schedule time being

worked out at twenty miles an hour, plus the hour at

the destination. Competitors are thus due to arrive

back at regular intervals of one minute.

6. In the event of several making non-stops and
losing no marks, the winners are decided in accord-

ance with their arriving back the nearest to their

respective schedule time.

No Need for a String of Checkers.

Each competitor has attached to his handle-bar a

coloured card worded as follows

:

Competitor's name STOPS.
Machine
Started at

Due back at

Arrived back at

Due (destination) at-

Arrived (destination) at

Leave (destination) at

The method avoids the necessity of arranging for a I

large number of checkers ; is not arduous or '

monotonous ; eliminates the best machines and riders

;

and the winners can be ascertained in a few minutes
after the termination of the competition. The fly in

the ointment is the watch of the timekeeper at the start

and finish may stop. This happened once (due, no
doubt, to the owner not having wound it up the

previous evening), but two watches are synchronised
at the start, and in the event of the " official " one
stopping the time is taken by the " spare."

In my opinion, the method is ideal, but possibly

some of your numerous trials hon. secretary readers

may wish to criticise it. At all events, all is calm
and peace in the ranks of the Western District M.C.
(London).

-5>—«• S «B"--<—

KENMORE HILL AND THE END-TO-END TRIALS.

IT
is common knowledge tliat the A.C.U. has altered

the Scottish portion of the End-to-end Trials route

so as to include a hill-climb up the Kenmore side

of Amulree Hill. We are in hearty sympathy "with the

policy of including more severe ascents than figured in

the 1906 and 1908 events, but our representative in

Scotland is strongly of opinion that the Kenmore
climb should be cut out in favour of an easier and less

freakish venue. We understand Kenmore has been
selected for two reasons: (i) that to use the Sma' Glen
side might seem like poaching on the preserves of the

Edinburgh M.C.C.
; (2) a private member of the

A.C.U. reports ha^'ing climbed the hill on a T.T.
Triumph without difficulty. The first reason falls to

the ground in view of the fact that the Scottish car

trials have used the Sma' Glen side for several years

past, and of the openly expressed wish of the Edin-
burgh clubmen to see how the A.C.U. riders can shape
up it. The second reason is unsound, because there

is a vast difference between attempts by a 10 stone rider

on a stripped 150 lbs. machine, specially tuned, and,
say, a 13 stone man on a fully equipped and rather

road-worn steed, scaling over 200 lbs. all on, which
is about the average weight of a 2>^A h.p. roadster
loaded with kit and luggage in an End-to-end trial.

If the hill is practically unclimbable, its inclusion

in the A.C.U. trial will ha,ve the following effects:

{a) It will rob men of gold medals which they
deserve.

(&) It will give a very unfair and unfavourable
impres.sion of motor cycling to the general public.

(c) It will deter riders from entering these trials.

A.18

{d) Especially it will discourage amateurs from
entering (and the present desire is to see a large

amateur entry in all the chief trials).

Now the Kenmore 'side is not unrideable. Adamsoo
has climbed it several times, and, magnificent steers-

man and mechanic that he is, he has even taken up
a passenger on his. carrier to a point well above the

fourth of the five bad bends. But the following facts

and opinions are of weight

:

(a) Nobody has ever climbed e\-en the Sma' Glen
side in the course of a reliability trial, all clean

ascents having been recorded in timed sprints.

(1)) The Kenmore side is nearly twice as difficult as

the Sma' Glen side. According- to the contour book,
Sma' Glen side averages i in 8 as against i in 7
for the Kenmore side. -

{() The road is so narrow that any competitors who
fail will seriously obstruct subsequent attempts, and
with an expected entry of at least seventy-five the

hill-climb alone may occupy half a day, owing to

delays for clearing the road.

{(1) The opinions of trade riders and others who have
seen the hill should carry some weight, and they are

almost unanimous that practically no one can climh
Kenmore under touring conditions.

In view of those facts and opinions we respectfully

invite the A.C.U. to consider whether it would not be

in the best interests of its trials to substitute some
other Scottish ascent. We should like to press the

claims of Glendoe Hill at Fort Augustus, which is a

straight and very formidable ascent, admirably adapted
for the purpose.
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A Remarkable Performance.
INTERVIEW WITH J. S. HOLROYD.

IF
any rider had a good excuse for losing all possible marks
in the Scottish Trials, it was J. S. Holroyd, who rode
the 1^^ h.p. Motosacoche. It was not to be expected
that so liUiputian an engine could climb half the hills

. embodied in so formidable a route, nor could it hope to
make up the time lost on hills .by fast travelling down ttie

rough mountain passes farther on. Yet the plucky rider with
his little machine was one of the only four who lost not a
single mark. In one respect the Jlotosatoche surpassed all

the rest. Tlie Braemar-Grantown section was so terribly
severe that the only official

,
who was able to force his car
over it recommended the judges
to award full marks to every
competitor who covered it.

The judges decided to adopt
this recommendation, and lo

!

, it was discovered the same
evening that everyone had
been late in at Crantown
except Holroyd ! It is true
that a breakdown in the mark-
ing of the route was partly to
blame, but under the circum-
stances the Edinburgh M.C.C.
awarded him a special medal
for his marvellous performance
over this section, of which we
append a contour, reproduced
from the " Contour Road
Book of Scotland" (C4all and
Inglis).

i
Sleeting Holroyd as he left

'.'the examination yard aft-er the
^finish of the trial, we thought
this experiences might be inter-

'esting to our readers. This
rider weighs about 11 stones in

riding kit, and was with the
Rover Co. before joining Moto-
sacoche, Ltd., two years ago.

He looked perfectly fresh and
fit. deeply tanned by the
grilling sunshine, and was per-

fectly ready to discuss his experiences.

"You have a lot of experience in trials, ilr. Holroyd?"
" Well, scarcely so much as most of the trade riders. For

years I worked wholly" in the shops, but I have driven a
Jlotosacoche through three Quarterly Trials, twice to Edin-
burgh and back in the M.C.C. trial, and I also gained a
gold medal in the A.C.IJ. Six Days Reliability Trials last

year, getting full marks for hiU-climbing and condition at

the end of the trial, and climbing Dinas Mawddwy and
Birdlip vrithout dismounting."

" And how do-the Scottish trials compare witli the other
events '!"

Our victim smiled meaningly. " Any other trial ever held
was a mere picnic compared with them. Quite apart from
the frightful hills we have had to get up, the amount of severe

gradient thrown in in the ordinary way has been appalling,

and when you are up the hills the surface has been so bad and

J. S. Holroyd (IJ- h.p. Motosa-
coche), the hero of the Scottish Six
Bays Reliability Trials. He was
the only rider of a single-geared
machine to obtain full marks.

"^'^S^^^

the corners so sharp and so numerous that it has been_ the
hardest thing in the world to catch up schedule time again."

" How did the Motosacoche fare on the hills ?

"

" Oh, I got up most of the ordinary hills in good style,
mostly without pedalling, but you could not expect 1^- h.p.
to climb places where two-speeded S^ h.p. machines, ridden
by men lighter than myself, were sticking every day. As
you saw, I make a rule to get up as far as I comfortably can
in the saddle. Then, when I am tired of pedalling, I get off

and slack back my jockey pulley a trifle, so that the belt

_ slips a little. Then if I start

the engine again it takes up the
machine and a bit of me. I

walk alongside at three or foui'

.

miles an hour, and the machine
helps me a little. Even thiis I

got \tp a good deal faster than
some of the others. One or

two men have, pushed heavy
machines for miles; they fell

off at the bad corners, and
their inachines are so heavy
they -could not get gomg again."

" That must have been pretty
severe on your belt, Mr.
Holroyd ?

"

"Well, look here; these two
fin. Whittle belts have
brought me through nicely,

turn and turn about, and they
were not new when I started.

A bit glazed, perhaps, but
after a good scrape they
ought to see me through the

rest of this season. Probably I

shall use them again in the
End-to-end. I shall want a
new pulley, though ; the out-

side flange has got a groove
worn in it."

"You cannot have experi-

enced much trouble or delay
anyway, seeing you have
averaged 20 m.p.h. over 900

miles of the worst roads in Scotland?"
"No, I have come off with a clean sheet in that respect,

and, of course, the weather has been all in our favour. If

it had been wet and windy, there would not have been any
gold medals at all probably. I thuik I score bj' having a

slow machine. I can pick my track carefully."
" Slow ? I have been hearing how you passed that big car

of Jlorrison's along the straight stretch into Blair AtholL"
" Oh, my engine can turn over all right when I put her to

it, but. of course, I go steadily over the mountains."
So wishing ilr. Holroyd and liis staunch little mount good

fortune in the End-to-end, we left him to catch his train to

London, taking with him tliree well-earned prizes—one of the

foul" gold medals awarded for a perfect score, another meda!
for the best performance by any lightweight, and a third

for the absolute best performance over the Grantown-Braemar
section. Truly a field day for the Motosacoche !

SMILES 10 MILES 15 MILES 20 MILES 25M1LES 30MILES 35 MILES 40 MILES 45 MILES
12500 FT

; aOOOFT

Contour section of the road between Braemar and Grantown, the severest stretch in the Scottish Trials.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cyele," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Cure for Stretching of Leather Belts.

[4820.]—Regarding letter 4797 in The Motor Cycle of

June 9th in which your correspondent recommends using a

large clock spring, we would like to say that the method of

using a tempered steel band in this way, also in co-operation

with a belt itself, has been patented by us.

JOHN A. MILLER, LTD.

The Storage of Accumulators.

[4821.]—Since the publicity given in The Motor Ct/cle

to our hints regarding the care and storage of accumulators
we have been inundated with queries as to why we recom-
mend keeping them in a dark place. As no doubt there are

a large number of your readers who are interested in this

question who have not troubled to write us, we may state-^

for their particular benefit—that our reason for suggesting a

da .'k place for storage is because continual exposure to the
light seems to set up a chemical action which very quickly
causes the celluloid cases to lose their transparency, hence our
suggestion that they should be stored in a dark place or

wrapped up in such a manner as to keep the light away from
them. C. A. VANDERVELL AND CO.

To Ensure Regular Lubrication.

[4822.]—In the issue of June 9th, Mr. E. Rye calls,

attention to the advantage of drip feed lubrication, and
recommends the adoption of a screw regulating valve. As you
state- in your footnote, this device has already been adopted,
and we should like to add patented.

This regulating valve, exactly as described in Mr. Rye's
letter, is the leading feature of the " Best " drip feed lubrica-

tor. Patent No. 15,481, 1909, for which we have the sole patent

rights, and of which we are the manufacturers. It is, in

fact, the identical pump adopted by the Norton Manufac-
turing Ck). for their Tourist Trophy models, and which is now
in use on many motor cycles of various makes.

BEST AND LLOYD, LTD.

Experiences with a Lightweight.

[4823.]—Having ridden over a thousand miles on my
two-cylinder Enfield, I should like to give my experience

for the benefit of those who require a lightweight motor
cycle.

As a medical man, with a practice which averages more
than twenty miles a day through the streets of a busy town,
I have had ample opportunity for testing the machine. I

find it absolutely reliable, quieter than any machine I ever
meet, and most economical in petrol consumption. One of

its greatest charms is the ease with which it starts. Some
days I call at over fifty houses ; this, of course, necessitates

starting it more than fifty times. I have used it every day,
wet or fine, and there has been no suspicion of side-slip. I

take it that is due to the low centre of gravity. In short,

it is an ideal bicycle for a doctor. Two medical friends of

mine have recently purchased one with the same happy
results. I am not surprised to hear that the machine is

doing so well in the reliability trials. Last week I had a
run of 143 miles during the day, had no trouble, and took
every hill without pedal assistance. I have no interest in
the manufacturers, and I am writing this simply because
I feel that I should like to give others who are in the posi-
tion of myself some weeks ago, when I was hesitating which
machine to buy, the benefit of my experience.

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Opinions of Motor Bicycling Wanted.

[4824.]—I have read "India's" letter under the above
heading a few weeks ago, and should like to mention that I

have ridden both horse and motor cycle.

The latter I am still riding, and have done eo for the
_

last three years. In my opinion the horse is by far the-

greater "liver stirrer." As to the motor cycle being bad
for the spine and nerves—well, I don't see it. In fact, my
brother when he has got neuralgia or toothache always goes

a ride on his motor cycle, and says it always cures him,
and that's not stretching it. AN ENTHUSIAST.

HlU-climbing.

[4825.]—With regard to Mr. D. E. Greis's enquiry re

Succombe Hill. I beg to inform him that I climbed this

redoubtable hill in 1907—about May, I think. I used a

3^- h.p. Triumph, 82 by 85 mm., with a fixed pulley giving

about 4^- to 1 gear, so my 1907 apparently did as well as

your correspondent's 1909 engine, although it was at a dis-

advantage as regards gear and capacity.

I always understood my ascent was the first verified one, ,

though I have heard rumours of others, which I may say

I have not been able to confirm. Be that as it may, thert

is rot much doubt to my mind that mine was the first

single-cylinder single speed ascent. E. M. OLIVER.

Altering Old Pattern Machines.

[4826.]— I have been a reader of your paper for ovei

three years, and would like first of all to express my
appreciation and tender my thanks for the great help it has

been, more especially when I first started motor cycling.

Some little time ago you illustrated a machme which had
been cut down, and which I at once copied. I send you a

An altered and improved frame mentioned in A. C. MLiilie's letter on this page.

photograph, which may be of use to some other readers. A
point of interest may be the long footboards, which are
very comfortable. Shallow boxes are fitted under the foot-

boards, in wMch I carry tools and spares.

A. C. M. LILLIE.
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Portable Sheds and County Council Regulations.

[4827.]—Unless the writer of letter 4801 in the issue of

I he 9th inst. wishes to store petrol in large quantities, this

aas nothing whatever to do with the case he states. The
question of the erection of a building of any character

(portable, permanent, or temporary) within the London
County area, is governed mainly by the London Buildings

Act of 1894, whilst the storage of petrol is regulated by the

Petroleum Act of 1871, and orders issued by the Home
Secretary. The wording of the former Act is so closely

drawn as to include practically all buildings of any nature

whatsoever, if erected within 30 feet of any existing building

ur structure ; the only exceptions to this are :

(a.) Not exceeding 5 feet in height, with a maximum of

.60 square feet in area, and placed more than 5 feet from

any existing building or structure.

(b.) Contractors' or builders' offices, workshops, or sheds

erected to enable them to carry out work of constructions

or repairs, and removed as soon as the same is completed.

The provisions of this Act do not concern themselves with

the use to which an erection of the kind your correspondent

refers to is put, and as he admits it was only 18 feet away
from a dwelling house, also that the garden fence is only

26 feet distant from same, he had no other alternative but

to comply with the L.C.C.'s request to construct according to

their requirements, or remove what- was certainly an illegal

construction, unless he wished to incur the risk of a summons,
followed by a magistrate's order for its removal, with the

addition of a fine. The issue cannot be evaded by the addi-

tion of wheels making it possible to move the shed from

place to plaoe.

The subject appears to be of interest to London motor

cyclists. Enquu-ies which I made from my solicitor before-

hand led me to abandon the idea of following your corre-

spondent "Shed's" example. GARAGE.

A Slide Valve Motor Cycle Engine.

[4828.]—I beg to enclose a sketch of a new slide valve

engine which I have just patented. I think it is the only

design which is suitable for an air-cooled or partly air-

cooled engine. In the sketch a water-cooled head is shown,

but that might be dis-

pensed with. The essen-

tial parts of this new
valve gear are the single

sleeve A and the small

piston D. The sleeve

has a cross-head C, by
which means the eccen-

tric H moves it up and
down. The other eccen-

tric gives motion to

the small piston D. The
action of the gear is as

follows : On the explo-

sion stroke the sleeve A
commences to move
down until its port P
registers with the pas-

sage N, then the ex-

haust gases rush along

that passage, and when
the main piston moves up

on the exhaust stroke.

\t forces the spent gases

oefore it. During the ex-

haust stroke, the small

ijiston D also rises, and

on the commencement of

the induction stroke it

closes the passage M
and opens the passage

K.. This allows the

Single sleeve valve engine referred to in

the accompanying letter.

new gas to enter the cylinder, until the end of the induc-

tion stroke, when the upward movement of the sleeve A
cuts off the supply of gas. During the compression stroke

the sleeve A still travels upwards until the beginning of

the explosion stroke, when _ it starts to move downwards.

Owing to the size of the port P, this design gives the same

quick release to the exhaust gases as the double sleeve type,

and as there is only one sleeve instead of two, there is not

the same chance of overheating. The weight of the moving

parts of this gear is nearly fifty per cent, lighter, and it

has fifty per cent, less frictional surface than the
double sleeve gear. I think this engine should prove very
suitable for motor cycles, for there are no loose parts to go
wrong or need constant attention, and it should be very
silent in working.
With regard to the compression, it should be noticed that

this is taken entirely by the sleeve A; the small piston D
only opens and closes the exhaust and inlet passages. There
should be little chance of overheating being experienced by
piston D, as it is not exposed to any great heat, for the ex-
haust gases are nearly cooled before they reach it. J.M.

A Reader's Ideal Motor Cycle.

[4829.]—I consider the ideal motor cycle is not on the
market as far as I know, though there are some cycles which
have some of the desirable features. It would be according
to the following specification :

1. Lightweight, not above 120 lbs.

2. Springs on iDoth wheels, i.e., back and front.
3. Engine to be of "balanced" type—(a) two-cylinder

horizontal opposed as in Douglas, (b) three-cylinder vertical,

(c) four-cylinder vertical as in T.A.C., and be of about
2^-3 h.p., preferably water-cooed.

4. All main bearings of engine to have automatic pres-
sure pump lubrication (as in car engines).

5. Provided with two or three-speed gear capable of

driving machine at, say, 40 m.p.h. on level and taking
machine comfortably up hill, say, 1 in 4. Gear to be part
of engine or rear hub.

6. Weather-proof transmission chain or shaft drive.
7. Flexible transmission, i.e., some form of spring drive

(slipping clutches barred).

8. Free engins clutch (governed engine).
9. Mud-proof. Persons riding even on fearful roads

should be spotless. Ditto machine.
10. Accessibility of wheels and tyres, four nuts at most

to take out wheel.
11. Pedals to be fitted for engine starting purposes.
12. Magneto ignition, etc.

The cycle which approaches this is the T.A.C., but I

do not consider it because it is certainly not a lightweight,
nor do I consider it holds out claims 10 and 11, or claim
4. I may bo mistaken, of course. The Douglas seems to
comply with 1 and 3. I hope this letter will raise an inter-

esting discussion. P. EEFECT,

Delay in Execution of Orders.

[4830.]—I endorse recent letters on the above subject.

I ordered a twin machine of well-known make at the Man-
chester Show, and am assured every fortnight by the
makers that the machine is ready for delivery, but the two-
speed gear, which is made by a different firm, cannot be
obtained. Only the other morning I received another
letter. The gear makers cannot give any definite date when
the gear can be delivered. Really, I think this is about the
limit, as I have twice had to put off a tour, and now it

looks as if I shall miss half the summer.
FED UP.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A. Turpin (Sydenham) would be glad to hear from the

motor cyclist who helped him on Keston Common on the
6th inst., between 5 and 7 p.m.

" E.W.W." (Coventry) would be glad if manufacturers (pre-

ferably British) of engines up to 2 h.p. suitable for light-

weight motor bicycles, would send him lists.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"C.F." (Wellingborough) would be glad of readers'

experiences with the Zenith Gradua 3^ h.p. J.A.P., par-

ticularly with regard to gear.

"L.L." (Harringay) would be glad of owners' experiences

of the 35 h.p. Lincoln Elk as to reliability of engine, and
its suitability for passenger work.
"Nemo" would be glad of readers' experiences of a

coupler for a pedal cycle attached to a lightweight motor
cycle.

" B.H. 736 " would be glad of readers' opinions of the

8 h.p. J. A. P. engine used with a sidecar, particularly

regarding petrol consumption and wear on tyres.
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Unsatisfactory Belt Rim BraKes.
From time to time I hear of certain riders who find

the standard belt rim shoe brake inefficient. As this

has never been my experience of it I have been puzzled,

but of late I have tested two machines implicated, and
traced the cause. A common cause with new machines
is the painting of the belt rim and the brake pad not
fitting the contour of the rim, which destroys the fric-

tional grip. A second cause is insufficient leverage,

and this occasionally occurs with machines turned out

by inexperienced makers.

A Good Magneto Drive.
I have long advocated the placing of the magneto

on a bracket behind the cylinder, but admit the diffi-

culty that it is awkward to set it so high that the con-

tact breaker clears the sag of the belt. Machines have
been sold this year with their details so poorly arranged
that the belt wears away some projection on the magneto.
Hence I was glad to notice in the Isle of Man that the

makers of the Moveo machines employed a bevel drive

and long shaft for the magneto, enabling it to be
carried well out of harm's way, and securing some re-

duction in weight and increase of fuel capacity as com-
pared with the tank position. This appealed to me as

about the best arrangement of the magneto I have seen

up to date; though possibly rather heavy for^ a racing

machine it is, if silent, ideal for a tourist mount.

Stub Air Lever.s.

I notice that several designers, having evolved car-

buretters which are partially automatic, employ an air

lever only an inch or two in length, mounted on the
carburetter itself. I submit with all respect that the

design is radically wrong. It may work very well in

ccasJonaL

' WHEN IS MOTHER COMING.'

ordinary riding, but its weakness is apparent on all

twisty and precipitous hills, not to speak of traffic

work. The rider must stoop down, let go one bar,

and more or less take his eyes off the road at a

moment when such proceedings are difficult or impos-

sible ; and several riders tell me they find machines
of this type very inconvenient on abnormal hills—the

surplus air cannot be shut off smartly enough in round-

ing a V bend, and the engine does not pick up smartly

enough. It is a simple matter to convert such devices

to han'dle-bar control.

Handle=bar Control of the Oil Pump.
At the close of the T.T. Race I heard one com-

petitor remark that whatever fittings he dispensed with
in next year's race he meant somehow or other to

rig up handle-bar control of his lubrication ! 1

sympathised with him warmly, for-I saw several riders

swerve all over the road after removing a hand to make
a lightning dab at the pump piston, while those who
used thick oil, or had also to operate a tap, were in

even worse plight. I doubt if his demand represents

a touring need, for in these days of sloped pumps and
engines willing to run on thin water-cooled, oils, the

tourist's lubrication difficulties are limited to efforts

of memory or judgment. But for racing we shall

ceitainly have to choose between handle-bar control

of the oil (which cannot easily be neat and efficient),

or, alternatively, some type of automatic feed, such
as figured on several machines in this year's race. The
J.A.P. oiler has a long and honourable reputation, and
may fill the bill, but I have not heard many riders

enthusing about self-acting pumps. Why, I do not
know ; most cars oil themselves silently and unobtru-
sively nowadays, and I do not see why a motor cycle

should not do dittO'. What is wrong, for instance, with

an air pump working off the engine and forcing oil

under pressure through a needle valve? It absorbs
practically no power, cannot foul up, and is far safer

than gravity, as it can overcome any probable resistance.

Crank Pins on Racing Machines.
The owner of a T.T. type machine is generally toler-

ably expert, and I should recommend such to take a .

look at their crank pins every now and then, especially

when a well worked engine is being prepared for a long

holiday tour or other important occasion. A species

of crystallisation seems to concentrate on the crank
pin of these terrifically fast engines, whether their

colossal rate of revolution or the knocking and pre-

ignition to which the most careful rider must occa-

sionally subject them is responsible I know not. Sud-
denly without any long warning the engine will com-
mence to knock apart from reasonable provocation, and
in a mile or two the crank pin will be found torn in half.

At any rate, duririg the present year the crank pin seems
to be the vulnerable point of these racing engines, and
when a machine is getting weatherbeaten, trouble may
be saved by the examination I recommend.
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BEAUTIFUL weather favoured the sixth

contest organised by the Motor
Cycling Chib for The Motor Cycle

Fifty-guinea Challenge Cup. There was

again a record number of starters in the

competition, proving the e\er-increasing

interest in this well-conducted trial. It may
be of service here to recall the results of

previous contests

:

' 1904.—Winners. Coventry M.C.C.
1905.—^Competition not held. M.C.C.

walked oxer.

.r9o6.—M.C.C.
1907.—Coventry ?iI.C.

1908.—Coventry M.C. won old trophy outright.

1909.—M.C.C.
r9io.—^Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
It will be seen that the M.C.C. and Coventry Club,

who have between them won the trophy on every occa-

sion, now hold one share in the new trophy. The

team trial is looked upon as the club championship,

and it must have been gratifying to the trial hon.

secretary, Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, to include the names

of eighteen teams on the programrne.

The Motor Cycling Club, although not always favoured

with fine weather for its competitions, has been singularly

fortunate in regard to the Team Competition for The Motor

Cycle Challenge Cup, as it has not experienced bad weather

on any one of

was a particularly

fine day, and the

country" around
Daventry was
looking its best.

.Some of the

M.C.C. officials

and members of

tlie team repre-

senting the organ-

ising club arrived

in "Daventry on
Friday evening, as

did ' the Man-
chester team;
part of the Shef-

field team stayed

at Leicester over-

night, while other
more hardy mem-
bers started from
Sheffield late on
Friday, arri\ang

in Daventry at

11 a.m. on Satur-

day. Ihe Wheat-
sheaf Hotel was
the headquarters,
and there we
found most' of

the officials and
competitors a t

noon, the former
busily engaged in

its six competitions. Saturday last

NOT THE PRIZE

serving out numbers and giving final instructions
—no light task, as the teams numbered eighteen,
and, as each team had six members, the total
number of competitors reached 108.
The course was the same as last year, starting

from a point one and a half miles from Daventry
on the Banbury Road. Two miles from the
start the steepest hill on the course is encoun-
tered, viz., Badby Hill, which proved too much
for several of the riders. Skirting Charwelton,
where a right-angled corner was taken, the
course was through Preston Capes and Little
Preston (where there was another long and
gradual rise), Maidford, Brakesley, Greens
Norton, a climb out of the village leading to
the main London-Holyhead road, which was
followed to Daventry and the start. This course

measures twenty-five miles, and was covered lour times.

At the start, the riders were marshalled in pairs,

cards bearing numbers and letters being pegged along the
grass to indicate the positions they were to occupy. The
competition was advertised to commence at 1 o'clock, and
at 1.4 p.m. the first man was timed away, the remainder
following at half-minute intervals. The first member of

each team from A to T was sent off first, then the second,
and so on ; in this manner each team was spread all over
the course. Rules 6 and 7 governed the competition, and
are as follows :

5.—The number of miles, up to 100, accomplished by each
rider of each team without stoppage other than stoppages
due to the exigencies of traffic, will be added together, and
the team scoring the highest mileage will be the winning
team except that in the case of a tie the determining 'factor

shall be regularity of running that is to say, the team whose
members coUec-

DISTRIBUTION !

Scene in the yard of the Wheatsheal Hotel, Daventry, prior to the start. Mrs. F. J. Jedltins banding

number card to one of the competitors. The chief marshal, F. J. Jenltins.is seated at the table.

tively run for each
circuit closest to

1 hour 25 minutes,
the intermediate
time between the
limits of 1 hour
20 minutes (fastest

allowed) and 1

hour 30 minutes
(slowest allowed),
will then be the
mnning team.

7.—A period of

not less than 1

hour 20 minutes,
or more than 1

hour 30 minutes,
must be occupied
over each section

f twenty - five

miles ; transgres-

sion of this rule

over any section

^vill disqualify the
rider from scoring

on that particular

section.

The Leicester-

shire team at-

tached large labels

to the sides of

the tanks bearing
the name of their
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M.C.C. Team Trlal.-

R.H. Head (left)

starting the com-

petitors. F. T.

Bidlalfe (right)

timekeeper. The

rider is setting

the times of his

handle-bar watch

to coincide with

the timelseeper's.

The line of com-

petitors extend-

ed for nearly a

quarter of a

mile.

clubj^the Birmingliam men wore sun bonnets, and the Yar-
nioutli contingent carried imitation bloaters as mascots, which
also assisted to denote their locality. The Derby and District

M.C.C. came to the post with large placards on their backs,
which were not approved by the officials and were removed.
We are requested to point out that tlie competition, although
a sporting event, should be treated seriously, and placards of

the kind referred to will be discouraged in the future.

There were very few restarts required. W. A. Matthews
(Oxford) broke a pedal pin, F. ilussell (Herts) dropped the
_staiid, and H. C4. Cove (X.W.L.) had nut opened the throttle

wide enough to start ou free engine. These three were
allowed to return and start again.

There was little excitement in the first round, although
several dropped out or were disqualified for infringement
of the regulations. W. Pratt's sidecar tyre punctured, and
his passengev adroitly climbed on to the carrier, and the
combination was driven two rounds without the- passenger
seated in the sidecar. Pratt was only allowed to score five

marks, as the passenger, contrary to rules, left his seat at
the fifth mile. The Tarmouth sidecar was hung ujj al

Badby Hill on the first iound,~and W. T. ,\Iu!iro (\fan-

chester) burst the back tyre at the twelfth mile. W. Wood-
ward (Islington) stopped at Greens Norton with a choked
carburetter, A. Tarr (Shetfield), (i. Peppercorn (Essex), and
H. Reed (Manchester) punctured; Mrs. Cooke (Herts) had
ignition trouble at Weedim. At the end nt the second lap—-ha If distance—six clubs. viz.. Birmingham, Bristol,
Co'wentry, Motor Cycling Club. Xorthiiinpton, and Sutton
Coldfield, had complete teams still in the running for
tl>3 cup.

In the third round W. Cooper (N.W.D.) had thoughtfully
ordered tea to be provided at Bolt's Farm, where those who
wished to avail themselves of his foresight were permitted
to snatch a hasty refresher. A good many thought The
Motor Cycle had repeated its welcome provision in the
A.O.U. Quarterly Trials, but this time the credit belongs
to Mr. Cooper.
At the r jmpletion of the third lap four teams were in the

running, «z., Coventry. .M.C.C, Northampton, and Sutton
Coldfield. Bristol had made a non-stop, but Eli Clark was
40s. too early in the first round, and therefore Bristol's
chances were now somewliat remote, and the winner lay
among the four above-mentioned teams.

When all the men running had finished the fourth round
it was known that E. B. Dickson (M.C.C.) had fallen out
for want of petrol at the eighty-eighth mile, and J. St. John
(Sutton Coldfield) had stopped two miles from the finish.

W. Pratt {3^ P. and M. and sidecar) suffered a puncture in the sidecar
tyre at the fitth mile. His passenger climbed on to the rear carrier, and the
combination was driven fifty miles when the ofUcials notified Pratt Xiihi he was
disqualified, as passengers are not allowed to leav^ tb^ sidecar seat.
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M.C.C.. Team Trial.—

Tliis left Coventry and Northampton equal on mileage, and
on the results being worked out the Coventry team won by
a niiirgin nf 7ni. 27s. gross errors in piuictutility. Below we
give the sc(u-e of each te^im and their order of merit,
al.so the individual errors in punctuality c)f the members of

the winning team and the runners up.

LsT.—COVEiNTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C.
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Rider and Jiachine.

W. Williamson (3,5 Rex) .

.

O. E. Robejts (S.l'Rex) . .

.

J. Marshall (3.1- Triumph)
G. E. Stanley '(3.' Premier)
«. Smith (3^ Rex)
H. Williamson (-5 Rex and

Sidecar)

Total marks WioT"

Err. rs in \ ^unctu ality.

1st
;
2nd 3rd 4th

Mks, round

m. s.

round rcjuud round Total

m. s. m. s. s. ni. s.

100 1 I (1 10 4 55 2 15

100 ! 1 -ts 7 1 34 3 2!)

100
I

10 9 10 23 58

100
i

21 1 31 10 10 2 11

100
1

32 17 23 18 1 30
100 1 55 17 1 24 8 3 44

Total errors 14m. 17s.

2>;l.._N0RTHAJ1PT0NSHIRE M.C.G.

Eri'or.s in Punctuality.
|

,1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1
'

Rider and Machine. ilk.<. ji-ound round round roundTotal

!m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. Im. ,s.

W. Duke (3.i Triumph) .

.

100 13 2 5 1 32
1
2 47 (J 37

A. E. Catt (§.', Triumph) .. 100 2 17 1 50 41 45 4 33
A. Webster (2.V Hobart) .

.

100 ! 1 3 27 S 18 1 58
A. Osborne (3J Triumph) 100

i

18 57 41 58 2 54
W. Lees (3J Triumph) ... 100 1 20 41 21 2 1 24
W. Barratt (5 Rex and 100

;
1 42 18 45 35 3 20

Sidecar)
1

Total marks COO Total errors 21m. 44s.

3ed.—SUTTON COLDEIELD A.C.
P. Motedale (3^ Cen-

taur) 100
H. C. Newman (3i Ivy) 100
H. Smith (3i Triumph) 100
C. S. Perryman (3^

Ariel) 100

4th.—iVIOTOE CYCLING CLUB.
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown) 100 W. Chater - Lea (5

L, A. Baddeley (4

Yelledab) 100
H, B. Karslake (3

_Dreadnought) ,,, 100
S. G. Frost (4 Minerva) 100
E. B. Dickson (5

Indian) 88,

5th.—BRLSTOL B. AND M.C

J. St. John (3i Cen-
taur)

W. Mist (5 Mist and
sidecar)

Chater-Lea and side-

car)

E, Chirk (2J Douglas) 75
W. W. Douglas (2|

Deughis) 100
E. Kickham (2|

Douglas) 100
F. C. Wasley (2-J

Doughis) 100

P. Cirout (2j Douglas)
F. Bevan (5 Rex and

sidecar)

*Non-stop. Too. early

round lost 25 marks. "

61H.—BIRMINGHAM M.G.C.
P., W. Uuke (3i Tri-

j

F. H. Southam (3^ Tii-

uinph) ... 100 ]
umpli)

S. K. Jones (3i L.M.C.) 100 1 W. H. Eggingtou (3^

100

598

100

588i

100

100

575

hist

Reg. Samson (3^ Reg.
San.soi.'j ... ,,, 66

J, Slai'.ghter (3^ Ariel) ... 100'

7i

Triumph and sidecar) 100

541

7vH-.—OXFORD M.C.C.
J. Aldworth (5i Kerry-

Ahingdon) ... ,,. 90
G. F. Cooper (5 Vindec) 100

H. (i. Hill (3i Bradbury) 100

W. A. Matthews (3^

Triampli) ... • ... 100

Tri-J. F. Salter
umph) ...

R. A. Bishop (3i Brad-
bury and sidecar)

100

30

520

Srir.—SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C.
T. Durrant (3^ Durrant-
J.A.P.) ... ... 100

F Dover (3i Triumph) 100
J Hasiani (2= Douglas) 100
». Lawer (3i Premier) ... 100

W. Hill (3i: Triumph) ... 100
A. Tarr (5 Rex and

sidecar) ... ... 16

516

9th.—ISLI.NGTON C. AND U. M.C.
W, Price (3i Rex) .,, lOO

| W. Woodward (5 Res
II. E. Davison (3i Rex) 100 and sidecar) 12
C, Wilson (5i Rex) ,,. 100
H. Corapton (3L Rex)... 100
J. Campbell (3i'Rex) .. 100

10th.—NORTii-WEST LONDON M.C.C.

512

H, J, Pooley (3^
Premier) 100

E. J. Westacott (3i
Triumph) ... ... 100

G. H. Holli;

uraph
A. C. Robbins
H umber)

(3i Tri-

(3i

100

100

H. G. Cove (5 Match-
less) 88i

E. W. Ashworth (5

V.S. and sidecar) ... 11

499i

11th.—ESSEX M.C.
A. B. Howard (3^ Tri-

umph) 100

G. Sweet (3i Trmniph) 100
G. Pejjpercorn (oi Tri-

umph) ... ,.. ,., 16

L. W. Bellinger (5

Indian) .^ ... 100

B. A. Hill m Kerry-
Abingdon) 100

W. Garrad (5 V.S. and
sidecar) ... ... 70

486

12th.—NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

J. Kmg (4 F.N. ... 26i
W. Reillv (3i Triumph) 100

C. R. Sm'ith (3i C.C.R..
Smith) 100

C. H. Sewell (3^ Tri-

umph) 100

J. Richards (3^ Brough) 100

G. I'rough (5-6 Brougli

and sidecar) ... ... 52

4781

Two passenger combinations in tlie Northamptonsliire

their very best on Saturday last.

lanes which loo'ied
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M.C.C. Team Trial-

WINNERS OF "THE MOTOR CYCtE " CUP—THE COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C, TEAM, ALL ON 1910 MODELS.

J. Marshall

(3^ Triumph).

G. E. Stanley

(3i Premier).

G. E. Roberts.

(3i Rex).

13th.—LEICESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
Dr. C. B. Moss Blundell

m Triumph)... ... IGO
E. J. Fowler (5 Indian) 45
T. Needham (4 Clyde) 100
F. C. Poecher (3^ Tri-

umph) 100

E; Laurance (3^ Brad-
bury) 100

J. Finlay (3^ P. and M.
and sidecar) 27

472

14xH.—GREAT YARMOUTH AND. DISTRICT M.C.C.
H. Lack ; (3^ Triumph) 100
F. Worts (4i F.N. and

sidecar) ... ... 2

A. Wyatt m Ariel) ... 100
F. G. North (3^ Ariel) 100
S. G. Allen (3^ Tri-

umph) ... ... 55
C. B. Duberley (3^

Ariel) 100

ISnr.—NORWICH AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

457

W. Williamson Geoffrey Smith H. Williamson

(3} Rex). (3i Rex). (5 Rex and Sidecar).

16th.—DERBY AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
H. Baker (3^ Triumph) 100
A. Witham (3^ Rex)... 100
F. G. Ford (3i Tri-

umph) 40
V. Clarke

bury)
m Brad-

100

W. Mindon (3-^ Rex)...
A. Ainsworth (5

Peugeot and sidecar

17th.—MANCHESTER M.C.

J. P. Scott (3^ Rex and
sidecar)

A. A. Everavd (3i Tri-

umph) 100

A. W. Lincoln (2^

F.N.) 74
H. E. Duge (.3i

Tri-

umph) 40
H. Chapman (2| N.S.U.) 45

E. Cleary (Bradbury) 100
J. Boddy (5-6 Bat and

sidecar) ... ... 83

442

H. L. Cimliffe (3-^ Rex) 100

W. T. Munro (3^ Rex) 12
H. Reed (3i Dot) ... 22
F. Sirett (3-L N.S.U..)... 100
A. J. Moorhouse (5

Indian) 100

18th.—HERTS COUNTY A.C. (M.C. Section).

C. C. Cooke m Tri-

umph) 100
E. A. Colliver (3^ Tri-

umph) iOO
A. H. Colliver (3i Tri-

umph) 8

Mrs. C. C. Cooke (3^

Triumph)
F. Mussell (3^ Rex) ...

W. Pratt m P. and
M. and sidecar)

27

50

417

26

360

21
100

5

334

THE NORTHAMPTONSHIRE M.C.C. TEAM, WHO EXPERIENCED HARD LINES IN LOSING ON TIME ONLY"

A. Osborne

(1908 Triumph).

W. Duke
(1910 Triumph).

W. Barratt

(1910 Rex and Sidecar).

W. Lees A. Webster

(1910 Triumph!. (1910 Hobarl).

A. E. Catt

(1910 Triumph).
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Team Trial Trifles.

It has been said that the winning of The Motor Cijcle

cup is wholly a matter of luck. Whilst we do not dispute
the fact that luck enters largely into the question, systematic
preparation is the chief factor of success. The theory of
luck is immediately dispelled when we point out that
Coventry have lifted the trophy on no less than four
occasions, the M.C.C. answering for the other two wins
in the six years the trophy has been competed for.

We do not think we shall be disclosing any secret if we
mention the methods of the most successful team in pre-
paring for this trial. First of all, the most experienced
riders are selected by the committee, the latter eschewing
the elimination test favoured by most clubs. Each com-

year, small petrol tins were carried round the riders' necks
(no replenishments being allowed during the 100 miles), but
this year larger tanks were used in most casi's to relieve
the riders of anxiety. It may be added that all the Coventry
team rode 1910 pattern motor cycles. All tliis preparation,
it may be considered, should not be necessai-y with latest

models, but,a team out to win leaves nothing to chance.

The total nmnber of riders to make non-stop runs was
76—a percentage of 70.3 successful competitors.

The Sutton Cokltield A.C. score of 598 was remarkably
good, but if they had gained the total marks they woidd not
have won the cup, as tlieir total error was 25m. 26s.

As is usual in this competition, tyre troubles were
the chief cause of retirements, nor was this a great sur-
prise, for quite a number of riders started with covers
which had already seen many hundred miles of service. On
the very first round, we passed six riders repairing air
tubes by the roadside.

Everyone will sympathise with the Northamptonshire and
Bristol teams. It is no- mean accomplishment for every
rider to complete the course without a dismount, and the
performance is certainly deserving of some reward. The
Bristol team lost its chance in this way : On the fii'st round
one of the men timed himself by hanging on to another
competitor, and somehow or other he entirely misjudged
the speed, and finished the first lap forty seconds too early.
The Northants team lost because its timing was considerably
more inaccurate than the Coventry team.

There were several droves of catlle on the course, which hampered the
competitors. R. M. Brice (3A Brown) is seen held up near Preston Capes.

petitor thoroughly overhauls his machine the week before
the start, and cleans and adjusts every vital part with the
greatest care, fits neiv tyres and' nail catchers. Security
bolts are also fitted, so that in case of a puncture the
competitor may continue riding on the rim without fear of
the cover coming off. It is also a ]proviso that member?
<if the team fit pedalling gear, so that in case of belt stretch
or nii.«firing assistance can be given on hills. Lastly, chain
drive is insisted upon for the passenger machine. Last

>—•O

Never was the interest so great as in this year's event.
The whole of the eighteen teams entered duly started, and
the hundreds of spectators on the course were rewarded by
seeing an interesting contest and a constant string of riders
encircling the course,

Reliability is truly on the ascendency. Previous to this

year only one team—to wit, the M.C;C.—has completed the
course intact. This year three teams repeated the iierform-
ance, and had it not been for shortage of i>etrol oil the last
lap the number would have been augmented by the addition
of the Sutton Coldfield A.C. and the M.C.C.

If Dickson had finished between the limits of time his
difference could not have exceeded five minutes for the fourth
lap, when the M.C.C. score would have been 13m. 24s.—

a

winning figure. The score of 19s. by S. G., Frost is the
closest in the trial.

~<

LEEDS TO LONDON AND BACK.
A dense crowd of people assembled in the Leeds City

Square on Saturday evening last to give a send off to the
Leeds M.C.C. riders who were riding to London and back.
It v,-as a gloriously warm night, and at 9.45 prompt the first

two riders threaded their way with difficulty through the
<;rowd, which, however, was handled splendidly by an
efficient police force.

T. BuUus (3i P. and M) and J. R. Kelly 2^ Moto-RSve)
led off the procession. Mr. BuUus is a Bradford rider, and
won the trophy last year. Other competitors followed at
intervals of one minute, as follow : 3rd and 4th, Wilkinson
and Scott; 5th and 6th, Murphy and Langton ; 7th and 8th,
Heaton and Brook; 9th and '"th, Cockroft and Speke;
11th and 12th, Ellis and Ramsdeu ; 13th and 14th, Pfa<;e
and Sm-^h : 15th and 16th, Stevens an;! Smith; 17th,
I iiaham ; 18th, non-starter; 19tli and 20th, Wheater and
Moiiey ; 21st and 22nd, Kitchen and Jiva'^hwaite; 23rd and
24th, Buvnell and Horner; 25th, IMortimer.

Out of twenty-five entries twenty-four started, the only
absetitee being F. ' Greenwood, who has previously won the
trophy several times.

The controls were at Grantham, Biggleswade, and High-
gate, and at the first two places meals had been arranged
for on the outward and return journeys. Secret checks
were also instituted throughout the entire run by motor
'ars kindly supplied by Mr. Rowland Winn (president of the
< lub, who accompanied the competitors with his wife), and
also the Bridge Garage, Leeds.

The speed to be maintained was slightly under twenty
rniles per hour, and the riders had to adhere to schedule
time throughout. The run finished the following evening
at 8.40, at John-o'-Gaunt's Hotel, four miles from Leeds.

The List of Survivors.
The following completed the run inside schedule time,

and qualified for the various awards ; BuUus (3^ P. and
M.), Kelly (2-|- Moto-Reve), Will^mson (3^ Triumph), Scott
(Triumph), Murphy (5 Res and sidecar), Langton (3^
Triumph), Heaton (5 N.S.U.), Brook (3i S.P.K.), Cockcroft
(3^ Triumph and sidecar), Speke (7 S. and R.i, Ellis (35
Calthorpe), Ramsden (7 S. and R.), Money (3^' Triumph),
Graham (3i Triumph and sidecar), Wheater {3^ Humber),
Kitchin (3^ Scott), Braitliwaite

(3-i-
Triumph), and Burnell

(3^ Humber). The actual prize-winners will be known in a
few days. BuUus (last year's winner) had hard luck in

experiencing two punctures within a few miles of the finish-

ing point, after running very close to schedule right through
the run. Tliese two delays put him out of the running for

first place. There were twenty-four starters, and of these
eighteen finished within the allowed time—a creditatle record
considering the arduous nature of the contest.

Several Bradford riders took part. Manchester and
Keighley also sent a team of riders, and altogether the run
was a great success, mainly owinc; tcF the efforts of the
Brothers Langton, ilessrs. F. C. I'.^gshawe (the tr-als hon.

sec), and J.'R. Kelly.
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M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL.

fma TO llGHT I^nPvS

June 23
„ 25
,. 27
,. 29

..{Greenwich) 9.19 p.m.
9.X9 „
9.19 „
9.18 „

THE SCOTTISH TRIALS : A RETROSPECT.

TESTS ON ROAD AND TRACK.

The Battle of the Cylinders.

Yesterday's T.T. Eace at Brook-

lands promised to be a real battle of

the cylinders, the two types being

nearly equally represented.

Police Activity.

The police are becoming unusually

active in Cromer, and several sum-
monses have recently been issued for

driving to the common danger.

Rejoining the Fold.

One of the oldest and most important
firms in the cycle and motor industry,

which some four or five years ago made
an excellent motor cycle, and to the
general regret relinquished its manu-
facture, is, we hear, experimenting with
a new model. T'iiis machine is fitted

with a slide valve engine made under
Knight-Daimler patents, and may be
exhibited at Olympia this year.

A Real Multi-cylinder Engine.

'i'lie latest production - from the

Gnome factory is a fourteen-cylinder

air-cooled rotary engine. It is in

reality two of the seven-cylinder
engines we recently illustrated and
described, built on to one common
centre. The simplicity of a motor
cycle engine must at once appeal to

anyone wdio takes the trouble to

examine the new Gnome production.

A Ride with an Object.

H. Savory (Rugeley) writes :

" Some
of your readers may like an excuse fur

a run throagli the beautiful country

round Abbots Bromley, where on July

7tU the ancient horn " dance will be

performed."

Saturday's Open Hill-climb in

Yorkshire.

Some prominent motor cyclists have

entered for the Bradford il.C.C. open
hill-climb at Cockshoot l^ane, near

Skipton, on Saturday, including a

number of Tourist Trophy competitors,

and a successful event is assured. It

is expected that Jack Scriven will be-

stride a new 7 h.p. twin-cylinder

m.o.i.v. Rex in an endeavour to lift

the Eric S. Myers Trophy. The
cylinders of this new engine measure
84^ by 89 mm. ; the capacity is 998 c.c.

In general design, the 7 h.p. engine is

a larger replica of the 4 h.p. model.

The Prizes ior Amateurs.

In connection with the above hill-

climb, it was stated in the particulars

circulated that prizes for amateurs
would bC' announced later. We now
hear that the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., liave

offered a pair of their non-skid tyres

as a special amateur prize, and .Jos.

Lucas, Ltd., a motor cycle lamp. Still

more amateur awards are expected.

Long Distance Competitions.

Long distance reliability trials are
exceedingly popular with Yorkshire
clubs. Last week-end the Bradford
il.C.C. held a twenty-four hour run to

London and back for the Briggs
Trophy, and the Leeds M.C.C. also

successfully carried out a reliability

run to London and back fo'r a fifty-

gainea trophy. In previous years

these two competitions have been run
jointly, but owing to the Leeds Club
having thrown " in its lot with the

jSiortliern League, the Bradford Club
(which remains loyal to the A.C.U.)
is debarred from associating with its

neighbour in these competitions. It

may be mentioned that invitations were
issued by the Leeds M.C.C. to the

twenty-one clubs comprising the

Northern League of Motor Cyclists to.

send a team of three riders each.

Kenmore Hill-climb Abandoned.

A meeting of the A.C.U. Competitions

Sub-committee was held late last

week, and it was decided, in view of

the reports received from competitors

in the Scottish trials and representa-

tions made by officials, not to send

the competitors in the End-to-end trial

up the Kenmore side of Amulree Hill.

This decision was arrived at after the

article on page 576 of this issue had
gone to press, and we commend the.

Auto Cycle Union on its promptitude
in deciding to adopt the course sug-

gested by our representative and
others who went through the Scottish,

trials, and appreciated the severitj' of

a climb, which was even omitted from
the Scottish car trials. Perhaps the
committee will now -adopt our sugges-

tion with regard to Glendoe Hill at

Fort Augustus, wdiich would provide a

very perfect test for the machines
without the ^^ersoiial skill of the rider

entering too much into the question.

Glendoe Hill is a straight but very
steep ascent, and all machines would
have to be in good tune to climb it

without a falter.

On the warpath of The Motir Cycle Cup. Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C. members about to start on their long journey to Davenlry to compete in the M.C.C.
Team Trials. If ever Coventry or the M.C.C. should malie a mistake, surely everyone will wish the Yarmouth riders success for their nersistency.
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A.CD. Ena-to-end jiial.

Entries for the Land's End to .Tolni-

o'-Groat's reliability trial. wliich

starts on iMonday week, have now
reached a total of 47. In addition to

the names already published, the fol

lowing have been added to the list

:

C. J. Fox (7-8 h.p. Bat), Hnmber,
Ltd. (two 3^' h.p. Humbers), S. W.
Cartv (3^- h.p. N.S.U.), G. Brough
(3i ii.p. Brough), Enfield Cycle Co.
(25 h.p. Enfield), W. F. Newsome (3^
h.p. Triumph), W. Creyton (3^ h.p.
Triumph), G. L. Fletcher (23 h.p.
Douglas), J. Baker (3J, h.p. Triumph),
C. Williams (3^ h.p. Triumph). A.
Stubbs (3^ h.p. Dot), Re%'. Basil Aston
(3i h.p. Triumph). A. J. Stevens
(Wolf), J. Stevens (Wolf), W. A. Sale

(3^ h.p. Rex), Harold Williamson
(5 h.p. Rex), W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p.

Rex), J. P. le Grand (5 Rex), and J. R.
Woodward (3^ h.p. No. 2 Speed King
Rex. Next week we hope to pnb!is!i

details of the route.

I
The New End-to-end Sidecar Record.

Some people are always reany to be-

little another man's performance. We
hear that in a certain quarter in the

South-west, Hugh Gibson's sidecar

record is doubted. We may state that

prior to Mr. Gibson's attempt on
record, we arranged with him to fend
irs a series of postcards stating tin\e of

arrival and departure at intervals on
the route, signed in the presence of

witnesses. This collection is in the
possession of The Motor Ci/rle. and
may be inspected by any interested

^parties. On the occasion of each of

the four End-to-end sidecar records,

we arranged beforehand for these post-

cards to be sent ns with the ex|5ress

purpose of allaying any suspicion that
might exist. Moreover, we may add
that we attached seals to the vital

parts of the machine before the start,

and on examination after- the record
ride they were found to be intact.

|j^S(^ILS '^7

Worcestershire M.C.C. Speed Judging Contest last Thursday. G. R. A. Dea cj on (secretary) starling away
from headquarters—Hop Market Hotel, Worces r

*
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FUTURE EVENTS.
June 25— R.A C. seventti provincial meeting of

the Associated Clubs at Che.ter

25—M C.C IVIembers' Petrol Ccnsumption
Trial.

25— Bradford M.C C. Open Hill-climb at
Cockshoot Lane, Skipton, 2 p.m

July 4-9-AC.Ui LAND'S END TO JOHN-0-
GROAT'S RELIABILITY TRIAL.

,, 4-20—Bournemouth Centenary Fetes

„ 13—Open Irish End-to-end Reliabi ity Trial,

p-om3ted by the Ulster Centre M.C.UI..

,, 13 iWed.) and 14 IThurs.)~Brocfclands
ARC. Meeting, 2 p.m.

,, 16- Herti County A.C. [motor c?cle section)
inter-team competitionwith the Oxiord
M.CC.

,, 23—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, Uxbridge to
Banbury and Back.

Aug. I— Brocklands A.R.C. meeting, 2 p.m.

,, Coventry and Warwickshire M C.
open hill-climb for motor cycles.

•!!! •! !»! *I» •J' •.;.•.;.;;;; o

R. G. af-'=lett (3S P. and M. two-speed) waiting for the signal to restart half way up Aston hill in the
Herts. County A.C. climb. He was third on formula.

Woodman nearly better again.

We are glad to state that Alan E.
Woodman, the T.T. entrant who met
with an unfortunate accident in prac-
tice, is progressing rapidly. We have
had the pleasure of receiving a letter

from him -this week, in which he states

he has been sitting out on the hospital
balcony since Thursday, and early next
week expects to start walking a little.

He anticipates leaving Manxland by
the first week in July.

Northern League of Motor Cyclists.

Tlie meeting of the Council of the

League did not take place as originally

arranged, on the 18th inst. , owing tc)

the fact that not sufficient agreements
had been received by the secretary,

who desires to remind the various

hon. secretaries of the fact that it is

most important that these agreements
should 'be sent in at once, so that

arrangements may be made lor the
first trials, etc., and the entire

summer programme for 1910 submitted.

The,.secretary will also be pleased to

send any hon. secretary who has not

yet received the rules, et-c., of the

League a copy on receipt of a postcard

bearing his name and address.

A Stipendiary becomes a little excited.

The Liverpool Stipendiary magis
trato worked himself up into a

state of verath on hearing the case of

S. L. Leftly, a motor cyclist sum-
moned for having ridden his machine
at a dangerous speed without sound-
ing an alarm at the junction of St.

Oswald Street and Edge Lane Drive.

Defendant estimated his .speed at six

to eight miles an hour, whilst the
constable inflated it to eighteen or

tvpeiity. iNIr. Shepherd Little, the
magistrate, is reported to have said

:

" I take a great interest in these

wild animals, and when I see

them I am amazed at' the speed that
they strike me as going at. I think
these animals 'must be kept in check.
The defendant will be fined 20s. and
costs." If he made use of such expres-
sions he evidently forgot his manners,
and we would remind him that a

stipendiary's duty is to admmister jus-

tice, and not to gratuitously abuse a
defendant brought before him on such
a doubtful charge.
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
I
HANKS to the extraordinary luck -

which has favoured . Brooklands
meetings ever since its inception,

Saturday proved to be one of the
grandest days we have yet had
this summer, and resulted in there

being what we judge to be the
biggest attendance that the turn-

stiles at the track have evei' regis-

tered. This was, no doubt, largely

due to the fact that exhibitions of

flying were booked to take place

after the racing ; 6ut, even so, very
great interest was taken in the
programme, which comprised ten

events, of which two were for

motor cycles. These were the June Motor Cycle Handicap
(1st £5, 2nd £3, 3rd £2), for all classes of machines of-an
engine capacity between 500 c.c. and 1,000 c.c. Distance, 85
miles. This race brought forward fifteen entrants, all of

whose mounts had twin-cylinder engines.

The scratch men wece C. R. Collier and Lee Evans, and
the former, on an 85^ mm. x 85 mm. Matchless soon got

into winning form and rapidly overhauled the field. Lee
Evans, on a big Indian, did not seem to get goi^g as well

as usual, and half the race was over before he got into his

stride. The order at the ilembers' Bridge in the first lap

was as follows: Le -Grand (Im. 27s.), Rex; F. A. Applebee
(Im. 27s.), Rex; Geiger (Im. 27s.), V.S. : Partridge (Im.),

N.S.U. ; Steeves (Im. 27s.), N.S.U. ; Dayrell (24s.), Martin-

J.A.P. ; H. V. Colver (IBs.). Matchless—these two were
travelling very fast indeed—H. A. Collier (IBs.), Matchless;

Deacock (Im. 27s.), Wanderer: Benttler (24s.), Bat; D. R.

Clarke (IBs.), Indian ; Lee Evans (scratch), Indian.

After One Lap.

A lap more put Applebee first, with Le Grand close on
his heels, but Charlie Collier was riding in splendid style,

and was clearly a great many miles an hour faster than the

leaders. After him came Colver, Dayrell, and Lee Evans.
The finish of the race was a focegone conclusion, Collier

coming in well ahead of Colver and Dayrell, whilst Harry
Collier finished a good fourth.

Start.

1. C. R. Collier (8 h.p. Matchless, 976 c.c.)... scr.

2. H. V. Colver (5 h.p. Matchless, 666 c.c.)... 18s.

3. F. W. Dayrell (8 h.p. JIartin-J.A.P., 964) 24s.

The winner's speed was 72f m.p.h.

Applebee stood a good chance of getting a place on his

chain-driven Rex had not his pace fallen off somewhat. Ho
did the first lap in good style, but the backmarkers were too

strong for him. Dayrell had a plain coil and battery ignition

on his Bat, and very well it served him, for he finislied only

a length or two behind the winner.

Twenty=nine Competitors in the Summer
Handicap.

The second motor cycle race was the Summer Motor Cycle
Handicap. £10 for first, £5 second, and £3 third. Distance,

5| miles. This produced a field of twenty-nine.
Amongst the early starters, Brunton, on a 76 by 76 mm.

New Century, soon got going well, and, after overhauling
Peach on a similar sized ilinerva, kept in front for sonn-
time until passed by Oberlauder on a twin X.S.U. (52 l>y

74 mm.), who had started IDs. jater, but who was travelling
so well that the "bookies" on the hill found it necessary to
lower the prices about him. After the above-mentioned
riders came Sir R. K. Arbuthnot (Im.), Triumph; Chitty
(56s.), Frays; Colrick-?Terne (52s.), Triumph; Dewar (52s:),

A novel view of competitors riding out of tlie paddocli at Brooklands to talie

part in one of tlie two races Iield on Saturday.

Triumph; H. Hunter (52s.), Triumph; G. F. Hunter (52s.),

Triumph; F. W. Applebee (52s.), T.T. Centaur; V. Yates
(48s.), Rex; Jacobs (48s.), Rex; Geiger (46s.), V.S. ; Le
Grand (46s.), Rex; Maitland (46s.), Trump-J.A.P. ; Gibson
(46s.), Trump-J.A.P. ; McNab (46s.), Trump-J.A.P. ; Tapley
(46s.), Calthorpe; Godfrey (42s.), Rex; Perkins (18s.),

X.S.U. ; AVilberforce (8s.), Indian; Charlie Collier (scratch),

Matchless; Colver (scratch), Matchless; and 6. Lee Evans
(8s.), Indian.

'I'he second lap was started on witli Oberlilnder a long
way in front, followed by Colrick-Herne, Arbuthnot, ilait-

land, Cliitty, and Brunton. The last-named had a funny
little machine, with a Longucmare carburetter alraoH as large

as the engine. The oil and petrol tanks were also two
tinj' torpedo-shaped affairs. The machine was undoubtedly
fast, and might have done some good, but during the second
lap the belt was .slipping badly.

[ ..

Lining up in the paddock lor Ihe start of the Summer Motor Cycle Handicap at Brooklands on Saturday last.
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Racing at Brooklands.

—

Some of the liaek-muikers put up a fine show on the big

banking by the Members' Bridge. Charlie Collier, right up
the banking, passed Colver, wlio was keeping lo\\er down,
but who in turn overhauled Peaeb and Wilberforce.

The race finished with Oberlander an easy winner

:

Start.—m. s.

A. Oberlander (two-cylinder N.S.U., 314 c.c.) 1 30

E. D. Colrick-Herne (3i Triumph, 499 c.c.) ... 52

H. V. Colver (5 Matchless, 666 c.c.) scr.

Winner's speed 54 ni.p.h.

Colrick-Herne was second, and Colver a good third. The
latter was travelling magnificently, and had the race been

half a mile longer he would have won. Next came Charlie

Colliev. with !\Iaitland hard on his heels.

Chitty's machine had a J.A.P. engine, but instead of a
single exhaust pipe it had two, both branching from the
valve chest, and thus sticking out on either side of the
cylinder. It also had auxiliary exhaust release.

Brunton's New Centiu'y had a Givaudan engine, and also

had a somewhat strange auxiliary exhaust, consisting of four
radial tubes drilled and plugged.

The 3g h.p. Calthorpe, wffich made its first appearance on
the track, is a nice looking machine on standard lines, and
has a vertical engine with chain-driven magneto in front.

The tank slopes away at the back d la Rex.

A very notice;^ble feature of the racing was the fact that

most of the men rode in their shirt-sleeves. The weather
was much too hot for jerseys.

H. A. Collier and

k. V. Colver

(M atehless
J. A. P.'s), and

D. R. Clarke

(Indian), starting

in the June
Handicap at

Brooklands. Col-

ver and Collier

finished second

and fourth res-

pectively in this

event.

IRISH END-TO-END RELIABILITY TRIAL.
The above important event, undel' the auspices of the

Ulster Centre of the jMotor Cycle Union of Ireland, has been
fixed for the 13th July next, and is already attracting con-

siderable attention. The competition was inavigurated in

1909, when over twenty riders took part and proved so

successful that the number of starters will j robably be
doubled this year. The contest consists purely of reliability,

and is judged by the ability to run to schedn'o -i^ " ' -

stations being arranged when the time of each cr;

taken. The rules and regulations are now re-

intending to take part in the trial shon'

'

the secretary, E. B. Waring. 1^. F'
whom all information <•"" -

'

prizes will be 't'-
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SPEED TRIALS AT PORTMARNOCK.
DESPITE the ;idvaiitages tliat the Velvet Strand at

Portmarnock offers to Dublin motor cyclists for the
purpose of holding speed tests, that venue does not
retain the popularity it acquired when first "dis-

covered." A few years ago race meetings at Portmarnock
were of almost weekly occurrence, but this year only three

are announced—two under the auspices of the Dublin and
District Motor Cycle Club and one by the Motor Cycle
Union of Ireland. The first of these was held on Saturday

One Jlile Handicap.—J. Healy (Sj h.p. Pvex), 25s. st;irt,

1; R. Walsh (3^- h.p. Triumph), 15s., 2; C. B. Franklin
(5 h.p. Indian), 3s., 3. Also ran: Carlville (2% h.p. Douglas),
40.S. start; Green (3-i h.p. Peugeot), 25s.; ilcQuirke (4^ h.p.
Minerva), 20s. ; Jameson (Sj h.p. Triumph), 20s. ; I'yson

(3^ h.p. Triumph), 15s.

Twenty Miles {ont and home over mile course).—K. Walsh
(3i h.p. Triumph), 5m. start, 1; J. Tvson (3^ h.p. Triumph),
5m.. 2; C. B. Franklin (5 h.p. Indian), scratch, 3. Al.io

Racing at Port-

marnock Beach

on Saturday last.

Start of the No-

vices' Race, won
by H. Green (SJ

Peugeot).

last, when^tlie Dublin and District Club ran off three cventb.

The evening was very favourable, and some keen racing
was witnessed in the various races. Franklin was the virtual

scratch man in the open events, and ran third in each. In
the twenty miles he did a good performance by covering
^hft distance in 25m. 55s., breaking his own record for the

' ' -"-on the twenty miles, and was second to

--^^^if^-ps' race ^vas secured by

lau ; Carville (2.% li.p. Douglas), 12a_i. i-tart ; Chambers (2J
h.p. F.N.), 12m. ; Healy and Green (oi h.p. Peugeots). 7ni. ;

McQuirke (4^ h.p. ilinerva), 7m. ; Woods (oj h.p. Bradbury),
4m. Walsh won easily by over two miles, Franklin, being

a poor third. Xett times : Walsh, 28m. 5v^. ; Tyson, 30m.
20.-i.

; Franklin, 25m. 55s.

Tw-o Miles (IS^ovices') Handicap.—Green (3^ h.p. Peugeot),

25s. start, 1; McQuirke (4^ h.p. Minerva), -15s., 2. Time
(nett), 3m. 22is.

ONDC ?./\
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SnARTENING UP A TRICAR.
By F. H. WHITE.

T HOSE who are not fortunate enough to be able

to indulge in a new mount every year will be

pleased to know how to make their old love

look smarter.

The tirst thing that faces one in this respect, usually,

is the necessity for re-enamelling, as the plating is

often in very good coniiition long after the enamel is

scratched and looking the worse for wear, and there is

no reason why a tricar should not be smartened in

this way at a cost of a few shillings.

Re=enatnelling and Lining.

Prompted by a desire to improve the appearance of

my three-year-old tricar, I recently decided to try my
hand at re-enamelling and lining.

The colour decided upon was dark blue, with white

Hues, and if I may say so without being considered

egotistical, the uiachine presented when finished quite

a smart appearance, and only a very close inspection

would have revealed the fact that the lining had been

done by an amateur.

The first thing to decide was what enamel to use.

There are, I believe, several very good enamels forthe

purpose on the market, but whether it was the sight

of the prize-winning samples of tubes at Carnage's

recent competition, or the amount of advertising it has

recei\-ed, T know not. Anyway, I plumped for

Robbialac, and have certainly not regretted my choice.

I purchased two tins at is. 6d. each, and used very

little of the second tin, despite the fact that my machine

is a coach-built one. There is no doubt, therefore,

that one tin would be ample for a motor bicycle.

Now, as to the mode. of procedure. I may say at

•once that, not being of a very patient turn of mind, I

did no more stripping than was absolutely necessary,

the only parts removed being the front seat complete

with springs, driver's bucket seat, all footboards, and

toolboxes. I also left sandpapering to look after itself,

though, of course, if time and patience allow this is

to be highly recommended.

Applying the Enamel.
After thoroughly cleaning all framework and coach-

work, I proceeded to apply a thin even layer of the

enamel with a good quality, medium hard, flat enamel-

ling brush, which cost is., and I may here say that one

of my doubts was at once allayed, and that was w'ith

regard to the covering property of the enamel. The
machine was originally dark green, but one coat,

although not at all thick in itself, was quite sufficient

to entirely obliterate any sign of green, and produced

a beautifully smooth and shiny hard surface when dry.

And now w-e .come to the lining, which was another

cause of gra\'e doubt to me before tackling it, and

often I think debars one from attempting the re-enamel-

ling altogether, as paintwork certainly does look very
" amateurish ", if not lined.

There are two w-ays of accomplishing the lining. The
first is to have it done for one, and the other is to do

it one's self. In the former case, if one has done all

the enamelling and preparing, the charge of an expert

for lining a tricar or motor bicycle should be very

moderate, especially if there is not too much of the air

'of a wealthy motorist displayed

!

In the country most good wheelwrights employ
man capable of this work.

Lining for Amateurs.
However, I decided to line tlie machine myself,

therefore procured a small sample tin of white enamel,

keeping it fairly thin all the time it was in use by add-

ing a little turpentine, though with enough body to

produce a quite white line, and with the point of a

camel-hair brush traced over the old white lines which

just faintly showed through the blue enamel, using ax\y

convenient edge or surface as a guide for the hand.

As a matter of fact, a special brush is made for the

purpose of lining, having hairs I'/i^in. to sin. long,

and known as a lining tool, whicli is nuich better than

The tricar described in tiie accompanying article after being re-enamelled
dark blue and lined white by an amateur.

the one I used, as they hold more paint and can be

laid well on the line and drawn along a good distance

without renewed dipping in the paint, thus ensuring

a straight line being made, and with a little practice

considerable proficiency can be attained.

Where the lines did not show through, or where none
previously existed, I marked points at intervals, equal

distances from the edges,, and made a pencil or light

chalk line over which I followed with the brush.

While the machine was dismantled I fitted a new
lid to one of the tool boxes to replace a cracked one,

and a new front lamp bracket adapted for a separate

generator gas lamp. This w'as much more easily

accomplished with the front seat removed. Among
other minor alterations, I also fitted a new apron.

This was made of best quality American cloth lined

with a cheap woollen material.

In the first place, I cut brown paper patterns the

shape of the top and side pieces of the apron to fit the

portion of the front seat occupied by the passenger's

legs. The American cloth and wool lining were then

cut to these with allowance for turnings at seams, and
the whole well sewn together, with strong braid at all

seams and edges, and brass rings attached by leather

tabs where required. The sewing I had done at a local

bootmaker's, and the total cost of the material and
labour was about seven shillings.

The treatment described not only improves a

machine's appearance for one's own pleasure, but

considerably enhances its selling value.
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Shropshire M.C.C.

At a committee meeting held on the 16th inst. at head-
quarters,' it was decided that the competition for the A.C.U.
Cup should take the form of a hUl-climb at Wenlock Edge on
Thursday, July -21st. There will be a first and second prize.

The following runs were arranged ;

June 26th.—Vyrnwy, 35 miles; start 10 a.m., return

6 p.m. prompt. '

July 3rd.—Llanidloes, 50 miles; start 10 a.m., return

6 p.m. prompt.
July 10th.—Lichfield, 41 miles; start- 10 a.m., return

6 p m. prompt.
July 17th.—Bettws-y-coed, 50 miles. A non-stop run will

be held to Bettws and back on this date. Competitors will

be started from Shrewsbury at 10 o'clock prompt, and must
arrive at Bettws not later than 1 o'clock and not before 12.30.

They will be sent on the return journey at 6 o'clock, and
must arrive in Shrewsbury by 9 o'clock and not before

8.30. Club certificates will te given to all making a non-
stop run.

North-west Loudon M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climb at Lippetts Hill, near Potters

Bar, on A.C.U. formula, as passed by the committee, are

as follow

:

Lightweight Class.—W. Doe (Douglas), figure of merit 74.4

(fastest time) ; Miss Berend (Moto-R§ve), 163.4 ; A. Loughlin
(2J- h.p. Max), 176.2.

Single-cylinder Class.—W. Coopeir (3^ h.p. Bradbury),
figure of merit 48 (fastest time); E. Oolliver (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 58; L. Joiner (3i h.p. Brown), 79.5; H. Pooley

(3-^ h.p Premier), 81.6; E. Westacott (3^ h.p. Triumph),

83.3; H. Hollis (3i h.p. Triumph), 98.2; H. Frankel (3i h.p.

Triumph), 132.8.

Twin-cylinder Class.—H. G. Cove (6 h.p. Matchless), figure

of merit 104.2 (fastest time) ; J Liscombe (6 h.p. Laurin and
Klement), 140.8.

Passenger Class.—^F. Thomas (7 h.p. G.O.K.), figure of

merit 80.4 (fastest time) ; G. Rowden (8 h.p. Bat), 103 ; H.
Berlandina (7 h.p. V.S.), 135.6.

The gymkhana will be held on July 2nd. A splendid

programme has been arranged.

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).

A hill-climbing competition in connection with this centre

was held at Ballybannon, near Castlewellan, on the 18th

inst., for prizes presented by Mr. C. E. Murphy, of Cootehill.

It is three years since a contest took place on this hill, and
Saturday's event was looked forward to with considerable

interest. The surface was scarcely in as good order as usual,

but, notwithstanding tlris, some very fast climbs were made.

An entry of seventeen had been received, but a fevv of the

riders did not reach the starting point, Tlie fastest time was
recorded by J. E. Coulter on a 3^ h.p. Triumph, and tliis

rider tied for first place with T. Mallon (3i h.p. Premier), but

at the second trial Coulter won rather easily. The electrical

timing apparatus was used, and worked most satisfactorily

:

Gross Handi- Nett

*J. E. Coulter (3-i Triumph)
*T. Mallon (3i Premier)
J. Stewart (3^ Triumph) ...

J. D. Coates (3-^- Triumph)
J. Lavery (3^ 'Triumph)

D. H. O'Flaherty (3i Triumph) 42|s.

B, J. McManus ('3^ Premier)
S. S. Porritt (3i Triumph)
J. "Gordon" (3^ Triumph)
D. H. O'Flahertv (3i Triumph) 49s.

Hugh Denby (3i'Rex) ...

*Dead heat. On re-riding for first place. Coulter won by
v,ver 7s., beating his previous time by l|s.

Oflicials ; Starter, M, J. Lindsay; judges, T. H. Dunlop,
R. G. Lindsay, and J. S, Garrett; timekeepers, H. E. Lyners
and E. B.- Waring,

time. cap. time

32is. .. Ifs. 30fs
34|s. .. 3is. ,. 30|s

32|s. .. scr. ,. 32js

41s. ,, 6s, „ 35s.

43is. f|s. ,, 38is
42|s. ,. 4s, ,. 38|s

39-|s. ,. scr. .. 39|s

43s. .. 3is. .. 39|s
46-^s. ., 2s. 44is

49s. ,, 3s. , , 46s.

63s. .. 7s. .. 56s.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The committee have accepted with regret the resignation

of the captain, Mr. W. V. Sherwell, who was one of the
founders of the club.

The committee are pleased to announce that they are

fortunate m finding Mr. Hunterj who will undertake the
onerous duties of captain.

An impromptu hill-climb is being held on Wednesday, 29th
inst. Members will meet at the Clayton Arms, Godstone,
at 4 o'clock sharp, when the venue of the hill will be
announced.
A special meeting of members and their friends will be

held on July 3rd, at the Clayton Arms, Godstone.

North-Eastern Automobile Association.

The reliability trial, open to members of the N.E.A.A.,
which took place on June 11th over a 120 miles course from
Sunderland to Brough (Westmoreland) and back, has resulted

as follows : H. M. Wood, Newcastle (3^ h.p. Triumph), 1

:

H. Mason, Newcastle (5 h.p. Bercley), 2 ; H. F. Inkson.
Newcastle (34 h.p. Excelsior), 3 ; E. J. Tiffin, Sunderland
(7-8 h.p. Minerva) ; T. T. Jack, Sunderland (3i h.p.

'Triumph) ; I. Baty, Newcastle (3^- h.p. Dean) ; F. Rowntree,
Newcastle (4i h.p. Minerva) ; L. Forster, Sunderland (3^- h.p.

Triumph); G. W. Rayner, Newcastle (6 h.p. N.S.U.) ; W.
M. Duguid, Newcastle (3^ h.p. Triumph); F. Turvey, jun.,

Sunderland (3^ h.p. Humber) ; J, P. Robson, Newcastle (3^

h.p. Excelsior) ; J. Adams, Newcastle (3^ h.p. Excelsior) :

and T. Holzappel, Newcastle (5 h.p. Rex), the order in

which the -names are given indicating precedence in order of

merit. J. Clark, Newcastle ; T. Wood, Darlington ; and H.
N. Hall, Bishop Auckland, did not finish. Messrs. Wood
and Mason, who are placed first and second respectively,
tied, having only lost two marks tbrouehout the iournev,

and the result was arrived at by taking into consideration

the times at the secret checks, which only differed 8 sees.

Checking F. Scriven in tile Bradford-London and bacli run at

Beaumond Cross, Newarlf-on-Trent.
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Club News.

—

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

It has again been decided to hold an open hill-climb for

motor cycles, and the date will be announced later. Classes

embracing nearly all types of motor bicycles will be included

in the programme, as well as a class for passenger machines.

Redditeh and District M.C.C.

There will be a club run to Warwick and Leamington on
Saturday. Further runs arranged are : July 9th, Pershore
and back to tea and smoking concert at the Unicorn.
July 23rd, Evesham and boating picnic on the River Avon.

Proposed Club for Lancaster and Morecambe.

Readers in the neighbourhood of Lancaster and More-
cambe desiring to help in the formation of a motor cycle

club should communicate with Mr. C. H. Hitchen, Euston
Road, Morecambe. Mr. Hitchen is prepared to offer a

prize for a reliability trial or hill-climb.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

A euccessful team trial was held recently, in which
six teams took part, each composed of four competitors.

The route was over a course of forty miles, which had to

be completed at a speed of 18 ui.p.h. Riders were penalised

one mark for each half-minute ahead or be-hind schedule

time. The winning team finished 10s. only behind time,

and was composed as follows : J. Adamson (3^ h.p. Rex),

R. S. Oowper (3^ h.p. TWumph), A. R. Poole (3i h.p.

Triumph), and R. Rowntree (Sj h-p. Bradbury).
The flexibility and speed-judging competitions will be held

on the 29th inst.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The annual two-days reliability trial for motor cycles pro-

moted by the Newcastle and District il.C. for the N.S.U.
auud A.C.XJ. cups, will be held on July 31st, and August 1st.

This ia one of, if not the, principal reliability trial in the

North, and is always well supported, the tximout last year

numbering thirty-five riders.

This yea- 's route will be from Newcastle to Stranraer,

via Morpeth, Wooler, Kelso, Selkirk, St. Mary's Loch,
Moffat, Douglas Mill, Muirhead, Ayr, and down the west

coast of Scotland, and back from Stranraer via Newton
Stewart, Castle Douglas, Dumfries, Annan, Conobie,

Langholm, Hawick, Jedburgh, and Otterburn to Newcastle.

The winner of the two-days trial will receive the N.S.U.
cup and a gold medal presented by the president, Mr.

Robert Crosier, and the A.C.U. cup and medal will go to

the second man. A silver medal, presented by Mr. L.

Rosenvinge, will be awarded to the novice making the best

performance, gold medals will be awarded to those who do
not lose more than thirty marks, and bronze medals to

those losing not more than a hundred marks.

Stroud and District M.C.C.
The opening run of the above newly-formed club was to

Painswick, Birdlip, Cirencester, Northleach, Cheltenham,
and Stroud. Eleven members took part and spent a most
enjoyable tim.e. Mr. G. H. Pavey Smith was the captain.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Club' fixtures for the week-end are : Saturday, June
25th, Cleeve Prio»'. Meet King's Heath Tram Terminus,
2.45 p.m., vid Alceeter and Bidford. Distance, thirty milee.

Sunday, June 26th, Stourport (afternoon run). Meet Foun-
tain, Hagley Road, 3 p.m. Distance, twenty-three miles.

Reading and District M.C.C.

On the 25th inst. the run is to Eversley, starting at 3
p.m. from 'Whitley. Next day, members will ride to Burn-
ham Beeches, leaving The Park, London Road, at 2.30.

A general meeting is to be held on Friday, June 24th, at

headquarters, 9 o'clock.

Western District M.C.

The reliability trial to Daventry and back for the Triumph
Cup was well supported, there being thirteen starters out
of fourteen entrants. The following are the result* :

1. E. Caudwell (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... Non-stop.
2. W. F. Ritchie (5 h.p. V.S.) Non-stop.
3. F. W. Ritchie (5 h.p. Indian) ... Non-stop.

Non-stops were" also recorded by B. E. Piatt (3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph) and B. Martin (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Leicester and District M.C.C.

A hundred miles reliability trial has been arranged for

June 30th, and a course, approximately twenty-five miles,

will be selected near Leicester.

A run on the 12th inst. was held jointly with the
Northampton M.C.C. A splendid attendance was made, and
the trip was of historic interest, covering as it did Naseby
Battlefield and Rothwell Church, etc. The return journey
was through Daventry, where the Leicester men bade good-
bye to their Northampton friends.

Middlesex County A.C.

The annual hill-climb c.f the Middlesex County A.C, the
first since the club's reconstitution as the County Club, took
place on the 11th inst. on Handpost Hill, on the road be-

tween Northaw and Newgate Street. The hill has a rise

of 1 in 7 over a great part of its length. Mr. A. G. Rey-
nolds, who shared the work of timekeeping with Mr. J. H.
Burley, handicapped and judged the motor cycles. The
results were ; 1, W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian), fastest time

—

winner of Earl Ronaldshay Cup and gold medal; 2, H.
Grose (8 h.p. Chater-Lea with sidecar) ; 3, H. Gibbs (3^ h.p.

Triumph) ; 4, W. Bruce (8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar) ; 5,

C. T. Cutler (3^ h.p. P. and M. and sidecar) ; 6, L. Marcus
(3i h.p. Triumph).

COGKSHOOT LANE, NEAR SKIPTON, THE SCENE OF THE BRADFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CUMB ON SATURDAY NEXT.

(1) Starting poiot showing tlie first severe rise l)etween the trees. (2) A bend In the Ull about halt way up.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply.

ConttoUing a Twin at Slow Speeds.

At present I have a Brown
^T] and Barlow on my twin Vindec
^ Special. The machine is a lot

-2J too fast for town work. Can
you tell me a way to make the

engine more controllable at slow
?—B. J.

Your machine could be made to run
slower by fitting a smaller jet and re-

ducing the diameter of the air cone
round the jet by means of the special
ferrules supplied by Brown and Barlow,
Ltd. If your machine still runs too
fast, you might try slightly weaker
inlet springs. Do not alter your
present ones, but fit weaker springs if

you can get them. If you still experi-
ence trouble in throttling down suffi-

ciently, try a lower gear ratio.

ContineDtal Touring.

(1-) Is there by law any^ necessity for a person taking
^ a motor bicycle into France
-SJ to have fresh number-plates

or take out a driver's licence,
and if so how much does the licence
cost? (2.) Are there any octroi
duties into Paris, and if so, what
are they? (3.) Can you also tell m©
which is the best road from Paris
to Orleans? I am not very particu-
lar about taking a circuitous route,
so long as I have a road with a good
surface. I understand that people
do go to France and do not take out
a licence or have fresh number-plates,
but that this is against the strict
law of the country. I am a member
of the Touring Club de France, and
understand that I can take my
machine into the country if I have
a Plaque de Control on payment of
sixty centimes.—M.

(1.) The very latest information with
regard to taking machines into foreign
countries was published in The Motor
Oyde of May 5th under the heading
of "International Motor Licences,"
see page 396. (2.) There are octroi
duties when entering Paris on the
petrol in the tank. It is therefore
advisable to reach the octroi gates
with as small a quantity of petrol as
possible, cither way, and if you
are staying inside the Paris gates and
it is your intention to return the same
^^y, you should endeavour to return
with the same amount of petrol as
there was in the tank when you left.

Petrol is cheaper outside the gates than
inside. (3.) The main road from Paris to

Orleans is a particularly good' one,

and leaves Paris by Versailles, pass-

ing through Limours and Dourdan.
The total distance is 128 kilometres.

If you are a member of the Touring
Club de France you will have no diffi-

culty in taking your machine into the
country unless the new regulations

referred to above affect the Touring
Club de France regulations.

Magneto Switches.

(1.) I am in a state of in-

decision as to whether to fit

a switch to my 1909 Triumph
or not. I have been strongly

advised both ways by more
experienced riders than myself. I

shall be greatly obliged if you will

kindly inform me as to what, in

your opinion, can be learned from
the T.T. Race as regards the
desirability or otherwise of switches.
Were the majority of the machines
fitted with switches? I notice you
refer to " switcliing oflf " in your ex-
cellent report of the race. (2.) When,
my machine is running perfectly on
the level or easy grade using the
utmost air it will take and I come
to a decided rise, or want to

accelerate, should I leave the
throttle alone and reduce the air.

or leave the air alone and increase

the throttle? Either has the same
effect, and I should like to know
whether it is better for the engine to

do the majority of the manipulation
of the mixture with the throttle or

with the air lever? Which gives

the best carburation for the work to

be done?

—

Novice.
(1.) There is no reason whatever whj
you should not fit a switch to your
machine if you would like one. It is

quite easily done, and has the advan
tage of enabling one to stop thr

machine if by any chance the exhaust
valve lifter wire should break, or. the

throttle is not a gas-tight fit. On the

other hand, there is no real need for

one. As to how many machines com-
peting in the Tourist Trophy Race were
fitted with switches, we are afraid we
cannot recollect, but we should esti-

mate that not more than 25 per cent,

of them had switches. Please -bear in

mind that the term '
' switching off

'

'

is used rather loosely here, and is

about synonymous with the raising of

the exhaust valve lifter. (2. ) In the cases

mentioned yon had better open the
throttle slightly to accelerate speed,

adjusting the air to suit as occasion

should require. Drive on the throttle

as far as possible, and use as perfect a

mixture as
,
you can to enable the

engine to keep cool.

A smart 6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Eagle Runabout owned l)y a member ol the Leeds Motor Cycle Club.

Special attention is directed to the springing of the driver's seat.
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Equipping a Lightweight.

(1.) I am buying a new
liglit F.N., 2J- li.p., 1910, and
wish very particularly to avoid
punctures. Would the fitting

of (i.) Palmer Cords or (ii.)

heavy Kempsliails materially lessen

this risk? Would it be both pos-

sible and desirable to get Z-^in. tyres

instead of 2in. ? (2.) Would the
addition, of (i.) (handle-bar) magneto
control or (ii.) a switch (I shall ride

in traffic) be worth the (small) extra
expense? (3.) Would the fitting of a
larger or other silencer considerably

lessen the noise?—R.F.J.

(1.) If you wish to lessen the risk of

punctures it would be advisable to fit

heavier tyres of any well-known make.
The two brands named are first-class

and equal in merit. If there is suffi-

:ient clearance, 2-iin. tyres would
increase the comfort and render tyre

troubles less likely. (2.) We should
advise the addition of handle-bar con-

trol to the magneto. It would be
well worth the extra expense. (3.)

The larger silencer, if it is efficient,

should reduce the noise. Consult the

makers on this point.

Various Queries.

Kindly help me by answer-

Sing the following: (1.) What
other disadvantages (if any)
has wipe contact and trembler
coil besides big current con-

sumption? Is it an advantage in

wipe contact that it has no platinum
points to look after? (2.) What
shape of handle-bar is best for good
steering on a machine which has
XL'AU spring forks? I find my.
machine with footboards and 28in.

wheels feels insecure on wet roads
and tramlines, although the saddle

position is quite low. (3.) With an
a.o.v. machine what should be the

effect of having exhaust and inlet

valve springs too strong, especially

the inlet valve? Would the machine
refuse to start? (4.) What is really

the best way to store accumulators
when not in use ? I have seen two
opposite methods suggested in the
press lately, and am perplexed to

know what is best. (5.) Can you
suggest why, after removing and
cleaning the contact breaker (make
and break) on a trembler coil

machine, we now get the spark at
the trembler all the time when the
switch is on? I have proved that,

the wiring does not short to the
frame, and scr far have been unable
to solve the difficulty. (6) Should
a 20 ampere four-volt accumulator
always give a reading of 4.2 directly

after being charged?—L.C.

(1.) There is a variation in the degree
of lag in a trembler coil, viz., the
appreciable time occupied before the

current starts the trenibler vibrating,

which is not existent with a plain coil.

Yes, it is a slight advantage in the
case of a wipe contact that there are
no platinum points, but in the case of

a good plain coil with well-proportioned
condenser the platinum points require

very little attention, certainly no more
than the two points of a trembler coil.

(2.) What shape handle-bars yon, have
is simply a matter of your fiwn per-

sonal taste. If they are too long and-

whippy, this would account for the
insecure fueling. A low frame is

absolutely essential for safe riding on
grease. (3.) Of course there is a limit,

i'oo strong springs will in time break
the valves and prevent the inlet valve
from opening quickly enough, causing
diflicult starting and impossibility to
run slowly. (4.) With regard to storing
accumulators, you had better take the
advice given in letter 4760, page 420
of The Motor Cycle of May 12th. This
is the best advice that can be given.
(5.) Possibly the insulation of the
platinum screw has broken down; this
would account for the trouble. (6.)

The accumulator should show 4.2 after
being charged ; some four-volt, accu-
mulators show as much as 4.5 when,
first removed from the charging wires.

Knocking on Hills.

I have a 3| li.p. 82 x 86 mm.
single-cylinder motor bicycle
with two-speed gear, weight
234 lbs. in touring trim, high
gear 5 to 1. My trouble is

knocking on hills. If I start cold
it will take a reasonable hill, but
on a journey after a good run it

gets hot and knocks. I read your
paper eagerly (I wish it were twice
as big). So far as I know from
eight years' riding experience, the
machine is in good order so far as
compression, etc., is concerned. My

F. H. Mullett, the writer ot the article, " Check-
ing in Reliability Trialst" Mr. Mulle.t has been
vety successful in competitions with his I9O9
TriOmph, his most recent successes being two

ilrsts at the M.C.C. Brooklands Gymkhana.

idea is the carburetter is at fault.

I have experimented with it, closing

or opening jet ; if closed, find it fails

through insufficient gas ; if slightly

enlarged, takes all extra air, also

about -^ hole in inlet pipe (not

affected by throttle). I can open
another hole in pipe and so make
mixture too weak. Perhaps I have
got to limit of machine's capabilities

—it has never knocked on low gear.

Perhaps you could help me by
answering the following questions

:

(1.) Should it take twelve stones up
(solo) Harrow Hill (London to

Hastings road ; last hill into

Hastings) after a sharp run for ten

miles previously? (2.) Should I

be likely to improve it by lowering

59.5

the compression by inserting a plate

;

if so, what thickness would you
advise? (3.) Could you advise on
better carburetter adjustment? I

use a sidecar occasionally, and so

want to get the utmost out of the
machine.—D.S.C.

(1.) Yes, we should say it ought to do
it with a gear ot 5 to 1, but weight
ot machine is rather against it. (2.)

Possibl}', but too thick a plate would
mean a great reduction in engine
power. Try one-sixteenth ot an inch
between cylinder and crankcase, and
do not forget to lengthen tappets. (3.)

You should obtain the back number of

The Motor C'l/cle for January 10th
containing an article on '

' Testing and
Adjusting Carburetters." Perhaps
you do not close the air sufficiently

when climbing hills. At any sign ot

knocking the air lever should be
gradually closed.

Sidecar Combinations.

I intend buying a 3^- h.p.

two-speed Humber motor cycle

for sidecar work, '(a) Is this

machine good enough as re-

gards power, the gear, and
lasting qualiti-es of the moving parts?
I intend using it in and around
London. (6) What are the advan-
tages of a flexible over a rigid side-

car or vwe versa, and which do you
advise me to get? (c) Is there a
sidecar that can be packed quickly
into a small space?—P.J.W.

(a) The machine is quite powerful
enough for average weights if not iised

in too hilly a district. We do not
doubt that it will wear well, (b)
The advantage ot a flexible sidecar is

that the combination can be steered
more or less like a bicycle, and it per-
haps requires less power to propel it.

The great feature of the rigid sidecar,

however, is its stability on greasy sur-

faces. The rigid pattern is the one
most generally in use. (c) The sidecar
made by Messrs. Bramson and Com-
pany, 6, Farleigh Road, Stoke Newing-
ton, N., will fold up into a small space

READER'S REPLY.
A Beginner's Mount.

I notice someone has written in The
Motor Cycle regarding a beginner's

mount, and says that he cannot afford

more than £7 or £8. A year ago I

was in a similar position, and bought
an old pattern Humber 3 h.p. I have

had very satisfactory running with this

mount, and during the winter had the

frame lowered, so tiiat now I can reach

the ground with both feet. There are

plenty of these machines to be picked

up at from £5 to £8. If your corre-

spondent would purchase one of these

machines, there are several firms who
would cut it down, and he would find

that he had a reliable if not up-to-date

machine for under £10. It may in-

terest you to hear that after twelve

months' riding I have suffered no ill

effects as regards the rupture about

which I wrote you, and which, through

the valuable assistance of your paper,

I was enabled to get some pi'acticable

advice upon. Perhaps a paragraph in

your paper regarding the latter item
may encourage some reader who fears

taking up the pastime owing to the

same infirmity.

—

Yokktst.

A27
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A Motor Cyclist's Garage.

S. E. Pemberton, a pioneer motor
cyclist, has lately taken over Bond's

Oarage, Maidenhead Bridge. Mr.
Pemberton will specially cater for

motor cyclists.

An Accessory List.

A very complete catalogue of motor

cycle accessories reaches us from H.

Taylor and Co., 21a. Store Street,

W.C. It contains illustrations and par-

ticulars of practically all up-to-date

motor cycle accessories, and will be

sent post free on application to the

above address.

Competition Riding.

A lightweight rider accustomed to

tune up and ride motor cycles in

competitions is open for a re-engage-

ment. His mechanical and riding skill

was repeatedly demonstrated tliree^ or

four years ago, and we have no hesita-

tion in putting any firm interested in

touch with " Lightweight, c'o The
Editor."

Successful in Competitions.

We understand that a 3^ h.p.

Premier, ridden by Mr. S. Hudson,
in the Newcastle and District JNl.C.

Edinburgh and back trial, on the 4th

and 5th inst., ran through without a

single adjustment being necessary, and

secured a gold medal. In tlie Burnley

Victoria Cycle and Motor Club's hill-

climb on Sawley Brow, ilr. H. Walton,
also on a Premier, made fastest time.

Exchanges.

Mr. R. G. Nye, 69, Leather Lane.
E.G., makes a point of dealing in

second-hand machines of all makes, and
is prepared to take second - hand
machines in part payment for new
ones. Mr. Nye has had -considerable

experience in this branch of the

business, and makes a point of treat-

ing his customers fairly and with con-

sideration.

A Reliable Belt.

We are advised bv Lycett's Rawido
Belt Co., Ltd..

' Brimley Street,

Birmingham, that twenty-five of their

belts were used in the T.T. Race.

Thirteen of the machines that finished

were fitted with them, and not one of

the twenty-five caused the riders any
trouble. Lyso belts are now made of

30° section, which is said to prevent
wedging.

British Motor Cycles in Holland.

Despite a 5 per cent, import duty,
we hear that motor cycles of English
manufacture are mostly in favour in

Holland. The country is particularly

flat, nevertheless two-speed gears are
in demand, and the Roc motor cycle

with two-speed giar has a ready sale,

doubtless pai-tly due to the fact that,

combined with the two-speed gear and
clutch, starting is rendered far easier.

Messrs. Croes and Co.. Bossum. who
are the agents for the Roc machines
in Holland, will be glad to supply
information to English motor cyclists

visiting Holland with their machines.
The correct, postal address of A.

W. Wall. Ltd., is Roc Motor Works,
Hay Mills, near Birmingham, not
Tysley, as stated on the 9th inst.
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A Topical Showeard.

The manufacturers of Pratt's motor
spirit, the Anglo American Oil Co.,

Ltd., 22, Billitei Street, E.G., are

now distributing among dealers

throughout the country a new show-

card of a topical" character. The illus-

tration depicts "an aeroplanist descend-

ing a ladder from his flying machine
and handing a two gallon tin of

Pratt's spirit to a motorist who is

stranded by the roadside for want of

petrol.

The Crowsley Spring Wheel Sidecar.

Some time ago "we gave a report of

the excellent behaviour of the Crowsley
spring whfiel sidecar, invented by Mr.
E. A. Crowsley, 167, Victoria Street.

Arrangement o£ springing in the Crowsley
Spring Wheel Sidecar.

S.W. The annexed illustration clearly

depicts the "svorking of the device, the
spring arm of "n'hich now works on a
large ball bearing. The parts for the
spring wheel attachment are manufac-
tured by Messrs. Chater-Lea, Ltd., 116,

Giolden Lane, E.G., and local cycle

agents can now make use of these fit-

tings. A spring wheel on a sidecar is

an undoubted advantage. It saves not
only the rider, but the whole of the
machine^from road shocks. The spring
wheel may be fitted to an ordinary
sidecar, provided a lug is brazed on to

the frame to take the suspension
springs.

JUNE 23rd, igio.

The " Spirit " of Speed.

At the Motor Cycling Club gymkhana
and race meeting at Brooklands on the

4th, riders using Shell spirit captured

six first, six second, and seven third

prizes-

A New Magneto.

The latest motor cycle magneto in-

troduced into this country is the Mea,

for which the United Motor Indus-

tries, Ltd., 45-46, Poland Street, W.,
have been appointed sole agents in the

United Kingdom and the colonies.

Saddles and Speed.

Of the first fifteen riders who
finished in the Tourist Trophy Race
thirteen were equipped with Brooks-
saddles. These saddles are fitted with
the well-known system of compound
springing, which prevents bouncing
and absorbs vibration. The makers,
J. B. Brooks and Co., Great Charles
Street, Birmingham, will be pleased to
furnish further particulars on applica-
tion.

Supply of Spares on Tour.

JMotor cyclists should note that for

their convenience the' Dunlop Pneumatic
Tyre Co., Ltd., have arranged to keep
tlie following depots open till five

o'clock on Saturday evenings : London
—14, Regent Street. Birmingham

—

Aston Cross. Ma,nchester—190, Deans-
gate. Dublin—Oriel House, Westland
Row. Newcastle-on-Tyne—11, Bigg
Market. Glasgow—61, Bath Street.

An Unbreakable. Croggle.

Brown Bros., Ltd., Newman Street,

Oxford Street, W., have just intro-

duced a useful goggle with mica in-

stead of glass windows. Another
small accessory which motor cyclists

may find useful for lighting acetylene
gas lamps is the " Hardre

"
" gas

lighter. This is an instrument for

producing a spark by means of a spring
controlled flint and steel. Naturally,
it will light a lamp in the highest

wind when matches would be easily

extinguished. Riders possessing

damaged lamps will be interested -

to know that the above firm have a

well equipped repairs department com-
petent to undertake repairs to all

kinds of battered and damaged lamps
and horns.

Aeroplanes and Flying.

Many motor cyclists are interested in

flying, and those who wish to gain

more knowledge of the subject should
procure a little book called " Flying

:

Tlie Why and Wherefore," by " Aero-
Amateur." A little acquaintance with
flying generally breeds a desire to make
a model of some kind fly, and the

cheapest way of doing so is admirably
set forth in "Model Flying Machines."
by W. G. Aston. Both books are

obtainable from ^ Ilift'e. and Sons
Limited, 20, Tudor Street, E.C., price

Is. 2d. post free.

Those who "wish to keep up to date
on the subject should also order
The Aero (a Id. weekly illustrated

journal devoted to flying machines),
for it deals very fully with flying all

over the world, in a manner which
acquits it of any suspicion of being
too technical for the ordinary reader.
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WHITTLE'S (Patent \

Link Grip) BELT
was used by Mr. Holroyd on his Motosacoclie

IN THE SCOTTISH TRIALS,
who finished without losing a mark, and was awarded one of the only

4 Gold Medals gained. The course was an exceptionally severe one of

897 miles, the gradients in some cases being as much as 1 in 4.

Proving beyond all doubt the

RELIABILITY, FLEXIBILITY, & DURABILITY
of the Whittle belt under the severest

conditions possible.

Send for new Booklet with full directions
and copies of recent testimonials.

THOS. WHITTLE & SONS, LTD.,
Rose and Crown St., WARRINGTON.

Telephone—365Y. Telegrams—" Belt, Warrington."

"f—n-"T

GOLD

MEDAL

GOLD

MEDAL.

JONES
I

'

Vonr mount is incomplete without this

unique Speed and Mileage Indicator.

MODELS :

26. Speed to 60 m.p.h., and Season's Mileage
to 10,000 miles £3 3

31. Includes also trip mileage and automatic reset £4 4
32. Above with, addition of maximum speed hand £5 5

t
FULL PARTICULARS OF

MARKT ik CO. (LONDON), LTD.,
6, City Road, LONDON, E.C. 13

This is the special cycle type of

ZS^

SPARKING PLUG
suitable for all motor cycles

(including the "Triumph").

If When ordering a plug for your cycle, always y
'* specify " Lodge motor cycle type." '

They are all

DESIGNED FOR MAXIIVIUIVI POWER.
Fully guaranteed, and

steel gauge for setting the points free with every plug.

Of all dealers, or post free direct from

LODGE BROS. & CO., u^ti^h., Birmingham.

In answerinrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A3

1
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns — Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case of

Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen inser-

tions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventiy.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers hke to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.Cm
supply the best at moderate prices.
Our Second-hand Machines are the

cheapest and best
No. 2551.—5 h.p. V.S., two-speed gear, magneto ignition,

and Truffault spring front forks ; £35. Guaranteed.

No. 2548.—32- h.p. N.S.U., 1909 model, magneto, and
spring forks, low frame, condition as new

;
price £28 lOs.

Guaranteed.

No. 2544.—3-J h.p. 1909 MINERVA, magneto ignition,

and spring front forks, as new ; £27 IDs. Guaranteed.

_

No. 2473.—2 J- h.p. F.N. Runabout, 1910 model, two-
speed gear and free engine, three-wheeler, not ridden 200
miles

;
price £35. Guaranteed. -

5 h.p. V.S. and Sidecar, two-speed model, 1909, Truffaul*
forks, and magneto

;

anteed.
£50 the complete turnout. Guar"

No. 2039.—^4 h.p. ROC, 1909. model, two-speed gear, and
magneto ignition, in condition as new; £32 IDs, Guar-
anteed.

No. 1997-—10-12 h.p. LAGONDA Tricar, twin-cylinder
water-cooled model, three-speed gear, i^vo bucket seats,

open, frame ; price 29 Guineas. Guaranteed^

No. 2547.—6 h.p. SINGER Tricar, water-cooled, open
frame, coach-built, wheel steering, two-speed gear ; £25.
Guaranteed.

No. 2505.^3^ h.p. BAT Racer, J.A.P. engine, 11
model, Bowen one hour record breaker ; £35; opportunity

secure the best 3i h.p. machine on record. Fully
jPi-iarantecd. At Wauchope's.

;

No. 2531.—5 h.p. igio REX DE LUXE, 1910 model,
!

two-speed gear and free-engine clutch ; an ideal passenger
imachine ; 43 Guineas. Guaranteed.

I

No. 2535.—3i h.p. MINERVA, magneto ignition, spring
[front forks; £18 10s. Fully guaranteed.

I

No. 2419.— r-J h.p. 1909 Lightweight F.N., in nice con-

edition throughout, magneto, and spring forks
; £22 IDs.

Guaranteed.

j

No. 2480.
low frame :

—I h.p. Four-cylinder BINKS Motor Cycle,
£7 10S.

3^ h.p QUADRANT, magneto, 1907 model, like new
very powerful, nice finish ; £25. Guaranteed,

No. 2545.—3ih.p. MINERVA, sound 1907 model
powerful, accumulator ignition

;
price £12 IDs. Guar-

anteed.

Northumberland,
Westmoreland,

SECTION I.

Cumberland,

SECTION II.

Durham, and

No. 1741.

—

z\ h.p.
complete with sidecar

QUADRANT, magneto ignition
£25 the whole turnout.

No. 2380.—3i h.p. HUMBER, fitted with Phelon and
Moore two-speed gear ; £22 IDs. Guaranteed.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION in.
Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

Northampton,

I

No. 2062.—2jh.p. MINERVA, vertical engine, M.O.V.
|£10 IDs. Guaranteed. .

Derbv Stafford I

^°- I04i.—3^ h.p. Twin-cylinder GRIFFON, per7ect

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucfster, O.xford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susse.^-

SECTION IX.
S .merset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
I

Sc 1
1 'and.

.SECTION XI.
Irehnd and Isle of Man.

order, very-fast; price £15. Guaranteed.

No. 2161.—3Jh-P-
very powerful ; £1 0.

REX, good condition througnout.
Guaranteed,

No. 2406.—3|h.p. REX, low frame, 26in, wheels, real
bargain ; £12 10s. Guaranteed.

Several old Motor Cycles from £3 15s, Clearance wanted.
No reasonable offer refused.

New Motor Cycles of all leading makes supplied for

Cash or Exchange. All requiring early deliveries should
take advantage of our large contracts with the leading
cycle manufacturers.

A 32

AUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.G.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience o£ advertisers, letters may l

addressed to numbers .at ." The Motor Cycle "'
OffiaWhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registratioi

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be ser.
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear i

the advertisement. R.;pUes should be addressed " N(
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

, or if " London
is added to the address, then to the number given c/" TheMotor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, E.C.

i^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
- Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown person
may deal m perfect safety by availing themselves of ou
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Th
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt, ani
upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance of th.
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is fo
registration. The time allowed for a decision after receip
of the goods is three days, and if no sale is effected, eacl
party to the transaction pays carriage one way. For al
transactions exceeding (,xo in value, a deposit fee
2s. 6d. IS charged. All deposit matters are dealt witl
at Coventry, and cheques and money orders should b(
made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive nc

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard th(
silenee as an indioatioTi that the goods advertised havf
already ii'.en disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, ani

Westmoreland.
T Ck09 Triumph, Palmer cords,
J.t/ f35.-Corie, Lowther St,

MOTOSACOCHE, 190S, good running order; onlj
£9, bargain.—ilarley, Gainford, near Darlington.

3ih.p. Brown, good condition, two expanding pulleys:
2 bargain, fl9 IO3.-J. M. Hall, J. Burne,

giueer, Appleby, Westmoreland.

Oh-p. F.N., good condition, tyres good; £8. or good^ cycle and cash. — Pearson, Greenfield Terrace,
Saeriston, Durham.

h.b. control, new
splendid condition;

Sedbergh,

first-class

Carlisle.

am, ana

conditioni

REX, Sih.p., magneto, Amac,
"Whittle, adjustable pulley,

£24 —Woodhouse, chemist,

FOE 1910 Triumphs. Humbers. N-S-TJ-'s, and Enfield
lightweights, we can give you deliveries from stock.

Why wait? Send for lists.—Write, wire, or 'phone youi
wants to Turvey and Co., The Motor House. Sunderland.

York and

SECTION
Lancashire.

n

DOUGLAS, Briton's triumphant lightweight.— Goiir
lay, Pallowfleld.

23.h-p. Huiuber, chain drive, good tyres, engine, etc.

;

4 £6.—Oair. Bury.

34'^-^- Quadrant,
Brooks saddle,

spring fork.9, Continental
excellent order; £16.—Carr,

CROSS for Triumph-j in Rotherham, 1910,
and .standards in stock.

tyres
.

Bury.

free engine

TQIO Bradbury, used trials only, Punlop stud.9; £43X *y —Cross, motor agent, Kotheihaui-

4Xh.p. Twin Minerva, new Dreadnought rear tyre; £15
a — Crofjs. Triumph agent, Eotherham.Triumph

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2h.p.. good order;
wood Ed-, Shipley, Eradford-

£4.-14, Jfor

Oh.p. Hotor Cycle,^ gain.—Hudson,
good working order; £7 10s., bar-
High St., Bridlington.

IQIO Free Engine Triumph, never been used; £55,-
J-tf —Le Couteur, Dock Office, Liverxwol.

"I 007 Twin Minerva, perfect; £20; offers, or exehang
JLU —Fielding, 41, Market St., Hebden Bridge.

j Q 10 Triumph, Palmer cord tyres, accessories a
-1- *y _ supplied ; £44.—Darling. Sunnyside, Keighley.

T>EX Special, 5h.p., late 1909. 24in.
-tl> hack and front, fast and reliable.

Minerva, two-speed- gear, h.b. control, take
sidecar; £20.— Greaves, Edward St., Oldham.

wheels, E-O-M-'s-
like new, £30--

REX, 3ih.p., late 1908, very fast, will take sidecar.

anywhere, better than new; £24.—Below.

EEX, 3ih-p-, new magneto 1910. h-b.c, spring seat,

just re-enamelled and plated. Price's stand; £16-—

MINEETA, Sdh-p-, ahuost new tyres, good goer; £9.

-Stanley Motor Garage, Westbrook St., Bolton-
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IARIEL, Ariel, Ariel.—A few 2ih.j). lishtweiKlita at
\. r:lear;uic'0- prires, aiu^unmlator ignition ; wiite for

,

; nrticulars.—Ariel Wks.; Boiirnbrook, Birmingbaiii.

LATE 1909 #4ili.i). Minerva, siiriiig forks. Mubon
elutfh, adjustable pulley, little .ised, condition

Millent; only £37 10s.—Sibsou. Bond St., Leicester.

DOUGLAS. kiuK of iiglitweiphts. latest model, in

stoi'k : immediate delivery; t?"?* particulars from me
iiiMie buying elsewhere-—Norton, ironmonger, Suiith-

i.ni St-, Coventry.

iJL'OTT, 3ih.p., latest .model, two-speed, water-cooled.
^ new April, only duno 350 miles, condition -perfect;

iwna buying car; what offers?—Box No- L2,775, The
Moinr Cycle Offices, 20, Tudjr St., E.G.

,\TINERyA, 3ih.p., torpedo tank, spring forks, studded
JX tyres; also Quadrant, 5ih.p., studded tyres,

jiring fork, grand order; accept £16 10s. for either.—
trnwn, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

I QIC Triumph, fn
'L«7 tion, little used

engiue model, splendid condi-
£46; 1910 Triumph., standard

Dunlop rubber studded tyres, practically new,
44.—Fred Heightou, Fletton A?., Peterborough.

3lh.p. Quadrant, Birmingham, practically new tyres,

2 Mabon clutch, magneto ignition, B. and B.
i!indlf-bar control, just had new piston and rings,

t'buslied throughout: £18.—Halladay, Geach St., Bir-

B;liin^'ham.

IIQIO Triumph, new end of March, rode 1,300 miles,
^X t/ Cowey speedometer, headlight, separate genera-

riir, horn, .spares, two lalves, belt, jet, punch, plug;
"'t £56, first cheque over £48 secures, must sell.~
i^iiL'kett, 563, Coventry Rd., Small Heath.

("DUYERS of Motor Cycles should have particulars
[X> of the Osborne motor cycle, fitted inth four-speed
'.'ear, with starting back wheel, Peugeot or J.A.P. en-
'•^ini', and wonderful spring forks, which if dashed
ii;;iinst a stone wall whilst rider is on has no vibra-

'iun— Osborne, Princess "N^'ks., Lincoln.

HUMBERS, Premiers, Ariels. and Royal Enfields

;

latest models in stock ; exchanges, liberal allowances-
i:Slightly shop-soiled Enfield, £37 lOs- ; 3ih.p. Ariel. £37
lOs- : two-speed Humber, £45 ; several second-hand.
Clyde, magneto, £8 10s-; Rex. £7 'lOs--Evans, agent,
Bparkhill. Birmingham-

SECTION V.

^orlolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

The HalifaxMotor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers

16, Wes±^£i±e,
HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfcclion."

IN STOCK 'OR CASH<J WVfgx Qp EXCHANGE.
Don't write." Brins your n-achine

and cash and wre will treat you liberally.

igio New 5 h.p. Twin INDIAN £57
igio New 3J h.p. REX Spted Kins S*2
igio New 5 h.p. REX Speed King £45
1910 New 3i h.p. Tourist REX .'. £48
1910 New 5 h.p. Tourist REX £51
1910 New 3l h.p. Tourist REX. plate clutcli £54
igio New 5 h.p. Twiir REX DE LUXE £62

19
mund':^

10 Bradbury, brand' new, in crate; sacrifice
IOn., oflers.-47, Guildhall St.. Bury St-

£41
Ed-

rnagneto, in perfeet order and
Maude Villa, Hartiugton Grove,

1 008 3ih-p. N-S.V.
LLt/ condition; £18
Cambridge-

F.N., 1910, two-speed, shaft drxve, lightweight; £28;
forbidden to ride.—60, The Terrace, Bells Rd-,

fiorleston.

pS-ti-P- Clarendon, Bosch magneto, handle-bar control;
/^4 £20 ; exchange less -power, prefer lightweight
f.N--E- Hunt. Whittlesea, Cambs-

ipOR Sale, 3^h.p. Rex, m.o.i.v., just had engine re-
iT buslied, new valves and tappets, new tyres, belt,

ow seat, long handles, and h.b. control to Longuemare,
^ery smart machine; £14 or nearest offer.—Apply,
Bri^towe's Garage, St. Peter's, Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, B^eck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

and round belts, in perfect
-Herbert, Llandriudod Wells

;-|lh-p. N-S-U-, "Watawata
'X4 going ordifr; cheap.-

19 10 Douglas, practically unused
. £40, what oflers?-Pratt.

co-st complete over
Hazeldene, Broms-

longuemare. Palmer, low, fast,
"" £15,10s.-6, Crosswalks,

QTrADR.\NT, 3ih.p
;)nd perfect, must sell

Wollescoto, Stourbridge.

N.S.XT., 3ih-p., latest 1909 model. go6d as new. net
been ridden 300 miles; £30.—Fox, Bo^t Stores.

Newbridge, Monmouthshire.

F.lSr., 2;th.p., two-speed, new May; £33, or excliauge
1909 Triumph or 1910 Bradbury.-W. H. Han-

'enck, Harrington, Evesham.
, ]p-

BARGAIN.—3h. p. Triumph, new cylinder, rebuslied
throngliout; a bargain, £12.—Cleveland House,

Church Crescent, Ebbw Vale-

TRIUMPH (1910), £49 15s., in stock; al-^o 2ih.p. light-

weight Enfield. 38 guineas ; accept cheap machine
:iu part exchange.—Passey and Hall. Boss-

N.S.U., 1910, 4h.p., two-.^peed, free engine. Palmer
non-.skid track, not ridden 100 mile^^, perfect, too

powerful; sacrifice, £48.—'Williams, Post Office, Henllan,
uurdiganshire.

TRIUMPH, 3ih-'p-. 1907. Bosch magneto. Brown and
Barlow, h.b. control, nearly new Pahner cords,

Shamrock-Gloria belt. Brooks, separate generator lamp.
horn, accessories, very fast; £24; no otters.-B- Hill,

Brondeg, Briton Ferry-

MINERVA, 23h.p., B. and B. carburetter, handle-
bar control, tyres as new, L.M.C. variable pulley,

two new accumulators, spare tube, horn, etc., thoroughly
reliable, splendid hill-climber; any trial invited; £15.—
Preece, Arrow House, Kington.

3^h.p. Tvvo-speed'BROWN, chain drive, handle
starting ^ £25

1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £39

1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £32 10

rgo8 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10

54 h.p. REX DE LUXE, chUch, handle startme,
spring forks, Cantilever '. £19 19

5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
igog 3^ h.p. li^agneto REX £29 10
rgog 3* h.p. REX Speed King, soiled £32 10
rgog 3^ h.p. Two-stroke REX TOURIST £29 10
rgog 3^ h.p. Two-stroke REX DE LUXE, Roc

clutch, two speeds, as new £33 10
rgoS 3i Mc^gneto REX. spring forks K24 10

4 h.p.Magneto ROC, new R.O.M. and Continental
non-skids, Dniid forks, H.B. control £26 10

23 h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, two-speeds £22 10

3 h.p. BROWN, spray, Watawata £9 10
3I h.p. ROVER, trembler coil, 26in. wheels £13 10
3^ h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24

3 h.p. SINGER, V belt, high tension magneto .. £15 10

3* h.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels, £15 10
1906 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V £15 10

4 ^h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch £19 19

3 h.p. CL^'DE, high tension magneto ignition. , £14 10
3J h.p. WERNER, spray, light and low £13 1 j

3 "h.p. HUMBER, spray, powerful £10

3i h.p. REX, vertical engine, 22in. frame* £9 10
2A h.p. SINGER, trembler coil £5 5

2i"h.p. BRADBURY, h.b. control, gjo.l order . . £8 10
li h.p. MINERVA, wants attention .' £3 10

Monster List on application.

Cash Offers and Easy Payments considered.

SPECIAL BARGAIN,
1909 5 h.p. 2-Speed g^EX DE LUXE

and De Luxe Sidecar, with de-

tachable fittings. Only used for

demonstration purposes . . .

.

£46
SUNDRIES.

New 1910 de Luxe Sidr'car £5 17 6
igio de Luxe Sidecar, used for trials only, to fit

Rex £5
New igio Rigid Art Cane Sidecar £4 17 6
Motor Cycle Tubes, all sizes 6/-
New 26 X 2in. and 28 X 2iin. Clincher A Won

beaded edge covers . . .-'T 22/-
Nevv 26X 2in., and 26X 2iin. Clipper-Reflex.... 17/6
New 28 X 2in. and^aS x 2iin. Clipper-Reflex

Covers 17 /6
Special 26 x 2Mn. Rubber Non-skid Covers .... 21/6
rgog Rex Spring Forks, with springs 19/6
igoS Rex Spring Forks, with springs 16/6
Brooks B 100 Saddle 12/6
Lycett's Large Size, new 9/6
New iQioAinac Carburetter, variable et 27/
New 20-amp. Fuller Accumulaior 11 /.

Rex Pattern Handle-bars, plated 6/6
Swan Neck Seat-pillar 4/2
Sidecar Body, Art Cane, new 19/6
Porecar, with tyr.^s. fit Rex or Minerva 37/6
Harrison Back Rests, new, recommended ...... 12/6
Price's Stands for 26in. wheels 5/9
Rushmorc Pattern Lanaps, mirror lens 15/11
Hollow Belt Drills, the best ' 1/6
" Forward " Adjustable Belt Fasteners 1/6
Double Twist Horns 4/6
Three-noie Horns, large size 7/11
Magneto Cut-out. special type 2/6

9 h.p. OLDSMOBILE two-seated car, late

type, detachable rims £39 10

"Wanted.lgoS and igog TRIUMPHS. Cash waitingT"

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

31.h.p. iiiinim-Z-yiH]. m.o.v., Ohater-Lea. splendid con-
2 ditiuu. fast; £9.-E. I'iner, Colnbrook.

, spring forks, BlOO saddle,
£12.—Ganderton, jun.. Bucking-

QUADRANT, 5ih.p.
lamp, tyres good;

31 h.p. Vindec, magneto, new tyres, good condition;
2 Sunbeam cycle part exchange.—H. Bacon, Shin-

field, Reading.

3 h.p. Whitley, Chater-Lea frame, re-enamelled and over-
hauled; trial; £12. or oiter-—Narborough, 21,

Broad St., Banbury.

TRIUMPH, 1910. clutch model, with sidecar, electric
head lump, and all a-ccessories, new. ana unscratched.

—59, Banbury Rd-, Oxford.

1Q10 Royal Enfield Motor Cycle, brand, new; satis-
J-t/ factory reason for selling; £34.—feox 5,022. The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

5-6h.p. JP.N., excellent condition; would sell, or ex-
change for 1309 Triumph; trial si\en and re-

quired.—Hoiwood, Mortimer.

4-CTL. F.N., magneto, handle-bar control, perfect con-
dition, little used, well cared for. spares; £28-—

Pugh, Hampnett. Northleach.

31h.p. Rex, B. and B., 1910, handle-bar control, in
2 good going order, tyres good. Lw. acces.scries

;

,£7, bargain—Box L2.780, The Motor Cycle Ofacos, 20,
Tudor St., E-C.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., 1907, been only 2,000 miles, tyres
new, lamp, I and spares, adjustable pulley. Whittle

belt, just overhauled; £20.—Apply. Cross and Sons, cycle
makers, Hythe Bridge St., Oxford.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

"lyYE'S.-igog 3ih.p. P.M. and sidecar; £45.

"|V"YE'S.-1909 3ih.p. Zenith, with Gradua gear; £26.

l^YE'S.—1909 5-6h.p. F.N., Goodrich, fine order; £27.

2Jh.p., Bosch magneto; £19.

3:lh.p., magneto; £20.

Sarolea, Chater-Lea; £21.

Cowey speedometer, fine

"VrrE'S.-1908 Fairy,

1^YE'S.-1908 N.S.U.,

"p^YE'S.-1900 6hp. Sar

NYE'S.-1908 Triumph,
Older; £32.

NYE'S.—4h. p. Stevens nnd sidecar, variable
bargain, £14.

NYE'S
Loudon. Tel. ; 6299 Holborn

ear; a

iOT Bargains, 69, Leather Lane, Holborn,

£46.-BTight andBRADBURY. 3Uip- models. 1910
Hajics. Camborwell-

BRADBURY, 3ai-p-, the low-built machiue—Briglit

aud Hayles. Camberwell-

BRADBURY, 3ih.p>i hold a unique record in reli:i-

bility trials--Bright and. Haylcs, Camberwell.

BRADBURY. 3ih.p., the champion hill-climber- —
Bright and Hayles, Camberwell.

BRADBRLT, Sih.p-, £46; liberal allowance for your
old niMchine; get our price before ordering--

Bri^'ht and Hayles, 73," Church St., Camberwell. 'Phone
309 Brixton. v

3 h.p. Rex, Clincher tyres, Longuemare carburetter,

Deruiatine belt; bargtiin. £13 10s-—73. Church St.,

Cumberwell.

MOTO-REVE.—I have a 1909 late model. un.scratched

;

£24.~Bunting, Wealdstone-

IMMEDIATE Delivery Bradburys, Triumphs, and
Moto-Rcves; cash cr exvi-ange.—Bunting, Weald-

stone.

5ih.p. N.S.U., magneto, handle-bar control, fijie con-
2 dition; £25. Also

all spares and accessories, good reliable

£10.—Staines Motor Co., Staines.

Rex motor cycle, special value.—l^'ris-

3J,h.p. A-^ter,

2 machine

;

1010 3ih.p. Rex motor cycliXy well's, Albany St., N.W.

1 QIO Kex Motors, immediate delivery; advantageous
X J/ rash, gradual payments, and exchange terms.—
Eriswell's. Albany St.. N.W.

IQIO Speed King, latest finish; also Si^h.p., 1909,
Xt/ £36.-rrisweir3, Albany St.. N.W.

MAGNETO Motor Cycles, five distinct models; special

terms to agents ; retail from £35.—Eriswell'.^,

Albany St., N.W.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles from £6.-Friswell's,
Albany St., N.W. 'Phone, 2115 North.

Iih.p. Minerva, just overhauled, tyres as new; £5 5a-

4L —3. Strode Rd., Tottenham-

-A. p., 2ih.p.. in good order, low and fast; £9-— Strong,

84, Earl St., Edgware Rd.

T/te Motor Cycle.*' A35
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stock : ex-
no extra.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3iLli-p- Minerva, just OTerliauled and enamelled; £13.

4 —Frank ^liitiiker. Orpington.

31b.i). Humber Enf;ine. low frame, long bars; £5-—61,
4. Ceies Rd-. Phmistead, Kent.

MOTO-EEVE, twin, one iveek from makers, perfect;
JE33.-159, Douglas Ed., Komford.

HrilBEE, 2.;h.p., Chater, low, vertical, belt drive:
- trial; £8 10s., bargain.—Below.

DOUGLAS, 1'910, biand new; cost £45, accept £36;
never ridden, spares.—Below.

TEIUMPH, 1910, Standard, Palmer tyres, im-
crated; £48 IDs-- 8, Oppidans Mews, Cbalk Farm.

HAMPSTEAU for Bargains.-Heath Street Motor
Works, 5, Heatb St. Tel.:267S, P.O.

HAMPSTBAD.-SJli.p. 1910 '
Kerry-Abingdon, almost

new; £39, with accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—3ili.p. Triumph, 1909. splendid con-
dition, with all accessories ; bargain, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 2ih.p, two-speed F.N.'s; £40:
no extra for easj- payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 Kexes, all models in stock; no
extra for easy payments.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD.-Kerry-Abiugdon from
change or gradual payments taken;

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumph, 1910, from stock; no wait-
ing.

HAilPSTEAD.-Douglas, 1910, latest model, from
stock ; 5 per cent, extra for easy pajmients.

HAMPSTEAD.-F.ISr., 4ih.p., latest model, handle-
bar control, condition splendid, with accessories;

£22.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sidecar, best make, brand new, ad-
justable to any machine: £3 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.-Sole London Agents for Lincoln
Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for Moto-Eeve Model A,; in stock;
no waiting ; no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.-1909 3lh.p. Triumph, good condi-
tion, studded tyres; £34; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD—6h.p. Indian, 1910 (red), brand new;
£48, cost £67.

HAMPSTEAD.-2i'h.p. brand new Zedel, Iso. 6
Uhater-Lea low frame, incomplete; £12 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 SJh.p. two-speed Phelon and
Moore, fouj weeks old; £50.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 new 4-cyl. F.N.'s;
in stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for Triumphs, in stock, new free
engine models and staudards, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.—5h.p. Vindco Special, 1S03, free en-
gine, magneto, and spring forks; £26-

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Douglas, almost new, with all

accessories; great bargain, £33.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models, in stock (Tri-
ULuphs. Indian), Premier, Douglas, Eexes, Humber,

etc. ; exchanges or gradual payments.—Rey, 5, Heath
St. Tel. : 2676 P.O., Hampstead.

TT^HITTLE'S.—Eoc, 4hp., latest, magneto, hb. con-
V V trol, two speeds, clutch, as new ; £30,

WHITTLE'S.-Bat. SJh.p., spring frame, ahnost as
new; great sacrifice, £18 10s.

WHITTLE'S--Alcyon, 4-5h.p., twin, spring forks, like

new; extra cheap. £15 10s.

WHITTLE'S—Bat-J.A.P., 6h.p., twin, spring frame
and forks, splendid order; £22 lOs-

WHITTLE'S.—F.N., 4J-5h.p., 4-cyl,, magneto, spring
forks, nearly new, unscratched ; cheap, £28.

WHITTLE'S-—Moto-Eeve, late model, twin, magneto,
spring forks, equal new ; £22 lOs-WHITTLE'S—N.S.U.. 3Jh,p., magneto, extra, fast,

very fine order; £16 lOs.

WHITTLE'S—Bat. 3.;-4hp , spring frame; bargain.
£13 10s—Whittle's Motor Exchange, Earlsfield,

Wandsworth.

3ih-p. Minerva, good order, accessories; £16; after
2 7—57. Eafon Mews West, Baton Sq.

3ih.p. Humber, excellent condition, spares; £6 cash.
4 —Morris, Church Ed., Leatherhead.

TEirMPH, 1910, in stock; exchanges arranged.-
Harvey, 47, South Lambeth Ed, S.W.

INDIAN. 5h,F., not to be distiugnished from new;
£50.-Fisher, 6a. High St.. Hampstead.

BE.4.DBUET A=ent for NW- London. — Gardner,
High St., Hampstead.

5h.p. Tindcc. TrufEaults, Bosch, h.b.c, Onwey speed-

iimeter; £25.-84, Greenside Ed., Croydon.

DOUGLAS, 1908. in good condition; £20. 01 near
iffer—E. G, Tyler, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

4ih-p. Bat. Stevens engine, very powerful ; £15 IO3.

;

2 perfect ; any trial.—Mayo, Buckhurst Hill.

£20.—Peugeot, 5-6h.p., Chater-Lea, 22in. tyres, guaran-
teed perfect-—47, Camden Grove, Peckham.

nnniUMPH. free engine, new September last, all acces-
A sories; £44.-80, Cambridge St.. Victoria. S.W. -

Latest Bargains.
NEW IVIACHINES.

rgio 3.* n.p. PREMIER, auxiliary e-\haust. . £42
rgog 3S h.p. REX Tourist, shop-soiled £35
rfjoi j'h.p. REX Tourist, ,, ,, £37

1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed model £48

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3i h.p. 1908 REX Tourist, a beauty £24
4* h.p. iour-cyhnder F.N., good £19
3I h.p, N.S.U., magneto, li.b, control £19
3X h.p, 1907 REX, very good indeed £16

ii h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds, handle
starting, magneto, h.b. control £35

1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto, h.b.

control £25
5-6 h.p. REX DELUXE, Roc clutch ...... £19
3* h.p. CLYDE, Bosch H.T. magneto £16
1909 Twin REX, special, good £35
Ditto, with 1910 carb. and magneto ...... £36
5 h.p. igogh REX, speed model £35
3i h.p. QUADRANT, spring iorks £19
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight £19
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto, h.-b. control £25
6 h.p. 1909 N.S.U. , two speeds, magneto,

h.b. control £44
3j h.p. REX, magneto, h.b. control £16
5-6 h.p. Twin. PEUGEOT, magneto, etc £30
r909 Two-speed 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, only

done 400 miles £44
5-»3 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc, two speeds £24
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26in. wheels £16 10

JJO down secures any of these. Balance 5/-
S*'^ per week ;

2 h.p. QUADRANT.. £3
| 3J h.p. HUMBER.. £10

3i h.p. 1905 REX . . £12
I 3i h.p. REX £9

^^ E down secures any of these. Balance 6/-
^w*^ per week:
3* h.p. 1906 REX . . £14 1 3} h.p. M.ig. REX. . £16
3i h.p. 1907 REX .. £16

I
3J h.p, Mag. CLYDE £16

FABRAfi'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

FARRARS
MOTOR WORKS'

Stands out alone as a genuine and
good Sidecar at a popular price.

Note where the front arm grips the centre of the
sidecar, and compare this design with the lob-sided
and iinmechanical attachment adopted by some
makers.

£4 17s. 6d., complete with best tyres.

Twelve months' guarantee.

CARS AND TRICARS.
5-6 h.p. HUMBER Trioar, open frame .... £26
8 h.p. BEAUFORT Car, four-seater £40
5i h.p. O.T.A.V., nearly new . ; £50
5-6 h.p. LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled, Roc

two-speed gear, handle starting, magneto
ignition, a beautiful light tricar £35

5 h.p. BRADJBURY, two speeds, handle
starting £19 19

ODD BARGAINS.
rgio B. &, B, carburetters, new £1 7
1910 Aniac variable jet £1_ 7

4/- allowed for old carburetter.
2r h.p. Minerva Engine £2 10
F.R.S. Lamp, second-hand ~. 12 6
New t\pe Magneto Cut-outs 2 6
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds. .£12
Premier Magnetos, new £2 19 6
Clincher Tubes post free 6 6
2 h.p. Fafnir Engine £1 10

WANTED !

Good Motor Cycles. Cash Waiting.

A36

Farrar's Motorics,
SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

Telephone gig.

Ir. answering tliese advertisements it is desirable to mention '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3Jlh,p. Excelsior, new tyres, good euudition; £8 15-
4 e-Xihange lyele and ca^h.—C. Wept, \^ okiug Villain

MOTOSACOCHB, 1909, l;h.p., accumulator; £20. \

Holly Mount, 81, Blackheath Hill, Londoi
S.E.

TKIUIIPH, 2ih.p., spare cylinder piston, 26 t.v ;

Clinrhers; £11; low, fa.'it.—39, Coldharbour Liiu
S.E.

06 3ih.p. Rex, -vvifli forecar, Osborne tour-.Li,

,

pulley; £15,-Woua, 90, High St, Berkhaji

Chater-Lea frame, lonp, low,
sacrifice; £13.-11. Zampa-Rd.,

19
sted.

3 h.p, ilinerva, hJ), control, torpedo tank, peiielit 9
dition; £10, near ofier.—41, Olrove Lane, e»iol!

well.

23.h-p. Kerry, ai-enmnlator ignition ; only wants fi
4 ing; what ofler.«?-Cllubb, Brighton Rd., M

\ sham. ,^

4-OyL. 4ih.p. P.N., with 1910 fitments, Boschi :i
feet condition; £23.-76, MiU Lane, W. Han

stead.

3ih.p. Ariel, Brown-Barlow, 26in. Dunlops, Deririi

2 line ; £7 ; after 7.—50, Priory Pari T
'

burn.

3ih.p. Peugeot, splendid condition, accessories ; tw^
2 miles trial; £15.—Chagford House, West KS

sington.

3 h.p. Fafnir,
trembler;,

mouiisey.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2Jh.r, Rex, magneto, new cos3
tion, 1910 Amac, Druids; £16.-5, Brootsby St-

Islington.

3ih.p. Centaur, perfect in every detail: very cheas
2 speed hub cycle as par*.—A.G., 12, Ehartow

Hd., IHord.

LADY'S Motosacoche, magneto, spares, lamp, aKm
new ; £30 : buying tricar-- 1, Burrard Rd., \^

Hampstead.

O^h.p. jVlotor Cycle, very smart and low; £8 It ,

z** or offer,-Marshall, 5, Station Hd., Edgwait
Middlesex.

31h.D. Chain Drive Huuiber, in thorough runnini
2 "crdej; £9 lOs.—RawKuson, 32, Alwyne Ed.

Canonbury.

F.isr., 2Jhp., good order, spring forks, h.b. control, foq

rests; owner bought car.—13, Rookfieia Av.. JUn

well Hill, ST.

KBATOS, 2ih.p., waTer-eo..lcd, long bars, very low ajS

reliable; £8.—Smith, 68. Havent Rd.. Weed Sfc

Walthaiustow.

£8, bargain.-2Jh.p. Minen-a, Palmer tyres. lon{

handles, good condition.-May, Ele,;tri.ity Works
Leatherhead.

O 6.—Singer, 2-ih.p., magneto, open wheel, Lougue*
oW uuire, splendid condition, low, tyres good.—38,

Peckham Rye.

31.h.p. Minerva, not ridden 100 miles, handsome finish;

2 sell or exchange Phcenix Cob —Knight, Maypolf

House. Bexley, SE.

MINERVA. 2ihr., good condition, reliable machine,

spare belt, tyre, pulley, etc., genume; £7.—Clarfc
Crawley Rd., Leyton.

31h.p, Sprung Frame Bat, Continentals, Michelin

2 tyres; must, sell; 15 guineas, or offer.- 9, Whit-

taker Rd.. Upton Park.

TRIUMPH Style. 2ih-p- Brown, h.b. control. Amac,
spring forks, perfect machine ; £15,-63, New Fille-

brook Rd-, Leytonstone-

1O10 Rex de Luxe, practically uew: offers wantect,

J-tf or exchange twin--Box No. 5,020, The Uolot

Cycle Otlices, Coventry.

EAGLES-—N-S-U-, 4h-p., twin, latest MIO model.

Bosch magneto, M-O- valves, two-speed gear and tree

engine, slightly used; £44-

EAGLES.—3.'.h.p. M.M.C., Ohater-Lca, spring forks,

H- and B. carburetter, handle-bar control, excelleirt

condition ; £13 10s,

EAGLES—ilotosacoche, 1909, Bosch magneto, llruid

spring forks, free engine; £19 10s-

TJI AGLES-—Motosacoche, 1908, accumulator ignition,

J-J perfect condition ; £13 lOs-

EAQLES—Indian, Sh-p-. 1910 twin, Bosch magneto,

Indian red finish ; £42, as new.

EAGLES,—N,S-U- 2ih.T)- Twin Lightweight, 1909.

Bosch magneto, M-O- valves- under-geared pulley.

only ridden 100 miles; £27 lOs-

EAGLES,—If-S.U-, 3ili.p-, magneto, spring forks,

two-speed gear and free engine ; £20. ,

EAGLES.—J.A.P-, 2ih.p., Chater-Lea fittings, in-

clined engine, 26 by 2in. Peter Union tyres; £7

10s-

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval,

deposit.

EAGLES-—We have a few brand new N.S.U.'s just

delivered, finished in latest style: 3h.p., £25
3.ih.p., £31; 6h-p. twins, £40; two-speed gears, £5 155
extra ; exchanges entertained ; deferred payments ; la

speetion invited-

EAGLES and Co., High St., Aeton.—N.S.U. West
London District Agency, 1910 models from stock

liberal allowances for machines in part payment- Tel.;

556 Chiswick.

The Motm- Cycle
"
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMHEE, 3h.p., olmiii ilriveu, new cover, just_over-

liaiilfd, perfpf"
bonnio Ell., Forest

SKTER;^ Cheap Reliable Motor Cycles for sale-—
Write tor list to R- M. Pullman and Bros-, Lon-

don Ril.. Norbury. Loudon-

MOTOR Cycles by extended payment without extra
ulmrRc—Write particulars, Taylors, 21a. Store St..

Tottenham Court Rd-. W-C
5-6b.p. J.A.P- 1910 Amac, R-O-M. back. Bosch, just

been OTerhiiuled ; £23. — Penseney. Brealtspear,
Broclcley Rd-. Brockloy. S-E-

BARGAIN-—2h.p. Universal, Longuemare. Price's
sta-id Whittle belt, good going urner; £5 10s. —

Hiiy.-s. 150, Plaistow Rd-, E.

3ih.p. Royal Enfield Motor Cycle, Minerva engine.
4 lyres good, in running order

i.Ou'rton Rd.. Brixton, S-W.
£t5-—i-ioltom,

tyres nearly new,
£8

EEX. 3ih.p.. handle-bar control.
Miehelin. studded Clincher, perfect condition

15s—146. Haig Rd., X'laistow.

£6 IDs., Bargain.—2h. p., long bars, splendid order,
Palmer.s as new; bring, cash and ride it away.—

35 Acacia Rd., Wood Green.

Whittle.
£ll.-BoltK,

Jli.p. Antoine, just overhauled thoroughly
footboards, splendid running

Ashbridge Rd., Leytonstone-
order

;

3"

13.h.p. F.N. Lightweight, new October, 1909,
4 condition, ppares, kit; £16.—Lamb,

p. Givaudan, m.cv-. low. Longuemare, spring forks
long bars, good tjTes and belt, reliable; £9 10s.,

or oflV^r.-48a, Isis St., Earlsfield.

good
Woodlands,

Ki:ii,'stou Hill, King.ston-on-Thames.

3 ill. p. Triumph, magneto, handle-bar control, Clincher
2 studded tyre, lamp, horn, and spare.s, complete;

£32 lOs.-Stow, Mile End, Colchester.

TT- Triumph. 1910. and other models in stock; second-
hand machines taken in part payment-—Stamford

Hill Motor Co., 128. High Rd.. Tottenham.

RADBURY. 1910 free engine and roadster models

WE ARE THE PEOPLE for RIGHT
PRICES AND PROMPT DEALS.

THE PRICE IS UP

BUT QUALITY'S RiCHT.

TYRES (Best Makes).
Particulars on Application.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CRIPPS Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28, Woodford R(L.

Forest Gate, London, E., have the following
lUiuhines, all guaranteed; exchange.s on any model.

IlJi.p. Magneto Motosacoche, late 1909, in .splendid
^ order, very light, used less than 1,000 miles:

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, accumulator mode^, used
for demonstrations, in grand condition ; £18.

Lightweight F.N"., magneto, geared pulley,
run Icrts than 1,000 mik-s; £20.

Minerva, 1908, accunmlator model, very low,
footboards, £20; foreuar for same, £4.

Rover, with art cane forecar attachment, all
^^jcceilent running order and condition; £15.

1J...P,

26 X 2in.

26X2}i:i.

26 X 2Ain.

H X 2jin.

Covers.

17/6

25/-

17/6

15/6

Tubes.

6/3

7/6

6/3

6/3

Covers.

28X2iti. 17/6

28x2jin. 17/6

28X2Sin. 17/6

Tubes.

6/3

6/3

6/3

BEADE
in Ststotk; secoud-liand machines tiiken in part pay

finent ; cash or terms.—Stamtord HitI Motor Co-, 128.
iHiKh Ed-, Tottenham.

HUMBEE 1910 two-speed and rnadstex models in

stock; second-hand machines taken in part pay-
Stamford Hill Motor Co.. 128,

forts, just overhauled.

nt : cash or terms--
;h Rd-, Tottenham-

1 Q09 Humber, 3jh-p-, two speijd.s. clutch.
X tf owner abroad : must sell : £30. or ofler--

. I

3h.p. Triumph, ., , „
.spring forks, standard model.

r.N-. 4-cyl,. magneto sprin.^

in excellent order; £23.-128. High Ed-, Totten
-ham-

0.3h.p- M-M-C-. low built, 2i tyres, smart machine.
/** guaranteed; £12,-128, High Ed., Tottenham.

^ib.p. Twin Minerva, m.o.v., spring forks, powerful
tt2 sidecar machin.3, ready for road.—Cheap (piivatc

lalr) ;it Wauchope's, Shoe Lane, London.

brand new;
-E;ings-

forii. Buckingham House. Brockley Park. S.E-

magneto, good tyres, s';^'dded bacJi,

lodel. in perfect running
order ;' 19 'guineas.—23. Claremont Ed., Ilford.

MIXEETA. 3th. p., condition perfect. 1910 B. and
B. carburetter, new belt, new coil, tyres equal

lew; £17 lOs., ofiers— 88, George St., Croydon,

I^UADRAjNTT, 5h.p.. tyres perfect, Longuemare car-
'vrf buretter, capable of taking sidecar ; bargain,
lOs.— Goodwin, 246. Coldharbour Lane, Brixton.

MOTO-Eeve, 2h.p., standard specification, magneto,
footrests, stand, Druid forks, not done 500

miles; £16.—Hard.y, 25, Endslei.gh Gardens, Ilford.

3 ill. p. 1909 Fafnir, Bosch magneto, Brown-Barlow,
2 handle-bar control, Druid forks, very low built.—

rd. : 7646 Wall. Wood, 33, Cornhill, London.

lOh.p. Hnmber, free engine, chain drive, excellent
'O

. condition.

RUBBER STUD CLINCHERS.
26X2in., 28/11 26x2jin., 35/-

WIRED Of].

26x2ir.. 14'6 28x2in., 14/-

SELECTION from our STOCK oi MACHINES.
rgoS 4h.p. ROC, new no^.-skids, ,iin belt £28 10

1907 4 h,p. ROC, clutch, etc £24

1909 3* RE.X de LUXE Iwo-specd etc £36 15

REX 1909 Twin Tourist, low, \ cry good £32 10

REX 1909 3! h.p. Tourist £29 10

RT;X 1909 Speed King £32 10

REX rgoS Twin, very speedy £27 10

N.S.U. 3i h.p., magneto, Mabun clutc.i £22

REX 1907 Twin £13

BROWN, 3J h.p., two-speed and free, M.O.V.,
good £25

N.S.U. 3J r9o8 magneto, H.B. control

P. L^ M., 2} h.p., two-speed, very low £22

CLYDE. 3 h.p. nagneto, very cheap £13 15

BROWN, 3 h.p., special engine £10 10

ROVER, 3.1 h.p., M.O.V., spring forks £13 15

BRADBURY, 3 h.p., well and hearty £15 5

MINERV.\, 2 h.p., wants a home £8 15

ANTOINE, 2j h.p. M ry good oncition £8 10

engine new -last August, had very
low, short fra.'ue, £16; forecar foi

3ih.p. Peugeot,
2 little use,

same, £4.

SEVERAL Other Machines at prices from £6; any
type of machine built to customers' own re-

Quirements
; look out shortly for our announcement of

a 2Jh.p. .T.A.P. lightweight model weighing about
9C lbs., 6h.p- w.c. engine, 95 by 110, £9.

_ _ F-N-, chain drive, friction clutch, spare chain
4 and inUe lump, fools, stand, etc.. in perfect run-
g order; £10, or offer.-" Perryfield," Wilmington.

2i^-v

Kent.

3JLI1.P. Brown,
2 la

TF Yo
-B- yot

fijood engine and fa.st, inner tnbe, belt.
uimilatcr, coil, and two brakes, all

new; £12, or otter, must sell.—Watson, 3, Upper Geor^re
St.. \V.

ou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycies-
,;et tbeui at Waucliope's.—Wauchope's,

9. Shoe Lane, l*'leet St., London, E.C., just off Lud-
^'ate Circus.

3b.p. Singer, belt driven, h-t. magneto, h-b. control,
in Kood running order, nearly new back tyre ;

£15; appointment.— George, 21, York House, Higbburj
Crescent, N-

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908. accumulator model little
u^'ed. most reliable machine; -£16 10s-—Portieu'

hirs. a])prov.il. Manager, Spawn Co., Albion ^\ ks-. Ham-
mersmith.

3ib-p.. 1909. Amac. h.b.c. Ccn-
R."0 H. adjustable pulley, all ac-

>;s,:.nes. long, low, and grey; £14.-Parker, 34. Chautrj
Ed., Brixton.

4ih.p. Minerva Twin. B. and B. carburetter, handle-
2 bar control, adjustable pulley, torpedo tank,

1908 model; £20.—Purdie, 211, High St., Deptlord,
Loudon, S.E.

i?/^-—A splendid 3ih.p. Rex for sale, good tyre,-<.^ vf spray, very powerful, wants ai.-cumulator ; sold

Ht7MBER-DE DiOK
linental belt, new I

heap for quick
donian E.d.. X-

powerful,
sale; private uw.ner--At 544, Cal

Now in £57 5 H.P. TWIN
INDIAN Stock

just
=(mTifice, £7 10s.—

B

rebushed, new Palmers, 26in.
Wentwortb, East Fincbley.

MOTOR Cycle, 23h.p., Brown engine, Amac carburetter,

li.b. control. Palmer cord tyres, new eondition

;

price £15-—J- W. Jenkins. Lancaster Rd., Enfield.

engine. Autoclipse, Clincher
only ridden 1,500 miles, as

46, London Rd., St. Albans.

3ih.p. Auto Motor, good condition, nearly new Pal-
2 mers; £14; must sell; change of business. —

Barnard, 45. Playfield Crescent. East Dulwich, S-E.

Oih.p. Quadrant, upright engine, Longuemare
^4: buretter, engine and tyres perfect, pla

TRIT'MPH, 1909. free
stnddod, Rich tubes,

neiv; £43.—B-ttehelor,

eniuuelliug new.—H. Dawson,

car-
plating,

Ferry Rd,, Teddington.

tf> JLh.p. Low Lightweight Minerva, newly enamelled
/W 2 French grev, lined out blue and gold, good going
order; £8 15s,-Barrett. 332. Hi^zh St., Manor Park.

TiRIUMPH, March. 1909, condition perfect, all equip-
J- ment, lamps, senerator, spares, and tools complete

;

p36.-Letters, Smith, 52, Broad St., Ratclifi:, London.

>ih.p. J.A. P., perfect running crder. long handles, low
^2 .saddle, new belt, pulley, and back tyre, spare ac-
nulator and belt; £8—101, Camberwell New Rd-. S-E.

.T. Triumph. 1910, not ridden 100 miles, Auto-
clip.se lamp, horn. etc.. boufjht new 19th May;

Jrice £42 -Arilicr. 44, Longfield St., Wandsworth, S.W.

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto, M.O.V £15

SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, good belt drive model.. £16 10

REX, 3^ Genuine, r9o6 M.O.V. ct? £15

HUMBER, 3 h.p., clutch, 26in. wheels £12 10

BRADBURY. 3 h.p., extra good £14

2j h.p. Mfi^JERVA, good order £11 15

BARTER 2i h.p. requires attention £6

EXCHANGES AND CREDIT.
CASH OFFERS CONSIDERED.

BELTS !

NOTE
PRICE.

Larse stock o-F Continental
Belting.

Jin., 1 /4,—(in.l /7,— J.!in.1/9,

rin. 2/- per foot,

rjin., 2/4 per foot.

LARGE STOCK OF LAIV1PS( from 7/6,
separate generator.)

DOUBLE TWIST HORNS (5/3), 3-note

(7/11), and a LOT of other things.

BUT SEND FOR LIST OF SUNDRIES.

Collier's Motories,
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

In nnswerina fhcse advtrtisements it is deslrahle lo inaiitiov.

3ih.p. Quadrant, splendid condition, Amac 1910 car-
2 buretter, h-b-c-. and brand new sidecar. Palmer

r(,rd and Clincher tyres; bargain, £17 10.s-— 61, London
Rd.. Twickenham.

KERRY, 3 ih.p. , Longuemare, Shamrock, R. O M.
back tyre. Clincher front, splendid condition; trial;

"' ' ' "
' Millar, Grove Ed., Southhari^ain. £14.-

Woodford, Es
In^;Tain, Craig
ex.

3ih.p.
2 slJ

1908 Brown, first-class condition, new non-
:id, all accessories, powerful headlight, etc.

;

1 2 gninea.s, worth more ; giving iip.-17, Cranmer
Rd., N. Brixton.

2 3.h.p- Brown, good condition, tyres excellent, recently
enamelled, all acces.fories

; £10

:

F. Moyfe, 16. Napier Rd., Col-trial by appointment
lege Park, I^ondon-

-JQ09 2ih.p.
-JLC? and B.,

Ariel Lightweight, magneto, 1910 E.
, h.b. control, very fa.st, excellent hill-

climber, new condition ; sacrifice, £22.—Emelie, 252,
High Rd.. Strcatham.

TRIUMPH, 3;h.p., 1907-8. little used, handle-har eon-
trol, Mabon clutch, new rubber-studded Clinchei

tyres, new belt, suitable for sidecar; bargain. £28.-154
Rusthalt Av., Chiswick.

5 h.p. GriiYon, twin, Zedel engine, Zedcl carburetter
sprinL' lorks, niafcueto. Cooling tan, large JJIeriot

headlight and separate generator; £25.-14. Keettms
Rd.. Bermondsey, S-E.

cylinder and piston,
belt, i'almers, gocu
Seen. Scoggins, oppo-

3 h.p. Quadrant, surface, new
Advance pulley. Shamrock

running order, quiet : £8 10s.-
site Gunuersbury Station,

ARIEL. 3;'.h.p.. sprint; forlcs, long bars, low saddle
Stanley-Dermatine belt. Brooks saddle, large head

l:iinp, Ti'Tfc-t; £l;
10. Melrose Av.,

12s-:. seen by appointment.—Smith.
Mitcham.

BAT, spring frame, genuine De Dion engine. 2J]i.p.„

good order, will deliver free by road anywhere
within 50 miles; bargain. £15 15s.—Motor Cycli.st,

168, Wandsworth Rd., S.W.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., spring forks, in splendid order, Cliu-
iher studded back tyre, £15; 2h.p. Jiradbury, been

well (iired for. new Continental cover, runs well, £8.—
Barker. Oxford Rd.. Worthing.

3 h.p. Pebok, torpedo tanks, adjustable pulley. Palmers,
overhauled, plated, enanelled, footboards, acces-

sories, very fast, .smart, only ivants seeing ; must sell,

doctor's orders; nearest £15.-0., 37, St. Quintin Av.,

W.

The Moi/ii Ciiclp..'" A^7
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q09 Res, de Luxe, 5b.p., t^o-speed machine, per-
XtF feet, no trouble, splendid condition; £35; Mill-

fdvd £14 14s. cantor wheel sidecar, £7, bargain.—
15, Winton Av., WestcIifl-on-Sea.

CALVERT, 2ih.p., low seat, long handle-bars, side-

boards, rast and reliable ; £8 ; offers wanted for

2h.p- Singer engine, in wheel, in running order.—Newitt,
69, Cornwallis Rd., Walthamstow.

CROYDON-—Kerry-Abingdon. this famous machine
in stock for immediate delivery ; your old ma-

chine taken part payment; second-hands wanted of all

makes.—Central Motor Co., Croydon.

6h.p. J.A-P., gear driven, magneto, No. 6 Chater,
Druids, Ajnac, Cowey speedometer, new condition

;

£35, exchange P. and il. or Triiimph.—Matthews,
Pawnbroker, London Rd., Croydon.

3h.p. Hobart, Prested accumulator, coil, plugs,
Longuemare, Palmers, Clincher tyres, BlOO

saddle, carrier, stand, horn, just overhauled; nearest
£10.—Apply, Belmont, Fosley Lane, Parley.

TRIUMPH, 1906-7. in perfect condition; owner spent
£9 in overhauling, including new carburetter, belt.

lamp, horn, etc- ; £25, or offer; seen by appointment.—B.,
3, Rauelagh Mansions. New King's Rd., Fulham.

4h.p. Excelsior Motor Cycle, good condition, spares

;

what oSers?—Pyner, 61, Godinton Rd., Ashford.
3h.p. Quadrant, splendid going order, good tyres,

complete ; £9.-107, Gilmore Rd., Lewisham.

Q3.h.p. Minerra, spring forks, perfect condition, nearly
rV4 new. Model de Course and Goodrich tjTes, speed-
ometer, many spares, guaranteed; £15, or exchange en-
tertained.—Woodger, Dewar St., Peckham Eye, London.

BAT.—6-7h.p. famous Bat motor cycle. Bosch mag-
neto, Palmer tyres, drip oil feed, tools, and spaie.s,

not ridden 500 miles; cost £62, as new, £35 cash, lowest-
—Adams, 4, Couitfield Gardens, West Ealing, London.

A Great Chance.—Sih. p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea through-
out, in perfect condition, h.b.c, new battery,

complete except covers ; best ofler accepted, as owner
mustn't ride.—Motorist, 587, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-
ham.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1909, in perfect order and re-

pair, £33; new Eniield lif?htweights in stock, trials
given, exchanges arranged; 1910 Premiers in stock for
immediate delivery.—Eatchelor, 36, Clarence St., King-
ston.

7-9h.p. Eat-J.A.P., magneto and accumulator igni-
tions, h.b. control, beautifully fitted lap, guaran-

teed in perfect order, lots of spares, geared 3-1, a
mover: £45.—Jermy, Leighton Holme, Frimley Green,
Surrey.

31h-p. Eat, spring frame, just overhauled, re-enamelled
2 grey, new Clincher studded back. Palmer cord

front, new belt, two accumulators, tools; a beauty. £18;
Fridavs and Tuesdays after 7.—30, Darenth Rd., Stam-
ford Hill, N.

MINETiVA, 22h.p., rebushed throughout, Chater-Lea
fittings, new Stanley belt, new accumulator,

Palmer cords, new back, long bars, low, wants stand,
brake, perfect condition; must sell, £8.-88, Louis-
ville Rd., Balliam.

1 Q 10 Res, 3ih.p., two-speed, free engine, handle
-Lt/ starting, spring forks, Cantilever seat. Con-
tinental tyres 2iin., lamp, horn, all accessories, guar-
anteed; anv trial; new in April; £57.—G. Skinner, 35,
Holbrook Rd., Plaistow, E.

3ih.p. T.T. J.A.P., No. 6 Chater, h.b.c. Amac,
2 new Palmer cords, J.A.P. automatic lubrica-

tion, band brake, tubular carrier, compression, bear-
ings perfect, 45 m.p.h., splendid condition; any trial;
£20.—E. Hoare, 10, Hillmarton Rd , N.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., 1910, free engine, clutch. Palmer
cord, non-slip- spare Dunlop inner tubes, horn,

lamp, accessories, purchased May; cost £60; hardly used.
in perfect condition; £53 cash, or near offer.-Bailey
17, St. Saviour's Ed.. St. Leonard's-on-Sea-

PREMIER, 1910, 3Jh.p., T.T. machine, not ridden
50 miles, genuine touring machine, but too

powerful for present owner; cost £52 lOs., what offers

?

good light single-cyl. entertained part exchange.—Motor
Cyclist, 110, Clonmore St., Soutbfields, S.'W.

"1 O 09^ 4-cyl. F.N., perfect condition, h.b- control
JLJ/ Bosch magneto, R.O.M- tyres, two generators.

lamp, tools- spares, etc-, two spare Enplebert outer
covers; must be sold, doctor's orders; take £35. cost £60.
—Apply, H. G. Monk, Manchester House, Godalming-

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., spring forks, 1910 B. and B.
handle-bar control, good tyres, new coil and con-

tacts, headlight, horn, stand, carrier, and all acce;
sories, good reason for selling; trial any time; nearest
to £18 secures.—A. Russell, The Creamery, Leather-
head.

WERNER, 13h.p., low frame, 26 by 2 wheels, new
Camel belt, adjustable pulley, engine rebushed,

only wants adjusting, F."N. carburetter; £6 10s., or
would exchans^e with large concert talking machine
which takes 20in. discs for more up-to-date motor bike.
—Millward, 20, Hesper Mows, Earl's Court Rd.,
London.

BARGAIN.—1909 5-7h.p. Chater-Lea twin, Bosch
magneto, -special low frame, French grey, loni,'

handle-bars, brass Davison torpedo tank, Amac car-

buretter (bar coutrol), upw 26 by 2-;- Palmer cord.^.

variable - pulley, footboards, tool boxes combined, all

accessories; £23 lot.—Nunn, 53, Mandeville Rd., En-
field Wash.

London to Edinburgh

TRIAL.

Success of the

BRADBURY

radbury 5^ H.

Only- Six Riders of the Brad-
bury entered, but they were all

successful, and have been
awarded

6 GOLD MEDALS.
Six Riders, Six Gold Medals,

cannot be surpassed.

Manx Motor Meet.
At the above meeting Bradburys repeated

their 1909 success. In Class 2A, for
Standard Touring Motors, they

were First, Second, and Third.

RECENT SUCCESSES:
JUNE 9th.—WESTMORLAND MOTOR

C.C. HILL CLIMB :

1st Fastest Time, Mr. H. Harrison.

2nd, Mr. R. Hutchinson.

These two riders were First and Second
in tlie same club's Hill Climb on May

2'jtk.

JUNE 11th.—MANCHESTER M.C. HILL
CLIMB, SINGLE-CYLINDER
CLASS

:

Fastest Time, Mr. P. Piatt.

JUNE 11th—NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.

HILL CLIMB, CLASS 2 :

1st Fastest Time of Day, Mr. W. Cooper.

JUNE 12th—WALTHAMSTOW M.C.C. 100
MILES RELIABILITY TRIAL NON-
STOP RUN :

Gold Medal, Mr. W. Cooper.

Gold Medal, Mr. A. T. Stanton.

Catalogue and Name of Agent on
application to

BRADBURY & Co. Ltd.

""^UrTsr OLDHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
£32.— 61i,p. 4-cyl. l-'.N., 1909, handle-bar cont

two-speed gear, footboards, Lucas King lai

R.O.M. back, runs Bplcndidly, all accessories, spai
bought 1910 model.—H.M., Heatbdown, Hampflfc
Heath.

DOUGLAS, 1910, brand new last fortnight, perf<
not ridden 50 miles, unpnnctured, exceptio:

elinsber; excellent reason; lamp, horn, ai-c-essorio.«, el

cost orer £41, absolutely as new, £37; inspection
appointment.-^Powell, 32, Heath Hurst Ed., Han
stead.

PHELON and Moore, May, 1909, Sih.p., completfcl
overhauled for London-Edinburgh run, gi ^

medal, two Autoclipse, Powell and Hanmer, two gene
tors. Glare and accumulator in leather ease, aim
new B.O.M.'s on both wheels, spare Clincher and inn
watch, tube carrier, complete spares and aceessori
getting car ; £43 cash.—Byng, 39, Fitzjohn s A
Hampstead.

TWLN" Minerra, 4^h.p., good order, complete, £
15s- ; 2Jh.p. Chater-Lea-Minerva, ^-pleudid ord

all accessories, £8 lOs- ; 25b. p. Ariel-Minerva, spleuc
order, spring fork, £7 lOs- : 3ii-p. Eex, tyres_nearly nt

a bargain. £7 10s- : 12-1 4h.p- Dennis car, 2-cyl.. tonnet
exchange modern Triumph, or 4-cyl. F-N-. sell £35 : 19 I

f

Enfields and Triumphs in stock.-Wilton Cycle and Moi
Co.. 110, Wilton -Rd.; Victoria-

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

.Q.C.. 4h.p., two speed, free engine, Bosch, Palm
non-skids, spring forks; £28.—Cornish. Crediton.

TRIUMPH, 1910. new, free engine, in stock, li

priae; Triumph, 1909, slightly second-hand. £40.
Holman and Sons, Penzance-

N.S.U., 4h.p., single-cyl., model de luxe, as ne'

not done 100 miles, 1910 model; approval; £38.
Reynolds, Broadwey, Dorset.

5-6h.p- Yindec Special Twin, magneto, h-b- centre
Truffault -.spring forks. Amac carburetter; bargai:

£25-—Hockey. Hornsbury. Chard.

N.S-U-, 3ih.p-, magneto, perfect running order, Pete-

Union tyres, tubes unpnnctured, numerous lefini

ments costing" £5; great bargain. £15 15s.—Miller, Ei.><

lands, Weymouth.

ABARGAIJ!^.-3ih.p. Excelsior, low seat, fast o

hills, overhauled; owned by engineer; splendr
condition, tyres as r.ew, new accumulator; £12, or gooi

exchange preferred--F- Edwards, Gaiage, Torquay,
.j

R

SECTION X.
Scotland.

3 ih-p. FN-, 1910 model, two-speed, new; £31.
4, Forrester, 33. Vicar St., Palkilk.

BEADBUET, 3ih.p., good condition, relialjle, 190^
model, tools: oSers.—Apply for particulars, "View

field, -Carluke.

33.11-p. Pebok, liglit, low, splendid order; £10, or es
4 cliange with i-a.sh for liRht quad or tricar.—

Whyte, Victoria Ed.. Maud.

31.h.p. Eex. 1907. magneto, Brown and Barlow, liandle.

2 bar control, new Contiiiental belt, in perfect order;

must sell; £16.—il. Stirling. 14, Ashley Terrace. Edin-

burgh.

REILLY for Bargains.—Sih.p. Centaur, belt drive.

low. fast, splendid order, guaranteed, £15; Sih.p.

Coronet, powerful machine, Druids, £14 10s. ; 4h.p. en-

gine, suit tricar, £4 lOs. ; -tricar frame and wheels, three

speeds and free engine, £5 5s.—Eeilly's Motor Depot
92, Hilltown. Dundee.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm.-Eex. V.S„
Indian. iloto-Eeve. I'helon and iIo(jrc. Zenith.

Douglas, Eoc, Griflou ; we stock all these, and can supply

any other make—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Lothian

Ed., Edinburgh.

SPECIAL Bargains in powerful motor cycles fori

sidecar work this week! Call or send at once,

for list; tliev are going quickly. Here are a few;

5h.p. Eex, three, to clear, £22 to £25; Sb.p. G.B.,;

£23- 5hp. Qriflon, £24: 5h.p. Norton, £30; 5-61i.l).

4-cyl. F.N., £32; 5h.p. V.S., £33: Sb.p. Hoc, with

forecar £35; 5h.p. 1910 Indian, good as new, £43 10s.—

Many others to clear at Scotland's largest dealers,

Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110. Lothian Ed., Edin-

burgh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Lagonda. in grand order; trial -n-ith pleasure;

£30.—Bunting, Weaidstone.

4 h.p. Antoine, very fast and powerful, good condition

nearest £12.-52. Perry Hill, Catford.

3ih.p. Excelsior Tricar, good condition ; bargain,. £9
2 "—36. Hurliugham Ed., Fulham. S.W.

31h.p Fafnir Tricar, clutch; £10; exchange motoi

2 cycle—20, Potternewton Lane, Leeds-

TEIOAR, Kelecom, 4h-p-, conch-built body; bargain

£14 10s.—12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

'PEICAE, Free Engine, two-speed, splendid condi
i- tion: £18.-74, Lady Margaret Ed., N.

TEICAE, 6h.p., coach body. Palmers, good order; £20.

or motor cycle and cash.-160, Church Lane,

Smethwick.

EXCHANGE. Lady's Eoyal Cycle, brand new, fpl'

good 3ih.p. engine.—Carter, 283, Tiverton Ed..

Bournbrook.

10

A38 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE MOTOR CYCLE SHOW AT OLYMPiA.
AN INTERVIEW WITH THE SECRETARY, MR. ALFRED BEDNELL.

rHE (first International Cycle, Motor Cycle, and
Accessories Exhibition will be held by the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and
raders' Union, Ltd., on Monday, November 21st, to

aturday, November 26th, both days inclusive.

Having heard that numerous, motor cycle firms have
ooked space for this exhibition, we took an early

pportunity last week of interviewing the secretarv,

Ir. A. Bednell.
" We hear you have been very successful, Mr. Bed-

ell, in regard to the applications for space at

tlympia?"
" Yes, practically every imi^ortant firm in the trade

'ill exhibit, and every inch of space has been applied

jr. For weeks past I have been engaged in the

rganisation of details. Here is a list of exhibitors,

'hirty-eight firms will show motor cycles only, thirteen

ill show both motor cycles and pedal cycles, and
,venty-two firms bicycles only."
" What about accessories ?

"

" The whole of the accessory firms will be situated

1 the gallery with the exception of the tyre com-
lanies, who will occupy, in conjunction with the press,

wo lines of stands, one on each side of the hall. Only
:rras engaged in the motor cycle and cycle trade will

ie allowed to exhibit, as it is the committee's desire

'o raise the tone of the exhibition and make it one
v'hich will impress visitors the moment they enter

js a collection of exhibits by those engaged in an
tnportant indus.ti7. Side shows on the part of those
lOt engaged in the trade will be rigidly excluded."

"You have perhaps read, Mr. Bednell, that The
[foior Cycle has urged the importance of classifying

the exhibits as much as possible, and has particularly

pointed out from time to time that it is desirable that

the motor cycle exhibits should form a separate

section of the Show? "

" Yes, I have, and it is one of the items I have

brought before my committee, and if it is possible to

do so it is our intention tO' arrange the stands in such

a way that there will be t-wo lines, of stands of complete

motor cycles and three lines of stands of pedal bicycles

arranged alternately. In this way a visitor who is only

interested in the motor cycle exhibits will be able to

inspect both sides of rows, two and four without

bothering about the other stands."
" Will exhibitors at the Olympia Show be allowed to

exhibit elsewhere?"
" No, certainly not. One of the conditions in regard

to the allotment of space is that no exhibitor must

exhibit or sanction the exhibition of his goods at any

other cycle show in London or within a radius of

twenty miles thereof during 1910."

"Will any arrangements be made for trial runs?"
" Anything that can be done to further the business

side of the exhibition will receive the serious atten-

tion of the committee, and I see no objection to firms

who are exhibiting motor cycles having machines out-

side the building if they wish to give trial runs to pro-

spectlive purchasers. Proper arrangements can, of

course, be made for passing visitors in and out of the

exhibition when they desire to make a trial of any

particular model on view, and the machines can be

parked in the open spaces near the Hammersmith
Road entrance, where the trial cars are always lined

up at the Olympia car show."

All
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The Olympia Show.

—

" Is there any other information which you think

would be of interest to our readers?"
"Yes, I think so. Posters advertising the exhibi-

tion will be ex-

hibited at every rail-

way station in Great
Britain and Ireland,

and these posters

will, make it clear

that motor cycles

form a very large

and important sec-

tion of the Show.
By this means we
hope to draw riders

of motor cycles from
all parts of the king-

JJJNE 20th, igio.
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Rough plan of The Cycle and Motor Cycle
Show at Olympia, showing proposed ar-

rangement 01 stands. Each stand is 20 feet

wide, and no offices will be permitted to be
erected except at the sides of the building.

. dom to Olympia in November next.
'

'

" We presume that motor cycle manufacturers are

represented on your show management committee?"
" Certainly. Mr. W. Williamson (Rex Motor Mfg.

Co.), Mr. W. H. Wells (Hendee Motor Mfg Co.), and

Mr. W. Pratt (Phelon and Moore, Ltd.) are members
of the executive, and represent the purely motor cycle

makers as distinguished from those who represent

manufacturers of pedal bicycles as well as motor

cycles."

'Following is a list of firms making motor cycles who
have actually booked space, and above is a rough plan

of the exhibition which will give our readers, an idea

of how the Olympia Cycle and Motor Cycle Exhibi-

tion will probalDly be arranged

:

, .

Manufacturers of compl
booked space at Olympia:
Alldays and Onions.
Arno Jlotor Co..

Auto-Carriers, Ltd.
Bat Motor JMfg. Co.
Bayliss, Thomas and Co.
Bradbury and Co., Ltd.
Centaur Cycle Co., Ltd.
Collier and Sons.
Components, Ltd. {Ariel

Dept.)
Douglas Bros.
Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd.
Grandex Jlotor Co.
Green's Patent Motor Syn-

dicate.

Hendee Mfg. Co.
Hobart Bird and Co.
Humber, Ltd.
Lloyd Motor Co.

The Stanley Sho-w.

In response to an enquiry addressed to Mr. E. A.
Lamb, the secretary of the Stanley Show, the follow-

ing letter has been received :
" In reply to the letter,

at present I am unable to send you the names of the

firms exhibiting in the forthcoming Stanley Show, or

any special information, beyond this, that we have a

fair number of exhibitors, and, as far as I can see, ue
shall have ai fairly good exhibition. Thanking you foi

your interest in the matter."

ete motor cycles who have

'

Moto-Reve Co.
;

Motosacoche, Ltd.
Norton Mfg. Co.
N.S.U. Jlotors, Ltd.
Nye and Co.
Phelon and Moore, Ltd.
Premier Jlotor Co., Ltd.
Premier Cycle Co., Ltd.
Eex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Scott Engineering Co., Ltd.
Service Co., Ltd.
Singer and Co., Ltd.
Triumph Cycle Co.,, Ltd.

V.S. Motor Co.
Wall, A. W., Ltd.
Wilkinson Sword Co.

Wolf Engineering Co.
Zenith Motors, Ltd.

SDRViVORS IN THE LEEDS M.C.C. RUN TO LONDON ANDBACK. SEE PAGE 585 OF OUR LAST rS=;UE.

The first two arrivals at the finish, John-o'-
Gaunt's. (N.S.U. and Peugeot machines.)

Five competitors who qualified for gold medals

A RESILIENT STUD TYRE.

A succeisful competitor driving

3| h.p. Triumph and sidecar.

A REPRESENTATIVE of Messrs. Brettel, Wank-
lin, and Co., Regent Works, Walsall, recently

submitted a motor bicycle to us for a short trial

run fitted with the Cairns stud tyre. This tyre is built

up with a number of hollow rubber studs secured to

a steel band, which encircles the rim and can be
removed bodily with the studs in position by undoing
eight bolts. Each hollow stud has flat sides and a

rounded grooved tread, the base being formed v.ifn a

lip which passes through holes in the band. After

the studs have been placed in position they are locked

by a cap, which holds the stud in position, and also

acts as an air retainer w^hen the weight of the

machinR and rider is taken by that particular stud.

Having tried so inany different substitutes for pneu-
matic tyres on pedal bicycles in the past, we were
somevrhat sceptical with regard to this stud tyre when
we saw it, but a short trial convinced us that it was
quite comfortable. On a fairly good road and at

moderate speeds we could not detect any very great

difference between it and a hard pumped pneumatic
tyre, the only exception being when a potliole or rough
surface was struck the jerk was slightly more notice-

able and in a way sharper than with a pneumatic tyre.

Of course, the great claims on behalf of the Cairns

tyre are freedom from tyre troubles in the form of

punctures or bursts. A badly cut or worn stud can

also be replaced Avith facility.
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Touring Weights.
A number of talkers and writers, from whom I

i-annot except myself, have got entrapped into a habit

ol referring to 3^^ h.p. tourist machines as "one
hundred and fifty pounders," with the accompanying
implication that the average high-powered twin scales

about 170 lbs. all on. As a matter of fact, these

. weights are sadly below the mark. Scales were not

employed at the T.T. Race this year, and for the actual

^ weights of modern speed machines, stripped for racing,

we must wait until some hill-climb officials publish

official statistics. But I have just received the actual

weights of a set of touring machines, complete with a
full hit of clothing and spares for a reliability trial,

and they should be sufficient to quash the notion that

a roadster 3^^ h.p. machine with normal equipment
scales no more than 150 lbs. Here they are:

(«) 2)^2 h.p., single geared, free engine, 229 lbs.

(&) Two 3J^ h.p. machines of another make', with

free engine and variable pulley, 212 lbs. and
226 lbs. respectively.

(c) Three twin-cylinder lightweights with two-speed
gears, 155, 158, and 163 lbs. respectively.

{d) A high-powered twin-cylinder machine with side-

car, 367 lbs.

(«) Three variably-geared machines of different

makes, all of 3^^ h.p., 226, 228, and 252 lbs.

respectively.

(/) Two single-geared 2)% h.p. machines of less well-

known makes, 201 and 248 lbs.

We must evidently realise that lightweights weigh more
than their list claims when in full touring kit, and
that a standard roadster ready for touring scales much
nearer 2 cwt. than 150 lbs.

A New Hill.

I have been studying our report of the Scottish

• Trials ascent of Glencroe in conjunction with a

contour book, and it has impressed me with the need
of some reform in the hill tests embodied in the A.C.U.
Six Days' Trial. I pay little attention to the failure

of the Scottish trial riders on many other hills. On
such ascents as Cockbridge or Amulree, corner work
is an important factor, and a skilled rider on a good
machine may fail utterly because he lacks the experi-

ence or the nerve to take a hairpin bend at a fast

speed. But the Pass of Glencroe, terminating in a

wicked bend at the very summit, is an excellent test.

The. climb is six miles in length, there are no
awkward bends below the summit, and there is no
really stiff gradient, a short patch of i in 9 being the

maximum, which occurs on a perfectly straight stretch

about half a mile from the top. Here is a hill which
-we should expect any tourist to climb, with the proviso

that he might fail at the stiff corner which concludes
the climb. But as a matter of fact only three riders

in a presupiably expert entry made clean ascents.

The two-speeders are as helpless as the single-geared

machines. The length of the ascent, the prolonged

distance to be covered on a generous throttle opening,

proves too much for the majority of the aspirants, and
stops one or two machines which, in the hands of

practised exponents, have never before failed on a

straight ascent with no trick corner work in it. The
moral is obvious. Each A.C.U. trial ought to include

a hill test of this kind.

Such hills are not easily unearthed in Great Britain,

but a Northern rider has kindly provided me with a

description of a climb which appears highly suitable.

It appears in the Northern volume of the Contour

Book, route No. 42, comprising the ascent of Killhope

on the Durham to Alston road. The total climb
includes nearly twenty miles of tolerably easy collar

work, terminating in a really formidable pitch up to

the summit of Killhope. This is an intrinsically fair

climb, devoid of freak corners up a single-figure

gradient, and this hill, or a similar ascent, ought to

be included in the Six Days' Trial of r9ii.

A considerable market for motor bicycles lies

among the well-to-do artisans of the Northern Counties,

and Nve hope that next year the A.C.U. will give the

North of England its. turn in their route, and select

several of its famous climbs as testing grounds. The
Alston side of Killhope would also provide a fine

test of climbing abilities, and this particular route

deserves to be taken in both directions.

Gold medal winneis in tbe Bradford M.C.C. London and Back
Twenty-four Hours' Run.

Left to right

:

Felix Scriven Cliarles Sydney N. LongOeld S. Todd
(3i Rexl. (3J P. and M.) (3J Triumph). (81 Quadrant).

A13
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shouli be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Riding Round Corners.
[4831.]—I see that the method of taking corners in the

T.T. has caused a good deal of comment, so perhaps my- way
may be of interest to some of your readers. I found that on
a push-cycle the best way to take a corner fast was to stand
on the left pedal and hook my right knee over the top bar,

and then swing round, keeping the bicycle nearly vertical.

When I came to try tliis on a Slotosacoche I found it worked
admirably. This is for taking corners left-handed.
Wishing your excellent paper every success,

FREDK. H. PEPPE.

A Successful Tricar Conversion.
[4832.]—With reference to letter 4818, I should be

obliged if your correspondent " CP 125" would inform me
how he was able to decrease the weight of his tricar by
over 100 lbs., as the alterations which he has carried out
appear to me to increase rather than reduce the weight, as
he has added a differential and a two-seated body with
wind screen, while the weight of framework removed cannot
surely be more than 30 lbs. As I possess a tricar of a simi-
lar type I should be pleased to receive any particulars.

J. L. BAIRD.

Spring Fork Patents.

[4833.]—I am glad to see that you still advocate further
improvements in springing motor cycles, but I notice that
the most prominent feature in this direction is never men-,
tioned. I refer to the typo of spring fork that is driving
all others off the market, such as the Druid, Matchless,
Brown, Kerry Abingdon, etc. No one appears to be able
to claim to be the original inventor of this type of spring
fork. It may be interesting to some if I point out that
the first illustration of a spring fork on these lines appeared
in The Motor Cycle, June 27th, 1904.

I claim to be the original inventor of the principle to
which this type of spring fork owes its success. I patented
it in 1901. The patent lapsed, but it is my intention to
revive it again, and I think anyone who feels inclined to
doubt my 'claims to be the original inventor will have some
difficulty in finding any spring fork embodving the principle
I mention, previous to 1901. WM. GODDEN.

A District to be Avoided.
[4834.]—Will you kindly insert the following letter warn-

ing motorists m general to avoid the Lindsey division of
Lincolnshire, more particularly Skegness and Spilsby?
The undersigned defended summonses at Skegness on

June 14th for an alleged offence of driving to the public
danger on May 17th with, motor cycles and sidecars.
Despite the fact that in our opinion we proved the police

evidence to be unreliable, we were fined £2 and 8s. costs
each. The Chairman of the bench stated during the pro-
ceedings that one mile an hour might be dangerous. Further,
that motorists had the last right—and that only because of
Act of Parliament—of anyone to be on the roads.
Under such circumstances we think you will agree that

no motorist has the remotest chance of receiving justice at
the hands of these two benches, and we strongly advise them
all to_ leave this district severely alone until such time as the
constitution of the benches is changed.

It is further interesting to state that the Chairman at the
end of the proceedings remarked that the penalty was not to
be considered as a punishment, but as a warning. This we
heartily endorse, as the whole affair certainly is a warning
to avoid the district. PRANK H. THOMPSON.

d. NORMAN LONGFIELD.

Wear of Rubber and Canvas Belts.

[4835.]—Having read the correspondence re wear 01

rubber belts, I think the two following cases may be of

interest to your readers. I myself am using at present a

lin. Continental (not grooved), which has up to date run
just over 5,000 miles, and still looks perfectly good. The
machine is a 7 h.p. two-speed V.S. A friend of mine has
a similar belt in use, which has run 4,280 miles, partly on a

5 h.p. two-speed Vindec and partly on a 7 h.p. V.S. These
distances are not guesswork, but have been carefully recorded

in each case. V. F. M. OLIVER.

The Glasgow Clarion Sports.

[4836.]—In reply to Mr. James S. Grant's letter in your
issue of .June 16th, may I, as one of the judges, state that

Grant was reported for riding wide at the bends ; his pro-

test was not accepted because he had finished first in the
heat, and heat winners only qualified for the final. Baxter
protested against Grant, whose wide riding was palpable to

everyone who followed the race, and Baxter's protest was
held to be fully justified. There was no reason for Grant's
astonishment on taking his place in the final, as his dis-

qualification was posted on the board.
HENRY S. BILBE.

Belt Fastener Screws.

[4837.] — I was pleased to read the letter signed
"D 3985" and J. B. Dall in your issues of 25th ult. and
2nd inst. with reference to the above. About six months
ago I wrote to the makers of a well-known belt fastener,
and asked them why they could not make the screws with
square heads. They replied saying that owing to the low
charge made for their fasteners they could not see their
way clear to adopt my suggestion,- as screws made with
square heads would cost more.
Now, how many users would object to paying a tew

pence more for a satisfactory article? . It is not a matter of

shillings but pence—threepence the most. It would save
time and temper, especially in the winter, when the threads
are rusted in, and also save one from getting a cut in the
top of the thumb from the screwdriver slipping, as I have
experienced more than once when shortening belts by the
roadside. Wishing your excellent paper every success,

HENRY BUCKELL.

Road Dangers.

[4838.]—The letter of "J.M.E." in the issue of June
16th has caused considerable comment amongst local motorists
who constantly traverse the Douglas Moor, N.B.
"J.M.E." warns motor cyclists from' travelling over this

stretch. In the name of the local motorists I would like

to recommend all coming North to utilise this route, as
there is not a better surface in all the road from Glasgow
to Carlisle. He talks about the road being sprinkled here
and there with sharp stones like a razor. I defy anyone
to find a single stone anything like the sharpness of the
back of a knife in any patch, and, what is more, the road-
menders on this moor road always leave a track on the
right or left clear for cyclists, as all are cyclists themselves,
and I have never yet heard of a cyclist having a puncture
on this road since I started cycling or motor cycling. "J.M.E."
must have started with a tyre that should never have been
on. If he had made diligent enquiries in Glasgow for a

cover 24 X 2i^ he could have had as fine a collection to choose
from as there is to be had in any big city in Britain.

RED INDIAN.
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Copy of Code Telegram
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Christchurch, New Zealand.
DATED JUNE 21st.. 1910.

Code Word. Translation.

THUDEZEPKU Remarkable Victories

MADNAXORYP Invincible TRIUMPH

PUCPAGOCYS Motor Cycles

KYHWUFEJED Hill Climb

ZUCFESIX Win Six

JUYYXSOCYG FIRST PRIZES

This is a repetition of the splendid performance of the

Trusty

TOTTTTWil^IT
-

I K I u in. MT n
In the same competitions during 1909, and shows the
marveHous consistency of this world-famous Motor
Cycle.

Catalogue with Booklet of practical riding hints post free.

TRIUMPH GTCtE Co., ltd., COVENTRY.
London: 4/S, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. Leeds : 4, King Edward Street. Glasgow

:

101, Mitchell Street, Manchester: 160,

Deansgate. Dublin : (wholesale only), 62,

William Street.
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An Experience with a Tyre-iiUing Compound.
'4839.]—Early in May this year I ^^as troubled with a

_iorous inner tube oii my front wheel tyre which defied all

' efforts to locate the defective spot. Before starting upon
'

the London-Edinburgh run I decided to rej^lace it on the

first provocation with a new butted inner tube, whicli I

carried for the purpose during the aforesaid run.

This tube needed to be pumped up once or twice each
day, it being quite old, and had nine patches, but all of

which seemed to be sound, and yet I would find the tyre

fiat each morning.
It seemed a shame to scrap this tube witli the price of

rubber on the ascendency, and in looking through your
colunms for a remedy I came across the advertisement of

Firmax. On ilay 23rd I filled the front inirer tube and
pumped up to 60 lbs. per square inch, and since then I

have not been troubled, although the tyre has been through
wet and mud as well as perfect weather for 1,029 miles.

Since the first of this month the rear tyre has been 887
miles (including a business trip to London), and although I

pulled out a fin. nail while in London, and a hobnail while
in Birmingham, this latter causing the air to hiss out quite
fiercely, biit after turning the wheel round and tapping a
bit, I pmnped up, and rode to ilanchester, and only
pumped it up once a little harder as a precaution during
the trip, and it still holds uj) hard.

I may add that I have absolutely no interest in this
material other than a satisfied user, and I hope that the

i

competitors in. the A.C.U. End-to-end Trials wiU r-ecord

11
their experiences with this or other most welcome tyre
fillers. H. W. TURNER.

A Pressure-fed Four-cylinder P.N.
[4840.]—Thinking it may interest some of your readers,

I send you a phfitograph of my four-cylinder F.N. motor
bicycle.

J

As you will see, the saddle is at its lowest

I
jjossible point, only just clearing the rear wheel. f

! This is attained by placing the petrol tank under
the engine, pressure being obtained by a small
;iir pump driven from the half-time shaft. By
this pressure feed I find I can get more power"
up hill, the supply being constant. The small

., pressure pump (the piston being only lin. diam.)
' is just above the footboard in base of engine.

J. WILSON.

P The Future of the T.T. Race.
[4841.]—The fact seems to be generally recog-

• nised that the limit of sjieed in the Tourist
Trophy Race has now been reached, and that

any furtlier rules must tend to decrease the

average pace. It has been suggested that this

should Ije done by reducing the size of the

eiigines. I think that the majority of motor
cyclists will agree with me when I say tliat tlii.'i

would be a great pity.' The original object of

the race was to perfect the design of the touring
motor bicycle. If the only machines allowed to

compete are ultra-efficient midgets, which in

touring condition would not give more than about
3 h.p. (much too low for the average tourist), the whole
'aim of the race is entirely lost sight of. Would it not be
far more rational to keep the same capacity of engine, and
to insist that every machine entered must be a genuine

touring machine, and not a Brooklands racer fitted with a

silencer and a pair of flimsy mudguards for the occasion? It

was bad enough to liave all our hill-climbs won by trade

riders on special machines, but when the same state of things

applies to the only road race that ever takes place in the

\
British Isles, it is surely time that something was, done.

_ I would suggest that the same plan should be adopted as

-iras suggested with regard to the hill-climbs years ago,
''

namely, that each firm should send word to the officials as

to the number of machines tliey wished to enter, and that
' the officials should send two committeemen to the factory

to choose out this number of bicycles from stock, and care-

fully seal tliem, so that they should not be tampered with

-until they were safely in tlie Isle of Man. Every private
' owner would, of course, have to have his machine examined
carefully to see that it was genuinely standard. I do not

. tiiink--the trade w-ould raise any great objections to this

plan, as it would obviously be a far better advertisement

for the winning machines than is the case at present, when
special engines, special frames, special saddles, and special

silencers are the vogue, and -nlien pulleys, magneto brackets,

belt rims, and frames are drilled to the very limit of safety,

and in some cases beyond it.

If we have separate races for smgles and twins next year,

I suppose the size of the twin engines wiU be- increased so

as to include the standard 5 and 6 h.p. machines.
E. K. WYATT.

Motor Cycle Insurance.
[4842.]—Referring to letter " L.D. 1889 " m. regard to

motor cycle insurance, I should like to put your correspondent
right in regard to the facts. As regards the people respon-

sible for the prospectuses, I think I may claim to know some-
thing about motor cycles, being on A.C.U. committees and
a founder of the Essex Motor Club. Fot years I have been
fighting the case of the motor cyclist for reasonable rates for

insurance, and have succeeded in arranging vastly different

terms from those in practice three years ago.

Taking your correspondent's figures, 50 per cent, is not
charged on the whole of the risk for converting to a three-

wheeler, the increase does not apjply either to burglary or to

fire, but 20 per cent, only is added on third party risk rates

;

the former rates are according to value of combined vehicle.

Taking personal accidents, the rate to cover £250 at

death with other benefits is not £1 10s. per annum but

15s. I should like to know the company the correspondent
is insured with for any accidents for 18s. 9d. pec annum.

ERNEST J. BASS.

Increa^ of Speed on Partially Raising Exhaust Valve.
[4843.]—We have read the articles which have appeared

from time to time in your columns relative to tlie above, and
with your permission would like to give our opinion regarding
same, which we think is about the only solution of the
" phenomenon," as some of your readers call it.

A four-eylinier F.N. altered to give a very low riding position. The petrol tanli, it will
be observed, is underneath the engine. (See letter No. 4840.)

We would first of all point out that the exhaust valve has
to open against a pressure varying from 60 to 120 lbs.,

according to the size of the valve, and it certainly must be
an advantage if the valve can be opened against a less

pressure. It therefore must be due to the lead that is given

to the exhaust by lifting it that causes the increase of power.
It was the outcome of experiments which were carried out by
the patentee of our Concentric Pilot valve some fourteen

months ago that gave him tlfe idea of lifting a smaller or

pilot valve first and then the main valve, and it is upon
this basis that our patent rests.

We have proved conclusively that this increase of power oi

speed on partial lifting of the exhaust valve is due to the

sm-ge of exhaust gases against the head of the valve being

partially relieved, thereby giving ar freer path for the exhaust

gases to escape. J. C. LYELL AInTD CO., LTD.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A 5036" would be glad of private owners' experiences

of the P.N. 2^ h.p. shaft-driven lightweight, particularly

with regard to hill-climbing, comfort, and reliability.
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THE Brooklands sixty-lap Tourist Trophy Race
held on Wednes,day last week proved, thanks

to the track's usual slice of luck in the matter

of weather a. great success and a most interesting event.

The morning was spoilt by a heavy thunderstorm, but

afterwards the weather improved considerably, so that

at 4 p.m., the time the race was booked to start, there

was one of the biggest attendances of spectators the

B.M.C.R.C. has yet had.

The conditions of the race were similar to those
governing the road event in the Isle of Man, except

singles and twins were not competing for the same
prizes ; in fact, it might be said that there were two
entirely separate and distinct races run off concurrently.

It was notwithstanding a battle of the cylinders, as

at one time it looked as though the honour of making
fastest time might have belonged to a. rider of a single-

cylinder machine.
The List of Entrants.

Single Cylinders.—'W. E. Cook, N. E. Parker
(N.L.G.); S. Wright, B. Yates (Humber) ; Lieut.

Spencer Grey, R.N., A. R. Abbott (Rex) ; H. Lister

Cooper, J. H. Watson, E. D. Colrick-Herne, J. Mar-
shall, W. F. Newsome, W. Creyton, E. Gwviine, W.

Dewar, R. G. Mundy, F. Lister Goodacre (Triumph) ;|

F. McNab, J. Gibson, A. C. Maitland (Trump-
J,A.P.); G. E. Stanley (Premier); and J. H. Slaughtei;!

(Ariel).

Multi-cylinders.—G. Lee-Evans, D. R. Clarke, A.V

Moorhouse, C. B. Franklin, A. G. Fenn (Indian) ;:'

W. H. and J. T. Bashall, S. A. M. Witham, H. H.::

Bowen (Bat) ; M. Geiger, F. H. Arnott (V.S.) ; B. V.

Jones, F. Savory (Premier); E. C. Fitzherbert, R. O.
Clark (F.N., four-cylinder); N. E. Druiy (Chater-Lea-

:

J.A.P.); Deacock (Wanderer); and H. Reed (Dot).

All the above faced the starter with the exception

of the two V.S. riders and Colrick-Herne. The' latter

had had a nasty spill in practice owing to his front

wheel ha\'ing buckled when riding at full speed, with

the result that his hands and amis had suffered.

The riders were started from the fork shortly after

4 o'clock by Mr. Ebblewhite, and within a quarter of

a mile the " tailing-out " process had begun. Witham
immediately took the lead in dashing style, but did

not get much in front of BoAven, the order for the first

lap being as fo'llows: Witham, Bowen, J. T. Bashall, :

Read, Abbott, Marshall, and Moorhouse. In the next-

lap W. H. Bashall got well up in front, and for a lap

A Tourist Trophy Reunion. Crowded scene at the fork before the start of the Sixty Lap T.T. race.
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INDIANS

IN COMPETITION.

1910.

Jan. 29th.— FIRST 1910 A.C.U.
QUARTERLY TRIALS. 3
INDIANS make non-stop runs.

March 5th. — C A M B R I D G E
UNIVERSITY M.C.C. PET-
ROL CONSUMPTION TRIAL.
Standard 5 h.p. INDIAN,
115'2 miles per gallon. -

March 12.—GLASGOW UNIVER-
SITY M.C. HILL CLIME-
Class 2, Multi-cvlinders (unlimi-

ted), 5 h.p. INDIAN, First.

Class 3,Scratch raceup to 750 c.c.

638 c.c. INOIAN fastest time.

March I6th.—B.M.C.R.C. RACE
MEET AT BROOKLANDS.
The All Comers' Handicap, Si-

miles. 5 h.p. INDIAN Second".

The One Hour Tourists' Tropl y
Race. INDIANS secure First,

Second, and Third ; also Class D
record for 1 hour and 50 miles.

March 2Sth. — BROOKLANDS
AUTOMOBILE RACINGCLUB
EASTER ME-ET. 8+ miles

Handicap. INDIANS, Second,

Third, Fourth, and Fifth.

March 26-28.—INTER - TEAM
RELIABILITY TRIAL. Lon-

don to Harrogate and baclc.

5 h.p. INDIAN secures Silver

Cup and First Prize in twin-

cvlinder class Sutton Bank
Hill Climb.

April 2nd.—WESTERN DIS-
TRICT M.C. HILL-CLIMB.
5 h.p. INDIAN malces fastest

time of the day.

April 2nd.—ESSEX MOTOR
CLUB PAPER CHASE. 5 h.p.

INDIAN winner.

April 13th.— B.M.C.R.C. MEET
at BROOKLANDS. One Mile

Time Trials. 7 h.p. INDIAN
fastest time, i.e., 7l'l m.p.h.

April 27th.—B ROOKLANDS
AUTOMOBI LE C L U B 'S

APRIL MEETING. April

Motor Cycle Handicap. 5 h.p.

INDIA Second. Weybridge
Motor Cycle Handicap. 5 h.p.

INDIANS First and Second.

April 30th.—M.C.C. HILLCLIMB.
Class 3 tor MuIti-cvIinders.

5 h.p. INDIANS, First; Second,
Third, and Fifth.

May 7th. EDINBURGH WAV-
ERLEY CLUB SPEED
TRIALS. 5 h.p. INDIAN
fastest time of the day.

THIS
YEAR
ONLY

MAGNIFICENT
RECORD

TD DATE.
Catalogue Free.

THE HENDEE
MANUFACTURING CO.,

184, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.

S S H.

i.i answering thi

May 7th.—GLASGOW M. C. C.

HILL CLIMB. Multi-cylinder

Class. 5 h.p. INDIAN, 1st—all

other multi-cylinder machines
entered failed to climb the hill.

May 7th.— X F O R D M. C. C.

HILL CLIMB. Multi-cylinder

Class. 5 h.p. INDIAN, First,

winning two awards.
May 13/l6th.—M.O.C. LONDON

to EDINBURGH RUN. IN-

DIANS secure Two GQld Medals
and Special Gold Medal for

return journey.
May 27th.—OPEN A.C.U. HILL
CLIMB up SNAEFELL
MOUNT. Class 2b for Private

Owners. 5 h.p-. INDIANS,
First and Third. Class 4a for

T. T. Multi-cylinder machines.

5 h.p. INDIANS, First and
Second. Class 4b for T. T.

machines. Private Owners, 5

h.p. INDIANS, First and Sec-

ond. Class 5 for any type of

machine not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

7 h.p. INDIAN, First.

June 4th.—M.C.C. RACE MEET
at BROOKLANDS. INDIANS
secure. Two Firsts, One Second,

and Two Thirds.

June 4th.—BRADFORD M.C.C.

HILL CLIMB at TONG. 7 h.p.

INDAN climbed the hill at a

speed of 60 miles per hour.

June 4th.—O X F O R D M. C. C.

HILL CLIMB on IRONDOWN
HILL. 5 h.p. INDIAN, First.

June 4th.—DUBLIN and DIS-
TRICT M.C.C. HILL CLIMB.
5 h.p. INDIAN cre.tes new
record for the hill.

June 4th.—C L A R 1 O N C. C.

SPORTS, CELTIC PARK,
GLASGOW. 3 Mile Motor
Cycle Handicap. 5h.p. INDIAN
1st in heat and 1st in final heat.

June 4th.—CARDIFF M.C. HILL
CLIMB. 5 h.p. INDIAN first

in Twin Cylinder Class.

June 11th.—MANCHESTER
MOTORCLUB'S HILLCLIMB.
S h.p. INDIAN First on formula
and fastest time of the day.

June 11th.—MIDDLESEX AU-
TOMOBILE CLUB'S HILL
CLIMB. Motor Cycle Class.

5 h.p. INDIAN fastest time,

aud winner of the Earl of Ron-
artlshay's Cup and Gold Medal.

June 11th.—HERTS CQUNTY
A.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB.
Class D. Multi-cylinders—cylin-
der capacity not to exceed 670
c.c. 5 h.p. INDIANS, First and
Second. Class E. Multi-cylin-

ders—cylinder capacity not to

exceed 670 c.c. 5 h.p. INDIAN,
Second.
June 22nd.—B. M. C. R. C. 163
MILES RACE FOR TOUR-
ING MOTOCYCLES. 5 h.p.

INDIAN, ridden by private

owner, WON by 10 minutes.

desirable to mention' '^'fii'i'Motor Oyde-
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The
Time

for the
Tour

18 now—Eoid that Time, and especially that
devoted to your preparation, reveals many
needs- needs that the Tour will emphasise as
no other experience can.

Now on such occasion the Spare Belt and
Tube are absolute essentials, and equally
essential for their conveyance is the

BROOKS Spare Belt

and Tube Case.
This is made either in best quality leather or
the finest stout waterproof canvas on special
fibre board. Belts are carried in the outer
compartment, the central division being design-
ed for the reception of spare tubes, and bath
belts and tubes are held in position by a stout
strap, as illustrated. The lid is closed with
strap and buckle and the case can either be
carried on the top of the Carrier or attached
to the side of same and the downstays of the
machine by means of detachable and adjust-
able Clips.

Its size is 95in. diameter by 3Hn. deep, and
its price in canvas 9/- and in leather 10/6.

This fills one need, but you have many others
in the matter of luggage-carrying equipment,
all of which are provided for in the range of
Touring and Tool Bags illustrated and de-
scribed in the BROOKS BOOK.
Let us send you copy.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,
49, Criterion Works, Birmingham

^

When you

specify the Saddle

say BROOKS and, by so doing, vanquish

that vibration which at least will bring dis-

comfort and fatigue and may have still

more serious consequences.

The exclusive feature of this Saddle is the

BROOKS PATENT COMPOUND SPRINGS

which are designed in such manner as to

absorb all vibration within themselves and,

at the same time, eradicate that common

fault—a tendency to bounce.

Remember, these are an exclusive feature,

and the advantages accruing from their

unique construction are only obtainable in

the various models of the

BROOKS Anti-Vibratory

Motor Cycle Saddles k Seats

Of these we illustrate B104 P, which is

specially constructed to give a low-riding

position—perfectly shaped—and made of

the finest quality superfine leather with

padded top.

Its price is 29/-, and it is fully described,

with others of the range, in the BROOKS

BOOK, which we will senfl you free upon

request.

J.B.BfiOOKS&Co.,Ltd.,
49, Criterion Works, Birmingham,

^
A20 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Battle of the Cylinders.—

or two the field was. led by the four Bat riders, ail

travelling at a tremendous speed and hard on each

Cither's heels. Reed and Jones were also travelling

very fast, and amongst the singles Parker looked to

be as speedy as any; the F.N.'s. had not got thoroughly

into their stride, whilst Lee-Evans was travelling by
no means up to his usual pace.

Moorliouse and Marshall having once got together

seemed loth to part company, and lap after lap were

reeled off within a few feet of one another. One round
AIars.hall would be, apparently, jamming his front

wheel intO' Moorhouse ; the next the positions would
he reversed, and then for a circuit or two they would
\\\v7.7. along side by side.

of his belt, which was slipping badly, whilst Dewar
found the iaelt he had started with unsatisfactory, and
changed it for a new one.

Following the example of Marshall and Moorhouse,
the two four-cylinder F.N.'s, which went round with a

very pleasing hum, and the brothers Bashall kept close

together, but there was in other cases a good deal of

rather reckless riding. Some of the competitors

seemed to strain every nerve to get behind someone
and use him as a wind shield for a few moments, with

the result that there was a lot of dangerous dodging.

Forn- or five laps of the pace that the Bats were
setting very soon weeded out the field, and a good
many riders disappeared into the oblivion of the far

side of the track. One of the first to retire was

Lined up tor the start. There were 21 sJngle-eylinder machines and 17 multi-cylinders in ,h5 race.

Owing to the large number of riders and the con-
siderable divergence of the speed of the twins and
singles, it was impossible to count the laps of the
various machines. The following account consists

of notes taken on the spot and in their chronological
sequence as far as possible.

Bo-wen's Stop to Change a Plug.
A replenishment and repair depot, where each rider

.iiight avail himself of the services of one helper, had
been established at the fork, and Bowen was the first

I'
I
patronise it to change a plug which had blown itself

' mipletely out of commission. The sparking point
lid of the internal rod dropped into the cylinder and

.eniained there until the end of the race, when Bowen
exhibited a small piece of metal about the size of a
pea, which he had just extracted from his engine.

Shortly after £)eacOck stopped to take a piece out

Stanley. The tank on his machine was fitted with .a

very large and heavy filling cap, which came loose

owing to vibration and was lost on the track. Stanley

came in soaked with petrol and gave up, as at the

rate the petrol was splashing out, his tank—at any

speed—-would barely have lasted him a couple of laps,

and there was, of course, considerable risk of fire.

That Witham was setting a somewhat hot pace may
be appreciated when it is said that he knocked almost

three minutes off the existing fifty miles record, made
by Colver in October of last year, VVitham's time for

the distance being 45m. 4S%s. against Colver's

48m. 25s.

Scarcely had this dashing rider set up this new
record when he met with an accident which put him
completely out of the race. Whilst on the Byfleet

banking, and going "all out," his front mudguard

A2I
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"Wh%

OH! A splendid photograph ol the start showing that every compe'.itor got away well.

came adrift, locked the wheel suddenly, and brought
him off. Witham estimated the number of somersaults

he had done as twelve, but, whether or no, he had a

marvellous escape, for he escaped without a single

scratch—and this after coming off at nearly seventy

miles an hour

!

This unfortunate mishap did not -change the " make "

of the leading machine, as J. T. Bashall now dropped
into fi:»3t place, with his brother and Bowen close

behind him.

Lee Evans was early in trouble ; his engine was

not running at its best, and he Avas lubricating it so

generously that a stop tor replenishment after eight or •

nine laps became necessary. After completing another.;

lap he tried the effect of a change of plugs, but it was '

clear by the behaviour of the engine that several

,

causes were contributing to its troublesomeness. The
other Indians were, however, going well, especially ,

Franklin and Fenn, the latter riding with his right leg

resting on the back step.

Sam Wright, who was anticipating some valve

^

trouble, was going extremely steadily and well.

S. Wright (chain-driven Humber) stops for petrol. The special overhead valve

engine used on this machine was described in The Motor Cycle, June 9th,

K22

The single-cylinder class winner, F. A. McNab (3J h.p. Trump-J.A.P.l,

finds time to drink a cup of tea.
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The Battle of the Cylinders.—

although he was obviously keeping a good deal in

hand. The other " aeroplane " Humber rider did not

appear after the first lap or two, but the precise

trouble which had put him out of the race was not
known.
Amongst the Trump-J.A.P.'s, Maitland's machine

was very noticeable. Geared 4 to i, it was amongst the

fastest of the singles, from which it is evident that

the engine must have been doing something pretty

high in r.p.m. As a result, his valves began to give

A competitoitstops for.replenishments.

trouble through lengthening. A
few minutes in the depot with a
file, however, effected a quick

repair, and he was soon off again.

Although the programme stated

as clearly as English could that

only one helper would be allowed

for each machine, most of those

who came in for some cause or

other were soon surrounded by a

crowd of willing assistants, but

thanks to the efforts of one or

two of the marshals this state of

affairs was quickly ameliorated.

Harrison Watson, who rode very

pluckily indeed, early had a taste

of the trouble which continually

kept him busy at the repair depot. Do what he could

his vaJves would lengthen, in spite of the fact that they

were of a special design expressly • made by the

Triumph Co. for racing purposes. Watson's spring

fork appeared to be much too flexible for the speed
and the roughness of the track, with the result that

at times he was obliged to drop down into a lower

speed for safety's sake.

'

The Triumphs, as a team, had been going very fast

and consistently, but unfortunately two of their best

riders were thrown out of the race quite early. Creyton,

who had been rnaking a very hot pace, came badly

to grief just beyond the members' bridge, owing to his

front wheel failing in much the same way as Colrick-

Herne's. A few laps later Newsome had the misfor-

605

tune to run over the filler which Stanley's Premier
had lost, and so badly was his back wheel buckled in

consequence ^that he was obliged to retire.

A Rapid Replacement. A Dissolved Part=
nership.

Fenn executed a remarkably quick repair to his

Indian, as he changed the chain wheel on the engine-
shaft for a new one in a mere matter of seconds.
After going along together for fifteen laps or so,

ISIarshall and Moorhouse both stopped for tank
replenishment, and after this point the partnership
seemed to be for some reason dissolved, as Moorhouse
rapidly got going much faster than he had been
hitherto.

The "bookies " had made Bowen favourite at the
start, but it looked as though they would have been
wiser to "bar" all the Bat riders. Witham still

maintained the position he assumed during the first

lap, and the only machines that seemed capable of

keepii,;; in touch with him were his own stable com-
panj.jns.

Harry Reed, whose Dot had been going extremely

J— —-.TT.^

J. Mars hall (Si b.p. TtiiHnpb), A. J. Moorhouse (S b.p. Indian), and B. V. Jones (5 b.p. Premier) at speed.

This trio liept together for several laps.

well, and xxihose lap times were amongst the best

recorded, had the misfortune to lose the pin out of

his tappet rocker, and he therefore gave up. Half
an hour or more after this, however, Charlie Collier

fixed him up with a new pin, and he started off again,

but with the loss of so much time as to ruin his chance.

Amongst the Indians, Moorhouse now seemed to be
easily the fastest, but his sporting match with Marshall
had evidently done no good to his eyes, which troubled

him considerably. Moorhouse adopts a peculiar atti-

tude on his machine, which is quite individual and
makes him easily distinguishable at a distance. It

was a pity that more of the riders did not do the same.
The machines carried metal number discs on which
were posted paper numbers. Wind, oil, and a hot sun.
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however, soon peeled them off, and tor the greater

part of the race most of the machines could only be

identified by the small card number plate.

Opposite the fork an arra-igement for lap scoring

had been erected, but,

unfortunately, there
were not enough num-
bers available.

Vickers Jones's Pre-

mier was not only

speedy, but extremely

consistent, and for lap

after lap he did won-
derfully good times.

His silencer, however,

caused him some little

delay. Meanwhile
McNab was going in

quite his best style, and
appeared to be the

fastest single left in the

race. His machine was
a brand new one.

Parker's N.L.G., which
had started off so well,

had plug trouble, and
this was followed by
some internal derange-

ment of a more serious

kind, and he was there-

fore forced to retire

after twenty-two laps.

At 6.10 the following

riders were left on the

track, all the others

having retired. Many
of the latter were on
the further portion of

the track, and it was
therefore impossible to

ascertain what trouble

it was that had proved
too much for them

:

Moorhouse, D r u r y ,

Grey, Jones, Wright,
N c N a b , Goodacre,
Marshall, Gwynne, J.
T. Bashall, Fitzherbert,

Franklin, B o w e n
,

Bashall, Watson, Reed,
Abbott, and Clarke.
Of these, J. T. Bashall
had done forty laps and
was lying first to Moor-
house's second piace
with thirty-seven laps,

whilst Marshall was leader of the singles.

Retirement of the Leaders.
Casualties now seemed to increase in number, valve

troubles being the principal cause of the riders seek-
ing the repair depot. Watson seemed especially un-
happy in this respect, and Marshall also had trouble
with his valves lengthening. W. H. Bashall, who
was well up amongst the leaders, had to stop to clean
his belt, as the oil with which it was smothered caused

The winner, A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p.
Indian), tbe popular hon. see. o( tbe
Usnebester Motor Club.

JUNE 30th, igio.

it to slip badly. Jones and Drury also had belt

troubles, the latter's pulling clean in two.

The F.N. ridden by Clarke now stopped owing to

lubrication diflficulties, but Fitzherbert on the other
four-cylinder continued to ride in great style, although

he found it necessary to

keep his thumb per-

manently on the float

needle.

At 6.40 J. T. Bashall
was leading with fifty-

two laps to his credit,

whilst Moorhouse was
second with forty-eight.

The foi-mer with only

eight laps to go looked
an easy winner, but in

spite of his great pace
misfortune caught him
up. On the Byfleet

banking a valve broke
and dropped into the

cylinder, the head of

which was blown off,

and Bashall was there-

fore put completely out

of the race. This mis-

hap put the Indians into

first and second places,

Moorhouse being first

with forty-nine laps and
Franklin second with

forty-si.v. At this point

Gwynne's front tyre

burst and almost caused
a catastrophe, but the

rider with great clever-

ness and pluck managed
to save himself amid the

cheers of the spectators.

Just previous to this he

had had an upset ;uid

lost a good deal of skin

off his face.

Jones, who had put

.up a capital fight, was

now put out of the run-

ning by a broken i-alve.

In trying to get it out he

broke the valve cap.

Marshall and McNab
continued to travel ex-

ceedingly well, as also

did W. H. Bash.Ul.^

At 7.5 the positions

were as follows: Twins,

Moorhouse and Frank-

lin. Singles, McNab leading, followed by Marshall.

A few minutes later Moorhouse rode in an easy winner

as well as a highly popular one.

Franklin stopped with only a couple of laps to go,

owing to some misunderstanding, and in doing so lost

his second place to Bowen.
The result of the race was declared as follows:

TWIN-0Y1.1NDEE Machines.
1. A. J. Moorhouse (Indian) 2h. 52m. 30s.

2. H. H. Bowen (Bat-J.A.P.) ... 3h. 17m. 24s.

3. C. B. FranUin (Indian) 3Ii. 19m. 36s.

P. A. McNab (3i b-p. Tiump-J.A.P.),
first of tbe single-cylinders. A remarlt-

able perlormance eonsidering Ms bulli.
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SiNOLE-CVLINDER MaCHINKS.
1. F. McNab (Trump-J.A.P.) ... 3h. 2m.
2. J. Marahall (Xriumpli) 3h. 5m.
3. A. R. Abbott (Rex) 54 laps
4. F. L. Goodacre (Triumph) ... 52 laps

10-sS.

463s.

During the progress of the race several motor cycle
records were broken. A list of these is printed in tlie next

' column.

TWIN-OYLINDER MACHINES.
Classes D and E.—50 miles, S. A. M. Whitham, 45m. 45J».
Classes D and E.—100 miles, J. T. Baskall, Ih. 37m. 13^8.

150 miles, A. J. Moorliouse, 2h. 37m. 40^3.

1 hour, J. T. Bashall, 62 miles 1,300 yards.
2 hours, J. T. Basliall, 123 miles, 50 yards.

3 hours, A. Moorhouse, 151 miles 1,545 yards.
SiNGLK-OYLINDER MACHINES.

100 miles, J. Marshall, Ih. 50m. 22^
150 miles, F. A. McNab, 2h. 51m. 17is.
3 hours, F. A. McNab, 158 miles 548 yards.

BRADFORD=EDINBURGH AND BACK OPEN TRIAL.
An innovation in the way of competitions is to be intro-

duced by the Bradford Alotor Cycle Club in connection
with its twenty-four hours run to Edinburgh and back on
July 16th and 17th. The scheme was laid before the club
committee on Tuesday evening by Mr. S. Johnson, an
energetic official of the club, and briefly it is as follows

:

Mr. Johnson considers that long distance reliability trials

are too monotonous and will die a natural death on account
of the unfailing reliability of present day machmes, instanc-
ing the fact that only eleven entries were received from a
membership of 120 for the recent Bradford to London and
back twenty-four hours' run. By inviting entries of teams
of three riders, novices and others who do not care for soli-

tary twenty-four hour jaunts will be encouraged to" enter

because a team may be formed of a party of three friends.

and all will be allowed to ride together and help each other,

and it is to their advantage to do so, as the team scoring

the highest number of marks will win the trophy. A team
at checks and the finish are timed in accordance with the

last man's schedule, so that on the last man practically

depends the success of his team. In addition to the trophy

a gold medal will be presented to each member of the win-

ning team (should a team and not an individual rider be

successful), and clubs may nominate teams or individual

teams may enter as desired, the event being open, and under

A.C.U. rules. Another new departure is in connection with

the passenger class. To encourage further entries, it has

been decided to present gold medals to the passenger as

well as the driver of successful passenger combinations, and
further a change of drivers will be permitted.

->-••«

No.
1.

2.

*3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

*9.

*10.

11.

12.

*13.

*14.

*15.

*16.

"17.

*18.

*19.

*20.

*21.

22.

23.

24.
*25.

'26.

27.

*28.

29.

30.

*31.

32:

33.

34.

35.

*36.

*37.

*38.

»39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

ENTRANTS FOR THE A.C.U. END=TO-END TRIALS.
No. of

Rider and machine. cylinders.

W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas) ... 2 ...

P. Phillips (2| Douglas) 2 ...

F. Dover (3i Triumph) 1

J. A. Stacey (3^ Triumph) 1

E. Clark ('2-1 Douglas) 2 ...

J. Haslam [2-| Douglas.) 2 ...

W. H. Wells (4 Indian) 1 ...

G. Lee Evans (4 Indian) 1

P. Grout (2| Douglas) 2 ...

P. Allen (2-1 Douglas) 2 ...

W. Pratt (Si P. and M.) 1 ...

P. Shaw (3i P. and M.) 1 ...

W. 0. Bentley (Indian) 2 ...

E. Nelson (5 Rex) 2 ...

W. H. Bashall (Bat) 1 ...

J. T. Bashall (Bat) 1 ...

G. H. Lake (3i P. and M.) ... 1 ...

H. Mallhewman (3i P. and M.) ... 1 ...

J. Gibson (8 J.A.P.) 2 ...

H. H. Bowen (6-7 Bat) 2 ...

S. A. M. Witham (5-6 J.A.P.) ... 2

G. Allen (3^ James) 1

C. Patteson (2-|- Moto-Reve) ... 2 .-

J. R. Haswell (3^ Triumjih) ... 1 ...

J. D. A. Munro (6-7 Bat) 2 ...

F. G. Boddington (4 J.A.P.) ... 1 ...

H. J. Cox (1-i Singer Moto Velo) ... 1 ...

C. J. Fox (7-8 Bat) ... 2 ...

Bert Yates (3i Humber) 1

Sam Wright (3i Humber) 1

S. W. Carty (3^ N.S.U.) 1 ...

G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas) ... 2 ...

F. W. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 1

W. Creyton (3^ Triumph) ... 1

H. Greaves (2i .Enfield) 2 ...

J. Baker (5i Triumph) 1 ...

C. Williams (3^ Triumph) 1 ...

A. Stubbs (3i Dot) 1 ...

Rev. Basil Aston (3i Triumph) ... 1

R. W. Duke (3i Triumph-Gradua) 1

F. W. Barnes (3i Zenitli-Gradua) 1 ...

P. Weatherill (3i Zenith-Gradua) 1 ...

T. H. Tessier (7-8 Bat) 2 ...

J. Stevens (Wolf) — ...

A. J. Stevens (Wolf) -
— ...

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno) 2 ...

A. J. Sproston (3^ Bradbury) ... 1

H. Williamson (5 Rex De Luxe) ... 2

Bore and
stroke.

60 x60
60 x60-
85 x88
85 x88
60 x60
60 x60
82^ X 93
82i X 93
60"x60
60 x60
82 x88
82 x88
70 x83
76 x80
85^ X 58
85L X 58
82" X 88
82 x88
85
76
76

x85
x85
x85

86 x96
50 x85
85 x88
76 x85
85 x85
62 x70
85 x85
83 x90
83 x90
85
60
85
85 x88
52 x70
85 x88
85 x88
85 x88
85 x88
84 x86

:60

85
85

x85
x85

85 x85

76 x82
87 x87
77 i- X 80

No. Rider and machine.
49. W. A. Sale (3i T.T. Rex)

*50. J. Smith (3i Bradbury)
*51. S. S. Williams (3i Triumph)
52. A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury)
53. J. Eastwood (3^ Bradbury)
*54. W. A. Jacobs (3i Rex)
*55. J. P. le Grand (5 Rex)
56. J. S. Holroyd (Ij Motosacoche) ..

*57. J. Woodward (Rex)

58. P. Piatt (3i Bradbury) ...

*59. W. Houghton (3^ Bradbury)
60. A. D. Arter (3i Jarae?)

61. S. C. Perryman (3^ James)
62. H. Gibson (3i Bradbury)

*63. G. Wray (3i Bradbury) ...

64. B. Jones (5 Premier)
65. G. E. Stanley (5^ Premier)

66. R. Lord (3^ Excelsior)

67. C. Wilson (3^ Excelsior) ...

68. F. Savory (5 Premier)
69. Bertram Austin (3^ L.M.C.)
'70. F. A. Hardy (5 V.S.)

71.- B. Allan Hill (3^ N.S.U.)
V. Underbill (3^ L.M.C.)
Cyril Cross (3i L.M.C.) ...

H. P. Brown (5i A.S.L.) ...

75. J. Waring (3i Triumph-A.S.L.) .

*76. W. H. Wanklyn (Ariel) ...

77. F. Phillip (3i Scott)

78. F. A. James (2 Omega) ...

79. H. S. James (2 Omega/ ...

S. L. Bainbridge (3^ Humber) .

A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber)
Passenger Class.

A. R. Abbott (8 Matchless and
sidecar)

J. Tassell (6 Matchless ;i,nd sidecar)

*Denote private owners.

The following competitors' macliines

change-speed gears : Nos. 8, 11, 12. 17, 18, 20, 26, 29. 30.

31, 32, 46, 48, 70, 71, 77. 80, 81, 82, and 83.

Couples competing for the Team prize are : 1 and 2, 7 and

8, 11 and 12, 29 and 30, 33 and 34, 41 and 42, 44 and 45,

48 and 49, 53 and 58, 60 and 61, 64 and 65, 66 and 67, 72

and 73, 74 and 75, 78 and 79.

A map of the route, with distances and a list of stopping

places, will be found on the centre pages.

72.

73.

74.

*80.

81.

*82.

•83.

No. of Bore and
cylinders. stroke.

841 X 89
87 x87
84 x86
87 x87
87 x87
84i X 89

77i X 80
62 x75
841 X 89

87 x87
87 x87
86 x96
86 x96
87 x87
87 x87
71 x84
85 x88
84i X 89

84i X 89
'71 X 84

85 x88
75 x75
85 x88
85 X 88

85 x88
85 x85
85 x88
85 x85
70 x63
75 x70
75 x70
83 x90
83 x90

d
. 2 ... 85 x85

~) 2 ... 70 x95

are fitted witli
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Open Hill-climb in Yorkshire.

JUNE 30th i()LO

SPLENDID entry was received for

the Bradford Motor Cycle Club's

second annual open hill-climb at

Cockshoot Lane, about three miles

from Skipton, last Saturday, and
an interesting competition, so far

as. hill-climbs go, was the result.

The weather conditions in the

morning cOuld hardly have been more depressing,

loca-l thunderstorms were prevalent, and heavy rain

clouds hovering about threatened to discharge a heavy
load. This was not enough to stop motor cyclists and
others interested from attending the event, and the

conditions improving about middav, it is probable

that over a thousand people witnessed the climbing.

With reference to the venue of the climb, although

we have great respect for the Bradford officials' care

and forethought in formulating competition regula-

tions fair to everyone, we cannot congratulate them
upon the selection of Cockshoot • Lane for a hill-climb-

incidentally settling a few good-natured differences

with one or two of his. trade rivals. But he was
doomed to disappointment, for on his very first flight

up the hill (everyone who saw him said he was " really

flying ") the rear tyre burst, pitching Mr. Myers over
the handte-bars, and he was lucky to get off with a'

few bnrises and a bad shaking.

Examination of the Competing Machines.
The Bradford club, it may be recalled, was. the first

organisation to seriously take up the Cjuestion of stan

dard machines in competition. A committee of scruti-

neers examined each machine at the weighing scales to

ascertain whether it conformed to the regulations.

It was impossible for one person to obsev\e the
whole length of the hill, but below are a few notes

we made at the steep stretch, halfway up the hill.

Class i.—Lightweights.
The lightweight machines were geared very low, yet

found the i in 7 gradient a little too stiff. Ha!ll

A competitor

at the ]ast bend,

where several

riders came to

grief. Competi-

tors call this

" bad selection ot

the hill" ; offi-

cia.ls call it " bad

judgment in

taking the
corner."

nig contest In other words, it is by no means an
ideal hill. Its severity is undoubted, but it is of too
tdrtuous a nature, and, niQreo^'er, too narrow to

encourage riders of fast motor cycles to climb it at

speed, and no one was surprised that several

suffered bad spills.. The surface was good, and, for-

tunately, unaffected by the downpours. The measured
distance of the climb would be about five-eighths of

a mile. The chief award in the competition was a

handsome silver challenge cup for fastest time, pre-

sented' by Eric S. Myers, a popular member of the

club. The practising \A'as marred by an unfortunate

accident, which might have proved much more serious

than it did. Mr. Myers, excellent sportsman that he
is, had spent some time tuning up one of His motor
bicycles with the idei of I'ft'no- his own trophy, and

(N.S.U.) appeared to travel fastest (he was afterwards

disqualified), Clark (Douglas) was slow but sure, and
Da-\'ey (Moto-Reve) pedalled—a contravention of the

rules—but he was nevertheless declared the winner.

Class 2.

—

Standard Singles.

Marshall (Triumph) was first up, and he created

quite a stir, i<x hitherto the spectators—who, by the

\vay, had persisted in meandering aimlessly about the

road—had only seen low-powered machines. P. E.
Tolfree (Matchless), hon. sec. of the Edinburgh
M.C.C, followed, but both were allowed another

attempt, as the telephone at the hill top had been
placed some distance from the finish, and the com-
petitors mistook the finishing point until the matter

' was rectified. Piatt (Bradbury) travelled at a rare bat,

the other performances being quite ordinary.
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Open Hill-eLmb in Yorkshire.—

Class 3.

—

Standard Touring Twins.

Smith (C!yno) failed at the lirst attempt owhig to

his carburetter valve sticking. He (as well as other

competitors who experienced a stop on the hill later

in the afternoon) was generously allowed another try,

but was by no means a flier. The energetic trials hon.

sec, Felix Scriven (Rex), did much better. A couple

of two-stroke Scotts in this event ascended the hill

without apparent effort in tlieir usual silky manner, a

brand new standard 4 h.p. model ridden by T.

HariTTeaves beating F. Philinp's 5 h.p. machine.

Class 4 —Standard Two-speed SiNCLE-crLiNDERS.

In this and No. 5 event, competitors had to stop

and restart on the gradient on being warned by an

"-ifficial with a red flag. W. Milnes (P. and M.) was

lir.st up, and he stopped and restarted very neatly.

The other thiee competitors could not have read the

rules carefully, for thev fumbled in the restarting test

and lost valuable seconds.

Class 5.

—

Standard Two-speed Twins.

Lord (Rex) caused alarm, but later considerable

amusement at the stopping and starting lest. He

at the finish through ln(jking round, but did nothing'

more than buckle his back wheel. Pitney (Rex)
stopped once, but was among the fastest on his second
trial.

Class 7.

—

Twin Racing Machines.

Moorhouse (Indian) was agreed to be fastest on the

steepest stretch, so that his time is unaccountable.

Mackay (Rex) tore up the hill, wobbled dangerously

at the top corner, recovered, and linished in fine style.

Four well-known Bat riders had entered for this event

—Bowen, the brothers Bashall, and Fenn^but all

were absentees.

Class 8'.

—

Open.

Some powerful monsters competed in the open cfess,

and the spectators wisely allowed extra space at the

corners. Moorhouse, the first rider up, again judged
the corners nicely, and a moment or two later, another

Indian rider, H. D. Shaw, dnne the spectators' hearts

into their mouths. He v,as admittedly miles the

fastest of the bunch, and though he switched off and
jammed on his brake some 5'ards befijre tlie top l>end,

he could not clear the ditch, and rider and machine
parted company, the former 'rolling over and over,

T. Hargreaves

(4 h.p. Seott) re-

starting in the

Variable Gear
Class. The
gradient at this

point is about 1

in 12.

came up to the flag well, judged the stop to a nicety,

and, on receiving the word to start, stamped on the

idw gear pedal, which caused the front of his machine
to rear straight up for all the world like a bucking
broncho. Lord exhibited no fears whatever, he coolly

kept his place in, the sadd'ie, and got away in splendid

style. T'he odd second Lord lost by in the placing

was easily wasted in, this little episode.

Class 6.

—

Single-cylinder Racers.
Marshall again led the vanguai'j, and his T.T.

Triumph, though geared 3^ to i, showed no per-

ceptible slacking of pat;e except when the rider was

obliged to SAvitch off for the corners. Silencers were

optional on racing machines, and Cockcfoft, dispens-

ing with his, oeated a rare din. Hugh Gibson, on

his End-to-end sidecar record machine, stripped of all

superfluous, part?, did well. Bottoms came a cropper

but, to- the astonishment of the onlookers, he imme-
diately sprang up and walked to his machine which
reposed in the ditch. J. Scri\en> who was trying for

the first time the paces of the new 7 h.p. twin Rex, took

no undue risks, but was travelling at a great jjace. Next
Marshall came over through running on, to sodden
grass bordering the ditch. • He made a gallant effort

to right his machine after it commenced wobbling, but

it finally shot from under him. Pluckily remounting, he
made another ascent, but had obviously lost the nerve
he displaved in former sprints. It was whispered that

Marshall, anxious to regain .some of his laurels, was
"all out" for !Mr. Myers's trophy, so his success was.
warmly received. Macker«!ie-Cott had fitted new
pbstons and cut d(.iwn the stroke of his 8 h.p. J.A. P.
the day before the climb to bring it within the limit,

so no surprise \\i\\ be expressed when we say that his
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Group of competitors outsiie the Devonshire Hotel, Slupton, where the lesuits

were announced.

performaiice was not so good as he and his machine
are capable of. He was also quite naturally shy ol

the stone walls bordering the roadside.

The Complete Results.

The actual times and the positions of the competitors

in order of merit are as under:
Class 1.—Liglitweiglit motor cycles not exceeding 120 lbs.

(sitaiidard).

G. E. Davev (2.; Moto-liSve) Im. 14s.

Eli Clark (21 Dojigia.-^) Ini. 15Js.

W. E. Hall (2i N.S.U.) made fastest time (Im. 9s.), but

was di.squalified, as his machine did not conform to the rule.-^.

Class 2.—For standard pattern single-cylinder machines.

J. Marshall (S^ Tiiumph) Om. 43is.

P. Piatt (3i Bradbury) Oiii.

P. E. Tolfree (3^ Matchless-J.A.P.)

Geo. Wiay (3^ Bradbury)
J. Windle (3i Triumph) Oni

W. Houghton (3i Bradbury) lui. llfs.

Cl,--\ss 3.—Standard touring twins.

T. Hargveaves (4 Scott) Om. 48|s.

F. Phiiipp (5 Scott) Om. 58s.

F. Scriren (5 Re«) ... Om. 58|s.

F. Smith (5 Clyno) Im. 3-^s.

Cl.-vss 4.—Standard single-cylinder two-speeders.

P. Weatheiilt (3^ Zenith-Oradna) .. Im. lOfs.

H. H?nds (5J Rei) Im. 23is.
W. Milnes (3;^ P. ar.d M.) Im. 31|s.

T. G. BiiUus (5i P. and M.) Im. 50|s.

Cl.\ss 5.—Standard twin-cylin.der two-speeders.

F. Philipp (5 Scott) ; Im. 13is.
R. Lord (5 Rex) Ini. Ufs.
T. Hargreaves (4 Scott) Im. 25-^s.

Class 6.—Sirrgle-cvlinder racing machines not exceeding
500 c.c.

J. Marshall f3i Triumph) Om. 381s.

P. Cock-CToft {3i Triumph) Om. 47-^s.

F. E. Pitney (3^ Rex) Om. 47|s.

Hugh Gibs"- (3^ Triumph) ... ... Om. 48fs.

S. Grange 3^ Triumph) Om. 50^s.

J. Bottoms (3i Triumph) Im7 8|s.

R. Ogle (3i triumpli)" Im. 10|s.

Class 7.—Twni racn'£; machines not exceeding 670 c.c.

F. Macliav (4 Rex) Om. 46's.

P. Butler' (5 Dot-J.A.P.) Om. 47s.

T. Hargreaves {5 Scott) Om. Els.

A. J. Jloorhouse |5 Indian) ... ... Im. l|s.

49s.

Om. 53|s.

Om. 55|s.

55|s.

Class 8.—Open to any motor liicycle with engine rot exceed-
ing 1,000' c.c.

Scriven (7 Rexj
J. Moorhouse (5 Indian)
Marshall (3i Triumph)

S. Grange (3^ Triumph)
P. Butler (5 Dot-J.A.P.)

ckenzie-Cott (8 King-J. A.P.)
1. Coclicroft (3^ Tiiumph)

liiirgreaves (5 Scott)

J.

A.
J.

G. Wray (3^ Bradbury)

Om. 42s.

Om. 44s.

Om. 44|s.

Out. 45^s.

Om. 471s.

Om. 47-^ s.

Om. 49Js.

Om. 51s.

Om. 56's.

The foregoing results were announced at the Devon-
shire Hotel, Skipton, on Saturday evening.

Special amateur awards were as under: \ pair of
Nlichelin Trident tyres for fastest twin-(\ linder

iuachine outside Myers's trophy winner, won by J.

Scriven (7 h.p. Rex) ; a pair of Palmer rubber-studded
tyres and tubes for fastest single-cylinder outside
trophy winner, S. Grange (3V2 h.p. T.T. Triumph); a

Lucas acetylene lamp for fastest touring machine not

exceeding 750 c.c., P. E. Tolfree (TfYo h.p. Matchless).

IMPORTANT STOP PRESS NOTICE.
On going to press, we are advised by telephone by the

hon. sec. of the Bradford M.C.C. that the timekeepe'rs have
made an extraordinary muddle in the hill-climb times

announcetl Saturday evening, and published on this page,

and practically all are incorrect. Their excuse is that they

hurried unduly to oblige the competitors, and, moreover, they

were not used to working together. J. Scriven (7 h.p. Rex)

wins the Eric S. Myers Trophy for fastest time.
_
The revised

and checked results give the following class winners : Class

1, Eli Clark; Class 2, J. Marshall; Class 3, Felix Scriven;

Class 4, P. Weatherilt; Class 5, F. Philipp; Class 6, J.

Marshall ; Clas's 7, A. J. Moorhouse ; Class 8, Jack Scriven.

J. Marshall (Z\ h.p. Triumph), winner dI the two single-cylinder classes.
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Infer-'Varsity Racing at Brooklands.
Now that Brooklands is getting so busy, tine weather

carniot always be expected for every kind of

meeting that is lield there, but ements miglit

weil have been a little better disp ^ last Saturday,

when teams representing the Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge came down to contest car and motor cycle events.

The drenching downpour, which lasted from the beginning of

the meeting until the end, and was continuous except for

very, very brief intervals, accounted not only for a very

sparse attendance of spectators, but also no doubt for the

fact that a rather large proportion of the competitors failed

to put in an appearance. Apart from the unpleasantness of

the weather, whicli was really as bad as it well could be,

the racing was never very exhilarating, so that the meeting

can hardly be written down an unqualified success. -

The Selection Trial.

The first event was the Oxford Cycle Eliminating Race
over a distance of five and threequarter miles, and the first

six riders past the post were to be eligible to compete against

the Cambridge team in the Inter-'Varsity Race. The handicaps

were based on the cubic capacity of the engines, twin-cylinder

motors being calculated at two-thirds of their actual capacity.

The scratch machines wefe two V.S. which were to have

figured in the Cambridge Eliminating Race, but of which

the owners did not turn up. Out of eleven entrants, only

six put in an appearance and faced the sts rter. These were :

G. F. L. Hendrerson (two-cylinder JIatcl.less) Om. 6s.

E. D. Tat€ (Trium-iVn)

A. F. M. Stevenson (tw>o-cvlinder CIvno) ..

D. B. Rea (Moveo) ... '
."

M. K. Mackenzie (Triumph)'

W. J. Frings (two-cylinder X.S.U.)

Om.
Om.
Om.
Om.
Im.
2m.

a very racy-looking

51s.

54s.

Os.

20s.

machineTate, whose Triumph
with a» specially sma-U torpedo tank and minus guards, soon

overhauled the rest of the field and won by a mile and a half.

Frings, whose 3i h.p. twin N.S.U. was stripped to the lai-'t

ounce, stood a good chance of winning this event, but failed

to start until the race was practically over. Tate's speed

of 49^ m.p.h. was by no means bad considering that the

track was practically under water. Henderson was eecond,

Rea third, and Mackenzie fourth. Stevenson came in very

late, and Frings finished just before the next race started.

The Cambridge Cycle Eliminating Race brought out a

couple of Indians which put up a good fight. Out of fifteen

entrants five riders only put in an appearance, so that as

far as the eliminating part of the race went this event. like

the previous one, performed a work oi super&rogation. The
starters were :

C. K. Wigram (two-cylinder BatJ Om. 24s.

N. Gray (Triumph) Om. 48s.

E. D. Dickson (two-cylinder Indian) ... Om. 54s.

C. Perrens (two-cylinder Indian) ... Om. 54s.

J. Ashworth (Minerva) ... Im. 40s.

The two Indian machines got away in good style, and
leaving the field splashing through the wet behind them
made a close finish, Dickson winning by twenty yards. Gray
was threequarters of a mile beliind, and Ashworth half a

mile behind him. Speed, 58 m.p.h.

The result of the contest was- an easy win for Dickson {Cam-
bridge), with Tate (Oxford) second, but over a mile behind.

Perrens would have been a close second but his magneto
was literally drowned, and within a quarter of a mile from
the finish he was obliged to dismount and walk home. Gray
(Cambridge) was third, Ashworth (Cambridge) fourth,

Mackenzie (Oxford) fifth, and Henderson (Oxford) sixth.

As the first cycle past the post scored eleven points for its

University, the second ten, and so on, Cambridge won this

contest easily by 28 points against 23.

The Cambridge

team, winners o£

the Inter-'Varsity

contest at Biook-

lands. This
usually interest-

ing event was

spoiled by con-

tinuous rain.

A.C.U. INTER-CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP ELIMINATING TRIAL (Metropolitan Centre.)
The results of the above trial were to have been decided

un_ Saturday last from Beaconsfield, but rain, poor support,
and an insufficient number of officials caused a fiasco. Only
tlrree teams competed, and of these the Herts County A.C.
(motor cycle section) was the only one to send a complete
team. The North-west London M.CIC. sent five competitors,
and the Essex Jlotor Club only four. The A.C.U. was repre-

sented by Mersrs F. Straight, H. P. Beasley, and H. B.
llenner. The route was typed on foolscap paper, which was
almost immediately reduced to pulp by the rain. After
much discussion, it was decided to start the trial, but as

the route had not been previously marked Beasley left to

put up some arrows.

A late start was made, and the first competitor, C. C.

Cooke, of the Herts team, about twenty miles from the .-start

was hopelessly lost in a wilderness of lanes which were little

better than sheep tracks strewn with stones and sand.
Other competitors then came up, and a halt was called for

a consultation. It must be remembered that the rain was
all the time coming down in torrents, so the plight of the
competitors can be imagined.
On enquiry of the local people, it was found that some of

the places mentioned on the ix>ute sheet were not known.
It was ultimately decided to proceed to Missenden and
Chesham, and then return to Beaconsfield, where the trial

was abandoned. *
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'THE BATTLE OF THE CVLINDERS." THE ATTACK ON "FATHER TIME" BV THE MOTOR CyCLE ARMY. (SEE PAGES 602-607.)

Lighting-up Times.

Tiie times to light lamps for this

week are as under :

Jmie 30th 9.18 p.m.
July 2iicl 9.18 p.m.

„ 4th 9.17 p.m.

„ 6th 9.16 p.m.

Police Traps.

O.ii the London to Chatham Road,
just lieyond Welling. Strict legal limit

should be observed from Shooter's Hill

to Bexley.

The Team Prize in the Six Days' Trials.

In connection with the Knd-to-end
reliability trial, a special prize will be
awarded for the best performance of a

team of two machines entered or

nominated by a trade representative.

Hitherto, teams of three have com-
peted for the team prize.

The A.C.TJ. Six Days' Trials.

From the double-page map in the
centre of this issue readers residing in

the locality of the End-to-end route

will be able to see at a glance the
nearest and best point at which the
competitors in the End-to-end run
may be seen. This year's total

distance is 1,021^- miles—the longest
officially observed open reliability trial

to date.

Good and Bad Boads.
The dust on the roads from Leeds

to Doncastec is simply appalling, as

competitors in the Leeds-London-back
run found to their cost. As a contrast
the roads from Doncaster to Retford
aie a great improvement in this
respect, and the dust causes very little

inconvenience. It would appear that
those responsible for the condition of

the roads south of Doncaster could
supply some useful information to the
road authorities in some portions of

the North. A similar state of affairs

exists in many parts of the country.
One can travel fast over a stretch of

road ^v-ithout creating any dust, and
suddenly run on to a stretch of road
which causes the dust to be scattered
in all directions. Again, after con-
tinued rain, some roads are
dangerously gi'easy, while others
remain comparatively dry. Do not
these conditions prove the need for a

central authority to carry out experi-
ments and govern the upkeep of the
roads ''.

Inter-club Meet in the South.

"U.S.H.'s" suggestion in The.
Motor Gyole of June 9th for a general
meeting of clubs and motor cyclists
iouth of the Thames has drawn forth
a further reply from R. Port, assistant
horr? ^ec. of the Winchester and Dis-
trict iVI.C.C, which club will, be
plea.^ed to help forward the suggestion.
The Surrey M.C.C. has already pro-
mised its support, and it is also under-
stood that the Western District M.C.
(London) is favourable to the pro-
posal. We should recommend the
secretaries of clubs named to get into
communication with one another and
fix upon a suitable date for the
meeting.

Two Motor Cycles Stolen.

^lotor cycle thefts are increasing.

Two machines were stolen from Cox's
Motor Garage St. Andrew's Hill,

Cambridge, on the 24th. One is a
1909 Triumph with brass acetylene gas
lamp and generator ; the other is a
new free engine Excelsior with Lucas
plated lamp and generator, and Lucas
horn. The thieves left the garage about
5 a.m. on the 24th, and took care to

equip themselves with two. new air

tubes, two new belts, and a spare

cover, besides a number of tools.

The Road Board.

In connection with the newly-
appointed Road Board, we are glad to
state that Mr. W. Reee Jeffreys
{late secretary of the Motor Union) was
offered and has a<:cepted the post of
permanent secretary. Col. R. ^. B.
Crompton, C.B., is the engineer.

A Warning.
Mr. William Corcutt, London Road,

Donca^ster, writes to warn speed men
of all kinds that it will be wise for
them in future to ride considerately,
through Doncaster, and thus help all

concerned to keep this town a
"clean" place on the Great North
Rmd, as it has always been hitherto.

Brooklands July Meeting.

The B.A.R.C. has decided to
cancel the meeting which was to have
been held on the 13th and 14th of

July. This decision has been ari-ived

at owing to the Bournemouth Fetes,
as the B.A.R.C. does not wish to
attract aviators to Brooklands on
these dates.

The M.C.C. Team Competition.

Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, hon. secre-

tar_' for the M.C.C. team trials for The
Motor Cycle Cup, wishes to thank, on
behalf of the club, the many willing
helpers who gave their assistance on
June 18th. The Motor Cycling Club also
wishes to express its hearty apprecia-
tion of the way in which it was
"assisted by the Daventry police, who
did everything they possibly could to
make the event a success.
Two members of the Oxford M.C.C.

team changed numbers after the pro-
grammes were issued, viz., J. Aid-
worth (3^ h.p. Kerry Abingdon) and
J. F. Salter (3^ h.p. Triumph). The
latter scored 90 and the former 100
marks.
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M.C.C. Petrol Consumption Trial.

TItE M.C.C. seeiii.s paiticuliulj' uiil'uituiiutf in rcgjiul

to weatUer when it holds a pt'trol coiiSuiliijUnii tiial.

Last year's event was marvi'd by atii.icious wealher.

and this year's event, held on Saturday last, was run

under even vporse conditions; at least, tlie weather fur twi>

or three hours previous to the appointed time for starting

was bad, which doubtless stopped many of the entraols

H. Kaislake (two-speed Di-eadnougM) victor in ClJss I. of th'eM C.C. petrol

consumption t?st.

fiom turning up. As it was, the journey out to Nurthwood
•—tlie scene of the start—was made in stages owing to the

rainstorms, with the result that many competitors arrived

late. However, the organisation of the event was so perfect

in other respects that once the men were gathered together

it w;is an easy nuitter to de.spatch tlieui. This year a new
course was selected, starting from Xorthwond, near Piiilier,

.Middlesex. The n^Vt- circular course was an ideal one, taking
in Eickniansworth -Hill (comjietitors rode down this hill and
up a long gradient the other side), the distance jjer circuit

being Jour miles. The event was divided into three classes— -

(1) for single-cylinder motor bicycles, (2) for multi-cylinder
motor bicycles, and (3) for passenger machines and cars—but
of the thirteen entered in Class 1 only six faced the starter

(Mr. R. H. Head). Four st-;>rted in Class 2, and five in

Class 3, Two of which were sidecar combinations.

The Petrol Allowance.
Regarding allowances of petrol, this was arranged on the

previous year's table, viz., at the rate of one pint for 300 lbs.

total ^^•eight,' increasing to one and a half pints for 600 lt>s.,

and two and a quarter pints, for 1,200 lbs., due allowance
being made for intermediate weights. Multi-cylinder
machines in Class 2 over 150 lbs. in weight were allowed
thirty per cent, extra s-pirit. -As it happened, all four of

the nuichines in Uass 2, including two Douglas machines
(which were apparently weighted up), weighed well over
150 lbs., and the extra allowance was not given, which
acciiunts for the poor performances of multi-cylinder machines
compared with some 6f the singles.

The actual start was made -from the True Lovers' Knot
Hotel, Northwood, approximately one mile from t^© actual
start of the circuit, so that five- miles were cohered in the
first round.
The first to fall out was A. Mabon (3 h.p. Mabon and

sidecar), who, we observed, had his machine fitted with his

new and ingenious infinitely variable gear. He suffered

from an air lock, and never got properly started. Noel

Ijans Hanidton was the next to stop, with .slipping clutch,

when oidy half-way round the first circuit. God.sal (6-7 h.p.

Bat) was the third to drop ijut alter covering one conipleLe
circuit and 1;! miles of the second, making the total distance
covered 63 miles. Bell, who had entered in Class 1, turned
up on his four-cylinder F.N., and was allowed to stait in

Class 2. He ran on three cylinders only the whole way, a

refractory plug refusing to spark. His machine, however,
was accommodating, since it stopped at the finish of the
second circuit after having covered nine miles exactly..

Fletcher, on a two-speed Douglas, managed tu squeeze in

eleven miles, and Robinson, on the other Douglas, 13i :

meanwhile, Holroyd (Motosacoche) had finished at 10-^ miles,
the only one so far in Class 1 to fall out.

A Sidecar Wins Class 3.

Colyer (3^- h.p. Humber and sidecar), with two cars and
SlabOn out. \\as left Avinner of his class, and he eventually
ciu'ered Mg nliles.

With Classes 2 and 3 finished, interest was centred on the
sin;j,l.e-cylinder machines. De Lissa (Motosacoche), Pratt
(liglitweight Phelon and Jloore), B. JIarians (Phelon and
.Moore), Karslake (Dreadnouglrt), and Hill (Kerry) all safely
completed four circuits, and disappeared from view, but the
fifth lap was to be the decider. Marians and Hill both ran
out of the precious sprint at the top of Rickmansworth Hill,

and Marians was able, by taking greater risks down the^

hill to coast further than Hill, so just beating him.
Mauans covered 18^ miles. De Lissa managed to crowd in

21 miles, finishing within a stone's throw of the end of the
fttlh circuit. Pialt improved on this distance by one and.a half
i"ni'>es , but Karslake, on his ancient war horse Dread-
nought, was still going strong, and eventually came to lesL

at 242 miles. He rode with an abnormally high gear, wilh
a lo\\ gear for emergencies, and his engine has an auxiliary
exhaust port at the bottom of the stroke. Results ;

Ct^as-s 1. Petrol allowance.
Rider and machine. ozs. drms.

1 (Gold medal). H. Karslake (4 Dreadnought) 23 4i
2 (Silver). W. Pratt (2^ P. and JL) 19 5"

3 (Bronze). 0. L. De Lissa (1^ Motosacoche)... 191,

W. Pratt (UghtweightP. iindM.) travelled 22J miles' oa,an allowance
of 19 ozs. 5 drm'=. of petrol, gaining the :e':ond award.
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Class 2.

1. J. V. Robiusou (2| Douglas)...

2. G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas) ...

3. H G. Bell (5-6 four-cylindev F,

Class 3.

1. A. L. Colyer (3^ Humber and =

2. T. Pears (15 Rover car)

3 A. Meschiiii (20 Rov-er car) ...

... 21 1

... 81 3

N.)... ... 22 7

idecar) ... 32 3

... 32 5

... 32 5

JUNE 30th. icjio.

Petrol consuiijptioii trials, altliougli very interesting as a

ptoof of tlie great distances that can be covered on a motor
cycle with a ver;- small quantitj' of peirol, do not attract the

members of the M.C.C. like "ome of tlieir<xther com [petitions.

The event, however, was well arranged and organised.

Mr. Jenkins was _, responsible for the organisation aid
clerical work in connection with this event, and was ably

assisted by Mr. F. T. Bidlake (timekeeper), Mr. Head, Dr.

Clifford Gibbons, and Captain Dickson, whose garage was
placed at the club's disposal for weighing, etc.

B. Alan Hill

(Kerry - A b i n g-

don) competing in

tlie ffl.C.C. Petrol

Consumption
T ri a 1 . Many
competitors and

others from the

aband oned
A.C.U. "Club

Champ i nship "

witnessed the

M.C.C. Trial.

CLUB NEWS.
Western District M.C. (London).

In the hill-climbing competition on Dashwood Hill on
the 18tli inst. F. H. MuUett (1910 Touring rriumph) was
first in the single-cylinder class and second in the racing
class. The first competitor in the racing class was F. W.
Ritchie (5 h.p. Indian).

North-west London M.C.C.

Owing to a desire expressed by the geiieral body nf

uiinibers. the committee has deciided to hold a speed-judging

ciiuipt-titiun on July 2ik1 in place of a gyuikliana, as

ill ranged. The start .will be from the Duke of York flotel.

just beyond Barnet, on tlie Hatfield Road.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The speed trials which were down for July 2nd are post-

poned, and in place thereof the committee have been allowed •

(lie privilege of the use of the Hardwick Hall Drive for a

liill-climb on Saturday next, for the Percy Johnson Cup.

The entrance fee for the hill-climb is 2s. 6d., pre-paid

befo'.'e Friday next.

Leicester and District M C.C.

The route chosen for to-day's reliability trials is Newtown
liiuford, paist (Jrueby Pool, tln-ough Grueby, Markfield, past

Ulverscroft Grange, and back to INewtown. Competitors

must assemble at 2.30 p.m., to start at 3 p.m. promptly.

Thoe will be prizes for tl>e tliree best performances.- The
course will be negotiated six times. Chief marshal. Dr. C.

B. Moss Blundell (captain) ; competition secretary, W.
Carrington.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The following are the results of the two days' reliability

run to Grasmere ; J. Fishwick (3-^- h.p. Tria »v1j). 93 points;

.J. H. Green (3^ h.p. Runwell). 87; Normui Haddock (3^

li.p. P. and M.), 82; L. R. Hardman (3^ h.p. T.T. triumph),
82; F. Lucas (3i h.p. Triumph), 75. P. J. Foster (3^ h.p.

P. and M. aud sidecar) lost all points through punctures
and retired.

Prizes were given to the first four competitors. Each rider

started with 100 points, five were deducted for each stop,

one for each minute late or early at controls, and there were
-three secret checks.

Birmingham M.C.C.
A week-end run is arranged for July 16th and 17th, as

the last run proved £0 successful. Builth is to be the venue
this time, whilst on July 30th a four days' tour is arranged
with Bournemouth as the goal. On July 9th a novel hill-

climb is to take place, each competitor to ride the same
raacliiu6j and a speed-judging contest is to be held on July
23rd on somewhat novel lines.

Westmoreland M.C.C.
The above club held a non-stop run on Thursday last of

about eighty miles for Triumph medals. The course in-

cluded some bad and steep ,by-roads. Sixteen competitors
started, and on completion it was found that three had
gained full marks, viz., two Triumphs and one Bradbury.
These three were sent round tlie full course a second time, but
all three managed to gain full marks again, which made it

neoesisary to re-run it on Saturday last, speedometers and
watches being barred. Final : A. 51. Soraavell and \A'. West-
wood (Triumphs) tie; 3. H. Harrison (Bradbury).

Newcastle M.C.
A reliability run for motor cars and motor cycles from

Newcastle-on-Tyne to Eklinburgh and back on the coast

route, a distance of 222 miles, was held by the Newcastle
Motor Club on Thursday last, this being the fourth annua!
reliability trial for the Lucas Challenge Bowl. Two cars

and twelve cycles were entered for the competition, and one
competitor dropped out of each class. The competitors were
judged on their previously declared time, which varied

at the option of the rider from eighteen to twenty miles per
hour, and medals were given for points as well as for those
finishing within schedule time. The latter numbered nine and
Avere as follows : H. Mason (4^^ h.p. Bercley), J. R. R.obson

(3i h.p. Excelsior), D. V. Wright (3^ h.p. "Dene), A. Clark

(3;^ h.p. Dene), J. Adams (3i h.p. Excelsior), D. Daglisli

(4 h.p. Antoine), R. Rowntree (3^ h.p. Bradbury), and W. H.
Peel (4^ h.p. J. A. P.) The awards for the challenge bowl
and the. special prizes will be made after the time sheets

from the various controls have been gone through. Messrs.
Arthur J. Luctvs aud A. Parkin were the judges, and the
timing, was carried out by ilr. William Dunn, secretary
to the club. The event was carried out in the best of

weather, and proved very successful and erjoyable.
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A WORD TO THE WISE

!

" The commercial man does not require the powerful articles such as were exhibited

in notable instances in the Isle of Man. His want will be met by a small service-

able motor cycle such as we have in the Moto-Reve type and size of cycle."

—Athletic News.

m-w
BEST TYPE

AND THE HANDIEST SIZE
for all practical uses. The Model "B" weighs only 78 lbs. and costs

ONLY 27 GUINEAS.

Full details of all models

sent free on request.

Free Trials arranged.

l iTl^PepTT^Tflfeyi^peFyTirfl

Moto - Reve Co., Ltd..

Dept. " A," Acton Vale,

London, :: :: :: :: W.

Ey:^ng:fTn^fey:^T?Er;nff^ i

in a motor cycle proves correctness of design, hence—the Norton's
wonderful all-round efficiency.

^ Sheffield and Hallanishire ]\LC.C,

Flying Kilometre, June nth.

3* h.p. NORTON FASTEST
TIME OF

The Norton beat all comers including the i

fastest twin. The first Norton ricVr weighed
i^i stone ! The second No- n i ridtr was an

^solute novice, Ihis being his first machine.

List u'ti! Irrr.

THE

NORTON MANFG.
CO., LTD.,

Deritend Bridge,

Floodgate Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON—

Maudes' Motor Mart.

136,

Gt. Portland Street,

W.

Ir arfveriti'i thrs^f ridrertixefiirnf.^ it /'.*' rlfsi rah/f to inrnlioii '" The Motor t\i/r!c."
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Ayr and District M.C.

Oil the evening of the 22nd the third hill-climb of the
season took place at Benguhat, a mining village sixteen
miles from Ayr. Fifteen members were present, and got
caught in a thunderstorm which broke over the district just
as the competition commenced. The results were based on

W
the formula — , and are as follow :

T X D=N X VS
Time in Figure of

seconds, merit.
1. J. Johnston (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 70 ... 12856
2. T. L. Rankine (3Jr h.p. Bradbury) 54 ... 13693
3. J, Robertson (3^ h.p. Triumph)... 74 ... 13901

Special prize for fastest time was won by T. L. Rankine.

South Devon M.C.C.
The above club held its first hill-climb on the 18th ii'st.,

on Moorshop Hill, near Priucetown, Dartmoor^ the average
gradient being 1 in 5j. The competitors were staiiied off by
Captain W. J. Gordon, whose enthusiasm and courtesy
greatly contributed to the success of the competition. The
fastest time of the day was made by T. Trinaman on a
7 h.p. V.S., time 1 min. 25 sees. The results on formula
were as follows ;

Single-cvlinder Class.—1, H. King (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 2,
H. W. Oliver (3^ h.p. Triumph); 3, P. 0. Penrose (3^ h.p.
Triumph); 4, R. Birkett (3^ h.p. Triumph); 5, S. King (3J-

h.p. Triumph) : 6. W. J. S. Bament (3J h.p. Triumph) : 7,
R. H.. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph); 8, W. H. Tidbould {3^ h.p.
Quadrant); 9, F. Arnfield (3^ h.p. Rex); 10, H, Terry (4 h.p.
Roc).

Twin-cvlinder Class.—1, H. Shires (6-7 h.p. Bat) ; 2, V.
B. Hilton (8 h.p. Bat) ; 3, T, Trinaman (7 h.p. V.S.) ; 4 C.
R. Roberts (5 h.p. Vindec) ; 5, V. 0. Ratcliffe (9 h.p. Bat)

;

6, 0. Dearden (5 h.p. Indian),

Leeds M.C.C.
The complete result of the Leeds to London and back

reliability trial has now been announced, as follows.:
1- (trophy and gold medal)—Willcinson and Scott (both

on 3i h.p. Trimnphs) tie ; they will each hold the trophy
for six months, and will each receive a gold medal.

S (gold medal)—F. K. Langton (3^ h.p. Triumph).
4. 5. and 6 (silver medals)—Wheater (Sj h;p. Humber),

Ellis (3i h.p. Calthorpe), and Kitchin (Scott).

Bronze medals—Braithwaite (3^ h.p. Triumph), llamsden
(7 h.p. S. and R.), Heaton N,S.U.), IN'oney (3i h.p. Triumph),
Speke (7 h.p. S. and R.), Kelly (2| h.p. Moto-Reve), Cock-
croft (3^ h.p. Triumph and sidecar), Burnell (S^h.p. Hamb.'r),
Murphy (5 li.p. Rex and sidecar), and Brook (3^ h.p. S.P.K.)
The special gold medal for the sidecar class was won by

S. Graham (3^ h.p. Triumph and sidecar).

The Leeds to Edmburgh and back reliability ride is to take
place on Saturday and Sunday, July 23rd and 24th.

Scarborough and District M.C.
The second monthly hill-climb was carried out successfully

on Wednesday, the 15th inst. The electrical timing
apparatus, provided and worked by Mr. J. W. P. Tranmer,
proved a great boon, the telephonic communication being
decidedly useful. There were twelve competitors, and they
were judged on the A.C.U. folmula. Each man was allowed
two attempts, his better time being taken. The times were
recorded by Mr. Topham. The hearty thanks of the club
are due to all those who so kindly assisted in making the
climb a .success. Results :

Class 1.—Lightweights.
Fig.

Time. of merit.

1. E. Castlehouse (2 N.S.U.) ... 65s. ... 66
2. F. H. Mason (2 Moto-Reve) ... 86|s. ... 100

Class 2.—Singles.

1. S. H. Clav (3i Triumph) ... 58-ls ... 81
2. W. Woodall (3^ Ti-iumpli) ... 64is. ... 90.41

3. G. E. Wilkinson (3^ Triumph) ... 57|s. ... 90.48.

Cl.4SS 3.—Twiris.

1. J. Hornby (3| Pre-Diier) 47s. ... ' 72
*2. J. Wilks "(3| Premier) 45|s ... 74
3. Dr. Forman (6 N.S.U.) 50|s. ... 106

Cl-4SS 4.—Heavyweights.
1. N.E. Railway char-a-banc 4m. 37fs.

. *Pastest time.
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Bradford M.C.C.

Felix Scriven (3i h.p. Rex) has been declared winner of the
Wm. Briggs Trophy offered in the Bradford-London-Bradford
twenty-four hours trial referred to in our last issue.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The above club will hold a twelve hours reliability trial

on Saturday next. The course will be as follows : Start a"t

Cannisburn Toll (near Bearsden) and proceed by Duntocher,
Alexandria, Ardlui, Crianlarich, Killin, Kenmore, Aberfeldy
to Pitlochry, then return to Aberfeldy, Amulree, Crieff,

Yetts-o'-Muckhart, Stirling, Kippen, and i)rynien to J'earsden.
Approximate total distance 204 miles. The start will be at
8 a.m. Competitors will be despatched in couples. The
trial will be conducted on a twenty miles per hour basis.

Lunch will be at Pitlochry, during which time the machines
will be in charge of officials, and no repairs whatever will

be allowed. Entries close to-day (Thursday), and should be
sent to Mr. A. Gordon Bostock, Students' Union, University,
•Glasgow.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The fourth annual competition for the Gjers Cup was run
off in a most satisfactory manner on Wednesday, .June 22nd^
The competitors (eighteen in- all) started from Mavtoi
Bungalow about 8 a.m. in brilliantly fine weather, and pro

ceeded round the course of 205^ miles, viz., Guisborough
Whitby, Scarborough, Malton, and York. At the latte

place the competitors had one and a half hours interval, iii

which time lunch was partaken ; they then proceeded to Tad
caster, Pateley Bridge, Harrogate, Ripon, Leyburn, North
allerton, returning ma Clack Lane Ends, Tontine, ani

Leven Bridge. The results are :

1. Evan Rees (3^ h.p. Triumph) 85 marks.

2. H. Fairgrieve (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 83 „
3. J. G. Fairgrieve (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 79 ,,

4. E. Young (3i h.p. Bradbury) ... 71 „
5. J. Telford (3^. h.p. Triumph) 69 „
6. J. Gilchrist (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua)... 65 „
7. F. C. Jones (3^ h.p. Quadrant) ... 61 ,,

8. W. A.- George (3i h.p. Rex) 59 „
9. W. B. Cobb (2i h.p. Enfield)^.. ... 44 ,,

10. R. Hewitt (2i h.p. Enfield) 27 „
U. G. Bellerby (5^ h.p. Vindec) 22 ,, '-

The prizes are : Winner to hold Gjers Cup for a year an
receive club gold medal; 2nd, Armstrong prize value £1 Is.

3rd, club silver medal ; 4th, motor cycle horn presented b;

Messrs. Oliffe and Co. Seven other riders who finishei

within schedule time will receive club bronze medals.

Surrey M.C.C.

A petrol consumption competition was held on the 22n^

inst. over a circular course of thirty-six miles. The rout^

was from Guildford to Surbiton, by way of Ripley, thenci

through Hook to Leatherhead, and home by Horsley an(

Clandon. There were twelve starters out j)f sixteen entrants.

The figure of merit was determined by the formula
Weight of rider and machine

Consumption of petrol (ozs.)

with an addition of 20 per cent, for multi-cylinder machines
The result was as follows

:

Miles Fig. of

per gal. merit.

1. Frank Smith (6 J.A.F.) 118 ... 1.097

2. H. R. Owtram (3i. Triumph) ... 145 ... 979
3. J. A. Manners-Smith (3J Triumph) 137 ... 857

4. R. Ranger (2| Douglas) 145 ... 838

5. Rev. R. Measures (3^ Triumph)... 144 ... 795

6. H. Mitchell (3^ Triumph) 124 ... 788
7. E. Cox (3i Zenith-Gradua) ... 115 ... 780

8. C. J. Feeny (3i Triumph) ... 113 ... 725

9. J. H. Sparks (3^ Triumph) ... 116 ... 718 M
10. G. S. Williams (3i Arno) ... ... 107 ... 703
11. L. Kennard (1^ Motosacoche) ... 144 ... 650

Mr. P. Mitchell (2^ F.N.) was easily first on formula, his

consumption being, at the rate of 202 miles per gallon, but
for some . reason he went the reverse way round the course'

and was thereby disqualified.

In the twelve hours reliability trial, held on the 1st inst.,

two competitors tied for first place. It has now been decided

to award a gold medal to each, while the McNab Cup is to

be offered as a prize in another reliability trial .to be held in"

Aug-ust.
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Newport (Mou.) and District H.C.C.

The toUowiiig runs have been arranged ; Thursday, June
30th, to Hereford ; Saturday, July 2nd, to Hereford, leaving

headquarters at 2.30 ; Sunday, July 3rd, Worcester, leaving

headquarters at 10 a.m.

Inter-club Hill Climb.

Next Saturday, the annual motor cycle inter-club hitl-

! Climb of the Derbyshire and North Staffs, and Mid-Staffs.

'.Automobile Clubs and the University of Birmingham Motor
F.Club is to be held near Oakamoor for a silver challenge cup

•'presented by Mr. Francis A. Bolton, J.P. The competition

commences at one o'clock.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. 200 Miles Reliability Trial. Competitors
- nearins the top of Ormesby Bank, a very lonj and graiual ascent, four mile; from
Middlesbiough, often used tor Mll-climblng trials.

Bath Cycling Club (Motor Section.)

The first, competition took the form of a speed-judging
contest. Competitors had to ride over a half-mile course at

two speeds, twenty and thirty miles an hour, the winner
being the one whose aggregate time was most nearly correct.

Twenty-one competed, and the event was most interesting.

The winners of the three prizes offered were as follow :

1. C. Wileou (3i h.p Humber) 46. out
2. T. C. Leaman (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 4is. out
3. Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas) ... ... 5|s. out

One competitor actually rode "on time" over the thirty

mile an hour section. The section boasts of over forty

members, the club runs are well attended, and the hill-climb

arranged for July 9th and future competitions are being
eagerly looked forward to.

Durham Motor Cyclists Congregating.

A motor cycle club has been formed in Durham and
district; the proposed subscription is 4s., which will include
affiliation to the A.C.U. The secretary pro Ir-m. will be
pleased to receive communications from motor cyclists in the
district, when a general meeting will be held to elect officers

and committee. The secretary pro lem. is R. W. Holmes,
Dunster House, Durham.

Walthamstow M.C.
The above club held its third annual competition for the

dinner cup last week over a course of ninety-two and a half

miles on the London-Newmarket road and back to Thorn-
wood, near Epping. Out of a total of fourteen competitors,
twelve succeeded in making non-stop runs, and qualified for

the gold centre silver medal. The winner of the cup was
decided by secret timing at a milestone on the route. J.

Henbrey, on a 7-9 V.S. sidecar, succeeded in winning, being
o'.ily 9-^ seconds out. He has been declared winner of the
gold medal and holder of the silver dinner cup. The fol-

lowing qualified for medals : G. West (5 Rex and sidecar).

F. A. Applebee (5 Rex and sidecar), D. Fairhead (5 Peugeot
and sidecar). J. W. Percival (6-7 Fafnir Royal tricar), R. J.

Lisles (5^ Humber tricar). W. S. Low (3^ Rex), H. .J. Beal
(3| Rex), A. A. Blanks (3^ Rex), W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury),
A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury), A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Tri-

umph). S. McMinn (6-7 Phanomen and sidecar) and J. H.
Kerr (5 Rex and sidecar) punctured.

Pontefract M.C.
The hill-climb for the Robson Trophy was held at

Minsthorpe Hill, Moorthorpe. Messrs. J. R. Kelly, Langton,
and "Harry fra' Leeds" (of the Leeds M.C.C.) kindly acted
as handicappors and judges. At the close of the contest
tlie competitors and their friends were entertained to tea by
the president of the club. Colonel J. R. Shaw, at his

residence, Elmsall Lodge, when Mr. Kelly declared the
official times (gross) as follows :

Class A.—Lightweights.
R. F. Turner (IJ, Motosacoche, 1910) 67|s.

G. P. Finn (2i Royal Enfield, 1910) ... , ... 54s.

CL.4SS B.--1909 and 1910 Single-cylinders.

Will Bentlev (3i Triumph, 1909) ^ 48s.

E Lee (3^ Triumph, 1909) 48|s.

C. C. Moxon (3i Phelon and Moore, 1909) ... 71-|s.

W. C. Smith m Phelon and Moore, 1909) ... 61^s.

CL.iss C.—1908 and Previous Models, Single-cylinders.

E. M. Dolan (3^ Triumph, 1908) S6is.

Horace Bentley (3i Triumph, 1908) 50^8.

E. Vaux (3i Triumph, 1908) Slfs.

H. Holmes (3i Triumph, 1908) 56s.

Class D.—1909 and 1910 Twins and Two-strokes.
T. G. Mackenzie (5 F.N., four-cylinder, 1909) 76|s.

C. P. Finn (2i Royal Enfield, 1910) 55s.

E. Lee (3i Scott two-stroke, 1909) 45|s.

In the final, H. Bentley -made even time (50^s.), whereas the

other finalists (Turner and LeeJ lost slightly on their previous
time. Bentley therefore became the first winner of the

Robson Trophy. E. Lee made the fastest time of the day on
his Scott.

The newly-formed motor section of the Bath Cycling Club, assembled outside the Blathwayt Arms, on the Lansdowu heights.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed eavelope tor reply.

Fitting a Free Engine Clutcb.

Please say—(1.) Would the
fitting of a Mabon clutch to
my Triumph injure the engine
in any way? (2.) Is the Mabon
clutch entirely satisfactory ?

(3.) Would the machine run freer or

quicker down a hill in free engine
position than at present with exhaust
lifter raised?—G.J.I.

(1.) No, the fitting of the clutch would
not injure the engine in any way. (2.)

The clutch is satisfactory. (3.) Natur-
ally the madjine would run more easily

with the clutch out than with the
exhaust lifter raised, as there would
be no friction in the engine to overcome
with the clutch disengaged.

Damage to a Gate.

In going on business to our

^1 local workhouse the other day
^ on my Eexette I had the mis-
-?J fortune to get upset through

the projection in the centre of

the gateway which holds the gates
together when closed, catching in

one of the front wheels of my
machine and wrenching the steering
wheel out of my hands. The result

was that the machine charged the
gate and damaged it. Can the
guardians make me pay for the
damage?—UNFOETtrarATE.

Our legal adviser's reply with regard
to your query is as follows : "This
query cannot be definitely answered on
the facts given in the letter. May I

presume that it is customary for the
roadway from the main road to the
workhouse to be used by horses and
carts and vehicles generally? Has

- ' Unfortunate ' been in the habit of

using this road with his Eexette? At
what rate was he travelling? Ought
he not with reasonable care to have
been able to avoid the projection? Did
he previously know that the projec-
tion was there? Do I understand
that the projection was just the tame
as usual, or when the gates were
opened ought it to have been put down
in some way to allow carriages to go
through? If the latter was the case,

and ' Unfortunate ' was riding with
reasonable care, and had a right to use
the road, it would be difficult for the
authorities to recover damages. It

would certainly be best for ' Unfortu-
nate ' to explain the full facts to a
local solicitor before agreeing to pay
any damage."

?

Dirty Engines and Over-lubrication.

My machine, a 3^ h.p. 1909
Triumph, covers the chain wheel
and crank case with oil which
escapes via tappet holes, etc.

There is apparently no valve

in the crank case release. Now in

previous machines I have always had
a ball valve, which I take it produced
a slight vacuum in the crank case,

and so prevented oil escaping. Would
such a valve fitted to my machine be
harmful? That is to say, would the

vacuum remove the oil from the

guides and crankshaft too effectively

so as to under-lubricate them? I

should esteem it a favour if you will

help me in this, as, of course, an
oily crank case does not look nice.

—C.V.

Your machine has a hollow crankshaft,

which has the same effect as a ball

release valve, so there would be little

improvement effected by fitting a ball

valve. Although identical engines vary
considerably in cleanliness, we are in-

clined to think that, provided the

cylinder joint is perfect and the cylin-

der is tightly bolted down, you are

using lubricating oil which is of too

thin consistency, and it seems clear that

you are injecting far too much oil into

the crank case. Try thicker oil and
cut down the quantity, and observe

the result.

Repair 0! a Panctared Float.

Recently I had a case of car-^ buretter float leakage, which" revealed itself by excessive

-LI flooding. Fortunately this

occurred at home, and was
quickly rgpiedied by putting in a

spare float ; but, supposing this mis-

hap had taken place on the road
remote from a repair shop or station,

what could be done in order to get

home? I never had a leaky float

before, and naturally it suggested
the thought what would effect a
temporary repair or substitution if

far distant from one's ordinary
resources? If float chamber was
firmly packed with a sponge or

cotton wool, converting carburetter
into a surface pattern, would such
arrangement work? I have heard
of a cork float being used, but think
adjustment of same might be difli-

cult.—R.G.L.
Curiously enough, we experienced the
same trouble not long since. Thanks
to the help of a local black-

smith, we were able to repair the float

by soldering up the leakage. This is

rather an interesting repair. To get

the petrol out of the float, the float

was immersed in boiling water, with the
result that the petrol vaporised and
the vapour issued through the leakage ^^
and through a small hole_ made in the. ;

top with a needle. The leak and the
]

needle hole were then soldered up by
lightly touching the places with a

soldering iron. Of course, it is quite
possible nowadays to carry a small
soldering outfit quite up to this sort

of work on a motor bicycle. In the
event of no repair place being at hand,
the machine can be coaxed along by
careful manipulation of the petrol
tap, preventing the float chamber
from overflowing. Filling the float '

chamber with sponge or wool will not
convert the carburetter into a surface
pattern.

Cost o( Banning Lightweights and Heavyweights.

I am thinking of taking up
motor cycling, but before buy-
ing a machine I should like

to know the approximate up-
keep per annum. What would

be the cost of running (1) a Triumph,
(2) a Motosacoche or lightweight ••

F.N.? I should need to do about '

8,000 miles per annum. (3.) What
is the mileage per gallon of petrol
for each of the above machines? (4.)

What is a reasonable mileage to ex-
pect from the front and back tyres
respectively. (5.) Given a reason-
able amount of care for how long
should one of the above machines
remain serviceable? I should
require the machine mainly for going
to and from business and for week:
end trips.—R.L.

(1 and 2.) The difference in cost of
running would be mostly in connec-
tion with petrol and tyres.' The tyres
fitted to the Motosacoche and the
lightweight F.N. are of smaller size

.than the. tyres on a 3^ h.p. Triumph,
and consequently renewals cost less.

(3.) The mileage per gallon for a_3i
h.p. single-cylinder machine averages
about eighty or ninety miles, on a

li h.p. about 120 miles, and on the

2j h.p. lightweight about 110 miles.

(4.) An extra strong front tyre of suit-

able size with care should last 10,000
miles and a back tyre from 3,000 to

4,000 according to circumstances. (5.)

With renewals there is no reason why
any of the machines you mention
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eliould not be serviceable for a prac-
tically indefinite period, but after a
few years machines are usually dis-

posed of through becoming obsolete in

pattern, not so much because they are

actually worn out or unserviceable.

Increasing Engine Speed.

My engine is a 2| li.p. De
@Dion, just rebored, etc., and

praptically as new. ,1 have
altered carburetter several

times (larger and smaller jets),

taking care to employ a fairly strong

inlet spring, but fail to get the

power or speed I should expect.

Thinking of increasing power, 1

added ^in. on the exhaust cam,
making lift of valve fully ^in., and
timed same to open (rapidly) when
piston is within |in. from bottom of

firing stroke, and close (rapidly) at

dead top of stroke. (Stroke of

engine approximately 3in.) What
I should like to know is : (1.) What
engine speed, normally, should I

expect? (2.) Am I right by having
jin. lift to exhaust valve or is same
too much? (3.) Does valve open too

early in my case ; if so, when should
it open? (4.) AVhich gives the most
power — rapid opening and closing,

easy opening and closing, or easy

opening (at the correct time, of

course), and rapid closing? (5.)

Would you advise me to increase the
compression ratio a little?—G.W.

(1.) Engine speed depends upon the

gear and other factors, but when not
worked too hard or driving too heavy
a load 2,000 r.p.m.- should be easily

attained. (2.) The usual amount of

lift is between -rein, and ^in. (3.)

The valve should commence to open
when piston is within one-seventh of

the end of the working stroke. The
stroke is 76 mm., so that the valve
should commence to rise when piston

is within 11 mm. of the bottom of the
firing stroke. 11 mm. is approxi-
mately -fVin., so apparently the .valve

opens too early. (4.) There seems to

be no hard and fast rule on the sub-

ject, but for power consideration only

the valve should opeji and close
cjuickly. (5.) No, it will only cause
tJie engine (/O overheat, and the lly-

wheels being made to suit the com-
pression raising tho iattej- would
necessitate heavier wheels for sniootli

running.

Fitting a Magneto Switch.

Please tell me how to con-
nect a switch to the magneto
of my machine. Is any special
wiring needed? In running
down a long hill with the

magneto cut out, would the magneto
be likely to heat up oi' receive damage
to its armature or internal parts?

—

H.H.P.
Over the contact-breaker of your mag-
neto you will find a steel screw. Con-
nect a wire to this and the other end
to the handle-bar switch, and as soon
as you earth the current through the
switch the magneto will be put out of

action. The magneto will receive no
damage if a switch is fitted as we
have suggestjDd.

Wear of Bearings. Overhead and Pocket
Valves.

The big-ends of my 7-8 h.p.

g^l
twin have worn so much in

^ about 1,500 miks that I have
-SJ had to have them rebushed

;

I have al-n-ays given plenty of

oil—in fact, over-lubricated. (1.)

Could the wear be caused by an
excessive use of the magneto switch,
as I am continually using it, especi-

ally in traffic? There is always a
considerable kick every time I

switch off and on. (2.) What are
the advantages and disadvant<iges of

overhead valves ; and why are they
fitted to racing machines and not to

touring ones?—F.C.M.
(1.) It is quite possible that excessive
use of the switch may have accentuated
the trouble. It is ifar better to slow
down with the aid of the exhaust valve
lifter, as the power is too suddenly
applied with a switch, unless the spark
lever be retarded and the throttle
almost closed. (2.) The advantages of

overhead valves are that there is an
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absence of pockets, and, in conse-

fjueiice. increased efficiency. I'lie dis-

advantage is that there is a po.ssibility

of the valve head falling into the cylin-

der and being jammed thi'ough the
pi.ston in case of breakage.

Route. Carriage Tax.

(1.) What is the best route
from Holyhead to Southamp-
ton? (2.) Are there many
police traps on this route?
(3.) Will it be necessary for

me to take out the 15s. carriage tax
for my motor bicycle which is regis-

tered in Ireland, my driving licence

also having been taken out in Ire-

land?—W.E.H.
(1.) Your best route would be as

follows : Holyhead, whence the road
is marked by the E.A.C. straight away
to Shrewsbury, and is, in consequence,
easily found, then through Iron-
bridge, Bridgnorth, Kidderminster,
Worcester; Evesham, Moreton-in'-the-

Marsh, Chipping Norton, Woodstock,
O.xford, Abingdon, East Ilsley, New-
bury, Whitchurch, Winchester, to

Southampton. (2.) We do not know
definitely of any police traps on this

route. (3.) Yes, it will- be necessary

for you to take out a local taxation

licence, and the law states that it

must be taken out " within twenty-
one days of becoming liable."

READER'S REPLY.
A Double Purpose Accumulator.

Seeing " C.G.'s " query of June 16th
for using an accumulator for a double
purpose, I should like to give my
reply.' If the cell is a 12, or more,
ampere-hour one h'e could use it for

both purposes, provided the coil he
uses takes a small current, say |
ampere, and also the lamp about the

same. Personally I can recommend a

3 or 4 c.p. Osram bulb, as this gives

an excellent light, and takes very little

current. Using both together will not

cause misfiring or intermittent light-

ing, provided he connects up properly
—in parallel, and not in series. I beg
to remain one who has "Done it."

The learn oi Tourist Trophy Triumph riders who created a record in the Isle 0! Man by finishing complete. Left to right : H. Li:ter Cooper, W. F. Newsome
. W. G. McMinnies, J. W. Adamson, Howard Smith, W. Creyton, J. Marshall, and C. E. Murphy.

A27
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THE RUDGE=WHITWORTH MOTOR BICYCLE.

IN
a recent issue we published a brief announcement
regarding the motor bicycle which Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., is preparing for 1911. Appar-

ently there is no intention of producing anything in

the nature of a radical departure from standard prac-

tice, but the company has already made one or two
innovations which are the results of experience gained

by a long motor cycling career on the part of members,
of the staff. Readers may, therefore, expect a thor-

oughly practical machine, free from fads, yet embody-
ing good engineering practice.

At present it has been decided tO' make a. single^

cylinder engine with dimensions 85 x 88 mm. bore
and strolse, Avith internal flywheels, detachable com-
bustion head, and mechanically operated inlet

valve operated by an overhead tappet and rocking

lever. The detachable head is secured to the cylinder

by four long bolts, let into the crank case in a similar

mariner to the old De Dion and M.C.C. tricycle

engine.
, The inlet valve seating is held down to the

combustion, head by a dome, provided with a bayonet
joint. To remove the valve and inlet pipe it is only

necessary to unscrew the set pin through which the

inlet valve tappet works, and the valve seating with the

valve complete may be taken out bodily. One pair

of timing wheels only are used, the cams for the

e.xhaust and inlet valves being on one spindle. The
magneto machine is fitted in front of the crank case

and driven by chain, but is not too high up to prevent

>—•»

effective cooling of the lower portion of the cylinder.

The carburetter, a B. and B. spray of the usual

handle-bar controlled type, is situated behind the

cylinder. To provide a very low seat the top tube runs

parallel for two-thirds of its length, and is then curved

down towards the back stays and seat tube lug. The
tank, of course, is shaped to fit the space. The
distance from the groundHo the top of saddle is only

30 ^in. The f2ee engine clutch is on the engine-shaft,

and the machine is so designed that either belt or

chain drive can be finally adopted. The pedalling

chain k)r starting, instead of being connected to a

ratchet clutch on rear hub on the right-hand side, is

directly coupled to the engine-shaft. The clutch only

comes into operation when required, and is not con-

tinually over-running when the pedals and cranks are

stationary. Large diameter tubes are used through-

out the frame, and the petrol and lubricating oib tanks

have large filler caps, the lubricating oil tank being a

separate reservoir with hand controlled spring plungei

pump.
The first of the Rudge-\^'hitworth motor bicycles

is expected to be on the road within the next few
w'eeks, when we Ijope to have an opportunity of trying

it and giving our readers an opinion Avith regard to its

capabilities on the road. Judging by the careful way
in \\;hich the design is being elaborated, we fully believe

that the firm wilT have an excellent -model, and one

which it will repay our readers to examine closely.

-<

RIDING HINTS.

I
HAVE heard a good many complaints recently

fjom motor cyclists that, after injecting petrol or

paraffin into the cylinder, they have great diffi-

culty in starting up, either by means of the handle

on the back wheel axle or by the pedals, owing to

stiffness of the engine when cold. They probably find

that even a large amount of the solvent does hot free

the piston sufficiently.

The simplest and most effective method is to inject

a small quantity of paraffin into the cylinder at least

half an hour before starting up. The engine will be

found to be quite free if this be done. The explanation

is obviously that the piston and piston rings are a

very close fit, and as a result the solvent is not able

to dissolve the congealed oil immediately, but

gradually makes its way past the top ring, and finally

reaches the bottom ring.

Riders should ascertain whether the engine is quite

free when hot. If it is, there is nothing wrong, and
the above method of starting will overcome the diffi-

culty.

Many 1909 and earlier models have no petrol inject-

ing pipe. This is easily remedied by fitting a pipe

and universally-jointed union in place of the tank drain

tap.

I note that " Ixion " recommended recently that

magneto cut-outs should always be fitted. Surely he
must know that opening the extra air valve wide cuts

out the engine and uses only a small quantity of fuel,

the mixture being very weak and composed largely of

air. And even if we assume that for some reason this

method of cutting-out the engine should fail, one can
always in emergency shut the throttle. So that the

exhaust valve lifter, extra air valve, and throttle must
all three fail before a magneto cut-out would be

required. But if a few ultra-cautious riders do require

a magneto cut-out, they can so fit one that the operation

of fully retarding the contact breaker brings the

insulated terminal connected' to the bell-crank into

metallic contact with -«n earthed portion of the

magneto. I have effected this by means of a small

piece of brass attached to the insulated terminal con-

nected to the bell - crank. When the lever is fully

retarded, this piece of brass makes contact with the

brass oil-cup cover, and short-circuits or earths the

current and prevents the occurrence of the spark at

the plug. No extra knobs or wires .are required, and
nothing could be simpler.

Owners of Humbers and other two-speeded- models
fitted with the Roc type of clutch and gear may be

glad to hear of the following tip : In order to push off

on the low gear, fit a piece qf spring steel to the inside

of the left footboard in such a manner that the back
end is attached rigidly and the front end is free to

move in a lateral direction, and capable of being

brought behind the pin projecting from the small lever

which actuates the low gear clutch rod. To use this

device, press low gear pedal home, and push spring

behind projecting pin ; now release low gear clutch

pedal, and the result is low gear is held in engage-

ment. Push off, step on at a low speed, press low
gear clutch pedal when seated, and spring catch flies

out of action. Releasing low gear clutch pecJal gives

free engine. This is often a convenient way of starting

when one does not desire to push off with high gear

in or to get out the starting handle. CW.
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AN EXPERIENCE OF THE
1''HE Co'Wey speedometer has attained a well-

deserved amount of popularity amongst motor
cyclists owing to the absolute steadiness of the

indicating hand and also owing tO' its. accuracy. In

its working it differs considerably from other speed-

ometers. Referring to fig. i, the balance wheel A is

driven by means of a propelling armj B mounted on

the eccentric E, which is rotated direct by
the flexible Shaft. The spring C has a

small chain D attached to it, one end of

which is fastened to the spindle upon which
the balance wheel is mounted. The pro^

pelling device, the face of which is provided
with a number of teeth, which mesh with

the teeth cut on the edge of the balance
wheel, gives a series of intermittent impulses

to the wheel, which tend to dra^v it con-

tinuously against the direction in which the

spring is pulling, namely, the direction of

zero on the dial. The faster the machine
travels, the more numerous Avill be the

impulses given to the balance wheel by the

propelling arm, so that the spring, having

more work tO' dO' in overcoming the effect

of these impulses, will be deflected and
allow the balance wheel to have more or

less movement. The balance wheel actuates

the indicating hand and moves it into a

position which shows the speed at which
the machine - is travelling. In actual

practice the hand moves up slowly, and
when it has reached the speed at- which the machine

is travelling it remains absolutely steady at that point.

On the speed being reduced the handle drops back

_slowly until it indicates the speed to which the

COWEY SPEEDOMETER.
Fig. 2 shows the driving mechanism and flexible

chain E. This chain runs in the flexible shaft C. The
method of attaching the driving wheel to the spokes is

ingenious. It is backed by a split ring, and is clamped
on bv screws and nuts, the latter being specially shaped.

We have had one of these indicators in use nearly

all this season, and have not had a moment's trouble

Dri ingring. B. Driven pinion. C. Covering to flexible shall.

D. Transmission gear box. E. Flexible chain shaft.

with it. It indicates speed quite accurately as far as

we have been able to ascertain by rough timing

between milestones and the distances recorded on

the odometer check, with the mile posts and other

means, of reckoning distance travelled. We can re-

commend the use of the Cowey speedometer to any

reader who contemplates fitting one of these devices.

The makers are Cowey Eng. Co., i, Albermarle St., W.

-A. Balance wheel. B. Propeli'-,s arm. C. Spring. D. Chiin.

E. Eccent^f... F. Stud.

machine has been slowed dcF,vn. The stud F on the

eccentric E serves to actuate the odometer, which is

situated at the aide of thS casing.
T. Trlnaman (7 h.p. V.S.), who made fastest time of the day at the South Devon

M.C.C. hill climb.

A29
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The Battle of the Cylinders.

In the 60 Lap Eace at Brooklands
on the 22nd S. A. M. Witham used
Wakefield motor oU, " Castrol

"

brand, wlien he broke tke fifty miles

record.

Catering for Motor Cyclists.

Messife. John Piggott, Ltd., Cheap-
side, E.C., one of the oldest firms of

outfitters in the City, are nOw devoting
themselves seriously to catering for the

requirements of motor cyclists. An
excellent suit -which should appeal to

our readers at this time of the year,

specially designed to protect the rider

from dust, consists of a double-breasted
jacket and seatless gaiter trousers.

The same firm have also an excellent

accessory dejtartment, in which all the

best-known tools, accessories, and tyres

are stocked. Motor cyclists who are
also campers will be interested in the

J.P. sleeping tent, made from swallow-
wing yaclit canvas with ground sheet
sewn m. It packs into an American
cloth case provided with a strap.

s
[?Aisi]X[L[iiri

W
The End-to-end Six Days' Trials.

Competitors in the A.C.U. End-to-
end Trial will be interested, to know
that spare Continental tyres may be
obtained at the following towns en

route: Penzance, N. Holman and Sou;^
Taunton, the Taunton Motor Co. ;

Warrington, J. Skelton, 55, Sankey
Street; Jloffat, the Sportsman's
Emporium (A. D. McDonald) ; Pit-

lochry, J. Kennedy; Inverness, Macrae
and Dick; Wick, A. Robertson and
Son.
Mr. Alec S. Ross, of Bowden Wire,

Ltd., will be at the Union Hotel, Pen-
zance, on July 2nd and 3rd, when any
assistance he can give competitors will

b« at their disposal.
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A Telescopic Soldering Iron

A handy telescopic soldering iron

has been brought out by the pro-

prietors of the " Tinol " solder, Neville
Williams and Co., 88, Southwark
Street, S.E. Tliis small tool is' made
to take into three parts—the iron, the
handle, and an intermediate tube
which permits the tool when extended
to be nearly 12in. long. Clo.«ed it

measures 5in. by 2in. over all, and
will therefore easily go in the toolbag.

The Scottish Six Days' Trials.

In the recent Scottish XVials, which
are certainly the most severe test that
has ever been held for touring motor
cycles, all the competitors but two
employed Vacuum Mobiloil, and
expressed their entire satisfaction with
the lubrication of their engines.

Mr. J. Talfourd Wood, who was a

competitor in the Scottish Six Days'
Trials, has written to the Kempsliall
Tyre Co., Ltd., to infornr them that all

his tyre troubles were due to burst air

tubes which were not Kempshalls.

->-•••—
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RECENT PATENTS.
A Spring Seat-pillar.

The ordinary seat-pillar A is held in

a elamp B, which permits of adjust-
ment, in the tube C. This is connected
by parallel links D and E to the

frame F of the machine so tliat it can
rise and fall, the seat-piUar A always
remaining at the sanie angle. Diagon-
ally is arranged one or more tension
springs 6, which carry the weight,
and are adjustable by adjusting the
nuts H on the screwed stem J. A
recoil spring K is attached to the
clamp A, and to the machine frame
at L.—C. T. B. ^Sangster, No. ^>v /f^^
16,386, 1909. ^^?-J'
A Balanced Twin.

The cylinders A
B are set at an
angle of 90° to each
other, as also are
the crank pins C D.
By this arrange-
ment a more even
turning moment
is attained than
wheti both piston
rods are connected
to the same craak
pin.—G. H. Rother-
ham. No. 10,407,
1909.

By ERIC W. WALFORD F.C.I.P.A.

A Collapsable Sidecar.

This sidecar is made collapsable in

an ingeni6us manner, so that the whole
machine can be passed through a
narrow doorway. Projecting from the
machine is a fixed arm A with an up-
standing ]5iUar B, to which is pivoted
the seat C. To coUap'se the machine
the seat is slipped up the pillar C, and
then swung round so that it rests on

can be turned about its pivots so that
it is swung up into the position illus-

trated.—A. E. Abrahams6n, No.
22,170, 1909.

A Lamp and Generator Bracket.

This bracket is attached to the steer-

ing head or elsewhere by a clip A, to

which is pivotally attached - a clamp B
securing two rods C. These rods are
formed to carry at the front end the
head lamp D,' and at the rear the
generator E. The rods terminate at
the rear in flattened portions F, which

the carrier D. The side carriage frame
E, which is of rectangidar shape, is

pivoted at F to the arm A, and at G
to the arm H. The wheel axle J is

pivoted at''K to the frame. When the
seat is swung out of the way as de-
safibsd, tha whfile side carri^fee frame

are slotted to receive trunnions G
formed on the side of the generator.

It will be noticed that the r6ds C are

adjustable through the clamp B, and
Wiat the whole bracket can be set al

an angle.—H. Lucas and W. H. Ed-
wards, No. 16,633, 1909.

1910 Motor Cycles on the Road.
Two Clyde motor cycles in the

Leicester M.C.C. team competing for

Tha Motor Cycle Cup made non-stop
rmis and gained 100 marks each.
They were ridden by T. Needham and
A. R. Barker.
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DUNHILL'S MOTORITIES
FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

P
Write to
Dept. " M "

for our
Motor Cycle
C£ita.log;ue,

Free on
request.

COMBINED BELT and TUBE CASE, 9/6.
SMALCER PATTERN at 8/6.

BELT
FASTENERS,

1/-

"UKANTES "Motor Cycle Stand.

With locking device, 9/6 per pair.

Without 7/6

LODGE PLUG,
4/-

DUHHILL'S
2 Cor4DuiTST.,.LDrsDorf. w

" D0NHILL ' BELT
PUKCH, 1/9

MANCHESTER: 88, Cross St. GLASGOW: 72, St. Vincent St. VALVE LIFTER, 2/6

LONDON-EDINBURGH
AND BACK RUN.

ALL RIDERS OF

PALMERTYRES
OBTAINED GOLD MEDALS.

Palmers can always be relied upon.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue,

London, W.C.

In answering these adverhsements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A3

1
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns— Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In tiie ease of

Trade Advertisements a series of tliirteen inser-

tions is cliarged as twelve.

All advertisements in tliis section should be

accompanied virith remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry', or London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), by
the rust post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

ior sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire,

SECTION in.
Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susse.v

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X,
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

WAUGHOPE'S
Guaranteed Bargains.

5-fS h.p, J.A. P., twin, M.O.V., overhead tappets, Chater-
Lea fittings, ridden at Brooklands 21st inst.,' suitable for

road or track, high-class machine,' as new in every detail,

magneto ignition, Cowey speedometer, drip feed and force

pump lubricator, Brooks' B201 saddle, h.b. control, racing
or roadster handle-b.Trs, recently the property of N. K
Drury ; price £39 10s. Guaranteed.

5 h.p. 1909 REX DK LUXE, two-spccd gear, magneto
ignition, spring front forks, fitted with a 1910 Mills and
Fulford spring wheel sidecar. This combination is ready
for the road, and is in condition as new. The whole turn-
out includes machine complete with all accessories and
sidecar ;

price £45. Guaranteed.
No. 2,573.—3J h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, fitted with the

Nala two-speed gear in the back hub, machine throughout,
also the gear, in perfect order

;
price £35. Guaranteed.

No. 1,741-—Si^h.p. QUADRANT, in new condition,
magneto ignition, nice new appearance, no sign of wear
in the moving parts, genuine bargain

;
price £22 10s.

Guaranteed.
No. 2574.—2j h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE, not ridden 200

miles ;- cost three weeks ago 40 Guineas ; lowest possible

cash price £33. Guaranteed.
3I h.p, ZENITH GRADUA, igro model, in new con-

dition, J.A.P. engine, M.G.V.
;

price £45. Guaranteed.
No. 2236.—4^ h.p. Twin-cyhnder MINERVA, good con-

dition, suitable for passenger work; 16 Guineas.
No. 2127.—4 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical engine, very

powerful ; cheap at £11. Guaranteed.
No. 2135.—li^h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, in excellent

condition and running order
;

price 16 Guineas.
No. 2208.—2| h.p. BRADBURY, in very nice condi-

tion, as new
;

price £12 IDs. Guaranteed.
No. 1729.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, good order

;
price £12 lOs.

Guaranteed.
No. 2558.—3 h.p. RALEIGH, two-speed gear, complete

with sidecar; £18 lOs. Guaranteed.
No. 2384.-4-^ h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA, complete

with sidecar ; £27.

No. 918,—3^ h.p. EXCELSIOR, with sidecar; £16.

Guaranteed.
No. 2580.—5-6 h.p. MIDGET Bicar, Peugeot engine;

£27 10s. Guaranteed.
No. 2578.—3?. h.p. T.T. VINDEC, nice condition ; £27.

Guaranteed.
No. 2565.—3i h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Cowey speedometer,

all tools and accessories ; £38 10s. Guaranteed.
No. 2561.—2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE, sound, light

machine ; condition like new ; cost 36 guineas
;

price

£27 lOs. Guaranteed.

!

No. -3571.—5 h.p. 1907 REX DE LUXE and Sidecar,

ready for the road ; £27 the whole combination. Guar-
anteed.
No. 2582.—5 h.p. PEUGEOT, magneto ignition, twin

engine in Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, nice condition ; £27.

Guaranteed.

I

No. 2569.—3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto ignition, con-

dition good; price £16 10s. Guaranteed.

I

No. 2577.—3-^ h.p. Two-speed igio HUMBER, as new
;

£35. Guaranteed.

I

No. 2559.—2 h.p. igo9 MOTO-REVE, in first-class 'con-

dition
;

price £27 lOs. Guaranteed.

I

No. 2522.—3.1 h.p. N.S.U., nice machine, in good run-

ning order ;
price £14. Guaranteed.

No. 1902.—31 h.p. igio Two-stroke REX, new, standard

tourist model, fitted with two-stroke engine, new ; £48.

Guaranteed by makers.
No. 2576,— li- h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto ignition,

in new condition, igog model, all ready for touring

;

£23 lOs. Guaranteed.
No. 2575.—3^ h.p. igo7 TRIUMPH, good condition;

£26 10s, Guaranteed.
No. 2582.—3J h.p. 1908 SWIFT, good- condition ; £28.

Guaranteed by the owners.
New 1910 machines in stock ready for immediate

delivery: 3I h.p. PREMIER, 3^b-P- L.M.C., 32 h.p.

EXCELSIOR (free-engine clutch), 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE,
3-th.p. Tourist REX, 3J-h.p. Speed King REX, 2 h.p.

MOTO-REVE, 3* h.p. two-stroke REX, and 3^ h.p.

QUADRANT.
Recommended by all the leading cycle manufacturers

for exchange business.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE,

Fleet Street, LONDON, E.C.
(JUST OFF LUDGATE CIRCUS).

'Phone : 5777 Holborn. Telegrams: "Opificer, London."'

19
19

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " OfficeWhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. RspUes should be addressed " No
000, c/o' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

, or if
" London "

.'?-,-u "^J?
*° ?'^ address, then to the number given,c/Q

TheMotor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, E.C.

Ig^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown person'may deal m perfect safety by avaiUng themselves of out

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt and
upon inumation of the arrival and acceptance of the
goods, .the money is forwarded less a charge of is for
registration. The time allowed for a decision after receipt
of the goods is three days, and if no sale is effected, each
party to the transaction pays carriage one way. For all
transactions exceeding ,fio in value, a deposit fee of
2S. 6d. is charged. All deposit matters are dealt ivith
at Coventry, and cheques- and money orders should be
made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods adverlised have
already h'.en disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION 1.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

10 Triumphs ready for delivery; ^48 ISs., or
"

with P. and M. two-speed £56.—Walker's.-
10 Phelon and Moores for ear'.y delivery.—Walker's

Cycle Works, l-'erryhill, Durham.
Qih.p. Twin Werner, liyht and low, splendid order;^2 £13 cash.-Hutohinson, jeweller, Kirkby Stephen.

5-61i.p. Twin Rex. h.b- control, Mabon clutch, perfect
order; £25.—Appleby, Sali.sbury Terrace, Stockton-

on-Tees.

Qlh.p. New Hudson. Kelecom, B. and B-, Whittle, •

-^4 ju.st being overhauled; £9, offers-- 38. Hood St.,
Sunderland-

HUMBEK. M.C., with Phoenix lorecar, new condi-
tion; any trial; £17, or cycle £12 10s., forecax

£5.—Forster, Neville's Cjoss, Durham.

23.h-p. Douglas, late 1908, in absolutely perfect con-
4 dition, equal to flew, magneto, spring forks, Pal-

mer tyres, tools, spares--Yewdale, Durham Rd-. Stockton-
on-Tees-

FOR 1910 Trimnphs, Humbers, N-S-IT-'s, and Enfield
lightweights, we can give you deliveries froju stock.

\\'hy wait? Send for lists-—Write, wire, or 'phone your
wants to Turvey and Co-, The Motor House, tiunderlaud-

SECTION n
York and Lancashire.

DOUGLAS, King of. Lig-litweishts— Gourlay, Fallow-
field.

4-CrL. P-N-, 5-6h.p., in perfect condition; £27- -
Gryspeert, Loftus-

OFFERS.~1910 Triumph, accessories, new last

mont.h.-37, Malm St, Hull.

TRIUMPH, 1908, in splendid condition; £28.-J.
P. Roberts, Eilton Dene, Harrogate.

"I Q06 Rex, 3ih.p-. m-o-v-, girder forks, running order;
Xt/ £9.—Foster. Broom Villas, Rotherham-

Qih-p. Minerva, splendid running order, new tyre; £7,
'V4 oft'ers-—Bintley, Thoma's St-, Huddersiield-

"IQIO 3ih.p. Siugle-cyl. Premier, with auxiliary ex-
-LtJ haust ports, not run 50 miles; £45.

"j QIO 3^h,v. Two-.'^peed Hrimber, Cowey speedometei
i*7 and Lucas lamp and generator, £50.

1 A 07 Sin. p. Triumph, Mabon clutch and Cowey
J-t/ speedomettT ; £-30.

7 h.p. Onivay, Pengeot engine, Druids; £20.—Myers-
cough, Liverpool Rd. , Great Crosby.

"I Q09 3^ih.p. Minerva, magneto, free engine, as new; -

jLiJ ^ell, or consider lightweight and cash.—33, Antonio
St.> Bootie.

ARIEL. 2.1h-p-, Xl'all spring forks, good running con-

dition; sacrifice £6 15s.—Rowson, Clarence St.,

Leigh.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909- magneto, tyres new, very good
condition ; 18 guineas, or offer.-Rowe. Lyddon

HiilL -Leeds.

A32 In cLnswerino these advertisevienis it is desirable to ^nention ^^The Motor Cycle."
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(ORONET
Sioe-Car3.

1910
NUMBERS

AND

SIDECARS.

We specialise in two-speed NUMBERS and
SIDECARS, and can give good deliveries, also naVs
best allowance for your present machine in exchange.

No exe;tion is necessary for starting, simply one turn of

the handle. Let us quote you.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
5* h.p. Twin BROWN, with sidecar £28 10
5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, with sidecar «26 10
34 h.p. BAT, two speeds, with sidecar £25 10

5I h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, with sidecar £25

TRICARS.

5 h.p. HUMBER, open frara-^, two speeds £30
5 h.p. REX,' twin engine, air-cooled £17 10
4 h.p. CONTALL, two speeds, water-cooled £20 10
6 h.p. SINGER, three speeds and reverse £35
5 h.p. SAROLEA, twin air-cooled, chain drive, two

speeds, coach-built chair £18 10

SOLO MACHINES.

3^ h.p. ARNO, magneto, brand new £28 10
3I h.p. REX, 1909, only run 100 miles £28 10
5* h.p. N.S.U., two speeds £20
3-6 h.D. REX Lightweight, magneto £16 10
3 h.p. Twin V.S., magneto £22 10
5 h.p. REX Twin, IQ08 model £20 10
5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £20 10
3* h.p. MINERVA, magneto £15 10
5 h.p. Twin REX Speed King, 190.S model .... £20 10
3i h.p. HUMBER, T91D, two speeds, nearly new, . £44
3A h.p. N.S.U., magneto, very low built £17 10
3I h.p, BAT, magneto, two-speed gear £21 10
2" h.p. MOTO-REVE, 1909, nearly new £24 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray £3 15
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, splfndid order £32 10
2I h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, h.b. control £7 10
3^ h.p. M,M,C., Chatcr No. 6 frame £10 10
'3J h.p. OLYMPIC, vertical engine £7 10
5 h.p. Twin RE.X, magneto £17 10
si- h,D. HUMBER, spray, verv powerEuI £7 10
4h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, magneio £22 10
3^ h,p. ARNO, new 1910 model £32 10
3I h.p. N.S.U., brand new, magneto £32

Several other Bargains,
^3 allowed for push cycle. Exchanges entertained.

ENGINES.

5 h.p. ANTOINE, new, water-cooled, M.O.V. .. £8 10
t h.p. STANDARD, new, water-cooled, suit boat £7 15
3! h.p. M,M,C., air-cooled, M.O.V £4 5
!j h.p. DE DION, au--cooled £2 5
5 h.p. Twin REX, carburetters, silencers £8 15

SIDE AND FORECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD, Castor Wheel £8 10
MONTGOMERY, flexible joints .'

£3 10
Forecar Attachment, side stays £3 10
Pair Forecar Wheels, with axle £1
New Sidecar Basket, upholstered and cushion £1 3

GIVE NEW BELT FOR X'ALL SPRING FORKS.

WANTED.
BEX LIGHTWEIGHT, 3J h.p. REX, %\ h.p. QUADRANT
1907 or 1908 TRIUMPH, MOTD-BEVE, TWIN N.S.U.!
REX DE LUXE. Very reasonable cash price given. We
require them lor shipment abroad. It will pay you to write

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES STREET, off Square Road, 's

'Phoi,ci062. HALIFAX. ^?„rrti.ror

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ib.p. 1909 Premier, niagneto, spring forks, liaiulki-

2 bar routrol, splendid condition ; £30, or nearest
otlcr.—Below.

3-3ih-p. Humbcr. free engine and clutch, trembler coil.

tyres nearly new, long handle-bars, Swan geat-pilhir;
£10—Below-

3 li.p. De Dion; £6.—County Garage. Preston.

1 QIO 5h.p. Indian, brand new, health reasons; best
J-*^ offer over £48 secures.—Bos 5,006, Tfte Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

F.N., 4-cyl-. 3ih.p.. magneto, tyres excellent, carrierj
stand, tools; £14 cash—Rev. Walsh, St. Anne's,

Deepcar, near Sheffield.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-LeA, S.G. belt, Longuemare, good
condition, running order; bargain, £10.—A. Oates,

Bracken Moor, Stocksbridge, near Sheffield.

5 h.p. Red Indian, new ten days ago : too fast for
owner: £50, no offers; can be seen by appointment.

—Address, Samter, 7. South Parade, Manchester.

MOTO-REVE, twin, magneto, Palmer tyres back.
26 by 2, front 26 by W, little worse than new;

£22 lOs.-Seal and Ball, 24, Nevill St., Southport.

IQlO Humber, two-speed, Dnnlop studded tyre; cata-
JLtf logue £51, seller cannot take delivery, take £48.—
Box No. 5,076, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1909, Whittle belt, new condition,
perfect, not done 1,000 miles ; best

Hermitage Rd., Cnimpsall, Manchester.

BRADFORD for the Invincible Eradburys.-Special
purchase; Bosch plugs, post free 2s. 9d.—Merrick's

Store; '-- ' - -- - ""

N.S.TT., 3J,h.p.

guaranteed
offer.-42, ~

174, Listerhills Ed., Bradford. 'Phone, 2439.

Sale, 1910 Douglas. King of Lightweights, all

the latest improvements, brand new, never ridden;
the first £38 buvs same.—Bentley. 134. St- George's Rd-.
Bolton.

ROYAL Enfield Lightweight Motor Cycle, twin cyls..

magneto, mechanical, valves ; 38 guineas ; from
stock.— District agents, Newton and Co- 50, Blackfriars
St.. Manchester-

TWIN Rex, 5h.p.. with
convertible to isiugle;

forecar, spare front wheel
£ 1 9. complete ; would sell

separately, in splendid condition.—Shackleton, jeweller.

Sowerby Bridge, Yorks.

3,h.p. Phelon and Moore,
'V4: frame, accumulators,
dition ; £24.—Particulars
Grassington, Skipton.

two-gear, chain drive, low
in very best working con-

from G., Cievedon House,

I^.S-TJ. 5ih.p. Twin, in splendid condition, magneto.
-L* spring forks, low frame, good tyres. Shamrock belt.

and all access-r-ries. two spare tubes and outer cover; £25-
—Meadow.s. Hall Lane, Hindley-

6h-p. Antoine Twin. A.C. engine.
Palmer cover, cord. 26 by 2.

RES, 1908, 3ih.p., magneto,
carburetter, \Miittle belt.

run 100 miles. £6;
303- : Edison Home

phonograph, with large hor^i, cost £7. sell £4; all in
new condition— 10. Hibbert St., Widnes-

5-6h.p. Midget Bicar (Peugeot engine), in perfect con-
dition, very fast on hills; reason for selling, too

powerful; £22 10s.. or exchange for 1909 Triumph and
cash.—28-30. Old St-, Ashton-under-Lyne.

N.S.tr., 1908. 3^h-p., 1910 B- and B.. Wliittle. Palmer
cord back. Continental front, magneto, saddle 30in..

hinged footboards, many improvements, spares ; £25.—
Lister. Baskerville, St. Ann's Rd-. Rotherham-

spring forks. Triumph
Advance pulley, new

Continental and Dunlop. carrier, spare valves, very
speedy machine; sacrifice £21-—Lee, 10, Manning Rd.,
Southport.

SOUTHPORT-—In stock for cash, exchange, credit,
the following and otner tip-top machines at bar-

gain prices: 1909 3Ui-p- masneto Rex. £29; 1909A 3'

h.p. Rex. new tyres, £32: 1909 3ih-p. Rex Tourist, two-
stroke, £34: 1908 SMiP- macneto Rex, £20; -1906 3)
h.p. Rex, £14: 1908 Rexette, £20; 1909 Moto-Reve-
not run 100 miles, lamp, horn, etc-, £26 : the Garden
Citj^ sidecar, new, £4 10s-: if you do not see in our ad-
vertisement exactly what you want, call or write, we shall
probably have your requirements: we cannot advertit-e

all OUT stock; excursions from all parts to Southport:
sidecars for hire; official asients Rex. F.N-, Motosa-
coche, 1910 models in stock-- 143a. Lord St.. South-
port.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

Qh.p.O t

inger, excellent condition, spring forks, Palmer
tyre.s; £15.—C. Winding Jones, Hampton, Malpas.

BARGAIN.—3ih.p. Minerva and trailer,
photo, stamp; £10 cash-—R. Perrin,

Nautwich.

1 Q09 Roc, two-speed, new non-slud back wheelX^ Bosch
--- -

Anglesey.
magneto

;

new
£32.—Bevan,

perfect

i

High St.

Llanfairpwll,

33.h.p. LurcLuin Motor Cycle, vertical engine, Amac
4 nice condition ;, £6.—A. Challoner. Greenfield.

Wrexham.
-| QIO Scott Motor
-L*y meter, several
Newport, Salop.

DOUGLAS. Model B-.
good order, perfect

Cable Rd., Hoylake-

Cycle, new Lucas lamp, speedo-
spares ; bargain.—Evan's Garage,

new October,
running; £27

many extras,
—Jackson, 8, CHARLES STREET (off Snuare Road),

Telephone ro62.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention *' The 3Iofr»^ Cycle.''

"CORONET" SUCCESS
Mr. Youngman secured first prize with a Twin Rox and

"CORONET" SIDECAR' in the Halifax Reliability Trial

Run, on June 12th, to Morecambe and back, a distant of

180 miles over some oJ the roughest roads imaginable. This
Sidecar' he has driven some thousands of miles without
trouble.

£4 17s. 6Gi.

"(OROAIET^
Side-Cars.

BOOTHS MOTORID.

We maintain the "Coronet" is the BEST
DESIGNED SIDECAR on the Market.

Free -from Side-slip.—The "" Coronet" Sidecar

is attached in'three places, the tront down tube, bottom
stay, and saddle bolt, and can be detached in three

minutes. Every tube of attachment is telescopical and
adjustable to suit any length wheelbase, any height or

width. When attached the combination is as firm and
rigid as a Tricar, and entirely free from side-slip, and
can be driven safely without passenger if desired.

Springing.—In the majority of sidecars the front portion
of chair is laid on tubes forming part of the framework.
Consequently all road shocks are transmitted along these

tubes to the feet of the passenger ; not so with the
" Coronet." The chair is luxuriously sprung clear of the

frame, on double C springs, and riders declare this sidecar

to be equal in comfort to an expensive motor car. This
is one of the most important features of the " Coronet."
Discount to the trade.

Delivery -from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
REXES, P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'S.

Price £4 17s. 6d. Discount to trade.

'Gr;pskin" belting.

o o o- o o o o ' <

.o 0- -o o o o o _
c

Madi; Jrom selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer life

than rubber.
iin.. lOd. ; 3in., lid. ; |in., 1/1; rin., 1/2.

Special terms to ihc trade.

TYRES- XYRES- TYRES.
SPECIAL CLEARANCE.

CLINCHERS, DUNLOPS, 26 x 2 and 2| 17/6
DUNLOPS, wired 28 x 2 and 2:f 10/6
CLINCHERS, beaded, 23 x2and 9^ 15/6
CLIPPER REFLEX, 24 x 2 and 2^ 10/6

Large stock of Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sham-
rock, and other makes. Liberal allowance for your old

cover in part payment.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETpS. MAGNETOS.
We iiave a large stock of the' best makes from 59/6.

Your old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-

bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.

Old Carburetters Bought.

MISCELLANEOUS.
De Dion Car Frame, wheels, diflerential £3 lOs.

Nearly neu- Powell-Hanmer So\ereign Lamp .... 12/6
Mudguards and Stays 3in,, 2/11, 4in., 3/6
Silent Silencers for engines to 5 h.p 3/3

Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 and 6/6

500 Fuller Midget Trembler Coils 17/6
200 Fuller Plain Coils (your old coil taken in exchange) 10/6
250 Mirror Lens Lamps, with generators 14/9

50 Pairs New Xl'all Spring Forks, latest 15/-
Longuemare. Minerva, F.N. carburetters each 5/5
Amac and B. & B. carburetters 7/6
Good Forecarriage, complete, with tyres £2 19s.

New Amac Carburetter, handle-bar control 17/6
Second-hand pair XL'All or Matchless Spring Forks "9/6

Mabon frt-c engine clutch 30/-
Low tension Magneto, suit car 27/6

BOOTH'S MOTOR I ES,
HALIFAX.

A33
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Any machine on Easy Payments upon terms below.

\Vc require a cash deposit of one-third (33j%) of the

price of the machine selected. To the balance we add
an interest charge of only 7j% {i/6 in the Q, and divide

Into ten monthly payments.

EXAMPLE.

igio V.S.

5 rv.p. Two-speed V..S £65 o

335% deposit "21 13 4

Add 7}% 3 5

£46 II

Divided into ten payments of £413

igio MOTO-REVE. '

ah.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £3716
33i% deposit 12 12 o

AM 7}% ^10 17 9

£^"7 I 9
Divided into ten payments of £214 2

Bradbury 3i H.P:
[910 BRADBURY.

3; h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £46 o o
335% deposit 15 6 8

Add7j% ^Jrij
jC32 19 4.

Divided into ten payments of ^3 g n

1910 ENFIELD.
2\ h.p. Model 140 ENFIELD iAO i^ o

33-J% deposit 13 II o

£27 2 o
Add 7i% 2 o 6

£29 2 6
Divided into ten payments of £2 r8 3

Other Models Similar Terms.

EXCHANGES,
LOW CASH PRICES,
DEFERRED PAYMENTS
'or any 1910 make of motor cycle.

(See opposite for address.)

\34 In answerina tJiese

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ih.p-, long bais, h.b. control. 26in- wHeeis, pan seat,

2 accuiuulatoT. fast madiine; £10.—Baker, 86, St.

James's Ed-. Derby.

TRIUMPH, 1910. very fast, absolutely reliable, sell-

ing for no fault; £41. quick ^ale.—Viekers, GfBey
Grove, Newport, Salop.

"IQIO Model 3ib-p- T.T. Eex. automatic lubrication.
At? AmaL- variable jet. as new; £32 cash-—Graham,
12, Spring Rd-, Wrexham.

PHELON and Moore, 1909 model. Tvith two-speed
gear and free engine, splendid condition, complete

with aecessoiies ; £42-—Moss. Wem.
31h-p. Res, low, perfect running: order, new piston.

2 riny;;, pulley, coil, tyres excellent, dry cell igni-
tion ; £12, nearest offer.—Bayley, Horsehay-

Pand M. Motor Cycle, two^speed, magneto, new
• R.O.M. tyre back wheel, first-class condition

;

£38.-H. Marston, 542, New Chester Rd., Rock Ferry.

"I Q08 Res, Sjh.p., magneto, spring forks. AVhittle
J-f? belt 1910 E. aiid E., adjustable pulley, perfect
condition ; £25.— Bakeweli, Nottingham Rd-. Alfreton.

MINERVA. 3ih.p.. two-speed and free engine, Longue-
marc, Walawata, automatic stand, etc-, in good

condition.—Steven.fon, Station Rd-. Codnor Park, near
Alfreton.

WHAT OfEers?—1910 new Triumpjh, not ridden 100
miles, .splendid condition, as received from

work.s ; owner going
Offices, Coventry.

in for car.— 5,061, The Motor Cycle

5 h.p. Midget Bicar, Sarolea^ engine, magneto, Amac
carburetter, Druid forks, excellent condition, £28

10s.; 1909 4-cy!. 4ih.p. F.N.. Shamrock studded tyres,
equal to new, £29 10s. ; 2ih.p. Triumph, new tyres,
i-'ood condition, £10 lO.s.—Allen Bros., 75 and 77,
"Wellington Rd. South, Stockport.

"jQOS Twin Rex de Luxe, new 1909 back wheel.
J- 1/ including Roc clutch and two-speed, handle
.starting, new Wluttle, Bosch magneto, overhauled and
guaranteed by makers, Cantilever seat, Middlemore's
padded saddle. Aiuac h.b. control, Kempshall non-skid
and Continental, powerful pafi.senger machine, excellent
condition ; 29 guineas.—Hammond, Somercotes, Alfre-
ton.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland^
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

PERFECTLY New 1910 Premier Motor Cycle, 3-^h.p.
single cylinder; £45.— Blackburn, Spalding.

N-S-U- Lightweight. Bosch magneto, spring forks,
god Loudition ; £16.—Birt Morris. Bourne.

forks. V belt, new Dun-
£14.-1, Dale St., Coventry.

1 ih.p. N-S-tJ,, magneto, sprin;

lop back tyre

6>h.p. Dorman Lightweight Motor Cvele; £5, or ex-
'W change lady's cycle.—Auckland, Western Park Rd.,
Leicester.

i^ilb.p. Clyde Motfir Cycle, magneto ignition, good
<-V 4: rpoilitinn

; pri-e £12 10s.—Morrison and Co.,
Dover St, Leicfster.

GRIFFON, 82 by 90, Chater-Lea, B. and B.. coil,

wants nvt^rhauling, nearly complete ; £12.-41,
Sa.xe Coburg St-. Leicester-

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1908, thoroughly overhaiiled, and
n^ new; approval with i)leasure ; worth £35, our

price £30 —Laytnns'. Bicester.

RES, 1907, 3ih.p., splendid condition throughout,
Brown and Barlow carburetter, low and fast;

best offer.—13, Ena Rd., Coventry. ,

•

4ih.p. Genuine Minerva, grey, magneto, spring forks,
2 Mabon clutch, ^"

ondition ; £35.-
ad.iustable pulley, finest possible

Sibson, Bond St., Leicester.

TRIUMPH,
R-O-M..

1909, perfect condition, little ridden,
Pr-lm^r, Autoelipse, non-stop M.C.C.

team trial.—Morrison's, Dover St.. Leicester.

IQlO Trimnph, with free engine clutch, lamp, and
J-t/ horn, in perfect condition; £49 ca.sh.—The Pre-
mier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd-. Birmingham.

ENFIELD 2-eyl. Lightweight, brand new. £30;
Humber, 3h.p., chain drive, sood condition, £8;

Quadrant lightweight, £6.—Baines Bros., Gainsborough.

3 ah. p. Clement-Garrard, plated torpedo tank, in good
condition ; also half-plate Lancaster Instautograph

camera; what offers?-Miller, 22. Mowbray St., Notting-
ham.

DOUGLAS 2ih.p. latest pattern 1910 motor cycle,
only been used for demonstration purposes, in

perfect condition, all accessories.—Wilson, cycle agent,
Gainsborougli.

DOUGLAS, kin^ of lightweights, latest model, in
stock; immediate delivery; get particulars from me

before buying elsewhere--Norton, ironmonger. Smith-
ford St., Coventry.

LATEST 1910 Humber, £42; 3^h.p. Ariel. £37 IGs.

;

Royal Enfield twin, Palmer cords, £37 10s. ; slightly
t+hop-soiled ; exchanges wanted--Evans, agent. 358. Strat-

ford Rd., Birmingham.

O 3h.p. Excelsior, round brass tank, Longuemare,
1^ 4 A Won tyres nearly new, Castle coil, Lycett belt,

in good order, ready to ride away; £6 10a.—Mills, 7,
Yew Tree Ed., Erdington.

"I
Q09 Twin Res de Luxe, two-speed, new November.

J-tl not ridden 500, tyres perfect. Continental front,
Dunlop special back- accessories, and tools; £37 lOs —
Horn, 30. West St-. Leicester.

advertisements it is desirable to mention '* The Motor Cycle^^'

Money for Nothing.
We save you. money on an> purchases yon make with

us, whether it be for tyres, machines, accumulators, or,

in fact, anything.

Compare our Prices.
TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., 1909, Clincher studded tyres,

Cowey indicator, only clone 600 miles £40
TRIUMPH, s^h.p., 1909, new rear studded Dunlop

tyre, very fine order, May model £38
TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., 1907 model, 1908 cylinder and

piston, very good order, magneto "...-. £25
*TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., igoS model, almost new tyres,

exceptionally fast £33
F.N., 5-6 h.p., rgog model, low built, four-cylinder,

very good tyres, "purrs like a kitten"' £32
F.N., 2} h.p., late igog model, two-spccd, shaft drive,

low built, magneto £34
F.N., li h.p., geared pulley, low built, good order

and condition, magneto £17
ROC, 5-6 h.p., igro model, two-speed, brand rieiv,

Dunlops, magneto ignition. Offers.

REX, 3J h.p., 1908 model, Amac B.C. carbm-etter,

low built, very powerful, magneto £28
*REX, 3 J h.p., 1908, good order and condition,

magneto £26
*N.S.U., 3 h.p., new igoS model, magn.- to, Peter

Unions £25
*N,S.U., i,lr b.p., lightweight, good tyres, good climber £17
TRIUMPH, ^ h.p., magneto. Palmers, grey finish,

good running order £19
*REX, 5-6 h.p., twin, low built, very fast, suitable

for sidecar ; £17
*FAIRY, 2 h.p., Hghtweight, twin-cylinder, very good

order, recently overhauled £12
MINERVA, iJh.p., twin, low built, torpedo tank,

good order, and fast £20
CLYDE, 2^ h.p., magneto, good tyres £10
PEUGEOT, 5 h.p., twin, low built, grey finish £13
SAROLEA, 5 b.p., Cbatcr-Lea frame, torpedo tank,

new Clincher Dreadnought studded tyre ...... £18
ZENITH, 3 h.p., Fafnir engine, two speeds, almost

new £16
ROC, 3ili.p., 1909 model, two-speed, low built, very

good order, magneto £28

50/- deposit secures :

DAW, 1 h.p £10 CLYDE, 3 h.p £11
*DE DION, 2h.p. .. £11 'MINERVA, j'Jh.p. .. £7
»BARTER, 2}h.p. .. £10 BOWDEN, 2 h.p. .. £9
•QUADRANT, 1} h.p. £9 *J3UCHET, 2} h.p. ..£12
*RIP, 2} h.p £7 'EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p. £10
•DOWSON, 3 h.p. .. £12 'MINERVA, 2 h.p. .. £10

Balance 5/- weekly. DcUvered upon first payment.

"TheSlDECA" .--':'j2L^i^^
a«r* . _

Price £5 5
(No extra charge on tyre prices.)

Specification.—Double Cee springs, plated wheel, rust-

less spokes, best .wicker basket {fit either side), double
stove enamelled, fitted with either Continental or Hutchin-
son 2jin. tyres, any size wheel.
Note.—Every tyre fitted is fully guaranteed by the

makers. No clearance lines. Complete with mudguard
Send for Lists. Trade Terms on Request.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street,

LOI>rDON, w.
T I

/phone: 552 Mayfair.
\grams :

" Abdicate, London.

'

Also at

Powell Street, HALIFAX.
-PI /phone : 4.33 National.
^^^^

\ grams :
" Petrol, Halifax."

»
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MOTOft BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4h.p. 85 by 85 m.o.i.v. Chater-J.A.P., 6a frame, en-

gine jnst ovorhanJpd by Prestwich, Bosch. Auuic,
TiMiable, speedy, fine hill-climber; £30, exchange twin.—
41, Saxe OobuTt' St., Leicester.

GENUINE ;
going abroad-—23h.p. Lamaudiere (Indian

pattern), belt, very low; and 3ih.p. Humber. chain,
both tremblers, perfect; £9 each, or first reasonable
oilers.—Stanley. Chiipelbar. Nottingham.

ESCErTIONAL Offer.-4ih,p. magneto Minerva. Roc
two-speed, handle starting, h.b. control, spring

forks, J.A.P. lubrication, studded Continental,? ; neareat
£30 ; would consider lightweight and cash.—Robertson
Wigstou Lane. Oadby. Leieestershire-

tf>3.h.p- Mitchell Lightweight, £9; 3ih.p. Campion-Min-
'**'4 t*rva. £12; 3ih.p. I'VN., engine quite new; twin-
cyl. Peugeot, £19; 4-cyl. F-N-, £16; all machines just
overhauled, and in perfect running order ; large stock
of genuine bargains ; repairs, acce.'ssories ; trade supplied

;

exchanges.—Midland Garage, 1, Arkwright St-, Notting-
ham.

BUYERS of Motor Cycles please write for descrip-
tion of the Csborne machine. Gives four dis-

tinct speeds, direct drive, has sliding back wheel, en-
tirely removing all belt troubles without rider dismount-
ing, Peugeot or J.A.P. engine, eccentric spring forks,
removing all vibration, and producing no injury even if
dashed against stone wall, no end thrust.—Osborne,
Princess Wks., Lincoln.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

TRIUMPH, 1910 clutch model, in stock, Dunlops.-
Crawley, St. Mary's, Bedford.

1 Q08 Rex, 2Jh.p., magneto, little used, perfect

;

J-^ £18.-9, Kemball St., Ipswich.

3.h.p. Kerry, vertical engine, low build, excellent con-
^4: dition, reliable; £9.-15, Ford End Rd-, Bedford.

TRIUMPHS, 1910 models in stock, immediate de-
livery; £48 15s.—Crabtree's Motor "WTis., Wisbech.

10 Bradbury, new, in crate; first cheque over £40-
sacrifi.ce.—Warwick House, Bury St. Edmund's.

5h-p. Twin Chase, Chater-Lea frame, perfect condi-
tion, h-b.c; £16--A. Parker, 164, The Square,

Dunstable.

"1 Q09 y.S., two-speed, 5h.p., excellent condition, grand
J-t' sidecar machine, tyres Shamrock and R.O.M-

;

£47.—Evered, Alby Rectory, Nor^vich.-

1 QIO Two-stroke Two-speed Scott, in really new con-
-M-*J dition and perfect running order; nearest £43
has it.— Walli.?, 29, Hills Rd., Cambridge.

MOTOR Bike, 2ib.p. J.A-P., cyHnder new. Palmer
tyres, everything ready for road, engine perfect, take

trailer 20 miles per hour; price £6.~Howkins,- timber
merchant, Bedford-

ALMOST new late 1908 Sh-p. N.S.U., two speeds, free
engine, magneto, high tension, spring forks, per-

fect order and condition throughout ; £ 25.—Storey

.

Bridge St-, Canibiidge-

£15 10s.— 4-cyI- F-N., grand puller, perfect condition,
hums like a bee; £16, S^h.p. Quadrant, fast,

powerful, grand condition; £1 15s-, rigid sidecar, with
tyre-— 102. Ballingdon, Sudbury, Suffolk. . .

33.h-p. Werner. 1910, B- and B., handle-bar control.
4 low, footrests. tyres as new, £10, bargain; also l

Brown, Minerva, and Zedel for sale, otters wanted-—
Stanley Cooper, Station Garage, Leiston, Suflolk-

NEARLY New 1909 dilate clutch Triumph, J.A.P.
automatic lubricator. Palmer "cord tyres and

tubes, not scratched or punctured, all in new condition •

£44. no offers.—Motor, 70, Mawson Rd., Cambridge.

FOR Sale, 3|h.p. Rex, m.o.i.v., just had engine re-

bushed, new valves and tappets, new tyres, belt.
low seat, long handles, and h.b. control to Longuemare,
very smart machine; £14 .or nearest offer.-Apply,
Bristowe's Garage, St. Peter's, Bedford.

FOR Sale, £14, or nearest offer.—3ih.p. Rex motor
cycle (1906 pattern), h.b. control, Longuemare, en-

gine just been re-bushed, new rubber studded covers on
both wheels, new belt, long handles, and low seat-pillar-
—Apply, Bristowe's Garage. St. Peter's, Bedford-

FOR Sale Cheap, 22h,p. m.o.v. Minerva, very low, new
coil and belt and back tyre, any trial ; also 3:ih.p.

Rex, B. and B.. h.b. control, both in the very best
running order; also Eowden belt rim brake and pair
of Xl'U spring forks.—Photo and particular.'^, A. Moyse,
Kessingland.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

3i-4h.p. Motor and Sidecar, Kelecom engine; stamp
2 for reply.-Bold, engineer, Tondu, Glam.

N-S.U- Twin. 6h-p., £25; or exchange with cash for
Triumph, 1909 or 1910--Morgan, 67, Gilfach St..

Bargoed.

4-CTL, F.N., 5-6h,p., magneto, 1908 model, foot-
boards, good running order; £25.—Hopkins, New

8t., Ledbury.

1 Q09 Triumph, engine recently overhauled, fitted
Xt-' Cowey speedometer, lamp, horn, numerous spares;
£33.-9, Caegroes Terrace, Cadoxton. Neath-

the Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

IN STOCK •'OR CASHVJ V/\^rv Qp EXCHANGE.
"Don't write." Bring your machine
and cash and we will treat you liberally.

igio New 5 h.p. Twin INDIAN £57
l<5io New %i h.p. REX Speed King £42
1910 New 5 h.p. REX Speed King £45
igto New 3! h.p. Tourist REX £48
1910 New- 5 h.p. Tourist REX £51
1910 New 3i h.p. Tourist REX, plate clutch £54
1910 New 5 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE £62

M

3* h.p. Two-speed BROWN, chain drive, handle
starting 26in. wheels £25

1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £39
1909 5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £32 10
1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, clutch, handle starting,

spring forks, Cantilever £19 19
5J h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
1909 3i h.p. Magneto REX £29 10
I9°9 3i h.p. REX Speed King, soiled £32 10
1909 3! h.p. Two-stroke REX TOURIST £29 10
1909 3} h.p. Two-stroke REX DE LUXE, Roc

clutch, two speeds, as new £36 10
3 h.p. Magneto CLYDE, good condition £14 10
1908 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks t24 10
1908 3* h.p. N.S.U.' magneto £22 10
2j h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, two-speeds £22 10
3 h.p. BROWN, spray, VVatawata £9 10
3* h.p. ROVER, trembler coil, 26in. wheels £13 10
3i h.p. ivlagneto QUADRANT, spring forks £24
3 h.p. SINGER, V belt, high tension magneto . . £15 10
Sjh.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels, non.skids .. £15 10
1906 Sj h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V £15 10
4 h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch, rubbernon-skids. . £22 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, powerful £10
3J h.p. WERNER, light, low, and powerful £13 10
2j h.p. SINGER, trembler coil £5 5
2i h.p. BRADBURY, h.b. control, good order ..£8 10
iJ h.p. MINERVA, wants attention £3

Monster List on application.

Cash Offers and Easy Payments considered.

6
Brand New Twin REX DE LUXE, just delivered
from makers, fitted with latest 1910 forks, magneto,
carburetter, and other igio fittings, two speeds and
free engine, and new art cane de haxe sidecar, with
detachable fittings.

SPECIAL PRICE £55.
Worth £20 more, and fully guaranteed.

SUNDRIES.
New 1910 de Luxe Sidecar £5 17 6
New igio i-eigid Art Cane Sidecar £4 17 6
New 8ft. X lin. Shamrock-Glo ia Belts per ft, 1/6
New 8t. and 8ft. 6in. x fin. Shamrock Gloria

Belts per ft. 1/4
New Art Cane Sidecar Body 19/6
Mntor Cycle Tubes, all sizes 6/6
New 26 X 2in. Clincher Ai Tyres 22/-
New 26>;2in. 28 x 2in. and 28 x 2\in. Clipper-

Reflex Covers ".

17/6
New 26 X 2]in. Clipper-Reflex Covers 20/-
Nsw 28 X sAin. Clincher Ai Covers 2I/-
1909 Rex Spring Forks, with springs 19/6
1908 Rex Spring Forks, with springs 16/6
1904 and 1905 Rex Forks ' 12/6
^New 20 amp. Fuller Accumulator 11/-
Forecar. witli tyres, fit P. & M. Rex or Minerva 37/6
Lycett's Large Size, new 9/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, plated 6/6
Tubular Carriers, to fit all makes 4/II
Swan Neck Seat-pillars plated 4/2
New High-class Trembler Coils 14/6
New High-class Plain Coils 10/6
Harrison Back Rests, new, recommended 12/6
Price's Stands for 26in. wheels 5/9
Rushmore Pattern Lamps, mirror lens 15/11
Hollow Belt Drills, the best 1/6
* Forward " Adjustable Belt Fasteners , .

.

1/6
Double Twist Horns 4/g
Three-note Horns, large size 7/l-|

Magneto Cut-out, special type 2/6

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5I1.P. Twin Surolea, Lloyds fittines, B. and B. handle-

bar i.-onfcroI, accuiiiulator ignition, in perfect work-
ing' order; £18, or will take lady's and cent's push cyclf
lis part.-CuIlier, 52, Somerset St., Abertillery.

SECTION VII.
"ijloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, BerKs

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands,

1 QO8 Motosacoehe. used for window show only; £21.
Xt7 -I'-i-g. l?]eet, Hants.

READING.—Latest model Triumphs for imnaediatc de-
livc-ry.—Julian's Motors, Ltd., sole district agents.

OTOSACOCHE. in splendid condition, offered for
£12 10,^. 6d., bargain.—Parker. St. Giles', Oxford-

"DROU'N;. 23-h.p-, excellent condition, new tyres; £10.J^ —Apply, Motor Driver. Burnt House, Stubbingtou.
Hants-

TRIUMPHS, 1910; delivery from stock; second-hand
Triumphs taken in part payment.—Layton's, Bi-

cester.

3ih.p. Midget Bicar, very low, adjustable pulley, splen-
2 did condition throughout; £16.—Simpson, jun.,

Sandhurst, Berks-

MINERVA Twin, 4ih.p.. M.Q-V-. spring forks. Ad-
vance pulley, perfect condition, tyres excellent;

bargain, £14—148. Wilson Rd-, Reading.

PREMIER, S^h.p., 1909-1910, Roc two-speed, R-O-M.
tyres, powerful, suit sidecar ; £34 ; owner going

abroad.—Mr. Rowe, St. Aubins, Polygon Ed., Southamp-
ton.

J Q09 Motosacoche, in good order, tyres abnost n«w,X «y Druid spring forks, spare accumulator ; £16
10s.-Rev. H. V. Waite, King Alfreds School, Wan-
tage.

F.N-, l^h.p., lightweight; this is a genuine cycle, the
ens'ine and magneto as new. sprmg forks, adjust-

able pulley, do 30 miles; price £19 lOg.—T. Saw, Mill
Rd-, Chinnor, Oxon.

T>EX Tourist, 1909, 3^h.p., Continentals, first-class
-ta; condition, horn, lamp, numerous "tools and spares;
£30, or exchange, 1910 Motosacoche and cash.—Evans,
Oranmere, Cosham, Hants-

DOUGLAS. 1909, Model B. run under 800 miles,
perfect condition, lamp, horn, spares; owner go-

infi' abroad; £26 10s., or nearest offer.-Fleet Surgeon,
2, Pelham Rd., Southsea, Hants.

N.S.U., 2ih-p., twin cyls., magneto ignition, tyres

Shamrock-Excelsior, rubber non-skid front, R-O-M.
studded back, spring forks, complete mth all accessories,
used three months ; £32--Rose and Co., Castle Kd.,
Southsea.

MOTO-EETE. 1910, 2h.p., twin, magneto, Druid
spring forks. Watawata. Continentals, adjustable

pulley, in perfect running order ; sole reason for selling,

getting a higher powered machine; £30, or near offer-—
H-B., Bapton Manor, Codford St. Maiy. Wilts-

SECTION VIII.

HeitSord, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

EAGLES-—Premier. 3^h.p., 1910, twin, brand new.
slightly soiled; £43-

EAGLES.-N.S-TT., S^h.p-, specially low built, very
fast, magneto, spring forks, 26 by 2i Continental

tyres; £20.

EAGLES.-Triumph^ late 1907 model, had little n>=e.

excellent condition; £25 10s-

EAGLES--N.S.U. 2ih-P- twin lightweight, 1909,
Bosch magneto, M-O- valves, under-geared pulley;

£25; see Brooklands results-

EAGLES.-N.S.U., 4h.p., twin, latest 1910 "model.
Eosch magneto, M-O. valves, two-speed gear and free

engine, slightly used; £44.

EAGLES.-3i-h.p. ,M.M.C., Chater-Lea, spring forks.
B. and B- carburetter, handle-bar control, excellent

condition; £12 lOs-

EAGLES.—Indian. 5l.p-. 1910 twin, Bosch magneto,
Indian red iinish^£42, as new-

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3ih.p., magneto, spring forks,
two-speed gear and free engine; £20.

AGLES.-J.A.P., 2iLh.p., Chater-Lea fittings, in-

clined engine, 26 by 2in. Peter Union tyres; £7E
EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval,

deposit.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new N.S.U.'s just
delivered, finished in latest style ; 3h.p., £25

;

3ih.p., £31; 6h.p. twins, £40; two-speed gears, £5 15s.
extra ; exchanges entertained ; deferred payments ; in-

spection invited.

IjiAGLES and Co., High St., Acton.-N.S.U. West
J London District Ag'ency, 1910 models from stock;

liberal allowances for machines in part payment. Tel.

:

556 Chiswick.

ih-p. Motor Cycle, new tyres; £5, bargain.—Sykes-
4, 48, Battersea Park Ed.

OUGLAS, 1910, Model C, for immediate delivery.—
Rey, 5, Heath St-, Hampstead-

3.h-p. Elerry, good condition; £10. or offer—Motor,
4 97, Green Lanes, Stoke Newington.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention *'The Motor Cycle/' A35
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BEADBTJET, Silp. models, 1910; f46.-Blielit and

Haj-lcs, Camberwell-

BEADBUBT, Sih-S: tlie low-built machine.—Bright
and Hayles. Camberwell.

BEADBURT, 3ih.p., bold a miiqne record in relia-

bility trials-—Brigbt and Hayles, Camberwell.

BEADBUET, SJh.p.. the champion hill-climber. —
Bright and Hayles, Camberwell.

BEADBEUT, Sih.p., £46; liheial aUowance for yonr
old machine; get our price before oidering.—

Brisht and Hayles, 73, Chnich St., Camberwell. 'Phone
309 Brixton-

Sih.p. 1908 Brown, adjustable pulley, lin. belt,
2 Amac carburetter; £12.—Below.

Qh-P. Humber, chain drive, splendid order; £6.—
'^ HiU, Norfolk Parade, London Ed., Eoniford.

NYE'S 1—1910 Triumph, free engine clutch, as new,
magnificent machine; £48.

NYE'S !—1909 Zenith, Gradua gear, spring forks, good
order; £26 lOs-

NYE'S 1-1908 P. and M., two speeds, Boaoh magneto;
£35.

NYE'S 1—1908 Fairy, Bosch magneto, nearly new ma-
chine, Druid spring forks; £16 lOs-

"VTYE'S I—1908 twin Sarolea, Chater No. 6 frame, 2;
-i-l tyres, nice order; £21.

TATE'S!-1909 Humber, two speeds, nice order; £29.

"^TE'SI—1908 Eoc. two speeds, Bosch magneto; £25.

lyTE'S 1—1908 Motosacoche, nice order; £13 10s.

jW'YE'S 1-1907 Phelon and Moore, two speeds; £20.

NYE'S 1—69. Leather Lane, Holborn, London. 'Phone.
6299 Holborn.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.-Heath Street Motor
Works, 5, Heath St. Tel. : 2678, P.O.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 twin Eoyal Enfield, almost
new, latest model, all accessories ; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—Humber, 2ih.p., retiuires slight re-

pair. £2 10s. only; also Kerry, £8. 2ih.p.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Wolf Lightweight, only soiled,

three weeks old, all accessories; £26.

HAMPSTEAD.-1909 Moto-Eeve, 2Jh.p.,.splendid con-
dition, all accessories ; £24, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 Triumph, splendid condition.
all a'jcessories; £34"; one better, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.-2Sh.p. F.N., good condition, £10

:

2-3h-p- Kerry, £10, all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Indian (red), for immediate di-

livery ; nj extra for easy payment.

HAMPSTBAD.-3ih.p. Minerva, good condition. £10;
also one. £12, all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—4-cyl. P.jST., 5-6h.p.. splendid condi-
tion, 1909. low frame; £23. bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-Chater-Lea. No. 6, M-M-C, splendid
condition, all accessories; £10.

HAMPSTEAD-—5h-p. Kerry, for sidecar work, good
tyre, splendid order; £14.

HAMPSTEAD. -3Jh.p. 1910 Kerry-Abingdon, almost
new; £39, with accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-3ih.p. Triumph, 1909. splendid con-
dition, with all accessories; bargain, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 2Jh.p. two-speed F.N.'s; £40;
no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD--1910 Kexes, aU models in stock: no
extra for easy payments.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD.-Kerry-Abingdon from stock; ex-
change or gradual payments taken; no extra.

HAMPSTEAD.-Douglas, 1910, latest model, from
stock: 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.-P.N., 4Jh.p., latest model, handle-
bar control, condition splendid, with acces.sories

;

HAMPSTEAD.-Sidecar, best make, brand new, ad-
justable to any machine; £3 15s.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole London Agents for Ijncoln
Elks, all models in stock; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for Moto-Eeve Model A.; in stock;
no waiting; no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.-1909 31h.p. Triumph, good condi-
tion, studded tyres; £34; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-2ih.p. brand new Zedel, No. 6
Uhater-Lea low frame, incomplete; £12 15s.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 new 4-oyL F.N.'s;
in stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD for Triumphs, in stock, new free
engine models and standards ; no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sh.p. Vindec Special, 1908, free en-
gine, magneto, and spring forks; £26.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 Douglas, almost new, with all
accessories; great bargain, £33.

HAMPSTEAD for latest 1910 models,, in stock (Tri-
umphs, Indian), Premier, Douglas, Rexes, Humber,

ito. ; exchanges or gradual payments.-Eey. 5. Heath
=f. Tel.: 2678 P.O., Hampstead.

TEMPT ME
with your offers before removal day.

NEW IVIACHINES.
igio 3J h.p. PREMIER, auxiliary exhaust.

.

£42
1909 3^ ti-P- REX Tourist, shop-soiled .... £35
1909 5 h.p. REX Tourist, „ „ £37

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
5 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, h.b. control £16 10
3^ h.p. MINERVA, h.b. coatrol £14
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, extra good £24
3* h.p. 1908 REX Tourist, a beauty £24
4* h.p. four-cyhnder F.N.,good £19
3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, h.b. control £19
3I h.p. 1907 REX, very good indeed £18
3J h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds, handle

starting, magneto, h.b. control £35
5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch ; £19
3j h.p. CLYDE, Bosch H.T. magneto £16
1909 Twin REX, special, good £35
Ditto, with 1910 carb. and magneto £36 6
5 h.p. igogi REX, speed model £35
3^^ h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £19
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight £19

3i h.p. REX, magneto, h.b. control £16
5-6 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, magneto, etc £30
1909 Two-speed 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, only

done 400 miles £44
5-6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
6 h.p. Twin REX, Roc, two speeds £24
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, 26in. wheels £16 10

^ O down secures any of these. Balance 5 /-

^S*^ per week :

2 h.p. QUADRANT.. £6
| 3^ h.p. HUMBER.. £10

3} h.p. 1905 REX . . £12
I 3l h.p. REX £9^K do\\'n secure^any of these. Balance 6/-^C ^^ per week

:

Sh h.p. 1906 REX . .^£14 I 3} h.p. Mag. REX. . £16
3+ h.p. 1907 REX .. £16 [3i h.p. Mag. CLYDE £16

FABRAB'S
HALIFAX
SIDECABS.

FARRARS
MOTOR works"

Stands out alone as a genuine and
good Sidecar at a popular price.

Note where the front arm grips the centre of the
sidecar, and compare this design with the lob-sided
and unmechanical attachment adopted by' some
makers.

£4 17s. 6d., complete with best tjTes,
Twelve months' guarantee.

OARS AND TRICARS.
5j h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £24
5-6 h.p. HUMBER Tricar, open irame £26
8 h.p. BEAUFORT Car, four-seater £40
5i h.p. O.T.A.V., nearly new £50
5-6 h.p. LITETTE Tricar, water-cooled, Roc

two-speed gear, handle starting, magneto
ignition, a beautiful light tricar £35

5 h.p. BRADBURY, two speeds, handle
starting £19 19

ODD BARGAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, 24in. wheel £3 10
igio B. & B. carburetters, new £1 7
1910 Amac variable jet £1 7

4/- allowed for old carburetter.
2-5 h.p. Miner\-a Engine £2 10
New type Magneto Cut-outs 2 S
8 h.p. Twin Rexette Engine, two speeds. .£12
Premier Magnetos, new £2 19 6
Clincher Tubes post free 7 6
2 h.p. Fafnir Engine £1 10

WANTED !

Good Motor Cycles. Cash Waiting.

Farrar's Motorics,
SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQIO Douglas Machines: iroDiediate delivery from
J- «7 >tcH-k.—Below.

WOLF Ijgljtiveigli-t. 1909 models; price from IS
guineas—Hunt's. The City Motor and Cycle

House. Newgate St.. London. E.G.

2ih.p. Rex. in good order; £9. or offer.—H. Smitll.
2 81. Wells St.. Camberwell. London.

£7 10s.—Sh.p. Fafnir, in sood condition, ready for
road.—51, Claremont Ed., Forest Gate.

3ih.p. Centaur, good condition ; trial, deposit ; £9.
2 bargain.— 2. Gjeyhomid Rd.. Kensal Rise.

TT'EERY, Sih.p.. perfect order, low, fast: £10.-V.
J-V Smith, 1, Eiixnham iCerrace, Richmond.

aih.p. Res, magneto, h-b. control, new condition;
2 £17 10s.— 546, High Ed.. Goodmayes.

3ih.p. Minerya, M.O.V., perfect condition; £7 15g.,
2 quick sale.—41. Ashford Rd., Crictlewocd.

M.M.C.. Sjh.p.. with sidecar. £15: Sh.p. Bradbury.-
late 1908. £11.-Grey. Buckhurst Hill. Essex.

"I /^h-p. Ariel. 2-evl.. live axle, good order: £27 10s.—
J-V 27. Kingsbun- Ed.. Balls Pond Rd.. Dalston.

Sih.p. Fairy LightweiL'ht, Palmer tyres; £16. or
2 offer. -Dougill, 0.»- Woking Rd., "West Byfleet.

3-2ih.p. Minerva, Palmer cords, adjustable pulley,

low; best offer.—Singer, Henry Rd., Tottenham.

INDIAN. 5h.p.. 1910, not to be distinguished from-
new; £50. -Fisher, 6a. Hieh St, Hampstead.

N.S.tr., 4h-p., 1909. single-cyl.. model de luxe; £28;
in very good order.—Fisher. 6a. Higli St.. Hamp-

stead.

BRADBURY Agents for N.W. London.—Gardner.
High St., Hampstead.

WHITTLE S.—Eoc conversion set, fft Triumph, com-
plete, two speeds, clutch, as new; £10 10s.

WHITTLE'S.-F.N., 4J-5h.p., 4-oyl., magneto, spring

forks, nearly new, uus<:ratched ,• bargain, £28.

WHITTLE'S.-F.N., 4J-5h.p., 4-cyl., magneto, spring

forks, excellent order; cheap, £22 10s.

WHITTLE'S—Bat. Sihp., spring frame, almost as

new; great sacrifice, £18 IDs.

WHITTLE'S.—N.S.U., SSh.p., magneto, extra fast

and reliable, grand condition; £16 10s.

WHITTLE'S.—Eoc, Si-4h.p., magneto. Roc free en-

gine clutch, beautiful order; bargain. £18 lOs.

WHITTLE'S—Moto-Reve, late model, twin, magneto,

spring forks, eciual new; £22 10s.

WHITTLE'S —Alcyon, 4-6h.p., twin, spring forks like

new; extra, cheap, £15 10s.

WHITTLE'S.-Mineiva. Sih.p., late 1907, m.o.v.,

magneto, Mabon clutch, good condition; Sle
10s.

WHITTLE'S.—Bat. 3t-4h.p., spring frame : £13 10s.,

exchanges entertained. —WMttle's Motor Ex-

change, Earlslield.

£8.—Sih.p- Rex. Longuemare, in good running order.—

5. Oswin St., St. George's Rd., Southwark. S.E.

TRIUMPH. Sh.p., 1906, Shamrock tyres, 5 belt and

pulley; f20.-Dr. Spreat, Wlietstone. London, N.

BARGAIN.—Sh.p. Peugeot, aooamulator, footboards;

f 12.— St. Oswald's, Leigh Rd. West, Lelgh-on-Sea

33.h.p. Minerva, light, loiv. footrests: £7, or ofter.-

4 Harvej-, Hudson, and Co., next GeMge. Woodtord

BICKLET, Sh.p., Longuemare. Brooks, good tyres

perfect order; sacrifice £6 10s.—C, 130, Brixton

Rd.. S.W.
3 h.p De Dion; £18, bargain; just overhauled, well

fitted, all spares, etc.—Chauffeur, Aldenham House,

Elstree.

BAT, Sih.p., exceptional condition, overhauled, excel

lent Palmers; £15, or offer.—15, Algernon Rd..

Hendon.

31h.p. MM.C-Bat. spring frame, h.^.c, headlight
2 Watawata, spares; £13.-93. Hessel Ed. West,

Ealing.

Sh.p. Minerva, low frame, in splendid order. Brooks
saddle, stand, cyclometer; £S 10s.—14, Clapham

Rd., S.W.

REX. 3;h.p., new May. 1909. splendid condition.

Mabon clutch; £20.-H.O-. St. Paul's Rd. Post
Office, N.W.

Sh.p Quadrant. Chater-Lea frame, good condition ; £10,
bargain-—Emmett, Marlin Square, Abbots Lang-

ley, Herts.

3jih.p. Minerva, excellent condition, ne-w tyres, low.;

4, £12.—Wilton, Upper Mill Cottage, Southend, Cat-
ford, S.E.

"I Q08 6h.p. N.S.U., Roc two speeds, magneto: £25.—
Xn7 22, Whitehall Mansions, Archway Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.

'

BARGAIN.-2h.p. Zedel, F.N. -carburetter, new tubes,
spares, enamelled green; £4.—Otway, Church Walk,

Leatherhead.

3 h.p. F.N., magneto, S-D. belt, Davison tank, Match-
less spring forks, all new; £15.—Wray, 5S3, Barking

Rd.. Plaistow.

1 Q08 HinervB, 3ih.p., new tyres, in splendid running
J-iJ order; £9, lowest.—Lamberhurst, Priory Av.,
Southend-on-Sea.

A.36 Ir, answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRITJMrH, 1910, for immediate delivery, standard

or trey euyinc-Rey, 5, Hcutli St.. Hampstead.
Tel. ; 2678 P-O-

£9.—2h.p- Minerva, perfect ordor, smart machine ;
or

exchange 3ih.p., cash adjustment; photo.— 11,

Ar^i-jie Rd-. Ealing.

Sih-p. -Peatherweight Rex. 190S mcMiel, magneto.
2 splendid condition; il6.—A. G- Bishop. Market

Sq., Rochlord. Essex-

POWERFUL S^h.p. Minerva, low, long bars, tyres as

new; Rive any trial with sidecar; £12 lOs.—377,
l\:iu^^^land Rd., N.E.

BARGAIN.—3ih.p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea fittings, low,

long- bar,-

Kingsland Rd,,
footboards, as new

;

N.E.
any trial.—377,

6h.p. Twin Antoine, O.A.V. magneto, perfect order,
footboards, accessories, spares; £17.-29, Eccles

Rd., Clapham Junction.

new two months a?o,
27 guineas.—Lee's Dairy,

MOTO-VELO Lightweight,
guaranteed perfect

Qur^'U's Rd., Watford.

4h.p. Eoc, free engine, Bosch magneto, 'h-b. control.

2i tyres, excellent condition; £18.—G-, 47, Con-
Qau,trht Rd-. Harlesden-

TRIUMPH. 1907. ridden 1.000 miles-, Mabon clutch,
lamp, spares: £30—StaHord, Hamstel" Rd-, South-

(.hurch, SoiithPud-on-Sea.

PHELON and Moore, 3^h.p., two-speed. 1908, all 1909
fitments, in new condition, guaranteed; £33--41.

Ashford Rd-. Cricklewood-

TRIUMPH, 5jh.p., h.b. control, new engine this
year. Whittle belt, good condition; £26.—Russell,

8, Latymer Rd., Edmonton.

"lTINERVAS.-2^h._p. £8 lOs.,
, ^ , and Sjh.p. £14; must

one, good order.—Lambert, 20, Westbourne
Terrace North, Paddicgton.

long bars, good
ll.-Rice, 30, Calde-

3ih.p. Rex. handle-bar control, low.
2 climber : any trial given;

eot Rd.. Coldharbour Lane, S-E.

FREE Engine Triumph. 1910.
chans:ed for T.T- model, perfc

R.d-. Tottenham. Exchanges-

3Xh.p. N-S.U-. all latest improyemeuts, as new; £20.
2 -128, High Ed. ~ "

in use few weeks,
t; £50— 128, -High

F.N., 2^Lh.p.;

scratched, new January
shaft drive, footrests, u
, ran 300 miles: £33 lO.s.

Tottenham.

two-speed,
new J

557. Oxford St., W.
41.h-p. Twin Minerva, 1909; nearest £20 accepted--

_2 8, Mayfield Place, Eastbourne (particular^,
stamp).

3ih.p. Kerry, two speeds and free. Palmer tyres, coach
2 body, splendid condition ; £15.-8, Nctherburv

Rd-, South Ealing. Middlesex.

PRACTICALLY New 5h.p. Peugeot, built by Genu,
exceptionally fast; any trial; £26.—Aldington, 59,

Haydon's Park Rd., Wimbledon.

seat, long handle-
, lens mirror lamp:

23.h.p. Kerry, Longuemare.
4 bars, speedy machine.

£10—12. King
pedal;

St-. Twickenham-

3ih-p- Brown, Bosch, B. and B.
2 studded, butted back, nd

S-E.

h-b. control, rubber
,-^parcs: £18- - 43,

Barkworth Rd-, Old Kent Rd.

31.h.p. Twin PeiTgeot, condition new; £18; appoint-
2 ment any time.—Clark, 39, Buckingham Man-

sions,^ West End Lane, Hampstead.

Sih.p. Rex Lightweight, B3.=5ch magneto, 26 by
2 2J- "rubber studded, condition throughout like

new; £20.-28, Burgate, Canterbury.

3h.p. Triumph, magneto, good tyres, all accessories,
thoroughly ri^liablf machine ; £17.—E. Whitaker,

11. Peckham Grove, Camberwell, S.E.

3h.p. Givaudan. ra-o-v., low, spring forks, Longuemare,
long b;ir.-^. two belts, gciod tyres; sacrifice £9 ISs--

Gallop, 480, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield-

3ih.p. Twin Lightweight, in splendid working order,
2 condition as new; accept £13,—Api^ly, P. Mat-

tihiaH, 76, Battersea Rise, London, S.W.

4ih.p. Twin Bradbury, re-enamelled, re-bushed, new
2 pistons, etc.. splendid condition; £15 10s.—T-

Suter, 107, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N-

4-CTL. P-N"., two speeds, cream enamel, practically
new ; ca,sli. or exchange tricar, Eiley preferred-—

Earl, 39. Park Lane. Newington Green. N-

F.N.. 1908, 4-cyl,, 44h.p., perfect condition, magneto,
spring forks, horn, lamp, tools, spares, butt-ended

tubes; £21.-47, \Yest Hill, Waud.5worth.

23.h-p. Minerva, recently overhauled, good tyres, brakes,
4 and stand. long handle-bars, good hill-climber

ca.sh £12 10S.-23, West Hill, Winchester.

23.h.p. Minerva, h.b. control, tyres nearly new, in
4 good condition, and in good running order; bar-

gain, £12.-159, White Horse St., Stepney.

low and fast, like new,
:n, £17 lOs. "
Twickenham.

Oih.p. Hiimber, belt drive, Dunlops, inclined engine,
^-'S in splendid order and condition; £12, near cash
offers considered.—28, Burgate St., Canterbu.Ty.

TJOC. Two-speed, 4h.p.. free engine, magneto, Druid

4h.p. Twin Werner, very low and fast,
Palmer cord tyres; a bargain, £17 lOs.-DaTies!

Ailsa Tavern, St. Margaret's, E. '"-'-
^

si)ring forks, as new: any trial; £29 17,s.
bfirgam.—Sims. Ca«seway. Teddington, Middlesex.

6d.,

WE ARE THE PEOPLE for RIGHT
PRICES AND PROMPT DEALS.

T HE PBIOE IS UP

BUT QUALITY'S RIGHT,

TYRES.
BRAND NEW MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS. Beaded Edge.
26 X 2in. REFLEX-CUPPERS 17/6
28 X 2in. „ „ 17/6
28 X 2iin. „ „ fit 26 X 2in 17/6
24 X ziir.. „ „ 17/6
28 X 2j-m. CLINCHERS 17/6
25 X 2i-in. " STANDARD," best make 27/6

MISCELLANEOUS.
Armstrong Typevrtiter, in proper order, a bargain .

.

£3 10
New XL' All Spring Forks 13/6
Low Tension Magneto, good order 25/-
Low Tension Magneto, good order 21/6
Minerva Spring Forks 29/6
New Lycett's Saddle, large size 10/3
New Tool Wallets, four-strap, with tool roll 5/11
Forecarriage, with tyres and seat 55/-
Harrison's Patent Back Rests 12/6
Six-cyUnder H.T. Magneto £6 10
Bosch Plugs post free 3/6
Belt Drills, screw down 1/4
" Forward " Adjustable Fasteners 1/6
New Midget Accumulators 8/9
Vim Rim Brakes, new 7/6
Handle-bars, Rex pattern, plated, drop ends .... 6/-
Cork Handle-bar Grips post fr^'e 1 /-

rgoS Rex Spring Forks, second-hand 25/-
rgog ,, ,, j» 29/-
New Plain Coils, best makes 10/6
New Trembler Coils, best makes 15/-
F.N., Longuemare, etc., Carburetters, second-hand 4/6

SELECTION from our STOCK of MACHINES.
1907 4 h.p. ROC, clutch, etc £24
1909 3^ REX de LUXE two-speed etc £36 15
REX rgog Twin Tourist, low, very good £32 10
REX 190Q 3^ h.p. Tourist £29 10
REX igog Speed King £32 1

Q

REX iqo8 Twin, very speedy. £27 10
N.S.U., 3.Vh.p., magneto, lin. belt £21
REX 1907 Twin £16
BROWN, 3;^ h.p., two-speed and free, M.O.V,,
good £25

P. & M., 2i h.p., two-speed, very low £22
CLYDE 3 h.p. magneto, very cheap £13 15
BROWN, 3 h.p., special engine £10 10
ROVER, 3^ h.p-1 M.O.V., spring forks £13 15
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., well and hearty £15 5
MINERVA, 2 h.p., wants a home £8 15
ANTOINE, 3^ h.p. very good condition £8 10

Now in
£57 5 H.p. TWIN

INDIAN. Stock

CLYDE, 3 h.p., magneto, M.O.V £15
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, good belt dri\-e model,

,

£16 10
REX, 33 Genuine, igo6 M.O.V. etc £15
WERNER, -i! h.p., easv starter £12 15
HUMBER. 3 h.p., clutch, 26in. wheels^. £12 10
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., extra good £14

2l h.p, MINERVA, good order, £11 15
BARTER 2S- h.p. requires attention £6

RUBBER BELTING
BY BEST
MAKER.

Jin., 1 /4,— Jin. 1 /7,— jjin. 1 /9,

tin. 2/- per ioot.

ijin., 2/4 per foot.

LARGE STOCK OF LAMPS (from 7/6,
separate generator.)

DOUBLE TWIST HORNS (5/3), 3-note

(7/11), and a LOT o! other things.

BUT SEND FOR LIST OF SUNDRIES.

Collier's Motories,
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T.T. Triumph, 1910, and other models in stock; eecond-

lijind madiiiiea talcRn in part payment.—Stamford
Hill Motor Co., 128. Hi(?b Ed- Tottenham.

BRADBTTRT. 1910. free engine and loadatcr models
in stock; second-liand machines taken in part pay-

ment; casli or terras-—Stamford Hill Motor Co.. 128.
High Rd., Tottenham.

HUMBER 1910 two-speed and roadster models in
stock ; second-hand machines taken in part pay-

ment; cash or terms-—Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128-
Hif^li Kd., Tottenham.

F.N-. 4-cyl., ma.gueto, spring forks, just overhauled.
in excellent order; £25—128, ITigh Rd- Totten-

ham.

3ih.p. Rex, spring forks, 1910 h.b. Amac, low
2 built, excellent condition; £13.-128, High Rd.,

Tottenham.

aih.p. J.A.P., low built, 26in. wheels, F.N. car-
2 buretter, perfect order; £9.-128. High Rd..

Tottenham

FAFNIR, 3h-p,, Chater frame, spring forks, in

beautiful condition, headlight, hooter, and all

spares; £13.—E. Treby, 6, Richmond Kd., Ilford.

31h.p. Rex, m.o.T,, Longuemare, adjustable pulley,
4 spring forks, Dermatine, rebusbed, new rings;

£12 10s.—37, Armitage Rd., East Greenwich, S.E.

Olb.p. J.A.P.. Chater-Lea fittings. Palmer tyres, spare
/V 2 belt, tools, fast, low built machine ; 10 guineas, a

bargain-—J. Taylor, Ingleside. Hanwell, London, W-

CRIPPS Cycle and Motor Co-, 24-28, Woodford Ed.,
Forest Gate, London, E., have the following

machines, all guaranteed; exchanges on any model,

Iih.p. Magneto Motosacoobe, late 1909, in splendid
2 order, very liglit, used less than 1,000 miles

;

£23.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, accumulator model, used
for demonstrations, in grand condition ; £1 8.

13,b.p. Lightweight F.N",, magneto, geared pulley,
4 run less than 1,000 miles; £20.

4Xh.p. Minerva, 1908, accumulator model, very low,
2 footboards, £20; forecar for same, £4.

31.h.p. Eover, with art cane forecar attachmpnt, all

2 m excellent running order and condition; £15.

3ih.p. Peugeot, engine new last August, had verj^

2 little use, low, short frame, £16; forecar for
same, £4.

SEVERAL Other Machines at prices from £6; any
type of machine built to customers' own re-

quirements; look out shortly for our announcement of
a 2j-h-p. J.A.P. lightweight model weighing about
9C \hs., 6h.p. w.c. engine, 95 by 110, £9.

MUST Sell.—Quadrant, 3-k to 5h-p., new belt, rubber
studded tyres, all spares; s'acrifi.ce £20, or near

offer--Nield, 81, Burgoyne Rd-, Harringay-

PEUGEOT, 3ih.p.. Clincher studded butted tubes,
nearly new. Shamrock-Gloria belt, in perfect run-

ning order; £16.—Herbert, Marden Ash, Ongar.

3Xh-p- Kerry, Chater. Mabon clutch, Longuemare;
2 £9; piish bike taken as part payment.—32, Cmn-

berton Rd-, L-CC- E&tati^. Lordship Lane, Tottenham.

KERRY-AEINGDON Motor Cycles, immediate de-
livery from stock; exchanges entertained.—Dur-

haui Motor Wks., opposite station. South Ealing, "W.

6 h.p. Advance, twin, magneto, very powerful machine,
in perfect condition, take sidecar; a bargain at

£30.—Apply, Pond, 349, West End Lane, Hampstead.

J? 11.—Kerry, 3'ih-p.. free engine, suitable sidecar,^ powerful machine, tyres good, accumulator, Longue-
mare. running order.-Bond, 145, Yaletta Rd-, Acton-

31,h.p. Peugeot-Cbater. Al condition, very fast, new
2 accumulator, cheap; can be seen at 133, High

Barnet. or write. Cooper, 8, Lancaster Rd., New Barnet-

TWIN Premier, 1910, as new, Dunlop studded tyres,
spring forks, been ridden 800 miles; great bar-

gain, £40.—Apply, Pond, 349, West End Lane, Ilamp-
stead.

]Q09 13h.p. F.N., magneto, handle-bar control, a~d-

*y justable pulley, spring forks, guaranteed per-
lolmesdale Rd., South Nor-fect: £16 lOs.-^White, 105,

wood.

AUTO, 4£h.p,, 92 bore, 90 stroke, new piston, rebored
by Laystall Co., B.B., bar control, plain coil, 2iin.

Palmers, etc.; £11.— L., 142, Shrewsbury Ed., Forest
Gate. :.)

ARIEL, 3h.p. , spring forks, in good going order

;

would take light sidecar or push cycle part pay-
ment, or sell £8 10s.—23, Grand Parade, Archway Rd.,
Highgate.

V.S., 5h.p., two-speed. Truffault forlcs, 1908, bought
new j-ummer, 1909, h-b- control, little used, p'er-

fect; £35, lowest-—Warren, 53, Gweudm- Rd-, West Ken-
sington-

DOUGLAS, King of Lightweight g. — London depot.
336. Gosweli Rd. (near Angel Tube Station)--Teb:

3269 City. Machines on view, trials arranged; personal
attention and advice, by J. V. Robin.son, London man-
ager.

KEREY-ABINGDON, 1910, delivered Whitsun, B.
and B., tools, horn, stand, everything latest,

iiist-class, climbs anything, unscratched and as new;
cash offers, or push bike and cash.—155, Brockley Ed.,
Brockley.

In answering these advertisements U is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A37
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Sjtlni. Triiimpli, 1907-8, Mabon clutch, perfect ordei,

2 ridden under 3,000 miles, spares, only wants
seeing; £25.—L., Brooklands, Dawley Rd., Harlington,
Middlesex.

4h.p. Antoine, magneto, h-b. control, poiverlul, low.
tborouprhly overhauled, tyres little •worn ;

genuine
bartiain. £15 10s.—23, South Hill Park Gardens, Hamp-
Btead, N.W-

IF You "Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles.

you can get them at Wanchope's.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London, E.C., just ofE Lud-
sate Circus.

3ih.p. Brown, 1909 cylinder, piston, JBosch, Amac,
2 new tanks, Whittle, particulars post; exchange

5-6h.p; F.N., cash adjustment, sell £19,-64, St. John's
Park, Blackheath.

REX Twin de Luxe, Boc clutch, magneto, over-
hauled, re-enamelled and plated, spares, acces-

sories; ^23, or good 3:th.p. and cash.—Vialls, 20, Ehn-
wood Kd., Croydon.

33.h.p. Minerva, splendid condition, spring forks,
4: new Michelin tyres, complete with watch, spares,

and all acce.'^sories ; £18, or near offer.—Cherry, 61,
Levis Rd., Ealham.

3 ill. p. Minerva, genuine standard model, spring forks,
2 handle-bar control carburetter,' condition and

appearance as new; genuine bargain, £17.—Apply, 34,
Arthur St., Gravesend.

ROC, 4h.p., single, two speeds, spring forks, mag-
neto, 1909 machine, in splendid condition; cost

48 guineas, accept £33, or nearest offer.—Schuver, 15-16,
Farringdon St., London.

23.h.p. F-N., Bosch magneto, spring iorks, spare
4 valves, tyres, machine nearly new. accessories

;

£18; after five; great bargain for quick sale-~Pooley.
27, Bedford Rd-, CJapham.

CLEMENT, 2ih.p., cob Chater frame, long handle-
bars, new carburetter, acenmulator, belt, luggage

carrier, stand, tyres as new: £9.—Clement. 92, Drake-
fell Rd., New Cross. S.E.

3h-p- Fafnir-Chater-Lea, B. and B-, Fuller coil, two
p. and R- accumulators, spares, just overhauled

and enamelled; £12: seen by appointment.—F.. 6. Ful-
ham Park Gardens, S-W-

3^h.p. Rex. new Continental. 40 amp. accmnnlaror.
Watawata. tank. 1910 B- and B. carburetter, per-

fect, and ready for the road; £13, lowest-— S- Elenkarn-
58, Cromwell Rd-, Beckenham.

F-N-, 2;h.p-, in good condition throughout, new Dun-
lop back, and Shamrock-Gloria belt, also new accu-

mulator and spare, fast, reliable machine; £12-—W- Elce,
47, King Edward Rd-, Romford.

GROTDON.—Kerry-Abingdon, this famous machine
in stock for immediate delivery

;
your old ma-

chine taken part payment ; second-hands wanted of all

makes.—Central Motor Co., Croydon.

3jLh.p. Kerry Bike, new R.O.M. on back, 1910 E.
2 and B., spring seat, long bars, separate generator,

lamp, horn, all ready for road: £12 10s—Seen .^ny
time at 58, Finsbury Ed.. Wood Green.

3h.p. Minerva. Bosch magneto, Auiac hb. controlled
carburetter- adjustable pulley. Michelin and Con-

tinental t^Tes. Eiohe tubes, low, spares, splondid con-
dition; £10 10s.— 159, Queen's Rd-. Daliton. N-E-

3h.p. Chater-Lea-Fafnir, low seat, long bars, Palmer
tyres as new, spring fork?;, renently_ enamelled

L.nci lined, in splendid condition; in-^pcc'tiun invited, any
trial; £15.—Seymour, 131b, Plumstead Rd., Woolwich.

TRITTMPH. 1910. free enpine. as new, 700 miles,
guaranteed perfect, steel studded R.O.M. back;

£45, or complete with Cowey speedometer and lamp
±50; buying car; cash.—Tooth, Guy's Hospital, London.

KERRY, 22h.p., new R.OM. non-skid and new
Dermatine belt, Longuemare carbnretter, accumu-

lator and Eassee-Micbel coil, accessories, splendid hill-
climber; £10; view by appointment.—West. 20, Drive,
Walthnmstow.

3ih.p. Brown Motor Cycle- fitted with two-speed gear.
2 cJiain drive, M-O-V-, magneto ignition, in first-

ulas; condition and running order, fully guaranteed;
£22 lOs.-At Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St-.
London, E-C
CLAEENDON. 3h.p., just rebushed, spring forks,

IcMv spring seat, £7 10s.; Fafnir, 3h.p., two
speeds, free engine, clmin drive, £11 ,10s. ; both BlOO
saddles, Voltoo coils; any trial.—Webber, 33. Alfred
Ed., Acton.

3ih.p. Min pi: I Built 1908 Machine, magneto, spring
2 forks, L. and B. carburetter, tyres sound, plat-

ing and enamel like new, Autoclipse lamp, all in good
order; price £14.—Harris, Primrose Villa, Prior St.,
Greenwich, near S.E.R.

33.h.p. Cha.^e, Zedel, Longuemare, accimiulator, -Dun-
4 inps. Bennatine. low. fast, new condition. £12;

two ii.f.-i- Cuntiaental belts, 6ft. lOin- by Jin-. 5s-; 7ft.
4in. by '»in., 6s- fid- ; leather belt, 7ft.. by gin., 4s—W-
Bates. Richmond Ed-, Staines.

3ib.p. Rex (1908, late), new condition tbrongbout.
2 magneto, very powerful. B. and B. ciirburetter,

handle-bar control. Hygienic saddle, low frame, expensive
head lamp, bark carrier, etc- : bargain. £22.—Blacker,
27, High St., Wealdstone, Middlesex-

LADY'S 1910 lih-p- Motosacoche, magneto, Druid
forks. -^three-speed pedalling gear. Wliitt-le. 160

miles to gallon, practically new; cost. £48. sacrifice 30
guineas; buying A-C -Newbury. 12. Conway Rd-, South-
gate. N. _ T-^leshoue, Palmer's Green, 219-

London to Edinburgh

TRIAL.

Success of the

BRADBURY
£46.

Only Six Riders of the Brad-
bury entered, but they were all
successful, and have been
awarded

6 GOLD MEDALS.
Six Riders, Six Gold Medals,

. cannot be surpassed.

Manx Motor Meet.
At the above -meeting Bradburj's repeated
their 1909 success. In Class 2A, for
Standard Touring Motors, they
were First, Second, and Third.

REGENT SUCCESSES:
JUNE 9th.—WESTMORLAND MOTOR

C.C. HILL CLIMB :

1st Fastest Time, Mr. H. Harrison.

2nd, Mr. R. Hutchinson.

These two riders were First and Second
in the same club's Hill Climb on May

2yth.

JUNE llth.—MANCH ESTER M.O. HILL
CLIMB, SINGLE-CYLINDER
CLASS

:

Fastest Time, Mr. P. Piatt.

JUNE 11th—NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.
HILL CLIMB, CLASS 2 :

1st Fastest Time of Day, Mr. W. Cooper.

JUNE 12th—WALTHAMSTOW M.CX. 100
MILES RELIABILITY TRIAL NON-
STOP RUN :

Gold Medal, Mr. W. Cooper.

Gold Medal, Mr. A. T. Stanton.

Catalogue and Name of Agrent on
application to

BRADBURY (& Co. Ltd.

''^!;r"ifs*"" OLDHAM.

F.

D

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
YATES' Motor Cycle Exchange, Cavendish Place,

Eastbourne.—Everything for the motor cycliat

;

tyres, accessories, garage, repairs; alt-n firsi^class apart-
ments or board residence, terms moderate; agents for
Eex, Vindec, Ariel, Bat, etc.—'Phone, 981.

TRIUMPH, September. 1909, Clincher rubber studded
tyres, condition perfect, never punctured, Lucas

headlight, generator, and horn, Triumph tools and
spares; price £38; viewed by appointment.—Owner, 213,
Coldharbour Xane. S.W. 'Pliojie, Brixton 768.

JOMAN'S lOh.p. Laurin and Element Eacer ha.s
done 72 at Brooklanda, in absolutely perfect con-

dition, tyres new, large quantity of spares; bargtiin at
£25. or exchange touring luachinej -write for appoint-
ment--L. P. Scholte^ Sunnyfi'.4d, Hampstead He-Eith-

HT7MBEE 2ih-p. Lightweight, tyres as new, Dunlops,
new Continental tubes. Brooks saddle, spring seat-

pin, two accumulators, two-way switch; any trial;
splendid order; £9, or exchange va:lue in ladies' push
cycles-—Jupp. Mcrtor Works, South Godstone, Surrey-

STERLI^^G'S, 230. Clapham Ed., Stocfcwell.-Tri-
umph, 1909, free engine model, £38 lOs. ; Tri-

imiph, 1909, standard, as new, £35; Triumph, 1907,
haudle-bar control, adjustable pulley, all accessories,
£25; Y.S., 1910, 5h.p., standard, only nm 100 miles,
£48; Triumph, 3h.p., magneto, spring iojks, all acees-
sorie.s, £21; 1910 F.N.'s in stock; 1910 Bradburya
in stock; new rigid sidecars upholstered, £3 12s. 6d.—
Sterling's, 230. Clapham Ed., Stockwell. 'Phone, 1730
Battersea. Tel.: Autobike, London.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,
OUGLAS, 1910, new June 1st: £35; buying side-
car machine—Percy, Brunswick. Tiverton.

51.h,p. Eex Twin, magneto, new non-skid tyre, com-
2 plete^ with stand, etc: £25.—Yandle, Ibninster

31.h-p- Minerva, magneto. 1909, new belt, new reai
2 tyre, stand and carrier, Mabon free engine clutch.

spring forks; £30.—Yandle, Ilminster.

3h-p- Quadrant, new non-skid tyre, st-and and carrier,
lamp, et-C; complete; £10 10s-—Yandle, Ilminster-

N.S.tJ., 4h.p., single-cyl., model de luxe, as new,
not done 100 miles, 1910 model; approval; £38.—

Reynolds, Broadwey, Dorset.

3ih.p. Quadrant, spring forks, escelleat condition
2 throughout, good climber ; £1 6, or nearest. -

—
TTpsall, Myrtle Villa, Torauay-

WEEXER, 2Jh.p., recently overhauled, splendid con-
dition, low, new tyres; bargain, £12 10s.—Post-

master, Stoke Canon, Devon.

31h.p, White and Poppe, Chater-Lea, spring forks,
2 upholstered pan seat, engine as new, guaranteed

condition, suitable for sidecar; £17, or ofierS;—Eadfcrd,
I'itt, Uflculme.

MOTOR Cycle, fitted -n-ith 4ih-p- J-A-J-. en^-ine,

Longuemare carburetter, steel studded unpunctnred
tyres, less ensine pulley; £14 for cash-—Apply, H. C-
Pinckney, Estate Office, Tiverton, Devon.

VINDEC, 3ih.p.. two-speed, free engine, spring forks,

magneto, extra heavy studded Shamrock and Clin-
cher studded tyres, Whittle belt, adjustable pulley, ex-

cellent condition; £32.—Arthur Steer, Culmstock, Devon.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

TRIUMPH, October, 1907, Mabon clutch, in excellent
running condition; £25-—Gran, Dingwall-

RELIAELE Lightweight, l^h.p. Minerva, good tyre?,

gas lamp, horn, stand, etc., perfect running
order : accept £5 10s., genuine bargain.—Arthur, 1 0,
Hamilton St., Paisley.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm--Rex. V.S-.
Indian, Moto-Eeve, Phelon and Moore, Zenith.

Douglas. Eoc, Griffon; we stock all these, and can supply
any otlier make-—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian
Rd-, Edinburgh.

FOE Sale, 2^h.p. N.S.U., "Sow in April this year,
complete with Hela lamp, spare valves, belt, and

all accessories, everything in tip top condition, an ideal
lightiveight; willing to exchange for 3ih.p. good make,
or best cash offer.—D. Murphy. Blackridge, West
Lothian.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h,p. Quadrant Carette; £18—Bain. 56. Miller St-,

Hamilton.

AT Tricar, free engine; £20. or motor cycle and
cosh.—Webb, GlasbT.try, Eedditch.

EX Triette, 2-cyl., spring seat. splen3id value; £17
10S.-68, Vanderbilt E»l., Earlsfield-

MINERVA Tricar, 3ih.p.. in perfect condition, with
spares; £15--Dunkley, Flore, Northants.

TEICAE, two-spee4 and free engine.—Full particu-

lars, Costin, 29, Leigh Rd. E., Soutiend.

9h.p- Eagle, De Dion engine, climb anything, very

fast; twin bike part: £40-—Needham, Shalesmoor.
Sheffield.

5ih.p. Eexette, ^wo speeds, wheel steering, in tliorougli

2 good order; £20.—London General Motor Car
Co.. Sutton

4ih.p. Open Frame W-C Wlieel Steering Tricar, three
2 speeds, perfect order; £20, ofiers—A- Harden

Harn-ctreet, Kent-

A38 In answering thcse-cu/n /fi.iemenis it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cmlf-"
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^
A.S.L.

(AIR) (SPRINGS) (LTD.)

^

I'nr particulars regarding; Bicycles
aiu! Motorcycles with .\ir-Spring
Suspension, write to

Air Springs Ltd., Stafford.

Air-Spring Saddle Pillars, lor

littin<{ to any Bicycle or
Motorcycle - - - 24/-

Complete set for converting
front fork of Motorcycle, in-

cluding fork -blades, crown,
swing-plates, top lug and front
spring - - - - 55/-

¥

If you canirot procure these
from )our local agent, apply to

Air Springs Ltd.
STAFFORD.

"^

You can easily

fit this two
speed gear.

Little if any a teration

is necessary to your

macliine, and the bene-

fits received are incalcul-

able. You obtain a free

ena;ine and can surmount

stiff gradients without

dismounting to push.

Indispensable for touring

MILLENNIUM
TWO-SPEED 'FIT ALL' GEAR

well-designed, well-made,

it is worth every penny of

£5-5-0
FULL PARTICULARS FREE.

LAKE & ELLIOT,
Makers of the "MILLENN'l Ui\[" Accessories lor Motor Cars,

Motor Cycles, and Cycles,

Albion Works, Braintree, Essex. a.j.w.

GLYNO
MOTOR CYCLES
3 H.P. SINGLE CYLINDER.

39 GUINEAS.

6 H.P. TWIN CYLINDER.
IVIecha.nica.1 Valves,

Ba-ll Bearing's. 49 GUINEAS.
Both models fitted with

CLYNO ADJUSTABLE PULLEY
CLYNO ADJUSTABLE STAND
CLYNO CABLE FOOT BRAKE

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

The Clyno Engineering Co.,
THRAPSTON.

\

RUST on a
Motor Cycle

is a prolific source of

mischief and trouble.

A speck of it in the

right — or wrong —
place means vexa-

tions, misfiring, or

perhaps no spari< at

all.

prevents rust,

and it is not merely a rust pre-

ventive, but a lubricant for all bear-

ings; it never dries out or gums.

Write for Free Sample.

3-IN-ONE OIL COMPANY,
Dept. 0, 124, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

In aa-iwerimj t/ir.ie advertuements it is desirable, to inenlhn " The Motor Cycle."
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it 9 1

When you soliloquise in your heart of hearts are you not wholly
sick of belt troubles ?

SAY "YES."
You would realh^ prefer a transmission which under all circum-

stances, and in an}- hands, is absolutely weather proof and non-
slipping, wouldn't you ? Be candid

—

SAY "YES."
And are there not many fine exhilarating days on which you would

snatch a run but for the muddj^ roads and that belt of yours ?

SAY "YES."
Then you are the man who ought to have a

2i h.p. F.N. Shaftdriven Lightweight
Wet weather, damp v,^eather, mudd}^ weather, the^^'re all the

same to the cardan transmission of the 2^ F.N. Lightweight,

which takes no heed of climatic conditions.

Make a New Year's resolution to-day ; decide to have a 2j
F.N. Lightweight, and the next time ^^ou're asked if you've finished

with belt troubles

SAY "YES."

THE F.N. MOTOR AGENCY, 106, Great Portland St., LONDON, W.
Telephone—Gcrrard S04S. Telegrams—" Efcnmo, London."

Repair Works—KELVIN ROAD. HIGHBURY, N.

THE F.N. MOTOR DEPOT, 43, Palmerston Road, Boscombe.

Printed and Published by the Proprietors, InrrE & Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and Coventry.
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